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1 Release Notes 9.4

This page contains information about the gateway version 9.4.

This page contains information about the CA API Gateway version 9.4.

Contents:

     

Tip:

If you are reading these Release Notes offline (for example, as a PDF or in the offline documentation), please
visit techdocs.broadcom.com and look up API Gateway documentation to ensure that you are viewing the latest content.

Important Upgrade Notes

Installing version 9.4 may require these additional manual steps after the upgrade is complete. Perform the steps that apply to
your installation:

• If you use RSA BSAFE: The RSA BSAFE library is end of life and support for this library ceases in version 9.4. If your
installation uses this library, edit the com.l7tech.common.security.jceProviderEngineName system property to use another
library. Contact CA Support if you require assistance.

• If you use Thales nShield Connect: Perform these steps after the upgrade:

1. Open a privileged shell.
2. Change the ownership and permission of /opt/nfast/kmdata/config/config with these commands: 

# chmod 664 /opt/nfast/kmdata/config/config
# chown nfast:nfast /opt/nfast/kmdata/config/config

3. Restart the hardserver:

# /opt/nfast/sbin/init.d-ncipher restart

• Beginning with 9.4 CR3, the Java Development Kit (JDK) for the appliance form factor of the Gateway will be
switched from Oracle to AdoptOpenJDK . After the CR3 upgrade, the appliance Gateway will automatically acquire
AdoptOpenJDK 8u222+. For software form-factor installations of the Gateway for version 9.4 CR3 and newer, we also
recommend the use of AdoptOpenJDK8u222+.

Distribution Archives for 9.4

Release 9.4 is distributed across the following .ZIP archives. Download the ones you need. For detailed instructions on how to
access these archives, see "Obtain the Patch Files" in Patch an Appliance Gateway or Patch a Software Gateway.

Archive File Name Contents

CA API Gateway
CustomAssertions-9.4.00

GEN500000000002066.zip Custom Assertion installation files
for: Oracle Access Manager, Tivoli
Access Manager, CA Single Sign On,
Salesforce Connector, Symantec, JSAM

CA API Gateway
DevelopmentTools-9.4.00

GEN500000000002076.zip Custom Assertion Developer Kit,
Gateway Management Developer
Kit, Gateway Management
Client, Gateway Migration Utility 

CA API Gateway PolicyManager-9.4 GEN500000000002088.zip Policy Manager installers (Windows &
Linux)

CA API Gateway Software Installer
Upgrader-9.4

GEN500000000002065.zip Gateway software install for Solaris and
Linux, Application Upgrade patch file -
L7P

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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OTK Installers 4.3.00 GEN500000000001712.zip OAuth Toolkit Installer Solution Kit and
Database Scripts

CA API Gateway Virtual RHEL
Appliance Imager-9.4

GEN500000000002112.zip Virtual Appliance Gateway Imager ISO
image

CA API Gateway Hardware RHEL
Appliance Imager-9.4

GEN500000000002096.zip Hardware RHEL Appliance Imager ISO
file

CA API Gateway
RHELApplianceUpgrade-9.4

GEN500000000002101.zip Application and Platform Upgrade patch
files, Thales HSM library

CA API Gateway Virtual RHEL
Appliance OVA-9.4

GEN500000000002111.zip Virtual RHEL Appliance Gateway OVA
image 

CA API Gateway Virtual CentOS
Appliance OVA-9.4

GEN500000000002089.zip Virtual CentOS Appliance Gateway
OVA image

CA API Gateway Virtual
CentOSApplianceUpgrade-9.4

GEN500000000002110.zip Application and Platform Upgrade patch
files, Thales HSM library

CA API Gateway XVC-9.4 GEN500000000002113.zip XML VPN Client for Windows and
Linux

CA API Management Technical Documentation

Most CA API Management technical documentation is contained within this site. Remaining documentation in non-Web
format include:

•  #unique_7 
•  #unique_8 (Common Criteria; most recent certified version is v9.2)

Note:

These user manuals are now incorporated into this Docops site.

• For the former Custom Assertions Installation Manual, see: Install Purchased Custom Assertions 
• For the former Understanding Custom Assertions, see: Understand Custom Assertions 
• For the former Creating Custom Assertions, see: Create Custom Assertions 

Note:

The Enterprise Service Manager documentation is now located in its own space: https://techdocs.broadcom.com 

Other CA API Management Online Documentation

• CA API Developer Portal - SaaS 
• CA Mobile API Gateway 
• CA API OAuth Toolkit 
• CA Mobile App Services 
• CA Mobile App Services for Developers 
• CA API Gateway XML VPN Client 
• CA API Gateway - Enterprise Service Manager 
• CA API Management AWS Solution Kit 

CA API Gateway Offline Documentation

A special offline version of the CA API Gateway documentation is available for deployments where Internet access is disabled
due to security reasons.

• CA API Gateway offline documentation 

After downloading, follow the instructions under Install Offline Help.

Contacts

• Support: https://casupport.broadcom.com/ 
• Layer7 API Management Community 

CA API Management Product Information

• CA API Gateway 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
http://www.ca.com/us/developers/mas.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-api-management/api-gateway-service-manager/1-19.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-api-management/api-management-aws-solution-kit/1-0.html
ftp://ftp.ca.com/pub/API_Management/Gateway/Documentation/CA_API_Gateway_doc-93.zip
https://casupport.broadcom.com/
https://community.broadcom.com/enterprisesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=0f580f5f-30a4-41de-a75c-e5f433325a18
http://www.ca.com/us/securecenter/ca-api-gateway.aspx
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• CA Mobile API Gateway 
• CA API Developer Portal - SaaS 
• CA API Developer Portal 
• CA API OAuth Toolkit 

 List of Update Files
This section lists the files that are required to upgrade your gateway to Release 9.4. These instructions
apply to both Software and Appliance Gateway form factors (Hardware and Virtual). 

This section lists the files that are required to upgrade your CA API Gateway to Release 9.4. These instructions apply to both
Software and Appliance Gateway form factors (Hardware and Virtual). 

For detailed instructions on upgrading your Gateway, see Upgrade an Appliance Gateway or Upgrade a Software Gateway.

Note:

Upgrading a Virtual Appliance?

There is an accelerated upgrade process for the Virtual Appliance form factor of the CA API Gateway. For more information,
see Expedited Appliance Upgrade. Note that this process cannot be used on Hardware Appliance or Software Gateways

Tip:

The update files are contained in image files from the distribution archives. For more information, see "Distribution Archive
Files" in Release Notes.

Contents:
 

Background

The Gateway is designed around two major components: Platform and Application.

• The Platform consists of the server that runs the API Gateway appliance and the dependency applications and tools that
are located on it. This includes (but not limited to) the Linux kernel, OpenSSL, and MySQL.

• The Application is the Java component of the API Gateway. The Application comprises the Oracle Java JDK and the Java
programs that comprise the API Management suite.

Note:

AdoptOpenJDK and Gateway Version 9.4 CR3+

CA Technologies recommends the use of AdoptOpenJDK u222+ for Gateway versions 9.4 CR3 and newer. Before
upgrading your Gateway to version 9.4 CR3+, please save a copy of your java.security file in case you have customized it.

These two components are designed to be updated separately, allowing systems administrators to upgrade the Platform without
upgrading the Application. This ensures that the Gateway remains compliant with security protocols and is protected against
common threats. A Gateway upgrade involves upgrading both the Platform and Application.

Platform Updates

Platform updates are required for Hardware Appliances and Virtual Appliances. They are not required for Software Gateways.
(The expectation is that the host computer on which the Gateway is installed is updated according to best practices.)

Note:

Prior to upgrading Gateway, you will need to install the kernel
patch, CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_vKernel-2018-10-05.L7P. The patch installation is a one-time requirement for each
Gateway upgrade attempt. An upgrade attempt consists of the installation of one or more platform upgrade patches and ends
with the installation of a single Gateway upgrade patch.

 Install all updates in the order listed. Omitting an update may result in unexpected errors in the Gateway. 

Note:

For Hardware Appliance Gateways, always install the RHEL patches. For Virtual Appliance Gateways, use the patch (RHEL
or CentOS) appropriate for the operating system (as listed in the Gateway Main Menu (Appliance)).

If upgrading from... Install these updates... From this image...

http://www.ca.com/us/securecenter/ca-mobile-api-gateway.aspx
http://www.ca.com/us/securecenter/ca-api-developer-portal-saas.aspx
http://www.ca.com/us/securecenter/ca-api-developer-portal.aspx
http://www.ca.com/us/securecenter/ca-oauth-toolkit.aspx
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html
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9.3.0 CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
CentOS.L7P

GEN500000000002101.zip
GEN500000000002110.zip

9.2.0 CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
CentOS.L7P

Note:

 Installing the platform update also
updates MySQL from version 5.5 to 5.7.

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
CentOS.L7P

GEN500000000001074.zip
GEN500000000001084.zip

GEN500000000002101.zip
GEN500000000002110.zip

9.1.0 CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.2.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.2.00-
CentOS.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
CentOS.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
CentOS.L7P

GEN12153748E.zip
GEN12153402E.zip
GEN500000000001074.zip
GEN500000000001084.zip
GEN500000000002101.zip
GEN500000000002110.zip

9.0.0 Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.1.00.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.2.00-
RHEL.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
RHEL.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P

GEN06140236E.zip
GEN12153748E.zip
GEN500000000001074.zip
GEN500000000002101.zip

8.4.02 Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.1.00.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.2.00-
RHEL.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
RHEL.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P

GEN06140236E.zip

GEN12153748E.zip

GEN500000000001074.zip

GEN500000000002101.zip

8.4.01 Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.1.00.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.2.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P

GEN06140236E.zip
GEN12153748E.zip
GEN500000000001074.zip
GEN500000000002101.zip
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8.4.00 Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.0.00.L7P

Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.1.00.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.2.00-
RHEL.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
RHEL.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P

DVD11144421E.ISO
GEN06140236E.zip
GEN12153748E.zip
GEN500000000001074.zip
GEN500000000002101.zip

8.3.01 Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v8.4.01.L7P

Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.1.00.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.2.00-
RHEL.L7P

CA_API_JDK_Update_1.8.0u152.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
RHEL.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P

DVD02111831E.ISO
GEN06140236E.zip
GEN12153748E.zip
See note below
GEN500000000001074.zip
GEN500000000002101.zip

8.3.00 Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v8.4.00.L7P

Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.0.00.L7P

Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.1.00.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.2.00-
RHEL.L7P

CA_API_JDK_Update_1.8.0u152.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
RHEL.L7P

CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P

DVD06165653E.ISO
DVD11144421E.ISO
GEN06140236E.zip
GEN12153748E.zip
See note below
GEN500000000001074.zip
GEN500000000002101.zip

8.2.00 Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v8.3.00.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v8.4.00.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.0.00.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.1.00.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.2.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_JDK_Update_1.8.0u152.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P

DVD02121541E.ISO
DVD06165653E.ISO
DVD11144421E.ISO
GEN06140236E.zip
GEN12153748E.zip
See note below
GEN500000000001074.zip
GEN500000000002101.zip
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8.1.0 Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v8.2.00.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v8.3.00.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v8.4.00.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.0.00.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.1.00.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.2.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_JDK_Update_1.8.0u152.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P

DVD09131550E.ISO
DVD02121541E.ISO
DVD06165653E.ISO
DVD11144421E.ISO
GEN06140236E.zip
GEN12153748E.zip
See note below
GEN500000000001074.zip
GEN500000000002101.zip

8.0.0 Layer7_UpdateTrustStore.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v8.1.0.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v8.2.00.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v8.3.00.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v8.4.00.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.0.00.L7P
Layer7_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.1.00.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.2.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_JDK_Update_1.8.0u152.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.3.00-
RHEL.L7P
CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_v9.4.00-
RHEL.L7P

DVD01155803E.iso
DVD01155803E.iso
DVD09131550E.ISO
DVD02121541E.ISO
DVD06165653E.ISO
DVD11144421E.ISO
GEN06140236E.zip
GEN12153748E.zip
See note below
GEN500000000001074.zip
GEN500000000002101.zip

Note:

The CA_API_JDK_Update_1.8.0u152.L7P patch is required to update the JDK for the older appliances (8.3.01 and older) that
have JDK 7 installed. Gateway version 9.4 requires JDK 8. To obtain this patch, visit the CA API Management Solutions &
Patches page.

Application Updates for Appliance

If you have an Appliance Gateway (either hardware or virtual), use the following update files:

  CA_API_Gateway_v9.4.00.L7PCA_SSO_SDK_Compact_v12.52.01.09.L7P 

These files are located in the GEN500000000002101.zip archive and must be installed after the platform upgrades.

The "CA_SSO_SDK_Compact" patch is required only if your Gateway communicates with the CA Single Sign-On product.
This patch must be installed after the main "CA_API_Gateway" patch.

Tip:

 The v9.4 application update patch is cumulative, so it is not necessary to install any prior versions first.

Application Updates for Software

If you have a Software Gateway, use the appropriate update files based on your host operating system:

•  For RHEL/CentOS/SUSE Linux:

•  CA_API_Gateway_v9.4.00.L7P  
•  CA_SSO_SDK_Compact_v12.52.01.09.L7P (required only if your Gateway communicates with the CA Single Sign-

On product; install after CA_API_Gateway_v9.4.00.L7P). This file installs the compact version (reduced size) of the
SSO SDK.

•  For Solaris: L7TECHssg-9.4.00-8872.pkg (package includes the SSO SDK)

These files are located in the GEN500000000002065.zip archive.

Tip:

 The v9.4 application update patch is cumulative, so it is not necessary to install any prior versions first.

Note:

 CA Single Sign-On Users, note the following: 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-gateway-solutions-and-patches.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-gateway-solutions-and-patches.html
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• If the CA Single Sign-On SDK v12.51 or higher already exists on the Gateway, applying the "CA_SSO_SDK_Compact"
patch will upgrade the SDK to v12.52.01.09 (for both Software and Appliance Gateways).

• If the CA Single Sign-On SDK v12.51 or higher  does not already exist  on the Gateway, applying the
"CA_SSO_SDK_Compact" patch will  not  install  the v12.52.01.09 SDK. If you need this SDK, see Install the CA Single
Sign-On SDK for Software Gateways to install it manually.

 New Features and Enhancements
This topic summarizes the new features and enhancements to gateway.

This topic summarizes the new features and enhancements to CA API Gateway.

Description Notes

Support for Thales nShield XC The API Gateway now supports the Thales nShield XC
appliance as Hardware Security Module.

Enhanced Send Email Assertion The Send Email Assertion has been enhanced to support
HTML, embedded hyperlinks, and attachments.

 Video: Configure Send Email Assertion 

New Execute JavaScript Assertion The new Execute JavaScript Assertion lets you add
JavaScript code to a policy. This allows you to craft logic that
might not be practical or possible using the existing policy
logic provided by the Policy Manager.

Upgraded Support for CA SSO SDK to RHEL7 and CentOS7 The CA SSO SDK that is included in CA API Gateway now
supports RHEL7 and CentOS7.

Fetch Agent Configuration Objects' (ACO) Details in
SMSESSION Cookie

Enhanced functionality to ensure that Agent Configuration
Objects' details are accessible to the Gateway policy. A new
field Agent Configuration Object has been added to the  CA
Single Sign-On Check Protected Resource Properties . This
field accepts agent configuration object name and fetches the
details from CA SSO policy server to make it available at
Gateway's policy level. These details can be used by Gateway
policy author to construct a proper cookie.

For more information, see Fetch ACO Properties to the
Gateway Policy for Composing SMSESSION Cookie with
SSOToken.

Enhanced Gateway AMI Appliance The Gateway AMI Appliance can now consume lambda
functions and interact with the Amazon S3 repositories.

https://youtu.be/vBW0QrLFBJk
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-api-management/api-management-aws-solution-kit/1-0.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-api-management/api-management-aws-solution-kit/1-0.html
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Support for Hazelcast The API Gateway now supports using a Hazelcast cluster as
an external in-memory datastore. This configuration can help
improve memory usage and improve data consistency. These
assertions currently support Hazelcast:

•  Apply Rate Limit Assertion 
•  Query Rate Limit Assertion 
•  Apply Throughput Quota Assertion 
•  Query Throughput Quota Assertion 
•  Protect Against Message Replay Assertion 
•  Require SAML Token Profile Assertion (when SAML v2

is being validated with OneTimeUse condition)
•  (Non-SOAP) Validate SAML Token Assertion (when

SAML v2 is being validated with OneTimeUse condition)

For more information on configuring and using Hazelcast,
see:

•  Connect to an External Hazelcast Datastore 
•  Hazelcast Storage Best Practices 

External Location for Gateway Service Metrics For improved performance and stability, you can configure
the Gateway to store metrics data to an external site, away
from the internal database. This frees up disk space and
can avoid issues with clustering and replication. For more
information, see Configure Gateway for External Service
Metrics.

Support for AdoptOpenJDK 

(Effective as of Version 9.4 CR3)

Beginning with version 9.4 CR3, the Java Development
Kit (JDK) for the appliance form factor of Gateway will
be switched from Oracle to AdoptOpenJDK (8u222-b10).
Before upgrading your Gateway, please save a copy of your
java.security file in case you have customized it. 

For software form-factor Gateway users, we also recommend
using AdoptOpenJDK 8u222+ beginning with version 9.4
CR3. 

The Policy Manager browser client will no longer be
supported from this version and onward. 

For an FAQ on AdoptOpenJDK and its impact on the API
Gateway, see the announcement on the Communities blog.

Support for New Appliance The CA API Gateway now supports the Oracle X7-2
appliance. For more information, see Appliance
Gateway.Compatibility 

Support for vSphere The Gateway Virtual Appliance now supports ESXi/vSphere
6.5.

Kerberos Ticket Timeout How the Gateway handles Kerberos ticket
expiry has changed. For more information,
see kerberos.cache.timeToLive in Kerberos Cluster
Properties.

Documentation: HTTP Load Balancing New section in the documentation that describes the best
practices for setting up HTTP Load Balancing. For more
information, see HTTP Load Balancer Best Practices 

Deprecated Cluster Properties The following cluster properties are deprecated in version
9.4:

• dataGrid.protocol
• dataGrid.tcpip.connectionTimeout

For details, see Miscellaneous Cluster Properties.

https://community.broadcom.com/blogs/amandeep-dhindsa1/2019/08/12/announcement-regarding-layer7-api-management-suppo
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Changes to Kerberos Caching Changes to the caching of Kerberos tickets to ensure
that Gateway performance is not degraded. For detailed
information, see kerberos.cache.timeToLive in Kerberos
Cluster Properties.

Policy Cache Improvements The policy cache keeps track of server policies for all
published services and policy fragments. The cache is rebuilt
each time a policy fragment is created, modified, or deleted.
Improvements have been made to how policy fragments are
cached in the Gateway to reduce service outages each time
the policy cache is rebuilt.

Telemetry for PLA Customers Telemetry is a capability used to collect and send product
usage and system configuration information of the CA API
Gateway environment to CA Technologies. This data helps
CA gain insights into customers' product usage, understand
their software needs, and focus on the features and platforms
that are most commonly used. 

Applicable only to customers who have signed a Portfolio
License Agreement (PLA), see Product Licensing and
Telemetry to learn more.

Available as of Version 9.4 CR2.

Updated Key Exchange Algorithms in SSH2 service

(Available as of Version 9.4 CR3)

The API Gateway now supports the following Key Exchange
Algorithms as default for SSH2 access using the Route via
SSH2 assertion:

• ecdh-sha2-nistp256
• ecdh-sha2-nistp384
• ecdh-sha2-nistp521
• diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha256
• diffie-hellman-group14-sha1

By default, the KEX algorithm, diffie-hellman-group1-sha1,
is disabled. The following KEX Algorithms are supported:

• ecdh-sha2-nistp256
• ecdh-sha2-nistp384
• ecdh-sha2-nistp521
• diffie-hellman-group14-sha256
• diffie-hellman-group15-sha512
• diffie-hellman-group16-sha512
• diffie-hellman-group17-sha512
• diffie-hellman-group18-sha512
• diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha256
• diffie-hellman-group14-sha1
• diffie-hellman-group1-sha1

Using the Route via SSH2 assertion, you can also:

• select and order the KEX algorithms as per your
preference.

• add multiple fingerprints and validate the server's host key
against multiple fingerprints.

Note:

•  Resolved Issues 
•  Known Issues 
•  Release Comparison 
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 Requirements and Compatibility
This topic describes the supported versions of various technologies by the gateway.

This topic describes the supported versions of various technologies by the CA API Gateway.

    

Note:

Compatibility with MAG and OTK

For information about product compatibility with the CA Mobile API Gateway and the CA API Management OAuth Toolkit,
visit:

https://docops.ca.com/ca-api-management-oauth-toolkit/4-3/en/release-notes#ReleaseNotes-ProductCompatibility 

Platforms
 CA API Gateway 

 Platform  Supported Versions 

Hardware Appliance Gateway RHEL 6.6 to 6.10

Virtual Appliance Gateway RHEL 6.6 to 6.10

CentOS 6.7 to 6.10

Software Gateway See Software Gateway Specifications 

Policy Manager and XML VPN Client

Tip:

To minimize security risks, install the Policy Manager software on a dedicated workstation.

 Platform  Supported Versions 

Windows Supported: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10, Windows Server 2003,
2008

Tested: Windows XP, 7, 10, Windows Server 2003, 2008

Linux Fedora Core 10 through 15
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5, 6
Ubuntu 11
SuSE Linux 10

Virtualization

 Virtual Platform  Supported Versions 

VMware Workstation 8, 9, 10

VMware ESXi/VSphere 5.x, 6.0, 6.5

Hardware Security Modules (HSM)

Supported hardware security modules:

• Thales nShield Solo+ (nCipher)
• Thales nShield Connect 
• Thales nShield XC
• SafeNet Luna SA Network HSM v5.4.1

Policy Manager

• A machine running one of the supported platforms for the Policy Manager listed above

• Dedicated workstation recommended, to minimize security risks

https://docops.ca.com/ca-api-management-oauth-toolkit/4-3/en/release-notes#ReleaseNotes-ProductCompatibility
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• When running the Policy Manager on Linux or Solaris, a Java 8 JDK must be properly installed and the JAVA_HOME
environment set to the JDK installation directory path

• When running the Policy Manager on Linux, a modern file system such as ext2/ext3 that supports full Linux file
semantics instead of a FAT32/NTFS partition. The FAT32/NTFS partition does not allow uid, gid, and symlinks

• Java version 1.8
• Network access to one or more Gateways with a valid HTTP URI, through port 8443
• If running browser client version: ensure Java 8 Update 102 or higher is installed, with a supported Web browser

Note:

Feature Deprecation

For Gateway versions 9.4 CR3 and newer with AdoptOpenJDK, the browser client version of the Policy Manager will no
longer be available.

Web Browsers

Note:

Feature Deprecation

For Gateway versions 9.4 CR3 and newer with AdoptOpenJDK, the browser client version of the Policy Manager will no
longer be available.

Browser support for the Policy Manager Browser Client.

Browser Supported Versions 

Internet Explorer Tested against latest versions

Firefox Tested against latest versions

Note:

Firefox is usable only in Java Web Start mode. This browser
no longer supports the older browser client technology
involving the Java applet. For more information, see Start the
Policy Manager.

Chrome Not supported

Note:

Other browsers not listed above may work, but CA Technologies cannot not ensure performance, security, and compatibility if
used.

Identity Providers

 Identity Provider  Supported Versions 

CA Single Sign-On (formerly "CA SiteMinder") 12sp3, 12.51, 12.52, 12.7*

(*see note below for more details)

Sun JSAM (replaced by OpenSSO) 7.1

IBM Tivoli Access Manager (TAM) 6.0, 6.1

Microsoft Active Directory (MSAD) 2008 R2

OpenLDAP 2.3, 2.4

Oracle Access Manager (OAM) 10g, 11g

Note:

CA Single Sign-On Compatibility

It is important to note the difference between the CA Single Sign-On Identity Provider and the CA Single Sign-On SDK:

• The versions listed in the table above describe the versions of the CA Single Sign-On Policy Server that is supported when
the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion is used to authenticate credentials.
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• The CA Single Sign-On SDK that is currently provided in the distribution archives is version 12.52 SP01 CR9, which is
compatible with RHEL 6 and 7.

Message Queuing Products

MQ Product Supported Versions 

IBM MQ Series Supported: 7.0, 7.1, 7.1.01, 8.0, 9.x
Tested: 7.0, 7.1, 8.0.0.5*, 9.x*

 *Note: Versions 8.0.0.5 and 9.x are tested and supported for
MQ Native Queue only.

TIBCO EMS 4.4.1, 6.1.0

WebLogic JMS 11g, 12c

Apache ActiveMQ 5.3.2

FTP/SFTP

Product Supported Versions

vsftpd 3.0.2

Squid 3.5.20

Antivirus (ICAP) Products

Product  Supported Versions 

Sophos Antivirus 7.5.3

Symantec Antivirus Scan Engine 5.2

McAfee Web Security 7

UDDI Registry Products

Product  Supported Versions 

Centrasite Active SOA 8.0, 8.1, 8.2

Centrasite UDDI 7.1 (Governance)

3.1.5 (Enterprise)

Systinet UDDI 6.5

Databases (JDBC Connector Only)

Note:

While the Data Direct driver claims support for a list of databases, the CA API Gateway is actively tested on a small subset of
that list.  Support for issues may involve additional support from Data Direct.

 Product  Supported Versions 

MS SQL Server Supported: 2000 and higher

Tested: 2008

IBM DB2 Supported: 8.x, 9.1, 9.5, 9.7

Tested: 9.7

MySQL Supported: Community or Standard Edition 5.0 and higher
Tested: Standard Edition 5.7
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Oracle Supported: 

• 8i R3 and higher
• 9i R1 and higher
• 10g R1 and higher
• 11g R1 and higher
• 12c R1 and higher

Tested: 11.2, 12c

Datastores

Non-SQL Based: 

 Product Supported Versions 

Cassandra Supported: 2.1.2, 3.0.0, 3.9.0

Tested: 3.9.0 

 External in-memory: 

Product Supported Versions 

Hazelcast Supported: 3.10

Tested: 3.10

Miscellaneous/Other Products

 Product Supported Versions 

Actional Server 8.0, 8.1

Apache Webserver 2.0.52

CA WSDM 3.5

EJBCA 4

Gateway Migration Utility 1.6

JSON Schema Draft 2

Version 4

MS Exchange Server 2010

Open SSO 8

Radius 2.1.7, 2.1.12

Syslog 2.05, 7.4.7

Swagger 2.0

Attention:  When a third-party product reaches the end of its primary or mainstream support, CA will no longer
provide support for that third-party product or any API Gateway components that interoperate with the third party
product. Third party products under extended vendor support are not supported by CA. Examples of third party
products include but are not limited to: web server, application server, operating system, directory, database, container
application platforms, etc.

 Appliance Gateway Compatibility
This topic describes the hardware appliances that are compatible with the gateway.

This topic describes the hardware appliances that are compatible with the CA API Gateway.

Contents:

https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-zyp-json-schema-02
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Oracle X7-2 Server

Tip:

For complete specifications for the Oracle Server X7-2, see: http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers/x7-2-
datasheet-3690005.pdf

Note:

(1) CA Technologies recommends using ILOM to connect to the X7-2. Use of a KVM, USB hub, or USB monitor is not
recommended. (2) The UEFI partitions on the X7-2 cannot be put in a RAID.

Server type Oracle Server X7-2

Processor Single or Dual Intel Xeon Silver 4114 v3 10-core 2.2 GHz 85
watts

Memory 32GB RAM

Storage: Dual 600GB RAID 1 SAS HDD

Network Six 10Gbase-T (10GB) NIC (two on board, four on PCI card)

Two 10/25GbE SFP+ fiber ports (not supported by the
Gateway)

Other • One USB 3 port (rear)
• Dual redundant, hot-swappable power supply
• Dual CPU version supports optional on-board HSM

(Thales Crypto Accelerator Card)
• Single CPU version does NOT support on-board HSM
• No VGA port

Oracle X5-2 Server

Tip:

For complete specifications for the Oracle Server X5-2, see: http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers/x5-2-
datasheet-2312923.pdf

Server type Oracle Server X5-2: 1U base chassis with motherboard

Processor Single or Dual Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 8-core 2.4 GHz

Memory Dual CPU: 32GB RAM
Single CPU: 16GB RAM

Storage: Dual 600GB RAID 1 SAS HDD

Network Dual CPU: Four 10Gbase-T (10GB) NIC

Single CPU: Dual 10Gbase-T (10GB) NIC

Other • Six USB 2.0 ports (two front, two rear, two internal)
• Dual redundant, hot-swappable power supply
• Dual CPU version supports optional on-board HSM

(Thales Crypto Accelerator Card)
• Single CPU version does NOT support on-board HSM

Oracle X4-2 Server

Tip:

For complete specifications for the Oracle Server X4-2, see: http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/servers/x86/
x4-2-ds-2008629.pdf

Server type Oracle Server X4-2: 1U base chassis with motherboard

Processor Single or Dual Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 8-core 2.6 GHz

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers/x7-2-datasheet-3690005.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers/x7-2-datasheet-3690005.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers/x5-2-datasheet-2312923.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers/x5-2-datasheet-2312923.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/servers/x86/x4-2-ds-2008629.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/servers/x86/x4-2-ds-2008629.pdf
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Memory Dual CPU: 32GB DDR3-1600 DIMMSingle CPU: 16GB
DDR3-1600 DIMM

Storage: Oracle Storage 6GB SAS PCIe HBA, Internal: 8 port

2 x 300GB 10,000RPM 2.5-inch SAS-2 HDD

4 x 2.5 inch drive slots and 1 DVD-RW disk cage

Network 4 x GE/FE NIC (dual socket systems)
2 x GE/FE NIC (single socket systems)

4 x 10GbE ports

Dedicated 10/100 Base-T Ethernet network manage port

Hardware Security Module Dual CPU: Supports optional onboard HSM (Thales nShield)

Single CPU: NO support for optional onboard HSM

Environment • Operating temperature: 5° C to 35° C (41° F to 95° F)
• Non-operating temperature: -40° C to 70° C (-40° F to

158° F)
• Operating relative humidity: 10% to 90%, non-

condensing
• Non-operating relative humidity: Up to 93%, non-

condensing
• Operating altitude: Up to 9,840 feet (3,000 m*) maximum

ambient temperature
is derated by 1° C per 300 m above 900 m (*except in
China where regulations
may limit installations to a maximum altitude of 6,560
feet or 2,000 m)

• Non-operating altitude: Up to 39,370 feet (12,000 m)
• Acoustic noise: 7.91 Bels A weighted operating, 5.28 Bels

A weighted idling

Power source • Two hot-swappable and redundant power supplies, rated
91% efficiency

• Rated Line Voltage: 100-240 VAC
• Rated Input Current: 100-127 VAC 7.2A and 200-240

VAC 3.4A

Dimensions and Weight • Height: 42.6 mm (1.7 in.)
• Width: 436.5 mm (17.2 in.)
• Depth: 737.0 mm (29.0 in.)
• Weight: 18.0 kg (40.0 lb.) fully populated

Sun Server X3-2 (formerly Sun Fire X4170 M3)

For complete specifications for the Sun Server X3-2, see: http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/servers/x86/sun-
server-x3-2-ds-1683091.pdf

Thales nShield Solo+ Crypto Accelerator Card

This optional add-on is available only in appliances in the dual CPU hardware configuration.

• On-board hardware security module (HSM); supports hardware-based cryptography using FIPS-approved algorithms: AES,
AES GCM, 3DES, SHS, HMAC, RSA, RNG

• FIPS 140-2 Level 3 certification (Certificate here: http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/
documents/140- 1/140crt/140crt1197.pdf)

Full specifications for the Thales Crypto Accelerator Card:

http://go.thalesesecurity.com/rs/480-LWA-970/images/ThalesEsecurity_nShield_Solo_ds.pdf

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/servers/x86/sun-server-x3-2-ds-1683091.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/servers/x86/sun-server-x3-2-ds-1683091.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/documents/140-1/140crt/140crt1197.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/documents/140-1/140crt/140crt1197.pdf
http://go.thalesesecurity.com/rs/480-LWA-970/images/ThalesEsecurity_nShield_Solo_ds.pdf
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Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Since the optional on-board hardware security module (HSM)
is not supported/available for the 1-CPU appliance, how is it
possible to achieve FIPS 140-2 Level 3 compliance?

FIPS 140-2 Level 3 compliance is possible with the use of a
third-party network-attached HSM.

The specifications for the 1-CPU hardware appliance show
that only two 10GE ports are supported; is this correct?

Yes. While the 1-CPU appliance has four physical network
ports, only two of them are active and it is not possible to re-
enable the inactive ports.

If you require four network ports, then you need the dual
CPU appliance.

Does the hardware appliance support the optical fiber
network interfaces?

The NIC installed in the hardware appliance only supports
copper network interfaces. Optical fiber is not supported.

How do I configure the Oracle X7-2 now that there is no
VGA port?

You can connect to the X7-2 using any of following methods:

• Serial management port
• Oracle ILOM Remote System Console Plus (external

link)

 Software Gateway Specifications
Minimum requirements for a host machine running the Software form factor of the gateway:

Minimum requirements for a host machine running the Software form factor of the CA API Gateway:

Requirement Minimum 

Networking one IPv4 or IPv6 interface

Processor Dual core processor, 2 GHz or faster

Memory 4 GB (8 GB or above recommended)

Operating System Dedicated server running one of:

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 5.10, 6.x, 7.x
• CentOS 6.x, 7.x
• SuSE Linux Enterprise 10 or 11
• Solaris 10 (x86 or Sparc)

Note:

Support for Cloud Environments: CA Technologies
has not formally tested Software Gateway deployment in
cloud environments. CA Technologies is fully committed to
ensuring that the Software form factor runs on all supported
operating systems, regardless of where those operating
systems are located. Issues that arise between that operating
system and the cloud environment should be directed to the
operating system vendor or cloud environment owners.

Java Java SE Development Kit (JDK) 1.8.0 u102

 

Note:

AdoptOpenJDK for Gateway Version 9.4 CR3+

Beginning with version 9.4 CR3 of the Gateway, CA
Technologies recommends AdoptOpenJDK 8u222+

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41059_01/html/E48312/napov.gofwz.html
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Java Cryptography Extensions (JCE) For Versions Older than JDK8 u151

JCE unlimited strength jurisdiction policy files

1. Download JCE from: http://www.oracle.com/
technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jce8-
download-2133166.html

2. Extract files.
3. Copy the jce/* files to <JDK directory>/jre/lib/security/

* on Gateway.

For Versions JDK8 u151 to u161

https://www.java.com/en/download/faq/release_changes.xml 

This release introduces a new feature whereby the JCE
jurisdiction policy files used by the JDK can be controlled via
a new Security property. In older releases, JCE jurisdiction
files had to be downloaded and installed separately to allow
unlimited cryptography to be used by the JDK. The download
and install steps are no longer necessary. To enable unlimited
cryptography, one can use the new crypto.policySecurity
property. If the new Security property (crypto.policy) is set
in the java.security file, or has been set dynamically by using
the Security.setProperty() call before the JCE framework
has been initialized, that setting is honored. By default,
the property is undefined. If the property is undefined and
the legacy JCE jurisdiction files do not exist in the legacy
lib/security directory, then the default cryptographic level
remains at 'limited'. To configure the JDK to use unlimited
cryptography, set the crypto.policy to a value of 'unlimited'.
See the notes in the java.security file shipping with this
release for more information.

For Versions JDK8 u162 and later

If you have JDK8 u162 or a later version installed, none
of the steps above apply for JCE enablement. JCE is
automatically enabled and cryto.policy is set to a value of
'unlimited' by default.

Database MySQL 5.7.x, with root user and password

• minimum 500 MB for tablespace (1 - 10 GB
recommended)

• INNODB table handler required

Note:

Solaris 10 Exception: The Solaris 10 software form
factor supports only MySQL 5.5. There are no MySQL 5.7
packages for Solaris 10.

Note:

Support for non-English characters: If non-English
characters will be used in the Policy Manager (connected
to a Software Gateway), configure the MySQL server
to use "character-set-server=utf8" in the MySQL server
configuration file.

CA API Management OAuth Toolkit (OTK) OTK 4.3.00

Optional Software The following software is recommended:

• SNMP installed and configured
• NTP daemon installed and configured, for time

synchronization

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jce8-download-2133166.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jce8-download-2133166.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jce8-download-2133166.html
https://www.java.com/en/download/faq/release_changes.xml
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Tip:

 The CA API Gateway offers the option to run with an embedded database that offers slightly reduced functionality, but with
advantage of not requiring MySQL to be present.

 Virtual Appliance Gateway Specifications
The Virtual Appliance form factor of the gateway can technically run on any computer capable of running
VMware Workstation of vSphere. For satisfactory operation in development and testing environments,
CA Technologies recommends the following minimums for the host machine.

The Virtual Appliance form factor of the CA API Gateway can technically run on any computer capable of running VMware
Workstation of vSphere. For satisfactory operation in development and testing environments, CA Technologies recommends
the following minimums for the host machine.

 Requirement  Minimum 

Networking one IPv4 or IPv6 interface

Processor 2-4 processing cores for development and testing
environments

4-8 process cores for production environments

Memory 4 GB for development and testing environments

8 GB or above recommended for production environments

Operating System RHEL 6.x
CentOS 6.x

Note:

Support for Cloud Environments: CA Technologies has
not formally tested Virtual Appliance Gateway deployment
in cloud environments. CA Technologies is fully committed
to ensuring that the Virtual Appliance form factor runs on
all supported operating systems, regardless of where those
operating systems are located. Issues that arise between
that operating system and the cloud environment should be
directed to the operating system vendor or cloud environment
owners.

 Container Gateway Platform Support
This topic describes the platforms supported by the Container Gateway.

This topic describes the platforms supported by the Container Gateway.

  

Supported Containers

You can run the Container Gateway using either of the following supported container application platforms:

Platform Release Comments

 Docker Enterprise/Community Edition 17.X.X

OpenShift Origin/Container Platform 3.6

Tip:

Ephemeral Gateway 

If you are looking to deploy database-less and migration-less Ephemeral Container Gateways, see Container Gateway in a CI/
CD Pipeline to learn more.

Best Effort Support (Reasonable Commercial Effort Statement)

https://docs.docker.com/release-notes/docker-ce/
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The following list describes the container application platforms that are considered “unsupported”, but for which CA will
make a reasonable commercial effort to troubleshoot and/or resolve customer support requests if the Customer operates the
Container Gateway on these container application platforms:

Platform Release Comments

Amazon Elastic Container Service
(ECS)

1.14.3+

Docker Enterprise/Docker Community
Edition 

1.12+ Indirectly tested via OpenShift 

Kubernetes 1.9.0

OpenShift Origin 1.4+

OpenShift Container Platform 3.4+

Note:

Support will make a reasonable commercial effort to troubleshoot and/or resolve customer support requests that involve the use
of currently supported versions of Container Gateway on or with “unsupported” container application platforms as follows:

• Support will accept support incidents (support requests) involving a container application platform that is not officially
supported per the then-current CA published platform support matrices. 

• CA will troubleshoot the issue up to the point that CA has reason to believe that the problem is related to the use of the
container application platform that is not specified in a then-current platform supported matrix. At such point, CA shall
require that the customer reproduce the problem on a fully supported container application platform before CA proceeds in
troubleshooting the incident.

Note:

When a third party product reaches the end of its primary or mainstream support, CA will no longer provide support for that
third party product or any Container Gateway components that interoperate with the third party product. Third party products
under extended vendor support are not supported by CA. Examples of third party products are: Web server, application server,
operating system, directory, database, container application platforms, etc.

Note:

 More Information 

•  Using the Container Gateway 

.

 Resolved Issues
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Issues Resolved in Version 9.4

The following issues are fixed in CA API Gateway 9.4:

Fixed Issue ID Description

DE218036 Corrected an issue that caused the Gateway to reject requests
where the Content-Encoding header is set to GZIP.

DE221350 Corrected an issue that caused the Policy Manager to close
unexpectedly when it encountered an assertion without an
icon.

DE240455 When configuring the CA Mobile API Gateway, it is now
possible to configure an XMPP Inbound Port using the same
port number on two different network interfaces.

https://docs.docker.com/enterprise/17.06/
https://docs.docker.com/release-notes/docker-ce/
https://docs.docker.com/release-notes/docker-ce/
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DE251925 The Gateway no longer adds an extraneous "Content-Length:
0" to the header when the HTTP method does not have a
body. Affected HTTP methods: GET, DELETE, HEAD,
OPTIONS.

DE265359 Corrected a condition that allowed ssgconfig users to issue
shell requests over SSH.

DE271778 Corrected an error that caused a bundle import to fail if
entities referenced in the bundle do not already exist in the
target Gateway.

DE283179 Corrected an issue that allowed root user operations to be
performed from the Restricted Shell.

DE284327 Corrected an issue that caused the REST Management API to
return the incorrect number of dependencies for a service.

DE286287 Corrected an issue with the Route via HTTP(S)
Assertion where under certain conditions the logs report
that the assertion succeeded, when in fact a response error
occurred.

DE287665 When the database for a Gateway AMI Appliance is updated,
the gateway user is incorrectly denied access to the database.
This has been corrected.

DE288689 Enhanced the Gateway patcher so that errors are reported,
with more detailed logging added to the sspc logs.

DE290398 Corrected an issue that caused the Gateway status to
show "STARTING" instead of "RUNNING" when
the security.fips.enable cluster property is set to "true".

DE290678 Corrected the audit messages generated by the Apply Rate
Limit Assertion to be at the FINE level instead of INFO.

DE302739 Corrected a failure that occurred when performing
a migratein with the Gateway Migration Utility (GMU).

DE306720 Corrected an error message that is displayed when using the
Gateway Migration Utility with the "–trustCertificate" option.

DE306924 Corrected performance issues caused by internal libraries that
were accessing the file system too frequently.

DE306944 Corrected an issue that was causing the XMPP assertions to
report a failure.

DE310244 Corrected copy and paste errors that could occur when
copying assertions from a policy fragment or composite
assertions.

DE319759 Corrected an issue that caused the process controller log
to display the error "Couldn't get HOST.cpuTemp value
(Couldn't get CPU temperature)".

DE321971 Corrected several unexpected issues that could occur with
the Execute Salesforce Operation Assertion.

DE324840 Corrected a performance issue that arose when setting a
Kerberos ticket expiry time to "unlimited".

DE326553 When the Encode/Decode Data Assertion fails due to invalid
characters, it is now possible to to use a Continue Processing
Assertion to prevent failure of the policy.

DE326622 Corrected an issue that prevented audit events from being
displayed when you select "Show Audit Events" for a specific
service in the Gateway Dashboard.
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DE327512 Updated the cluster
property contentType.otherTextualTypes to support
"application/graphqi".

DE328317 Corrected an issue where Enterprise Service Manager
(ESM) migration is failing with null pointer, when there is
a mismatch in the policy that is mapped from source cluster
policy and destination cluster policy with different assertion
at one ordinal.

DE329295 Corrected the JMS Inbound so that a "serviceFinished"
callback is correctly invoked for non-HTTP traffic.

DE330274 Corrected an issue where an intermediate certificate is not the
correct one after it is uploaded using Manage Private Keys.

DE330447 Updated Tomcat to the latest version of Tomcat 6.x.

DE331346 Updated the Data Collection Tool to ensure that it collects
the correct database files for Gateways that use an embedded
database.

DE332398 Corrected caching conditions for security zones that
prevented operations even after the security zone is removed.
(Example: Assign a JDBC Connection to a security zone,
and then remove that security zone. This should remove
security for the JDBC connection, but you could not edit
or remove that connection until you manually refreshed the
JDBC cache.)

DE332690 Corrected an issue with the Enterprise Service Manager that
prevented you from generating reports.

DE333386 Corrected an issue that caused the Gateway to incorrectly
report JSON structure validation errors.

DE334838 Improvements were made to the custom assertion logging
framework to display error messages during debug mode.

DE335796 Corrected an issue that caused newline characters in a cluster-
wide property to be omitted when a service is migrated using
the Enterprise Service Manager.

DE337487 Added the Sign Certificate Assertion, which processes a
CSR (Certificate Signing Request) and generates a signed
certificate.

DE337684 Updated the Decode JSON Web Token Assertion so that
when it fails, it does not fail the entire policy.

DE337781 Corrected an issue where the Gateway used the old root
certificate when the old root certificate was replaced by a new
one with the same name.

DE338872 Corrected some issues with the Gateway upgrade process.

DE338973

DE256477

ClassCastException error observed while Gateway was
processing messages has been resolved.

DE339252 Corrected an issue where migrating the "Load Previous
Mappings" button results in a "an internal error occurred".

DE340275 Corrected an issued that occurred when multiple SPNs are
present in the keytab file.

DE341493 Corrected an issue that prevented customized error response
messages from being returned in a Route via MQ Native
Assertion policy.

DE342088 Corrected the Query LDAP Assertion to correctly parse
context variables in the base DN field.
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DE342376 Corrected a security issue with the Require SSH Credentials
Assertion in the Gateway. 

DE342946 Corrected an issue where Swagger validation fails after
upgrade to Gateway version 9.3.

DE342952 Corrected an issue that caused an Audit Sink policy timeout
to block Gateway user login.

DE342980 Fixed the Validate Against Swagger Document Assertion to
correctly enforce the "Require Security Credentials to be
Present" option, when selected.

DE343053 Added a new "Skip Validation" option to the Access
Resource Protected by Oracle Access Manager Assertion, to
help prevent certain failures.

DE343232 Corrected an issue where the UseHTTPOnlyCookies ACO
parameter does not reflect in the cookie string as HttpOnly
when it is set to 'yes'. 

DE343361 Corrected an issue where authorization is failing when Idle
Session Timeout value is not enabled or set to 0 in CA SSO.

DE347516 Corrected the Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2
Assertion to prevent a "NullPointerException" error from
occurring.

DE347523 Updated the Gateway so that you can prevent response
processing from failing if the request URL contains "unwise"
characters that violate RFC 2396. For examples, special
characters such as '{' and '}'.

Note:

To allow characters that violate RFC 2396 in the request
URL:

1.  Connect to the Gateway via SSH as the root user.
2. Open this file for editing:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/
node/default/etc/conf/
system.properties

3. Add this line to the file:

tomcat.util.http.parser.HttpParser.requestTargetAllow
 = {}{}\<>

Where: '{}{}\<>' are the unwise characters to enable.
4. Save and exit the properties files, and then restart the

Gateway:

# service ssg restart

DE347794 Fixed the "Extract from WSDL" option in the Validate XML
Schema Assertion to ensure correct results.
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DE348956 When an encapsulated assertions uses a cluster property as
an input argument, that cluster property is not included in the
output of the migrateOut command. This has been fixed.

DE351400 Corrected inconsistent RESTman behavior in Gateway
cluster nodes.

DE353852 Corrected an issue that caused slowness in signing JSON
Web Tokens.

DE354243 Corrected an error that occurred when scaling a Container
Gateway with two nodes.

DE356387 Corrected an issue that caused the Gateway node names to be
reset to "Gateway 1", etc., after restarting.

DE356626 Corrected the Base64 encoding used by the Create JSON
Web Key Assertion for the x5t attribute.

DE357001 Corrected an issue that caused the Bash shell to consume
100% of the CPU after you use "su - ssgconfig" to access the
Gateway.

DE358275 Corrected a display error where the description of an identity
provider group appears in the Search dialog, but not in the
properties for that group.

DE360516 Corrected an issue that prevented the Gateway from starting
after upgrading from version 9.2 to 9.3.

DE361031 Corrected an issue that caused excessive latency on the
Gateway.

DE361214 Updated the Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2 Assertion so
that is no longer appends unexpected "=" characters to the
output.

DE361245 Corrected errors that occurred when version 9.3 CR1 is
installed.

DE361445 Introduced the following assertions so you can change a
user's password and enable the user account in the CA Single
Sign-On user directory:

•  Change CA SSO User Password Assertion 
•  Enable CA SSO User Assertion 

DE361894 Messages sent to the Gateway syslog server now include
milliseconds.

DE362150 Updated the Validate Against Swagger Document
Assertion to add the "<prefix> .path" context variable. This
allows you to see the path in the Swagger document against
which the request was validated.

DE362490 Introduced enableSNISupport option to GMU to correct an
issue where GMU fails to perform TLS handshake if server is
Server Name Indication (SNI) enabled.

DE362663 JVM settings have been updated to remove deprecated flags.

DE362783 Updated the Process SAML Authentication Request
Assertion so that an invalid SAML request or an invalid
binding does not fail the entire policy.

DE362814 Resolved a handshake issue that impacted certain ciphers.

DE363569 Corrected an issue that caused slowdowns with Cassandra
connections.
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DE363927 Corrected an issue that prevented the Route via
HTTP(S) / Configure Message Streaming assertions from
streaming a response back to the client without modification.

DE364175 Improved the output logs from the Container Gateway to
match those produced by the standard Appliance Gateway.

DE364259 Corrected an issue with the Enterprise Service Manager that
caused the hostname to be incorrect.

DE364342 Corrected the XSL transformation so that failures during the
transformation do not cause an internal server error.

DE364397 Corrected an issue that produced an error when switching
paths in a WebSocket connection.

DE364424

DE365643

Added the
new pkix.crl.invalidateCrlCacheOnNextUpdate  cluster
property . This property invalidates the CRL on the next
update time that is embedded in the CRL. The default value
of this CWP is  false. Set this property to true if you do not
intend to use the cached value when stale.

DE365399 Corrected an issue that prevented the Gateway from
retrieving headers from a custom assertion under certain
conditions.

DE365432 Corrected the Route via SSH2 Assertion to close SCP
sessions after use.

DE365919 Rules defined in listen ports were taking precedence over
custom firewall rules. This has been corrected.

DE366357 Corrected an issue that caused the default HTTP port to be
created, even though custom ports are specified in a bootstrap
bundle (when auto-provisioning a migration bundle).

DE366490  The context variable ${request.soap.operation} was not
returning values when used in an encapsulated assertion.
This has been corrected.

DE366529 Corrected an issue where the Route via HTTP(S)
Assertion would return a Java exception when routing with
multiple URLs and a context variable is used for the HTTP
response.

DE367210 Corrected an error that occurred when an OAuth callback
URL exceeded 200 characters.
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DE367258

DE372415

Corrected issues that caused the ${<prefix>.value} variable
in the Apply Throughput Quota Assertion to return incorrect
values under certain conditions.

• Condition #1: When the "Decrement" option is used, the
context variable ${<prefix>.value} is supposed to return
the value of the counter after decrement. But instead, the
decrement delta was always being returned.
For example, a policy contains two Apply Throughput
Quota assertions. The first increments a counter by 2,
while the second decrements the same counter by 1. After
a request is submitted, the ${<prefix>.value} variable
should contain "1" (2-1). Prior to the correction, the
variable was returning "-1" (the amount of the decrement)
in all cases.

• Condition #2: The following parameters are set in
the Apply Throughput Quota Assertion:

• The Scalability slider is set to "Scalability" (far right).
• The "Increment only within quota" option is selected.
• The quota has been reached.

For example, a quota of 100 per month has
been reached and the assertion is executed once
more. The actual counter value remains 100, but
the ${<prefix>.value} variable is incorrectly set to 101.
This correction ensures that the context variable reflects
the actual counter value.

DE368578 Corrected an issue with the Apply Throughput Quota
Assertion where setting the Scalability slider to the midpoint
caused the assertion to behave as if the 'Consistency' setting
(far left) was selected. Now, the midpoint setting correctly
applies a blend of scalability and performance.

DE369411 Corrected an issue that caused the Container Gateway to
ignore user parameters specified in the JDBC URL (through
the SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL environment variable).

DE369448 Addressed several issues to improve the performance and
stability of the Gateway.

DE369768 An issue occurred when using the (Non-SOAP)
Encrypt XML Element and (Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML
Element assertions to encrypt/decrypt an element. If the
certificate contains an OID in the Issuer DN, this error is
displayed upon decryption: "Encryption recipient was not
recognized as addressed to a private key possessed by this
Gateway". This has been corrected.

DE371400 Corrected an issue with the Trusted Server Certificate option
when used with the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion that caused
verification of certificate path even after specifying the
selected Trusted Server Certificate option. This correction
stops verification of the complete certificate path if a subset
of Server Certificate(s) is selected from the Trust Store.

DE371781 Corrected an error that occurred when creating a database for
a Gateway running in the Azure Cloud. 

DE371803 Corrected an MQ encoding issue that prevented Gateway
from reading special characters from an MQ queue. 

DE372409 Updated the Container Gateway so that parameters
specified by the EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS environment
variable take priority over those entered
in system.properties, node.properties, and cluster properties.
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DE372677 Corrected an issue that caused the first line to be omitted
when viewing logs from within the Policy Manager.

DE375497 Enhanced the SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD environment
variable to accept special characters.

DE375782 Corrected an issue that caused the Java heap utilization on the
Gateway to increase unexpectedly over several days, which
leads to the ssg service restarting. 

DE376541 Corrected an error in the Access Resource Protected by
Oracle Access Manager Assertion. This assertion was not
setting the correct IP address in the cookie and was instead
using the client IP address.

DE376725 Added the new json.evalJsonPathAcceptEmptyArray  cluster
property for Evaluate JSON Path Expression Assertion. This
property preserves the backward compatibility in resulting
empty arrays. By default, the value of this property is set
to true. If this property value is set to false, the assertion is
falsified for empty arrays.

DE377733 Corrected the Read permissions for audits to make it more
obvious that it is not permitted to delete audit events.

DE378089 Disabled the autocomplete of URLs in the OAuth Manager
page of the Enterprise Service Manager, for security reasons.

DE378269 Gateway now supports MySQL 5.7 TLS 1.2 communication.

DE378704 Renamed the signature methods "RSA/SHA-256" to
"RSASSA-PSS/SHA-256". Previously, "RSA/SHA-256"
was redundant and both were enabled when either one was
selected. 

DE384931 The Gateway now supports the diffie-hellman-group14-
sha1 as preferred algorithm for inbound/outbound SSH2
traffic.

DE386111 Disabled log sinks in the Container Gateway, as they are not
suitable for container environments.

DE386980 Corrected a Salesforce Operation Assertion issue where
Salesforce does not reflect changes when a field is updated
from non-blank to blank.

US213587 Corrected an issue where the Route via HTTP(S) assertion
will always add a 'Host' header to a message, even if the
'HTTP Version' is set to 1.0 on the HTTP tab of HTTP(S)
Routing Properties.

US347099 Outbound TCP Connections are now reused when
Authorization Header is present. The reuse issue affected
Gateway versions that preceded 9.3.

Issues Resolved in Version 9.4 CR1

The 9.4 CR1 cumulative release addresses the following issues. Note: The 9.4 CR1 release must be installed on a v9.4
Gateway.

Fixed Issue ID Description

DE381438 Consistency tuning is now available as a configurable
property for the Perform Cassandra Query Assertion.

DE394565 Policy Manager enforced a maximum of 10,000 records
returned for the Perform JDBC Query assertion. This
limitation no longer exists. The new maximum limit for
records returned is the max Java integer (2^31 - 1). Your
JDBC driver may restrict this to 50 million.
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DE374776  Logging thresholds for the Docker container Gateway can
now be configured with the new

log.console.threshold

property in the System Properties file OR as a Cluster-Wide
Properties setting.

DE404616 The new cluster-wide
property, ssh.routingInactiveTimeout has replaced
ssh.routingInactiveInterval to fix file truncation experienced
by some customers when transferring large files via SFTP.

US550782 The Apply Throughput Quota Assertion now supports context
variable expressions as a time unit parameter value for
defining the quota.

US554221 A database-less audit system that is compatible with the ELK
(Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) stack is now available
for the Container Gateway.

US571267

DE402124

The Extract Attributes from Certificate assertion is now
enhanced so you can choose to publish the Extension Values
in the form of context variables by providing the Extension
Object Identifiers in the assertion properties.

DE384925 The cluster
property, cassandra.maxSimultaneousRequestsPerHostThreshold,
was earlier used to set the maximum connections per
Cassandra host. It is now used to set the maximum number of
simultaneous requests per Cassandra host. The default value
changed from 8192 to 1024 when hostDistance=LOCAL.

The following Casssandra connection properties are added in
this CR release:

• Pooling properties:

• coreConnectionsPerLocalHost
• maxConnectionsPerLocalHost
• coreConnectionsPerRemoteHost
• maxConnectionsPerRemoteHost
• newConnectionThreshold

• Load balancing properties:

• localDataCenterName
• numOfUsedHostsPerRemoteDC

DE389409 Corrected an issue where the cluster-wide property validation
type for the siteminder.session.generateCookieString was set
incorrectly and a WARNING message was displayed when
Gateway started.

DE346288 Corrected an issue where applying a Route via MQ Native
Assertion within an encapsulated assertion, the request
message is not sent and a stacktrace is logged in the audit
logs.

DE376544 Updated Gateway to display appropriate audit messages with
ERROR tag instead of INFO tag.
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DE377433 Corrected an issue that caused Gateway to accept an incorrect
Queue name in the MQ Native Queue Properties dialog,
which resulted in increasing the number of connections
on the configured channel until the MQ server denied new
connections. Gateway now throws an error when an incorrect
Queue name is provided.

DE378224 Corrected pagination issues in the query results when using
Microsoft Active Directory in the Query LDAP assertion.

Note: The LDAP Group Query in Gateway is not showing
results. See Known Issues for the workaround.

DE379142 Corrected a Policy Manger connection issue when using an
external identity provider.

DE387219 Corrected an issue that caused the connector object to hold
service details when changing the direction of the queue from
Inbound to Outbound in MQ Native Queue Properties dialog.

DE388060 Corrected an issue where the Check IP check box, when not
selected, in CA SSO Configuration Properties throws an error
when trying to connect to an SSO server.

DE388478 Corrected an issue where if a JSON payload contained special
characters (-/:;()$&@“.,?!’[]{}#%^* =_|~<>€•.,?!), then
the Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2 assertion converted
the characters to unicode. This issue has been resolved. The
literal characters are returned as expected. Note that this
issue is not fixed for the deprecated   Evaluate JSON Path
Expression assertion. 

DE389165 Corrected an issue that prevented 70 or more concurrent
connections to the Gateway.

DE392310 Corrected an issue in the Gateway Migration Utility that
caused a private key to be mapped to more keys than
intended.

DE394698 Corrected an issue where importing a certificate without
extensions was causing NULL pointer exception.

DE396224 Corrected an issue that caused version mismatch while
updating the service in RESTMAN calls.

US567571 Upgraded JDK version to 1.8.0_201.

Note: For more information, see JDK Release Notes in
Oracle documentation.

Issues Resolved in Version 9.4 CR2

The 9.4 CR2 cumulative release addresses the following issues. Note: The 9.4 CR2 release must be installed on a v9.4
Gateway.

Fixed Issue ID Description

US567138 Telemetry configuration is now available for Product
Licensing Agreement (PLA) customers.

US567674 JRE 8 is now included in the Gateway Policy Manager
installation package for Linux.

DE384246 Corrected a performance issue caused by the HTTP(S)
routing assertion with authorization headers. Introduced a
cluster property, io.httpRequestAuthzHashAlg, to hash the
authorization header so that subsequent requests from the
same host, port, and with the same authorization header can
reuse the outbound connection.
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DE406412 To improve Gateway security, the following algorithms are
now supported for SFTP outbound in the Route via SSH2
assertion:

• ecdh-sha2-nistp521
• ecdh-sha2-nistp384
• ecdh-sha2-nistp256

DE407818 Introduced a new audit-related cluster property,
syslog.dateFormat, that allows format modification of the
syslog date-time format.

DE409152 Corrected an internal Gateway exception error resulting from
certificate validation against an OCSP server by adding extra
null checks.

DE380123 Corrected an issue that was causing the Encode/Decode Data
assertion to fail when encoding large files.

DE394505 Corrected an issue where Gateway was not able to verify an
XML Element.

DE401386 Corrected an issue to stop Policy Manager from overwriting
policies when one policy is not saved immediately and
another policy is accessed.

DE402975

DE413457

Corrected an issue where Query LDAP assertion failed if
the Maximum results field was set to a value more than 9999.

DE403542 Introduced a new Audit Archiver cluster
property, auditArchiver.db.defaultDiskThreshold, that allows
you to set the default disk space threshold for Mysql DB data
file.

DE409346 Corrected an issue in Query LDAP assertion to ensure that
CacheEntry is created based on both DN and LDAP Search
Filter.

US587671 Upgraded JDK version to 1.8.0_211.

 Note: For more information, see JDK Release Notes in
Oracle documentation.

Issues Resolved in Version 9.4 CR3

The 9.4 CR3 cumulative release addresses the following issues. Note: The 9.4 CR3 release must be installed on a v9.4
Gateway. 

Warning:

AdoptOpenJDK Support

Beginning with version 9.4 CR3, the Java Development Kit (JDK) for the appliance form factor of Gateway will be
switched from Oracle to AdoptOpenJDK (8u222-b10). Before upgrading your Gateway, please save a copy of your
java.security file in case you have customized it.

For software form factor Gateway users, we also recommend using AdoptOpenJDK 8u222+ beginning with 9.4 CR3.

As a result of the switch-over, the Policy Manager browser client will no longer be supported from this version and
onward.

For an FAQ on AdoptOpenJDK and its impact on the API Gateway, see the announcement on the Communities blog.

Warning:

Solaris 10 Users

There is a known issue with Solaris 10 and AdoptOpenJDK as documented in the Oracle bug report here.Customers
running the software form factor of the Gateway with Solaris 10 are required to apply the 150636-01 Solaris patch as
stated in the bug report prior to installing Version 9.4 CR3 with the recommended AdoptOpenJDK 8u222-b10. 

https://adoptopenjdk.net/
https://community.broadcom.com/blogs/amandeep-dhindsa1/2019/08/12/announcement-regarding-layer7-api-management-suppo
https://bugs.java.com/bugdatabase/view_bug.do?bug_id=8043951
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Fixed Issue ID Description

DE212225 An issue causing the syslog server to be unreachable which
resulted in the Gateway to hang is now fixed.

DE395766 Corrected an issue with the removeStaleNodes schedule task
that caused a database deadlock.

DE401078 Added a 'isAuthHeader' parameter to the Generate OAuth
Signature Base String assertion to prevent the generation
of an invalid signature base string for URL query parameters.

DE410059 Corrected an issue with the Scan Using ICAP-Enabled
Antivirus assertion as it was not falsifying when receiving
HTTP 500 response.

DE413539 Introduced an argument, logMaxShutdownTime, in the
Policy Manager .ini file so users can increase the logs'
shutdown time in case they are not able to view all the logs.

DE416831 Corrected an issue when a Certificate is trusted
and enabled for SSL Outbound, it does not
check io.httpsHostVerify cluster property.

DE418116 Corrected an issue with the AMQP 1.0 Broker that
prevented a connection to a JMS destination (queue),
causing the Gateway to be unable to process JMS
messages. Documentation for AMQP 1.0 Broker
configuration also updated accordingly.

DE419099 Corrected a MySQL deadlock error when upgrading Gateway
8.4 to 9.4 by modifying a staleNodeCleanUp task.

US602713 AdoptOpenJDK will be the officially supported JDK for the
Gateway as CA Technologies shifts towards supporting open-
source implementations of Java. For an FAQ on this switch
over, see the announcement on the Communities blog.

Note:

•  Known Issues 

 Known Issues
This topic describes known issues in version 9.4 of the gateway, with workarounds if available.

This topic describes known issues in version 9.4 of the CA API Gateway, with workarounds if available.

 

Policy Manager Issues
Policy Manager Browser Client Error When Using Internet Explorer

Issue: An error occurs when logging out and then back in to the browser client version of the Policy Manager as another user.
This issue only occurs in Internet Explorer. (DE211542)

 Workaround: Choose one of the following workarounds:

• Retry the logon
• Use Mozilla Firefox instead

Back to Contents   

Policy Manager Startup Takes A Long Time for New User.3

Issue: When a new user is created and assigned various different roles, it may take up to 30 minutes for the User to log in to
the Policy Manager, compared to the usual startup time for an Admin User (around a couple of minutes). (DE222762)

https://community.broadcom.com/blogs/amandeep-dhindsa1/2019/08/12/announcement-regarding-layer7-api-management-suppo
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 Workaround: The following procedure can be used to reduce the roles items of a user, which may improve the speed and
performance of permission validation:

1. Create a new security zone. Two new roles will become available:

• View X Zone 
• Manage X Zone 

2. Assign all the entities which should be available for a group of users (for example, developers) to this security zone.
3. Do one of the following:

• Only assign View/Manage X Zone roles to the user role.
• Create a new group, assign View/Manage X Zone roles as well as other necessary predefined roles to this group. Only

assign this new group to the user role. 
4. Disable auto-assign roles by setting these cluster-wide properties, to ensure the number of roles for a user does not

automatically increase:

rbac.autoRole.managePolicy.autoAssign=false rbac.autoRole.manageProvider.autoAssign=false rbac.autoRole.manageService.autoAssign=false 

Back to Contents  

Policy Manager Does Not Display Correctly

Issue: The Policy Manager may not display correctly on some high resolution monitors. If you experience display problems
such as small fonts and illegible lines, try overriding the high DPI scaling behavior of the executable file. (DE211450)

Workaround: See procedure to override high DPI scaling behavior in the Troubleshooting section on Start the Policy
Manager. 

Back to Contents  

Unable to use Publish Functions from Home Page After Upgrade  

Issue: After upgrading from Gateway version 9.3 to Gateway 9.4, then clicking any Publish function from the Home page of
the Policy Manager, the following error occurs: "The Policy Manager encountered an internal error or misconfiguration and
was unable to complete the operation." You are unable to create an API. (DE402872)

This issue only occurs for Gateways matching the following criteria:

• The Gateway was upgraded from version 9.3 to 9.4.
•  A Security Zone has been created and configured.

The cause is a work_queue feature that is not completely removed after upgrading to version 9.4.

Workaround: To resolve this issue, manually remove references in the security_zone, rbac_role, and rbac_permissions tables
in the database.

The complete procedure is described on the Upgrade the Gateway page.

Account Lock Outs When Running Gateway in Azure Cloud

 Issue: You are locked out when attempting to connect to a Gateway running in the Microsoft Azure Cloud. This is caused by
the Gateway incorrectly counting successful login attempts as failure attempts. (DE368072)

 Workaround: Edit the /etc/pam.d/password-auth file and move the line "account required pam_tally2.so" to immediately
below the "auth required pam_env.so" line. The file should resemble this:

auth        required      pam_tally2.so deny=5 even_deny_root_account
 onerr=fail unlock_time=1200 root_unlock_time=1200auth        required
      pam_env.soaccount     required      pam_tally2.soauth     
   sufficient    pam_unix.so try_first_passauth        requisite
     pam_succeed_if.so uid >= 500 quietauth        required     
 pam_deny.so
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 Back to Contents  

Cloud Foundry Installations of Container Gateway Show Error logs at Startup

Issue: During Gateway startup, logs regarding the initial configurations of Gateway are shown as ERR on Cloud Foundry.
(DE359636)

 Back to Contents  

Connection Timeout During SSH Routing

 Issue: When the "SFTP" protocol is selected in the Route via SSH2 Assertion, the connection timeout is twice as long as the
value specified in the assertion. (DE215650)

 Workaround: Reduce the timeout to one half the desired value.

 Back to Contents  

Context Variable ${request.time} Returns Incorrect Time When Used in Encapsulated Assertions

 Issue:  When ${request.time} is used in the underlying ("backing") policy of an encapsulated assertion, it returns an incorrect
value. (DE305223)

 Back to Contents  

Context Variables with ${service.*} Prefix Have a Global Scope

 Issue: Context variable that have the prefix "service" results in a globally scoped variable, instead of the local scope as
expected. (DE293047)

Examples:

• The value for context variable ${service.AAA} set in a global policy can be retrieved from the service policy. The expected
result is that the variable is empty when access from the service policy.

• The value for context variable ${service.BBB} set in the underlying policy fragment for an encapsulated assertion can be
retrieved from the service policy. Assuming the variable is not configured to be returned as a parameter, the variable should
be empty when accessed from the service policy. 

 Workaround: Use a prefix other than "service" if you do not want the context variable to have a global scope.

 Back to Contents  

Dependency Errors When Deleting OAuth Folder

Issue: Deleting an OAuth policy that contains policy fragments that serve as the underlying ("backing") policies
for encapsulated assertions trigger dependency errors in the Policy Manager. These errors cannot be acknowledged in bulk nor
can the deletion be canceled. (DE222685)

 Workaround: To avoid this, see "Problem: Deleting OAuth policy creates dependency errors" in Troubleshoot: Problems and
Solutions. 

  Back to Contents   

Exceptions Being Thrown by Gateway When 'Sending Reply to Specified Queue' is Used

Issue: Gateway is throwing exceptions when using the 'Sending Reply to Specified Queue'  Inbound option for MQ 8.0.
(DE386344)

Back to Contents  

False Warning Messages in Gateway Log

Issue: The Gateway log contains a warning similar to the following:

WARNING 1 com.l7tech.server.policy.PolicyCacheImpl: 3255: Policy
 "Google Auth Code Extension" (#d095d9a4c56c975b34c64db5a6741dd0)
 contains an unlicensed assertion: Unknown assertion:
 RetrieveOAuth2Token
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The RetrieveOAuth2Token assertion is part of the OAuth Toolkit, which requires no special license. Only the standard
Gateway license is required.  (DE317426) 

 Workaround: None required. The RetrieveOAuth2Token assertion is indeed present and functioning normally. The
erroneous log message is caused by internal timing issues during the license check stage of Gateway startup. You may safely
ignore this log message.

 Back to Contents  

File Permissions After a Restore

 Issue: Some file permissions may not be correctly restored after a Gateway is restored using the ssgrestore.sh command. This
results in the Policy Manager being unable to connect to the Gateway. (DE221036)

 Workaround: See "Problem: Gateway is not running properly after a restore" in Troubleshoot the Gateway. 

Back to Contents  

Gateway Fails to Start with SafeNet Luna HSM Is Present

Issue: When a SafeNet Luna HSM is in FIPS 140-2 approved configuration mode, the following error is logged: (DE243553)

WARNING 203 com.l7tech.server.util.UnsupportedExceptionsThrowsAdvice:
 An exception during a remote invocation is not supported by the
 client.java.security.KeyStoreException: Luna provider not configured

 Workaround: 

1. Open the /opt/SecureSpan/JDK/jre/lib/security/java.security file in a text editor.
2. Add the following line to the file:

security.provider.10=com.safenetinc.luna.provider.LunaProvider

3. Save and exit the file.
4. Restart the Gateway.

Back to Content  

Issues Creating a New Database Using Older Oracle Servers

 Issue: This issue applies only to servers earlier than Oracle X5-2. If you use version 9.3 to create a new database on an older
Oracle server, the following error occurs: (DE333430)

Configuration Results---------------------An error occurred during
 configuration.Unexpected error saving configuration 'Could not send
 Message.'Would you like to re-configure? [Yes]:

 Workaround: When the error message is displayed, enter No when prompted to reconfigure. Next, select option 3 (Configure
the CA API Gateway) from the menu and then complete the settings for options 1 to 4 to configure the Gateway.

 Back to Contents  

JSON Path Assertion Returns Error With Null Value

 Issue: When evaluating a JSON expression with a value of  null (case-sensitive), the assertion fails. (DE384413)

 Workaround: Use the JSON Path Expression V2 assertion.

 Back to Contents  

Key Generation Fails with Luna HSM
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Issue: When creating a private key and using the HSM Keystore, the Elliptic Curve key types cannot be used to generate the
private keys. This is due to incompatibility between SafeNet Luna HSM and any of the Elliptic Curve key types. (Key types
are set in the Basic tab in the Private Key Properties). (DE305070, DE314879)

 Workaround: Use a key type other than the "Elliptic Curve" key types. 

  Back to Contents   

Manage Roles Performance Issues

 Issue: Performance and speed of Manage Roles may be impacted when many (> 500) custom roles are created, and each role
has numerous (200 to 300) permissions. (DE326081)

 Workaround: Avoid excessive number of roles and permissions.

Back to Contents  

Migration Issue Between Gateways

Issue: Migration issues may occur after upgrading. Release 9.1 introduces a new "gateway-hazelcast" FIREWALL_RULE.
This rule is automatically added to the Gateway upon restart, if it does not already exist. This entity is created with a unique
ID per Gateway. If you attempt a bundle import, the mapping for the "gateway-hazelcast" FIREWALL_RULE must be
"MapBy:name" to prevent a 409 conflict. (DE211367)

 Workaround: Modify the bundle file that is created during bundle export as follows:

Locate this line:

<l7:Mapping action="NewOrExisting" srcId="<unique_ID>"
 srcUri="http://<IP_address>:8080/restman/1.0/
firewallRules/<identifier>" type="FIREWALL_RULE"/>

And then modify it as follows:

<l7:Mapping action="NewOrExisting" srcId="<unique_ID>"
 srcUri="http://<IP_address>:8080/restman/1.0/
firewallRules/<identifier>" type="FIREWALL_RULE">   <l7:Properties>
      <l7:Property key="MapBy">         <l7:StringValue>name</
l7:StringValue>      </l7:Property>   </l7:Properties></l7:Mapping>

  Back to Contents  

Multi-Valued Variable Error with Look Up Item by Value Assertion

 Issue: The Look Up Item by Value Assertion fails if a multi-valued variable contains the same value multiple
times. (DE305234)

For example:

Set Context Variable fave as String to: bananaSet Context Variable
 fruits as String to: apple,banana,pear,bananaSplit variable fruits
 into fruitsalad on ","Look Up Item by Value: find item ${fave} within
 ${fruitsalad}; output index to ${index}Return Template Response to
 Requestor -- ${index}

This fails to return "1,3". However, in the ssg_0_0.log file, a similar INFO entry to the following is logged:

 com.l7tech.external.assertions.xmlsec.server.ServerIndexLookupByItemAssertion: 6: More than one value was matched.
Exception caught! 
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 Workaround: 

Use the following sample workaround policy:

 workaround_for_de305234.xml 

 To use the workaround policy: 

1. Download the .xml file to your computer.
2. Click Import Policy on the Policy Tool Bar to import the policy into the Policy Manager. For more information,

see Importing a Policy from a File.

  Back to Contents  

Occasional Outbound JMS Request Processing Error

 Issue: There is a known issue with NamingException where outbound JMS messages are not processed correctly and returned
the following error: 

com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerJmsRoutingAssertion: 4:
 Error in outbound JMS request processing: Something already bound at
 (queue-name). Exception caught!

However when the messages are reprocessed, they behave as expected. (DE304792)

 Back to Contents  

Perform JDBC Query Assertion Error When Using Hyphen in Procedure Name

Issue: When setting up a Perform JDBC Query Assertion, using hyphen in the stored procedure name will fail the query, as it
does not comply with JDBC's naming conventions. (DE309730)

Workaround: Do not use hyphen in the procedure name.

 Back to Contents  

Private Key is Created without Special Purpose When Loaded from Bootstrap/Bundle Folder or Sent to
RESTman Endpoint

 Issue: When trying to create a private key with a defined special purpose in a RESTman bundle via the bootstrap/bundle
folder of the Container Gateway, that private key is created but without the special purpose (e.g. Default CA). (DE320421)

 Back to Contents  

Published Service Properties Dialog Opens Slowly Using Java Web Start Policy Manager

Issue: When using the Java Web Start version of the Policy Manager browser client, opening the Published Service
Properties dialog for the first time takes much longer than expected. (DE326621)

Workaround: None. The browser client needs to download additional .jar files upon first invocation of the Published Service
Properties dialog. Subsequent opening returns to normal speed.

  Back to Contents   

Retrieving Certificate When Gateway in FIPS Mode

Issue: The Add Certificate Wizard fails to retrieve a third-party certificate using the “Retrieve via SSL Connection (HTTPS or
LDAPS URL)" option if the Gateway is in FIPS mode (cluster property security.fips.enabled = true). (DE211158)

Workaround: 

1. Retrieve or download the certificate file using external means. For example, you can use this OpenSSL command:

# echo | openssl s_client -connect host.host:port 2>/dev/null |
 openssl x509 -outform PEM > cert.pem
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2. Import the certificate to the Gateway by navigating to Tasks > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Certificates >
Add > Import from a file 

 Back to Contents   

Route via HTTP(S) Assertion Unexpected Failure

Issue: The [Other] tab in the HTTP(S) Routing Properties contains the control "Never fail as long as target returns an answer".
There is a known issue that can still cause the assertion to fail even when an answer is returned under the following scenario:

• In the [Security] tab, the Service Authentication is “Use HTTP Credentials from Request”.
• The backend services return a 401 HTTP error. (DE215522)

Workaround: To prevent assertion failure in this scenario, use “Specify HTTP Credentials” as the Service
Authentication method instead. Specify the username and password as context variables from the request (for
example, ${request.username}, ${request.password}).

  Back to Contents  

Siteminder Cluster-Wide Property Validation Warning

The cluster-wide property validation type for the siteminder.session.generateCookieString was set incorrectly and you will
see this WARNING message when Gateway starts. "WARNING 973 com.l7tech.util.ConfigFactory$DefaultConfig: Ignoring
unknown type '(?i)true|false' for validation of property ‘siteminder.session.generateCookieString’". This should not cause any
functionality issue.

 

Unreachable Syslog Server Causes Gateway to Hang

Issue:  When the syslog server becomes temporarily unreachable, it may cause Gateway to hang momentarily. An unreachable
syslog server should not cause Gateway to hang. (DE212225)

 Workaround: Verify that the syslog server is available 24/7. 

  Back to Contents  

Upgrading Gateway in Azure from Version 9.3 to 9.4 with an Azure MySQL Database Causes an Error

This applies only to customers who are running a Gateway image in Microsoft Azure Cloud. 

Issue: Some customers report receiving the following error when upgrading their Gateway from Version 9.3 to 9.4 with an
Azure MySQL database: 

 You have an error in your SQL syntax; check the manual that corresponds to your MySQL server version for the right syntax
to use near '@'localhost'' at line 1 (DE399413)

 Workaround:

1. Backup your Azure MySQL database.
2. In privileged shell, enter the following command:

/opt/SecureSpan/JDK/bin/java -jar /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/
runtime/lib/liquibase-3.2.2.jar --driver=com.mysql.jdbc.Driver
  --classpath=/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/
mysql-connector-java-5.1.46.jar --changeLogFile=/opt/
SecureSpan/Gateway/config/etc/db/ssg.xml --url=jdbc:mysql://
gatewaydb.mysql.database.azure.com:3306/ssgvortx --
username='vadmin@gatewaydb' --password='x' update

A 'Liquibase Update Successful' message should be returned. 
3. To confirm that the Gateway version has been upgraded to 9.4, enter the following in MySQL:

select * from ssg_version 
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If version 9.4.00 is not returned for current_version, then enter the following:

update ssg_version set current_version = '9.4.00';

 Back to Contents  

(9.4 CR1) LDAP Group Query in Gateway is not Showing Results

 Issue: When running a group LDAP query, no results are found. (DE413457)

You can see a log entry in the SSG logs indicating failure to return results: 

 INFO com.l7tech.external.assertions.ldapquery.server.ServerLDAPQueryAssertion: 9027: The search filter
(&(objectClass=user)(sAMAccountName=<name>)
(memberof:1.2.840.113556.1.4.1941:=CN=<CN>,OU=groups,OU=<OU>,DC=<DC>,DC=com)) did not return any ldap
entry 

Workaround:  

Roll back the AAR file for the LDAP Query Assertion to one minor version earlier. 

1. SCP the LDAPQueryAssertion-9.4.00.aar using the ssgconfig user.
2. Run the following command:

chown layer7:layer7 /home/ssgconfig/LDAPQueryAssertion-9.4.00.aar 
3. Run the following command:

chmod 444 /home/ssgconfig/LDAPQueryAssertion-9.4.00.aar 
4. Run the following command:

mv /home/ssgconfig/LDAPQueryAssertion-9.4.00.aar /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/assertions/ 
5. Test the service with the LDAP Query assertion.

  Back to Contents  

 Product Accessibility Features
CA Technologies is committed to ensuring that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use
its products and supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

CA Technologies is committed to ensuring that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

You can use the following accessibility features with the CA API Gateway - Policy Manager:

Product Enhancements

The Policy Manager offers accessibility enhancements in the following areas:

• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard
• Mouse

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Screen resolutionDefines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.
• Cursor width and blink rateDefines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its

blinking.
• High contrast schemesDefines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following options:

• VolumeSets the computer sound up or down.
• WarningsDefines visual warnings.
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• NoticesDefines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.
• SchemesAssociates computer sounds with specific system events.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Mouse Keys
Control the mouse with the keyboard

• Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

• Toggle Keys
Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

• Filter KeysDefines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

• Click SpeedDefines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.
• Click LockSets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.
• Reverse ActionSets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.
• Blink RateDefines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.
• Pointer OptionsLet you complete the following actions: 

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that the Policy Manager supports:

Keyboard Description

Alt-C Connect

Alt-D Disconnect

Alt-I Import Policy

Alt-N Show Assertion Numbers

Alt-P Preferences

Alt-R Export Policy

Alt-S Save

Alt-U View Inputs and Outputs

Alt-X Exit

Alt-Space My Account

Ctrl-C Copy

Ctrl-F Find

Ctrl-G Go to Assertion

Ctrl-V Paste

Ctrl-X Cut

Ctrl-Left Previous Word

Ctrl-Right Next Word

Ctrl-Alt-S Save and Activate
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Ctrl-Alt-V Validate

Ctrl-Shift-C Copy All

F1 Help (displays online documentation)

F3 Find Next

F5 Refresh

Shift-F3 Find Previous

Home Line Start

End Line End

 Release Comparison
This table compares the key features in recent releases of the gateway.

This table compares the key features in recent releases of the CA API Gateway.

Key Features Release 9.4 Release 9.3 Release 9.2 Release 9.1

Thales nShield XC
support 

 yes no no no

External Gateway
Service Metrics 

 yes no no no

Support for Oracle
X7-2 appliance

 yes no no no

Support for Hazelcast
an an external in-
memory datastore 

 yes no no no

Execute JavaScript
Assertion 

 yes no no no

Send Email Assertion  yes [9]  yes [8] no no

Container Gateway  yes  yes no [1] no [1]

Apply Circuit Breaker
Assertion 

 yes  yes no no

Write LDAP Assertion  yes  yes no no

Evaluate JSON
Path Expression V2
Assertion  

 yes  yes no [2] no [2]

Expedited Appliance
Upgrade 

 yes  yes  yes no

Data Collection Tool  yes  yes [3] yes [4] no

Support for Java Web
Start 

 yes  yes yes no

JSON Web Token
Authentication for CA
SSO Authentication 

 yes  yes no no

Support for JSON
Schema V4 

 yes  yes no no

Support for CA Single
Sign-On 12.7 

 yes  yes no no

Support for MySQL
5.7

 yes  yes no no
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Support for IBM MQ8  yes  yes [5] no no

Migrate Solution Kits complete complete complete preliminary 

Improved Patch
Management 

yes yes yes no

Support for Cassandra
3.x, CentOS 7 

yes yes yes no

Support for Azure
ARM Mode 

yes yes yes no

Migrate Virtual
Appliance to CentOS 

yes yes yes no

Enhancements
to WebSocket
Connections 

 yes  yes  yes no

Custom Assertions
Documentation on
DocOps 

yes yes yes no [6]

Read-Only Solution
Kits 

yes yes yes yes 

Gateway Docker
Appliance 

no no [7]  yes  yes 

RHEL 7 Support for
Software Gateways 

yes yes yes yes 

Headless Configuration
of Gateway 

yes yes yes yes 

Administrators Manual
on DocOps 

yes yes yes yes 

Solution Kits yes yes yes yes 

Streamlined
Installation of OAuth
Toolkit 

yes yes yes yes 

Swagger Support yes yes yes yes 

Scheduled Tasks yes yes yes yes 

Offline Documentation yes yes yes yes 

Run CA API Gateway
in Microsoft Azure
Cloud 

yes yes yes yes 

Documentation in
DocOps:

• Gateway AMI 
• Gateway

Management
Interface 

• CA API Gateway -
XML VPN Client 

yes yes yes yes 

Support for Java 8 yes yes yes yes 

OTK Support for
Cassandra 2.1.7 

yes yes yes yes 

 Notes: 

• [1] Versions prior to v9.3 have the Gateway Docker Appliance, which is the predecessor of the Container Gateway

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• [2] This version uses the older Evaluate JSON Path Expression Assertion 
• [3] Enhanced to report more information
• [4] Basic reporting
• [5] Only confirmed for MQ Native
• [6] Documentation available in PDF format only
• [7] The Gateway Docker Appliance is replaced by the new Container Gateway in v9.3 and above
• [8] Send Email Assertion was introduced in 9.3 CR3
• [9] Version 9.4 adds HTML support and attachment management

Note:

• New Features and Enhancements 
• Release Notes 9.3 

 Third-Party Software Acknowledgments
Third-party software was used in the creation of . All third-party software has been used in accordance
with the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by the applicable license
agreements. The third-party license agreements are provided in the  TPSA file: 

Third-party software was used in the creation of API Gateway. All third-party software has been used in accordance with the
terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by the applicable license agreements. The third-party
license agreements are provided in the API Gateway TPSA file: 

Click to download the Third-Party Software Agreements for the CA API Gateway.

2 Learning Center

The Learning Center provides an overview of the gateway - Policy Manager, its interface and how it is
used within the general workflow. The Product Summary page identifies which assertions are available
within each version of the Gateway.

The Learning Center provides an overview of the CA API Gateway - Policy Manager, its interface and how it is used within
the general workflow. The Product Summary page identifies which assertions are available within each version of the
Gateway.

For more detailed training on the CA API Gateway, attend CA Technologies training courses:

1. Visit the CA Technologies Education site. 
2. Click "Find a Course".
3. Search for the keywords "CA API Gateway".
4. Register for the courses you wish to take.

For a list of suggested training courses by role, see Learning Center Path.

To learn more about API Management, watch these videos produced by subject matter experts at CA Technologies:

 https://www.ca.com/us/why-ca/ca-video-learning/api-management.html 

 

Note:

•  About the CA API Gateway 
•  Overview of the Policy Manager 
•  Product Summary 
•  Thinking in Policy 

 About the CA API Gateway
The gateway is an XML firewall and service gateway that controls how web services are exposed
to and accessed by external client applications. The Gateway provides runtime control over service-
level authentication, authorization, key management, credentialing, integrity, confidentiality, schema

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/assetdetails.html/content/dam/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/dita/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-api-management/api-gateway/gateway93/topics/release-notes-9-3.dita
http://www.ca.com/us/ca-education.aspx?intcmp=headernav
http://www.ca.com/content/dam/ca/us/files/learning-path/ca-api-management.PDF
https://www.ca.com/us/why-ca/ca-video-learning/api-management.html
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validation, content inspection, data transformation, threat protection (including integration with external
virus scanners for SOAP attachment scanning), routing, protocol switching, SLA enforcement, logging,
and other functions.

The CA API Gateway is an XML firewall and service gateway that controls how web services are exposed to and accessed
by external client applications. The Gateway provides runtime control over service-level authentication, authorization, key
management, credentialing, integrity, confidentiality, schema validation, content inspection, data transformation, threat
protection (including integration with external virus scanners for SOAP attachment scanning), routing, protocol switching,
SLA enforcement, logging, and other functions.

Configured and managed through the GUI-based Policy Manager, the Gateway also acts as an integration point for extending
existing PKI, Identity, SSO, federation and MOM infrastructures to web services, ensuring customers can leverage existing
security and messaging infrastructure for web services and SOA initiatives.

The CA API Gateway products can protect applications exposed as web services, connect applications across security and
identity domains, and validate policy compliance end-to-end across a transaction.

Figure 1: API_Gateway_product_summary

Form Factors

The CA API Gateway is available in different form factors:

• As software that can be installed on servers running Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), CentOS, SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server, Oracle Solaris (both x86 and SPARC).
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• As a 64-bit appliance that requires minimal additional configuration.
• As a virtual appliance running under VMware. Initial configuration and setup of this product is described in the CA API

Gateway Virtual Appliance Getting Started (see "CA API Management Technical Documentation" in Release Notes). Once
set up, use this section to administer the virtual appliance.

• As a virtual appliance running under different cloud/virtualization platforms:
Gateway AMI Appliance (running on Amazon Web Service)
Container Gateway (running on Docker)
Run CA API Gateway in Microsoft Azure Cloud 

Administering the Gateway

Facility coordinators, security managers, or other IT infrastructure staff who administer the Gateway should be familiar with:

• Firewalls, Layer 2 or Layer 3 switches, routers, Load Balancers, databases, identity management or access control systems,
application servers, and more

• Advanced TCP-IP and internetworking concepts, web services, and user management knowledge
• Advanced knowledge of Linux (or the host operating system) is desirable

 Gateway Architecture
The working unit of the gateway is a HTTP, JMS, or FTP-accessible endpoint. Clients access the
Gateway through a URI or queue compatible with one of the above protocols. The Gateway functions as
a reverse proxy for service requests and should be the single web service traffic enforcement point in a
network.

The working unit of the CA API Gateway is a HTTP, JMS, or FTP-accessible endpoint. Clients access the Gateway through a
URI or queue compatible with one of the above protocols. The Gateway functions as a reverse proxy for service requests and
should be the single web service traffic enforcement point in a network.

Note:  Due to the number of subsystems involved, changes made in the Policy Manager may require up to 15 seconds to be
reflected in the Gateway.

In a typical network, the Gateway resides in the DMZ (demilitarized zone), shielding downstream services as it enforces
predefined policy assertions on incoming and outgoing messages. In the Gateway, several interdependent layers work together
to enable this end-to-end XML firewalling, security, and service protection.
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Figure 2: Gateway_Architecture

Routing Layer

The Routing Layer represents an industry-standard load balancer configured to provide TCP-level load balancing. It is not
required for a standalone Gateway.

Processing Layer

The Processing Layer represents the Gateway’s core "runtime" component. When a request message is received, the Gateway
executes a service resolution process that attempts to identify the targeted destination service. When a published service is
resolved, the Gateway executes the Policy Manager-configured policy for the service. If the policy assertions succeed, then the
request is routed; if one or more policy assertions fail, then the request is either denied with a SOAP fault or the connection is
dropped.

In a Gateway cluster, systems that are installed with this runtime component are referred to as "Processing Nodes".

The Processing Layer involves the following components:

• Identity Providers
• Trust Store
• UDDI
• Logging and Auditing Functionality

Identity Providers

The Gateway uses identity providers to authenticate and identify users and groups when authenticating messages and
administrative access. The Gateway can use its built-in identity provider (called the Internal Identity Provider or the Federated
Identity Provider in an identity bridging scenario), or interface directly with any LDAP-based identity provider or, through a
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custom assertion, connect to and utilize an external identity management system (such as CA Single Sign-On or IBM Tivoli
Access Manager).

For more information, see:

Internal Identity Provider
Federated Identity Providers
LDAP Identity Providers

Trust Store

The Gateway maintains a trust store of certificates that do not belong to it but that are trusted and used for one or more vital
security functions, such as signing client certificates. Certificates are imported into the Gateway trust store through the Policy
Manager. For more information, see Manage Certificates.

UDDI

The Gateway can publish a web service by using a WSDL located in a UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery, and
Integration) registry.

To enable UDDI registry support in the Gateway, see Manage UDDI Registries.

Logging and Auditing Functionality

The Gateway provides several logging and auditing features, allowing users to monitor the activity and health of the Gateway,
and the ongoing success or failure of service policy resolution. Auditing is provided for all system events, and is configurable
for individual service policies. All audit records can be viewed through the Policy Manager. Gateway logging is performed
during runtime, and you can view this logs through the the Policy Manager. The Manager also features a Dashboard that
allows administrators to monitor activity through the Gateway in real-time. For more information, see Gateway Dashboard.

Database Layer

The Gateway stores policies, processing audits, Internal Identity Provider, keystore, configuration details, and other
information in a MySQL database. In a typical configuration this database resides on the same physical system as a processing
node, although in rare circumstances it may reside on a separate system.

There are typically two processing nodes in a cluster, both of which communicate with a single MySQL database. This
database should be located on one of the processing node.

System Layer

The System Layer represents the Operating System, Java Virtual Machine, and hardware platform. You can install the
Software form factor on Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), CentOS, SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES), or Oracle Solaris
(x86 or SPARC).

 Production Network Architecture
The unique topology of a production network determines the exact configuration of the products. Many
deployments include the Gateway, XML VPN Client, and Policy Manager in the following network
configuration:

The unique topology of a production network determines the exact configuration of the API Gateway products. Many
deployments include the Gateway, XML VPN Client, and Policy Manager in the following network configuration:
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Figure 3: Production network architecture

 Overview of the Policy Manager
The Policy Manager is the user interface for the CA API Gateway. Located on the internal local area
network, the Policy Manager communicates over default ports. Use the Policy Manager to construct web
service and XML application policies, manage policy users, configure identity bridging, and configure,
audit, and monitor the CA API Gateway.

The Policy Manager is the user interface for the CA API Gateway. Located on the internal local area network, the Policy
Manager communicates over default ports. Use the Policy Manager to construct web service and XML application policies,
manage policy users, configure identity bridging, and configure, audit, and monitor the CA API Gateway.

The Policy Manager offers two different operating modes:

• Normal GUI for all configuration and management tasks
• Troubleshooting Mode for Network Administrators to gather additional information about system errors (available in

Windows version only).

For information on the general Policy Manager workflow, see General Workflow.

Note:

Depending on which CA API Gateway product you have installed, not all features described in this help system may be
available. For more information, see Product Summary.
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Troubleshooting
Adjust High DPI Scaling Settings for Policy Manager

These instructions address a display problem when running Policy Manager on Windows 10.

The Policy Manager may not display correctly on some high resolution monitors. If you experience display problems such as
small fonts and illegible lines, try adjusting the high DPI scaling behavior of the executable file.

To adjust the display settings for Windows 10:

1. Navigate to the Policy Manager installation folder.
For example: c:\Program Files (x86)\CA Technologies\CA API Gateway Policy Manager version\

2. Right-click the CA API Gateway Policy Manager.exe file and select Properties.
The properties dialog opens with the General tab selected.

3. Click the Compatibility tab.

• For Win 10 Build 16299/Version 1709: select Override high DPI scaling behavior, then select System from the
menu.

• For Win 10 Build 17763/Version 1809: click Change high DPI settings, select Override high DPI scaling behavior,
then select System from the menu.

4. Restart Windows and reopen the Policy Manager.

  

  

 Start the Policy Manager
You can access the Policy Manager in the following two ways:

You can access the Policy Manager in the following two ways:

•  Desktop client: The standard desktop client provides maximum functionality and best performance, but it requires the
Policy Manager application to be installed on the client computer.

•  Browser client: The browser-based client provides the greatest flexibility—you can run the Policy Manager from virtually
any computer with an Internet connection and a compatible Web browser with a Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
installed. However, not all features are available.

Note:

 CA API Gateway does not support applet client; the Policy Manager browser client is a Java Web Start application.

 Contents: 

  

Start the Policy Manager from the Desktop Client

To start the Policy Manager as a desktop client, perform the following steps:

•  Linux: Navigate to the directory where the Policy Manager is installed and then either run ./Manager.sh or double-click
the .sh icon.

•  Windows: Click Start, All Programs, Policy Manager, Policy Manager

After the Policy Manager is started, you can connect to the CA API Gateway. 

Start the Policy Manager from the Browser Client

You can start the Policy Manager using Java Web Start application.

Note:

 To disable the client access of the browser, use the Enable web-based administration option in the Listen Port
Properties ([Endpoints] tab) for the SSL endpoint.

 Prerequisites:  

• Verify that the proper Java version is installed for running the Policy Manager from a browser. For more information,
see Requirements and Compatibility. 

• Verify that any JavaScript blockers are disabled in the browser.
• Verify that the operator running the browser client has at least one assigned role in the Policy Manager.
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• Verify that the Policy Manager URL is added to the Java exceptions list. Add the Policy Manager web URL to the Java
"Exception Site List" before the browser client can run. For more information, see: https://www.java.com/en/download/faq/
exception_sitelist.xml 

• Verify that your browser is running the latest version of Java.

Run the Policy Manager Using Java Web Start Application

1. Launch Policy Manager using this URL:

https://<gatewayHostName>:8443/ssg/webstart/manager.jnlp

Note:

If port 8443 does not work, use port 9443 instead.
2. Based on the type of browser perform the following steps:

For Internet Explorer:

• Ignore all the security warnings, select the required certificate, and proceed to the login page.

For Mozilla Firefox:

• Allow all the java plug-in popups.
• Ignore all the security warnings and proceed to the login page.

3. Once the Policy Manager starts, you can connect to the Gateway.

Connect to the Gateway

Whenever you start the Policy Manager, the Login dialog automatically appears. Use this dialog to connect to the Gateway by
doing either of the following steps:

• Connect to an existing Gateway or cluster by selecting its URL from the drop-down list on the Login dialog.
• Connect to a new Gateway or cluster by typing its URL in the Login dialog.

You can also display the Login dialog from within the Policy Manager by doing either of the following steps:

• Click Connect on the Main Tool Bar (if currently connected, you must first Disconnect before connecting to a different
Gateway).

• Select File, Connect from the Main Menu.

Once the connection to the Gateway is established, the Policy Manager verifies your user permissions as defined by your role,
and then enables the appropriate features within the system.

Tip:

CA Technologies recommend using separate account for administrative access (that is, connecting to the Gateway) and for
the message processing (that is, adding a user to a service policy). To simplify using separate user accounts, you may consider
using different identity providers for administration/message traffic. .

The following table describes the Login dialog options:

 Option  Description 

 User Name/Password This option specifies the login User Name and Password.
Your account may be configured to remember your user
name.

Note:

 For security, the administrative user account will be locked
for 20 minutes after five unsuccessful login attempts. No
further login attempts may be made during the lockout
period. The settings can be changed using the Manage
Administrative User Account Policy dialog.

https://www.java.com/en/download/faq/exception_sitelist.xml
https://www.java.com/en/download/faq/exception_sitelist.xml
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 Option  Description 

 Client certificate This option allows you to log in using a client certificate.
Select the certificate from the Certificate drop-down list. To
add or remove certificates from the list, click Manage and
select a task.

Note:

 Users with client certificates are required to use their
certificates during login. The 'CN' value in the certificate
must match the username.

 Gateway This option allows you to select the Gateway to connect
to from the drop-down list. If the correct Gateway is not
listed, type the URL in the Gateway field, in the format
machinename.domain.com. The URL is saved to the list.

Install the license file after connecting to a new Gateway.

 Connecting to a non-default port 

To connect to a port other than the default 8443, you must
append the SSL Endpoint port number to the Gateway name.
For example, mygateway.domain.com:8445.

 IPv6 Support 

The Gateway field supports IPv6 literals for the Gateway
host. The following formats are supported:

[2222::7]
[2222::7]:8443

Note:

 The IPv6 literals must be enclosed within square brackets
("[ ]") to be interpreted correctly.

  To edit the list of client certificates: 

 To...  Do this... 

 Add a client certificate to the list 1. Click Manage under the Client Certificate option. The
Certificate Manager dialog appears.

2. Click Import and then navigate to the PKCS#12 keyStore
to load.

3. Enter the Keystore Password when prompted. The
details of the selected certificate are displayed.

4. Verify that the details are correct and then click OK. The
imported certificate is added to the list.

 Remove a client certificate from the list 1. Click Manage under the Client Certificate option. The
Certificate Manager dialog appears.

2. Select the certificate to be deleted from the Certificate
List. The details of the certificate are displayed.

3. Click Delete and then click Yes to confirm. The
certificate is removed from the Certificate List.

4. Click [OK] to close the Certificate Manager and return to
the Login dialog.

Connecting Through a Proxy

If you want to connect the Gateway through a proxy server, make the following modifications. Follow these steps before using
the connection instructions mentioned in the previous section.

Tip:
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 The modifications that are shown here are required only for the desktop client.

 To configure the Policy Manager to use a proxy (Windows): 

1. Locate the file CA API Gateway Policy Manager.ini and open it in a text editor. This file is located in the same directory
as the CA API Gateway Policy Manager.exe file.

2. Add the following string before the "-jar" section of the file. For example, if your .INI file ends with "-jar Manager.jar",
then add the string before "-jar".

-Dhttp.proxyHost=<Proxy_host> -Dhttp.proxyPort=<Proxy_port> -
Dhttp.proxyUsername=<User_name> -Dhttp.proxyPassword=<User_password>

3. Save and exit. The Policy Manager now uses the proxy when connecting to the Gateway.

 To configure the Policy Manager to use a proxy (Linux): 

1. Locate the file Manager.ini and open it in a text editor. This file is located in the same directory as
the Manager.exe and Manager.jar files.

2. Add the following to the "extra" variable declaration.

extra="...-Dhttp.proxyHost=<Proxy_host>-
Dhttp.proxyPort=<Proxy_port>-Dhttp.proxyUsername=<User_name>-
Dhttp.proxyPassword=<User_password>"

3. Save and exit and then run Manager.sh. The Policy Manager now uses the proxy host when connecting to the Gateway.

This file is located in the same directory as the Manager.exe and Manager.jar files.

 Using the Policy Manager Browser Client
The browser client version of the Policy Manager lets you manage the gateway using a standard Web
browser. 

Note:

Feature Deprecation

For Gateway versions 9.4 CR3 and newer with AdoptOpenJDK, the browser client version of the Policy Manager will no
longer be available.

The browser client version of the Policy Manager lets you manage the CA API Gateway using a standard Web browser.  

The user interface and functionality of the browser client version is very similar to the standard desktop client. 

Note:

Refer to Start the Policy Manager for complete details on how to start the different versions of the Policy Manager browser
client. 

Tip:

(1) If you wish to restrict browser client access, disable it by clearing the Enable web-based administration check box in
the Listen Port Properties (Endpoints tab) for the SSL endpoint. If you experience problems starting the browser client, access
the Java Control Panel for your operating system, clear the temporary Java files, and then try starting the browser client again.
For more information about responding to the security challenges when logging in, see Start the Policy Manager. (2) Be sure
to review Requirements and Compatibility for a list of the compatible browsers. Be aware that the browser client does not run
under Chrome.

Trusted Mode

Note:

 The Java applet in the Policy Manager browser client must be in trusted mode to run certain features.

Trusted mode is enabled if you had answered [Yes] to the browser and Java plug-in security dialogs on first use of the browser
client version of the Policy Manager.
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For more information about running the browser client, see Start the Policy Manager.

Browser Client Differences

The following table summarizes the differences between the browser client and the standard desktop client.

 Feature  Browser client difference 

 Main Menu Instead of a menu bar, the browser client has an
enhanced main tool bar.  

 [File] > Exit The Exit command has been removed. To exit the browser
client, first click [Save] and then either click [Disconnect] or
close the browser.

 [File] > Preferences
Main Tool Bar > Preferences 

Preferences do not include the following settings:

• Inactivity Timeout
• Remember Last Login ID
• Gateway URL History Size

[View] > Status Bar The Status Bar is not included in the browser client.

Policy Templates There is no Policy Templates category in the [Assertion] tab,
but you can still import and export template files.

Exporting/Importing Policies Exporting a policy to a file or importing a policy from a file
is supported in the browser client only if the Java applet is
running in the trusted mode.

UDDI Registry Importing a policy from a UDDI Registry is supported only
when the Java applet is in trusted mode.

Log files The browser client does not write to the local log files. To
view local log information, show the Java console as follows:

• Select Sun Java Console in your browser's Tools menu if
available, or

• Open the Java control panel. Select the [Advanced] tab
> Java console > Show console. Restart the browser if
necessary.

Note:

 The local logs in the Java console only contain information
about the internal activities of the browser client. These
logs may be useful in helping to diagnose applet-specific
problems, such as unresponsive buttons or drag-and-drop
operations that do not complete.

The local logs are unrelated to the CA API Gateway logs
and audit records, which continue to be available through
the Gateway Audit Events and Dashboard - Cluster
Status windows.

 Solution Kits Operations within the Manage Solution Kits task are limited.
Only the Uninstall operation is available. The Install,
Upgrade, and Properties operations must be run from the
desktop client.

 General Workflow
Several Policy Manager tasks are required before you can leverage the  functionality. Since every
organization will use the Policy Manager differently, the following list includes only the key tasks for
configuring and using the Policy Manager. 

Several Policy Manager tasks are required before you can leverage the API Gateway functionality. Since every organization
will use the Policy Manager differently, the following list includes only the key tasks for configuring and using the Policy
Manager. 
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The following workflow assumes the user has the Administrator role. For information on the steps required to configure
identity bridging in the Policy Manager, see Identity Bridging.

1. Connect to the API Gateway.
2. Upon first connection to a API Gateway, you need to install the license file.
3. Each Gateway Internal Identity Provider (IIP) is pre-configured with a single default administrative user ("admin") and a

set of predefined roles. Optionally configure additional users and groups for the IIP.
4. Configure LDAP Identity Providers.
5. Publish a new SOAP web service, Web API service, or a RESTful service proxy.
6. Construct a valid policy for a published service.
7. Analyze the performance of the API Gateway and refine if necessary.

 Gateway Dashboard
The Gateway Dashboard provides a wealth of information about your gateway. Separate tabs on the
dashboard provide information about service metrics and cluster status.

The Gateway Dashboard provides a wealth of information about your CA API Gateway. Separate tabs on the dashboard
provide information about service metrics and cluster status.

  

Dashboard - Service Metrics

The Service Metrics window in the Dashboard allows you to continuously monitor performance statistics of a CA API
Gateway cluster. Message processing rates and response times are displayed in real time, in a dynamic chart that can be filtered
by cluster node, published service, or resolution. Policy violations and routing failures are highlighted for greater visibility.

Note:

If the Service Metrics window is empty, check for the following:

• Is the setting serviceMetrics.enabled cluster property is set to "false? 
• Is the Gateway configured for external metric storage only?
• Is an Embedded Database in use? Service metrics are not collected for embedded databases.
• Are you using the Container Gateway or the CA Microgateway? The embedded databases in both these versions prevent

metrics gathering. (Exception: If the Container Gateway is configured to use a MySQL database, service metrics are
displayed.)

Tip:

 You can print the Service Metrics window by selecting, File > Print.

 To open the Service Metrics window:

•  From the Policy Manager Main Menu, click [View] > Dashboard (on the browser client, from the Monitor menu). The
Service Metrics window is displayed.

The Service Metrics window displays traffic flow based on the default settings of All Nodes, All Services, and Fine resolution.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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The Service Metrics window is divided into the following sections:

• The filters across the top let you select the node, service, and resolution for the graph
• A moving chart containing three plots: response times (top), notification indicators (middle strip), and message rates

(bottom)
• A summary at the right, containing tabs for the selected interval or latest interval

The following mouse actions are available to interact with the display:
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 Mouse action  Description 

 Left click anywhere in moving chart Selects a time interval. Statistics about that interval are
displayed in the [Selected] tab in the Interval Summary
section.

 Right click anywhere in moving chart Lets you view the audit events that have occurred during the
time interval. Select Show Audit Events (<time>) from the
menu that pops up. The events are displayed in a Gateway
Audit Events window.

 Point at any bar Positioning the mouse pointer over any colored bar displays a
tooltip containing more information about what is happening.

 Drag mouse pointer left to right over any bar Zooms in for a closer look within a time period (see Zooming
Time Intervals below).

 Drag mouse point right to left Zooms out (see Zooming Time Intervals below).

Filters

Select the information that you want to view from the drop-down lists:

•  Gateway Node: Select the Gateway node to monitor or use the default "<All Nodes>" to view data that is combined from
all nodes.

•  Published Service: Select the service to monitor or use the default "<All Services>" to view data that is combined from
all services.

Tip:

 Clicking on a service name in the "Services with problems" box highlights an interval and brings the "Selection" tab to
the front with statistics of that interval. If there are routing failures or policy violations in that interval, services with those
problems are listed in the "Services with problem" list box. Clicking a service name in that list box selects a single service,
as if a service name was selected from the Published Service list.

Note:

  "<All Services>" is defined as all services in which the user has 'Read' permission. For more information, see Predefined
Roles and Permissions.

•  Resolution: Select a resolution for the graph: Fine (5 sec), Hourly, or Daily.

Response Times

The Response Time plot at the top of the chart shows the front end and back end response times, with minimum, maximum,
and average values for each time increment. The graph is updated based on the selected Resolution: Fine = every 5
seconds; Hourly = every clock hour, Daily = every calendar day. The response times are expressed in milliseconds and the
corresponding numeric values are shown in the details section.

Tip:

 The Fine interval can be changed using the metrics.fineInterval  cluster property. Restart the CA API Gateway cluster for this
property change to take effect.

The Front End response time is the time it takes for API Gateway to receive a request from a client, then send a response back
to the client. The Back End response time is the time it takes for API Gateway to forward the request to the web service, then
receive a response from the web service. Thus, the front end time always includes the back end time.

Note:

 The Back End response time includes all routings, if there are multiple routing assertions in the policy.

To see the data collected for a particular time interval, point to the corresponding bar and the information is displayed in a
tooltip.

Notification Bar

The notification bar is the horizontal strip in the middle of the moving chart. Its purpose is to alert you to potential problems:
a red square indicates a time interval where routing failures occurred, while a yellow square indicates policy violations have
occurred. The services with the problems are listed in the Interval Summary area.

Message Rates
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The Message Rate plot at the bottom of the chart shows the message rate, broken down by routing failure, policy violation, and
successful requests. The colored bars show at a glance where problems may be occurring. The corresponding numeric values
for message rates are shown in the details section. Note that the time axis displays the Gateway time, which may not be in the
same time zone as the machine running the Policy Manager.

To see the data collected for a particular time interval, point to the corresponding bar and the information is displayed in a
tooltip. You can also right-click any time period and select Show Audit Events. This displays a static Gateway Audit Events
window containing only the audit messages for the selected time interval. This can help you isolate and troubleshoot any
problems quickly. Repeat this procedure on any other time periods that you want to investigate—there is no need to close the
Gateway Audit Events window first.

Note:

 If auditing has been disabled for the service or the entire cluster, the Gateway Audit Events window shows no records. For
more information, see Gateway Logging Levels and Thresholds.

Interval Summary

The panel to the right of the moving chart contains two tabs:

• The [Selection] tab displays information about the selected time interval on the Message Rate Chart. This tab expands on
the information presented in the tooltip.

• The [Last <resolution>] tab displays information for the last resolution interval.

 The following information is displayed in either tab:

• Interval period. This is fixed for the [Selected] tab, but updated dynamically when the [Last <resolution>] tab is selected.
Note that the Gateway time zone is used; this may differ from the local time if the Policy Manager is run on a different
machine.

• The minimum, maximum, and average response times for the indicated time period. These are categorized by front end and
back end processing, broken down by minimum, maximum, and average values.

• The message processing statistics for the indicated time period, broken down by routing failures, policy violations, and
successful requests.

• Any services with routing failures or policy violations (shows red or yellow in the Notification Bar and Message
Rates chart) in the "Services with problems" box. When the [Selection] tab is currently selected, the problem applies to the
bin currently selected. When the [Last...] tab is current selected, the problem applies to the latest bin.

Tip:

 You can always click any bin to see the service names with problems again. You can click on a service name to filter the
published services to only that service.

Zooming Time Intervals

You can zoom both the Response Time or Message Rate plots for a closer look at the time intervals.

• To zoom in, press and hold the left mouse button while dragging the pointer from left to right across one or more bars, then
release the mouse button. The plot re-scales to the width of the mouse drag. You can repeat the zoom multiple times.
For example, using the hourly resolution, each bar represents a one hour period and the labels are four hours apart. If you
zoom into three bars, the resulting graph shows ten minute increments along the time line.

• To zoom out, press and hold the left mouse button and perform a short left drag motion anywhere within the chart, then
release the mouse button; it is not necessary to drag over a bar. The plot re-scales back to its original resolution.

Dashboard - Cluster Status

The Cluster Status window in the Dashboard displays the status of the Gateway cluster node(s) and provides service statistics.
The information in this window is automatically updated every few seconds, with the last update time shown at the bottom left
corner of the window.

Note:

 The Policy Manager connection timeout is disabled when the Dashboard is open, to allow for uninterrupted viewing of cluster
status. For more information about the connection timeout, see Preferences.

The Cluster Status window contains two tables:

• The Gateway Status table at the top displays node information and CPU and server statistics by Gateway node.
• The Service Statistics table at the bottom displays service activity statistics.

In either table, you can click a column heading to sort the rows in ascending or descending order based on that heading. You
can print the Cluster Status window by selecting File > Print.
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 To open the Cluster Status window:

1. From the Policy Manager Main Menu, click [View] > Dashboard (on the browser client, from the Monitor menu).
2. Click the [Cluster Status] tab.

The Cluster Status window appears.

  

Gateway Status Table

The Gateway Status table displays information about each Gateway node. You can also rename or remove a node.

 Column Name  Description 

 Gateway Node Name of the cluster node assigned during configuration.
Displays three status icons:

 : Node is active.

 : Node is inactive. When inactive nodes are detected, the
tab name changes to to bring this to your attention.  

 : Node status is undetermined. Policy
Manager is in the process of assessing the status of the node
and will change the icon to active or inactive once the status
is determined.
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 Column Name  Description 

 Load Sharing % Indicates the percentage of total cluster traffic being handled
by the node over the past 60 seconds, expressed both as a
percentage and as a dynamic bar graph.

A value of "0" indicates no activity.

 Request Routed % Indicates the percentage of current routing activity being
handled by the node over the past 60 seconds, expressed both
as a percentage and as a dynamic bar graph.

A value of "0" indicates no activity.

 Load Avg The average number of work processes completed over the
last 60-second period. For Appliance Gateway installations,
values reaching or exceed the number of CPUs on the
appliance indicates that the Gateway is under heavy load and
overall server performance is slow. For example, a value of
4.0 or greater on a 4-CPU appliance indicates heavy load on
the Gateway.

This setting does not apply to Software Gateway installations.

 Uptime Server start time to the current time. Use this information to
analyze the number of requests processed by the node per
time period.

 IP Address The IP address for the direct Gateway-to-Gateway
connection.

You can perform the following operations on a node:

 To...  Do this... 

 Rename a node 1. Right-click anywhere within the node's row and then
select Rename Node.

2. Type a new node name (maximum 128 characters) and
then click [OK].

The new node name is immediately reflected in the Gateway
Node column and throughout the Policy Manager.

Note:

 Renaming a node only changes how the name is displayed in
the Policy Manager. It does not affect the actual host name of
the Gateway node.

 Delete a node You can delete inactive nodes so that they no longer appear in
the Gateway Cluster table. For information on making a node
inactive, see Deactivating a Cluster Node.

 To delete an inactive node: 

1. Right-click any anywhere within an inactive () node row
and then select Delete Node.

2. Click [Yes] to confirm the deletion.

The node is immediately removed from the Gateway Status
window.

Note:

 Deleting a node removes it from the Gateway Cluster. If
a deleted node is reactivated, you must stop and restart the
applicable Gateway in order to see the node in the Cluster
Status window.
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 To...  Do this... 

 View log information for a node When you are setting up the CA API Gateway, use the logs to
help you diagnose issues for a Gateway node.

To view log information for any gateway node:

•  Select View > View Logs from the Policy Manager
menu (in the browser client, this is under Monitor > View
Logs)

Service Statistics Table

The Service Statistics table initially displays information for all services.

• To filter the list of services shown, enter a service name in the Service Name box. You may also enter a partial name,
wildcards, or a regular expression to achieve broader matches.

By default, the statistics reflect what has occurred since the cluster started.

• To restart all counters, click [Restart 'Counting since']. This resets all values to zero and begins counting from that
moment on. This is useful to get a "snapshot" of the statistics, without losing the cluster cumulative totals.

• To see the statistics accumulated since the cluster was installed, click [Count since cluster install]. This is a cumulative
total that is not affected by cluster starts and shutdowns.

The following table describes the columns in the Service Statistics table.

 Column Name  Description 

 Service Name Name of the service assigned during configuration.

 Routing Failure Number of requests that passed policy assertions but failed at
the back end web service.

 Policy Violation Number of requests that failed policy assertions.

 Success Number of request messages that have been successfully
routed (completed).

 Success (last min.) Number of request messages that have been successfully
routed in the last minute of up time.

 Configure Gateway for External Service Metrics
By default, the gateway stores service metrics in its internal database. These metrics are displayed on
the . For improved performance and stability, you can configure the Gateway to store metrics data to an
external site, away from the internal database. Not only will this free up disk space, but it could avoid
issues with clustering and database replication.

By default, the CA API Gateway stores service metrics in its internal database. These metrics are displayed on the Gateway
Dashboard. For improved performance and stability, you can configure the Gateway to store metrics data to an external site,
away from the internal database. Not only will this free up disk space, but it could avoid issues with clustering and database
replication.

Note:

Storing service metrics externally is independent of the serviceMetrics.enabled cluster property. Once external storage is
configured, metrics data accumulates even if the cluster property is set to 'false'.

This means you can control the collection of metrics fully as follows:

• Internal database only: Do not configure external metrics and and serviceMetrics.enabled = true
• External collection only: Configure external metrics and serviceMetrics.enabled = false
• All metrics collection enabled: Configure external metrics and serviceMetrics.enabled = true
• All metrics collection disabled: Do not configure external metrics and and serviceMetrics.enabled = false

Tip:

The same metrics data is stored, whether the Gateway is configured to store them internally or externally. Storing metrics
in both places is not common. But it could be useful in instances where you want some redundancy during transition from
internal to external.
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Note:

You can use a tool such as Grafana to view metrics stored in an external location.

See an example of Gateway service metrics in GitHub.

Contents:

Context Variables

Name Type Description

metrics Message Contains the JSON format message
containing the service metrics data.

This variable is available only in
policy-backed service operation policy
fragment for service metrics.

Cluster Properties

See Service Cluster Properties. In particular, these two properties are relevant to the configuration of external service metrics:

• serviceMetrics.enabled
• serviceMetricsEventListener.maxPoolSize

Configuration Procedure

To configure the Gateway for external service metrics:

1. Create a policy with the following properties:

• Policy Type:  Policy-Backed Service Operation Policy Fragment
• Policy Tag:  com.l7tech.external.assertions.pbsmel.server.ServiceMetricsProcessor
• Action:  process

This action creates a backing policy that is assigned to a policy-backed service. In the policy window, the context variable
metrics is the single input to the policy-backed operation.

2. Craft a backing policy to manipulate the metrics data according to your needs.

Tip:

Design your backing policy to be as efficient as possible, as it is called once for each request that is processed by the
Gateway.

3. Run the Manage Policy-Backed Services task.

1.1 Click Create and enter a name for your policy-backed service.
2.1 In the Type drop-down list, select com.l7tech.external.assertions.pbsmel.server.ServiceMetricsProcessor.
3.1 Select the line that appears in the table and click Assign. Then select the policy that you created in step 1.

Sample Backing Policy

The following is a simple backing (foundation) policy:

https://github.com/ca-api-gateway-examples/gateway-metrics-grafana-example
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Input to the backing policy is a JSON-formatted message that contains service metrics information:

{  "time" : 1518734278251,
   "formattedTime" : "2018-02-15T14:37:58.251-08:00",
   "nodeId" : "48b5a4bc60fd4db191ddd5258eab0a35",
   "nodeName" : "Gateway1",
   "nodeIp" : "10.242.45.121",
   "serviceId" : "13df5d4767ea633273940598aa2f323c",
   "serviceName" : "Test Service 1",
   "serviceUri" : "/test1",
   "totalFrontendLatency" : 234,
   "totalBackendLatency" : 123,
   "isPolicySuccessful": true,
   "isPolicyViolation" : false,
   "isRoutingFailure" : false
}

Where:

Name Type Description

time Integer Time the request was received by the
Gateway

formattedTime String Time the request was received by the
Gateway, formatted in ISO 8601 format
with timezone information

nodeId String Gateway node ID

nodeName String Gateway node name

nodeIp String Gateway IP address

serviceId String Published service ID
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serviceName String Published service name.

serviceUri String Published service resolution URI.

totalFrontendLatency Integer The time that it took for the Gateway to
process a request that is received from a
client, then send a response back to the
client (in milliseconds).

totalBackendLatency Integer The total accumulated time that it took
for the Gateway to forward the request,
then receive a response from a back-end
service (in milliseconds).

isPolicySuccessful Boolean True if policy executed successfully,
otherwise false

isPolicyViolation Boolean True if policy violation occurred,
otherwise false.

isRoutingFailure Boolean True if routing failed, otherwise false

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

What does the 'metrics' entry mean in the policy window? This context variable 'metrics' is the input for the policy-
backed service. This variable is analogous to the request
message that the Gateway routes to a service. The 'metrics'
variable contains the JSON payload with the metrics
information. You then craft your policy to manipulate these
metrics however you want–route, transform, edit, whatever.

Tip:

(1) You can show/hide the list of inputs/outputs by toggling
the Inputs and Outputs option on the View menu (available
in the desktop client only). (2) You can resize the space for
the inputs/outputs list by dragging the split bar between the
list and the policy window.

Note:

• Manage Policy-Backed Services
• Service Cluster Properties

 Policy Manager Interface
This topic describes the Policy Manager interface as seen by those with the Administrator role. Some
elements may not be visible or editable if you have a more restrictive role. For more information, see .

This topic describes the Policy Manager interface as seen by those with the Administrator role. Some elements may not be
visible or editable if you have a more restrictive role. For more information, see Manage Roles.

  

Note:

Some entities installed via Solution Kits cannot be modified, even by administrators. The editing controls for these entities are
disabled.

General Interface: Identity Providers & Home Page
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General Interface: Assertions & Policy Tree
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Main Tool Bar

The Main Tool Bar contains shortcuts to commonly used program features:

•  Connect: Connects to a Gateway.
•  Disconnect: Disconnects from a Gateway and logs you out.

When using the browser client, you should close all browser windows after disconnecting to securely log out. This clears
your user name and password from the browser.  

•  Refresh: Updates the policy development window by retrieving information from the Gateway again.  
•  Home: Displays the Home page. (To return to policy view, double-click the name of the service.)
•  Preferences: Configures preferences for the standard version of the Policy Manager. 

Note:

 Preferences are not available in the browser client version of the Policy Manager.

In the browser client version of Policy Manager, the Main Tool Bar also contains these tools:

•  Manage: Contains the "manage" tasks from the Tasks menu.  
•  Monitor: Contains items found in the View menu.
•  Help: Contains options to access the online Help, toggle the Policy Validation Messages window, and view information

about your version of the Policy Manager.

Assertions Tool Bar

The Assertions Tool Bar contains shortcut buttons used to add and organize assertions in the policy development window.
Many of these actions are also available by right-clicking the assertion in the policy development window.

Tip:

 (1) All operations (except for the  button) can be performed on more than one assertion at a time. To select multiple assertions,
hold down the [Ctrl] or [Shift] key while selecting assertions in the policy. The [Shift] key selects blocks of assertions, while
[Ctrl] key allows for discontiguous selection. (2) The Assertions Tool Bar is disabled if the policy was installed by a Solution
Kit and is not intended to be edited.
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 Button  Description 

  
Adds the selected assertion to the policy.

Alternative: Drag the assertion from the [Assertions] tab and
drop it into the policy development window.

   

Expands and collapses the selected composite assertion(s)
or included policy fragment assertion(s) in the policy
development window. If no assertions are selected, then all
assertions in the policy are expanded or collapsed.

These buttons are not active if you select a branch with
nothing to expand or collapse (in other words, it does not
show the  or  icon).

Alternative: Right-click the assertion and select Expand
Assertion or Collapse Assertion.

   

Moves the selected assertion(s) in the policy up or down one
line.

Alternatives: (1) Drag and drop the assertion.(2) Right-
click the assertion and select Move Assertion Up or Move
Assertion Down.

  
Deletes the selected assertion(s) from the policy.

Alternative: Right-click the assertion and then select Delete
Assertion.

  
Disables the selected assertion(s) in the policy.

Alternative: Right-click the assertion and then select Disable
Assertion.

Policy Tool Bar

The Policy Tool Bar contains shortcuts to commonly used policy features:

•  Save and Activate: Saves the policy or policy fragment in the policy development window and makes it the active
revision. This button is available only if you have opened a non-active version for editing and changes have been made in
the policy editor.

•  Save: Saves the policy or policy fragment in the policy development window as a new revision but does not change the
active version.

Tip:

 To activate an inactive version, either use [Save and Activate] or the [Set Active] button in the Policy Revisions dialog.

Note:

 The [Save] and [Save and Activate] buttons are unavailable when your role permits Read but not Write access to policies
(for example, the "Operator" role). They may also be unavailable for policies added by a Solution Kit (where the Solution
Kit author has disallowed changes).

To preserve policy changes in these instances, export the policy.
•  Validate: Validates the policy.
•  Export Policy: Exports the policy to a file.
•  Import Policy: Imports a policy from a file.
•  Import from UDDI: Imports a file via a UDDI registry. Similar to Import Policy, except instead of importing from a file,

the source is XML resolved from an HTTP URL published in a UDDI registry.
•  Show Comments/Hide Comments: Toggles the display of comments in the policy development window.
•  Show Assertion Numbers/Hide Assertion Numbers: Toggles the display of line numbers next to each assertion in the

policy development window.
•  Show Inputs and Outputs/Hide Inputs and Outputs: Toggles the display of inputs and outputs for the currently

displayed policy fragment (in the desktop client, use the option under the View menu). 
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Tip:

 This button only has effect when the policy fragment displayed is currently serving as a backing policy for an encapsulated
assertion. It has no effect when used with any other policies.

[Identity Providers] Tab

Contains the that have been set up in the Policy Manager. Right-click on a provider name to see the available actions.

[Assertions] Tab

Contains a categorized list of the policy assertions used to construct a policy for a service. Expand a category to see the
assertions within it.

Home Page

The Home Page is displayed upon startup or when [Home] is clicked on the Main Tool Bar. The Home Page contains shortcuts
to commonly used wizards and dialogs.

Policy Search Bar

The Policy Search Bar in the policy development window helps you quickly locate an assertion based on text visible in the
policy editor, or in the underlying XML code.

Tip:

 You can hide the Policy Search Bar by pressing the [Esc] key or by clicking the "x" in the upper right corner. Press [Ctrl]+F or
select Edit > Find to re-enable the search bar.

The following table describes the controls in the Policy Search Bar: 

 Element  Description 

  
Type the text in this search box. As you type, any assertions
that contain the matching text are displayed.

 Tip: If [Include Properties] is selected, the match may not be
obvious: the match may occur in the underlying XML code
for the assertion.

  
Click this to see a drop-down list showing the matching
assertions again.

  
Click this button to jump to the next matching assertion.
This is the same as selecting Find Next from the Edit menu
(keyboard shortcut [F3]).

  
Click this button to jump to the previous matching assertion.
This is the same as selecting Find Previous from the Edit
menu (keyboard shortcut [Shift]+[F3]).

 Case sensitive Select this check box to match the case of the search string.

Clear this check box to ignore case during searches. This
setting is the default.

 Show Disabled Select this check box to include disabled assertions in the
searches. This setting is the default.

Clear this check box to show only active assertions.

 Include Properties Select this check box to include the assertion properties in the
searches. This setting is the default.

Clear this check box to search only the assertion name.

Note: When including properties, the underlying XML code
is also searched. This may result in unexpected matches.

 Tip: To see the underlying XML code, copy the assertion
and then paste the contents into a text editor. Note that only
text viewable in the underlying XML is searchable.
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 Element  Description 

  
Click this button to close the Policy Search Bar.

During the search, feedback messages similar to the following may appear:

  

These messages are for informational purposes only and will disappear when you click on them or perform another search task.

Policy Development Window

Used to view or edit a policy revision for the selected published service. Each policy or revision is displayed in a separate tab.
The tab name indicates whether the revision is active or inactive.

Policy Validation Messages Window

This window displays confirmation, warning, and error messages about the policy. You can show/hide this window using
the [View] > Policy Messages menu option (in browser client, from the Help menu). Unless you need the screen space for
the policy development window, you should always have the validation window open. For more information, see Validate a
Policy.

Status Bar

The Status Bar displays user, Gateway, and port information. This bar may be toggled on and off by using [View] > Status Bar.

Note that The Status Bar is not present in the browser client version of the Policy Manager.

Audit Alerts

The Policy Manager can alert you to important audit events that require your attention. These events could have occurred while
you were logged off or while you are using the Policy Manager.

Note:

 In order to receive audit alerts, your role must allow you to view the Gateway Audit Events window.

When an audit event occurs that meets a preset threshold, the following alert indicator will appear in the top right corner of the
user interface:

  

Click this indicator to open the Audit Alerts dialog. Tip: You can also access this dialog directly via: Tasks > Logging and
Auditing > Configure Audit Alert Options. 

Your options are as follows:

 Option  Description 

 View Audits Launches the Gateway Audit Events window, where you can
see more information about the audit items.

When [View Audits] is clicked, the audit alert indicator will
not appear again until there are new audits requiring your
attention.

 Acknowledge Audits Acknowledges the alert and closes the dialog without
displaying the Gateway Audit Events window.
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 Option  Description 

 Configure Audit Alert Options Opens the Configure Audit Alerts dialog to allow you to
configure the following settings:

•  Enable Audit Alerts: Use this check box to enable or
disable the Audit Alert feature.

•  Check for new audits every: Specify how often the
Policy Manager should check for new audit events. The
default is every 30 seconds.

•  Check for audits at or above level: Select the severity
of the audit event before the audit alert appears. At the
default WARNING level, only events rated WARNING
or SEVERE will be brought to your attention. Be aware
that choosing a threshold below WARNING will result
in a large number of audit alerts (the Gateway generates
many INFO alerts).

Tip:

 To configure audit alerts when the Audit Alerts Waiting
indicator is not present, select Configure Audit Alert Options
from the Task menu (in the browser client version, this is
accessed from the Manage tool on the Main Tool Bar).

Dialog Boxes

Controls in dialog boxes are largely self explanatory. If a list or table is present in a dialog box, you can click the column
heading to re-sort the column in ascending or descending order.

 Policy Manager Menus
In the browser client, use either the alternative or keyboard shortcut methods to perform a Copy. Note: If
the browser client is running in the untrusted mode, the Copy option is disabled in the right-click context
menu for added security and you must use the keyboard shortcut instead.

This topic describes the menus in the desktop client version of the Policy Manager. For the browser client version, use the
keyboard shortcuts instead.

 

File menu

• Save and Activate: Saves the current policy or policy fragment as a new revision and makes it the active revision. This is
indicated in the tab title for the revision. Also available on the Policy Tool Bar. Keyboard shortcut: [Ctrl]+[Alt]+S

• Save: Saves the current policy or policy fragment as a new revision, without changing its active state. Also available on the
Policy Tool Bar. Keyboard shortcut: [Alt]+S

•  Export Policy: Exports the policy to a file. Also available on the Policy Tool Bar. Keyboard shortcut: [Alt]+R
• Import Policy: Imports a policy from an external file. Also available on the Policy Tool Bar. Keyboard shortcut: [Alt]+I
• Validate: Validates a policy. Also available on the Policy Tool Bar. Keyboard shortcut: [Alt]+V
• Active Policy Assertions: (Visible only when a policy is open in the policy development window) Loads the active

revision into the policy development window. This shortcut removes the need to first display the revision history, then
manually loading the active revision into the editor. Also available by right-clicking on the name of the service in the
Services and Policies  list. Tip: An even faster method to load the active revision is to double-click on the name of the
service.

• Service Properties: Displays the properties for the service. Also available by right-clicking on the name of the service in
the Services and Policies  list.

• Publish to UDDI: Publishes information to a UDDI registry. Also available by right-clicking on the name of the service in
the Services and Policies list .

• Delete Service: Deletes a published service. Also available by right-clicking on the name of the service in the Services and
Policies  list.

• Compare Policy: Compares any two policies and displays the results in a color-coded list. Can display differences between
two assertions, including showing the properties or raw XML.

• Connect: Connects to a Gateway. Also available on the Main Tool Bar. Keyboard shortcut: [Alt]+C 
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• Disconnect: Disconnects from a Gateway and logs you out. Also available on the Main Tool Bar. Keyboard shortcut:
[Alt]+D
When using the browser client, you should close your browser after disconnecting to securely log out. This clears your user
name and password from the browser cache.  

• My Account: Displays the My Account dialog, where you can view basic information about your account (including role
information) and change your password. In the browser client, this is available under the Manage tool on the Main Tool
Bar. Keyboard shortcut: [Alt]+space

• Preferences: Configures preferences for the Policy Manager. Also available on the Main Tool Bar. Keyboard shortcut:
[Alt]+P

• Exit:  Closes the Policy Manager. You will be prompted to save if there are unsaved changes. In the browser client, close
the browser after disconnecting to exit. Keyboard shortcut: [Alt]+X

Edit menu

•  Copy: Copies the selected item to the clipboard, ready to be pasted elsewhere. Useful for quickly replicating an assertion
within a policy, replicating an include-policy fragment, service, or alias, copying the underlying XML code of an assertion,
or copying validation messages. When copying a composite assertion, all child assertions are copied as well.

Note:

 When copying a service, the information on the [UDDI] tab of the Published Service Properties is not carried over. This
must be manually reentered upon pasting. Internal and Global policies cannot be copied. Avoid copying a service that has
been converted to be a "portal managed" API. Doing so will cause the new service to be mapped to the original API. From
the API Portal's perspective, it would appear that the original API has been replaced by the new one.  

In the browser client, use either the alternative or keyboard shortcut methods to perform a Copy. Note: If the browser client is
running in the untrusted mode, the Copy option is disabled in the right-click context menu for added security and you must use
the keyboard shortcut instead.

 Alternative: Right-click an assertion or selected text and select Copy
Keyboard shortcut: [Ctrl]+C

• Copy All: Copies all the assertions in the policy development window. The XML code for all the assertions is placed in the
clipboard, ready to be pasted back into the same policy or another external application.
In the browser client, use either the alternative or keyboard shortcut methods to perform a Copy All.

 Alternative: Right-click anywhere within the policy development window and select Copy All.
Keyboard shortcut: [Ctrl]+[Shift]+C

• Paste: Pastes the items that were copied to the clipboard.

• When pasting an include policy fragment, service, or alias, select the destination folder before pasting. The properties
for that policy or service are automatically displayed upon pasting, allowing you to make modifications to the copied
settings before saving. Pasted policies start their own revision sequence (i.e., the version number is not related to the
source item).

• When pasting an assertion, the clipboard must contain valid policy XML code before Paste will work. The pasted
assertion is inserted after the selected assertion in the policy development window or after the last assertion if no
assertion is selected

In the browser client, use either the alternative or keyboard shortcut methods to perform a Paste.

Alternative: Right-click an assertion and select Paste.
Keyboard shortcut: [Ctrl]+V

Note the following about the Paste operation:

• • When Copy All was used, Paste will group the pasted assertions within an "All Assertions" folder beneath the currently
selected assertion. You can then use the Assertions Tool Bar to reposition if necessary.

• Source XML code for the Paste operation can come from an external application.

• If a pasted assertion requires immediate configuration, its properties will be displayed, just as if you had added it to
the policy.

• If a pasted assertion refers to unknown entities (for example, unknown users or identity providers), a policy
validation error will be displayed.

• Nothing will happen if you attempt to paste non XML or invalid policy XML code. However, this operation will be
noted in the Policy Manager logs as a FINE event.

•  Go to Assertion: Displays the assertion with the given number. Tip: To see assertion numbers, click [Show Assertion
Numbers] on the Policy Tool Bar or select this option under the View menu. Keyboard shortcut: [Ctrl]+G
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•  Find: Locates assertions in the policy that contain a specific search string. For more information, see Policy Search
Bar. Keyboard shortcut: [Ctrl]+F

•  Find Next: Finds the next matching item. Keyboard shortcut: [F3]
•  Find Previous: Finds the previous matching item. Keyboard shortcut: [Shift]+[F3]
•  Migrate Namespaces: Updates all XPath assertions from one namespace to another. For more information, see

"Migrating Namespaces" under Configure Namespaces.

Tasks menu

Note:

In the browser client version of the Policy Manager, many of the items below are accessed from the "Manage" menu.

Items under the Tasks menu are organized within these submenus:

Identity Providers

•  Create LDAP Identity Provider 
•  Create Simple LDAP Identity Provider 
•  Create Federated Identity Provider 
•  Create Policy-Backed Identity Provider  

Users and Authentication

•  Create Internal User 
•  Create Internal Group 
•  Search Identity Provider 
•  Manage Administrative User Account Policy 
•  Manage Password Policy 
•  Force Administrative Passwords Reset 
•  Revoke User Certificates 
•  Manage Kerberos Configuration 
•  Manage CA Single Sign-On Configurations 
•  Manage Roles 
•  Manage Security Zones 
•  Manage ESM User Mappings 

Services and APIs

•  Publish SOAP Web Service 
•  Publish Web API 
•  Publish RESTful Service Proxy with WADL 
•  Publish Internal Service 
•  Publish Reverse Web Proxy 
•  Publish WSDL Query Handler 
•  Publish Swagger Service 
•  Create WSDL 
•  Create Policy 

Transports

•  Manage Listen Ports 
•  Manage JMS Destinations 
•  Manage Email Listeners 
•  Manage HTTP Options 
•  Manage Service Resolution 
•  Manage MQ Native Queues 
•  Manage SFTP Polling Listeners 

Certificates, Keys, and Secrets

•  Manage Certificates 
•  Manage Private Keys 
•  Manage Stored Passwords 
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Data Sources

•  Manage JDBC Connections 
•  Manage Cassandra Connections 

Global Settings

•  Manage Cluster-Wide Properties 
•  Manage Scheduled Tasks 
•  Manage Global Resources 
•  Manage UDDI Registries 

Extensions and Add-Ons

•  Manage Encapsulated Assertions 
•  Manage Solution Kits 
•  Manage Policy-Backed Services 
•  Manage Server Module Files 
•  Enroll With Portal 
•  Manage WebSocket Connections 
•  Manage XMPP Connections 

Logging and Auditing

•  Manage Log/Audit Sinks 
•  Configure FTP Audit Archiver 
•  Configure Audit Alert Options 

View menu

•  Policy Messages: Shows/hides the Policy Validation Messages window. This window should normally be displayed, so
that you can see validation messages. In the browser client, this is available under the Help tool on the Main Tool Bar.

•  Inputs and Outputs: Shows/hides the inputs and outputs defined in the encapsulated assertion that is using the policy
fragment (currently displayed in the policy development window) as its backing policy. By default, this panel is displayed
when there is an associated encapsulated assertion and hidden when the policy fragment is not serving as a backing policy.
In the browser client, use the Show/Hide Inputs and Outputs button on the Policy Tool Bar to toggle the view. Keyboard
shortcut: [Alt]+U

•  Status Bar: Shows/hides the Status Bar at the bottom of the Policy Manager interface. The Status Bar is not used in the
browser client version.

•  Show Comments/Hide Comments: Shows or hides comments in the policy development window. Also available on the
Policy Tool Bar. 

•  Show Assertion Numbers/Hide Assertion Numbers: Shows or hides assertion numbers in the policy development
window. Also available on the Policy Tool Bar. Keyboard shortcut: [Alt]+N

•  Refresh: Updates all tabs in the policy development window. Useful if multiple users are updating a policy
simultaneously. Also available on the Main Tool Bar. Keyboard shortcut: [F5]

•  Dashboard: Displays Service Metrics and Cluster Status information. In the browser client, this is available under the
Monitor tool on the Main Tool Bar.

•  Gateway Audit Events: Displays the Gateway Audit Events window. In the browser client, this is available under the
Monitor tool on the Main Tool Bar.

•  View Logs: Used to view the logs in the system. In the browser client, this is available under the Monitor tool on the Main
Tool Bar.

•  Saved Events: Used to view log or audit events that have been saved. In the browser client, this is available under the
Monitor tool on the Main Tool Bar.

•  Filter Service and Policy Tree: In the policy tree, display only Services, Policy Fragments, or All. (Note: Filtering the
display affects what is returned by Search box—only displayed entities are searched.) In the browser client, this is available
by right-clicking the root folder in the policy tree.

•  Sort Service and Policy Tree By: Sort the policy tree by Name or Type, in ascending or descending order. In the browser
client, this is available by right-clicking the root folder in the policy tree.

Help menu

•  Help System: Displays the online help for Policy Manager. Keyboard shortcut: [F1] 
•  Manage Gateway License: Displays the Manage Gateway Licenses dialog, where you can install, view, and remove the

licenses for your Gateway. In the browser client, this is available under the Manage tool on the Main Tool Bar.
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•  About: Displays information about the version of the Policy Manager.

 Services and Policies List
The Services and Policies list in the lower left corner of the Policy Manager lists all published services
and policies under a single root folder  bearing the hostname.

The Services and Policies list in the lower left corner of the Policy Manager lists all published services and policies under a
single root folder  bearing the hostname.

  

These actions are available when you right-click the root folder:

 Publish SOAP Web Service
Create WSDL
Publish Web API
Publish RESTful Web Service Proxy with WADL
Publish Internal Service 
Create Policy
Create New Folder 

Refresh: Refreshes the list of services; used to reflect changes made by other concurrent users
Paste
Filter: Choose to display only Services, Policy Fragments, or both in the tree. (Note: Filtering the display affects what is
returned by Search box—only displayed entities are searched.)
Sort by: Choose to sort the tree by Name or Type (service or policy), in ascending or descending order

When you right-click on any published service (including SOAP web services, XML applications, and internal services ), the
following actions are available:

Active Policy Assertions: Loads the active version of the policy into the policy development window (see Policy Revisions)
Service Properties
Publish to UDDI
Delete Service
Copy as Alias
Create Log Sink
Revision History
Service Debugger
Compare Policy
Refresh: Refreshes the list; used to reflect changes made by other concurrent users
Cut
Copy

When you right-click on any policy (including policy fragments or internal use policies or global policies ), the following
actions are available:

 Active Policy Assertions: Loads the active version of the policy into the policy development window (see Policy
Revisions); Tip: You can select this option for a policy fragment currently visible in the policy development window to open
the fragment for editing. This applies only if you have edit permission for the fragment.
Policy Properties
Delete a Policy
Copy as Alias
Create Log Sink
Revision History
Service Debugger
Compare Policy
Refresh: Refreshes the list; used to reflect changes made by other concurrent users
Cut
Copy

When you right-click a folder, the following actions are available:

 Publish SOAP Web Service
Create WSDL
Publish Web API
Publish RESTful Web Service Proxy with WADL
Publish Internal Service
Create Log Sink
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Create Policy
Rename Folder
Create New Folder
Delete Folder
Cut
Paste

Note:

This applies only applies to folders created to group services and policies. It does not apply to the "Bindings" and "Services"
items under a SOAP web service. For more information, see Organize Services and Policies into Folders.

A service is enabled by default when it is published, but it can be disabled through the service's properties.

Quick Search

To quickly locate a service or policy in the Services and Policies list:

1. Type the first few characters of the name in the Search box at the top of the Services and Policies list. A pop-up list
displays items that match the characters typed. If you type a '/' at the beginning of the search string, only the routing URIs
are searched. For example, typing "/ware" would display a list of services with custom URIs beginning with "/ware", such
as "/warehouse".

2. Select the appropriate item from the list and then press [Enter]. The tree view expands to open the folder containing the
selected search item.

 

Note:

If the display has been filtered to show only services or policy fragments, only the filtered items are searched.

 

Multiple Delete

You can delete multiple items (such as folders and policies) at once. You can also delete non-empty folders, provided that they
do not contain policies (or fragments) used by the policy outside of the folder.

To delete more than one item in the Services and Policies list:

1. Hold down the [Ctrl] or [Shift] key to select the items to delete.
2. Right-click and select Delete Targets, or press the [Delete] key. A two-step confirmation box is displayed.
3. Verify the deletion by selecting the check box. This enables the [OK] button.
4. Click [OK] to delete. Any folder and its contents will be removed, unless its content is still being used elsewhere outside of

the folder.

 Wizards
Policy Manager uses wizards to help you configure complex processes. Simply advance through the steps
and answer the questions. The configuration is complete when the wizard finishes.

Policy Manager uses wizards to help you configure complex processes. Simply advance through the steps and answer the
questions. The configuration is complete when the wizard finishes.

The following table summarizes the controls available on a wizard:

Button Description

Back Return to the previous step to verify a setting or to make a
correction.

Information entered on a current wizard page is preserved
when you go back to a previous page.

Next Move to the next step of the wizard when you have finished
entering information in the current step.
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Button Description

Finish Close the wizard and complete the configuration (for
example, adding a Require SAML Token Profile assertion to
the policy window).

The [Finish] button is available only on the last step of the
wizard.

Cancel Close the wizard and discard all entries.

Help Display the online help.

Most wizards also display a brief tip when you select a control or field on the wizard.

 Preferences
The Preferences dialog allows you to configure the following program preferences:

The Preferences dialog allows you to configure the following program preferences:

• Inactivity timeout period
• Save login user name
• Disable policy validation
• Control how many Gateway URLs are remembered

You can configure preferences at any time, regardless of whether you are connected to a Gateway.

To configure preferences:

1. Do one of the following:

• Select [File] > Preferences from the Main Menu, or
• Click [Preferences] on the Main Tool Bar, or
• Select [Manage] > Preferences in the browser client.

The Preferences dialog appears. Note that the fewer preference settings are available when accessed from the browser
client:

2. Configure the dialog as follows:

Inactivity Timeout

Desktop client only

Enter a timeout period, between 1 and 60 minutes. For
security purposes, the Policy Manager will automatically
disconnect from the Gateway after this many minutes of
inactivity (that is, keyboard presses or mouse activity when
the Policy Manager is in the foreground). The default is 30.
To disable the timeout, enter 0 (zero).

Tip:

(1) This inactivity timeout applies to the Policy Manager.
To configure timeout values for the Gateway, see Manage
Administrative User Account Policy. (2) The inactivity
timeout does not apply when the 'admin' user is logged in.

Remember Last Login ID

Desktop Client Only

Select this check box to have the Policy Manager remember
the last user ID used to connect to the Gateway. This is
displayed on the Login dialog.

This setting is convenient if the same user usually signs into
the Policy Manager. If this check box is cleared, the user ID
must be typed each time on the Login dialog.
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Policy Validation Feedback This check box should normally be selected to enable
policy validation. When constructing large and complex
policies, you may wish to temporarily disable the validation
to prevent the system from slowing down.

When disabling/enabling feedback, the change occurs the
next time an action is performed that requires validation
(for example, you change assertions in the policy or you
click [Validate]).

Note:

Turning off policy validation disables both the instant
feedback messages and the final checks that occur when
you click [Save] or [Validate].

Gateway URL History Size

Desktop Client Only

Enter the number of Gateway URLs to be remembered on
the Login dialog. The maximum history size is 50. The
default is 5.

To disable the Gateway URL history, enter 0 (zero). This
clears all URLs currently being remembered.

Show Comments Select this check box to have the Policy Manager display
comments for all new tabs opened. Does not affect tabs
that are currently open. You can continue to toggle the
comments on/off for individual tabs.

Show Assertion Numbers Select this check box to have the Policy Manager display
assertion numbers for all new tabs opened. Does not affect
tabs that are currently open. You can continue to toggle the
assertion numbers on/off for individual tabs

Maximum Left Comment Enter the number of characters to display in the policy
development window for a left comment. Comments
longer than this will be truncated but will be visible in a
tooltip when mousing over the comment. The default is 30
characters.

For more information, see Add Comment to Policy
Assertion.

Note:

This does not affect the maximum left comment size, which
remains at 100 characters.

Maximum Right Comment Enter the number of characters to display in the policy
development window for a right comment. Comments
longer than this will be truncated but will be visible in a
tooltip when hovering the mouse pointer over the comment.
The default is 100 characters.

For more information, see Add Comment to Policy
Assertion.

Note:

This does not affect the maximum right comment size,
which remains at 4000 characters.
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Maximum Policy Tabs Enter the maximum number of tabs that can be open at
once in the policy editor workspace. Once this maximum
has been reached, the Policy Manager will automatically
close the oldest (least recently used) tab that has no unsaved
changes. If there are no tabs that meet these criteria, then
you will be prompted to either manually close some tabs or
increase the maximum number of tabs. Enter a value from 1
to 100. The default is 30 tabs.

Tip:

This setting is intended to meet your personal workflow.
There are no performance implications on the Gateway
when opening more tabs. If you change this setting to be
less than the number of currently open tabs, no tab closure
is enforced until you attempt to open another tab.

Policy Tabs Choose how tabs should be displayed if the number of open
tabs exceed the width of the Policy Manager window:

• Wrap tabs: Multiple rows of tabs will be created.
With this setting, the full tab titles are always visible,
however it will occupy more space in the Policy
Manager. This setting is the default.

• Scroll tabs: Tabs are always displayed in a single row,
possibly with truncated titles. Left and right scroll
buttons access tabs scrolled out of view.
With this setting, less space is used on the interface, but
tab titles may be truncated and scroll buttons may be
required to access some tabs.

3. Click [OK]. The changes take effect immediately.

 Install Offline Help
By default, the Policy Manager online help retrieves content from "http://docops.ca.com/gateway99",
where "99" is the version of the  (for example: "90"=version 9.0, "91"=version 9.1). This ensures that you
see the version appropriate to your installation when you access the documentation. An offline version
of the documentation is available if your organization's policies restrict access to external web sites. This
offline content is displayed whenever the Policy Manager help is invoked.

By default, the Policy Manager online help retrieves content from "http://docops.ca.com/gateway99", where "99" is the
version of the API Gateway (for example: "90"=version 9.0, "91"=version 9.1). This ensures that you see the version
appropriate to your installation when you access the documentation. An offline version of the documentation is available if
your organization's policies restrict access to external web sites. This offline content is displayed whenever the Policy Manager
help is invoked.

 Prerequisite: A web server accessible by http or https must be available to host the offline help. The offline package cannot be
installed on a local hard drive. 

Tip:

 (1) The offline documentation package from CA Technologies is updated less frequently than the online version and may not
contain the latest changes and corrections as compared to the online version. (2) It is possible to run the offline help from a
local drive: simply unzip the archive and run "index.html". Note that the Policy Manager cannot be configured to invoke the
offline help if it is installed in this manner.

 To install the offline help: 

1. Download the offline documentation set.

1.1 Download the offline documentation archive, using the link under "CA API Gateway Offline Documentation"
in Release Notes. 

2.1 Extract the archive and locate this file: CA_API_Gateway_doc- <version> .zip 
3.1  Unzip the above file and upload it to a web server accessible by http or https. 

2. Configure the Policy Manager to point to the offline set.
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1.1 Run the Manage Cluster-Wide Properties task in the Policy Manager.
2.1 Modify the help.url property to run the index.html file within the offline set on the web server. For

example, if the documentation was uploaded to "www.OfflineHelpServer.com", then set help.url to: http://
www.OfflineHelpServer.com/index.html 

The offline documentation is available the next time you log in to the Policy Manager (Help > Help System).

 Product Summary
The following table summarizes the assertions available in each version of the gateway. Note that your
assertion folders may contain encapsulated assertions created by your organization. For a description of
each assertion, see the pages under .

The following table summarizes the assertions available in each version of the CA API Gateway. Note that your assertion
folders may contain encapsulated assertions created by your organization. For a description of each assertion, see the pages
under Policy Assertions.

Tip:

 (1) For more information, see the CA API Gateway Data Sheet located at: https://www.ca.com/content/dam/ca/us/files/data-
sheet/ca-api-gateway.PDF (2) To learn more, visit CA Microgateway. 

 API Gateway Essentials  API Gateway Enterprise   CA Microgateway  

 Access Control 

Authenticate Against Identity
Provider

X X X

Authenticate Against Radius
Server

X

Authenticate Against CA
Single Sign-On

X X

Authenticate User or Group X X X

Authenticate with SiteMinder
R12 Protected Resource
(custom assertion)

Authorize via CA Single
Sign-On

X X

Change CA Single Sign-On
User Password

X X

Check Protected Resource
Against CA Single Sign-On

X X

Enable CA Single Sign-On
User

X X

Exchange Credentials using
WS-Trust

X

Extract Attributes for
Authenticated User

X X

Extract Attributes from
Certificate

X X

Insert JDBC Data in Bulk X X

Perform Cassandra Query X X

Perform JDBC Query X X X

Process CORS Request X X X

Query LDAP X X X

https://www.ca.com/content/dam/ca/us/files/data-sheet/ca-api-gateway.PDF
https://www.ca.com/content/dam/ca/us/files/data-sheet/ca-api-gateway.PDF
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 API Gateway Essentials  API Gateway Enterprise   CA Microgateway  

Require Encrypted
UsernameToken Profile
Credentials

X

Require FTP Credentials X

Require HTTP Basic
Credentials

X X X

Require HTTP Cookie X X

Require NTLM
Authentication Credentials

X

Require Remote Domain
Identity

X

Require SAML Token Profile X

Require SSH Credentials X

Require SSL or TLS
Transport with Client
Authentication

X X X

Require Windows Integrated
Authentication Credentials

X

Require WS-Secure
Conversation

X

Require WS-Security
Kerberos Token Profile
Credentials

X

Require WS-Security
Password Digest Credentials

X

Require WS-Security
Signature Credentials

X

Require WS-Security
UsernameToken Profile
Credentials

X

Require XPath Credentials X X X

Retrieve Credentials from
Context Variable

X X

Retrieve Kerberos
Authentication Credentials

X

Retrieve SAML Browser
Artifact

X X

Use WS-Federation
Credential

X

Write LDAP X X X

 Transport Layer Security (TLS) 

Require SSL or TLS
Transport

X X X

XMPP Get Client Certificate X

 XML Security 

(Non-SOAP) Check Results
from XML Verification

X X

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 API Gateway Essentials  API Gateway Enterprise   CA Microgateway  

(Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML
Element

X X

(Non-SOAP) Encrypt XML
Element

X X

(Non-SOAP) Sign XML
Element

X X

(Non-SOAP) Validate
SAML Token

X X

(Non-SOAP) Verify XML
Element

X X

Add or Remove WS-Security X

Add Security Token X

Add Timestamp X X

Build RST SOAP Request X

Build RSTR SOAP Response X

Build SAML Protocol
Request

X

Build SAML Protocol
Response

X

Cancel Security Context X

Configure WS-Security
Decoration

X

Create SAML Token X X

Create Security Context
Token

X

Create XACML Request X

Encrypt Element X

Establish Outbound Secure
Conversation

X

Evaluate SAML Protocol
Response

X

Evaluate XACML Policy X

Generate OAuth Signature
Base String

X X

Generate Security Hash X X X

Look Up Certificate X

Look Up Outbound Secure
Conversation Session

X

Process RSTR Response X

Protect Against Message
Replay

X X

Require Encrypted Element X X

Require Signed Element X X

Require Timestamp X X

Sign Element X X

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 API Gateway Essentials  API Gateway Enterprise   CA Microgateway  

Use WS-Security 1.1 X

 Message Validation/Transformation 

Add or Remove
XML Element(s)

X X X

Add WS-Addressing X

Apply JSON Transformation X X

Apply XSL Transformation X X X

Compress Messages to/from
XVC

X

Create JSON Web Key X X X

Decode ID Token* X X X

Decode JSON Web Token X X X

Decode MTOM Message X X

Encode/Decode Data X X X

Encode JSON Web Token X X X

Encode to MTOM Format X X

Enforce WS-I BSP
Compliance

X

Enforce WS-I SAML
Compliance

X

Enforce WS-Security Policy
Compliance

X

Evaluate JSON Path
Expression

X X X

Evaluate Regular Expression X X X

Evaluate Request XPath X X X

Evaluate Response XPath X X X

Evaluate WSDL Operation X

Generate ID Token* X X X

Process SAML Attribute
Query Request

X

Process SAML
Authentication Request

X X

Replace Tag Content X X

Require WS-Addressing X

Set SAML Response Status
Code

X X

Translate HTTP Form to
MIME

X

Translate MIME to HTTP
Form

X

Validate Against Swagger
Document

X X X

Validate Certificate X X X

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 API Gateway Essentials  API Gateway Enterprise   CA Microgateway  

Validate HTML Form Data X X X

Validate JSON Schema X X X

Validate MTOM Message X X

Validate or Change Content
Type

X X X

Validate SOAP Attachments X X

Validate XML Schema X X X

 Message Routing 

Close XMPP Session X

Configure Message
Streaming

X X X

Copy Request Message to
Response

X X

Manage Cookie X X

Manage Transport Properties/
Headers

X X X

Open XMPP Server Session X

Return Template Response to
Requestor

X X X

Route via FTP(S) X

Route via HTTP(S) X X X

Route via JMS X

Route via MQ Native X

Route via Raw TCP X

Route via SSH2 X

Send To Remote XMPP Host X

Start TLS On XMPP Session X

XMPP Associate Sessions X

XMPP Get Session Attribute X

XMPP Get Session ID X

XMPP Set Session Attribute X

 Service Availability 

Apply Rate Limit X X X

Apply Throughput Quota X X

Execute JavaScript X X

Limit Availability to Time/
Days

X X

Look Up in Cache X X X

Query Rate Limit X X X

Query Throughput Quota X X

Resolve Service X X X

Restrict Access to IP Address
Range

X X X

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 API Gateway Essentials  API Gateway Enterprise   CA Microgateway  

Sign Certificate X

Store to Cache X X X

 Logging, Auditing and Alerts 

Accumulate Data in Memory X X

Add Audit Details X X X

Audit Messages in Policy X X X

Capture Identity of Requestor X X

Customize Error Response X X X

Customize SOAP Fault
Response

X X

Send Email X X

Send SNMP Trap X X

 Policy Logic 

Add Comment to Policy X X X

All Assertions Must Evaluate
to True

X X X

At Least One Assertion Must
Evaluate to True

X X X

Apply Circuit Breaker X X X

Compare Expression X X X

Continue Processing X X X

Create Routing Strategy X X X

Execute Routing Strategy X X X

Export Variables from
Fragment

X X X

Generate UUID X X X

Handle Errors X X X

Include Policy Fragment X X X

Join Variable X X X

Look Up Context Variable X X X

Look Up Item by Index
Position

X X X

Look Up Item by Value X X X

Manipulate Multivalued
Variable

X X X

Map Value X X X

Process Routing Strategy
Result

X X X

Raise Error X X X

Run All Assertions
Concurrently

X X X

Run Assertions for Each Item X X X

Set Context Variable X X X

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 API Gateway Essentials  API Gateway Enterprise   CA Microgateway  

Split Variable X X X

Stop Processing X X X

 Threat Protection 

Limit Message Size X X X

Protect Against Code
Injection

X X X

Protect Against Cross-Site
Request Forgery

X X X

Protect Against XML
Document Structure Threats

X X

Protect Against JSON
Document Structure Threats

X X X

Protect Against Message
Replay

X X

Protect Against SQL Attacks X X X

Scan Using ICAP-Enabled
Antivirus

X X

Validate JSON Schema X X X

Validate OData Request X X

Validate or Change Content
Type

X X X

Validate XML Schema X X X

 Internal Assertions 

Collect WSDM Metrics X X

Convert Audit Record to
XML

X X

Handle UDDI Subscription
Notification

X X

Manage Gateway X X

REST Manage Gateway X X X

Retrieve Service WSDL X X

Subscribe to WSDM
Resource

X X

 Custom Assertions  

Access Resource Protected by
JSAM

X X

Access Resource Protected by
Oracle Access Manager

X X

Authenticate using Tivoli
Access Manager

X X

Authenticate with CA Single
Sign-On R12 Protected
Resource

X X

Execute Salesforce Operation X X

Scan Using Symantec
Antivirus

X X

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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*The Decode ID Token and Generate ID Token assertions are used by the OAuth Toolkit. For more information about these
assertions, see "Using the OpenID Connect Assertions".

 Thinking in Policy
The gateway product line focuses on the world of APIs and Services and is a part of your network and
security infrastructure. The Gateway functions as a reverse proxy that deeply inspects network requests
and responses from external client software, ranging from mobile applications to web browsers to
business systems.The gateway secures and protects your APIs and services from attacks, making them
safe for public use. You can also use it to orchestrate related API calls into composite functions.

The CA API Gateway product line focuses on the world of APIs and Services and is a part of your network and security
infrastructure. The Gateway functions as a reverse proxy that deeply inspects network requests and responses from external
client software, ranging from mobile applications to web browsers to business systems.
The CA API Gateway secures and protects your APIs and services from attacks, making them safe for public use. You can also
use it to orchestrate related API calls into composite functions.

Tip:

Unlike a workflow product or an ESB, the Gateway is not capable of very long lived workflow management and therefore is
not suited to some pure ESB or Workflow use cases.

The following sections explain:

• How the product works and provides valuable information to prospective policy authors and architects.
• Core concepts of how the Gateway is configured and how these configuration items are used.
• How the policy language can address common use cases.
• Best practices for enterprise deployment to help you devise a strategy to move configuration between the corporate

environments.

 Understanding Services and Policies on the Gateway
At a high level, the basic unit of configuration in the gateway is the Service. For the Gateway, a Service
is a logical construct that represents the sum of the API calls the client side can call to access the service
that the Gateway is protecting.

At a high level, the basic unit of configuration in the CA API Gateway is the Service. For the Gateway, a Service is a logical
construct that represents the sum of the API calls the client side can call to access the service that the Gateway is protecting.

Every service has a policy that implements an individual flow of data between the client and the back-end service. Policies
may include other modular partial policies, known as policy fragments or encapsulated assertions. Typically, modular policies
have specific roles in authentication and authorization, routing to back-end services, and orchestration of larger functions.

In the Policy Manager, a policy includes assertions that determine the authentication method, identity credentials, transport
method, and routing method for the web service or XML application. The specific types of assertions, their relative location,
and the other assertions determine the properties and validity of a policy. During processing, the Gateway scans each policy
assertion from top to bottom, assigning a 'succeed' or 'fail' outcome to each. 

The following is the message processing model for a typical policy:

1. Service request arrives.
2. Request runs through the WS-Security processor, which does the following:

• Decrypts encrypted sections and verifies WS-Security Signatures. The sign and/or encrypt order is chosen by the
sender.

• Optionally removes the default security header before routing.
3. Request runs through the policy assertions:

• Routing assertion sends a request to the service server.
• Remainder of policy assertions are applied to the service response.

4. Response run through the WS-Security decorator, which does the following:

• Creates the default security header.
• Applies the signatures specified by the policy.
• Performs any encryption specified by the policy.

5. Response is returned to the client.
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A Gateway policy can include configuration items derived from data often held in disparate groups within an enterprise. The
security architects, the authorization and authentication group, the network infrastructure team, the application developers, and
the service architects all serve roles in defining the details necessary for a policy. For example: 

• The authorization and authentication team maintains the group membership strategy for the LDAP server. 
• The network infrastructure team maintains the IP addresses of routers and load balancers. 
• The service architects have access to the service URLs of back-end services, XML Schema documents, WADL & WSDL

documents, etc. 
• The security architects decide whether HTTP basic credentials over anonymous SSL are sufficient security, or if Mutually

Authenticated SSL is necessary.

 Gateway Environment and Configuration
Production Gateways are normally deployed in the DMZ and provide services for mobile and client
systems located in less secure zones.The business services being secured by the Gateway are normally
in the secure zone. In the Network diagram below, there are multiple databases. The Gateway does not
require any specific network location, but network and security architects often require that all databases
are located in the secure zone. 

Production Gateways are normally deployed in the DMZ and provide services for mobile and client systems located in less
secure zones.
The business services being secured by the Gateway are normally in the secure zone. In the Network diagram below, there
are multiple databases. The Gateway does not require any specific network location, but network and security architects often
require that all databases are located in the secure zone. 
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Figure 4: Gateway Environment

Field implementations must cover both environment configuration and service "programming." Many individual policy
operations require configuration data obtained by querying a database, an LDAP server, or an external system via SSL.
Each has configuration, for example: credentials for the database or the SSL certificate for the external system. These parts
are not directly in policy, but are in common configuration storage that must not be overlooked when migrating between
environments.

Services and policies have "Environment Dependencies" specific to the physical environment the Gateway is deployed in; for
example IP addresses of back-end systems and LDAP-specific details. It is critical to plan for these dependencies during policy
development, especially for migration.
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Specific environment specific values should be captured as cluster properties. These properties allow you to refer to common
configuration items as symbols instead of literal values, making it very simple to make wholesale changes to many references.
Cluster properties are referenced in the policy editor as "${gateway.<property_name>}".

Example: In the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion, you use the cluster property ${gateway.BusinessService}" in the host URL
field, you can define the BusinessService cluster property as "dev.bizsvc.company.com" for your Development environment
and as "qa.bizsvc.company.com" in your QA environment. When you move a group of policies that all refer to that business
service from Development to QA, you need change only the value of the cluster property. This concept can be use for most
shared resources: app servers, database servers, LDAP services.

Most Gateway subsystems rely in various predefined cluster properties for details of configuration. A common example is the
HTTP input subsystem, which uses the predefined cluster property Input/Output Cluster Properties. This defines the number
of simultaneous HTTP-based inbound connections allowed at one time. The default of 500 should be able to accommodate the
traffic expectations for most common deployments.

All nodes in a Gateway cluster share the same configuration, greatly easing installation of larger environments. You create new
cluster properties on demand, which provide tremendous power in implementing cluster-wide configuration changes. To learn
more about the predefined cluster properties, see these topics:

•  Manage Cluster-Wide Properties 
•  Gateway Cluster Properties (refer to all sub-topics)

.

 CA API Gateway Design
The gateway consists of a protocol independent message processor, network input subsystems, and
assertions that provide actions in the message processor, and output capabilities as well. The Gateway is
not an app server.

The CA API Gateway consists of a protocol independent message processor, network input subsystems, and assertions that
provide actions in the message processor, and output capabilities as well. The Gateway is not an app server.

The message processor is protocol independent because it operates on a message--how that message is received (i.e., HTTP or
FTP) is not considered. The back-end system that eventually receives the request may be of different technology. For example,
it is common to submit a HTTP message a back end using a JMS Queue.

 The product allows environment dependencies to have shared configuration between different services. For example, an
environment may have multiple LDAP servers, with more than one Service that authenticates against each LDAP server. This
configuration is supported, though it increases the chances of error.

 The Gateway design is partially based on the concept of "XML Firewalling", so there are some similarities to an IP Firewall.
By default, the Gateway assumes all messages are suspect and may be attempts to bypass security until proven otherwise. This
is similar to best practices in IP firewalling, where all TCP ports are closed by default. As a result, the Gateway does not pass
any data by default. If the inbound request contains anything unexpected, the Gateway is designed to block that information.
The Gateway does not copy most HTTP headers from a request to the back end unless specifically configured to do so. All
data must be explicitly referenced. Text data offers best performance, as interpreting binary data in a policy may require
additional decoding and encoding steps.

 CA API Gateway Components
The following diagram illustrates the major components of the gateway:

  

The following diagram illustrates the major components of the CA API Gateway:

http://qa.bizsvc.company.com/
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Figure 5: Gateway Components

Message Input

Messages enter the message processor via network listeners (examples: HTTP, FTP) or via outbound connectors that initiate
connections to external services (examples: IMAP Polling, Tibco EMS, MQ Series). The complete list of connectors varies
between releases and there is an SDK to add additional network output protocols. Message input connectors are more complex,
requiring a different, non-public SDK.

These input systems have two roles: Provide the network protocol as appropriate and prefill some network level details that are
used later in policy. For example, the HTTP connector puts the remote IP address into a special context variable.

Message Processor and Policy Execution

The message processor is an efficient, multithreaded system that invokes functions (known as "assertions") on an inbound
message as it follows policy logic.

Assertions are "aware" of their context within the currently executing policy. They get this information from a variety of
sources, including the request and response messages, context variables, and the policy language.

Note that there is no specific message output system defined. This reflects how the Gateway is protocol independent. If a use
case has a back-end system on JMS, then the policy uses the Route via JMS Assertion. If the back-end system is SFTP, then
the policy uses the Route via SSH2 Assertion (which provides SFTP routing). This underscores the important point: Back-end
requests are explicit policy actions. 

Support Tooling

The support tooling provides services used by multiple assertions and the listeners: Certificates, caching, connection pooling,
audit, logging, management, token services, etc.
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 Developing a Policy
gateway policies provide APIs to client systems, while in turn utilizing back-end APIs. Enterprise needs
governance similar to that used in software deployment to govern policy deployment.

 CA API Gateway policies provide APIs to client systems, while in turn utilizing back-end APIs. Enterprise needs governance
similar to that used in software deployment to govern policy deployment.

Policies can dramatically alter the structure of API calls, so they must be deployed with care and rigor. Implement a "Policy
Development Life Cycle" similar to standard software development life cycles.

Policy Development is Iterative, with Environment Dependencies

Fully planning a service or API deployment is not always practical as changes are invariably required. The revision control
feature in the Gateway can help you manage such changes, but it is limited to a single environment.

The Policy Revision feature lets policy authors view and edit versions, or set a previously edited policy as the active version.
For details on using this feature, see Policy Revisions.

  

To minimize policy changes, structure your policies to allow environmental dependencies to change without needing to
update the policy (or create a new revision). The topic Gateway Environment and Configuration discusses how to use cluster
properties to gain a more efficient workflow.

Abstract the Policy into Modular Pieces

Modular policies are known as policy fragments or encapsulated assertions. They are similar to the #include command in the
C programming language: the fragment becomes part of the policy and executes using the same rules as the parent policy.

Modular policies allow subject matter experts and specialists to work on individual functions independently. This is similar to
the standard practice of dividing large development projects into subsystems and assigning different teams to each subsystem.

For example, most organizations create a common "Authorization and Authentication" module as a policy fragment. Coupled
with the built-in role-based access control, this can reduce errors dramatically: simply grant policy authors read-only access
while allowing your security team read-write access. This prevents inadvertent changes by inexperienced staff.

For more information, see the following topics:

•  Policy Fragments 
•  Encapsulated Assertions 

Local Environment Dependencies are Critical

When policies move from a development to a test environment, most IT operations groups have different servers for various
functions. This means different host names or IP addresses. You can map these dependencies to reduce effort and minimize
errors.

For more information, see Gateway Environment and Configuration.
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Objects and Actions in Policy

The policy language uses high level objects that operate on actions. These actions are known as assertions. This originated
from the WS-Policy working group, where the Assertion concept was central.

For more information, see Policy Assertions and its subtopics.

Our Policy Data is Messages, Strings, Certificates, Dates, and More

There is a long list of types of data handled by the Gateway: Messages, Strings, Numbers, Certificates are some examples.
Each assertion in the policy acts on objects based on configuration and some use configuration from environment
dependencies.

Actions based on configuration might be a regular expression configured entirely by the text in the dialog. An example of
actions based on configuration might be how the Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion the configured LDAP server
to verify the supplied credentials.

Context Variables

The Gateway policy language has access to hundreds of predefined context variables, which make data available in
manageable units. For example, there are many variables available that return information about the target message. A great
deal of interaction with the common assertions is via the default data that are always present during policy operation. You can
refer to attributes of that data item via a variable reference such as ${request.tcp.remoteip}.

In addition to the large library of predefined variables, policies can create new variables during policy execution. Many
assertions automatically create their own context variables. For example, any of the XPath assertion (example: Evaluate
Request XPath Assertion) saves comprehensive data about the XPath in a series of context variables.

The 'Message' variable type is particularly complex. This variable type embodies the Gateway's ability to:

• consult multiple sources of data synchronously and asynchronously
• consult external systems to make decisions within policy
• perform all this without disturbing the flow of the main request and response data.

For information about specific context variables created by assertions, refer to the topic for each assertion. For example,
the Evaluate Request XPath Assertion topic lists the six requestXpath.* variables created by the assertion.

Policy Elements are Program Actions

Assertions act on the policy data mentioned previously. An assertion might change the request as configured in that specific
policy. For example, the Apply XSL Transformation Assertion could modify the request message according to the specific
configuration in that specific policy.

All assertions return 'true' or 'false', indicating success or failure. The policy logic you implement will branch based on these
results.

 Composing Policy Logic
The Policy Manager uses a simple programming-like policy language that can create complex service
policies. The composite assertions are the main entities–these let you create "AND" and "OR" constructs,
using a folder metaphor that conveniently groups the relevant assertions and helps reinforce a parent/child
relationship. Combine this ability with the Boolean "true/false" values returned by assertions and you can
express powerful decisions.

The Policy Manager uses a simple programming-like policy language that can create complex service policies. The composite
assertions are the main entities–these let you create "AND" and "OR" constructs, using a folder metaphor that conveniently
groups the relevant assertions and helps reinforce a parent/child relationship. Combine this ability with the Boolean "true/false"
values returned by assertions and you can express powerful decisions.

  

Composite Assertions

The two main composite assertions are:

•  All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion: All child assertions must resolve to 'true' for this assertion to succeed.
This assertion operates similarly to logical 'AND'.

•  At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion: Only one child assertion needs to be true for this assertion to
succeed. This assertion operates similarly to logical 'OR'.

Tip:
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 For simplicity, the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion will be referred to as the "AND assertion", while the At
Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion will be the "OR assertion".

One very important point to note: these composites run their child assertions only until a  state change:

• The "All assertions..." runs its child assertions sequentially until one fails.
• The "At least..." runs its assertions sequentially until one succeeds.

The ordering of the child assertions matter greatly, because all assertions after the state change are not executed.

 Best practice tips: Optimize the order of assertions in your policy. Since policy execution for a branch halts upon failure, put
your "cheapest" or most "lightweight" assertions earlier in your policy. For example: If SSL is always required, check for it
early on in your policy. Checking for SSL is very fast and it quickly discards attack attempt with non-SSL messages.

"Quick" assertions are those that simply check for the existence of certain data; examples include:

•  Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion checks whether SSL is present
•  Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion checks for basic HTTP authentication
•  Require Timestamp Assertion ensures that there is a timestamp in the target message

By comparison, a more complex assertion like the Apply XSL Transformation Assertion is considered "expensive" because it
places greater demands on the CPU and the demand increases as the message gets larger.

Other Composite Assertions

In addition to the two main assertions listed above, these composite assertions are more esoteric variations:

•  Run All Assertions Concurrently Assertion: This is a variant of the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion.
All child assertions still must succeed for the parent to succeed, but the main difference is that all the children are run
concurrently rather than sequentially.

•  Run Assertions for Each Item Assertion: This is another tricky variant of the the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True
Assertion. The main difference here is that the child assertions may be run more than once or not at all, depending on the
assertion's configuration.

Building Common Structures
IF-THEN

The IF-THEN programming structure is easily reproduced using the AND assertion. The only possible confusion point for
programmers is that strictly speaking, all inputs are evaluated in a logical AND but the Gateway stops processing the AND
assertion at the first failure. Because of this, the Gateway's AND assertion can be thought of a "short-circuited" AND: the first
child assertion that returns false causes the entire AND assertion to return false immediately.

To reproduce the IF-THEN in a service policy, use the AND assertion with two child assertions. If the first assertion succeeds,
then the second assertion is run.

Figure 6: Composing Policy Logic - simple
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In the Policy Manager, this IF-THEN construct looks like the following. Note that composite assertions are represented by a
folder icon, which implies the child assertions are evaluated in sequence.

  

You read this policy fragment as "If the context variable ${thevalue} is equal to the string 'true', then attempt to route to the
service located at http://backend.ca.com:8080/Example".

IF-THEN-ELSE

To replicate the IF-THEN-ELSE structure, embed the IF-THEN defined above within an OR assertion and then provide the
alternate ELSE path:

  

Note the OR assertion ("At least...") is now the parent. The AND assertion ("All...") provides the IF-THEN logic. If this AND
fails, the ELSE assertion (routing to "theotherbackend") is attempted. If the AND succeeds, the ELSE routing is not attempted
because the OR assertion stops processing on the first successful child.

Reading the policy fragment: "If the context variable ${thevalue} is equal to the string 'true', then attempt to route to the
"backend" service, else attempt to route to the "otherbackend" service."

Using formal logic gates, this construct looks like this:

  

Composite Assertions Ramifications

Use composite assertions with care. They are powerful tools to help you precisely control your policy, but they can potentially
hide errors. Here are some examples:

• The AND ("All...") assertion stops processing and returns false as soon as a child condition is not met. But it is not
immediately clear what halted the processing: Is the comparison string not equal? Or an XPath did not find an element
in the document? Or the back-end system did not acknowledge the HTTP request? Moreover, since processing is halted
immediately, you will not know whether subsequent child assertions are successful. 

• The OR ("At least...") assertion always runs the next assertion if the previous child returns false. You do not know if this
false was caused by a logic check or whether the assertion returned an error. This means it is possible to have an error
hidden by policy logic

Aside from hiding potential errors, it is easy to misread–or be mislead by–nested composite assertions. Here is a simple
example: You have primary ("backend1") and secondary ("backend2") routing destinations. If routing to the primary fails, you
want to log an audit message and then attempt the secondary path. The proper way to achieve this is with a policy fragment
like the following:
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Reading the policy fragment: "If the context variable ${thevalue} is equal to the string 'true', then attempt to route to the
'backend1' service. If that routing attempt fails, audit a message, and then stop and fail that sub-branch of the policy. Finally,
if the previous policy sub-branch failed, attempt to route to 'backend2' service." 

The Gateway always tracks the audit context for assertion errors, even if you don't include any auditing assertion in your
policy. This means it is possible to have a service working as intended, hiding errors from users but reporting them to
monitoring tools. This may be correct and desired outcome in most cases, but it can be unexpected and may cause some
surprises.

The following table describes logic flow in the policy fragment, along with any ramifications.

Line Description

1 This policy fragment is encased within an OR assertion.
The two children are: the AND assertion in line 2 and the
secondary routing in line 9.

2 The first child is an AND assertion. For this to succeed, both
the comparison in line 3 and the OR assertion in line 4 must
be true. 

3 Tests the ${thevalue} variable. If it is true, routing to the
primary back end (line 5) will be attempted, otherwise
routing to the secondary (line 9) will occur.

4 An embedded OR assertion. Note that this will stop
processing upon the first successful child (either line 5 or 6).

5 First child of the OR assertion in line 4. Routing is attempted
to "backend1". If this is successful, processing of the entire
policy fragment stops because the composite assertions in
lines 4, 2, and 1 are satisfied.

6 Second child of the OR assertion in line 4. This is attempted
only if routing in line 5 fails. Line 6 is another embedded
AND assertion that is always designed to fail, because the
assertion in line 8 will always fail.

Tip:

 You may wonder, Why do I need another composite
assertion? Why can't I simply add line 7 right after line 5? At
first glance, this might be the easier solution: if the routing
in line 5 fails, then simply log an audit saying so. However
this causes another non-obvious logic error: replacing the
composite assertion in line 6 with the assertion in line 7 will
cause line 4 to always return 'true' (because the Add Audit
Detail Assertion always returns 'true'). As a result, this causes
the composites in lines 2 and 1 to also return true, meaning
the alternate routing in line 9 will never be attempted even
when the primary in line 5 fails.

7 First child of the AND assertion in line 6: This adds a
message to the audit log by using the Add Audit Detail
Assertion. This assertion always succeeds.
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8 Second child of the AND assertion in line 6: The Stop
Processing Assertion halts processing in that branch. This
assertion always fails (that is returns 'false'). This is necessary
to cause lines 6, 4, and 2 to return 'false', so that the alternate
routing in line 9 is attempted.

9 Second child or the OR assertion in line 1; "backend2" is
attempted only when the primary one fails.

Complex Policy Structures

The examples shown above are basic examples meant to provide a foundation to policy authoring. You can design policies
with very complex interactions just by using the composite assertions, encapsulated assertions, and policy fragments. The key
to success is to decompose problems into modular units and be careful with your policy logic.

To illustrate the power of policy, several CA applications (CA API Management OAuth Toolkit and the Mobile SSO
capabilities within the CA Mobile API Gateway) are delivered entirely as policy. Both of these products use policy fragments
extensively to boost reliability and lower maintenance.

All Assertion Failures are Not Equal

The information that is logged on the Gateway differs slightly depending on how an assertion "fails":

• A typical failure, such as a Compare Expression Assertion failing or consumption exceeds values specified in a Apply Rate
Limit Assertion.
If this failure is handled inside of a At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion folder, then the overall policy
succeeds. If the assertion failure is not handled, then the overall policy fails. If the policy fails, then all assertions (for that
message) are logged.

• An exception occurs, such as the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion routing to a nonexistent back end.
If this failure is handled inside of a "At Least One..." folder, the policy could still succeed. However, regardless of the
overall policy evaluation result, all assertions (for that message) are logged. Using the nonexistent back-end example, the
following message is still logged even if you handle the routing exception:

2017-02-14T16:40:45.697-0600 WARNING 17878
 com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerHttpRoutingAssertion:
 4042: Problem routing to http://blah/gw-events/routing. Error msg:
 Unable to obtain HTTP response from http://blah/gw-events/routing:
 Connection to http://elk:9200 refused. Caused by: Connection
 refused

 Policy Authoring Tips and Best Practices
Creating a policy that is easy to maintain and upgrade uses principles similar to good coding practices:
make it readable and use comments generously. The following are some best practices that CA
Technologies encourages in its training (may be superseded by local style guides):

Creating a policy that is easy to maintain and upgrade uses principles similar to good coding practices: make it readable and
use comments generously. The following are some best practices that CA Technologies encourages in its training (may be
superseded by local style guides):

•  Always include a comment block at the top of the policy
This should describe the policy in general terms and define more specific terms, if required. To add a comment block, use
the Add Comment to Policy Assertion. Tip: Comments display as one continuous line in the policy; they do not line wrap.
For longer comments, consider using a series of "Add Comment" assertions.

•  Include versioning notes in the comment block
Policies migrate through the enterprise and versioning notes are key to tracking changes. Tip: If you use revisions
extensively, also consider adding a comment for each revision. For more information, see Policy Revisions.

•  Include information about passed arguments if policy is tied to encapsulated assertions, as well as any cluster-wide
properties and global shared context variables.
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These should be in the comment block. The actual references are usually buried deep within the policy, so the policy
is easier to comprehend if they are documented up front. Tip: Remember to update the comment as you add or remove
references.

•  Use "right side" comments extensively to describe what is happening
Many assertions hide their configurations inside their property dialogs, so the only way to understand what is happening is
to open each assertion or (preferably) describe the configuration in a right-side comment. Tips: (1) The "right" and "left"
comments are added through the Add Comment to Policy Assertion. (2) If your comments are not visible, click Show
Comments in the Policy Tool Bar or use the View menu.

•  Use "left side" comments sparingly
The policy language is designed to read "VERB ACTION": "Add comment...", "Authenticate against...". Adding left side
comments break up this readability. You should add left comments only to draw specific attention to a line, otherwise use
right-side comments for everything.

•  Always start right-side comments with a consistent, familiar delimiter
A common delimiter is '//', which is well known and improves the readability of the comment. Tip: Simply relying on the
gray text applied to comments is often not clear enough. Moreover, policy fragments also display as gray text, causing it to
be indistinguishable from comments added within a fragment.

•  Composite assertions should always have a comment
Describe the intent of the logical AND ("All assertions must...") and OR ("At least one assertion...") assertions in a
comment. This is good practice, so that other users do not need to open the folder and analyze the contents to determine the
intent of the composite assertion. Tip: For lengthier descriptions, use a series of Add Comment to Policy Assertions instead
of one long right-side comment.

•  Use the "All assertions must..." folder to group functionality
The collapsing nature of this folder (and the "At least..." folder) hides logical structures, while leaving comments visible.
When collapsed, the policy may be more readable and it is easier to get the "big picture".

•  Prevent the "At least one..." folder from failing entire policy
If you do not want the failure of an "At least one assertion..." folder to fail the entire policy, then add a Continue Processing
Assertion as a child assertion. This assertion always evaluates to true, preventing the policy from failing due a non-essential
or conditional assertion failing.

•  Never use a template response to return an error message
It may seem logical to create a custom response message using the Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion when
an error is encountered, but this is not the correct use of this assertion. Instead, always use the Customize Error Response
Assertion and fail the policy. This ensures that the Gateway is correctly notified of the error and records the failure
correctly in the logs.

•  Turn on assertion line numbers
Turn on assertion line numbers to help you edit or troubleshoot a policy. You can jump to a specific line number (Edit >
Go to Assertion) or use the search feature (Edit > Find) to quickly locate an assertion. For more information, see Assertion
Numbering.

•  Ordering of assertions
Some policy assertions work together and require the presence of each other to succeed. For example, the Authenticate
User or Group Assertion requires an authentication assertion such as the Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion to
provide the credentials for validating the user's identity. Moreover, the authentication assertion must appear before the user
or group. This is one example of how the presence and order of assertions can affect the ultimate validity of a policy.

•  Authentication assertion limitation
An authentication assertion (such as the Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion) can only provide credentials
for a single user or group. The authentication assertion must appear before the identity provider assertion (for
example, Authenticate User or Group Assertion).

•  Identity assertion recommendation
It is best not to include more than one first-level identity assertion in a policy or within an "At least" or "All assertions"
folder. If you must because the client expects the Gateway to authenticate more than one identity per request, the policy
validator displays a warning but you can still proceed.
To add more than one user or group in a policy, place each individual Authenticate User or Group assertion in a separate
"At least one assertion" or "All assertions" folder with an authentication assertion (and other assertions, as required).
In the following figure, the credentials for user "Bob" are authenticated by the Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion,
while "Sue" is authenticated by the Require SSL or TLS Transport With Client Authentication Assertion.
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• It is best to put a Stop Processing Assertion after any assertion whose sole purpose is to report on a prior error. Examples

of such assertions include: Audit Messages in Policy Assertion, Send Email Alert Assertion, Send SNMP Trap Assertion,
or Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion. Reason: These assertions always succeed, even though the intent is
to halt the policy and send an HTTP challenge.
Example 1: You construct the following expecting the policy to halt if authentication fails, but in this case the routing will
occur regardless.

   Require HTTP Basic Credentials
   At least one assertion must evaluate to true
      Request: Authenticate against Internal Identity Provider
      Audit: "Authentication Failed!"
   Route

 Example 2: To correct Example 1 so that the policy operates as intended, add a Stop Processing assertion:

   Require HTTP Basic Credentials
   At least one assertion must evaluate to true
      Request: Authenticate against Internal Identity Provider
      All assertions must be true
         Audit: "Authentication Failed!"
         Stop Processing
   Route

• In general, assertions should be placed before the routing assertion in a policy. This is to ensure that all assertion conditions
are met before the request is routed to the protected web service or XML application.

• Exceptions to the above are the assertions designed to operate on the response; these are examples of assertions that should
be placed after the routing assertion:

•  Add Security Token Assertion (with target set to 'Response')
•  Add Timestamp Assertion (with target set to 'Response')
•  Apply XSL Transformation Assertion 
•  Encrypt Element Assertion (with target set to 'Response')
•  Evaluate Response XPath Assertion 
•  Sign Element Assertion (with target set to 'Response')
•  Validate XML Schema Assertion 

• Assertions where you can specify the target message to be acted upon are prefixed with "Request:", "Response:", or
"${VARIABLE_NAME}" in the policy window. For example: Request: Authenticate against XYZ or Response: Add
signed Timestamp. For more information, see Select a Target Message.

• Pay attention to Policy Validation Messages window. It displays helpful messages as you configure or validate a policy.
• Use the Copy and Paste options on the Edit menu to help you organize the policy.
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• Instead of deleting an assertion, consider disabling it instead. Disabling an assertion is useful during testing and
troubleshooting. It has the same effect as deleting the assertion, but you can easily restore the assertion by re-enabling it,

• If you disable all assertions in a "All assertions..." folder, this folder will succeed. However if you disable all assertions
within a "At least one..." folder, this folder will fail

The following is an example policy that uses many of the best practices described above:
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 Policy Performance Optimization
How a policy is constructed plays a large role in performance. A prime example is a policy during
development vs. the same one deployed into production. You may implement verbose logging and
extensive auditing during development to help you troubleshoot. But in production, such logging can
obscure the real error and make it more difficult to determine the root cause of issues. Also, extensive
auditing will impact Gateway performance and consume disk space rapidly.   

How a policy is constructed plays a large role in performance. A prime example is a policy during development vs. the same
one deployed into production. You may implement verbose logging and extensive auditing during development to help you
troubleshoot. But in production, such logging can obscure the real error and make it more difficult to determine the root cause
of issues. Also, extensive auditing will impact Gateway performance and consume disk space rapidly.   

  

Performance optimization means accomplishing a task in the most efficient way. Often, this means focusing on reducing
latency:

• Latency slows down the individual API calls, providing slower individual responses to client software.
• Policies with high latency limits throughput, as this causes message processing threads to remain open until the thread

completes. Sometimes more concurrency can alleviate this, but other times additional concurrency only increases CPU load
with more task switching overhead.

Latency has two costs:

•  Wait time: The Gateway idles while waiting for external resources to complete their work. 
•  Local CPU usage: If a policy's latency is caused by an overtaxed CPU, then this limits the number of requests that the

Gateway can process over time. External latency is often unavoidable but local CPU usage is often in the control of the
policy author. 

Logging and Auditing
Auditing is Very Expensive

Use auditing sparingly, as it can impact Gateway performance, sometimes significantly. During the development/testing phase,
detailed audits can help you identify and resolve problem points. However when the policy is moved to production, remove
all unnecessary audits to maximize Gateway performance. CA Technologies strongly recommends against using the audit
subsystem unless mandated by regulatory agencies.

Training material often recommend using the Add Audit Detail Assertion to help develop your policy. The default action of
this assertion is to audit at the INFO level:

  

This is a useful tool for policy development, but is a detriment to production as the INFO level will generate many audits. You
should delete all instances of the Add Audit Detail Assertion and Audit Messages in Policy Assertion for production policies,
except for noting errors and debug situations. They should never be used as part of normal policy flow. Ideally, a production
policy should produce no audits at all during successful execution.

 A more technical look at auditing: 

Auditing requires additional writes to disk. In high concurrency production environments this introduces "external latency",
as the Gateway waits for the audit subsystem to complete. This in turn prevents the working thread from being returned to the
thread pool. A typical audit may take between 50 to 500 milliseconds to complete and each audit creates a multi-table database
insert transaction to the database. Thus, the maximum insert rate of the database used for auditing effectively becomes the
maximum auditing rate, which in turn is limited by the disk I/O performance. For standard hard drives, this is measure in
hundreds per second; solid-state drives offer better performance but it is still measure in the thousands per second. In clustered
environments, write rates become even more crucial as it limits cluster scaling to the cluster-wide database.

If auditing is unavoidable, audit to external databases as they may offer better performance and scaling compare to the on-
device database. The Logging subsystem is preferred for audit-like actions.
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Logging is Cheaper, But Not Free

In the Add Audit Details Properties shown above, you can opt to Log transactions rather than audit them. This causes the
Gateway to capture the data in a log file rather than initiating a database transaction. This is less "expensive" than auditing as it
requires less overhead.

Logs lacks the structure and viewing user experience of our audit viewer, but they do not have the database transaction
limitations. The Gateway still flushes to the hard disk at intervals, so the IOPS rating of the disk is still important but is much
less limiting than audits.

It is important to understand the consequences of logging: If you log 30 messages per policy at a desired 1000 transactions per
second, then you are attempting to write 30,000 messages to disk per second. If these are short messages, there are two effects:

1. The disk space used.
2. The "noise level" of these informational messages. 

There is no need to trace the operation of every successful request. During production debugging, all the successful requests
make it difficult to find the useful error messages. You could refer to this as "Signal to noise ratio".

Large and frequent logging messages might also reach disk write bandwidth limitations. This is much less common but has
occurred in several field deployments.

As with auditing, CA Technologies recommends that a production policy logs nothing at all in the successful case. This
reduces the signal to noise ratio and does not waste disk space or time. If you need to log success cases, keep the logging data
to a single line per successful request.

Back-End Latency

Back-end systems play a large part of the overall performance of an API and back-end latency is often the cause of perceived
Gateway performance issues.

Latency vs. TPS vs. Concurrency

Transactions per second (TPS) is defined as the number of whole policy executions that can complete in one second. It is the
inverse of latency. For example, if an API call (including network and Gateway time) to the back end takes 100 milliseconds to
complete, then a single requestor could execute 10 of those calls in one second. Examining the metrics data, you discover:

• The policy execution took 10 milliseconds
• The network required another 10 milliseconds
• Waiting for the back-end response took the remaining 80 milliseconds

If your expectation is that the API must be able to provide 1000 transactions per second, then 100 such requests must be
performed in parallel to equal 1000 TPS. In reality, the back end may not sustain 80ms responses times–it could be longer.
This increased back-end latency drives the need for even more concurrency to sustain the 1000 TPS expectations. Large back-
end latency creates the perception that the API is slow and that the Gateway is the bottleneck. It is important to consider
latency during any performance evaluation.

Network Performance

Network (Wide Area, Metropolitan Area) performance can also contribute to overall latency. Bandwidth could be a factor
during certain time of day, especially when large message are involved. Or it could just be distance: round trip between Los
Angeles and New York City even at the speed of light requires about 30ms.

CPU-Intensive Operations

As mentioned earlier, CPU usage can cause latency.  You can avoid this with careful choices around policy composition,
understanding of the relative costs, and careful balancing of business requirements against the reality of scaling.

Per-Request SSL Session Initiation

Negotiating SSL sessions is very expensive.  For this reason, we recommend HTTP keep alive and SSL Session reuse via
either SSL Session affinity at the load balancer or other techniques.

Cryptographic Assertions

In general, cryptography is an expensive operation. Some use cases absolutely require it, but you can avoid the most expensive
operations in most others.  

For example, validating a signature requires less overhead than creating one and signature validation is good security practice.
In some token exchange use cases, you can avoid creating token signatures by caching outbound tokens on a per-identity basis.
This reduces the overhead of signing or encrypting data. 
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Create or Sign SAML Assertion

SAML signatures are an asymmetric cryptographic operation that demands high CPU processing requirements. As a result,
they can incur significant latency and slow down policy execution. It is not uncommon to see delays of up to hundreds of
milliseconds, depending on the algorithms involved. Use outbound token caching for improved performance.

Issue JSON Web Token

JSON Web Tokens are the direct equivalents of SAML in the JSON world, with exactly the same issues surrounding CPU
consumption.

Data Transformation
Mode Switching

The Gateway specifically treats XML data using DOM parsing and reduces our XML overhead by preserving the DOM data
structure for the duration of policy execution. For policies that perform XML manipulation using XSL or Schema Validation,
or XPath, the Gateway attempts to avoid re-parsing data by operating on the preserved DOM data structure. This methodology
helps maintain performance.

By comparison, you force the Gateway into needless mode switching by doing something like the following:

1. You first manipulate the ${request} message (or other message type variables) with XML operators.
2. Then you manipulate it with string operators such as the Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion and Set Context Variable

Assertion.
3. Later in the policy, you operate again on the same message data with XSL, XML Schema, or XPath manipulation or

inspecition.
4. All this causes the Gateway to re-parse the message data because regular expressions and other string operators cannot

operate on the DOM structure, which forces it to modify the string representation.
5. As a result, the Gateway must re-render the XML DOM data as a String, then re-parse it back into a DOM.

XSL Transforms

XSL transformations are less of a concern than cryptography, but they can still cost 9 ms per request for a 10 Kbyte message.
This scales up with larger messages and puts additional pressure on the Gateway's "garbage collection" subsystem.

Regular Expressions

Though lighter weight in terms of memory consumption than XSL, regular expressions still can have CPU-related performance
issues.

Some relatively common regex patterns are surprisingly more "expensive": In general, avoid back references (of the form '?
=' and other similar patterns) as that causes much larger CPU usage since several standard optimizations are disabled by that
construct.

JSON Transform

This is currently not quantified, but has the same heavy string data manipulation as regular expressions.

Caching

Caching can help in many situations where there is a bottleneck on a crucial resource.

You can leverage in-policy caching to help many external dependencies. Be aware that inbound pure round-robin caching can
defeat certain types of caching, so you need to plan inbound load balancing carefully.

LDAP concurrency can occur in certain policies; the Query LDAP Assertion is often used for non-standard LDAP validation.

The built-in LDAP Identity Provider has specific cache sizing configuration. Even though the Query LDAP Assertion does not
use the same cache, you can configure a number of LDAP cache settings from within the assertion's properties.

Caching can even help avoid CPU bottlenecks in certain instances. For example, consider a use case involving token
transformation. Without caching, the policy issues a new JSON Web Token (JWT) with every request, even though the
inbound user credential token did not change. The CPU overhead of the JWT was significant enough to cause a slowdown.
Caching the fully created and signed JWT increases performance dramatically. This is because the overhead of creating and
maintaining cache entries is still lower than the cryptographic signature cost.

In general, look for expensive operations that happen on a per-request basis without providing new information as prime
candidates for caching.

Bottlenecks in Common Policy Elements
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This section describes common bottlenecks that have single points of dependency. Any policy that has crucial external single
points of dependency on every request will be constrained by the performance of that single point. A common approach to
avoid this is to use caching and mitigation strategies.

Database Operations

Using the Perform JDBC Query Assertion has transaction rate limitations similar to auditing, because of the transactional
nature of the connection. As each policy cannot have knowledge of other concurrent operations, the Gateway cannot easily do
multi-statement transactions. This means you should avoid database operations.

On a related note, the API Management OAuth Toolkit has a corollary feature: its default configuration uses a database for
token storage. These tokens have longer lifetimes, resulting in less tokens being issued over time, leading to lower token insert
rates.

LDAP Operations

The Gateway's LDAP Identity Provider is heavily cached to improve performance. You can adjust settings using the LDAP
Cluster Properties for larger cache sizes and connection pools to support higher transaction rates and larger concurrency.
  The Query LDAP Assertion has its own cache size and age, so that needs to be checked against transaction rates and
concurrency.

 

 Turning Use Cases into Policies and Fragments
This topic shows how you can convert common use cases into service policies and policy fragments on
the gateway.

This topic shows how you can convert common use cases into service policies and policy fragments on the CA API Gateway.

Creating a Service and Service Policy

The CA API Gateway can publish a variety of different services. These can be broadly categorized as:

• SOAP services: A common beginning task is to locate the WSDL file for a service and then "publish" it. If a WSDL is not
available, a wizard is available to help you create one.  

• Non-SOAP services: REST and JSON are examples of non-SOAP services that are rapidly gaining in popularity.
One possible disadvantage with these services is that less metadata are available. This requires more effort from the
policy architect to pull in the various metadata. As a result, JSON excels at publishing simple services, while requiring
considerably more effort to create a complex service with strong validation.

The Simple Case: Authentication and HTTP Routing Assertion

The simple use case is also very common. A policy for this just involves three policy elements: Gather credentials, validate the
credentials, and finally send the original request to a back end server. In this case, we're allowing all valid users to access the
back end resource, so Authorization is implied by Authentication. The final act of the Gateway returning the back end server's
response to the user is implied by the policy finishing successfully.

As there's no optional events and no decisions that result in anything other than "This is not a valid request", there's no need for
any composite assertions, no branches into conditional states.  The policy looks like this:

Our simple example policy requires no composite assertions nor conditional branching. There are no optional events nor
decisions resulting in anything other than "This is not a valid request". The sample looks like this in the Policy Manager:

Gathering Credentials

The CA API Gateway supports many types of credentials, including: usernames and  passwords, various single sign-on tokens,
X.509 certificates, SAML tokens, JWT, and other more obscure ones. 
 

Credentials must be available in the policy before an assertion that validates them executes. That underscores the sequential
nature of policy execution: the Gateway cannot validate credentials if it has not extracted them from the inbound context yet.
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Tokens
Validating Credentials/Authentication (AuthN)

Validation implies mostly the authentication step, but some tooling, like RADIUS implies both Authentication and
Authorization. It is best practice to validate all credentials. The Policy Manager warns you when you extract credentials
without validating them.

There may be instances where gathering credentials and validating them with custom tooling triggers the warning–for example,
the policy validates credentials via direct database lookup. If this happens, ignore the warning. You can still save the policy
even when validation warnings are present.

Note that gathering and validating credentials is done via data structures that are always available, often referred to as the
"message context". This is largely automatic, but there are cases where specifically referring to this context is done via context
variables. For more information about these variables, see Authentication Context Variables.

Authorization (AuthZ)

Authorization can be thought of as either explicit or implicit. Explicit authorization examines the results of authentication for
certain attributes. Implicit authorization uses an external decision tool such as CA Single Sign-on, or a local authorization tool
built by the organization.

LDAP

LDAP is very common in organizations. These are organized into "LDAP Identity Providers", which provide a convenient way
to authenticate and extract attributes. These attributes are then used in decision trees in the policy.

CA Single Sign-On and Other SSO Products

Note that SSO tools often combine both Authorization and Authentication into a single call. This results in cleaner, simpler-
looking policies, but at the expense of "dividing" the policy: in the Gateway as a policy enforcement point and in the SSO
tool as a policy decision point. This separation may cause some difficulties, but there are good reasons based on corporate
governance to keep the SSO tool-based decision point.

Routing

Sending a validated request to a back-end service is the most common deployment of the CA API Gateway. The Policy
Manager provides a variety of routing assertions: see Message Routing Assertions for details. In the most common scenarios,
the Gateway authorizes access to the back end, to pass request credentials, role accounts, or mutually-authenticated SSL.

Mediation Cases

The CA API Gateway is designed as a message processing engine that is optimize for HTTP uses cases, but is not exclusively
a "HTTP gateway". The message processor accepts any message that enters the flow and simply executes the policy until
it exits. Policy authors use the AND/OR logic rules to construct a policy with specific input/output needs and the Gateway
processes all the steps.

Transport Mediation

A relatively common use case involves receiving a message over HTTP and then sending the message to a queue like MQ
Series or Tibco EMS. The policy for this is nearly identical to the common case shown previously, but instead of the Route via
HTTP(S) Assertion, you use the Route via JMS Assertion or Route via MQ Native Assertion.

Token Type Mediation

Expanding on the simple case, you can add a policy step to create or obtain a different kind of credential or token once
credentials are validated. This can be as simple as HTTP Basic credentials inbound, or SOAP with WS-Basic Authentication to
the back end. The Policy Manager provides assertions for token creation and single sign-on authorization.

You can add the credential tokens to any of the following:

• the response message
• the response HTTP context (in the case of browser-style interactions)
• the request message or context (in the case of SOAP or REST style interactions)

Note that the Gateway does not require redirects to add HTTP cookies to the back-end request context, because the Gateway
does this work via direct requests and specific policy configuration. It generally does not involve the browser.

Federation

Federation in the Gateway can be simply token mediation: Instead of a simple token, a cryptographic token is generated in
policy, like a SAML token or JSON web token.
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The Gateway can also request from an external token service. Example: The Gateway submits a WS-Trust message to a SAML
STS (Secure Token Service). It receives the response, parses the SAML token, and then places the token into the WS-Security
header of the SOAP message. The Gateway then sends the combined message to the real back end service.

The flow is conceptually the same in JSON: replace the WS Trust with whatever the JWT STS needs as a request,. The JSON
web token and structure of the message is manipulated as JSON.

The Gateway Federation is strictly claims based, without requiring a backing identity.  The decision to issue a token comes
from the policy. It can be derived from identity or simply from the credential presented.

Policy Fragments and Encapsulated Assertions

Policy fragments are standard policy logic designed to work with more than one service. A fragment also referred to as an
"included policy" or simply "include". Programmers can liken them to library routines, with strictly defined inputs and outputs
and limited side effects.

Policy fragments can have role-based access control rules, similar to service policies. This allows them to be authored
by domain experts, while being read-only to the policy authors. This provides the same benefits as standard software
development: domain experts define common policy elements (for example, like Authentication, Authorization, Audit) and
policy authors simply insert the appropriate fragments into their policies. Fragments help reduce errors and simplifies testing,
validation, and governance.

A close variation of policy fragments are encapsulated assertions. These can be viewed as "home made" assertions that is
powered by an underlying policy fragment. The main difference is that the policy fragment is completely concealed within an
encapsulated assertion, accepting input from the user interface crafted for that assertion.

Encapsulated assertions allow you to strictly define your inputs and outputs, and are a critical tool to create strong, locally-
relevant best practices.

Auditing

Deciding on auditing is a critical part of developing any policy. Business concerns often require complete auditing, but be
aware that auditing is not "free". There are serious implications to consider when auditing every request. The default audit
setup consumes significant disk space, which may be in limited supply on appliance Gateways (physical or virtual). Carefully
consider your auditing early in the service deployment plan.  

Keep in mind these core concepts for auditing:

• Auditing both request and response content is disk space intensive, making it unsuitable for high volume services. For
these, consider a simple audit without the request and response body.

• The Gateway normally returns the response before flushing the audit. As the thread does not return to the pool until the
audit flushes, the performance is equivalent to "fully synchronous". This means the audit subsystem could be a bottleneck
in high concurrency use cases and performance tests.

• Adding queuing can make auditing more asynchronous, but certain queues are also synchronous to disk by default.

 

 Implementing a Policy Development Life Cycle
A traditional Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) focuses on configuration management, essential
for tracking and predicting which artifacts are included in a production build. A Policy Development Life
Cycle (PDLC) employs similar concepts and tooling. You need to keep tracking of versions and perform
rollbacks if necessary. There are phases for development, testing, and deployment. However the PDLC
is further complicated by differences in environments; for example, you cannot reliably test a Gateway
policy for a user acceptance environment by connecting to a development LDAP server. You need to
connect to an LDAP server that is configured for production.

A traditional Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) focuses on configuration management, essential for tracking and
predicting which artifacts are included in a production build. A Policy Development Life Cycle (PDLC) employs similar
concepts and tooling. You need to keep tracking of versions and perform rollbacks if necessary. There are phases for
development, testing, and deployment. However the PDLC is further complicated by differences in environments; for example,
you cannot reliably test a Gateway policy for a user acceptance environment by connecting to a development LDAP server.
You need to connect to an LDAP server that is configured for production.

Developers working in the SDLC will find much familiarity in the PDLC. Just treat your configuration artifacts (policies and
their dependencies) as source code, specifically XML. The PDLC has a specific phase that deals with resolving environmental
dependencies.
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Terminology

• Service refers to the API the Gateway presents to the users. This could be standard SOAP services, REST services, JSON,
or various kinds of networked XML and non-XML APIs.

• Environmental Dependencies are the specific components that a service depends upon, for example: Public Keys, Private
Keys, LDAP configurations, JMS configurations, JDBC configurations, MQ Series configurations, etc. The dependency
will be referenced by name when discussing details.

• DEV refers to the initial policy development environment.
• QA refers to the initial quality assurance environment.
• UAT refers to the acceptance testing and/or performance testing environment.
• PROD refers to the deployed environment in front of production services and APIs.

Policies are Code and Deserve Similar Attention

In enterprise deployments that include infrastructure components such as the CA API Gateway, it is critical to manage
configuration artifacts in a repeatable and reliable way. Most organizations are familiar with deploying software to application
servers. This section shows you how to leverage this knowledge to deploy policies to infrastructure.

CA Technologies provides tools and interfaces for an organization to plan a life cycle around for their environment.  As every
organization has its own way of deploying production environments, some parts of this process will already be in place. What
is important is the effect of these processes, not the exact steps.

Best Practices

CA Technologies has compiled the following valuable tips, based on many deployments:

• Develop a policy and its environmental dependencies in a test (i.e., non-production) environment.
• Copy the complete version of these artifacts to a test environment with no shared infrastructure
• Make the local changes needed to be compatible with the test environment.
• Local changes should be environment specific (for example, IP addresses, host names of Application Servers or LDAP

servers).
• Test the system to be sure your components are working.
• Copy the same components to the next step in the deployment pipeline.
• The original developer should not be responsible for moving artifacts to production, nor be responsible for testing.
• Part of good development practice is to have repeatable creation of your systems.
• If documentation isn't sufficient to do full deployment, fix the documentation. Do not assign the original developer.
• Certain kinds of environment specific artifacts, like host names of back end servers, should use cluster properties instead of

literals.
• Naming conventions for objects can ease resolution of environment dependencies.
• For predictability, configuration must be pushed as a unit, and the tested versions of each artifact be used.  Version control

features like tags and/or branches can help.
• Local dependencies are worked out by moving from development to testing or user acceptance.
• Moving directly from DEV to PROD is risky, as testing the dependency discovery is critical.
• Never make changes in PROD. Always do changes in DEV and move to QA, etc.
• Do not share environment items like LDAP between DEV and UAT.
• Sharing environments without a clear goal in mind will almost certainly cause a failure moving to production.

GUI-Based Policy Migration Using the Policy Manager

The Policy Manager provides a simple way of migrating policies between environments via its import and export capabilities.
However, these methods do not preserve mapping between multiple environments, making them less suitable for larger
deployments and multiple policy development groups.

Automated Policy Migration Using Management APIs and GMU

For environments that do not allow GUI tooling for managing production systems, the Gateway provides several command
line options:

• APIs for remote management (WS-Man and RESTman) and their accompanying command line clients
• The Gateway Migration Utility (GMU)

For more information, see Develop Migration-Friendly Policies.

CMT/GMU
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Gateway versions 8.3 and later include the Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) to cover policy migration use cases. Earlier
versions of the Gateway are supported by Command line Policy Migration Toolkit (CMT), which is also available in the later
versions but its use is no longer recommended.

For GMU, version control is critical. As locally preferred tooling (Subversion, ClearCase, Polytron Version Control, Git, etc.)
is widely varied, CA Technologies cannot prescribe a specific tool, but rather expects three main capabilities of a version
control system:

• Can check in and check out based on a "tag" or "release name" that encompasses many files and many directories
• Can deal with XML as text
• Can be run using command line tooling

Internally, the Gateway uses Object Identifiers (OIDs) and Global Object Identifiers (GOIDs) to identify various configuration
items.  When dealing with multiple environments and multiple staff members being involved in the process, name-based
identifiers are beneficial. The GMU tooling deals with resolving names to local objects.

Similarly, develop naming conventions to identify the back-end App Servers and any artifacts.

Conclusion

Creating a Policy Development Life Cycle that mirrors the software development life cycle at your organization is the first step
to a reliable process. The Gateway provides the tools and capabilities that can adapt to any environment. Planning is essential.
Once the process is in place, it can and should be fully automated.

The Gateway's policy language supports diverse use cases. Plan for environment dependencies, choose good modularity, and
above all think in policy in the same way as source code.

 Working with SSL Certificates
SSL certificates are a key part of the gateway experience. They are used in many situations, for example:

SSL certificates are a key part of the CA API Gateway experience. They are used in many situations, for example:

• Initial client connections to the Gateway
• Signing portions of the request message
• Use in outbound SSL connections to back-end systems

This section teaches you how to use the Manage Private Keys and Manage Certificates tasks in the Policy Manager to generate
and manage keys/certificates.

 

 

Note:

• Working with "Manage Private Keys"
• Using "Manage Certificates" for SSL Certificates

 Using "Manage Private Keys" for SSL Certificates
When you configure your gateway using the for the first time, a default self-signed key is generated based
on the cluster hostname. This key is used for:

When you configure your CA API Gateway using the Gateway Main Menu (Appliance) for the first time, a default self-signed
key is generated based on the cluster hostname. This key is used for:

• inbound connections
• HTTP routing assertions for the client certificate (if necessary)
• signatures in the policy

Use the Manage Private Keys task to view and manage this default key and all other keys:

• Generate a new self-signed certificate
• Sign a key using a Third-Party Certificate Authority
• Modify the purpose of a key

Once you have created your private keys, you can use them in various ways in the Gateway.

 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Note:

• How to Generate a Self-Signed Certificate
• Sign Certificate by a Third Party Authority
• Modify Purpose of a Key within the Gateway
• Using Private Keys within the Gateway 

 

 

 

 

 

 Generate a Self-Signed Certificate
A default SSL key is created when you first configure the gateway. If you must generate more keys or
replace the default SSL key:

A default SSL key is created when you first configure the CA API Gateway. If you must generate more keys or replace the
default SSL key:

1. Run the Manage Private Keys task.
2. Click Create.
3. Complete the information about the key. This generates a self-signed certificate. For more information, see Create a Private

Key.

Tip:

If you require the key to be signed by a third-party Certificate Authority (CA), see Sign Certificate by a Third Party Authority.

 

 

Note:

• Manage Private Keys
• Create a Private Key
• Private Key Properties

 Sign Certificate by a Third-Party Authority
When self-signed certificates are not sufficient, you sign your certificate using a Third-Party Certificate
Authority such as Verisign, Geotrust, or some other Internal Certificate Authority. The workflow to do
this:

When self-signed certificates are not sufficient, you sign your certificate using a Third-Party Certificate Authority such as
Verisign, Geotrust, or some other Internal Certificate Authority. The workflow to do this:

Figure 7: Third-party-certificate-signing

Workflow steps:

1. Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR).
2. Submit the CSR to the Certificate Authority (CA).
3. CA approves the CSR and sends back a public key and certificate chain.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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4. Update the Gateway with the new certificate.

Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR)

1. Run Manage Private Keys.
2. Select the certificate for which you are generating the CSR and then click Properties.
3. In the Private Key Properties, click Generate CSR.
4. Enter the CSR Subject (DN). This must match the cluster hostname of the Gateways.
5. Click OK to save the CSR file to a specific location on your computer.

Submit the CSR file to the Certificate Authority.

Update the Gateway with the New Certificate

When the Certificate Authority approves your CSR, they will return a public key and a certificate chain for its signing
authorities, including intermediaries and Root CAs. Sometimes, both the public key and the certificate chain are included in a
single file.

• If you receive a single file, you can import this into the Gateway directly. Proceed to "Update the Gateway" below.
• If they are individual files, you must combine them into a single file manually. The certificates must be in this order in the

file:
client/server certificate
intermediate Certificate Authority 1 
intermediate Certificate Authority 2
root Certificate Authority

Combine Files (if necessary)

To combine individual files into a single file:

1. Download the public key and certificate chain files from the Certificate Authority (CA) in PEM format.

Note:

If the CA did not provide the files in PEM format, you can convert them as follows:

a) Run Manage Certificates and import the certificates.

b) Export the certificates in the PEM format.
2. Open each file in a text editor and select the following sections in the order shown:

1.1 Public key returned from the CA for the CSR submitted:

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
MIIDFzCCAf
+gAwIBAgIIeyRBqnKDR5gwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEMBQAwFzEVMBMGA1UEAxMMZXhhbXBs
ZWludGNhMB4XDTEyMDYyNTE4NDA0NloXDTE0MDYyNTE4NDA0NlowHjEcMBoGA1UEAxMTY2x1c3Rl
ci5leGFtcGxlLmNvbTCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAIouTRZX1P
+fAysB...
<snip>
...
JIQ3Cm/UcHlqzgP6R7FbTy9euI1zYiHk0uuV8i/
ZDK4Gv7VAMf5MffIOV0dMNLwaFuFwVLepEvzU
BD8wauCpcu1mYIE3PfO/1TnvoQrN/
If46j2CizX5ojea6rxjYoqEdQWFVNvzHCLwOwc2wrN/LUi+
nYxNkmyyeZfRIjwmHri4p3UxWJLcAWvIeWa1gBdLoghBJhmZ5AShppTq
+AOXXDzv56R88EZ2
-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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2.1 Each Intermediary CA and the Root CA:

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
MIIDDTCCAfWgAwIBAgIIG+NhXrXD
+7QwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEMBQAwFDESMBAGA1UEAxMJZXhhbXBs
ZWNhMB4XDTEyMDYyNTE4MzkxOFoXDTE0MDYyNTE4MzkxOFowFzEVMBMGA1UEAxMMZXhhbXBsZWlu
dGNhMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAlCHJff2FseL9NPdDX5l7SecLlGwt...
<snip>
...
FYRnEJ+aEtmtGBugepcvpf66LB853r8Y2w1Q99tSfkPoMPDWcuRQyWM
+H4OIm5jBj4NNIkQFsIXz
FM92LzyP
+GBRwBB06wk8xwJUggEoZlgMAcvV0t5aHND3LKd7F5khUR0HToPXSnrgsOwSvqL/
nb8o
lWaC4NoyRXFjT3AcbXC9zK5W/tj36auhaqzH2EBp/nzqEu6BbFls32801Dw=
-----END CERTIFICATE-----
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
MIIDETCCAfmgAwIBAgIJAL2efffStKM5MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBDAUAMBQxEjAQBgNVBAMTCWV4YW1w
bGVjYTAeFw0xMjA2MjUxODM4MzJaFw0xNzA2MjQxODM4MzJaMBQxEjAQBgNVBAMTCWV4YW1wbGVj
YTCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAJlwjzAfTKD5BqtZiNZjbLNSfU3tg2zL...
<snip>
...
Sv3PVXaMNJ+XcHflj4JconiPk5VY0Pjs9dDBPPGsut5XTdooIGrp1I0/
E8kkPGFvZ44yl06KgyE0
FD7t316k9+eKWrdKwFC7BBoF4AusNBhfvdDlW0/
uYEJ0WZc5rsxc1rJLIVAvCqWfc1mfPD48WcuG
hV7WgXBBPAYMiSgCPL+R09DQ0P7lzUrqkmIO237lSoih04Azm1Eo0qIPnWBKH+jA
-----END CERTIFICATE-----

3.1 Combine all keys/certificates into a new file and save it with the .PEM extension.

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
MIIDFzCCAf
+gAwIBAgIIeyRBqnKDR5gwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEMBQAwFzEVMBMGA1UEAxMMZXhhbXBs
ZWludGNhMB4XDTEyMDYyNTE4NDA0NloXDTE0MDYyNTE4NDA0NlowHjEcMBoGA1UEAxMTY2x1c3Rl
...

<snip>

...
BD8wauCpcu1mYIE3PfO/1TnvoQrN/
If46j2CizX5ojea6rxjYoqEdQWFVNvzHCLwOwc2wrN/LUi+
nYxNkmyyeZfRIjwmHri4p3UxWJLcAWvIeWa1gBdLoghBJhmZ5AShppTq
+AOXXDzv56R88EZ2
-----END CERTIFICATE-----
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
MIIDDTCCAfWgAwIBAgIIG+NhXrXD
+7QwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEMBQAwFDESMBAGA1UEAxMJZXhhbXBs
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ZWNhMB4XDTEyMDYyNTE4MzkxOFoXDTE0MDYyNTE4MzkxOFowFzEVMBMGA1UEAxMMZXhhbXBsZWlu
...

<snip>

...
FM92LzyP
+GBRwBB06wk8xwJUggEoZlgMAcvV0t5aHND3LKd7F5khUR0HToPXSnrgsOwSvqL/
nb8o
lWaC4NoyRXFjT3AcbXC9zK5W/tj36auhaqzH2EBp/nzqEu6BbFls32801Dw=
-----END CERTIFICATE-----
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
MIIDETCCAfmgAwIBAgIJAL2efffStKM5MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBDAUAMBQxEjAQBgNVBAMTCWV4YW1w
bGVjYTAeFw0xMjA2MjUxODM4MzJaFw0xNzA2MjQxODM4MzJaMBQxEjAQBgNVBAMTCWV4YW1wbGVj
...

<snip>

...
FD7t316k9+eKWrdKwFC7BBoF4AusNBhfvdDlW0/
uYEJ0WZc5rsxc1rJLIVAvCqWfc1mfPD48WcuG
hV7WgXBBPAYMiSgCPL+R09DQ0P7lzUrqkmIO237lSoih04Azm1Eo0qIPnWBKH+jA
-----END CERTIFICATE-----

3. Verify that the new .PEM file is good:

# openssl verify <new certificate file>.pem

You should see:
  <new certificate file>.pem: OK

4. Validate the new certificate chain:

# perl -n0777e 'map { print "---\n"; open(CMD, "| openssl x509 -
noout -subject -issuer"); print CMD; close(CMD) } /^-----BEGIN.*?
^-----END.*?\n/gsm' <new certificate file>.pem

This displays output similar to the following:

---
subject= /CN=cluster.example.com
issuer= /CN=exampleintca
---
subject= /CN=exampleintca
issuer= /CN=exampleca
---
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subject= /CN=exampleca
issuer= /CN=exampleca

Update the Gateway

Once you have combined all the files into a new certificate (or you received a single file from the CA), upload the combined
certificate into the Gateway.

To update the Gateway:

1. Run Manage Private Keys.
2. Select the certificate from which you generated the CSR and then click Properties.
3. Click Replace Certificate Chain.
4. In the Assign Certificate to Private Key wizard, choose Import from a File and then select the new certificate.
5. After completing the wizard, restart the Gateway for the new certificate to take effect.

 Modify Purpose of a Key within the Gateway
You can set a purpose for any private key in the gateway. When a purpose is set, the key becomes the
default key for that particular action. This is ideal in instances where the same key is always used for the
action.

You can set a purpose for any private key in the CA API Gateway. When a purpose is set, the key becomes the default key for
that particular action. This is ideal in instances where the same key is always used for the action.

Setting a purpose applies to keys created within the Gateway or imported from another source.

The following purposes can be set:

• Make Default SSL
• Make Default CA
• Make Audit Signing Key
• Make Audit Viewer Key

For more information about each purpose, see Private Key Properties.

To modify the purpose of a key:

1. Run Manage Private Keys.
2. Double-click on the key to set.
3. In the Private Key Properties, click Mark as Special Purpose
4. Select the purpose and then confirm.
5. Restart the Gateway for the new purpose to take effect.

 

 

Note:

• Working with SSL Certificates
• Manage Private Keys
• Private Key Properties

 Using Private Keys within the Gateway
Private keys that are stored in the gateway are used in many instances, most notably listen ports and
policy assertions.

Private keys that are stored in the CA API Gateway are used in many instances, most notably listen ports and policy assertions.

Contents:

Private Keys in Listen Ports

The following default ports are configured when you set up the Gateway for the first time:

• 8080: Non-SSL port for request messages
• 8443: SSL port with Client Mutual Authentication set to optional for both Policy Manager access and request messages.
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• 9443: SSL port with Client Mutual Authentication set to none for both Policy Manager access and request messages.
• 2124: SSL port with Client Mutual Authentication set to optional for inter-node communication

Configuring an SSL Private Key for a Port

When a listen port is configured to use a protocol with SSL, then the SSL/TLS Settings tab in the port's properties becomes
available. In this tab, you can specify:

• Server Private Key: By default, the Default SSL Key is assigned to the port. You can select any other key from the drop-
down list.

• Client Authentication: By default, this is set to None for newly created ports. Set this to Optional or Required if client
authentication is required in the policy.

• Enabled TLS Versions: Allows or limits the TLS versions that the inbound port supports.
• Enabled Cipher Suites: The order of the cipher suites is important, as the Gateway tries the cipher suites in the order

listed. If the client does not support any of the cipher suites listed, then the SSL handshake fails.

Note:

 Refer "Inbound SSL Handshake Issues" in Troubleshoot: Problems and Solutions for possible solutions to various SSL
handshake issues.

Private Keys in Policy Assertions

Several assertions allow you to configure which Private Key to use. If you do not specify a key, the Gateway uses the Default
SSL Key.

Note:

A Default SSL Key should have been defined as part of setting up the Gateway cluster. For more information, see option 2
("Create a new CA API Gateway database-->Set Up the Gateway Cluster" in Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance).

Route via HTTP(S) Assertion

In the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion, you can select the outbound private key by right-clicking the assertion in the policy
window and selecting Select Private Key. In the Private Key Alias dialog that appears, you can choose to use the default
private key, no private key, or a specific private key.

Note:

The "Select Private Key" option is enabled only if the URL in the routing assertion is https:// or a context variable was
specified.

One other area of note for SSL handshake configuration: you can set the SSL/TLS protocols and the enable cipher suites in the
Connection tab of the assertion properties.

Other Assertions

Refer to Select a Custom Private Key for a list of the other assertions where you can select a custom private key.

Note:

• Manage Listen Ports
• Listen Port Properties
• Select a Custom Private Key

 Using "Manage Certificates" for SSL Certificates
The gateway is designed to trust only certificates added through the task. When you add a new certificate,
the guides you through the steps to collect all the pertinent information. Some things to note about the
wizard:

The CA API Gateway is designed to trust only certificates added through the Manage Certificates task. When you add a new
certificate, the Add Certificate Wizard guides you through the steps to collect all the pertinent information. Some things to note
about the wizard:

• In step 1, specify how to obtain the certificate. The wizard offers five different ways to retrieve the certificate.
• In step 3, specify how the certificate will be used. For standard back-end connections, the first three options provide the

best coverage. They also apply for certificates being used in a Federated Identity Provider. The last two options are used for
SAML-specific Federated Identity Providers and general SAML validation.
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• In step 4, configure the validation options. Note that "Verify Hostnames for Outbound SSL Connections" is available only
if either of the "outbound" options in step 3 is selected.

Importing a Certificate

Another way to add certificates to the trusted list is using the Import button in Manage Certificates. Use this option to go
directly to a file stored on a shared or location location. The Gateway accepts PEM/BASE64 x.509 or DER encoded x.509
certificates from a PKCS#12 keystore.

For more information, see Import a Certificate.

 

Note:

• Manage Certificates
• Add Certificate Wizard
• Import a Certificate

 

 

 Certificate Validation/Revocation Checking
The gateway can validate certificates and can perform revocation checking (which is off by default). This
is done using the  dialog.

The CA API Gateway can validate certificates and can perform revocation checking (which is off by default). This is done
using the Manage Certificate Validation dialog.

You can specify how the Gateway validates certificates that are used in these areas:

• Identity Providers
• Routing
• General purpose

You can also enable revocation checking, where the Gateway checks revocation against any source. To do this, you must
create a specific revocation checking policy.

Contents:

Revocation Checking Policies

If you chose "Revocation Checking" as the validation method for any of the certificate types, you must create a revocation
checking policy. You can create separate policies based on various criteria, for example:

• signing authority certificate
• URL from the certificate for CRL/OCSP based on URL RegEx matching
• Static URL manually entered for CRL/OCSP

Note:

Ensure that you import and trust all certificates for the destination LDAPS, HTTPS, and OCSP Signing Authority. This is
necessary for revocation checking to work properly. Also, ensure that the appropriate firewall ports are opened for the protocol
used.

Overriding the Certificate Validation Option

For Identity Providers, you can override the certificate validation options in these two places:

• LDAP Identity Providers: In step 6, "Certificate Settings" of the LDAP Identity Provider Wizard, you can override the
validation option for a specific provider in the Certificate Validation Options setting.

• Federated Identity Providers: In step 3, "Certificate Validation" of the Federated Identity Provider Wizard, you can
override the validation option for a specific provider in the Certificate Validation Options setting.

Tip:

Override the validation option only if necessary. Once an override is applied, subsequent changes to the default validation no
longer affect the overridden providers.
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Note:

• Manage Certificate Validation
• Edit a Revocation Checking Policy
• Certificate Revocation Checking Properties
• Revoke Certificates

 Public-Key Infrastructure Management
The uses public-key infrastructure (PKI) and cryptography to provide message and transport layer
security while processing requests. These are some of the uses of PKI with the Gateway:

The API Gateway uses public-key infrastructure (PKI) and cryptography to provide message and transport layer security while
processing requests. These are some of the uses of PKI with the Gateway:

• Adjudicate client authentication for published services
• Sign and encrypt request and response messages
• Provide transport layer security for point-to-point communications

This section focuses on how you manage the PKI infrastructure that is used by the Gateway.

Read next: Configuring Private Keys for PKI

 Configuring Private Keys for PKI
Private keys are used as unique pieces of data for encryption and signature operations. They can be
used to secure data or provide verifiable identities. The  creates a private key for itself that is used as
the default private key for all cryptographic functions. For example, this default private key is used for
outbound message routing, inbound request listeners, and for signing or encrypting messages.

Private keys are used as unique pieces of data for encryption and signature operations. They can be used to secure data or
provide verifiable identities. The API Gateway creates a private key for itself that is used as the default private key for all
cryptographic functions. For example, this default private key is used for outbound message routing, inbound request listeners,
and for signing or encrypting messages.

Contents:

Generating Self-Signed Certificates

The Gateway creates a self-signed certificate when you create a private key. Keep the following in mind:

• The Alias field is required.
• The Subject DN field defaults to the Alias, but you can modify it to include more subject attributes. For example:

• Alias: cluster.example.com
• Subject DN: CN=cluster.example.com

• Specify the Key type and Days until expiry as appropriate for your organization. The expiry period dictates the longevity of
the initial self-signed certificate. Once that certificate expires, you must create a new private key.

• If the private key will be used to sign client certificates, select the CA capable option. 
• In the Advanced tab, select the appropriate Signature hash. Every private key has a signature that is hashed with a

particular algorithm. The default setting Auto means that the Gateway determines the hash to use. This setting works well
in most instances. Check with your Infrastructure Department whether a specific hash setting is required.

For detailed instructions, see Create a Private Key.

Generating Certificate Signing Requests

To convert a self-signed certificate into a signed one, you create a certificate signing request (CSR) and then send it to a
certificate authority (CA). The CA signs the CSR, which generates a signed certificate for that particular private key. This
signed certificate allows third parties to accept your certificate by trusting its issuer.

For example, a signed certificate may originate from a vendor such as Entrust. The private key of the Gateway has a certificate
that is signed and issued by Entrust. A client connecting to the Gateway may not explicitly trust the Gateway’s certificate but
the client trusts Entrust. By association, the client trusts the Gateway’s certificate, as it was issued by a trusted CA.

For detailed instructions, see Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR).

Replacing Certificate Chains
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A signed certificate must be associated with a private key in the Gateway key store. The Gateway combines the signed
certificate and the private key into a PKCS#12 archive for use within the Gateway appliance. This PKCS#12 archive links the
signed certificate to a particular private key. The key or certificate can then be used in a service policy, listen port, or other
aspect of the Gateway.

Most commercial certificate authorities deliver signed certificates with the full certificate chain as a concatenated certificate
chain. A concatenated certificate chain is used to link a signed certificate to a root certificate authority. This establishes the
chain of trust that is a central focus of PKI. A user or service consuming a certificate that provides a full certificate chain can
verify the issuer of a certificate. This prevents future and potential trust-related problems with PKI.

The following screenshot is an example of a concatenated certificate chain:

This concatenated certificate chain consists of:

• A signed client certificate (provided by the certificate authority)
• An intermediate certificate authority (who directly issued the signed client certificate)
• A root certificate authority (who issued the intermediate certificate authority’s certificate).

These certificates should appear in descending order within the file (client, intermediate, root).
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When you receive the concatenated certificate chain, use it to replace the existing unsigned or expired certificate chain. To do
this:

1. Run the Manage Private Keys task.
2. Double-click the private key for the certificate to open the properties dialog.
3. Click Replace Certificate Chain, and then select the certificate chain to use.
4. Restart all nodes in the Gateway cluster.

Creating PKCS#12 Key Archives

You can combine a signed certificate and its private key outside of the Gateway, for use in non-Gateway applications. To do
this, use the OpenSSL tool that is shipped with the Gateway appliance.

A single command can be used to combine a key and certificate into a useable PKCS#12 key archive:

To combine the key and certificate to produce a PKCS#12 archive, run this OpenSSL command:

openssl pkcs12 –export –in client.pem –inkey client.key –certfile
 chain.pem –out client.p12

Provide a password when prompted. This secures the private key and its accompanying certificates.

Once the PKCS#12 file is created, import the private key and its certificate into the Gateway. For detailed instructions, see
Import a Private Key.

Specifying Special Purposes for a Key

You can designate that a private key has a special purpose within the Gateway. Each purpose serves a specific need, to
facilitate certain functionalities. For example, you designate a key as the default SSL key or default CA key.

For detailed instructions, see the "Mark as Special Purpose" setting in the Private Key Properties.

 

 

Note:

• Using Private Keys in PKI
• Manage Private Keys
• Create a Private Key

 Using Private Keys in PKI
Private keys play a large role in public-key infrastructure (PKI) with the . They secure communications
between nodes at the message or transport level, within multiple areas of the Gateway.

Private keys play a large role in public-key infrastructure (PKI) with the API Gateway. They secure communications between
nodes at the message or transport level, within multiple areas of the Gateway.

Contents:

Listen Ports

Private keys are used in SSL-enabled communications that are inbound to the Gateway. When you specify a private key for an
inbound listen port, this assigns an identity to that listen port. When applications open a TCP connection with the Gateway on
this port, they see the certificate for this private key. This makes it important that you assign a private key that is expected by
external entities.

For information about assigning private keys to a listen port, see Listen Port Properties.

Note:

You cannot assign a private key to a listen port that is not enabled for SSL/TLS. For example, the default port “8080” does not
use SSL/TLS, so you cannot assign a private key to it.

Policy Assertions
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Many assertions support SSL/TLS functions and you can assign private keys to them. This allows the Gateway to present a
particular identity for a certain purpose. For example, routing assertions can use a particular private key to present a specific
identity to an end point. Certain assertions can sign or encrypt elements of a message to ensure integrity and confidentiality.

For information about how to assign a private key to an assertion, see Select a Custom Private Key.

 

 Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based
Authentication
Many organizations authenticate to a Windows environment as part of their overall security structure
for internal users. Using the , you can extend the Kerberos framework to include identity and protocol
mapping to other formats, such as SAML Tokens and client-based authentication (SSL certificates).

Many organizations authenticate to a Windows environment as part of their overall security structure for internal users. Using
the API Gateway, you can extend the Kerberos framework to include identity and protocol mapping to other formats, such as
SAML Tokens and client-based authentication (SSL certificates).

Contents:

Kerberos Workflow Diagram
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Figure 8: Workflow Diagram - Kerberos

1. Initiate back and forth with KDC and TGS to produce a service ticket
2. Present service ticket to SecureSpan Gateway for validation
3. Request session from KDC
4. Decrypts Service Ticket and initiates service request
5. Two steps:

1.1 Authentication initiated: 

• Delegated Kerberos
• SAML
• Client Mutual Authentication

2.1 Request sent through to back-end web services
6. Response sent back to client through the Secure Span Gateway

Prerequisites

Before you configure Kerberos for use within the API Gateway, ensure that you have the following:

• A standard user in the Active Directory. This is the service user for the Gateway.
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Note:

Ensure that the "Use DES encryption types for this account" check box in the Account tab of the user properties is not
selected:

• Access to the Windows ktpass command
• Administrator privileges within the Policy Manager
• Access to the following assertions:

• Require Windows Integrated Authentication Credentials Assertion
• Require WS-Security Kerberos Token Profile Credentials Assertion

Configuration Workflow

Figure 9: Kerberos Workflow

1. Set up service account for target service (IIS Web Site).
2. Set up a service account for the Gateway
3. Generate and install the Kerberos keytab file on the Gateway using Manage Kerberos Configuration.
4. Configure Kerberos delegation.

 Set Up Service Account for Target Service
When configuring your to work with Kerberos token-based authentication, the first step is to set up a
service account for the target service (on the IIS Web Site). This involves:

When configuring your API Gateway to work with Kerberos token-based authentication, the first step is to set up a service
account for the target service (on the IIS Web Site). This involves:

Step 1: Set Up Service Account in Active Directory

Log in to the domain controller and create a user account to run the service (IIS Web Site) under this identity. For example,
"sp_services".

Step 2: Assign Service Principal Names to Service Account

1. Log in to the domain controller or to some other server that is joined to the domain. Ensure that the Windows Resources
Tool Kit is installed.

2. Open a command prompt (run as Administrator if necessary).
3. Run the following command to assign an SPN (Service Principal Name) to the service account (created in Step 1: Set Up

Service Account in Active Directory).

setspn -A HTTP/<Gateway_host> <SPN>\<User_account>
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Where:

• <Gateway_host> is the API Gateway host name
• <SPN> is the Service Principal Name
• <User_account> is the user account that is created in Step 1: Set Up Service Account in Active Directory.

Example:

setspn -A HTTP/mysite.kworld.mycompany.com mycompany\sp_services

4. Verify the SPN with this command:

setspn -L <SPN>\<User_account>

Example:

setspn -L mycompany\sp_services

Step 3: Configure Target Service to the Service Account

1. Log in to the web server and open the IIS Manager.
2. Locate the IIS App Pool under which the target service is running.
3. Configure the IIS App Pool identity to run under the service account that was created in Step 1: Set Up Service Account in

Active Directory. This allows Windows Integrated Authentication.

Next step: Set Up a Service Account for the Gateway

Note:

• Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based Authentication

 Set Up a Service Account for the Gateway
When setting up the for Kerberos token-based authentication, you first created a service user account
in the Active Directory. The next step is to set up a service account for the Gateway. This procedure
involves:

When setting up the API Gateway for Kerberos token-based authentication, you first created a service user account in the
Active Directory. The next step is to set up a service account for the Gateway. This procedure involves:

Step 1: Set Up Service Account in Active Directory

1. Log in to the domain controller and create a user account that is used to create a keytab file for the Gateway. For example:
"sp_keytab".

2. Open the Properties for the user account just created.
3. In the Delegation tab, select these options:

• Trust this user for delegation to specified services only
• Use any authentication protocol
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These settings allow different authentication protocols on the front-end, and Kerberos Delegation on the back end for
Windows Integrate Security.

4. Populate the table under "Services to which this account can present delegated credentials" as follows:

1.1 Click Add... to open the Add Services dialog.
2.1 Click Users or Computers.
3.1 Enter the service user account name that was created in Set Up Service Account for Target Service (example:

"sp_services"). Click Check Names to verify.
4.1 Click OK to return to the Add Services dialog box.

5. Select the appropriate Service Principal Name (SPN) from the available services list, and then click OK to return to the
Properties dialog.

6. Select the Expanded check box. This displays all the related SPNs.
7. Click OK to close the Properties.

Step 2: Assign Service Principal Names to Gateway Service Account

1. Log in to the domain controller or to some other server that is joined to the domain. Ensure that the Windows Resources
Tool Kit is installed.

2. Open a command prompt (run as Administrator if necessary).
3. Run the following command to assign an SPN (Service Principal Name) to the service account (created in Step 1: Set Up

Service Account in Active Directory).

setspn -A
 HTTP/<Gateway_host>
<SPN>\<User_account>

Where:

• <Gateway_host> is the API Gateway host name
• <SPN> is the Service Principal Name
• <User_account> is the user account that is created in Step 1: Set Up Service Account in Active Directory.

Example:

setspn -A HTTP/mysite.kworld.mycompany.com mycompany\sp_keytab

Next step: Generate a Kerberos Keytab File

Note:

• Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based Authentication

 Generate a Kerberos Keytab File
To use the gateway in a Windows Domain Login configuration, you must generate and install a Kerberos
keytab file.

To use the CA API Gateway in a Windows Domain Login configuration, you must generate and install a Kerberos keytab file.

Tip:

(1) Refer to the diagram in Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based Authentication to see where this task fits within
the configuration workflow. (2) Ensure that any user who requires access to the Windows service has a domain account. (3)
Due to a limitation in the parser, always use a lowercase 'http' as shown in the code samples below.

Contents:
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Step 1: Generate a Keytab File

1. Log in to the domain controller or to some other server that is joined to the domain. Ensure the Windows Resources Tool
Kit is installed.

2. Open a command prompt (run as Administrator if necessary).
3. Run the following command to create a principal for the Windows service, map it to the host, and creates a keytab file:

ktpass –princ http/<Gateway_Cluster_Hostname>@DOMAIN.COM –
mapuser <user_Name> -pass <user_Password> –out <keytab_Name>

Example:

ktpass -princ http/gateway.domain.com@DOMAIN.COM -mapuser jsmith -
pass $longpassword! -out kerberos.keytab

4. Copy the keytab file to your local computer.

Step 2: Install the Keytab File

1. Run the Manage Kerberos Configuration task.
2. Install the keytab file that you generated earlier using the Load Keytab button.
3. Validate the keytab file using the Validate Keytab button. You should see something similar to the following in the

Kerberos Configuration dialog:

KDC:     10.0.0.1
Realm:   EXAMPLE.CO
Valid:   Yes
Summary: Authentication successful

If you do not see "Authentication successful", consult "Troubleshooting Keytab Issues" below for suggestions.

Troubleshooting Keytab Issues

The following are some common issues that you may encounter when installing your keytab file.

Issue: Hostname resolution
Solution: Ensure that the DNS entry for the Gateway Cluster hostname is configured for both forward and reverse DNS
lookup.

Issue: Hostname mismatch
Solution: Ensure that the service name generated for the keytab matches the name that is set in the client Kerberos token.

Issue: Time skew
Solution: As with all token-based authentication, time representation between various entities in the infrastructure is critical
for validation. Ensure that that Gateway cluster uses a time server. This time server must be synchronized with the Active
Directory environment.

Issue: Incorrect encryption level
Solution: Older versions of the ktpass command do not generate the keytab files with RC4-HMAC encryption. Instead, it uses
DES-CBC-MD5. Download the latest ktpass command from Microsoft.

Next step: Configure Kerberos Delegation
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Note:

• Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based Authentication

 Configure Kerberos Delegation
The supports Kerberos Delegation. This allows the Gateway to extract credentials from the Kerberos
token to request a service ticket for routing.

The API Gateway supports Kerberos Delegation. This allows the Gateway to extract credentials from the Kerberos token to
request a service ticket for routing.

Tip:

Refer to the diagram in Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based Authentication to see where this task fits within the
configuration workflow.

Note:

You can also configure Kerberos delegation through the API Gateway - XML VPN Client. For details on how to do this, see
"Authenticate a Client via Kerberos" in the XML VPN Client online documentation. 

If the XML VPN Client is used, it must be connected to a Gateway policy that contains the Require WS-Security Kerberos
Token Profile Credentials Assertion.

To configure Kerberos delegation on the Gateway:

1. Ensure that the client is logged into the domain that is trusted by the Key Distribution Center (KDC). The client must be
able to acquire the Kerberos ticket from the KDC that issued the keytab.

Tip:

The KDC is also known as the "Active Directory". The KDC is displayed when you run Manage Kerberos Configuration.
2. Ensure that the service policy contains both these assertions:

• Require Windows Integrated Authentication Credentials Assertion
• Route via HTTP(S) Assertion

3. Access the Properties for the Route via HTTP(S) assertion.
4. Under the Authentication tab, select Use Windows Integrated and then select Use Delegated Credentials.
5. Click OK to exit the assertion properties.

When the Gateway authenticates a client using Kerberos delegation, the Authorization Data attributes from the Kerberos ticket
are placed into context variables. For a list of the attributes, see Kerberos Ticket Authorization Context Variables.

Note:

• Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based Authentication

 Working with Multiple Service Principal Names
The can be configured to handle multiple Service Principal Names (SPN) in a Kerberos keytab file. This
allows the Gateway to perform Kerberos authentication in these scenarios:

The API Gateway can be configured to handle multiple Service Principal Names (SPN) in a Kerberos keytab file. This allows
the Gateway to perform Kerberos authentication in these scenarios:

• Scenario 1: One Gateway cluster that has been assigned multiple DNS host names, each with their own Virtual IP (VIP):

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Figure 10: Multiple_Service_Principal_Names2

• Scenario 2: Multiple domains:
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Figure 11: Multiple_Domains_Name_Services

• Scenario 3: Routing to multiple domains (using the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion).

To enable the Gateway for multiple Service Principal Names:

1. Open the system.properties file in a text editor.

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/system.properties

2. Add the following property:

com.l7tech.kerberos.useSpnFromInboundTicket=true

3. Save and close the file.
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To create multiple service principals in the keytab file (Windows):

• On the Active Directory machine, run the following command:

ktpass - princ http/<Gateway_host>@<Realm> - mapuser <userName> -
pass <userPassword> -in <kerberos_file_to_merge> - out <keytab_name>

For example:

ktpass -princ http/gateway.domain.com@DOMAIN.COM -mapuser gateway -pass password  - in
 kerberos.keytab -out kerberosMerged.keytab

This produces the output file kerberosMerged.keytab which contains the multiple service principals. Install this keytab
using Manage Kerberos Configuration.

To create multiple service principals in the keytab file (Linux):

1. Copy the keytab to your Samba or UNIX server.
2. Run the ktutil command on your Samba or UNIX server to merge your existing and new keytab together:

ktutil:
ktutil: read_kt keytab-number1
ktutil: read_kt keytab-number2
ktutil: write_kt krb5.keytab
ktutil: quit

Once this is done, install the keytab file using Manage Kerberos Configuration.

How the Gateway Determines the Principal

When multiple service principals are defined, this is how the various assertions determine which principal in the keytab to use:

• Require Windows Integrated Authentication Credentials Assertion
For this assertion, the Gateway uses the request URI to determine which principal in the keytab is used to handle the
Windows authentication.
Example: For a request for the http://ssg1.acmecorp.com/test.html page, the Gateway look up the service principal "http/
ssg1.acmecorp.com" from the keytab file.

• Route via HTTP(S) Assertion

For this assertion, the Gateway use the routing URI to determine which principal in the keytab is used to handle the
Windows authentication.

Example: Routing to the http://ssg1.acmecorp.com/test.html page, the Gateway looks up the service principal "http/
ssg1.acmecorp.com" from the keytab file.

• Require WS-Security Kerberos Token Profile Credentials Assertion
This assertion requires the use of the API Gateway - XML VPN Client.
The Gateway uses the host name entered in the Gateway Account Properties (in the XML VPN Client) to determine which
principal in the keytab is used to handle the Windows authentication.

Note:  The Kerberos Name is not required unless the Kerberos name does not match the standard naming pattern "http/
<GatewayHostName>".

Note:
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• Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based Authentication

 Configure Authentication Method for Active Directory Integration
This topic describes how to integrate the authentication method of the and Microsoft Active Directory.
You will learn how to retrieve and validate User ID/Group ID information from the Active Directory for
authentication.

This topic describes how to integrate the authentication method of the API Gateway and Microsoft Active Directory. You will
learn how to retrieve and validate User ID/Group ID information from the Active Directory for authentication.

This topic assumes that you are familiar with Microsoft Active Directory.

Note:

 Instructions on configuring the Microsoft Active Directory are provided "as is" and are accurate at the time of writing. The
Microsoft Active Directory interface may change at any time without notice. Consult the Active Directory documentation from
Microsoft for the most current information.

 Prerequisites: 

• Ensure that the Windows Domain has Services for UNIX or a similar extension to the schema incorporated.
• Create an LDAP browser user through Active Directory Users and Computers MMC. Define that User cannot change

password and Password never expires. After the user is created, set the UNIX attributes for the user to UID and GID 499,
with home directory set to: /dev/null and shell /bin/false 

• Secure TLS connections should have a certificate that is imported into the Domain Controller. This certificate should be
available as a standalone PEM file or available through a URL

Contents:

  

Step 1: Preparation

Configure the user and group objects for the Windows accounts, to ensure POSIX compliancy.

1. Connect to the Active Directory Server and open the Active Directory Users and Computers management tool.
2. Modify a group object to function as a POSIX group:

1.1 Right-click the group object and select Properties.
2.1 Select the Unix Attributes tab.
3.1 Complete the NIS Domain and GID number as appropriate.

3. Modify a user object to function as a POSIX user:

1.1 Right-click the user object and select Properties.
2.1 Select the Unix Attributes tab.
3.1 Complete the fields on the tab. Tip: The "Home Directory" is the same as "/home/" on the Linux file system.

4. Add the user as a UNIX member of the group:

1.1 Right-click the group object and select Properties. 
2.1 Select the Unix Attributes tab.
3.1 Ensure that the NIS Domain is correct.
4.1 Click Add.
5.1 Select your user and then click OK.

Step 2: Configure Authentication Method on the Gateway

1. Access the Gateway main menu.
2. Select 1 (Configure system settings) and then 4 (Configure authentication method).
3. Select 2 (LDAP) as the authentication method.
4. Complete the authentication wizard as follows:

1.1  Is the directory service to be used an Active Directory? y 
2.1  Do you want to use LDAPS (secure)? Enter y or n as appropriate 
3.1  Enter the address of the LDAP server: Enter the address of the LDAP server (for example,

"machine.mycompany.com").
4.1  Enter the LDAP server port: The default port should suffice. Enter a custom port number if you know it has

changed.
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5.1  Enter the LDAP base DN: Enter the Base DN that defines where the LDAP query begins looking for objects in the
Active Directory (for example, "dc=example,dc=com")
The scope attribute confines the search to the base, one level below, or to search through all lower levels. Specify
the scope by entering base, one, or sub, respectively.

6.1  Do you want to enable LDAP Anonymous Bind? Enter y or n as appropriate for the needs of your organization.
Anonymous binding is a bind request that uses simple authentication with no (that is, zero length) bind DN or
password.
If you enable LDAP Anonymous Bind, the next two prompts are not displayed. 

7.1  (If Anonymous Bind disabled) Enter the LDAP bind DN: Optionally specify the Bind DN (for example,
cn=browse,cn=users,dc=example,dc=com).
Without a secure communication, a bind user is required to query the LDAP contents. This account is a domain user
with read access. The password for this user should be written to the /etc/ldap.secret file and should not be visible as
plain text.

8.1  (If Anonymous Bind disabled) Enter the LDAP bind password: Enter the password for the LDAP browser user.
9.1  Which object in the LDAP will be used to find the password for users: Specify the appropriate object. This is

usually "CN=Users".
10.1  Enter the object class that contains the attributes for creating the local user account: Specify the appropriate class.

The default is often sufficient ("posixAccount, Default ActiveDirectory=user").
11.1  Do you want to change the current setting: Enter y.
12.1  Select the filter for account access: pam_filter

•  pam_filter filters by account attributes. Example:"gidNumber=4000" grants access to accounts that have
attribute "gidNumber" and the value is "4000".

•  groupdn filters by the full domain name of the target group that contains the list of memberUid.
13.1 Enter the pam_filter to limit account access: Enter a gidNumber (for example: "gidNumber=501").
14.1 Specify the PAM login attribute name: uid 

5. You should now see a summary of your configuration (example below). Review your settings carefully before applying the
configuration.

Authentication Configuration
 Summary-------------------------------------------------------Label
                                     |
 Value------------------------------------------------------------------------------Secure
                                    | falseActiveDirectory
                           | falseServer                  
                  | ad.example.com BaseDn                 
                   | dc=example,dc=comPort                 
                     | 389AnonymousBind                    
         | falseBindDn                                    |
 CN=test,CN=Users,dc=l7net,dc=localBindPassword                  
            | <Hidden>Object for finding the password for users |
 CN=UsersCertificate Action                        | NEVERFilter for
 account access                 | gidNumber=501PAM login attribute  
                     | uid

Step 3: Map Attributes

Certain nss attributes on the local UNIX LDAP differ from how they are referenced on the Windows server. You resolve these
differences by mapping the attributes.

Before you proceed, ensure that you have:

• A print out of your test users' attribute
• Access to one of the domain controllers (preferably one that has permissions to modify the attribute values).

Note:
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 The UNIX attribute names vary slightly depending on the version of the SFU packages. Use the suggestions that are shown
here for reference purposes only. 

Map the following attributes to suit your environment:

•  nss_base_passwd 
•  nss_base_shadow 
•  nss_base_group 

In general, you can use the value of the base variable. If your Active Directory authenticates for a sub-domain, you must adjust
accordingly.

Tip:

 The userPassword line is not necessary when pam_password is set to 'ad'. In this case, the pam_ldap module controls the
management of password functions, using the Active Directory password stored in the unicodePwd attribute.

Step 4: Update LDAP Configuration File

1. Open /etc/pam_ldap.conf in a text editor.
2. Uncomment the following lines in the file:

# RFC 2307 (AD) mappingsnss_map_objectclass posixAccount
 usernss_map_objectclass shadowAccount usernss_map_attribute
 uid sAMAccountNamenss_map_attribute homeDirectory
 unixHomeDirectorynss_map_attribute shadowLastChange
 pwdLastSetnss_map_objectclass posixGroup groupnss_map_attribute
 uniqueMember membernss_override_attribute_value loginShell /
bin/bashnss_map_attribute uidNumber uidNumberpam_login_attribute
 sAMAccountNamepam_filter objectclass=Userpam_password ad

About the PAM attributes:

•  Pam_login_attribute defines the username that the user logs in with. To ensure consistency with Active Directory and
Services for UNIX, use the sAMAccountName attribute.

•  Pam_filter filters user accounts. This helps prevent you from authenticating users against other Active Directory
objects.

•  Pam_password defines the password for Active Directory. Set this to ad to prevent issues from occurring when you
change your password from the Linux workstation

3. Save and exit.

Step 5: Updates for CentOS and RHEL

Update the following files when configuring LDAP authentication for CentOS and RHEL:

• /etc/pam.d/sshd
• /etc/pam.d/login 

Add account sufficient pam_localuser.so before account required pam_ldap.so ignore_authinfo_unavail
ignore_unknown_user as shown below:

account sufficient pam_localuser.so

account required pam_ldap.so ignore_authinfo_unavail
 ignore_unknown_user

Step 6: Restart the Gateway

Restart the Gateway for the configuration changes to take effect:

1. Select X (Exit menu).
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2. Select R (Reboot the Gateway appliance).

Note:

•  Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based Authentication 

3 Install, Configure, Upgrade

This section describes how to install and configure the gateway and its accompanying Policy Manager.
You learn how to configure a Gateway cluster and how to auto provision a Gateway.

This section describes how to install and configure the CA API Gateway and its accompanying Policy Manager. You learn
how to configure a Gateway cluster and how to auto provision a Gateway.

The following terms are used throughout this section:

• "Gateway" refers to the API Gateway
• "Policy Manager" refers to the API Gateway - Policy Manager
• "Appliance" refers to both the Hardware or Virtual form factors of the API Gateway, unless noted

Audience and Assumptions

These instructions are intended for facility coordinators, security managers, and other IT infrastructure staff familiar with:

• The hardware and software infrastructure that will be used with the CA API Management products, such as firewalls, Layer
2 or Layer 3 switches, routers, Load Balancers, databases, identity management or access control systems, application
servers, and more.

• Advanced TCP-IP and internetworking concepts, web services, and user management knowledge.
• (For Software Gateways) Advanced knowledge of the host operating system.

 

 Product Licensing and Telemetry
2

Note:

The information on this page, including configuration steps, applies only to customers who have signed a Portfolio License
Agreement (PLA) with CA Technologies, a Broadcom company (CA).

Overview

Telemetry is a capability that is integrated to collect and send the product usage and system configuration information of
the CA API Gateway environment to CA Technologies. This data helps CA gain insights into customers' product usage,
understand their software needs, and focus on the features and platforms that are most commonly used.

PLA Customers

When configuring the Gateway with a PLA, you must identify your instance as a PLA instance during setup, allow collected
data to be sent AND use a method of sending telemetry data. You must also provide activation information that includes your
company domain and enterprise site ID. 

Non-PLA Customers

As a non-PLA customer, you are not required to perform any actions for telemetry configuration. However, if you wish to
inform CA Technologies how your organization is using the Gateway, you may still opt to send telemetry data by setting the
Segment enablement property to 'true'. 

The configuration file and actual property names used for enablement will depend on whether you're using the Appliance/
Software or Docker container form factors of the gateway. 

What Data is Being Collected?

The collected information comprises of two types of telemetry data:

• Data that is provided by customers in the configuration file, including:

• Whether the installation or upgrade is a new or additional planned usage under a PLA
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• Your company's domain name
• Your company's enterprise site ID
• Your cost center's internal identifier

• Data that is automatically generated by CA API Gateway, including:

• Gateway usage, measured according to the uptime (in minutes) that is recorded during the monitored period – each
period begins with Gateway startup and ends with Gateway shutdown or restart

• Operating System 
• Linux distribution (e.g., RHEL, Centos, Others)
• Whether or not the Gateway is running in the Docker container form factor
• Product SKU (e.g., APIENT990)  and description (e.g., CA API Gateway Enterprise)
• Product version (e.g., Gateway 9.4.00 build 9332)
• Gateway node identifier

Note:

Telemetry does not transmit any Personally Identifiable Information (PII). CA Technologies continues to follow the policy as
outlined in our privacy statement:  https://www.ca.com/us/legal/privacy.html

Methods and Frequency of Data Collection

The following telemetry reporting options are available to PLA customers:

• Use the default telemetry reporting option, which automatically sends telemetry data to Segment. Collected data is sent to
Segment every 24 hours. Make sure to open your firewall for https://api.segment.io. 

Tip:

If your installation of Gateway cannot directly send outbound requests to https://api.segment.io, you can set
up a proxy to connect to Segment. The proxy server must be defined using a URL format, for example: https://
theproxy.com:3129 or http://theproxy.com:3128.

The Gateway allows proxy servers to support both HTTP and HTTPS with or without credentials (Basic Authentication).
• Manually extract telemetry logs and report them to CA, as per the frequency and conditions provided in your PLA.

Appliance or Software Gateway: Configure Telemetry with the Telemetry Properties File

As an administrator, provide the following parameters in the /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/
telemetry.properties file after installing the Gateway.  If you modify the telemetry.properties file, restart the Gateway to
apply the new configuration.

Parameter Notes Example

telemetry.pla.enabled Indicates whether the installation of
the Gateway is part of a PLA. Default
Value: false

If you are a PLA customer, enter a value
of true. If you are a non-PLA customer,
leave the value of false as is.

true

https://www.ca.com/us/legal/privacy.html
https://segment.com/
https://api.segment.io/
https://api.segment.io/
https://theproxy.com:3129/
https://theproxy.com:3129/
http://theproxy.com:3128/
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Parameter Notes Example

telemetry.segment.enabled Indicates whether collected telemetry
data is sent to Segment. Default value:
false

If you want the Gateway to
automatically send telemetry data to
Segment, enter a value of true.

If you are manually sending telemetry
data to CA, leave the value of false as is.

true

telemetry.usageType Indicates usage type: production, 
nonproduction, or workstation.
Default value: production

Each unique Gateway usage type is
represented by a product SKU. They are
summarized as follows:

• Production: Handles actual traffic
for your APIs.

• Non-production: Used to configure
policy development, testing, and
staging environments.

• Workstation: Typically installed on
a desktop machine and used strictly
for policy development purposes.

production

telemetry.domainName The domain name of your company. It
is the last part of your company's email
address.

xyz.com

telemetry.siteId Your company's 4- to 9-digit unique
login site ID that is listed on your PLA
and the CA Support portal. 10986

telemetry.chargeBackId Your department's non-personally
identifiable information (non-PII)
identifier that you use for your
company's tracking needs.

IT-Sales-1234

Optional

telemetry.proxy.url The URL, including protocol and port,
of your proxy server.

https://myproxy.net:3610

telemetry.proxy.username The user name of your proxy
authentication.

telemetry.proxy.password The plain-text password that is
associated with the proxy URL user
name.

http://xyz.com/
https://myproxy.net:3610/
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Telemetry.properties Sample 

#
# Configuration properties for Telemetry under the Enterprise Software Portfolio License Agreement
 (PLA)
# For additional information about how information is collected and used, please refer to our privacy
 statement
# https://www.ca.com/us/legal/privacy.html
#

# This install or upgrade is related to new or additional planned usage under a Portfolio License
 Agreement
telemetry.pla.enabled=true

# Determine whether collected telemetry data shall be sent to Segment.io. Enter a value of false to prevent
 data from being sent (opt-out) to Segment.io
telemetry.segment.enabled=true
# Type of usage. Should be one of: production, nonproduction, workstation
telemetry.usageType=production

# Enter values if usage is under a PLA (these should be left blank otherwise):
# Company Domain - Enter the last part of your company's email address
telemetry.domainName=
# Enterprise Site ID - Listed on your agreement and the CA Support Portal
telemetry.siteId=
# Optional Internal Identifier (charge back id) Ex: A department or cost center - that you use for internal
 tracking
telemetry.chargebackId=

# Optional Proxy Configuration
# Proxy URI https://myproxy.company.com
telemetry.proxy.url=
telemetry.proxy.username=
telemetry.proxy.password=

Docker Container Gateway: Configure Telemetry with Environmental Variables

The telemetry configurations for Container Gateways (Docker) are done via environment variables in the docker-compose.yml
file. 

Environment Variable Notes Example

TELEMETRY_PLA_ENABLE Indicates whether the installation of
the Gateway is part of a PLA. Default
Value: false

If you are a PLA customer, enter a value
of true. If you are a non-PLA customer,
leave the value of false as is.

true
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Environment Variable Notes Example

TELEMETRY_SEGMENT_ENABLE Indicates whether collected telemetry
data is sent to Segment. Default value:
false

If you want the Gateway to
automatically send telemetry data to
Segment, enter a value of true.

If you are manually sending telemetry
data to CA, leave the value of false as is.

true

TELEMETRY_USAGE_TYPE Indicates usage type: production, 
nonproduction, or workstation.
Default value: production

Each unique Gateway usage type is
represented by a product SKU. They are
summarized as follows:

• Production: Handles actual traffic
for your APIs.

• Non-production: Used to configure
policy development, testing, and
staging environments.

• Workstation: Typically installed on
a desktop machine and used strictly
for policy development purposes.

production

TELEMETRY_DOMAIN_NAME The domain name of your company. It
is the last part of your company's email
address.

xyz.com

TELEMETRY_SITE_ID Your company's 4- to 9-digit unique
login site ID that is listed on your PLA
and the CA Support portal.

10986

TELEMETRY_CHARGEBACK_ID Your department's non-personally
identifiable information (non-PII)
identifier that you use for your
company's tracking needs.

IT-Sales-1234

Optional

TELEMETRY_PROXY_URL The URL, including protocol and port,
of your proxy server.

https://myproxy.net:3610

TELEMETRY_PROXY_USERNAME The user name of your proxy
authentication.

TELEMETRY_PROXY_PASSWORD The plain-text password that is
associated with the proxy URL user
name.

Docker-compose.yml Sample 

version: 'X.X'
services:
  api-gateway:
    image: caapim/gateway
    # cpus: 4
    # mem_limit: 6g
    # memswap_limit: 6g

https://myproxy.net:3610/
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    # mem_swappiness: 0
    ports:
      - "8080"
      - "8443"
      - "9443"
    # volumes:
    #   - /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/services/restman
    environment:
      ACCEPT_LICENSE: "false"
      # SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME: "adminUser"
      # SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD: "somepassword"
      # SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL: "jdbc:mysql://mysql-server:3306/ssg"
      # SSG_DATABASE_USER: "ssgdbuser"
      # SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD: "dbpassword"
      # SSG_CLUSTER_HOST: "mycompany.host.com"
      # SSG_CLUSTER_PASSWORD: "clusterpassword"
      # SSG_JVM_HEAP: "4g"
      # EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS: "-XX:ParallelGCThreads=4 -
Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.autoTrustSslKey=trustAnchor,TrustedFor.SSL,TrustedFor.SAML_ISSUER"
 
      # Configuration properties for Telemetry under the Enterprise Software Portfolio License Agreement
 (PLA)
      # For additional information about how information is collected and used, please refer to our privacy
 statement
      # https://www.ca.com/us/legal/privacy.html
      TELEMETRY_SEGMENT_ENABLE: "true"
      TELEMETRY_PLA_ENABLE: "true"
      TELEMETRY_SITE_ID: "12345"
   TELEMETRY_USAGE_TYPE: "nonproduction"
      TELEMETRY_DOMAIN_NAME: "broadcom.com"
      TELEMETRY_CHARGEBACK_ID: "APIM"
      # TELEMETRY_PROXY_URL: "https://theproxy.com:3129"
      # TELEMETRY_PROXY_USERNAME: "proxyUser"
      # TELEMETRY_PROXY_PASSWORD: "proxypassword"

Manually Sending Telemetry Data 

If your organization cannot allow the Gateway to automatically send telemetry information to Segment (with or without a
proxy), then you are required to manually send telemetry data as per PLA requirements. 

How you extract the logs will be entirely up to you - you may copy and paste the log entries from the .log file onto a text file
or you may create a new log file via the Policy Manager with a telemetry log filter if you have a large volume of system logs to
review.

Any log entry associated with telemetry will be flagged with
the com.l7tech.server.telemetry.GatewaySegmentService package name – you may use this name to filter your logs in
Policy Manager. 

The following snippet shows two sample log entries with the telemetry package name in a .log file. 

2019-04-05T15:41:46.532-0700 INFO 1
 com.l7tech.server.jdbc.JdbcQueryingManagerImpl: JDBC cache
 clean up task starting with refresh interval of 60000
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 milliseconds2019-04-05T15:41:46.533-0700 INFO 1 com.l7tech.server:
 Internal Audit System started2019-04-05T15:41:46.560-0700
 INFO 1 com.l7tech.server.telemetry.GatewaySegmentService:
 Telemetry message to be sent [IdentifyMessage{type=identify,
 messageId=730a4162-50ba-4151-a7a7-8934326d1270,
 timestamp=Fri Apr 05 15:41:46 PDT 2019, context=null,
 anonymousId=24a56422-5cfa-4e7f-b184-72c771c528df, userId=null,
 integrations={}, traits={pla_enabled=0, product_sku=APIENT990,
 domain_name=, instance_id=48b5a4bc60fd4db191ddd5258eab0a35,
 site_id=, sku_description=CA API Gateway Enterprise,
 chargeback_id=}}]2019-04-05T15:41:46.563-0700 INFO
 1 com.l7tech.server.telemetry.GatewaySegmentService:
 Segment service is disabled. Telemetry message to be sent
 [IdentifyMessage{type=identify, messageId=730a4162-50ba-4151-
a7a7-8934326d1270, timestamp=Fri Apr 05 15:41:46 PDT
 2019, context=null, anonymousId=24a56422-5cfa-4e7f-
b184-72c771c528df, userId=null, integrations={},
 traits={pla_enabled=0, product_sku=APIENT990, domain_name=,
 instance_id=48b5a4bc60fd4db191ddd5258eab0a35, site_id=,
 sku_description=CA API Gateway Enterprise, chargeback_id=}}]

The minimum logging level required for this package to appear is INFO. 

After collecting your telemetry logs, please follow the instructions outlined in your PLA agreement on how to send your
telemetry information. 

Appliance/Software Gateway Form Factor

There are several methods to view logs for the Appliance or Software Gateway - for a refresher on those methods, see View
Logs for the Gateway. 

If you are viewing logs in the Gateway file structure, telemetry logs will appear in the same default location as Gateway logs: /
opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/logs/ssg*

Docker Container Gateway Form Factor

Docker Container Gateways write logs to the console only - to learn how to access these logs, see Logs for the Container
Gateway in Docker. 

 Configure the Appliance Gateway
This topic describes how to configure a Hardware Appliance or a Virtual Appliance Gateway. For
instructions on installing and configuring a Software Gateway, see  instead.

This topic describes how to configure a Hardware Appliance or a Virtual Appliance Gateway. For instructions on installing
and configuring a Software Gateway, see Configure the Software Gateway instead.

The Gateway appliance comes preconfigured with the most common settings and requires only minimal additional
configuration before use.

Tip:

 Review the Network Deployment Guide first to gain a better understanding of the various network configurations. This
knowledge will help you better configure your Gateways.

Contents:

  

Configure a Hardware Appliance
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Figure 12: Configure Hardware Appliance

 Prerequisites: 

Ensure that you have the appropriate cables and peripherals for your server type:

•  Oracle X4-2

• VGA cable
• USB keyboard/mouse

•  Oracle X5-2

• VGA cable
• USB keyboard/mouse
• External USB DVD drive

•  Oracle X7-2

• Serial-to-USB cable
• External USB DVD drive

Note:

The Oracle X5-2 and X4-2 servers are equipped with several USB ports and a VGA port. This allows you to connect a monitor
and peripherals.

The Oracle X7-2 server is shipped with only a single USB port and no VGA port. To connect to this server, you must use the
Oracle ILOM (Integrated Lights Out Manager). For information on using ILOM, refer to the Oracle user documentation.

1.  (For X7-2 only) Use the Serial management port to obtain the ILOM IP address (see Connect Using Serial Management
Port).

2.  (For X7-2 only) Once you have obtained the ILOM IP address, use ILOM to connect to the appliance.
3. Access the Gateway main menu on the Gateway machine being configured.

Tip:

 The Gateway main menu contains many options. When setting up an appliance for the first time, you only need to run a
few of the options. The other options are used for maintaining and administering your Gateway.

4. Select 1 (Configure system settings) and then 1 (Configure networking and system time settings). If you use a non-standard
keyboard layout, then run option 3 (Configure keyboard layout) as well. Reference: Gateway System Settings (Appliance).

5. Return to the top level of the main menu. Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu)
and then option 2 (Create a new CA API Gateway database) to create your first (or only) Gateway database
node. Reference: Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance).

6. If you need to add a new processing node to a cluster, select option 3 (Configure the CA API
Gateway). Reference: Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance).

7. If you intend to have your Gateway managed remotely using the API Gateway - Enterprise Service Manager:

1.1 Return to the top level of the main menu.
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2.1 Run option 7 (Display Enterprise Service Manager configuration menu). Reference: Configure the Enterprise Service
Manager.

3.1 Run option 5 (Display Remote Management configuration menu). Reference: Configure the Gateway for Remote
Access.

8. Return to the top level of the main menu. Select option 6 (Manage HSM) to configure a Hardware Security Module that
safeguards and manages your digital keys. Reference: Configure Hardware Security Modules (HSM).

9. Install the Gateway license. Reference: Manage Gateway Licenses.

Configure a Virtual Appliance

Note:

The Virtual Appliance is almost identical to the Hardware Appliance. This section provides a high level overview of the
configuration process for the Virtual Appliance. For detailed information, see the CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance Getting
Started, Rev 2.3.pdf in the Release Notes.

Figure 13: Configure Virtual Appliance

1. Start the ESXi or Workstation *.ova image.
2. Ensure that the virtual machine settings are set correctly:

• Memory should be at least 768MB. The more the better.
• Network Adapter is set correctly.

3. If using the ESXi Server, map the virtual network interface to the appropriate virtual network switch.
4. Power on the Virtual Machine.
5. Log in as ssgconfig with password 7layer. Change the password when prompted.

Tip:

 Refer to "Password rules" in Troubleshooting Password Issues for tips when creating your new password.
6. Access the Gateway main menu. 
7. Select 1 (Configure system settings) and then 1 (Configure networking and system time settings). If you use a non-

standard keyboard layout, then run option 3 (Configure keyboard layout) as well. Reference: Gateway System Settings
(Appliance).

8. Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu) and then option 2 (Create a new CA API Gateway
database) to create your first (or only) Gateway database node. Reference: Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance).

9. If you need to add a new processing node to a cluster, select option 3 (Configure the CA API
Gateway). Reference: Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance).

10. If you intend to have your Gateway managed remotely using the API Gateway - Enterprise Service Manager:

1.1 Return to the top level of the main menu.
2.1 Run option 7 (Display Enterprise Service Manager configuration menu). Reference: Configure the Enterprise

Service Manager.
3.1 Run option 5 (Display Remote Management configuration menu). Reference: Configure the Gateway for Remote

Access.
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11. Install the Gateway license. Reference:  Manage Gateway Licenses.

 

Note:

•  Configure the Software Gateway 
•  Upgrade an Appliance Gateway 

 Gateway Main Menu (Appliance)
The gateway main menu is used to configure networking and application settings. Additionally, it
provides access to the privileged (root) shell and other administrative tasks.

The CA API Gateway main menu is used to configure networking and application settings. Additionally, it provides access to
the privileged (root) shell and other administrative tasks.

To access the Gateway main menu:

1. Is there network connectivity to the Gateway appliance?

• If NO, proceed with step 2.
• If YES, proceed to step 3.

2. At the machine (networking not yet set up):
If networking is not yet set up, you must either be physically at the Gateway appliance or have remote serial console
access. You can access the console of the hardware appliance in those ways:

• Oracle X5-2 and X4-2 appliance:

• Plug in a USB keyboard and monitor, or
• Use a serial connection. 

• Oracle X7-2 appliance:

• Use a serial connection.

For more information on using a serial connection, see Connect Using Serial Management Port.
3. At the login screen, log in as user ssgconfig using the default password 7layer. The main menu appears.

Warning:  WARNING: You are prompted to change the password the first time you log in as the ssgconfig user.
The new password must adhere to the rules described under "Password Rules" in Troubleshooting Password Issues.
The ssgconfig account is locked after five (5) unsuccessful login attempts (for standard Gateways as shipped
from CA Technologies; lockout counters on custom appliances may differ). To reset this account, see "Unlocking
the SSGCONFIG Account" in in Troubleshooting Password Issues.

4. Remotely (networking has been set up):
If networking has been set up, you can either log in locally (as described in step 2 above) or remotely connect via SSH to
the Gateway as user ssgconfig. For example:

• Linux: ssh ssgconfig@ <SSG_host>
• Windows: Use PuTTY or a similar utility

Note:  SSH is possible only through eth0, not eth1.

Note that not all options are available in every system; for example, option 6 (Manage HSM) is displayed only if a
Hardware Security Module (HSM) is present.
The following is the Gateway main menu. Note that the top of the menu shows the Gateway version and the underlying
operating system (for example, RHEL or CentOS) and version. When downloading patches for upgrading, be sure to
download the patches for the correct operating system.

Welcome to the CA API Gateway - x.x.xx
running on CentOS release x.x (Final)

This user account allows you to configure the appliance
What would you like to do?

1) Configure system settings
2) Display CA API Gateway configuration menu
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3) Use a privileged shell (root)
4) Change the Master Passphrase
5) Display Remote Management configuration menu
6) Manage HSM
7) Display Enterprise Service Manager configuration menu
8) Display Patch Management menu
9) Display Log Viewing menu
R) Reboot the CA API Gateway appliance (apply the new configuration)
X) Exit (no reboot)

Please make a selection: 1

The following table describes each option in the main menu:

Option Description

1) Configure system settings Use this option to view or configure system settings on the
Gateway appliance. These settings must be set up before
you can configure the Gateway application. For details, see
Gateway System Settings.

2) Display CA API  Gateway configuration menu Use this option to configure the Gateway application before
starting it. For details, see Gateway Configuration Menu.

3) Use a privileged shell (root) Use this option to open a command shell with root
user privileges. You will need this to perform certain
administrative tasks in the Gateway. For more information,
see Privileged Shell for Root Commands. The default
password is 7layer.

4) Change the Master Passphrase

(not for nShield HSM)

Use this option to change the master passphrase that is used
to encrypt the Gateway’s database and keystore passwords.

If the master passphrase has been changed from the default,
you must enter the current passphrase before specifying a
new passphrase.

The master passphrase must be between 6 and 128 characters
in length. You will be prompted to enter the new master
passphrase twice. Hint: It is best to create a lengthy, easy-to-
remember phrase using common words. Store the phrase in a
safe location.

The default master passphrase is 7layer.

The "Change the Master Passphrase" option does not apply
if you have a Thales nShield HSM enabled on the CA API
Gateway. To change the master passphrase in this instance,
simply disable and then re-enable the nShield HSM.

5) Display Remote Management configuration menu Use this option to configure the Gateway node to be managed
remotely. This configuration is required only if the node
will be managed by the API Gateway - Enterprise Service
Manager. Reboot the Gateway (using option R below) to
apply any configuration changes.

For details, see Configure the Gateway for Remote Access.
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6) Manage HSM This option is displayed only if an internal Hardware
Security Module (HSM) is present.

Select this option to create or program into a security world
using nCipher.

For details, see Configure Hardware Security Modules.

7) Display Enterprise Service Manager configuration
menu

Use this option to configure the API Gateway- Enterprise
Service Manager (if installed).

For details, see Configure the Enterprise Service Manager.

8) Display Patch Management menu Use this option to manage patches on the Gateway appliance.

For details, see Understand Gateway Patches.

9) Display Log Viewing menu Use this option to view the various logs available in the
system.

For details, see View Logs for the Gateway .

R) Reboot the CA API Gateway appliance (apply the new
configuration)

Use this option to exit the menu and reboot the appliance.
Any configuration changes made will take effect when the
Gateway appliance restarts.

X) Exit (no reboot) Use this option to exit the menu without rebooting. If you
have made configuration changes, they take effect after a
reboot.

 Connect Using Serial Management Port
The Serial Management Port on the hardware appliance is ideal for environments that do not provide
KVM access and DHCP is not available on the network. Use this port to run the ILOM (Integrated Lights
Out Manager) to connect to the gateway. Note that serial access is command line access only.  

The Serial Management Port on the hardware appliance is ideal for environments that do not provide KVM access and DHCP
is not available on the network. Use this port to run the ILOM (Integrated Lights Out Manager) to connect to the CA API
Gateway. Note that serial access is command line access only.  

Note:

If you have the Oracle X7-2 as your hardware appliance, you must use ILOM. The X7-2 does not include a VGA port. 

To establish a serial connection:

1. Connect to the Serial Management Port on the back of the appliance (labeled "SER MGT") using a standard Ethernet cable.
This may require using the DB9-RJ45 adapter provided with the appliance. You may need to contact your IT department if
you need a CAT5 to DB9 adapter, or a USB to DB9 adapter if your console device (for example, a laptop computer) does
not have DB9 port.

2. Start your terminal program (HyperTerminal, Minicom or similar) to establish a serial connection using the following
settings:

• 8N1: eight data bits, no parity, one stop bit
• 9600 baud
• Disable hardware flow control
• Disable software flow control

3. When the terminal screen appears, press [Enter] to display the login prompt. Log in with the following credentials:

• Username: root
• Password: changeme

Once connection is established, the ILOM Command Line Interface (CLI) appears. Note that the same interface is available
over SSH on the network or via a serial connection.

Refer to the Oracle documentation for information on using the ILOM.

Configuring the ILOM IP Address
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The command line can be used to set the IP address of the ILOM, to enable access to the Web GUI from a static IP on a laptop
or other external computer.

To configure the ILOM IP address:

1. Enter the following command to set the working directory:

-> cd /SP/network

2. Enter the following commands to configure the network:

set pendingipdiscovery=static
set pendingipaddress=192.168.7.7
set pendingipnetmask=255.255.255.0
set commitpending=true

3. On the external computer, set the following:

• IP address: 192.168.7.8
• Netmask: 255.255.255.0

You can now access the ILOM user interface at: http://192.168.7.7. Log in with these credentials:

• User Name: root
• Password: changeme

 Prepare the Network (Appliance)
The default Gateway configuration listens on port 8080 for standard service requests and port 8443
for encrypted service requests over SSL. Administrative requests from the Policy Manager take place
over port 8443. The browser version of the Policy Manager is accessed by either port 8443 or 9443.
Before configuring the Gateway, you need to configure your network firewalls to allow for message and
administrative traffic.

The default Gateway configuration listens on port 8080 for standard service requests and port 8443 for encrypted service
requests over SSL. Administrative requests from the Policy Manager take place over port 8443. The browser version of the
Policy Manager is accessed by either port 8443 or 9443. Before configuring the Gateway, you need to configure your network
firewalls to allow for message and administrative traffic.

If the default endpoints are changed during configuration of the Gateway, or later by the Policy Manager, the network firewalls
must be reconfigured to reflect these changes.

Gateway Cluster Considerations

On a secured network, Gateway cluster nodes are usually located near each other. Network administrators should be aware of
the following settings and prepare the network accordingly.

• Database nodes replicate over port 3307 and are queried over port 3306.
• Requests between nodes for log viewing and other tasks are performed over port 2124.
• Each cluster node listens on port 8777 for replay protection synchronization messages.

 Gateway System Settings (Appliance)

Configure System Settings (Option 1) in the Gateway main menu is used to view and edit the essential network settings for the
Gateway appliance and to configure other system settings such as the keyboard layout. Network connectivity must be set up
before you can configure the Gateway.

Tip:

For illustrations on how the Gateway can be deployed on your network, see Network Deployment Guide.

Determining Whether a Default Gateway is Necessary
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A default Gateway is a device that accepts packets that have destinations that do not match anything else in the routing table.
Most networks do not require a default Gateway since it is implied by your IP address and the network topology.

During network configuration, you will be given a chance to configure a default Gateway. Whether you choose to define one
now or skip over the step depends on several factors:

• Do you have a single network environment? If so, you can most likely skip defining a default Gateway.
• Do you have a multiple network environment? If so, you may want to define a default Gateway. Network environments

with more than one interface will usually have more than one network connected to the machine and the most recently
configured interface automatically becomes the default. If you do not want this interface to be the default, then you will
want to specify a default Gateway.

If in doubt, please consult your network administrator whether a default Gateway is required.

To configure system settings:

1. Choose option 1 (Configure system settings) from the Gateway main menu. The following settings may be configured:

   1) Configure networking and system time settings
   2) Display current network configuration
   3) Configure keyboard layout
   4) Configure authentication method
   5) Use Restricted shell
   6) Export configuration
   7) Import configuration
   A) About system (versions)
   X) Exit menu

2. Select a menu option to start the configuration wizard for those settings.

Tip:

(1) At any time within a configuration wizard, you may type "quit" to exit the configuration or "<<" to return to the previous
step. Be aware that if you quit, none of the settings are saved. (2) It is recommended that you use the configuration wizards to
configure you system for the first time. After this, you can use the Restricted Shell commands to update specific settings easily,
or you can re-run a wizard.

 Option 1 - Configure Networking and System Time Settings
This section describes option 1 (Configure networking and system time settings) from the Gateway
System Settings option in the main menu.

This section describes option 1 (Configure networking and system time settings) from the Gateway System Settings option in
the API Gateway main menu.

Tip:

(1) After configuring the networking and system time settings using the directions below, you can update the settings using the
Restricted Shell commands. For more information, see "Commands for Network Configuration" and "Commands for System
Configuration" (within the topic Option 5 - Use Restricted Shell). (2) If you choose to use "Option 1 - Configure networking
and system time settings" again to update, be sure to complete the configuration wizard by pressing [Enter] to accept all your
unchanged values, until the end of the wizard is reached.

Use this option to configure networking, the time zone, and time synchronization on your Gateway.

1. The detected interfaces are shown. Enter the number of the interface to configure or choose "Configure an unlisted
interface" to configure a new interface.

2. Specify whether to enable the interface upon boot.
3. If configuring a new interface, enter the name of the interface (e.g., eth1).
4. Specify whether to configure IPv4 networking. If no, skip to step 7 to configure IPv6 networking.
5. Specify the boot protocol for the interface: static or dhcp (dynamic).
6. If the protocol is static, enter the following details for the interface:

IPv4 addressIPv4 netmask
IPv4 gateway
If the protocol is dhcp, you can either enter the DHCP hostname or leave this value empty to skip to the next question.
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Note:

Providing a DHCP hostname is recommended in most environments using DNS servers with DHCP.
7. Specify whether to configure IPv6 networking. If yes, continue with step 8. If no, you are prompted whether to configure

another interface (yes = return to step 1; no = skip to step 11).
8. Specify whether to enable IPv6 auto-configuration for the interface.

Note:

Technical note: If enabled, an IPv6 address is requested using Neighbor Discovery (ND) from a router running the radvd
daemon. For more information, see "IPV6_AUTOCONF" on this page of the Red Hat documentation.

9. Specify whether to enable DHCPipv6 for the interface. Proceed to step 10 if enabled, otherwise follow the prompts on the
screen.

10. Enter a static IPv6 address and optionally enter one or more secondary addresses.
11. Specify whether to configure a default Gateway for the interface(s) that you have enbled. Configuring a default Gateway

is optional. For more information, see "Determining Whether a Default Gateway is Necessary" under Gateway System
Settings (Appliance).
If you enter yes, provide the following information:

1.1 Enter the IP address of the Gateway.
2.1 Select the device (interface) to use from the list displayed.

Tip:

Entering a blank in either field clears the setting for that field.

The prompts repeat for a default IPv6 Gateway.
12. Enter the fully qualified hostname for the Gateway (for example, "machine.mycompany.com").
13. Optionally specify the name servers and/or search domains. Leave these blanks to have the name servers and search

domains generated by DHCP
14. Specify whether to configure the time zone for the Gateway. By default, the time zone for the appliance Gateway is

"America/Vancouver", while the software Gateway uses the time zone in effect on the host machine.

• If yes, keep selecting from the lists presented until your choice results in a single time zone.
• If no, proceed to the next step in the configuration.

15. Specify whether to configure time synchronization on the machine. Time synchronization is an essential system setup
step for clustering and replay attack prevention.

• If yes, enter the IP address or hostname of the NTP time server.
• If no, proceed to the next step in the configurator.

16. Carefully review the configuration settings.

• To accept your configuration settings, enter y to save the changes. If the configuration results contain errors, analyze
the errors and run option 1 again.

• To discard all your entries and exit the configurator, type q or quit.

Note: 
If you did not configure a nameserver in step 13 or if the nameserver that was configured does not recognize the hostname entered in step 12
then the hostname may not be resolvable. To prevent this from happening, either configure a nameserver in step 13 or ensure
that there is an appropriate entry in /etc/hosts for this hostname. This can be done using the Network Configuration commands
using the ‘hosts’ subshell; see "Commands for Network Configuration" in Option 5 - Use Restricted Shell.

 Option 2 - Display Current Network Configuration
This section describes option 2 (Display current network configuration) from the Gateway System
Settings option in the main menu.

This section describes option 2 (Display current network configuration) from the Gateway System Settings option in the API
Gateway main menu.

Use this option to view details about the current network configuration and to confirm that the network was configured
correctly. If changes are required, use either option 1 (Configure networking and system time settings) again, or use a
command in the Restricted Shell (option 5).

 Option 3 - Configure Keyboard Layout
This section describes option 3 (Configure keyboard layout) from the Configure System Settings option
in the main menu.

https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-US/Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux/6/html/Deployment_Guide/s1-networkscripts-interfaces.html
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This section describes option 3 (Configure keyboard layout) from the Configure System Settings option in the API Gateway
main menu.

After configuring the keyboard layout using the directions below, you can update the settings using the Restricted Shell
commands. For more information, see "Commands for System Configuration".

Use this option to choose a keyboard layout for the Gateway.

1. By default, the Gateway uses the U.S. keyboard layout. To use a different layout, enter yes or press [Enter].
2. Navigate to the page that contains the keyboard layout you wish to use and then enter the layout number. 

 Option 4 - Configure Authentication Method
This section describes option 4 (Configure authentication method) from the Gateway System Settings
option in the main menu. It is commonly used to enable SSH access using LDAP credentials.

This section describes option 4 (Configure authentication method) from the Gateway System Settings option in the API
Gateway main menu. It is commonly used to enable SSH access using LDAP credentials.

After configuring the authentication method using the directions below, you can update the settings using the Restricted Shell
commands. For more information, see "Commands for Authentication Configuration" under Option 5 - Use Restricted Shell.

Use this option to configure the authentication method for users on this machine. Choose one of the following options and then
complete the on-screen prompts.

• Local System: Authenticate user accounts locally, disabling any external authentication method. This is the default.
• RADIUS only: Authenticate users over the RADIUS protocol. Note:Using RADIUS-only authentication provides only a

basic means to create a centralized authentication service that is not as secure as other methods.
After configuring the RADIUS protocol, open a privileged shell and run this command once for each RADIUS-only user:

# useradd  - M <username>

• LDAP(S) only: Authenticate users against an LDAP(S) server.
• RADIUS with LDAP(S): Authenticate users over the RADIUS protocol with user information coming from LDAP(S).

You have a chance to review your settings at the end of the configuration wizard before the changes are applied.

Note:

When authenticating using RADIUS and/or LDAP, authentication will fall back to local authentication if communication with
RADIUS or LDAP is not possible or if authentication fails.

 Option 5 - Use Restricted Shell
This section describes option 5 (Use Restricted Shell) from the Gateway System Settings option in the
main menu.

This section describes option 5 (Use Restricted Shell) from the Gateway System Settings option in the API Gateway main
menu.

Use this option to quickly view or update system settings that were previously configured using options 1-4. The Restricted
Shell lets you enter commands to rapidly update one or more system setting, without using the configuration wizards and
without needing to log in as the root user.

Note:

The Restricted Shell differs from the Privileged Shell, which is used to run Linux commands that require root access.

Features of the Restricted Shell

The restricted shell provides the following features:

Tab Completion

You can press the [Tab] key after typing a few characters of a command and the restricted shell will attempt to complete the
command for you. This is useful if you do not remember the exact name of the command. Pressing [Tab] with no command
typed will list all the available commands. Pressing [Tab] within a sub-shell will complete arguments and options for the
command, if available.

Sub-Shell
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The restricted shell features a sub-shell that further restricts commands to only those valid for the selected sub-shell. For
example, switching to the "service" sub-shell will only accept service-related sub-shell commands, and it will display the
relevant sub-shell commands when [Tab] is pressed (for example, "disable", "enable", etc.).

To switch to a sub-shell, enter its name in the restricted shell, and then enter one or more commands for that sub-shell.

To execute a command for a sub-shell immediately, use the syntax:

<sub-shell>:<command>

For example, enter "banner:show" to display the current banner message.

The prompt will be updated to display the sub-shell in effect; for example:

ssgconfig@fst(<sub>)

Where:

• "ssgconfig" is the name of the logged-in user
• "fst" means "Foundation Services"
• "<sub>" is the name of the sub-shell

Commands History

To view the commands previously executed, press the [Up] or [Down] arrow keys. You can also use the history command to
view all the available command history. Note that all commands executed, whether successful or not, are listed.

Tip:

Use a shortcut method to re-run a command from the history list. Enter !<number>, where "<number>" is the number of the
command in the history list. For example, entering "!499" will reissue the command at 499.

Help for Commands

Every command in the restricted shell supports the help option:

--help

Use this option at any time to see more information about a command.

When you receive an error running a command, simply append --help
to suppress the error and see a help message; you do not need to enter the help options on its own.

Understanding the Parameters

In the command syntax, parameters enclosed within square brackets ("[ ]") are optional. For commands with [options], the
options that must be specified are indicated as "(Required)" in the descriptions.

The syntax for the commands is in the following format:

[subshell]:command [options] param1 [param2]

Where:

• [subshell] is the name of the subshell in which the command resides. For example, the Revision Manager commands are in
subshell "revision".

• command is the name of the command
• [options] are one or more options that you can specify to modify the behavior of the command. Options that must be

specified are indicated with "(Required)" in the description. Not all commands have options.
Options are indicated either with a single dash (‘-‘) or a double dash (‘--‘). The single dash is the short form of the option
(single character), while the double dash is the verbose version. An option is specified in different ways, depending on the
context.
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For example, to set the timeout period for RADIUS authentication, you would use the command:

auth-radius:update --timeout=30

However to remove the timeout value, you would use this syntax:

auth-radius:delete --timeout

Options that require a value can be specified in a number of ways, for example these are all valid:

network:update --enableIpv6=true
network:update --enableIpv6=yes
network:update --enableIpv6 true
network:update --enableIpv6 yes

• param1 indicates a required parameter
• [param2] indicates an optional parameter

Tip:

Use ‘\’ to escape spaces.

Running Restricted Shell Commands

To run restricted shell commands:

1. Choose option 1 (Use restricted shell) from the Gateway main menu.
The restricted shell opens, displaying the CA branding and some system information.

2. Enter a command for the system setting to configure. Some tips:

• • To see a list of all available commands, press the [Tab] key
• To view a detailed description of any command, enter:

[shell] : [command]  - -help

The “[shell]” portion may be omitted. For example:

        shell:grep --help        grep --help

Note:  Do not manually edit any Gateway configuration file, as any changes made will be lost once a Restricted Shell
command is executed.

Note:

 For security, use of the backtick character (`) is disabled in these commands when using the restricted shell: CAT, HEAD, and
TAIL.

Basic Commands

All basic accessed from the shell sub-shell.

Commands for the Revision Manager

The Revision Manager automatically tracks the changes made to the Gateway configuration, which is stored in the following
directory:

l7-config/local
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Revision Manager commands are accessed from the revision sub-shell.

Commands for System Configuration

Use the System Configuration commands to manage the following components:

• System Time (stored in /etc/ntp.conf, /etc/sysconfig/clock)
• Keyboard Settings (stored in /etc/sysconfig/keyboard)
• Banner Message (stored in /etc/motd)

All changes are tracked by the Revision Manager.

System Configuration commands are divided across their own sub-shells:

timezonekeyboardbanner

Commands for Network Configuration

Use the Network Configuration commands to manage the following components:

• Host Settings (stored in /etc/hosts)
• DNS Settings (stored in /etc/dhcp/dhclient.conf, /etc/resolv.conf)
• General Network Settings (stored in /etc/sysconfig/network)
• Network Interfaces (stored in /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-{xxx}, where ‘xxx’ is the interface name)
• Static Routes (stored in /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/route-{xxx}, where ‘xxx’ is the interface name)

All changes are tracked by the Revision Manager.

Network Configuration commands are divided across their own sub-shells:

hostdnsnetworkinterfaceroute

Commands for Authentication Configuration

Use the Authentication Configuration commands to configure the authentication method for users on the machine. These
commands update the following system files:

/etc/openldap/ldap.conf
/etc/nslcd.conf
/etc/nsswitch.conf
/etc/pam_ldap.conf
/etc/pam_radius.conf
/etc/pam.d/sshd
/etc/pam.d/login
/etc/sysconfig/authconfig

Note that /etc/sudoers will also be updated if LDAP or LDAP_RADIUS is selected and a group ID is entered.

All changes are tracked by the Revision Manager.

Authentication Configuration commands are divided across their own sub-shells:

authentication
auth-radius (for RADIUS method only)
auth-ldap (for LDAP or LDAP-RADIUS methods only)

Note:

When authenticating using RADIUS and/or LDAP, authentication will fall back to local authentication if communication with
RADIUS or LDAP is not possible or if authentication fails. 

Commands for Restricted Services

The Restricted Service feature is used to manage the initd and upstart services.

All Restricted Service commands are accessed from the service sub-shell.

Commands for Import/Export Configuration

The Configuration Import/Export subsystem provides the ability to import and export managed configurations in a
defined JSON document. The exported configuration can then be used to import into another system or back to itself after
modifications. What can be imported and exported depends on the configurations being managed.
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Be default, all fields are imported unless specified via the nonImportableFields property. If this property is missing or is
empty, all fields will be imported; otherwise, any field names contained in this property are ignored.

The example below shows the payload of the object to be imported, with two items added to
the nonImportableFields list: hardwareAddress and dhcpHostname.

     "com.l7tech.platform.network.dto.NetworkInterfaces" : {
      "interfaces" : {
        "eth0" : {
          "nonImportableFields" : ["hardwareAddress", "dhcpHostname"],
          "protocol" : "DHCP",
          "device" : "eth0",
          "name" : null,
          "dhcpHostname" : "myapp ",
          "hardwareAddress" : "00:0C:29:6D:75:56",
          "onBoot" : true,
          "ipv4" : null,
          "ipv6" : null
        }

Import/Export Configuration commands are accessed from the configuration sub-shell.

 Difference Between Restricted Shell vs. Menu Options

When using the restricted shell commands:

• The "export" command only displays the configurations to export; no exporting is actually performed. Use this to verify
your export configuration before actually exporting.

• The "import" command imports individual bundles of JSON text into the system. Note: Using the "Import" command is not
recommended, as all special characters require escaping. Use option 7 (Import configuration) instead.

When using the menu options:

• The "export" option creates a payload file containing the managed configurations.
• The "import" option imports content from the payload file. No escaping of special characters is required.

 Option 6 - Export Configuration
This section describes option 6 (Export configuration) from the Gateway System Settings option in the
main menu.

This section describes option 6 (Export configuration) from the Gateway System Settings option in the API Gateway main
menu.

Use this option to export the system configuration for all managed configurations to a payload file that you specify. For
security reasons, exporting is possible only to the user directory.

Note:  The exported payload file is a JSON document that describes all objects that were exported. It is recommended that you
do not modify this file unless directed to by CA Support.

 Option 7 - Import Configuration
This section describes option 7 (Import configuration) from the Gateway System Settings option in the
main menu.

This section describes option 7 (Import configuration) from the Gateway System Settings option in the API Gateway main
menu.

Use this option to import the system configuration from a payload file. For security reasons, importing is possible only from
the user directory.

When importing, you can either choose to update (merge) or overwrite existing data.

• By default, the import will attempt to update the existing configuration. Examples:
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     Payload contains: ETH1, ETH2, ETH3
     System contains: ETH1, ETH2
Result: ETH1 and ETH2 on the system will be updated with the contents of ETH1 and ETH2 in the payload. ETH3 in the
payload is ignored because it does not exist in the system.
     Payload contains: ETH1 
     System contains: ETH1, ETH2
Result: ETH1 will be updated on the system; ETH2 will remain unchanged.

• You can choose to overwrite the existing configuration instead. Examples:
     Payload contains: ETH1, ETH2, ETH3
     System contains: ETH1, ETH2
Result: ETH1 and ETH2 on the system will be overwritten by ETH1 and ETH2 in the payload. ETH3 will be created in the
system.
     Payload contains: ETH1 
     System contains: ETH1, ETH2
Result: ETH1 will be replaced on the system using the payload version. ETH2 will be removed.

 Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance)
To configure a single Gateway or the first processing node of a cluster, select option 2 (Display CA API
Gateway configuration menu) from the Gateway main menu.

To configure a single Gateway or the first processing node of a cluster, select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway
configuration menu) from the Gateway main menu.

 Prerequisite: 

• When configuring the first node of a cluster, ensure that the database layer is properly configured for replication and
tested. Failure to do this will require complex steps to enable proper operation of the cluster. Replication is described
in Configuring Cluster Database Replication.

Note:

The procedure described in this section is suitable for configuring a single stand-alone Gateway or to configure the first
node of a cluster of Gateways after replication has been configured. If you are configuring a cluster of Gateways, be sure to
read Configure a Gateway Cluster for instructions on setting up replication and configuring the processing nodes.

The Gateway Configuration menu has the following options:

This menu allows you to configure the Gateway application
What would you like to do?

1) Upgrade the CA API Gateway database
2) Create a new CA API Gateway database
3) Configure the CA API Gateway
4) Change the CA API Gateway cluster passphrase
5) Delete the CA API Gateway
6) Display the current CA API Gateway configuration
7) Manage CA API Gateway status
8) Reset Admin password
X) Exit

Please make a selection: 1

Gateway Configuration Menu Options

The following table describes each menu option. When configuring a new stand-alone Gateway or first processing node of a
Gateway cluster, you only need to use option 2 (Create a new CA API Gateway database). 
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 Option  Description 

 1) Upgrade the CA API Gateway database Select this option to upgrade the Gateway database to the
current software version. This is required only if you have
installed a new version of the Gateway. If an upgrade is not
required, you will be notified by a message on the screen.

 2) Create a new CA API Gateway database Select this option to create a database for the first (or only)
Gateway node in the cluster.

When configuring a database connection, you are guide
through the following steps:

• Set Up the Gateway Database
• Set Up the Gateway Failover Database
• Set Up the SSM Administrator
• Set Up the Gateway Cluster
• Set Up the Gateway Node

Fewer prompts are displayed when using the embedded
database.

Note:

 Once the new Gateway database is created, you can
no longer use option 2 on that cluster. To modify the
configuration afterwards or to add additional processing
nodes, use option 3, Configure the Gateway. To delete the
Gateway configuration and start over again, use option
5, Delete the Gateway.

 2) Create a new CA API Gateway database  

--> Database Connection 

Enter yes to configure a connection to a MySQL database.
This is the default.

Enter no to use the embedded database (see Using the
Gateway Embedded Database). The first prompt you  see is
“Set Up the SSM Administrator”.

 2) Create a new CA API Gateway database  

--> Set Up the Gateway Database 

 (Only applies to MySQL database connections) 

Enter information about the new MySQL database:

• Database Host: Enter the name of the database host.
If the database is installed on the same server as the
Gateway, you can press [Enter] to accept localhost.

If setting up the first node of a cluster, accept “localhost”
as the primary database node. You can enter the secondary
database node in the next step (“Set Up the Gateway Failover
Database”).

• Database Port: Enter the port number or press [Enter] to
accept the default port 3306.

• Database Name: Enter a distinct name to define the
Gateway database name or press [Enter] to accept the
default name ssg.

• Database Username: Enter the name of the user who has
access to the database. The default name is gateway.

• Database Password: Define a password for the database
user, then retype to confirm.

• Administrative Database Username: Enter the
username of the root MySQL user. The default user
is root.

• Administrative Database Password: Enter the password
for the root MySQL user.
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 Option  Description 

 2) Create a new CA API Gateway database  

--> Set Up the Gateway Failover Database 

 (Only applies to MySQL database connections) 

For MySQL database connections, you can optionally
configure a failover database.

• Configure Database Failover Connection: Enter yes to
configure a database failover connection or press
[Enter] to enter “no” and skip to the next part of the
configuration.

• Database Failover Host: Enter the host name of the
machine that serves as a database failover.

• Database Failover Port: Enter the port number to use
on the failover host, or press [Enter] to accept the default
port 3306.

 2) Create a new CA API Gateway database  

-->  Set Up the SSM Administrator 

Create a Policy Manager administrative user account:

• SSM Username: Enter the name of the Policy Manager
administrative user.

• SSM Password: Define a password for the administrative
user, then retype to confirm.

For information on logging in with these credentials, see
“Connect to the Gateway” in Start the Policy Manager.

 2) Create a new CA API Gateway database  

-->  Set Up the Gateway Cluster 

Enter the host name and password for the Gateway
cluster. Note: A stand-alone Gateway or a Gateway with an
embedded database is considered to be a “cluster” of one.

• Cluster Host: Enter the Gateway cluster fully qualified
domain name (FQDN) used to identify the Gateway
and to generate the SSL certificate. An example of a
hostname: clusterhostname.mycompany.com.

• Cluster Passphrase: Enter a passphrase to protect the
cluster, between 6-129 characters. Retype to confirm.

Tip:

If you need to change the cluster hostname, you cannot do it
using this menu option once it has been set. Instead, perform
these steps using the Policy Manager to change a cluster host
name:

1. Set the cluster property cluster.hostname to the new name
of the host.

2. Create a new private key using the Manage Private
Keys task. Be sure to set this key as the default SSL
key. For more information, see Create a Private
Key and Private Key Properties.

3. Restart all nodes in the cluster for the new cluster host
name to take effect.

 2) Create a new CA API Gateway database  

-->  Set Up the Gateway Node 

Set up the Gateway node:

• Enabled: Press [Enter] to enable the node, or enter no to
leave the node disabled after configuration is complete.

The configuration summary is displayed. Carefully review
the settings and then press [Enter] to confirm. To make
corrections, enter << to return to the appropriate step in the
wizard.
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 Option  Description 

 2) Create a new CA API Gateway database  

-->  Configuration Results 

The configuration results show either:

• Success: Press [Enter] to return to the Configure
Gateway menu. Enter X to exit the menu, and then
enter R on the main menu to reboot the appliance. You
may now start the Gateway.

• Errors encountered: Copy and paste the log messages
from the command window into a text file. Analyze the
errors and run the wizard again.

 3) Configure the CA API Gateway Use this option to do one of the following:

• Edit the settings for a Gateway node that has already been
configured.

• Add a new processing node to a cluster.

Select which settings to change:

• Enter 1 to change the database connection. For details,
see “Create a new Gateway database --> Database
Connection” above.

• Enter 2 to change the database failover connection. For
details, see “Create a new Gateway database --> Set Up
the Gateway Failover Database” above.

• Enter 3 to change the password for the cluster. For details,
see “Create a new Gateway database --> Set Up the
Gateway Cluster” above.

• Enter 4 to change the node configuration. For details, see
“Create a new Gateway database --> Set Up the Gateway
Node” above.

When this option is used to add a new processing node to a
cluster, you are prompted to enter the following:

Database Host
Database Port
Database Name
Database Username
Failover Database Host (optional)
Failover Database Port (optional)
Cluster Password

For more information on each of these fields, see Configuring
Subsequent Processing Nodes.

 4) Change the CA API Gateway cluster passphrase Select this option to change the passphrase for the Gateway
cluster.

1. Type the existing password.
2. Enter the new password, between 6 to 128 characters.
3. Retype the password to confirm.

Note:

IMPORTANT NOTE FOR SAFENET LUNA HSM: If
the Gateway is using the SafeNet HSM device, you must
disable support for the SafeNet HSM prior to changing the
master passphrase, then re-enable support afterwards. For
more information, see Manage Keystore.
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 Option  Description 

5) Delete the CA API Gateway Select this option to delete the configuration for the Gateway
node.

• If the node being deleted is also the host for the primary
database, the database can be optionally deleted by
entering database administration credentials.

• If the database is not deleted, you can reuse it
at a later time by using option 3, Configure the Gateway.

Warning:

Deleting the configuration is permanent. All
information in the database is lost.

Enter yes to proceed with the deletion.

6) Display the current CA API Gateway configuration Select this option to view the current Gateway configuration.
The following information is displayed:

• Database hostname
• Database port
• Database name
• Database user name
• Whether the node is enabled

 7) Manage CA API Gateway status Select this option to view the current Gateway status or
to stop/restart the Gateway. The following information is
displayed initially:

• Current status of the Gateway node, which is one of:

• STARTING – Node is starting up
• WONT_START – Node encountered an

unrecoverable error when starting
• RUNNING – Node is running normally
• ABNORMAL_SHUTDOWN – Node shut down

unexpectedly
• STOPPING – Node is stopping
• STOPPED – Node is stopped
• Current time stamp
• When the node was started

Press [Enter] to display options that allow you to:

• Stop the Gateway (if currently running)
• Start the Gateway (if currently stopped)
• Restart the Gateway

Warning:

Always stop and restart the Gateway using these
menu options or by using the command line
equivalents (“service ssg stop” and “service ssg
start”, or simply “service ssg restart”). Never stop
a Gateway by turning off the appliance or use the
appliance power switch to restart the Gateway.

8) Reset Admin password Use this option to change the password of the administrative
user.

Enter the name of the admin user and then enter the new
password.
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 About the Gateway Embedded Database
When creating a new gateway database, you have the option of configuring a connection to a MySQL
database or using the built-in embedded (non-MySQL) database on the Gateway.

When creating a new  CA API Gateway database, you have the option of configuring a connection to a MySQL database or
using the built-in embedded (non-MySQL) database on the Gateway.

The embedded database is designed for environments where it is not possible to have a separate MySQL instance. For
example, your security policy may forbid operating MySQL or any other network-accessible SQL database, even on localhost.

The embedded database is also ideal for testing or evaluating the Gateway, as it can be set up quickly, without relying on an
external database.

Note the following limitations when an embedded database is in effect:

• Multi-node clustering is not available. The Gateway behaves as a single-node cluster.
• Service metrics are not persisted to an embedded database (see Gateway Dashboard ). 
• The Audit Archiver is not available (see Configure FTP Audit Archiver).

Reverting to MySQL

As required, you may revert to a MySQL database from an embedded database for the Gateway. 

The reversion process differs depending on whether you are using an Appliance or Software Gateway.

Appliance Gateways

 To change an embedded database to a MySQL database on an appliance Gateway: 

1. Use the migrateOut command in the Gateway Migration Utility to migrate the data out.
2.  Stop the Gateway.
3. Access the Gateway main menu.
4. Remove the existing node:

1.1 Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu).
2.1 Select option 5 (Delete the CA API Gateway) and respond to the prompts as follows:

•  Delete node: yes 
•  Delete database: no 

5. Create the new MySQL database:

• Select option 2 (Create a new CA API Gateway database).

•  Database connection: yes 
6.  Start the Gateway.
7.  Install the license for the Gateway.
8.  Publish the REST Management API service.   
9. Use the migrateIn command to migrate the data back in.
10. Review the list of migration limitations to see if any apply to you. If so, make the appropriate corrections.

For detailed information about migration, see Gateway Migration.

Software Gateways

 To change an embedded database to a MySQL database on a Software Gateway: 

1. Use the migrateOut command in the Gateway Migration Utility to migrate the data out.
2.  Stop the Gateway.
3. Open a privileged shell and delete the following file:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/node.properties 
4. Access the Gateway main menu 
5. Select option 2 (Configure the CA API Gateway). Follow the steps in the configurator. Make sure you choose to

configure a MySQL database.
6.  Start the Gateway.
7.  Install the license for the Gateway.
8.  Publish the REST Management API service.   
9. Use the migrateIn command to migrate the data back in.
10. Review the list of migration limitations to see if any apply to you. If so, make the appropriate corrections.
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For detailed information about migration, see Gateway Migration.

Note:

•  Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance) 
•  Configure the Gateway Application (Software) 
•  Gateway Migration 

 Privileged Shell for Root Commands
This section describes option 3 (Use a privileged shell) from the Gateway Main Menu.

This section describes option 3 (Use a privileged shell) from the Gateway Main Menu.

The Appliance Gateway uses menus to help guide you through most of the configuration tasks. However, it may be necessary
to access the command line of the underlying operating system to accomplish specific configuration and administration
tasks. This is the purpose of the privileged shell. This shell is identical to logging in as the root user of the OS and grants
you complete control of the system. It is assumed that anyone entering the privileged shell is familiar with the Linux
command line and is comfortable with executing commands.

To use the privileged shell:

1. Select option 3 (Use a privileged shell) from the Appliance Gateway main menu.
2. Enter the required commands.
3. Enter exit to close the shell.

Warning:

WARNING: (1) When using the privileged shell, you must exercise extreme caution, as an incorrect or mistyped
command may have irreversible consequences. (2) Changes made at the OS level may be lost when the system is
upgraded. It is important to accurately record any privileged shell actions for reimplementation after an upgrade has
been performed.

Root User Password

You will be required to change the password the first time you log in as the root user. The new password must adhere to the
rules described under "Password Rules" in Troubleshooting Password Issues .

Warning:

WARNING: The root account is locked after five (5) unsuccessful login attempts. The locked root account will be
unlocked automatically after 20 minutes.

 Configure the Gateway for Remote Access
If the Appliance Gateway node will be managed remotely by the  - Enterprise Service Manager, select
option 5 (Display Remote Management configuration) from the Gateway Main Menu.

If the Appliance Gateway node will be managed remotely by the API Gateway - Enterprise Service Manager, select option
5 (Display Remote Management configuration) from the Gateway Main Menu.

Note:  (1) Software Gateways cannot be remotely managed. (2) Restart the Gateway for configuration changes to take effect,
using option R from the Gateway main menu.

Option Description

1) Listener IP Address Select this option to enter the IP address of the Internal
Management LAN. This is the "eth0" interface shown in the
diagrams under Network Deployment Guide.

Tip:

If the IP of eth0 is not readily available or if your deployment
contains only a single network interface, enter "*" (asterisk)
or "localhost" as the listener IP address.
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2) Listener Port Select this option to change the listening port from the default
"8765".

Note:

Ensure that the IP address/port number combination is valid
and is not used by another process.

Tip:

The listen port is stored in the cluster property
node.processControllerExternalPort. You can update this
listen port in the future by modifying the cluster property.

3) Remote Node Management Enabled Select this option to enable or disable remote management for
the node:

To enable remote management, enter yes.

To disable remote management, enter no.

By default, remote management is disabled on all nodes.
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4) New Trusted Certificate

4) Delete Trusted Certificate

Select this option to enable trust between the node and the
Enterprise Service Manager that will be remotely controlling
it.

Option 4 will read "New Trusted Certificate" if trust has
not yet been established. Once trust is established, it will read
"Delete Trusted Certificate".

To enter a new trusted certificate:

Do one of the following:

• • Enter the URI from which to download the trusted
certificate; for example:

https://machine.domain.com:8182

This downloads the certificate from the Enterprise Service
Manager and stores it as a trusted certificate on the Gateway.

Tip: The ESM port number is defined using option 7
(Display Enterprise Service Manager configuration menu).

• • Enter the thumbprint of the SSL certificate from the
Enterprise Service Manager. This thumbprint is visible
on the [Settings] tab > System Settings page of the
ESM.

This thumbprint method offers the flexibility of establishing
trust without dealing with firewall issues associated with
opening another port.

Note:

If you enter a thumbprint, you can only review the
thumbprint; the other certificate details are not yet available.

 

2. Examine the certificate details and enter y to accept it.

Note:

A node can be remotely managed by only one Enterprise
Service Manager at (ESM) a time. To change the ESM that is
managing a node, first delete the trusted certificate and then
add a new trusted certificate.

 

To delete a trusted certificate:

• Enter y to confirm the deletion.

Once the certificate is deleted, you can use option 4 again to
enter the trusted certificate from another ESM.

 Configure Hardware Security Modules (HSM)
A hardware security module (HSM) is a device that safeguards and manages digital keys. The  supports
these HSMs:

A hardware security module (HSM) is a device that safeguards and manages digital keys. The API Gateway supports these
HSMs:

• Thales nShield Solo & nShield Connect HSMs
• SafeNet Luna SA HSM

 Configure Thales Hardware Security Modules
This topic describes how to set up Hardware Security Modules (HSM) from Thales e-Security for use
with the gateway. The Gateway supports the following HSMs:
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This topic describes how to set up Hardware Security Modules (HSM) from Thales e-Security for use with the CA API
Gateway. The Gateway supports the following HSMs:

nShield Solo+
nShield Connect+ / Connect XC

Note:

(1) The CA API Gateway does not currently support AES-GCM when using a Thales nShield Hardware Security Module with
a custom FIPS level 3 security world. (2) The instructions provided here rely on configuration from Thales and may change
without notice. For complete instructions on the nShield Solo and the nShield Connect, refer to the user documentation from
Thales e-Security: www.thales-esecurity.com/

Note:

Configure the nShield Solo+

Configure the nShield Connect (Configuration for both Connect+ and Connect XC network based HSMs)

 Configure the nShield Solo+
The gateway appliance can use the nShield Solo+ from Thales e-Security as the hardware security
module (HSM). This topic describes how to set up the Security Worlds for this HSM, using either the
Gateway menus or by programming the Security World manually. After the HSM is configured, you can
switch between using it or the internal Gateway database as the keystore.

The CA API Gateway appliance can use the nShield Solo+ from Thales e-Security as the hardware security module (HSM).
This topic describes how to set up the Security Worlds for this HSM, using either the Gateway menus or by programming the
Security World manually. After the HSM is configured, you can switch between using it or the internal Gateway database as
the keystore.

A Security World contains some or all the following:

• One or more Thales nShield Solo+ cards
• An Administrator Card set (ACS). These cards control access to the Security World configuration. They are also used

in recovery and replacement operations. Tip: When creating a Security World using the Gateway menus, only the
Administrator Card set is created.

• (Optional) One or more Operator Card sets (OCS). These cards control access to application keys.
• Some cryptographic key and certificate data that is encrypted using the Security World key and stored on

the host computer(s).

You can add or remove cards, keys, and even hardware security modules at any time. These components are linked by the
Security World key, which is unique to each world.

Tip:

Both of these refer to the Thales Solo+ HSM. The name "nShield" is the current name of the product, but "nCipher" may still
be referenced on the Gateway.

Contents:

Preconditions 

• The ssg-nshieldpci RPM is installed. You can verify this RPM with this command, which returns the version of the
installed RPM: 

# rpm -qa | grep ssg-nshieldpci

• The layer7 and gateway users are in the nfast group. You can verify this by running this command:

# egrep -i "^nfast" /etc/group

https://www.thales-esecurity.com/
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The response should be: nfast:x:502:gateway,layer7
If you do not see the expected response, add the users with these commands:

# usermod -g layer7 -G 'layer7,nfast' layer7
# usermod -g gateway -G 'gateway,pkcs11,nfast' gateway

• Three nShield Administrator cards are available.
• The card reader is connected to the back of the Gateway appliance. The port is on the upper right side, near the blue light.
• The nShield Solo+ HSM is operating correctly (see "Verify Correct Operation of HSM" below),

Verify Correct Operation of HSM

You can verify that your nShield Solo+ HSM is running correctly with these steps:

1. Open a privileged shell. 
2. Check the run levels for the nc_hardserver and nc_drivers daemons with these commands:

# chkconfig --list | grep nc_hardserver
# chkconfig --list | grep nc_drivers

The daemons must be "on" for levels 2, 3, 4, 5. If not, turn them on using these commands:

# chkconfig --level 2345 nc_hardserver on
# chkconfig --level 2345 nc_drivers on

3. Verify the module with this command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/enquiry

You should see a "Module 1" section listed.
4. If the module is not running, execute following command:

# /opt/nfast/sbin/install

5. Verify that the nfp kernel is loaded:

# lsmod | grep nfp

You should see: 'nfp 24639 2' or similar returned.
6. Close the privileged shell to return to the Gateway main menu.

Create a New Security World Using the Gateway

The CA API Gateway menus provide a straightforward way to create a security world in the nCipher module. All options are
fixed (for example, three nShield cards are always used). 

Tip:
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If you need to customize your security world, create it manually instead. Follow the procedure described under "Setup A:
Manually Create a Security World".

To create a Security World:

1. Access the Gateway main menu and then select options 6 (Manage HSM), then 2 (Create new Security World).
2. Follow the instructions on the screen.

• Ensure that you have access to three Administrator Control Set (ACS) cards. These cards control access to recovery and
replacement functionality. 
Tip: Operator Control Set (OCS) cards are not used when configuring using the Gateway menus.

• Ensure that the module switch on the back of the HSM is in the "I" position. The three switch positions are:

• I (Initialize)
• O (Operational)
• M (Maintenance)

3. Insert the first card in to the reader when prompted.
4. Enter the passphrase for the card and reenter to confirm.
5. Remove the card and repeat for the second and third cards.  
6. Optional: Disconnect the card reader. Switch the toggle switch to the "O" position (center position).
7. You should now see menu options to enable or disable the HSM. Choose 1 (Enable Gateway use of the nCipher HSM).

Enter y to start the Gateway when prompted.  
8. Start the Policy Manager and then run the Manage Private Keys task.

• Keystore location is now "nCipher HSM".
• One private key corresponding to the cluster hostname is created and set as the default SSL.

Program Into an Existing Security World Created Using the Gateway

Follow this section to program into an existing Security World that was created previously using the Gateway. 

Tip:

If the existing Security World was created originally using the manual procedure (see "Setup A: Manually Create a Security
World "), use "Setup B: Manually Program into an Existing Security World" instead.

Precondition: The database contains a Security World.

To program into an existing Security World:

1. Access the Gateway main menu and select option 6 (Manage HSM).
2. Select option 3 (Program into existing Security World). 
3. Follow the instructions on the screen.

• Have the first two cards from "Create a New Security World" on hand.
• Ensure that the card reader is connected.
• Ensure the module switch on the back of the HSM is in the "I" position.

4. Insert card #1 and enter the passphrase. This passphrase is from step 4 under "Create a New Security World".
5. Remove card #1 and then insert card #2.
6. Enter the passphrase and then remove card #2.
7. (Optional) Disconnect the card reader.
8. Move the module switch to the "O" position. At this point, a menu to enable or disable the HSM is displayed. Chose

option 1 (Enable Gateway use of the nCipher HSM). Enter y to start the Gateway when prompted. 
9. Connect to the Gateway using the Policy Manager.
10. Run Manage Private Keys.

• The keystore location now shows "nCipher HSM"
• You see the same keys as in the node where the Security World was created 

Manually Programmed Security Worlds 

This section describes how to create and program Security Worlds directly into the nCipher module, without using the
Gateway menus. For advanced users, this method offers the greatest flexibility and customization.

Tip:

If you are new to Thales HSMs, consider using the steps under "Create a New Security World Using the Gateway" and
"Program Into an Existing Security World Created Using the Gateway" instead.
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Prerequisites:

• Clear the database of any existing Security Worlds and keystore data with these commands:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/libexec/ssgconfig_launch -
keystoreProperty clear 4 worldb64
# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/libexec/ssgconfig_launch -
keystoreProperty clear 4 databytes

• Delete any existing files from the following directory:

# rm -f /opt/nfast/kmdata/local/*

Note:

Before deleting an existing world from the module, perform all administrative operations that require the Security World.
For example, erase any operator cards that were created manually. Security Worlds created using the nCipher HSM menu
only use administrator cards, not operator cards. If reusing the existing Security World, ensure that its administrator cards
are stored in a safe place and that the previous contents of kmdata/local are backed up.

Next, perform either Setup A or Setup B below.

Setup A: Manually Create a Security World

Perform this setup to create a new security world manually in the nCipher module.

1. Put the HSM module into pre-initialization mode:

1.1 Set the physical switch on the module to the "I" position (left-most position).
2.1 Change mode by running the reset command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/nopclearfail ca

3.1 Verify the module is in pre-initialization mode by running the command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/enquiry -m 1 | grep mode

You should see the message: "mode pre-initialization"
2. Create the security world using the new-world command. The following example command does the following:

• Creates a world on the first module that is FIPS Level 2 compliant
• Create three administrator cards, any two of which must be inserted to authorize certain administrative actions

The following command must be run as the nfast user. If you are not logged in as the nfast user, switch to this user by
running the "su - nfast" command first.
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# /opt/nfast/bin/new-world -m 1 -s 0 [-i] -Q 2/3 [-F] -c
 DLf3072s256mRijndael

Where:

• -m sets the module in which the security world is created ("1" refers to the nShield card)
• -s sets the slot ("0" refers to slot 0 of the module)
• (Optional) -i initializes a new security world and programs it into a module. (This switch is required if there is an

existing world, as the default behavior uses that world instead of creating a new one.)
• -Q sets the quorum of cards ("2/3" indicates that three cards are created but only two are needed for administrative

operations)
• (Optional) -F enables full FIPS 140-2 level 3 compliance
• -c Create security world using CIPHER-SUITE for infrastructure cryptography. Permitted values are:

DLf1024s160mDES3
DLf1024s160mRijndael
DLf3072s256mRijndael

3. Follow the on-screen instructions, inserting administrator cards and entering passphrases as prompted. If the Security
World is created successfully, you see this message:  'security world generated on module #1'

4. Put the HSM module into Operational mode:

1.1 Move the physical switch on the back of the HSM module to the "O" position (middle position).
2.1 Change the mode of the HSM module by running the reset command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/nopclearfail ca

5. Check that the security world was set up properly with this command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/nfkminfo

In the output, look for a World section with text similar to this:
"Initialised Usable Recovery !PINRecovery !ExistingClient RTC NVRAM FTO SEEDebug StrictFIPS140"

You can now enable the HSM on the CA API Gateway. For details, see "Enable the nShield Solo on the Gateway" later in this
topic.

Setup B: Adding a HSM to an Existing Security World

Perform this setup if you want to add a HSM to an existing Security World. Examples of when you may want to do this:

• The HSM was previously removed from the same Security World and you wish to add it back.
• You wish to continue using existing keys and Operator cards after replacing a HSM or upgrading the firmware on a HSM.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you have:

• A copy of the Security World data on the host machine (in the /opt/nfast/kmdata/local directory)
• Sufficient Administrator cards (same number as used to create the original Security World)
• The passphrases for the Administrator cards

To manually program into an existing Security World:

1. Log in to the host as the root user.
2. If the Security World data does not already exist on this host, copy the following files to the /opt/nfast/kmdata/local

directory of the Gateway. You can obtain these files from the /opt/nfast/kmdata/local directory of another Gateway, or from
another client machine that uses the NetHSM's security world.

• The world file from an existing Security World
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• The module file from the existing Security World
• (Optional) These existing keystore and key files:

• A single key_jcecsp_YYYY file (where 'YYYY' is the keystore ID). This file is created with the existing security
world either by the CA API Gateway or by a Java program using the KeyStore.nCipher.sworld keyStore type

• One or more key_jcecsp_YYYY-key-ZZZZ files (where 'ZZZZ' is a hexadecimal identifier), one for each private key
entry within your existing keystore ID.

3. Change the owner and group of the copied files and the module file:

# chown gateway.nfast key_jcecsp*
# chown gateway.nfast module*
# chmod 664 module*

4. Set the nShield module into pre-initialization mode:

1.1 Set the physical switch on the back of the HSM module to the "I" position.
2.1 Switch the mode of the HSM by running the command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/nopclearfail ca

3.1 Verify the mode by running the command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/enquiry -m 1 | grep mode

You should see the message: "mode pre-initialization"

5. Program the module into the existing security world with this command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/new-world --program --module=1

Follow the on-screen instructions, inserting administrator cards and entering passphrases as prompted. When the
programming is complete, you should see a message beginning with: "security world loaded on...".
Example:

# /opt/nfast/bin/new-world --program --module=114:35:44 WARNING:
 Module #1: preemptively erasing module to see its slots!
Indoctrinating Module: Module 1: 0 cards of 2 read Module 1 slot 0:
 Admin Card #3 Module 1 slot 0:- passphrase supplied - reading card
 Module 1: 1 card of 2 read Module 1 slot 0: Admin Card #3: already
 read Module 1 slot 0: empty Module 1 slot 0: Admin Card #1 Module 1
 slot 0:- passphrase supplied - reading cardCard reading complete.
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security world loaded on 1 module; hknso =
 3f58091778215ec3919076619142f5348ee295d3

6. Set the nShield module to the Operational mode:

1.1 Set the physical switch on the HSM to the "O" position (middle position).
2.1 Switch the mode of the HSM by running the command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/nopclearfail ca

3.1 Verify the mode by running the command:

#/opt/nfast/bin/enquiry -m 1 | grep mode

You should see the message: "mode operational"

7. Check that the security world was set up properly with this command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/nfkminfo

In the output, look for a World section with text similar to this:
 "Initialised Usable Recovery !PINRecovery !ExistingClient RTC NVRAM FTO SEEDebug StrictFIPS140"

Enable the nShield Solo on the Gateway

Once setup A or B has been performed, you can enable the nShield Solo on the CA API Gateway.

1. Start the Gateway service, if it has been stopped:

# service ssg start

2. Access the Gateway main menu and select option 6 (Manage HSM).
3. Select option 4 (Use manually-programmed security world).
4. Follow the on-screen instructions.

• If the database does not contain any security world information, the contents of kmdata/local is copied to the database
• If the database contains security world information that is different from kmdata/local, specify whether to replace the

one in the database
• If the database and kmdata/local both contain the same security world information, nothing happens

5. Select option 1 (Enable Gateway use of the nCipher HSM). Enter y to start the Gateway when prompted.
6. Start the Policy Manager and connect to the Gateway.
7. Run Manage Private Keys.

• The keystore location now shows "nCipher HSM".
• Any existing keys are viewable.

Manage the nShield Solo+ Status on the Gateway

You can set the CA API Gateway to use either the Thales HSM or the internal database as the keystore.

For more information about the Thales HSM menu options, see Manage Gateway Thales nShield HSM Status Menu.
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Prerequisite: If using the Thales HSM, ensure that the module switch on the HSM is set to the "O" position.

1. Access the Gateway main menu and select option 6 (Manage HSM).
2. Select option 1 (Manage Gateway nCipher HSM status).

• To use the Thales HSM, select 1 (Enable Gateway use of the nCipher HSM).
• To use the internal database, select option 2 (Disable Gateway use of the nCipher HSM).

3. To verify that the change took effect:

1.1 Return to the Gateway main menu and choose option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu).
2.1 Select option 7 (Manage CA API Gateway status), then option 1 (Start the CA API Gateway).
3.1 In the Policy Manager, run Manage Private Keys.  The keystore location shows "nCipher HSM" if the HSM is

enabled; otherwise it shows "Software DB" if the HSM is disabled.

View Information About the nShield Solo+ HSM

Use the following commands to view information about your Thales nShield Solo+ HSM. These will help during
troubleshooting. Tip: Run the commands from a privileged shell.

To view the... Run this command... What to look for...

HSM firmware revision

# /opt/nfast/bin/enquiry

Look under ‘Module #1:’ section for the
“version” line.

nfast service version

# /opt/nfast/bin/enquiry

Look under ‘Server:’ section for the
“version” line.

Card model

# /opt/nfast/bin/enquiry

Look under: ‘Module #1:’ section for
the “speed index” line.

Driver version

# /opt/nfast/bin/ncversions

Look for the “nfdrv” line

Location of the log file for the Thales nShield HSM:

 /opt/nfast/log/hardserver.log

 Configure the nShield Connect
The gateway can use the nShield Connect family of HSMs (Hardware Security Modules) from Thales e-
Security as the keystore.

The CA API Gateway can use the nShield Connect family of HSMs (Hardware Security Modules) from Thales e-Security as
the keystore.

Note:

The instructions apply to nShield Connect+ and nShield Connect XC HSMs.

nShield Connect XC is the newly supported HSM starting in version 9.4

This topic describes:

• How to set up the nShield Connect 
• How to switch between using the nShield Connect or the internal Gateway database as the keystore. 

Note:

You cannot connect a nShield Connect appliance to a Gateway appliance that is already equipped with an internal HSM.
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Before You Begin

Ensure that the following pre-conditions exist before configuring the nShield Connect. 

• The Gateway appliance must not have an internal HSM. You cannot connect an nShield Connect appliance to
a Gateway appliance that already uses an internal HSM.

• The ssg-nshieldpci RPM must be installed.
To verify, run the following command:

# rpm -qa | grep ssg-nshieldpci

The version of the nShield RPM is returned if the RPM is installed correctly.
• The layer7 and gateway users are in the nfast group.

To verify, run the following command:

# egrep -i "^nfast" /etc/group

Look for the response: nfast:x:502:gateway,layer7

If either the gateway or layer7 user is missing from the group, run the appropriate command below to add the missing user:

# usermod -g layer7 -G 'layer7,nfast' layer7
# usermod -g gateway -G 'gateway,pkcs11,nfast' gateway

• Three nShield Administrator cards must be available. 
• The nShield Connect appliance is running.

Program an nCipher Security World

The Thales nCipher Security World architecture supports a specialized key management framework that spans the entire
nShield family of HSMs. You must manually program a security world for the nShield Connect. The Gateway menus cannot
be used to create a security world or program into an existing security world on the nShield Connect.

Prepare the Database

To prepare the database for the Security World:

1. Clear the database of any existing Security World and keystore data:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/libexec/ssgconfig_launch -
keystoreProperty clear 4 worldb64
# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/libexec/ssgconfig_launch -
keystoreProperty clear 4 databytes

2. Delete any existing files from the following directory:

# rm -f /opt/nfast/kmdata/local/*

Create the Security World
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To perform the following operations, navigate using the front panel of the nShield Connect appliance. Navigate the menu
using the back and confirm buttons on either side of the screen. There is a wheel with a select button at the center.

To create a security world:

1. Select Security World mgmt.
2. Select Module initialization.
3. Select Create Security World.

Other options from the same menu include Load Security World and Erase Security World. 

Next, choose whether to set up the CA API Gateway as a RFS (Remote File System) server or as a client.

Configure the Gateway

The Gateway can be configured as an RFS Server or as a Client:

Configure the Gateway as an RFS server

The following instructions configure the Gateway as a Remote File System Server. 

Each nShield Connect must have a remote file system (RFS) configured. The RFS contains master copies of all the files that
the nShield Connect needs:

• the module configuration
• feature-enabling certificates
• the encrypted Security World and key data for Security Worlds created on the module

To use the current Gateway as the RFS server:  

1. On the Gateway to be used as the RFS machine, retrieve the ESN and keyhash of the nShield Connect:

# /opt/nfast/bin/anonkneti <nShield_Connect_IP>

2. Copy the result to the clipboard. The result is in the format: "<ESN> <KNETI HASH>"
Where:

• <ESN> is the Electronic Serial Number
• <KNETI HASH> is the nShield Integrity Key Hash

3. Create the directory structure on the RFS machine. Paste the copied result as part of the arguments; for example:

# /opt/nfast/bin/rfs-setup --force <nShield_Connect_IP> <ESN> <KNETI
 HASH>

4. Edit the Gateway IP firewall to allow incoming RFS connections: 

1.1 Open the file /etc/sysconfig/iptables in a text editor.
2.1 Add a rule above the line “ADD CUSTOM ALLOW RULES HERE”.

For example, to allow inbound RFS connections on the default port of 9004 on the appliance's private-side network
interface, add a rule similar to the following:

# Allow inbound nShield Connect RFS connections on private interface
[0:0] -A INPUT -i eth0 -p tcp -m tcp --dport 9004 -j ACCEPT
#
# ADD CUSTOM ALLOW RULES HERE
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#

3.1 Save and close the iptables file.
4.1 Restart the iptables service:

# service iptables restart &

Tip:

An alternative to modifying the firewall is to disable the Gateway firewall temporarily:
     # service ssg stop
     # service iptables stop
The firewall re-enables automatically the next time the Gateway appliance is restarted.
IMPORTANT: Consult with your system administrator before disabling the Gateway firewall. 

5. Configure the nShield Connect appliance to use the RFS server that was just set up:

1.1 On the nShield Connect display screen, use the navigation button to select the following options:

• System
• System Configuration
• Remote file system

2.1 Enter the IP address of the RFS machine. Leave the port number as 9004.
6. Configure auto push which allows the nShield Connect configuration to be performed remotely from the RFS:

1.1 On the nShield Connect display screen, use the navigation button to select the following options:

• System
• System Configuration
• Config File options
• Allow auto push

2.1 Select ON.
7. Configure the log file storage.

1.1 On the nShield Connect display screen, use the navigation button to select the following options:

• System
• System Configuration
• Log config

2.1 Select a storage option:

• Append: Stores the files on the nShield Connect and RFS server.
• Log: Stores the files on the nShield Connect only.

8. On the RFS machine, verify that the  /opt/nfast/kmdata/local  directory contains the world, module, and key files.
9. Change the ownership of the files so that the Gateway can access them:

# chown gateway.nfast key_jcecsp*

Configure the Gateway as a Client

There are two scenarios for configuring the Gateway as a client:

• The Gateway acts solely as a client, in which case you rely on another Gateway to be the RFS server.
Additional configuration is required to set up synchronization with the RFS server.

• The Gateway acts as a client and also as the RFS server. 

These instructions apply to both scenarios. Additional instructions are provided to synchronize the Gateway with the RFS
server. 
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To configure the Gateway as a client:

1. On the nShield Connect front panel use the navigation button to select:

• System
• System configuration
• Client config
• New client

2. Enter the IP address of the remote client.
See Troubleshooting if this step fails.

3. Optional.
If you want a privileged connection to the client, select client privileged on any port.

4. On the client machine, retrieve the ESN and keyhash of the nShield Connect:

# /opt/nfast/bin/anonkneti <nShield_Connect_IP>

5. On the client machine, configure the use of nShield Connect:

# /opt/nfast/bin/nethsmenroll --force <nShield_Connect_IP>

Remote module returned
 ESN: <ESN>
                    HKNETI: <KNETI
 HASH>
Is the above correct? (yes/no): yesOK configuring hardserver's
 nethsm imports

6. Configure TCP sockets on the client for Java applications (for example, KeySafe):

# /opt/nfast/bin/config-serverstartup --enable-tcp --enable-
privileged-tcp

7. Change the ownership and permission of /opt/nfast/kmdata/config/config :

chmod 664 /opt/nfast/kmdata/config/config
chown nfast:nfast /opt/nfast/kmdata/config/config

8. Restart the hardserver:

# /opt/nfast/sbin/init.d-ncipher restart
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9. Verify that the nfast client on the Gateway is configured correctly to use a security world with nShield Connect:

# service ssg restart
# /opt/nfast/bin/enquiry
# /opt/nfast/bin/nfkminfo

For the enquiry  command, look for these lines:

Module #1: 
[...] 
mode operational 

For the nfkminfo  command, look for these lines:

World 
[...] 
state [...] Usable [...] 
[...] Module #1 
State [...] Usable 

Synchronize the Gateway as a Client with the RFS Server

Follow these additional instructions if you are configuring the Gateway solely as a client. The Gateway does not also act as an
RFS Server.  

To synchronize the Gateway as a client with the RFS server:

1. On the RFS machine, allow access from cooperating clients:

# /opt/nfast/bin/rfs-setup --gang-client --write-noauth <client_IP>

2. On the client machine, set up synchronization with the RFS machine:

# /opt/nfast/bin/rfs-sync --setup --no-authenticate <RFS_IP>

3. Update the RFS files to the client machine:
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# /opt/nfast/bin/rfs-sync --update

Verify that the  /opt/nfast/kmdata/local  directory contains the world, module, and key files.

Tip:

You may delete the existing key files. New key files are generated automatically after you set up the manually-configured
security world from the Gateway main menu.

4. Verify that the /kmdata/config/config owner and permission settings are the same as set in the initial Configure Gateway
as a Client section.

5. Change the file ownership so that the API Gateway can access the files:

# chown gateway.nfast key_jcecsp*

Enable the nShield Connect on the Gateway

Before enabling the nShield Connect on the Gateway, ensure that /opt/nfast/kmdata/local contains security world
information.

The procedure for enabling the nShield Connect on the Gateway is the same as nShield Solo.
See "Enable the nShield Solo on the Gateway" under Configure the nShield Solo+.

Manage the nShield Connect Status on Gateway

The procedure to manage the nShield Connect status is the same as "Manage the nShield Solo Status on Gateway" under
Configure the nShield Solo+.

Troubleshooting

Note:

More information can be found under "Basic software setup" in the nShield Connect Quick Start Guide.

• If the nShield Connect is not yet initialized, see "Basic configuration of the nShield Connect"
• To configure the nfast client software to use the nShield Connect, see "Configuring cooperation".

Unable to Enter IP Address of the Remote Client

If this step fails with Access denied connecting to the RFS server, you need to re-run this command on the RFS server:

# /opt/nfast/bin/rfs-setup --force <nShield_Connect_IP><ESN> <KNETI HASH>

Startup Problems

After the configuration if you experience a problem starting the Gateway, it may be a file permission problem with the /
kmdata/config/config file.

To verify if you have a file permission problem with the config file, run the following command: 

/opt/nfast/sbin/init.d-ncipher restart

The 'raserv' fails to start if it cannot read the /config file. To correct the issue, re-run the chmod command on the /kmdata/
config/config file.
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 Manage Gateway Thales nShield HSM Status Menu
The Manage Gateway Thales nShield HSM status menu is used to configure your Thales nShield Solo+
hardware security module.

The Manage Gateway Thales nShield HSM status menu is used to configure your Thales nShield Solo+ hardware security
module.

Note:

(1) Not all menu options apply to the nShield Connect. (2) Advanced users may wish to program their nShield Solo+ directly,
as this offers greater configurability than using the menu options.

Menu Options

Access the menu from: Gateway main menu > option 6 (Manage HSM) > option 1 (Manage Gateway Thales nShield HSM
status).

This menu allows you to configure the Thales nShield Hardware Security Module on the CA API
 Gateway Appliance

What would you like to do?

1) Manage Gateway Thales nShield HSM status
2) Create new security world
3) Program into existing security world
4) Use manually-programmed security world
X) Exit menu

Please make a selection:

Option Description

1) Manage Gateway Thales nShield HSM status Enable or disables the Gateway use of the nShield HSN. Note
the following:

• Enabling the HSM generates a new random master
passphrase using the HSM's hardware random number
generator. The database password and the cluster
passphrase are automatically re-encrypted with the new
master passphrase.

• Disabling the HSM resets the master passphrase back
to the default 7layer. You can change the passphrase.
After the HSM is disabled, the software DB becomes the
default keystore. If a SafeNet Luna SA HSM has been
configured, it is used instead. For more information about
keystores, see Manage Keystore.
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2) Create new security world Initializes the nShield card and creates a new security world
cardset. Choose this option if there is no existing security
world with which to program the card. If there is, use option
3 (Program into existing security world) instead.

For detailed information on using this option, see "Create a
New Security World Using the Gateway" in Configure the
nShield Solo+.

Note:

You cannot use option 2 to create a security world for the
nShield Connect appliance. You must create the security
world manually. For more information, see Configure the
nShield Connect.

Tip:

Advanced users can program a new security world directly
into the nShield module, without using this menu option. This
is described under "Manually Programmed Security Worlds"
in Configure the nShield Solo+.

3) Program into existing security world Programs the nShield card into an existing security world.
You need at least two cards from the security world’s cardset,
along with the passphrases.

For detailed information on using this option, see "Program
Into an Existing Security World Created Using the Gateway"
under Configure the nShield Solo+.

Note:

You cannot use option 3 to program into existing security
worlds for the nShield Connect appliance. You must program
the security world manually. For more information, see
Configure the nShield Connect.

 

Tip:

Advanced users can choose to manually program into a new
security, without using this menu option. This is described
under "Manually Programmed Security Worlds" in Configure
the nShield Solo+.
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4) Use manually-programmed security world Directs the Gateway to use a security world that has been
manually programmed using one of the setup options under
"Manually Programmed Security Worlds" in Configure the
nShield Solo+.

The Gateway checks the status of a security world in the
database and takes the following actions:

• No world information present in database: If the
database does not contain a security world, the new world
is copied to the database.

• Matching world information already in database: If
the database already contains a matching security world,
no further action is required.

• Conflict with security world in database: If the
database already contains a different security world, you
are prompted to delete and replace it with the security
world on the disk. Type "proceed" (without the quotes) to
continue. Entering anything else cancels the process.

You may be prompted to choose a keystore ID. See
"Choosing a Gateway Keystore" below for for details.

Choosing a Gateway Keystore

When enabling Thales nShield support with a manually programmed security world (option 4), you may be prompted to
choose a keystore ID to be used by the CA API Gateway as the "Thales nShield HSM" keystore. This occurs if the database
does not yet contain a designated keystore ID and more than one keystore ID is present.

More than one keystore ID is present on the local node.  Please choose a keystore ID for the Gateway
to use as its "Thales nShield HSM" keystore:

0b77a92f68c4568d059da676279673fd2abf7562 (contains 1 object)
67422c431301bcac9f256e6ada4a23d92ff2133b (contains 0 objects)
9a9307c169fc94240b7b1b1f61319763e5fe7510 (contains 3 objects)

Enter the first few unique digits of the keystore ID to use that keystore ID with the Gateway. 
Enter "list" to see a list of available IDs.
Enter "list " followed by a keystore ID to attempt to list its contents (assumes module-protection).

Choice (list|<ID>|list <ID>):

Respond with one of the following:

• Enter list to redisplay the list of available keystore IDs.
• Enter list <ID> to view the contents of a particular keystore ID (see below for details)
• Enter the <ID> of a keystore to select it. You do not need to enter the entire ID—the first few unique characters suffice.

Using the "list <ID>" command

You can inspect the contents of a particular keystore by entering "list" followed by the first few unique characters of the
keystore ID; for example: list 9a9

Enter the first few unique digits of the keystore ID to use that keystore ID with the Gateway. 
Enter "list" to see a list of available IDs.
Enter "list " followed by a keystore ID to attempt to list its contents (assumes module-protection).
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Choice (list|<ID>|list <ID>): list 9a9

Keystore ID 9a9307c169fc94240b7b1b1f61319763e5fe7510 contains 3 entries:

ssl, 2048 bit RSA, CN=l7tech.example.com
acme, 1024 bit RSA, CN=acme
warehouse, 2048 bit RSA, CN=global

After inspecting the keystore, you can either enter its ID to select it, or use the list command to redisplay the list of available
keystore IDs or inspect another keystore.

 Configure the SafeNet Luna SA HSM
This section describes how to install SafeNet Luna SA Hardware Security Module on the gateway. For
information on using the Luna HSM, refer to the SafeNet Luna Getting Started Guide. For the compatible
SafeNet Luna versions with the Gateway, see "Hardware Security Modules (HSM)" in .

This section describes how to install SafeNet Luna SA Hardware Security Module on the CA API Gateway. For information
on using the Luna HSM, refer to the  SafeNet Luna Getting Started Guide . For the compatible SafeNet Luna versions with the
Gateway, see "Hardware Security Modules (HSM)" in Requirements and Compatibility.

Note:  The client software on the Gateway machine must already have a partition that is assigned to it in the Luna HSM.

Step 1: Install the Luna Client Software

1. Use SCP to copy the Linux 64-bit SafeNet client files over to a temporary directory on the Gateway.
2. While logged in as the root user, navigate to the directory on the Gateway containing the client files and then run the install

script:

text# ./install.sh

3. Accept the license and then select the product and components to install.

1.1 For the product, select option 1 and then press n to continue.
2.1 For the component, select options 2 to 4 and then press i to begin the installation.

Step 2: Connect Client to a Partition

After the Luna client is installed, the next step is to connect it to the Luna partition. The following assumes that DNS is used.

Note:  (1) This procedure requires access to the Luna appliance admin password (available from your Luna administrator). (2)
CA Technologies recommends that each Gateway cluster be assigned its own Luna partition for its exclusive use.

To connect the Luna client to a partition:

1. Navigate to the Luna SA command directory:

text# cd /usr/safenet/lunaclient/bin

2. Copy the Luna appliance server certificate to the client:

# scp admin@<LunaBoxHostname>:server.pem .

http://cloudhsm-safenet-docs-5.3.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/007-011136-006_lunasa_5-3_webhelp_rev-c/startpage.htm#luna_sa_introduction.htm%3FTocPath%3DSystem%20and%20Software%20Getting%20Started%20Guide%7C_____0
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3. Register the server with the client:

# ./vtl addServer -n <LunaBoxHostname> -c server.pem

4. Generate a client certificate:

# ./vtl createCert -n <ClientHostname>

5. Copy the client certificate to the server:

# scp /usr/safenet/lunaclient/cert/client/<ClientHostname>.pem
 admin@<LunaBoxHostname>:

6. Log in to the Luna HSM appliance to register the client with the server, then assign the client to a server partition:

# ssh admin@<lunaboxhostname>

  lunash:> client register -client <ClientHostname> -
hostname <ClientHostname>

  lunash:> client assignPartition -client <ClientHostname> -
partition <GatewayPartition>

7. Run the following command only if the hostname is not resolvable:

lunash:> client hostip map -client <ClientHostname> -ip <ClientIP>

8. Log out from the Luna HSM:

lunash:> exit

9. Set the read permissions for the certificate files in the following directories:

# chmod a+r /usr/safenet/lunaclient/cert/server/*.pem
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# chmod a+r /usr/safenet/lunaclient/cert/client/*.pem

10. Verify that the client is connected to its assigned partition:

# ./vtl verify

When the verification is successful, the Luna slots partitions are displayed.If the verification is unsuccessful, edit the
file Chrystoki.conf within the /etc directory and then try again. The setting should be disabled, as shown:

Misc = { PE1746Enabled = 0; }

11. Run the following command to verify that your token client PIN is correct for this partition and that the partition is
empty:

# ./cmu list

Enter the partition password and follow the instructions on the Luna PED pad. If the verification is successful, you see a
display similar to the following back on the command line:

textnExitCode returned was =0 
Please enter password for token in slot 1 : ******************* 
handle=9        label=root.ame2.l7tech.com 
handle=11       label=root.ame2.l7tech.com--cert0 
handle=30       label=SSL--cert0 
handle=32       label=SSL 
handle=48       label=hmm--cert0 
handle=49       label=hmm 
handle=55       label=ame2.l7tech.com--cert0 
handle=56       label=ame2.l7tech.com 
handle=121      label=peanuts--cert0 
handle=128      label=ssl_x4150upgrade 
handle=130      label=ssl_x4150upgrade--cert0 
handle=133      label=peanuts 
handle=175      label=ca 
handle=180      label=caec 
handle=183      label=caec--cert0 
handle=189      label=ca--cert0 
handle=266      label=test--cert0 
handle=269      label=test 
handle=296      label=testca 
handle=298      label=testca--cert0 
handle=308      label=peanuts2 
handle=310      label=peanuts2--cert0 
handle=419      label=NEWSSL--cert1 
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handle=432      label=NEWSSL--cert0 
handle=495      label=peanuts2_ca 
handle=503      label=peanuts2_ca--cert0

Step 3: Configure the JDK

The final step involves copying the .JAR files from the JSP into the JDK (Java Development Kit) for the Gateway appliance.

To configure the JDK for the Gateway:

1. Navigate to the following directory on the Gateway:

text# cd /usr/safenet/lunaclient/jsp/lib

2. Copy the Luna .JAR files over to the Gateway:

text# cp libLunaAPI.so Luna*.jar /opt/SecureSpan/JDK/jre/lib/ext

3. Set the file permissions for the JDK library as follows:

text# chmod a+r /opt/SecureSpan/JDK/jre/lib/ext/*Luna*

4. Open the following file in a text editor:
/opt/SecureSpan/JDK/jre/lib/security/java.security 

5. Add the following line to the file and then save and close the file:

textcom.safenetinc.luna.provider.createExtractableKeys=true

Note:

If your Luna machine has FIPS mode enabled, insert an additional line to the java.security file as follows:
security.provider.10=com.safenetinc.luna.provider.LunaProvider

6. Set the file permissions for the Luna client as follows:

text# chmod -R 655 /usr/safenet

7. Restart the Gateway:

textservice ssg restart

Step 4: Enable SafeNet Luna on the Gateway

At this point, you may now enable the SafeNet Luna HSM on theCA API Gateway. Do one of the following:

• If you are accessing the Gateway using the Policy Manager (either browser or desktop client) over the default ports
8443/9443, follow both "To reset the default list" and "To enable SafeNet Luna" below.

• If you are accessing the Gateway only using the browser client over a custom port, follow "To enable SafeNet Luna" only.

To reset the default list:
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The following procedure corrects an issue that may occur when using the Policy Manager browser client over the default ports.

1. Start the Policy Manager desktop client and connect to the Gateway. Alternatively, you may use the browser client over
port 8443.

2. Run the Manage Listen Ports task.
3. Select port 9443 and then click [Properties].
4. Select the [SSL/TLS Settings] tab.
5. Click [Use Default List] and then click [OK] to close the dialog box.

Tip:

Repeat the steps above for port 2124 if the Gateway continues to show a "starting" status.

To enable SafeNet Luna:

1. Run the Manage Private Keys task.
2. Click [Manage Keystores] to display the Manage Keystore dialog.
3. Click [Enable SafeNet HSM]. The "Current keystore type" should now display "SafeNet HSM".
4. Enter the Gateway partition password when prompted.
5. Restart the Gateway.

You can confirm that the SafeNet Luna HSM is in effect by doing any of the following:

• Under the Manage Private Keys task, check that the default SSL key shows location "SafeNet HSM".
• When creating a new private key, the location should be "SafeNet HSM".
• You should be unable to export a private key.

Note:  If the SafeNet Luna HSM is enabled but the Gateway is unable to connect to it on startup, the Gateway falls back to the
software keystore.

 Configure the Enterprise Service Manager
The Enterprise Service Manager is a separate application that can remotely manage Gateway clusters
located anywhere in the world. To configure the Enterprise Service Manager prior to first use, select
option 7 (Display Enterprise Service Manager configuration menu) from the Gateway Main Menu. The
following options are available:

The Enterprise Service Manager is a separate application that can remotely manage Gateway clusters located anywhere in the
world. To configure the Enterprise Service Manager prior to first use, select option 7 (Display Enterprise Service Manager
configuration menu) from the Gateway Main Menu. The following options are available:

1) Configure the Enterprise Service Manager
2) Enable/Disable the Enterprise Service Manager
3) Reset password for ESM user account
X) Exit menu

• Select 1 to configure the administrator credentials and listener port for the Enterprise Service Manager. 
• Select 2 to disable or re-enable the Enterprise Service Manager. This will take effect after the appliance is rebooted.
• Select 3 to reset the password for any Enterprise Service Manager user. Use this option if the password is forgotten. The

Enterprise Service Manager must not be currently running. Enter the ESM Username and new ESM Password when
prompted, and then press [Enter] again to confirm the change.

Configurator Step Description

Set Up the Enterprise Service Manager Administrator Create the ESM administrative user account.

• ESM Username: Enter the name of the ESM
administrator, between 3-128 characters.

• ESM Password: Enter the password for the ESM user,
between 6-128 characters. Retype to confirm.
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Set Up the ESM HTTPS Listener Next, you are prompted for the server settings for the
Enterprise Service Manager. By default, the factory settings
are: monitor all IP addresses (*) over port 8182.

• To accept the factory settings or to configure the settings
later, press [Enter] to indicate that you are not overriding
the defaults.

• To override the factory settings, type yes and then press
[Enter].

• Enter the IP address for the HTTPS listener or press
[Enter] to use all available addresses.

• Enter the port number for the HTTPS listener or press
[Enter] to use the default port "8182". Remember
this port number.

Tip:

Ensure that the port number is not currently in use. Do not
use any reserved port numbers such as 8080, 8443, 9443, etc.

Configuration Summary The configuration summary is displayed. If any changes are
required, type "<" to go to the previous step or press [Enter]
to apply the configuration.

Configuration Results The configuration results should show that the settings were
applied successfully. Press [Enter] to return to the previous
menu, then enter [x] to return to the Gateway main menu.

From the main menu, enter R to reboot the Gateway
appliance and then enter yes to confirm.

Once the initial setup is complete, the next step is to configure each Gateway node to allow it to be remotely managed by
Enterprise Service Manager. For details, see Configure the Gateway for Remote Access.

 

 Configure the Software Gateway
This section describes how to install and configure a standalone software Gateway. It contains topics that
describe how to:

This section describes how to install and configure a standalone software Gateway. It contains topics that describe how to:

• Install the Gateway software onto your host machine.
• Learn about the configuration options on the Gateway main menu.
• Configure the Gateway software after is has been installed.

Note:

• If you intend to set up a Gateway cluster or wish to add a Gateway to an existing cluster, see “Configure a Gateway
Cluster”.

• If you are upgrading an existing Gateway to a newer version, see “Upgrade a Software Gateway”.

Note:

Configuring a Software Gateway requires a good working knowledge of the host operating system. You should be familiar
with basic networking concepts and know how to edit configuration files. Refer to the Oracle/MySQL product documentation
for information on installing MySQL and setting up your own MySQL server.

Tip:

It is highly recommended that you review the Network Deployment Guide first to gain a better understanding of the various
network configurations. This knowledge will help you better configure your Gateways.
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 Install the Gateway (Software)
This topic describes how to install the software form factor of the gatewayon your own host machine.
Verify that the system requirements are met, and then refer to the appropriate section for your platform.

This topic describes how to install the software form factor of the CA API Gatewayon your own host machine. Verify that the
system requirements are met, and then refer to the appropriate section for your platform.

  

 

Warning:  The CA API Gateway requires a large amount of RAM and manipulates or replaces system configuration
files. CA Technologies strongly recommends installing the Gateway software on a dedicated server. If the server also
hosts other services, there is a possibility the changes imposed by the Gateway may conflict with other applications.

System Requirements

For a list of the system requirements, see "Software Gateway" under Requirements and Compatibility.

User Accounts

The Gateway installation creates these user accounts:

•  gateway user
•  gateway group
•  layer7 user
•  layer7 group

The gateway user/group is for running the Gateway and maintains ownership of runtime files and directories.

The layer7 user/group is for running the configuration scripts and maintains ownership of configuration files and directories.

Both the gateway and layer7 accounts are created without passwords and thus can be accessed only via the "root" account (for
example, "su - gateway"), unless the administrator creates passwords for these accounts.

RHEL/CentOS/SUSE Linux Installation

To install the Gateway under Red Hat Enterprise Linux, CentOS, or SUSE Linux for the first time:

1. Ensure that an Java Development Kit (JDK) has been installed.

Note:  Which JDK Do I Choose?

If you haven't chosen a JDK solution or purchased a JDK license yet, CA recommends that you use AdoptOpenJDK for
Gateway versions 9.3 CR5 and later .

2. Follow the appropriate procedure to install the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy
Files:

• If you are running Java 1.8.0_150 or earlier: Download the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength
Jurisdiction Policy Files 8 from the Oracle web site. Unzip the files in UnlimitedJCEPolicyJDK8.zip and then copy
the extracted UnlimitedJCEPolicy files to the following JDK 1.8 jre/lib/security directory (based on the JDK 1.8
having been installed to the default directory /usr/j2se/): cp UnlimitedJCEPolicy/* /usr/j2se/jdk1.8.0_xx/jre/lib/
security/ Where "xx" represents the most recent update of JDK 1.8. 

• If you are running Java 1.8.0_151 or later: Open java.security in a text editor and add this
line: crypto.policy=unlimited

• If you are running Java 1.8.0_162 or later, this line is already added as a default.
3. Extract the file ssg-<version>-<build>.noarch.rpm from the "CA API Gateway Software Installer Upgrader" archive and

copy it to the local machine.
4. Log in as the root user.
5. Run the following command:

# rpm -Uvh ssg-<version>-<build>.noarch.rpm

Replace "<version>-<build>" with the version number and build number in the file name. The installation directory is "/
opt/SecureSpan/Gateway".

https://adoptopenjdk.net/
https://docops.ca.com/display/GATEWAY/.Release+Notes+9.3+v9.3
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6. When the installation process completes, confirm the RPM installation of the Gateway:

# rpm -q ssg

This command displays the installed package for the Gateway.

Solaris Installation

To install the Gateway under Solaris 10 (x86 or SPARC) for the first time:

1. On the Solaris server, ensure that a Java Development Kit (JDK) has been installed.

Note:  Which JDK Do I Choose?

If you haven't chosen a JDK solution or purchased a JDK license yet, CA recommends that you use AdoptOpenJDK for
Gateway versions 9.3 CR5 and later.

Warning:  Solaris 10 Users

There is a known issue with Solaris 10 and AdoptOpenJDK as documented in the Oracle bug
report here.Customers running the software form factor of the Gateway with Solaris 10 are required to apply the
150636-01 Solaris patch as stated in the bug report prior to installing Version 9.4 CR3 with the recommended
AdoptOpenJDK 8u222-b10.

2. Follow the appropriate procedure to install the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy
Files:

• If you are running Java 1.8.0_150 or earlier: Download the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength
Jurisdiction Policy Files 8 from the Oracle web site. Unzip the files in UnlimitedJCEPolicyJDK8.zip and then copy
the extracted UnlimitedJCEPolicy files to the following JDK 1.8 jre/lib/security directory (based on the JDK 1.8
having been installed to the default directory /usr/j2se/): cp UnlimitedJCEPolicy/* /usr/j2se/jdk1.8.0_xx/jre/lib/
security/ Where "xx" represents the most recent update of JDK 1.8. 

• If you are running Java 1.8.0_151 or later: Open java.security in a text editor and add this
line: crypto.policy=unlimited

• If you are running Java 1.8.0_162 or later, this line is already added as a default.
3. Extract the file L7TECHssg- <version>-<build>.pkg from the "CA API Gateway Software Installer

Upgrader" archive and copy it to the local machine.
4. Log in as the root user.
5. Type the following command:

# pkgadd -d L7TECHssg-<version>-<build>.pkg

Error Reporting

To get syslog messages for startup and error reporting when running the Solaris version, add the following line to "/etc/
syslog.conf":

 

user.notice ifdef(`LOGHOST', /var/log/syslog, @loghost)

 Gateway Main Menu (Software)
Once the software is installed, you must configure the Gateway. You can also run the configuration
procedure at any time to change the settings (make sure the Gateway has been stopped first).

Once the software is installed, you must configure the Gateway. You can also run the configuration procedure at any time to
change the settings (make sure the Gateway has been stopped first).

To access the Gateway main menu:

https://adoptopenjdk.net/
https://bugs.java.com/bugdatabase/view_bug.do?bug_id=8043951
https://docops.ca.com/display/GATEWAY/.Release+Notes+9.3+v9.3
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• Run the following command as the layer7 or root user:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/setup.sh

To run the setup script with a specific JDK, append "--jdk <path>" to the setup.sh command. For example: /opt/
SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/setup.sh --jdk /opt/JDK runs setup with the JDK in "/opt/JDK".

The Gateway main menu is displayed:

Welcome to the CA API Gateway Gateway

What would you like to do?

1) Upgrade the CA API Gateway database
2) Configure the CA API Gateway
3) Display the current CA API Gateway configuration
4) Change the CA API Gateway Cluster Passphrase
5) Change the Master Passphrase
6) Reset Admin password
X) Exit

Please make a selection: 1

The following table describes each option in the menu:

Option Description

1) Upgrade the CA API Gateway database Select this option to upgrade the Gateway database to the
current software version. This is required only if you have
installed a new version of the Gateway. If an upgrade is not
required, you are notified by a message on the screen.

2) Configure the CA API Gateway Use this option to configure the Gateway application. For
details, see Configure the Gateway Application (Software).

3) Display the current CA API Gateway configuration Use this option to view information about the current
Gateway configuration. It summarizes the information
entered using option 2 (Configure the CA API Gateway).
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4) Change the CA API Gateway Cluster Passphrase Use this option to change the passphrase that is used by
the Gateway to access the configuration information in
the database. This is used to access encrypted cluster
information.

Note:

Every node in the cluster must have the same cluster
passphrase.

You must enter the current passphrase before specifying a
new passphrase.

The cluster passphrase must be between 6 and 128 characters
in length. You are prompted to enter the new cluster
passphrase twice.

Note:

IMPORTANT NOTE FOR SAFENET LUNA HSM: If the
Gateway is using the SafeNet HSM device, you must disable
support for the SafeNet HSM prior to changing the master
passphrase, then re-enable support afterwards.

5) Change the Master Passphrase Use this option to change the master passphrase that is used
to encrypt passwords that are stored in configuration files,
including the cluster passphrase.

If the master passphrase has been changed from the default,
you must enter the current passphrase before specifying a
new passphrase.

The master passphrase must be between 6 and 128 characters
in length. You are prompted to enter the new master
passphrase twice.

The default master passphrase is 7layer.

6) Reset Admin password Use this option to change the password of the administrative
user.

Enter the name of the admin user and then enter the new
password.

X) Exit Leave the Gateway main menu.

 Prepare the Network (Software)

The default Gateway configuration listens on port 8080 for standard service requests and port 8443 for encrypted service
requests over SSL. Administrative requests from the Policy Manager take place over port 8443. The browser version of the
Policy Manager is accessed by either port 8443 or 9443. Before configuring the Gateway, you need to configure your network
firewalls to allow for message and administrative traffic.

If the default endpoints are changed during configuration of the Gateway, or later by the Policy Manager, the network firewalls
must be reconfigured to reflect these changes.

Gateway Cluster Considerations

On a secured network, Gateway cluster nodes are usually located near each other. Network administrators should be aware of
the following settings and prepare the network accordingly.

• The database is queried over port 3306.
• Requests between nodes for log viewing and other tasks are performed over port 2124.
• Each cluster node listens on port 8777 for replay protection synchronization messages.
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 Configure the Gateway Application (Software)
To configure a single gateway or the first processing node of a cluster, select option 2 (Configure the
Gateway) from the Gateway main menu.

To configure a single CA API Gateway or the first processing node of a cluster, select option 2 (Configure the Gateway) from
the Gateway main menu.

Contents:

  

The configuration process is slightly different depending on whether the Gateway has been configured once before or if this is
the first time the Gateway is configured, and whether an embedded database is chosen.

Note:  The instructions in this section describe how to set up a standalone Software Gateway. For directions on configuring
a cluster, see Configure a Gateway Cluster instead.

Gateway Currently Unconfigured

When option 2 (Configure the Gateway) is selected for a Gateway or node that is currently unconfigured, the configurator will
gather the required information.

Note:  At any time during the configuration, you may type "quit" to cancel the configuration or "<" to return to the previous
configuration step.

The following table summarizes the configuration steps.

 Step  Description 

 Set Up the Gateway Java VM This step directs the Gateway to the Java VM to use.

•  Java VM Path: Enter the path to the Java Virtual
Machine, or press [Enter] to keep the existing path.

•  Java VM Memory Allocation: Enter the amount of
memory to allocate to the Java Virtual Machine or press
[Enter] to keep the existing setting. You must allocate at
least 256MB RAM.

 Choose a database Choose the database connection to use:

• Enter yes to configure a connection to a MySQL database.
This is the default.

• Enter no to use the embedded database. The first prompt
you will see is "Set Up the SSM Administrator" below.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Set Up the CA API Gateway Database 

 (Only applies to MySQL database connections) 

This step sets up a new Gateway database.

• Database Host: Enter the name or IP address of the
database server or press [Enter] to keep the existing
name. If the database is installed on the same server as the
Gateway node, then enter localhost in this field.

• Database Port: Enter the port number to use or press
[Enter] to keep the existing port.

• Database Name: Enter the name of the Gateway database
or press [Enter] to keep the existing name. New databases
default to the name "ssg" or will use the name of the
overwritten database.

• Database Username: Enter the name of the user who
has access to the database or press [Enter] to keep the
existing user. The default name is gateway.

• Database Password: Enter the password for the database.
Retype it for confirmation. The default password
is 7layer.

• Administrative Database Username: Enter the user
name of the root MySQL user. This name is entered only
when the database is created.

• Administrative Database Password: Enter the password
of the root MySQL user. This password was set during the
installation of the MySQL server.

Set Up the SSM Administrator This step defines the Policy Manager administrator. This is
the "super user" who has access to every feature in the Policy
Manager.

•  SSM Username: Enter the name of the SSM
administrator.

•  SSM Password: Enter the password of the SSM
administrator, then retype to confirm.

Tip:

To set up additional Policy Manager administrators or to
change the password of the administrator entered here, use
the Policy Manager. For more information, see "Changing a
Password" and "Creating an Internal User". 

Set Up the CA API Gateway Gateway Administrative
HTTPS Listener 

This step lets you change the default settings for the
administrative listener. This listener may also be modified
using the Manage Listen Ports task in the Policy Manager.
Additional listeners may be created there as well.

•  Administrative HTTPS Listener: Enter yes to change
either the listener IP address (default "*" all) or listener
port number (default "8443"). Enter no to use the defaults.

Tip:

If you do not create a listener, a default one will be created
for you. Use the Manage Listen Ports task to create additional
listeners or modify the configuration of existing listeners.
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Set Up the CA API Gateway Cluster Enter the host name and password for the Gateway cluster.
Note: A standalone Gateway is considered to be a cluster of
one.

• Cluster Host: Enter the Gateway cluster fully qualified
domain name (FQDN) used to identify the Gateway
and to generate the SSL certificate. An example of a
hostname: clusterhostname.mycompany.com.

• Cluster Password: Enter a password to protect the
cluster, between 6-129 characters. Retype to confirm.

Tip:

If you need to change the cluster host name, do the following
using the Policy Manager:

1. Set the cluster property cluster.hostname to the new name
of the host. 

2. Create a new private key using the Manage Private
Keys task. Be sure to set this key as the default SSL key.
For more information, see "Creating a Private Key" and
"Private Key Properties".

3. Restart all nodes in the cluster for the new cluster host
name to take effect.

 Configuration Summary Carefully review the configuration settings. To make
corrections, type "<" to return to the appropriate step, and
then complete the configuration steps as before. Press [Enter]
to apply the settings.

 Configuration Results Displays a success message or lists the errors encountered.

If errors were found, make a note of the error messages and
run the configurator again. If no errors were detected, you
may start the Gateway now. If configuring a cluster, you may
now configure the subsequent nodes.

Gateway Already Configured

When option 2 (Configure the Gateway) is selected for a Gateway or node that has already been configured, you can choose
which settings to modify:

Select option to configure:
1) Java VM
2) Database Connection
3) Configure Database Failover Connection
4) Cluster Configuration

S) Save and exit
X) Exit without saving

Select the option to configure:

• Enter 1 to modify the Java VM settings. For information on these settings, see the step "Set Up the CA API Gateway
Gateway Java VM" in the previous table. 

• Enter 2 to modify the database connection settings. For information on these settings, see the step "Set Up the CA API
Gateway Gateway Database" in the previous table.

• Enter 3 to be guided through the steps to configure a failover connection for the database. 
• Enter 4 to change the cluster passphrase. For information, see the step "Set Up the Gateway Cluster" in the previous table.

Note that only the cluster passphrase can be modified, not the cluster hostname.
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Note:   To retain the existing value for a setting, press [Enter] without entering a value.

Note:

• Using the Gateway Embedded Database 
• Gateway Main Menu (Software) 

 Configure a Gateway Cluster
This procedure applies to both Appliance and Software Gateways, except as noted.

This procedure applies to both Appliance and Software Gateways, except as noted.

A CA API Gateway cluster consists of multiple nodes that connect to a single database. A Load Balancer allows the cluster
to present a unified network interface to client systems and software. The Gateway cluster shares the service policies, identity
providers, and configuration settings administered in the Policy Manager. Clusters increase the scalability, processing power,
and reliability of the Gateway implementation.

The Gateway cluster can distinguish between time-sensitive data that must be updated synchronously, data that is node-
specific, and data that must be commonly available yet updated asynchronously. For example, policy and configuration setting
changes are automatically propagated to each cluster node asynchronously within five seconds. In contrast, replay attack data
and SLA counters are synchronized instantaneously cluster-wide.

Note:  (1) This section describes how to set up new Gateways in a cluster. If you need to cluster existing stand-alone
Gateways, refer to the following document from the CA Support site: Convert a single Gateway database node into a clustered
Gateway database pair. (2) Gateway clustering is not available if you are using an embedded database. For more information,
see Using the Gateway Embedded Database.

Tip:

Complete the Cluster Configuration Worksheet while pre-planning your cluster. This helps you complete the configuration
wizard more quickly when configuring the first Gateway processing node.

The following diagram shows the general network configuration for a Gateway cluster:

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/convert-a-single-gateway-database-node-into-a-clustered-gateway-database-pair/kb000042987
https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/convert-a-single-gateway-database-node-into-a-clustered-gateway-database-pair/kb000042987
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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System Requirements

Gateway cluster node requirements are the same as those for a standalone Gateway, with the addition of the following:

• An industry-standard Load Balancer device installed and configured on the network
• Each Gateway that will become a node in the cluster must possess its own host name, IP address, and original node address

within the Load Balancer. The cluster must also possess a host name and IP address in the Load Balancer
• (appliance Gateway only) Two nodes of the cluster must be installed and configured with the MySQL database with

known root user names and root user passwords.

Note:

• Overview of Gateway Cluster Configuration
• Cluster Configuration Worksheet
• "How to Perform an API Gateway Cluster Restore" in CA Support

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/how-to-perform-an-api-gateway-cluster-restore/kb000046435
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 Overview of Gateway Cluster Configuration
Follow these steps to create a new Gateway cluster:

Follow these steps to create a new Gateway cluster:

Figure 14: Cluster configuration steps

Workflow:

1. Install and configure the Load Balancer on the network.
2. (Appliance Gateway only) Configure database replication on both Gateway database nodes.
3. Configure the first Gateway processing node.
4. Configure subsequent Gateway processing nodes.
5. Configure DNS name resolution.
6. Start the Gateway cluster.
7. If the Gateway cluster will be communicating with the gateway - XML VPN Client, you may need to configure a CA key.

Related information:

• Deactivating a Cluster Node

 Cluster Configuration Worksheet
Use the following worksheet to record configuration information during the cluster pre-planning stage
and to assist you when configuring the cluster (see ).

Use the following worksheet to record configuration information during the cluster pre-planning stage and to assist you when
configuring the cluster (see Configuring the First Processing Node).

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Description Example Value My Value

Gateway cluster Fully-Qualified

Domain Name (FQDN) clusterhostname.

mycompany.com

                                               

IP address for clusterhostname

(load balancer) 10.0.0.10

 

First Gateway node host name

ssg1.mycompany.com

 

Subsequent Gateway node host name

ssg2.mycompany.com

 

First Gateway node IP address

10.0.0.11

 

Subsequent Gateway node IP address

10.0.0.12

 

Primary MySQL database host name

ssg1.mycompany.com

 

Secondary  MySQL database host name

(for failover connection) ssg2.mycompany.com

 

MySQL root user name

root

 

MySQL root user password

password

 

MySQL database replication username

(Appliance Gateway only) repluser

 

MySQL database replication password

(Appliance Gateway only) replpass

 

Gateway database name

ssg

 

Gateway database user

gateway

 

Gateway database password

dbpassword

 

Cluster Configuration passphrase

ccpassphrase
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 Configuring the Load Balancer
In a Gateway cluster, a Load Balancer provides vital load balancing and failover protection functions.
This provides a unified interface to the cluster and enhances its reliability, scalability, and processing
power.

In a Gateway cluster, a Load Balancer provides vital load balancing and failover protection functions. This provides a unified
interface to the cluster and enhances its reliability, scalability, and processing power.

Note:  This topic does not provide Load Balancer configuration information or instructions. Only the specialized configuration
settings that are required to connect the Load Balancer to a Gateway cluster are provided. Consult your Load Balancer device
documentation for detailed configuration instructions.

In a Gateway cluster, the Load Balancer device specifically:

• Listens for incoming network messages on its external interface.
• Distributes workload to the gateway processing nodes. Tip: While even load distribution is a goal, it is not a guarantee, as

there are several factors that contribute to uneven loading.
• Provides (mostly) client-transparent TCP connectivity for the Gateway cluster.
• For appliance Gateways, the Load Balancer provides failover functionality:

• Failover detection: The Load Balance detects service availability by periodically polling the Gateway processing nodes.
ICMP detection is minimal, and HTTP polling is preferred.

• Failover protection: If a Gateway processing node in the cluster fails, then the Load Balancer automatically directs
incoming request messages to another processing node in the cluster.

To connect to the Gateway cluster, the Load Balancer device must contain special settings in four configuration areas:

• IP address determination
• virtual server configuration
• session persistence configuration
• service availability determination configuration

Use the following sections with your Load Balancer documentation to help you configure the Load Balancer device.

Choosing a Load Balancing Strategy

Load balancing on back-end servers involves guesswork on the part of the Load Balancer, as it tries to extrapolate from the
current state. There are several strategies that you can use. The strategies listed here are referred to generically and may be
known by different names within your organization.

• Least Connections: This method selects the service with the least number of active connections to ensure that the load
of active requests is balanced on the services and nodes. This is a common strategy that is simple to implement and
understand, and it works well in most instances.

• Average Response Time: This method uses the average Gateway response times to determine which node has the least
load. This strategy is useful in that the response time metric gives a rough indication of the actual load on individual
Gateway nodes. This strategy may not be available on standard Load Balancers.

• Round Robin: This method rotates incoming requests across the different Gateway nodes, regardless of the load. This
strategy is less desirable especially for SSL, as it causes a large increase in the number of SSL negotiations. It also can
prevent HTTP 'keepalive' from working, depending on the particular Load Balancer implementation. Lastly, this strategy
does not consider the account server load.

• SSL Persistence: This method may not be available on all load balancers and only applies to SSL connections. This
method resembles the Round Robin strategy, but it specifically deals with the SSL negotiation problem. It also does not
consider the account server load.

Choosing a Session Persistence Strategy

Session persistence is the converse of load balancing. Load balancing distributes the workload across all cluster nodes, while
session persistence routes information back to the same cluster node. This may improve performance under certain conditions.

Several options are available when choosing a session persistence strategy. CA Technologies recommends IP-based strategies,
though this is not optimal when there relatively few nodes in the Gateway cluster. Other common methods are cookie-based
and there are proprietary methods. Cookie-based strategies have disadvantages in that they assume the back-end systems also
support the cookies. This requires support for cookie pass-through in the service policy for it to work.

Session persistence is recommended, though it is strictly not necessary for most features in the CA API Gateway. A few
scenarios may benefit from persisted sessions; your service policy determines whether persistence is required.
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Example 1:

The Require WS-Secure Conversation Assertion fails if the Load Balancing Strategy is "Round Robin" and no persistence
is configured. This is because the assertion sets up a persistent token session on the Gateway. When the client machine is
routed to another Gateway node, this invalidates the persistent token for the request, preventing the session negotiation from
completing.

Example 2:

SSL negotiation also has a persistent token that is reused wherever possible. When the "Round Robin" Load Balancing
Strategy is used, the tokens are discarded, causing additional SSL RSA negotiations. This impacts Gateway performance, but
does not cause a communication failure as with the Require WS-Secure Conversation assertion.

Example 3:

Without session persistence, you may receive a "Inactivity timeout reached" message immediately upon logging in with the
Policy Manager. This is due to the Load Balancer choosing a random node to respond to the Policy Manager and this node
does not have the admin login cookie. To avoid this issue, either configure session persistence or connect to a specific Gateway
node by IP address, rather than using the cluster hostname.

Determining the IP Address

IP addresses for the cluster and cluster nodes must be determined by and set in the Load Balancer.

Cluster IP Addresses

The Gateway cluster is accessed by the XML VPN Client, the Policy Manager, and external client systems at a single network
address. The Network Administrator determines this static IP address, commonly on the non-secure client-facing side of the
enterprise network.

Cluster Node IP Address

The Load Balancer delegates workload evenly to the individual Gateway processing nodes in a cluster. This means each
processing node in the cluster must have a unique static IP address within the secure subnet of the Load Balancer. Define and
set these IP addresses, as necessary, in the Load Balancer. For example, with a cluster origin IP address of "10.0.0.10", the
cluster node IP addresses are "10.0.0.11" and "10.0.0.12" for the Gateway processing nodes "SSG1" and "SSG2", respectively.

Note:  In more secure network configurations, a second IP address is required for the Gateway cluster to connect to back-end
services. This secure network is not routable by the Load Balancer, preventing insecure messages from entering the back-
end secure network. If a secure network exists, then assign the back-end service IP address to "eth0" in the Load Balancer.
Assign less secure network IP addresses to "eth1". By default, the Gateway cluster uses the more secure network for inter-node
communication if available; otherwise, the cluster uses the Load Balancer.

Configuring the Virtual Server

The load balancer for the Gateway cluster listens for incoming messages on TCP ports 8080 and 8443. It forwards the traffic to
the processing nodes at the static IP addresses defined in "Cluster IP Addresses".

Warning:

Use the IP addresses defined in "Determining the IP Address" when configuring forwarding for ports 8080 and 8443.
Do not use secure network IP addresses, if they exist.

Configuring Session Persistence

When the Load Balancer transmits an incoming message to a particular processing node, a session is opened between the client
application and the node. Session persistence ensures that the session remains open during the transaction. To ensure session
persistence, configure the Load Balancer session timeout limit to 30 minutes.

Load Balancer Health Check

To check service availability when a load balancer is present, create a simple policy containing a single Return Template
Response to Requestor Assertion, with these properties:

• Response HTTP Status: 200
• Send Response Immediately: No
• Response Content Type: text/plain
• Response Body: OK

Ensure that you have the service URI "/<myCompanyName>/ping" enabled.

Send a request to "/<myCompanyName>/ping". You should see "OK" as the response.
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 Configuring Cluster Database Replication
The gateway cluster depends on a reliable MySQL database. The standard mechanism uses the
MASTER-MASTER replication, in which each node is a SLAVE of the other node. Any changes to
either database node are automatically replayed in the other database. This ensures that an up-to-date
database is always available for the processing nodes of the Gateway cluster. In this configuration, one
node is considered the “Primary” database, while the other node the “Secondary” (or “Failover”) node.

The CA API Gateway cluster depends on a reliable MySQL database. The standard mechanism uses the MASTER-MASTER
replication, in which each node is a SLAVE of the other node. Any changes to either database node are automatically replayed
in the other database. This ensures that an up-to-date database is always available for the processing nodes of the Gateway
cluster. In this configuration, one node is considered the “Primary” database, while the other node the “Secondary” (or
“Failover”) node.

Note:

Database replication applies to Appliance Gateways only. It does not apply to Software Gateways.

During normal operation, all Gateway processing devices connect to the Primary database. If the Primary database fails, then
all nodes switch to the Secondary database.

Regardless of the number of Gateway processing nodes in a cluster, a maximum of two MySQL database servers can be
configured for database replication in a Gateway cluster (for example, "DBServer1" and "DBServer2"). Each peered database
unit becomes both a slave and master to the other unit. The Gateway cluster uses one as the Primary database node and then
fails over to the Secondary database node in case of problems.

Background replication between the database nodes occurs constantly, with updates to the Secondary Node happening
milliseconds after the primary node. If the Primary Node fails, then the Gateway processing nodes invalidates previous
connections to that database node before automatically connecting to the Secondary Node.

Warning:

IMPORTANT: Configure replication before configuring any Gateway nodes. If you have already configured a node
before replication is set up, do the following steps to recover before configuring replication:

1. Configure the secondary Gateway node as if it was a standalone node. See Configuring the First Processing Node.
Use all the same credential information as the first node to ensure that the grants are set up correctly on the local
database.

2. Return to the Gateway main menu and then select option 2 ("Display CA API Gateway configuration menu"), then
option 3 ("Configure the CA API Gateway"). See Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance). Point the database to
the primary node and ensure that the secondary database is set up.

Contents:

Prerequisites

Ensure that you have:

• Host names for DBServer1 and DBServer2 are configured in DNS or "/etc/hosts"; you may use IP addresses instead of
hostnames

• MySQL service for DBServer1 and DBServer2 is running
• Both Gateway services are stopped
• Time synchronization is configured for all the Gateway nodes

Replication Flow

When a change is made to a MASTER database, the replication configuration replays the change in the SLAVE database. The
following diagram illustrates the replay mechanism.

Note:

The diagram only describes one "direction" of the MASTER-MASTER replication story. Full replication includes an identical
flow in the reverse direction.
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Figure 15: Replication Flow

Notes:

1. A change (INSERT, UPDATE, ALTER...) is made to the MASTER database (DB1).
2. The MASTER database sends this change to the MySQL binlog (binary log) where it is recorded as an "event". 
3. The replication SLAVE I/O thread connects to the MASTER, reads the event from the MASTER binlog, then copies the

event to the SLAVE relay log.
4. The SQL thread on SLAVE reads the event in the SLAVE relay log and applies the changes to the SLAVE database (DB2).

How to Configure Replication

1. Run the following script against the local database on each node of the cluster:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/add_slave_user.sh

The add_slave_user.sh script adds permissions for the users to MySQL.

Note:

Enabling replication requires changes to the /etc/my.cnf file. There are four lines in the file that pertain to replication, all
of which are commented out in a newly-installed CA API Gateway. When you run the add_slave_user.sh script, it enables
these lines and restarts the MySQL daemon.

The four lines in question are grouped within the /etc/my.cnf file on the Gateway appliance:

# Uncommment log-bin, log-slave-update and
 log_bin_trust_function_creators# if a clustered db serverlog-bin=/
var/lib/mysql/ssgbin-loglog_bin_trust_function_creators=1log-slave-
update# uncomment the next item on 1st db master serverserver-id=1#
 uncomment the next item on 2nd db master servers# server-id=2

Each line is described below:

• log-bin sets up the location of the binary replay log on a MASTER system
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• log_bin_trust_function_creators controls whether stored function creators can be trusted not to create stored functions
that causes unsafe events to be written to the binary log

• Log-slave-update instructs the SLAVE to create its own binary replay log for all changes made if a slave chain is
configured (A # B # C)

• server-id is set to a unique identifier for the node in the replication scenario

For more information, refer to the MySQL documentation at: http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.0/en/
2. Complete the following prompts in the script:

1.1 Enter hostname or IP for the <target>: Enter the hostname for the target machine being configured. In almost all
cases, this is the other peer node. For example, if running the add_slave_user.sh script on the primary node, you enter
the hostname of the secondary node. Note: Hostnames are preferable to prevent DNS resolution issues. Use an IP
address only if the hostname is not known.

2.1 Enter replication user: Enter the user account in the MySQL database that is used for replication. The default
username is repluser.

3.1 Enter replication password: Enter the password for the replication user.
4.1 Enter MySQL root user: Enter the user account for the root MySQL user.
5.1 Enter MySQL root password: Enter the user account for the root MySQL password.
6.1 Is this the Primary (1) or Secondary (2) database node? Enter 1 or 2 to indicate the type of node.

A message confirms that MySQL is properly configured for replication and that slave permissions have been granted. 
3. Run the following script against each database node of the cluster:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/create_slave.sh

The create_slave.sh script sets up the replication to run between the two databases, using the user configured
in add_slave_user.sh.

Tip:

The create_slave.sh script is always run against the other node in a two-node database cluster. In other words, you are
setting up the other node as the MASTER. Since this script is run on both nodes, each node gets the other one set up as its
master, thus creating the MASTER-SLAVE relationship.

4. Complete the following prompts in the script:

1.1 Enter hostname or IP for the MASTER: Enter the hostname for the target machine being configured. In almost all
cases, this is the other peer node. For example, if running the create_slave_user.sh script on the primary node, you
would enter the hostname of the secondary node. Note: Hostnames are preferable to prevent DNS resolution issues.
Use an IP address only if the hostname is not known.

2.1 Enter replication user: Enter the account that is used in MySQL for replication. This should be the same user as
entered when configuring the replication user in the first script (add_slave_user.sh).

3.1 Enter replication password: Enter the password for the replication user.
4.1 Enter MySQL root user: Enter the user account for the root MySQL user.
5.1 Enter MySQL root password: Enter the user account for the root MySQL password.
6.1 Do you want to clone a database?

• If you have a pre-existing database and wish to keep its contents, enter yes and then enter the name of the database
to clone. Be sure the slave is not currently running on the MASTER.

• If you are following these steps for the first time or if you want to discard the existing database and create a new
one, enter no.

This script then clones the database and starts the SLAVE.

Note:

• Check Replication Status
• Monitor Replication Failure
• Restart Replication
• Article "Bin Log Management Script" on the CA Support site

http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.0/en/
https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/binary-log-management-script/kb000009846
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 Check Replication Status
To verify that replication has started:

To verify that replication has started:

1. Open a privileged shell on the SLAVE and log in to the MySQL client:

# mysql

2. Once logged into MySQL, run this command:

show slave status\G;

You see a status listing similar to the following:

[primary]# mysql -e "SHOW SLAVE STATUS
\G"
*************************** 1. row ***************************      
         Slave_IO_State: Waiting for master to send event           
      
 Master_Host: machine.mycompany.com

                  Master_User: repluser                 
 Master_Port: 3307                Connect_Retry: 10           
   Master_Log_File: ssgbin-log.000016          Read_Master_Log_Pos:
 5222741               Relay_Log_File: ssgrelay-bin.000005   
             Relay_Log_Pos: 264        Relay_Master_Log_File:
 ssgbin-log.000016             Slave_IO_Running: Yes       
     Slave_SQL_Running: Yes              Replicate_Do_DB:  
        Replicate_Ignore_DB:           Replicate_Do_Table: 
      Replicate_Ignore_Table:      Replicate_Wild_Do_Table: 
 Replicate_Wild_Ignore_Table:                   Last_Errno: 0
                   Last_Error:                 Skip_Counter:
 0          Exec_Master_Log_Pos: 5222741             
 Relay_Log_Space: 574              Until_Condition: None    
           Until_Log_File:                Until_Log_Pos: 0  
         Master_SSL_Allowed: No           Master_SSL_CA_File:
           Master_SSL_CA_Path:              Master_SSL_Cert:
            Master_SSL_Cipher:               Master_SSL_Key: 
       Seconds_Behind_Master: 0Master_SSL_Verify_Server_Cert:
 No                Last_IO_Errno: 0               
 Last_IO_Error:               Last_SQL_Errno: 0             
  Last_SQL_Error:
                  Master_Bind:  Replicate_Ignore_Server_Ids:
             Master_Server_Id: 1                 
 Master_UUID: 34beb4f6-eg14-adc5-b89c-597615g1e16f           
  Master_Info_File: /var/lib/mysql/master.info             
       SQL_Delay: 0          SQL_Remaining_Delay: NULL     

http://machine.mycompany.com
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 Slave_SQL_Running_State: Slave has read all relay log; waiting
 for more updates           Master_Retry_Count: 86400         
         Master_Bind:      Last_IO_Error_Timestamp:    
 Last_SQL_Error_Timestamp:               Master_SSL_Crl:     
      Master_SSL_Crlpath:           Retrieved_Gtid_Set:       
     Executed_Gtid_Set:                Auto_Position: 0       
  Replicate_Rewrite_DB:                 Channel_Name:          
 Master_TLS_Version:[primary]#

3. Determine the status of the replication by looking at the following lines (shown in bold above):

Line Description

Master_Log_File The name of the binlog file on the MASTER. If it is
missing, then replication will fail. This can happen if
replication fails for some reason and enough time has
passed such that the binlog has been purged on the
MASTER. (By default, this is 10 days by default. See value
of expire_logs_days in /etc/my.cnf.)

Slave_IO_Running: Yes
Slave_SQL_Running: Yes 

When both these are "Yes", then the slave is healthy.

Slave_IO_Running: No The IO thread is unable to connect to the master. Reason is
listed next to Last_IO_Error.

Slave_SQL_Running: No The SQL thread is unable to replay a change into the
SLAVE database. Reason is listed next to Last_SQL_Error.

When replication is configured, you may proceed to configure the first Gateway processing node.

 

 Monitor Replication Failure
The Gateway uses the following cluster properties to configure monitoring of replication delays or
failures:

The Gateway uses the following cluster properties to configure monitoring of replication delays or failures:

• db.replicationDelayThreshold: This property defines the threshold before the Gateway audits a warning for slow or failed
replication. The default is 60 seconds.

• db.replicationErrorAuditInterval: This property defines the minimum interval between database replication failure audits.
The default is 60 minutes.

For more information, see "Gateway Cluster Properties".

The following replication events will be audited:

• Replication failure: When replication has been delayed beyond the value specified in db.replicationDelayThreshold, the
Gateway will log audit message 2381 ("Replication failing for host/database").

• Replication recovery: When replication recovers, audit message 2382 ("Replication recovered for host/database") is
logged.

• Database failure: If either the primary or secondary database fails, audit message 2380 ("Error accessing host/database")
is logged.

If the Gateway cluster is being managed by the Enterprise Service Manager, replication delay can also be monitored on
the Monitor page under the Manage Gateways tab, with optional alerts when the delay exceeds the threshold. For more
information, see "Monitor Page" in the Enterprise Service Manager documentation.

 Restart Replication
When replication fails, there is a risk that the Secondary database node is not properly prepared for a
failover condition when the Primary database is no longer accessible. This is not considered a critical
condition, but it should be resolved promptly.

When replication fails, there is a risk that the Secondary database node is not properly prepared for a failover condition when
the Primary database is no longer accessible. This is not considered a critical condition, but it should be resolved promptly.
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The restart_replication.sh script is designed to restart the replication starting at the current point of the replay on the MASTER
database. Note that there is inherent risk if the MASTER database contains pertinent information added after the replication
failure, as this information is  not  replayed to the SLAVE.

When replication is successfully restarted, you see the message "Slave successfully started."

Note:

(1) Be sure to back up the Primary Gateway node before performing any of the procedures below. The procedures can be
executed on a running Gateway. (2) Replication must already be correctly configured and previously running before you can
restart it.

Tip:

Virtual appliances may experience a slight delay when restarting, as the vmware-tools_reconf_once service takes a moment to
prepare the VMware tools for the new OS kernel

When Primary Node Slave Fails

Since the Primary Node is considered to be the authoritative database, it is safe to run the restart_replication.sh script if this
node fails. 

To restart replication on the Primary Node:

1. Run the following script on the Primary Node:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/restart_replication.sh

2. Complete the prompts in the script:

[primary]# ./
restart_replication.sh
Enter hostname or IP for the MASTER: [SET
 ME] machine.mycompany.com
Enter replication user:
 [repluser] repluser
Enter replication password:
 [replpass] [password]
Enter MySQL root user:
 [root] root
Enter MySQL root password:
 [] [password]
Slave successfully started[primary]# mysql -e "SHOW SLAVE STATUS
\G"
*************************** 1. row *************************** 
              Slave_IO_State: Waiting for master to send event 
                 Master_Host: machine.mycompany.com            
      Master_User: repluser                  Master_Port: 3307 
               Connect_Retry: 10              Master_Log_File:
 ssgbin-log.000016          Read_Master_Log_Pos: 6587150            
   Relay_Log_File: ssgrelay-bin.000002                Relay_Log_Pos:
 264        Relay_Master_Log_File: ssgbin-log.000016           
  Slave_IO_Running: Yes            Slave_SQL_Running: Yes           
   Replicate_Do_DB:          Replicate_Ignore_DB:
           Replicate_Do_Table:       Replicate_Ignore_Table:    
  Replicate_Wild_Do_Table:  Replicate_Wild_Ignore_Table:        
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           Last_Errno: 0                   Last_Error:          
       Skip_Counter: 0          Exec_Master_Log_Pos: 6587150    
          Relay_Log_Space: 422              Until_Condition: None
               Until_Log_File:                Until_Log_Pos: 0 
          Master_SSL_Allowed: No           Master_SSL_CA_File: 
          Master_SSL_CA_Path:              Master_SSL_Cert:    
        Master_SSL_Cipher:               Master_SSL_Key:       
 Seconds_Behind_Master: 0Master_SSL_Verify_Server_Cert: No     
           Last_IO_Errno: 0                Last_IO_Error:      
         Last_SQL_Errno: 0               Last_SQL_Error:       
           Master_Bind:  Replicate_Ignore_Server_Ids:           
  Master_Server_Id: 2[primary]#

When Secondary Node Slave Fails

Restarting replication on the Secondary Node is more involved. Running restart_replication.sh may result in missing
configuration details in the Secondary database. It is preferable to destroy the Secondary database and then rebuild it from the
Primary.

The /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/create_slave.sh script clones the database from the Primary node. Note: If the database is
very large, the clone operation may time out. If this occurs, see "Manually Rebuilding Replication" below.

Warning:

WARNINGS: (1) Stop the slave on the Primary node before continuing with this procedure! Failure to do so drops the
database on the Primary node. (2) During the cloning of the database in the procedure below, the Gateway cluster does
not process any incoming requests.

Rebuilding with create_slave.sh

To rebuild the database using the create_slave_script.sh script:

1. On the Primary database node, run mysqladmin stop-slave and confirm:

[primary]# mysqladmin stop-
slave
Slave stopped[primary]# mysql -e "SHOW SLAVE STATUS
\G"
..
.             Slave_IO_Running: No            Slave_SQL_Running: No.
.
.
[primary]#

2. On the Secondary database node, ensure that the slave is stopped and then run the create_slave.sh script. Answer “yes” to
cloning the database:

[secondary]# mysqladmin stop-
slave
Slave stopped[secondary]# cd /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/
bin/
[secondary]# ./create_slave.sh -
v
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Enter hostname or IP for the MASTER: machine.mycompany.comEnter
 replication user:
 [repluser] repluser
Enter replication password:
 [replpass] [password]
Enter MySQL root user:
 [root] root
Enter MySQL root password:
 [] [password]
Do you want to clone a database from machine.mycompany.com (yes or
 no)?
 [no] yes
Enter name of database to clone:
 [ssg] ssg
--> MASTER = machine.mycompany.com--> DBUSER = repluser--> DBPWD
 = replpass--> ROOT = root--> ROOT_PWD = 7layer--> CLONE_DB =
 yes--> DB = ssg--> Stopping slave--> File = ssgbin-log.000020-->
 Position = 8405121--> Changing MASTER settings--> Confirming slave
 not running on machine.mycompany.com--> Slave_IO_Running = No--
> Slave_SQL_Running = No--> Master_Host = machine.mycompany.comW
 A R N I N GAbout to drop the ssg database on localhostand copy
 from machine.mycompany.comAre you sure you want to do this?
 [N] Y
--> Dropping database--> Creating database: ssg--> Copying database
 from machine.mycompany.com--> Starting slave--> Confirming slave
 startup--> Slave_IO_Running = Yes--> Slave_SQL_Running = YesSlave
 successfully createdManually confirm that slave is running
 on machine.mycompany.com[secondary]#

3. Restart the replication on the Primary database node:

[primary]# ./
restart_replication.sh
Enter hostname or IP for the MASTER: [SET
 ME] machine.mycompany.comEnter replication user:
 [repluser] repluser
Enter replication password:
 [replpass] [password]
Enter MySQL root user:
 [root] root
Enter MySQL root password:
 [] [password]
Slave successfully started[primary]#

Manually Rebuilding Replication

If the cloning step times out under the "Rebuilding with?create_slave.sh" method described above, do the following to recover:
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1. On the Primary database node run mysqladmin stop-slave and confirm:

[primary]# mysqladmin stop-
slave
Slave stopped[primary]# mysql -e "SHOW SLAVE STATUS
\G"
..
.             Slave_IO_Running: No
            Slave_SQL_Running: No.
..[primary]#

2. Stop replication and drop the database on the Secondary database node:

[secondary]# mysqladmin stop-
slave
Slave stopped[secondary]# mysqladmin drop
 ssg
Dropping the database is potentially a very bad thing to
 do.Any data stored in the database will be destroyed.Do
 you really want to drop the 'ssg' database [y/
N] y
Database "ssg" dropped[secondary]#

3. Dump the database on the Primary database node and transfer it to the Secondary database node using scp:

[primary]# mysqldump --master-data=1 --routines -r ssg.sql
 ssg
[primary]# scp
 ssg.sql ssgconfig@machine.mycompany.com:
ssgconfig@machine.mycompany.com's
 password: [password]
ssg.sql 100% 1726KB 1.7MB/s 00:00[primary]#

4. Create the database on the Secondary database node and load the dump file into it:

[secondary]# mysqladmin create
 ssg
[secondary]# mysql ssg < ~ssgconfig/
ssg.sql
[secondary]# mysqladmin start-
slave
Slave started[secondary]# mysql -e "SHOW SLAVE STATUS

mailto:ssgconfig@machine.mycompany.com
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\G"
..
.             Slave_IO_Running: Yes            Slave_SQL_Running:
 Yes.
..[secondary]#

5. Run restart_replication.sh on the Primary database node and confirm:

[primary]# cd /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin

[primary]# ./
restart_replication.sh
Enter hostname or IP for the MASTER: [SET ME] 
machine.mycompany.com

Enter replication user:
 [repluser] repluser
Enter replication password:
 [replpass] [password]
Enter MySQL root user:
 [root] root
Enter MySQL root password:
 [] [password]
Slave successfully started[primary]# mysql -e 'SHOW SLAVE STATUS
\G'
.
..             Slave_IO_Running: Yes            Slave_SQL_Running:
 Yes...[primary]#

 Configuring the First Processing Node
This section describes how to configure the first processing node of a new Gateway configuration.

This section describes how to configure the first processing node of a new Gateway configuration.

Note:

If your Gateway is connecting to a remote database, the user must be granted permission to be accessed from different IP
locations. The following command achieves this:

GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON . TO 'root'@'x.x.x.x' identified by '********' WITH GRANT
OPTION; GRANT PROXY ON ''@'' TO 'root'@'x.x.x.x' identified by '********' WITH GRANT
OPTION;

Depending on how your environment is set up, you may not be using root access to MySQL. Consult with your database
administrator on how to adjust the command accordingly.

Appliance Gateways

Configuring the first node of the cluster creates and initializes the database on both database nodes and establishes basic
configuration of the Gateway cluster.

Prerequisites:

• Ensure that database replication has been correctly configured before configuring the first processing node. If the first node
is configured before replication is set up, see the recovery steps in Configuring Cluster Database Replication. 

• If applicable, the database failover connection is configured. See Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance).

http://machine.mycompany.com
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If you completed a Cluster Configuration Worksheet, use the values from that worksheet.

To configure the first Gateway processing node:

1. Log into the the first Gateway node as ssgconfig. 
2. Select option 2 (Display Gateway configuration menu). 
3. Select option 2 (Create a new Gateway database). The database configurator starts. Refer to Gateway Configuration Menu

(Appliance) for instructions on completing this configurator.

Once this initial node is configured, follow the next section to add subsequent processing node.

Software Gateways

Configuring the first node of the cluster will create and initialize the database on both processing nodes and establish basic
configuration of the Gateway cluster.

Tip:

If you completed a Cluster Configuration Worksheet, use the values from that worksheet.

To configure the first Gateway processing node:

1. Be sure the Gateway package has been installed for the first processing node. For more information, see Install the
Gateway (Software).

2. Start the Gateway main menu. For more information, see Gateway Main Menu (Software).
3. Select option 2 (Configure the Gateway) to start the configurator.
4. Complete the configurator using the instructions under "Gateway Currently Unconfigured"  in Configure the Gateway

Application (Software).

Note:

If you are prompted to continue without a license, enter Y. The license will be added later using the Policy Manager.

Once this initial node is configured, you can configure the subsequent processing nodes.

 Configuring Subsequent Processing Nodes
Once the first processing node has been configured, adding new nodes to the cluster simply involves
configuring the Gateway on each subsequent node.

Once the first processing node has been configured, adding new nodes to the cluster simply involves configuring the Gateway
on each subsequent node.

Prerequisites:

• The first node of the cluster is configured.
• If applicable, the database failover connection is configured. 

Tip:

To prevent collisions that could break replication, always use the hostnames for configuring database connections in a cluster.
On all processing nodes, the primary database node setting should share the same value. Similarly, the secondary database
nodes should also share the same value, but this should be different from the primary node setting.

Appliance Gateways

To configure subsequent appliance Gateway processing nodes:

1. Log into the next gateway node as ssgconfig. 
2. Select option 2 (Display Gateway configuration menu). 
3. Select option 3 (Configure the Gateway). Note the following:

• For Database Host: Enter the hostname for DBServer1 (the initial processing node) -- for example,
ssg1.mycompany.com.

• For Database Name: Enter the name that was used to create the database when configuring the first Gateway node.
• For Database Username and Database Password: Enter the values used when configuring the first Gateway

processing node.
• For Cluster Password: Enter the password that was defined when configuring the first Gateway processing node. This

is required to extract the settings from the database.
4. Ensure the node is enabled and then press [Enter] at the configuration summary.
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5. Return to the Gateway main menu and use the R option to restart the appliance. The node will join the cluster when it is
started.

Repeat this procedure for each new processing node to add to the cluster.

Software Gateways

Once the first processing node has been configured, adding new nodes to the cluster simply involves configuring the Gateway
on each subsequent node.

Prerequisite: The first node of the cluster must already be configured.

To configure subsequent software Gateway processing nodes:

1. Be sure the Gateway package has been installed for the subsequent processing node.
2. Start the Gateway main menu. For more information, see Gateway Main Menu (Software).
3. Select option 2 (Configure the Gateway) to view the configuration options. For more information, see Configure the

Gateway Application (Software).
4. Select option 2 (Database Connection).
5. Modify the database settings as appropriate. For more information, see "Gateway Already Configured" in Configure the

Gateway Application (Software).
6. Select option 3 (Cluster Configuration) to create a cluster passphrase. This passphrase must be the same as the one used to

create the initial node.

Repeat steps 1 to 6 for each subsequent node in the new cluster.

 Configuring Name Resolution
Each node of the gateway cluster should be able to resolve the IP address of the cluster and all other
nodes by DNS. If DNS is not configured to provide this, then each node must do so via the /etc/hosts file.

Each node of the CA API Gateway cluster should be able to resolve the IP address of the cluster and all other nodes by DNS. If
DNS is not configured to provide this, then each node must do so via the /etc/hosts file.

There are several ways to configure the DNS on the Gateway:

• Use Option 1 - Configure Networking and System Time Settings under the "Configure system settings" option of the
Gateway main menu.

• Use the DNS Settings in the Restricted Shell. For details, see "Commands for Network Configuration" under Option 5 -
Use Restricted Shell.

• For administrators and advanced technical users, you can manually configure the DNS on the Gateway, edit the /etc/
resolv.conf file by adding a line item similar to the following:
nameserver 8.8.8.8
Where '8.8.8.8' is the actual DNS server IP address to be used.

 Starting the Gateway Cluster
To start the gateway cluster, start the individual Gateway nodes. As each node comes up, it automatically
joins the cluster.

To start the CA API Gateway cluster, start the individual Gateway nodes. As each node comes up, it automatically joins the
cluster.

 Configuring a CA Key for the Cluster
You will need to configure a CA key for the cluster if both the following apply:

You will need to configure a CA key for the cluster if both the following apply:

• The Gateway cluster will be communicating with the XML VPN Client.
• You expect to use the automatic client certificate provisioning feature in the XML VPN Client.

You do not need to configure a CA key for the cluster if either of the following applies:

• The Gateway cluster will not be communicating with the XML VPN Client.
• Client certificates have been manually imported into the XML VPN Client.

To configure a CA key for the cluster, use the Manage Private Keys task in the Policy Manager to create a new CA-capable
key and then set it as the default. For more information, see "Managing Private Keys" and "Private Key Properties".

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Deactivating a Cluster Node
Deactivating a cluster node requires access to the Gateway configuration menus and to the Policy
Manager.

Deactivating a cluster node requires access to the Gateway configuration menus and to the Policy Manager.

Appliance Gateways

To temporarily deactivate an appliance Gateway node:

This procedure will deactivate the node until the Gateway is restarted, at which point the node is automatically reactivated. For
a more permanent deactivation, see "To disable a Gateway node" below.

1. Access the Gateway main menu on the node to be deactivated.
2. Select option 2 ("Display Gateway configuration menu").
3. Select option 7 ("Manage Gateway status"). The status is displayed after a few seconds. Press [Enter] to continue.
4. Select option 1 ("Stop the Gateway").
5. Exit all the menus and leave the Gateway main menu using option X ("Exit (no reboot)").

To disable an appliance Gateway node:

This procedure will disable a node until you manually re-enable it by running this procedure again and entering Yes in step 5.

1. Access the Gateway main menu on the node to be deactivated.
2. Select option 2 ("Display Gateway configuration menu").
3. Select option 3 ("Configure the Gateway"). The configuration details are displayed after a few seconds.
4. Select option 4 ("Node Configuration").
5. Enter No to disable the node.
6. Select option S ("Save and exit"), then press [Enter] to acknowledge the change.
7. Exit all the menus and leave the Gateway main menu using option X ("Exit (no reboot)").

To remove a node from the cluster:

Once a node has been deactivated or disabled, you can remove it from the cluster using the Policy Manager.

1. Open the Dashboard in the Policy Manager and select the [Cluster Status] tab.
2. In the Gateway Status list, right-click on the inactive node and then select Delete Node. (Note that only inactive nodes can

be deleted.) The node will reappear in the list once it is active again.

Software Gateways

To temporarily deactivate a Gateway node from a cluster:

1. Stop the Gateway.
2. Note the name of the deactivated cluster node. Follow the instructions under "Delete a Node" in "Dashboard - Cluster

Status".

Note:  A deleted node is not permanently removed from the Gateway cluster. When you want to reactivate the deleted node,
stop and restart the applicable Gateway to once again view the node in the Policy Manager’s dashboard. You cannot delete an
active node nor delete an active Gateway service.

 Auto-Provision a Gateway
The gateway provides auto-provision features to help you get a new Gateway node up and running
quickly, with minimal manual intervention, and without needing the Policy Manager.

The CA API Gateway provides auto-provision features to help you get a new Gateway node up and running quickly, with
minimal manual intervention, and without needing the Policy Manager.

Auto-provisioning is intended for system administrators or technical users tasked with setting up Gateways.

Follow these steps:
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Figure 16: Auto-provision overview

Workflow:

1. Auto-Provision a Gateway Node (Appliance Gateways only)
2. Auto-Provision a Gateway License
3. Auto-Provision an Internal Services
4. .Auto-Provision a Migration Bundle v9.3

 

 

 

 Auto-Provision a Gateway Node
This topic applies only to Gateways in the Appliance form factor. It does not work with Software
Gateways.

This topic applies only to Gateways in the Appliance form factor. It does not work with Software Gateways.

This section describes how to configure a Gateway node "headlessly" from the command line, without using the Gateway main
menu.

This topic is intended for system administrators or advanced technical users.

Prerequisites:

• The Gateway node is not configured. To confirm, use option 7 (Manager CA API Gateway status) on the Gateway
Configuration Menu (Appliance). You should see "Node Not Configured".

• Networking is configured. For more information, see Option 1 - Configure Networking and System Time Settings.
• Database replication should be configured prior to headless configuration, if desired. For more information, see

Configuring Cluster Database Replication.
• Appropriate database access is granted if the new node uses a remote DB host.
• The ssgconfig user's password has been renewed.

Overview of Procedure

Configuring a Gateway node headlessly involves the following steps:

1. Run the ssgconfig-headless command to create a properties template.
2. Edit the template with information about the Gateway node.
3. Run the the ssgconfig-headless command to create a new Gateway node using the properties template.

Step 1: Create a Properties Template

1. Open a privileged shell.
2. Run the following command to create a template file (for example, 'create-node.properties'):

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/bin/ssgconfig-headless create -template > create-node.properties
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You can also run the command remotely as the ssgconfig user:

# ssh ssgconfig@gatewayhost /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/bin/ssgconfig-headless create -
template > create-node.properties

Tip:

Use the 'help' command to display more information: "ssgconfig-headless help". 

Step 2: Edit the Template File

Open the "create-node.properties" file in a text editor and add information about your Gateway node as required. Tip: The
entries in this file will be familiar to those who have configured an Appliance Gateway.

Note the following as you edit the template file:

• To configure both database and node, set configure.node=true. To configure only the database, set configure.node=false.
To join a new node to an existing cluster, set configure.node=true and configure.db=false.

• If configuring a Gateway node to join an existing cluster, the following settings are not required and may be left blank (any
values specified are ignored):

• database.admin.user
• database.admin.pass
• admin.user
• admin.pass
• cluster.host

Example properties for a standalone Gateway...

#### Headless config create template properties file ####

### Configure Database Failover Connection ###
## Database Failover Hostname
#database.failover.host=
## Database Failover Port
#database.failover.port=3306

### Node Configuration ###
## Node Enabled State
node.enable=true
## Configure the node.properties
configure.node=true

### Cluster Configuration ###
## Cluster Hostname
cluster.host=10.242.14.118
## Cluster Passphrase
cluster.pass=7layer

### Database Connection ###
## Creates the database
configure.db=true
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## The database type, either 'mysql' or 'embedded'
database.type=mysql
## Database Hostname
database.host=localhost
## Database Port
database.port=3306
## Database Name
database.name=ssg
## Database Username
database.user=gateway
## Database Password
database.pass=7layer
## Administrative Database Username
database.admin.user=root
## Administrative Database Password
database.admin.pass=7layer

### SSM Administrative Account ###
## SSM Username
admin.user=pmadmin
## SSM Password
admin.pass=password

Example properties for a database master...

This creates a new Gateway node with a failover database connection.

#### Headless config create template properties file ####

### Configure Database Failover Connection ###
## Database Failover Hostname
database.failover.host=failverhostname
## Database Failover Port
database.failover.port=3306

### Node Configuration ###
## Node Enabled State
node.enable=true
## Configure the node.properties
configure.node=true

### Cluster Configuration ###
## Cluster Hostname
cluster.host=10.242.14.118
## Cluster Passphrase
cluster.pass=7layer
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### Database Connection ###
## Creates the database
configure.db=true
## The database type, either 'mysql' or 'embedded'
database.type=mysql
## Database Hostname
database.host=localhost
## Database Port
database.port=3306
## Database Name
database.name=ssg
## Database Username
database.user=gateway
## Database Password
database.pass=7layer
## Administrative Database Username
database.admin.user=root
## Administrative Database Password
database.admin.pass=7layer

### SSM Administrative Account ###
## SSM Username
admin.user=pmadmin
## SSM Password
admin.pass=password

Example properties for connecting a second Gateway node to an existing cluster...

When installing the second Gateway node to join a cluster, ensure that the "configure.db" setting is set to false. This causes the
node to connect to an existing database rather than trying to create a new one.

#### Headless config create template properties file ####

### Cluster Configuration ###
## Cluster Hostname
cluster.host=clusterHostName
## Cluster Passphrase
cluster.pass=ABCDEFGH

### Database Connection ###
## Creates the database
configure.db=false
## The database type, either 'mysql' or 'embedded'
database.type=mysql
## Database Hostname
database.host=primaryDbHost
## Database Port
database.port=3306
## Database Name
database.name=ssg
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## Database Username
database.user=gateway
## Database Password
database.pass=ABCDEFGHIJ
## Administrative Database Username
database.admin.user=root
## Administrative Database Password
database.admin.pass=ABCDEFGHI

### Configure Database Failover Connection ###
## Database Failover Hostname
database.failover.host=failoverDbHost
## Database Failover Port
database.failover.port=3306

### Node Configuration ###
## Node Enabled State
node.enable=true
## Configure the node.properties
configure.node=true

### SSM Administrative Account ###
## SSM Username
admin.user=USERABCDEFG
## SSM Password
admin.pass=USERPASSABCDEFG

Step 3: Create the Gateway Node

To create the Gateway node, run the following command:

# cat create-node.properties | /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/bin/ssgconfig-headless create

You can also run the command remotely as the ssgconfig user:

# cat create-node.properties | ssh ssgconfig@gatewayhost '/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/bin/
ssgconfig-headless create'

Advantage of running the command remotely: You can incorporate a script that uses sed to replace specific values in the file
on the local side (for example, modifying the cluster.host value or removing any passwords) before it is piped to the Gateway.

Note:

(1) If you see the following error, check that the Gateway service is running: Exception configuring gateway: Unexpected
error saving configuration 'Could not send Message.' (2) The output logs are located at: /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/logs/
config.log

Auto-Provisioning Other Entities

After auto provisioning the new node, you can auto provision the Gateway license and then publish key internal services such
as the Gateway Management Service or Gateway REST Management Service. For more information, see:

• Auto-Provision a Gateway License
• Auto-Provision a Internal Services
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 Auto-Provision a Gateway License
This topic applies to both Appliance and Software Gateways.

This topic applies to both Appliance and Software Gateways.

A primary license must be installed for the CA API Gateway to operate. Both primary and feature licenses can be auto-
provisioned (installed "headlessly") or installed manually using the Policy Manager via the Manage Gateway Licenses task.

Note the following:

• Auto-provisioning can only install a license file. Removing, updating, or viewing a license must still be done through the
Policy Manager.

• Auto-provision a license after configuring a Gateway node headlessly (see Auto-Provision a Gateway Node; Appliance
Gateways only).

• After auto-provisioning a license, you can auto-provision internal services to ensure key internal services are published (see
Auto-Provision Internal Services)

To auto-provision a license:

1. Open a privileged shell.
2. Run this command to create the following directory on the API Gateway:

# mkdir -p /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/license

3. Run this command to set the appropriate permissions:

# chmod -R 775 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/

4. Copy the license file(s) into the above directory.
5. Change the permissions on the license file:

# chmod -R 775 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/
license/<licenseFileName.xml>

6. Change the owner of the bootstrap directory:

# chown -R layer7:gateway /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/
bootstrap/

7. Restart the Gateway service:

# service ssg restart

8. (Optional) Once the license file is auto provisioned, you may remove the "bootstrap" directory created in step 2:

# rm -rf /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap
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The CA API Gateway is now licensed. To verify the license details, run Manage Gateway Licenses.

 Auto-Provision Internal Services
This topic applies to both Appliance and Software Gateways.

This topic applies to both Appliance and Software Gateways.

You can auto-provision certain internal services on a CA API Gateway that has no services or policies created. On a new
Gateway node, you normally auto-provision internal services after auto-provisioning the license.

Auto-provisioning is currently supported for the following internal services:

Gateway Management Service Gateway REST Management Service

For more information about these services, see "Understanding Internal Services" within Publish Internal Service.

To auto-provision an internal service:

1. Open a privileged shell.
2. Run this command to create the following directory on the API Gateway:

# mkdir -p /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/services

3. Run this command to set the appropriate permissions:

# chmod -R 775 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/

4. Navigate to the above directory and then run the appropriate command for the internal service to provision:

• For the Gateway Management Service:

# touch wsman

• For the Gateway REST Management Service:

# touch restman

This creates an empty file named "wsman" or "restman" within the directory created above. Note: Do not edit these
files.

5. Run this command to restart the Gateway service:

# service ssg restart

6. (Optional) Once the internal service is auto provisioned, you may remove the "bootstrap" directory created in step 2:

# rm -rf /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap

The internal service is now published.
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 Auto-Provision a Migration Bundle
Auto-provisioning a migration bundle lets you bootstrap configurations onto a gateway in a consistent
manner. The migration bundles are imported on startup, after the Gateway license has auto-provisioned
successfully (see ). For information on creating migration bundles, see the section.

Auto-provisioning a migration bundle lets you bootstrap configurations onto a CA API Gateway in a consistent manner. The
migration bundles are imported on startup, after the Gateway license has auto-provisioned successfully (see Auto-Provision a
Gateway License). For information on creating migration bundles, see the Gateway Migration section.

Note:

This topic applies to these Gateway form factors: Appliance, Virtual Appliance, and Container.

Note the following about migration bundles:

• If you create a bootstrap bundle that contains HTTP listen ports, the default HTTP listen ports (2124, 8080, 8443 and 9443)
will not be created. It is assumed that you will be using the specified HTTP ports and not the default ones.

• (Advanced tip) For migration bundles that includes encrypted secrets, the cluster passphrase must match the passphrase
used to generate the migration bundle. The passphrase can be specified during export time with the header parameter
"L7-key-passphrase" or the "encryptUsingClusterPassphrase" query parameter to use the cluster passphrase. For more
information, see "Step 2: Safely Migrate Policy Passwords and Other Secrets" in Determine Security for Migrations.

Contents:

To auto-provision a migration bundle:

1. Add the bundle files to the following directory.

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/bundle

2. Make sure these files are accessible by the Gateway process (see the appropriate section beneath "How to Auto-Provision"
below).
If more than one file is present, they are imported in ascending alphabetical order. If you need them imported in a specific
order, add a prefix to the file names:

001_first.req.bundle
999_last.req.bundle
050_middle.req.bundle

How to Auto-Provision

Auto-provisioning works slightly different for each form factor.

Auto-Provision Appliance and Virtual Appliance Gateways

To auto-provision a migration bundle for an Appliance or Virtual Appliance Gateway:

1. Open a privileged shell.
2. Create the target directory:

# mkdir -p /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/bundle
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3. Set the appropriate permissions:

# chmod -R 775 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/
bundle

4. Copy the migration bundle(s) into the /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/
bundle directory.

Tip:

(1) Bundles must end with .bundle as a file extension. (2) For the Gateway to fail at startup when a bundle import fails,
the bundles must have the .req.bundle file extension.

5. Restart the Gateway service:

# service ssg restart

6. (Optional) Once the migration bundle is auto-provisioned, you may remove the bundle directory created in step 2:

# rm -rf /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/bundle

The migration bundle is now imported.

Auto-Provision Container Gateways

For information on how to auto-provision a migration bundle for the Container Gateway, see "Creating a Derived Docker
Image" in Customize the Container Gateway. The instructions in the Dockerfile perform the auto provision.

 

 

Note:

• Gateway Migration
• Auto-Provision a Gateway License
• Customize the Container Gateway

 Upgrade the Gateway
Upgrades to the gateway are made available in accordance to your service agreement.

Upgrades to the CA API Gateway are made available in accordance to your service agreement.

This section describes how to upgrade a standalone Gateway or a cluster of Gateways. It is strongly recommended that you
perform the upgrades across a secure network.

Note:  If your CA API Gateway includes any custom assertions, please verify with CA Support prior to upgrading that you are
running the most recent version and that your particular custom assertion will not cause issues during the upgrade.

Choose the type of Gateway being upgraded:

• Upgrade an Appliance Gateway
• Upgrade a Software Gateway

Known Issues Related to Upgrade
Unable to use Publish Functions from Home Page After Upgrade  
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Issue: After upgrading from Gateway version 9.3 to Gateway 9.4, then clicking any Publish function from the Home page of
the Policy Manager, the following error occurs: "The Policy Manager encountered an internal error or misconfiguration and
was unable to complete the operation." You are unable to create an API.

This issue only occurs for Gateways matching all of the following criteria:

• The Gateway was upgraded from version 9.3 to 9.4.
•  A Security Zone has been created.

The cause of the issue is a work_queue feature that is not completely removed when upgrading to 9.4.

To resolve the issue:

1. Open a terminal and connect to the affected node with admin/root user credentials.
2. Connect to the mysql database:

msql -u root -p

Type your password. The mysql prompt appears. 
3. Specify the database:

mysql> use ssg;

Where ssg is the name of your database.
4. Search for and remove the references to work_queue in the security_zone table:

mysql> SELECT*FROM ssg.security_zone WHERE entity_types LIKE "%WORK_QUEUE%";
mysql> DELETE*FROM ssg.security_zone WHERE entity_types LIKE "%WORK_QUEUE%";

5. Search for and remove the references to security_zone in the rbac_role table:

mysql> SELECT*FROM ssg.rbac_role WHERE entity_types LIKE "SECURITY_ZONE";
mysql> DELETE*FROM ssg.rbac_role WHERE entity_types LIKE "SECURITY_ZONE";

6. Search for and remove the references to security_zone in the rbac_permission table:

mysql> SELECT*FROM ssg.rbac_permission WHERE entity_types LIKE "SECURITY_ZONE";
mysql> DELETE*FROM ssg.rbac_permission WHERE entity_types LIKE "SECURITY_ZONE";

7. Finally, remove the work_queue table, if existing: 

mysql> SELECT*FROM ssg.work_queue;
mysql> DELETE*FROM ssg.work_queue;

8. Restart the Gateway. 

 Upgrade an Appliance Gateway
This section describes how to upgrade gateways in the appliance and virtual appliance form factors. 
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This section describes how to upgrade CA API Gateways in the appliance and virtual appliance form factors. 

 Prerequisite: This topic assumes that you have an existing operational Gateway. If you are configuring a newly purchased
Gateway, see Configure the Appliance Gateway instead.

Tip:

 If your installation includes any custom assertions, verify with CA Support before upgrading to ensure that your particular
custom assertion will not cause issues during the Gateway upgrade.

Figure 17: Upgrade an Appliance Gateway (fixed with no MAG)

Workflow:

1.  Determine the existing version (optional).
2.  Disable the Enterprise Service?Manager (ESM), if present.
3.  Upgrade the Thales Hardware Security Module (HSM), if present.
4.  Remove old versions of WebSockets, if present.
5.  Stop the Gateway.
6.  Download the update files.
7.  Install the update files.
8.  Upgrade the Gateway database.
9.  Restart the Gateway.
10.  Re-enable the Enterprise Service?Manager, if necessary.
11.  Post-upgrade update for SafeNet Luna, if present.

Step 1: Determine the Existing Version

Before upgrading, you can use the procedure below to verify the version of the CA API Gateway currently installed. After
upgrading, you can use these steps to validate that the installation packages were installed correctly.

 To determine the version of the Gateway:

1. Log in as ssgconfig and open a privileged shell from the Gateway main menu.
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2. At the command prompt, type:

# rpm  -q ssg

The installed version of the CA API Gateway is displayed.

Step 2: Disable Enterprise Service Manager

If the Enterprise Service Manager (ESM) is present, you must disable it prior to upgrading the CA API Gateway.

 To disable the Enterprise Service Manager: 

1. Log in as ssgconfig and select option 7 (Display Enterprise Service Manager) from the Gateway main menu.
2. Select option 2 (Disable the Enterprise Service Manager) and then press Enter to continue.
3. Enter y to confirm.

Step 3: Upgrade Thales HSM Firmware

Perform this step only if you are upgrading from a version earlier than version 9.1 and your CA API Gateway includes a
Thales Hardware Security Module (HSM).

Warning:

 IMPORTANT: (1) Follow the directions carefully, as an incorrect firmware upgrade may render your HSM
inoperable. Once an upgrade is performed, it is not possible to return to the previous version of the firmware. (2) You
will need to rebuild the security world after upgrading the firmware. Consult the nShield User Guide for detailed
instructions.

Support for the Thales nShield Solo+ (formerly "nCipher") HSM was restored in version 9.1 and later. If you are not upgrading
from version 9.1 or later, you need to upgrade the firmware to make it compatible with the drivers in the current release.

Contact Thales for the firmware upgrade files. They are not provided by CA Technologies due to licensing restrictions.
Consult theThales  nShield Solo User Guide for complete instructions on upgrading the firmware. 

 

 Note: Instead of running the nfloadmon command as described in the Thales nShield Solo User Guide, you must prepend the
command with a temporarily updated PATH environment variable. For example:

PATH="/opt/nfast/bin/:$PATH" /opt/nfast/bin/nfloadmon -m1 --
automode <firmware-upgrade-folder>/2-60-1/ldb_ncx3p-26.nff /opt/
ncipher-firmware-upgrade/2-61-2/ncx3p-26.nff

Where "<firmware-upgrade-folder>" is the directory containing the firmware upgrade files (for example, "/opt/ncipher-
firmware-upgrade").

The following steps summarize the firmware upgrade procedure (refer to the Thales documentation for details):

1. Upload ncx3p-26.nff to this directory on the Gateway: /opt/ncipher-firmware-
upgrade/2-61-2Upload ldb_ncx3p-26.nff to this directory: /opt/ncipher-firmware-upgrade/2-60-1 

2.  Log in to the Gateway as either root or as a user in the group 'nfast'. 
3. Put the module into Pre-Maintenance mode and then reset the module. See "How to Change Modes" below for more

details.
4. Run the enquiry command to check that the module is in the Pre-Maintenance state:

# /opt/nfast/bin/enquiry

The HSM enters into maintenance mode when it receives a maintenance command (for example, running "loadrom" from
the command line utility).
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5. Run the following command to load the new firmware and monitor:

# PATH="/opt/nfast/bin/:$PATH" /opt/nfast/bin/nfloadmon -m1 --
automode /opt/ncipher-firmware-upgrade/2-60-1/ldb_ncx3p-26.nff /
opt/ncipher-firmware-upgrade/2-61-2/ncx3p-26.nff

6. If prompted, switch the card to Pre-Initialization mode and then reset the module. See "How to Change Modes" below for
more details.

7. Run the enquiry command again (see step 4) to check that the module is in the Pre-Initialization state.
8. Run the following command to initialize the module:

# /opt/nfast/bin/initunit

9. (Optional) To confirm that the monitor upgraded successfully, put the module into Maintenance mode and then reset the
module. See "How to Change Modes" below for more details. Now if you run the enquiry command (see step 4), you
should see that the monitor version has been upgraded to 3.21.3.
 

10. Put the module into Operational mode and then reset the module. See "How to Change Modes" below for more details.
11.  Run the enquiry command again (see step 4) to verify that the module is in the Operational state and has the correct

firmware version. 

How to Change Modes

You can change modes using either of the following methods:

•  Physical mode switch: This involves manually moving the switch on the nShield Solo card on the back of the Gateway
appliance.

1. Move the switch to the desired mode (I, O, or M)
2. Reset the module by doing one of the following:

•  Press the recessed reset button on the card, or  
• Run the command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/nopclearfail --clear --all

 
•  Remote mode switch: This involves remotely changing the mode of the nShield Solo card from a computer using

the noclearfail command. Note the following:

• This is only available on nShield Solo running firmware version 2.61.2.
• Physical mode switch on the card must be in the "O" position.
• Physical mode override jumper on the card is set to "on", while the remote mode override jumper on the card is NOT

set to "on".
• Change the mode using the command:

# /opt/nfast/bin/nopclearfail --[maintenance|operational|initialization]

Step 4: Remove Old WebSocket Components

If your Gateway installation contains any WebSocket components from v9.1 or earlier, delete these components before
upgrading.

 To remove old WebSocket components: 
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1. Run the Manage Server Module Files task.
2. Select the entry named "websocket" with description "WebSocketAssertion-<version>.saar" and click Delete.
3. Access the privileged shell.
4. Navigate to /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/assertions/ 
5. Delete the file WebSocketAssertion.aar if it is present.

Step 5: Stop the Gateway

Stop all nodes on the CA API Gateway:

1. Access the Gateway main menu.
2. Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu).
3. Select option 7 (Manage CA API Gateway status)
4. Press Enter and then select the option to stop the Gateway.

Repeat these steps on each Gateway node.

Step 6: Download the Update Files

Refer to List of Update Files for the files required to upgrade the CA API Gateway to the current release. Note that the
platform updates are not cumulative. This means more updates are required if upgrading from older versions.

For information about how to download the archive files from the CA Support site, see "Obtain the Patch Files" in Patch an
Appliance Gateway.

Tip:

 To see the operating system for your Appliance Gateway, access the Gateway Main Menu (Appliance). The operating system
name and version number are listed at the top. This helps you determine the correct patch files to download.

Step 7: Install the Update Files

When you have downloaded all the required update files, install them using the following steps.

Note:

: Prior to upgrading Gateway, you will need to install the kernel
patch, CA_API_PlatformUpdate_64bit_vKernel-2018-10-05.L7P. The patch installation is a one-time requirement for each
Gateway upgrade attempt. An upgrade attempt consists of the installation of one or more platform upgrade patches and ends
with the installation of a single Gateway upgrade patch.

 To install the Gateway update files: 

1. For clustered Gateways, if replication is in effect, stop the slave in MySQL on all database nodes in the cluster:

1.1 Log in as ssgconfig and open a privileged shell from the Gateway main menu.
2.1 Open MySQL:

# mysql

3.1 At the MySQL command prompt, type:

stop slave;

Exit the MySQL command prompt. 
2. Back up the Gateway. For more information, see Back Up Gateways.
3. Upload the patch files retrieved in Step 6: Download the Update Files. For more information, see option 1 "Upload a patch

onto the Gateway" in Patch an Appliance Gateway.

Tip:

 If you encounter issues while uploading the patches, refer to this knowledge base article for possible solutions: https://
www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-articles.TEC0000001164.html 

4. Install all platform updates first, rebooting the Gateway appliance after each update (use option R from the main menu).
For more information, see option 2 "Install a patch onto the Gateway" in Patch an Appliance Gateway. 

https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html
https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-articles.TEC0000001164.html
https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-articles.TEC0000001164.html
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5. Install the application update and then reboot the Gateway appliance again.
6. Replication should restart automatically after restarting the Gateway. To verify this:

1.1  Open a privileged shell and log in to the MySQL client:

# mysql

2.1 Once logged into MySQL, run this command: 

show slave status\G;

You should see the following lines:
Slave_IO_Running: Yes Slave_SQL_Running: Yes 

3.1 If replication did not restart, manually start it by running this script: 

# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/restart_replication.sh

Tip:

 Technical Tip: Restarting replication on virtual appliances is slightly slower. The vmware-tools_reconf_once service
takes a moment to prepare the VMware tools for the new OS kernel.

Step 8: Upgrade the Gateway Database

After you update the CA API Gateway, upgrade the database next. The upgrade method depends on whether you are running
the standard MySQL database or the built-in embedded database.

Note:

If you are upgrading the database after Gateway patch installation, ensure that you either have the Administrative Database
user (root) privileges or grant the user with similar privileges for successful upgrade.

If you see any mysql warning messages after the upgrade, execute the mysql_upgrade command to resolve incompatibilities
with the upgraded MySQL server.

Embedded Database

If your Gateway uses the embedded database, the database is updated automatically when you restart the Gateway. Nothing
further needs to be done.

For information about the embedded database, see Using the Gateway Embedded Database.

MySQL Database

The MySQL database is most commonly used in the Gateway. To update this database:

1. Access the Gateway main menu.
2. Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu).
3. Select option 1 (Upgrade the CA API Gateway database) and follow the prompts on the screen.

For more information about the configuration menu, see Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance) 

Step 9: Restart the Gateway

You can now start the CA API Gateway:

1. Access the Gateway main menu.
2. Select option R (Reboot the CA API Gateway appliance).

Note:

 For clustered Gateways with replication in effect, the secondary database is replicated from the primary database.

Step 10: Re-enable the Enterprise Service Manager
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If the CA API Gateway - Enterprise Service Manager is present, re-enable it now by repeating the steps under "Step 2: Disable
Enterprise Service?Manager". Note that option 2 now reads "Enable Enterprise Service Manager".

Step 11: Post-Upgrade Update for SafeNet Luna

If your Gateway uses the SafeNet Luna HSM, make the following adjustment after upgrading Gateway to the current release:

1. Access the privileged shell.
2. Open the following file in a text editor:

/opt/SecureSpan/JDK/jre/lib/security/java.security 
3. Add the following line to the file (if not already present) and then save and close the file:

com.safenetinc.luna.provider.createExtractableKeys=true

If your Luna machine has FIPS mode enabled, insert an additional line to the java.security file as follows:

security.provider.10=com.safenetinc.luna.provider.LunaProvider

 Upgrade a Software Gateway
This section describes how to upgrade s in the software form factor.  

This section describes how to upgrade API Gateways in the software form factor.  

Prerequisite: This topic assumes that you have an existing operational Gateway. If you are configuring a newly purchased
Gateway, see Configure the Software Gateway instead.

Tip:

 If your installation includes any Custom Assertions, verify with CA Support before upgrading to ensure that your particular
custom assertion will not cause issues during the Gateway upgrade
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Figure 18: Upgrade Software Gateway

Workflow:

1. Determine the existing version (optional).
2. Download the update files.
3. Install the update files for the appropriate host operating system.

Step 1: Determine the Existing Version

Before upgrading, you can use the procedure below to verify the version of the CA API Gateway currently installed. After
upgrading, you can use these steps to validate that the installation packages were installed correctly.

To determine the version of the Gateway under RHEL/CentOS/SUSE Linux:

• At the command prompt, type:

text# rpm -q ssg

The installed version of the Gateway is displayed.

To determine the version of the Gateway under Solaris:

• At the command prompt, type:

pkginfo -l L7TECHssg
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You should see something similar to the following:

textPKGINST: L7TECHssg 
NAME: CA API Gateway XML Networking Gateway 
CATEGORY: JAVAAPPS,application,ssg 
ARCH: all 
<version number of Gateway> 
BASEDIR: / 
VENDOR: CA Technologies Inc. 
DESC: CA API Gateway Gateway Software Package 
PSTAMP: <date> 
INSTDATE: <date> 
HOTLINE: 888.681.9377 
EMAIL: api-info@ca.com 
STATUS: completely installed 
FILES: 2580 installed pathnames 63 directories 16 executables 651625 blocks used (approx)

Look for the version number and the message "completely installed".

Step 2: Download Update Files

Refer to "Application Update for Software" in List of Update Files for the files that are required to upgrade the CA API
Gateway (note that the platform updates are not required for Software Gateways). 

For information about how to download the archive files from the CA Support site, see "Obtain the Patch Files" in Patch a
Software Gateway.

Step 3: Install Upgrade Files

• For RHEL/CentOS/SUSE Linux: see Install Upgrade Files for RHEL/CentOS/SUSE
• For Solaris: see Install Upgrade Files for Solaris

 

 Install Upgrade Files for RHEL/CentOS/SUSE
This topic describes how to upgrade a gateway in the Software form factor, where the host machine's
operating system is either Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), CentOS, or SUSE Linux.

This topic describes how to upgrade a CA API Gateway in the Software form factor, where the host machine's operating
system is either Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), CentOS, or SUSE Linux.

Tip:

 If your Software Gateway is running on a Solaris machine, refer to Install Upgrade Files for Solaris instead.

 Prerequisite: Ensure that steps 1 to 2 in Upgrade a Software Gateway have been performed.

The upgrade differs depending on the database type of the Gateway:

  

MySQL Database

MySQL is the most commonly used database on the Gateway.

Note:

A Java Development Kit (JDK) should have already been installed prior to the upgrade of your MySQL-based Software
Gateway. If you need to update your JDK, please perform the JDK update AFTER the Gateway upgrade.

 To upgrade the Gateway with a MySQL database:

1. Back up the database (optional, but recommended).
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2. Stop the Gateway:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/gateway.sh stop

3. Download the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files 8 from the Oracle web
site. Unzip the files and then copy them to the following directory (assuming the JDK 1.8 was installed to the default
directory /usr/j2se/):

# cp UnlimitedJCEPolicy/* /usr/j2se/jdk1.8.0_xx/jre/lib/security/

  
4. Stop the slave in MySQL on all nodes in the cluster:

# service mysql stop

5. Change the permissions of all the upgrade files. These files were downloaded in Step 3 of Upgrade a Software
Gateway and placed in the directory /opt/SecureSpan/Controller:

# chmod 755 /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/*.L7P

Note:

The upgrade files pertaining to this procedure are of the .L7P type only. Depending on your target version of Gateway,
you may need to download multiple images and install them in a specific sequence - each image may contain other
non-.L7P files that do not apply to the upgrade process. Refer to List of Update Files for more information on the specific
image files and .L7P files needed for your Gateway upgrade.

6. Perform these steps for each upgrade file:

1.1 Upload the file with this command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/bin/patch.sh upload /opt/SecureSpan/
Controller/<patchFileName>

2.1 Obtain the ID of the patch with this command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/bin/patch.sh list

3.1 Install the patch with this command: 

# /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/bin/patch.sh install <patchID>

Be sure to install the patches in the order listed in List of Update Files. 
4.1 Restart the Gateway if a message onscreen instructs you to do so. For more information, see Patch a Software

Gateway.
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7. Open my.cnf for editing:

# edit my.cnf

8. If you have a cluster of Gateways, add the following property to my.cnf:

log_bin_trust_function_creators=1

The following property may also need to be added; contact your system administrator if it is required for your installation:

slave_exec_mode=IDEMPOTENT

The properties should be added to this section:

# Uncommment log-bin and log-slave-update if a clustered
# db server
log-bin=/var/lib/mysql/ssgbin-log
log_bin_trust_function_creators=1
log-slave-update    
# uncomment the next item on 1st db master server
server-id=1
# uncomment the next item on 2nd db master servers
#server-id=2
relay-log = /var/lib/mysql/ssgrelay-bin
relay-log-index = /var/lib/mysql/ssgrelay-bin.index
relay-log-info-file = /var/lib/mysql/ssgrelay-bin.info

# Slave reliability items:
slave-skip-errors=126,1053,1105,1129,1158,1159,1160,1161
slave_compressed_protocol=1
slave-net-timeout=30
slave_exec_mode=IDEMPOTENT

If your Gateway uses a MySQL database, also add these settings for improved performance:

innodb_buffer_pool_size=(70% of available memory)M
max_connections=10000

For example, if you have 10GB (10000M) of available memory, set:
innodb_buffer_pool_size=7000M 

9. Restart the MySQL service on all nodes in the cluster.
10. Upgrade the Gateway database on one node. To do this, use option 1 ("Upgrade the CA API Gateway database") on

the Gateway Main Menu (Software).

Tip:

 Database upgrade may fail if you are using a remote database. If this occurs, try this workaround:
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a) Run the following SQL statement on the target MySQL: GRANT ALL ON . TO 'gateway'@'%'; FLUSH
PRIVILEGES; 

b) Restart MySQL and then try the database upgrade again.
11.  Start the Gateway. The databases on the other nodes are replicated from the primary database.
12. Update your JDK, if necessary.
13. (Optional) If a JDK update was performed, complete the following:

1.1 Access the Gateway main menu.
2.1 Select option 2 (Configure the CA API Gateway) and then option 1 (Set Up the Gateway Java VM).
3.1 Set the Java VM Path to the current path of JAVA_HOME.
4.1 Exit the main menu and then access a command prompt on the host machine.
5.1 Open /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/etc/host.properties in a text editor.
6.1 Set Host.jre to the current path of JAVA_HOME.

The upgrade is now complete.

Embedded Database

The embedded database built into the Gateway provides greater convenience but less functionality compared to the MySQL
database. For more information, see Using the Gateway Embedded Database.

 To upgrade the Gateway with the embedded database: 

1. Stop the Gateway service with this command:

text# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/gateway.sh stop

2. Back up the previous embedded database by copying this directory to your local directory:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/db 

3. Remove this directory:
/opt/SecureSpan 

4. Reboot the host computer.
5. Extract the Gateway software RPM file from the "CA API Gateway Software Installer" archive. This file name has the

format:
ssg- <version>-<build> .noarch.rpm 

6. Install the Gateway software RPM file with this command:

# rpm -Uvh ssg-<version>-<build>.noarch.rpm

7. Next, run the following command to display the Gateway main menu:

text# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/setup.sh

8. Select option 2 (Configure the Gateway), and then option 1 (Java VM). Verify that the Java VM settings are correct.
9. Select option 2 (Database Connection) and then configure the Gateway to use the embedded database.
10. Exit the Gateway main menu and reboot the computer.
11. Restore the database by copying the backup (created in Step 2) to this directory:

 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/ 
12. Change the ownership and permissions back for the database directory and all of its subdirectories/files

• Change the owner of database directory (in the previous step) from root to gateway.
• Change the permissions of database directory to rwxrwxr-x 
• Change the permissions of the following directory and all its subdirectories to rwxrwxr-x /opt/SecureSpan/

Gateway/node/default/var/db/ssgdb 
• Change the permissions of all files within the "ssgdb" directory (from above) to rw-rw-r- - 
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• Change the permissions of the subdirectories within the "ssgdb" directory (from above) to rwxrwxr-x 
• Change the permissions of the following log file to rw-rw-r- - /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/db/

derby.log 
13. Start the Gateway:

text# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/gateway.sh start

The upgrade is now complete.

 Install Upgrade Files for Solaris
This topic describes how to upgrade a gateway in the Software form factor, where the host machine's
operating system is Solaris.

This topic describes how to upgrade a CA API Gateway in the Software form factor, where the host machine's operating
system is Solaris.

Tip:

 If your Software Gateway is running another operating system, refer to Install Upgrade Files for RHEL/CentOS/
SUSE instead.

 Prerequisite: Ensure that steps 1 to 3 in Upgrade a Software Gateway have been performed.

The upgrade differs depending on the database type of the Gateway:

  

MySQL Database

 To upgrade a CA API Gateway with a MySQL database: 

1. On the Solaris API Gateway server, install the JDK for Solaris and note the installation path. This JDK is available
from  java.sun.com/javase/downloads/index.jsp .

2. Download the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files 8 from the Oracle web
site. Unzip the files to the following directory (assuming JDK 1.8 was installed to the default directory /usr/j2se/):
cp UnlimitedJCEPolicy/* /usr/j2se/jdk1.8.0_ xx /jre/lib/security/ 

3. If you have previously upgraded the MySQL software but not yet run "mysql_upgrade", navigate to the MySQL directory
and run:

text# mysql_upgrade --skip-write-binlog

The following steps upgrade the Gateway software:
4. Stop the slave in MySQL on all nodes in the cluster.
5. Stop the Gateway:

# /opt/securespan/gateway/runtime/bin/gateway.sh stop

6. Remove the old installation:

text# pkgrm L7TECHssg

7. Copy the new Gateway software package L7TECHssg-<version>-<build> .pkg to the host machine.

http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/index.jsp
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8. Install the package:

# pkgadd -d L7TECHssg-<version>-<build>.pkg

9. Select the package(s) to process.
10. Open my.cnf for editing:

text# edit my.cnf

11. Add the following properties to my.cnf:

textlog_bin_trust_function_creators=1 slave_exec_mode=IDEMPOTENT

12. Restart the MySQL service on all nodes in the cluster.
13. Access the Gateway main menu:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/setup.sh

14. Select option 2 (Configure the Gateway) and the option 1 (Java VM). Verify that the Java VM settings are correct.
15. Select option 2 (Database Connection) and then verify that the database connection settings are correct. The settings from

the previous version of the Gateway should be displayed as the default for each setting. Press [Enter] to use the existing
value from the previous installation. You will need to enter the password of the database from the previous installation.

Note:

 You will see an error stating ‘Database version mismatch’. This is expected because you have just updated the Gateway
software. The database will be updated in the next step.

16. Select option 1 (Upgrade the Gateway database) and follow the prompts to upgrade the database.
17. Exit the main menu and restart the Gateway:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/gateway.sh start

The upgrade is now complete.

Embedded Database

 To upgrade a CA API Gateway with an embedded database: 

1. Stop the Gateway service:

text# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/gateway.sh stop

2. Back up the previous embedded database by copying this directory to your local directory:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/db 

3. Remove the old installation:

# pkgrm L7TECHssg-<version>-<build>.pkg
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4. Remove this directory:
/opt/SecureSpan 

5. Reboot the computer.
6. Copy the new Gateway software package L7TECHssg-<version>-<build> .pkg to the host machine.
7. Install the Gateway software:

# pkgadd -d L7TECHssg-<version>-<build>.pkg

8. Enter Y when prompted whether to install the conflicting files, then enter Y to confirm installing <L7TECHssg>.
9. Access the Gateway main menu:

text# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/setup.sh

10. Select option 2 (Configure the Gateway) and t hen option 1 (Java VM). Verify that the Java VM settings are correct.  
11. Select option 2 (Database Connection) and then configure the Gateway to use the embedded database.
12. Exit the Gateway main menu and reboot the computer.
13. Restore the database by copying the backup to this directory:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/ 
14. Change the ownership and permissions back for the database directory and all of its subdirectories/files:

• Change the owner of database directory (in the previous step) from root to gateway.
• Change the permissions of database directory to rwxrwxr-x 
• Change the permissions of the following directory and all its subdirectories to rwxrwxr-x

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/db/ssgdb 
• Change the permissions of all files within the "ssgdb" directory (from above) and all its subdirectories to rw-rw-r- - 
• Change the permissions of the following log file to rw-rw-r- -

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/db/derby.log 
15. Restart the Gateway:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/gateway.sh start

The upgrade is now complete.

 Upgrade a Container Gateway
This topic describes the general instructions for updating the API Gateway image for the deployment
of the Gateway on the Docker container platform in a PaaS environment. Before updating the container
Gateway image, ensure that you have the latest version of either Docker Engine or OpenShift as described
in the API Gateway Docker Hub repository (caapim/gateway). 

This topic describes the general instructions for updating the API Gateway image for the deployment of the Gateway on
the Docker container platform in a PaaS environment. Before updating the container Gateway image, ensure that you have
the latest version of either Docker Engine or OpenShift as described in the API Gateway Docker Hub repository (caapim/
gateway). 

In order for Docker to automatically pull the desired version of the Gateway each time the container is started, the correct
repository tag must be used. To ensure that you are using the correct tags, always refer to the Tags page from the CA API
Gateway Docker Hub page. 

Where the Gateway Version is identified in the docker-compose.yml deployment file, there are two ways to ensure that you are
pulling the latest or a specific version of the container image from Docker Hub.

Always Pulling the Latest Image 

https://hub.docker.com/r/caapim/gateway/
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If your deployment process requires that the latest version of Gateway is always being pulled each time a Gateway container is
run or built, you'll want to use the latest tag in the deployment file. See the Gateway Image Tags in Docker section on this
page for further details and specific use cases.

version: '2.2'
services:
  api-gateway:
    image: caapim/gateway:latest
#    image: caapim/gateway

Pulling a Specific Version of an Image

If you are looking to pull a specific version of the Container Gateway, insert the repository tag that reflects the desired version
number. This is also known as pulling an image by its 'digest'. In the following example, Docker is instructed to pull version
9.4 with the 9.4.00 tag. See the Gateway Image Tags in Docker section on this page for further details and specific use
cases.

version: '2.2'
services:
  api-gateway:
    image: caapim/gateway:9.4.00
#    image: caapim/gateway

Gateway Image Tags in Docker

At the release of a new container image, there are three Docker tags that are assigned to the container to identify it in relation
to other Gateway containers. 

Tag Type Example

Latest

latest

Latest Version

9.3.00

Date-Stamped Version Tag

9.3.00_20180130

The Latest Tag

The latest tag, representing the most recent version of the container image that was released, will dynamically move to each
newly released container image. When pulling the image using the latest tag, only the most recent version of the Gateway
made available to the public will be pulled - any versions under development will not be made available via the latest tag.  

The Latest Version Tag

Similar to the latest tag, the latest version tag is also dynamic and reflects the latest build of a major version. For example, the
9.3.00 tag will move from one container to the latest container that houses the latest CR release (e.g., Version 9.3 CR1). 
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Date-Stamped Version Tag

Unlike the latest or latest version tags, the date-stamped version tag is static and is permanently assigned to each container
release. This tag gives the container image its unique identity and is especially useful when the latest or latest version tag no
longer applies. The format of the date stamp is YYYYMMDD (e.g., 20189130) and is appended to the version number in the
tag (e.g., 9.3.00_20180130). 

Database Upgrades Resulting from a Container Image Update

If you are connecting an external database such as MySQL to your Container Gateway, refer to this page to learn how
upgrades to the database are handled by the Gateway container. 

If you are adopting a database-less Continuous Integration and Continuous Development (CI/CD) workflow for your policy or
service development life cycle, refer to this section in Gateway DocOps to learn how these artifacts are saved directly to the
Container image and treated as code in a Version Control System (VCS).

Note:

• Run the Container Gateway on Docker Engine

 Understand Gateway Patches
The gateway provides a patch management feature to help you organize all the patches for the Gateway.
These patches are issued by CA Technologies to update functionality on the Gateway, including installing
new versions of the Gateway.

The CA API Gateway provides a patch management feature to help you organize all the patches for the Gateway. These
patches are issued by CA Technologies to update functionality on the Gateway, including installing new versions of the
Gateway.

  

Patch States

The state of a patch is displayed when you run the list action. A patch can be in any of these states:

State Description

NONE The patch is unknown to the Gateway. This state is returned
if you query an unknown patch_ID or query a patch that was
uploaded and then deleted without being installed. It is also
the result of deleting a ROLLED_BACK patch.

UPLOADED The patch has been uploaded to the Gateway and its signature
has been verified. The patch is available for other operations,
but it is not installed yet.

INSTALLED The patch has been installed successfully. Note that only
UPLOADED patches may be installed.

ERROR The patch installation has failed. Contact CA Support if this
happens and have the patch log files available (see "Viewing
Patch Log Files" below).

Patch File Nomenclature

This section helps you understand the different types of patch files and is of interest to advanced users.

There are currently five types of patch files for the Gateway appliance:

• (Appliance Gateway only)  Incremental Platform Update Patches (also known as "Security Patches")
This type of patch contains RPM files for the underlying operating system (OS). These files patch security vulnerabilities
and include updates to the OS-level RPM files, but they are not intended to modify the behavior of the Gateway software.
These patches can be found in the Download section of the Support Portal with names that follow this syntax:
CA_API/Layer7_PlatformUpdate_ <architecture> _ <gatewayVersion> .L7P
There are both x32 and x64 versions of each of these patches. These patches contain all the modifications since the last
minor version release, effectively containing all Monthly Platform Updates from the previous version, as well as any RPM
files added for the core minor version release.
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• (Appliance Gateway only)  Monthly Platform Updates (these are also referred to as "Security Patches")These patches
are periodic updates to the Incremental Platform Update Patches. They serve the same function, but are created to provide
the most-up-to-date security for the OS pending the next major or minor release.
These patches can be found in the Download section of the Support Portal with names that follow this syntax:
CA_API/Layer7_PlatformUpdate_ <architecture> _<GatewayVersion>- <date>. L7P
There are both x32 and x64 versions of each of these patches. These patches are cumulative for their version release. They
do not contain the core version release patch.

• Core Application Patches
The Application Patch is intended to update the CA API Gateway and CA API Gateway-Enterprise Service
Manager software. These patches do not update the underlying operating system.
These patches can be found in the Download section of the Support Portal with names that follow this syntax:
CA_API_Gateway/Layer7_ <version> .L7P  

• Application Update, Cumulative Release Patches
These patches are periodic updates to the Gateway application, pending the release of the next patch. They are typically
used to resolve any issues that arose as a result of the deployment of the Core Application Patch. These patches provide
quick responses to new security threats at the application level (for example, updating the default cipher suite list to combat
CBC attacks). They also provide enhancements to functionality pending the next major/minor release.

• Other Patches
These include hot fixes, extended functionality for a niche project, cumulative Platform Updates, and other items that do
not fall in any of the above categories.

Tip:

Monitor the Release Notes for all patching information. These notes discuss any security vulnerabilities or hot fixes handled by
the application patches. When deciding on when to update your Gateway software, be sure to take into account factors such as:
functionality, security features, and end-of-life timelines on the versions.

Patching Best Practices

CA Technologies recommends the following best practices for patching your Gateway:

Platform Update Patches (all "Security Patches") 

Apply these patches as soon as possible to keep your Gateway appliance patched against any OS-level security vulnerabilities.
To do this, install the most recent Monthly Platform Updates for your Gateway version after deploying the appliance. When
new versions are released, apply the Incremental Platform Update Patch for that new version, and then keep up to date on the
latest Monthly Platform Update for that version.

If you are deploying an appliance that is not the most recent version:

1. Install the Incremental Platform Update Patches for each version since your appliance was released in the correct order.
2. Install the most recent Monthly Platform Update for the newest appliance version.

Warning:

When installing any platform patch, consult the Release Notes for that version to ensure that the patches are
correctly deployed.

Some patches require a mysql_upgrade from the command line, or a similar additional action; for more
information, see the respective mysql Release Notes.

These patches should be applied one at a time on all nodes in the cluster and require a reboot after every
incremental patch is installed.

When installing any platform patch, consult the Release Notes for that version to ensure that the patches are correctly deployed
(for example, some patches require a mysql_upgrade from the command line, or a similar additional action). These patches
should be applied one at a time on all nodes in the cluster and require a reboot after every incremental patch is installed.

Application Patches 

It is typically best practice to monitor the Release Notes for all patching information. These notes discuss any security
vulnerabilities or hot fixes handled by the application patches. When deciding on when to update your Gateway software, be
sure to take into account factors such as: functionality, security features, and end-of-life timelines on the versions.

Restarting the Gateway

The Gateway needs to be restarted during the patching process. The recommended method is using the "Restart" command in
the Gateway main menu, it invokes the correct sequence of commands in the background. Advanced users who understand the
underlying commands may opt to use the command line. 
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To avoid data loss, never power cycle the physical or virtual machine (by using the power button or
any of the power control functionality in the ILOM for a physical machine, or by using the Reset command in the vSphere
Client). Instead, access the root shell and run the poweroff command.

Tip:

Reboot the Gateway after each Platform and Gateway patch to ensure that you get all the Gateway service updates. Failure to
reboot can result in missing functionality in the Gateway main menu.

Patch Log Files

Log files for the patching process are located here:

/opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/logs/patches.log/opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/logs/patch_cli*.log 

Note:

View Logs for the Gateway 

 Patch an Appliance Gateway
This section describes how to patch gateways in the appliance and virtual appliance form factors,
including Gateways running in the AWS or Azure environments. 

This section describes how to patch CA API Gateways in the appliance and virtual appliance form factors, including Gateways
running in the AWS or Azure environments. 

Contents:

Note:

Be sure to back up your Gateway before installing a patch, in case you need to revert back to the pre-patch state. There is no
way to reverse a patch once it is installed. For more information, see Back Up Gateways.

Obtain Upgrade Patch Files

To obtain the patch files for upgrading your Gateway:

1. Log in to the CA Support site: https://support.ca.com
2. Select Download Management and search for "ca api gateway".
3. Select your Gateway product from the results that appear. A list of DVD images is displayed.
4. In the "Service Pack" column, '0000' indicates the base release, while a number such as '01' indicates a service pack release.
5. Review the Release Notes to see a listing of the contents of each archive.
6. Download the appropriate archive(s) to your hard drive and unzip them.
7. Locate the necessary patch files in the archive and copy them to the "/home/<user>" directory on your hard drive. Tip:

See List of Update Files for the names of patch files you need.
8. Change the permissions of the patch files to '755':

# chmod 755 <patch_files>

9. Copy the patch files to the API Gateway appliance using the SCP command:

# scp –p <patch_file> ssgconfig@<your_gateway>:

Obtain All Other Patch Files

In between major releases, check the following site regularly for monthly patches or cumulative releases. You should receive
proactive notification emails from CA Support when these are available.

To download monthly or cumulative release patch files for the Gateway:

http://support.ca.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• Visit the CA API Management Solutions & Patches page.

Patching Using the Menu

To patch using the menu:

1. Access the the Gateway main menu.
2. Stop the Gateway:

1.1 Select option 2 (Display Layer 7 Gateway configuration menu).
2.1 Select option 7 (Manage Layer 7 Gateway status).
3.1 Press Enter and then select the option to stop the Gateway.
4.1 Return to the Gateway main menu

3. Select option 8 from the Gateway main menu to access the Patch menu:

This menu allows you to manage patches on the
CA API Gateway Appliance

What would you like to do?

 1) Upload a patch to the Gateway
 2) Install a patch onto the Gateway
 3) Delete a patch from the Gateway
 4) List the patches uploaded to the Gateway
 X) Exit menu

Please make a selection:

4. Install the patch file as follows (see the table below for more details about each option):

1.1 Select option 1 (Upload a patch to the Gateway).
2.1 Select option 2 (Install a patch onto the Gateway).

5. Return to the Gateway main menu and select option R (Reboot the SSG appliance (apply the new configuration)).

The following table describes how to use each patch option in detail:

Option Description

http://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html?intcmp=searchresultclick%3Fintcmp%3Dsearchresultclick
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1) Upload a patch to the Gateway This option scans the directory /home/ssgconfig for eligible
patches and lists them on the screen:

1. Enter the number next to the patch you wish to upload to
the API Gateway.

2. Press [Enter] to confirm the uploading of the patch.

3. A message will indicate that the patch was successfully
registered. Press [Enter] to return to the previous menu.

If the patch you wish to upload is not currently in /home/
ssgconfig, use option S to enter a path to the patch to use.

Note:

Uploading a patch does not install it -- you must use option 2
to do this. Placing a patch file into /home/ssgconfig does not
make the API Gateway aware of it until you use the option 1
to upload it.

Tip:

If you encounter issues while uploading the patches, this
knowledge base article may help: https://www.ca.com/us/
services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-
base-articles.TEC0000001164.html

2) Install a patch onto the Gateway This option installs an uploaded patch. A list of eligible
patches is displayed.

1. Enter the number next to the patch you wish to install.
Note: If the patch you want is not listed, enter X to exit
and then use option 1 to upload it first.

2. Press [Enter] to confirm the installation of the patch.
3. A message will indicate that the patch was successfully

installed. If further configuration is required or if a API
Gateway restart is necessary, this will be noted on the
screen. For example, the following text may be displayed
after installing a custom assertion:
Please check the Gateway logs and, if the observer for
CA Unicenter WSDM is NOT enabled, customize the
manager SOAP endpoint by editing the cluster property
cawsdm.managerSoapEndpoint and then restart the
Gateway.

4. Press [Enter] to return to the previous menu.
5. If a restart was indicated, return to the Gateway main

menu and use option R to restart the appliance. Note:
Failure to restart the Gateway (if indicated) could result in
missing functionality in the Gateway main menu.

https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-articles.TEC0000001164.html
https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-articles.TEC0000001164.html
https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-articles.TEC0000001164.html
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3) Delete patches from the Gateway This option lets you quickly delete one or more patch files
from the Gateway. You may wish to delete patches after
they are installed to free up space on your hard drive. Note:
Deleting a patch file does not uninstall that patch.

Note the following when deleting patches:

• When a patch is deleted, the .L7P and .LCK files for that
patch are removed from /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/
patches.

• Patches uploaded to /home/ssgconfig are not deleted
because they may be needed again in the future. You can
remove these patches manually if you wish.

• A deleted patch may be uploaded and installed again if
necessary.

• Deleting a patch does not "uninstall" it.

Select from the following options when deleting a patch:

• Delete a single patch: A list of all patches is displayed,
regardless of status. Choose the patch to delete.

• Bulk delete all patches: This deletes all patches,
regardless of status. A list of patches to be deleted is
not displayed. Confirm the bulk deletion. Tip: The bulk
delete is useful for cleaning up your existing patches prior
to enabling automatic deletion. Once auto deletion is
enabled, bulk delete should not be necessary.

• Configure automatic patch deletion: Displays the
current automatic deletion setting and allows you to
change it. When enabled, patch files are automatically
discarded after installation. Tip: If the patch did not
install successfully for whatever reason, it is still removed
if this option is enabled. Should this occur, you must
upload and install the patch again.

4) List Gateway patch history This option provides a history of the patches applied on a
Gateway. It lists:

• INSTALLED patches, ordered by date installed
• UPLOADED patches, ordered by date uploaded
• ERROR patches, ordered by date the error occurred

Note that only one entry is shown for each patch. Example:
A patch installation failed twice and succeeded on the the
third time. The only entry for this patch is the successful
installation; the two failures are not listed.

For a description of the statuses, see "Understanding the
Patch States" in Understand Gateway Patches.

Note:

Only patches registered using option 1 ("Upload a patch to
the Gateway") are listed here. Patches simply copied to /
home/ssgconfig are not shown.

Patching Using the Command Line

You may also patch the Gateway using the command line, once the Gateway has been stopped using the menu.

To patch using the command line:

1. Access the the Gateway main menu.
2. Stop the Gateway:

Warning:
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IMPORTANT: Use the steps described here to stop the Gateway. Do not stop the Gateway using the service
ssg stop command, as this causes the patching process to fail.

1.1 Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu).
2.1 Select option 7 (Manage CA API Gateway status).
3.1 Press Enter and then select the option to stop the Gateway.
4.1 Return to the Gateway main menu

3. Select option 3 (Use a privileged shell (root)) to access the privilege shell.
4. Upload and then install the patch by using this command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/bin/
patch.sh <target>
 
<action>

Where:

• "<target>" is either the patch API endpoint URI or the Process Controller home directory; if not specified, the <target>
defaults to:
https://localhost:8765/services/patchServiceApi

• "<action>" is an action from the table below. You must upload first, then install.
5. Restart the Gateway:

1.1 Exit the privileged shell.
2.1 Return to the Gateway main menu.
3.1 Select option R (Reboot the SSG appliance (apply the new configuration)).

The following table provides a reference to all the command line patching commands:

Action Description

upload  <filename> Uploads the patch named <filename> to the API Gateway.

install  <patch_ID> Installs the patch with the identifier <patch_ID>. This patch
must already be uploaded using the upload action.

Tip:

The patch ID is normally the patch file name, excluding the
extension.

A message will indicate that the patch was successfully
installed. If further configuration is required or if a API
Gateway restart is necessary, this will be noted on the screen.
For example, the following text may be displayed after
installing a custom assertion:

Please check the Gateway logs and, if the observer for
CA Unicenter WSDM is NOT enabled, customize the
manager SOAP endpoint by editing the cluster property
cawsdm.managerSoapEndpoint and then restart the Gateway.
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delete [<patch_ID> |all] Removes the specified <patch_ID> or all patches from the
list of registered patches on the API Gateway.

Note the following when deleting a patch:

• When a patch is deleted, the .L7P and .LCK files for that
patch are removed from /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/
patches.

• Patches uploaded to /home/ssgconfig are not deleted
because they may be needed again in the future. You can
remove these patches manually if you wish.

• A deleted patch may be uploaded and installed again if
necessary.

• Deleting a patch does not "uninstall" it.

autodelete [true|false] Enables or disables the automatic deletion of patches after
installation. Returns the current auto deletion status if no
parameter is specified.

Note:

When auto deletion is enabled, patches are removed even if
the installation was unsuccessful. Should this occur, you must
upload and install the patch again.

list[-ignoredeletedpatches] Lists all the patches currently registered on the API Gateway
and their statuses. For a description of the states, see
"Understanding the Patch States" under Understand Gateway
Patches.

If "-ignoredeletedpatches" is specified, the list returned
excludes patches that have been deleted (no associated .L7P
file).

 

 

Note:

• View Logs for the Gateway

 Patch a Software Gateway
This section describes how to patch gateways in the Software form factor. 

This section describes how to patch CA API Gateways in the Software form factor. 

The Gateway provides patch management feature to help you organize the incremental patches for the Gateway. These patches
may be issued by CA Technologies to update functionality in the Gateway software.

Tip:

Be sure to back up your Gateway before installing a patch. For more information, see Back Up Gateways.

Obtain the Patch Files

To obtain the patch files:

1. Log in to the CA Support site: https://support.ca.com
2. Select Download Management and search for "ca api gateway".
3. Select your Gateway product from the results that appear. A list of DVD images is displayed.
4. In the "Service Pack" column, '0000' indicates the base release, while a number such as '01' indicates a service pack release.
5. Review the Release Notes to see a listing of the contents of each archive.
6. Download the appropriate archive(s) to your hard drive and unzip them.
7. Locate the necessary patch files in the archive and copy them to a temporary location on your hard drive. Tip: See List of

Update Files for the names of patch files you need.
8. Copy the patch files to the following directory on the Gateway:

http://support.ca.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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/opt/SecureSpan/Controller

Obtain Cumulative Release Patch Files

In between major releases, check the following site regularly for cumulative releases. You should receive proactive notification
emails from CA Support when these are available.

To download cumulative release patch files for the Gateway:

• Visit the CA API Management Solutions & Patches page.

Install a Patch

To install a patch:

1. Log in as the root user. 
2. Run the following command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/bin/patch.sh <target> <action>

Where:

• "<target>" is either the patch API endpoint URI or the Process Controller home directory; if not specified, the <target>
defaults to:
/opt/SecureSpan/Controller

• "<action>" is one of the actions in the table below.
3. If you have installed a patch, you may be prompted to restart the Gateway.

Action Description

upload  <filename> Uploads the patch named <filename> to the Gateway.

install  <patch_ID> Installs the patch with the identifier <patch_ID>. This patch
must already be uploaded using the upload action.

Tip:

The patch ID is normally the patch file name, excluding the
extension.

A message indicates that the patch is successfully installed.
On-screen messages notify you If further configuration is
required or if a Gateway restart is necessary.

delete  <patch_ID> Removes an uninstalled patch from the list of registered
patches on the Gateway. It physically deletes the patch from
the internal repository, but not from the original pre-upload
location.

Note the following when deleting a patch:

• Only patches in the UPLOADED state can be deleted.
• Deleting a patch only sets its state to NONE -- the patch

itself is not physically removed from the appliance.
• A deleted patch may be uploaded and installed again if

necessary.

list Lists all the patches currently registered on the Gateway and
their statuses.

 Expedited Appliance Upgrade
This topic describes how to perform an expedited upgrade of a gateway Virtual Appliance, from versions
as old as v7.1 to the current version. This expedited upgrade reduces the number steps that are required
when upgrading an old Gateway.

https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html
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This topic describes how to perform an expedited upgrade of a CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance, from versions as old
as v7.1 to the current version. This expedited upgrade reduces the number steps that are required when upgrading an old
Gateway.

This expedited upgrade procedure should be performed only by system administrators or advanced technical users.

Tip:

For normal upgrades to the next release, follow the standard upgrade process. Gateways not in the virtual appliance form factor
can only be upgraded using the standard process.

Choose the upgrade scenario that matches your environment:

• Upgrade Scenario 1 - Database with the Gateway: The database resides within the CA API Gateway. This is the most
common scenario.

• Upgrade Scenario 2 - Database on Separate Host: The database resides on a separate host machine. This scenario is less
common.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Why use this upgrade instead of the standard process? The standard upgrade requires installing platform upgrade
patches for each release. When jumping several releases, this
can be time consuming. This "expedited" process basically
involves creating a new Gateway and then moving your
database. It bypasses all the platform upgrades and preserves
your database.

Can I use the expedited upgrade all the time? You can theoretically use it all the time, even to jump a single
version. However in this case, installing a couple of patch
files may be more expedient than creating a new instance of
the Gateway.

Also note the expedited upgrade works only with virtual
appliances. Gateways in any other form factor (hardware
appliances, software Gateways, etc.) must be updated using
the standard upgrade process.

What happens to my audit data during the upgrade? The expedited process discards audit data older than 7 days.
If you want to retain all your audit data, either export them
first or use the standard upgrade procedure instead.

Can the Gateway keep running while the upgrade occurs? No. The Gateway must be stopped while the upgrade occurs.

I am getting a "No upgrade path" error. Refer to this article in CA Support: "Gateway database
upgrade from version 7.1.2 to 8.0.0 or later fails: No
Upgrade Path", at: https://www.ca.com/us/services-
support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-
articles.tec0000001297.html

After completing the steps in the Support article, try the
upgrade again:

1. Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration
menu).

2. Select option 1 (Upgrade the CA API Gateway database).

https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-articles.tec0000001297.html
https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-articles.tec0000001297.html
https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-articles.tec0000001297.html
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Some of my listen ports do not start This could be caused by one of the ports having DH_ciphers
enabled. Run this MySQL command (all on one line; line
breaks are added here for readability):

mysql ssg -e "update connector_property 
set
 value='TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA,
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA,
TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA,
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA' where
 name='cipherList'"

 

 

Note:

• Upgrade the Gateway
• Configure the Appliance Gateway
• Troubleshoot

 Upgrade Scenario 1 - Database with the Gateway
The most common upgrade scenario involves upgrading a gateway that includes a MySQL Gateway
database on the same node. In this scenario, you create a new virtual instance of the latest Gateway
version, and then move the database and supporting files over.

The most common upgrade scenario involves upgrading a CA API Gateway that includes a MySQL Gateway database on the
same node. In this scenario, you create a new virtual instance of the latest Gateway version, and then move the database and
supporting files over.

Note:

If your system is configured such that the database resides on a separate host, see Upgrade Scenario 2 - Database on Separate
Host instead.

Figure 19: expedited_scenario_1

Workflow:
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1. Perform the prerequisite preparation steps. This involves standing up a new virtual Gateway, configuring replication, and
purging audits.

2. Export the database from your source Gateway.
3. Stop the destination (target) Gateway.
4. Import and upgrade the database onto the destination Gateway.
5. Restart the Gateway.
6. Install the license file.
7. Complete any manual post-upgrade steps as necessary.

Before You Begin

1. Set up a new Gateway with your destination version. Be sure to use the same passphrase for the cluster passphrase as the
source Gateway.
For more information about how to set up a new virtual appliance:

• See the CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance Getting Started under "CA API Management Technical Documentation"
in Release Notes 9.3

• Also see Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance)
2. If you are setting up a cluster of Gateways, set up replication first, then configure the first processing node, and then

subsequent nodes. 
For more information, see:

• Configuring Cluster Database Replication
• Configuring the First Processing Node
• Configuring Subsequent Processing Nodes

3. (Optional) Save your audit events from the source Gateway. All audit events are discarded as part of this upgrade process. 
For more information, see "Download Audit Events" in View Gateway Audit Events.

4. Purge audit events from the source Gateway. For more information, see "Delete Audit Events" in View Gateway Audit
Events. 

5. If you are upgrading the database after Gateway patch installation, ensure that you either have the Administrative Database
user (root) privileges or grant the user with similar privileges for successful upgrade.

Step 1: Export Database from Source Gateway

1. Access the privileged shell on the source Gateway.
2. Run the following command to export the Gateway database:

# mysqldump ssg --routines > /home/ssgconfig/<source_Gateway>.sql

Where "<source_Gateway>" is any label that indicates the .sql file is the database from the source Gateway.  
3. Copy the database from the source Gateway to the destination Gateway:

# scp /home/ssgconfig/<source_Gateway>.sql
 ssgconfig@<destination_Gateway_Hostname>:~/

Step 2: Stop the Destination Gateway

Perform these steps on every node on the destination Gateway:

1. Access the privileged shell.
2. Stop the node with this command:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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# service ssg stop

Note:

The 'ssg' service must be stopped on all nodes, otherwise the upgrade is not successful.

Step 3: Import and Upgrade the Database on the Destination Gateway

Perform these steps on the primary node only:

1. Access the privileged shell.
2. Run the following commands:

# mysqladmin drop ssg
# mysqladmin create ssg
# mysql ssg < /home/ssgconfig/<source_Gateway>.sql
# service ssg start
# exit

You return to the Gateway main menu.
3. Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu) from the Gateway main menu.
4. Select option 1 (Upgrade the CA API Gateway database). Confirm the upgrade. Allow several minutes for the upgrade to

complete.

Step 4: Restart the Gateway

After you have imported and upgraded the database, restart the Gateway cluster.

1. Access the privileged shell again.
2. Restart the Gateway by running this command on every node:

# service ssg restart

Step 5: Install the License

1. Start the Policy Manager and connect to your destination Gateway.
2. Install?the license file.

Your destination Gateway is now operational.

Step 6: Post Upgrade Tasks

Some items cannot be brought over automatically in the expedited upgrade process. Manually complete the following tasks
that apply to you:

• Custom assertions: Any custom assertions that were present in your source Gateway must be reinstalled on the destination
Gateway.
For more information, see Install Purchased Custom Assertions.

• Non-default assertions in your source Gateway: Certain assertion files are not be included in the upgrade. You must
copy these files manually from the source Gateway to this directory on the destination Gateway:
runtime/modules/assertions
An example of non-default files is the.AAR files for modular assertions.

• Copy .JAR files: You must copy all .JAR files from the source Gateway to these directories on the destination Gateway:
/runtime/lib/ext
/runtime/libThe .JAR files are required for some features to work (for example, JDBC or JMS).

• Modify iptables: If the source Gateway had port redirects in the iptables file, you must reapply these manually on the
destination Gateway.
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Note:

• Expedited Appliance Upgrade
• Upgrade Scenario 2 - Database on Separate Host

 Upgrade Scenario 2 - Database on Separate Host
A less common configuration is one where the gateway resides on one host, while the MySQL Gateway
database resides on another. In this configuration, you create a new virtual Gateway, upgrade the
database, and then configure the new Gateway to point to the database.

A less common configuration is one where the CA API Gateway resides on one host, while the MySQL Gateway database
resides on another. In this configuration, you create a new virtual Gateway, upgrade the database, and then configure the new
Gateway to point to the database.

Note:

If your system is configured using the more common setup where the Gateway and database are together, use Upgrade
Scenario 1 - Database with the Gateway instead.

Figure 20: expedited_scenario_2

Workflow:

1. Perform the prerequisite preparation steps. This involves standing up a new virtual Gateway, configuring replication, and
purging audits.

2. Stop all nodes on the source Gateway.
3. Modify the permissions on the database host.
4. Restart the Gateway.
5. Upgrade the database.
6. Configure the destination Gateway.
7. Install the license file.
8. Test the upgrade and revoke the enhanced privileges added earlier in MySQL.
9.  postupgrade.

Before You Begin
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1. Set up a new Gateway with your destination version. Be sure to use the same passphrase for the cluster passphrase as the
source Gateway.
For more information about how to set up a new virtual appliance:

• See the CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance Getting Started under "CA API Management Technical Documentation"
in Release Notes 9.3

• Also see Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance)
2. (Optional) Save your audit events from the source Gateway. All audit events are discarded as part of this upgrade process. 

For more information, see "Download Audit Events" in View Gateway Audit Events.
3. Purge audit events from the source Gateway. For more information, see "Delete Audit Events" in View Gateway Audit

Events.
4. Upgrade the MySQL Server to version 5.7.

Step 1: Stop All Nodes on Source Gateway

Perform the following steps on every node in the source Gateway cluster:

1. Access the privileged shell.
2. Stop the Gateway service:

# service ssg stop

Step 2: Modify Permissions on the Database Host

Next, perform these permissions grants on the master database host:

1. Start MySQL:

# mysql -u root -p

2. Run the following MySQL commands to modify the permissions for the Administrative Database User:

CREATE USER '<ADU>'@'<HOSTNAME>' IDENTIFIED BY '<PASSWORD>';GRANT
 ALL ON <DBNAME>_testUpgrade.* TO '<ADU>'@'<HOSTNAME>' IDENTIFIED
 BY 'password' WITH GRANT OPTION;GRANT ALL ON <DBNAME>.* TO
 '<ADU>'@'<HOSTNAME>' IDENTIFIED BY '<PASSWORD>';GRANT ALL ON
 mysql.* TO '<ADU>'@'<HOSTNAME>' IDENTIFIED BY '<PASSWORD>';FLUSH
 PRIVILEGES;

Where:

• <ADU> is the Administrative Database Username. This should match the value that is entered in "Step 4: Upgrade the
Database", in step 5.

• <HOSTNAME> is the hostname of the Gateway primary node
• <PASSWORD> is the password for the Administrative Database User. This should match the value that is entered in

"Step 4: Upgrade the Database", in step 5.
• <DBNAME> is the database name. This should match the value that is entered in "Step 4: Upgrade the Database", in

step 5. (default ssg)
3. Exit MySQL.

Step 3: Restart the Gateway
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1. Run the following on all destination Gateway nodes:

# service ssg restart

Step 4: Upgrade the Database

Perform the following steps on the primary node in the destination Gateway cluster.

1. Access the privileged shell.
2. Start the Gateway service:

# service ssg start

3. Exit the privileged shell and return to the Gateway main menu.
4. Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu) and then option 1 (Upgrade the CA API Gateway

database).
5. Complete the prompts that are presented:

• Enter database host: Enter the master database host IP address.
• Enter database port: Enter the port number (default 3306).
• Enter database name: Enter the database name (default ssg).
• Enter database username: Enter the name of the user who has access to the database (default gateway).
• Enter database username password: Enter the password of the database user.
• Perform upgrade: Enter yes.
• Enter Administrative Database Username: Enter the username of the root MySQL user (default root).
• Enter Administrative Database Password: Enter the password for the root MySQL user.

Step 5: Configure the Destination Gateway

In this step, you configure the destination Gateway to use the newly upgraded database. Perform the following steps on each
Gateway node.

1. Access the Gateway main menu.
2. Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu) and then option 3 (Configure the CA API Gateway).
3. Complete the prompts that are displayed. For a description of each prompt, see Gateway Configuration Menu

(Appliance). Tip: Option 3 mostly repeats all the prompts that are displayed when you used option 2 (Create a New CA
API Gateway Database).

4. Review the configuration summary carefully. If everything is in order, press Enter to complete the configuration.

Step 6: Install the License

1. Start the Policy Manager and connect to your destination Gateway.
2. Install?the license file.

Your destination Gateway is now operational.

Step 7: Test Upgrade and Restore Privileges in MySQL Database

In "Step 2: Modify Permissions on the Database Host", "GRANT ALL" was used for expediency:

GRANT ALL ON mysql.* TO '<ADU>'@'<HOSTNAME>' IDENTIFIED BY '<PASSWORD>';

You can now restore the privileges to normal.

To restore the privileges:
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1. Start MySQL on the database host:

# mysql -u root -p

2. Run this command:

REVOKE ALL ON mysql.* FROM '<ADU>'@'<HOSTNAME>';

Where:

• <ADU> is the Administrative Database Username, as entered in "Step 4: Upgrade the Database", in step 5.
• <HOSTNAME> is the hostname of the Gateway primary node

3. Exit MySQL.

Step 8: Post Upgrade Tasks

Some items cannot be brought over automatically in the expedited upgrade process. Manually complete the following tasks
that apply to you:

• Custom assertions: Any custom assertions that were present in your source Gateway must be reinstalled on the destination
Gateway.
For more information, see Install Purchased Custom Assertions.

• Non-default assertions in your source Gateway: Certain assertion files are not be included in the upgrade. You must
copy these files manually from the source Gateway to this directory on the destination Gateway:
runtime/modules/assertions
An example of non-default files is the .AAR files for modular assertions.

• Copy .JAR files: You must copy all .JAR files from the source Gateway to these directories on the destination Gateway:
/runtime/lib/ext
/runtime/libThe .JAR files are required for some features to work (for example, JDBC or JMS).

Note:

• Expedited Appliance Upgrade
• Upgrade Scenario 1 - Database with the Gateway

 Update the VMware Hardware Version
The virtual machine hardware version in VMware controls which hardware resources or the amount
of resources that the virtual machine can access. For example, if the virtual machine must access more
than eight virtual CPUs (vCPU), then a hardware version greater than 8 is required (for ESXi 4.x). For
information about hardware and software support for each version of ESXi, Workstation, or Fusion, refer
to these pages from the VMware documentation:

The virtual machine hardware version in VMware controls which hardware resources or the amount of resources that the
virtual machine can access. For example, if the virtual machine must access more than eight virtual CPUs (vCPU), then a
hardware version greater than 8 is required (for ESXi 4.x). For information about hardware and software support for each
version of ESXi, Workstation, or Fusion, refer to these pages from the VMware documentation:

• Hardware Features Available with Virtual Machine Compatibility Settings
• ESXi/ESX hosts and compatible virtual machine hardware versions

 Contents:

Increasing the VMware Hardware Version or Compatibility Setting

Refer to the following pages in the the VMware documentation for instructions on how to increase the hardware version/
compatibility setting:

• Upgrading a machines level in VMware ESXi 5.5/6.0/6.5

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.0/com.vmware.vsphere.vm_admin.doc/GUID-789C3913-1053-4850-A0F0-E29C3D32B6DA.html
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2007240
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1010675
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• Upgrading a machines level in VMware Workstation
• Upgrading a machines level in VMware Fusion

Observe the following points when changing your compatibility setting:

• Always back up your virtual machine first.
• Once you upgrade your compatibility, it is not possible to downgrade. For example:

• Hardware Version 10 is only compatible with ESXi 5.5 and above
• Hardware Version 11 is only compatible with ESXi 6.0 and above

• Upgrading your virtual machine through the Windows vSphere client automatically upgrades to the highest version
available on the ESXi host on which your virtual machine is installed.

Upgrading VMware Tools

Prerequisites:

• You have a recent backup of your virtual machine.
• Ensure that your virtual machine is running RHEL 6.x or CentOS 6.x.

CA Technologies recommends upgrading the VMware Tools using the package from your ESXi installation. For more
information, refer to these pages from the VMware documentation:

• ESXi 5.5: Manually Install or Upgrade VMware Tools in a Linux Virtual Machine
• ESXi 6.0: Manually Install or Upgrade VMware Tools in a Linux Virtual Machine
• ESXi 6.5: Manually Install or Upgrade VMware Tools in a Linux Virtual Machine

 

 

Note:

• Release Notes 9.3 (refer to the link to the CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance Getting Started under "CA API Management
Technical Documentation")

 Install the Policy Manager
The Policy Manager connects to one or more Gateways or clusters of Gateways. The GUI-based
application enables administrators to centrally define, manage, verify, and audit fine-grained security
and integration policies for Gateway-protected web services and XML applications. Through the Policy
Manager, administrators connect to shared services, establish trust and identity sources with existing
infrastructure, use these sources to define personalized policies through a declarative and rich policy
language of assertions, and provision policies to existing clients.

The Policy Manager connects to one or more Gateways or clusters of Gateways. The GUI-based application enables
administrators to centrally define, manage, verify, and audit fine-grained security and integration policies for Gateway-
protected web services and XML applications. Through the Policy Manager, administrators connect to shared services,
establish trust and identity sources with existing infrastructure, use these sources to define personalized policies through a
declarative and rich policy language of assertions, and provision policies to existing clients.

The Policy Manager is available as a desktop application running under Linux or Microsoft Windows. It is also available as a
browser client running in any compatible browser. For more information, see Using the Policy Manager Browser Client.

Tip:

Be sure to review the requirements under "Policy Manager" in Requirements and Compatibility. System requirements are also
partially determined by the nature of your Gateway deployment. CA Technologies’ Professional Services Specialists will help
determine any system requirements beyond what is listed here.

Follow the appropriate sections if you are installing the desktop version of the Policy Manager. No installation is required if
you are running the browser client version.

• Install the Policy Manager under Linux/Solaris
• Install the Policy Manager under Windows

 Install the Policy Manager under Linux/Solaris
Install the gateway Policy Manager on a multi-user or a single-user Linux machine.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Workstation-Pro/12.0/com.vmware.ws.using.doc/GUID-5C8E7D23-E28F-49A1-8C0C-2E52347383F8.html
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1022060
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/5.5/com.vmware.vsphere.vm_admin.doc/GUID-08BB9465-D40A-4E16-9E15-8C016CC8166F.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.0/com.vmware.vsphere.vm_admin.doc/GUID-08BB9465-D40A-4E16-9E15-8C016CC8166F.html
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2129825
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Install the CA API Gateway Policy Manager on a multi-user or a single-user Linux machine.

Prerequisites:

Ensure the following is set for the Policy Manager to run properly:

• Correct version of the JRE or JDK has been installed (see Software Gateway Specifications).
• $JAVA_HOME is set to use the correct Java version.

Note:

Starting with Version 9.4 CR2 of the Gateway Policy Manager, JRE 8 is included in the Policy Manager installation
package (e.g., Manager-9.4.00.tar.gz) for Linux Operating Systems. You will not be required to install JRE or check Java
versions manually.

Common Installation - Multiple Users on a Single Machine

Note:  The following instructions assume a root user common installation on a modern Linux system. Some of the command
options may vary on Solaris, AIX, and FreeBSD.

To install the Policy Manager for all users on a multi-user machine:

1. Log in as the root user.
2. Open the "Installer" DVD ISO image. Tip: If you are using a disc and automatic mounting is not enabled, type mount -t

auto /dev/cdrom /mnt/cdrom to mount the disc contents. (These examples assume the directory "/mnt/cdrom" is available
and is empty. You may use another directory.)

3. Locate the Manager-<version>.tar.gz file in the /mnt/cdrom directory. Uncompress and unpack the tarball into a new local
install directory with the following commands:

# mkdir /usr/local/securespan
# cd /usr/local/securespan/
# tar -xzvf /mnt/cdrom/Manager-<version>.tar.gz
# cd ~

Note:  The last command returns you to the default directory. It is recommended that you create and unpack the installation
files into the "/usr/local/securespan/" directory. If you choose to use a different directory, then replace the "/usr/local/
securespan" path with your chosen directory path in the command line. If you choose to create a different directory, then
do so before using the command line. Unpacking the tarball signifies your acceptance of the terms and conditions in the
License Agreement.

4. The installation files appear in the target directory. Start the Policy Manager with the following command:

# /usr/local/securespan/Manager-<version>/Manager.sh

5. Unmount the disc:

# umount /mnt/cdrom

You may now eject and remove the disc.

Single User Installation - Single User on a Single Machine

To install the Policy Manager on a single machine with single user access rights, perform steps 1 through 5 above, with the
following exceptions:

• In step 1, log in with your personal user name and password
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• In step 3, unpack and uncompress the installation CD files into the "$HOME/securespan" installation directory by typing
the following commands:

# mkdir $HOME/securespan
# cd $HOME/securespan
# tar -xzvf /mnt/cdrom/Manager-<version>.tar.gz
# cd ~

• In step 4, run the Policy Manager with this command:

# $HOME/securespan/Manager-<version>/Manager.sh

 Install the Policy Manager under Windows
This topic describes how to install the gateway Policy Manager on a Microsoft Windows machine.

This topic describes how to install the CA API Gateway Policy Manager on a Microsoft Windows machine.

Note:  Only the desktop version of the Policy Manager requires installation. The browser client version of the Policy Manager
can be run from any supported browser without installation. For more information, see Using the Policy Manager Browser
Client.

To install the Policy Manager under Windows:

1. Locate and run the Policy Manager Installer executable on the "Installer" DVD ISO image.
2. Complete the installation wizard.

If you need to install more than one Policy Manager on the same host machine (for example, to connect to Gateways with
different versions), ensure the installation folders and Start Menu folder names are unique.

 View Logs for the Policy Manager
The Policy Manager logs are stored in the following location:

The Policy Manager logs are stored in the following location:

• Windows: C:\Documents and Settings\ <user> \.l7tech (default path)
• Linux:  /home/ <user> /.l7tech
• Solaris:  /export/home/ <user> /.l7tech

There may be one or more log files, named ssm0.log, ssm1.log, etc. You only need to refer to these log files when instructed to
by CA Technical Support.

Note:

The Policy Manager browser client does not write to the local log files on the disk. To see a record of the web client’s activity,
show the Java console. To do this, either:

• Select "Oracle Java Console" in your browser's Tools menu if available, or
• Open the Java control panel. Select the [Advanced] tab > Java console > Show console. Restart the browser if necessary.

 Upgrade or Uninstall the Policy Manager
This topic describes how to upgrade or uninstall the desktop client version of the gateway - Policy
Manager.

This topic describes how to upgrade or uninstall the desktop client version of the CA API Gateway - Policy Manager.

Tip:
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You can continue to administer the Gateway even after uninstalling the Policy Manager, by using the browser client version of
the Policy Manager. Note that you must upgrade your Policy Manager with each new version of the Gateway. Upgrading is not
necessary for the browser client, because it automatically loads the latest packages each time you run it.

Upgrading the Policy Manager

To upgrade the Policy Manager, uninstall the earlier version and then install the new version.The new version automatically
import the services, security policies, identities, and other settings configured in the previous version.

Tip:

Refer to New Features and Enhancements to learn about the upgraded Policy Manager.

Uninstalling the Policy Manager

The Policy Manager is uninstalled like a standard application.

Uninstall From Linux/Solaris

To uninstall the Policy Manager:

1. Log in as the root user (common installation) or with your personal user name and password (single user installation).
2. Remove the directory containing the Policy Manager program files with the following command:

• Linux:  rm -ri usr/local/securespan/
• Solaris: rmdir /path/to/dir

Note:  If the Policy Manager was not installed to the default directory, then replace "usr/local/securespan" with the
appropriate path. Type the "rm" command carefully.

3. Confirm the deletion.

Uninstall From Windows

To uninstall the Policy Manager:

1. In the Control Panel, run "Uninstall a program".
2. Locate and remove the appropriate version of the CA API Gateway Policy Manager.

 Connect to an External Hazelcast Datastore
This topic describes how to configure the to use an external in-memory Hazelcast® data store. Such a
configuration can improve performance in large data flow scenarios.

This topic describes how to configure the API Gateway to use an external in-memory Hazelcast® data store. Such a
configuration can improve performance in large data flow scenarios.

Warning:

The sample files provided on this page are not for production use and must be customized to your Gateway
configuration. 

Contents:

What is Hazelcast?

Hazelcast is an in-memory data grid service. In a Hazelcast grid, data is distributed evenly between the nodes of a computer
cluster, allowing for horizontal scaling of processing and available storage. Backups are distributed among the nodes to protect
against failure of any single node. Hazelcast provides central, predictable scaling of applications through in-memory access
to frequently-used data and across an elastically scalable data grid. These techniques reduce the query load on databases and
improve speed.
You can configure Hazelcast to run in the following configurations:

• On-premise
• Cloud (Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, Cloud Foundry, Google Cloud Platform, OpenShift® )
• Virtual (VMware)
• Docker containers
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Create a Hazelcast Client Configuration File

Creating the Hazelcast client configuration file is required for all Gateway form factors. The file contains the Hazelcast server
address plus additional client configuration. 

Note:

The Gateway does not support all Hazelcast client configuration parameters. See Supported Hazelcast Client Configuration.

The following is an example of a client-side Hazelcast configuration file:

<hazelcast-client
    xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.hazelcast.com/schema/client-config
 http://www.hazelcast.com/schema/client-config/hazelcast-client-config-3.10.xsd"
    xmlns="http://www.hazelcast.com/schema/client-config">
 
    <instance-name>gatewayHazelcastClient</instance-name>
 
    <network>
        <cluster-members>
            <!-- Set your Hazelcast server node addresses here -->
            <address>hazelcast_host_ip:5701</address>
        </cluster-members>
        <connection-attempt-limit>0</connection-attempt-limit>
        <redo-operation>true</redo-operation>
    </network>
 
    <connection-strategy async-start="false" reconnect-mode="ON" />
</hazelcast-client>

Supported Hazelcast Client Configuration

The API Gateway relies on the configuration within hazelcast-client.xml. However, the CA API Gateway requires certain
parameter values and does not support all configurations of the Hazelcast client.

Configuration elements apply to all Gateway form factors unless noted.

Configuration Parameters Example Description

instance-name <instance-
name>gatewayHazelcastClient</
instance-name>

The name of the Hazelcast client. The
instance-name is required and used by
Gateway code.
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connection-strategy <client-connection-strategy async-
start="false" reconnect-mode="ON" />

Two attributes in this configuration
specify how a Hazelcast client connects
to the Hazelcast cluster at startup and
after disconnections.

The attributes must be set to the
following values:

async-start: false (default value).

Synchronizes the creation of the
Hazelcast client with the establishment
of a Hazelcast cluster connection.
When async-start is set to false,
synchronization is required, which
ensures that a client/server Hazelcast
connection exists before the Gateway
starts.

reconnect-mode: ON

Reconnection attempts are allowed.

The ASYNC value is not supported
and throws exceptions. The OFF value
prevents reconnection attempts.

connection-attempt-limit <connection-attempt-limit>0</
connection-attempt-limit>

Defines the number of connection
attempts the Hazelcast client makes for
any connection scenario. Connection
attempts include both startup and
reconnection attempts if the client
disconnects from the Hazelcast cluster.
If a client/server connection is not
established with all Hazelcast server
nodes within the attempt limit, then the
Hazelcast client shuts down.

Recommended value: 0 (zero is used
for max number of attempts, equivalent
to 2147483647)

Hazelcast documentation recommends
tuning connection attempt parameters
to define client behavior for Hazelcast
cluster failures.

Related configuration for connection-
timeout has a default of 5000 ms, which
is reasonable. It represents how long a
Hazelcast client waits for a server node
to respond to its connection request,
after which it marks the request as a
failed connection attempt.

connection-timeout <connection-timeout>5000<connection-
timeout>

The amount of time a Hazelcast client
waits for a server node to respond
to its connection request. When the
connection-timeout value is exceeded,
the request is considered a failed
connection attempt. Value is represented
in milliseconds.

https://github.com/hazelcast/hazelcast/issues/11906
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smart-routing <smart-routing>true<smart-routing> The default setting of true results in
better performance.

Note:

This parameter is supported only by
Container Gateways on OpenShift. The
Hazelcast service and the Gateways
must be in the same OpenShift
environment.

Smart routing refers to the Hazelcast
client being aware of all Hazelcast
server nodes, and then sending its
requests to the best Hazelcast node (for
example, the node owning the data).

redo-operation <redo-operation>true</redo-operation> Hazelcast client requests can fail for
any number of reasons. Read-only
operations are retried by default. If set to
true, then all operations (read-only and
non-read-only) are retried.

Default: false

near-cache Not supported. The near-cache setting configures
Hazelcast clients to cache data locally
on the client.

Warning:

WARNING: This
configuration is not supported
by the Gateway and should not
be present. The Gateway will
not start up if this setting is
present.

Enable External Hazelcast Storage for a Container Gateway

Follow the procedure that corresponds to your deployment of the container Gateway: Docker Engine or OpenShift.

Docker Engine Environment

The following instructions describe how to enable Hazelcast storage for a Container Gateway running on Docker Engine. 

To enable Hazelcast storage (Docker Engine Environment):

1. Create the hazelcast-client.xml file locally. See Create a Hazelcast Client Configuration File.
2. Mount the Hazelcast Client Configuration file to the volumes section inside the docker compose file.

volumes:- ./hazelcast/hazelcast-client.xml:/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/

bootstrap/assertions/ExternalHazelcastSharedStateProviderAssertion/hazelcast-client.xml

3. Configure the EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS environment variable to include these entries (line breaks added here for
readability):

EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS:

http://xml/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/assertions/ExternalHazelcastSharedStateProviderAssertion/hazelcast-client.xml
http://xml/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/assertions/ExternalHazelcastSharedStateProviderAssertion/hazelcast-client.xml
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"-
Dcom.l7tech.server.extension.sharedCounterProvider=externalhazelcast
-
Dcom.l7tech.server.extension.sharedKeyValueStoreProvider=externalhazelcast
-
Dcom.l7tech.server.extension.sharedClusterInfoProvider=externalhazelcast"

The resulting compose file:

version: '2.2'
services:
  api-gateway:
    image: caapim/gateway
    ports:
      - "8080"
      - "8443"
      - "9443"
    volumes:
   - ./hazelcast/hazelcast-client.xml:/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/assertions/
ExternalHazelcastSharedStateProviderAssertion/hazelcast-client.xml
    environment:
      ACCEPT_LICENSE: "false"
      EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS: "-Dcom.l7tech.server.extension.sharedCounterProvider=externalhazelcast
 -Dcom.l7tech.server.extension.sharedKeyValueStoreProvider=externalhazelcast -
Dcom.l7tech.server.extension.sharedClusterInfoProvider=externalhazelcast"

Copy and paste the example file to create your own docker-compose.yml file, if you do not have one already. 

Tip:

Always copy and paste as plain text, to avoid possible reformatting issues. It is recommended that you validate the content in
your file before deploying (for example, using a validation site such as yamllint.com).

Note:

By setting the 

ACCEPT_LICENSE

 environment variable to “true”, you are indicating you have a valid and existing commercial license for CA API Gateway and
you have reviewed and accepted the terms of the CA End User License Agreement (EULA), which governs your use of CA
API Gateway.

OpenShift Environment 

The following instructions describe how to enable Hazelcast storage for a Container Gateway running on an OpenShift
environment. 

The OpenShift environment has very strict rules for external document mounting. When deploying the container Gateway
on an OpenShift environment with external Hazelcast storage, the container image must be repackaged with the hazelcast-
client.xml.

To enable Hazelcast storage (OpenShift Environment):

1. Create the hazelcast-client.xml file locally. See Create a Hazelcast Client Configuration File.
2. Mount the Hazelcast Client Configuration file to the defined location to enable external Hazelcast storage:

http://www.yamllint.com/
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FROM image:latestUSER rootCOPY "hazelcast-client.xml" "/opt/
SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/assertions/
ExternalHazelcastSharedStateProviderAssertion/"

3. Push the repackaged container Gateway to the cloud repository accessible by OpenShift.
For example: 

docker tag <customized gateway image name> <registry-host>/<image-
path>
docker push <registry-host>/<image-path>

Enable External Hazelcast Storage for Other Gateway Form Factors

To configure the all other form factors of the Gateway:

1. Create the hazelcast-client.xml file locally. See Create a Hazelcast Client Configuration File.
2. Access the privileged shell.
3. Navigate to this directory:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc
4. Create the following folder structure:

# mkdir -p bootstrap/assertions/
ExternalHazelcastSharedStateProviderAssertion

5. Place the Hazelcast client configuration file named hazelcast-client.xml in the
ExternalHazelcastSharedStateProviderAssertion directory. The name is case sensitive.

6. Run this command to set proper owner of the directory and files:

# chown -R layer7:gateway /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/
bootstrap

7. Run this command to set the appropriate permission for the directory:

# chmod  -R 2750 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/
bootstrap/

8. Run this command to set the appropriate permissions for the file:
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# chmod 644 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/
assertions/ExternalHazelcastSharedStateProviderAssertion/hazelcast-
client.xml

9. Access the Gateway System Properties.
10. Set the following properties to externalhazelcast (case sensitive):

• com.l7tech.server.extension.sharedKeyValueStoreProvider
• com.l7tech.server.extension.sharedCounterProvider
• com.l7tech.server.extension.sharedClusterInfoProvider

Warning:

Switching between providers will not migrate existing data to the newly configured provider.
11. Restart the Gateway to connect to the External Hazelcast Storage.

Note:

• Hazelcast Storage Best Practices
• External Hazelcast documentation: https://docs.hazelcast.org/docs/latest/manual/html-single/

4 Security Configuration in Policy Manager

This section describes the functionality within the Policy Manager that helps you secure your services:

This section describes the functionality within the Policy Manager that helps you secure your services:

• Identity Bridging: The recommended workflow using SAML or X.509 certificates, using SAML policies for identity
bridging, and more.

• Identity Provider: The Gateway supports a variety of identity providers to authenticate your users: LDAP, Federated,
Policy-Back, plus the built-in internal identity provider.

• Tasks Menu: Security Options: Describes the options under the Task menu that you can use while securing your services.

 

 Identity Bridging
This topic describes how the gateway handles identity bridging.

This topic describes how the CA API Gateway handles identity bridging.

The Identity Silo Problem

Controlling access to applications exposed as web services requires the authentication and authorization of requesting
identities. Authentication involves validating the credentials that are presented, while authorization involves granting access,
rights, or entitlements based on the interpretation of the authentication results. For consistent management, identities are
typically stored in the same security domain as the application. During the authentication and authorization process, the exact
elements in an identity are matched to the functional requirements of the services served by the identity provider. Identities
from one identity provider rarely have much relevance outside of their local security domain. This leads to the creation of
“identity silos”. Identity silos are a serious problem for enterprises wanting to integrate applications residing in different
security domains.

If a legitimate requestor authenticates against a corresponding identity provider in one identity silo, its identity, or any
evidence of the authentication may have no relevance when requesting access to another web service in another identity
silo inside or outside the enterprise. Disparate identity providers within an enterprise or between partners complicates the
authentication and authorization process, resulting in broken integrations and failed authorizations in one silo even when
authentication succeeded in another silo.

Identity Bridging for Cross-Domain Application Integration

Identity bridging is a powerful mechanism for merging identities from different security domains and breaking down identity
silos. During identity bridging, the requestor domain is responsible for authenticating, while authorization is handled by the
provider domain hosting the web service or it is entrusted at the source. In a mergers and acquisitions scenario, for example,

https://docs.hazelcast.org/docs/latest/manual/html-single/
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Enterprise A merges with Enterprise B. Each enterprise has its own identity provider, but would like to share identities with
minimum resources and no interruption to their existing security architectures. Using API Gateway products, identity bridging
is configured between Enterprise A and Enterprise B using one of two credential source types: a SAML (Security Assertion
Markup Language) token or an X.509 certificate.

Note:

For brevity, the generic "Trusted Authority" and "Federated Gateway" references are used in all identity bridging examples,
workflows, and instructions. The Trusted Authority is the certificate authority (CA) that issues and manages security
credentials and is responsible for authentication. The Federated Gateway is the web service provider that is responsible for
authorization. The words "trusted" and "federated" are used from the point of view of the service requestor.

Identity Bridging Using the SAML Credential Source

 

A description of the data flow:

• Trust is established at design time. A Federated Identity Provider is mapped to the trust certificate.
• At design time, the Federated Gateway policy is configured with constraints requiring a SAML token signed by the

Federated Identity Provider authority.
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• At run time, the client requests a signed SAML token from the Security Token Service and then attaches it to the message
as the SAML token profile. The API Gateway confirms the signature and routes the message.

Identity Bridging Using the X.509 Certificate Credential Source

A description of the data flow:

• Trust is established at design time; a Federated Identity Provider is created.
• A Federated Gateway policy contains a SSL CMA or WS Signature.

Identity Bridging with CA API Management Products
API Gateway

The required provider-side API Gateway, known as the "Federated Gateway" is used for authorization in an identity bridging
configuration. The Federated Gateway establishes a certificate-based trust relationship with the authentication source by
importing trusted certificates into its trust store. The authentication source can be any certificate authority (CA) or another API
Gateway that acts as a CA*.

*A API Gateway acting as a certificate authority is available only for API Gateway - XML VPN Client use cases.
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The Federated Gateway uses three types of federated identities for mediating requestor credentials: federated users, federated
groups, and virtual groups. It delegates authentication to one or more Trusted Authorities while preserving authorization for the
Federated Gateway.

Note:

Any of the API Gateway products can be used for identity bridging. When SAML is used as a credential source in an identity
bridging configuration, the authentication source must be able to issue a SAML token. If another API Gateway is used as the
credential source, then it is already able to issue a SAML token. See "Workflow Using SAML."

API Gateway - XML VPN Client

The requestor-side API Gateway - XML VPN Client is responsible for decorating request messages based on the web service
policy assertions defined in the Federated Gateway. Decorated messages are sent from the API Gateway - XML VPN Client to
the Federated Gateway for web service authorization. If a policy contains a Require SAML Token Profile assertion, then part
of the client’s decorating task may involve getting a SAML token from the Trusted Authority during the initial connection or if
the original SAML token has expired.

API Gateway - Policy Manager

The Policy Manager provides the interface for importing trusted certificates (CA certificates and/or server certificates extracted
from the Trusted Authority) into the Federated Gateway trust store. The Policy Manager also provides the interface to
configure and manage one or more Federated Identity Providers (FIPs), link trust store certificate(s) to FIPs, and configure the
Federated Gateway SAML policy.

Using the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client for Identity Bridging

In an identity bridging configuration, the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client can be used to delegate authentication to the
Trusted Authority, while preserving authorization for the Federated Gateway hosting the web service.

The CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client interfaces with the requestor’s SAML or X.509 certificate authorization source that
validates an authentication. Once the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client receives the authentication assertion or token, it
embeds this evidence and then signs the SOAP message. The Federated Gateway then uses this evidence to securely authorize
access to the protected web service.

 

 Identity Bridging Requirements
This topic describes the various requirements for identity bridging in the gateway.

This topic describes the various requirements for identity bridging in the CA API Gateway.

Note:

For brevity, the generic "Trusted Authority" and "Federated Gateway" references are used in the identity bridging examples,
workflows, and instructions. The Trusted Authority is the certificate authority (CA) that issues and manages security
credentials and that is responsible for authentication. The Federated Gateway is the web service provider that is responsible for
authorization.

The following items are required to configure identity bridging using a SAML or X.509 certificate credential source:

Web Service Requestor-Side Requirements

• When SAML is used as the credential source in an identity bridging configuration, the client should be configured to
retrieve a token from the Security Token Service.

• When an X.509 certificate is used as the credential source in an identity bridging configuration, the client should be
configured with a client certificate pair signed by the Trusted Authority.

Trusted Authority (Authentication Domain) Requirements

The Trusted Authority can be any of the following:

• When SAML is used as the credential source in an identity bridging configuration, the Trusted Authority may be any of the
following:

• another API Gateway installed and configured
• an identity provider that supports WS-Trust
• an identity provider that supports WS-Federation Passive Requestors; for example, Active Directory Federation

Services (ADFS)
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• When an X.509 certificate is used as the credential source in an identity bridging configuration, any certificate authority
(CA) that issues certificates (such as a system employing the "OpenSSL" toolkit) can be used to sign client certificates.

• One CA certificate (to be imported into the Federated Gateway trust store when using an X.509 certificate credential
source; see Workflow Using an X.509 Certificate

• One server certificate (to be imported into the Federated Gateway trust store when using the SAML credential source; see
Workflow Using SAML)

• Individual client certificates signed by the CA certificate. For additional confidence in authorizing identities by users’
X.509 client certificates, these certificates may be imported into the Federated Gateway trust store for the Federated
Identity Provider; see Workflow Using an X.509 Certificate. These certificates may also be imported into the Internal
Identity Provider or the LDAP Identity Provider.

Federated Gateway (Authorization Domain) Requirements

• API Gateway installed and configured
• Policy Manager installed and configured
• CA certificate(s) imported from trusted credential source(s) (imported from the Trusted Authority when configuring an

X.509 certificate credential source; see Workflow Using an X.509 Certificate.
• Imported server certificate(s) imported from trusted credential source(s) (imported from the Trusted Authority when

configuring a SAML credential source; see Workflow Using SAML.
• Individual client certificates (optionally imported for the federated users; see Workflow Using an X.509 Certificate.

 Verifying Hostnames for Outbound SSL Connections
Part of the SSL Trust behavior in the  is to ensure that the hostname in a server's SSL certificate matches
the hostname used in the outbound SSL request. However, you can suppress this verification for testing
purposes or for added flexibility in your production environment, if you are confident that allowing
mismatched hostnames will not impair security.

Part of the SSL Trust behavior in the API Gateway is to ensure that the hostname in a server's SSL certificate matches the
hostname used in the outbound SSL request. However, you can suppress this verification for testing purposes or for added
flexibility in your production environment, if you are confident that allowing mismatched hostnames will not impair security.

The API Gateway uses a two layer system to determine when hostnames should be verified:

• the setting Verify Hostnames for Outbound SSL Connections in the [Validation] tab of a certificate's properties
•  the setting of the io.httpsHostVerify cluster property

Note:

Hostname verification proceeds only when PKIX validation of the TLS server certificate has succeeded. If the server
certificate is not trusted, the connection fails and hostname verification is not performed.

The hostname verification procedure applies to any assertion that performs outbound TLS; examples of such assertions
include:

• Exchange Credentials using WS-Trust
• Route via HTTP(S)
• Retrieve SAML Browser Artifact
• Use WS-Federation Credential (both Request and Exchange modes)

The following diagram describes how the API Gateway determines whether to use the certificate setting or the API
Gateway cluster property:
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Figure 21: Verify Hostnames

The following table describes each step in the process:

Flowchart step Description

A.  Trusted Server Certificate This is a certificate that is either issued by a trusted certificate
authority, by another trusted certificate in the API Gateway,
or has been added to the API Gateway trust store. Hostname
verification can proceed only if the server certificate is
trusted.

B.  In trust store? Has the server certificate been added to the API Gateway
trust store?

C.  Use option in certificate If B is 'Yes', then use the hostname verification option from
the trusted certiciate. The io.httpsHostVerify cluster property
is not consulted in this case.

D.  Signed by another cert in trust store? If B is 'No', then is the certificate signed directly by another
certificate in the trust store?

E.  Is "Outbound SSL" selected? If D is 'Yes', does the signing certificate have its "Signing
Certificates for Outbound SSL Connections" option selected?
This option appears in the Certificate Properties, under the
[Options] tab.
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Flowchart step Description

F.  Use option from signing certificate If E is 'Yes', then use the option from the signing certificate.
The io.httpsHostVerify cluster property is not consulted in
this case.

G.  Use setting from cluster property If D or E is 'No', then use the io.httpsHostVerify cluster
property setting.

 Workflow using SAML
The table below summarizes how to configure identity bridging using a SAML credential source. Follow
the cross references for more details of each step.

Note:

In the workflow below, the "Trusted Authority" is the certificate authority (CA) that issues and manages security credentials
and is responsible for authentication. The "Federated Gateway" is the web service provider that is responsible for
authorization.

The table below summarizes how to configure identity bridging using a SAML credential source. Follow the cross references
for more details of each step.

Step For more information, see...

Step 1: Confirm that your system meets the requirements for
configuring identity bridging with SAML.

Identity Bridging Requirements

Step 2: Connect to the Federated Gateway B. Connect to the API Gateway

Step 3: Add the signing certificate from the Trusted
Authority (issued by the Trusted Authority's CA) to the trust
store of Federated Gateway.

Add a New Certificate

• In Step 3 of the Add Certificate Wizard, select the Signing
SAML Tokens check box.

Step 4: Create a new Federated Identity Provider (FIP) in
Federated Gateway.

Create a Federated Identity Provider

• In Step 1 of the Federated Identity Provider Wizard, select
the SAML Token check box.

• In Step 2 of the wizard, click [Add] to attach the Trusted
Authority signing certificate that was imported in Step 2
above.

Step 5: Configure a policy with the SAML Token for the
shared web service.

Configure SAML Policies for Identity Bridging

Step 6: Configure authentication against the Federated
Identity Provider (FIP).

Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion

Step 7: Consume the shared web service.

 Workflow Using an X.509 Certificate
This topic describes the workflow for using an X.509 Certificate with the gateway.

This topic describes the workflow for using an X.509 Certificate with the CA API Gateway.

Note:

The "Trusted Authority" is the certificate authority (CA) that issues and manages security credentials and which is responsible
for authentication. The "Federated Gateway" is the web service provider that is responsible for authorization.

The table below summarizes how to configure identity bridging using an X.509 Certificate credential source. Follow the cross
references for more details of each step.

Step For more information, see...

Step 1: Confirm that your system meets the requirements for
configuring identity bridging with SAML.

Identity Bridging Requirements
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Step For more information, see...

Step 2: Import one or more Trusted Gateway A certificates
into the Federated Gateway B trust store.

See Certificate Usage Scenarios below for the correct
procedure based on the type of certificate.

Step 3: Create a new Federated Identity Provider. Creating a Federated Identity Provider

• In Step 1 of the Create Federated Identity Provider
Wizard, select [X.509 Certificate] for Credential Source
Type Allowed.

• For the "CA Certificate ONLY" and "Both CA Certificate
and Client Certificates" scenarios, click [Add] in Step 2
of the Wizard to attach the imported Trusted Gateway A
CA certificate.

Note:

Do not click [Add] if your scenario is "Individual Client
Certificate ONLY".

Step 4: If using the "CA Certificate ONLY" and "Both CA
Certificate and Client Certificates" scenarios, create a new
federated user for each client certificate that you want to trust,
then import the client certificate.

Creating a Federated User

• In the Create Federated User dialog, X509 Subject DN
field: Enter the subject DN that corresponds to the Issued
to: value in the client certificate (see Edit a Certificate):

• Select the Define Additional Properties option and then
import the target client certificate (see step 3 under Create
a Federated User.

Step 5: Add additional federated users, federated groups, and/
or virtual groups as required.

Creating a Federated User

Creating a Federated Group

Creating a Federated Virtual Group

• You cannot create a virtual group for a federated identity
provider (FIP) unless it contains at least one trusted
certificate. In this workflow, this is a CA certificate that is
attached to the FIP using the Federated Identity Provider
Wizard.

• A virtual group cannot be created in the "Client
Certificate ONLY" scenario, because a trusted certificate
does not exist in the FIP.

Step 6: In the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client,
configure Gateway Accounts use either the Full Identity
Bridging or Ad-Hoc Identity Bridging methods.

See "Configure Gateway Accounts" for more information on
which method to choose.

See "Full Identity Bridging Method" or "Ad-Hoc Identity
Bridging" for details of each method.

Step 7: Consume the shared web service.  
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Certificate Usage Scenarios

The following table summarizes how to import Trusted Authority certificates into the Federated Gateway trust store based on
the certificate involved.

The certificate importation occurs in Step 3 of the workflow. Be sure to resume the workflow at Step 4 when done.

Scenario 1: CA Certificates ONLY

When only CA (Certificate Authority) certificates are involved, import them into the Federated Gateway B trust store using the
Add Certificate Wizard. In Step 3 of the wizard, be sure to select the Signing Client Certificates option. This signifies that the
CA certificate is trusted to authenticate identities in this FIP by signing their X.509 certificates.

Scenario 2: Individual Client Certificates ONLY

When only client certificate are involved, import them via the Additional Properties dialog of a Federated Identity Provider
User (step 3 of Creating a Federated User). You can do this when performing Step 6 of the workflow. Do not attach imported
client certificates to the FIP in the Create Federated Identity Provider Wizard.

Additional notes about this scenario:

• The Federated Identity Provider (FIP) must not contain any trusted certificates (either CA or server). To confirm this,
the Trusted Certificates box in Step 2 of the Create Federated Identity Provider Wizard must be empty when you are
performing workflow Step 4.
If trusted certificates are added to the FIP, the API Gateway will assume you are using "Scenario 3: CA Certificate and
Individual Client Certificates" instead.

• Since no trusted certificates are attached to the FIP, you cannot create a virtual group for the FIP.
• When no CA certificates are trusted by the FIP, federated users must have client certificates in order to be authorized.
• When a client certificate is imported for a federated user, incoming certificate-based credentials will be compared against

the stored client certificate. Any mismatch will cause an authorization failure, even if the certificate in the request was
signed by a trusted CA.

Scenario 3: Both CA Certificate and Individual Client Certificates

When both CA and client certificates are involved, do the following:

• Import the CA certificate as described in Adding a New Certificate. When you reach Step 3 of the Add Certificate Wizard,
select the Signing Client Certificates option. This signifies that the CA certificate is trusted to sign the client certificates for
federated users in this FIP.

• Import the client certificates as described in Step 5 of the workflow. Do not attach imported client certificates to the FIP in
the Create Federated Identity Provider Wizard.

Additional notes about this scenario:

• The individual client certificates must be signed by the CA certificate.
• When a client certificate is imported for a federated user, incoming certificate-based credentials will be compared against

the stored client certificate. Any mismatch will cause an authorization failure, even if the certificate in the request was
signed by a trusted CA.

 Configuring SAML Policies for Identity Bridging
As part of the required SAML credential source workflow, a Policy Manager policy must be configured
for the shared web service with:

As part of the required SAML credential source workflow, a Policy Manager policy must be configured for the shared web
service with:

• The Require SAML Token Profile assertion
• The federated identities (users, groups, and/or virtual groups) containing credentials shared by the Trusted Authority and

Federated Gateway.

Before constructing a policy, ensure that the Policy Validation Messages window is enabled. This window provides you with
policy and assertion-level confirmation, warning, or error messages that you can use during the configuration process.

The Policy Manager's policy development window is the repository for the assertions used to develop a policy for a published
web service. Most assertions require configuration either before or after being added to the policy development window. After
adding the Require SAML Token Profile assertion and federated users, groups, and/or virtual groups to the policy, configure
additional policy assertions for the web service as outlined in Policy Assertions Overview and Configure a Policy.

To configure a SAML policy for identity bridging:
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1. Require SAML Token Profile assertion to a policy.
2. Configure the SAML Token Profile Wizard as follows:

Step 2: SAML Version Specify which SAML versions will be accepted by the API
Gateway: version 1.x, version 2.x, or any supported version.

Step 3: SAML Statement Type Select the Authentication Statement option.

Step 4: Authentication Methods 1.1 Select at least one check box that corresponds to a
SAML-specified authentication method that must
be enforced by the Require SAML Token Profile
assertion.

2.1 Click All to select all of the supported authentication
methods or None to clear all the check boxes. Select
the Unspecified check box to allow authentication
by an unspecified method. This page only allows
selection of methods applicable to the SAML version
chosen in Step 2 of the wizard.

Note:

The "SSL/TLS Certificate Based Client Authentication"
method is not related to the Require SSL or TLS Transport
assertion in the Policy Manager. This method refers to the
original authentication, not to the current request which
may or may not have used SSL. The SAML-supported
authentication methods are outlined in the SAML 1.x and
2.0 specification documents provided at http://www.oasis-
open.org/.

Proceed to Step 7: Subject Confirmation.

http://www.oasis-open.org/
http://www.oasis-open.org/
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Step 7: Subject Confirmation Select one or both of the following subject confirmation
methods:

Holder-of-Key

Select the Holder-of-Key check box to allow
SAML tokens that use the Holder-of-Key subject
confirmation method (with the standard URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:holder-of-key or
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:holder-of-key, depending
on the selected SAML version in Step 2 of the wizard).
For such assertions, the API Gateway will require that
the subject demonstrate possession of the private key
corresponding to the public key in the Subject certificate.  

The Holder-of-Key subject confirmation method currently
requires that the request ticket's "SubjectConfirmation"
element contain a "KeyInfo" element that contains a
complete copy of the Subject's X.509 certificate. Any other
type of Holder-of-Key ticket will be rejected by the API
Gateway.

The request Subject may use one of two methods to prove
that they hold this key:

• The request includes at least one element covered by a
valid WSS message signature, and the signing certificate
is the Subject certificate. Or,

• The request arrived over SSL/TLS with client certificate
authentication, and the client certificate exactly matches
the Subject certificate.

When the Holder-of-Key subject confirmation method is
selected, you can optionally select the Require Message
Signature check box to require proof-of-possession using a
WSS message signature. If the Require Message Signature
check box is not selected, then the policy must contain the
Require SSL or TLS Transport assertion.

Sender Vouches

Select the Sender Vouches check box to allow
SAML tokens that use the Sender Vouches subject
confirmation method (with the standard URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:sender-vouches or
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:sender-vouches,
depending on the selected SAML version in Step 2 of the
wizard). For such assertions, the API Gateway will require
that the sender, presumably different from the subject,
vouches for the verification of the subject.

The Sender Vouches subject confirmation method is
typically used only in a SAML identity bridging policy.

Three conditions must be met in order to use the Sender
Vouches confirmation method:

• An existing trust relationship with the sender
( "Attesting Entity") must be configured in the API
Gateway. To do this, import the sender's certificate,
configured as a "SAML Attesting Entity" certificate,
into the Trust Store. For more information, see Add a
New Certificate.

• The SAML ticket used by the SAML Assertion must be
bound to the request message by one of the following
methods:

• Send the request over SSL using the sender certificate as
the SSL client certificate, or

• If SSL is not used, then the SAML ticket needs to
be bound to the message with a WSS signature. One
complication here is that the SAML ticket does not
necessarily contain or refer to the sender certificate; it
usually contains or refers to the subject certificate and,
assuming that the ticket is signed, contains or refers
to the certificate of the ticket issuer. In this method,
therefore, the WSS signature must cover both the
SAML token and the relevant portions of the rest of the
message that use the sender certificate as the signing
certificate.  

• The format of the request message must conform to the
OASIS Web Services Security standards: SAML Token
Profile 1.0 (for SAML 1.x) or SAML Token Profile 1.1
(for SAML 2.x). The API Gateway does not support
references to SAML tokens that are not included with
the request message.

The OASIS Web Services Security: SAML Token
Profile 1.0 standards document is available online at:
www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/1048/WSS-
SAML-06.pdf.

You can optionally select the Require Message Signature
check box to require proof-of-possession using an SSL
client certificate. If this check box is not selected, then the
policy must contain the Require SSL or TLS Transport
assertion.

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/1048/WSS-SAML-06.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/1048/WSS-SAML-06.pdf
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Step 8: Name Identifier • If incoming messages must contain a particular
NameQualifier value, enter the value into the Name
Qualifier field (for example, "www.example.com").

• Select the X.509 Subject Name, Email Address, and/
or Windows Qualified Domain Name check boxes. If
configuring one or more virtual groups for the Federated
Identity Provider, you must select the X.509 Subject
Name option.

3. Complete the remainder of the wizard as outlined in SAML Token Profile Wizard.
4. Add one of these assertions to the policy: Authenticate User or Group or Authenticate Against Identity Provider.
5. In the Search Identity Provider dialog that appears, add the shared federated user configured in Workflow Using SAML to

the policy as follows:

Field Description

Search Select the Federated Identity Provider name from the drop-
down list.

Type Select the "Users" search target from the Type drop-down
list.

Name If necessary, specify any search criteria using the Name
drop-down list and field. You can use the asterisk (*)
wildcard to match any number of characters, or the question
mark (?) to match any single character.

6. Click [Search]. The search results are displayed.
7. In the Search Results window, select the target federated user either by double-clicking the name, or selecting it and

clicking [Select].
8. Repeat to add additional federated users, groups, and/or virtual groups as required.

Note:

A policy with more than one Authenticate User or Group or Authenticate Against Identity Provider assertions must
organize the identities into "At least one assertion must evaluate to true" assertion folders. To quickly add one of these
folders to the policy development window, right-click anywhere within the window and select Add 'At least one...' Folder
from the context menu. Drag and drop federated users, groups, and/or virtual groups into the individual folders as required.

9. Configure additional policy assertions for the web service. When completed, click [Save] in the Policy Tool Bar. Note any
error or warning messages in the Policy Validation Messages window. If necessary, correct policy errors as outlined in
Validate a Policy.

Proceed to configure the required Gateway Accounts in the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client. For more information, see
Configure Gateway Accounts.

 Identity Providers
 

 

The Policy Manager can use the following types of identity providers: 

• Internal Identity Provider
A single Internal Identity Provider (IIP) is pre-configured as the authentication database inside the API Gateway. The
Policy Manager allows you to modify the users and groups in the IIP. For information on adding users and/or groups to the
IIP, see Internal Identity Provider Users and Groups.

• LDAP Identity Providers
You can configure and manage one or more LDAP Identity Providers in the Policy Manager. An LDAP Identity Provider is
an LDAP connector that is used for authentication purposes.
A simplified variant of the LDAP Identity Provider is also available, if you wish to perform authentication via bindings
only.
For information, see LDAP Identity Providers.

http://www.example.com/
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• Federated Identity ProvidersA Federated Identity Provider (FIP) is exclusively used in an identity bridging configuration.
Essentially, the FIP allows one security domain to authorize requests containing credentials originating from another
security domain. For more information, see Federated Identity Providers.

• Policy-Backed Identity Providers
The Policy-Backed Identity Provider uses an underlying policy fragment to authenticate users, based on a username and
password passed through via context variables. For more information, see Policy-Backed Identity Providers.

Note:

The term identity includes both users and groups; user can represent an individual human or machine; service includes both
web services and XML applications.

Impact of Security Zones on Federated and LDAP Providers

The Federated and LDAP identity providers may be placed into security zones. Once in a zone, only users who have the
corresponding "Manage <zone>" or "View <zone>" roles can see these providers. However, when a "Manage <zone>" user
publishes a service, that user is automatically assigned the "Manage <service>" role. Among the permissions granted by this
role is the ability to access all identity providers, regardless of security zone. The Policy Manager indicates this by showing the
identity provider's security zone as the user's zone.

Example: Bob is in "Zone A" while Sue is in "Zone B". They both have published services and thus are able to view all
identity providers. FIP "Alpha" has been placed in Zone C, while LDAP identity provider "Beta" has been placed in Zone D.
However when Bob views Alpha and Beta, they will both appear to be in Zone A. Similarly, they will show Zone B when Sue
does the same.

 Search Identity Providers
There are separate methods for searching identity providers vs. policy-backed identity providers.

There are separate methods for searching identity providers vs. policy-backed identity providers.

Searching Identity Providers

You can locate and view information about users and groups defined in the following identity providers:

Internal Identity Provider
LDAP Identity Providers
Federated Identity Providers

 

Note:

The Simple LDAP Identity Provider is not searchable and will not return meaningful results. Policy-Backed Identity Providers
have a slightly different use case that is described in more detail under "Searching Policy-Backed Service Providers" below.

To search identity providers:

1. Do any of the following:

• Click Search Identity Provider on the Home Page.
• Click [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Search Identity Provider from the Main Menu.
• Right-click the identity provider to be searched in the [Identity Providers] tab and then select Search Identity

Provider. The Search Identity Provider dialog appears.
2. Configure the search settings as follows:

Setting Description

Search
(drop-down list)

Choose the identity provider to be searched  from the drop-
down list. You can only search one identity provider at a
time.

Tip:

The search behavior for Policy-Backed Identity Providers
works a bit differently. See "Searching Policy-Backed
Identity Providers" below for details.

Type From the drop-down list, choose what you are searching
for: Groups, Users, or All.  
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Setting Description

Name To refine your search, you can optionally specify that the
name Equals or Starts with the string of characters that you
specify. You can use the asterisk (*) wildcard to match any
number of characters, or the question mark (?) to match any
single character.

Search
(button)  

This starts the search. Any names found are displayed in the
Search Results box.

Stop This halts the search before it is completed. You may wish
to stop the search if the name you are seeking is already
displayed or if the search is taking too long.

Close This closes the Search Identity Provider dialog.

New Search This clears the search criteria and search results fields.       

3.
The results appear in the Search Results window. Individual users are indicated by  while groups or federated virtual

groups are denoted by .

• To see detailed information about any user or group, double-click the name or click [Select] with the appropriate name
selected. The properties for that user or group is displayed.

• To edit or delete non-LDAP users or groups, see Editing or Deleting a User or Group.

Note:

LDAP Identity Provider users and groups cannot be changed in the Policy Manager. To modify these users or groups, use
the appropriate external management program.

Searching Policy-Backed Identity Providers

A Policy-Backed Identity Provider cannot be searched in the conventional sense, because it is not designed to house a set list
of users like the Internal Identity Provider. Instead, you can use the Search Identity Provider dialog to assign roles to template
users. These are users that the API Gateway may not "know" about yet, but you can assign roles to these users if and when
they are authenticated via a Policy-Backed Identity Provider.
Example:
You can configure it such that when user "sally" is authenticated against a Policy-Backed Identity Provider, she will
automatically be assigned the role of "Operator". It does not matter that "sally" is not defined in any other identity provider or
whether she will access the API Gateway at all.
To configure a role for a template user:

1. Open the Search Identity Provider dialog.
2. Choose a Policy-Backed Identity Provider from the Search drop-down list.
3. Enter sally in the "Name" box, leaving all other settings at their default.
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4. Click [Search]. This creates the template user

"sally": 
5. Select "sally" and then click [Select]. This open the properties dialog for "sally".
6. Select the [Roles] tab and then add the role(s) to be assigned to user "sally". For more information about this tab, see

"Configuring the [Roles] Tab" under Internal User Properties.

Note:

Any role(s) that you assign here to a template user will override a default role assigned through the Policy-Backed Identity
Provider Wizard.

 Identity Tags
Identity tags are labels that you can optionally create to 'tag' authenticated users for later reference. It is a
means to differentiate between identities that are not known at policy design time.

Identity tags are labels that you can optionally create to 'tag' authenticated users for later reference. It is a means to differentiate
between identities that are not known at policy design time.

Background

Without using identity tags, the identity assertions involving group membership cannot authenticate multiple users within the
same policy (when identified by the same Group or Identity Provider). Consider the following example:

Request: WSS Signature  (Gathers credentials)
Request: Group Membership: SampleGroup (Authenticates the user and checks that the user is a member of the group
"SampleGroup")
Request: Group Membership: SampleGroup (Checks that the user is a member of "SampleGroup" but does not reauthenticate)

When identity tags are used, it is possible to authenticate multiple times for a single group or identity provider:

Request: WSS Signature (Gathers credentials)
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Group Membership: SampleGroup as "tag1" (Authenticates user as "tag1" and checks for membership in group
"SampleGroup")
Group Membership: SampleGroup as "tag1" (Checks that "tag1" is a member of group but does not re-authenticate)
Group Membership: SampleGroup as "tag2" (Authenticates user as "tag2" and checks for membership in group
"SampleGroup")

In the example above, the identity tags "tag1" and "tag2" are used to distinguish between the two identities even though the
specific identities involved are not known at the time the policy was created.

 

Note:

(1) It is not necessary to create identity tags unless multiple signatures are present in a message and you wish to use a tag to
specify a target identity (versus selecting an explicit identity). (2) Once an identity tag is used for authentication, the regular
identity (e.g., "User: bob") is no longer available to be selected as a target identity.

 

Signing credential sources (for example the Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials, Require SAML Token
Profile, Require WS-Secure Conversation, Require WS-Security Kerberos Token Profile Credentials assertions) also support
identity tags. If the policy includes those credential sources along with an identity assertion, the identity tag will be used for a
target identity when verifying signatures in the target message.

To create an identity tag:

1. Add an identity assertion to a policy: either Authenticate User or Group or Authenticate Against Identity Provider.
2. Right-click the identity assertion and select Identity Tag from the context menu. The Change Identity Tag dialog is

displayed.
3. Enter a name for the identity tag. The name may include letters numbers and the characters: ' _-.,' (the space character is

permitted). Identity tags are not case sensitive, so the tag 'ABC' is the same as 'abc'.

Tip:

There is no limit to the length of the tag, but for practical purposes it is best to keep the tag name short.
4. Click [OK]. The identity tag is appended to the end of the assertion name in the policy tree: "... as <Identity_Tag>". For

example:
User: Alice [Internal Identity Provider] as "First_User, internal"

When you create an identity tag here, it can be later used to indicate the signing identity when multiple signatures are in effect.
For more information, see Select a Target Identity.

To edit or remove an identity tag:

1. Right-click an identity assertion in the policy window and then select Identity Tag.
2. Edit the tag as necessary or clear the Identity Tag field to delete the tag.
3. Click [OK]. The tag is updated/removed in the policy window.

 Internal Identity Provider
The Internal Identity Provider (IIP) is configured during the installation and configuration of the . Use the
Policy Manager to populate the IIP with users and groups.

The Internal Identity Provider (IIP) is configured during the installation and configuration of the API Gateway. Use the Policy
Manager to populate the IIP with users and groups.

Note:

(1) You need to define two types of IIP users: those who will be logging into Policy Manager and those who will only appear
in messaging traffic. Users who require access to Policy Manager must also have a role assigned. For more information, see
Manage Roles. (2) Users who connect to the API Gateway via a client certificate must have a certificate with a 'CN' value that
matches the username in order for the Internal Identity Provider to authenticate the user. 

You can view information about the IIP by double-clicking the IIP name in the dentity Providers] tab. However, the IIP itself
cannot be edited or deleted in the Policy Manager.

 Internal Identity Provider Wizard
The comes preconfigured with an Internal Identity Provider as the authentication database. You cannot
remove or duplicate this provider, but you can set how the identity provider validates certificates when
they are used during authentication.
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The API Gateway comes preconfigured with an Internal Identity Provider as the authentication database. You cannot
remove or duplicate this provider, but you can set how the identity provider validates certificates when they are used during
authentication.

To access the Internal Identity Provider Wizard:

• In the Identity Providers tab on the Policy Manager interface, right-click Internal Identity Provider and then select
Properties. The Internal Identity Provider Wizard appears. 

There are two steps to this wizard:

• Step 1 displays the preconfigured name for this provider. The name cannot be changed.
• Step 2 lets you specify how Internal Identity Provider certificates should be validated. By default, the method defined for

Identity Providers in the Manage Certificate Validation dialog is used. To override this default, select another validation
option from the drop-down list. For a description of each option, see Manage Certificate Validation.

 Creating an Internal User
You need to define two types of Internal Identity Provider (IIP) users: users who need to connect to
the  from the Policy Manager (also known as administrative users), and those who will only appear in
messaging traffic, to be used in the  or Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion.

You need to define two types of Internal Identity Provider (IIP) users: users who need to connect to the API Gateway from
the Policy Manager (also known as administrative users), and those who will only appear in messaging traffic, to be used in
the Authenticate User or Group Assertion or Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion.

Note:

To prevent potential unexpected results, do not replicate users from any other identity provider (for example, LDAP) in the
Internal Identity Provider. The information for internal users in the Policy Manager must be unique.

To add a new internal user to the Internal Identity Provider (IIP):  

1. Do one of the following:

• Click Create Internal User on the Home Page.
• Click [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Create Internal User from the Main Menu.
• Right-click the IIP name in the [Identity Providers] tab and then select Create User.

The Create Internal User dialog appears.
2. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

User Name Enter the username for the user. The username cannot be
changed once defined.

Note:

If this is a new administrative user who will be connecting
to the API Gateway via a client certificate, ensure that the
'CN' value in the certificate matches the username entered
here. The Internal Identity Provider requires matching
values in order to authenticate the user. This does not apply
to users who will only appear in messaging traffic or who
will log in via username and password. 

Password Enter a password. The password can be changed later using
the My Account dialog.

Confirm Retype the password for confirmation.

Define Additional Properties Select this check box if you want to enter additional
information about the user. All additional information is
optional.

Password Rules Displays a reminder of the password rules. For more
information on how these rules are set, see Manage
Password Policy.
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Using Non-English characters: It is possible to add users with non-English single byte characters, or multi-byte characters
in the User Name and Password fields. However these users will not authenticate successfully if HTTP Basic is used
in a policy. This is a limitation of the HTTP Basic standard, which limits characters to the ISO-8859-1 standard. The
workaround is to use WSS Basic instead (see the Require WS-Security UsernameToken Profile Credentials assertion).

3. Click [Create].
4. If you are not defining additional properties, the dialog closes and the user is added to the Internal Identity Provider.
5. If you are defining additional properties, the Properties dialog for the user is displayed. For more detailed information about

this dialog, see Internal User Properties.

 Internal User Properties
This topic describes various configuration tabs available within the properties. Every internal user has a
set of extended user properties that can be set either when the user is first added to the system, or deferred
until a later date. (During initial entry, only a minimal amount of user data is required, to facilitate rapid
entry of many users.).

This topic describes various configuration tabs available within the properties. Every internal user has a set of extended user
properties that can be set either when the user is first added to the system, or deferred until a later date. (During initial entry,
only a minimal amount of user data is required, to facilitate rapid entry of many users.).

To access the properties for an internal user:

1. Do one of the following:

• Create a new internal user, making sure to select the Define Additional Properties check box.
• Edit an existing internal user.
• Locate the user by searching the identity provider.

The User Properties dialog appears.
2. Configure each tab within the properties as necessary. All information is optional. Refer to the appropriate section below

for a complete description of each tab.
3. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [General] Tab

The [General] tab is used to enter additional basic information about the user, as well as to modify the password that was
initially entered.

Setting Description

Enabled Indicates whether the account status is enabled or
disabled. To enable the account, ensure this check box is
selected. To disable an account, clear this check box.

Note:

If an account is expired, the check box is unavailable.
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Setting Description

Account Status Indicates the status of the account:

• Active: The account is currently active and accessible to
the user.

• Locked: The user has attempted to log on incorrectly
too many times. When the account is locked, an
Administrator can unlock the account by clicking the
[Unlock] button that is displayed.

• Inactive: The user has not logged in for longer than
the inactivity period set in the Administrative User
Account Properties dialog or the cluster property
logon.inactivityPeriod. The Administrator can reactivate
the account by clicking [Activate] button that is
displayed.

Inactive or Locked users cannot log into the Policy Manager.

If the user account is expired or disabled, the last known state
is displayed but the controls are unavailable. Authentication
against Expired or Disabled accounts will also fail in message
traffic. However, authentication against Active, Inactive,
and Unlocked user accounts will be successful for message
traffic.

Note:

In order to activate or unlock an account, the user must have
the role "Administrator" or any custom role with Update
permission for the entity type "Users". For more information,
see Manage Roles.

First Name Enter the user's first name. Note that this is different from the
username, which cannot be modified.

Last Name Enter the user's last name.

Email Enter the user's email address.

Reset Password Click this button if you need to change the user password.
Enter the new password, then retype to confirm.

Note:

For an internal user, resetting the password can both unlock a
locked account and reactivate an inactive account.

When a password is reset by an administrator, or when a
new account is created, some password rules are temporarily
relaxed. The password created by the administrator must
satisfy the password requirements; however, the following
rules will be temporarily ignored

• Character difference
• Password Repeat Frequency
• Allow One Password Change Per 24 Hours

To ensure that all password rules are met before users access
the API Gateway, be sure to select [Force password change
for new user and reset] in your password policy. For more
information see Manage Password Policy.

Account Never Expires Select this check box if the account is permanent. Clear this
check box if the account should expire on a certain date.

http://wiki-dev.ca.com/#_Ref-59855892
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Setting Description

Expires on If the account will expire, enter the date or use the drop-down
calendar control to select a date. Note: If an account has
expired, this field appears red with the word "Expired" beside
it. Credentials will not be accepted for an expired user.

Expired users in a service being consumed will be flagged
in the Policy Validation Messages window and the Gateway
Audit Events window.

Configuring the [Roles] Tab

The [Roles] tab is used to add or remove internal users from roles. At least one role must be set if the user will be logging in to
the Policy Manager.

Note:

If no roles are assigned, the user's name and password will not be recognized on the login screen.

Tip:

This tab is also used to assign roles to template users for Policy-Backed Identity Providers. A template user may have a default
role, which is shown on this tab. This default is removed when any other role is added manually. For more information about
template users, see Searching Identity Providers.

The table at the top lists the roles currently assigned to the user:

• Name: The name of the role.
• Type: "System" indicates a role that is either predefined or automatically generated (see Predefined Roles and

Permissions). "Custom" indicates a role that has been defined by your organization (see Manage Roles).
• Inherited: "No" means the user is assigned to the role directly; "Yes" means the user is a member of a group that has been

assigned to that role.

The Role properties section at the bottom displays the complete description for the selected role.

To add the user to a role:

1. Click [Add]. A list of eligible roles is displayed.
2. Select the role(s) to which to add the user.

Tip:

To locate a role more easily, enter some text in the "Filter on name" box. This filters the roles list to display only those
roles containing the filter text. Delete the filter text to restore the full list of roles.

3. Click [Add] to close the dialog.

To remove a user from a role:

1. Select the role(s) to be removed from the user. Hold down the [Ctrl] key to select multiple roles.

Note:

You can only remove roles that are not inherited. To remove a user from an inherited role, remove the user from the group
that has the role.

2. Click [Remove].

Note:

(1) Users who need to log on to the Policy Manager must be assigned to at least one role. For more information, see Manage
Roles. (2) If a role is both assigned and inherited, the interface will display "No" in the "Inherited" column and you are
permitted to remove the role. Once removed, that role remains in the list, but the "Inherited" column changes to "Yes". 

Configuring the [Groups] Tab

The [Groups] tab is used to add or remove the user from internal groups.

1. Click [Add]. A list of groups appear.
2. Select one or more groups that the user belongs to.  

Note:

If the group you want isn't in the list, define it first using the steps under Create an Internal Group.
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3. Click [Add]. The user is added to the group.
4. If you need to remove a user from a group, select the group and then click [Remove].

Configuring the [Certificate] Tab

The [Certificate] tab is used to manage the certificate for the user.

• To import a certificate for the user, click [Import] and then complete the Add Certificate Wizard.
• To export a certificate, click [Export] and then specify a file name and location.
• To revoke a certificate, click [Revoke] and then click [OK] to confirm. Revoking removes both the certificate and the

user's password.

Note:

In the certificate that you import for a user, the CN value must match the username exactly to ensure proper authentication.
For example, if the username is "suejones", then the CN value in the certificate must also be "suejones". If the CN was instead
"mycompany.suejones.com", authentication fails.

Configuring the [SSH] Tab

The [SSH] tab is used to upload the user's SSH public key into his or her user record in the Internal Identity Provider. This lets
you authenticate users when their credentials are gathered by the Require SSH Credentials Assertion (when the "Public Key"
option is selected).

Tip:

How authentication occurs:

1. An API call arrives inbound to the Gateway using an SSH Transport.
2. The client authenticates using public key cryptography, by proving possession of the private key that corresponds to the

public key.
3. The Require SSH Credentials Assertion gathers these credentials.
4. An authentication assertion such as Authenticate Against an Identity Provider attempts to authenticate a user from these

credentials.
5. If you have configured the user’s [SSH] tab to contain the public key gathered in step 3, the authentication succeeds.

Either paste the public key into the box or click [Load from file] to insert the key from a text file. The key must be in the RSA
or DSA in PEM PKCS8 format.

For more information about SSH processing, see Working with SCP/SFTP Messages.

 Creating an Internal Group
Groups help you organize your users and they are a time-saving tool. For example, granting web service
or XML application access to a group of users is much quicker than granting access individually.

Groups help you organize your users and they are a time-saving tool. For example, granting web service or XML application
access to a group of users is much quicker than granting access individually.

To add a new group to the Internal Identity Provider (IIP):

1. Do one of the following:

• Click Create Internal Group on the Home Page.
• Click [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Create Internal Group from the Main Menu.
• Right-click the IIP name in the [Identity Providers] tab and select Create Group.

2. The Create Internal Group dialog appears.
3. Enter a name for the group in the Group Name field.
4. Select the Define Additional Properties check box if you wish to enter more information about the group. All additional

information is optional.
5. Click [Create].

• If you are not defining additional properties, the dialog closes and the group is added to the Internal Identity Provider.
• If you are defining additional properties, the Properties dialog for the group is displayed. For more information about

this dialog, see Group Properties.
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 Group Properties
Every internal group or Federated group has a set of extended properties that can be set either when the
group is first added to the system, or deferred until a later date. (During initial entry, only a minimal
amount of group data is required, to facilitate rapid entry of many groups.)

Every internal group or Federated group has a set of extended properties that can be set either when the group is first added to
the system, or deferred until a later date. (During initial entry, only a minimal amount of group data is required, to facilitate
rapid entry of many groups.)

  

Most properties for LDAP groups cannot be modified in the Policy Manager, with the exception being roles.

 To access the properties for a group user:

1. Do one of the following:

• Create a new internal or Federated group, making sure to select the Define Additional Properties check box.
• Edit an existing internal or Federated group.
• Locate the group by searching the identity provider.

The Group Properties dialog appears.
2. Configure each tab within the properties as necessary, wherever possible. All information is optional. Refer to the

appropriate section below for a complete description of each tab.
3. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [General] Tab

The [General] tab is used to enter additional basic information about the group.

•  Enabled: This applies to internal groups only. Select this check box to enable the group. Clear this check box to disable
the group.

Note:

When a group is disabled, it cannot be used to authenticate message traffic and its permissions are suspended. A user’s set
of permissions is a combination of his or her role assignments, plus any role assignments inherited from the group. When a
group is disabled, the inherited assignments no longer apply. If a user has no other role assignments, then that user will no
longer be able to connect to the Gateway using the Policy Manager.

•  Description: Enter a description of the group.

Configuring the [Membership] Tab

The [Membership] tab is used to add or remove users to or from the group.

1. Click [Add]. A list of eligible users not currently assigned to that group appears.
2. Select one or more users who should be added to the group.  Hold down the [Ctrl] key to select multiple users.
3. Click [Add]. The user(s) are added to the group.
4. If you need to remove a user from the group, select the user and then click [Remove].

Configuring the [Roles] Tab

The [Roles] tab is used to add or remove groups from roles. Roles may be assigned to internal or LDAP groups.

The table at the top lists the roles currently assigned to the group:

•  Name: The name of the role.
•  Type: "System" indicates a role that is either predefined or automatically generated (see Predefined Roles and

Permissions). "Custom" indicates a user-defined role (see Manage Roles).
•  Inherited: "No" means the group is assigned to the role directly; "Yes" means the group is part of another group that is

assigned to that role .

The Role properties section at the bottom displays the complete description for the selected role.

 To add the group to a role:

1. Click [Add]. A list of eligible roles is displayed.
2. Select the role(s) to which to add the group.

Tip:
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To locate a role more easily, enter some text in the "Filter on name" box. This filters the roles list to display only those
roles containing the filter text. Delete the filter text to restore the full list of roles.

3. Click [Add] to close the dialog.

 To remove a user from a group:

1. Select the role(s) to be removed from the group. Hold down the [Ctrl] key to select multiple roles. Note: You can only
remove roles that are not inherited.

2.  Click [Remove].

Note:

If a role is both assigned and inherited, the interface will display "No" in the "Inherited" column and you are permitted to
remove the role. Once removed, that role remains in the list, but the "Inherited" column changes to "Yes".

 Editing or Deleting a User or Group
The Policy Manager lets you modify or delete the following:

The Policy Manager lets you modify or delete the following:

• Any Internal Identity Provider (IIP) user or group
• Any Federated Identity Provider (FIP) user, group, or virtual groupfile:/C:/Users/mckba04/Documents/Layer%207/

Wiki/Policy%20Manager%20User%20Manual/Policy%20Manager%20User%20Manual%20v8.2.0%20(June
%2026).doc#_Ref651514804

For LDAP Identity Provider users or groups, you must use the associated external management program to edit or delete. You
cannot perform these tasks in the Policy Manager.

Note:

Be sure the user or group being deleted no longer appears in any policy. At least one administrative Internal Identity Provider
user must be present in the Policy Manager.

To edit or delete a user, group, or federated virtual group:

1. Locate the user or group, as described under Searching Identity Providers.
2. Choose one of the following actions:

Action Steps

Modify a User 1. In the Search Results box, double-click the user name
or select it and then click [Select]. The user properties
appear.

2. Modify the properties as necessary. For more information,
see Internal User Properties or Federated User Properties.

Modify a Group 1. In the Search Results box, double-click the group name
or select it and then click [Select]. The group properties
appear.

2. Modify the properties as necessary. For a description of
the fields, refer to Creating a Federated Group or Creating
an Internal Group, depending on the type of group being
edited.

Modify a Virtual Group 1. In the Search Results box, double-click the federated
virtual group name or select it and then click [Select]. The
virtual group properties appear.

2. Modify the properties as necessary. For a description of
the fields, refer to Creating a Federated Virtual Group.

Delete a User, Group, or Virtual Group 1. Select the user, group, or virtual group to delete.
2. Click [Delete], then click [OK] to confirm.

You cannot delete a user, group, or virtual group that is still
in use in a policy.  
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 LDAP Identity Providers
The Policy Manager allows you to base your LDAP connector configuration on a pre-defined template.
Four templates are available at installation:

The Policy Manager allows you to base your LDAP connector configuration on a pre-defined template. Four templates are
available at installation:

• Oracle (Oracle Internet Directory)
• TivoliLDAP (Tivoli Access Manager)
• MSAD (Microsoft Active Directory)
• GenericLDAP

The Policy Manager supports the LDAP 3.0 standard.

Simple LDAP Identity Providers

The Policy Manager also supports Simple LDAP Identity Providers. This is designed for users who wish to use an existing
LDAP server to authenticate requests to the CA API Gateway, but who do not want (or are not able) to configure mappings for
users, groups, certificates, etc. The Simple LDAP Identity Provider only requires a DN pattern; the API Gateway will use the
user name provided by the client and attempt to do a bind with the client-provided password.

LDAP Identity Provider Users and Groups

To add users and groups to an LDAP Identity Provider, you must use the tools provided with your LDAP directory. The Policy
Manager cannot be used to add, edit, or delete LDAP Identity Provider users and groups. The reason for this is that the LDAP
Identity Provider defined in the Policy Manager is only a connector to an existing LDAP directory.

 Creating an LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider
Follow the appropriate instructions below to create an LDAP Identity Provider or a Simple LDAP
Identity Provider.

Follow the appropriate instructions below to create an LDAP Identity Provider or a Simple LDAP Identity Provider.

Note:

An LDAP Identity Provider is only a connector to an existing LDAP directory. For this reason, the Policy Manager cannot be
used to create, edit, or delete LDAP Identity Provider users or groups. To do so, you must use the tools provided with your
LDAP directory.

 

To add a new LDAP Identity Provider in the Policy Manager:

1. Do one of the following:

• Click Create LDAP Identity Provider on the Home Page.
• Click [Tasks] > Identity Providers > Create LDAP Identity Provider from the Main Menu.
• Right-click the "Identity Providers" title at the top of the [Identity Providers] tab. A drop-down menu appears. Select

Create LDAP Identity Provider.
2. Complete the LDAP Identity Provider Wizard. The new LDAP Identity Provider is added to the [Identity Providers] tab.

To add a new Simple LDAP Identity Provider in the Policy Manager:

1. Do one of the following:

• Click Create Simple LDAP Identity Provider on the Home Page.
• Click [Tasks] > Identity Providers > Create Simple LDAP Identity Provider from the Main Menu.
• Right-click the "Identity Providers" title at the top of the [Identity Providers] tab. A drop-down menu appears. Select

Create Simple LDAP Identity Provider.
2. Complete the Simple LDAP Identity Provider Wizard. The new Simple LDAP Identity Provider appears in the [Identity

Providers] tab.

 Cloning an LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider
A quick method to create a new LDAP Identity Provider is to clone an existing one. After cloning, simply
update the appropriate settings. Note that the cloned identity provider has no connection to the original
once it has been created.
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A quick method to create a new LDAP Identity Provider is to clone an existing one. After cloning, simply update the
appropriate settings. Note that the cloned identity provider has no connection to the original once it has been created.

To create a new LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider based on an existing one:

1. In the [Identity Providers] tab, right-click the LDAP or Simple LDAP identity provider you wish to clone.
2. Select Clone Identity Provider.
3. Complete the LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider wizard by updating the settings as required. The

new identity provider is added to the [Identity Providers] tab.

 Editing an LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider
To modify the details of an LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider:

To modify the details of an LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider:

1. Do one of the following:

• In the [Identity Providers] tab, double-click the name of the LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity
Provider to edit. The appropriate wizard is displayed.

• In the [Identity Providers] tab, right-click the LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider to edit and
then select Properties. The appropriate wizard is displayed.

2. Follow the steps in the wizard to make the appropriate changes.

 

Note:

• LDAP Identity Provider Wizard
• Simple LDAP Identity Provider Wizard 

 Deleting an LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider
To delete an LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider from the Policy Manager:

To delete an LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider from the Policy Manager:

1. In the [Identity Providers] tab, right-click the LDAP Identity Provider or Simple LDAP Identity Provider to delete and
then select Delete.

2. Click [Yes] to confirm. The identity provider is removed.

Note:

You cannot delete an LDAP Identity Provider that has users and groups still attached to the policy. To delete the LDAP
Identity Provider, you must first remove the LDAP Identity Provider users and groups from all policies. 

 LDAP Identity Provider Wizard
The LDAP Identity Provider Wizard guides you through adding or modifying an LDAP Identity Provider
on the gateway.

The LDAP Identity Provider Wizard guides you through adding or modifying an LDAP Identity Provider on the CA API
Gateway.

Tip:

 You can click the [Test] button (when available) to test your configuration at any time.

Contents:

  

Step 1: Provider Configuration

This step defines the LDAP Identity Provider details.

Configure this step as follows:

1. Select your LDAP Identity Provider type from the Provider Type drop-down list.
2.  Provider Name: Enter a descriptive name for the LDAP Identity Provider. This name appears in the [Identity Providers]

tab and on the Search Identity Providers dialog.
3.  LDAP Host URL:

• Click [Add] to enter the URL of the LDAP or LDAPS directory service you want to connect to—for example, ldap://
oracle.companyx.com:389 or ldaps://oracle.companyx.com:636
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Note:

 When configuring using the IPv6 address space, the host URL must be enclosed within "[ ]" if a literal IPv6 address is
used, for example:

ldap://oracle.companyx.com:389 (no brackets required)
ldap://[2222::22]:389 (brackets required)

• Click [Remove] to remove a URL from the list.
• Use [Move Up] and [Move Down] to change the order of the URLs.

4.  Use Client Authentication: Select this check box to present a certificate to the server during the SSL handshake, if one is
requested. Clear this check box to never present a certificate, even if one is requested. Access may be denied in this case.

Note:

 When Client Authentication is enabled, it is used with the specified key when connecting to an LDAP server for any
LDAP(S) connections. The Client Certification options have no effect if there are no LDAP(S) connections.

•  Keystore: From the drop-down list, select the keystore from which to retrieve the certificate. Used only if client
certificates are used.

•  Search Base: Enter the search base for users and groups in the LDAP—for example, dc=companyx,dc=com.
•  Bind DN: Optionally enter a binding DN (Distinguished Name) identity for authenticating access to the LDAP

directory—for example, cn=manager.
•  Bind Password: Optionally enter a password if you entered a bind DN identity.

Tip:

 You may reference the ${secpass.<name>.plaintext} context variable here, even if context variable reference has been
disabled for stored passwords.

•  Allow assignment to administrative roles: Select this check box to allow LDAP users to be assigned to roles. Clear
this check box to prevent the LDAP repository from being searched.

•  Allow updates from: Select this check box to allow the Write LDAP Assertion to update this LDAP Identity Provider.
Clear this check box to disallow updates to this LDAP Identity Provider (default).

•  Write Base: If you are allowing updates, specify the DN branch from which updates are allowed. The Gateway
prevents any attempts to update values that lie outside of this Write Base DN. If you do not specify a Write Base,
then updates cannot be made to the LDAP repository (same as deselecting the check box).

•  Reconnect Timeout: The amount of time that must pass before the Gateway attempts to reconnect to an LDAP Host
URL that failed. The availability of this field depends on the Use System Default setting:

• If Use System Default is selected, then the Gateway always uses the timeout value that is defined in
the ldap.reconnect.timeout cluster property. By default, this is 60000 ms. Note: Any changes to the cluster property
are not reflected in the Reconnect Timeout box.

• If Use System Default is not selected, then the Gateway uses the timeout value that is specified here (in
milliseconds). The cluster property is ignored in this case.

•  Security Zone: Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity from a security zone (security role
permitting), choose "No security zone". For more information about security zones, see Understanding Security
Zones. Note: This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have been defined, or (b) you do not have Read
access to any security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to entities inside the zones).

Step 2: Group Object Classes

This step defines LDAP group object classes for the provider that is defined in Step 1.

The wizard automatically populates default object classes based on the provider type. Review and modify as necessary.

Note:

 Consult your LDAP Identity Provider for information about supported group object classes and attribute mapping details.

•  Group Object Classes: Select a group object class to see its details. To add a new class, click [Add] and then complete
the fields below. To remove a class from the list, select it and then click [Remove].

•  Object Class Name: Enter the name of the group object class.

Map the attributes that are required by the group object class as described below. Mapping group object class attributes
associates a Gateway attribute with the corresponding attribute in the LDAP schema.

•  Group Name: Enter the attribute of the group object class that specifies the group name. For example, a "cn" attribute
specifies the name of the group in the "groupOfUniqueNames" group object class.
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•  Group Member: Enter the attribute of the group object class that specifies the members of the group. For example, a
"uniqueMember" attribute specifies the members of the group in the "groupOfUniqueNames" group object class.

•  Member Strategy: Select a member strategy to use from the drop-down list. 

Step 3: User Object Classes

This step defines LDAP user object classes for the provider that is defined in Step 1.

The wizard automatically populates default object classes based on the provider type. Review and modify as necessary.

Note:

 Consult your LDAP Identity Provider for information about supported user object classes and attribute mapping details.

•  User Object Classes: Select a user object class to see its details. To add a new class, click [Add] and then complete the
fields below. To remove a class from the list, select it and then click [Remove].

•  Object Class Name: Enter the name of the user object class.

Map the attributes that are required by the user object class as described below. Mapping user object class attributes associates
a Gateway attribute with the corresponding attribute in the LDAP schema.

•  User Name: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the user name. For example, the “cn” attribute
specifies the name of the user in the “inetOrgPerson” user object class.

•  Login Name: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the user login name. For example, the “uid” attribute
specifies the login name in the "inetOrgPerson” user object class.

Tip:

 If you are using MSAD (Microsoft Active Directory) as the LDAP provider and you need to support login names greater
than 20 characters, change the mapping to "userPrincipalName".

•  Password: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the user password. For example, the “userPassword”
attribute specifies the user password in the "inetOrgPerson” user object class.

•  First Name: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the first name of the user. For example, the
"givenName” attribute specifies the first name of the user in the "inetOrgPerson” user object class.

•  Last Name: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the last name of the user. For example, the “sn”
attribute specifies the last name of the user in the "inetOrgPerson” user object class.

•  Email: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the user’s email address. For example, the “mail” attribute
specifies the user’s email address in the “inetOrgPerson” user object class.

•  Certificate: Enter the attribute of the user object class that contains the user's X.509 certificate. For example, the
"userCertificate;binary" attribute specifies the user's X.509 certificate in the "inetOrgPerson" user object class. The wizard
prepopulates this value for known certificates such as MSAD, OpenLDAP.

Note:

 If there is more than one X.509 certificate present, the Gateway uses the first one only.

This mapping allows the Gateway to use certificates that are stored in the LDAP repository at run time. If not mapped, you
must first import the certificate into the Gateway certificate store.

The Gateway indexes all LDAP Identity Providers periodically for new certificates. The indexing interval is specified by
the ldap.certificateIndex.interval cluster property.

•  Kerberos Principal: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the unqualified standard principal name for
the user. A standard principal name is in the form "user@REALM"; for this example name, the attribute value would be
"user".

•  Kerberos Enterprise Principal: Enter the attribute of the user object class that specifies the unqualified enterprise
principal name for the user. An enterprise principal name is in the form "user@domain@REALM"; for this example, the
attribute value would be "user@domain".

At this point, test the configuration before clicking [Finish] to close the wizard. See "Testing the Configuration" later in this
topic for details.

Step 4: Advanced Configuration

This step contains advanced settings that may improve performance during LDAP directory look-ups.

Note:

 These settings are intended for advanced users who are experienced in LDAP directory configuration. Consult your LDAP
administrator before changing any of the settings.
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Group Options

This section configures group caching and nesting.

•  Cache size: Enter the maximum number of groups to cache. The default cache size is 100. A value of '0' disables the
cache.

Tip:

 Base the cache size on the number of groups in frequent use. An overly large cache size actually decreases system
performance. For very large number of groups or when groups are used infrequently, consider disabling the cache.

•  Cache maximum age: Specify how long to cache each group before the information is discarded.
•  Maximum nesting: Enter the number of nested groups to process. A nested group is a group that is a member of another

group. You can enter "0" for unlimited group nesting or "1" to disable nesting if nested groups are not used.

Note:

 Many levels of group nesting can slow down authentication.
•  Use case insensitive group membership check: Select this option to have the Policy Manager ignore case when checking

for group membership.

Attribute Options

This section configures the extra attributes to retrieve, or to select all attributes for retrieval. You can use the Extract Attributes
for Authenticated User Assertion to retrieve the available attributes.

•  Retrieve all attributes: This option retrieves all LDAP attributes.
•  Retrieve mapped and specified attributes only: This option lets you specify which attributes to retrieve.

• To enter an attribute, click [Add] and then type the name of the attribute to retrieve.
• To modify an attribute, select the attribute and then click [Modify].
• To remove an attribute from the list, select the attribute and then click [Remove].

Step 5: NTLM Configuration

This step is used to enable NTLM configuration.

Basic Settings

Used to configure the NTLM configuration settings. Fields that are marked with an asterisk (*) are required.

•  Basic Settings: Used to configure the NTLM configuration settings. Fields that are marked with an asterisk (*) are
required.

•  Server Name: Enter the DNS name of the server that is performing the NTLM client authentication.
•  Service Account: The computer account that has a trusted delegation to call a Netlogon service via the NTLM

protocol. Note: The Service Account must be in the following format: < computerAccountName> $@ <domainName>.
•  Service Password: Choose the service password from the drop-down list. If the password you require is not listed,

click [Manage Stored Passwords] to add it to the Gateway password storage. For more information, see Manage Stored
Passwords.

Tip:

 You cannot type the password directly here; it must be defined in the Gateway secure password storage.
•  Domain DNS Name: Optionally, enter the DNS name of the authenticating domain.
•  Domain Netbios Name: Enter the Windows name of the authenticating domain.
•  Host DNS Name: Enter the DNS name of the host. In most cases, this is the name of the Gateway.
•  Host Netbios Name: Enter the required Windows name of the computer account.

Once the Basic Settings are complete, you can either click [Test Connection] to verify the NTLM configuration or click
[Next] to proceed to step 6.

Advanced Settings

This section is used to add, edit, or remove any additional settings that are required to configure the NTLM protocol. This
section is intended for advanced users.

Error Conditions

The following error conditions can be returned by the Gateway:

•  401 - Unauthorized: This indicates that NTLM data was not present or not accepted yet.
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•  402 - Authentication Failed: This indicates that the client has presented invalid credentials.

Step 6: Certificate Settings

This step is used to configure certificate settings for the LDAP identity provider.

 Client Certificates  

Select how certificates are used in an LDAP:

•  Do not use certificates from this directory: Choose this option if certificates are not used from this directory.
•  Scan and index certificates in this directory: Choose this option if certificate indexing should be enabled.
•  Scan and index certificates in this directory with search filter: Choose this option if custom certificate indexing should

be enabled. Enter the search filter for extracting the certificates from the directory.
An example of a simplistic filter for a single certificate attribute:
(<USER_CERTIFICATE_ATTRIBUTE>=*)
An example of a simplistic filter for multiple certificate attributes:
(|(<USER_CERT_ATTRIB1>=*)(<USER_CERT_ATTRIB2>=*)...)

Note:

 Only user certificate attributes are returned from the search. The search filter is in effect when you use the [Test] button.
•  Search for certificates in this directory: Choose this option if certificate lookup should be enabled. You can search for

certificates based on:

•  Issuer Name and Serial Number or Subject Key Identifier. The following variables can be used:

 ${issuer} : Issuer name in default format
${issuer.canonical} : Issuer name in canonical format
${issuer.rfc2253} : Issuer name in RFC 2253 format
${serialNumber} : Serial number

•  Subject Key Identifier. The following variables can be used:

 ${subjectKeyIdentifier} : Subject Key Identifier in Base 64 format
${subjectKeyIdentifier.hex} : Subject Key Identifier in hexadecimal string format

Note:

 The [Test] button only validates the syntax of the search filters. It cannot fully test the search string because actual values are
not available to insert into the filter.

 Examples of search filters 

The following filter finds an object that has a userCertificate attribute based on serial number and issuer. It assumes the
directory supports RFC4523:

 (&(objectclass=inetOrgPerson)(userCertificate={serialNumber
${serialNumber},issuer"${issuer}"})) 

You could use the following syntax for either OpenLDAP or Oracle Internet Directory 10g Release 2 or later:

 (&(objectclass=inetOrgPerson)(usercertificate=${serialNumber}$${issuer})) 

The '$' is the separator for serialNumber and issuer.

 Certificate Validation Options 

This section specifies how certificates for this LDAP Identity Provider should be validated:

•  Use Default: Use the method that is defined for Identity Providers, as described in the Manage Certificate
Validation dialog. Use the default method unless there is a specific need to override it for this Identity Provider.

•  Validate: Ensure that the certificate is valid and trusted.
•  Validate Certificate Path: Ensure that the certificate path is valid to a trust anchor.
•  Revocation Checking: Validate the certificate path and perform revocation checking according to the revocation checking

policies.

Member Strategies

The following table describes the different member strategies available. These strategies are used in Step 2 of the wizard.
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 Strategy  Description  Complications 

 Member is User DN Every value of the group's member
attribute is a fully formed DN
(distinguished name) that is unique
within the search base.

When selected, the corresponding
attribute in the Group Member
field should be something like
"cn=user,dc=companyx,dc=com".

 Member is User Login Every value of the group's member
attribute is a unique attribute of a user in
the directory.

When selected, the corresponding
attribute in the Group Member field
should be "user".

 Member is NV Pair Every value of the group's member
attribute is a name=value pair such as
"firstinitiallastname."

When selected, the corresponding
attribute in the Group Member field
should be "cn=user".

 OU Group If configuring an "organizationalUnit"
group object class, then you must
associate users to a group.

When an "ou" attribute is entered in
the Group Name field, the membership
of a user is not described in the group
itself but rather by the DN of the user.
For example, the Group Name attribute
"ou=group,dc=companyx,dc=com"
hints at the members. But
if you come across a user
"cn=user,ou=group,dc=companyx,dc=com,"
then "user" is a member of that group.
When selected, no attribute in the Group
Member field is required because the
group members are implied by their DN.
If their DN includes the "ou", then the
members are automatically considered
part of the group.

Testing and Troubleshooting the Configuration

Click [Test] to verify the configuration before completing the wizard. You should see a message validating the configuration
of the LDAP Identity Provider. If an error message displays instead, note the configuration problems and take the appropriate
corrective actions:

 Configuration Error  Suggested Solution 

 Connection error Return to Step 1 of the wizard and verify that all connection
details are correct.

 Group member retrieval warnings Two possible solutions:

• Return to Step 2 of the wizard and adjust the group object
class mappings

• Leave the mappings are they are. Even with the warning,
the Gateway can still connect to the LDAP Identity
Provider.

 User retrieval error Return to Step 3 of the wizard and fix the incorrect user
object class mappings.

Click Finish when done. The new LDAP Identity Provider appears in the Identity Providers tab of the Policy Manager
interface.   

  

Note:

•  LDAP Identity Providers 
•  Creating an LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider 
•  Editing an LDAP or Simple LDAP Identity Provider 
•  Simple LDAP Identity Provider Wizard 
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 Simple LDAP Identity Provider Wizard
The Simple LDAP Identity Provider Wizard helps you create or edit a Simple LDAP?Identity Provider.

The Simple LDAP Identity Provider Wizard helps you create or edit a Simple LDAP?Identity Provider.

There is only one step to the wizard. Complete it as follows:

Setting Description

Provider Name Enter a descriptive name for the LDAP Identity Provider.
This name appears in the [Identity Providers] tab and on the
Search Identity Providers dialog.

LDAP URLs • Click [Add] to enter the URL of the LDAP or LDAPS
directory service you want to connect to.

Note:

When configuring using the IPv6 address space, the host
URL must be enclosed within '[ ]' if a literal IPv6 address
is used, for example:

ldap://oracle.companyx.com:389 (no brackets required) 
ldap://[2222::22]:389 (brackets required)

• Click [Remove] to remove a URL from the list.
• Use [Move Up] and [Move Down] to change the order of

the URLs.

Use Client Authentication Select this check box to present a certificate to the server
during the SSL handshake, if one is requested.

Clear this check box to never present a certificate, even if one
is requested. Note that access may be denied in this case.

Note:

When Client Authentication is enabled, it is used with the
specified key when connecting to an LDAP server for any
ldaps connections. If there are no ldaps connections, then the
Client Certification options have no effect.

ldap://oracle.companyx.com:389
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Setting Description

Auth DN Prefix

Auth DN Suffix

Optionally enter a prefix and or a suffix for the authorization
DN.

The DN prefix and suffix are combined with the client-
provided username to produce a DN. This DN is used to
attempt to bind with the client-provided password to check
whether the client-provided username is authenticated.

Example:

The CA API Gateway uses a prefix ("CN=") and a suffix
(",OU=Sales,O=Layer 7") to configure the provider. During
runtime, say a request arrives with HTTP credentials:
username=bob, password=secret!123. The username is used
to build a DN:

CN=bob,OU=Sales,O=layer 7

The CA API Gateway then issues a "bind" request to the
LDAP server using this DN and with the password "secret!
123".

If the prefix and suffix are omitted, the CA API Gateway uses
the raw login name as the login for the authentication bind.

Tip:

The client-provided username must conform to the regular
expression defined in the ldap.simple.username.pattern
cluster property before it can be used to produce a DN.

Reconnect Timeout This is the amount of time that must pass before the Gateway
attempts to reconnect to an LDAP Host URL that failed. The
availability of this field depends on the Use System Default
setting:

• If Use System Default is selected, then the Gateway
always uses the timeout value defined in the
ldap.reconnect.timeout cluster property. By default, this is
60000 ms. Note: Any changes to the cluster property are
not reflected in the Reconnect Timeout box.

• If Use System Default is not selected, then the Gateway
uses the timeout value specified here (in milliseconds).
The cluster property is ignored in this case.

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone". For more information about security zones,
see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to
entities inside the zones).

Testing the Configuration

You can click [Test] to verify the configuration before completing the wizard. You are prompted to enter the login credentials
to the LDAP server. If the credentials and configuration are correct, you should see a message validating the configuration
of the Simple LDAP Identity Provider. If an error message displays instead, note the configuration problems and take the
appropriate corrective actions:
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Configuration Error Suggested Solution

Connection error Verify that all connection details in the wizard are correct.

Test credentials rejected Verify that the login credentials for the LDAP server have
been entered correctly and then try again.

Repeat the testing and fixing until no more errors appear. 

The new Simple LDAP Identity Provider appears in the [Identity Providers] tab.

 LDAP User Properties
This topic describes the various configuration tabs available in the LDAP User Properties.

This topic describes the various configuration tabs available in the LDAP User Properties.

When an LDAP Identity Provider is configured, user details are stored and managed in the external LDAP server. The Policy
Manager can display this information in read-only format, with the exception of user roles.

To access the properties for an LDAP user:

1. Search the LDAP identity provider;
2. Click the user to view and then click [Select]. The properties for that user are displayed.
3. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [General] Tab

The [General] tab displays the name and email address for the user. All information is managed on the LDAP repository and
cannot be modified here.

Configuring the [Roles] Tab

The [Roles] tab is used to assign or remove LDAP users from roles and is available only when administrative access has been
enable for the LDAP Identity Provider (set via the "Allow assignment to administrative roles" check box in Step 1 of the
LDAP Identity Provider Wizard). At least one role must be set if the user will be logging in to the Policy Manager.

The table at the top lists the roles currently assigned to the user:

• Name: The name of the role.
• Type: "System" indicates a role that is either predefined or automatically generated (see Predefined Roles and

Permissions). "Custom" indicates a user-defined role (see Manage Roles).
• Inherited: "No" means the user is assigned to the role directly; "Yes" means the user is a member of a group assigned to

that role .

The Role properties section at the bottom displays the complete description for the selected role.

To add the user to a role:

1. Click [Add]. A list of eligible roles is displayed.
2. Select the role(s) to which to add the user. 

Tip:

To locate a role more easily, enter some text in the "Filter on name" box. This filters the roles list to display only those
roles containing the filter text. Delete the filter text to restore the full list of roles.

3. Click [Add] to close the dialog.

To remove a user from a role:

1. Select the role(s) to be removed from the user. Hold down the [Ctrl] key to select multiple roles.

Note:

You can only remove roles that are not inherited. To remove a user from an inherited role, remove the user from the group
that has the role.

2. Click [Remove].

Note:

(1) Users who need to log on to the Policy Manager must be assigned to at least one role. For more information, see
Manage Roles. (2) If a role is both assigned and inherited, the interface will display "No" in the "Inherited" column and you
are permitted to remove the role. Once removed, that role remains in the list, but the "Inherited" column changes to "Yes".
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Configuring the [Groups] Tab

The [Groups] tab displays the groups to which the LDAP user belongs. The information is managed on the LDAP repository
and cannot be modified here.

Configuring the [Certificate] Tab

The [Certificate] tab is used to manage the certificate for the LDAP user.

• To import a certificate for the user, click [Import] and then complete the Add Certificate Wizard. The import option is not
available if the user already has a certificate in the LDAP repository.
If the user has no certificate in the LDAP or the "Enable user certificates in this LDAP" check box in the LDAP Identity
Provider Wizard (Step 1) is not selected, then a certificate can be imported for this user.

Note:

The imported certificate is not stored on the LDAP repository but rather in the client certificate store within the API
Gateway.

• To export a certificate, click [Export] and then specify a file name and location.
• To revoke a certificate, click [Revoke] and then click [OK] to confirm. Revoking removes both the certificate and the

user's password.

Note:

The Revoke option is not available for LDAP users who have a client certificate in the LDAP repository. Revoking a
certificate in this case requires either removing it from the LDAP repository or revoking the certificate and then specifying
an appropriate revocation checking policy.

 Federated Identity Providers
In an identity bridging configuration, the Federated Identity Provider (FIP) is an essential element when
bridging disparate security domains. It allows the Federated Gateway (authorization domain) to authorize
requests containing credentials originating in the Trusted Authority (authentication domain). Credentials
may be X.509 certificates signed by trusted certificate authorities (CAs) or SAML tokens signed by a
Security Token Service. Alternatively, a Federated Identity Provider may not contain any certificates.

Note:

The generic "Trusted Authority" and "Federated Gateway" references are used in the identity bridging examples, workflows,
and instructions. The Trusted Authority is the certificate authority (CA) that issues and manages security credentials and that is
responsible for authentication. The Federated Gateway is the web service provider that is responsible for authorization.

In an identity bridging configuration, the Federated Identity Provider (FIP) is an essential element when bridging disparate
security domains. It allows the Federated Gateway (authorization domain) to authorize requests containing credentials
originating in the Trusted Authority (authentication domain). Credentials may be X.509 certificates signed by trusted
certificate authorities (CAs) or SAML tokens signed by a Security Token Service. Alternatively, a Federated Identity Provider
may not contain any certificates.

The trust store in the Federated Gateway is the repository for the certificates from other security domains that may be required
by the FIP in an identity bridging configuration. Certificates are defined and added to the trust store with the Add Certificate
Wizard prior to creating the FIP in the Federated Gateway. The chosen credential source and optional configuration elements
outlined in Workflow Using an X.509 Certificate or Workflow Using SAML determine certificate and FIP configuration
details. Once the trusted certificates are added to a new FIP, federated users, groups, and/or virtual groups can be created to
authorize corresponding users, groups, or credential patterns in the Federated Gateway security domain.

Note:

For the SAML credential source, SAML constraints are defined in the Require SAML Token Profile assertion that is included
in the Web service policy. Ensure that all required certificates are added to the trust store prior to creating a Federated Identity
Provider.

 

 

 Federated Identity Provider Wizard
The Federated Identity Provider Wizard adds or edits an identity provider in the Federated Gateway.

The Federated Identity Provider Wizard adds or edits an identity provider in the Federated Gateway.
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Step 1: Enter Provider Information

This step of the wizard lets you specify a name for the Federated Identity Provider and select which credential source types to
allow.

Configure this step as follows:

• Provider Name: Enter the name of the Federated Identity Provider. This name appears in the [Identity Providers] tab.
• Credential Source Type Allowed: 

• Select X.509 Certificate if using X.509 certificates for credential authorization.
• Select SAML Token if using a Require SAML Token Profile assertion for credential authorization.

• Security Zone: Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity from a security zone (security role permitting),
choose "No security zone". For more information about security zones, see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any security
zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to entities inside the zones).

Step 2: Select the Trusted Certificates

This step lets you add trusted certificates to be used by the Federated Identity Provider.

To add an existing certificate:

1. Click [Add]. The Search Trusted Certificates dialog appears.
2. Optionally specify a Subject DN or Issuer Name to filter the search.
3. Click [Search]. The results appear in the Search Results list.
4. Select one or more certificates to add, then click [Select].

Note:

You are warned if you select a trusted certificate already in use by another Federated Identity Provider. If this was intentional
and your policies allow this, click [OK] to continue with the duplicates. Otherwise, click [Cancel] and specify another
certificate.

To remove a certificate:

1. Select the certificate to remove.
2. Click [Remove]. The certificate is removed immediately.

To view details about a certificate:

1. Select the certificate to view.
2. Click [Properties]. The certificate details are displayed. You cannot modify any of the certificate properties.

To add a new certificate:

1. Click [Create]. The Add Certificate Wizard appears.
2. Complete the wizard to create the new certificate.

Step 3: Certificate Validation

This step lets you specify how certificates for this Federated Identity Provider should be validated.

By default, the method defined for Identity Providers in the Manage Certificate Validation dialog is used. To override this
default, choose another validation option from the drop-down list.

For a description of each option, see Manage Certificate Validation.

 Creating a Federated Identity Provider
To add a new Federated Identity Provider in the Policy Manager:

To add a new Federated Identity Provider in the Policy Manager:

1. Do one of the following:
2. Click Create Federated Identity Provider on the Home Page.
3. Click [Tasks] > Identity Providers > Create Federated Identity Provider from the Main Menu.
4. Right-click the "Identity Providers" title at the top of the [Identity Providers] tab and then select Create Federated

Identity Provider.
5. Complete the Federated Identity Provider Wizard. The new FIP is added to the [Identity Providers] tab.
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 Cloning a Federated Identity Provider
A quick method to create a new Federated Identity Provider is to clone an existing one. After cloning,
simply update the appropriate settings. Note that the cloned identity provider has no connection to the
original once it has been created.

A quick method to create a new Federated Identity Provider is to clone an existing one. After cloning, simply update the
appropriate settings. Note that the cloned identity provider has no connection to the original once it has been created.

To create a new Federated Identity Provider based on an existing one:

1. In the [Identity Providers] tab, right-click the federated Identity provider you wish to clone and select Clone Identity
Provider.

2. Complete the Federated Identity Provider wizard by updating the settings as required. The new identity provider is added to
the [Identity Providers] tab.

 Editing a Federated Identity Provider
To modify the details of a Federated Identity Provider:

To modify the details of a Federated Identity Provider:

1. Do one of the following:

• In the [Identity Providers] tab, double-click the name of the Federated Identity Provider to edit
• In the [Identity Providers] tab, right-click the Federated Identity Provider to edit and then select Properties.

2. Update the identity provider by completing the Federated Identity Provider Wizard.

 Deleting a Federated Identity Provider
To delete a Federated Identity Provider from the Policy Manager:

To delete a Federated Identity Provider from the Policy Manager:

1. In the Identity Providers tab, right-click the Federated Identity Provider to delete and then select Delete.
2. Click Yes to confirm. The identity provider is removed.

Note:

You cannot delete a Federated Identity Provider that has users and groups still attached to the policy. To delete the FIP, you
must first delete the FIP users and groups from all policies.

 Federated Identity Provider Users and Groups
In an identity bridging configuration, the federated users, groups, and virtual groups added to
the Federated Identity Provider (FIP) serve to authorize corresponding users, groups, or credential
patterns in other trust domains. Each FIP can contain zero or more federated users, groups and/or virtual
groups.

In an identity bridging configuration, the federated users, groups, and virtual groups added to the Federated Identity
Provider (FIP) serve to authorize corresponding users, groups, or credential patterns in other trust domains. Each FIP can
contain zero or more federated users, groups and/or virtual groups.

Federated Users

A federated user contains a number of attributes relating to users in other trust domains, including:

• A DN (distinguished name). The subject of the signed certificate in an incoming request must exactly match the DN of the
federated user

• A login that may be found in the NameIdentifier of an incoming SAML NameIdentifier with the “windowsDomain”
format. (SAML credential source only; see Workflow Using SAML)

• An email address, if applicable, that may be found in the NameIdentifier of an incoming SAML assertion with the
“emailAddress” format. (SAML credential source only; see Workflow Using SAML)

• An X.509 certificate that may be found in an incoming WS-Security X.509 BinarySecurityToken or HTTPS client
certificate. (Self-signed or otherwise explicitly trusted; see Workflow Using an X.509 Certificate).

Only request credentials that exactly match the federated user DN and other information will pass the corresponding user
assertion that is required to gain web service access.

Federated Groups
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Federated groups allow administrators to organize federated users into groups that have local relevance.

Federated Virtual Groups

A federated virtual group is a pattern that incoming request credentials must match. The pattern may include:

• The subject of a signed certificate
• A regular expression describing a pattern that the NameIdentifier value in incoming SAML tokens (with the corresponding

NameIdentifier format) must match (SAML credential source only; see Workflow Using SAML)
• A set of attribute names and values that must be present in incoming SAML tokens that have an AttributeStatement. The

allowable attribute names must have been previously registered with the FIP. (SAML credential source only; see Workflow
Using SAML).

Virtual groups allow authorization of users who are not explicitly defined in the Federated Identity Provider by matching the
attributes of the users' credentials. Users authorized in this manner are known as federated virtual users. Virtual groups can
also include users explicitly defined in the Federated Identity Provider, though such users are not virtual.

In order to authorize users in a virtual group, a Federated Identity Provider (FIP) must contain the CA root certificate of the
issuer of the certificates belonging to the identities in the virtual group. See Add a New Certificate for information on adding a
certificate to the trust store.

Federated Virtual Users

A federated virtual user is someone who is authenticated as a member of a federated virtual group by matching attributes
of the user's credentials, or someone who is authenticated against the FIP, but whose credentials do not match those of any
user explicitly defined in the FIP. Virtual users are not explicitly defined in the Federated Identity Provider (FIP) and will not
appear when searching the provider.

 Creating a Federated User
Creating a Federated User

Tip:

Before creating a new federated user, it is recommended that you view the properties of the signed certificates attached to
the Federated Identity Provider. Note the values, such as the "Issued to" value, that must be configured in the Create Federated
User dialog. For information on viewing certificate properties, see Edit a Certificate.

To create a new federated user in the Federated Identity Provider (FIP):  

1. On the Policy Manager interface, select the [Identity Providers] tab. One or more Federated Identity Providers should be
visible.
Note: If no FIP is listed, then you must create one before you can add a federated user.

2. Right-click the appropriate FIP and then select Create User. The Create Federated User dialog appears. 
3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

X509 Subject DN Enter the DN value that incoming certificate-based
credentials must match in order to be authorized as this
federated user. For example: CN=user A.

Login Optionally, enter a value into the Login field, to allow this
user to be authorized based on incoming SAML tokens with
“windowsDomain” NameIdentifier formats.

Email Optionally, enter a value into the Email field. allow this
user to be authorized based on incoming SAML tokens with
the “emailAddress” NameIdentifier format.
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Setting Description

User Name Optionally, replace the user name that was derived from the
Subject DN and placed in the User Name field with a name
unique to the federated user.

Note:

The User Name is displayed on the Search Identity
Provider dialog when searching and/or adding federated
users to a policy. The User Name is a human readable value
that does not impact the usage or validity of the federated
user in an identity bridging configuration.

Define Additional Properties Select this check box if you want to enter additional
information about the user. All additional information is
optional.

4. Click [Create].

• If you are not defining additional properties, the dialog closes and the user is added to the Federated Identity Provider.
• If you are defining additional properties, the Properties dialog for the user is displayed. For more detailed information

about this dialog, see Federated User Properties.  
5. Click [OK] to close the dialog. The user is added to the Federated Identity Provider.

 Federated User Properties
This topic describes the various configuration tabs available in the federated user
properties. Every federated user has a set of extended user properties that can be set either when the user
is first added to the system, or deferred until a later date. (During initial entry, only a minimal amount of
user data is required, to facilitate rapid entry of many users.)

This topic describes the various configuration tabs available in the federated user properties. Every federated user has a set of
extended user properties that can be set either when the user is first added to the system, or deferred until a later date. (During
initial entry, only a minimal amount of user data is required, to facilitate rapid entry of many users.)

To access the properties for a federated user:

1. Do one of the following:

• Create a new federated user, making sure to select the Define Additional Properties check box.
• Edit an existing federated user.
• Locate the group by searching the identity provider.

The User Properties dialog appears.
2. Configure each tab within the properties as necessary. All information is optional. Refer to the appropriate section below

for a complete description of each tab.
3. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [General] Tab

This tab is used to enter the user's full name, as well as enter or modify any of the fields entered in the basic properties (see
Create a Federated User).

• First Name: Enter the user's first name.
• Last Name: Enter the user's last name.

Configuring the [Membership] Tab

The [Membership] tab displays the federated groups to which the user belongs.

1. Click [Add]. A list of federated groups is displayed.
2. Select one or more groups that the user belongs to.

Note:

If the group you want isn't in the list, define it first using the steps under Add a New Federated Group.
3. Click [Add]. The user is added to the group.
4. If you need to remove a user from a group, select the group and then click [Remove].
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Configuring the [Certificate] Tab

The [Certificate] tab is used to manage the certificate for the user.

• To import a certificate for the user, click [Import] and then complete the Add Certificate Wizard.
• To export a certificate, click [Export] and then specify a file name and location.
• To remove a certificate, click [Remove] and then click [OK] to confirm. Removing a certificate removes both the

certificate and the user's password.

Note:

 It is only necessary to import client certificates for federated users when the Federated Identity Provider (FIP) is
configured with no trusted CA certificates. When the FIP is configured with one or more CA certificates, then federated
users can be successfully authorized based only on the attributes entered in the Create Federated User dialog, as long as the
certificate presented along with their request was signed by one of the CAs whose certificates are trusted by the FIP. For
more information on the different X.509 certificate credential source scenarios, see Workflow Using an X.509 Certificate.

 Creating a Federated Group
Groups help you organize your users and they are a time-saving tool. For example, granting web service
or XML application access to a group of users is much quicker than granting access individually.

Groups help you organize your users and they are a time-saving tool. For example, granting web service or XML application
access to a group of users is much quicker than granting access individually.

To add a new group to the Federated Identity Provider (FIP):

1. On the Policy Manager interface, select the [Identity Providers] tab. One or more Federated Identity Providers should be
visible.
Note: If no FIP is listed, then you must create one before you can add a federated group.

2. Right-click the FIP name in the [Identity Providers] tab and select Create Group. The Create Federated Group dialog
appears. 

3. Enter a name for the group in the Group Name field.
4. Select the Define Additional Properties check box if you wish to enter additional information about the group at this time.

All additional information is optional.
5. Click [Create].
6. If you are not defining additional properties, the dialog closes and the group is added to the Internal Identity Provider.
7. If you are defining additional properties, the assertion properties are displayed. Complete each tab as necessary. All fields

are optional.
8. In the Group Properties dialog, click [OK]. The dialog closes and the group is added to the Federated Identity Provider.

Tab Description

General • Description: Enter a description of the group.

Membership 1. Click [Add]. A list of users appear.
2. Select one or more users who belong to this group.
3. Click [Add]. The user(s) are added to the group.
4. If you need to remove a user from a group, select that user

and then click [Remove].    

 Creating a Federated Virtual Group
Specific conditions must exist before you can create a federated virtual group:

Specific conditions must exist before you can create a federated virtual group:

• The Federated Identity Provider (FIP) must contain a trusted certificate (In the X.509 certificate workflow, the trusted
certificate is a CA root certificate attached to the FIP. As for the SAML workflow, the trusted certificate is an SSL server
certificate attached to the FIP. These certificates are attached with the Create Federated Identity Provider Wizard).

• Since the imported certificate will have been used to sign client certificates, the [Signing Client Certificates] setting in
Step 3 of the Add Certificate Wizard must also have been selected.

• A virtual group cannot be created under the "Client Certificate Only" scenario in the X.509 certificate workflow, since
trusted certificates do not exist in the FIP.

To add a new virtual group to the Federated Identity Provider (FIP):
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1. Right-click the FIP name in the [Identity Providers] tab and select Create Virtual Group. The Create Virtual Group dialog
appears.

2. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Group Name Enter a name for the group.

This name will appear in the Search Identity
Provider dialog when searching and/or adding virtual
groups to a policy. The name is a human readable value
that does not impact the validity of the virtual group in an
identity bridging configuration.

Description Optionally, enter a description for the group.

X509 Subject DN Enter the pattern that the subject DN values of signed
client certificates must match in order to be authorized
as a member of this virtual group.You may use a regular
expression.

The X509 Subject DN must at least partially match the
"Issued to:" value in the CA root certificate attached to the
Federated Identity Provider. Use the asterisk truncation
operator (*) to retrieve DNs with a common initial spelling.
The (*) substitutes a string of zero or more characters in a
subject DN.

For example, a virtual group could contain the partial DN
"O=ACME Inc., OU=Anvils, CN=*." Request messages in
which the Subject DN was "O=ACME Inc., OU=Anvils,
CN=Name" or "O=ACME Inc., OU=Anvils, CN=Name2"
would both pass the corresponding group assertion that
is required to gain web service access. However, request
messages carrying the Subject DN “O=ACME Inc.,
CN=Name” would not pass. Every attribute specified in
the subject DN pattern of a virtual group must be present in
incoming certificates in order to be authorized.

Special Characters in the Subject DN

Special care must be taken if the following special
characters are used in the Subject DN name:

, \ # + < > ; " =

These characters, plus any leading or trailing spaces must
escaped in order to be interpreted correctly.

The DN value can be quoted with a quotation pair. This
allows all special characters except the backslash to be
treated as literal characters and does not require escaping.
When quoted, the backslash still require escaping.

Use Regular Expression Select this check box to evaluate the Subject DN as a
regular expression. Clear this check box to employ a simple
pattern match that uses the “*” character as a wildcard.

Email Optionally, enter an email pattern.This authorizes
incoming requests with incoming SAML tokens using
the “emailAddress” NameIdentifier format with email
addresses matching a regular expression pattern.

3. Click [Create]. The dialog closes and the virtual group is added to the Federated Identity Provider.

 

 Group Properties (FIP)
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Every internal group or Federated group has a set of extended properties that can be set either when the group is first added to
the system, or deferred until a later date. (During initial entry, only a minimal amount of group data is required, to facilitate
rapid entry of many groups.)

Most properties for LDAP groups cannot be modified in the Policy Manager, with the exception being roles.

To access the properties for a group user:

1. Do one of the following:

• Create a new internal or Federated group, making sure to select the Define Additional Properties check box.
• Edit an existing internal or Federated group.
• Locate the group by searching the identity provider.

The Group Properties dialog appears.
2. Configure each tab within the properties as necessary, wherever possible. All information is optional. Refer to the

appropriate section below for a complete description of each tab.
3. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [General] Tab

The [General] tab is used to enter additional basic information about the group.

• Enabled: This applies to internal groups only. Select this check box to enable the group. Clear this check box to disable the
group.

Note:

When a group is disabled, it cannot be used to authenticate message traffic and its permissions are suspended. A user’s set
of permissions is a combination of his or her role assignments, plus any role assignments inherited from the group. When a
group is disabled, the inherited assignments no longer apply. If a user has no other role assignments, then that user will no
longer be able to connect to the Gateway using the Policy Manager.

• Description: Enter a description of the group.

Configuring the [Membership] Tab

The [Membership] tab is used to add or remove users to or from the group.

1. Click [Add]. A list of eligible users not currently assigned to that group appears.
2. Select one or more users who should be added to the group.  Hold down the [Ctrl] key to select multiple users.
3. Click [Add]. The user(s) are added to the group.
4. If you need to remove a user from the group, select the user and then click [Remove].

Configuring the [Roles] Tab

The [Roles] tab is used to add or remove groups from roles. Roles may be assigned to internal or LDAP groups.

The table at the top lists the roles currently assigned to the group:

• Name: The name of the role.
• Type: "System" indicates a role that is either predefined or automatically generated (see Predefined Roles and

Permissions). "Custom" indicates a user-defined role (see Manage Roles).
• Inherited: "No" means the group is assigned to the role directly; "Yes" means the group is part of another group that is

assigned to that role .

The Role properties section at the bottom displays the complete description for the selected role.

To add the group to a role:

1. Click [Add]. A list of eligible roles is displayed.
2. Select the role(s) to which to add the group.

Tip:

To locate a role more easily, enter some text in the "Filter on name" box. This filters the roles list to display only those
roles containing the filter text. Delete the filter text to restore the full list of roles.

3. Click [Add] to close the dialog.

To remove a user from a group:

1. Select the role(s) to be removed from the group. Hold down the [Ctrl] key to select multiple roles. Note: You can only
remove roles that are not inherited.
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2.  Click [Remove].

Note:

If a role is both assigned and inherited, the interface will display "No" in the "Inherited" column and you are permitted to
remove the role. Once removed, that role remains in the list, but the "Inherited" column changes to "Yes".

 Editing or Deleting a User or Group (FIP)

The Policy Manager lets you modify or delete the following:

• Any Internal Identity Provider (IIP) user or group
• Any Federated Identity Provider (FIP) user, group, or virtual groupfile:/C:/Users/mckba04/Documents/Layer%207/

Wiki/Policy%20Manager%20User%20Manual/Policy%20Manager%20User%20Manual%20v8.2.0%20(June
%2026).doc#_Ref651514804

For LDAP Identity Provider users or groups, you must use the associated external management program to edit or delete. You
cannot perform these tasks in the Policy Manager.

Note:

Be sure the user or group being deleted no longer appears in any policy. At least one administrative Internal Identity Provider
user must be present in the Policy Manager.

To edit or delete a user, group, or federated virtual group:

1. Locate the user or group, as described under Searching Identity Providers.
2. Choose one of the following actions:

Action Steps

Modify a User 1. In the Search Results box, double-click the user name
or select it and then click [Select]. The user properties
appear.

2. Modify the properties as necessary. For more information,
see Internal User Properties or Federated User Properties.

Modify a Group 1. In the Search Results box, double-click the group name
or select it and then click [Select]. The group properties
appear.

2. Modify the properties as necessary. For a description of
the fields, refer to Creating a Federated Group or Creating
an Internal Group, depending on the type of group being
edited.

Modify a Virtual Group 1. In the Search Results box, double-click the federated
virtual group name or select it and then click [Select]. The
virtual group properties appear.

2. Modify the properties as necessary. For a description of
the fields, refer to Creating a Federated Virtual Group.

Delete a User, Group, or Virtual Group 1. Select the user, group, or virtual group to delete.
2. Click [Delete], then click [OK] to confirm.

You cannot delete a user, group, or virtual group that is still
in use in a policy.  

 Policy-Backed Identity Providers
A Policy-Backed Identity Provider authenticates a user based on the logic provided by the underlying
policy fragment. This allows you to create authentication logic that is as complex or as basic as you need.
You can even validate and authorize the user.

A Policy-Backed Identity Provider authenticates a user based on the logic provided by the underlying policy fragment. This
allows you to create authentication logic that is as complex or as basic as you need. You can even validate and authorize the
user.
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In use, validating against a Policy-Backed Identity Provider works like validating against the built-in identity providers in
the Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion. A service leveraging a Policy-Backed Identity Provider must require
credentials (collected via Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion or Require XPath Credentials Assertion).

Unlike the other identity providers, a Policy-Backed Identity Provider is not prepopulated with a list of authorized users. In
fact, the CA API Gateway does not need to know whether the user exists or if that person will ever log on to the Gateway.
You only need to configure template users based on a user name and optionally assign a role. When a user with a matching
username is authenticated, he or she is allowed access to the Policy Manager based on the features permitted by that role.

Examples of where a Policy-Backed Identity Provider can be useful: contacting a Web service, using a custom assertion for a
protocol such as RADIUS, or custom LDAP or JDBC authentication.

Note:

The Policy-Backed Identity Provider only authenticates individual users, not groups.

Backing Policy

The underlying policy fragment ("backing policy") receives these prepopulated variables containing the user's credentials:

• ${idp.userid}: Returns the user's ID.
• ${idp.password}: Returns the user's password.

The backing policy can contain any number of assertions to authenticate the username and password. The only thing to keep in
mind is that the policy must not be able to succeed without authenticating the user.

The following is a very simple policy fragment that compares the username with "joe" and the password with "password":

This example uses the Compare Expression Assertion.

Hints and Tips 

• A Policy-Backed Identity Provider is appropriate for you if you need both of the following:

• You require password authentication implemented by a custom policy that will authenticate the credentials based on
username and password.

• Ability for users authenticated via this policy to log in to the Policy Manager (or the Management API) and administer
the API Gateway, or use at least one of the API Gateway built-in services (for example, policy discovery or token
service).

• If your authentication requirements do not require Policy Manager login or use of built-in services (in other words, users
are only used in message processing traffic), consider using an encapsulated assertion or included policy fragment instead.

• If you do not require custom policy behavior during authentication, consider authenticating against an LDAP server or the
Internal Identity Provider instead.

• Create a Policy-Backed Identity Provider only if you need an identity provider. If you only need a reusable policy snippet
that hides its implementation details, use an encapsulated assertion instead.

• A Policy-Backed Identity Provider can be used with the Authenticate Against Identity Provider and Authenticate User or
Group assertions like any other identity provider.

• It is possible to embed one of the above "Authenticate...." assertions within the backing policy of a Policy-Backed Identity
Provider and then have that "Authenticate..." assertion authenticate against another identity provider (for example, LDAP
or Federated). However, such a configuration is recommended only for advanced users and may be more difficult to
troubleshoot.

 Creating, Editing, Deleting a Policy-Backed Identity Provider
This topic describes how to perform Policy-Backed Identity Provider tasks:

This topic describes how to perform Policy-Backed Identity Provider tasks:

Creating a Policy-Backed Identity Provider

To add a new Policy-Backed Identity Provider in the Policy Manager:

1. Do one of the following:

• Click [Tasks] > Identity Providers > Create Policy-Backed Identity Provider from the Main Menu
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• Right-click the "Identity Providers" title at the top of the [Identity Providers] tab and then select Create Policy-
Backed Identity Provider.

2. Complete the Policy-Backed Identity Provider Wizard. The new identity provider is added to the [Identity Providers] tab.

Editing a Policy-Backed Identity Provider

 To modify the details of a Policy-Backed Identity Provider:

1. Do one of the following:

• In the [Identity Providers] tab, double-click the name of the Policy-Backed Identity Provider to edit
• In the [Identity Providers] tab, right-click the Policy-Backed Identity Provider to edit and then select Properties. The

Edit Policy-BProvider Wizard appears.
2. Update the information in the Policy-Backed Identity Provider Wizard as required.

Deleting a Policy-Backed Identity Provider

To delete a Policy-Backed Identity Provider from the Policy Manager:

1. In the [Identity Providers] tab, right-click the Policy-Backed Identity Provider to delete and then select Delete.
2. Click [Yes] to confirm. The identity provider is removed. The underlying authentication policy is not deleted.

 

Tip:

Ensure that you are not currently logged in to the Policy Manager using a username that authenticates through the deleted
identity provider. Doing so will cause you to be locked out of the Policy Manager upon removal of the identity provider.

 Policy-Backed Identity Provider Wizard
The Policy-Backed Identity Provider wizard is displayed when you create or edit a Policy-Backed
Identity Provider.

The Policy-Backed Identity Provider wizard is displayed when you create or edit a Policy-Backed Identity Provider.

Before using this wizard, ensure that you have an appropriate policy fragment containing the logic to authenticate users. For
more information, see Policy-Backed Identity Providers.

1. Complete the wizard as follows:

Setting Description

Provider Name Enter a name for your Policy-Backed Identity Provider.

Authentication Policy From the drop-down list, choose the policy fragment that
contains the policy logic that will authenticate the users.

Note:

Only policy fragments of type "Policy-Backed Identity
Provider Policy Fragment" can be selected.

If the policy fragment has not been created yet, exit the
wizard to create the fragment, then return to the wizard
later. For more information about fragments, see Working
with Policy Fragments (you will be working with "included
policy fragments")

Allow assignment to administrative roles This check box determines whether an authenticated user
can have an administrative role.

• Select this check box to allow a user to be assigned a
role that will enable him or her to log into the Policy
Manager. For more information, see Working with
Policy-Backed Identity Providers in Searching Identity
Providers.

• Clear this check box to not permit users to be assigned
to a role. The authenticated user will not be able to log
into the Policy Manager.
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Setting Description

Use Default Role Assignment This check box determines whether a default role will be
assigned. It is available only when "Allow assignment to
administrative roles" above is selected.

• Select this check box to assign a default role to all users
authenticated by this identity provider.

Note:

This default role is used only if the user has no other roles
explicitly assigned. If a role is assigned via the Search
Identity Provider dialog (see Working with Policy-Backed
Identity Providers in Searching Identity Providers, the
default role is inactive for the user.

• Clear this check box to not assign a default role
automatically. In this case it will be up to you to assign
a role to the template user, otherwise the user will not be
able to log in.

Note:

Use the default role assignment with care. Once a user is
authenticated, that user will be able to log in through the
Policy Manager and administer the API Gateway. This
could allow untrusted users (current or future) to access the
API Gateway.

Default Role If the "Use Default Role Assignment" check was selected
above, choose the role from the drop-down list. For more
information, see Manage Roles.

2. Click [Test] to test your authentication policy.

1.1 Enter the Username and Password of known good credentials.
2.1 Click [OK]. The wizard will run the credentials through the authentication policy and report success or failure of the

Policy-Backed Identity Provider. If authentication was not successful, you may need to adjust your authentication
policy.

3. Click [Finish] to close the wizard.

 Tasks Menu: Security Options
The Tasks menu houses all the major features of the Policy Manager. Refer to the help topic for each
menu item for more details.

The Tasks menu houses all the major features of the Policy Manager. Refer to the help topic for each menu item for more
details.

Tip:

In the browser client version of the Policy Manager, the menu is named "Manage".

 Configure FTP Audit Archiver
The FTP Audit Archiver is used to back up the audit logs on the via FTP to a specified host. The backups
are stored as plain text files compressed into .ZIP archives with a name in the following format:

The FTP Audit Archiver is used to back up the audit logs on the API Gateway via FTP to a specified host. The backups are
stored as plain text files compressed into .ZIP archives with a name in the following format:

<audit.archiver.ftp.fileprefix> cluster property + <date & time stamp>.zip

When the audit records are successfully backed up, the archiver automatically deletes the records to save disk space.

Tip:

 Ensure that the FTP server receiving the archive is fast enough to accept the largest audit entry within the MySQL timeout
period.
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Once the FTP Audit Archiver is configured, it will automatically run as follows:

• Each time the API Gateway is started
• At a preset interval specified by the audit.ArchiverTimerPeriod  cluster property

The archiver can also be manually invoked using the "Start Archiver" command in the Gateway Audit Events. If the archiver is
configured but you do not want it to run, you can disable it using its properties dialog.

 

Note:

 In addition to the configuration described here, there are several cluster properties that can be used to further control the
behavior of the archiver. For more information, see the Audit Archiver Cluster Properties.The FTP Audit Archiver is not
supported when an embedded database is in use on the API Gateway.

 

 To configure the FTP Audit Archiver:

1.  In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Logging and Auditing > Configure FTP Audit Archiver from the Main Menu
(on the browser client, from the Manage menu). The FTP(S) Audit Archiver Properties appear. 

2. Configure the properties as follows:

 Field  Description 

 Security Specify which form of security to use: 

• FTP (unsecured): Information is submitted unencrypted.
• FTPS with Explicit SSL: Information is encrypted using

explicit SSL (RFC2228).  
• FTPS with Implicit SSL: Information is encrypted using

implicit SSL.
• Verify server certificate: If encryption is used, select this

check box to verify the server's certificate against the
trust store in the API Gateway. For more information,
see "Certificate Expiration Notification" under Manage
Certificates.

 Host name Enter the hostname of the FTP server. This name is verified
against the X.509 certificate.

 Port number Enter the port number to use. The default port number is 21.

 Directory Specify the name of the directory on the FTP server to place
the audit archive.

 User name/Password Enter the login credentials if connecting a secure server.

 Timeout Specify the number of seconds to wait during FTP
connection before the archiver times out.

 Enabled The archiver is enabled by default. Clear the check box to
disable the archiver. When disabled, the archiver will not
run when the API Gateway is started nor can it be manually
run from the Gateway Audit Events window. Scheduled
archives will not occur as well.

Tip:

 If an archive is in progress when the archiver is disabled,
the change will not take effect until the transfer is finished.
To just cancel the automatically scheduled archives, set the
cluster property audit.ArchiverTimerPeriod to "0" (zero)
instead.

 Test Connection Click this button to test the settings. You should see a
success message if the settings are correct.

3. Click [OK] when done.
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 Configure the Gateway as an HTTP Proxy
The following procedure describes how to configure the to behave as an HTTP proxy.

The following procedure describes how to configure the API Gateway to behave as an HTTP proxy.

To configure API Gateway as an HTTP proxy:

1. Publish a new XML service by completing the Publish Web API Wizard. Be sure to enter the following in Step 1 of the
wizard:

• Target URL: Enter "http://<yourHostName>${request.http.uri}${request.url.query}" (without the quotes); for
example:http://www.acmecorp.com${request.http.uri}${request.url.query}

• Gateway URL: Enter "*" (asterisk, without the quotes)
2. Open the properties of the newly published service. For more information, see Service Properties.

• In the [HTTP/FTP] tab select the HEAD check box.
3. In your policy, add the Add Audit Detail assertion with these settings:

• Message: Enter a message that includes the context variable ${request.url}. 
• Level: Select WARNING from the drop-down list.

This assertion will show the messages being processed successfully and will help you troubleshoot any issues.
4. Locate the HOSTS file on the client machine and add a line for:

<Gateway_IP> <hostname>Where:

• <Gateway_IP> is the IP address of the API Gateway
• <hostname> is the site to be browsed (i.e., "www.acmecorp.com")

Note:

Only edit the HOSTS file on the client (web browsing) machine, not on the API Gateway machine.
5. Using your web browser, you can request the service using either the IP address of the API Gateway or the hostname of the

site to be browsed. Be sure to include the port number to properly process the requests—for example:

• http://192.168.1.5:8080 (where '192.168.1.5' represents the IP of the API Gateway)
• http://www.acmecorp.com:8080 (where 'acmecorp' is the site mapped in step 4)

 Enroll with Portal
 

 

The Enroll with Portal task enrolls an on-premise API Gateway cluster to serve as the API proxy for CA API Management
SaaS ("the Portal"). When the enrollment is complete, the Portal Administrator gains Gateway Administrator privileges.

To access this task: Tasks > Extensions and Add-Ons > Enroll with Portal

Note:

You do not need to run the Enroll with Portal task if: (1) You are currently running the CA API Developer Portal (Portal server
is on-premise). (2) You have purchased the CA API Management SaaS product (both Portal and API Proxy exist in the cloud).

Prerequisites

• Ensure that the CA API Management OAuth Toolkit is installed on the on-premise Gateway, with the default parameters:

• No prefix
• Default JDBC Connection name (OAuth)

• Obtain the enrollment URL from the CA API Developer Portal SaaS::

1. 1.1 Log in as the administrator on the Developer Portal SaaS home page. The system detects that enrollment is necessary.
2.1 On the Enrollment URL page, copy the URL that is displayed. Do not close the page, as a connection test is

performed after the URL is pasted into the Policy Manager.

Note:  For added security, use the enrollment URL promptly and keep it confidential. Anyone who obtains this URL
before it is used can enroll a different Gateway with the Portal.

Properties

https://wiki.ca.com/otk
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Setting What you should know...

Enrollment URL Paste the URL obtained from the Portal as described under
"Prerequisites".

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Why did the enrollment not work? Check the following:

• Enrollment URL not valid. Solution: Check that you
have copied the entire URL from the Portal enrollment
page. Recommend using the 'Select URL' button rather
than manually selecting the characters.

• Enrollment token has already been used. Solution:
Check that no one else has attempted to use this URL to
enroll.

• Server public key PIN in enrollment URL does not
match the actual server certificate. Solution: Check that
you have copied the URL correctly.

• RESTMAN bundle cannot be installed. Solution: The
enrollment process downloads and installs several REST
Management bundles in the background. Check that your
internet connection was not disrupted.

• Cluster already enrolled with Portal. Solution: There
is nothing to correct. You may use the Developer Portal
SaaS normally.

Can I obtain the Portal URL from CA Support? No. You must obtain the URL from the CA API Developer
Portal SaaS. CA Support cannot provide this URL to you.

What happens if the Portal URL expires before I can use it? Simply log in to the Developer SaaS Portal again and a new
URL is generated.

 Force Administrative Password Reset
The Force Administrative Passwords Reset feature allows any user assigned the 'Administrator' or
'Manage Internal Users and Groups' role to force a password reset for all internal administrative users.
Internal users created for message traffic authentication will not be affected. For more information on
internal users, see Create an Internal User.

The Force Administrative Passwords Reset feature allows any user assigned the 'Administrator' or 'Manage Internal Users
and Groups' role to force a password reset for all internal administrative users. Internal users created for message traffic
authentication will not be affected. For more information on internal users, see Create an Internal User.

This feature allows you to enforce a new password policy or forces administrative users to adopt changes in the existing
password policy. For more information, see Manage Password Policy.

Note:

The forced password change will not impact users who log in with certificates. However, if a user certificate is revoked, a
password change will be required at next login.

To force a password reset:

1. In the Policy Manager, do one of the following:

• Right click Internal Identity Provider in the [Identity Providers] tab, and select Force Administrative Passwords Reset.
• On the Main Menu, select [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Force Administrative Passwords Reset (on the

browser client, from the Manage menu).

The Force Administrative Passwords Reset dialog displays.
2. Click [Yes] to confirm the password reset.
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 Manage Administrative User Account Policy
An administrative user is a person with an account on the Policy Manager that allows them access to the .

An administrative user is a person with an account on the Policy Manager that allows them access to the API Gateway.

There are two types of administrative users:

• Internal: Users who are entered into and maintained through the API Gateway. For more information, see Internal Identity
Provider.

• LDAP: Users who have access to the API Gateway, but their information and details are maintained in an external LDAP
directory. Their account status is set in the LDAP directory and is not viewable in Policy Manager. For more information
on LDAP users, see LDAP Identity Providers.

In order to modify the account properties for administrative users, you must be assigned either the 'Administrator' or
the 'Manage Administrative Accounts Configuration' role. For more information about roles, see Predefined Roles and
Permissions.

To manage administrative users:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Manage Administrative User Account Policy
from the Main Menu (on the browser client, from the Manage menu). The Administrative User Account Properties dialog
displays.

2. Refer to the following table to understand the available settings for your administrative user account policy. Note that not
all settings may apply to your administrative users. 

Setting Description

Maximum Invalid
Logon Attempts

Select the maximum number of failed login attempts before
the account is locked.

Choose a number between 1 and 20. The default is 5
attempts.

For more information on unlocking locked accounts,
see Creating an Internal User.

Minimum Lockout Duration Choose the number of minutes a user must wait to attempt
to log on again after reaching the maximum number of
invalid logon attempts. The options are from 1 to 1440
minutes (one day). The default is 20 minutes.

Gateway Session Expiry Set the number of minutes, between 1 and 1440, that the
administrative user can leave a API Gateway session idle
before being disconnected. The default is 30 minutes.

Maximum Inactivity Period Set the number of days, between 1 and 365, that an account
can be inactive before it disables. The default is 35 days.

Note:

Users assigned the role of 'Administrator' are exempt from
this inactivity timeout. For more information on roles,
see Predefined Roles and Permissions.

Reset to PCI-DSS Minimum Click to reset all the administrative user account settings to
meet the minimum acceptable level for PCI-DSS (Payment
Card Industry Data Security Standard).

Tip:

If you subsequently change any setting that invalidates the
PCI-DSS minimum, you will be prompted to confirm when
dismissing the dialog box.
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Setting Description

Reset to STIG Minimum Click to reset all the administrative user account settings
to meet the minimum acceptable level for STIG (Secure
Technical Implementation Guide ).

Tip:

If you subsequently change any setting that invalidates the
STIG minimum, you will be prompted to confirm when
dismissing the dialog box.

3. Click [OK] when done. 

 Manage CA Single Sign-On Configurations
The Manage CA Single Sign-On Configuration task is used to create, modify, and delete CA Single Sign-
On configurations.

The Manage CA Single Sign-On Configuration task is used to create, modify, and delete CA Single Sign-On configurations.

Note:

CA Single Sign-On is not supported in the SaaS version of the CA API Gateway.

To manage CA Single Sign-On configurations:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Manage CA Single Sign-On Configurations  from
the Main Menu (on the browser client, from the Manage menu). The Manage CA Single Sign-On Configurations dialog
appears.

2. The following table describes each column (these are set in the CA Single Sign-On configuration properties):

Column Description

Configuration Name Name of the CA Single Sign-On configuration, as used in
the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On
assertion.

Address CA Single Sign-On client IP address.

Host Name Name of the host registered with the CA Single Sign-On
Policy Server.

Enabled Indicates whether the specified configuration is currently
enabled or disabled.

3. Select a task to perform:

To... Do this...

Add a new CA Single Sign-On Configuration 1.1 Click [Add].
2.1 Complete the CA Single Sign-On Properties.

Create a new CA Single Sign-On Configuration based
on an existing one

1.1  Select a CA Single Sign-On configuration to copy.
2.1  Click [Clone]. A new CA Single Sign-On

Configuration is created, populated with information
from the original source. This new configuration has
the default name "Copy of <original name>".

3.1 Edit the CA Single Sign-On Configuration Properties
as required.

Modify a CA Single Sign-On Configuration 1.1 Select the CA Single Sign-On configuration to modify.
2.1 Click [Edit].
3.1 Edit the CA Single Sign-On Properties as required.
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To... Do this...

Remove a CA Single Sign-On Configuration 1.1  Select the CA Single Sign-On configuration to
remove.

2.1  Click [Remove].
3.1  Click [OK] to confirm the deletion.    

4. Click [Close] when done.

 CA Single Sign-On Configuration Properties
When creating or editing a CA Single Sign-On configuration, the CA Single Sign-On Configuration
Properties dialog is displayed. This dialog is used to manage the CA Single Sign-On Agent configuration
settings, to enable the  to communicate with a CA Single Sign-On Policy Server.

When creating or editing a CA Single Sign-On configuration, the CA Single Sign-On Configuration Properties dialog is
displayed. This dialog is used to manage the CA Single Sign-On Agent configuration settings, to enable the API Gateway to
communicate with a CA Single Sign-On Policy Server.

Note:

CA Single Sign-On is not supported in the SaaS version of the CA API Gateway.

Caching

To minimize the number of calls to the Policy Server, the Gateway has several built-in caches for improved performance. The
following caches can be configured in the "Cluster Settings" section of the configuration properties:

• Resource cache: Set the resourceCache.size and resourceCache.maxAge.
• Authentication cache: Set the authenticationCache.size and authenticationCache.maxAge.
• Authorization cache: Set the authorizationCache.size and authorizationCache.maxAge.

Note:

(1) Caching is enabled by default. The cache default settings are stored in the cluster properties under CA Single Sign-
On Cluster Properties but you can override them in the CA Single Sign-On Configuration Properties. (2) The Enterprise
Service Manager and WS Management API do not support these caching properties. (3) If your environment has previous CA
SiteMinder caching hotfixes applied, they will be superseded by the new caching mechanism.

FIPS Mode

If you are using FIPSONLY mode to communicate with CA SSO Policy Server, make the following configuration changes to
specify that FIPSONLY mode is used to ensure that Gateway validates SSO tokens on all nodes of a cluster.

1. Add the following line before the line “CAPKIHOME=${CAROOT}/CAPKI” in the /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/
etc/profile.d/siteminder-env.sh file:

CA_SM_PS_FIPS140=ONLY

2. Modify the following line to export CA_SM_PS_FIPS140 environment variable:

export CAROOT LD_LIBRARY_PATH CAPKIHOME CA_SM_PS_FIPS140

3. Restart the Gateway process: 

service ssg restart
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Manage CA SSO Configuration Properties

To access the properties for a CA Single Sign-On configuration:

1.  Run the Manage CA Single Sign-On Configurations task.
2.  Add or edit a CA Single Sign-On configuration. The CA Single Sign-On Configuration Properties appear.
3. When adding a new CA Single Sign-On configuration, it is recommended that you click [Register] and complete the

parameters in the CA Single Sign-On Registration Properties.

Tip:

Registration populates most of the Agent Configuration fields for you. If you do not use the Register button, you can
manually enter the Agent Configuration, including the shared secret.

When editing an existing CA Single Sign-On configuration, using [Register] will re-register the CA Single Sign-On Agent
with the Policy Server. This may invalidate previous registrations, so use this option carefully. A safe alternative is to
manually edit the fields in the CA Single Sign-On Configuration Properties.
Complete the fields in the dialog box as shown below. All fields are required.

Setting Description

Address Enter the address of the CA Single Sign-On Policy Service,
either as an IP address or hostname.

Host Name Enter the name of the registered host. This can be the
API Gateway name or any other symbolic name used to
distinguish the host.

Host Configuration Enter the CA Single Sign-On Policy Server host
configuration used by the agent.

FIPS Mode Choose the FIPS mode supported by the CA Single Sign-
On Policy Server. The available values are:

COMPAT (default)
MIGRATE
ONLY

User Name Enter the user name of the CA Single Sign-On
administrator.

Password Choose the stored password to use from the drop-down list. 

Note:

Only stored passwords may be specified here—you cannot
type in a password. To define a stored password, click
[Manage Passwords]. For more information, see Manage
Stored Passwords.

4. Click [OK] to register the trusted host once all the required fields are filled. Upon successful registration, the agent
configuration and server settings are populated in the CA Single Sign-On Configuration Properties dialog.

5. Enter or modify the remaining CA Single Sign-On properties as follows:

Setting Description

Configuration Name Specify the CA Single Sign-On configuration name. This
name will be used in the Check Protected Resource Against
CA Single Sign-On assertion. This field is required.

Register Click this button to enter or update the CA Single Sign-On
registration parameters.

Agent Configuration
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Setting Description

Secret This is the CA Single Sign-On shared secret used by the
agent to establish communication with the Policy Server.
This secret can be generated by clicking [Register] or you
can paste it from another source. This field is required.

Note:

The shared secret cannot be copied nor will it be imported
during a policy import or exported during a policy export/
import.

Address Enter the IP address of the CA Single Sign-On agent. This
field is required if the Check IP check box is selected,
otherwise it may be left blank.

This address is used only when the client application does
not supply the IP address.

Check IP Select this check box to have the CA Single Sign-On Policy
Server compare the client IP against the address stored in
the CA Single Sign-On SSO Token. If they do not match,
an error is recorded and the assertion(s) will be considered
"falsified."

Note:

The CA Single Sign-On Policy Server may be configured
to restrict certain IP addresses.This will be enforced if
IP Check is enabled.

Clear this check box to not check the client IP address
against the SSO Token. Requests from a different IP
address (but with a valid SSO Token) will result in
successful authentication/authorization.

Host Name Enter the name of the host registered with the CA Single
Sign-On Policy Server (for example, the name of the API
Gateway).This field is required.

FIPS Mode Choose the FIPS mode supported by the CA Single Sign-
On Policy Server. The available values are:

COMPAT (default)
MIGRATE
ONLY

Tip:

If the Policy Server does not support FIPS mode (for
example, CA Single Sign-On Policy Server version 6),
choose COMPAT.

This field is required.

Cluster Threshold Specify the percentage of servers within a cluster that must
be available for Policy Server requests. When the number
of available servers in a cluster falls below this percentage,
failover to the next cluster occurs. This field is required.

Example: If the failover percentage is "60" and a cluster has
five servers, failover occurs when the number of available
servers in the cluster falls below three.
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Setting Description

EnableFailover Select this check box to enable failover. In this mode, CA
Single Sign-On continually uses one server until it becomes
unavailable, at which time it switches to another server.

Clear this check box to enable round-robin. In this mode,
CA Single Sign-On dynamically distributes requests across
all the servers based on the performance capabilities of each
server.

Note:

This setting is meaningful only if the Policy Server has
more than one node.

Update SSO Token Select this check box to update the SSO Token after
successful authentication/authorization (provided that
the "Use SSO Token from Context Variable" option was
selected in the assertions).

Clear this check box to not update the SSO Token after
authentication/authorization.
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Setting Description

Cluster Settings In this section, you define the additional settings required
in order to connect a client application to the Policy Server.
You will need to define at least one set of properties.

The following cluster settings are available. Note: The
"<prefix>" is "server.x.y" where where "x" represents the
cluster sequence (since there can be more than one cluster)
and "y" represents the server sequence in the cluster.

• <prefix>.  accounting.port: Server accounting port
• <prefix>.  address: Server IP address; required
• <prefix>.  authentication.port: Server authentication

port
• <prefix>.  authorization.port: Server authorization

port (Tip: Ports 44441 - 44443 are accepted, even when
the actual authorization port number is 44443; required)

• <prefix>.  connection.max: Maximum number of
connections

• <prefix>.  connection.min: Number of initial
connections

• <prefix>.  connection.step: Number of connections to
allocate when out of connections

• <prefix>.  timeout: Connection timeout (in seconds)
• authenticationCache.maxAge: Maximum age of

entries in the Authentication Cache; default is 3600000
(milliseconds).

• authenticationCache.size: Number of entries to cache
in the Authentication Cache; default is 10, while 0
(zero) indicates no caching.

• authorizationCache.maxAge: Maximum age of
entries in the Authorization Cache; default is 3600000
(milliseconds).

• authorizationCache.size: Number of entries to cache
in the Authorization Cache; default is 10, while 0 (zero)
indicates no caching.

• resourceCache.maxAge: Maximum age of entries in
the Resource Cache; default is 300000 (milliseconds).

• resourceCache.size: Number of entries to cache in the
Resource Cache; default is 10, while 0 (zero) indicates
no caching.

• siteminder.cache.acoCache.maxAge: Maximum
age of entries in the ACO cache; default is
30000 (milliseconds).

• siteminder.cache.acoCache.size: Number of entries to
cache in the ACO cache; default is 10, while 0 (zero)
indicates no caching.

Tip:

You can modify the defaults for the caches through the CA
Single Sign-On Cluster Properties.

To add a cluster setting:

1.1 Click [Add].
2.1 Enter the Name and Value of the setting.
3.1  Click [OK].

To modify a cluster setting:

1.1 Select the setting to edit.
2.1 Click [Edit].
3.1 Modify the Name or Value as necessary.
4.1 Click [OK].

To remove a cluster setting:

1.1 Select the setting.
2.1 Click [Remove].
3.1  Click [Remove] to confirm.
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Setting Description

Disable Select this check box to disable the CA Single Sign-On
configuration. This will make the configuration unavailable
for use, while preserving all settings.

Clear this check box to re-enable the configuration.

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones, see
Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access
to entities inside the zones).

Test Click this button to test the CA Single Sign-On
configuration. You will see a "Validation passed" message
if the configuration is correct.

6. Click [OK] when done.

Tip:

The caches are flushed each time you click [OK] to close the properties dialog, regardless of whether there are any changes
to save. If you wish to close the dialog box without flushing the caches, click [Cancel] instead.

 Working with CA Single Sign-On
The Policy Manager provides functionality to authenticate and authorize against a CA Single Sign-
On Policy Server. This topic describes how to use this functionality to perform common tasks with CA
Single Sign-On.

The Policy Manager provides functionality to authenticate and authorize against a CA Single Sign-On Policy Server. This
topic describes how to use this functionality to perform common tasks with CA Single Sign-On.

Note:

(1) The CA Single Sign-On feature requires the CA Single Sign-On Agent SDK v12.52, which comes pre-installed in the
hardware and virtual appliance versions of the CA API Gateway. If you are running the software Gateway, refer to Install the
CA Single Sign-On SDK for Software Gateways for instructions. (2) CA Single Sign-On is not compatible with the CA API
Developer Portal - SaaS product.

Note:

• Manage CA Single Sign-On Configurations
• Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion
• Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion
• Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion
• CA Single Sign-On Errors (troubleshooting tips)

 Configure System Property for CA Single Sign-On
Before you start using CA?Single?Sign-On with the , add the following system property. 

Before you start using CA?Single?Sign-On with the API Gateway, add the following system property. 

Note:

CA Single Sign-On is not supported if you are using the CA API Developer Portal - SaaS product. Reason: There is no access
to system.properties on the Gateways used in this product.

To configure the system property for CA Single Sign-On:

1. Open a privileged shell.

https://www.ca.com/us/products/ca-api-developer-portal.html
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2. Locate and open the following file in a text editor:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/system.properties
3. Add the following line:

org.apache.tomcat.util.http.ServerCookie.ALLOW_EQUALS_IN_VALUE
 = true

4. Save and exit the file.
5. Restart the Gateway.

 Create a CA Single Sign-On Configuration
You should create a CA Single Sign-On configuration first before performing any other CA Single Sign-
On-related tasks.

You should create a CA Single Sign-On configuration first before performing any other CA Single Sign-On-related tasks.

To create a CA Single Sign-On configuration:

1.  Run the Manage CA Single Sign-On Configurations task. 
2.  Click [Add] to open the CA Single Sign-On Configuration Properties.
3.  Click [Register] and complete the CA Single Sign-On Registration Properties.
4.  When the registration properties are entered, complete the CA Single Sign-On Configuration Properties by entering a

Configuration Name.
5.  Click [Test] to check whether your configuration is valid.

For more information, see Manage CA Single Sign-On Configurations.

 Basic User Authentication Using CA Single Sign-On Assertions
The following steps provide an overview on how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform
basic user authentications.

The following steps provide an overview on how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform basic user
authentications.

1. Ensure that an end point has been created on the API Gateway.
2. Add the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion to your policy.

Configure the assertion to use a valid CA Single Sign-On configuration, agent name, protected resource, and action. Keep
the default variable prefix.

3. Add the Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion to the policy.
4. Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy. Use the default settings.
5. Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate Against CA

Single Sign-On Assertion.
6. Complete your policy by adding other assertions as required.

 

Basic User Authentication via HTTP Cookie using CA Single Sign-On Assertions

The following steps provide an overview on how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform basic user authentication
using an HTTP cookie.

1. Ensure that an endpoint has been created on the Gateway.
2. Add the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion to your policy.

• Configure the assertion to use a valid CA Single Sign-On configuration, agent name, protected resource, and action.
Keep the default CA Single Sign-On variable prefix.

3. Add the At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion to the policy. This folder serves as the parent to the two
folders in steps 4 and 5.
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4. Add the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the first child to the above "At least..." folder. Into the "All
assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

1.1 Add the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Cookie name: SMSESSION
• Variable prefix: cookie (default)

2.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable check box
• Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").
3.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate

Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:

• Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable radio button
• Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").)
5. Add another All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the second child to the above "At least..." folder (step 3).

Into this "All assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

• Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:
Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable check box.
Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example, "cookie.SMSESSION").

• Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate Against
CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:
Select the Use SSO Token from CA Single Sign-On Context radio button.

6. Complete your policy by adding other assertions as required.

Advanced CA Single Sign-On with Status Check of Session

The CA Single Sign-On assertions can be used in advanced CA Single Sign-On authentication/authorization scenarios, such as
collecting user credentials based on the information returned from the assertions, and responding to error conditions.

The following policy is an example of advanced CA Single Sign-On authorization with status checking of the session.
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 JSON Web Token Authentication for CA SSO Authentication

CA API Gateway supports JSON Web Token (JWT) as one of the authentication types for CA SSO authentication. This
feature enables Gateway to send JWT token for authentication against CA SSO.The following use cases show different ways
of using the JWT token and use this token for authentication against CA SSO:
For the following uses cases, JWT payload is constructed by extracting the username after authenticating with any identity
provider.

• Http basic authentication using CA Single Sign-On assertions
• Certificate based client authentication using CA Single Sign-On assertions
• SAML token authentication using CA Single Sign-On assertions
• Kerberos token authentication using CA Single-On assertions

JSON Web TokenJSON Web Token (JWT) is a standard (RFC 7519) which are used for authentication and information
exchange to securely transmit data between parties. A JWT can be signed, encrypted, or both. The information in a JWT is
encoded as a JSON object.A signed JWT contains the following three parts separated by dots (.).

• Header
• Payload
• Signature

• Header: Header is the first part of the token. The header typically consists of two parts: the type of token (JWT), and the
signature algorithm used for signing the token (RS256). Another field Kid (Key ID) is used to mention the certificate alias
used for signing the token.

• Payload: Payload is the second part of the token. The payload contains the claims for authenticating CA SSO. Sub
(subject), exp (expiration time) and iat (Timestamp when the JWT was issued) are some of the reserved claims. 

• Signature: Signature is the third part of the token. To create the signature part, you must take the encoded header, the
encoded payload, a secret. The token is signed by the algorithm that is specified in the header.

The sample of signed JWT is as follows:aaa.rrr.ttt

Where,
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• aaa: specifies the header part.
• rrr: Specifies the payload part.
• ttt: Specifies the signature part.

Example:

eyJ0eXBlIjoiSldUIiwiYWxnIjoiUlMyNTYifQ.eyJzdWIiOiJzaXRlbWluZGVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTA3NTI4NTcxLCJpYXQiOjE1MDc1MjEzNzF9.sos5ni4Xnl17FuUqE1ui-
jTePP_daCJS37YwTl0-3qOsRB_hIWZ1npyaqPSh0LCAv1nZTj10-4MTBw8Yvxt3pqsxuGGIKWexgv-
m9eivQ-PnJyD3Hoay-
WwwiMgRyZ5zQ8FdchujwM3Y0JHXczLX3pVD7CY3RSlpLcbOkUXAskcBCyEup8-
Vw9SCbhUPkLKPS7SP5IfuZsK6-DApGz87YRLnLvz2xzTS-kk-
UqezQGdmK_xeVUtUI2VoW_mKtJXBZiELtjFLwRzvBkpF7tqv3UpOwItkF2sk8RTJzXtvJHoBS6NsAPNQr3Vz9HTlIjqXntfgIC2UYgZK-
ryFPth_Yg

Header: eyJ0eXBlIjoiSldUIiwiYWxnIjoiUlMyNTYifQ is the header part of the JWT token. If you decode the header part, the
output appears as {"type":"JWT","alg":"RS256"}.

Payload: eyJzdWIiOiJzaXRlbWluZGVyIiwiZXhwIjoxNTA3NTI4NTcxLCJpYXQiOjE1MDc1MjEzNzF9 is the
payload part of the JWT token. If you decode the payload part from the above example, the output appears
as: {"sub":"siteminder","exp":1507528571,"iat":1507521371}.

Signature: sos5ni4Xnl17FuUqE1ui- jTePP_daCJS37YwTl0-3qOsRB_hIWZ1npyaqPSh0LCAv1nZTj10-4MTBw8Yvxt3pqsxuGGIKWexgv-
m9eivQ-PnJyD3Hoay- WwwiMgRyZ5zQ8FdchujwM3Y0JHXczLX3pVD7CY3RSlpLcbOkUXAskcBCyEup8-
Vw9SCbhUPkLKPS7SP5IfuZsK6-DApGz87YRLnLvz2xzTS-
kk- UqezQGdmK_xeVUtUI2VoW_mKtJXBZiELtjFLwRzvBkpF7tqv3UpOwItkF2sk8RTJzXtvJHoBS6NsAPNQr3Vz9HTlIjqXntfgIC2UYgZK-
ryFPth_Yg is the signature part of the JWT token. The signed hash data is generated by using encoded header, encoded
payload. This token is signed by the algorithm that is mentioned under header 'arg' field.

 Signed JWT Authentication Using CA Single Sign-On Assertions
The steps below provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform a
request containing signed JWT.

The steps below provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform a request containing signed
JWT.

1. Ensure that an endpoint has been created on the Gateway.
2. Add the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion to your policy.

• Configure the assertion to use a valid CA Single Sign-On configuration, agent name, protected resource, and action.
Keep the default CA Single Sign-On variable prefix.

3. Add the At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion to the policy. This folder serves as the parent to the two
folders in steps 4 and 5.

4. Add the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the first child to the above "At least..." folder. Into the "All
assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

1.1 Add the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Cookie name: SMSESSION
• Variable prefix: cookie (default)

Note: If the request does not contain SMSESSION cookie, the assertion fails and step 5 is executed.
2.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable check box
• Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").
3.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate

Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:

• Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable radio button
• Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").)
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5. Add another All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the second child to the above "At least..." folder (step 3).
Into this "All assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

• Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:
Select the Specify Credential option, JSON Web Token (JWT), and enter the JWT token as
${request.http.header.authorization}.

• Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate Against
CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:
Select the Use SSO Token from CA Single Sign-On Context radio button.

• Add the Manage Cookie Assertion.
The context variable "${siteminder.smcontext.ssotoken}" is assigned to SMSESSION cookie.

6. Complete your policy by adding other assertions as required.

 HTTP Basic Authentication Using CA Single Sign-On Assertions
The following steps provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform a
request containing HTTP basic authentication.

The following steps provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform a request containing
HTTP basic authentication.

1. Ensure that an endpoint has been created on the CA API Gateway.
2. Add the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion to your policy.

• Configure the assertion to use a valid CA Single Sign-On configuration, agent name, protected resource, and action.
Keep the default CA Single Sign-On variable prefix.

3. Add the At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion to the policy. This composite assertion serves as the
parent to the two folders in steps 4 and 5.

4. Add the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the first child to the above "At least..." folder. Into the "All
assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

1.1 Add the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion and configure it as follows:

1. 1.1 Cookie name: SMSESSION
2. 1.1 Variable prefix: cookie (default)

Note: If the request does not contain SMSESSION cookie, the assertion fails and step 5 is executed.
2.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:
3.1 1. 1.1 Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable check box

2. 1.1 Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,
"cookie.SMSESSION").

4.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate
Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:

1. 1.1 Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable radio button
2. 1.1 Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").)
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5. Add another All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the second child to the above "At least..." folder (step 3).
Into this "All assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

1.1 Add the Require HTTP Basic Credentials Assertion?to the policy
2.1 Add the Authenticate User or Group Assertion to the policy

• Authenticates the mapped user (siteminder) against identity provider with the HTTP basic credentials.
3.1 Add the Extract Attributes for Authenticated User Assertion to the policy

• Extracts the authenticated username using the ${authenticateduser.login} variable.
4.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy.

• Set the variable expiry as Date/Time to the global context variable ${gateway.time}
5.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy

• Set the variable jwtpayload as Message to {"sub":"${authenticateduser.login}","exp":${expiry.seconds}}
Note: The expiry time value must be in seconds.

6.1 (Optional) Add?Validate JSON Schema Assertion to the policy. 

• Navigate to JSON Schema Validation Properties, and enter ${jwtpayload} variable in Other Message
Variable field.

• Validates the JWT payload with a defined schema
7.1 Add Encode JSON Web Token?Assertion to the policy

1. 1.1 Navigate to  Encode JSON Web Token properties, and perform these steps:

• Enter the jwt payload (${jwtpayload.mainpart}) in the Source Payload field.
• Specify the Destination Variable Prefix (${signedjwt}).

2. 1.1 Signs the jwt payload using private key and signature algorithm and stores it as a variable prefix.
8.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Select the Specify Credential option, JSON Web Token (JWT), and enter the JWT token
(${signedjwt.compact}).

9.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate
Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:

• Select the Use SSO Token from CA Single Sign-On Context option.
10.1 Add the Manage Cookie Assertion.

The ${siteminder.smcontext.ssotoken} variable is assigned to SMSESSION cookie.
6. Complete your policy by adding other assertions as required.

 Certificate Based Client Authentication using Single Sign-On Assertions
The steps below provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform a
request containing certificate-based client authentication.

The steps below provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform a request containing
certificate-based client authentication.

1. Ensure that an endpoint has been created on the Gateway.
2. Add the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion to your policy.

• Configure the assertion to use a valid CA Single Sign-On configuration, agent name, protected resource, and action.
Keep the default CA Single Sign-On variable prefix.

3. Add the At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion to the policy. This folder serves as the parent to the two
folders in steps 4 and 5.

4. Add the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the first child to the above "At least..." folder. Into the "All
assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

1.1 Add the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Cookie name: SMSESSION
• Variable prefix: cookie (default)

Note: If the request does not contain SMSESSION cookie, the assertion fails and step 5 is executed.
2.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable check box
• Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").
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3.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate
Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:

• Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable radio button
• Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").)
5. Add another All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the second child to the above "At least..." folder (step 3).

Into this "All assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

1.1 Add the Require?SSL or Transport Assertion to the policy
2.1 Add the Require SSL or Transport with Client Certificate Authentication to the policy
3.1 Add the Authenticate User or Group Assertion to the policy

• Authenticates the mapped user (siteminder) against identity provider with the received certificate.
4.1 Add the Extract Attributes for Authenticated User Assertion to the policy.

• Extracts the authenticated username using ${authenticateduser.login}
5.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy.

• Set the variable expiry as Date/Time to the global context variable ${gateway.time}
6.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy

• Set the variable jwtpayload as Message to {"sub":"${authenticateduser.login}","exp":${expiry.seconds}}
Note: The expiry time value must be in seconds.

7.1 (Optional) Add Validate JSON Schema Assertion to the policy. 

• Navigate to JSON Schema Validation Properties, and enter ${jwtpayload} variable in Other Message Variable
field.

• Validates the JWT payload with a defined schema
8.1 Add Encode JSON Web Token?Assertion to the policy

• Navigate to  Encode JSON Web Token properties, and perform these steps:

• Enter the jwt payload (${jwtpayload.mainpart}) in the Source Payload field.
• Specify the Destination Variable Prefix (${signedjwt}).

• Signs the jwt payload using private key and signature algorithm and stores it as a variable prefix.
9.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Select the Specify Credential option, JSON Web Token (JWT), and enter the JWT token
(${signedjwt.compact}).

10.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate
Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:
Select the Use SSO Token from CA Single Sign-On Context radio button.

11.1 Add the Manage Cookie Assertion.
The context variable "${siteminder.smcontext.ssotoken}" is assigned to SMSESSION cookie.

6. Complete your policy by adding other assertions as required.
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 JWT Payload with kid Claim Authentication using CA Single Sign-On Assertions
The steps below provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform a CA
SSO authentication using JWT payload with kid claim.

The steps below provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform a CA SSO authentication
using JWT payload with kid claim.

1. Ensure that an endpoint has been created on the Gateway.
2. Add the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion to your policy.

• Configure the assertion to use a valid CA Single Sign-On configuration, agent name, protected resource, and action.
Keep the default CA Single Sign-On variable prefix.

3. Add the At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion to the policy. This folder serves as the parent to the two
folders in steps 4 and 5.

1.1 Add the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the first child to the above "At least..." folder. Into the "All
assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

• Add the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Cookie name: SMSESSION
• Variable prefix: cookie (default)

Note:

 If the request does not contain SMSESSION cookie, the assertion fails and step 5 is executed.
2.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable check box
• Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").
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3.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate
Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:

• Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable radio button
• Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").)
4. Add another All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the second child to the above "At least..." folder (step 3).

Into this "All assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

1.1 Add the Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion to the policy
2.1 Add the Authenticate User or Group Assertion to the policy

• Authenticates the mapped user (siteminder) against identity provider with the HTTP basic credentials.
3.1 Add the Extract Attributes for Authenticated User Assertion to the policy

• Extracts the authenticated username using the ${authenticateduser.login}
4.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy.

• Set the variable expiry as Date/Time (time must be in ten digit seconds) to the global context
variable ${gateway.time}

5.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy

Set the variable jwtpayload as Message to {"sub":"${authenticateduser.login}","exp":${expiry.seconds}}

Note:

The expiry time value must be in seconds.
6.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy

• Set the variable jsonheader as String to {"kid":"testg"}
7.1 (Optional) Add?Validate JSON Schema Assertion to the policy. 

• Navigate to JSON Schema Validation Properties, and enter ${jwtpayload} variable in Other Message
Variable field.

• Validates the JWT payload with a defined schema
8.1 Add the Encode JSON Web Token Assertion to the policy

1. 1.1 Navigate to  Encode JSON Web Token properties, and perform these steps:

• Enter the jwt payload (${jwtpayload.mainpart}) in the Source Payload field.
• Select Merge to Generated Header from the Headers dropdown list, and use ${jsonheader} in the

header text field.
• Specify the Destination Variable Prefix (${signedjwt}).

2. 1.1 Signs the jwt payload using private key and signature algorithm and stores it as a variable prefix.
9.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:

Select the Specify Credential option, JSON Web Token (JWT), and enter the JWT token (${signedjwt.compact}).

1. 1.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the
Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:
Select the Use SSO Token from CA Single Sign-On Context radio button.

2. 1.1 Add the Manage Cookie Assertion.
The context variable "${siteminder.smcontext.ssotoken}" is assigned to SMSESSION cookie.

5. Complete your policy by adding other assertions as required.

 SAML Token Authentication using CA Single Sign-On Assertions
The steps below provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform a
request containing SAML token.

The steps below provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to perform a request containing SAML
token.

1. Ensure that an endpoint has been created on the Gateway.
2. Add the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion to your policy.

• Configure the assertion to use a valid CA Single Sign-On configuration, agent name, protected resource, and action.
Keep the default CA Single Sign-On variable prefix.

3. Add the At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion to the policy. This folder serves as the parent to the two
folders in steps 4 and 5.
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4. Add the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the first child to the above "At least..." folder. Into the "All
assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

1.1 Add the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Cookie name: SMSESSION
• Variable prefix: cookie (default)

Note:   If the request does not contain SMSESSION cookie, the assertion fails and step 5 is executed.
2.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable check box
• Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").
3.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate

Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:

• Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable radio button
• Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").)
5. Add another All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the second child to the above "At least..." folder (step 3).

Into this "All assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

1.1 Add the Process SAML Authentication Request Assertion to the policy

• Navigate to SAML Authentication Request Properties, select the Extract SAML Request from Binding, HTTP
Post.

Note:

SAML token is passed with the request as a query parameter. For example, http://<service URL>?
SAMLRequest=<SAML Token>

2.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy.

• Set the variable expiry as Date/Time to the global context variable ${gateway.time}
3.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy

• Set the variable jwtpayload as Message to {"sub":"${authnRequest.subject}","exp":${expiry.seconds}}

Note:

The expiry time value must be in seconds.
4.1 (Optional) Add?Validate JSON Schema Assertion to the policy. 

1. 1.1 Navigate to JSON Schema Validation Properties, and enter ${jwtpayload} variable in Other Message
Variable field.

2. 1.1 Validates the JWT payload with a defined schema
5.1 Add Encode JSON Web Token?Assertion to the policy

1. 1.1 Navigate to  Encode JSON Web Token properties, and perform these steps:

• Enter the jwt payload (${jwtpayload.mainpart}) in the Source Payload field.
• Specify the Destination Variable Prefix (${signedjwt}).
• Signs the jwt payload using private key and signature algorithm and stores it as a variable prefix.

6.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:
Select the Specify Credential option, JSON Web Token (JWT), and enter the JWT token (${signedjwt.compact}).

7.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate
Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:
Select the Use SSO Token from CA Single Sign-On Context radio button.

8.1 Add the Manage Cookie Assertion.
The context variable ${siteminder.smcontext.ssotoken} is assigned to SMSESSION cookie.

6. Complete your policy by adding other assertions as required.

 Kerberos Token Authentication Using CA Single-On Assertions
The steps below provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to extract the
username after Kerberos token authentication.

The steps below provide an overview of how to use the CA Single Sign-On assertions to extract the username after Kerberos
token authentication.
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1. Ensure that an endpoint has been created on the Gateway.
2. Add the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion to your policy.

• Configure the assertion to use a valid CA Single Sign-On configuration, agent name, protected resource, and action.
Keep the default CA Single Sign-On variable prefix.

3. Add the At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion to the policy. This folder serves as the parent to the two
folders in steps 4 and 5.

4. Add the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the first child to the above "At least..." folder. Into the "All
assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

1.1 Add the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion and configure it as follows:

• Cookie name: SMSESSION
• Variable prefix: cookie (default)

Note:

 If the request does not contain SMSESSION cookie, the assertion fails and step 5 is executed.
2.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:

1. 1.1 Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable check box
2. 1.1 Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").
3.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate

Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:

1. 1.1 Select the Use SSO Token from Context Variable radio button
2. 1.1 Enter the name of the cookie variable from the Require HTTP Cookie Assertion (for example,

"cookie.SMSESSION").)
5. Add another All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion as the second child to the above "At least..." folder (step 3).

Into this "All assertions..." folder, add the following assertions:

1.1 Add the Require WS-Security Kerberos Token Profile Credentials Assertion to the policy
2.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy.

• Set the variable expiry as Date/Time to the global context variable ${gateway.time}
3.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy
4.1 • Set the variable jwtpayload as Message to

{"sub":"${kerberos.data.authorizations.0.pac.logoninfo.user.name}","exp":${expiry.seconds}}

Note:

 The expiry time value must be in seconds.
5.1 (Optional) Add?Validate JSON Schema Assertion to the policy. 

• Navigate to JSON Schema Validation Properties, and enter ${jwtpayload} variable in Other Message
Variable field.

• Validates the JWT payload with a defined schema
6.1 Add the Set Context Variable Assertion to the policy

• Set the variable jsonheader as String to {"kid":"testg"}
7.1 Add Encode JSON Web Token?Assertion to the policy

1. 1.1 Navigate to  Encode JSON Web Token properties, and perform these steps:

• Enter the jwt payload (${jwtpayload.mainpart}) in the Source Payload field.
• Select Merge to Generated Header from the Headers dropdown list, and use ${jsonheader} in the

header text field.
• Specify the Destination Variable Prefix (${signedjwt}).
• Signs the jwt payload using private key and signature algorithm and stores it as a variable prefix.

8.1 Add the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion and configure it as follows:
Select the Specify Credential option, JSON Web Token (JWT), and enter the JWT token (${signedjwt.compact}).

9.1 Add the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion to the policy, ensuring that it comes after the Authenticate
Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion. Configure it as follows:
Select the Use SSO Token from CA Single Sign-On Context radio button.

10.1 Add the Manage Cookie Assertion.
The context variable ${siteminder.smcontext.ssotoken} is assigned to SMSESSION cookie.
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6. Complete your policy by adding other assertions as required.

 Install the CA Single Sign-On SDK for Software Gateways
This topic describes how to install the CA Single Sign-On SDK on a Software gateway running in the
following environments:

This topic describes how to install the CA Single Sign-On SDK on a Software CA API Gateway running in the following
environments:

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux (excluding RHEL 7–see "About Linux Compatibility" below for more details)
• Solaris

Contact CA Support if you need to install the CA Single Sign-On SDK on a SUSE Linux platform.

Note:

The CA Single Sign-On SDK that is provided in the distribution archives is version 12.52 SP01 CR9. For more information on
CA Single Sign-On compatibility, see "Identity Providers" in Requirements and Compatibility.

The CA Single Sign-On SDK is included in the Appliance and Virtual Appliance form factors of the API Gateway, so separate
installation is not required.

Contents:

     

Before You Begin

• Ensure that your API Gateway is configured and operational.
• Ensure that you have the following file:

siteminder-sdk-12.52.01.09.tar.gz  

This file is contained in the "CA API Gateway Software Installer Upgrader" distribution archive. For more information,
see Release Notes.

Install the SDK

The installation script detects and installs the appropriate SDK binary for your platform.

If you install the SDK in a custom path, ensure that you update the /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/etc/profile.d/
siteminder-env.sh file as shown below:

CAROOT=/opt/SecureSpan/CA
SM_JAVA_OPTS="${SM_JAVA_OPTS} -Dcom.l7tech.server.smreghost.path=${CAROOT}/sdk/
bin64"

Note: Modifying the siteminder-env.sh file can revert if Gateway is upgraded.

To install the CA Single Sign-On SDK on a RHEL/Solaris Gateway:

1. Copy the appropriate tar file to the machine hosting the API Gateway.
2. Create a new directory from the root and then change it to:

# mkdir smsdk# cd smsdk

3. Extract the tar file:
 
RHEL: 

# tar -xzf ../siteminder-sdk-12.52.01.09.tar.gz 
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 Solaris: 

# gunzip ../siteminder-sdk-12.52.01.09.tar.gz # tar -xvf ../
siteminder-sdk-12.52.01.09.tar.gz 

4. Set the permissions for the script file, then run the script file:

# chmod 744 sm_sdk_install.sh# ./sm_sdk_install.sh

A success message displays indicating that installation is complete. 

You can now enable the CA Single Sign-On SDK.
Enable the CA Single Sign-On SDK
After installing the SDK, enable single sign-on.

1. Open the system.properties file in a text editor.
 
The file is found here: /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/ 

2. Enable the CA Single Sign-On SDK by setting this system property:

com.l7tech.server.siteminder.enabled=true

Next, restart the Gateway.
Restart the Gateway
Restart the Gateway with these commands:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/gateway.sh stop# /opt/
SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/gateway.sh start

 
The CA Single Sign-On features in the API Gateway are now enabled.As a post-installation task, remove the directory
containing the extracted files.
 
 
 
Troubleshooting
Installation Failure Due to CA Siteminder SDK Requirement
When installing on SUSE Linux platform, the following error may be encountered:

Detected Linux running on x86_64installing for 64 bit linuxthe CA
 Siteminder SDK requires that the 32-bit version of the glibc RPM be
 installed on 64-bit platforms

To resolve the error:

1. Open the sm_sdk_install.sh file.
2. Comment out the call to checkPrereqs function near the bottom of the script.
3. Save and re-run the script.
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Note:

•  Working with CA Single Sign-On 
•  Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion 
•  Requirements and Compatibility 

 
 

 Manage Cassandra Connections
Configure connections to Cassandra servers to perform individual and batched CQL (Cassandra Query
Language) queries.

Configure connections to Cassandra servers to perform individual and batched CQL (Cassandra Query Language) queries.

Access this task using: Tasks, Data Sources, Manage Cassandra Connections. On the browser client, use the Manage menu.

Cassandra Connection Properties

Setting What you should know...

Connection Name Name of the Cassandra connection. Must be unique.

Contact Points The addresses of the nodes to connect to within the Cassandra
servers. Either IP addresses or DNS names are accepted.
Separate entries with commas. Required.

Port The TCP port being listened to by the Cassandra servers.
All nodes in the Cassandra servers use the same listen port
(default 9042). Required.

Keyspace The default keyspace the Gateway connects to. If specified,
the keyspace reference can be omitted in the Cassandra
queries.

Username/
Password

The log in credentials that are required only if the Cassandra
server is configured to require authentication.

You can only use passwords visible in the drop-down list or
use Manage Stored Passwords to define one.

Compression By default, no compression is used. The LZ4 compression is
available for querying the Cassandra servers.

Use SSL Select this setting to enable SSL communication with the
Cassandra servers. The Cassandra server instance must be
configured to support SSL if using this option.

Note:

Client Certificate Authentication is not supported.

Cipher Suites If SSL is enabled, use this setting to view the default cipher
suite or to select another suite to use.

Additional Properties Define additional properties only if you require specific
settings. See "Additional Properties" below for more
information.

Disable Cassandra Connection Temporarily disables the connection between the Gateway
and the Cassandra servers.

Test Connection Validates the settings as configured for the Cassandra
connection. Testing is possible only when no context
variables are used in the settings.

Connection Caching
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The connection manager caches connections that are used by the Perform Cassandra Query Assertion, improving response for
subsequent requests. Editing an existing cached connection updates the cached version. Deleting a connection that is cached
removes it from the cache. A timer task cleans the cache every 15 minutes.

Simply adding a new connection to the connection manager or testing it does not add it to the cache.

You can configure the cache with the following cluster properties, including disabling the cache altogether:

cassandra.maxConnectionCacheAge
cassandra.maxConnectionCacheIdleTime
cassandra.maxConnectionCacheSize

For more information, see Cassandra Cluster Properties.

Tip:

You can see the cache status by configuring the log sink to log messages at the FINE level.

Additional Properties

Define these additional properties only if you need a specific setting. If not added, the default values shown are in effect. These
defaults work well in most cases.

Tip:

To alter the defaults for the additional properties, see "Cassandra Cluster Properties".

Property Description

Connection Pooling Properties: Control the exact number of connections to keep.

hostDistance Determines the distance to the specified Cassandra host.
Valid values: IGNORED, LOCAL, REMOTE

Default: LOCAL

maxSimultaneousRequestsPerHostThreshold The maximum number of simultaneous requests per host. The
driver uses a single connection for each LOCAL or REMOTE
host.

Default: 8192 (hostDistance=LOCAL); 256
(hostDistance=REMOTE)

From version 9.4 CR1, the default value
is 1024 (hostDistance=LOCAL); 256(hostDistance=REMOTE)

coreConnectionsPerLocalHost The core number of connections per local host.

Default: 1

maxConnectionsPerLocalHost The maximum number of connections per local host.

Default: 1

coreConnectionsPerRemoteHost The least number of connections per remote host.

Default: 1

maxConnectionsPerRemoteHost The maximum number of connections per remote host.

Default: 1

newConnectionThreshold The threshold value that triggers the creation of a new
connection when the connection pool is not at its maximum
capacity.

Default: 800 (hostDistance=LOCAL); 200
(hostDistance=REMOTE)

Socket Properties: Configure low-level sockets connecting to the nodes. All of the options come from the Java
SocketOptions class except for one, the connectTimeoutMillis property, which comes from Netty's ChannelConfig class.
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Property Description

connectTimeoutMillis The connect timeout in milliseconds for the underlying Netty
channel.

Corresponds to: org.jboss.netty.channel.ChannelConfig
"connectTimeoutMillis"

keepAlive Corresponds to: java.net.SocketOptions.SO_KEEPALIVE

receiveBufferSize A hint on the size of the buffer that is used to receive data.

Corresponds to: java.net.SocketOptions.SO_RCVBUF

reuseAddress Whether to allow the same port to be bound to multiple times.

Corresponds to: java.net.SocketOptions.SO_REUSEADDR

sendBufferSize A hint on the size of the buffer that is used to send data.

Corresponds to: java.net.SocketOptions.SO_SNDBUF

soLinger When specified, disables the immediate return from a call to
close() on a TCP socket.

Corresponds to: java.net.SocketOptions.SO_LINGER

tcpNoDelay Disables Nagle's algorithm on the underlying socket.

Corresponds to: java.net.SocketOptions.TCPNODELAY

Query Option

readTimeoutMillis The read timeout in milliseconds. Defines how long the
driver waits for a given Cassandra node to answer a query.

Default: 12000

Load Balancing Properties: The load balancing policy queries nodes of the local datacenter in a round-robin fashion;
optionally, it can also try a configurable number of hosts in remote data centers if all local hosts failed.

localDataCenterName Specifes the name of the local datacenter.

numOfUsedHostsPerRemoteDC The number of hosts for each remote datacenter.

Default: 0

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Can I define a connection that is not yet valid? Yes. Invalid or incomplete connections can be saved,
provided that all the required settings have been entered.

Why can't I enter the username's password here? For security, all passwords are defined in the Gateway's
secure password store and can only be selected here. For
more information, see Manage Stored Passwords.

What happens if I don't specify any additional properties? In this case, all the defaults shown in "Additional Properties"
are in effect.

 Manage Certificates
he Manage Certificates task is used to manage both HTTPS and LDAPS certificates. In an identity
bridging configuration, certificates are imported into the Federated Gateway B trust store. The trust store
is the repository for four types of policies that may be required by the Federated Identity Provider in an
identity bridging configuration:
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he Manage Certificates task is used to manage both HTTPS and LDAPS certificates. In an identity bridging configuration,
certificates are imported into the Federated Gateway B trust store. The trust store is the repository for four types of policies that
may be required by the Federated Identity Provider in an identity bridging configuration:

• CA policies used for signing client policies
• SSL server policies
• CA policies used for signing SSL server policies
• Certificates used for signing SAML assertions

The combination and purpose of certificates in the trust store are determined by the chosen credential source and optional
configuration elements defined in Workflow Using an X.509 Certificate or Workflow Using SAML. In accordance with the
workflow instructions, certificates belonging to the Trusted Gateway A authentication domain will typically be imported into
the Federated Gateway B authorization domain using the Add Certificate Wizard. 

Tip:

Wildcards can be used in hostnames during verification (for example, certificates with wildcard Subject DN). For more
information, see Wildcard Matching of Hostnames.

Certificate Expiration Notification

In addition to the Expiration Date shown on the Manage Certificates dialog, the API Gateway can alert if you a trusted
certificate has expired or will expire imminently. When the API Gateway is started and every 12 hours (default setting)
subsequently, it will check for impending certificate expiration:

• If a certificate has expired or will expire within the configured WARNING period (by default, 2 days), a WARNING audit
event is logged.

• If a certificate will expire within the configured INFO period (by default, 7 days), an INFO audit event is logged.
• If a certificate will expire within the configured FINE period (by default, 30 days), a FINE audit event is logged.

To set the configured warning periods, see the 'trustedCert' properties under Certificate Validation Cluster Properties. To view
audit events, see View Gateway Audit Events. 

Expired certificates are highlighted in red on the Manage Certificates dialog. 

Note:

If your API Gateway is a cluster, multiple audit events warning you of the same certificate expiration may be logged. 

To manage certificates :

• In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Certificates from the Main Menu (on
the browser client, from the Manage menu). The Manage Certificates dialog appears.

Certificates that have expired are shown in red. If there are expired certificates currently scrolled out of view, the Manage
Certificates dialog will warn you with the message: Caution! Some certificate(s) have expired. 

Tip:

It is possible to have multiple trusted certificates with the same DN, provided that the SHA-1 thumbprints differ. This allows
you to trust a renewed version of a given certificate (that is, a certificate with the same DN, typically the same key, but a new
certificate with a later expiry date) while still trusting the older version of the certificate up until its expiry date. This is useful
when dealing with peers that do not yet have the latest version of the certificate.

Select a task to perform: 

To... See

Add a new trusted certificate to the trust store Add Certificate Wizard

Import certificates from a keystore Import a Certificate

Remove a certificate from the trust store Delete a Certificate

View or edit certificate properties Edit a Certificate

Delete a certificate from the trust store Delete a Certificate

Export the certificate to a file Export a Certificate

Configure how certificates are validated Manage Certificate Validation

Configure custom private keys Manage Private Keys
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For information on the certificates required in each security domain in an identity bridging configuration, see Identity Bridging
Requirementss.

 Add a New Certificate
To add a new certificate to the federated gateway trust store:

To add a new certificate to the federated gateway trust store:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Certificates from the Main Menu. 
The Manage Certificates dialog appears.

2. Click [Add]. 
The Add Certificate Wizard appears.

3. Follow the steps in the wizard to complete it.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to add more certificates or click [Close] to close the Manage Certificates dialog.

Tip:

Individual client certificates can also be imported into the trust store for specific federated users from the Create Federated
User dialog. For more information, see Create a Federated User. When adding a new trust store certificate, follow the
credential source-specific workflow instructions outlined in Workflow Using an X.509 Certificate and Workflow Using
SAML.

 Add Certificate Wizard
The Add Certificate Wizard assists you in adding a new certificate to the trust store. The wizard can
accept certificates using any of the following methods:

The Add Certificate Wizard assists you in adding a new certificate to the trust store. The wizard can accept certificates using
any of the following methods:

• Retrieved from an HTTPS or LDAPS URL
• Imported from a file
• Pasted directly into the wizard

This wizard starts when you click [Add] on the Manage Certificates dialog. 

Tip:

 Certificates that are used to authenticate a user must have a CN value that matches the username. For example, if the username
is "suejones", then the CN value in the certificate must also be "suejones". If the CN was instead "mycompany.suejones.com",
authentication fails. For more information on adding a certificate for a user, see "Configuring the [Certificate] Tab" in Internal
User Properties.

Contents:

  

Step 1: Enter Certificate Info

This step lets you specify the source of the new HTTPS or LDAPS certificate.

Specify how to obtain the certificate:

• Retrieve via SSL Connection: Select this option to get the certificate from an HTTPS or LDAPS URL.
• Import from a File: Select this option to get the certificate from a local file. Either enter the file path in the field, or use

[Browse] to locate the file.
• Import from Known Trusted Certificate: Choose this option to use a known trusted certificate from the API

Gatewaytrust store, then select the certificate from the drop-down list. For more information about trusted certificates,
see Manage Certificates.

• Import from Private Key's Certificate Chain: Choose this option to retrieve the certificate from the certificate chain of
the private key, then select the private key from the drop-down list. For more information about private keys, see Manage
Private Keys.

• Copy and Paste: Choose this option to copy and paste the entire certificate from the originating file into the code window.
Specify the format of the certificate being pasted:

•  Base64 PEM: The certificate must be surrounded by the PEM markers ('----BEGIN CERTIFICATE---' and '---END
CERTIFICATE----'), with formatting that conforms to RFC3548. This setting is the default.

•  Base64: The certificate can be imported regardless of formatting and does not require PEM markers.
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•  Security Zone: Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity from a security zone (security role permitting),
choose "No security zone." For more information about security zones, see Understanding Security Zones. Note: This
control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any security zone
(regardless of whether you have Read access to entities inside the zones.

If you encounter an error moving to the next step of the wizard, verify that the certificate information entered is correct and
then try again. 

Step 2: View Certificate Details

This step appears if the Policy Manager was able to obtain the certificate successfully.

How to use this step:

•  Certificate Name: Optionally enter a descriptive name for the certificate.
•  Details: Examine the certificate details.

When creating a new Federated Identity Provider user who has a client certificate signed by the CA root certificate, the "Issued
to" value of the certificate must match the user's "X509 Subject DN" value. If not, you are prompted whether to replace the
original DN with the certificate DN.

Step 3: Specify Certificate Options

This step allows you to select one or more certificate usage options. Specify how the certificate will be used:

 Outbound SSL Connections 

Select this option when the imported certificate belongs to an SSL server hosting the protected web services.
Be sure to select this option when importing an SSL certificate of an LDAP server into the trust store. 

Warning:

 WARNING: The Route via HTTP(S) Assertion in the service policy cannot connect using SSL if the host server uses
a self-signed SSL certificate or an SSL certificate that is signed by an untrusted CA (Certificate Authority), unless the
server's certificate is imported with this certificate usage option. See the "Signing Client Certificates" usage option
below for more information. 

Signing Certificates for Outbound SSL Connections 

Select this check box when the imported certificate is the signing certificate of a CA (Certificate Authority) that signs SSL
policies for servers hosting protected web services.
Be sure to select this option when importing the CA certificate of an LDAP server into the trust store.

The same "Warning" from above applies here as well.

Signing Client Certificates 

Select this check box when the imported certificate is the signing certificate of a CA that signs client policies. The client
policies can be used for a variety of purposes, including SSL client authentication and XML signing and encryption.
Certificates imported with this option enabled can be used in Federated Identity Providers.

Signing SAML Tokens 

Select this check box when the imported certificate is the signing certificate of a SAML issuing authority, such as in the SAML
credential source workflow. Certificates imported with this option enabled can be used in Federated Identity Providers.

SAML Attesting Entity 

Select this check box to configure a Federated Identity Provider to authorize identities that attest SAML tokens. The SAML
Attesting Entity certificate usage option requires the presence of a Require SAML Token Profile assertion configured with
the "Sender Vouches" subject confirmation method (as described in step 6 of the SAML Token Profile Wizard).To learn how
to configure the XML VPN Client to vouch for a requestor's identity using SAML, see Configure SAML Sender Vouches in
the XML VPN Client online documentation.

Tip:

You can complete the wizard without specifying a usage option in Step 3. However, at least one usage option must be specified
at a later date before the certificate can be used. To specify an option later, see Edit a Certificate.

Step 4: Configure Validation

This step allows you to specify validation options for the certificate.

Specify the following validation options for the certificate:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Certificate is a Trust Anchor 

Specify whether the certificate should be a trust anchor—a starting point from which trust is established. By default, all
certificates added to the API Gateway trust store are trust anchors. Setting a certificate as a trust anchor avoids having to
follow the certificate chain.

For more information about trust anchors, see Manage Certificate Validation.

 Verify Hostnames for Outbound SSL Connections 

This setting is available when one of the "outbound" options is selected in Step 3. It lets you specify whether the API
Gateway should verify the hostname in a trusted certificate against the hostname in the URL of the request. If this option is
enabled and the hostnames do not match, then the request is disallowed. If this option is disabled, then no attempt will be made
to verify that the hostnames match. 

This setting works in conjunction with the io.httpsHostVerify cluster property, which also specifies when a server hostname
name is verified against a certificate. 

 Revocation Checking 

Specify how this certificate should be checked for revocation:

•  Default: Use the default revocation checking policy, as defined in the Manage Certificate Validation dialog.
•  Disabled: Do not check this certificate for revocation.
•  Selected: Use another revocation checking policy from the drop-down list.

For more information on revocation checking, see Manage Certificate Validation.

 Certificate Properties
A certificate's properties are initially set when you add a new certificate to the trust store. You can
then view or edit the properties later. 

A certificate's properties are initially set when you add a new certificate to the API Gatewaytrust store. You can then view or
edit the properties later. 

To access the properties of a certificate:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Certificates from the Main
Menu. The Manage Certificates dialog appears.

2. Select the certificate you want to edit and then click [Properties]. 
The Certificate Properties dialog appears.

3. For information on each tab, see the corresponding steps in the Add Certificate Wizard.

Tab Corresponds to...

General Step 2: View Certificate Details, Certificate Name field
The Security Zone is described in Step 1: Enter Certificate
Info.

Details Step 2: View Certificate Details, Certificate Details field

Options Step 3: Specify Certificate Options

Validation Step 4: Configure Validation

4. If you need to export a certificate to a file, click [Export]. For more information, see Export a Certificate.
5. Click [Save] when done.

 Configure Recipient Certificate Wizard
The Configure Recipient Certificate wizard is displayed when [Set Recipient Certificate] is selected in
a dialog. This indicates that you wish to configure your own recipient certificate, rather than using a
certificate stored in a context variable.

The Configure Recipient Certificate wizard is displayed when [Set Recipient Certificate] is selected in a dialog. This
indicates that you wish to configure your own recipient certificate, rather than using a certificate stored in a context variable.

1. Specify how to obtain the certificate:

• Retrieve via SSL Connection: Choose this option if the certificate resides at a secure URL, either HTTPS or LDAPS.
Enter the URL in the adjacent box.

• Import from a File: Choose this option if the certificate resides in a text file. Enter the file location in the adjacent box.
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• Import from Known Trusted Certificate: Choose this option to use an existing trusted certificate. Select the
certificate from the adjacent drop-down list.

• Import from Private Key's Certificate Chain: Choose this option to import the details from the certificate chain for a
specific private key. Choose the private key from the adjacent drop-down list.

• Copy and Paste: Choose this option to paste the certificate code from the clipboard into the code window. Indicate
whether the certificate is in Base64 PEM or Base64 format.

2. Click [Next] to view the certificate details.
3. Examine the certificate details to ensure everything is in order. If you need to select another certificate, click [Back] to

return or click [Finish] to accept the certificate and return to the assertion properties.

 Delete a Certificate
To delete an existing certificate from the federated gateway trust store:

To delete an existing certificate from the federated gateway trust store:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Certificates from the Main
Menu. The Manage Certificates dialog appears.

2. Under Trusted Certificates, select the certificate want to delete, and then click [Remove].
3. Click [Remove] when prompted to confirm. The certificate is removed from the trust store and Manage Certificates dialog.
4. Click [Close] to close the Manage Certificates dialog.

 Edit a Certificate
You can edit an existing certificate in the federated  trust store.

You can edit an existing certificate in the federated API Gateway trust store.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Certificates from the main
menu. The Manage Certificates dialog appears.

2. Select the certificate you want to edit and then click [Properties]. The Certificate Properties dialog appears.
3. Edit the certificate details as required. For more information, see Certificate Properties.
4. If you need to export the certificate to a file, click [Export]. 

For more information, see Export a Certificate.
5. Click [Save].

The modified certificate is updated in the trust store and Manage Certificates dialog.
6. Click [Close] to close the Manage Certificates dialog.

 Export a Certificate
To export a certificate from the federated gateway trust store:

To export a certificate from the federated gateway trust store :

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Certificates  from the Main
Menu. The Manage Certificates dialog appears.

2. Select the certificate to export and then click [Properties]. The Certificate Properties dialog appears.
3. Click [Export] and then specify a file name and location for the exported certificate.
4. Click [Save].The certificate is exported.
5. Click [Cancel] to close the Certificate Properties dialog, then click [Close] to close the Manage Certificates dialog.

 Import a Certificate
You can import certificates from a PKCS#12 keystore into the internal trust store of the . Certificates can
be imported as trust anchors and you can optionally import the entire certificate chain. 

You can import certificates from a PKCS#12 keystore into the internal trust store of the API Gateway. Certificates can be
imported as trust anchors and you can optionally import the entire certificate chain. 

To import certificates:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Certificates from the Main
Menu. The Manage Certificates dialog appears.

2. Click [Import].
3. Navigate to the PKCS#12 keystore file (.p12 or *.pfx) and then click [Load].
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4. Enter the keystore password when prompted and then click [OK]. The Import Certificates dialog appears, displaying all the
certificates in the keystore.

5. Review the certificates to be imported. Remove the ones that you do not wish to import.

• To examine a certificate's details before importing, click [View] when only one certificate is selected.
• To exclude a certificate from being imported, select it and then click [Remove]. You can select multiple certificates for

removal by holding down the [Shift] or [Ctrl] keys. 

Note:

The certificate is only removed from the import list—it is not removed from the keystore.
6. Choose the following import options as necessary:

• [Import as Trust Anchor]: Select this check box to import the certificates as trust anchors—a starting point from
which trust is established. For more information about trust anchors, see Trust Anchors under Manage Certificate
Validation.

• [Import certificate chain]: Select this check box to import the full certificate chain (if any) along with the certificate.
If both [ Import as Trust Anchor] and [Import certificate chain] are selected, only the last entry in the chain (i.e., the
highest level CA in the chain) is imported as the trust anchor. For more information about certificate chains, see Private
Key Properties.

7. Click [OK] to import the certificates. Depending on the number of certificates selected and the speed of the network, it may
take a moment for the import to complete.
If a certificate could not be imported for whatever reason (already exists, keystore is corrupt, etc.), this will be listed in an
error message. 

Tip:

After importing a certificate, you should review its properties to ensure everything is in order. In particular, you may need
to specify a certificate usage option. For more information, see the [Options] tab under Editing a Certificate.

 Manage Certificate Validation
The  will verify whether certificates used for authentication and/or authorization are valid; the  can also
perform revocation checking for certificates. To enable revocation checking, use the Manage Certificate
Validation dialog to define one or more revocation checking policies. These policies describe the
strategies employed by  to determine the revocation status of a certificate:

The API Gateway will verify whether certificates used for authentication and/or authorization are valid; the API Gateway can
also perform revocation checking for certificates. To enable revocation checking, use the Manage Certificate Validation
dialog to define one or more revocation checking policies. These policies describe the strategies employed by API Gateway to
determine the revocation status of a certificate:

• by checking Certificate Revocation List (CRL)
• using Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)

In either case, the URL for the CRL data or OCSP responder can be extracted from the certificate's URL or it can be a
predefined URL. 
Every certificate in the trust store can have its own revocation checking policy, or more simply, you can designate a default
revocation checking policy that will be used for all trusted certificates. 

Note:

Technical note: The API Gateway will cache Certificate Revocation Lists for improved performance. It will try to fetch a
fresh CRL one minute before the old one expires. The pkix.* cluster properties can be used to configure the caching behavior.
The cache is configured to use a stale CRL indefinitely while trying to get a new one. The initial attempt to load a CRL that
has not yet been cached will block the caller. Subsequent attempts will use the cached value, even if it is stale.

If you do not intend to use the cached value when stale, set the pkix.crl.invalidateCrlCacheOnNextUpdate property to true.

If a new CRL needs to be downloaded, one of the request threads will be used to do this, possibly increasing latency. The
other threads will continue to use the old value without waiting. It is not possible to configure a local copy of the CRL or to
manually prepopulate the download cache. 

The Manage Certificate Validation dialog also lets you select the validation option for the following types of certificate usage:

• Identity Providers: For validation of users' certificates during authentication using the identity provider
• Routing: For validation of certificates presented by a server during request routing (i.e., HTTPS, FTPS)
• Other: For validating any other certificates (for example, LDAPS or non-routing assertions)

Note:
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If mutual certificate security is required between the API Gateway and the CRL host, you need to ensure that the API Gateway
SSL certificate is trusted by the CRL host.

Trust Anchors

In order for the API Gateway to validate certificate paths and check for revocation, it is necessary to have a starting point from
which trust is established. This starting point is known as a trust anchor. The API Gateway recognizes the following as trust
anchors:

• Trusted certificates that have the [Certificate is a trust anchor] setting selected. This is located in the [Validation] tab of
the certificate's properties. For more information on certificate properties, see Edit a Certificate. A certificate can also be
flagged as a trust anchor when it is imported.

• The CA certificate belonging to the API Gateway.
• Certificates located in the JDK trust store.

To manage certificate validation:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Certificates from the Main Menu. 
The Manage Certificates dialog appears.

2. Click [Certificate Validation]. 
The Manage Certificate Validation dialog appears.

3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Certificate Validation Options Define how the API Gatewaywill perform validation for
different types of certificate usage. Changes take effect
immediately.

1.1 Select a certificate type.

Note:

For Identity Providers, the option specified here will
be used only if the Identity Provider properties is set to
"Use Default" for certificate validation

2.1 Click [Properties].
3.1 Choose how that certificate type should be validated:

• • Validate: Ensure that the certificate is valid and
trusted.

• Validate Certificate Path: Ensure that the
certificate path is valid to a trust anchor.  

• Revocation Checking: Validate the certificate path
and perform revocation checking according to the
revocation checking policy.

Tip:

The validation options can also be
accessed or set using these cluster
properties: pkix.validation.identityProvider,
pkix.validation.routing, pkix.validation.other.
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Revocation Checking Policies By default, the CA API Gateway does not check for
certificate revocation. To enable revocation checking,
define a revocation checking policy. You can create
separate policies based on a variety of criteria, including
the signing authority certificate, URL from the certificate
for CRL/OCSP based on URL Regex matching, and Static
URL manually entered for CRL/OCSP.

• To add a new policy, click [Add] and then complete the
Edit Revocation Checking Policy dialog. For

• To remove a policy from the list, select it and then click
[Remove]. You cannot delete a policy if any trusted
certificate is using that policy.  

• To view or edit a policy, select it and then click
[Properties]. For more information, see Edit a
Revocation Checking Policy.

 
4. Click [Close] when done.

 

Note:

• Edit a Revocation Checking Policy
• Certificate Revocation Checking Properties

 Edit a Revocation Checking Policy
A revocation checking policy defines the strategies used by the gateway to determine whether a certificate
has been revoked. A policy can check the certificate's revocation status by using any combination of the
following strategies:

A revocation checking policy defines the strategies used by the CA API Gateway to determine whether a certificate has been
revoked. A policy can check the certificate's revocation status by using any combination of the following strategies:

• Consulting a Certificate Revocation List (CRL) at a URL extracted from the certificate.
• Consulting a CRL at a fixed URL.
• Using Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP), using a URL extracted from the certificate.
• Using OCSP against an OCSP responder at a fixed URL.

You can create any number of revocation checking policies. You can link a specific revocation checking policy to a
certificate. 
T  o add or edit a revocation checking policy:

1. Run the Manage Certificates task.
2. Click Certificate Validation.
3. In the Manage Certificate Validation dialog, do one of the following:

• Click [Add] to create a new revocation checking policy, or
• Select an existing revocation checking policy and click [Properties] to modify it. The Certificate Revocation Checking

Properties appear.
4.  Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Name Enter a name that describes the revocation checking policy.

Tip:

It is not necessary to include the word "default" in the
name if you are creating a default policy. Setting the Use
as default revocation checking policy option does this for
you.
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Policy Construct the policy using the following controls. You must
add at least one step.

• To add a new step to the policy, click [Add] and then
complete the Edit a Revocation Checking Policy dialog.

• To remove a step from the list, select it and then click
[Remove].

• To edit a step, select it and then click [Properties].
• To change the order of the steps, select a step and click

either [Move Up] or [Move Down].
The Gateway traverses each step in the order listed until
it receives an authoritative response.

Continue processing if server is unavailable This option lets you control how the Gateway responds if
the CRL or OCSP responder is not available.

• Select this check box to check the cache for the CRL or
OCSP response.

• If a cached value is found, that value is used.
• If a cached value is not found, then the certificate is

permitted only if the Succeed if revocation status
unknown option is selected, otherwise it is revoked.

• Clear the check box to always revoke a certificate if the
server is unavailable.

Succeed if revocation status unknown This option determines what happens if all the steps in the
policy are exhausted and the status is still undetermined:

• Select this check box to permit use of the certificate
even if its revocation status could not be determined.

• Clear this check box to prevent use of the certificate if
its revocation status could not be determined.
A certificate's revocation status is undetermined if the
CRL does not cover the certificate in question, or if the
OCSP responder is not authoritative for the certificate.
A certificate's revocation status is also undetermined if
the policy is configured to use the URL in a certificate
but the certificate has no URL, or if the URL does not
match the configured pattern.

Use as default revocation checking policy This option designates a policy as the default revocation
checking policy. This default policy is used for all
certificates except for trusted certificates that specify a
policy disable policy checking.  

• Select this check box to make the current policy the
default. The Policy Manager add "[Default]" to the
name of the policy.

• Clear the check box to remove the default status from
the current policy. 

Warning:

IMPORTANT: If you do not designate
another policy as the default, then all
certificates that rely on the 'Default' policy
always fails the revocation check.
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Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone."
For more information about security zones, see
Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access
to entities inside the zones).

5. Click [OK] when done.

 

Note:

• Manage Certificate Validation
• Certificate Revocation Checking Properties
• Revoke Certificates

 Certificate Revocation Checking Properties
The Certificate Revocation Checking Properties dialog is used to define the individual steps in the
revocation checking policy. A revocation checking policy describes how the determines whether a
certificate is revoked. These policies are maintained using the Manage Certificate Validation. Define the
following for each step:

The Certificate Revocation Checking Properties dialog is used to define the individual steps in the revocation checking policy.
A revocation checking policy describes how the API Gateway determines whether a certificate is revoked. These policies are
maintained using the Manage Certificate Validation. 
Define the following for each step:

• Select the revocation checking method to be used (either CRL or OCSP)
• Specify the URL or URI to use during checking (either a fixed URL or a variable URL parsed using a regex expression)
• Indicate which certificates are permitted to sign the CRL or OCSP response

To edit the certificate revocation checking properties:

1. Open the Edit Revocation Checking Policy dialog.
2. Do one of the following:

• Click [Add] to add a new step to the policy, or
• Select an existing step and click [Properties] to modify it. The Edit Certificate Revocation Checking Properties dialog

appears.
3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Type From the drop-down list, select how the certificate revocation
status should be determined:

• CRL from certificate URL: Use the Certificate
Revocation List (CRL) located at a URL that is extracted
from the certificate. Use the URL Regex field to restrict
the URL to a particular type or host.

• CRL from URL: Use the CRL located in the URL field.
• OCSP from certificate URL: Use the Online Certificate

Status Protocol (OCSP) responder located at a URL that is
extracted from the certificate. Use the URL Regex field to
restrict the URL (perhaps to a particular host).

• OCSP from URL: Use the OCSP responder located at
the URL.
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URL If the CRL from URL or OCSP from URL option was
selected, enter the URL.

Note:

If HTTP options are defined for this URL, they apply here.
For more information, see Manage HTTP Options.

URL Regex If the CRL from certificate URL or OCSP from certificate
URL option was selected, enter a regular expression that
restricts the URL. The default URL Regex “.*” accepts all
URLs.

Signer In this section, define the certificates that are permitted to
sign the CRL or OCSP response:

• Allow issuer signature: Select this check box if you are
permitting the entity that issued the certificate. If you do
not wish to give blanket permission this way, leave this
check box unselected and manually add the permitted
certificates to the table below. 

In the table, optionally define a list of permitted certificates.
You can use this table regardless of the Allow issuer
signature check box. For example:

• You elect not to automatically allow all issuer's
signatures. Define the permitted certificates in the table.

• You wish to permit certificates where the signing entity
differs from the issuing entity. In this case, you will select
both the Allow issuer signature check box and define a
list of permitted certificates. 

Define the list of permitted certificates by using the following
controls:

• To add a certificate, click [Add] and then use the Search
Trusted Certificates dialog to locate the certificate. If you
cannot find the certificate you want, use the [Create]
option to add it.

• To remove a certificate from the list, select it and then
click [Remove].

• To view details about a certificate, select it and then click
[Properties]. The certificate properties are displayed. For
more information, see Edit a Certificate.

• To add a new certificate to the trust store, click [Create]
and then complete the wizard. For more information,
see Add Certificate Wizard.

 Search Trusted Certificates
You can search the list of trusted certificates in the trust store using the Search Trusted Certificates
dialog. When a certificate is found, you can either select it for insertion into the dialog that opened the
Search Trusted Certificates dialog, or you can view the certificate details.

You can search the list of trusted certificates in the API Gatewaytrust store using the Search Trusted Certificates dialog. When
a certificate is found, you can either select it for insertion into the dialog that opened the Search Trusted Certificates dialog, or
you can view the certificate details.

To search trusted certificates:

1. Click [Add] on the Edit Certificate Revocation Checking Properties dialog. The Search Trusted Certificates dialog appears.
2. Configure the search settings as follows:

Setting Description
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Subject DN To refine your search, you can optionally specify that the
Subject DN Equals or Starts with the string of characters that
you specify. You can use the asterisk * wildcard to match any
number of characters.

Tip:

In the certificate properties, the Subject DN is shown in the
"Issued To:" field under the [General] tab.

Issuer Name To refine your search, you can optionally specify that the
Issuer Name Equals or Starts with the string of characters that
you specify. You can use the asterisk * wildcard to match any
number of characters.

Search This starts the search. Any certificates found are displayed in
the Search Results box.

Stop This halts the search before it is completed. You may wish
to stop the search if the certificate you are seeking is already
displayed or if the search is too broad and too many results
are displayed.

Select This closes the Search Trusted Certificate dialog and adds the
selected certificate to the previous dialog.

View This displays the properties for the selected certificate. For
more information about the properties, see Edit a Certificate.

 Revoke Certificates
You can revoke all user certificates issued by the  certificate authority. This should be used when you
need to revoke certificates for all users (perhaps due to compromise of the CA private key) and you
need the system to issue new certificates. Revoking user certificates requires the "Administrator" role.
Passwords are not affected.

You can revoke all user certificates issued by the API Gateway certificate authority. This should be used when you need to
revoke certificates for all users (perhaps due to compromise of the CA private key) and you need the system to issue new
certificates. Revoking user certificates requires the "Administrator" role. Passwords are not affected.

Once certificates are revoked, the API Gateway - XML VPN Client name will detect that its certificate is no longer valid and
will apply for a new certificate when required.

Revocation of user certificates will be listed in the audit log as a SEVERE event.

To revoke user certificates:

1. Do one of the following: Right-click Identity Providers in the [Identity Providers] tab and select Revoke User
Certificates. Select [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Revoke User Certificates from the Main Menu. (desktop
client only). 

2. Click [OK] to confirm. All user certificates are revoked immediately.

 Manage Cluster-Wide Properties
The Manage Cluster-Wide Properties task is used to configure settings for your node. If your node is part
of a cluster, all other nodes in the cluster inherit the new settings as well.

The Manage Cluster-Wide Properties task is used to configure settings for your API Gateway node. If your node is part of a
cluster, all other nodes in the cluster inherit the new settings as well.

Assertions that can use context variables can also indirectly read cluster-wide properties through the ${gateway.
<clusterProperty> } variable. For more information, see Multivalued Context Variables.

For a list of all the properties that can be configured, see Gateway Cluster Properties.

Note:

It is not possible to reference context variables within a cluster-wide property. The variable does not resolve at run time.

To manage cluster-wide properties:
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1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Global Settings > Manage Cluster-Wide Properties from the Main Menu (on the
browser client, from the Manage menu). The Manage Cluster-Wide Properties appear.

2. Select one of the following actions:

Action Description

Add a cluster property 1.1 Click [Add].
2.1 Enter the cluster property name in the Key field which

is auto-complete.
3.1 Enter a value for the property in the Value field. The

value must be a valid value listed in the property's
description. Note that this only applies to cluster
properties with clearly defined values; properties with
freeform values (e.g., log.levels) are not validated.
For a description of the format of expected values, see
"Time Units" under Gateway Cluster Properties.

4.1 Click [OK]. This value is now used by all nodes in the
cluster.

Modify a property value 1.1 Select the key to modify.
2.1 Click [Edit]. The Edit Cluster Property dialog appears.

Note:

If the property you are editing has a description, that
description is displayed above the Key. If not, the
description box is blank.

3.1 Enter a new valid value for the property.
4.1 Click [OK]. The value for the key is updated.

Remove a property 1.1 Select the key to delete.
2.1 Click [Remove]. The key is deleted immediately. The

property value reverts to the default listed in Time
Units.

3. Click [Close] when done.

 Manage Email Listeners
You can configure the to periodically poll an email server for SOAP messages to process. If a new
message is found, it is retrieved from the server and processed.

You can configure the API Gateway to periodically poll an email server for SOAP messages to process. If a new message is
found, it is retrieved from the server and processed.

An email listener can receive emails from either a POP3 server or an IMAP 4/IMAP4rev1 server and supports SSL encryption.
Multiple email listeners may be configured at once. While the API Gateway can process SOAP messages from email traffic, it
cannot return a response.

Email listeners can use the internal trust store for trusting email server certificates when using SSL. If the certificate is signed
by a root signing authority, then it is trusted. If not, then you must import the certificate into the trust store and specify that
the certificate is trusted for outbound SSL connections. For more information, see Add Certificate Wizard; in step 3, select the
"Outbound SSL Connection" option.

To manage email listeners:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Transports > Manage Email Listeners from the Main Menu (on the browser
client, from the Manage menu). The Manage Email Listeners dialog appears.

2. The email listeners configured are displayed. Choose an action to perform:
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To... Do this...

Create a new email listener 1.1 Click [Create]. The Add Email Listener dialog
appears.

2.1 Configure the new listener. For a description of each
property, see Email Listener Properties.

Clone an existing email listener 1.1 Select the listener to clone.
2.1 Click [Clone].
3.1 Edit the Email Listener Properties as required.

Remove an email listener 1.1 Select the listener to remove.
2.1 Click [Remove].

The listener is removed from the list.

Tip:

As an alternative to remove the listener, you can disable it
instead. To disable a listener, view its properties and clear
the Active check box.

View or edit the properties for an email listener 1.1 Select the listener to view or edit.
2.1 Click [Properties].

The Email Listener Properties are displayed.
3.1 Edit the properties as required.

3. Click [Close] when done.

 Email Listener Properties
When creating or viewing details about an email listener, the Email Listener Properties appear. This
dialog lets you retrieve SOAP messages from a POP or IMAP mail server for processing by the gateway.

When creating or viewing details about an email listener, the Email Listener Properties appear. This dialog lets you retrieve
SOAP messages from a POP or IMAP mail server for processing by the CA API Gateway.

To access the properties for an email listener:

1. Run the Manage Email Listeners task.
2. Select an email listener from the list and then click [Properties]. You can also click [Create] to enter the properties for a

new listener. The Email Listener Properties appear.
3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Name Enter the name of the email listener. If you are creating
several listeners, make sure the name is descriptive.

Active Select this check box to make the listener active. Clear this
check box to deactivate the listener.  Deactivating a listener
is an alternative to removing it.

Hostname Enter the hostname of the email server. This name is
verified against the X.509 certificate.

Port Enter the port number to monitor.

Server Type From the drop-down list, select the type of email server
(POP3 or IMAP).

Use SSL Select this check box to use a secure connection (POP3S or
IMAPS). Clear the check box to use a standard connection.

Delete on Receive Select this check box to delete the messages on the mail
server after retrieving. Clear this check box to keep the
messages on the server.

Username Enter the email account name.
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Setting Description

Password Enter the email account password.

Folder (only for IMAP) Select the folder name to check for emails. In most cases,
this is the "Inbox" folder. To change the folder, click
[Browse] and select another folder.

This setting is valid only for IMAP mail servers.

Interval Indicate the polling interval, in seconds. The listener will
check for email after the specified number of seconds.

Associate email listener with published service Select this check box to associate the email listener with a
published service. This bypasses the resolution process that
is normally used to determine the service.

Clear this check box to use the normal service resolution
process. To learn more about how the CA API Gateway
determines the service, see Gateway Service Resolution
Process.

Service name If associating an email listener with a specific service, select
the service from the drop-down list. If the service you want
is not in the list, you must publish it first.

Override maximum message size Select this check box to override the permitted maximum
size of the message. Clear this check box to use the value
set in the io.EmailListenerMessageMaxBytes cluster
property.

• Restrict messages to: Enter the maximum permitted
size of the message, in bytes. You may reference context
variables.

• Allow unlimited message size (not recommended):
Select this option to allow response messages of
unlimited size. This is not recommended and should be
used only under the direction of CA Support.

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones,
see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access
to entities inside the zones).

4. Click [OK] when done. 

 Manage Encapsulated Assertions
The Manage Encapsulated Assertion task is used to create, modify, and delete encapsulated assertions.
These assertions are then available from the assertion palette configured in the encapsulated assertion
properties.

The Manage Encapsulated Assertion task is used to create, modify, and delete encapsulated assertions. These assertions are
then available from the assertion palette configured in the encapsulated assertion properties.

To learn more about encapsulated assertions, see Encapsulated Assertions.

Note:
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(1) One or more policy fragments must be defined before you can create an encapsulated assertion. (2) Avoid modifying
encapsulated assertions being used in a read-only policy, as the changes will not be reflected in the policy. For more
information about read-only policies, see "Read-Only Entities" in Manage Solution Kits.

To manage encapsulated assertions:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Extensions and Add-Ons > Manage Encapsulated Assertion from the Main
Menu (on the browser client, from the Manage menu). The Manage Encapsulated Assertion Configurations dialog appears.

Tip:

(1) This dialog box is used solely for the creation and maintenance of the encapsulated assertions. How to add, remove, and
use them in a policy is the same as the factory created assertions. (2) To quickly locate an entry, type a few characters of
the encapsulated assertion name in the filter box at the bottom of the dialog.

2. The following table describes each column (these are set in the encapsulated assertion's properties):

Column Description

Name The name of the encapsulated assertion as it appears in the
assertions palette.

Palette Folder The palette in which this assertion appears.

Policy Name The name of the underlying policy fragment for the
encapsulated assertion.

In How many input variables are defined for the encapsulated
assertion.

Out How many output variables are defined for the encapsulated
assertion.

3. Select a task to perform:

To... Do this...

Create a new encapsulated assertion 1.1 Click [Create].
2.1 Complete the Encapsulated Assertion Configuration

Properties.

Tip:

You can also create a new encapsulated assertion by right-
clicking the policy fragment in the Services and Policies
list and then selecting Create Encapsulated Assertion.
If the fragment is already associated with an encapsulated
assertion, select Encapsulated Assertion Properties to
view the settings.

Clone an existing encapsulated assertion 1.1 Select the assertion to clone.
2.1 Click [Clone]. A new encapsulated assertion is

created, populated with information from the clone
source. The name of this assertion defaults to "Copy of
<assertion name>".

3.1 Edit the Encapsulated Assertion Configuration
Properties as required.

Remove an encapsulated assertion 1.1 Select the assertion to remove. Use [Ctrl]-click to
select multiple assertions to remove.

2.1 Click [Remove].
3.1 Select the confirmation check box, and then click

[OK].

Note:

Ensure that the encapsulated assertion is not in use in
any policy prior to removal. If it is in use, removing the
assertion will make the policy invalid.
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To... Do this...

View or edit the properties of an encapsulated assertion 1.1 Select the assertion to view.
2.1 Click [Properties]. See Encapsulated Assertion

Configuration Properties.

Export an encapsulated assertion 1.1 Select the assertion to export.
2.1 Click [Export].
3.1 Enter a name for the exported file and choose a target

directory, then click [Save]. Both the encapsulated
assertion and its underlying policy fragment are saved
to an XML file.

Import an encapsulated assertion 1.1 Click [Import].
2.1 Choose the encapsulated assertion file to import and

then click [Open].
3.1 If there is a conflict with the GUID for the

encapsulated assertion, choose an action:

• • Overwrite: Select this to update the existing
encapsulated assertion with attributes from the
imported assertion except for the name, which
remains unchanged. The underlying policy fragment
of the existing assertion will also be overwritten by
fragment associated with the imported encapsulated
assertion.

• Create New: Select this to give a new name for the
imported encapsulate assertion and its underlying
policy fragment. You will be asked to resolve
naming conflicts if you enter a name already in use.

• Cancel: Close the dialog box without importing
anything.

Note:

The encapsulated assertion and its underlying policy
fragment are imported. If the policy fragment includes
references to other entities (for example, JDBC connections
or other policy fragments), these are also imported. If
conflicts occur, the Resolve External Dependencies Wizard
displays.

4. Click [Close] when done.

 Encapsulated Assertion Configuration Properties
This topic describes about the configuration properties of an encapsulated assertion.

This topic describes about the configuration properties of an encapsulated assertion.

Contents:

When creating, cloning, or viewing details about an encapsulated assertion, the Encapsulated Assertion Configuration
Properties appear. These properties allow you to configure the behavior and appearance of the assertion:

• The name, description, and icon that will appear in as assertion palette.
• The palette from which the assertion is available.
• The underlying policy fragment that forms the foundation of the assertion.
• Configurable inputs and outputs.

For a detailed description of how encapsulated assertions work, see Encapsulated Assertions.

To access the Encapsulated Assertion Configuration Properties:

1. Run the Manage Encapsulated Assertions task. A list of the available encapsulated assertions is displayed.
2. Perform any of the following actions:
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• Create a new encapsulated assertion.
• Clone an existing encapsulated assertion.
• View or edit the properties of an encapsulated assertion.

The Encapsulated Assertion Configuration Properties appear.
3. Choose an Icon and then enter a Name for the encapsulated assertion. These will appear in the assertion palette and the

policy window.

Tip:

If you use your own icon, the recommended size is 16x16 pixels, with a maximum file size of 32KB.
4. Choose the Palette Folder where the encapsulated assertion will be located. You can decide which folder best represents

your assertion.
5. Click [Set Policy] to select the underlying Policy for the encapsulated assertion. The underlying policy can be

any Included Policy Fragment. Also specify whether to Auto-populate inputs and outputs:

• Select the check box to have the Policy Manager automatically populate the Input and Output sections based on the
definition of the chosen policy fragment. The auto population will not update or remove any existing entries with the
same name. You can still make changes to the fields after auto population.

• Clear the check box to populate the inputs and outputs yourself.

Note:

Although it is possible to create multiple encapsulated assertions using the same underlying policy fragment, CA
Technologies recommends against doing this.

6. Enter a Description for your encapsulated assertion. This will appear on the Policy Manager interface when the
encapsulated assertion is selected.

Tip:

It may be helpful to identify your encapsulated assertions, to prevent possible confusion should policy authors need to
consult the Policy Manager documentation or contact CA Technical Support.

7. An Artifact Version identifier is displayed for all encapsulated assertions that have been exported or imported using
the Manage Encapsulated Assertions task. This number uniquely identifies the encapsulate assertion plus its associated
policy fragment. Identical encapsulated assertions will have the same Artifact Version identifier. Any differences, even
to the underlying policy fragment, will trigger a different version number when the encapsulated assertion is exported (no
change occurs prior to export).

Tip:

You can use this number to help determine whether an exported encapsulated assertion is the same as one that has already
been imported.

The Artifact Version identifier is also visible in the Comment field of the policy revision created for the underlying
policy fragment, to make it possible to roll the policy fragment back to its original state.

Note:

(1) The Artifact Version is not a version number and newer versions may not have an incremented number. It is simply a
unique identifier, similar to a generated hash value. (2) The Artifact Version identifier does not change if you modify the
encapsulated assertion. It will change only if another file (with a different artifact version) is used to import and overwrite
the encapsulated assertion.

8. The Inputs section lists the context variables and GUI fields that will be used to configure this encapsulated assertion.
See "Configuring Inputs" below for details.

9. The Outputs section lists the context variables that will be made available to the parent context after this encapsulated
assertion has run. See "Configuring Outputs" below for details.

10. Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone". For more information about security zones, see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to entities inside the zones).

11. Select Update routing statistics in parent policy to allow the encapsulated assertion to generate service metrics for the
parent policy. If this option is not selected, metrics such as the back end response time appear as '0' in the Dashboard and
metrics-related context variables return '0'.
Example: Your encapsulated assertion sends a request to an external API using the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion.
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• When this option is not selected (default), the encapsulated assertions calls the external API but the
${request.routingTotalTime} context variable returns '0' (zero).

• When this option is selected, the call to the external API occurs and ${request.routingTotalTime} now returns the time
spent in the routing assertion calling the external API.

12. Select Allow debug tracing into backing policy if you want to include the underlying policy fragment during debug
tracing; otherwise the backing policy is invisible to the trace.

To enable debug tracing, you must select the "Enable debug policy tracing" check box in the [General] tab of the
published service's properties. For more information, see Debug a Policy.

Note:

This setting does not enable or disable debug tracing. It merely controls whether tracing should include the individual
assertions within the backing policy when policy tracing is enabled.

13. Click [OK] when done.

Configure Inputs

Note:

It is important to have a sound understanding of how the input definition can affect the flow of information between the
encapsulated assertion and its parent policy. For more information, see "Understanding How Values are Passed to the Parent
Policy" in Encapsulated Assertions.

The Inputs section is used to define the input arguments for the encapsulated assertion—in other words, the values that will be
passed to the underlying policy fragment. The table contains the following columns:

• GUI: Whether the input will appear in the encapsulated assertion's properties.
• Name: The name of the input.
• Type: The data type of the input.
• Label: The label that will appear on the interface, if different from the name.

These column values are described in more detail in the following table.

Tip:

The Policy Manager will pre-configure inputs for you if the Auto-populate inputs and outputs check box was selected. You can
change any auto-populated input as necessary.

Choose an action to perform:

To... Do this...

Add an input 1. Click [Add].
2. Complete the Argument Properties (see "Complete the

Argument Properties" below for details).

Edit an input 1. Select the input to change.
2. Click [Edit].
3. Modify the Argument Properties as required (see

"Complete the Argument Properties" below for details).

Delete an input 1. Select the input to change.
2. Click [Delete]. The input is deleted immediately.

Reposition an input in the assertion properties 1. Select the input to reposition.
2. Click [Move Up] or [Move Down].

Tip:

Repositioning an input only applies to inputs that are
shown in the assertion properties dialog. It has no effect
on functionality and does not apply to inputs suppressed
from the dialog.
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Warning:

WARNING: Be extremely careful when changing the inputs of an encapsulated assertion that is currently in use
by policies. In particular, pay careful attention when adding new inputs or renaming existing inputs: ensure that the
underlying policy fragment will respond gracefully if the input is not provided.

Complete the Argument Properties

When adding or editing an input, the Argument Properties dialog is displayed. Complete the properties as follows:

Setting Properties

Name Enter a name for the input. This name should generally match
the name of a context variable from the parent context and
should be meaningful to the underlying policy fragment.

Type From the drop-down list, choose a data type for the input.
This sets the GUI control that is visible if the input is set to
show in the assertion properties dialog.  

Note:

The data types "Message" or "Element" will always result
in the child policy context containing a reference to the
value from the parent context, while the other data types
will vary depending on whether input is shown on the
assertion properties. For more information, see Encapsulated
Assertions .

Show in assertion properties dialog Select this check box to display the input in the assertion
properties. When visible, all inputs of type "Message" and
"Element" are aliased in the child policy context. All other
data types are copied into the child policy context.

Clear this check box to hide the input from the assertion
properties. When hidden, all values are aliased in the child
policy context, and will appear in the Assertion Information
dialog as variables used by the encapsulated assertion.

Tip:

For more information, see "Understanding How Values are
Passed to the Parent Policy" under Encapsulated Assertions.
Examples #1 and #2 in that section illustrate "aliasing", while
Example #3 demonstrates "copying".

Label Optionally enter a label that will appear in the assertion
properties. If not specified, the Name is used as the label.

A label allows you to display a more descriptive or "friendly"
name in the assertion properties. Unlike the Name, the Label
may contain any string of characters.

Configure Outputs

The Outputs section is used to define the context variables that will be set by the encapsulated assertion. Only the context
variables declared here will be visible to the parent context once the encapsulated assertion has finished running.

Tip:

The Policy Manager will preconfigure outputs for you if the Auto-populate inputs and outputs check box was selected.

Choose an action to perform:
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To... Do this...

Add an output 1. Click [Add].
2. Complete the Result Properties (see "Completing the

Result Properties" below for details).

Edit an output 1. Select the output to change.
2. Click [Edit].
3. Modify the Result Properties as required (see

"Completing the Result Properties" below for details).

Delete an output 1. Select the output to change.
2. Click [Delete]. The output is deleted immediately.

Warning:

WARNING: Proceed with caution when changing the output of an encapsulated assertion currently in use. Ensure
that any new output does not conflict or overwrite any context variables already in use by existing user policies. When
modifying or removing an output, consider the behavior of any existing user policies that rely on that output.

Completing the Result Properties

When adding or editing an output, the Result Properties dialog is displayed. Complete the fields as follows:

• Enter the Name of the context variable that will be set by the underlying policy fragment and made available to the parent
policy context.

• Choose the data Type of the result.

Tip:

The output Type is currently useful for your own documentation purposes, but it is not enforced at runtime. The type
selected here will be displayed in the Assertion Information dialog for the encapsulated assertion.

 Manage ESM User Mappings
The Manage ESM User Mappings task shows whether your cluster is being remotely managed by the esm
(ESM). Use this task to:

The Manage ESM User Mappings task shows whether your API Gateway cluster is being remotely managed by the Enterprise
Service Manager (ESM). Use this task to:

• View identification information about the Gateway and break the link if necessary.
• See which Gateway user has been mapped to an ESM user and remove the mapping if necessary.

Tip:

The Managing ESM User Mappings assertion is available only when your Gateway is remotely managed by the Enterprise
Service Manager.

You cannot initiate a link between your Gateway cluster and an ESM using Manage ESM User Mappings. To do this you must
enable Remote Node Management from within the Gateway and then add the cluster in the ESM. For details, see Configure the
Enterprise Service Manager.

To manage ESM user mappings:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Manage ESM User Mappings from the Main Menu
(on the browser client, from the Manage menu).
The Manage ESM User Mappings dialog appears.

2. The upper list shows which ESM has been trusted to manage this Gateway cluster.

• To sever the link between the Gateway cluster and the ESM system, select the ESM row from the list and then click
[Remove Registration]. Click [OK] to acknowledge the confirmation. The ESM registration is removed.

Note:

Removing the registration also removes all mapped users from that ESM system. These users will no longer be able to
perform any task involving the Gateway cluster (such as monitoring system properties, migrating services/policies, or
generating reports).

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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3. The lower list shows which ESM user has been mapped to which Gateway user.

• To remove a mapping between an ESM user and a Gateway user, select the appropriate row from the list and then click
[Delete Mapping]. Click [OK] to acknowledge the confirmation. The ESM user is now considered untrusted and will
have limited access to the Gateway cluster, regardless of his or her role within the ESM.

4. Click [Close] when done.

 Manage Gateway Licenses
The Manage Gateway Licenses task is used to install or remove a license file for the gateway.

The Manage Gateway Licenses task is used to install or remove a license file for the CA API Gateway.

Note:

If you subscribe to the CA API Gateway under a Portfolio License Agreement (PLA), you are required to configure telemetry
settings. To learn how, see Product Licensing and Telemetry.

A signed XML license file comes with every API Gateway. This license file unlocks specific API Gateway features for a
predetermined period. In license-enabled mode, the API Gateway processes incoming service messages, provides ancillary
services such as WSDL and policy discovery, and provides full administrative services to any connected Policy Manager. If a
license is not installed or is expired, then most Policy Manager features will be disabled until a valid license is installed

A Primary license is required for any functionality to be enabled. You will be prompted to install a Primary license the first
time the Policy Manager is used to connect to a API Gateway or cluster. Once the Primary license is installed, you can install
additional license files to activate new functionality at any time.

The API Gateway is able to maintain multiple licenses. Use the Manage Gateway Licenses dialog box to install, remove, or
view details of a license.

Tip:

New API Gateways may have had their licenses auto-provisioned already. This means you will not need to install the license
using the Manage Gateway Licenses dialog box. To confirm the details of your auto-provisioned license, click View Details
on the Manage Gateway Licenses dialog. For more information, see Auto-Provision a Gateway.

To manage API Gateway licenses:

1. Ensure that you are connected to a API Gateway.
2. In the Policy Manager, select [Help] > Manage Gateway Licenses.

The table of licenses appear on the Manage Gateway Licenses dialog.
3. Install or remove a license as required.
4. Click [Close] when done.

Install a License File

You must install a license file in order to unlock the API Gateway.

There are two types of licenses:

1. Primary: Unlocks the base functionality of the API Gateway. This license was supplied when the product suite was first
purchased.

2. Feature: Unlocks additional features that are purchased at a later date.

You are automatically prompted for a license file the first time the Policy Manager is connected to a API Gateway or cluster.
You can also update this license file at any time (for example, to replace an expired license or install a new license that unlocks
different features).

These are common scenarios of installing a license.

Tip:

(1) If the API Gateway Primary license was auto-provisioned, you do not need to manually install it again. For more
information, see Auto-Provision a Gateway. (2) Save any open policy before proceeding.

To install a Primary license for the first time:

1. Connect to the API Gateway.
2. The Gateway License warning dialog appears automatically when no license is present.
3. Click [Install License] in the Manage Gateway Licenses dialog. The file selection dialog appears.
4. Select a valid license file from the file selection dialog and click [Open].
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5. Click [I Agree] to accept the license agreement.

 To install an additional license:

1. Connect to the API Gateway.
2. From the Main Menu, select [Help] > Manage Gateway Licenses. The Manage Gateway License dialog appears.
3. Click [Install License] in the Manage Gateway Licenses dialog. The file selection dialog appears.
4. Click [I Agree] to accept the license agreement.

To replace a license that has expired:

1. From the Main Menu, select [Help] > Manage Gateway Licenses. The Manage Gateway License dialog appears.
2. Select the expired license from the list of installed licenses.
3. Click [Remove License].
4. Click [Yes] in the Gateway License warning dialog to view the license manager.
5. Click [Install License] in the Manage Gateway Licenses dialog. The file selection dialog appears.
6. Select a valid license file and click [Open].
7. Click [I Agree] to accept the license agreement.

When a license is about to expire, you only need to install the newer version.

FIPS Compliancy

When installing a license that enforces the use of FIPS-compliant cryptographic algorithms, the enforcement takes effect after
you restart the API Gateway.

Note:

When a FIPS-compliant license is installed, it overrides the security.fips.enabled cluster property.

Remove a License File

You can remove a license by using the Manage Gateway License task.

Warning:

WARNING: Removing a license file is irreversible. It will disable all functionality that the license file allows. Be sure
that you have a suitable replacement license prior to removing the license file.

To remove a license:

1. Connect to the API Gateway or cluster using Administrator credentials.
2.  From the Main Menu, select [Help] > Manage Gateway Licenses. The Manage Gateway License dialog appears.
3. Select a license from the list of installed licenses.
4. Click [Remove License].
5. Select the check box and then click [OK]. Due to the irrevocable nature of this action, you must select the check box first

to enable the [OK] button.
6. Once you remove a license and close the Manage Gateway Licenses dialog, the Policy Manager will automatically

disconnect from the API Gateway.

If you have any unsaved policy changes, you will be prompted to export your policies. Click [Save Policy] to export to a file,
or click [Discard Policy] to continue without exporting.

Tip:

If you export to a file, you can import the policy back into the Policy Manager after re-licensing.

 Manage Global Resources
The Manage Global Resources task is used to manage resources that apply globally, such as
XML schema or DTD (Document Type Definition) resources. A global resource can be referenced by
an import statement in one or more Validate XML Schema assertions in a policy, or from another global
resource. During runtime, the  resolves a schema referenced by an import, include or redefine statement
as part of the validation process. The referenced schema, or global schema, must exist in the Manage
Global Resources table—and hence in the —in order for validation to proceed.

The Manage Global Resources task is used to manage resources that apply globally, such as XML schema or DTD (Document
Type Definition) resources. A global resource can be referenced by an import statement in one or more Validate XML Schema
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assertions in a policy, or from another global resource. During runtime, the API Gateway resolves a schema referenced by an
import, include or redefine statement as part of the validation process. The referenced schema, or global schema, must exist in
the Manage Global Resources table—and hence in the API Gateway—in order for validation to proceed.

Tip:

Schema dependencies (i.e., import targets) do not need to be in the Manage Global Resources table when monitoring a URL
for a schema to validate (“Monitor URL for latest value” option in the Validate XML Schema assertion).

In order for the API Gateway to be able to resolve external schemas when running the Validate XML Schema assertion, the
import statement in the assertion schema must contain a "schemaLocation" attribute value that matches the global schema's
"System ID" value.

Default Global Resources

The following global resources are present by default:

• SOAP 1.1 and 1.2 XML Schemas:

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/ (SOAP 1.1)
http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope/ (SOAP 1.2)
http://www.w3.org/2001/xml.xsd (XML namespace)

• DTDs:

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema.dtd (XML Schema)
http://www.w3.org/2001/datatypes.dtd (XML Schema Datatypes)

You can edit and delete these resources as with other resources.

Tip:

By default, an XML schema may not reference a DTD. If you wish to override this behavior, set the schema.allowDoctype
cluster property to "true".

To manage global resources:

1. In the Policy Manager, select  [Tasks] > Global Settings > Manage Global Resources from the Main Menu (on the
browser client, from the Manage menu).

The Manage Global Resources dialog appears.
2. Optionally filter the list of resources displayed:

1.1 In the Matches field, enter the filter string. You can use a regular expression for more precise matching.
2.1 Select the Type of resources to be matched: XML Schema, DTD, or Any.
3.1 Click [Filter]. The list is filtered to display only the matching resources. The status message at the bottom of the

dialog summarizes any filtering in effect.

To return the list to an unfiltered state, clear the Matches field, select type Any, then click [Filter].
3. Choose an action to perform:

To... See

Import a global resource Import a Global Resource

Add a XML schema Add a New Global Resource

Add a DTD Add a New Global Resource

Edit a global resource Edit a Global Resource

Remove a global resource Delete a Global Resource

Analyze a global resource Analyze a Global Resource

    4.  Click [Close] when done.

 Add a New Global Resource
You can manually add a global resource to the at any time.

You can manually add a global resource to the API Gateway at any time.

To add a new global resource:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Global Settings > Manage Global Resources from the Main Menu.
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The Manage Global Resources dialog appears. 
2. Click [Add XML Schema] or [Add DTD], depending on the type of resource to be added.

The Edit Global Resource dialog appears.
3. Complete the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

System ID Enter the URI that indicates the location of the resource,
maximum 4096 characters.

Tip:

For backwards compatibility, you may enter a relative URI.
However, a warning will appear.

For global XML schemas, this value relates to the
"schemaLocation" attribute in the schema import,
include or redefine statement that references the global
schema. For example, schema A contains an import
statement that references global schema B. The value
in the "schemaLocation" attribute in schema A is http://
example.org/account.xsd:

<s:import namespace="http://www.acme.com/schemas/
account" schemaLocation="http://example.org/
account.xsd" />

And the System ID of schema A is http://example.org/
main.xsd

In order to connect schema A and global schema B in the
API Gateway, the System ID of global schema B must be
http://example.org/account.xsd.

Note:

The System ID field is case sensitive. Entering a value with
the incorrect case will cause connection problems.

Public ID (DTD only) For DTD resources, enter the public identifier for the
resource. The valid characters are [a-zA-Z0-9 -'()+,./:=?;!
*#@$_%], with a maximum 4096 characters. Any white
space will be replaced with a single space character (#x20),
and leading and trailing spaces will be removed.

Description Optionally enter a "friendly" description of the global
resource, with a maximum 255 characters.

[code window] In the code window, type or paste the XML schema or DTD
content. The XML Editor is available in the code window to
help you search, parse, format, or comment as required.

[Read URL] Use this to retrieve an XML schema or DTD resource from
a URL.

[Read File] Use this to retrieve an XML schema or DTD resource from
a file.

http://example.org/account.xsd
http://example.org/account.xsd
http://example.org/main.xsd
http://example.org/main.xsd
http://example.org/account.xsd
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Setting Description

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones, see Understand
Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access
to entities inside the zones).

4. Click [OK] when done. The new resource is added to the Manage Global Resources table.

 Analyze a Global Resource
You can analyze any resources from the Manage Global Resources table. During the analysis, you can do
the following:

You can analyze any resources from the Manage Global Resources table. During the analysis, you can do the following:

• View details about the resource
• Validate the resource
• View dependencies for the resource: what the resource uses and what the resource is used by
• Reset the resource to its default value (contents and system identifier), if available

To analyze global resource:

1. In the Policy Manager, choose [Manage] > Manage Global Resources from the Main Menu.
The Manage Global Resources dialog appears.

2. Choose one or more resource to analyze (hold down the [Ctrl] key to select multiple resources).
3. Click [Analyze].

The Analyze Global Resources dialog appears.
4. The following table describes the dialog in detail:

Setting Description

Resources The Resources table at the top lists the resources that were
selected before the [Analyze] button was used and any
dependencies:

• System ID: The URI for the selected resource(s), as
entered in Add a New Global Resource.

• Details: The target namespace (for XML Schemas) or
the public identifier of the resource (for DTDs).

• Type: The resource is either a XML Schema or DTD.
• Status: The status for the resource.

[View] Choose this to display the content of the selected resource.

[Validate] Choose this to validate all the displayed resources.
The number of validation failures is displayed next to
"Validation Failures" below the list of resources. The text
"(not validated yet)" indicates that validation has not yet
been performed.

Note:

For resources of type "DTD", validation will occur only if
the resource is used.
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Setting Description

[Reset] Choose this to reset the system identifier and/or contents of
the selected resource back to its default values. If resetting
both is possible, you will be prompted to choose either or
both to reset. If resetting neither is possible, then this button
will not be activated.

The non-default contents and /or the system identifier will
be reflected in the 'Status' for the resource. For example, the
"Status" for resources that have been reset might look like
this:

OK (System ID and content modified from default value)
Failed (System ID modified from default value)
OK (content modified from default value)

Resource Details This section displays details about the resource:

• System ID: Displays the URI for the resource.
• Status: Whether the resource has passed validation.
• Status Detail: The target namespace (for XML

Schemas) or the public identifier of the resource (for
DTDs). If the system identifier for a resource can be
reset, then the default system identifier is also displayed
in the Status Detail for the resource.

Dependencies This section shows the dependencies for the resource.
You can choose to show all dependencies, only direct
dependencies, or only transitive dependencies (shown in
italicized text). Note: Only dependencies within the global
resources are displayed. Schemas that are configured within
policies will be not be included.

• Uses: The resource(s) that the selected resource uses.
• Used by: The resource(s) in which the selected resource

is used.

Warning:

If a resource has a Status of "Fail", the
Dependencies section does not display the other
dependencies that the resource may have.

5. Click [Close] when done. 

 

 Delete a Global Resource
You can delete a global resource using the Manage Global Resources task.

You can delete a global resource using the Manage Global Resources task.

To delete an existing global resource:

1. Select [Tasks] > Global Settings > Manage Global Resources from the Main Menu. The Manage Global
Resources dialog appears.

2. In the table, select the global resource(s) to delete. You can delete multiple resources by holding down the [Ctrl] key while
selecting.

3. Click [Remove] and then click [OK] to confirm. The resource(s) are removed from the Manage Global Resources table.

 

Note:

You are warned if the resource being deleted is used in policies or is registered for hardware use. You can
acknowledge the warning and continue with the deletion. In this case, you should adjust the affected policies or edit
the schema.hardwareTargetNamespaces  cluster property afterward. Note that no warning is given if the schema being deleted
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is referenced from another schema that is unused. To detect these references, use the Analyze feature in the Manage Global
Resources task. For more information, see Analyze a Global Resource.

 Edit a Global Resource
To edit an existing global resource:

To edit an existing global resource:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Global Settings > Manage Global Resources from the Main Menu. The Manage
Global Resources dialog appears.

2. In the table, select the global resource to edit and then click [Edit]. The Edit Global Resource dialog appears
3. Modify the resource details as necessary. See Add a New Global Resource for information about each field.  

 Import a Global Resource
You can import resources and dependencies into the Manage Global Resources table using the import
wizard. You can add resources individually or in bulk.

You can import resources and dependencies into the Manage Global Resources table using the import wizard. You can add
resources individually or in bulk.

To import a global resource:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Global Settings > Manage Global Resources from the Main Menu. The Manage
Global Resources dialog appears.

2. Click [Import]. The Resource Import Wizard appears.
3. Complete the wizard as described below:
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Wizard Step Description

Step 1: Select Resources In this step, specify the resources to import. You can either
add them directly from a URL or file, or search within a
specified directory.

To add a resource directly, do either of the following:

• Click [Add from URL] and enter the URL.

Tip:

To configure options for the URL (for example, to specify
the credentials, SSL, or proxy options), click [HTTP
Options] to open the Manage HTTP Options dialog.

• Click [Add from File] and browse to the file containing
the resource to add.

To remove resources from the list, do either of the following:

• Select a resource to remove and then click [Remove]. The
resource is removed from the list.

• Click [Clear]. This removes all the resources from the
list.

To add resources by searching within a directory:

1. Enter the path in the Directory field or click [Select] to
browse for the directory.

2. Select [Include subdirectories] to include the
subdirectories of the specified directory in the search.
Otherwise, only the specified directory itself is searched.

3. Optionally specify a Pattern to match. If you do not
specify a pattern, all files with the following extensions
are located: *.xsd or *.dtd.

4. Select the Type of resource to match using the drop-down
list: XML Schema or DTD.

5. Click [Find]. The matching resources are added to the
"Resources to Import" table.

6.  Review the resources in the "Resources to Import" table
carefully to ensure that the correct resources have been
identified. To make corrections:

• Use either of the [Add...] buttons to manually specify the
resource to import. (See "To add a resource directly" from
above.)

• Use [Remove] to remove a single resource from the list.
• Use [Clear] to clear all files from the list to start over

again.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 2: Import Options In this step, indicate how the wizard should respond to any of
the following issues during resource importing:

• If a resource dependency's target namespace matches
multiple existing XML Schemas:

• Ask: Allows you to choose a resolution each time this
issue occurs. This setting is the default.

• Manually select an existing XML Schema: Lets
you select an existing XML Schema to use; does
not import the XML Schema belonging to the
dependency.

• Import the XML Schema: Always import the
XML Schema associated with the dependency.
This will create a new resource with the same target
namespace.

• Don't import the XML Schema: Don't import the
dependency or any resources that depend on it. This
represents a failure case as the main schema will not
be imported.

•  If a resource dependency's public identifier matches
multiple existing resources:

• Ask: Allows you to choose a resolution each time this
issue occurs. This setting is the default.

• Manually select an existing resource: Lets you select
the existing resource to use for the dependency.

• Import the duplicate resource: Always import the
resource associated with the dependency. This will
create a new resource with the same target namespace.

• Don't import the duplicate resource: Don't import the
dependency or any resources that depend on it.

• If an imported resource's system identifier conflicts with
an existing system identifier:

• Ask: Allows you to choose a resolution each time this
issue occurs. This setting is the default.

• Use the existing resource: The existing resource
is used; a new resource is not created for this
dependency.

• Update the existing resource: Replace the existing
system identifier with the one from the imported
resource

• Don't import the conflicting resource: Exclude the
conflicting resource from the import. Resources that
depend on the resource will not be imported. This is a
failure case for the import.

• If an imported XML Schema's target namespace matches
an existing value:

• Ask: Allows you to choose a resolution each time this
issue occurs. This setting is the default.

• Use the existing XML Schema: Use the existing
XML Schema; the contents of the imported
dependency are ignored.

• Update the existing XML Schema: Update the existing
XML Schema with the import. This will preserve
the current URI and use the content of the imported
schema.

• Replace the existing XML Schema: Replace the
existing XML Schema with the one from the import.
This will use the URI and content from the import.
Any existing XML Schemas that reference the
dependency should be updated to use the new URI.

• Import the XML Schema: Import the incoming
XML Schema as is. This will use the URI from the
import. This will create a new resource.

• Don't import the matching resource: Exclude the
resource with the matching target namespace from the
import. Resources that depend on the resource will not
be imported.

• If an imported resource's public identifier duplicates an
existing value:

• Ask: Allows you to choose a resolution each time this
issue occurs. This setting is the default.

• Use the existing resource: Use the existing resource;
the contents of the imported dependency are ignored.

• Update the existing resource: Update the resource with
the contents from the import. This will preserve the
current URI.

• Replace the existing resource: Replace the existing
resource with the one from the import. This will use
the URI and content from the import. Any existing
resources that reference the dependency should be
updated to use the new URI.

• Import the duplicate resource: Always import the
resource, using the import URI. This will result in
duplicate resources.

• Don't import the duplicate resource: Exclude the
duplicate resource from the import. Resources that
depend on the resource will not be imported.

•  If a resource dependency cannot be found, or is invalid:

• Ask: Allows you to choose a resolution each time this
issue occurs. This setting is the default.

• Manually resolve or fix the dependency: Displays a
dialog that lets you manually resolve or update the
dependency.

• Don't import the invalid resource: Exclude the invalid
resource from the import. Also exclude all other
resources that depend on this resource.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 2: Import Options (cont'd)

(manually responding to issues)

When 'Ask' is specified in any of the settings, you will be
prompted to respond to any issues that need attention.

Example 1:

The following dialog is displayed when there is a conflicting
System ID:

Select a resolution from the drop-down list, then specify
whether:

• [This Time Only]: Use the selected action only for this
occurrence of the conflict. When another similar conflict
occurs, you will be asked again how to resolve it.

• [Always]: Use the selected action for all the conflicts of
this type. You will not be prompted for a resolution if
another similar conflict occurs during this import. This is
the same as configuring the choice in the wizard step.

Example 2:

The following dialog is displayed when a dependency of an
imported resource is invalid:

Select a resolution from the drop-down list, as in the previous
example. If you choose to manually resolve, you will be
given a chance to fix the dependency in the following dialog:

Click [Import] to select the dependency from a URL or a
file.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 3: Import Details This step summarizes what actions will be taken when
finishing the import. If any resource could not be created due
to an error, the details will be shown here.

Import Summary

The table lists all the resources involved in the import:

• System ID: The URI of the resource being imported.
• Details: The target namespace (for XML Schemas) or the

public identifier of the resource (for DTDs).
• Type: Whether the resource is a XML Schema or DTD.
• Status: The resource import status.
• Action: What will be done with the resource:
• Ignore: The resource will not be imported.
• Update: The resource will update an existing global

resource.
• Create: A new global resource will be created for the

resource.
• [View]: Use this to view the contents of a resource.
• [Remove]: Use this to remove a resource from the import

list. Any resource that depends on this resource will also
be removed.

• [Update]: Use this to update the system identifiers
of any matching resources before importing, if this is
possible. This will alter all resources being imported for
consistency; it does not act on any resource that may be
selected in the import list. Enter the current and updated
System Identifier prefixes as prompted. Note: The
updated system identifiers must be absolute URIs.

You cannot update system identifiers if:

• The updated system identifier conflicts with an existing
global resource.

• The content of a resource must be updated due to the
change and the dependency is not an XML Schema.

Resource Details

This section displays details about the currently selected
resource:

• System ID: The URI of the resource.
• Description: A description of the resource.
• Status: The resource import status.
• Status Detail: A more verbose description explaining

why the particular status was assigned.
• Dependencies: Shows the dependencies for the resource.

You can choose to Show all dependencies, Show only
direct dependencies, or Show only transitive dependencies
(these are shown in italicized text). Note: Transitive
dependencies of existing resources are not displayed here.

• Uses: The resource(s) that the selected resource uses.
• Used by: The resource(s) in which the selected

resource is used.

Note:

The [Finish] button is activated only when there are
resources that can be imported. If it is not possible to import
any resources, use the [Back] button to return to previous
steps to make corrections, or click [Cancel] to exit the wizard
and try again later.
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 Manage HTTP Options
The Manage HTTP Options task is used to configure various options to be used by the gateway for
HTTP/HTTPS connections. For example, you can configure the login credentials for an HTTPS host,
define a proxy for the host, or specify a private key to be used for authentication. This task is also used to
edit the default HTTP proxy settings.

The Manage HTTP Options task is used to configure various options to be used by the CA API Gateway for HTTP/HTTPS
connections. For example, you can configure the login credentials for an HTTPS host, define a proxy for the host, or specify a
private key to be used for authentication. This task is also used to edit the default HTTP proxy settings.

Only users with the role of 'Administrator' can create, edit, or remove HTTP options. Users in the following roles are able to
view HTTP options:

• Manage Web Services
• Manage <name> Policy
• Manage <name> Service
• Operator
• Publish Web Services

For more information, see Predefined Roles and Permissions.

Note:

The HTTP options do not apply to HTTP routing, only to other HTTP(S) connections.

To manage HTTP options:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Transports > Manage HTTP Options  from the Main Menu (on the browser
client, from the Manage menu).
The Manage HTTP Options dialog appears. 
The current default HTTP Proxy is shown (if one has been set). The list shows the HTTP options that have been defined. 

2. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Default HTTP Proxy Displays the current default HTTP proxy host and port
number (for example, myproxy:8888).

To change the default proxy, click [Change] and then
complete the following fields in the Edit Default HTTP Proxy
dialog:

1. Enter the Host name of the new default proxy.
2. Enter the Port number for the proxy.
3. Enter the Username to log in to the host.
4. From the drop-down list, select the Password to use to

log in. If the password you require is not listed, click
[Manage Stored Passwords] to add it to the list of stored
passwords. For more information, see Manage Stored
Passwords.

Tip:

You cannot type the password directly here; it must be
defined in the Gateway secure password storage.

<options list> The list of HTTP options that have been defined. The
following information is shown for each item:

• Host: Hostname or IP address of the HTTP server.
• Port: Port number of the HTTP server.
• Protocol: Protocol used by the HTTP server: HTTP,

HTTPS, or <Any>.
• Path: The URL path prefix to match, which may include

a query string.
• Proxy: The proxy host and port number.
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Setting Description

[Add] Adds a new item to the list. For more information,
see Adding an HTTP Option.

[Clone] Creates a new HTTP option by copying an existing one.
Select the item to be cloned and then click [Clone]. Edit the
fields as required. For more information about the fields, see
Adding an HTTP Option.

[Edit] Modifies the selected item. For information about the fields,
see Adding an HTTP Option.

[Remove] Removes the selected item from the list. Click [OK] to
confirm.

3.  Click [Close] when done.

 

Note:

• Adding an HTTP Option

 Adding an HTTP Option
In the Manage HTTP Options task, you can add as many HTTP options as required. These options let
you configure all aspects of an HTTP connection, including credentials, SSL/TLS settings, connection
timeouts, and proxy settings.

In the Manage HTTP Options task, you can add as many HTTP options as required. These options let you configure all aspects
of an HTTP connection, including credentials, SSL/TLS settings, connection timeouts, and proxy settings.

To add a new HTTP option:

1. In the Policy Manager, choose [Tasks] > Transports > Manage HTTP Options from the Main Menu.
The Manage Global Resources dialog appears. dialog appears.

2. Click [Add].
The Edit HTTP Options dialog appears.

3. Configure each tab as necessary.
4. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [General] tab

The [General] tab is used to configure general information for the options.

Section Description

General Each HTTP option must have a unique combination of HTTP
host, port, protocol, and path.

• Host: Enter a valid hostname or IP address of the HTTP
host. This is required.

• Port: Enter the port number to match. This is optional.
• Protocol: Choose the protocol(s) to match from the drop-

down list: <Any>, HTTP, HTTPS.
• Path: Enter a well-formed URI.   

Credentials This section records HTTP authentication information. Enter
the appropriate  HTTP credentials: User Name, Password,
NTLM Domain, and NTLM Host (assuming NTLM has been
enabled).

Note that the Password requires that you choose it from the
drop-down list. If the password you need is not shown, click
[Manage Stored Passwords] to define it first. For more
information, see Manage Stored Passwords.
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Section Description

SSL/TLS This section is enabled when the protocol selected is either
<Any> or HTTPS.

• Version: Choose the version of SSL/TLS to use or choose
<Any> to allow all supported versions.

• Private key: Indicate the private key requirements:
choose either default, none, or a custom key from the
keystore that you specify. You can click [Manage
Private Keys] to examine your private keys more closely.
For more information, see Manage Private Keys.

• Cipher suite: Indicate the cipher requirements: choose
either a default or custom suite to use. The default suite
consists of those ciphers that will offer the greatest
compatibility when the API Gatewayconnects to a server
via HTTPS. Alternatively, you can click [Cipher Suites]
to choose which ciphers to use and in which order. For
more information, see Select Cipher Suites.

Connection Settings • Connection Timeout: This defines the maximum time to
wait for a connection to be established. If exceeded, the
connection will fail.

To override the system default, clear the Use System
Default check box and then enter a different value.
The system default for this timeout is defined by the
io.outConnectTimeout cluster property. The default value is
30 seconds.

• Read Timeout: This defines the maximum time allowed
for response data to be read. If exceeded, the request will
fail.

To override the system default, clear the Use System Default
check box and enter a value. The system default for this
timeout is defined by the io.outTimeout cluster property. The
default value is 60 seconds.

• Follow Redirects: Select this check box to follow HTTP
redirect responses.

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones, see Understand
Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to
entities inside the zones).

Configuring the [Proxy] tab

The [Proxy] tab lets you specify proxy options. By default, the shared proxy settings will be used. You can specify to not use
an HTTP proxy or to use a specific HTTP proxy with the settings indicated here.Proxy Host: Enter a valid hostname or IP
address for the host.

• Proxy Port: Enter a value port number.
• Proxy Username: Enter the user name to log onto the proxy host.
• Proxy Password: Choose the proxy password from the drop-down list. If the password you need is not shown, click

[Manage Stored Passwords] to define it first. For more information, see Manage Stored Passwords.
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 Selecting Cipher Suites
The Cipher Suite Configuration dialog is used to specify which outbound TLS cipher suites you want to
enable on the gateway for a specific target host.

The Cipher Suite Configuration dialog is used to specify which outbound TLS cipher suites you want to enable on the CA API
Gateway for a specific target host.

To select cipher suites to use:

1. You can select which cipher suites to enable in any of the following areas:

• Click [Cipher Suites] on the Edit HTTP Options dialog. For more information, see "Add an HTTP Option"
under Manage HTTP Options.

• Click [Cipher Suites] on the [Connection] tab of the HTTP(S) Routing Properties. For more information, see
"Configuring the [Connection] Tab" under Route via HTTP(S) Assertion.

• Select the [SSL/TLS Settings] tab of the Listen Port Properties.
• Click [Cipher Suites] on the WebSocket Connection Properties dialog, in either the Inbound or Outbound tabs. For

more information, see Manage WebSocket Connections.
• Select Use SSL option and click [Cipher Suites] on the Cassandra Connection Properties.  For more information, see?

Manage Cassandra Connections.

The Enabled Cipher Suites dialog is displayed, listing the suites recognized by the CA API Gateway. Note that the cipher
suites visible to you depend on the security configuration of your Gateway. 

2. Specify the order of the cipher suites to use:

• Select one or more lines and use [Move Up] and [Move Down] to reorder the cipher suites.
• Select [Uncheck All] to quickly remove all selections so that you can specify the suite(s) you want to use.
• Select [Use Default List] to reset the list to the default set of cipher suites. Thedefaultsuites are those that are least

likely to cause compatibility issues with target servers.
• Filter the cipher suite list by typing into the field. Tip: The search is not case sensitive.

3. Click [OK] when done.

 Manage JDBC Connections
Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) connections allow the Gateway to query external databases and then
use the query results during policy consumption.

Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) connections allow the Gateway to query external databases and then use the query results
during policy consumption.

To manage JDBC connections:

1. In the Policy Manager, select Tasks > Data Sources > Manage JDBC Connection. 
The Manage JDBC Connection dialog appears listing the JDBC connections that have been configured.

2. Perform any of the following available actions:

• Add a new JDBC connection
• Clone an existing JDBC connection
• Edit a JDBC connection
• Remove a JDBC connection 

For a description of JDBC properties and how to configure JDBC connections, see:

 

 Set JDBC Connection Properties
When creating or viewing details about a Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) connection, the JDBC
Connection Properties appear.

When creating or viewing details about a Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) connection, the JDBC Connection Properties
appear.

     

Configure Properties for JDBC Connections 

To configure a JDBC connection:
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1. In the Policy Manager, go to Tasks > Data Sources > Manage JDBC Connections.
2. Select a connection from the list and then click Edit. You can also click Add to define a new connection.

The JDBC Connection Properties appear. 
3. Modify the properties, Test the connection, then click OK.

JDBC Connection Properties 

The JDBC connection properties are described in the following table.

Setting Description

 Connection Name Enter a unique name to describe the JDBC connection.

This name is used to select a connection in the Perform JDBC
Query assertion.

 Driver Class Choose the JDBC driver class that corresponds to your data
source from the drop-down menu. If the driver class you need
is not listed, you may be able to enter it manually. All driver
classes must be referenced in the system.properties file.

For more information, see the Driver Classes table.

To add support for new driver classes, or deprecate existing
driver classes, see Install the JDBC Interface.

 JDBC URL Enter the URL for the JDBC connection. The URL format
will differ depending on the driver type. The URLs for the
default white-listed drivers are listed under Understand the
Driver Classes.

IPv6 literals are currently not supported for the JDBC URL.

 User Name / 

 Password 

Enter the login information for the connection, if required.

Although you may enter the actual password here, it is
recommended that you use a secure password reference
instead. Define your password using the Manage Stored
Passwords task and then reference it here using the
${secpass.<name>.plaintext} context variable.

 Pool Configuration Set the pool size to constrict the number of JDBC
connections supported.

•  Minimum Pool Size: Minimum number of JDBC
connections a pool will maintain at any given time. The
default is 3.
For best performance, set the minimum at the expected
number of connections.

•  Maximum Pool Size: Maximum number of JDBC
connections a pool will maintain at any given time. The
default is 15.

To modify the pool size default values, edit the cluster
properties: jdbcConnection.pooling.minPoolSize.defaultValue and jdbcConnection.pooling.maxPoolSize.defaultValue.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Additional Properties By default, when you add a new connection, the
property EnableCancelTimeout = true is set.

This property ensures that requests to cancel a query are
handled correctly. Do not remove or change this property for
a DataDirect driver.   

Configure additional properties as required by the JDBC
connection.

Select the To set a C3P0 pooling property check box if
the additional property applies to C3P0 pooling. The Policy
Manager automatically adds the prefix "c3p0" to the property
name to avoid naming collisions.

 Disable JDBC Connection By default, the Policy Manager will immediately attempt
to establish a JDBC connection after the properties dialog
is closed. Select this check box if you want to keep the
connection disabled.

When a new connection is started, any old connection is
stopped automatically.

 Test Validates the settings as configured for the JDBC connection.
If the test is not successful, the Policy Manager displays error
messages to help you correct the problem.

The following limitations apply:

• The Test button does not work if you used context
variables in any of the settings.

• Due to a limitation in a third-party library, the Test button
can fail to detect incorrect JDBC URLs in certain
conditions.

 Security Zone Note:

This control is hidden if no security zones have been
defined, or you do not have Read access to any security zone
(regardless of whether you have Read access to entities inside
the zones).

Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones, see Understand
Security Zones.

Default Driver Classes

Select the driver class appropriate for your JDBC database connection. 

For more details on the databases supported by each driver class, refer to the Progress DataDirect data sheet at this
location: https://www.progress.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/Progress/Documents/Papers/dd-for-jdbc.pdf 

Database  Driver class Notes

DB2 com.l7tech.jdbc.db2.DB2Driver Supports IBM DB2 DB

 jdbc:l7tech:db2://
hostname:port;DatabaseName=value[;property=value[;...]]  

jdbc:l7tech:db2://10.0.0.1:50000;DatabaseName=SAMPLE 

jdbc:l7tech:db2://10.0.0.1:50000;Database=SAMPLE;User=test;Password=secret 

https://www.progress.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/Progress/Documents/Papers/dd-for-jdbc.pdf
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MySQL Enterprise com.l7tech.jdbc.mysql.MySQLDriver Supports MySQL Enterprise Edition

 jdbc:l7tech:mysql://hostname:
[port];DatabaseName=value[;property=value[;...]]  

jdbc:l7tech:mysql://
localhost:3306;DatabaseName=test 

jdbc:l7tech:mysql://10.0.0.1:3306;Database=test;User=test;Password=secret 

MS SQL Server com.l7tech.jdbc.sqlserver.SQLServerDriverSupports Microsoft SQL Server 

 jdbc:l7tech:sqlserver://
hostname:port;DatabaseName=value[;property=value[;...]]  

jdbc:l7tech:sqlserver://10.0.0.1:1433;DatabaseName=test 

jdbc:l7tech:sqlserver://10.0.0.1:1433;Database=test;User=test;Password=secret 

The JDBC driver requires "Bouncy
Castle" to be the JCE provider. Set the
following system property, then restart
the Gateway:

 com.l7tech.common.security.jceProviderEngineName=bc 

MySQL Community com.mysql.jdbc.Driver Supports MySQL Community Edition

 jdbc:mysql://hostname:[port]/
<database name> 

jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306;test 

Oracle com.l7tech.jdbc.oracle.OracleDriver Supports Oracle Database

 jdbc:l7tech:oracle://
hostname:port;DatabaseName=value[;property=value[;...]]  

jdbc:l7tech:oracle://10.0.0.1:1521;DatabaseName=XE 

jdbc:l7tech:oracle://10.0.0.1:1521;ServiceName=XE;

jdbc:l7tech:oracle://10.0.0.1:1521;SID=XE;User=test;Password=secret 

Oracle RAC Server com.l7tech.jdbc.oracle.OracleDriver Supports Oracle Real Application
Clusters (Oracle RAC)

jdbc:l7tech:oracle://
host1.XXXXX.com:1521;AlternateServers=(host2.XXXXX.com:1521);LoadBalancing=true 

Improve JDBC Connection Performance

Adding additional properties with explicit values can improve JDBC connection performance.

To improve JDBC connection performance:

1. In the Policy Manager, go to Tasks > Data Sources > Manage JDBC Connections.
2. Either select an existing JDBC connection and click Edit, or click Add to create a new connection.

The JDBC Connection Properties panel appears.
3. In the Additional Properties section, click Add.
4. Create the following properties one at a time by providing the Property Name, Property Value, and clicking the C3P0

Pooling checkbox:

• maxIdleTime = 0
• maxConnectionAge = 0
• idleConnectionTestPeriod = 600

Selecting the To set a C3P0 pooling property checkbox applies these new properties and values to the available pool of
JDBC connections.

Update the List of Supported Driver Classes

mysql://localhost:3306;DatabaseName=test
mysql://localhost:3306;DatabaseName=test
mysql://10.0.0.1:3306;Database=test;User=test;Password=secret
sqlserver://10.0.0.1:1433;DatabaseName=test
sqlserver://10.0.0.1:1433;Database=test;User=test;Password=secret
mysql://localhost:3306;test
oracle://10.0.0.1:1521;DatabaseName=XE
oracle://10.0.0.1:1521;ServiceName=XE
oracle://10.0.0.1:1521;SID=XE;User=test;Password=secret
oracle://host1.XXXXX.com:1521;AlternateServers=(host2.XXXXX.com:1521);LoadBalancing=true
oracle://host1.XXXXX.com:1521;AlternateServers=(host2.XXXXX.com:1521);LoadBalancing=true
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The JDBC drivers provide the classes required to connect to a specific data source. When you select the driver class for your
JDBC connection, the list of supported data sources appears.

By default, only the following JDBC driver classes are supported: 

• com.mysql.jdbc.Driver
• com.l7tech.jdbc.mysql.MySQLDriver  
• com.l7tech.jdbc.db2.DB2Driver
• com.l7tech.jdbc.oracle.OracleDrivercom.l7tech.jdbc.sqlserver.SQLServerDriver
• com.l7tech.jdbc.oracle.OracleDriver

To add a new JDBC driver class, or modify the existing list see Install the JDBC Interface. 

Note:

•  Install the JDBC Interface 
•  Troubleshoot (JDBC Connection failures)

 Update the JDBC Driver Support
This topic describes how to configure the Gateway to work with JDBC (Java Database Connectivity).

This topic describes how to configure the Gateway to work with JDBC (Java Database Connectivity).

To update the JDBC Driver support, perform the following tasks:

Install the JDBC Client Libraries

To install the client libraries:

1. Using SCP or SFTP, copy the appropriate client libraries to the Gateway as the ssgconfig user.
2. Log in to the Gateway appliance as the root user.
3. Change the permissions of the client libraries with the following command:

# chmod 444 /home/ssgconfig/*.jar

4. Change the ownership of the client libraries with the following command:

# chown layer7.layer7 /home/ssgconfig/*.jar

5. Move the client libraries from:
/home/ssgconfig
to:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext

You can now update the list of supported JDBC Driver classes.

Update the List of Supported JDBC Driver Classes

Use the com.l7tech.server.jdbcDriver system property to create a white-list of supported JDBC drivers.

To update the supported JDBC Driver Classes:

1. Open the following file in a text editor:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/system.properties

2. Add the following line to the end of the file. This explicitly adds all the default supported JDBC drivers:

com.l7tech.server.jdbcDriver=com.mysql.jdbc.Driver
\ncom.l7tech.jdbc.mysql.MySQLDriver\ncom.l7tech.jdbc.db2.DB2Driver

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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\ncom.l7tech.jdbc.oracle.OracleDriver
\ncom.l7tech.jdbc.sqlserver.SQLServerDriver

3. Append any new drivers to the end of the previous line using the same format:

\n<JDBC driver class>

Where "<JDBC driver class>" is the class name string.
Optionally, you can remove any deprecated drivers that you no longer support.

4. Save and exit the file.
5. Restart the Gateway for changes to take effect.

Changes made to the system.properties file are not reflected in the driver class selection list. Allow easy selection of the
driver class by modifying the driver class selection list. Otherwise, you can type the driver in manually when defining a JDBC
connection.

If the 

com.l7tech.server.jdbcDriver

property is removed, the default drivers are implicitly supported.

Modify the Driver Class Selection List  

The driver class selection list is a drop-down list, accessed when configuring a JDBC connection.

Note:

If the driver class is not added to the system.properties file, it cannot be used, regardless of whether it is added to the driver
class selection list. 

To modify the selection list:

1. In Policy Manager, go to Tasks > Global Settings > Manage Cluster Wide Properties.
2. Click Add.
3. For Key, select: jdbcConnection.driverClass.defaultList
4. For Value, type the any new driver class in the existing list, or remove an existing entry.
5. Click OK.  

The JDBC interface is enabled when the Gateway is restarted. You can now create JDBC connections and perform JDBC
queries.

For more information, see:

• Set JDBC Connection Properties
• Perform JDBC Query Assertion

 Manage JMS Destinations
This topic describes how the gateway works with JMS destinations.

This topic describes how the CA API Gateway works with JMS destinations.

Note:

If you are configuring Websphere as a JMS Destination, see Connect to a WebSphereJMS Provider instead.

Understanding JMS Destinations

In the API Gateway, a JMS destination is either a queue or a topic. One or more JMS destinations must be configured in the
Policy Manager before the API Gateway can use JMS (Java Message Service) to communicate with service requestors and

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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published services. A JMS destination can be used for receiving messages from requestors (inbound) or for sending messages
to a web service or XML application (outbound).  

The API Gateway automatically monitors all inbound destinations configured in the Policy Manager. When the API
Gateway receives a message from an inbound destination, it determines which service the message is destined for and executes
the applicable policy.

Policies could contain a Route via HTTP(S) or Route via JMS assertion that specifies message forwarding using either
HTTP(S) or JMS, respectively. In the API Gateway, there are three possible HTTP(S) and JMS routing scenarios:

JMS-to-JMS Configuration

In a JMS-to-JMS configuration scenario, the API Gateway receives messages from a monitored inbound JMS destination
(iJMS), and then uses a Route via JMS assertion to transmit the messages to an outbound JMS destination (oJMS):

Requestor <  iJMS   > Gateway <  oJMS   > Service

Both the iJMS and oJMS destinations can be configured for a variety of reply behavior. This determines how the API
Gateway will respond. For details, see the [Inbound Options] and [Outbound Options] tabs on the JMS destination
Properties dialog.

 JMS-to-HTTP Configuration

In the JMS-to-HTTP configuration scenario, the API Gateway receives messages from a monitored inbound JMS destination
(iJMS), and then transmits the messages to the service using HTTP:

Requestor <   iJMS >  Gateway <  HTTP >  Service

Once again, the API Gateway monitors the inbound JMS destination (iJMS) configured in the Policy Manager. When the API
Gateway picks up a message from the destination, it routes the message to the service URL specified in the Route via HTTP(S)
assertion in the service’s policy. The API Gateway responds to the inbound message based on the inbound JMS destination
configuration (for details, see the [Inbound Options] tab of the JMS Destination Properties.

Note:

When you publish a service, the Policy Manager automatically adds the service URL specified during the publication process
as a Route via HTTP(S) assertion in the policy.

HTTP-to-JMS Configuration

In the HTTP-to-JMS configuration scenario, the API Gateway receives messages via HTTP, and then transmits the messages
to an outbound JMS destination (oJMS):

Requestor <   HTTP >  Gateway <  oJMS   > Service

The API Gateway receives a message over HTTP or HTTP(S), allowing the use of the Require HTTP Basic Credentials and
Require SSL or TLS Transport with Client Authentication assertions in the policy. The API Gateway responds to the oJMS
response based on the outbound JMS destination configuration (for details, see the [Outbound Options] tab of the JMS
Destination Properties). The API Gateway then routes the reply message back to the requesting HTTP or HTTP(S) requestor,
unless the "no replies" option was set.

 

Context Variables Created by JMS Requests

When the Manage JMS Destination task is run, it populates the context variables with the header information.

Variable Description

${request.jms.header. <name> } Returns the value of the JMS header, where <name> is the
header name.

${request.jms.header. <name> .modified} Retrieves a JMS header that has been modified in the policy
via the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion. For
example: ${request.jms.header.JMSType.modified}

${request.jms.headernames} This is a multivalued context variable that returns the names
of all headers that are present.

${request.jms.headernames.modified} Retrieves all JMS header names that have been
modified in the policy via the Manage Transport
Properties/Headers Assertion. For example:
${request.jms.headernames.modified}
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Variable Description

${request.jms.allheadervalues} This is a multivalued context variable that returns all the
header names and values that are present, in the format
headername:headervalue.

The following are the possible headers:

JMSDestination
JMSDeliveryMode
JMSExpiration
JMSPriority
JMSMessageID
JMSTimestamp
JMSCorrelationID
JMSReplyTo
JMSType
JMSRedelivered

${request.jms.allheadervalues.modified} Retrieves all JMS header name/value pairs that
have been in the policy via the Manage Transport
Properties/Headers Assertion. For example:
${request.jms.allheadervalues.modified}

Tip:

For a list of the context variables created by a JMS response, see the Route via JMS Assertion.

Resolving Requests in JMS Destinations

Requests received via a JMS destination can either be sent to a specific published service (bypassing the resolution process), or
they can undergo the standard resolution rules. You can optionally augment the service resolution using SOAPAction values
retrieved from a specified JMS message property.

If SOAPAction message properties are configured on inbound destinations, the combination of SOAPAction values and
payload namespace URI(s) should be distinct for every service that is expected to receive requests over JMS. If SOAPAction
message attributes are not configured, every service that is expected to receive requests over JMS must have payload
namespace URI(s) that are not shared by any other service on the API Gateway.

Understanding JMS Message Size

The maximum size of a JMS message is governed by the following two global cluster properties:

• io.xmlPartMaxBytes: This controls the maximum size of any XML message, including JMS messages. By default, this is
2621440 bytes (2.5MB).

• io.jmsMessageMaxBytes: This controls the maximum size of JMS messages, including the XML and all MIME parts. By
default, this is the same as io.xmlPartMaxBytes (2.5MB).

Normally, these two properties would have the same limit. If you have a need to further restrict the size of JMS messages
globally, set io.jmsMessageMaxBytes to a lower value than io.xmlPartMaxBytes.

Working with JMS Destinations

An inbound destination allows the API Gateway to receive messages from a JMS destination, whereas an outbound destination
allows the API Gateway to route messages to a service that is listening on a JMS destination. Destinations must be created in
the JMS system's management application before they can be configured in the Policy Manager. A JMS destination can be
edited or deleted at any time, and the API Gateway will enable such changes within a few seconds.

Note:

The configuration of a new destination requires the JNDI directory settings specified during the JMS configuration process.
Consult your Administrator for the required values.

Outbound JMS Connection Management

The API Gatewaywill close an outbound JMS connection under any of the following conditions:

• the connection has been idle for too long (controlled by io.jmsConnectionCacheMaxIdleTime cluster property)
• the connection is too old (controlled by io.jmsConnectionCacheMaxAge cluster property)
• there are too many open connections (controlled by io.jmsConnectionCacheMaxSize cluster property)
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Tip:

If many outbound destinations are in use, you can improve performance by reducing the idle time and increasing the cache
size.

Template Outbound Destinations

A template outbound destination is a special type of destination that allows certain properties to be omitted when the
destination is created, to be filled in later during policy construction:

• Initial Context Factory class name (JNDI tab)
• JNDI URL (JNDI tab)
• JNDI User Name, Password (JNDI tab)
• Connection Factory Name (Destination tab)
• Destination Name (Destination tab)
• Destination User Name, Password (Destination tab)
• Reply-to queue name (Outbound Options tab)

When you omit any of these properties during the destination definition, the policy author can enter the values during policy
design in the Route via JMS assertion. However if any of the above properties are set in the template destination, they cannot
be changed when the template is used in the Route via JMS assertion.

Troubleshooting Connection Issues with TIBCO EMS

If you find that your JMS destinations do not reconnect after the TIBCO EMS server is shut down and restarted, do the
following:

1. Locate the tibemsd.conf file on the EMS server and open it for editing.

Tip:

There are two tibemsd.conf files with the same name: one is a sample file, while the functional one resides in the TIBCO
home folder, which may differ in each installation. For example, a search for "tibemsd.conf" may bring up these results:
/opt/tibco/ems/6.1/samples/config/tibemsd.conf
/root/TIBCO_HOME/tibco/cfgmgmt/ems/data/tibemsd.conf

2. Add the following parameters:

server_heartbeat_client = 5
client_timeout_server_connection = 25

The unit is seconds, so the parameters above are 5 and 25 seconds.

Tip:

Ensure that client_timeout_server_connection is at least five times the value of server_heartbeat_client.

This should resolve the reconnection issues. For more information about these parameters, refer to the TIBCO Enterprise
Messaging Service User Guide.

Running the Manage JMS Destinations Task

To manage JMS destinations:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Transports > Manage JMS Destinations from the Main Menu (on the browser
client, from the Manage menu). The Manage JMS Destinations dialog appears.
Choose one of the following actions:
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Action Description

Filter list of destinations (optional) When there are a large number of JMS destinations, you
can filter the list to more easily locate the destination you
want:

1.1 From the drop-down list, select the destination
property to filter on:

• Name (from [Basics] tab)
• JNDI URL (from [JNDI] tab)
• Destination Name (from [Destination] tab)

These are all in the JMS Destination Properties.
2.1 Type a few characters to search on. This text will

be matched anywhere within the chosen destination
property and is not case sensitive.

Tip:

For more powerful filtering, you can use regular
expressions.

3.1 Indicate whether to include only Inbound, Outbound,
or Both types of destinations.

4.1 Click [Filter]. The list is filtered to display only those
destinations matching the filter criteria.

Sort destination list based on column By default, the list of destinations is sorted in ascending
order by Name.

Add a new JMS destination Click [Add] and then configure the properties for the new
destination. See JMS Destination Properties.

You can also create a new JMS destination by clicking
[New Destination] on the JMS Routing Properties dialog.

Note:

The same Outbound destination may be defined multiple
times, as long as each resolves to a different web service.

Clone an existing JMS destination Select the destination to clone, then click [Clone]. Edit the
destination properties as required. See JMS Destination
Properties.

Modify an existing JMS destination Select the destination to modify, then click [Properties].
Edit the destination properties as necessary. See JMS
Destination Properties.  

Note:

Be sure to test your new settings to ensure the connection is
valid.

Remove a JMS destination Select the destination to remove and then click [Remove].
Click [OK] to confirm the deletion.

Note:

Removing a destination only unregisters it from the API
Gateway. The destination still exists in the JMS system's
management application.

2. Click [Test Settings] to test the connection between the API Gateway and JMS destination. A test is considered successful
if the API Gateway can:

• Read from an inbound destination
• Write to an outbound destination
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• Contact any additional destinations specified in the configuration (for example, a Reply-to queue, Failure queue, Wait-
for-reply queue)
If a connection cannot be established, make a note of the diagnostic information that is displayed, double-check the
destination and API Gateway settings, and then try again. 

3. Click [Save] to close the JMS Destination Properties. When adding a destination, the new destination is registered in the
API Gateway and added to the Known JMS Destinations table in the Manage JMS Destinations dialog.
The [Save] button is unavailable if there is information missing in any of the tabs.

4. Click [Close] when done.

 JMS Destination Properties
When creating or viewing details about JMS destinations, the JMS Destination Properties appear. The
properties are organized across these tabs:

When creating or viewing details about JMS destinations, the JMS Destination Properties appear. The properties are organized
across these tabs:

  

 To access the properties for an MQ native queue:

1. Run the Manage JMS Destinations task.
2. Select a destination and then click [Properties]. You can also click [Add] to create a new queue.

The JMS Destination Properties appear.
3. Configure each tab within the properties as necessary. Refer to the appropriate section below for a complete description of

each tab.
4. Click [Save] when done.

Configuring the [Basics] Tab

The [Basics] tab is used to set the destination direction and provider type.  

1. Enter a name for the JMS destination. This name is displayed in the policy window. It can be the same as the Destination
Name in the [Destination] tab or it can be a descriptive label to help users more easily identity the destination. This name
is required.

2. Specify the Direction of the destination being configured:

• Select Outbound to configure an outbound destination.
• Select the This destination is a template check box to configure a template outbound destination that allows certain

details to be entered later, using the  Route via JMS Assertion . For more information, see "Template Outbound
Destinations" in Manage JMS Destinations.

• Select [Inbound] to configure an inbound destination.

Note:

 Selecting a direction is possible only when adding or modifying a destination using the Manage JMS Destinations task.
When creating a new destination from the Route via JMS Assertion, the outbound option is always used.

3. Select the JMS provider type from the drop-down list.

• Choose Generic JMS to connect to a JMS provider not listed.
The "Generic JMS" option can be used to configure the JMS destination to work with other JMS providers that are not
listed in the drop-down list.For example, to connect to webMethods Broker: enter the following Context Factory class
name in the [JNDI] tab: com.webmethods.jms.naming.WmJmsNamingCtxFactory

• Choose TIBCO EMS if connecting to a TIBCO Enterprise Message Service (EMS) server.
• Choose WebSphere MQ over LDAP if connecting to an IBM WebSphere MQ server using the LDAP protocol. If you

are configuring an MQSeries destination with a backout destination configured, this destination holds the messages that
cannot be processed.

• Choose WebLogic JMS if connecting to a WebLogic JMS server.

Note:

 When connecting to a WebLogic JMS provider, set the io.jmsConnectionCacheMaxSize cluster property to "0" (zero)
and also set the system property  com.l7tech.server.transport.jms.detectJmsTypes to true on each node in a cluster.
Restart the Gateway for the new setting to take effect.

The [Reset] button resets the destination properties for the current provider using the predefined defaults. You are warned
if existing configuration will be overwritten. The [Reset] button is not available for Generic JMS destinations.
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4. Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone". For more information about security zones, see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

 This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any security
zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to entities inside the zones).

Configuring the [JNDI] Tab

The [JNDI] tab is used to configure the JNDI connection properties. Note that the settings described below may not be
available for all provider types.

Note:

Some best practices tips for improving performance by reducing the JNDI timeout period:

• Define the weblogic.jndi.connectTimeout property. Refer to the "Additional Properties" section in the table below for
details.

• Increase the size of the Session Pool in the [Outbound Options] tab.
• Reduce the Max Wait setting in the "Session Pooling" section of the [Outbound Options] tab if necessary.

 Setting  Description 

 Initial Context Factory class name Enter the name of the initial context class.

For outbound template destinations, you may leave this field
blank to be filled in later using the Route via JMS Assertion .

 Examples: 

 WebSphere MQ: com.sun.jndi.ldap.LdapCtxFactory

 TIBCO EMS:
com.tibco.tibjms.naming.TibjmsInitialContextFactory

 WebLogic JMS: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

 WebSphere:
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

 JNDI URL Enter the address of the JNDI (Java Naming and Directory
Interface) server, followed by a port number (if required).

For outbound template destinations, you may leave this field
blank to be filled in later using the Route via JMS Assertion .

 Examples: 

 WebSphere MQ: ldap://servername.company.com/
dc=companydomain,dc=com

 TIBCO EMS: tibjmsnaming://machinename:7222
(Important: Enter only the machine name, not the full host
name—for example, machine.company.com) 

Note:

Ensure that all Gateway nodes in the cluster can access
the port specified in the JNDI URL. Any firewall issues
preventing access can cause unexpected timeouts. Also check
if rate limiting has been applied to a port.

 Credentials are required to connect to JNDI If login information is required, select this check box and
then enter the User Name and Password.

For outbound template destinations, you may select the check
box and leave the credential fields blank. These are filled in
later using the Route via JMS Assertion.
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 Setting  Description 

 Use SSL 

 (only available for Provider Type 'TIBCO EMS'') 

Select this check box if you want to use an SSL connection
for the JMS destination.

• For Provider Type TIBCO EMS, additional SSL settings
become available once the Use SSL check box is selected.

The following options are available once this check box is
selected for Provider Type TIBCO EMS:

•  Use SSL for authentication only: Select this check box
to use SSL only when authenticating. Clear this check box
to use SSL for all communication (for both authentication
and subsequent messages).

•  Verify server certificate (using trusted certificate
store): Select this check box to verify the server
certificate. Clear this check box to not verify the server
certificate.

•  Verify that common name in server certificate
matches connected host name: Select this check box
to verify the server certificate with the host name. Clear
this check box if you know that the common name in
the server certificate does not match the connected EMS
server host.

This option is available only when the Verify server
certificate check box is selected.

Tip:

 Normally you should verify the certificate name with the
host name. You may disable this option for testing purposes,
when a temporary non-production certificate is installed on
the EMS server.

•  Supply digital certificate for client authentication:
Select this check box if you are supplying a certificate and
private key for client authentication. This is required if the
EMS server is configured with "ssl_require_client_cert
= enabled".  From the drop-down list, select the digital
certificate to be used.

Note:

 Private keys stored in an internal Hardware Security Module
(HSM) on the Gateway cannot be used for client certificate
authentication with the TIBCO EMS server.
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 Setting  Description 

Additional Properties Optionally define additional properties required by
the JNDI connection. Note: Please consult with your
administrator or CA Support to determine the need for
additional properties.

• To add an additional property, click [Add] and then enter
the Name and Value.

• To modify a property in the list, select the row and then
click [Edit]. Edit the Value as required.

• To remove a property from the list, select the row and
then click [Remove].

Note:

Add a property named weblogic.jndi.connectTimeout with
a low value. This allows JNDI connection failures to time out
more quickly and reduces the number of blocking threads.
This leads to a performance improvement.

When not specified, the internal value is 180,000 ms. Try
setting values from 1000 to 10000. There are three retries, so
this value is multiplied internally by 3 for the total timeout.

Configuring the [Destination] Tab

The [Destination] tab is used to configure the JMS destination details.

 Setting  Description 

 Destination Type From the drop-down list, select the destination type:

•  Queue: The destination is a JMS Queue, where the
message is received by exactly one consumer. If no
consumers are available, then the message is held until a
consumer is available. If a consumer receives a message
and does not acknowledge it before closing, then the
message is redelivered to another consumer.

•  Topic: The destination is a JMS Topic. It is received by
all consumers who have subscribed to this topic. Only
subscribers with an active subscription get a copy of the
message.

 Connection Factory Name Enter the JNDI Connection Factory reference name.

For outbound template destinations, you may leave this field
blank to be filled in later using the Route via JMS assertion.

The Connection Factory Name should be displayed if
WebSphere has been correctly configured as a JMS
destination.

Tip:

 If the system
property com.l7tech.server.transport.jms.detectJmsTypes is
set to "true" (default), the Gateway tries to detect the
connection type (either Queue or Topic) automatically.

 Destination Name  Enter the destination reference name.

For outbound template destinations, you may leave this field
blank to be filled in later using the Route via JMS Assertion .
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 Setting  Description 

 Credentials are required to connect to this Destination If this JMS destination requires login information, select this
check box and then enter the User Name and Password.

For outbound template destinations, you may select the check
box and leave the credential fields blank to be filled in later
using the  Route via JMS Assertion .

 Use SSL 

  (only available for Provider Types = 'TIBCO EMS' and
'WebSphere')  

When the Provider Type is TIBCO EMS:

• See "Use SSL" for details.

When the Provider Type is WebSphere MQ over LDAP:

• Select this check box to have the Gateway connect to the
MQ Queue Manager using SSL. The Gateway always
uses its primary SSL keypair as a client certificate on
the MQ connection. Additionally, the Gateway always
performs hostname and server certificate validation using
the Gateway standard trusted certificate store.

Clear this check box if you are certain that the MQ Queue
Manager does not require SSL.

•  Use Client Authentication: When connecting using
SSL, select this check box to present a certificate to the
server during the SSL handshake, if one is requested.
Clear this check box to never present a certificate, even if
one is requested. Note that access may be denied in this
case.

•  Keystore: From the drop-down list, select the keystore
from which to retrieve the certificate.

The [Use SSL] check box assumes that the MQ Queue
Manager has been correctly configured to use SSL.

Configuring the [Inbound Options] Tab

The [Inbound Options] tab is used to configure details for inbound JMS destinations.

Note:

 Inbound JMS destinations are used by published JMS services and do not require an assertion. The JMS service publication
process is the same as the publication process for a regular service. If you are publishing a service that accepts incoming
messages from a JMS queue, ensure that the appropriate inbound JMS queue is monitored for the messages. JMS messages are
processed according to the assertions defined in the policy.
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 Setting  Description 

 Acknowledgement Behavior From the drop-down list, select how the Gateway
acknowledges incoming JMS messages:

•  On Take: Automatically acknowledge each message as it
is read from the destination.

•  On Completion: Delay acknowledging the incoming
message until the services policy execution completes.

Using "On Completion" acknowledgment increases the
reliability of message processing. If a Gateway fails during
the processing of a message, that message remains in the
JMS destination and can be processed by another node. (This
assumes that a cluster of nodes has been configured.)

Note:

 If you have not configured a failure destination or a backout
destination, then messages that consistently fail (for example,
a back-end service is non-functional) remain in the queue
indefinitely. The Gateway continually tries to process these
messages and may get stuck in a loop, unless one of the
above destinations are configured.

Note:

 The Protect Against Message Replay Assertion should not
be used in any policy that processes messages from JMS
destinations that are configured with the "On completion"
acknowledgment mode without a specified failure
destination.

  

 Inbound Reply Behavior  Select a JMS reply behavior for the inbound destination:

•  Automatic: Choose this option to have the Gateway
send response messages on the destination named in the
corresponding request message's JMSReplyTo attribute. If
the attribute is not present, no response messages will be
sent.

•  Do not send replies: Choose this option to never send
replies to requests received on this inbound destination.
This ignores any JMSReplyTo attribute in inbound
messages.  

•  Send reply to specified queue: Choose this option
to send all replies to requests received on this inbound
destination to the specified queue. This overrides any
JMSReplyTo attribute in inbound messages. Enter the
name of the queue in the adjacent box.

 Request/Response Correlation The inbound Request/Response correlation behavior can be
specified if either the "Automatic" or "Send reply to specified
queue" option was selected:

•  Copy CorrelationID from Request to Response:
Choose this option to have the Gateway copy the
JMSCorrelationID value from the inbound request
message to the JMSCorrelationID attribute on the
outbound response.

•  Set Response CorrelationID from Request's
MessageID: Choose this option to have the Gateway copy
the MessageID from the inbound request message to the
JMSCorrelationID attribute on the outbound response.
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 Setting  Description 

 Service Resolution Select how the service should be resolved:

•  Associate destination with published service (bypass
resolution):

• Select this check box to associate the inbound JMS
destination with a published service. This overrides
the built-in service resolution logic of the Gateway.
This is useful if you need to publish the same WSDL
multiple times and have the same target namespace,
yet still be consumed through JMS. Choose the service
from the Service name drop-down list.

• Clear this check box to have the Gateway determine
the applicable policy for each message. This is done
based on message-level inspection. For example,
a SOAP payload will be resolved against a set of
published services and associated WSDL documents
to find a match.

•  Get SOAPAction values from the specified JMS
message property for service resolution: Select this
check box to use a specific JMS message property as the
"SOAPAction" for service resolution purposes. Enter the
name of the property to use.

•  Specify content type: Select this check box to specify
the Content-Type to be associated with the inbound
destination. Choose from one of the following:

• Select the Content-Type to use from the Use Content
Type drop-down list. If the Content-Type you need is
not listed, type it directly into the drop-down list.

• Select Get Content Type from JMS Property and then
specify a JMS message property to retrieve from.

If a Content-Type is not specified, the Gateway assumes type
"text/xml".

 Send failed requests to the specified queue Select this check box to route the message to a special queue
if the service policy does not successfully complete.

The messages sent to the failure queue are not due to a
Gateway failure, but rather from other causes such as routing
failure, message content, etc.  

If this check box is not selected, then the JMS provider
configuration must ensure that messages that cannot be
processed do not remain in the queue indefinitely.

This option is available only when Acknowledgement
Behavior is set to "On Completion".

 Failure queue name If sending requests to a failure queue, enter the name of the
queue (topics are not supported) that will receive messages
that were not successfully processed.

 Stop listening on this destination Select this check box to instruct the Gateway to stop listening
for messages on this JMS destination. During this stoppage,
incoming client requests accumulate in the destination until
the Gateway resumes listening. When listening restarts,
the Gateway processes the queued messages and sends a
response.  
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 Setting  Description 

 Consumer Connections Enter the number of JMS consumer connections that are
permitted for a particular JMS destination, between 1 and
10000. Default: 1 

Note:

 (1) This setting only applies to JMS Queues, not to
JMS Topics. (2) The default can be changed using
the io.jmsConsumerConnections cluster property. (3)
Consumer connections stay open until the "Stop listening on
this destination" check box is selected.

 Override maximum message size Select this check box to override the permitted maximum size
of the routing message. Clear this check box to use the value
set in the io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property.

•  Restrict messages to: Enter the maximum permitted size
of the response message, in bytes. You may reference
context variables.

•  Allow unlimited message size (not recommended): Select
this option to allow response messages of unlimited size.
This is not recommended and should be used only under
the direction of CA Support.

Configuring the [Outbound Options] Tab

The [Outbound Options] tab is used to configure details for outbound JMS destinations. For more information about using an
outbound destination in a service with JMS routing, see Route via JMS Assertion.
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 Setting  Description 

 Outbound Reply Behavior Specify a JMS reply behavior for the outbound destination.

Tip:

 For a topic destination type, it is recommended that you
choose the "No replies (one way)" option for an outbound
topic. This prevents errors when the  Route via JMS
Assertion is processed.

• Always use temporary queue: Choose this to have
the Gateway create a temporary queue, set it as the
JMSReplyTo attribute on outbound requests, then listen
on that temporary queue for a response.

• No replies (one way): Choose this to have the Gateway
send the request and then return immediately without
waiting for a reply. The response to the requestor will be
empty, unless some other assertion fills it in.

Tip:

 Opting for no replies may increase performance slightly,
but the Gateway must still wait for the JMS server to
send an acknowledge, which can be slow on many JMS
servers. Since JMS in general and commercial queuing
systems from many vendors are considered reliable
messaging systems, most commit the message to disk
before sending the acknowledge. This incurs additional
latency and reduces the overall throughput.

• Wait for reply on specified queue: Choose this to have
the Gateway look up the specified queue, set it as the
JMSReplyTo attribute on the outbound request, and then
wait on that queue for the response. Enter the name of the
queue in the adjacent box.

For outbound template destinations, you may leave this field
blank to be filled in later using the Route via JMS Assertion .

 Request/Response Correlation If waiting for a reply on a specific destination, select a
Request/Response Correlation option:

• Generate New CorrelationID for Request: Choose
this to have the Gateway generate a unique ID, set it
as the JMSCorrelationID attribute on the outbound
request, and then select only messages with the matching
JMSCorrelationID value from the response destination.

• Expect Receiver to Copy Request MessageID to
Response CorrelationID: Choose this to send the
request message as-is, then select only messages with
the JMSCorrelationID attribute matching the outbound
request's MessageID attribute from the response
destination.

 Outbound Message Format Select the desired output Content-Type:

• Automatic: Requests arriving over JMS as TextMessage
will be forwarded as TextMessage, otherwise it will be
forwarded as BytesMessage. This setting is the default.

• BytesMessage: Always forward requests as
BytesMessage, regardless of incoming format.

• TextMessage: Always forward requests as TextMessage,
regardless of incoming format.
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 Setting  Description 

 Pool Settings Specify which type of pool settings to use for this connection:

• Session Pooling: This option uses a single JMS
connection per destination. You can adjust the number
of sessions for this connection. This option replicates
the functionality available in the Gateway before
v9.3. Tip: For better performance, use the "Connection
Pooling" option instead.

• Connection Pooling: This option lets you create more
than one connection per destination. This allows multiple
thread pools to send JMS messages, which increases
overall throughput and improves performance. Tip: With
Connection Pooling, every connection has a single session
only. It is not possible to also enable Session Pooling.

 Pooling Settings:
Session Pooling.   

• Session Pool Size: The maximum number of sessions
that can be allocated by the session pool (maximum
10000). Enter any negative value to indicate no limit (not
recommended). Enter 0 to create a new connection each
time the Route via JMS Assertion sends a message to the
queue. Default: 8 (from the io.jmsSessionPoolSize Input/
Output Cluster Properties)

• Max Session Idle: Specify the maximum number of
sessions that can sit idle in the session pool (maximum
10000). Enter -1 to indicate no limit. Default: 8 (from
the io.jmsSessionMaxIdle Input/Output Cluster Properties)

Tip:

 (1) When this setting is too low on a heavily loaded
system, you may see sessions (producers) being destroyed
and new sessions being created almost immediately.
(2) For best performance, set both "Session Pool Size"
and "Max Session Idle" to the same value and use a
value similar to the request concurrency (specified by
the io.httpCoreConcurrency cluster property). 

• Max Wait: Specify the maximum period of time to wait
for an idle session when the pool is exhausted (maximum
999999999).
Default: 5000 milliseconds (from
the io.jmsSessionMaxWait  cluster property)

Tip:

If you are using the "No replies (one way)" option for
outbound JMS destinations, reduce the Max Wait setting.
This helps improve performance if you have a slow JMS
server.
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 Setting  Description 

 Pooling Settings:  Connection Pooling • Connection Pool Size: The maximum pool size for the
JMS connection (maximum 10000). Default: 1  (from
the io.jmsConnectionPoolSize  cluster property)

Tip:

 For best performance, set the connection pool size to
between 100 and 200.

• Min Connection Idle: The minimum number of idle JMS
connections that must stay in the pool. Default: 0 (from
the io.jmsConnectionMinIdle  cluster property)

Tip:

 (1) This value should be no higher than the Connection
Pool Size. Too high a value could impact the Gateway
memory, while too low a setting (for example, "0") could
affect performance. (2) The default "0" for this setting is
meant to preserve compatibility with the previous (before
v9.3) versions of the Gateway. Be sure to change this
value if you are using Connection Pooling. 

• Max Wait: The maximum time the Gateway waits to
acquire a JMS connection. Default: 5000 milliseconds
(from the io.jmsConnectionMaxWait cluster property)

 Override System Defaults Select this check box to enter your own values into the
pooling fields. Clear this check box to use the values from the
corresponding cluster properties.

Tip:

When the check box is deselected, the Gateway reverts to
using the values from the relevant cluster properties. These
values appear in the fields the next time you open the JMS
Destination Properties dialog box, but they will take effect
the moment you click OK.

Note:

•  Manage JMS Destinations 
•  Input/Output Cluster Properties 

 Install the JMS Interface
This topic provides a high-level overview on how to add JMS support to the gateway. It assumes that the
target middleware system has been correctly installed and configured and that you are familiar with the
JMS specifications.

This topic provides a high-level overview on how to add JMS support to the CA API Gateway. It assumes that the target
middleware system has been correctly installed and configured and that you are familiar with the JMS specifications.

The Gateway can work with various message-oriented middleware (MOM) systems, including:

• TIBCO EMS
• IBM MQ
• MQ Native
• JMS over MQ
• webMethods Broker
• WebLogic JMS
• WebSphere JMS

For the supported versions, see "Message Queuing Products" in Requirements and Compatibility. 

The MOM systems are accessed through the JMS interface. To enable JMS destinations on the Gateway, you must install the
appropriate client libraries first.
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Tip:

Contact your middleware system provider for the client libraries. Due to licensing issues, these libraries are not included with
the CA API Gateway.

Required Client Libraries

For IBM MQ v7.1.x, the following libraries are required:

MQ Native

• com.ibm.mq.jar
• com.ibm.mq.commonservices.jar
• com.ibm.mq.headers.jar
• com.ibm.mq.jmqi.jar
• com.ibm.mq.pcf.jar
• connector.jar

JMS using MQ

• com.ibm.mq.jar
• com.ibm.mq.commonservices.jar
• com.ibm.mq.headers.jar
• com.ibm.mq.jmqi.jar
• com.ibm.mqjms.jar
• connector.jar
• dhbcore.jar
• jms.jar
• jta.jar

Note:  If a .bindings file is being used to configure a JMS destination, ensure these files are also included: fscontext.jar and
providerutil.jar. These files may be obtained from the IBM MQ client.

For IBM MQ 8.0, the following libraries are required:

MQ Native:

• com.ibm.mq.allclient.jar
• com.ibm.mq.traceControl.jar        
• fscontext.jar                                       
• jms.jar                                                  
• providerutil.jar

Note:

Technical Note: When configuring for IBM MQ 8.0, if any "TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA" cipher suite is used, the IBM MQ 8
server certificate must be encrypted using the ECDSA algorithm. If using the IBM Key Management to generate a certificate,
use the SHA512withECDSA algorithm to generate the certificate.

 

For TIBCO EMS, the following libraries are required:

• tibjmsapps.jar
• tibjmsadmin.jar
• tibrvjms.jar
• tibjms.jar
• tibcrypt.jar

Note:

To use an SSL connection with the EMS server, ensure these libraries are in the CLASSPATH:

• tibcrypt.jar
• slf4j-api-1.5.2.jar
• slf4j-simple-1.5.2.jar

These JAR files are included with the TIBCO Enterprise Message Service installation.
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Installing the Client Libraries

To install the client libraries:

1. Access the privileged shell from the Gateway main menu.
2. Copy the appropriate client libraries using SCP to the following directory:

/home/ssgconfig

3. Move the client libraries:

from: /home/ssgconfig

to: /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext

And then change the permissions and owner:

# chmod 644 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext/*.jar
# chown layer7.layer7 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext/*.jar

4. (Perform this step only for IBM MQ 8.0 with an SSL connection)
Update the system.properties file:

1.1 Open this file in a text editor:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/system.properties

2.1 Add these lines to the properties file:

com.ibm.mq.cfg.useIBMCipherMappings=false
com.ibm.mq.cfg.preferTLS=true

3.1 Save and exit the file.
5. Restart the Gateway:

# service ssg restart

Configuring the JMS Destinations

The JMS interface is enabled when the Gateway is restarted. You can now:
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• Configure a JMS destination: See Manage JMS Destinations for details.
• Add the Route via JMS Assertion to a policy: See Route via JMS Assertion for details.

 Connect to a WebSphereJMS Provider
This topic describes how to configure the to connect to an IBM WebSphere MQ server as a JMS
provider.

This topic describes how to configure the API Gateway to connect to an IBM WebSphere MQ server as a JMS provider.

Prerequisites:

• The WebSphere Application Server is installed
• Access to a WebSphere admin console
• Generated and downloaded keystore and trust store files
• Access to the Policy Manager
• Access to the following JAR files for MQSeries routing:

com.ibm.ws.orb_8.5.0.jar com.ibm.ws.ejb.thinclient_8.5.0.jar com.ibm.ws.sib.client.thin.jms_8.5.0.jar
endorsed_apis_8.5.0.jar mail-1.4.5.jar

Step 1: Set Up the Gateway for WebSphere

To set up the Gateway for WebSphere:

1. Stop the API Gateway.
2. Copy all files under “Prerequisites” except for endorsed_apis_8.5.0.jar to the following location on the Gateway:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext
3. Copy file mail-1.4.5.jar from:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib
to:
$ssgmachine//opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext

4. Create the following directory:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext2

5. Copy the file javax.ws.rs-api-2.0.jar from this directory on the Gateway:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib
To the ext2 directory:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext2

6. Open the following file for editing:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/node.properties
Then add the following line (all one line):

node.java.opts=-Djava.ext.dirs=/op/SecureSpan/JDK/jre/lib/ext:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext2:/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/
runtime/lib/ext

7. Create the following new directory on the Gateway:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/endorsed

8. Copy the file endorsed_apis_8.5.0.jar into the newly created directory.
9. Restart the Gateway.

Step 2: Configure SSL on the Gateway

To configure SSL on the Gateway:

1. Create the following directory: /misc
2. Copy the keystore and truststore files (*.jks) from the IBMV85 server to the /misc directory on the Gateway:
3. Copy the ssl.client.probs and sas.client.props configuration files from the WebSphere server to: /home, edit, and upload to

the Gateway.
<IBM WebSphere install directory> /AppServer/profiles/${profile}/properties
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4. Make the following changes to the file:

user.root=${location of the keystore and trust store directory}
com.ibm.ssl.protocol=SSL
com.ibm.ssl.trustManager=SunX509
com.ibm.ssl.keyManager=SunX509
com.ibm.ssl.contextProvider=SunJSSE
com.ibm.ssl.keyStoreType=JKS
com.ibm.ssl.keyStoreProvider=SUN
com.ibm.ssl.keyStore=${user.root}/etc/key.jks
com.ibm.ssl.keyStorePassword=${The password for the key store}
com.ibm.ssl.trustStoreType=JKS
com.ibm.ssl.trustStoreProvider=SUN
com.ibm.ssl.trustStore=${user.root}/etc/trust.jks
com.ibm.ssl.trustStorePassword=${The password for the trust store}

For example:

user.root=/
misccom.ibm.ssl.protocol=SSLcom.ibm.ssl.trustManager=SunX509com.ibm.ssl.keyManager=SunX509com.ibm.ssl.contextProvider=SunJSSEcom.ibm.ssl.keyStoreType=JKScom.ibm.ssl.keyStoreProvider=SUNcom.ibm.ssl.keyStore=
${user.root}/
DummyClientKeyFile.jkscom.ibm.ssl.keyStorePassword=WebAScom.ibm.ssl.trustStoreType=JKScom.ibm.ssl.trustStoreProvider=SUNcom.ibm.ssl.trustStore=
${user.root}/
DummyClientTrustFile.jkscom.ibm.ssl.trustStorePassword=WebAS

5. Copy the ssl.client.props and sas.client.props (also from the directory in step 3) files to the following directory on the
Gateway:
/home
Add the following system properties to the Gateway Java process. One way to do this is to append them to the
system.properties file:

java.ext.dirs=${Gateway install Directory}/runtime/lib/ext
java.endorsed.dirs=${Gateway install Directory}/runtime/lib/endorsed
com.ibm.SSL.ConfigURI=file:///${Directory for ssl client props}/
ssl.client.props
com.ibm.CORBA.ConfigURI=file:///${Directory for sas client props}/
sas.client.props

6. Open the following file on the Gateway for editing:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/config/system.properties

7. Add the system properties as shown in step 5, for example:

java.ext.dirs=/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext
java.endorsed.dirs=/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/endorsed
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com.ibm.SSL.ConfigURI=file:///home/ssl.client.props
com.ibm.CORBA.ConfigURI=file:///home/sas.client.props

8. Restart the Gateway.

Step 3: Register the JMS Destinations

This last step involves using the Policy Manager to register the JMS destinations.

To register a JMS destination:

1. In the Policy Manager, run the Manage JMS Destinations task. .
2. Click [Add] to create a new JMS Destination.
3. Complete the fields as follows:

1.1 In the [Basics] tab:

• Name: Enter a name for the new JMS destination.
• Direction: Inbound
• Provider Type: Generic JMS

2.1 In the [JNDI] tab:

• Initial Context Factory class name: Enter com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory
• JNDI URI: Enter the URI of the destination server.
• Credentials are required to connect to JNDI: Set as appropriate.

3.1 In the [Destination] tab:

• Destination Type: Queue
• Connection Factory Name: Enter a name that is used to create a connection with the JMS provider (for example,

"jms/QueueConnectionFactory").
• Destination Name: Enter the name of the queue to use in the MQ server (for example, "samplequeue1_out").
• Credentials are required to connect to this destination: Set as appropriate.

4. Click [Test Settings] to validate your settings. The Gateway attempts to connect to the JMS destination and then displays
the results.

5. After a successful test, click [Save] to register the JMS destination on the Gateway.

For detailed instructions on the JMS Destination fields, refer to JMS Destination Properties.

 Connect to an AMQP 1.0 Broker
This topic describes how to configure the gateway to connect to an AMQP 1.0 Broker as a Generic JMS
provider (for example, Apache ActiveMQ).

This topic describes how to configure the CA API Gateway to connect to an AMQP 1.0 Broker as a Generic JMS provider (for
example, Apache ActiveMQ).

Contents:

Prerequisites

• AMQP 1.0 Broker is configured (for the supported versions of Apache ActiveMQ, see Requirements and Compatibility)
• Keystore and trust store files are generated and downloaded 
• You have access to the Policy Manager
• You have downloaded and decompressed the Qpid JMS (AMQP 1.0) client tarball file from https://qpid.apache.org/

download.html

Note:

The integration was tested using the apache-qpid-jms-0.20.0-bin.tar.gz file. Later versions of this file should be compatible,
but are untested. Contact CA Support if you encounter issues.

The following files are used in the configuration:

geronimo-jms_2.0_spec-1.0-alpha-2.jar

https://qpid.apache.org/download.html
https://qpid.apache.org/download.html
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netty-buffer-4.1.6.Final.jar
netty-codec-4.1.6.Final.jar
netty-common-4.1.6.Final.jar
netty-handler-4.1.6.Final.jar
netty-transport-4.1.6.Final.jar
proton-j-0.16.0.jar
qpid-jms-client-0.20.0.jar
qpid-jms-discovery-0.20.0.jar
slf4j-api-1.7.22.jar

Not Supported

• JMS Templates are not supported for JMS with AMQP 1.0 Broker. Reason: The JNDI URL is left empty in the JMS
destination for AMQP 1.0.

• The SSL configuration cannot be applied if you use a Hardware Security Module. Reason: You are not able to export
private keys from the Gateway.

Step 1: Set Up the Gateway for AMQP 1.0 Broker

To set up the Gateway for AMQP 1.0 Broker:

1. Open a privileged shell from the Gateway main menu.
2. Stop the Gateway:

# service ssg stop

3. Copy all the .jar files under "Prerequisites" to the following location on the Gateway:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext

4. Set permission and ownership:

# chmod 444 geronimo-jms_<version>.jar netty-*.jar proton-
j-<version>.jar qpid-jms-client-<version>.jar qpid-jms-
discovery-<version>.jar slf4j-api-<version>.jar
# chown layer7:layer7 geronimo-jms_<version>.jar netty-*.jar
 proton-<version>.jar qpid-jms-client-<version>.jar qpid-jms-
discovery-<version>.jar slf4j-api-<version>.jar

5. Restart the Gateway:

# service ssg start

Step 4: Register the JMS Destinations

The final step is to use the Policy Manager to register the JMS destinations.
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To register a JMS destination:

1. Run the Manage JMS Destinations task.
2. Click Add to create a new JMS Destination.
3. Complete the JMS Destination Properties as follows:

Field Entry

[Basics] Tab

Name Enter a name for the new JMS destination.

Direction Select a direction.

Provider Type Generic JMS

[JNDI] Tab

Initial Context Factory class name org.apache.qpid.jms.jndi.JmsInitialContextFactory

JNDI URI Enter a single space character. This field is not used, but an
entry is required to save or test the connections.

Credentials are required to connect to JNDI Set as appropriate.
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Additional Properties To define a Connection Factory:

Use the format:
 - Name: connectionfactory.<MyFactoryName>
 - Value: <URI>
Example 1: Non-SSL URI:

amqp://<message_broker>:5672

Example 2: SSL URI:

amqps://<message_broker>:5671?
transport.trustStoreLocation=/
opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/
modules/conf/qpid/qpidclient-
truststore.jks&transport.trustStorePassword=<password>

Example 3: SSL Mutual URI:

amqps://<message_broker>:5671?
transport.keyStoreLocation=/
opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/
modules/conf/qpid/qpidclient-
keystore.jks&transport.keyStorePassword=<password>&transport.trustStoreLocation=/
opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/
modules/conf/qpid/qpidclient-
truststore.jks&transport.trustStorePassword=<password>

To define a Queue:

Use the format:

 - Name: queue.<MyQueue> - Value: <queueName>

[Destination] Tab

Destination Type Queue

Connection Factory Name Enter the <MyFactoryName> value that is used to create
a connection with the JMS provider. This name must
match the Connection Factory name that is entered in the
Additional Properties table in the [JNDI] tab.

For example, if you enter "myFactoryLookup"
here, there must be a corresponding
"connectionfactory.myFactoryLookup" entry in the [JNDI]
tab.
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Destination Name Enter the <MyQueue> value of the queue to use in the
AMQP broker. This name must match what is entered in the
Additional Properties table in the [JNDI] tab.

For example, if you enter "myQueueLookup" here, there
must be a corresponding "queue.myQueueLookup" entry in
the [JNDI] tab.

Credentials are required to connect to this Destination Set as appropriate.

[Inbound Options] Tab: Set as appropriate.

[Outbound Options] Tab: Set as appropriate.

4. Click [Test Settings] to validate your settings. The Gateway attempts to connect to the JMS destination and then displays
the results.

5. After a successful test, click [Save] to register the JMS destination on the Gateway

Step 3: Configure SSL or Mutual Authentication on the Gateway

To configure SSL or mutual authentication on the Gateway:

1. Create the following directory on the Gateway:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/conf/qpid

2. Set permission and ownership for the newly created directory:

# chown layer7:layer7 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/conf/
qpid
# chmod 755 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/conf/qpid

3. Copy client keystore and trustStore files (*.jks) to the directory created in step 2. Tip: The client keystore is required only
for mutual authentication.

1.1 The keystore should contain the client private key. To import the client private key to the client keystore, use this Java
keytool command:

# keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.p12 -srcstoretype
 PKCS12 -destkeystore qpidclient-keystore.jks -deststoretype JKS

2.1 The trustStore should contain the broker server certificate. To import the broker certificate to the client trustStore, use
this Java keytool command:

# keytool -import -trustcacerts -alias "broker" -file broker.cer -
keystore qpidclient-truststore.jks -deststoretype JKS

4. Set permission and ownership for the copied files:
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# chown layer7:layer7 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/conf/
qpid/*.jks
# chmod 644 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/conf/qpid/*.jks

The configuration is now complete. The CA API Gateway can now connect to an AMQP 1.0 Broker as a Generic JMS
provider.

Troubleshooting

Symptom

The Gateway displays errors similar to the following messages and fails to connect to the AMQP 1.0 Broker:

Failed to create connection to: amqps://<message_broker>:5671?
transport.trustStoreLocation=client.ts&transport.trustStorePassword=<password>,caused
 by General SSLEngine problem, caused by General SSLEngine problem,
 caused by No name matching <message_broker> found 

Failed to create connection to: amqps://<message_broker>:5671?
transport.trustStoreLocation=client.ts&transport.trustStorePassword=<password>,caused
 by General SSLEngine problem, caused by General SSLEngine problem,
 caused by No subject alternative names present

Possible Solutions

Solution #1: Disable hostname verification by appending this string to the connection URL:

transport.verifyHost=false

Solution #2: Ensure that the server certificate 'CN' matches the hostname in the connection URL.

 Manage Kerberos Configuration
The Manage Kerberos Configuration task displays information about your Windows Domain
Login configuration (Kerberos). Use it to install a Kerberos keytab file and to verify your Kerberos
configuration.

The Manage Kerberos Configuration task displays information about your Windows Domain Login configuration (Kerberos).
Use it to install a Kerberos keytab file and to verify your Kerberos configuration.

Tip:

Refer to the diagram in Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based Authentication to see where this task fits within the
configuration workflow.

To manage Kerberos configuration:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Manage Kerberos Configuration from the Main
Menu (on the browser client, from the Manage menu). The Kerberos Configuration dialog appears.

2. The following table describes each setting and control in the configuration dialog.

Field Description

Valid Displays the status of the keytab:

• Yes = valid keytab file has been loaded
• No = no valid keytab file has been loaded
• "–" = a keytab file has been loaded, but not validated
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Field Description

Summary Summarizes the state of your Kerberos configuration.
Message is one of:

Keytab file not present
Keytab file is invalid
Authentication failed
Authentication successful
Checking configuration...
Updating configuration...

Automatically Validate Keytab Select this check box to validate the keytab principal
against the corresponding KDC. This validation occurs
automatically whenever:

• the Kerberos Configuration dialog is displayed
• a new keytab is loaded

Clear this check box to not automatically validate the
keytab. In this case, no validation status or summary is
displayed until you click [Validate Keytab].

Keytab details:

KDC Key Distribution Center

Realm Identifier for the secured network

Principal Name Service (Gateway cluster) identifier

Date Keytab date, if available

Version Keytab version number 1-X

Encryption Keytab algorithms (rc4-hmac, des-cbc-md5, etc.)

Keytab configuration controls:

[Load Keytab] Loads a keytab file directly into the Gateway database.
Select the keytab file to upload, then click [OK] to confirm.

If automatic validation is enabled, this keytab will be
validated upon loading, otherwise you should use [Validate
Keytab] to trigger a validation.

For information on how to create the keytab file, see Using
the Gateway in Windows Domain Login. If you are
working with multiple principals, ensure that you select a
keytab that has been configured with multiple principals.

Note:

(1) Ensure that you have a backup of the keytab file, as it
cannot be downloaded once uploaded. (2) Loading a keytab
file here will overwrite any existing keytab file.

[Delete Keytab] Removes the loaded keytab file. As deleting a keytab file is
permanent and may have consequences, you must confirm
by first selecting the To enable [OK] ... check box before
you can click [OK].

Tip:

If you are simply replacing the keytab file with another one,
you can use [Load Keytab] without needing to delete the
old keytab first.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Field Description

[Validate Keytab] Validates the keytab against the corresponding KDC. The
results are displayed in the Summary above. If the keytab is
invalid, a message is displayed.

Tip:

You do not need to click [Validate Keytab] if the
Automatically Validate Keytab check box is selected.

3. Click [Close] when done.          .  

About the Default Realm and the krb5.conf File

When you load a keytab using the Manage Kerberos Configuration task, the Gateway automatically generates a krb5.conf file
and places it in the following directory:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var

The Gateway uses the first service principal in the keytab file as the default realm. For example, a keytab file contains the
following service principals:

KVNO Principal---- ------------------------------------
  2  http/machine1.acmecorp.com@ACMECORP.COM  4 
 http/machine3.abccorp.sup@ABCCORP.SUP  3  http/
machine4.sup.widgetcorp.sup@SUP.WIDGETCORP.SUP

Based on this example, "ACMECORP.COM" is listed as the default realm in the krb5.conf file.

Tip:

(1) You may edit the krb5.conf file manually if necessary. (2) The cluster proper kerberos.krb5Config.overwrite controls
whether the Gateway overwrites an existing krb5.conf file during Kerberos configuration.

Note:

• Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based Authentication

 Manage Keystore
The can use either of the following keystores:

The API Gateway can use either of the following keystores:

• Software DB: This is a software keystore that is built into every API Gateway database, as a PKCS#12 keystore. The
software keystore is always available and will be used unless a hardware keystore is installed. Private keys stored in the
software keystore may be exported as PKCS#12 files and then imported into the SafeNet Luna HSM if necessary.

• Hardware, SafeNet Luna SA: This is an optional network-attached HSM that can be accessed by the API Gateway.  

The Manage Keystore task is used to enable, disable, or view the status of the SafeNet Luna HSM.

Prerequisite: The SafeNet Luna HSM must be correctly installed and configured, including the JSP on all cluster nodes. Please
refer to the setup instructions provided by SafeNet.

Warning:

WARNING: Switching from one keystore to another will cause the API Gateway to lose access to any private keys
stored in the previous keystore. This may cause policies or listen ports to fail. To ensure that you can start the Policy
Manager, make sure there is at least one listen port that uses the "Default SSL key."

Fallback to System Default Keystore

If the SafeNet HSM is enabled but the API Gateway is unable to connect to it on startup, the API Gateway will fall back to the
software keystore.

If fallback occurs, you may need to re-enter the Partition Client PIN with the Policy Manager. 
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To manage keystores:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certficates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Private Keys from the Main Menu.
The Manage Private Keys dialog appears. 

1.1 Click [Manage Keystore] and then enter the API Gateway partition password if prompted. The Manage Keystore
dialog is displayed and will show different messages depending on your current configuration.  
This dialog provides details about the current status of your keystore:

Label Description

Current keystore type Displays the keystore currently being used:

• SafeNet HSM
• System default
• Configured for system default, but using SafeNet

HSM: The SafeNet HSM has been disabled but the
current API Gateway node has not yet restarted for
the system default to take effect.

• Configured for SafeNet HSM, but using system
default: This can indicate one of two things:

• The SafeNet HSM has been enabled but the
current API Gateway node has not yet restarted
for the SafeNet HSM to take effect.

• The API Gateway is configured to use the SafeNet
HSM but had to fall back to the system default
keystore in order to start the node successfully.

The system default is the software database.

SafeNet HSM support Displays the current status of the SafeNet HSM:

• Ready to use: The SafeNet HSM is correctly
configured.

• Client software and JSP not installed or not
configured: The SafeNet HSM client software and
Java Service Provider (JSP) is either not present
or incorrectly configured. For information on
configuring the SafeNet HSM for use with the API
Gateway.

Disable SafeNet HSM Available only if a SafeNet HSM is configured and
enabled.

Disable the SafeNet HSM and revert to using the system
default keystore upon API Gateway restart.
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Label Description

Enable SafeNet HSM Available only if a SafeNet HSM is configured but not
enabled.

Enable the SafeNet HSM upon API Gatewayrestart.
This button is available even when SafeNet HSM is
configured and ready to use, but is not currently the
active keystore. The Connect to SafeNet HSM dialog is
displayed.

Enter the following information and then click
[Connect]:

• Partition Client PIN: Enter the client PIN for
the API Gateway intended Luna partition. This is
required.

• Override slot number: Optionally select this check
box to choose a specific slot number to connect to.
This is normally not required, but it may be useful for
a Software API Gateway that is running on a machine
that has been configured with access to more than
one Luna partition. Consult with your SafeNet Luna
administrator for details; if unsure, leave the slot
number unchanged.

Restart all API Gateway cluster nodes for the
configuration changes to take effect.

2. Click [Close] when done.

 Manage Listen Ports
A listen port is a TCP port that "listens" for incoming messages that are then passed to the gateway
message processor. The Manage Listen Ports task lets you define passive listeners, including HTTP(S)
and FTP(S). (JMS message polling is handled by the JMS queuing capabilities of the Gateway, while
email listeners are configured using the Manage Email Listeners task.)

A listen port is a TCP port that "listens" for incoming messages that are then passed to the CA API Gateway message
processor. The Manage Listen Ports task lets you define passive listeners, including HTTP(S) and FTP(S). (JMS message
polling is handled by the JMS queuing capabilities of the Gateway, while email listeners are configured using the Manage
Email Listeners task.)

At least one administrative listen port is configured when the Gateway is first set up (see Gateway System Settings
(Appliance). After this, you use the Manage Listen Ports task to add, modify, or delete ports.

Changes to the listen ports propagate through a Gateway cluster within 30 seconds—new ports are effective within 30 seconds,
while deleted ports should be unavailable after 30 seconds or when the last "keep-alive" connection closes, whichever is later.
A Gateway restart is not required after listen port changes.

You can only modify listen ports that the Policy Manager is not currently connected to.

Policy Manager Port Requirements

A listen port for the Policy Manager was defined when the Gateway was configured. If you need to create a new listen port, it
must conform to the following characteristics:

• must be above port 1024
• must be SSL
• must not require a client certificate
• must have one of the following options enabled: [Policy Manager access] for the standard client, or [Browser-based

administration] for the browser client; these are set in the [Basic Settings] tab of the listen port properties

 

Note:

Configuring listen ports is intended for advanced technical users. The default values delivered with the Gateway should be
adequate in most cases.
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To manage listen ports:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Transports > Manage Listen Port from the Main Menu (on the browser client,
from the Manage menu). 
The Manage Listen Ports dialog appears. 

Tip:

(1) Listen ports shown in red text indicate a possible conflict with another port. (2) Though the Manage Listen Ports dialog
allows you to delete the predefined listen ports, you must ensure that the features are enabled in some other listener to
ensure correct Gateway functionality.

2. The following table describes each column (these are set in the listening port's properties):

Column Description

Enabled Indicates whether the port is enabled for listening. If
disabled, the Gateway treat the port as if it was removed
from the system.

The listen port is enabled or disabled in the [Basic Settings]
tab of the Listen Port Properties.

Name The "friendly" name given to the port. This name is used
only for logging and display purposes. The name is defined
in the [Basic Settings] tab of the Listen Port Properties.

Protocol Indicates the transport protocol used by the listener. The
following protocols are available:

• HTTP: This is the standard HTTP interface to the
Gateway. All available IP addresses are used, over port
8080.

• HTTPS: This is the SSL interface to the Gateway, used
during mutual authentication. All available IP addresses
are used, over port 8443.

• HTTPS (no client authentication): This endpoint is
the same as the SSL Endpoint without client certificate
challenges. All available IP addresses are used, over
port 9443.

• FTP: This endpoint provides unsecured transport,
similar to HTTP.

• FTPS: This endpoint provides secured transport, similar
to HTTPS.

• SSH2: This endpoint provides secured transport via the
SSH2 protocol.

The protocols are defined in the [Basic Settings] tab of the
Listen Port Properties.

Interface Lists the interfaces used by the listen port. This is
configured in the [Basic Settings] tab of the Listen Port
Properties.
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Column Description

Port The port number being monitored. Ports 1 to 1024 are
reserved by the Gateway. The port number is specified in
the [Basic Settings] tab of the Listen Port Properties.

Note:

If the Policy Manager is connected to a software form
factor of the Gateway , you must ensure that the firewall
protecting the Gateway y host machine permits traffic
through the ports specified here.

For a list of the ports required, consult the  file
<Gateway_home>/var/firewall_rules on the Gateway
machine. This file is a standard Linux firewall configuration
file that can be used to automatically adjust the firewall if
you are using the Linux RHEL version of the Gateway.

Note:

If the Policy Manager will be connecting to the Gateway using a port other than the default 8443, the port number must be
appended to the Gateway name. For more information, see Start the Policy Manager.

3. Select a task to perform:

To... Do this...

Add a new listen port 1.1 Click [Create].
2.1 Complete the Listen Port Properties.

Clone an existing listen port 1.1 Select the port to clone.
2.1 Click [Clone].
3.1  Edit the Listen Port Properties as required.

Remove a listen port 1.1 Select the port to remove.
2.1  Click [Remove].

View or edit the properties of a listen port 1.1 Select the port to view.
2.1  Click [Properties]. See Listen Port Properties for

details.

Manage interfaces Click [Interfaces]. See Manage Interfaces for details.

Manage Firewall Rules Click [Manage Firewall Rules]. See Manage Interfaces for
details.

Configure how services are resolved Click [Service Resolution]. See Manage Service
Resolution for details.

Note:

You cannot remove or modify the port currently used to administer the Gateway. To move the admin listener to another
port:

1) Create a new admin listener on the new port.

2) Reconnect the Gateway on the new port.

3) Remove the old admin listener.
4. Click [Close] when done.

 Listen Port Properties
When you create or view details about a  listen port, the Listen Port Properties appear. The port properties
are organized across these tabs:

When you create or view details about a API Gateway listen port, the Listen Port Properties appear. The port properties are
organized across these tabs:
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• Basic Settings
• SSL/TLS Settings
• Pool Settings
• FTP Settings
• Other Settings
• Advanced

Note:

A listen port automatically restarts when its properties are edited.

Contents:

Note:

The following are some important details about FTP(S) support on the Gateway:

• Common FTP clients such as: FileZilla, FireFTP, and WinSCP are supported.
• Only passive FTP is supported
• The FTP(S) server uses the specified private key for its SSL listener (client certificates not supported). Files may only be

transferred in binary mode (ASCII/EBCDIC not supported).
• For upload-only FTP requests, the Content-Type is assumed to be “text/xml”, while the SOAPAction header is assumed to

be empty. For extended mode, the content type is "application/octet-stream."

To access the properties for a listen port:

1. Run the Manage Listen Ports task.
2. Select a port and then select [Properties]. You can also select [Create] to enter the properties for a new port. The Listen

Port Properties appear.
3. Configure each tab within the properties as necessary. Refer to the appropriate section below for a complete description of

each tab.
4. Select [OK] when done.

Configuring the [Basic Settings] Tab

The [Basic Settings] tab configures basic information relevant to all listen ports, regardless of type.

Setting Description

Name Describe the purpose of the listen port. This "friendly"
description is displayed on the Manage Listen Ports dialog.

Enabled Select this check box to listen for traffic on the specified port.
If the listener is disabled for a port, the Gateway behaves as if
no listener had been configured for the port.

Example: If you disable the listener on port 8080, the system
behaves as if there was no listener configured for port 8080.
Attempts to connect to that port results in a "connection
refused" error.

Protocol From the drop-down list, select the protocol to be used:
HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, FTPS, or SSH2. If custom transport
protocols have been added, they are listed here. There is one
predefined custom transport protocol l7.raw.tcp.

Port Enter the TCP port number. For FTP and FTPS, this is the
port number used to open the control connection. The passive
data connections use ports that are allocated from the FTP
passive range that is configured on the [FTP Settings] tab.

Note:

If the listen port is using the SSH2 protocol, avoid using port
22, as it may conflict with the default SSH port 22 on Linux
or Unix systems.
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Setting Description

Interface From the drop-down list, select an interface or IP address
to monitor. The list displays all available IP addresses on
the Gateway and interfaces configured using the [Manage]
button.

To listen on all available addresses, select All.

Tip:

Understanding the message: "Possible Input Error. With a
cluster, using an interface identified by a raw IP address
can have unexpected effects." This error warns you that you
have defined an interface tag based on an entire IP address
(as opposed to a pattern). This could be problematic because
in a cluster, listen ports bound to this interface tag will only
be able to open the cluster node that owns this IP address.
There may also be other ramifications. Exception: You
may ignore this message if you are intentionally creating an
interface tag to bind a listen port to a loop-back address (for
example, "127.0.0.1") and you expect each cluster node to
accept connections to this listen port only from its own local
processes.

Manage Select [Manage] to add or remove interfaces from the list.
For more information, see Managing Interfaces.

Enabled Features: This section determines which Gateway services can be accessed through this listen port.

Published service message input Allow requests to be submitted to the message processor,
where they are resolved to a service and processed by a
policy. To learn more about how a request is resolved, see
Gateway Service Resolution Process.
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Setting Description

Allows requests to be made to the following built-in services.
Use  and  to expand and collapse the list of built-in services.

Select the Built-in services check box to enable all applicable
services. Clear the check box to disable all the built-in
services.

Note:

A cleared check box may also indicate one or more services
has been disabled.

You can also enable or disable specific services:

• Policy download service: Used by the   API Gateway -
XML VPN Client

• Ping service: Used to test Gateway availability. For more
information, see Ping URI Test.

• WS-Trust security token service: Used by the API
Gateway - XML VPN Client for getting SAML assertions
and establishing WS-SecureConversation sessions

• Certificate signing (CA) service: Used by the API
Gateway - XML VPN Client (only available when the
'Protocol' for the port is set to HTTPS).

• Password changing service: Used by the API Gateway -
XML VPN Client (only available when the 'Protocol' for
the port is set to HTTPS).

• WSDL download service: Used by the API Gateway -
XML VPN Client and end-user programs.

• SNMP query service: HTTP-based SNMP query service
that uses localhost as host.

Note:

This option can be suppressed by changing the
builtinService.snmpQuery.enabled cluster property

Policy Manager access Allows the desktop client version of the Policy Manager to
access the Gateway.

Browser-based administration Allows the browser client version of the Policy Manager
to access the Gateway. This option is available only when
[Policy Manager access] is enabled.

Enabling browser-based administration also enables the
following features:

• ability to back up the Gateway (for more information,
see Back Up Gateways.

• ability to ping the Gateway(for more information, see
Ping URI Test.
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Setting Description

Enterprise Manager access Allows the Enterprise Service Manager to access the
Gateway.

The associated port number must be set in the admin.esmPort
cluster property so that the Gateway can communicate with
the API Gateway cluster. For more information, see "Time
Units" in Gateway Cluster Properties.

Note:

The Enterprise Manager access check box is available only
when the listener uses HTTPS (“Protocol” field in the [Basic
Settings] tab) and permits client authentication (The “Client
Authentication” field in the [SSL/TLS Settings] tab is set to
either “Optional” or “Required”).

Inter-Node Communication Allows communication between nodes and is required for
certain administrative functionality, such as viewing logs. If
disabled, logs for other nodes in the cluster cannot be viewed.

Node Control Allows each Gateway node in a cluster to be individually
stopped/started. If disabled, the Gateway status cannot be
retrieved. Node control must be enabled for correct operation
of a Gateway appliance.

Note:

The Node Control feature is available only when listening
on "(All)" or a loopback/localhost address (for example,
"127.0.0.1" or "::1").

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones,
see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to
entities inside the zones).

Configuring the [SSL/TLS Settings] Tab

If the listener protocol is HTTPS or FTPS, complete the settings in the [SSL/TLS Settings] tab.

Setting Description

Server Private Key From the drop-down list, select the server private key to be
used for the listen port. An SSL listener can use any private
key in the system, from any keystore. If you do not see the
appropriate private key, select [Manage Private Keys] to add
it. For more information, see Manage Private Keys.

Note:

If the Server Private Key is set to anything other than the
default SSL key, then the [Policy Manager access] and
[Browser-based administration] options are disabled on the
[Basic Settings] tab.
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Setting Description

Specify whether the client must present a certificate to
authenticate:

• None: The client never needs to present a certificate.
This setting does not permit login via client certificate
when connecting to the Gateway using the desktop client.
However this setting results in fewer security prompts
when connecting to the Gateway using the browser client
version of the Policy Manager.

• Optional: The client can optionally present a certificate.
This setting permits login via client certificate when
connecting to the Gateway.

• Required: The client must always present a certificate
to authenticate. With this setting, the [Policy Manager
access] and [Browser-based administration] options are
disabled on the [Basic Settings] tab.

The Gateway accepts any client certificate during the
SSL handshake, provided that the client holds the
corresponding private key.

Enabled TLS Versions Select the check box next to the TLS versions to be enabled
for the listen port.

Enabled Cipher Suites Select the cipher suites that will be enabled on the SSL listen
port. During the SSL handshake, both sides negotiate a
cipher suite based on what is available on each side and the
preference order.

If you disable a cipher suite on a listener, the Gateway will
never allow it to be selected for use during an SSL handshake
using that listener. If the client and server have no other
cipher suites in common, the SSL handshake fails.

Use the [Move Up] and [Move Down] buttons to change the
preference of a cipher suite, if the client and server have more
than one cipher suite in common. Cipher suites closer to the
top of the list are preferred over those closer to the bottom.

The list of ciphers that are presented may vary, depending on
the security configuration of the Gateway. For a list of all the
supported cipher suites, see Selecting Cipher Suites.

Use Default List Click this button to restore the cipher list to the system
default preference order and enable state.

Configuring the [Pool Settings] Tab

The [Pool Settings] tab allows configuration of the thread pool used by the listener, and is enabled only for these protocols:
HTTP, HTTPS, or a custom transport protocol. By default, all new listeners use a shared thread pool. You may configure a
listener to use a private thread pool if necessary. Private thread pools allow you to separate Gateway resources and dedicate
them to a particular listener. Message processing traffic should use the shared pool, but you could use private pools if you
wanted to dedicate resources to particular listeners (perhaps for different users of your services) or for listen ports with high
message traffic.

Restrictions caused by using private thread pools include:

• Private threads cannot be used by other listeners, so this is a less flexible approach.
• The Gateway cannot support an unlimited number of threads, so using private pools will require other configuration

changes to support this (for example, reduce the shared thread pool size, increase the number of available DB connections,
reduce the maximum message size, etc.).

Tip:

A private thread pool does not take threads away from the shared thread pool. For example, consider this configuration:
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• Cluster of three Gateways
• Each node has io.httpMaxConcurrency = 1500 and a listen port with private thread pool for Service ABC= 300

In this scenario, Service ABC allows up to 900 private threads (300 x 3), while the rest of the services on the Gateway share
the 4500 threads (1500 x 3) in the shared thread pool.

The default node configuration and control listen port 2124 ("Node Control") for the Gateway uses a private thread pool for
maximum performance.

Setting Description

Use private thread pool Enable the listener to use a private thread pool.

Thread pool size Specify how many threads to allocate to this private
pool. The minimum is 1 and the maximum is 10000 (not
recommended).

Warning:

WARNING: If you intend to use a large value
for thread pool size, contact CA Support for
additional Gateway configuration changes that may
be required.

Configuring the [FTP Settings] Tab

If the listener protocol is FTP or FTPS, complete the settings in the [FTP Settings] tab.

Setting Description

First Passive Port Specify the first port in the range to use for passive data
connections.

Number of Passive Ports Specify the number of ports in the range to use for passive
connections.

FTP Command Handling Choose an FTP command handling mode to use. For a
detailed description of each mode, see "Understand the FTP
Command Handling Modes" below.

Tip:

The default mode is "Process STOR/STOU commands
only...", which replicates FTP command handling capability
prior to version 8.2.0.

Understanding the FTP Command Handling Modes

Process STOR/STOU commands only, resolve service by working directory if no service associated

Choose this option if your needs are limited to upload-only FTP command set and handling. This option is best suited to non-
interactive upload scenarios. In this mode:

• When a STOR or STOU command is sent, the file is transferred from the client by the Gateway and is used to create a
Request message to a published service.

• PORT, PASS, TYPE, and most other standard connection-related commands behave as expected.
• Directory navigation commands (such as CWD, CDUP) always succeed. The Gateway does not confirm the existence of

the directory. The client assumes all requested directories exist and that they are empty.
• Other commands may produce unexpected or erroneous results. Because of this, it is recommended that you select the

"Support extended FTP command set..." option if you need to route more than STOR/STOU commands.

Support extended FTP command set, resolve requests to the associated service

Choose this option to use the extended FTP command set. This option is intended for use with the Route via FTP(S) Assertion
in a FTP proxy scenario. Ensure that a published service is associated with the listen port (defined in the [Advanced] tab).

In this mode, all commands that can be proxied are processed as requests to the specified service.
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Command Description

APPE Append a file

CDUP Change working directory to parent

CWD Change working directory

DELE Delete the specified file

LIST List the specified file or contents of the specified directory

MDTM Return the last modified time of a specified file over the
control connection

MKD Make directory

MLSD List the details of the files in the specified directory in a
standardized format

MLST Returns info on the specified file over the control connection

NLST List the names of files in the specified directory

NOOP No operation

PWD Return the working directory over the control connection

RETR Retrieve (download/get) the specified file

RMD Remove directory

SIZE Returns the size of the file in bytes over the control
connection

STOR Store (i.e., upload/put) the specified file in the remote
working directory

STOU Store (i.e., upload/put) the specified file uniquely in the
remote working directory

Note:

Support for STOU (Store Unique)routing is not selectable from within the Route via FTP(S) Assertion and will be routed as
a STOR command if encountered (for example, in a context variable). A NOOP (No operation) command will be routed if
specified in a context variable (for example, the variable set by the listen port), but it is not selectable from within the Route
via FTP(S) Assertion.

The following commands are accepted by the FTP listen port, but is not processed as messages by the associated policy:

Command Description RFC Notes

ABOR Abort an active file transfer 959

AUTH Establish authentication/
security mechanism

2228

EPRT Specifies extended address
&amp; port for connection

2428

EPSV Enter extended passive mode 2428

FEAT List the supported extended
features

2389 Content of lists depends on
"FTP command handling"
mode of listen port

HELP Help 959

LANG Language negotiation 2640 Only English currently
supported.

MODE Specify transfer mode 959 'Streaming' and 'Compressed'
only
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OPTS Select options for a feature 2228 As 'UTF8' is the listen port
server default, the setting
'OPTS UTF8' has no effect.

"OPTS MLSD" commands
do not affect the format of
MLSD results because they
depend on the settings of the
remote FTP server.

PASS Specify user password 959 User name and password are
not authenticated by the listen
port server, but are part of the
request that is made to the
associated service, so they
may be authenticated there.

PASV Enter passive mode 959

PBSZ Protection buffer size 2228 Supports PBSZ 0 only.

PORT Specify address and port to
connect to

959

PROT Set Data Channel Protection
Level

2228 Supports 'Clear' and 'Private'.

QUIT Disconnect 959

REIN Reinitialize user connection 959

STAT Returns the current status 959 Listen port server only; does
not reflect the status of the
remote FTP server

STRU Set file transfer structure 959 File structure only

SYST Return system type 959 Corresponds to "os.name"
Java system property of the
Gateway.

TYPE Set the transfer mode 959 Accepts Binary and ASCII
options, but routed transfer
commands will fail if not set
to Binary.

USER Authentication username 959 User name and password are
not authenticated by the listen
port server, but are part of the
request that is made to the
associated service, so they
may be authenticated there.

Unsupported FTP Commands

The following commands are currently not supported:

Command Description RFC

ACCT Account information 959

ALLO Allocate disk space 959

CCC Clear command channel 2228

ADAT Authentication/Security mechanism 2228

CONF Confidentiality protection command 2228

ENC Privacy protected command 2228

MIC Integrity protected command 2228

http://os.name
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LPRT Specify long address &amp; port 1639

LPSV Enter long passive mode 1639

REST Restart file transfer 3659

RNFR Rename from 959

RNTO Rename to 959

SITE Issue site-specific commands 959

SMNT Mount file structure 959

X*** All RFC 775 commands 775

Example: How to Configure an Extended FTP Command Support Proxy

The following example shows how to use the extended FTP commands along with the listen ports and Route via FTP(S)
Assertion. This configuration is compatible with FileZilla, FireFTP, WinFTP, and WinSCP clients.

Precondition:

• A configured remote FTP server
• A service policy that includes the Route via FTP(S) Assertion configured to route to the remote FTP server with the

relevant host, security and port settings.

To configure an extended FTP command support proxy:

1. Complete the [Basic Settings] tab of the Listen Port Properties.
2. Complete the [FTP Settings] tab of the Listen Port Properties. Be sure to choose the "Support extended FTP..." option.
3. Complete the [Advanced] tab of the Listen Port Properties as follows:

1.1 If you need to support large uploads (>2GB), select the "Override maximum message size" check box and specify a
new limit or allow unlimited message size.

2.1 Associate the port with a published service. This is required to support the extended FTP command set.
3.1 Configure the Advanced Properties if you need to override any of the cluster properties for this listen port. The

following are the available FTP-related advanced properties, with their default values:ftp.sessionIdleTimeout=60
ftp.maxRequestProcessingThreads=10
ftp.anonymousLoginsEnabled=true
ftp.maxAnonymousLogins=10
ftp.maxConcurrentLogins=10
ftp.userMaxConcurrentLogins=10
ftp.userMaxConcurrentLoginsPerIp=10

For a description of these properties, see FTP Cluster Properties.
4. Construct a service policy. The following example shows how to use the extended FTP commands along with the listen

ports and the Route via FTP(S) Assertion. In this example, the credentials that are supplied by the FTP client are used for
authenticating the connection to the remote FTP server:Require FTP Credentials
Request: Configure Message Streaming: enable streaming
Route via FTPS Server

Note:

The Configure Message Streaming Assertion allows the transparent uploading of files and more accurate progress monitors
in FTP clients. Omitting this assertion will slow down the routing of most (non-trivial) uploads and introduce the potential
for timeouts.

5. Configure these settings in the [Connection] tab of the FTP(s) Routing Properties as follows:

1.1 Select "From Variable" for the command and then enter request.ftp.command for the command variable.
2.1 Enter ${request.ftp.path} as the directory.
3.1 Enter ${request.ftp.argument} as the argument.
4.1 Select the assertion outcome "Never fail as long as target replies". This setting permits the FTP clients to receive

useful responses from the remote FTP server. The responses should indicate the reasons for failure (for example,
insufficient privileges, incorrectly formatted arguments).

6. Configure all the remaining settings in the assertion properties as appropriate for your environment. For a description of
each setting, see the Route via FTP(S) Assertion.

The following is a high-level overview of FTP request proxying using the LIST command as an example:
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1. The FTP client connects to the Gateway on the designated listen port.
2. The FTP client sends a request to the Gateway to list the contents of the working directory using the FTP command

"LIST".
3. The Gateway processes this command and opens a data connection to the FTP client. The FTP request variables are

populated.
4. After the user's credentials are extracted by the Require FTP Credential Assertion (if using the credentials from the FTP

client for authentication), the Route via FTP(S) Assertion:

1.1 Reads the values of the FTP request variables to find the command, working directory, and argument.
2.1 Connects to the remote server using the extracted credentials.

5. The Route via FTP(S) Assertion issues the LIST command to the remote server and receives the listing, which it uses to
create a response message. The FTP response variables are populated.

6. The response message body is transferred to the FTP client over the data connection, which is closed when the transfer is
complete. The reply code and text from the remote FTP server is sent to the FTP client over the control connection.

Configuring the [Other Settings] Tab

The [Other Settings] tab is available when either SSH2 or a custom transport protocol has been selected on the [Basic
Settings] tab. If SSH2 was selected, the following fields display.

Setting Description

Enable  Select the network protocol(s) to support on the SSH2 server.
Both SCP and SFTP are enabled by default..

Supported SCP Commands

PUT Select this option to allow SCP clients to upload files.

GET Select this option to allow the file to be sent back to the
SCP client.

• Retrieve file size from context variable: Select this option
to retrieve the file size from the specified context variable.
Clear this check box to not retrieve the file size from a
context variable. In this case, the entire message stream
needs to be read to detect the file size.  

Supported SFTP Commands

PUT Select this option to allow SFTP clients to upload files.

• Forward SFTP partial uploads to policy: Select this option
to allow uploading files in parts. This executes policy
once for every file partially uploaded. Clear this check
box to not allow partial uploads.

GET Select this option to allow SFTP clients to download files.

• Forward SFTP partial downloads to policy: Select this
option to allow downloading files in parts. This executes
policy once for every file partially downloaded. Clear this
check box to not allow partial downloads.

LIST Select this option to allow SFTP clients to list files. When the
SFTP client sends the LIST command, the policy is called
with the LIST set as the request.command.type.
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Setting Description

STAT Select this option to retrieve the file attributes for the
file specified. When the SFTP client sends the STAT
command, the policy is called with the STAT set as the
request.command.type.

Note:

You must enable STAT or LIST to be able to upload and
download files. If both are disabled, only one of GET or PUT
can be enabled. In this case dummy file statistics will be
returned to the SFTP client.

DELETE Select this option to retrieve the file attributes for the file
specified.

• Delete file on truncate request: Select this optional check
box if you have selected "Forward SFTP partial uploads"
under PUT. Usually the files are automatically truncated
before they are overwritten. Clear this check box to retain
the file on truncated requests.

MOVE Select this option to allow SFTP clients to move or rename
the files.

MKDIR Select this option to allow SFTP clients to create directories.

RMDIR Select this option to allow SFTP clients to remove directories.

Common Configurations

Host private key type Select [Manage Stored Passwords] to enter a private key for
the SSH2 server. For more information, see Manage Stored
Passwords. This field is required.

Idle timeout (in minutes) Enter the number of minutes for the idle timeout. This field is
required.

The default is 10 minutes.

Max. concurrent session(s) per user: Enter how many concurrent sessions are permitted for a user.
A value of "0" (zero) means unlimited. The default is 10.

Note:

The concurrent sessions allowed for a user is limited by the
maximum number of concurrent sessions permitted (see the
following setting).

Max. concurrent session(s): Enter the total maximum number of concurrent sessions
permitted. A value of "0" (zero) means unlimited. The default
is 10.

If a custom transport protocol was selected, the contents of this tab depend on the protocol. For the "l7.raw.tcp" transport
protocol, the following field is shown:

• Socket timeout: Enter the period of time before the socket times out, in milliseconds.

KEX Algorithms for SSH2 Protocol

By default, the KEX algorithm, diffie-hellman-group1-sha1, is disabled. You can include or exclude KEX algorithms either
by using the system property, com.l7tech.external.assertions.ssh.enabledKexAlgs or the following Connector level property:

• l7.ssh.enabledKexAlgs: Specifies the ordered list of enabled KEX algorithms separated by <split>.

The following KEX Algorithms are supported:

• ecdh-sha2-nistp256
• ecdh-sha2-nistp384
• ecdh-sha2-nistp521
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• diffie-hellman-group14-sha256
• diffie-hellman-group15-sha512
• diffie-hellman-group16-sha512
• diffie-hellman-group17-sha512
• diffie-hellman-group18-sha512
• diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha256
• diffie-hellman-group14-sha1
• diffie-hellman-group1-sha1

Configuring the [Advanced] Tab

The Advanced tab is used to define advanced settings for the listen port. In particular, it is recommended that only advanced
technical users modify the Advanced Properties table.

Setting Description

Request Properties

Override maximum message size Select this check box to override the permitted maximum size
of the routing message. Clear this check box to use the value
set in the io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property.

• Restrict messages to: Enter the maximum permitted size
of the request message, in bytes. You may reference
context variables.

• Allow unlimited message size (not recommended): Select
this option to allow response messages of unlimited size.
This is not recommended and should be used only under
the direction of CA Support.

Service Resolution: The settings under "Service Resolution" are available for all types of transport, predefined, or custom.
These two settings are designed for transports that do not communicate information that is necessary for correct operation of
the listen port.

Associate port with single published service Select this option to preselect a published service for the
listen port. Any message arriving via this listen port is routed
immediately to the specified published service. Select the
service to use from the drop-down list. For more information
about published services, see Publish SOAP Web Service.

Always use specified request content type Select this option to preselect a Content-Type for the listen
port. Select the Content-Type to use from the drop-down list
or type a valid Content-Type.

Advanced Properties

This section is used to define additional settings for the listen port. CA Support can assist you when additional properties are
necessary.

The following are some examples for advanced properties:

• For added security, the Gateway obfuscates the default server for the Gateway HTTP listener as follows:

• If there is an advanced property for the listen port with the entry server=<anyValue>, the response returns "server:
<anyValue>" as the server name in the response.

• If there is no advanced property present, but the Gateway system property com.l7tech.server.response.header.server
exists, then the response returns the value of the system property for the server name. (If the advanced property exists as
well, it takes precedence.)

• If the advanced property or the system property are not defined, the response returns "server: CA-API-
Gateway/<majorVersion>", where "<majorVersion>" is "9.0" for all 9.x Gateways, etc.

At no time is the name of the actual web server returned.

• If you need to allow renegotiations, add the advanced property allowUnsafeLegacyRenegotiation = true.
This suppresses the application-level disablement of renegotiation and allows the underlying JSSE provider to handle it.

Tip:
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Setting this advanced property does not introduce any security vulnerabilities with current JDK versions.
• By default, the Gateway truncates any space between the Content-Type and the charset in the response header. To prevent

this, add the advanced property trimContentType = false.  Note: This does not affect the outbound request
headers. Truncation does not occur in outbound request headers.

• You can override the default FTP(S) listen port behavior for a specific listen port, by using the following advanced
properties:
ftp.sessionIdleTimeout
ftp.maxRequestProcessingThreads
ftp.anonymousLoginsEnabled
ftp.maxAnonymousLogins
ftp.maxConcurrentLogins
ftp.userMaxConcurrentLogins
ftp.userMaxConcurrentLoginsPerIp
These properties match their corresponding FTP cluster property counterparts. For more information about these
properties, see FTP Cluster Properties.

Tip:

Technical tip: Impact of setting processing threads to zero. The default value for ftp.maxRequestProcessingThreads
(10) should suffice for most instances. However if you set it to zero, there are circumstances where the resulting threads
will be non-zero.

If ftp.maxConcurrentLogins is set to unlimited, then the Gateway uses the default thread number of 10.

If ftp.maxConcurrentLogins is set to any other fixed value, then the maximum number of threads created will be equal
to that value.

Note:

If the same FTP advanced property and cluster property are set, then the advanced property will take precedence for the
listen port.

• By default, the maximum number of headers that can be retrieved in a single GET call is 100. If you need to retrieve a
greater number, add the advanced property maxHeaderCount = <new maximum value>

• To track the current concurrency of each HTTP(S) thread pool, add the advanced property
concurrencyWarningThreshold with a specific threshold value. When the thread pool concurrency
exceeds this threshold, the Gateway logs an audit record at specific intervals. The interval period is defined by
the io.httpConcurrencyWarning.repeatDelay cluster property and defaults to 60 seconds.

Note:

Connectors not using a private thread pool share the global thread pool. These are controlled by the
io.httpCoreConcurrency and io.httpMaxConcurrency cluster properties.

The logged audits include:

• System audit record: Server: HTTP Listeners components, action: "Concurrency Exceeded", message: "Listener
concurrency exceeded: 999" (where "999" is the current concurrency).

• Audit detail record: 2403, WARNING, "Listener concurrency too high: {0} {1}" (where "{0}" is the current
concurrency and "{1}" is the connector identifier)

• The default maximum HTTP header size for a listen port is 8KB (8192 bytes). This should suffice in most instances.
However this value may need to be increased for exceptional use cases (for example, running many iterations in the Run
Assertions for Each Item Assertion). To do this, add the advanced property:  maxHttpHeaderSize = <new value
in bytes>

• By default, a Gateway HTTPS listener will wait 60 seconds for another request before closing the connection and a
Gateway HTTP listener will wait 20 seconds for another request before closing the connection. If you need to adjust these
defaults, add the advanced property keepAliveTime = <new value in milliseconds>  

 Manage Interfaces
The Managing Interfaces task is used to configure interfaces that can be monitored by a listen port.
Defining an interface gives you greater control over the IP addresses that will be monitored—you can
specify multiple IP address patterns—and you can name an interface to make it easier to identify. For
example, you can define that:
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The Managing Interfaces task is used to configure interfaces that can be monitored by a listen port. Defining an interface gives
you greater control over the IP addresses that will be monitored—you can specify multiple IP address patterns—and you can
name an interface to make it easier to identify. For example, you can define that:

• listen ports tagged with "external" will monitor the IP address 192.168.1.77
• listen ports tagged with "internal" will monitor the IP range 10.48.20, 192.168/16, 208
• listen ports tagged with "loopback" will monitor 127.0.0.1

If you do not create interfaces, then you can still choose any single IP address or choose to monitor all addresses for a given
protocol in a listen port's properties.

 

Note:

Configuring interfaces is an advanced feature. Please consult your system administrator on the need to change existing
interfaces or create new ones.

 

To manage interfaces:

1. Do one of the following:

• Run the Manage Listen Ports task and then click [Interfaces] on the Manage Listen Ports dialog.
• Open the Listen Port Properties for a specific port and then click [Manage] on the [Basic Settings] tab.
• The Manage Interfaces dialog is displayed.

2. Select an action from the following table:

To... Do this...

Create a new interface 1.1 Click [Create Interface].
2.1 Type a name for the interface. The name must begin

with either a letter or an underscore "_" character.
3.1 Click [OK] to add the tag.
4.1 Add one or more IP address patterns. An interface

must have at least one IP address or address range
associated with it.

Delete an interface 1.1 From the Interfaces list, select the interface to delete.
This interface must not currently be used by any listen
port.

2.1 Click [Delete Interface]. The interface and its address
patterns are removed from the list.
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To... Do this...

Add an IP address pattern to an interface 1.1 From the Interfaces list, select the interface to edit.
2.1 Click [Add Address Pattern].
3.1 Enter the IP address pattern.

• • The pattern is an IP address followed by an optional
netmask specifier.

• The netmask specifier is indicated with a forward
slash followed by a number between 0 and 32
(inclusive). Example: 10.77.92.128/30

• Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are accepted

4.    Click [OK] to add the pattern.

Repeat steps 2 to 4 to enter additional address patterns for
the interface.

Note:

The Policy Manager allows you to enter any address
pattern. If a nonexistent address is entered and then
associated with a listen port, the listen port will not
be opened. If the address pattern matches multiple IP
addresses, the listen port will be opened only for the
numerically lowest matching address on each host. In both
cases, the Gateway logs the appropriate error or warning
messages.

Edit an IP address pattern for an interface 1.1 From the Interfaces list, select the interface.
2.1 From the list of addresses, select the pattern to edit.
3.1 Click [Edit Address Pattern].
4.1 Modify the IP address pattern.
5.1 Click [OK] to save the changes.

Remove an IP address pattern from an interface 1.1 From the Interfaces list, select the interface to edit.
2.1 From the list of addresses, select the pattern to

remove.
3.1 Click [Remove Address Pattern].

3. Click [OK] when done.

Note:

Any changes to an interface will cause all affected listeners to restart. This is the same as editing a listener's properties.

 Manage Firewall Rules
The Manage Firewall Rules task is used to manage the firewall rules that are used to control traffic flow
into the . You can create, clone, edit, or remove a rule.

The Manage Firewall Rules task is used to manage the firewall rules that are used to control traffic flow into the API Gateway.
You can create, clone, edit, or remove a rule.

This topic also describes how to create rules to allow the Gateway to accept traffic on lower port numbers (such as 80 or 443).
This ability is not enabled by default in the factory configuration of the Gateway. 

Note:

This topic applies only to the Appliance Gateways. For Software Gateways, you manage firewall settings on the host
computer. Ensure that the firewall on the host computer allows traffic on all the ports listed in Manage Firewall Rules. For a
list of the ports required, consult the file <Gateway_home>/var/firewall_rules on the Gateway. This file is a standard Linux
firewall configuration file that can be used to automatically adjust the firewall, if you are using the Linux RHEL version of the
Gateway.

Contents:

Using the Manage Firewall Rules Task
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To manage firewall rules: 

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Transports > Manage Listen Ports from the Main Menu (on the browser client,
from the Manage menu). Select Manage Firewall Rules button. The Manage Firewall Rules dialog appears. 

2. The following table describes each column (these are set in the firewall rule properties):

Column Description

Enabled Indicates whether the rule is enabled or not.

Name The "friendly" name that is given to the rule. This name is
used only for logging and display purposes.

Protocol Select the transport protocol that is associated with the
rule from the drop-down list. The following protocols are
available:

• TCP
• UDP
• ICMP (This protocol is only available via the

Advanced Properties settings.)

Interface Lists the interfaces that are bound by the rule.

Port The port number that is associated with the rule. The port
number must be between 1 and 65535 (inclusive).

Action This is the rule action. See Manage Interfaces for details.

3. Select a task to perform:

To... Do this...

Add a new firewall rule 1.1 Click [Create].
2.1 Complete the Firewall Rule Properties.

Clone an existing firewall rule 1.1 Select the rule to clone.
2.1 Click [Clone].
3.1  Edit the Firewall Rule Properties as required.

Remove a firewall rule 1.1 Select the rule to remove.
2.1 Click [Remove].
3.1 Click [Yes] to confirm removal of the rule.

View or edit the properties of a firewall rule 1.1 Select the rule to view.
2.1 Click [Properties].
3.1  Edit the Firewall Rule Properties as required.

Create an advanced firewall rule 1.1 Click [Advanced Create].
2.1 Click [OK]. View Firewall Rule Properties for details.

Advanced Properties 1.1 Select the rule to view.
2.1 Click [Advanced Properties]. View Firewall Rule

Properties for details.

Restore Defaults Click [Restore Defaults] to restore to the default firewall
rules of the Gateway appliance. All custom rules are
removed.

Reorder the list of rules Select a firewall rule and then click [Move Up] or [Move
Down] to reorder the list of rules. The rules within each
action type (Accept/Redirect/Drop) will be applied
sequentially, in a top-to-bottom order. Moving the rule to
the top will execute it first in the action group. Moving the
rule down will make it apply later in that action group.
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4. Click [Close] to exit the dialog box.

Configuring the Gateway for Ports 80 and 443

Ports 80 and 443 are standard ports numbers for HTTP and HTTPS, but the Gateway does not accept traffic on these ports by
default. The factory configuration of the Gateway uses port 8080 (for HTTP) and 8443/9443 (for HTTPS). Typically a load
balancer in front of the Gateway accepts traffic on port 80 or 443 and then forwards this traffic over 8080 or 8443. When a
load balancer is not possible in the workflow, you can configure the Gateway to accept the traffic itself.

To configure the Gateway to use port 80 and 443, or any low number port:

1. Run [Manage Firewall Rules] as described above.
2. Click Create.
3. Complete the Simple Firewall Rules Properties as follows:

• Rule Name: Enter a name for this rule (for example, "Sample HTTPS Redirect")
• Enable: Select this check box.
• Rule Action:  Redirect
• Interface: Normally All is used, but you can assign this rule to a specific interface
• Protocol:  tcp
• From Port: Enter the port that the Gateway listens to (for example, "443")
• To Port: Enter the port to which traffic is redirected to (for example, "8443")

4. Click OK to save the new firewall rule.
5. Click Close to exit Manage Firewall Rule. The new rule takes effect immediately, with no Gateway restart required.

 Firewall Rule Properties
Firewall Rule Properties allows you to configure specific properties in handling inbound and outbound
traffic. Ports can be configured as a firewall entry to allow inbound traffic as well as redirecting traffic
from one port to another.

Firewall Rule Properties allows you to configure specific properties in handling inbound and outbound traffic. Ports can be
configured as a firewall entry to allow inbound traffic as well as redirecting traffic from one port to another.

For more information about firewall rules, see Manage Firewall Rules.

To access the properties for a firewall rule:

1. Run the Manage Listen Ports task.
2. Click [Manage Firewall Rules].
3. Click [Create]. 

The Simple Firewall Rule Properties appear. Configure the properties as described below.
4. Click [OK] when done.

Contents:

Configuring the Simple Firewall Rule Properties

You can create a firewall rule by using the Simple Firewall Rule Properties dialog.

Setting Description

Rule Name Enter a name for the firewall rule. This "friendly" description
is displayed on the Manage Listen Ports dialog.

Rule Action Select the action for the rule from the drop-down menu:

• Accept: Choose this option to allow the traffic through.
• Redirect: Choose this option to redirect the traffic from a

destination port to a different port.

Interface From the drop-down list, select an interface or IP address
to monitor. The list displays all available IP addresses on
the Gateway and interfaces configured using the [Manage]
button.

To listen on all available addresses, select All.
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Setting Description

Protocol Select the protocol from the drop-down list.

From Port The port number associated with the rule. The port number
must be between 1 and 65535 (inclusive).

To Port This field is only enabled when "Redirect" is selected in the
"Rule Action" drop-down menu. The port number must be
between 1 and 65535 (inclusive).

Configuring the Advanced Firewall Rule Properties

You can add more specific definitions to the firewall rules through the Advanced Firewall Rule Properties.

Warning:

WARNING: Misconfigurations in the Advanced Firewall Rule Properties may prevent access to the Gateway.

 To access the advanced properties for a firewall rule:

1. Run the Manage Listen Ports task.
2. Click [Manage Firewall Rules].
3. Click [Advanced Create]. Confirm that you want to continue by selecting the To enable [OK] ... check box", then click

[OK]. 
The Advanced Firewall Rule Properties appear.

4. Configure the properties as required.
5. Click [OK] when done

Setting Description

Rule Name Enter the name of the firewall rule. This "friendly"
description is displayed in Manage Listen Ports.

Enable Select this check box to activate the firewall rule. Clear the
check box to leave the rule inactive.

Interface From the drop-down list, select the protocol to be used. See
Managing Interfaces for more details.

Manage Click [Manage] to add or remove interfaces from the list. For
more information, see Manage Interfaces.

Type From the drop-down list, select the type to be used.

• Filter: Choose this option to filter through the traffic.
• NAT: Choose this option to apply the Network Address

Translation to the traffic.

Packet State From the drop-down list, select the packet state to which the
rule will be applied to. The values listed depend on the value
selected for Type.

INPUT: This option appears when Filter is selected for
"Type". Choose this option to apply on all traffic.

PREROUTING: This option appears when NAT is selected
for "Type". Choose this option to apply the Network Address
Translation to the traffic when it arrives.

POSTROUTING: This option appears when NAT is
selected for "Type". Choose this option to apply the Network
Address Translation to the traffic when it leaves.

General Options
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Setting Description

 Protocol Select the protocol from the drop-down list, which will
enable specific options for incoming traffic configurations:
TCP, UDP, or ICMP.

Note:

The ICMP protocol is only available when Filter is selected
for "Type".

Source Address Enter an IPv4 or IPv6 address as the source port. This option
is used to check the source IP address in the incoming traffic.

• When an IPv4 address is entered, an entry will be written
to the firewall_rules file.

• When an IPv6 address is entered, an entry will be written
to the firewall6_rules file.

Tip:

If the address is any of the following:

• A single IP address
• An IP address with a netmask in a CIDR bit form (such as

192.168.0.0/24)
• An address with a regular netmask, such as

192.168.0.0/255.255.255.0

then the address input can be inverted by using the
"!" (exclamation) mark and a space before the address. For
example, "! 192.168.1.1"

Destination Address Enter an IPv4 or IPv6 address as the destination port. This
option is used to check the destination IP address in the
outgoing traffic.

• When an IPv4 address is entered, an entry will be written
to the firewall_rules file.

• When an IPv6 address is entered, an entry will be written
to the firewall6_rules file.

Tip:

The same tip about inverted addresses under "Source
Address" apply here as well.

Protocol Options
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Setting Description

TCP Below are the available options when the protocol is set to
"TCP":

• Source Port: Enter the source port number from the
incoming traffic. The port number must be between 1 and
65535 (inclusive).

• Destination Port: Enter the destination port number from
the outgoing traffic. The port number must be between 1
and 65535 (inclusive).

• TCP Flags: Enter the TCP flags in the incoming traffic.
The following flags are available: FIN, SYN, RST, PSH,
ACK, URG, ALL, NONE.

• Two flags are required for this field: one to compare,
and one to enable once a match is found. Both of these
arguments can accept a series of values. For example,
"FIN, SYN, ACK, ALL".

• TCP Options: Enter the TCP option numeric value from
the incoming traffic. this field accepts values between 1
and 255 (inclusive).

UDP Below are the available options when the protocol is set to
"UDP":

• Source Port: Enter the source port number from the
incoming traffic. The port number must be between 1 and
65535 (inclusive).

• Destination Port: Enter the destination port number from
the outgoing traffic. The port number must be between 1
and 65535 (inclusive).

ICMP Below is the available options when the protocol is set to
"ICMP":

• ICMP Type: Enter the ICMP type or type name to match
with the incoming traffic.

Rule Action Select the rule action from the drop-down menu.

• Accept: Choose this option to allow the traffic through.
• Drop: Choose this option to deny the traffic.
• Redirect: Choose this option to redirect the traffic from

a destination port to a different port. This option is
only available when NAT is selected for "Type", with
"Prerouting" as the "Packet State".

• DNAT: This option appears when NAT is selected for
"Type", with "Prerouting" as the "Packet State". Choose
this option to provide Destination Network Address
Translation to the incoming traffic. When this option is
selected, the "To Destination" field will appear.

• To Destination:  Enter the destination address to be set
in the IP header of the packet received. This field accepts
a single IP address or an IP address range. For example,
"192.168.1.1:80" or "192.168.1.1.80-100".

Note:

A port or port range can only be specified as the start IP
address or the end  IP address, but not both.

 Configure Listeners for Enterprise Service Manager
By default, the  listens on the following ports for esm traffic:
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By default, the API Gateway listens on the following ports for Enterprise Service Manager traffic:

• 8443: for configuring a cluster in the Enterprise Tree
• 8765: for configuring remote management

If these default ports are acceptable in your environment, then no further configuration is required beyond reviewing the
settings under Configuring the API Gateway for Remote Access.

If you wish to use interfaces and ports other than the defaults, follow the appropriate steps below.

Tip:

For more information about the various ports used by the Enterprise Service Manager, please see Ports Used by the Enterprise
Service Manager.

To configure the listen port for configuring a cluster in the Enterprise Tree:

1. Run the Manage Listen Ports task, and click [Interfaces] to access the Manage Interfaces dialog.
2. Perform this step only if your listen port will be listening specific IP addresses, otherwise skip if it will be listening to all

addresses.
Click [Create Interface] and complete the following:

• Interface Name: Can be any combination of letters, numbers, or underscores. Do not use spaces.
Make a note of this name, as it will be used later in this procedure.

• Address Pattern: Enter the address pattern for the interface. For more details, see Manage Interfaces. Make note of the
address pattern as it will be used later in the procedure.

3. Return to the Manage Listen Ports dialog and create a new listen port with the following settings: 

• Name: Enter the Enterprise Service Manager port name. 
• Protocol: Select HTTPS. 
• Port: Enter any number between 1025 and 65535. Make note of the port number, as it will be used later in the

procedure. The default is 8443. 
• Interface: Select the interface created in step 2 or accept the default (All). On the [SSL/TLS Settings] tab: 
• Client Authentication: Select either Optional or Required.

4. Return to the [Basic Settings] tab and, under Enabled Features, select the Enterprise Manager access check box and click
[OK].

5. Add the following cluster properties:

• • admin.esmInterfaceTag: If you created a new interface in step 2, enter is here; otherwise, ignore this cluster property.
• admin.esmPort: Use the port number entered in step 3.

For more information see Manage Cluster-Wide Properties.

To configure the listen port for remote management:

This procedure requires access to the API Gateway configuration interface. For more information, see Access the API
Gateway Configuration Interface.

1. On the API Gateway main menu, select option 5 ("Display Remote Management configuration menu"), then complete the
submenu options as follows:
(1) Listener IP Address: Enter the IP address of the Internal Management LAN or enter * (asterisk) to listen to all
IP addresses.
(2) Listener Port: Enter any unused port number between 1025 and 65535. The default is 8765.
(3) Remote node management enabled: Enter yes.
(4) Trust certificate: Enter either the full qualified domain name of the Enterprise Service Manager, or enter the
thumbprint of the SSL certificate from the Enterprise Service Manager.
For more information on each submenu option, see Configure the API Gateway for Remote Access.

2. Restart the API Gateway on each node.

 Manage Log/Audit Sinks
The gateway supports any number of administrator-defined sinks for logging. Use the Manage Log Audit
Sinks task to create, modify or remove a log sink.

The CA API Gateway supports any number of administrator-defined sinks for logging. Use the Manage Log Audit Sinks task
to create, modify or remove a log sink.

You can also use this task to manage where audit records should be sent: either to the Gateway database and/or to a special
audit sink policy that defines what happens to the audit event. For more information, see Managing Audit Sinks.
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Prerequisite:

• If logging to a Syslog log sink, ensure that a Syslog daemon that supports either UDP or plain TCP from remote systems
has been configured.

Tip:

For optimal performance, ensure that the Syslog server is located on the same network as the Gateways nodes writing to it.
• Ensure that all nodes can communicate on the network to the external database server for the log sink, otherwise the

Gateway may fail to start properly.

Note:

Creating additional log sinks does not affect the built-in auditing features of the Gateway. Audit information can still be logged
to the Gateway database and/or to an audit sink, even if information is also written to one or more log sinks.

Warning:

IMPORTANT: Avoid creating too many log sinks, as this affects Gateway performance. CA Technologies
recommends no more than three log sinks for best performance. Any detailed filtering should be handled by external
systems.

To manage log sinks:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Logging and Auditing > Manage Log/Audit Sinks from the Main Menu (on the
browser client, from the Manage menu).
The Manage Log Sinks dialog appears.

2. Select a task to perform:

To... Do this...

Create a new log sink 1.1 Click [Create].
2.1 Complete the Log Sink Properties.

Clone an existing log sink 1.1 Select the log to clone.
2.1 Click [Clone].
3.1 Edit the Log Sink Properties as required.

Remove a log sink 1.1 Select the log to remove.
2.1 Click [Remove].

View or edit the properties of a log sink 1.1 Select the log to view.
2.1 Click [Properties]. See Log Sink Properties for

details.

Control how audit records are handled • Click [Manage Audit Sink]. See Managing Audit Sinks
for details.  

3. Click [Close] when done.

Logged Information

How information is logged depends on whether the log sink outputs to a file or a Syslog server:

• If a file, log/audit information will be written in the 'Standard' format. For more information, see Log Sink Properties, [File
Settings] tab, Format field.

• If Syslog, log/audit information will be mapped to the Syslog items as follows:

• Facility: As configured
• Severity: Mapped from the log/audit level.
• Timestamp: As per the log/audit event
• Hostname: The hostname of the Gateway
• Message

• Tag: Identifier for the process, which is the Gateway plus "default_" and thread (for example: Gateway1-
default_[17282])

• Content: As per the log/audit event, truncated to size limit (line feeds are replaced with a single space if TCP)
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These items are a standard part of the Syslog protocol as defined in RFC 3164 - The BSD Syslog Protocol. For more
information, see http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3164.html.

Code Severity Levels

0 Emergency: system is unusable

1 Alert: action must be taken immediately

2 Critical: critical conditions

3 Error: error conditions SEVERE

4 Warning: warning conditions WARNING

5 Notice: normal but significant
conditions

6 Informational: informational messages INFO

7 Debug: debug-level messages CONFIG, FINE, FINER, FINEST

Note that you cannot save debug
messages in the default configurations.

Note:

• Enterprise Logging and Auditing of Gateway
• Working with the Audit Sink Policy
• Working with Log Sinks and Debug Logs
• Policy Performance Optimization

 Creating a Log Sink
You can create a log sink using either the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task (normal method) or by right-
clicking a service, folder, or policy (shortcut method).

You can create a log sink using either the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task (normal method) or by right-clicking a service, folder,
or policy (shortcut method).

To create a log sink (normal method):

The "normal" method creates a new log sink with all settings empty.

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Logging and Auditing > Manage Log/Audit Sinks from the Main Menu (on the
browser client, from the Manage menu). The Manage Log Sinks dialog appears.

2. Click [Create].
3. Complete the properties for the log sink. For more information, see Log Sink Properties.

To create a log sink (shortcut method):

The "shortcut" method lets you quickly create a new log sink without needing to invoke the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task. It
creates a new log sink prepopulated with filter information based on the item that was right-clicked.

1. In the services and policies list, right-click a service, folder, or policy.
2. Select Create Log Sink from the context menu. This creates a new log sink with the Name, Description, and Filters fields

prepopulated with information based on the service, folder, or policy.
3. Complete the remaining Log Sink Properties as required.

 Log Sink Properties
When you create or view details about a log sink on the , the Log Sink Properties appear. Information
about the sink is organized across these tabs:

When you create or view details about a log sink on the API Gateway, the Log Sink Properties appear. Information about the
sink is organized across these tabs:

• Basic Settings
• File Settings
• Syslog Settings

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3164.html
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To access log sink properties:

1. Run the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task.
2. Select a log sink and then click [Properties]. You can also click [Create] to enter the properties for a new log sink. The

Log Sink Properties appear.
3. Configure each tab in the dialog as necessary.
4. Click [OK] when done.

Contents:

Configuring the [Base Settings] tab

The [Base Settings] tab defines properties common to both File and Syslog sinks. Complete this tab as follows:

Field Description

Name If you are creating a new log sink, enter a name for the log
sink here. If you are editing a log sink, the existing name is
displayed here and cannot be changed.

Note:

The log sink name is restricted to ASCII letters and numbers,
underscores, and hyphens. Non-English single byte and
multi-byte characters are not supported.  

Enabled Select this check box to enable the log sink. Clear this check
box to disable the log sink.

Description Optionally enter or modify the description of the log sink.

Type Choose the type of log sink from the drop-down list:

• File: The logged messages are stored in a file that is
defined in the [File Settings] tab.

• Syslog: The logged messages are forwarded to a central
repository, as defined in the [Syslog Settings] tab.

Severity Threshold Choose the severity threshold for information to be recorded
by this sink. Only information at this level or higher is
processed. Choose All to include events from every severity
threshold.

To learn more about how the severity threshold in log sinks
work, see "Understanding Logging Thresholds" in Gateway
Logging Levels and Thresholds.

Filters Configure the filters for the log sink to control which
messages are sent to the sink. By combining several filters,
you can indicate with precision which events are logged.

• To define a new filter, click [Add] and then complete the
filter details. See "conf" below this table for details on
each of the different filter types.

• To delete a filter from the list, select it and then click
[Remove].

Note:

If an item in the filter list has been deleted or is inaccessible
(that is, the user does not have permission to access the
entity), "Not Found/Inaccessible" will be shown next to the
entity name; for example:

Folder=Not Found/Inaccessible
'-2:12345678'

where "-2" is an internal code for the entity type and
"12345678" is an internal identifier for the entity.  

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Field Description

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones,
see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to
entities inside the zones).

Configuring Log Sink Filters

You can configure the following filter types for a log sink:

Filter Type Description

Category Select the category(ies) of Gateway log information to be
output by the log sink.

• Audits: This is information gathered from the Gateway
auditing subsystem. For more information, see About
Message Auditing.

• Gateway Log: This is information that is gathered from
the Gateway logging subsystem.

• Traffic Log: This is information for each request/
response that is processed by the Gateway.  

Note:

Create at least one Category filter for the log sink to work
correctly.

Client IP Enter the IP address of the client to be output by the log sink.

Folder Select one or more folders to be output by the log sink.
All items within that folder (including any subfolders) are
included in the related log sink. The effect is the same as if
you had manually selected all the services and policies.

Any logging events that are not generated in relation to an
item (service or policy) within the selected folder) are not
included in the related log sink.

Tip:

Selecting the root folder will include log events from all your
services and policy fragments, including the contents of all
subfolders. For more information, see Organize Services and
Policies into Folders.

Package Enter the name of the package to be output by the log sink.
CA Support can provide you with specific package names.

Tip:

The package can be the name entered in the Add Audit Detail
Assertion.

Policy Select the policies to be output by the log sink.
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Filter Type Description

Service Select the services to be output by the log sink. Only log
messages that are associated with that service are included in
the log sink.

Transport 1. From the drop-down list, choose which transport Type
should be output to the log sink: Email Listener, JMS
Connection (Inbound only), or Listen Port. The items that
have been defined for the type are listed.

2. In the Name box, select the items to include.

User 1. Search for the users to be output by the log sink. For
information about using the search interface, see Search
Identity Providers.

2. In the Search Results box, select the users to include.

Configuring the [File Settings] tab

The following configuration options are available for logs of type "File": 

Tab Description

Maximum File Size Enter the maximum size per log file, in KB. Once the
maximum is reached, the system rotates to the next log file.
The minimum file size is 1KB, while the maximum is 1GB
(1048576KB). The default is 1024.

Log Files to Keep Enter the number of log files to keep, from 1 to 100. The
default is 2.

Note:

(1) The combined maximum file for all logs is 5GB.
(Maximum File Size x Log Files to Keep). (2) If you keep
only one log file, it will be purged when its maximum size is
reached.

Format Choose the format to write log messages:

• Raw: Contains only the logged message; this is most
suitable for traffic logging. Example of a Raw message:

Boot process complete.

• Standard: The default format, recommended for general
use. Example of a Standard message:

Dec 5, 2007 3:49:27 PM 10 com.l7tech.server.BootProcess
INFO: Boot process complete.

• Verbose:  A verbose format, useful for debugging but
not recommended for production environments due to
potential performance impact. Example of a Verbose
message:

Dec 5, 2007 3:49:27 PM 10 com.l7tech.server.BootProcess
start
INFO: Boot process complete

Roll logs based on time period Select this check box to roll the log files based on time
interval. The file size settings are disabled when this is
selected.

Clear this check box to roll the log files based on file size.
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Tab Description

Rolling Interval When rolling logs are based on time interval, choose the
frequency from the drop-down list.

• Hourly: Select this to rotate the log file hourly. The
rotation occurs at the top of each hour.

• Daily: Select this to rotate the log file daily. The rotation
occurs at midnight.

The date format for each type of rotation is as follows:

• Daily: yyyy-MM-dd
• Hourly: yyyy-MM-dd-HH

For example, a sink named "TEST" has a file named
"TEST.2012-10-23.log" for a daily rotation.

Note:

Time-based rotation may create very large log files,
especially if the sink is configured to log a large amount
of information. It is best to keep the amount of data being
logged to a minimum.

Configuring the [Syslog Settings] tab

The following configuration options are available for logs of type "Syslog": 

Tab Description

Protocol Select the protocol to use: TCP (plain), UDP, or SSL. The
default is TCP.

Host Define the hosts to receive the log file. You can enter
multiple hosts to support Syslog failover. The Gateway uses
an "ordered sticky with failover" strategy, beginning with the
first host, then moving to subsequent hosts upon failure. If
the Gateway is restarted, the first host on the list is used.

• To add a host, click [Add] and then enter the hostname
or IP address for the Syslog server, followed by the port
number: <host>:<port>.

• To remove a host from the list, select it and then click
[Remove].

• To modify host details, select it and then click [Edit].

To reposition the host in the list, select it and then click either
[Move Up] or [Move Down].

Facility Enter the facility number to log as, from 0 to 23. The default
is 1. For assistance on the facility number, contact your
Syslog administrator.
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Tab Description

Format Choose the format to write log messages:

• Raw: Contains only the logged message; this is most
suitable for traffic logging. Examples of Raw messages:

Sep 14 10:44:05 localhost SSG[101]: Authenticated on
Internal Identity Provider

Sep 14 10:44:05 localhost SSG[101]: User 'admin' logged in
from IP '127.0.0.1'.

• Standard: The default format, recommended for general
use. Example of a Standard message:

Sep 14 10:44:56 localhost SSG[117]: INFO
com.l7tech.server.admin.AdminSessionManager:
Authenticated on Internal Identity Provider

Sep 14 10:44:56 localhost SSG[117]: INFO
com.l7tech.server.admin.AdminLoginImpl: User 'admin'
logged in from IP '127.0.0.1'.

• Verbose:  A verbose format, useful for debugging but
not recommended for production environments due to
potential performance impact. Example of a Verbose
message:

Sep 14 10:45:56 localhost SSG[129]: [SyslogLogSink] INFO
com.l7tech.server.admin.AdminSessionManager authenticate:
Authenticated on Internal Identity Provider

Sep 14 10:45:56 localhost SSG[129]: [SyslogLogSink]
INFO com.l7tech.server.admin.AdminLoginImpl login: User
'admin' logged in from IP '127.0.0.1'.

Log Hostname Select this check box to include the Gateway hostname in
the logged information. This setting is turned on by default,
but you may need to clear the check box to avoid duplication
with certain Syslog servers.

Character Set Select the character set to log in from the drop-down list:
UTF-8, LATIN-1, ASCII. The default is UTF-8.

Timezone Select the time zone for logging. The default is to use the
existing system settings.

SSL Settings This section is available only if the selected Protocol is
"SSL".

• Use Client Authentication: When connecting using SSL,
select this check box to present a certificate to the server
during the SSL handshake, if one is requested. Clear this
check box to never present a certificate, even if one is
requested. Selecting this option may result in access being
denied.

• Keystore: From the drop-down list, select the keystore
from which to retrieve the certificate. Used only if client
certificates are used.

Send a Test Message Click this button to send a test message to the Syslog sink.
Use this to verify the settings.

 Managing Audit Sinks
The Policy Manager can be configured to send audit details to one or both of the following locations:

The Policy Manager can be configured to send audit details to one or both of the following locations:
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• API Gateway database. You can view and manage the audit events using the Gateway Audit Events.
• An audit sink policy. Every audit event is run through a special audit sink policy that performs a specific action on the

event, for example:

• Branch based on the information being audited.
• Post information via HTTP, JMS, FTP, email, SNMP, or JDBC.
• Transform messages before auditing them to remove passwords, etc.

An audit sink policy lets you send messages to an external database, message queue, or other location. For more information
on this policy, see Working with the Audit Sink Policy.

 

Tip:

When using an audit sink, consider changing the auditing threshold in the cluster property audit.messageThreshold from
WARNING to INFO. This generates more events, but it ensures that the audit sink policy is invoked for all "bad request"
issues that might otherwise be omitted.

 

To manage the audit sink:

1. Run the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task and then click [Manage Audit Sink] on the Manage Log Sinks dialog. This opens
the Audit Sink Properties.

2. By default, the Save audit records to Gateway database check box is selected. This sends the audit events to the
Gateway's own database, where you can examine them using the Gateway Audit Events. If you wish to disable the internal
auditing, clear this check box.

3. Select the Output audit records via audit sink policy check box to sends records to the audit sink. An audit sink policy
must already be configured. To configure or reconfigure an audit sink policy, click [Configure] and then complete
the Configure External Audit Store Wizard.
Clear this check box if you do not want the audit events processed by the audit sink policy. Note that clearing the check box
does not remove any audit sink policy that already exists.

4. Click [OK].

Do the following next:

• If you enabled a custom audit sink policy, you should edit the audit sink lookup policy now. This policy appears as
"[Internal Audit Sink Policy]" in the Services and Policies list on the interface. For more information, see Working with
the Audit Sink Policy.

Note:

The template audit sink policy created by the "custom" option is for illustrative purposes only and is designed to always
fail, which causes auditing to fall back to the API Gateway database.

• If you created an external JDBC audit sink, the lookup policy also appears as "[Internal Audit Sink Policy]" in the
Services and Policies list. Modify the policy as required by inserting assertions at the end, but do not modify the system -
generated portion of the policy.

 Configure External Audit Store Wizard
The Configure External Audit Store Wizard is used to configure an external audit store to output audit
records via the audit sink policy. It can be used to create an external JDBC audit sink (and its associated)
lookup policy or it can create a custom audit sink and lookup policy. When creating a custom audit
sink, you are free to configure the lookup policy as necessary. By comparison, you must not modify the
system-generated policy for JDBC audit stores.

The Configure External Audit Store Wizard is used to configure an external audit store to output audit records via the audit
sink policy. It can be used to create an external JDBC audit sink (and its associated) lookup policy or it can create a custom
audit sink and lookup policy. When creating a custom audit sink, you are free to configure the lookup policy as necessary. By
comparison, you must not modify the system-generated policy for JDBC audit stores.

The Configure External Audit Store Wizard starts when you click [Configure] on the Audit Sink Properties dialog. For more
information, see Manage the Audit Sink.

For more information about wizards, see "Wizard" under Interfaces.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 1: Select JDBC Connection Choose the type of external audit store to create:

• Select Create External JDBC Audit Sink and Lookup
Policy to create an audit store based on a JDBC
connection.

• Select the connection to use from the drop-down list.
If the connection you need is not displayed, click
[Manage JDBC Connections] to create it. For more
information, see Manage JDBC Connections.

• Select Custom Audit Sink and Lookup Policy to create an
audit sink and lookup policy that you can customize later.
If choosing this type of policy, the wizard is now
complete. Click [Finish] to create or overwrite any
existing audit sink and lookup policies. 

Step 2: Configure database

(JDBC audit store only)

Enter names for the following tables:

• Audit Record Table (Default: audit_main)
• Audit Detail Table (Default: audit_detail)

These tables are used in the database that will be created for
the external audit store in Step 3 of the wizard.

Step 3: Test/Create database

(JDBC audit store only)

In this step, the database schema is displayed. You may
examine the schema as shown in the scrolling list or you may
copy the schema to the Clipboard and paste it into another
application. At this point you can:

• Click [Create Tables] to create the database tables
required for logging into the database, using the displayed
schema and table names from Step 2. Enter the Username
and Password when prompted. Note: This assumes that
you have permission to create databases.

• Click [Check Tables Exist] to verify that the database
tables have seen set up correctly.

• Click [Finish] to close the wizard. This will create or
overwrite the audit sink and lookup properties.

 Working with the Audit Sink Policy
A special audit sink policy directs all the audit messages to an external database, message queue, or other
location.This policy runs at the end of every service policy that is executed on the Gateway. 

A special audit sink policy directs all the audit messages to an external database, message queue, or other location.This policy
runs at the end of every service policy that is executed on the Gateway. 

The audit sink policy is created automatically when you first enable the audit sink; you can reconfigure it later if necessary.

Contents:

  

The audit sink policy is found in the Services and Policies list on the Policy Manager interface and appears as follows in the
policy window:
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The following characteristics are unique to the audit sink policy:

• Only one audit sink policy is created per CA API Gateway cluster.
• Disabling the audit sink does not remove the audit sink policy—it simply redirects audit messages to the CA API

Gateway database.

Note:

 It is possible to configure the audit messages to be sent simultaneously to the database and audit sink. See Manage Log/
Audit Sinks.

• An audit sink policy can be deleted only when first disabled in the Audit Sink Properties.
• An audit sink policy is the only place where the Convert Audit Record to XML Assertion can be used.
• Unlike normal policies, which require a valid XML request message (which may have a blank message body, but

HTTP headers are present), the audit sink policy can work with a "blank" request—that is, a request that is initially
completely uninitialized. You can use the Convert Audit Record to XML Assertion to populate the sink policy's request
with some XML.

• An audit sink policy can access a large number of auditing-specific context variables that are not available elsewhere in the
system. See Audit Sink Context Variables for details.

• The properties for an audit sink policy cannot be modified.
• Similar to the audit lookup policy, there is no request XML coming into the policy.

Aside from the above exceptions, the audit sink policy is configured and edited in similar fashion to an ordinary policy.
Multiple policy revisions can be created and you can export or import the audit sink policy.

Understanding the Audit Sink Default Policy

When the audit sink is enabled, it can be configured as a custom audit sink or an external JDBC audit sink. Each produces a
default policy that you can use as a starting point in your customization.

Custom Audit Sink Policy

The following policy is created when a custom audit sink is selected:

  

This default policy is for illustrative purposes only and must be configured. If used in its unmodified form, it is designed to
always fail, reverting auditing back to the Gateway database.

Excluding the comments, the default policy contains these three assertions:

•  Convert Audit Record to XML Assertion (disabled): This assertion takes the incoming audit records and converts them
into an XML request, to mimic a standard incoming request in a service policy. This assertion is disabled by default. 

Tip:

 This assertion is technically not necessary in an audit sink policy. If you only need to retrieve a few specific values from
the audit event, leave the assertion disabled and use an Audit Context Variables instead.

•  Route via HTTP(S) Assertion  (disabled): This assertion routes the request (that is, audit record) to a specific endpoint.
This assertion is disabled by default. Enable it to perform an HTTP routing or use another routing assertion. You might also
choose replace this routing assertion with other policy logic instead.

•  Stop Processing Assertion : This assertion causes the sample policy to fail and revert to auditing to the internal database.
Be sure to delete this assertion once you have finished customizing the audit sink policy.

External JDBC Audit Sink Policy
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The following policy is created when an external JDBC audit sink is selected:

  

Add your policy logic by inserting assertions at the end. Do not modify the auto-generated section at the top.

Failure of the Audit Sink Policy

When the audit sink policy fails, the audit system (by default) falls back to auditing to the internal database. You can disable
this by setting the cluster property audit.sink.fallbackToInternal to "false". If fallback is disabled and the audit sink policy
cannot be completed, the system logs an error discards the audit record.

Tip:

 As in a standard policy, an audit sink policy can have multiple branches to take some failover action in a backup branch
should the primary branch fail. This way, you can avoid failing the entire audit sink policy because (for example) one
particular sink endpoint is down.

Context Variables in an Audit Sink Policy

The audit sink policy uses special context variables that only work within these sink policies. For details, see Audit Sink
Context Variables.

General purpose auditing-related context variables are described in Audit Context Variables.

Deleting the Audit Sink Policy

When the audit sink policy is no longer required, delete it by right-clicking it in the Services and Policies list and
selecting Delete Policy.

Tip:

 If you delete the audit sink policy, it is recreated the next time the audit sink is enabled.

Troubleshooting an Audit Sink Policy

Detecting and correcting problems in an audit sink policy require slightly different techniques from troubleshooting normal
policies, since auditing is disabled while an audit sink policy is being evaluated. The following tips might help:

• Develop the audit sink policy functionality (excluding the Convert Audit Record to XML Assertion, if applicable) within a
policy fragment.

• Publish an XML service to act as a test harness. This should invoke the audit sink policy with the
relevant ${audit.*} context variables prepopulated and the request already set to an example audit record. The actual audit
sink policy would consist of just: Convert Audit Record to XML Assertion  Include Policy Fragment Assertion : Actual
audit sink policy  

• Audits are just logged (for example, the Add Audit Detail Assertion simply outputs as log).

 Working with the Audit Lookup Policy
You can configure a special audit lookup policy to look up audit records in an external audit store. This
policy is created automatically when the audit sink is first enabled and is overwritten when the external
audit store is changed.

You can configure a special audit lookup policy to look up audit records in an external audit store. This policy is created
automatically when the audit sink is first enabled and is overwritten when the external audit store is changed.

The audit lookup policy is found in the Services and Policies list on the Policy Manager interface:
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The following characteristics are unique to the audit lookup policy:

• Only one audit lookup policy is created per CA API Gateway cluster.
• Disabling the audit sink does not remove the audit lookup policy.
• An audit lookup policy can be deleted only when the audit sink is disabled in the Audit Sink Properties.
• After the audit lookup policy is deleted, re-enabling the audit sink does not recreate the policy—you must run

the Configure External Audit Store Wizard  again.

• An audit lookup policy can access a large number of auditing-specific context variables that are not available elsewhere
in the system. See Audit Lookup Context Variables for details.

• The properties for an audit lookup policy cannot be modified.
• Similar to the audit sink policy, there is no request XML coming into the policy.

Aside from the above exceptions, you configure and edit audit lookup policies in a similar fashion to an ordinary policy. This
includes creating multiple policy revisions exporting or importing the audit lookup policy.

Deleting the Audit Lookup Policy

When the audit lookup policy is no longer required (that is, the audit sink has been disabled), you can delete it by right-clicking
it in the Services and Policies list and selecting Delete Policy.

Understanding the Default Audit Lookup Policies

Different default audit lookup policies display in the Policy Manager depending on the type of audit store that was configured
in the Configure External Audit Store Wizard. 

Tip:

To view the retrieved audits in the Gateway Audit Events window, ensure that your customized audit lookup policy populates
the context variables listed in Audit Lookup Context Variables.

Context Variables for the Audit Lookup Policy

The Audit Lookup Policy uses special context variables that only work within a lookup policy. For details, see Audit Lookup
Context Variables.

General purpose auditing-related context variables are described in Audit Context Variables.

 Working with Log Sinks and Debug Logs
This topic describes the procedures for common scenarios involving log sinks and debug logs for the .

This topic describes the procedures for common scenarios involving log sinks and debug logs for the API Gateway.

Note:

Log sinks are not suitable for the Container Gateway. CA Technologies recommends using other third-party tools for
managing logs.

Contents:

Warning:

IMPORTANT: Avoid creating too many log sinks, as this affects Gateway performance. CA Technologies
recommends no more than three log sinks for best performance. Any detailed filtering should be handled by external
systems.

Creating and Using a Custom Log sink

To create a log sink for all messages from a custom logger:

1. Run the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task and create a new log sink.
2. Complete the properties for the log sink:

• In the Base Settings tab, define at least one filter:
Filter Type:  Category
Filter Details: Select Gateway Log

• Define another filter:
Filter Type: Package
Filter Details: Enter the name of your custom logger: com.l7tech.log.custom.<customLoggerName>Make note of the
<customLoggerName> string.

3. Configure an Add Audit Detail Assertion for your custom logger. 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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1.1 Set the Category to Log. This directs the log messages to the log system.
2.1 Select the Custom logger name check box.
3.1 Enter your <customLoggerName> string in the field following com.l7tech.log.custom.
4.1 Select an appropriate Level for the logging.

During policy execution, audit details are sent to the log sink for the specified custom logger.

Creating Log Sink for Service(s)

 To create a log sink for all messages from a service:

• Use the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task to create a new log sink that filters by one or more services.

During policy execution, only messages related to the selected services are sent to the log sink.

Debugging a Client IP

 To create a log sink for all messages from a client IP:

1. Use the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task to create a new log sink that filters by a specific client IP address.
2. In the Log Sink Properties, set the severity threshold to FINE.
3. Set the severity level for the appropriate package to FINE in the log.levels cluster property for the appropriate loggers—for

example, "<packageName>.level=FINE". For assistance with package names, contact CA Support.

During policy execution, only messages related to the specified client IP address are sent to the log sink.

Debugging SSL/TLS

To enable SSL/TLS debug for an HTTPS listen port:

1. Set the io.debugSsl cluster property to "true" to enable SSL/TLS debugging globally.

Note:

The SSL/TLS debugging for all the Java security JCE providers might not be enabled by setting the io.debugSsl cluster-
wide property to "true". Instead, define javax.net.debug property with the appropriate level (example,ssl, all, and so on) in
the system.properties file of Gateway.

Do not to use the level help, as it causes some providers to terminate the JVM.
2. Set the log.stdoutLevel cluster property to FINE.
3. Update the log.levels cluster property to include the line STDOUT.level=FINE.
4. Use the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task to create a new log sink with these properties:

• Severity Threshold: FINE
• Filters:

• Filter Type = Category, Filter Details = Gateway Log
• Filter Type = Package, Filter Details = STDOUT

5. Restart the Gateway.
6. Verify debug is working by consuming a service using an HTTPS Listen Port. 

During policy execution, the SSL/TLS output related to the consumption is sent only to the configured log sink. (This assumes
that no other log sinks are currently configured to allow "FINE" messages.)

Note:

If debug trace logging has been enabled for HTTP(S), be aware that this can log passwords, including passwords used to log
in to the Policy Manager. Use this capability with caution. For assistance on enabling debug trace logging in HTTP(S), please
contact CA Support. 

Note:

• Manage Log/Audit Sinks
• View Logs for the Gateway
• Enterprise Logging and Auditing of Gateway
• Policy Performance Optimization
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 How to Audit to a Remote Syslog
The is designed to send audits to the internal database by default. For improved performance, you can
redirect auditing activity to a centralized syslog server and stop writing to the local database. This change
reduces the amount of disk usage and replication traffic. It also provides centralized viewing capability
for your Operations team.

The API Gateway is designed to send audits to the internal database by default. For improved performance, you can redirect
auditing activity to a centralized syslog server and stop writing to the local database. This change reduces the amount of disk
usage and replication traffic. It also provides centralized viewing capability for your Operations team.

Note:

It is not currently possible to write to remote syslogs with milliseconds in the time stamp.

Prerequisite: This topic assumes familiarity with syslogs and audit sinks.

Figure 22: Auditing to Syslog

Workflow:

1. Disable auditing to the local database.
2. Create a custom Audit Sink Policy.
3. Edit the Audit Sink Policy.
4. Create a new log sink.

Step 1: Disable Auditing to the Local Database

1. Run the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task.
2. Click Manage Audit Sink.
3. Clear the Save audit records to Gateway database check box.
4. Select the Output audit records via audit sink policy check box.
5. Click Configure. The Configure External Audit Store Wizard is displayed.

Step 2: Create a Custom Audit Sink Policy

1. In Step 1 of the Configure External Audit Store Wizard, select Create Custom Audit Sink and Lookup Policy.
2. Click Finish. This creates an Internal Audit Sink Policy in the services palette of the Policy Manager.

Step 3: Edit the Audit Sink Policy

1. Double-click Internal Audit Sink Policy to load it into the policy window.
2. Disable all the assertions in the template policy. Disabled assertions have a red 'X' over their icons.
3. Add a Continue Processing Assertion at the end. Your policy window should look like the following:

4. Click Save and Activate in the policy tool bar. This activates the policy. Audits are no longer written to the local database.

Step 4: Create a New Log Sink
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In this final step, you create a new log sink to route audit and logging traffic to a centralized syslog server.

1. Run the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task.
2. Click Create. The Log Sink Properties are displayed.
3. In the Base Settings tab, enter the following:

• Name: Enter a name, with no spaces (for example, "Operations").
• Enabled: Select this check box.
• Type: Select Syslog.

4. Click Add.
5. Configure the Add Filters dialog as follows:

• Filter Type:  Category
• Filter Details: Select Audits and Gateway Log (hold down the Ctrl key to select both).

6. Click Add to close the dialog.
7. In the Syslog Settings tab, do the following:

1.1 Click Add and enter the Syslog host and port. For example:

Tip:

The default port for syslog is 514. This should work in most instances, but check with your Infrastructure or
Operations team if unsure.

2.1 Complete the Format, Character Set, and Timezone settings as appropriate. For more information, see "Configuring
the [Syslog Settings] tab" in Log Sink Properties.

3.1 If you have SSL enabled (Protocol=SSL), select the Use Client Authentication check box as necessary and then
select the Keystore.

Your Gateway is now configured to audit to an external syslog only.

Note:

• Working with Log Sinks and Debug Logs
• Manage Log/Audit Sinks

 Manage MQ Native Queues
 

 

The Manage MQ Native Queues task is used to configure the API Gateway to natively communicate with IBM WebSphere
MQ to exchange both inbound and outbound messages.

IBM WebSphere MQ is a widely-deployed message-oriented middleware (MOM) solution that is commonly used in
enterprises to integrate disparate systems and enable asynchronous transaction models. Most integrations typically use
standards-based protocols such as JMS. However, there may be instances where integration using proprietary channels is
preferred. For example, instead of using JMS and JNDI to exchange messages with MQ Native, you can use the native
integration.

Note:

For information on installing the MQ Native .JAR files, refer to Install the JMS Interface.

Understanding MQ Native Message Size

The maximum size of an MQ Native message is governed by the following two global cluster properties:

• io.xmlPartMaxBytes: This controls the maximum size of any XML message, including MQ messages. By default, this is
2621440 bytes (2.5MB).
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• io.mqMessageMaxBytes: This controls the maximum size of MQ Native messages, including the XML and all MIME
parts. By default, this is the same as io.xmlPartMaxBytes (2.5MB).

Normally, these two properties would have the same limit. If you need to further restrict the size of MQ Native messages
globally, set io.mqMessageMaxBytes to a lower value than io.xmlPartMaxBytes.

These global limits can be overridden for both inbound MQ native messages and outbound MQ native messages (via the Route
via MQ Native assertion).

Working with MQ Native Queues

An inbound queue allows the API Gateway to consume messages from an MQ connection, whereas an outbound queue allows
the API Gateway to send/route messages to that connection. Queues must be created in the WebSphere MQ management
application before they can be configured in the Policy Manager.

Once the queues are created in the WebSphere MQ management application, you can add, edit, or remove customized message
descriptors, properties, and additional headers.

For inbound and outbound MQ Native messages, you can modify the Message Descriptor, Message Properties, and Additional
Headers. To customize Message Descriptors, use the Manage Transport Properties/Headers assertion. An MQ Native queue
can be edited or deleted at any time. The  will enable such changes within a few seconds.

Header type conversions such as MQRFH to MQRFH2 and vice-versa are supported for configuring the Additional Header
and Message Property.

Tip:

When the Route via MQ Native assertion is configured to “Get from queue”, it will be able to consume a message from an
outbound queue.

Outbound MQ Connection Management

The API Gateway will close an outbound MQ connection under any of the following conditions:

• the connection has been idle for too long (controlled by io.mqConnectionCacheMaxIdleTime cluster property)
• the connection is too old (controlled by io.mqConnectionCacheMaxAge cluster property)
• there are too many open connections (controlled by io.mqConnectionCacheSize cluster property)

Tip:

If many outbound queues are in use, you can improve performance by reducing the idle time and increasing the cache size.

Template Outbound Queues

A template outbound queue is a special type of queue that allows the following properties to be omitted when the queue is
created, to be filled in later during policy construction:

Queue name (MQ Connections Properties tab)Wait for Reply reply on specified queue name (Outbound Options tab)

When you omit either of these properties during the queue definition, the policy author can enter the values during policy
design in the Route via MQ Native assertion. However if any of the above properties are set in the template queue, they cannot
be changed when the template is used in the Route via MQ Native assertion.

To manage MQ Native Queues:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Transports > Manage MQ Native Queues from the Main Menu (on the browser
client, from the Manage menu). The Manage MQ Native Queues dialog appears.

2. Choose one of the following actions.
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Action Description

Filter list of queues (optional) When there are a large number of MQ Native queues,
you can filter the list to more easily locate the queue you
want:From the drop-down list, select the queue property to
filter.

1.1 Type a few characters to search on. This text will be
matched anywhere within the chosen queue property
and is not case sensitive.

2.1 Indicate whether to include only Inbound, Outbound,
or Both types of queues.

3.1 Click [Filter]. The list is filtered to display only those
queues matching the filter criteria.

Sort queue list based on column By default, the list of queues is sorted in ascending order by
Name.

Click on any column heading to re-sort the table based on
that column. The following markers indicate the sorting
column:

• = The table is sorted in ascending alphabetical order
based on the indicated column.

• = The table is sorted in descending alphabetical order
based on the indicated column.

Add a new MQ Native queue Click [Add] and then configure the properties for the new
queue. See MQ Native Queue Properties for details.

You can also create a new MQ Native queue by clicking
[New Queue] on the Native MQ Routing Properties dialog.

Clone an existing MQ Native queue Select the queue to clone, then click [Clone]. Edit the queue
properties as required. See MQ Native Queue Properties for
details.

Modify an existing MQ Native queue Select the queue to modify, then click [Properties]. Edit
the queue properties as necessary. See MQ Native Queue
Properties for details.  

Tip:

Be sure to test your new settings to ensure the connection is
valid.

Remove an MQ Native queue Select the queue to remove and then click [Remove]. Click
[OK] to confirm the deletion.

Note:

Removing a queue only unregisters it from the API
Gateway. The queue still exists in the WebSphere MQ
queue management application.

3. Click [Test Settings] to test the connection between the API Gateway and MQ Native queue. A test is considered
successful if the API Gateway can:   

• Read from an inbound queue
• Write to an outbound queue
• Contact any additional queue specified in the configuration (for example, a Reply-to queue, Failure queue, Wait-for-

reply queue)If a connection cannot be established, make a note of the diagnostic information that is displayed, double-
check the queue and API Gateway settings, and then try again. Occasionally, the queue may enter an unstable state and
restarting the MQ Queue Manager and its listener could resolve the issue. 

4. Click [Save] to close the MQ Native Queue Properties. When adding a queue, the new queue is registered in the API
Gateway and added to the Known MQ Native Queues table in the Manage MQ Native Queues dialog.
The [Save] button is unavailable if there is information missing in any of the tabs.
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5. Click [Close] when done.

 MQ Native Queue Properties
When creating or viewing details about MQ native queues, the MQ Native Queue Properties appear. The
queue properties are organized across these tabs:

When creating or viewing details about MQ native queues, the MQ Native Queue Properties appear. The queue properties are
organized across these tabs:

• MQ Connection Properties
• Inbound Options 
• Outbound Options

For more information about MQ native queues, see Manage MQ Native Queues.

  

 To access the properties for an MQ native queue:

1. Run the Manage MQ Native Queues task.
2. Select a queue and then click [Properties]. You can also click [Create] to enter the properties for a new queue. The MQ

Native Queue Properties appear.
3. Configure each tab within the properties as necessary. Refer to the appropriate section below for a complete description of

each tab.
4. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [MQ Connection Properties] Tab

The [MQ Connection Properties] tab is used to set connection properties common to both inbound and outbound queues.
Configure this tab as follows:

 Setting  Description 

 Connection name Enter a name to identify the MQ Native connection. This
name will be displayed in the policy window when the queue
is selected for routing. The connection name is also displayed
in Manage MQ Native Queues.

 Enabled Select this check box to enable the queue.

Clear this check box to disable the queue as follows:

•  Inbound queue: The listener stop slistening for
messages.

•  Outbound queue: Any Route via MQ Native
Assertion that uses this queue stops working.
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 Setting  Description 

 Direction Select the direction of the queue:

•  Outbound: The Gateway routes messages to the queue.
Queues registered as 'outbound' can be referenced in a
policy workflow inside a  Route via MQ Native Assertion.

•  This queue is a template: Configures a template
outbound queue, where the queue name and reply
queue name are specified when the Route via MQ
Native Assertion is configured.

•  Inbound: The Gateway monitors and consumes
messages from the queue.
Advanced users can use the following options to fine tune
how message are handled for inbound messages. This
requires knowledge of the MQI calls.

•  Open Options: Establish a connection to the queue
using the options specified here. Enter a value that
represents the sum of the constant fields for the
MQOPEN API call. The Open options are on a per-
connection basis. These options apply only when the
Gateway initiates a connection to a MQ Queue/Queue
Manager.
Example:
You want to use the constant fields MQOO_OUTPUT
(16) and MQOO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING (8192). Add
these values together and enter the resulting 8208 into
the Open Options field.
If you do not specify Open options here, the Gateway
consults the mq.listenerInboundOpenOptions cluster
property. If this cluster property is not defined,
then the Gateway uses the defaults from the
MqNativeConstants class.

•  Get Message Options: Retrieve a message from a
local queue using the options specified here. Enter a
value that represents the sum of the constant fields for
the MQGET API call.
Example:
You want to use the constant fields
MQGMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING (8192) and
MQGMO_NO_SYNCPOINT (4). Add these values
together and enter the resulting 8196 into the Get
Message Options field.
If you do not specify Get Message
options here, the Gateway consults
the mq.listenerInboundGetMessageOptions cluster
property. If this cluster property is not defined,
then the Gateway uses the defaults from the
MqNativeConstants class.

Tip:

 (1) For a list of the Constant Field Values,
see: https://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/en/SSFKSJ_7.1.0/
com.ibm.mq.javadoc.doc/WMQJavaClasses/constant-
values.html#com.ibm.mq.constants (2) To configure Open
Options and Message Options for outbound messages, see
"Configuring the [Target] Tab" in Route via MQ Native
Assertion.

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSFKSJ_7.1.0/com.ibm.mq.javadoc.doc/WMQJavaClasses/constant-values.html#com.ibm.mq.constants
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSFKSJ_7.1.0/com.ibm.mq.javadoc.doc/WMQJavaClasses/constant-values.html#com.ibm.mq.constants
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSFKSJ_7.1.0/com.ibm.mq.javadoc.doc/WMQJavaClasses/constant-values.html#com.ibm.mq.constants
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSFKSJ_7.1.0/com.ibm.mq.javadoc.doc/WMQJavaClasses/constant-values.html#com.ibm.mq.constants
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 Setting  Description 

 Connection properties Configure the properties for the connection:

•  Host name: Enter the MQ queue end point.
•  Port number: Enter the MQ queue end point port

number. This value must be between 1 and 65535.
•  Queue manager name: Enter the name of the queue

manager. This name is displayed on the Manage MQ
Native Queues dialog.

•  Channel name: Enter the MQ queue channel name.
If you are using an SSL connection for the MQ Native
queue, be sure to specify an SSL channel name.

•  Queue name: Enter a name for the queue. This name is
displayed in Manage MQ Native Queues.

 Security Specify any security required to access the queue:

• [Credentials are required to…]: Select this check box if
the target MQ server requires login credentials. Clear this
check box if authentication is not required.

•  User name: If credentials are required, enter the user
name.

•  Password: If credentials are required, select the stored
password to use from the drop-down list.

Note:

 Only stored passwords may be used here—you cannot
type in a password. To define a stored password, click
[Manage passwords]. For more information, see Manage
Stored Passwords.

• [Enable SSL]: Select this check box to use an SSL
connection for the MQ Native connection.

Note:

 Enabling SSL requires a matching Cipher Spec for the
SSL channel defined on the MQ server. It also requires
an SSL channel name in the "Channel Name" field; the
default channel name SYSTEM.DEF.SVRCONN cannot
be used for SSL connections.

•  Cipher Spec: When connecting using SSL, choose the
cipher specification to use for the SSL channel. Tip: If
you are unsure of the cipher to use, try the default cipher
first.

Note:

Technical Note: When the Gateway is configured to
work with IBM MQ 8.0, if any "TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA"
cipher suite is used (indicated by * below), the IBM MQ
8 server certificate must be encrypted using the ECDSA
algorithm. If using the IBM Key Management to generate
a certificate, use the SHA512withECDSA algorithm to
generate the certificate.

• [Use client authentication]: When connecting using SSL,
select this check box to present a certificate to the server,
if one is requested. Clear this check box to never present a
certificate, even if one is requested. Note that access may
be denied in this case.

•  Keystore: From the drop-down list, choose the keystore
from which to retrieve the certificate. Used only if client
certificates are used.
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 Setting  Description 

 Test Settings Click this button to test the connection settings. This button is
unavailable when any required information is missing on this
tab.

 Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones,
see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

 This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to
entities inside the zones).

Configuring the [Inbound Options] Tab

The [Inbound Options] tab is used to configure inbound queues that are monitored by the Gateway. Configure this tab as
follows

 Setting Description

 Acknowledge Behavior From the drop-down list, select how the Gateway should
acknowledge incoming MQ Native messages:

•  On Take: The Gateway sends a reply based on the
chosen "Inbound Reply Behavior" when it reads the
message from the queue being monitored (this is the
"Queue name" from the [MQ Connection Properties]
tab).

•  On Completion: The Gateway sends a reply only after
successful execution of the associated service (defined
under "Service Resolution" on this tab).

Using "On Completion" acknowledgment increases the
reliability of message processing. If a Gateway fails during
the processing of a message, that message will remain in
the queue and can be processed by another node. (This
assumes that a cluster of nodes has been configured. For more
information, see Configure a Gateway Cluster.

Note:

 (1) If you have not configured a failure queue, then messages
that consistently fail (for example, a back-end service is non-
functional) remain in the queue indefinitely. The Gateway
tries to process these messages continually and may get stuck
in a loop, unless a failure queue is configured. (2) Do not use
the Protect Against Message Replay Assertion in any policy
that processes messages from queues that are configured
with the "On completion" acknowledgement mode without a
specified failure destination.
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 Setting Description

 Inbound Reply Behavior Select a reply behavior for the inbound queue:

•  Automatic: The Gateway sends a reply if the
MQReplyTo queue name is specified in the message/
header attribute.

•  Do not send replies: Never send a reply to any queue.
•  Send reply to specified queue: Send replies to a specific

queue, overriding any replyToQueueName attribute in the
MQ message descriptor (MQMD) attribute in inbound
messages. Enter the name of the queue in the adjacent
box.
Reply queue Put Message Options: Puts a message to
a local queue using the options specified here. Enter a
value that represents the sum of the constant fields for the
MQPUT API call.
Example:
You want to use the constant fields
MQGMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING (8192)
and MQPMO_NEW_CORREL_ID (128). Add these
values together and enter the resulting 8320 into the Reply
queue Put Message Options field.
If you do not specify Reply queue Put
Message options here, the Gateway consults
the  mq.listenerInboundReplyQueuePutMessageOptions cluster
property. If this cluster property is not defined, then the
Gateway uses the defaults from the MqNativeConstants
class.

 Request/Response Correlation The inbound Request/Response correlation behavior can be
specified if either the "Automatic" or "Send reply to specified
queue" option was selected:

•  Copy CorrelationID from Request to Response:
Choose this option to copy the Correlation ID from the
request to the response.

•  Set Response CorrelationID from Request's
MessageID: Choose this option to use the Message ID
from the request as the Correlation ID in the response.

 Service Resolution Select how the service should be resolved:

• Associate queue with published service (bypass
resolution):
Select this check box to associate the inbound MQ Native
queue with a specific published service, bypassing the
normal service resolution logic.

• Service name: If associating with a service, choose
the service from the drop-down list.

• Specify content type: Select this check box to override
the content type.

• Use Content Type: If overriding the content type,
choose the content type to use from the drop-down
list. If the content type you need isn't listed, type it
directly into the drop-down list.
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 Setting Description

 Send failed requests to the specified queue Select this check box to route the message to a special queue
if the service policy does not successfully complete.

The messages sent to the failure queue are not due to a
Gateway failure, but rather from other causes such as routing
failure, message content, etc.

If this check box is not selected, then the MQ Native
configuration should ensure that messages that could not be
processed do not remain in the queue indefinitely.

This option is available only when Acknowledgment
Behavior is set to “On Completion”.

•  Failure queue name: If sending requests to a failure
queue, enter the name of the queue that will receive
messages that were not successfully processed.

•  Failure queue Put Message Options: Puts a
message to a failure queue using the options specified
here. Enter a value that represents the sum of the
constant fields for the MQPUT API call.
Example:
You want to use the constant fields
MQGMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING (8192)
and MQPMO_NEW_CORREL_ID (128). Add these
values together and enter the resulting 8320 into the
Failure queue Put Message Options field.
If you do not specify Failure queue Put Message
options here, the Gateway consults the 
mq.listenerInboundFailureQueuePutMessageOptions cluster
property. If this cluster property is not defined,
then the Gateway uses the defaults from the
MqNativeConstants class.

 Specify multiple inbound connections Select this check box to set the maximum number of
concurrent inbound connections permitted. The default is 20.

Clear this check box restrict concurrency to a single inbound
connection with this queue configuration.

Note:

 The mq.listenerMaxConcurrentConnections cluster property
specifies the absolute maximum concurrency and will
override any larger value entered here.

 Override maximum message size Select this check box to override the permitted maximum size
of the message.

Clear this check box to use the value set in
the io.mqMessageMaxBytes cluster property.

•  Restrict messages to: Enter the maximum permitted size
of the message, in bytes

•  Allow unlimited message size (not
recommended): Select this option to allow response
messages of unlimited size. 

Configuring the [Outbound Options] Tab

The [Outbound Options] tab is used to configure outbound queues that are referenced in the Route via MQ Native Assertion.
Configure this tab as follows
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 Setting  Description 

 Outbound Reply Behavior Specify an outbound reply behavior for the queue:

•  Always use temporary queue: Choose this to always
create a temporary dynamic queue for each request. Use
this temporary queue as the reply queue for outbound
requests and listen for a response on this queue.

•  Model queue name: Enter an input mask for the
temporary dynamic queue name. For example, the
model name, SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE
might create a temporary dynamic queue named:
SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE.4F14B2E020012504.
The model queue must be a permanent queue
created by the MQ administrator (for example,
MQQDT_PREDEFINED). 

•  No replies (one way): Choose this to not send a reply
or wait for a request on the queue. The response to the
requestor will be empty, unless some other assertion fills
it in.

•  Wait for Reply on specified queue: Choose this to have
the Gateway look up the specified queue and then wait on
that queue for the response. Enter the name of the queue
in the adjacent box.

Tip:

 If this queue is to be a template, the dynamic properties
setting for "Wait for Reply on specified queue" are
available only if this outbound reply behavior is set here,
and the queue name box is left blank.

Additionally, select one of the following Request/
Response Correlation options:

•  Generate New CorrelationID for Request: Choose
this to have the Gateway generate a unique ID, set it
as the CorrelationID attribute on the outbound request,
and then select only messages with the matching
CorrelationID value from the reply queue.

•  Expect Receiver to Copy Request MessageID to
Response CorrelationID: Choose this to send the
request message as-is, then select only messages with
the CorrelationID attribute matching the outbound
request's MessageID attribute from the reply queue.

•  Get Reply Message Options: Retrieve an outbound
reply message using the options specified here. Enter a
value that represents the sum of the constant fields for the
MQGET API call. Does not apply if the Outbound Reply
Behavior is set to "No replies (one-way)".
Example:
You want to use the constant fields
MQGMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING (8192) and
MQGMO_NO_SYNCPOINT (4). Add these values
together and enter the resulting 8196 into the Get Reply
Message Options field.
If you do not specify Get Reply Message
options here, the Gateway consults
the mq.listenerOutboundReplyQueueGetMessageOptions cluster
property. If this cluster property is not defined, then the
Gateway uses the defaults from the MqNativeConstants
class.
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 Setting  Description 

 Get Reply Message Options Select this option to specify a value that represents the value
of the option parameter in the MQGMO API call when
getting a reply message.
The Get Message options are configured on a per-assertion
basis through the Route via MQ Native Assertion. If you do
not specify Get Reply Message options, the system defaults
built into MQ Native are used. If more than one option is
required, add the values together (as per the example under
"Open Options above). Do not add the same constant more
than once.

If you do not specify Get Reply Message options here, the
Gateway consults the mq.routingGetMessageOptions cluster
property. If this cluster property is not defined, then the
Gateway uses the defaults from the MqNativeConstants class.

 Override MQ Native Queue Connection Properties This section lets you set specific values for this particular MQ
Native Queue, overriding the system defaults.

•  Maximum active connections: Enter the maximum
number of active connections for this MQ Native
connection. To not permit any active connections, enter 0.
To allow unlimited active connections, enter any negative
value.
Leave this field blank to use the default value shown,
as defined by the mq.ConnectionPool.maxActive cluster
property. Entering any value overrides the cluster
property.

•  Maximum idle connections: Enter the maximum
number of idle connections allowed for this MQ Native
connection. To not permit any idle connections, enter 0.
To allow unlimited idle connections, enter any negative
value.
Leave this field blank to use the default value shown,
as defined by the mq.ConnectionPool.maxIdle cluster
property. Entering any value overrides the cluster
property.

Tip:

 For best performance, the maximum idle connections
and the maximum active connections should be the same
value.

•  Maximum wait time for free connections (ms): Enter
the maximum time to wait (in milliseconds) for an MQ
Native connection to be available. To wait indefinitely,
enter 0 or a negative value.
Leave this field blank to use the default value shown,
as defined by the mq.ConnectionPool.maxWait cluster
property. Entering any value overrides the cluster
property.

 Customizing MQ Messages
You can customize MQ Message by adding values to existing messages. You must have a valid MQ
Native Queue configured before proceeding.

You can customize MQ Message by adding values to existing messages. You must have a valid MQ Native Queue configured
before proceeding.

The diagram below illustrates the process of configured messages passing through the descriptor, message properties, and
headers.
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Figure 23: Message_Passthrough
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The sequence of applying the values is important. Below is a general sequence for each section.

1 Message Descriptors

1. Passes through all message descriptors
2. Manage Transport Properties/Headers assertion
3. Customized message descriptors in the Route via MQ Native assertion

2  Message Properties

1. Pass through
2. Copy to Properties
3. Manage Transport Properties/Headers assertion

3 Message Additional Headers

1. Pass through
2. Copy to Additional Headers
3. Manage Transport Properties/Headers assertion

Customizing MQ Message Descriptors

To access the message descriptors:

1. Add the Route via MQ Native assertion in the policy window and select MQ Native Routing Properties or double-click
the assertion in the policy window.

2. In the [Request] and [Response] tabs, select the Pass through all MQ message headers check box. The value of the
descriptor from the original MQ message will be passed to the message result.

3. Go to either the [Request] or [Response] tabs and view the "Customize message descriptors" section. 
4. Configure the message descriptors as follows:

To... Do this...

Add a new message descriptor 1.1 Click [Add].
2.1 See "Adding a New Message Descriptor" below for

more information.
3.1 Click [OK] when done

Edit a new message descriptor 1.1 Select the item to edit.
2.1 Click [Edit] and then modify the values as required.
3.1 Click [OK] when done

Remove a new message descriptor 1.1 Select the item to remove.
2.1 Click [Remove].
3.1 Click [OK] to confirm the deletion.

Adding a New Message Descriptor

1. Choose the name of the message descriptor from the “Name” drop-down list. By default, only the descriptors visible in the
list can be used.

Tip:

If you wish to use MQ message descriptors not shown in the list, set the cluster property io.mqRoutingSetAllContext to
“true”. This will allow you to specify message descriptors not visible in the list. To do this, type in the descriptor name in
the “Name” field.

Note that the following message descriptors cannot be set, even when the cluster property is set to “true”:

• backoutCount
• messageSequenceNumber
• originalLength

2. Enter the value of the message descriptor in the "Value" field. You may reference a context variable.
3. Click [OK].

Alternatively, you can use the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion to customize the message descriptor. 
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 Manage Password Policy
A password policy defines the rules for password use in the Policy Manager, such as the length of a
password, characters that must be included, when the password expires, how often passwords can be
reset, etc. The password policy applies to all areas where user passwords are specified, such as when
a user account is created, when a password is reset or changed, or when users are asked to reset their
passwords at login.

A password policy defines the rules for password use in the Policy Manager, such as the length of a password, characters that
must be included, when the password expires, how often passwords can be reset, etc. The password policy applies to all areas
where user passwords are specified, such as when a user account is created, when a password is reset or changed, or when
users are asked to reset their passwords at login.

The password policy applies to internal users of the Internal Identity Provider regardless of whether their accounts will be used
to authenticate message traffic or for API Gateway administration.

An administrative user is a person with an account in the Policy Manager that allows them access to the API Gateway.
Changes to the password policy do not apply to existing administrative users until they change their password. A password
reset can be forced using the Force Administrative Password Reset feature.

Managing passwords require either the Administrator or the Manage Password Policies role. For more information about roles,
see Predefined Roles and Permissions.

To manage password policy:

1. In the Policy Manager, do one of the following:

• Right click Internal Identity Provider in the [Identity Providers] tab, and select Manage Password Policy.
• On the Main Menu, select  [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Manage Password Policy  (on the browser client,

from the Manage menu).

 The Internal Identity Provider Password Policy dialog displays. 
2. Configure this dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Force password change for new user and reset Select this check box to force a password change upon next
login for the following users:Administrative user accounts
logging on for the first time

• Administrative user accounts that have had their
passwords reset by an administrator

This does not apply when users change their own
passwords.

When a password is reset by an administrator, or when
a new account is created, some password rules are
temporarily relaxed. The password itself must satisfy the
password requirements; however, the following rules will
be temporarily ignored:

• Character difference
• Password Repeat Frequency
• Allow One Password Change Per 24 Hours

Selecting the Force password change for new user and
reset check box ensures that all password rules are met
before users can access the API Gateway for administrative
purposes.

The forced password change will not apply to users who log
in with certificates. However, if a certificate is revoked, a
password change will be required at the user's next login.

Tip:

To force all administrative users on an Internal
Identity provider to reset their passwords, see Force
Administrative Password Reset.
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Setting Description

Minimum Password Length Enter the minimum number of characters, between 3 and
128, required for the password.

Default: 8

Maximum Password Length Enter the maximum allowable number of characters for the
password. This number must be between 3 and 128.

Default: 32

Password Repeat Frequency Enter the number of times, between 1 and 50, that a new
password must be different from the current password. For
example, if 10 is selected, the next 10 passwords must be
different from the current password.

Default: 10

Password Expiry Enter the number of days, between 1 and 1825, before the
active password expires.

Default: 90 days

Allow One Password Change Per 24 Hours Select this check box to limit the number of password
changes a user can make to one every 24 hours.

Clear this check box to allow a user unlimited password
changes within a 24 hour period.

Note:

Administrator are exempt from this password rule.
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Setting Description

Required Password Characters This section lets you specify what characters are allowed
in a password and the minimum occurrence of these
characters.

Select each check box to enforce the rule. When a check
box is selected, the minimum value is 1, and the combined
maximum of all minimum character requirements is the
current value for "Minimum Password Length" to ensure a
valid password can be created.

• uppercase A-Z: Select this check box to set the number
of uppercase letters (A-Z) required for the password.
When this check box is selected, the default value of 1 is
automatically applied.

Clear this check box to not enforce the use of uppercase
letters in the password.

• lowercase a-z: Select this check box to set the number
of lowercase letters (a-z) required for the password.
When this check box is selected, the default value of 1 is
automatically applied.

Clear this check box to not enforce the use of lowercase
letters in the password.

• numbers 0-9: Select this check box to set how many
numbers (0-9) are required for the password. When
this check box is selected, the default value of 1 is
automatically applied.

Clear this check box to not enforce the use of numbers in
the password.

• symbol: Select this check box to set how many symbol
characters (!@#$%^&*-) are required for the password.
When this check box is selected, the default value of 1 is
automatically applied.

Clear this check box to not enforce the use of symbols in
the password.

• non-numeric: Select this check box to set the minimum
number of non-numeric characters (not 0-9). Letters
and symbols count. When this check box is selected, the
default value of 1 is automatically applied

Clear this check box to not enforce the use of non-numeric
characters in the password.

• character difference: Select this check box to set the
number of physical characters that must be different
from the last password. When this check box is selected,
the API Gateway will reject any new password that
does not contain the set number of new characters. For
example, if this value is set to "2" and the previous
password is "7layer", the API Gateway will reject
the new password "layer7" but will accept "8player"
because it contains a difference of more than two
characters.

Clear this check box to not enforce the use of character
difference in the password.

• no repeating characters: Select this check box to
disallow repeating characters in a password to prevent a
password like 'aaa' being accepted.

Clear this check box to allow the use of repeating characters
in the password.

Note:

Default values for these fields come from the STIG
minimum settings. For more information, see the
description for "Reset to STIG Minimum" below.
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Setting Description

Reset to PCI-DSS Minimum Click this button to quickly reset the password policy
to the minimum Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS) settings as defined by the Payment
Card Industry Security Standards Council.

Reset to STIG Minimum Click this button to quickly reset the password policy to the
minimum Secure Technical Implementation Guide (STIG)
settings, as defined by the Defense Information Systems
Agency (DISA), a support agency to the United States
Department of Defense

3. Click [OK] when done.

 Manage Policy-Backed Services
The Manage Policy-Backed Services task creates or removes configurable policy-backed services.
These are annotated Java interfaces that can be used whenever t he gateway, an assertion, or a policy
needs access to a service. Example services include: a password authenticator or a data store (such as a
distributed key-value store, counter, or lock).

The Manage Policy-Backed Services task creates or removes configurable policy-backed services. These are annotated Java
interfaces that can be used whenever t he CA API Gateway, an assertion, or a policy needs access to a service. Example
services include: a password authenticator or a data store (such as a distributed key-value store, counter, or lock).

Access this task using: Tasks > Extensions and Add-Ons > Manage Policy-Backed Services

Note:

Policy-backed services are currently used by CA Technologies only. Do not make modifications using this task, unless directed
by CA personnel. The information in this topic is provided for reference only.

Contents:

Prerequisite

At least one included policy fragment must exist with the following properties:

• Policy Type: Policy-Backed Service Operation Policy Fragment
• Policy Tag: Choose an appropriate tag for the policy type. 

This policy fragment provides the functionality for the policy-backed service.

Properties

Setting What you should know...

Name This is the name of the policy-backed service.

Type The policy-backed service type.

Operations A backing policy that provides the implementation for each
operation listed. Note: Only policy fragments that meet the
'Prerequisites' listed above can be chosen.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

I created a policy fragment. Why can't I select it? The policy must be of type "Policy-Backed Service Operation
Policy Fragment".

Note that fragments created by right-clicking the policy
window and selecting "Create Included Fragment" will not
work for policy-backed services.

How can I add different operations? The list of operations is predefined by the policy-backed
service type.
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Question Answer

Why does nothing happen when I click the "Assign" button? You must select a row first.

 Manage Private Keys
The gateway can be configured to use customized private keys. These customized private keys can be
used for SSL communication, outbound message signing, and inbound message decryption. 

The CA API Gateway can be configured to use customized private keys. These customized private keys can be used for SSL
communication, outbound message signing, and inbound message decryption. 

Private keys are stored in the Gateway as PKCS#12 files or in an external SafeNet HSM network-attached Hardware Security
Module. Once the keystore has been defined, you manage the private keys in the Policy Manager through the Manage Private
Keys task. 

The Manage Private Keys task lists all certificates installed on the Gateway cluster for which the Gateway possesses a copy of
the private key. You can use this dialog to:

• Create a new private key
• Import a private key from another source
• Sign a certificate
• View the properties of an existing private key
• Display information about the configured keystore

Note:

If you need to store plain text PEM private keys, use the Manage Stored Passwords task instead. The Manage Private Keys task
is only used for asymmetric private keys with certificate chains.

Note:

You can use the Manage Private Keys task to create a private key with a certificate chain that is signed by a different local
private key. If you need to do this:

     1. Create two private keys, one CA-capable and the other not.

     2. View the properties of the non-CA key and click [Generate CSR]. Save the CSR to a .pem file.

     3. Returning to the Manage Private Keys dialog, select the CA key and click [Sign Cert].

     4. Locate and open the .PEM file created in step 2.

     5. Save the resulting certificate chain to a different .PEM file.

     6. View the properties of the non-CA key again and this time click [Replace Certificate Chain].

     7. Locate and open the .PEM file created in step 5.

You now have a CA-capable private key with a self-signed certificate and a non-CA key with a certificate signed by the CA
key.

To manage private keys:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Private Keys from the Main Menu (on
the browser client, from the Manage menu). The following icons provide more information about a key in the Manage
Private Keys dialog:

 indicates a key with a CA (Certificate Authority)-capable certificate chain

 indicates a key with a certificate chain that is not CA-capable

 indicates the default CA key

 indicates the default SSL key
For more information about each of these keys, see Private Key Properties. This is where the default CA and SSL keys are
set.

2. Select a task to perform.

To... See

Create a new private key Create a Private Key
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Import a private key Import a Private Key

Sign a certificate Sign a Certificate

View private key properties Private Key Properties
This allows you to access less frequently used actions such
as generating a CSR, replacing the certificate chain, setting
the key as the default SSL or CA key, or destroying the key.

Manage Keystore Manage Keystore
This is used to enable or disable the SafeNet Luna keystore
(if installed).

3. Click [Close] when done.

 

Note:

• Configuring Private Keys for PKI
• Set a Default SSL or CA Private Key

 Create a Private Key
Private keys are used for SSL communication, outbound message signing, and inbound message
decryption. You can create new private keys using the Policy Manager or import existing keys from a
PKCS#12 file. For more information on private keys, see .

Private keys are used for SSL communication, outbound message signing, and inbound message decryption. You can create
new private keys using the Policy Manager or import existing keys from a PKCS#12 file. For more information on private
keys, see Manage Private Keys.

To designate your new private key as the default SSL key, default CA key, audit signing key, or audit viewing key, use the
"Mark as Special Purpose" option in the Private Key Properties.

Note:

If you create a new private key in a Gateway cluster configured with an internal Hardware Security Module (HSM), you must
restart all nodes in the cluster in order for the new private key to be recognized.

To create a new private key:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Private Keys from the Main Menu.
The Manage Private Keys dialog appears.

2. Click [Create].
The Create Private Key dialog appears, with the [Basic] tab displayed. 

3. Configure the properties on the [Basic] tab as follows:

Field Description

Alias Enter an Alias for the key.

Subject DN Enter the Subject DN for the initial self-signed certificate
for the new private key. This specifies the owner of the
initial self-signed certificate and should be in the form of an
X.509 subject. For example:
CN=ssl.layer7tech.com, O="CA Technologies, Inc",
L=Vancouver, ST=British Columbia, C=CA
Note that fields containing commas should be enclosed in
quotes.

Key type Select the Key type from the drop-down list.

Note:

Do not select any of the "Elliptic Curve" key types if your
installation includes the SafeNet Luna HSM.

Days until expiry Enter the number of days before the initial self-signed
certificate expires. The default is 1825 days (5 years).

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
http://ssl.layer7tech.com
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CA capable Select the Certificate will be used to sign other
certificates check box if the private key is to be CA-
capable. The Policy Manager flags CA-capable keys with a

 icon to remind you.

Note:

Keys with self-signed certificates created by the API
Gateway as CA-capable cannot be used for any other
purpose.
Advanced Tip: It is possible to replace the entire certificate
chain with a different one (for example, from an internal or
public PKI provider) that certifies the public key for other
key usages, even if the initial self-signed certificated was
created using the [Certificate will be used to sign other
certificates] option.

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".
For more information about security zones, see
Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access
to entities inside the zones).

Tip:

Security zones apply to private keys but not to the keystore
itself. This means (for example) if you only have the
"Manage Test Zone" role and you need to manage private
keys in the Test zone, you must also have an additional role
that grants read permission to the Gateway keystore.

4. In the [Advanced] tab, select a specific signature hash to use when signing a certificate. The default setting of Auto means
the Gateway automatically determines the signature hash. This default should work well in most instances.

5. Click [Create] to generate the new key pair. The new private key is added to the list of certificates on the Manage Private
Keys dialog.

Tip:

(1) To verify the signature hash, look for the "Signature algorithm" line under the [Details] tab of the certificate's properties.
(2) Access the Private Key Properties for other actions you can perform on a private key.

Note:

• Private Key Properties
• Manage Private Keys

 

 

 Delete a Private Key
You can delete a private key along with its certificate chain from the keystore. Use this action with
caution, as deleting a private key is permanent. If you delete a key that is the default SSL or CA key, be
sure to designate a replacement immediately, otherwise the following will occur:

You can delete a private key along with its certificate chain from the keystore. Use this action with caution, as deleting
a private key is permanent. If you delete a key that is the default SSL or CA key, be sure to designate a replacement
immediately, otherwise the following will occur:

• If you delete the CA key and do not designate a replacement, CA services will be unavailable when the cluster is restarted.
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• If you delete the SSL key and do not designate a replacement, the following will occur after the cluster is restarted: the first
cluster node that starts up will automatically create a self-signed SSL key and configure the cluster to use that as its SSL
key.

To delete a private key:  

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Private Keys from the Main Menu.
The Manage Private Keys dialog appears.

2. Select the private key to be deleted and then click [Properties]. The Private Keys Properties dialog appears.
3. Click [Destroy Key] in the Other Actions section. You are prompted to confirm.
4. Select the check box to indicate that you are aware of the consequences of deleting a private key. The [OK] button is

enabled only when the check box is selected.
5. Click [OK]. The private key is deleted. Note that all cluster nodes must be restarted before the deletion takes full effect.

 Export a Private Key
You can export any private key that is stored in the software database, as either a *.p12 or a *.pfx file.
The exported key is protected with a password. 

You can export any private key that is stored in the software database, as either a *.p12 or a *.pfx file. The exported key is
protected with a password. 

Note:

Private keys cannot be exported from a Hardware Security Module (HSM), due to the high-security mode of these type of
keystores.

To export a private key:  

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Private Keys from the Main Menu.
The Manage Private Keys dialog appears.

2. Select the private key to be exported and then click [Properties]. The Private Keys Properties dialog appears.
3. Click [Export Key] in the Other Actions section. You are prompted to provide a password to protect the exported key.
4. Enter a password and then retype for confirmation.
5. Click [OK]. You are prompted for a location to save the exported key.
6. Navigate to the destination and then click [Save].

 Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR)
You can use a private key to generate a new PKCS#10 certificate signing request (CSR). This CSR is
saved to the local hard disk of the machine running the Policy Manager, in either binary (.p10) or Base64
PEM (.pem) format. You then send this CSR to a Certificate Authority (CA) to apply for an actual
certificate.

You can use a private key to generate a new PKCS#10 certificate signing request (CSR). This CSR is saved to the local hard
disk of the machine running the Policy Manager, in either binary (.p10) or Base64 PEM (.pem) format. You then send this
CSR to a Certificate Authority (CA) to apply for an actual certificate.

Tip:

Many CAs allow you to apply for a certificate by uploading a CSR file to its web site.

To generate a certificate signing request: 

1. In the Policy Manager, select Tasks > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Private Keys from the Main Menu. The
Manage Private Keys dialog appears.

2. Select the private key to be used to generate the CSR and then click Properties. The Private Keys Properties dialog
appears.

3. Click Generate CSR in the Other Actions section. Provide a subject DN for the CSR. The current subject DN is offered
as a default.

4. Enter the CSR Subject (DN). This is presented to the requestor and it specifies the owner of the initial self-signed
certificate. It should be in the form of an X.509 subject. For example:
CN=ssl.ca.com, O="CA Technologies, Inc", L=Vancouver, ST=British Columbia, C=CANote that fields with commas
must be enclosed in quotes.

Note:
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Some certificate authorities require specifically formatted subject DN attributes to be present in the CSR. This may include
attributes such as “Country,” “State,” “Locality,” or “Organization.” Verify which subject DN attributes are necessary from
the issuing organization.

5. If you need to add a Subject Alternative Name to the CSR, click Add and complete the dialog box. The Subject
Alternative Name can be one of the following types:

• Email
• DNS Name
• Directory Name
• URI
• IP Address

6. Choose the Signature hash to use from the drop-down list. The following options are available:

• Auto (default)
• SHA-1
• SHA-256
• SHA-384
• SHA-512

7. Click [OK].
8. Navigate to the destination and then click [Save]. Note that by default, the file is saved as a Base64 PEM file. You can

change this to PKCS #10 format if necessary.
9. Deliver the CSR to the certificate authority.

 

Note:

• Manage Private Keys
• Sign a Certificate

 Import a Private Key
You can import an existing certificate chain and private key from a PKCS#12 file into the keystore.

You can import an existing certificate chain and private key from a PKCS#12 file into the API Gateway keystore.

Note:

 If the Gateway uses a Thales nShield HSM, you cannot import a key when the security world complies with FIPS 140-2 level
3.

Note:

After you import a private key in a Gateway cluster configured with an internal Hardware Security Module (HSM), you must
restart all nodes in the cluster in order for the imported private key to be recognized.

 To import a private key: 

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Private Keys from the Main Menu.
The Manage Private Keys dialog appears.

2. Click [Import]. You are prompted to identify the new private key with an alias.
3. Enter a description of the new private key as the alias. You are then prompted for the certificate file.
4. Navigate to the PKCS#12 certificate file and then click [Load].
5. Enter the pass phrase for the private key and then click [OK]. The imported private key is added to the list.

Note:

 You are warned if the certificate chain of the private key being imported contains any certificate that is either:

• expired
• not yet valid
• contains an Issuer DN that does not match the Subject DN of the next certificate in the chain
• contains a signature that does not verify using the public key of the next certificate in the chain

 

 

Note:
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•  Manage Private Keys 

 Private Key Locations
Where private keys are located will affect the actions that you can perform on the keys. Private keys are
stored in the following locations: 

Where private keys are located will affect the actions that you can perform on the keys. Private keys are stored in the following
locations: 

Location Writable Notes

Software DB Yes This is a software keystore that is stored
in the database, as a PKCS#12 keystore.

SafeNet Luna HSM Yes This is an optional hardware security
module that can be purchased and
configured to work with the API
Gateway (all form factors). When
enabled, the SafeNet HSM overrides
any other keystore on the API Gateway.

By default, an SSL private key is created, with Alias "ssl" and Subject "CN=<gateway_hostname>". This initial default
SSL key, as well as any subsequent created keys, are all created in Software DB. Keys in the Software DB are writable,
meaning they can be destroyed and their certificate chains can be destroyed. If all keys are destroyed using the Manage
Private Keys task, the original default SSL key is recreated once the API Gateway is restarted (with Alias="ssl";
Subject="<gateway_hostname>").

A CA key is not created by default. You need a CA key only if the both the following apply:

• The API Gateway cluster will be communicating with the API Gateway - XML VPN Client.
• You expect to use the automatic client certificate provisioning feature in the API Gateway - XML VPN Client.

For information on configuring a CA key for the cluster, see Manage Private Keys. You will use this task to create a new CA-
capable key and then set it as the default. 

If you create or import any custom private keys, they will be stored in the "Software DB" location. These keys can be
destroyed or modified.

 Private Key Properties
The Private Key Properties dialog displays overview information about a private key and provides access
to other actions that are used infrequently (for example, generating a CSR or destroying a key).

The Private Key Properties dialog displays overview information about a private key and provides access to other actions that
are used infrequently (for example, generating a CSR or destroying a key).

The Private Key Properties dialog is accessed using the [Properties] button on the Manage Private Keys dialog. 

The following table describes the properties:

Label Description

Location The name of the keystore holding the private key being
stored.This is either the software database keystore or the
cluster HSM keystore. For more information, see Private Key
Locations.

Alias The name assigned to the key. Used to identify the key within
the keystore when configuring a policy assertion to use that
key.

Key Type The type of the private key.

Note:

Do not select any of the "Elliptic Curve" key types if your
installation includes the SafeNet Luna HSM.
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Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".
For more information about security zones,
see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to
entities inside the zones).

Certificate Chain Displays the current certificate chain for the selected private
key, beginning with the subject certificate. Every new private
key created in the Gateway initially has a certificate chain
that consists of just a self-signed placeholder certificate. You
can replace this with any other certificate chain that has a
subject certificate that has the same public key as the initial
subject certificate. The replacement certificate is based on the
same key pair as the original certificate.

View Certificate Opens the Certificate Properties dialog to display information
about the certificate. For more information about this dialog,
see Edit a Certificate.

Note:

The certificate is not editable when open from this location.

Other Actions: Depending on where the private keys are stored, not all of the "Other Actions" buttons may be available. For
more information, see Private Key Locations.

Generate CSR Generates a new PKCS#10 certificate signing request
(CSR) using the selected private key. For more information,
see Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR).

Replace Certificate Chain Replaces the existing certificate chain with a new chain that
uses the same private key. For example, use this action to
replace a placeholder certificate with an actual certificate
returned from a CA. Restart the Gateway for the replacement
to take effect.

Export Key Exports a private key that is stored in the software database.
For more information, see Export a Private Key.
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Mark as Special Purpose Sets the selected key as any one of the following special keys:

• Make Default SSL: Makes the selected key the default
SSL private key for the cluster. This is the key is used by
listen ports, the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion, and any
other assertion that requires a private key.

• Make Default CA: Makes the selected key the
default CA private key for the cluster. This allows
the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client to obtain
certificates dynamically from the Gateway during initial
configuration.

Tip:

You are warned if the selected key is unsuitable for use as
the default CA key. You may proceed at your own risk.

• Make Audit Signing Key: Makes the selected key the
default audit signing key. All internally-saved signed
audit records are signed with this key whenever internal
audit signing is enabled (see the audit.signing cluster
property).
If an audit signing key is not assigned, the Gateway uses
the default SSL key to sign audit records.

Note:

(1) Avoid frequent changes to the audit signing key, as
this may cause potential issues during verification. (2)
Designating an audit signing key does not affect any
signing that may be done with assertions in an audit sink
policy.

• Make Audit Viewer Key: Makes the selected key the
audit viewer key, to be used to decrypt encrypted audits in
the Audit Viewer policy.
The audit viewer key is required when an authorized user
attempts to view encrypted audit information in the Policy
Manager. For more information, see "Invoke the Audit
Viewer Policy" in View Gateway Audit Events.
Keep in mind the following about the audit viewer key:

• Once a key is assigned, it cannot be used in any
other policy or for any other task. This is to prevent
encrypted audits from being decrypted using a normal
service policy.

• Keys cannot be designated as the audit viewer key at
the same time as they are designated for some other
special purpose.

• Do not delete a key that is currently serving as the
audit viewer key. However, once a key ceases to
be the audit viewer key, it is recommended that
you delete it, to prevent unauthorized users from
decrypting audit records that were encrypted with that
key.

Delete Key Deletes the private key and certificate chain from the
keystore. Use this action with caution, as deleting a private
key is permanent. For more information, see Delete a Private
Key.

Warning:

WARNING: Do not delete a key that is currently
serving as the audit viewer key. This renders your
encrypted audits unviewable. Reassign the audit
viewer key to another key first.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Note:

• Set a Default SSL or CA Private Key

 Select a Custom Private Key
The following assertions can use custom private keys:

The following assertions can use custom private keys:

• Route via HTTP(S): When using an HTTPS URL and the server sends a client certificate challenge, the Route via HTTP(S)
assertion can now present a custom client certificate instead of using the standard API Gateway SSL certificate as its client
certificate.

Note:

The Select Private Key option is available only when routing to an HTTPS address. It is disabled for HTTP.

• Sign Element: This assertion can use a custom private key to sign the response.
• Add Timestamp: This assertion can use a custom private key when adding a signed timestamp.
• Add Security Token: This assertion can use a custom private key when adding a signed security token.
• Customize SOAP Fault Response: This assertion can use a custom private key for signing SOAP faults.
• Build SAML Protocol Response: This assertion can use a custom private key for signing the response.

Note:

The three signing assertions (Sign Element, Signed Timestamp, Signed Security Token) should use the same private key if
they all target the same message and WSS recipient. The policy validator will warn you if the keys differ. 

To select a custom private key:

1. Right-click the assertion in the policy window and then choose Select Private Key. The Private Key Alias dialog is
displayed.

2. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Use default private key Select this option to use the default API Gateway SSL or
CA certificate to respond to a client certificate challenge
from the server. For more information about default keys,
see Private Key Properties.

Use custom private key Select this option to use a custom private key to respond to
a client certificate challenge from the server. Select the key
below.

Key From the drop-down list, select the custom key to use. The
key must already be defined using the Manage Private Keys
task. To jump directly to that task, click Manage Private
Keys.

Note:

If the assertion uses a private key that has since been
deleted, you will receive a policy validator warning
message and the Private Key Alias dialog will display
'<keyname> in UNRECOGNIZED' in the Key drop-down
list. If the policy is saved as-is, then the API Gateway will
consult the keyStore.searchForAlias cluster property for
the appropriate course of action during compilation time.
Alternatively, you can select another custom private key to
use.

3. Click [OK] when done.

 Set a Default SSL or CA Private Key
You can designate a private key to be the default SSL or CA private key for the cluster. 

You can designate a private key to be the default SSL or CA private key for the cluster. 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Warning:

WARNING: Do not use the default CA key to also be the default SSL key. Doing so causes the Policy Manager to fail
to connect to the CA API Gateway.

Set a Key as a Default Key

The following instructions recommend connecting to the Gateway on port 9443 to change the default connection port 8443. 

Note:

Port 8443 is the default connection port for the Policy Manager. If the private key is on the same port used by the Policy
Manager to connect to the Gateway, a restart of all cluster nodes is required for the change to take effect.

To set a key as a default SSL or CA private key:

1. Using Policy Manager, connect to the Gateway on port 9443. For example: myGateway.com:9443.
Connecting on port 9443 allows you to configure the default connection port 8443 without restarting the Gateway. 

2. Select Tasks > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Private Keys from the Main Menu.
The Manage Private Keys dialog appears.

3. Are you setting an existing private key as a default key? If so, skip to the next step.
Otherwise, click Import to load a new key.
Type a key alias to identify the key. Do not use 'SSL' as the alias.
Select your key file and click Load.
After successful validation of the key file format, the key appears in the list under the new alias.

4. Select the private key in the list and then click Properties. 
The Private Keys Properties dialog appears.

5. Click Mark as Special Purpose. 
6. Select one of the following options: 

•
Select Make Default SSL Key to make this key the default SSL private key (indicated by  on the interface).

•
Select Make Default CA Key to make this key the default CA private key (indicated by on the interface).

7. Click Yes to confirm.
8. Click Close.
9. Go to Tasks > Transports > Manage Listen Ports.
10. Select port 8443 and click Properties.

The Listen Port Properties dialog appears.
11. Click the SSL/TLS Settings tab.
12. For Server Private Key, select the key alias of the private key you just imported.
13. Click OK.

Limitation for ECC Keys

When an elliptic curve certificate (ECC) is designated as the default SSL key, the Require Encrypted Element Assertion does
not function when using the Gateway with the default WSS recipient.

• The Gateway does not currently support encrypting XML for a recipient using an ECC key.
• The Gateway does not currently support decrypting XML encrypted for an ECC key

Note:

• Manage Private Keys

 Sign a Certificate
Once you generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR), you can sign it with a private key.

Once you generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR), you can sign it with a private key.

To sign a CSR using a private key :

1. In the Policy Manager, select Tasks > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Private Keys from the Main Menu.
The Manage Private Keys dialog appears.

2.
Select the private key to be used for the signing. Eligible keys are indicated by the   icon.

Tip:
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It is possible to use a key that is not flagged as being eligible for signing, but be aware that certain software systems may
reject certificates signed by that key.

3. Click Sign Cert and then select the Certificate Signing Request to open. If you chose an ineligible key, you must
acknowledge the consequences.

4. Locate the .pem file that contains the CSR that you are accepting. This creates a new signing certificate using the private
key that was selected in step 2.

5. The properties for the newly created signing certificate are displayed. Modify any settings as necessary.

Setting Description

Subject DN The subject DN of the certificate signing request.

Subject Alternative Names The Subject Alternative Names of the CSR that is to
be signed. This information was entered in Generate a
Certificate Signing Request (CSR) and cannot be modified
here. If any of the Subject Alternative Names are incorrect,
you must generate a new CSR.

Expiry Age The number of days before the certificate expires. By
default, this is 730 days. You can change the default using
pkix.csr.defaultExpiryAge cluster property.

Hash Algorithm Choose the Hash Algorithm to use: Automatic, SHA-1,
SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512.
The default "<Automatic>" setting selects the algorithm as
follows:

• If the system property,
com.l7tech.security.cert.alwaysSignWithSha1 is defined,
or if the issuer public key is a short key, then SHA-1 is
used.

• Otherwise, it uses SHA-384.

Public Key
Displays details about the public key in brief. Click 
to view the full public key details.

6. Click [OK] to close and save the certificate properties. You are prompted to save the resulting certificate chain.
Note that the destination file also uses the .pem extension, since the file is PEM-encoded.

7. Enter a name for the signed certificate chain and then click [Save].

A new certificate chain is created. You can see this chain in the Private Key Properties. 

Note:

The new certificate chain belongs to the client and is not kept by the CA API Gateway. You can make the Gateway trust the
newly signed certificate by doing one of the following:

• To trust the certificate as a client certificate, import it as an Internal or LDAP user's client certificate. For information on
importing it for an internal user, see Creating an Internal User.

• To trust the certificate for some other purpose, import it using the Manage Certificates task.

 

 

Note:

• Generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR)
• Manage Private Keys

 Manage Roles
The Policy Manager uses security roles that control user permissions. A user must be assigned to at least
one of these roles in order to connect to the  and perform administrative tasks in the Policy Manager.
The Policy Manager has a number of factory-defined roles, plus you can create your own custom roles to
tailor permissions specifically. In addition, performing certain tasks automatically create accompanying
security roles. These auto-created roles are the "Manage [name]..." and "View [name]..." roles in .
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The Policy Manager uses security roles that control user permissions. A user must be assigned to at least one of these
roles in order to connect to the API Gateway and perform administrative tasks in the Policy Manager. The Policy Manager
has a number of factory-defined roles, plus you can create your own custom roles to tailor permissions specifically. In
addition, performing certain tasks automatically create accompanying security roles. These auto-created roles are the
"Manage [name]..." and "View [name]..." roles in Predefined Roles and Permissions.

Tip:

The auto-creation of these roles can be turned off by using the rbac.autoRole.manage<name>.autoAssign cluster properties,
where "<name>" is "Policy", "Provider", or "Service". 

Note:

(1) Performing certain tasks may automatically create accompanying security roles. (2) Some entities cannot be edited, even
with the 'Administrator' role. These are entities installed by Solution Kits and were set as read-only by the Solution Kit author.
(3) Only users in the Internal Identity Provider and LDAP Identity Provider can be assigned to roles.

A user added to a role automatically inherits all the permissions defined for that role. If a user is added to multiple roles, the
user receives permissions from all the roles. For example, user Bob is a member of the Operators role. He can view (but not
update) anything in the system. Sue is a member of the Operators and Publish Web Services roles. She can view anything in
the system and also publish web services.

Users may be added to roles either directly or indirectly when a group to which a user belongs is added to a role. 

Role-based permissions provide a fast and flexible way to control user operations and maintain the integrity of your data. 

For a description of all the predefined roles in Policy Manager, see Predefined Roles and Permissions.

Note:

If a user has the same username and password in both the internal identity provider and in a LDAP identity provider, the
Policy Manager will use the roles associated with the internal identity provider first. If multiple users share a login ID, they are
differentiated by their passwords.

Tip:

If a user is denied permission to perform a task and you are certain that permission has been granted, check whether the
number of group memberships for that user exceeds the principalSessionCache.maxPrincipalGroups cluster property.

To manage roles:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Manage Roles from the Main Menu (on the browser
client, from the Manage menu).
The following table describes the various elements in the Manage Roles dialog: 

Element Description

Roles table Displays all the roles in the system. "System" indicates
roles that are factory-predefined and auto-created roles.
"Custom" indicates roles created by end users.

Create button Click this to create a new custom role. For more
information, see Create a Custom Role.

Edit button Click this to modify an existing custom role. For more
information, see Edit a Custom Role.

Remove button Click this to delete a custom role. For more information, see
Delete a Custom Role.

Filter on name This filters the roles list to display only those roles
containing the filter text. Delete the filter text to restore the
full list of roles.

Assignments tab Lists the users and/or groups that have been assigned to the
role. Use this tab to add or remove users and group from the
role. For more information, see Add a User or Group to a
Role and Remove a User or Group from a Role.

Properties tab Displays information about the role (Name, Type,
Description). It also provides detailed information about the
permissions granted by that role. For more information, see
Understand Role Permissions.
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Tip:

Use the split bar to adjust the spacing allocated to the Roles list vs. the Assignment/Properties tabs.
2. Click [Close] when done.

 Understand Role Permissions
When you view a role in the Manage Roles dialog, the permissions for that role are displayed in the
[Properties] tab. These permissions describe precisely what access is permitted to specific entities in the
system when a user is assigned to that role. 

When you view a role in the Manage Roles dialog, the permissions for that role are displayed in the [Properties] tab. These
permissions describe precisely what access is permitted to specific entities in the system when a user is assigned to that role. 

Note that the Add Permissions to Role Wizard may result in the construction of multiple permission entries. 

Example: 

You make the following selections in the wizard:

• All objects 
• Read, Update 
• Include Folder A 
• Include Zones A & B 
• All entities with name starting with "A" 
• ID starts with 12

This will result in these permission groups:

RU on All Entities in folder "Folder A", in security zone "Zone A", Name starts with A, ID starts with 12 
RU on All Entities in folder "Folder A", in security zone "Zone B", Name starts with A, ID starts with 12
You can deduce whether a permission will result in a single or multiple permission group by the logic involved in the
permission:

• If it is technically possible for an object to meet all the conditions, a single permission group is created ("AND" logic
applies).

• If it is not possible for an object to meet all the conditions, multiple permission groups are created ("OR" logic applies).

In our example, objects can only exist in a single zone (Zone A OR Zone B), so the permission is split into two groups. By
comparison, it is possible for an object to have a name that starts with "A" and an ID that starts with "12", so they remain in the
same permission group. 

Here is an example of the Permissions table in the [Properties] tab:

When there are many entries in the Permissions table, you can type a few characters in the "Filter on type" box to filter the list
by Type. 
The following is a description of each column:

Column Description

Type This is the entity type—for example, Folders, Policies,
Private Key, etc. When Type = "<ALL>", it means the
privileges are applied to all entity types.
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Scope This dictates the scope of the permission for the entity type:
"<ALL>" means all entities of that entity type are included,
otherwise the scope is given in a straightforward description.
The scope may be any of the following:

• The specific entity affected by the permission.
• Any entities that meet the specified comparison shown

(for example, "ID equals 1234" or "name starts with 'A'").
• A security zone name when privileges are restricted to

entities in a specific security zone.
• A path and folder name when privileges are restricted to

entities in a specific folder.

Keep in mind the following:

• If there is not enough space to show the full scope in the
table, you can click [Properties] to see the complete text
in a dialog box.

• Simpler scopes are shown in the table (possibly
truncated), however more complex scopes involving
multiple conditions are shown as "<complex scope>".
In this case you must use the Properties button to see the
scope.

• If the entity is located in the folder tree and privileges
apply to its parents folders higher up in the tree, the text
"ancestors of" is added before the text.

C Role has permission to create entities of this type.

R Role has permission to read (view) entities of this type in
the Policy Manager interface.The entity will be visible in the
GUI.
Tip: Read permission is required in order to Update or Delete
an entity. It is also highly recommended if Create permission
is granted. (This only applies when performing these actions
via the Policy Manager; does not apply when using the WS
Management API.)

U Role has permission to update entities of this type.

D Role has permission to delete entities of this type.

O Role has another permission not listed above. This will be
displayed in a tooltip.
Tip: Only system roles can have other permissions. Currently,
the "other" permission only applies to: "log-viewer" and
"audit-viewer-policy".

Note the following permission type information that may not be immediately obvious for some entities:

• Assertions: Read access allows users to see assertions in the palette and use the assertion in a policy; Update access allows
the security zone to be changed.

• Service Templates: Read access allows users to view the service template in the Publish Internal Service Wizard and to
publish an internal service using the service template.

• Audit Records: Read access allows users to view audit messages within the audit viewer. Note: The user must also have
Read access to the source entity for the given audit message, if applicable.

• UDDI Service Controls/UDDI Proxied Service Infos: Create access allows users to publish a service to or from a UDDI
registry. Read access allows users to view the UDDI details of a service published to or from a UDDI registry. Update
access allows users to update the UDDI details of a service published to or from a UDDI registry. Delete access allows
users to remove a service's connection to or from a UDDI registry.

• Service Metrics Bins: Read access allows users to view the Dashboard. This is the only permission available. For more
information, see Gateway Dashboard.

Hints and Tips for Role Permissions
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• When creating your custom permissions, be aware that services, policies, and assertions are interdependent. If you
grant access to one entity type, you should probably grant at least some level of access to the other entity types where
dependencies exist; otherwise, unexpected results may occur.
Examples:

• • Keep in mind that creating a service also creates a policy.
• All policies are wrapped within an implicit "All assertions must evaluate to true" assertion (though this does not show in

the Policy Manager). This means that a role that can create a service must also have permissions to create a policy and
have (at the very least) Read access to the "All assertions..." composite assertion.

• When you publish a SOAP service, the default policy created has a Route via HTTP(S) Assertion. So this means that a
publish service role must have the ability to read this assertion.

• Roles giving access to any of the internal services must also have permissions to read all the assertions that are included
in the policies associated with these services.

• A user must have Read permission for every assertion that they wish to use in a policy. This either means granting a
blanket "all assertions" permission, or creating a role that specifically includes the necessary assertions.

• A role with permissions to Read service templates should also include permissions to Create services and policies, and
Read all assertions in the template. This is necessary in order to publish an internal service (which is the primary purpose of
service templates).

• A role with permissions to Read, Create, or Update private keys must also have Read/Update permission on the keystore as
well.

• A role that includes revocation checking policies must be able to Read at least one trusted certificate. This is because
revocation checking policies are accessed from the Manage Certificates dialog.)

• Encapsulated assertions require specific role permissions. These are described under "Making Encapsulated Assertions
Available in a Role" in Encapsulated Assertions.

• Debug trace policies require specific role permissions. These are described under "Understanding the Debug Trace Policy"
in Debug a Policy.

• When creating permissions for sample messages, note that sample message are only accessible via the XPath assertions or
the encrypt/decrypt XML assertions (for a complete list, see Create, Edit, Delete Sample Messages). This means that for
a role with any permissions for sample message also requires permission to Read and/or Update a policy and have Read
permission to the listed assertions.

• A role that includes firewall rules must be able to Read at least one listen port. This is because firewall rules are accessed
from the Manage Listen Ports dialog. Note: Firewall rules only apply to appliance (including virtual appliance) Gateways.

• A role that includes service usage records (viewable in the Dashboard, [Cluster Status] tab, under "Service Statistics")
also requires permissions to these entities: Read Service Metrics Bins; Read Published Services; Read Cluster Node Info
Records. Note: It is not possible to view service usage records for services that have been deleted, as these no longer
appear in the Dashboard.

• A role that includes audit records (at least Read permission for any of the audit types) must also have Read permissions for
cluster node information.

• When creating a role that includes access to a JMS Endpoint, the system will automatically grant access to the
corresponding JMS Connection. Together, these two entities make up a JMS Destination (there is no single entity type
called "JMS Destination"). Note: This will result in multiple permission groups—one for the endpoint and one for every
associated connection.

• When including the Trusted ESM or Trusted ESM User entity types, only the Read and Delete permissions are available.
This is because it is not possible to Create or Update these entities in the Policy Manager.

• A role that includes Policy Aliases should also have permissions to the original service or policy.
• A role that includes full permissions (Create, Read, Update, Delete) on all objects with name starting with "custom" also

needs the following permissions to work:

• full permissions for cluster properties with "name starting with 'interfaceTags'"
• Read permission to at least one listen port

Note:

This is relevant only for users who need to be able to modify Interfaces, either through the Policy Manager or the WS
Management API.

• A role that includes permissions for secure passwords requires Update permission in order to create a secure password.

 Predefined Roles and Permissions
There are a number of roles and permissions predefined in Policy Manager. Any user added to
a role automatically inherits the permissions for that role. If a user is added to multiple roles, that user is
granted permissions from all the roles. 
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There are a number of roles and permissions predefined in Policy Manager. Any user added to
a role automatically inherits the permissions for that role. If a user is added to multiple roles, that user is
granted permissions from all the roles. 

Role Permissions For more information, see...

Administrator Create, read, update, and delete any
object in the system.

This role provides unrestricted access
to the CA API Gateway.  The Policy
Manager describes the features from an
Administrator perspective.

Gateway Maintenance Create, read, and update configuration
for the FTP Audit Archiver. Delete any
audit record.

Note:  The hidden cluster
property audit.archiver.ftp.config stores
the configuration of the FTP Audit
Archiver that is visible on the interface.
Contact your system administrator
before modifying this property.

FTP Audit Archiver

Invoke Audit Viewer Policy Users with this role will be permitted to
invoke the Audit Viewer Policy.

Invoke the Audit Viewer Policy in
Gateway Audit Events. Working with
Internal Use Policies

Manage Administrative Accounts
Configuration

Create, read, and update
cluster properties applicable
to administrative account
configuration: logon.maxAllowableAttempts,
logon.lockoutTime,
logon.sessionExpiry, and logon.inactivityPeriod.

Tip:  These cluster properties can also
be set using the Manage Administrative
Users task.

Manage Administrative User Account
Policy Time Units

Manage Certificates (truststore) Create, read, update, and delete trusted
certificates and policies for revocation
checking.

Certificate Expiration Notification
Manage Certificate Validation

Manage Cluster Properties Create, read, update, and delete any
cluster property.

Manage Cluster-Wide Properties Time
Units

Manage Cluster Status Create, read, update, and delete cluster
status information.

Dashboard - Cluster Status

Manage Custom Key Value Store Create, read, update, and delete key
values from custom key value store.

Custom Assertions API

Manage Email Listeners Create, read, update, and delete email
listeners.

Manage Email Listeners

Manage Encapsulated Assertions Create, read, update, and delete
encapsulated assertions. Read any policy
fragment. Read all assertions.

Manage Encapsulated Assertions
Working with Policy Fragments

Manage Firewall Rules Create, read, update, and delete firewall
rules.

Manage Firewall Rules

Manage JDBC Connections Create, read, update, and delete JDBC
connections.

Manage JDBC Connections
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Role Permissions For more information, see...

Manage Listen Ports Create, read, update, and delete CA API
Gateway listen ports (both HTTP(S) and
FTP(S)) and to list published services.

Manage Listen Ports

Manage Log Sinks Create, read, update, and delete log
sinks. Read access to the following
entities:

• Email listeners
• Folders Identity Providers
• JMS Destinations
• Listen ports
• Log files
• Policies Services
• Users

Manage Email Listeners  Organize
Services and Policies into Folders
Impact of Security Zones  Manage JMS
Destinations  Manage Listen Ports 
Manage Log Sinks  View Logs  Policies
  "The differentiates between SOAP
web services and XML or non-SOAP
applications. Collectively referred to
as "services", each requires a different
publication wizard:"

Manage Message Destinations Create, read, update, and delete message
destinations. This includes:

• Create, read, update, and delete JMS
Connections

• Create, read, update, and delete JMS
Endpoints

• Create, read, update, and delete
Polling Listeners

• Read Private Keys
• Read Private Key Stores
• Read Published Services
• Read Secure Passwords

Manage JMS Destinations  Manage
Listen Ports Managing Private Keys 
Manage Published Services  Manage
Stored Passwords

Manage Modules Installable via
Policy Manager

Read, Create, Update, and Delete server
module files.

Manage File Server Module Files

Manage Modules Installable via
Policy Manager

Read, Create, Update, and Delete server
module files.

Manage Server Module Files

Manage Password Policies Read and update the password policy. Manage Password Policy  

Manage Private Keys Create, read, update, and delete private
keys, as well as ability to change the
default SSL key and default CA key.

Manage Private Keys Private Key
Properties

Manage Secure Passwords Read, create, update, and delete any
stored password.

Manage Stored Passwords

Manage CA Single Sign-On
Configuration

Read, create, update, and delete CA
Single Sign-On configurations. This
includes the Read all secure passwords.
   

Manage CA Single Sign-On
Configurations Manage Stored
Passwords

Manage UDDI Registries Create, read, update, and delete any
UDDI registry connection.

Managing UDDI Registries Publish to
UDDI Settings  Service Properties
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Role Permissions For more information, see...

Manage Web Services Publish any new web service and edit
existing users. Edit a global policy
fragment.

Create, read, update any policy. Delete
any policy, excluding global policy
fragments, internal policies, and policy
fragments.

Read any encapsulated assertion.

Working with SOAP Web Services 
Working with Global Policy Fragments
Service Properties Working with
Internal Use Policies Working with
Policy Fragments

Manage [name] Folder Read, update, and delete the contents,
including aliases*, of the named folder.
If there are nested sub folders, these
privileges extend to the sub folder and
its contents as well.

• Only if user also has a role granting
access to the original service or
policy. The type of folder role
('Manage' or 'View') does not affect
what can be done to an alias.

Organizing Services and Policies into
Folders Working with Aliases

Manage [name] Identity Provider Read, update, and delete the named
identity provider. Also create, search,
update, and delete its users and groups.

Federated Identity Providers LDAP
Identity Providers Federated Identity
Provider Users and Groups

Manage [name] Policy Read, update, and delete the named
policy (either included fragment, global
fragment, or internal use policy).  Read
any encapsulated assertion.

Creating a Policy  Encapsulated
Assertions

Manage [name] Service Read, update, and delete the named
service.

"The differentiates between SOAP
web services and XML or non-SOAP
applications. Collectively referred to
as "services", each requires a different
publication wizard: Service Properties 
Encapsulated Assertions

Manage [name] Zone Create, read, update, and delete entities
in the named security zone.  View the
root node folder.

Understanding Security Zones  Manage
Security Zones

Operator Read-only access to the CA API
Gateway.

Similar to the Administratorrole, except
permissions are read only. To allow
other permissions, assign other roles. 
Policy changes made with an Operator
role cannot be saved (both [Save]
and [Save and Activate] buttons are
disabled). However, policy changes can
be preserved by exporting the policy.

Publish External Identity Providers Create any external (LDAP or
Federated) Identity Provider.

Federated Identity Providers  LDAP
Identity Providers

Publish Web Services Publish any new web service.  Read any
encapsulated assertion.

Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard
Search Identity Providers Encapsulated
Assertions

Search Users and Groups Search and view users and groups in all
identity providers.

Search Identity Providers
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Role Permissions For more information, see...

View [name] Folder View the contents of the named folder,
including the contents of any nested
folders. Does not imply permission
to view aliases, unless user also holds
a role granting access to the original
service or policy. The type of folder
role ('Manage' or 'View') does not affect
what can be done to an alias.If a folder
is nested within another folder, this role
can see the parent folder(s) but not the
contents of the parent folders.

Organize Services and Policies into
Folders Working with Aliases

View Audit Records View audits in the Policy Manager. Gateway Audit Events View Logs

View Service Metrics View any cluster node information,
published service, service metrics bin,
and service usage record.

Dashboard - Cluster Status

View [name] Log Sink View the contents of the named log sink,
including any log files associated with
the sink.

View Logs  Manage Log Sinks

View [name] Zone View the entities within the named
security zone. View the root node folder.

Understanding Security Zones

 Add Permissions to Role Wizard
The Add Permissions to Role Wizard guides you through the process of defining permissions for specific
entities to be added to a custom role. 

The Add Permissions to Role Wizard guides you through the process of defining permissions for specific entities to be added to
a custom role. 

This wizard appears when you add permissions to a role when it is created or edited. 

Tip:

It is important to approach your permissions with a clear goal in mind. There are many possible object permutations using this
wizard. This can result in fairly complex permission groups being created. See Understanding Role Permissions for examples
on how your permissions from this wizard are translated into permission groups that appear in the Manage Roles dialog and for
useful hints and tips.

Step 1: Permission Options

This step of the wizard lets you choose the options for the permissions.

Complete this step as follows:

1. Choose the entity types to which the permission applies:

• All entity types: Permission will apply to all entity types in the system.
• The selected entity type: Permission will apply only to the entity type that you select from the drop-down list (for

example, "Assertions").

Tip:

Be sure to read "Hints and Tips for Role Permissions" under "Understanding Role Permissions" for information about
various entity types that may not be immediately obvious.

2. Specify the scope of the entity type to include:

• All objects of the specified type: All objects of the specified entity type will be included (for example, if
"Assertions" was chosen, then all assertions in the system are included). With this option, Step 2 of the wizard is
disabled and clicking [Next] proceeds to Step 3.

Tip:
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Choosing the "All objects..." scope will permit the selected operations on the entity regardless of the state of the entity
(for example, regardless of the zone or folder that the object may be in).

• Objects matching a set of conditions: Create a set of conditions in Step 2 to choose the objects to include. Depending
on the entity type selected, the available scope options will change.

• A set of specific objects: Choose the individual objects yourself in Step 2.
3. Select at least one permitted operation:

• Create
• Read
• Update
• Delete

For a description of each operation, see Understanding Role Permissions.

Tip:

It is highly recommended to always include the "Read" permission in conjunction with the other permissions.

Step 2: Object Selection

This step is used to specify the conditions for choosing the objects or to choose specific objects directly, depending on what
was selected in Step 1.

Note: Step 2 is skipped if "All objects of the specified type" was chosen for the "Restrict scope to" option.

Specifying by Conditions

The conditions are arranged in a series of tabs. Configure each tab as necessary to construct a rule that precisely targets the
objects you are seeking. 

Tab Descriptions

Types If your chosen entity type can be further classified into
specific types, this tab will be displayed to let you choose the
type.
The [Types] tab is most commonly used for audit records,
where permissions can be set individually for each of the
three audit record types.

Note:

Only "Message" audit records can exist in security zones.
This could have an impact on the functionality on the [Zones]
tab.
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Attributes This tab lets you specify the objects by name, ID, or other
attributes specific to your chosen entity type to be included
in the permission group (the attributes available depend
on the entity type). At the top is a list of criteria that have
been defined. You may remove any entry by selecting it and
clicking [Remove].
The "Criteria specification" section at the bottom is where
you construct your criteria list:

1. Choose the Attribute that you wish to search by.
2. Specify the Comparison operator: starts with means any

attribute beginning with the specified value is matched;
equals requires an exact match of the value.

3. Enter the Value to match against.
4. Click [Add] to add the criteria set to the table at the top.

Note:

Selecting objects by attributes is designed for advanced
users or for use under the direction of CA Support. The
following tips are not immediately obvious:

• When selecting by assertion name, use the full
class name for the assertion. For example, to grant
Read access to all assertions in the Policy Manager
using a name attribute, select "Assertions" for
the entity type and then add the attribute: name =
com.l7tech.policy.assertion.composite.AllAssertion.
CA recommends specifying by manual selection
wherever possible to reduce the possibility of error.
(For example, using the above example you would
choose "Assertions" as the entity type and "A set of
specific objects" as the scope. Then in Step 2, click
"select all" to include all the assertions.)

• The entity type "Policies" can be further refined by
setting operations for each specific type of policies:
Global Policy Fragment, Included Policy Fragment,
and Internal Use Policy.
(1) Use the comparison operation "starts with"and then
enter the value "Global", "Included", etc., to avoid
having to type out the entire label. (2) The values are
case sensitive, so "Global" works, but "global" does
not. (3) To reference the standard service policy, use
"Private Service Policy".

• When selecting objects using the Attribute "type",
each row in the permissions table corresponds to an
"OR" logic, while each scope (comma separated)
item corresponds to an "AND" logic. Be careful
to not create a list of comma-separated items that
are impossible to meet. For more information, see
Understanding Role Permissions.
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Folders This tab lets you narrow down the access to objects within
specific folders. All the folders to which you currently have
read access are displayed. Select the folder(s) that should be
part of the permission group. Folders at the root are denoted
by "/". The root folder itself is denoted by "(root)" as the path.
You may select folders alone or in conjunction with security
zones.
Only entities that can reside in folders are affected by this
condition; these include: folders, services, service aliases,
policies, and policy aliases.The [Folders ] tab is visible only
if you are dealing with all entities or an entity type that can
exist in folders.

Tip:

(1) Be aware that this tab is only used to target objects within
the selected folder. It is not meant to apply the permitted
operation to the selected folder itself. To do this, select the
"Grant access to all necessary folder" check box. (2) If there
are many items in a table, you can type a few characters in
the "Filter on..." box to filter the by the condition.

You can further refine folder access with these options:

• Apply to objects in all subfolders: Select this check
box to include all objects residing in subfolders of the
designated folder. Clear this check box to include only the
objects residing in the designated folder.

• Grant read access to all necessary folders: Select this
check box to automatically grant access read access to the
selected folder and all ancestor folders of the designated
folder, if the user does not have access already. If "Apply
to objects in all subfolders" is also selected, read access to
all subfolders below the designated folder is also granted.
Clear this check box to not have the system grant this
implicit access—you are then responsible for ensuring
that users can access the folder tree.
Example: Consider this folder hierarchy: root > Folder
A > Folder B > Folder C. You create a permission group
for "Folder C" and Sue is added to the resulting role.
When the "Grant..." option is selected, Sue will be able
to access the objects within Folder C regardless of her
current access to the parent folders. But if the "Grant..."
option is not selected, then you must ensure that Sue
has access to the root folder as well as to Folders A, B,
and C, otherwise she will not be able to access Folder C
regardless of the permission group.

Zones This tab lets you specify the security zone(s) as a condition.
Only objects belonging to the zone(s) selected here will be
included in the permission.
Keep in mind the following:

• The selection "<no security zone>" allows the permission
group to access all entities that are not currently assigned
to a security zone. If this selection is not chosen, then
entities that do not have a security zone cannot be
accessed by this permission group.

• The [Zones] tab is unavailable for objects that cannot be
placed in a zone.

Specifying by Manual Selection
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A list of the objects belonging to the specified entity type is shown. Select the check box next to each object to include in the
permission.

Tip:

To quickly locate an object in the list, enter the first few characters of its name in the "Filter on name" box. 

Keep in mind the following:

• Only the objects to which you have Read access are displayed. Because of this, it is recommended that only administrators
(who have full permissions) create new permissions. This ensures that all objects are available for selection.

• When selecting objects of type "Cluster Property", all the predefined cluster properties (that is, the properties visible in
the drop-down list) will always be visible, regardless of any permissions. However, custom cluster properties (that is,
properties that are set by typing in their names) may or may not be visible, depending on the your permissions.

• When selecting objects of type "Trusted ESM User", first choose the Trusted ESM from the drop-down list. The users
associated with that Trusted ESM are then displayed for your selection.

• When selecting objects of type "UDDI Proxied Service Infos", the wizard will by default also grant additional access to the
UDDI services referenced by each selected UDDI proxied service info. This is necessary because UDDI entities cannot be
viewed unless the user can also read the relevant service for any selected UDDI Proxied Service. Note: This only grants
access to the service itself; it does not grant folder ancestry.
Clear this check box to not grant this additional access. This is not recommended and should be selected only under the
guidance of CA Support

• The same as above applies for objects of type "UDDI Service Controls". The wizard will by default also grant access to the
UDDI services referenced by each UDDI service control.

Step 3: Summary

This step summarizes the selections from the first two steps.
Review the summary carefully to ensure that this particular set of permissions is correct and then click [Finish] to close the
wizard. If corrections are necessary, click [Back] to return to the appropriate step. To view full Scope details for a permission
group, select it and then click [Properties]. 

 Create a Custom Role
The Policy Manager has a variety of predefined and automatically roles and permissions that can be
assigned to users to control their access to the system. If none of these roles meet your needs, you can
create your own custom roles to precisely control the permissions for various entities.

The Policy Manager has a variety of predefined and automatically roles and permissions that can be assigned to users to
control their access to the system. If none of these roles meet your needs, you can create your own custom roles to precisely
control the permissions for various entities.

Only administrators can create custom roles.

To create a custom role:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Manage Roles from the Main Menu (on the browser
client, from the Manage menu). The Manage Roles dialog appears.

2. Click [Create]. The Create Role dialog appears.
3. Complete the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Name Enter a name for the custom role.

Description Optionally enter a description to describe the role's intended
use, the permissions granted, etc.

Tip:

At this point, you may click [Create] to save the role or
proceed to define permissions for the role. If you exit now,
you can add permissions later by editing the role.
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Permissions table This table describes the permissions that have been defined
for the role. For details about the Permissions table, see
Understand Role Permissions.

• To add a new permission, click [Add] and then
complete the Add Permissions to Role Wizard.

• To remove a permission, select it and then click
[Remove]. The permission is removed immediately.

• To view the complete permission information, select
a row and then click [Properties] to display the
Permission Group Properties. This dialog is helpful
when the Scope details are truncated in the table or
when the scope is too complex to show in the table.

Filter on type When there are many entries in the Permissions table,
you can type a few characters into this box and the table
is filtered to display only the entity types that match your
filter string.

4. Click [Create] to save the role and return to the Manage Roles dialog.

 Edit a Custom Role
Administrators can modify the permission set of any custom role.

Administrators can modify the permission set of any custom role.

Note:

Predefined and automatically generated roles in the Policy Manager cannot be edited.

To edit a custom role:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Manage Roles from the Main Menu (on the browser
client, from the Manage menu). The Manage Roles dialog appears.

2. Select the role to modify and then click [Edit]. The Edit Role dialog appears.
3. Modify the settings as necessary. For a description of each setting, see Create a Custom Role.
4. Click [Edit] to save the changes and return to the Manage Roles dialog.

Tip:

When you add a new permission, a check mark appears in the "New" column and the entry is shown in yellow to indicate that
the permission group is newly added during the editing session. This check mark and yellow background are cleared when you
close the dialog.

 Delete a Custom Role
Administrators can delete any custom role. Note: Predefined and automatically generated roles in the
Policy Manager cannot be deleted. To delete a custom role:

Administrators can delete any custom role. Note: Predefined and automatically generated roles in the Policy Manager cannot
be deleted. 
To delete a custom role:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Manage Roles from the Main Menu (on the browser
client, from the Manage menu). The Manage Roles dialog appears.

2. Select the role to delete and then click [Remove]. The Remove Role confirmation dialog displays to warn you whether
there are any users or groups currently assigned to this role. Tip: Though it is possible to remove a role that still in use, it is
best practice to first remove all users and groups from a role prior to deletion.

3. Click [Remove Role] to proceed with the deletion.

Tip:

To see exactly which users and groups are still assigned to the role, click [Cancel] to dismiss the dialog and then review the
[Assignments] tab in the Manage Roles dialog.

 Add a User or Group to a Role
You can add users or groups to the roles in the Policy Manager. 

You can add users or groups to the roles in the Policy Manager. 
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To add a user or group to a role:

1. Start the Manage Roles task and then select the role to which you are adding the user or group.
2. In the [Assignments] tab, click [Add]. The Search Identity Provider dialog appears.

Optionally filter the search by using the Name drop-down list and field. You can use the asterisk  wildcard to match any
number of characters. Note that only Internal Identity Provider and LDAP Identity Provider users and groups can be added
to a role.

Tip:

If adding LDAP users, ensure that the Allow assignment to administrative roles check box has been selected in
the LDAP Identity Provider properties.

3. Click [Search]. The list of users and groups is displayed.
If the user or group you want is not found, you can add it by following the instructions under Creating an Internal User
or Creating an Internal Group.

4. Select the user or group to add, then click [Select]. The user or group is added to the role.
5. Click [OK] when done.

Note:

All role changes are effective immediately on the CA API Gateway, however changes may not be reflected on the Policy
Manager interface until the Manager is restarted or the current user logs out and in again.

 Remove a User or Group from a Role
There are several ways to remove users or groups from a role. 

There are several ways to remove users or groups from a role. 

Option 1: Remove using the Manage Roles dialog

1. Start the Manage Roles task and then select the role for which you are removing from the user or group.
2. In the [Assignments] tab, select the user or group to remove.
3. Click [Remove]. The user or group is removed from the role.
4. Click [OK] when done.

Option 2: Remove using the properties dialog

1. Open the properties dialog for the user or group. For more information, see:

• Internal User Properties
• LDAP User Properties
• Group Properties

2. Select the [Roles] tab.
3. Select the role to remove for that user or group and then click [Remove].

Note:

All role changes are effective immediately on the API Gateway, however changes may not be reflected on the interface until
the Policy Manager is restarted or the current user logs out and in again.

 My Account
The My Account dialog provides a quick way to show you (as the logged-in user) the roles in which you
are a member. This will give you an idea as to what is available to you in the Policy Manager.

The My Account dialog provides a quick way to show you (as the logged-in user) the roles in which you are a member. This
will give you an idea as to what is available to you in the Policy Manager.

With the exception of changing your password, no information can be modified through the My Account dialog.

Tip:

The information shown under My Account is a subset of the User Properties dialog, which may or may not be available to you
depending on the security permissions.

To view my account information:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [File] > My Account from the Main Menu (on the browser client, from the Manage menu).
The My Account dialog appears.
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2. The [Properties] tab shows basic information about your account, including when your account will expire (if one has been
set).
 If you need to change your password, click [Change Password] and follow the prompts. For more information, see Change
a Password.

3. The [Roles] tab shows the roles in which you are a member. The Roles table lists the roles in which you are assigned, either
directly or indirectly:

• Name: The name of the role.
• Type: "System" indicates a role that is either predefined or automatically generated (see Predefined Roles and

Permissions). "Custom" indicates a role that has been defined at your organization (see Manage Roles).
•  Inherited: "No" means have been assigned to the role directly; "Yes" means you are a member of a group that has been

assigned to that role.

The Role properties section at the bottom displays the complete description for the selected role.
4. Click [Close] when done.

 Manage Scheduled Tasks
 

 

The Manage Scheduled Tasks task schedules a policy fragment to run at specific time or interval. 

To access this task: Tasks > Global Settings > Manage Scheduled Tasks.

Contents

Prerequisites

• A policy with the following properties:

• Policy Type:  Policy-Backed Service Operation Policy Fragment
• Policy Tag:   com.l7tech.objectmodel.polback.BackgroundTask

Policies of other types and tags are not eligible for scheduling.

Cluster Property

Cluster property scheduledTask.maxThreads controls the number of worker threads for the scheduler. For more information,
see Miscellaneous Cluster Properties.

Security

This task is eligible for security zones.

Scheduled Task Properties

"All nodes" executes the policy on all Gateway nodes. "One node" executes the policy only on the master node.

Setting What you should know...

Job Name

 

This name identifies the scheduled task.

Gateway Node Select All to execute the policy on all nodes or One to only
execute on the master node.

Policy Choose a policy to run. Only policy fragments of type
"Policy-Backed Service Operation Policy Fragment: and
tag "com.l7tech.objectmodel.polback.BackgroundTask" are
displayed.
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Setting What you should know...

Execution Time Choose whether the policy is recurring or executes one time
only. For recurring policies, select a simple time interval
or construct a Cron expression (using the controls in the
Advanced section). Tip: Creating Cron expressions is an
advanced technique that requires knowledge of Cron jobs.

Clearing the "Enable" check box lets you temporarily
suspend the recurring job, while keeping ability to run one-
time jobs. 

Limitations for Cron expressions:

• Special qualifiers for the day of week are not supported.
For example, you cannot enter "6L" to indicate last Friday
of every month.

• There is no year field.

Day of Week Select which day(s) of the week the schedule applies. If no
days are selected, then the task can run on any day of the
week.

Note:

Selecting any day of the week automatically disables the
"Day" setting under Advanced.

Security Zone When this control is visible, optionally select a security zone
for the scheduled task. To remove the scheduled task from a
security zone (security role permitting), select "No security
zone".

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to
entities inside the zones).

For more information, see Understanding Security Zones.

Execute policy with user Execute the policy using the credentials the specified user, set
via the Select User button.

This control is available only to administrators.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

I don't have any eligible policy fragments. Can I convert
other fragment types to the eligible format?

No. Policy types cannot be changed once you create a policy
fragment of a specific type.

I entered an expression for "Day" but now I can't edit it. Clear all the check boxes for "Day of Week" if you wish to
use the Day field. You cannot set day parameters from both
places.

 Manage Security Zones
The Manage Security Zones task is used to manage all facets of your security zones. Use this task to:

The Manage Security Zones task is used to manage all facets of your security zones. Use this task to:

• Create, edit, or remove security zones
• See the types of entities permitted within a zone
• See a list of the actual entities assigned to a zone
• Bulk assign eligible entities to a zone
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Tip:

(1) Changes to security zones may not fully take effect until the next session for a user. For example, if you add new entity
types to the Test zone, users currently logged in with the "Manage Test Zone" role will not have these entity types available
until they log off and back on. (2) The Policy Manager does not prevent simultaneous editing of zones. We recommend that
you develop a process for maintaining security zones, to avoid potential collisions caused by simultaneous editing of the same
zone.

Contents:

The Manage Security Zones dialog box is divided into these main areas:

• The Security Zones area is where you add, modify, and delete security zones. If eligible, you can also bulk assign entities
into and out of security zones.

• The [Properties] tab displays the complete description of the security zone and lists the entities types that can be added to
that zone.

• The [Entities] tab displays the entities that have been added to the zone.

Each area is described in greater detail below.

To manage security zones:

• In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Users and Authentication > Manage Security Zones from the Main Menu (on
the browser client, from the Manage menu). The Manage Security Zones dialog appears. 

Working with the Security Zones Area

The Security Zones area displays a table showing the security zones that have been defined, with action buttons for each task.
Select a task to perform:

To... Do this...

Add a new security zone 1. Click [Create].The Create Security Zone dialog appears.
2. Complete the Security Zone Properties.
3. Click [Create] to save the zone. The new zone appears in

the list.

Modify an existing security zone 1. Select the security zone to edit from the list and then click
[Edit].

2. Modify the Security Zone Properties as required.
3. Click [Update]. The zone is updated.

Delete a security zone 1. Select the security zone to delete from the list.
2. Click [Remove]. You are prompted to confirm.
3. Confirm the deletion. All entities in that zone revert to a

"no security zone" state and are now eligible to be added
to another zone.

Assign entities to or from a security zone To quickly assign entities in bulk to a security zone, use the
[Manage Assignments] button if it is available. This button
is visible to any user who:

• Have the Administrator role, or
• Have two or more "Manage X Zone" roles that both

permit at least one shared entity type (a custom role may
be created to permit a user to manage at least two security
zones)

For detailed information on the different ways you can
assign entities to a security zone, including using the Assign
Security Zones button, see Assign Security Zones.

About the [Properties] Tab
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The [Properties] tab displays more information about the selected security zone. All information here is view only; any
changes must be made through the Security Zone properties dialog, accessed through the [Edit] button.

• Name: Name of the security zone.
• Description: Full description of the security zone.
• Entity types permitted in this zone: Lists all the entity types in the system, with a check mark next to the permitted

entities.

Tip:

If a security zone accepts all entities, you will see "Any entity type is permitted in this zone" instead of a list.

About the [Entities] Tab

The [Entities] tab lists the actual entities that have been assigned to the zone.

• Show entities of type: This drop-down lists the permitted entity types from the [Properties] tab.
• Name: This list shows the entities of the selected type in the zone. For example, if "Assertions" was selected, then all the

assertions that have been added to the security zone are listed, along with their paths (assertion palettes). To learn about the
different ways to add entities to a zone, see Assign Security Zones.

• Filter on name: If the list contains many entities, you can filter the list by typing a few characters. The list updates as you
type to display only the entities with a matching character string in their names. This helps you quickly locate a specific
entity.

 

 

Note:

• Predefined Roles and Permissions
• Manage Roles

 Understanding Security Zones
Security zones is a feature on the that allows the Administrator to partition portions of the  to be managed
by other administrators. A security zone is a collection of related entities (for example: services, policies,
folders, trusted certificates).

Security zones is a feature on the API Gateway that allows the Administrator to partition portions of the API Gateway to be
managed by other administrators. A security zone is a collection of related entities (for example: services, policies, folders,
trusted certificates).

Security zones extend the built-in roles to help you more precisely control who has access to what on the API Gateway. Keep
in mind that the API Gateway uses the "permissive" model of security access. This basically means if a user has one role that
does not provide access to a certain feature but has another that role does, then access is granted.

When a security zone is created, two new roles are automatically added:

• View X Zone
• Manage X Zone

where "X" is the name of the security zone. You can use these roles in conjunction with the existing roles to control access.

Examples:

You define a zone named "Widget A" and then add some assertions and folders into that zone. The roles "View Widget A
Zone" and "Manage Widget A Zone" become available.

• Bob has the "Operator" role, which allows him to view any entity, regardless of security zone. Bob will be able to view the
items in the Widget A zone, even without the security zone roles.

• Sue has the custom role "View any Folder where Security Zone = Widget B". This allows Sue to view any folder which as
been given the Security Zone of Widget B. This does not necessarily give Sue access to the contents of the folders however
—only to the folders themselves.

• Fred has a role that allows him to view assertions that were placed in the "Widget A" zone. This means Fred will be able to
work with those assertions, even without having the "View Widget A Zone" role.

• Sally is assigned the role "Manage Widget A Zone". She now has permission to create, view, update, and delete any of the
entities added to the Widget A zone. It is not necessary to explicitly grant access to these entities using any other roles.

Security zones are especially useful in controlling access to specific assertions. By placing the appropriate assertions into
specific zones, you can delegate management as follows:
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• Network administrators can edit policy fragments to check things like source IP addresses.
• Security administrators can edit policy fragments dealing with TLS and message-level encryption.
• Application administrators can write XSL transformations and other policy logic.

Tip:

(1) Read (view) access to a security zone will make the assertion visible in the assertion palette on the interface. However
Create access (to the zone) is required to save a policy containing assertions in a security zone. (2) When security zones
have been implemented, you must have a "Manage X Zone" role that includes the "All assertions must..." composite
assertion as well as every assertion currently in the policy (or will be added to the policy) in order to create or edit that
policy.

Most entities can be placed into a security zone. Notable exceptions include the following:

• Users
• Groups
• Keystore
• Cluster properties & cluster information
• Service usage
• Metrics bin
• Roles
• Audit records for Admin and System events
• Password policy
• Security zones

Note the following restrictions for security zones:

• An entity can only be in one zone at a time.
• A security zone cannot be placed within another security zone.

The following table summarizes the security zone tasks:

To... See...

Add, edit, or remove a security zone Manage Security Zones

Add or remove entities from a security zone Assign Security Zones

View a list of all entities within an entity type Manage Security Zones (Entities tab)

Learn about the security zone roles Predefined Roles and Permissions

When Security Zone Details are Unavailable

Security zones are designed to restrict access to only similarly zoned entities for a user. However due to the Policy Manager's
"cumulative" nature of security roles, a user may still have access to entities outside of their security zone if that user has other
roles that permit this. When this occurs, the Policy Manager will display "Current zone (zone details are unavailable)" when
you attempt to view security zone information.

Example:

When you publish a service, you are assigned to the "Manage <service>" role. Among its permissions is the ability to read all
identity providers in the system, regardless of security zone. Bob has a role that permits access to "Zone A" entities and there is
an LDAP Identity Provider "Alpha" that is in "Zone B". Bob publishes a service and now has the "Manage <service>" role.

Prior to publishing the service, Bob is not able to see the "Alpha" entity because it is in a different zone. After publishing the
service, Bob can now view the "Alpha" identity provider, however when he checks its security zone, this is displayed:
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This indicates to Bob that the identity provider is in a different security zone, but that he can view it because of permissions
granted by other roles.

 

Tip:

The "Current zone (zone details are unavailable)" message may also display in rare instances where you have access to the
entities inside the zone, but for whatever reason you do not have Read access to zone attributes themselves (for example, name
of the zone).  

 Security Zone Properties
When creating or modifying a security zone, the Security Zone Properties appear. This dialog is used
to add or modify the name and description of the security zone, plus the entity types that are permitted
within the zone.

When creating or modifying a security zone, the Security Zone Properties appear. This dialog is used to add or modify the
name and description of the security zone, plus the entity types that are permitted within the zone.

To access the properties for a security zone:

1. Run the Manage Security Zones task.
2. Create or edit a security zone. The Security Zone Properties appear. 
3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Name Enter the name of the security zone.

Description Optionally, enter a description of the security zone.

This description may display truncated on the Manage
Security Zones dialog, but the complete description is
visible in the [Properties] tab of that dialog box.

<entity types> Choose which types of entities may be placed in the
security zone:

• Permit All Entity Types: All available entity types
are acceptable. In this instance, the entity list becomes
display-only.

• Permit Only the Specified Entity Types: Only the
entity types selected in the list below are acceptable.

<entity list> If only specific entity types are acceptable, select them here.
At least one entity type must be selected.

This list is unavailable if all entity types are permitted.

4. Click [Create] or [Update] when done.

 Assign Security Zones
This topic describes about several ways to assign a security zone to an entity:

This topic describes about several ways to assign a security zone to an entity:

• Assign individually: Select an assignable entity and then either right-click or access its properties to set or change the
security zone.

• Assign in bulk: Select [Assign Security Zones] from the Manage Security Zones dialog to quickly assign entities to a
zone.

Each method is described in more detail below.

 

Note:

In order to add or change security zones, your security role must allow update privileges to the entities being changed.

Tip:
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If a security zone accepts the entity "Published Services" it should also accept "Policy", otherwise you will only be able to edit
the service properties but not view or edit the policy of the published service.

Assign Zones Individually

Two different methods are used to assign individual entities to zones.

Method 1: Assertions, Internal Identity Provider, aliases, and root node

1. Right-click the item and then select Security Zone. 
2. Choose the security zone from the drop-down list. If your permissions allow it, you can remove the item from a security

zone by choosing "No security zone".

Tip:

To remove an entity from a security zone, your security role must allow update privileges to that entity. For example, if
your only role is "Manage Test Zone" you can modify entities within the Test zone, but you cannot remove entities from
the Test zone. If you also had an additional role such as "Manage Widget Service", then you will be able to select "No
security zone" for the Widget service because then you have full update privileges on that particular entity, regardless of its
zone.

3. Click [OK]. The item it added to the selected security zone (or removed from the zone).

Method 2: Set via properties

This method is used for all other entities that do not display a "Security Zone" right-click option (or where right-clicking is not
possible, for example: log sinks or listen ports).

Access the properties dialog for the entity. The security zone setting is visible at the bottom of the dialogs. If there are multiple
tabs within the properties, this setting is usually on the first tab (for example "General" or "Base Settings" tabs).  

Choose the security zone from the drop-down list. The security zone is changed when you close the properties.

Tip:

The Security Zone drop-down is visible only when at least one security zone is defined, otherwise it is hidden.

Assign Entities in Bulk

To quickly assign a large number of entities to a security zone, use the Assign Security Zones dialog.

Note:
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The bulk entry method is only available to Administrators or users who have two or more "Manage X Zone" roles that both
permit at least one shared entity type (for example "Zone A" and "Zone B" roles that both include assertions). It is also
available via custom roles.

To assign entities in bulk:

1. Run the Manage Security Zones task. The Manage Security Zones dialog box appears.
2. Click [Assign Security Zones]. The Assign Security Zone dialog appears.
3.  From the drop-down list, choose the entity type you wish to added to a security zone (for example "Folder"). If the entity

type you want is not listed, then it cannot be controlled via a security zone.
4. The list updates to show all the entities of that type available to be added to a zone. The name of the entity, its current zone,

and path (location of entity) are displayed.
5. Select the check box next to the entities to be added to a zone. You can use the "select all" and "clear all" links to quickly

select or clear all the check boxes.

Tip:

If the list is long, enter a search string in the "Filter on name" field to help you find the appropriate entities to add. The list
is updated as you type based on your search string. The string is matched anywhere within the entity name.

6. Choose the security zone to be applied to your selected entries. If you choose "No security zone" then the selected entries
will be removed from whatever security zone they happen to be in.

7. Click [Set] to add the selected entities to the zone.
8. Repeat steps 3 to 7 if you need to add different entities to security zones.
9. Click [Close] when finished.

 Manage Server Module Files
The Manage Server Module Files task uploads new or updated modular or custom assertions to a
Gateway cluster directly from the Policy Manager. This task eliminates the need to copy a module file
manually to each node and then change the file permissions.

The Manage Server Module Files task uploads new or updated modular or custom assertions to a Gateway cluster directly
from the Policy Manager. This task eliminates the need to copy a module file manually to each node and then change the file
permissions.

Each uploaded file can contain one or more assertions.

To access this task: Tasks > Extensions and Add-Ons > Manage Server Module Files

Note:

Only .saar and .sjar files are supported. Custom and Modular assertions within .rpm packages cannot be uploaded using
this task. For those assertions, continue to use the installation instructions that are located under Install Purchased Custom
Assertions.

Contents:

Prerequisites

• Modules to be uploaded must be signed. 

Cluster Properties

Related cluster properties for this task:

serverModuleFile.upload.enable
serverModuleFile.upload.maxSize

For more information about these properties, see Miscellaneous Cluster Properties,

Security

To enable access to this task, either:

• Assign users to the "Manage Modules Installable using the Policy Manager" predefined role (recommended)
• Create a custom role with access to the following entities:

Server Module Files (full CRUD access required) 
Cluster Node Info Records (minimum Read access)

Add Read permission to the following cluster properties:
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serverModuleFile.upload.enable 
serverModuleFile.upload.maxSize

The Server Module File Entity cannot be placed into security zones.

Properties

Setting What you should know...

Name This is the name of the server module file. You can use
the file name or some other friendly name. This name is
displayed on:

• The Manage Server Module Files dialog
• The Assertion Information dialog (in the 'Type' field)
• The Gateway Audit Events window

State Possible states:

• Uploaded: The module is uploaded successfully. The
module currently resides in the database, but is inactive
pending acceptance and installation

• Accepted: The module signature is verified and the
module is awaiting loading.

• Rejected: The module signature could not be verified and
the module is not loaded.

• Loaded: The module is loaded successfully into the
Gateway node. Contents are visible in the Policy Manager
(after reconnecting to the Gateway) and the module can
be considered "installed".

• Error: An error occurred while verifying the module
signature.

Example: How a module moves through the various states

The following example shows how module states progress when uploading a module file in a clustered environment:

1. User uploads the module file from the Policy Manager. Initial state: UPLOADED.
2. System attempts to verify the module signature:

• If the verification is successful, the state transitions to ACCEPTED.
• If the verification is unsuccessful, the state is set to REJECTED.
• If an error occurs during this stage, the state is set to ERROR. Additional information about the error is available by

viewing the module properties.
3. When a module is ACCEPTED, the system attempts to load ("install") the module.

• If the load is successful, the state moves to LOADED and the module is available the next time the Policy Manager
starts. Tip: To make the module available immediately, disconnect and reconnect the Policy Manager.

• If the load is unsuccessful, the state is set to ERROR. Additional information about the error is available by viewing the
module properties.

Frequently Asked Questions
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Question Answer

Why are the controls disabled in the Manage Serve Module
Files dialog?

Check the following:

• Server Module Files functionality has been disabled.
Solution: Check that the serverModuleFile.upload.enable
cluster property is set to 'true'.

• Selected node is not connected. Solution: This behavior
is by design. Controls available only when the currently
connected node is selected.

• Insufficient security permissions. Solutions, do either:
(1) Assign the predefined role "Manage Modules
Installable via Policy Manager". (2) Ensure that any
custom roles meet the requirements that are described
under "Security".

Why is it saying the functionality is currently disabled? This functionality is enabled by default. Check with your
system administrator for reasons why the feature is disabled.

Why can't I upload my custom/modular assertion? Verify that the module is signed. The Policy Manager
uploads only signed modules, to prevent malware. Check
with your system administrator on how to sign your modules.

Why is my module REJECTED? If the custom or modular assertion was uploaded before v9.0,
then this error is expected.

If the custom or modular assertion was uploaded in v9.0
or later, then it was not signed properly. The API Gateway
rejects a module if its signature cannot be verified.

Why aren't my module contents visible even though the state
is "Loaded"?

Disconnect and then reconnect to the Gateway for the new
content to appear. Also, verify that you are connected to the
correct node. A clustered environment that is connected to a
Load Balancer may result in a different cluster node.

What happens if I disable this feature? If you disable the server module files functionality using
the serverModuleFile.upload.enable cluster property, all
controls are disabled within Manage Server Modules. You
cannot use this task to upload any modules. However, imports
using the REST Management API that include server module
files continue to succeed. The imported files reside in the
Gateway's database. These files not loaded (State="Loaded")
until you enable the feature and restart the Gateway node.

Note:

• Predefined Roles and Permissions
• Manage Roles
• Understanding Security Zones

 Manage Service Resolution
When the gateway receives a message, it must determine the target service—this process is known as
service resolution. The Service Resolution Settings dialog allows you to configure resolution behavior.

When the CA API Gateway receives a message, it must determine the target service—this process is known as service
resolution. The Service Resolution Settings dialog allows you to configure resolution behavior.

To learn more about the API Gateway service resolution logic, see Gateway Service Resolution Process.

Before you change any of the resolution settings, be aware of the following ramifications:

• Changing service resolution settings may cause services that previously resolved to no longer resolve. For example, you
have two services that share the same custom resolution path but are capitalized differently. If you change the resolution to
be case insensitive, those services will conflict.

• The default resolution settings are compatible with the XML VPN Client.
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To configure service resolution: 

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Transports > Manage Service Resolution from the Main Menu (on the browser
client, from the Manage menu). The Service Resolution Settings dialog appears. You can also access this dialog from the
Manage Listen Ports task.

Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

HTTP/FTP Resolution

Only Services with a resolution path are accessible Select this check box to prevent access to any service that
was not assigned a resolution path via HTTP/FTP listeners.
This is useful when you have services associated with a
JMS or Email listener and you wish to prevent any other
access.

Clear this check box to allow all services to be resolved as
described under Gateway Service Resolution Process. This
setting is the default.

Resolution paths are case sensitive Select this box to enforce case sensitivity of resolution
paths. This setting is the default.

Clear this check box to ignore case when comparing a
request to a services custom resolution path. Relaxing the
case allows services to be more readily matched.

Note:

Switching to case insensitive comparisons may cause
services that previously resolved to no longer resolve.
For example, there are two services that have the same
custom resolution path differentiated only by case. In the
default behavior, these two paths are unique, but when case
sensitivity is removed, those resolution paths are now the
same and the services will conflict.

Other Areas Affected by Case Sensitivity Changes

Changing the case sensitivity for resolution paths also
affects how other areas of the API Gateway resolve
services:

• WSDL Proxy: A path can be used in the WSDL proxy
to identify from which service the WSDL should be
download. When case sensitivity is disabled, the WSDL
proxy matches the services accordingly.

For more information, see Download a WSDL in the
WSDL Proxy & Policy Downloads.

• WSDM Services: A path can be used to identify a
WSDM service. When case sensitivity is disabled, the
WSDM services matches the services accordingly.

For more information, see Working with Internal Services.

Allow resolution by "L7-Original-URL" header Select this check box to allow a service to be resolved
using a path supplied in an HTTP header. This setting is the
default.

Tip:

If your deployment does not use the XML VPN Client, you
can disable this functionality.

For more information, see "Step 2: Determine service based
on URI" under Gateway Service Resolution Process.
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Setting Description

Allow resolution by Service GOID/OID in URLs Select this check box to permit services to be resolved by
URLs that contain the service GOID (i.e., entity ID) or
OID. This setting is the default.

Clear this check box to not permit resolution by service
GOID or OID.

Note:

Any service URLs published to UDDI by the API Gateway
will not resolve if consumed.

For more information, see "Step 1: Determine service based
on service entity ID" under Gateway Service Resolution
Process.

SOAP Message Resolution

Use SOAP action Select this check box to permit services to be resolved
based on the SOAP action in the incoming message. This
setting is the default.

Clear this check box to not consider the SOAP action when
resolving the service.

For more information, see "Step 3: Determine service
based on SOAPAction" under Gateway Service Resolution
Process.

Use SOAP body child namespace Select this check box to permit services to be resolved
based on the SOAP payload namespace of the message
body. This setting is the default.

Clear this check box to not consider the namespace in the
SOAP payload when resolving the service.

For more information, see "Step 4: Determine service based
on SOAP payload namespace" under Gateway Service
Resolution Process.       

2. Click [OK] when done.

 Manage SFTP Polling Listeners
You can configure the  to poll a directory on an external SFTP server periodically for messages to
process. If a new message is found, it is retrieved from the server and processed.

You can configure the API Gateway to poll a directory on an external SFTP server periodically for messages to process. If a
new message is found, it is retrieved from the server and processed.

Tip:

You can customize SFTP polling behavior with the sftpPolling.* cluster properties. For a list of these properties, see Input/
Output Cluster Properties.

To manage SFTP polling listeners:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Transports > Manage SFTP Polling Listeners from the Main Menu (on the
browser client, from the Manage menu). The Manage SFTP Polling Listeners dialog appears. 

2. The SFTP polling listeners configured are displayed. Perform an action.
3. Click [Close] when done.

To... Do this...

Create a new SFTP polling listener 1. Click [Create].
2. Configure the new listener. For a description of each

property, see SFTP Polling Listener Properties.
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To... Do this...

Clone an existing SFTP polling listener 1. Select the listener to clone.
2. Click [Clone].
3.  Edit the SFTP Polling Listener Properties as required.

Remove an SFTP polling listener 1. Select the listener to remove.
2. Click [Remove]. The listener is removed from the list.

Tip:

As an alternative to remove the listener, you can disable it
instead. To disable a listener, view its properties and clear the
Enabled check box.

View or edit the properties for an SFTP polling listener 1. Select the listener to view or edit.
2. Click [Properties].
3.  Edit the SFTP Polling Listener Properties as required.    

   

 SFTP Polling Listener Properties
When creating or viewing details about an SFTP Polling Listener, the SFTP Polling Listener Properties
appear. This dialog lets you retrieve messages from an external SFTP server for processing on the .

When creating or viewing details about an SFTP Polling Listener, the SFTP Polling Listener Properties appear. This dialog lets
you retrieve messages from an external SFTP server for processing on the API Gateway.

You can add a list of fingerprints and validate the server's host key against multiple fingerprints.

To access the properties for an SFTP polling listener:

1. Run the Manage SFTP Polling Listeners task.
2. Select an SFTP polling listener from the list and then click [Properties]. You can also click [Create] to enter the properties

for a new listener.
The SFTP Polling Listener Properties appear. This dialog organizes the service properties across these tabs: Connection,
Message Processing, and Advanced.

The various configuration tabs are as follows:

Configuring the [Connection] Tab

Configure the [Connection] tab as follows:

Setting Description

Name Enter the name of the SFTP polling listener. If you are
creating several listeners, make sure the name is descriptive.

Enabled Select this check box to enable the listener. Clear this check
box to deactivate or disable the listener.  Deactivating a
listener is an alternative to removing it.

Hostname Enter the hostname of the remote SFTP server.

Port Enter the port number to monitor. The default is 22.

Validate Server's Host Key Select this check box to validate the server's SSH public
key against a list of fingerprints that you will specify using
the [Manage Host Key] button. At least one match must be
available, else it throws a connection error.

This checkbox is selected by default.

Clear this check box to not validate the server's host key.
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Setting Description

Manage Host Key This button is available only when you are validating the
server's host key. It is used to enter the fingerprints against
which the host key is validated. You can enter multiple
fingerprints, each fingerprint in a new line as shown below:

b9:ac:0c:3d:bb:07:a8:a3:cc:eb:d7:f8:c4:89:b1:27

b7:ac:0c:3d:bz:07:a8:a5:cc:eb:d7:f2:c4:89:b1:22

Complete the following:

• SSH Public Key Fingerprint: Paste the SSH public key
fingerprint(s) as retrieved from the remote server's public
key location.

• [Load from File]: Click this to load the fingerprint from a
text file.

Username Enter the account name to access the SFTP server.

Warning:

Specify a user with limited access rights (for
example, create a new listener called "ssgpoll"). Do
not use the root user. The polling listener appends
the suffix ".processed" to each file that is processed.
Using the root user could cause system files to be
renamed, rendering the API Gateway and the host
machine inoperable.

Password If authenticating via password, choose the password from the
drop-down list.

If the password you require is not listed, click [Manage
Stored Passwords] to add it to the API Gateway password
storage. For more information, see Manage Stored
Passwords.

Tip:

You cannot type the password directly here; it must be
defined in the API Gateway secure password storage.

Private Key If authenticating via private key, choose the key to use.

If the key you require is not listed, click [Manage Stored
Passwords] to add it to the API Gatewaypassword storage.
For more information, see Manage Stored Passwords.
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Setting Description

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones, see
Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to
entities inside the zones).

Configuring the [Message Processing] Tab

Configure the [Message Processing] tab as follows:

Setting Description

Message Input

Directory to Scan Specify the directory to poll. It is recommended that a
directory be created specifically for polling purposes. This
directory must already exist.

Note:

(1) The user specified in the [Connection] tab must have
read and write access for this directory. (2) Specifying the
root directory ("/") is not recommended and a warning will be
displayed when you save the SFTP polling listener.

Filter File by Name Select this check box to filter files to be processed by name.
Clear this check box to process all files.

Enter the file name in the adjacent text box. You may use
regular expressions such as "test\d+\.xml".

Message Content-Type Choose the Content-Type to use from the drop-down list. If
the Content-Type you need isn't listed, type it directly into the
drop-down list.

Polling Interval (in seconds) Indicate the polling interval, in seconds. The listener will
check for messages after the specified number of seconds.

Options

Delete Processed Messages Select this check box to delete the request file from the
SFTP server once the message is processed.

Clear this check box to leave the processed messages on
the SFTP server. These messages will have the suffix
".processed".
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Setting Description

Enable Responses Select this check box to configure the listener to return API
Gateway responses. A response message will be saved to
the SFTP server with the same name as the file that was
processed with a suffix of ".response".

Clear this check box to not create response files.

Note:

If there is a file of the same name already, the API Gateway
will try to overwrite the contents of that files. If the API
Gateway is unable to write the response message, it will log
an audit message.

Configuring the [Advanced] Tab

Configure the [Advanced] tab as follows:

Setting Description

Override maximum message size Select this check box to override the permitted maximum size
of the message. Clear this check box to use the value set in
the io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property.

• Restrict messages to: Enter the maximum permitted size
of the message, in bytes.

• Allow unlimited message size (not recommended): Select
this option to allow response messages of unlimited size.
This is not recommended and should be used only under
the direction of CA Support.

Process messages with published service Select this check box to resolve messages to a specified
published service that you indicate in the Service Name
field below. This bypasses the API Gateway normal service
resolution process.

Clear this check box to process messages using the API
Gateway service resolution logic. For more information, see
Understanding the Service Resolution Process.

Service name If associating an SFTP polling listener with a specific service,
choose the service from the drop-down list. If the service you
want is not in the list, you must publish it first.

Advanced Properties This section is used to add, edit, or remove any additional
settings required to configure the SFTP Polling Listener
Properties. This section is intended for advanced users and
should be configured only as directed by CA Support.

 Working with SCP/SFTP Messages
The  supports SCP (Secure Copy Protocol) and SFTP (SSH File Transfer Protocol) messages, both
inbound and outbound. This allows the  to work with back-end services which rely on these protocols.
These messages are secured using the SSH2 protocol (SSH1 is not supported).

The API Gateway supports SCP (Secure Copy Protocol) and SFTP (SSH File Transfer Protocol) messages, both inbound and
outbound. This allows the API Gateway to work with back-end services which rely on these protocols. These messages are
secured using the SSH2 protocol (SSH1 is not supported).

Using Inbound SSH

 To handle inbound SCP/SFTP messages:
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• Configure an internal SSH server running on a CA API Gateway listen port. This is done by creating a new listen port
using the "SSH2" protocol. The SSH listener supports inbound SCP upload and inbound SFTP "PUT" commands to the CA
API Gateway. This listener automatically opens and closes the SSH port on start and stop.

For more information, see Manage Listen Ports.

To resolve the service for SCP/SFTP messages:

• SOAP-based messages are resolved using the Gateway service resolution logic. For a detailed explanation, see
"Understanding the Service Process" in the CA API Gateway Administrators Manual.

• Path-based resolution depends on the protocol:

• SCP: You can specify a directory on the SCP server. When a file is uploaded, the full path is used to resolve the
service.
The following example uploads an XML/SOAP file to a service with the URI "/xmlservice":
$> scp -P 2222 message.xml user@gateway.l7tech.com:/xmlservice
user@gateway.l7tech.com's password:
message.xml

Tip:

Enter the password carefully, as there is no feedback at this point if authentication fails due to an incorrect password being
entered here.  

•  SFTP: Use the "cd" command to change to a directory on the SFTP server. When a file is uploaded, the full path is used to
resolve the service.
This is the same example as above, for SFTP:

$> sftp -oPort=2222 anonymous@gateway.l7tech.com
anonymous@gateway.l7tech.com's password:
Connected to gateway.l7tech.com.
sftp> cd xmlservice
sftp> put message.xml
Uploading message.xml to /xmlservice/message.xml
...
sftp> bye

To authenticate users for SCP/SFTP messages:

• Method 1: Password authentication: The user's password from the Internal Identity Provider is used during SSH
processing. The inbound SSH server configured on the CA API Gateway attempts to validate the user's password during
the authentication process.

• Method 2: Public key authentication: This requires a one-time setup by copying the user's public key to his or her
user record in the Internal Identity Provider. During SSH processing, the inbound SSH server configured on the CA API
Gateway attempts to validate the user's public key during the authentication process. For more information see the [SSH]
tab in Creating an Internal User.

Context Variables

SSH processing populates the following context variables:

• request.tcp.localPort
• request.tcp.remoteAddress
• request.tcp.remoteip
• request.tcp.remoteHost
• request.ssh.path request.ssh.file

For more information about these variables, see Transport Layer Context Variables.

Inbound SFTP Polling Listener

The API Gateway has a polling feature that retrieves ("GET") and process messages from a directory on an external SFTP
server. In this configuration, the Gateway acts as an SFTP client and periodically check for new messages to process.

For more information, see Manage SFTP Polling Listeners.

Using Outbound SSH

The provides the following outbound support for SSH sessions:

• outbound SCP upload and download with an external SCP server
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• outbound SFTP "PUT" and "GET" with an external SFTP server

These are handled using the Route via SSH2 Assertion.

 Manage Solution Kits
The Manage Solution Kits task adds, removes, or upgrades Solution Kits on the gateway.

The Manage Solution Kits task adds, removes, or upgrades Solution Kits on the CA API Gateway.

A Solution Kit adds new functionality to the API Gateway. Built-in conflict resolution helps you resolve any conflicts between
an incoming Solution Kit and existing functionality.

Certain functionality, like the CA API Management OAuth Toolkit, are delivered as Solution Kits and require separate
licensing. Be sure to consult the documentation accompanying your Solution Kit for specific installation instructions.

The Solution Kit Installation Wizard guides you through the necessary steps.

To access this task: Tasks > Extensions and Add-Ons > Manage Solution Kits

Tip:

(1) Reconnect the Policy Manager after installing a Solution Kit to ensure that all the new entities are visible. (2) Alternatively,
you can install Solution Kits using the REST Management API, bypassing the graphical user interface.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you have:

• A .sskar file for the Solution Kit being installed; ensure that it is not the unsigned ".skar" version
• License files for the Solution Kits being installed (if the Solution Kit requires separate licensing).

Security

This task requires the 'Administrator' role. 

Main Dialog Box

The Manage Solution Kits dialog lists the Solution Kits that are currently installed on the API Gateway.

• Select a table row before using any of these actions: Uninstall, Upgrade, Properties
• You do not need to select a table row for this action: Install

Note:

The following operations are not available from the browser client version of the Policy Manager: Install, Upgrade,
Properties. To run these operations, you must use the desktop client instead.

Upgrading Solution Kits

Select your Solution Kits carefully when upgrading.

• If you select a parent Solution Kit in step 1 of the wizard, note that all child Solution Kits are removed first. The
upgrade results will then depend on what you select in step 2 of the wizard. For example, a parent has five children (child
1-5). If you update it using a parent that contains only four children (say upgrades to childs 1, 3, 5, plus a new child 6), the
two non-upgraded children (2, 4) are no longer present after upgrading. But the new child kit 6 is installed.

• If you select a child Solution Kit in step 1 of the wizard, only that child is upgraded. No other child Solution Kits are
removed.

Wizard

The Solution Kit Installation Wizard runs when you select the Install or Upgrade actions.

Step What you should know...

1 Select a Solution Kit installation file to install or to be used
for the upgrade. These files have the .sskar extension.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Step What you should know...

2 If the installation file contains multiple Solution Kits, select
which ones to install. If only one Solution Kit is present, it is
automatically selected.

Required: Click Manage Licenses to upload license files for
any Solution Kit name prefixed with "(Unlicensed)". This
prefix is removed once the licenses are installed. For help on
installing a license, see Manage Gateway Licenses.

Optional: Click Set Instance Modifier to specify a string to
add to the names of all the items within the Solution Kit. This
string keeps the names unique. Tip: The instance modifier
is required when installing multiple instances of the same
Solution Kit.

The instance modifier is added as follows for the various
entities ("v1" in the following examples):

• As a prefix URL pattern to all service names (example, "/
v1/my_query")

• As a prefix to all policy names (example: "v1 My Policy
Name")

• As a suffix to all folder names (example: "My Folder
Name v1")

• As a prefix to encapsulated assertion names (example: "v1
My Encass Name")

• As a prefix to scheduled tasks names (example, "v1 My
Scheduled Task Name")

• As a prefix to policy-backed service names (example: "v1
My Policy-Backed Service Name")

• As a prefix to policy-backed identity provider names
(example: "v1 My Policy-Backed Identity Provider
Name") 

• As a prefix to listen port names (example: "v1 My Listen
Port Name")

Tip:

The Solution Kit author may implement additional custom
controls. Contact the author for instructions on how to use
these controls.
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Step What you should know...

3 This step is displayed after the wizard checks for conflicts.

This step lists the entities and actions for the Solution Kit.
If errors exist (see Error Type column), resolve them before
continuing:

1. (Optional) Select the tab corresponding to the Solution
Kit to check.

2. Double-click anywhere within the row or use the Resolve
button to display the Resolve Entity Conflict dialog.

3. Review the entity details and then select a replacement
from the drop-down list. Tip: If the entry you need is not
displayed, click Manage to define it now.

When a conflict is resolved, the Resolved column changes
to 'Yes'. This column must contain all 'Yes' or '---' before the
wizard can finish.

Upgrading a Solution Kit with Deleted Entities

You cannot upgrade a Solution Kit if any of its entities are
missing. For example, an encapsulated assertion installed by
the Solution Kit was deleted accidentally. You will see an
error during upgrading. To respond to this error, cancel the
upgrade and do one of the following:

• Uninstall and reinstall the original Solution Kit, then run
the upgrade again. You will lose any customized entities
using this method.

• Reinstall the same Solution Kit with a unique instance
modifier, then run the upgrade again. The advantage
of this method is that you have access to the original
Solution Kit entities, as reference for any customizations.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Why is the wizard not letting me finish when I click 'Finish'? Unresolved errors are present. Ensure that you have resolved
all errors showing in the Error Type column before clicking
[Finish]. Tip: If multiple child Solution Kits are involved, be
sure to review all the tabs for errors.

Why must I reinstall a Solution Kit before upgrading? This is necessary only if entities originally installed by the
Solution Kit have been deleted. All entities must be present
before upgrade can occur. The system will warn you if
entities are missing.

Can I install the same Solution Kit more than once? Yes. The instance modifiers allow you to install the same
Solution Kit multiple times. Installation cannot continue if
there are not unique instance modifiers.

Why do some Solution Kits show "(Unlicensed)" even
though I installed the license file?

A parent Solution Kit may contain many child Solution
Kits. The license you obtained unlocks the functionality
meaningful to you, which may not include all solutions kits
within the parent.

Less commonly, this may indicate that the Solution Kit
license is not compatible with the license installed on the
Gateway.

Why am I asked to manually remove entities after an
uninstall?

Solution Kits should uninstall cleanly most of the time. You
see this message only if the Solution Kit did not include the
proper deletion logic. Contact the Solution Kit author for a
list of the entities to uninstall manually.
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Question Answer

When I uninstall a Solution Kit, what is removed? Uninstalling a Solution Kit removes everything that was
installed, including added entities such as encapsulated
assertions and policy endpoints. If there is policy logic that
relies on an uninstalled entity, you must manually edit that
policy afterwards to remove the references.

Is it possible to simply disable Solution Kit to re-enable later? No. You cannot disable a Solution Kit; only uninstall is
supported.

What does a "409" error mean? This error indicates there are conflicting records on the
Gateway or that creating or updating a record will cause
a conflict. Examples of conflicting fields include: Name,
GUID, or Host/Port combination.

I discovered my Server Module File functionality is disabled.
Does this affect my Solution Kits?

If the Solution Kit contains assertions and the server
module functionality is intentionally disabled (using the
serverModuleFile.upload.enable cluster property), these
assertions are uploaded into the database. However, they
are not available until you re-enable the cluster property and
restart the Gateway node. 

Why are some of the entities behaving "oddly" after I install a
Solution Kit?

This could be because the Solution Kit author has designated
some entities as "read only" to prevent accidental changes or
deletions.

Signs that an entity is read only:

• The Assertions Tool Bar for policies or policy fragments
is disabled. 

• Text fields that are normally editable cannot be edited.
• Buttons such as [Delete], [Remove], and [OK] on dialog

boxes are disabled.
• An "insufficient permissions" error is displayed when you

attempt to edit an entity.

Read only entities cannot be altered, even if you have
Administrator privileges.

 Manage Stored Passwords
The Manage Stored Passwords task is used to securely store passwords and plain text PEM private
keys in the  database, where they will be safeguarded in database backups, and can be easily selected in
situations where a password is required.

The Manage Stored Passwords task is used to securely store passwords and plain text PEM private keys in the API
Gateway database, where they will be safeguarded in database backups, and can be easily selected in situations where a
password is required.

Note:

Only plain text PEM private keys are stored in the Manage Stored Passwords task. Asymmetric private keys with certificate
chains are stored using the Manage Private Keys task.

Stored passwords also have the added security of allowing you to reference them via context variables. This lets you avoid
explicitly stating the password in certain situations. For example, you may have a Return Template Response to Requestor
assertion that sends back a password:

<p>Your password is: thisisthepassword </p>

With stored passwords, you can replace it with this:

<p>Your password is: ${secpass.salesgroup.plaintext}</p>

In the first example, the password is stored in the database in plain text, and will be included in any exported policy XML
files. In the second example, the password is not visible as plain text and is not included in the policy, preventing it from being
leaked during a policy export.

Tip:
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(1) For added security, referencing passwords via context variables is an optional setting that must be explicitly enabled for
each password. Once enabled, there is no further security to control its use, so use this feature with care. (2) To set permissions
for stored passwords, select the "Secure Passwords" entity type in the Add Permissions to Role Wizard.

Note:  Encryption of stored passwords: The encryption of the encoded stored password uses AES-256 (in CBC mode with
PKCS#5 padding and a random IV). The value has the IV prepended and is stored Base-64 encoded. If a Hardware Security
Module (HSM) is present, then the password is protected by the HSM.

To manage stored passwords:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Stored Passwords from the Main
Menu. The Manage Stored Passwords dialog appears.
The dialog displays details about the passwords being stored, but it will never display the passwords themselves.
Select a task to perform: 

To... Do this...

Add a new password 1.1 Click [Add].
2.1 Complete the details for the new password. For details,

see Stored Password Properties.

Remove a password 1.1 Select the password to remove.
2.1 Click [Remove].
3.1 Click [OK] to confirm. The system will attempt to

remove the stored password.

Note:

You cannot remove a password that is being referenced by a
HTTP option.

Edit an existing password/
View password properties

1.1 Select the password to edit or view.
2.1 Click [Properties].
3.1 Modify the password details if required. For details,

see Stored Password Properties.

Note:

(1) Editing password details allows you to change the
password, but you cannot see the actual password. (2) Users
with Read-only access to the "secure passwords" entity type
can only view (but not modify) password properties.

2. Click [Close] when done. 

 Stored Password Properties
When adding or editing a stored password, the Stored Passwords Properties appear. This dialog records
details about a new password and it lets you modify details for an existing password.

When adding or editing a stored password, the Stored Passwords Properties appear. This dialog records details about a new
password and it lets you modify details for an existing password.

Note:

A “password” can be either a plain text password or a plain text PEM private key. All other private keys are stored using the
Manage Private Keys task.

To access the properties for a stored password:

1. Run the Manage Stored Passwords task.
2. Select a password from the list and then click [Edit]. You can also click [Add] to enter a new password. Slightly different

versions of the Stored Password Properties appear, depending on whether you are adding or editing a password.
3. Configure the properties as follows:
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Setting Description

Name Identify the password being stored. You may use letters,
numbers, dashes, and underscores.

Note:

Names that contain spaces or periods are valid, but the
resulting stored password cannot be referenced via context
variable.

Description Optionally enter a description of the password.

Type When adding a stored password, choose its type from the
drop-down list: Password or PEM Private Key.

When editing a stored password, the type is display only
and cannot be changed.

Password/
Confirm Password 

(Password only)

Enter a password and then retype it to confirm. The [OK]
button will become active only when both passwords
match.

When editing a password, the Password/Confirm Password
fields appear after you click [Change Password].

PEM Private Key 

(PEM Private Key only)

Enter the PEM private key using any of these methods:

• Automatically generate: Select the Generate check box
to have the Policy Manager automatically generate an
RSA key and then choose a key size to use. The default
key size is 2048 bits.

Note:

Certain clients have a minimum size for the server's host
key. CA Technologies recommends against using RSA
key sizes below 1024 bits.

Tip:

To view the public key, click [View Public Key] when
editing this key

• Paste from another source: Paste the private key
directly into the text box.

• Load from file: Click [Load From File] to upload a
PEM private key.

Tip:

If you see "The key must be in PEM private key format",
this means the uploaded content is not in the expected
format. CA Technologies recommends generating this
file using OpenSSL. Export the private key from the
Gateway in a .p12 format, and then run this OpenSSL
command (entire command is one line):

openssl pkcs12 -in myPrivateKey.p12 -nocerts
 -nodes -passin pass:X | openssl rsa -out
 pem_privateKey.pem

Date of last change 

(editing only)

This displays the date and time when the password was
last changed. You can use it to help keep track of password
changes.
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Setting Description

Change Password

(editing only)

Click this to change the password. You will be prompted to
enter a new password.

Permit use via context variable reference Select this check box to allow the password details to
be referenced by the ${secpass.*} context variables. For
example, using the variable ${secpass.topsecret.plaintext}
returns the actual stored password for topsecret, in plain
text.

Enable this option with care, as there is no way to
restrict which passwords can be revealed. This feature is
unavailable if the stored password name contains spaces or
periods.

Note:

Exception: This check box does not need to be enabled to
use the ${secpass.<name>.plaintext} variable in system
dialog boxes (for example, during LDAP configuration).
It is required only if you wish to use the ${secpass.*}
variables from policy assertions where the field permits
arbitrary context variables.

As a result, you may leave this check box disabled for
maximum security. Policy authors will not be able to
access your sensitive stored passwords using policy
assertions. However, you retain the flexibility to specify
that context variable on non-assertion dialog boxes.
Example: When configuring a new LDAP Identity
Provider, you can specify the Bind Password in the wizard.
You can enter the password in the clear or you can enter
"${secpass.mybindpassword.plaintext}" even though
context variable reference has not been granted for stored
passwords.

View Public Key Click this to view the public key in PEM format, where it
can be copied and pasted elsewhere.

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones, see
Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access
to entities inside the zones).

4. Click [OK] when done.

Note:

If you click [Cancel] instead, all changes are discarded, including any pending password changes.

 Change a User Password
There are two ways to change the password that is used to connect to the :

There are two ways to change the password that is used to connect to the API Gateway:

• Users who have the roles "Administrator" or a custom role ("Read" Identity Provider; "Read" and "Update" Users) can
change the password for any internal user in the system. Simply use the [Change Password] button on the [General] tab
of the user's Properties dialog. For more information, see Edit or Delete a User or Group.
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• Any user in the system (regardless of role) can change their password at any time using the Change Password dialog, which
is accessed from the My Account dialog.

Note:

LDAP users must use the LDAP administrative program to change passwords. They cannot change their passwords using the
Policy Manager.

Background: Authentication Caching

When a password is changed, there is a short delay before the new credentials are recognized and the old credentials are
discarded. The following is some background information on how the API Gateway uses cached credentials:

• Credentials that are successfully authenticated against an identity provider are cached for 60 seconds by default.
Credentials that fail authorization are cached for 30 seconds by default.

• During the cache period, the API Gateway does not re-authenticate the same credentials; it returns the cached result instead
(either success or failure).

• While beneficial for performance, cached credentials may cause valid credentials to be rejected or invalid credentials to be
accepted for a short period of time.

Example: Bob's password is changed from widget to gizmo. Within 60 seconds of the change, the password widget is still
accepted. The new password gizmo will not be accepted for at least 30 seconds after the change.

If the API Gateway is part of a cluster, wait an extra 15 seconds for the changes to propagate through the nodes.

To change your own password:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [File] > My Account from the Main Menu (on the browser client, from the Manage menu).
The My Account dialog appears.

2. Click [Change Password] in the [Properties] tab.The Change Password dialog appears.
3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Field Description

User Name Your user name is displayed for reference; it cannot be
edited.

Password Type your current password.

New Password Type your new password, between 8 and 32 characters
long. Ensure that it conforms to the password rules.

Confirm Password Retype your new password to confirm.

Password Rules Displays a reminder of the password rules. For more
information about how these rules are set, see Manage
Password Policy.

4. Click [OK]. Your password is changed immediately.

Tip:

If the [OK] button is not available, click [Password Rules] to ensure that your new password conforms to all the rules
listed.

 Manage UDDI Registries
The  can search and publish a web service listed in a supported UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery
and Integration) registry. The gateway uses the APIs in a supported UDDI registry product to retrieve
WSDL information about the web services registered in the UDDI registry. UDDI search results are
initiated and displayed in the and the .

The API Gateway can search and publish a web service listed in a supported UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and
Integration) registry. The CA API Gateway uses the APIs in a supported UDDI registry product to retrieve WSDL information
about the web services registered in the UDDI registry. UDDI search results are initiated and displayed in the Publish to UDDI
Settings and the Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard.

For a list of the registry types supported, see "UDDI Registry Products" in Requirements and Compatibility.

The Manage UDDI Registries task is used to create, remove, or edit UDDI registries. Ensure that the UDDI registry product
has been correctly installed, configured, and is accessible to the Gateway.
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Note:

If the API Gateway only has HTTPS endpoints, ensure that the specific UDDI registry has been configured to trust the API
Gateway SSL certificate. For assistance, please contact your administrator for the UDDI registry.

To manage UDDI registries:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Global Settings > Manage UDDI Registries from the Main Menu (on the
browser client, from the Manage menu). The Manage UDDI Registries dialog appears. 

2. The following table describes each column; these are set in the UDDI registry's properties:

Column Description

Enabled Indicates whether the UDDI registry is enabled. If disabled,
the UDDI registry is no longer usable, but it will continue
to be displayed in drop-down lists showing all registries.

UDDI Registry Name A name that identifies the UDDI registry. This name must
be unique.

Base URL The URL for the UDDI registry. This URL is unique
because it is not possible to register the same UDDI registry
more than once.

UDDI Registry Type The type of UDDI registry that was published.

3. Select a task to perform:

To... Do this...

Add a new UDDI registry 1.1 Click [Create].
2.1 Complete the UDDI Registry Properties.

Clone an existing UDDI registry 1.1 Select the registry to clone.
2.1 Click [Clone].
3.1 Edit the UDDI Registry Properties as required.

Remove a UDDI registry 1.1 Select the registry to remove.
2.1 Click [Remove].
3.1 Click [OK] to confirm. The UDDI registry is removed

from the API Gateway records.

Note:

(1) While it is possible to remove a UDDI registry that is
currently in use, information published to that registry will
not be removed. You must manually delete the various
published items or use the native UDDI interface of the
registry. (2) When removing a UDDI registry, previously
published information will be deleted from the API
Gateway (the UDDI registry itself is not affected).

View or edit the properties of a UDDI registry 1.1 Select the UDDI registry to view.
2.1 Click [Properties]. See UDDI Registry Properties for

details.

4. Click [Close] when done.

 UDDI Registry Properties
When creating or viewing details about a UDDI registry, the UDDI Registry Properties dialog is
displayed. This dialog lets you configure a UDDI registry to be recognized by the .

When creating or viewing details about a UDDI registry, the UDDI Registry Properties dialog is displayed. This dialog lets
you configure a UDDI registry to be recognized by the API Gateway.

To access the properties for a UDDI registry:

1. Run the Manage UDDI Registries task.
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2. Select a registry from the list and then click [Properties]. You can also click [Create] to enter the properties for a new
UDDI registry. The UDDI Registries Properties appear. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

UDDI Registry Name Enter a name to identify the UDDI registry. This name must
be unique.

[Enabled] Select this check box to enable the UDDI registry. Clear the
check box to disable the registry.

Tip:

A disabled registry will not appear in searches where the
UDDI registry serves as the "source" for an entity (for
example, when searching for a UDDI registry from the
Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard). However, a disabled
registry will still appear in the Publish to UDDI Settings
dialog and the [UDDI] tab under Service Properties. If the
settings in these dialogs need to be changed for a disabled
registry, it will not be possible until the registry is re-
enabled.

UDDI Registry Type Select the type of UDDI registry from the drop-down list.
If you are not using one of the listed registry types, select
Generic.

Note:

If the 'Generic' UDDI registry type is chosen, certain
features may not be available (for example, the collection
of metrics because the API Gateway will have no prior
knowledge of the registry).

Base URL Enter the base URL for the UDDI registry. The Policy
Manager will automatically copy this URL to all the other
URL fields by default. The Base URL is required.

Security URL

Inquiry  URL

Publish URL

Subscription URL

These URLs are automatically populated when the Base
URL is first entered. If any of these URLs differ from the
Base, edit as necessary. If the 'Generic' UDDI registry type
was selected, you must manually complete each field.

Tip:

You can quickly revert all these URLs back to the Base by
clicking [Reset URLs to Base URL].

[Reset URLs to Base URL] Click this to update the URL fields with the Base URL. If
the UDDI registry type is not 'Generic', then the specific
relative parts of the URL is also auto populated.

[Use Client Authentication] Select this check box to present a certificate to the server
during the SSL handshake, if one is requested. Clear this
check box to never present a certificate, even if one is
requested. Note that access may be denied in this case.

[Keystore] From the drop-down list, select the keystore from which
to retrieve the certificate. This is available only if the Use
Client Authentication check box is selected.
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Setting Description

UDDI Registry Account Enter the Username and Password to access the UDDI
registry.

Note:

Although you may enter the actual password here, it is
recommended that you use a secure password reference
instead. To do this, define your password using the Manage
Stored Passwords task and then reference it here using the
${secpass.<name>.plaintext} context variable.

[Metrics Enabled] Select this check box to enable the collection of metrics
data. This is available only for the UDDI registry type
"CentraSite ActiveSOA".

Metrics Publish Frequency The interval in minutes between successive publications of
metrics data.

[Monitoring Enabled] This setting allows monitoring to be enabled or disabled
at a UDDI registry level. Monitoring may be enabled
or disabled for Individual published services, but the
Monitoring Enabled check box affects all services using
this UDDI registry.

Note:

The Monitoring Enabled check box is available only when a
Subscription URL is supplied.

[Subscribe for notification] When monitoring is enabled, select this option to subscribe
to be notified about changes to the UDDI. This is a global
setting that affects how the UDDI is monitored. When this
option is selected, the UDDI registry will notify the API
Gateway about changes via the UDDI notification internal
service. This is an asynchronous notification from UDDI.

To enable monitoring by subscription, the following must
be done:

1.1 A "UDDI Notification" internal service has been
published to the API Gateway.

2.1 The "UDDI Notification" internal service is published
to the UDDI registry.

If the API Gateway being published contains only HTTPS
endpoints, ensure that the UDDI registry to which you are
publishing has been configured to trust the API Gateway
SSL certificate.

Note:

When subscribing to receive notifications, a
WSDL document may need to be downloaded. The
maximum size of this document is controlled by the
wsdlDownload.maxSize  cluster property.

[Poll for notifications] When monitoring is enabled, select this option to
automatically check the UDDI for notifications after a
specified time period.

Note:

When polling for notifications, a WSDL document
may need to be downloaded. The maximum size of this
document is controlled by the wsdlDownload.maxSize 
cluster property.
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Setting Description

Frequency If [Polling for notifications] was selected, specify the how
frequently to check for notifications. The default is every 10
minutes.

[Test UDDI Connection] Click this button to test the connection to the UDDI
Registry. If credentials were supplied, they will be used
when trying to connect to the registry, otherwise the
connection attempt will use no credentials.

The test involves looking up a well known UDDI
tModelKey: uddi:uddi.org:specification:v3_policy, which
also validates that the registry is a V3 registry.

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones, see Understand
Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access
to entities inside the zones).

4. Click [OK] when done.

Note:

If you change monitoring methods (for example, from monitoring to polling or vice versa) or disable/enable monitoring, this
will cause an update of each service that is monitoring a Business Service in the modified UDDI registry.     

 Publish to UDDI Settings
The Publish to UDDI Settings dialog is used to publish information to a UDDI registry. You can do the
following:

The Publish to UDDI Settings dialog is used to publish information to a UDDI registry. You can do the following:

• Publish a API Gateway WSDL to a UDDI registry
• Publish a API Gateway endpoint as a BindingTemplate in a Business Service in the UDDI Registry
• Overwrite an existing Business Service in the UDDI registry with corresponding WSDL information from the API

Gateway

 

Note:

(1) If any API Gateway endpoint information (for example, cluster hostname or port settings) is changed after the API
Gateway has published to UDDI, the API Gateway will automatically update UDDI so that it contains the correct API
Gateway endpoint URLs. You can control this behaviour using the uddi.auto_republish cluster property. By default, this
property is "true" enables auto update. Set it to "false" to disable the automatic update. (2) If service entity ID resolution is
disabled in the Service Resolution Settings dialog, then any service URLs published to UDDI by the API Gateway will not
resolve if consumed.

 

To configure settings for publishing to UDDI:

• Do either of the following:

• Right-click a web service under the Services and Policies list and then select Publish to UDDI.
• Select [File] > Publish to UDDI from the Main Menu.

The Publish to UDDI Settings dialog appears. This dialog organizes the settings across these tabs: Service, WS-Policy, and
Metrics.

The various configuration tabs are as follows.

http://uddi.org
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Configuring the [Service] tab

The [Service] tab lets you publish the API Gateway WSDL as a 'proxy binding Template' Business Service to a UDDI registry.
You can also use it to update an existing Business Service with a new proxy bindingTemplate with a valid keyReference
attached for a API Gateway endpoint. The options that are available depend on whether the published service was created from
a UDDI registry.

Publishing establishes a link between the API Gateway and the UDDI registry. Once a publish action has been performed, you
cannot perform another publish unless you use the [Don't Publish] option to reverse the publish action. However, you can
still update the API Gateway endpoint, which is the proxy bindingTemplate in the service, by using the [Manage Meta Data]
option.

If any meta data is added to a BusinessService or bindingTemplate published by the API Gateway, that meta data will be
preserved should the API Gatewayy need to update the UDDI.
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Setting Description

Publish Business Services This option publishes the WSDL from the API Gateway
as Business Services in a UDDI. Only SOAP with HTTP
endpoints from the API Gateway WSDL are published to
UDDI.

Note:

If the API Gateway WSDL contains more than one
wsdl:service, then more than one UDDI Business Service will
be created. The wsdl:service maps 1:1 to a UDDI Business
Service.

Complete the following:

• UDDI Registry: From the drop-down list, select the
UDDI registry to publish to. The registry must be
configured in the Managing UDDI Registries task to
appear in this list.

• Business Entity: Click [Select] and search for the
destination Business Entity. For more information, see
Search the UDDI Registry.

• Update when Gateway WSDL changes: Select this
check box to have the API Gateway update the UDDI
when the Gateway WSDL changes. These changes may
arise from manual user edits, from refreshing the WSDL,
or from a UDDI notification causing the WSDL to be
redownloaded.

This setting may be changed later, after publishing has
occurred.

After publishing, all the URLs in this Business Service in the
UDDI will point to the API Gateway.
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Setting Description

Publish Gateway endpoint as BindingTemplate

 

Available only when the API Gateway has a record of the
'original' service in UDDI and the published service is not
under UDDI control: Service Properties -> [UDDI] tab ->
uncheck [WSDL under UDDI control]

Once this publishing action is performed, the WSDL under
UDDI control check box will be disabled; it will be re-
enabled only when the [Don't Publish] action is taken.

Publishing a API Gateway Endpoint

You can indicate whether existing bindings should be
removed during publishing.

• Remove existing bindings: Select this check box to have
the Policy Manager remove all bindings contained in the
original Business Service.

GIF

Publishing

 

•  Publish using GIF: When the original service is from
a Systinet UDDI, you can choose to publish the API
Gateway endpoint according to the GIF (Governance
Interoperability Framework) specification. This option
is available only when the WSDL is not under UDDI
control.

Tip:

Endpoints previously published without using this option
are not GIF compliant. To make them compliant, you
must first unpublish the endpoint (using the "Don't
Publish" option), then re-publish.

• Endpoint Type: If more than one endpoint type is
available, select which one to use when publishing using
GIF.

Publish Gateway endpoint as BindingTemplate (cont'd) • Manage Meta Data: This opens the Manage Meta Data
dialog to manage the list of keyedReferences. Use it
to add, edit, or remove keyed References. For more
information on this dialog, see Manage Meta Data.

Tip:

It is possible to change the meta data after the endpoint
has been published. Modification of the meta data will
cause UDDI to be updated.

Note:

This option cannot remove or edit the existing
keyedReferences attached to the bindingTemplate in the
Business Service on the UDDI registry. This is because
the [Remove] and [Edit] options can only be used on
keyedReference entries that were entered using [Add].
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Setting Description

Overwrite existing BusinessService with Gateway URLs

 

Available only when the  API Gateway  has a record of the
'original' service in UDDI.

This option updates the entire Business Service to point to
the  API Gateway  cluster hostname for all URLs. Note:
This overwriting cannot be undone. If the Business Service
contains any non SOAP bindings, then they are not removed.
Only SOAP + HTTP bindings are removed.

The information that is published to UDDI is taken from the 
API Gateway  WSDL.

•  Update when Gateway WSDL changes: Select this
check box to have the  API Gateway  update the UDDI
when the Gateway WSDL changes.

 

Note:

Once this publishing action is performed, the WSDL under
UDDI control check box in the [UDDI] tab of the service
properties will be permanently disabled. Using the [Don't
Publish] action will remove all the published bindings.

Don't Publish This option reverses the publishing effects of the [Publish
Business Services and Publish Gateway endpoint as
BindingTemplate] actions. It will not reverse the overwriting
made by the [Overwrite existing BusinessService with
Gateway URLs] action, apart from deleting the published
bindings.

Once the [Don't Publish] action has been used to reverse
a publishing action, the other three actions are once again
available.

Publishing Status

After a publishing action is performed, the status is shown in the [Service] tab, next to the action selected:

Status Description

Published The information has been successfully published to the UDDI
registry.

Publishing The information is actively being published or updated to the
UDDI registry.

Publish failed x times. Set to retry The publish failed. See Gateway Audit Events or Viewing
Logs for details. The publish will be retried if the retry
attempts is less than the uddi.wsdlpublish.maxretries cluster
property.

Cannot publish. Tried x times. Please select 'Don't
Publish' to retry

Unable to publish to the UDDI registry after
exhausting the maximum number of times in the
uddi.wsdlpublish.maxretries cluster property. To clear this
status to try again, run the [Don't Publish] action first.

Deleting The information is being actively deleted from the UDDI
registry.

Delete failed x times. Set to retry The delete failed. The delete will be retried if the retry
attempts is less than the uddi.wsdlpublish.maxretries cluster
property.

Cannot delete. Tried x times. Please select 'Dont Publish'
to retry

Unable to delete from the UDDI registry after
exhausting the maximum number of times in the
uddi.wsdlpublish.maxretries cluster property. To clear this
status to try again, run the [Don't Publish] action first.
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Configuring the [WS-Policy] tab

The [WS-Policy] tab is used to configure publishing settings for the WS-Policy.

Setting Description

Publish and Attach WS-Policy Select this check box to publish the WS-Policy to the UDDI
registry. The policy can be attached to the original business
service or to all published business services.

The following settings are available only when the Publish and Attach WS-Policy check box is selected:

WS-Policy Attachment Business Service From the drop-down list, select the target for the WS-
Policy attachment. The options that are available depend on
the [Service] tab and whether there is an "Original UDDI
Business Service" selected:

• If a service has a selected "Original UDDI Business
Service", then "Original Business Service" is available.

• If business services were published (first option on
[Service] tab), then "Published Business Services" is
available.

• If both of the above, then "Both Business Services" is
available.

Publish URL to full policy The policy published to the UDDI registry can be either the
client view of the policy (which is sufficient to allow a client
to consume the service) or the full policy (as shown when
editing the policy in the Policy Manager). The full policy is
only available when the policy is downloaded from a white-
listed IP address.

Tip:

Use the service.passthroughdownloads cluster property to
configure white-listed addresses.
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Setting Description

Inline policy includes This check box is used to control how to handle included
policy fragments in a WS-Policy registered in the UDDI.
(These fragments are added using the Include Policy
Fragment Assertion.) It is enabled only when [Publish
URL to full....] is selected.

• Select this check box to insert all the assertions from the
policy fragment into the main policy. This way you can
see all the assertions from the fragment, but the hierarchy
is lost.

• Clear this check box to show just the "Include Policy
Fragment" assertion in the policy. This will retain the
policy structure in the fragment but you will not see the
individual assertions.

Configuring the [Metrics] tab

The [Metrics] tab is available only for services that have been published to a CentraSite ActiveSOA UDDI registry. Ensure
that a Policy Enforcement Point target type has been created in Centrasite ActiveSOA and that a target has been created.

Tip:

To publish metrics to UDDI, ensure that the uddi.centrasite.activesoa.target cluster property is configured with the name of the
target as configured target in CentraSite ActiveSOA.

•  Select the Publish Service Metrics for Published Business Services check box to enable metrics.

The following metrics will be collected:

Total Count
Success Count
Failure Count
Minimum Response Time
Maximum Response Time
Average Response Time Availability

Controlling Access to the WSDL or WS-Policy

When publishing a service (WSDL) or its WS-Policy to UDDI, a remote requestor may attempt to download the published
WSDL/WS-Policy from the API Gateway after obtaining the WSDL/WS-Policy URL from UDDI. To control who is permitted
to download and the extent of what is downloaded, configure these two cluster properties:

• service.passthroughdownloads: This property defines a "whitelist" of who is permitted to download WSDL and policy
documents without credentials. By default, only the localhost is permitted. Tip: This cluster property allows the use of IP
prefixes/masks to configure a wide range of IPv4 or IPv6 addresses for a whitelist. For example, use "10.7.32.0/24" to
permit the address range 10.7.32.0 to 10.7.32.254.

• service.wsdlDependenciesEnabled: This property defines whether any WSDL dependencies may be downloaded in
addition to the WSDL itself. Examples of dependencies include child WSDLs or XML schemas that enable the main
WSDL to be fully functional.

For more information on these cluster properties, see "Service Settings" in the Gateway Cluster Properties.

 Manage Meta Data
When publishing a proxied endpoint based on the GIF (Governance Interoperability Framework)
specifications, it may be necessary to add keyedReference meta data to identify the management server's
businessService. The Manage Meta Data dialog allows you to do this when publishing to a UDDI
registry.

When publishing a proxied API Gateway endpoint based on the GIF (Governance Interoperability Framework) specifications,
it may be necessary to add keyedReference meta data to identify the management server's businessService. The Manage Meta
Data dialog allows you to do this when publishing to a UDDI registry.

To manage meta data:

1. Access the Publish to UDDI Settings dialog. For more information, see Publish to UDDI Settings.
2. In the [Service] tab, select the 'Publish Gateway endpoint as Binding Template' option.
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3. Select [Manage meta data]. The Manage Meta Data dialog appears. This dialog lists the tModelKey, keyName, and
keyValue for each keyedReference.

4. Configure the dialog as follows:

To... Do this...

Add a new keyedReference 1.1 Click [Add].
2.1 Enter the tModelKey, keyName, and keyValue.
3.1 Click [OK].

Edit a keyedReference 1.1 Select the item to edit.
2.1 Click [Edit] and then modify the values as required.
3.1 Click [OK].

Remove a keyedReference 1.1 Select the item to remove.
2.1  Click [Remove].

5. Click [OK] when done.

 Manage WebSocket Connections
The Manage WebSocket Connections task configures the gateway to communicate with WebSocket
clients and servers for both inbound and outbound messages. WebSocket technology provides bi-
directional, full-duplex communications channels over a single TCP connection and reduces the time
spent establishing connections for each request.

The Manage WebSocket Connections task configures the CA API Gateway to communicate with WebSocket clients and
servers for both inbound and outbound messages. WebSocket technology provides bi-directional, full-duplex communications
channels over a single TCP connection and reduces the time spent establishing connections for each request.

For greater flexibility, you can specify a policy that executes upon the initial connection to the Gateway, when messages are
received by the client, and/or when messages are received by the back-end server. These are known as the Connection Policy,
Inbound Policy, and Outbound Policy, respectively. If you intend to specify such policies, ensure they have been published
ahead of time using the Publish Web API task.

The Manage WebSocket Connections tasks supports WebSocket compression and will use it if the client or server also
supports compression.

Note:

Use the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion to add new headers. However be aware that you you cannot remove or
replace existing WebSocket request headers. You can use the Add or Replace or Remove options only for headers that were
added by the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion. 

To configure WebSocket connections:

1. In the Policy Manager, select Tasks >  Extensions and Add-Ons > Manage WebSocket Connections.
2. Double-click an existing connection to edit the WebSocket Connection Properties, or click Create to add a new

connection.

Note:

• WebSocket Connection Properties
• WebSocket Cluster Properties

 WebSocket Connection Properties
The WebSocket Connection Properties display when you create, modify, or view details of a WebSocket
connection.

The WebSocket Connection Properties display when you create, modify, or view details of a WebSocket connection.

 

When you save changes to an existing enabled connection, the WebSocket server restarts. Any existing client connections are
dropped.

To configure WebSocket connections:
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1. Enter a unique Name for the WebSocket connection and an optional Description.
2. Select the Enabled check box to activate the WebSocket connection.
3. Select the Outbound Only check box to make the connection outbound only. The Gateway behaves as a WebSocket client

and it will not create an inbound listener for this connection. This disables the Inbound parameters.

Tip:

If the connection cannot be established or the connection is lost, the Gateway attempts to reconnect to the WebSocket every
5 minutes (configurable through the websocket.outbound.only.connection.reconnect.interval cluster property).

Clear the check box to make the connection inbound and outbound. The Gateway behaves as a WebSocket proxy in this
mode.

4. Configure the Inbound and/or Outbound parameters as necessary.

Note:

If you have explicitly configured ip_tables to open a port, remove this modification. The Manage WebSockets Connections
task includes parameters to open the port.

Contents:

Configuring the Inbound Parameters

An inbound WebSocket connection listens for a WebSocket client connection request.

 

Setting Description

Port Enter the port number to monitor. This port must be unique.

Maximum Connections Optionally enter the maximum number of allowable
connections. Leave this field blank to use the value defined in
the WebSocket Cluster Properties cluster property.

Maximum Idle Time Optionally enter the maximum idle time in milliseconds.
Leave this field blank to use the value defined in the
WebSocket Cluster Properties cluster property.

Connection Policy Optionally select the policy that processes the WebSocket
message first. If you select NONE, then the handling of the
message defaults to the existing service policy.

Example uses of a connection policy:

• Handle or authenticate OAuth tokens
• Reject connection to the back-end server if authorization

fails using the Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion
and Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion

The connection policy also defines the context variables
that can be used to create a dynamic URL in the outbound
parameters (see "Outbound Tab" below).

Inbound Policy Optionally select the policy that processes the WebSocket
message sent from the client after the connection has been
established. If you select NONE, then the message is
forwarded to the back-end server.

Note:

If you used the WebSockets feature prior to version 9.2,
ensure that any logic in your old Inbound Policy related
to authenticating the client/user has been moved to the
Connection Policy.

Use SSL Select this check box to use a secure connection. This enables
the Client Authentication and Private Key settings. 
Clear this check box to use a standard connection.
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Setting Description

TLS Version If using SSL, optionally choose which TLS protocols to
enable for inbound connections. The default is TLS 1.2, 1.1,
1.0. These should suffice in most situations.

Note:

(1) Selecting older protocols increase security risk and should
be done only for backward compatibility. (2) SSLv2Hello is
pseudo-protocol and is intended as a means to communicate
with legacy WebSocket servers. If you select SSLv2Hello, be
sure to pair it with one of the default TLS protocol versions
like TLSv1, TLSv1.1, or TLSv1.2

Cipher Suites If using SSL, optionally choose which cipher suites to
enable for inbound connections. The default cipher suites
should suffice in most situations. For more information,
see Selecting Cipher Suites. 

Client Authentication If using SSL, specify whether the client must present a
certificate to authenticate:

• None: The client never needs to present a certificate.
• Optional: The client can optionally present a certificate.
• Required: The client must always present a certificate to

authenticate.

Configuring Mutual Authentication

The complete steps to configure mutual authentication for
inbound connections:

1. Ensure you have specified a Connection Policy and that
Client Authentication is set to Required.

2. Verify that the Connection Policy contains these
assertions:

• Require SSL or TLS Transport with Client Certificate
Assertion

• Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion
3. Create users in the appropriate identify provider. For more

information, see the appropriate topic:

• Creating an Internal User
• Creating a Federated User
• LDAP Identity Providers ("LDAP Identity Provider

Users and Groups")
4. Import user certificates for the users. For more

information, refer to "Configuring the [Certificate] Tab"
in each of the appropriate topics:

• Internal User Properties
• Federated User Properties
• LDAP User Properties

Private Key If using SSL, select the server (in this case, Gateway) private
key from the drop-down list. The Gateway uses the subject
certificate from this private key to respond to the TLS
handshake.

 

Configuring Outbound Parameters

An outbound WebSocket connection passes a client message to a protected WebSocket server.
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Setting Description

URL Enter the URL of WebSocket server in one of the following
formats: 
ws:// <hostname> : <port><relative_path> ?
<query_parameters>
wss:// <hostname> :<port><relative_path> ?
<query_parameters>

The "<relative_path>" and "<query_parameters>" are
optional. These allow you to specify the exact URL to
connect to during runtime. You may reference context
variables for all elements to create a dynamic URL. For
example: ws://${server}:${port}/${path}?loginid=${login}

Note:

(1) Any context variables that are used in the URL must be
defined in the connection policy, which is specified in the
Inbound tab. (2) If this field is left blank, the connection is
considered a loopback and responds to the client based solely
on the inbound definition.

Maximum Idle Time Optionally enter the maximum idle time in milliseconds.
Leave this field blank to use the value defined in the
WebSocket Cluster Properties cluster property.

Connection Policy Optionally select a policy that runs immediately upon
connection to the back-end server. If this connection
policy fails, then the connection to the back-end server is
disconnected.

Outbound Policy Optionally select the policy that processes the WebSocket
message response from the back-end server. If you select
NONE, then the message is forwarded to the client.

Use SSL Select this check box to connect to a secure server. This
enables the Client Authentication and Private Key settings. 
Clear this check box to use a standard connection.

TLS Version If using SSL, optionally choose which TLS protocols to
enable for outbound connections. The default is TLS 1.2, 1.1,
1.0. These should suffice in most situations. Selecting older
protocols increase security risk and should be done only for
backward compatibility.

Cipher Suites If using SSL, optionally choose which cipher suites to
enable for outbound connections. The default cipher suites
should suffice in most situations. For more information,
see Selecting Cipher Suites.

Client Authentication Select the Client Authentication option to allow the Gateway
to present its certificate to the back-end server.

Unlike inbound connections, mutual authentication on
outbound connections is controlled by the back-end server. If
the back-end server requires a certificate but the Gateway has
not been permitted to present one, then the connection fails.

Tip:

If you are unsure whether the back-end server requires a
certificate, enable this option anyway. This helps ensure that
the connection to the back-end server is always successful.
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Private Key If Client Authentication is enabled, select the private key. The
Gateway uses the subject certificate from this private key to
respond to outbound TLS client certificate challenges from
the server

Note:

• Manage WebSocket Connections
• WebSocket Cluster Properties 

 WebSockets on the CA API Gateway
The WebSocket client, normally a browser or mobile app, communicates with the gateway. The Gateway
communicates with a WebSocket server. Messages passing through the Gateway can be vetted by a
service policy. This opens up possibilities including:

The WebSocket client, normally a browser or mobile app, communicates with the CA API Gateway. The Gateway
communicates with a WebSocket server. Messages passing through the Gateway can be vetted by a service policy. This opens
up possibilities including:

• Message transformation
• Metrics
• Security
• Routing
• Connection throttling

Every WebSocket connection begins with a handshake. This handshake is done via HTTP(S) GET. At this point, any headers
passed will be cached for the duration of this WebSocket connection and used for subsequent message processing.

Since WebSocket handshake is limited to a HTTP(S) GET and the WebSocket message is either a string or byte array, not all
policy assertions are appropriate while working with the message within policy. As a result, certain assertions will not work
with the WebSocket Message.

WebSocket Message Format

When a message is received across a WebSocket and the connection is associated with a policy, the message is wrapped in a
document before being passed into policy. 
The following is the format of a WebSocket message:

<request>
    <websocket>
        <type /> 
        <origin /> 
        <protocol /> 
        <offset /> 
        <length /> 
        <data /> 
    </websocket>
</request>

Each element is described below.

Element Description

Type Type of message: TEXT or BINARY

Origin Origin value passed during the WebSocket handshake

Protocol Sub-protocol values passed during the WebSocket handshake

Offset Offset—used only for BINARY messages

Length Length of message—used only for BINARY messages
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Element Description

Data Contents of the original message

 WebSocket Scenarios
This topic describes common WebSocket scenarios such as security and message filtering. How your
WebSockets behave is defined by your implementation of the WebSocket Server and WebSocket Client.

This topic describes common WebSocket scenarios such as security and message filtering. How your WebSockets behave is
defined by your implementation of the WebSocket Server and WebSocket Client.

Contents:

WebSocket Security Example

In this example, the WebSocket service is prevented from unauthorized use by requiring HTTP Basic Credentials to be passed
during the handshake. All messages are audited through the Gateway.

To configure WebSocket security:

1. Create a policy that requires HTTP Basic Credentials and authenticates against the Internal Identity Provider.
Reference: Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion, Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion.

 
2. Select Tasks > Additional Actions > Manage WebSocket Connections to define a connection. 

In the Connection Policy field, select the policy created in step 1.
3. Connect using a WebSocket Client.

What happens? 

The following is a more detailed look as to what occurs in the background when the WebSocket Security example policy is
run:

1. When the client first tries to create a WebSocket, the policy is implemented. 
If no credentials are submitted, the creation request fails and returns an HTTP 401 Error. The client handles the 401 by
prompting for and retrieving credentials and then tries to re-establish the WebSocket.
With the correct credentials submitted, the connection passes through policy successfully. The connection caches the
security header and the socket is established.

2. All subsequent messages include the security header and the policy is successful.
3. When the WebSocket is closed, the cache is cleared. Any new connections must provide credentials.

WebSocket Message Filtering Example

This example describes how to filter content as it passes through the CA API Gateway. In this example, the client is an instant
message (IM) chat client and the server an IM server.

To configure WebSocket message filtering:

1. Create a policy that assigns the WebSocket message to the context variable ${filterInput}, which becomes available for
message filtering.
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In this policy, the Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion in line 4 uses ${filterInput} to replace all occurrences of the word
"dog" with "cat". The configuration of this assertion is shown below.

The message is returned to the WebSocket processor using the Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion.
2. Select Tasks > Additional Actions > Manage WebSocket Connections to define a connection. 
3. In the Inbound Policy field, select the policy created in step 1.
4. Create a connection through the then connect using a WebSocket client.

What happens? 

Similar to the WebSocket security example, when the client connects, the request is analyzed by the service policy where it
can be checked for security requirements. Since there are no security requirements in the example policy, the WebSocket is
established and HTTP headers are cached (there are none in this case).
Each time a message is sent from the client to the server, "dog" is replaced with "cat".

 Manage XMPP Connections
The Manage XMPP Connections task can configure both inbound and outbound XMPP (Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol) connections. Inbound XMPP connections listen for messages from
clients, while outbound XMPP connections send a message to a server.

The Manage XMPP Connections task can configure both inbound and outbound XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol) connections. Inbound XMPP connections listen for messages from clients, while outbound XMPP connections send
a message to a server.

For more information about the XMPP protocol, visit:

http://xmpp.org/rfcs/rfc6120.html

http://xmpp.org/rfcs/rfc6120.html
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Note:

Technical note: If you have configured ip_tables to open a port, remove this modification before configuring XMPP
connections.

To configure XMPP connections:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Extensions and Add-Ons > Manage XMPP Connections from the Main
Menu (on the browser client, from the Manage menu).

2. Add a new connection or modify an existing connection.
3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Name Enter a name for the XMPP connection.

Direction Choose a direction for the
connection: Inbound or Outbound. 
Select the Use legacy SSL check box to use legacy SSL
settings. Legacy SSL connections typically use port 5223
instead of 5222. This will need to be configured on the
XMPP server and client. 
Clear the check box to not use legacy SSL settings.

Message Received Service Choose the service that processes messages from XMPP
clients.

Session Terminated Service Choose the service that is executed when a session is
terminated with an XMPP client.

Content Type Populate the field with a content type that is assigned to
messages from the XMPP client, when they are processed
with the Message Received Service.

Thread Pool Size Enter the size of the thread pool to use for processing
messages from XMPP clients.

Bind Address Choose the address on which to listen for
XMPP connections.

Bind Port Populate the field with the appropriate bind port. For
Inbound, it is the port on which to listen for XMPP
connections. For Outbound, it is the port on the XMPP
server on which to connect. Ensure that port collisions with
defined listen ports are manually checked.

Enabled (Inbound only) Check this box to allow the inbound XMPP connection to
receive connections and messages from XMPP clients.

Hostname (Outbound only) Enter the hostname of the XMPP server.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 

 View Gateway Audit Events
All audit events are recorded on the gateway for later viewing and troubleshooting. This topic describes
the Gateway Audit Event window in detail.

All audit events are recorded on the CA API Gateway for later viewing and troubleshooting. This topic describes the Gateway
Audit Event window in detail.

Note:

If you want to see logged messages for an individual Gateway node, see View Logs for the Gateway. 

Contents:

  

Gateway Audit Events Window
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In the Policy Manager, the Gateway Audit Events window displays detailed audit messages for services, administrative, and
internal system messages from the Gateway cluster. 

Note:

System audit events (those generated by the Gateway itself) are always available for viewing within the Gateway Audit Events
window. Message auditing events may or may not appear, depending on the level set within the Audit Messages in Policy
Assertion. For more information, see About Message Auditing.

The Gateway records audit events until the audit logs consume a predefined percentage of the hard disk space. Once this
threshold is reached, all message processing ceases until the database utilization drops below the threshold. The threshold is
defined in the audit.archiverShutdownThreshold cluster property, which by default is 90 percent.

Tip:

The threshold does not apply to the Ping URI Test, as the pings do not use the message processing framework of the Gateway.
If the Gateway and its database are reachable, the Ping URI Test always succeeds, even when all other message processing
ceases.

The Gateway Audit Events window provides the following panels to let you search for the following:

• The Audit Record Search Parameters panel lets you filter audit events that are based on various audit parameters.
• The Entity Search Parameters panel lets you search the history of the selected entity.
•  The Associated Logs Search Parameters lets you search based on the audit code.

These panels are collectively referred to as the "audit search panels".

The Gateway Audit Events window also lets you perform the following tasks:

• Download audit events to an external file
• Delete audit events more than 7 days old
• Start the audit archiver
• Save the audit events to review later.

Note:

The system timeout is disabled when the Gateway Audit Events window is open. For more information about the timeout,
see Preferences.

  To open the Gateway Audit Events window, do one of the following:

• From the Main Menu, click [View] > Gateway Audit Events (on the browser client, from the Monitor menu).
The Gateway Audit Events window opens. Audit events from the previous session are shown by default.

• In the Service Metrics window of the Dashboard, right-click anywhere in the moving chart and then select Show Audit
Events < time interval >.
The Gateway Audit Events window opens loaded with the audit events from the time period selected.
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Show/Hide Panels

The following panels in the Gateway Audit Events window can be hidden when not required:

• Time Range panel plus all the audit search panels (all hidden/revealed at once)
• Event details panel

Hide a panel when you do not need the controls in that section or if you want to increase screen space for the other panels.

 To hide or show a panel, do any of the following:

• Click the appropriate arrow  above the pane. It is useful to remember that the Time Range Panel hides by collapsing
upward, while the Details Panel hides by collapsing downward.

• Click [View] > Controls or [View] > Event Details.
• Use the keyboard shortcuts [Alt + C] (toggle Controls) or [Alt + E] (toggle Event Details)

Source Panel

The Source panel is used to select the source of the audit records to display:

•  Internal database: Select this to view audits that are sent to the internal Gateway database. You should select this option
if you have not set up an external audit store.
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•  Via audit lookup policy: Select this to view audits that were sent to an external audit store. To use this option, ensure that
an external audit store and its associate lookup policy has been correctly configured. For more information, see Manage the
Audit Sink and Working with the Audit Lookup Policy.

To view or configure the lookup policy for the audit store, click [Configure Audit Lookup Policy] to load the lookup policy
in the policy window.

Note:

When viewing audits from an audit lookup policy, the following actions are unavailable from the File menu: Download Audit
Events, Delete Old Audit Events, and Start Archiver. For more information, see Gateway Audit Event Actions later in this
topic.

Time Range Panel

Note:

The Time Range panel is not displayed when you view saved events through the Policy Manager. This panel is also not
available when you open the Gateway Audit Events window from the Service Metrics window in the Gateway Dashboard.

The Time Range panel is used to narrow the audit events to a specified time period.

 Setting  Description 

 Last x hours y minutes Select this option to specify the most recent number of hours
and/or minutes. All audit events that are generated within this
period are eligible to be displayed.

 Auto-Refresh Specify whether the Gateway Audit Events window should
refresh automatically:

• If auto-refresh is enabled, the list of audit events updates
every 3 seconds. This is shown in the "Last Updated"
indicator at the bottom left corner of the window.

• If auto-refresh is disabled, the list updates only when you
press [F5] or click [View] > Refresh. Disabling auto-
refresh is useful when you are attempting to troubleshoot.

 From/To Select this option to choose a time range to display audits.
Specify the From and To dates either by typing or by clicking

  and using the calendar control. Optionally modify the
time, if necessary.

 Time zone If searching based on a different time zone, select it from the
drop-down list.

Tip:

 The results are displayed in the time zone that is selected for
the search. If a non-default time zone was used, the time zone
is noted next to the time in the [Details] tab.

Audit Record Search Parameters

The Audit Record Search Parameters panel lets you refine the audit events to display.
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 Setting  Description 

 Level From the drop-down list, select the severity of the events
displayed:

•  All: Display events of all severity levels. Use this setting
to see the system messages that are generated by the
Gateway.

•  Info: Display events rated INFO, WARNING, or
SEVERE.

•  Warning: Display events rated WARNING or SEVERE.
•  Severe: Display only SEVERE events.

 Service Display all events from the specified service. You can use
wildcards here (for an example, see the Message field).

 Message Display all events with the specified message.

Tip:

Use the wildcard '*' (asterisk) character to locate messages
more easily. Examples:

• exported* displays all messages that begin with the word
'exported'; no match is made if 'exported' appears in the
middle of the message

• *exported* displays all messages with the word
'exported', regardless of its position within the message.

The search text is not case sensitive.

 Request ID Displays only audit events with the specified request
identifier.

You can use wildcards here (for an example, see the Message
field).

Tip:

 You can use the context variable ${requestId} to access the
request identifier.

 Audit Type From the drop-down list, select the type of audit events to
be displayed. For more information about each audit type,
see About Message Auditing.

 Node Display all events from the specified node.

 User Name Displays only audit events that are caused by the user with
the specified user name. This is the user name that is used to
log on to to the Gateway using the Policy Manager. You can
use wildcards here (for an example, see the Message field).

Note that this may return multiple users if more than one
person has the same name or if wildcards are used. For
example, the user with the user name "john_smith" exists
on more than one configured LDAP, or you search for
"*Smith*".

The user name applies as follows for each type of audit:

• Administrative audits: The administrative user who
carried out the action.

• Policy message audits: The last authenticated user, if any.

For more information about the audit types, see About
Message Auditing.
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 Setting  Description 

 User ID or User DN Displays only audit events that are caused by the user
with the specified User ID or User DN. A User ID is used
for internal users who are defined in the Internal Identity
Provider. A User DN is used users who are defined in an
external LDAP. Unlike user names, entering a User ID or
User DN uniquely identifies a user. You may use wildcards
(see the Tip in the Message field).

Tip:

 See "User Name" above for information about how a user is
interpreted for each audit type.

Entity Search Parameters

The Entity Type Search Parameters panel lets you optionally search the history of a selected entity. You can see everything
that has happened to that entity and you can see all audits belonging to that entity.

•  Entity Type: Choose the type of entity to search from the drop-down list.
•  Entity ID: Enter the ID of the entity to search on.

Associated Logs Search Parameter

The Associated Logs Search Parameter panel lets you search the contents of the [Associated Log] tab at the bottom of the
viewer window.

•  Audit Code: Enter the code of the audit detail to search for. For a list of all the codes, see Audit Detail Codes.

Message Operation Search Parameter

The Message Operation Search Parameter panel lets you search for audits based on a specific SOAP operation in the message.

•  Operation: Enter the SOAP operation to search by.

Validate Signatures

The Validate Signatures check box allows you to verify the signatures of the audits that are displayed in the Audit Events
Panel.

When you select Validate Signatures, validation begins immediately. The validation may require a moment to complete,
depending on how many audit events were found and how many of those contain signatures. The status bar displays:
"Signature validation is on" and the Audit Events Panel displays "Signature validation is on [In Progress]" to indicate that
verification is in progress. "[In Progress]" is cleared when all audit records in the search result have been validated. While
verification is in progress, you can manually clear this check box to suspend signature validation and reselect it to resume.

When signature validation is on, the "Sig" column of the Audit Events Panel displays the appropriate icon as each audit is
verified. For a description of each icon, see the "Sig" column.

The Validate Signatures check box is available only when there is a connection to the Gateway. Validating signatures may
impact Gateway performance if audit records for the time period contain large request or response messages or large audit
details.

Note:

The Validate Signature check box is automatically cleared when you perform a new search. It is also cleared when the
Gateway Audit Events window is opened. This ensures that validation occurs only when you explicitly select the check box.

Audit Events Panel

The audit events panel displays the events for the given time period or filter criteria once [Search] is clicked. To help you
analyze the events, you can click a column heading to re-sort the list based on that column.

To clear all search text fields and reset all the drop-down lists to their default settings, click [Clear Search Criteria].

To cancel a search in progress, click [Cancel].  

Tip:

When a search filter is in effect, the following message displays above the Audit Events Panel to indicate that only a subset
of records is being shown: "Caution! Constraint may exclude some events." Audit events are displayed only if you have
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Read permission for "<Any Cluster Node Information>". Some predefined roles (such as "Manage X Service") include this
permission. Custom roles may also include this permission.

 Column Name  Description 

 Sig Indicates the signature status of the audit record:

• Red: Audit record is signed, but the signature cannot be
verified. This may indicate tampering of the audit record.
This may also indicate that the default SSL key that is
used to sign the audit record is an ECC key. The Gateway
does not support ECC keys.

• Yellow: Audit signing is enabled, but the audit record is
not signed.

• Green (check mark): Audit record is signed and the
signature is valid.

• Green (down arrow): Audit record is signed, but the
signature was not validated because the message exceeds
2.5MB in size.

• No symbol: Audit signing is disabled and the audit record
is not signed.

Audit signing is controlled by the audit.signing cluster
property.

 AuditRecord Displays the internal audit record number. This number is
useful when an audit record refers to another audit record by
ID and you want to find that other audit record.

Node Displays the Gateway node that the event applies to.

Time Displays the time that the event took place in the Gateway.
This time is displayed in the time zone that is selected for the
search (if not searching by date then the time is displayed in
the default time zone). Note that if a non-default time zone
is selected, this is not displayed in the event listing but is
displayed in the [Details] tab.

Severity Displays the severity rating for the event, as assigned by the
Gateway.

• FINE, FINER, FINEST: Internal system messages from
the Gateway.

• INFO: Reasonably significant informational messages.
• WARNING: Indicates a potential problem.
• SEVERE: Indicates a serious failure that requires

immediate attention.

Tip:

 It is possible to override the severity of the Gateway
audit messages, to help you exclude certain material from
appearing in the audits. For more information, see Override
the Audit Level later in this topic.

Note that the events that are displayed depend on the Time
Range and Audit Record Search Parameters.

Service The service that generated the event, if any.

 Message The actual event message.

Event Details Panel

Select an audit event to see detailed information about the event.
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Tab Description 

Details Displays detailed information about the audit event.

Associated Logs Displays any associated logs for the event, if applicable. All
audit codes from "The table below lists all the audit messages
that are used by the Gateway when reporting audit events.
These messages are organized into the following high-level
groupings.

Tip:

• The Code column shows the associated Audit
Detail Code for the audit message. This is helpful
if you want to modify the audit message text using
the auditmsg.override.XXXX cluster property. It is also
help if you want to reduce the runtime audit level so that
the code no longer appears here (see Override the Audit
Level).

• The Detail column displays a button if there are further
details about the event that are too large to display in
a tooltip. Clicking this button displays comprehensive
log information in a new window. If the details are
protected by an Audit Message Filter policy and your role
permits it, click [Invoke Audit Viewer Policy] to invoke
the Audit Viewer policy for the audit detail.

• Messages may convert non-identifiable characters into
a string literal of their Unicode value. For example, if
"null" is being expressed in a message, it is displayed as
"\u0000", which is the Unicode representation for null.

Request  Displays the request message that is received by the Gateway
after any required message processing (for example, WS-
Security). Selecting Reformat Request XML reformats the
message for improved readability if XML.

If the details are protected by an Audit Message Filter policy
and your role permits it, clicking [Invoke Audit Viewer
Policy] invokes the Audit Viewer policy for the audit detail.

Note:

 You can see the request message only if the Save request
option is enabled in the Audit Messages in Policy Assertion.

 Response  Displays the response message. Select Reformat Response
XML to reformat the message for improved readability if
XML.

If the details are protected by an Audit Message Filter policy
and your role permits it, clicking [Invoke Audit Viewer
Policy] invokes the Audit Viewer policy for the audit detail.

Note:

 You can see the response message only if the Save response
option is enabled in the Audit Messages in Policy Assertion.

 Total 

 (bottom of window) 

Displays the total number of records that are returned for a
search. If there are many records, the Gateway Audit Events
window displays "(truncated)" next to the total number.  

Note:

If auto-fresh is enabled, the "(truncated)" label disappears
when new records arrive, even though the display is still
truncated.
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Tab Description 

Last Updated 

(bottom of window) 

Displays when the log was last updated. When the Gateway
Audit Events window is opened from the Service Metrics
window of the Dashboard, the time range from the selected
bar is displayed here instead.

Audit Viewer Policy

Information in the [Associated Logs], [Request], or [Response] tabs may be protected by the Audit Message Filter policy, if
one was used to encrypt them. Click [Invoke Audit Viewer Policy] to invoke the Audit Viewer policy for the audit record or
detail. The output of the Audit Viewer policy is displayed in place of the original text. For more information about the Audit
Message Filter and Audit Viewer policies, see Internal Use Policies.

Note:

Only users with the role "Invoke Audit Viewer Policy" can invoke this policy via the audit viewer. For all other roles, the
[Invoke Audit Viewer Policy] button is unavailable. For more information about security roles, see Manage Roles. To protect
usages of any private key that is used in the Audit Viewer policy, see Make Audit Viewer Key in Private Key Properties.

Gateway Audit Event Actions

While the Gateway Audit Events window is primarily for display, you can perform the following actions:

Download Audit Events

Note:

The Download Audit Events option is not available when the Gateway Audit Events window is opened from the Service
Metrics window of the Gateway Dashboard. In the browser client version of the Policy Manager, downloading is possible only
when the Java applet is running in the trusted mode.

 To download audit events in the database to an external file:

1. From the Gateway Audit Events window, select [File] > Download Audit Events.
The Download Audit Events window appears.

2. Specify the Time Range for audit events to be downloaded: All:

• Download all audit events in the database.
•  From/To: Download only those events that fall within the time range. You can either type the time values or click to

select the date from the calendar control. You can also change the time zone if necessary.
3. Specify the Published Services to be included:

•  All: Include all services. This option includes all the system events that are automatically generated.
•  Selected: Select one or more services to include (hold down the [Ctrl] key to select multiple services).

4. Do one of the following to specify the destination file:

• Type the full path and name of the file.
• Click [Browse] and then navigate to the target location, then enter a file name.

The system adds the ".zip" extension to the file name for you.  
5. Click [Download]. The audit events are saved to the specified zip file.
6. Click [Close] when done.

The audit events are saved as a colon-delimited text file within a zip file. The file is accompanied by a digitally signed
XML file containing checksum and metadata information about the exported audit records. The XML file is signed using
the Gateway's SSL certificate.

Delete Audit Events

Note:

 The Delete Old Audit Events option is not available when the Gateway Audit Events window is opened from the Service
Metrics window of the Gateway Dashboard.

It is recommended that you purge old audit records periodically to free up hard disk space and to prevent performance
issues. By default, the Policy Manager purges all non-SEVERE audit records older than seven days. Audit events
marked “SEVERE” are never removed, regardless of age. Tip: You can adjust the minimum age for purging with
the audit.purgeMinimumAge cluster property.
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 To delete audit events: 

1. From the Gateway Audit Events window, select [File] > Delete Old Audit Events.
2. Click [Delete Events] when prompted to confirm.

Deletion occurs in the background, so that you can keep working. An audit event is created immediately and refreshes itself
after every 10,000 events are deleted. This lets you monitor the progress of the deletion.
If the deletion is interrupted before it is complete (for example, a system failure occurs), the audit event shows the number
of events that are purged up to that point. When the system restarts, run Delete Old Audit Events again to finish the purge.  

Start Archiver

Note:

 The Start Archiver option is not available when the Gateway Audit Events window is opened from the Service Metrics
window of the Gateway Dashboard.

Start Archiver manually starts the audit archiver if it is not already running,using the settings from Configure FTP Audit
Archiver. The status of the archive is displayed on the Audit Events window.

This manual archive does not affect the scheduled archive task. For example, the default as specified by
the audit.archiverTimerPeriod cluster property is to archive every 10 minutes. This occurs regardless of how many manual
archive requests were made.

Save Displayed Events

Note:

 In the browser client version of the Policy Manager, saving displayed events is possible only when the Java applet is running
in the trusted mode.

Ensure that the events you wish to save a currently visible. Data that is filtered out is not saved.

 To save the currently displayed audit events: 

1. From the Gateway Audit Events window, select [File] > Save as.
2. Specify a file name and location or accept the defaults that are shown.

Accepting the suggested file name makes it easier to sort and organize your saved events. Be sure to preserve the ".ssga"
file extension

3. Click [Save].

Note:

 Saved audit events do not include the time zone. This means that when the events are viewed, they are displayed in the
default time zone.

 To view the saved events: 

• See "Saved Events" below.

Saved Events

You can view saved events even when not connected to the Gateway.

 To view saved audit events: 

1. From the Policy Manager Main Menu, click [View] > Saved Events (on the browser client, from the Monitor menu).
2. Navigate to the appropriate ".ssga" file.
3. Click [Open].

The saved audit events are displayed. You can view and filter the saved events in the same manner as live events.  

Note:

 The saved data uses the node names that were in effect at the time of saving. This may differ from node names currently in
use.

Override the Audit Level

It is possible to change the severity of audit messages at run time to suit your needs. For example, you are finding that the
auditing system is flagging material that you do not wish to appear in the audit logs. To solve this, identify the messages to
suppress and then reassign them to a lower severity level to prevent them from being logged.

The following cluster properties are used to override audit levels:

• audit.setDetailLevel.SEVERE 
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• audit.setDetailLevel.WARNING 
• audit.setDetailLevel.INFO 
• audit.setDetailLevel.CONFIG 
• audit.setDetailLevel.FINE 
• audit.setDetailLevel.FINER 
• audit.setDetailLevel.FINEST 
• audit.auditDetailExcludeList 

Add the number of the audit detail code to the appropriate property to reassign the code to that level. Separate multiple codes
with spaces. If a code appears in more than one property, the higher audit level takes precedence.

Note:

 

• Overriding an audit level only changes the severity at run time. It does not change the level of the audit when displayed in
the Gateway Audit Events window.

• The audit.setDetailLevel.* cluster properties are hidden and not selected from the drop-down list in Manage Cluster-Wide
Properties. To use them, manually type the name in the Key field of the dialog.

• Overriding an audit level only does not determine whether a messaged is logged or not. For more information, see Policy
Message Audits.

• Codes entered into the property audit.auditDetailExcludeList are excluded from auditing.

 Update Portal Integration
When an new CA API Portal upgrade is available, run the Update Portal Integration task on the CA API
Gateway. This task is visible only if your Gateway is already enrolled as a tenant Gateway for a CA API
Developer Portal.

When an new CA API Portal upgrade is available, run the Update Portal Integration task on the CA API Gateway. This task is
visible only if your Gateway is already enrolled as a tenant Gateway for a CA API Developer Portal.

To update the API Portal Integration:

1. Are you upgrading from Gateway 9.0?
If yes, you must remove the Portal integration file before performing the following steps. See Upgrading from Gateway
9.0?

2. Open the policy manager on the Gateway.
3. Go to Tasks > Extensions and Add-Ons > Update Portal Integration

Upgrading from Gateway 9.0?

If the current tenant Gateway is version 9.0, ensure that the old Portal integration file is removed from the Gateway.

Run the following commands in a privileged shell on the Gateway:

# service ssg stop
# rm /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/assertions/ApiPortalIntegrationAssertion-9.0.00.aar
# service ssg start

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

What happens if I don't upgrade when notified? The Portal integration continues to work, but you should
upgrade at your earliest convenience. The upgrade enhances
the internal Portal integration code and updates Portal-related
resources and entities.

Does this also upgrade my tenant Gateway? No. This upgrades only the API Portal integration capability.
To upgrade the Gateway itself, see Upgrade the Gateway.

How will I know an upgrade is required? The system will notify the API Portal Administrator when an
upgrade is required.
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Question Answer

What happens if I did not remove the old .aar file first? The upgrade may not complete properly. Remove the .aar file
and restart the Gateway ("service ssg restart").

Note that an old .aar file exists only if you've been running
the Portal integration since v9.0. It does not exist if you
started the Portal integration in v9.1.

 Manage Salesforce Operation Service Connections
The Manage Salesforce Operation Service Connections task in the Policy Manager is used to create, edit,
remove, or test connections to Salesforce.com. These connections are used in the Execute Salesforce
Operation assertion.

The Manage Salesforce Operation Service Connections task in the Policy Manager is used to create, edit, remove, or test
connections to Salesforce.com. These connections are used in the Execute Salesforce Operation assertion.

Note:

The Manage Salesforce Operation Service Connections task is available only after the Salesforce Integration Kit is installed.

To manage Salesforce connections:

1. In the Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Extensions and Add-Ons > Manage Salesforce Operation Service Connections
from the Main Menu (on the browser client, from the Manage menu). 

2. The Manage Salesforce Operation Service Connections dialog appears. 
3. The Salesforce connections that have been configured are displayed. Choose an action to perform:

To... Do this...

Create a new Salesforce connection 1.1 Click [Add]. The Salesforce Connection Properties are
displayed.

2.1 Complete the properties for the connection.

Create a new Salesforce connection based on an existing
connection

1.1  Select the connection to copy.
2.1  Click [Clone]. The Salesforce Connection Properties

are displayed.
3.1  Edit the properties as required.

Edit a Salesforce connection 1.1 Select the connection to edit.
2.1 Click [Edit]. The Salesforce Connection Properties are

displayed.
3.1 Edit the properties as required

Remove a Salesforce connection 1.1 Select the connection to remove.
2.1  Click [Remove]. The Salesforce connection is

removed from the list

4. Click [Close] when done.

Salesforce Connection Properties

When creating, cloning, or editing a Salesforce connection, the Salesforce Connection Properties appear.

To access the properties for a Salesforce connection:

1. Run the Manage Salesforce Operation Service Connections task.
2. Choose a connection from the list and then click [Edit]. You can also click [Add] to define a new connection or [Clone] to

quickly define a connection based on an existing one. The Salesforce Operation Service Connection Properties appear. 
3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Connection Name Enter a name to identify the Salesforce connection.

http://Salesforce.com
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User Name Enter the username of the Salesforce account.

Password Choose the stored password of the Salesforce account from
the drop-down list.

To define a stored password, click [Manage Passwords].
For more information, see Manage Stored Passwords.

Security Token Choose the stored security token of the Salesforce account
from the drop-down list.

To define a stored security token, click [Manage
Passwords]. For more information, see Manage Stored
Passwords.

Endpoint URL Enter the URL of the Salesforce Login Server.

Enable this connection Select this check box to enable the connection.

Clear this check box to disable the connection, keeping the
settings intact.

Test Click [Test] to validate the settings as configured for the
Salesforce connection. If the test is not successful, the
Policy Manager will display error messages to help you
correct the problem.

Warning:

IMPORTANT: Context variables cannot be used in the Salesforce Connection Properties, because the variables
cannot be evaluated until runtime. Use of context variables will cause the Salesforce connection to fail.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Policy Manager Other Security
This section describe other security features of the Policy Manager:

This section describe other security features of the Policy Manager:

• How to change the default WSS assertion recipient or how to define a new recipient. 
• How to configure encryption settings found in certain assertions or wizards. These settings include the encryption method

to use, the recipient X.509 certificate, and other advanced settings.
• How to configure the API Gateway as a FTP(S) server, allowing it to communicate with legacy applications. 
• How to configure outbound secure conversation between a API Gateway and some STS (Security Token Service) or back-

end service.
• How to work with messages in the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format, including processing and validating

incoming JSON payloads, output to JSON, or transform messages from JSON to another type.

 Change the WSS Assertion Recipient
You can change the default WSS assertion recipient in the Policy Manager. The effect of the change will
differ depending on the type of assertion:

You can change the default WSS assertion recipient in the Policy Manager. The effect of the change will differ depending on
the type of assertion:

Impact on Request Security Assertions

How this affects the CA API Gateway

On the Gateway, configuring the WSS recipient for these assertions has little effect: the Gateway ignores any security
decorations in a security header that is not addressed to the Gateway itself. If the assertion specifies a foreign WSS recipient,
then the assertion immediately succeeds on the Gateway with no further checks on the request.

Note:

A security header is considered addressed to the API Gateway when it contains one of the following Actor attributes:

secure_span
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http://www.layer7tech.com/ws/policy
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/actor/next/
an empty or unspecified Actor

How this affects the  CA API Gateway  - XML VPN Client

On the XML VPN Client, configuring the WSS recipient for these assertions will configure which security header and
recipient certificate to use for the security decorations. Using these assertions often causes the XML VPN Client to include
security decorations not intended for the Gateway. When this happens, the Gateway processes the decorations that are intended
for it and ignores the others. The Gateway can be configured to promote the foreign security header to the default security
header when the request is routed to the back-end system.

The XML VPN Client includes no Actor attribute on the Security header when it is intended for the default WSS Recipient for
a generic (i.e., not a Gateway) web service.

Impact on Response Security Assertions

Response security assertions control the responses returned by the CA API Gateway to the client. The following are the
response security assertions:

Add Security Token Assertion (with target set to "Response")
Encrypt Element Assertion (with target set to "Response")
Sign Element Assertion (with target set to "Response") 

The security header in the response is created by the Gateway after the policy is finished.

How this affects the CA API Gateway

On the Gateway, configuring the WSS recipient for these assertions causes the response security header to have a specific
Actor attribute value; it also causes the Gateway to use the specified certificate for any message decorations that require a
recipient certificate.

Example: The Encrypt Element Assertion encrypts the element for the specified certificate's public key instead of using the
public key in the client certificate from the request (if any).

How this affects the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client

On the XML VPN Client, configuring the WSS recipient for these assertions has little effect. The XML VPN Client ignores
any response security decorations within a security header not addressed to it (in other words, with an Actor attribute of
"secure_span", or "http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/actor/next/", or an empty or unspecified Actor). If the assertion specified
a foreign WSS recipient, then the assertion immediately succeeds on the XML VPN Client with no further checks on the
response.

Impact on Routing Assertions that Support SAML Sender-Vouches Attachment

These assertions control the requests from the CA API Gateway to the back-end system. The following routing assertions
support SAML sender-vouches attachment:

Route via HTTP(S) Assertion
Route via JMS Assertion

The security header is created by the Gateway while the routing assertion is executing.

How this affects the CA API Gateway

On the Gateway, configuring the WSS recipient for these assertions has no effect unless "Attach SAML sender vouches" is
selected for the back-end authentication. When this is the case, the Gateway uses the specified Actor attribute value for the
security header that contains the SAML token.

How this affects the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client

On the XML VPN Client, this is not applicable since the XML VPN Client never receives the routing assertions (they are
filtered out from the policy it downloads).

Using the Assertion

When a WSS assertion is added to a policy, the associated WSS decoration will be written in the Security header, intended
by default for the "next-in-line" recipient (the Gateway) in the SOAP message. Changing the recipient of a WSS assertion
configures a different downstream recipient for the WSS decoration, with a unique Actor attribute value. This essentially
bypasses the Gateway. A policy can contain multiple alternate recipients, each resulting in a separate Security SOAP header
with its associated unique Actor attribute.
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Warning:

WARNING: If the intended recipient does not accept or recognize Security headers that contain Actor attributes, then
you must configure the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion in the policy to instruct the CA API Gateway to promote one of
the downstream WSS recipients as the next default WSS header. To do so, select the Promote other Security header
as default before routing option in the Other tab of the HTTP(S) Routing Properties dialog.

The procedure below provides general instruction on how to change the WSS assertion recipient. For more information, refer
to the configuration instructions for each assertion. The API Gateway supports both versions 1.0 and 1.1 of the WS-Security
standard.

To change the WSS recipient for an individual WSS assertion:

1. Right-click a WSS assertion in the policy development window and then select WSS Recipient. The assertion properties are
displayed.

2. The current API Gateway is selected as the default target recipient for the WSS decoration. To change the recipient, select
the Specific Recipient option.

3. At this point, you can either choose an existing recipient to change to, or you can change to a new recipient.

Task Description

Choose an existing recipient If the intended downstream recipient was already defined
for another WSS assertion in the policy, then:

1.1 Select the corresponding recipient's Actor attribute
value from the Security Header "Actor" Attribute
drop-down list.The certificate subject information
for the previously configured target appears in the
Recipient Certificate Subject field. 

2.1 Click [OK]. The recipient's Actor attribute value
appears as an extension of the WSS assertion's name
in the policy development window.

Adding a new recipient

 

Note:

To create a new downstream recipient, you will need access
to the recipient's certificate

To configure a new recipient for use in the WSS assertions:

1.1 Click [Add Recipient].
2.1 Complete the Add WSS Recipient Wizard. When the

wizard is complete, the new recipient's information
appears in the Security Header "Actor" Attribute
and Recipient Certificate Subject fields.

3.1 Click [OK]. The recipient's Actor attribute value
appears as an extension of the WSS assertion's name
in the policy development window.

To view or edit the recipient for a WSS assertion, right-
click the assertion and select WSS Recipient from the drop-
down menu.

4. Click [OK].

 New WSS Recipient
The New WSS Recipient Wizard helps you create a new WSS recipient. This wizard starts when you
click [Add Recipient] on the Change WSS Recipient dialog. For more information, see Change the WSS
Assertion Recipient.

The New WSS Recipient Wizard helps you create a new WSS recipient. This wizard starts when you click [Add Recipient] on
the Change WSS Recipient dialog. For more information, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

For more information about wizards, see Wizard under Interfaces.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 1: Enter Certificate Info This step lets you specify the source of the new certificate.
Specify how to obtain the certificate:

• Retrieve via SSL Connection: Select this option to get
the certificate from an HTTPS URL.

• Import from a File: Select this option to get the
certificate from a local file. Either enter the file path in the
field, or use [Browse] to locate the file.

• Copy and Paste: Select this option to copy and paste the
entire certificate from the originating file into the code
window.

Note:

You can only cut and paste a certificate that is in Base 64
PEM format. In the Code window, the Policy Manager
will only add a pasted certificate that begins with "BEGIN
TRUSTED CERTIFICATE."

If you encounter an error moving to the next step of the
wizard, verify that the certificate information entered is
correct and then try again.

Step 2: View Certificate Details This step appears if the Policy Manager was able to obtain the
certificate successfully.

• Certificate Name: Optionally enter a descriptive name
for the certificate.

• Details: Examine the certificate details.

Step 3: Associate Actor Attribute Enter a unique Actor attribute for the recipient certificate into
the Actor Attribute Value field. Uniqueness is necessary
because a recipient is identified in the Change WSS Recipient
dialog by its associated Actor attribute.

In the Policy Manager, the certificate and Actor attribute
are a locked combination that can be used multiple times by
multiple WSS assertions.

 Configure Encryption Settings
The SAML Protocol Request Wizard and  require you to configure encryption settings. These settings
specify the encryption method to use, the recipient X.509 certificate, plus other advanced settings.

The SAML Protocol Request Wizard and (Non-SOAP) Encrypt XML Element Assertion require you to configure encryption
settings. These settings specify the encryption method to use, the recipient X.509 certificate, plus other advanced settings.

General: Configuring encryption settings
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Advanced: Configuring encryption settings

Configure the settings as follows:

Setting Description

[General] tab

Encryption Method Choose the encryption method to use from the drop-down
list. If unsure, use the default method shown.

Recipient X.509 Certificate Indicate how the Recipient X.509 Certificate should be
obtained:

• Specify certificate: Select this option to manually
configure a recipient X.509 certificate and then click
[Set Recipient Certificate] to set the recipient X.509
certificate.
For information on completing this wizard, see Configure
Recipient Certificate Wizard

• Use certificate from context variable: Select this option
to use an X.509 certificate stored in a context variable.
Enter the name of the variable in the adjacent box.

[Advanced] tab  

Add EncryptedData Type Attribute

 

Select this check box to specify a Type attribute to be
included in the xenc:EncryptedData element. Enter a valid
URI for the Type attribute. You may specify a context
variable. The default is http://www.w3.org/2001/04/
xmlenc#Element.

Note:

The assertion will fail if the value at runtime fails to resolve
to a valid URI.

Add Recipient Attribute

 

Select this check box to enter a Recipient attribute that will be
included in the xenc:EncryptedKey element. You may specify
a context variable.

Note:

If the value resolves to an empty value during runtime, this
will result in an attribute with an empty value.

Encrypt Only Element Contents

(available only from the (Non-SOAP) Encrypt XML?Element
assertion)

Select this check box to encrypt only the contents of
matching elements. The open and close tags, as well as any
attributes, are left unencrypted.

Clear this check box to encrypt matching elements, tags, and
attributes.
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Setting Description

Use OAEP Select this check box to instruct the assertion to use the
RSA-OAEP algorithm to sign the SAML token. For more
information, see http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#rsa-
oaep-mgf1p.

Clear this check box to use the RSA 1.5 algorithm, which was
used in pre-v8.0 API Gateway. This setting is the default for
policies created in versions prior to version 8.0.

 Configure Gateway as FTP Server
This topic describes how the gateway works with FTP requests and how to configure it as a FTP Server.

This topic describes how the CA API Gateway works with FTP requests and how to configure it as a FTP Server.

Working with FTP Requests

The API Gateway can be configured as an FTP(S) server. This allows it to communicate with legacy applications where EDI-
like bulk XML data transactions are required.  

When configured as an FTP server, the API Gateway will support the following:

• FTP requests into the API Gateway, FTP out from the API Gateway to a back-end FTP server (“FTP in/FTP out”)
• FTP requests into the API Gateway, HTTP out from the API Gateway to a back-end SOAP web service or XML

application (“FTP in/HTTP(S) out”)
• FTP requests into the API Gateway, JMS Routing from the API Gateway via a JMS queue (“FTP in/JMS out”)
• HTTP(S) requests into the API Gateway, FTP out from the API Gateway to a back-end FTP server (“HTTP(S) in/FTP

out”)
• JMS requests into the API Gateway, FTP out from the API Gateway to a back-end FTP server (“JMS in/FTP out”)

For each of the above, requests can be anonymous, authenticated, or authenticated over SSL.

Prerequisites:

• The “API Gateway - Enterprise” edition of the API Gateway is used (FTP endpoints not supported in the other API
Gateway versions).

• The API Gateway is deployed with a load balancer that supports session affinity for FTP(S) data transfers. For more
information, see Configure the Load Balancer.

• A SOAP web service or an XML application has been published. For more information, see Publish SOAP Web
Service and Publish Web API.

Note:

The remote path in the FTP client must be set to the service’s resolution path. If a web service is published without a resolution
path, the FTP client should use /ssg/soap as the remote path. For more information, see "About the Resolution Path" in
Published Service Properties.

The API Gateway supports the following protocols when configured as an FTP(S) server:

• RFCS 959 - File Transfer Protocol
• RFC 2389 - Feature Negotiation Mechanism for the File Transfer Protocol
• RFC 2640 - Internationalization of the File Transfer Protocol
• RFC 3659 - Extensions to FTP

Set Up the FTP Server

You should have the following information before setting up an FTP server:

• IP address for the FTP service to monitor
• Port number to listen on for control connections
• Starting port number to listen on for passive data connections
• Number of ports for use with passive connections

To set up an FTP server on the API Gateway :
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• Run the Manage Listen Ports task and configure a listener using the FTP protocol. For more information, see Manage
Listen Ports.

Configure a Policy for FTP

Once the FTP server has been set up, configuring a policy to accept FTP requests is similar to one that uses conventional
HTTP requests.

There are two assertions specifically designed for FTP:

• Require FTP Credentials: Used to authenticate FTP requests. The user name and password are retrieved from the FTP
session for later authentication and authorization using the Authenticate User or Group assertion. Not used for anonymous
FTP requests. This is the FTP equivalent of the Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion.

• Route via FTP(S): Used to route requests to a back-end FTP server, using passive mode FTP. This is the FTP equivalent to
the Route via HTTP(S) assertion.

Other assertions not specific to FTP that are also useful in a policy involving FTP include:

• Require SSL or TLS Transport: Used enforce FTP requests over a secure connection. If this assertion is used, ensure that
the Require Client Certificate Authentication check box is not selected.

• Authenticate User or Group: Used to authorize users or groups when FTP requests are authenticated.
• Require HTTP Basic Credentials: Used to authenticate HTTP requests for the “HTTP(S) in/FTP out” scenarios.
• Route via HTTP(S): Used to route requests to an HTTP endpoint for the “FTP in/HTTP(S) out” scenarios.
• Route via JMS: Used to route requests to a JMS endpoint for the “FTP in/JMS out” scenario.

Note:

FTP authentication is deferred since the identity provider to be verified against is unknown until a policy is resolved. This
means that any login/password is accepted initially, but access will be denied if the credentials do not match the policy.

Context Variables Used by the FTP Service

The FTP service references the following context variables:

• request.tcp.remoteAddress
• request.tcp.remoteHost
• request.ftp.path
• request.ftp.file
• request.ftp.uniquerequest.ftp.secure

Limitations and Considerations

Note the following when using the API Gateway as an FTP server:

• Gateway does not support TLS resumption. 
• Only streaming and implicit FTP(S) and passive FTP are supported
• Multipart/MIME files are not supported
• The FTP(S) server will validate using the existing SSL keystore; client certificates not used
• Response messages will not be returned to the FTP client, but they will be audited; to view them, use the Gateway Audit

Events windows
• For every FTP request, the Content-Type is assumed to be “text/xml”, while the SOAPAction header is assumed to be

empty (this information is not extracted from the HTTP transport)
• When connected to the back-end FTP server, you can use the “cd” command to change directories to upload a file.

However, it is not possible to “list” these virtual directories.

 Configure Outbound Secure Conversation
The following are the steps to establish outbound secure conversation between a and some STS (Security
Token Service) or back-end service:

The following are the steps to establish outbound secure conversation between a API Gateway and some STS (Security Token
Service) or back-end service:

1. Check if there is a secure conversation session mapping to the authenticated user and the back-end service. 
Use the Look Up Outbound Secure Conversation Session Assertion.

2. Generate a new RST SOAP message to request a security token (either a Security Context Token or a SAML Token). 
Use the Build RST SOAP Request Assertion.
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3. Apply the necessary decoration requirements to the RST SOAP message, such as adding WS-Addressing, adding
UsernameToken, or configuring WS-Security decoration.

4. Send the RST Request to a back-end service or an STS using the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion.
5. Process the RSTR Response SOAP message to extract the security token (either a Security Context Token or a

SAML Token). 
Use the Process RSTR Response Assertion.

6. Establish a secure connection and save (or cache) the secure conversation session by using the Establish Outbound Secure
Conversation Assertion.

7. If the session is no longer used, you may cancel the session using the Cancel Security Context Assertion.

 Working with JSON

  

JSON and the API Gateway 

The API Gateway can work with messages in the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format. You can use the API Gateway to
process incoming JSON payloads, validate incoming JSON payloads, output to JSON, or transform messages from JSON to
other Content-Types (for example, text/XML).

By default, the API Gateway will accept any incoming Content-Type, unless the entry point is associated with a SOAP-based
service. When a request containing a JSON payload arrives at the API Gateway, the ${request.*} context variables will contain
all aspects of the JSON message. In a service policy, you can validate the JSON structure in a message by using the Validate
JSON Schema assertion. You can also validate a JSON-specific pattern or extract parts of a JSON structure by using the
Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion. The extracted segments can be used as input to other assertions in the service policy
that may require a subset of the JSON structure.

If a policy contains a Route via HTTP(S) assertion that returns a JSON output, the standard response message (as contained
in the ${response.*} context variables) will contain the JSON structure. This will be returned to the original requestor of the
transaction, unless the response is being transformed.

Tip:

You can create your own Message variables containing JSON by using the Set Context Variable assertion.

Transform Messages Between XML and JSON

There are two assertions that you can use to transform between XML and JSON:

•  Apply JSON Transformation: This assertion transforms messages from JSON to XML. For basic messages, it can also
transform from XML to JSON. For more information, see Apply JSON Transformation assertion.

•  Apply XSL Transformation: This assertion offers the greatest flexibility in transforming XML to JSON. For an example
of an XSL stylesheet that transforms XML to JSON, see "The following stylesheet can be used to transform an existing
XML message into a JSON structure." For more information, see Apply XSL Transformation assertion.

Tip:

You can detect whether an XML-to-JSON transformation is necessary by using a Compare Expression assertion to
examine the contents of an incoming "Accept" HTTP header to determine whether the requestor expects the response to be
formatted as JSON. If so, you can use either the Apply JSON Transformation or Apply XSL Transformation assertions to
transform the XML response to JSON.

To download a stylesheet that transforms an existing XML message into a JSON structure, click here. (Tip: The file is placed
in your normal downloads folder. Ignore any messages stating that the attachment cannot be viewed.)

JSON Web Tokens

The CA API Gateway supports the JSON Web Token (JWT) specification with the following exceptions:

• Only Compact Serialization representation support of the JSON Web Token is implemented; JSON Serialization is not
supported.

• When creating JSON web keys, only public keys are supported; shared and private keys are not supported
• The JSON Web token payload accepts any String format (for example, JSON String, plain text, xml-formatted string) are

supported. By comparison, the JWT Specification supports only JSON Claims Set String.

Tip:

 JSON Web Tokens vs. SAML Tokens: Both are security tokens, but SAML tokens have a more complex structure. JSON
web tokens are more easily parsed by mobile devices and have become the new standard for security tokens. Using the Encode
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JSON Web Token assertion, you can accept any type of String payload (examples: JSON String, plain text String, XML-
formatted String).

The following assertions combine to support the JWT specification:

•  Create JSON Web Key Assertion: Creates JSON web keys (cryptographic keys represented as a JSON object).
•  Encode JSON Web Token Assertion: Uses the payload to produce a JWT token that is either signed (JWS) or encrypted

(JWE). Returns the result as a compact and/or JSON notation in a context variable.
•  Decode JSON Web Token Assertion: Retrieves a payload from a context variable and verifies its authenticity.

Other Assertions for JSON

Additional JSON support in the CA API Gateway:

•  Evaluate JSON Path Expression Assertion: This assertion is used to query JSON objects, similar to querying XPaths.
•  Protect Against JSON Document Structure Assertion: This validates and enforces constraints on the structure of JSON

documents.
•  Validate JSON Schema Assertion: This assertion is used to validate JSON data against a JSON schema.
•  Validate OData Request Assertion: This assertion can test JSON payloads.

 Working with JSON Web Tokens
This topic describes how to use JSON Web Tokens (JWT) in the gateway. The sample workflow shows
you how to use all the related assertions: , , and . 

This topic describes how to use JSON Web Tokens (JWT) in the CA API Gateway. The sample workflow shows you how to
use all the related assertions: Encode JSON Web Token Assertion, Decode JSON Web Token Assertion, and Create JSON
Web Key Assertion. 

Contents:

  

Terminology

Term Meaning

 JWT JSON Web Token

 JWK JSON Web Key

 JWKS JSON Web Key Set

 alg Signature algorithm

 iss JSON Web Token issuer

 exp Expiry date (of the JSON Web Token)

 kid JSON Web Key ID

Scenario

You are validating a JSON Web Token signature using a JWK. You are validating against an expected signature algorithm,
JWT issuer, and JWT expiry date.

Sample Policy

The following sample policy achieves the Scenario described above.

Note:

For simplicity, the sample policy uses hard-coded values where context variables must be used in a real policy. Proper error
handling is omitted in this sample. Ensure that this policy is part of the service that it is authenticating.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Concise summary of the process:

1. Create a JWT and sign it using the Encode JSON Web Token Assertion.
2. Create a JWKS using the Create JSON Web Key Assertion.
3. Extract the header and payload using the Decode Json Web Token Assertion (with Validation Method set to "None").
4. From the extracted header and payload, set extracted results for alg, iss, kid, and iss using Evaluate JSON Path Expression

Assertion.
5. Set the expected results for alg and iss. 
6. Compare the expected results against the extracted results (alg, iss, exp).
7. Finally, validate the JWT signature using Decode JSON Web Token Assertion.

Try it Yourself

Download the #unique_759 attached to this topic and then import it into your Policy Manager. 

Enable Show Comments and Show Assertion Numbers (set these in the Preferences).

Try validating against a different, unexpected algorithm, to see the policy fail as expected. Do this by changing line 40: "Set
Context Variable alg.expected as String to: RS256". Change the expression from "RS256" to "HS256".

 

Note:

•  Create JSON Web Key Assertion 
•  Encode JSON Web Token Assertion 
•  Decode JSON Web Token Assertion 

5 Services and Policies

This section provides comprehensive information about services and policies:

This section provides comprehensive information about services and policies:

• Working with Services: Viewing service properties, deleting/disabling/renaming a service, viewing and resetting the
WSDL for a service, plus changing the resolution path for a service.

•  Working with Policies: All information about policies, including how to use multiple policy tabs and working with policy
aliases, fragments, revisions, and templates. 

• Tasks/Manage Menu: Publish Services and APIs: Describes all the publishing wizards and more.

 Working with Services
This section describes how to do the following:

This section describes how to do the following:

• How to view service properties
• How to delete, disable, enable, or rename a service
• How to view or reset the WSDL for a service
• How to change the resolution path for a service

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Published Service Properties
In the Policy Manager, all your web services and XML applications are listed under the list of Services
and Properties. A different icon is used for each to help you quickly identify each:
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In the Policy Manager, all your web services and XML applications are listed under the list of Services and Properties. A
different icon is used for each to help you quickly identify each:

 icon = Web service

 icon = XML application

Note:

For the first instance, the Web Start Policy Manager takes more time to open the Service Properties window of a SOAP
service.

Access the properties of a service to do the following tasks:

• Disable or enable a service
• Changing the service name
• Set a resolution URI
• Specifying the allowed HTTP methods
• View or reset the service WSDL

The Policy Manager differentiates between SOAP web services and XML or non-SOAP applications. Collectively referred to
as "services", each requires a different publication wizard:

• Web services from existing WSDL (Web Services Description Language) documents are published using the Publish
SOAP Web Service Wizard. 

• Web services that require the generation of a new WSDL document are published using the Create WSDL Wizard.
• Web APIs and non-SOAP applications are published using the Publish Web API Wizard.
• RESTful proxies are published using the Publish REST Service Proxy Wizard.

Note:

The term identity includes both users and groups; user can represent an individual human or machine; service includes both
web services and XML applications.

Both web services and XML applications appear in the Services and Policies List list upon publication. Security policies for
the services are configured in the policy development window.

Supporting JMS Requests

If a service supports JMS requests, ensure that the WSDL for the service specifies unique values for the following attributes: 

SOAP payload namespace URI (i.e., child elements of SOAP:Body)
SOAPAction

Note that an empty string "" is considered a value.

As messages received over JMS cannot be resolved using an HTTP resolution URI, they rely on a unique combination of
payload namespace URI and SOAPAction. In practice, this means the Gateway cannot resolve JMS messages if multiple
services have been published using identical WSDL documents.

Note:

In rare instances, similar but not identical WSDL documents may prevent JMS messages from being resolved. Specifically,
the Gateway allows two services to be published using WSDLs that have the same SOAP payload namespace URI, but with
different SOAPAction values. In this scenario, JMS requests do not resolve to any service unless the following conditions are
met:

• The inbound JMS queues are configured with a SOAPAction attribute. Do this by setting the “Use JMS message property
as SOAPAction in service resolution” setting in Manage JMS Destinations.

• The inbound JMS requests contain valid values in that attribute

To access the properties for a service:

• Do either of the following:

• Right-click the web service or XML application under the Services and Policies list and then select Properties.
• Select [File] > Service Properties from the Main Menu.

The Published Service Properties are displayed. This dialog organizes the service properties of these tabs: General,
HTTP/FTP, WSDL, and UDDI.
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Note:

All controls in the Published Service Properties are disabled if any of the following applies:

- You do not have permission to edit service properties ("Manage [name] Service" role), OR

- If the policy for the service is currently being edited and there are unsaved changes. This is indicated by the message
"Service has unsaved policy changes" next to the [OK] button in the properties dialog).

Configuring the [General] Tab

The [General] tab contains basic information about the service, including settings to disable/enable the service.

Setting Description

Service Display Name The name of the service as it appears in the services and
policies list and in the policy tabs. You can change this name
if necessary.

Service ID The entity ID for the published service. This value is for
displayed for reference only and cannot be modified.

Policy GUID The GUID for the policy. This value is for displayed for
reference only and cannot be modified.

Perform WS-Security processing for this service Select this check box to perform WS-Security processing for
the published service. By default, this is not enabled for XML
services but is enabled for all other services.

Note:

(1) The Gateway performs WS-Security processing on a
request message as required by the services policy, even if
[Perform WS-Security processing for this service] is not
selected. This allows assertions that require WS-Security
processing on request messages to run, even when WS-
Security processing is disabled in a service. (2) If there are
WS-Security assertions in an XML service, be sure to enable
WS-Security processing, otherwise these assertions do not
work.

Additional Properties Optionally define additional properties for the service. Note:
Your administrator can help you determine the need for
additional properties.

• To add an additional property, click [Add] and then enter
the Name and Value.

• To modify a property in the list, select the row and then
click [Edit]. Edit the Name or Value as required.

• To remove a property from the list, select the row and
then click [Remove].

Enable Select this option to enable a service that has been disabled.
When enabled, the red "X" over the icon is removed and the
service accepts requests. By default, all services are enabled
after publication, except for those services created using the
Create WSDL Wizard.

Disable Select this option to disable a service. All requests for a
disabled service are rejected. When disabled, a red "X"
appears over the icon and the service refuses all requests.
Disabling is a good alternative to deleting a service.
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Setting Description

Enable policy debug tracing Select this option to enable tracing of policy execution for the
current service. This may help you debug problems in your
policy. When tracing is enabled, a green "bug" icon appears
over the service icon. For more information, see "Policy
Debug Tracing" under Debug a Policy.

Note:

(1) Enabling debug tracing creates a debug trace policy, if
one does not exist yet. Disabling debug tracing does not
remove the debug trace policy. (2) You can optionally allow
the trace to inspect the backing policy of an encapsulated
assertion.

Warning:

WARNING: Only use policy debug tracing for
troubleshooting purposes, as it degrades policy
performance significantly.

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones,
see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to
entities inside the zones).

Tip:

If you are updating a service, you can only choose zones to
which you are permitted to update services.

Configuring the [HTTP/FTP] Tab

The [HTTP/FTP] tab contains service resolution settings for both HTTP and FTP protocols and the HTTP methods permitted.
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Setting Description

Service Resolution Use this section to view or change the resolution path for a
service.

• No resolution path: (Applies to web services only)
Select this option to set the resolution path to the default
Gateway URI "/ssg/soap".

• Custom resolution path: Select this option to enter
a custom resolution URI for the service. A custom
resolution path is mandatory for XML applications, but
optional for web services. The Custom resolution path
cannot begin with "/ssg".

For more information, see "About the Resolution Path" at the
end of this topic.

Note:

(1) Only enter a path that completes the embedded Gateway
URL into the field—make sure that it does not duplicate
any other Gateway resolution paths. You may include the
'*' (asterisk) wildcard in the path to allow for any incoming
URL following a certain pattern to resolve to this service. For
details on how the wildcards are interpreted, see Gateway
Service Resolution Process. (2) If the Validate Against
Swagger Document Assertion will be used, the service
resolution URI must end with '/*' (no quotes), otherwise the
service cannot be resolved.

[Check for resolution conflicts] Click this button to check whether the service is resolvable
via HTTP/FTP and which other services have resolution
conflicts with this service. If conflicting services are
displayed, enter a different Custom resolution path and then
check again.

If there are no issues with the resolution path, you see the
message "No Conflicts. The service resolves successfully." 

Allowable HTTP Methods Select which HTTP methods are permitted for incoming
requests. The Gateway supports these verbs: GET, PUT,
POST, DELETE, HEAD, PATCH, OPTIONS.Select Other to
allow any HTTP method name not already listed above.

By default, SOAP web services accept only POST requests,
while non-SOAP applications support GET, PUT, POST,
DELETE. If you do not select a HTTP method, the service is
not accessible through HTTP. However, it could still allow
access through non-HTTP transport methods (for example,
JMS, FTP, SSH, or email).

Warning:

WARNING: Use the "Other" option with care, as
it can permit any arbitrary string in the incoming
request. Be sure to validate the method name in
policy, using the ${request.http.method} context
variable. You can also place the validation the
service policy or in a 'message-complete' global
policy fragment.

Configuring the [WSDL] Tab

The [WSDL] tab displays the WSDL document for a published web service. Scroll through the window to examine the WSDL.
You can also right-click within the WSDL window to do the following:

• Search the WSDL: Select Search a node from the context menu to jump to a specific node within the WSDL.
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• Copy lines from the WSDL: Select Copy from the context menu to copy the selected lines from the WSDL. You can then
paste these lines as text in another application.

Note:

The [WSDL] tab is available only for SOAP web services.

Setting Description

Reset WSDL You can change the WSDL for a published web service with
another WSDL document. Once reset, the existing policy
becomes active for the resolution parameters extracted from
the new WSDL document.

For more information, see Resetting the WSDL for a Service.

Note:

Resetting the WSDL is not possible for an internal service or
if the WSDL is under UDDI control (see the [UDDI] tab).

Edit WSDL You can modify the existing WSDL document for the
service by clicking [Edit WSDL]. This opens the Edit WSDL
Wizard, which leads you through the editing process. The
wizard is prepopulated with the contents of the WSDL
document. You can add or remove operations by following
the wizard.

Note:

Editing the WSDL is not possible for an internal service or if
the WSDL is under UDDI control (see the [UDDI] tab).

SOAP version Select the SOAP version to be supported by the service:

SOAP 1.1
SOAP 1.2
Unspecified (either SOAP version is accepted)

Note:

When a service is first published, the initial SOAP version
is based on the bindings that are present in the WSDL, in the
order in which they appear.
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Setting Description

Allow requests intended for operations not supported by the
WSDL

By default, the Gateway only permits SOAP requests for
operations supported by the service's WSDL. If you need to
override this behavior for the selected web service, select the
[Allow requests intended for operations that are not supported
by the WSDL] check box.

Select this check box only if you need to do any of the
following:

• Allow SOAP messages that are not explicitly supported in
the WSDL.

• Allow non-SOAP messages to be sent to a SOAP service.
• Allow encryption of the Body element in the SOAP

request to pass through the Gateway (for example, if the
Gateway is unable to decrypt the contents of the Body
element).

• Bypass the SOAP version check (e.g., allows a SOAP
1.1 request to be sent to a service marked as SOAP 1.2,
although warning messages continue to appear about
incompatible XPath namespaces).

To learn more about how the Gateway resolves a request, see
Gateway Service Resolution Process.

Note:

Specify a custom resolution path (in the [HTTP] tab)
if you are enabling the "Allow requests intended for..."
feature. Otherwise, a request could fail under the following
conditions:

• A service uses distinct SOAPAction values in its
operations, AND

• A request arrives with a SOAPAction value that is not
supported by the service's WSDL.

A custom resolution path is optional if the WSDL for a
service does not specify any SOAPAction values or uses the
same SOAPAction value for all operations.

Configuring the [UDDI] Tab

The [UDDI] tab displays which Business Service and UDDI registry were used to find the WSDL used to create the service.
The settings here affect the available options in the Publish to UDDI dialog.

Setting Description

Original UDDI Business Service This section is the Gateway's record of how the published
service was created. The information makes it possible to
place the WSDL under the control of the UDDI registry,
enabling the Gateway to monitor it for changes to the
endpoint and WSDL.
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Setting Description

Select Click [Select] to associate the service with a UDDI Business
Service. Do this if you wish to place an existing service under
UDDI control, or to change an existing association.

Use the Search UDDI dialog to locate the Business Service
to associate with. For more information, see "Searching the
UDDI Registry" under Export, Import a Policy.

Tip:

If there is an existing association, you must click [Clear]
first to clear it before selecting another one. If you receive
a message stating that the Gateway WSDL is stale, you can
refresh it by using [Reset] on the [WSDL] tab of this dialog.

Clear Click [Clear] to remove an association between the published
service and a UDDI Business Service.

You must clear an existing association before you can use
[Select] to establish a new association.

Note:

It is not possible to clear the original business service if a
Gateway endpoint has been published to it or if the original
service has been overwritten. In those cases, the publish
must be reversed before [Clear] can be used to clear the
association. To reverse the publish, use the [Don't Publish]
option in the [Service] tab of the Publish to UDDI Settings
dialog.

UDDI Settings When a service was created from a WSDL found in a UDDI
registry, this section is enabled and the [WSDL under UDDI
control] check box is selected by default.

WSDL under UDDI control When selected, this check box indicates that the service is
associated with a UDDI Business Service and a wsdl:port
(binding template). When the WSDL is under UDDI control,
the following options are not available:

• [Service] tab of the Publish to UDDI Settings dialog:

• Publish Gateway endpoint as BindingTemplate
• Overwrite existing BusinessService with Gateway

URLs
• [WSDL] tab of Service Properties:

• Reset WSDL
• Edit WSDL

If the WSDL cannot be placed under UDDI control, this
check box is disabled. For example, if the existing service
is overwritten, it is no longer under UDDI control. This
check box is also disabled when the action [Publish Gateway
endpoint as BindingTemplate] is taken in the [Service] tab of
the Publish to UDDI Settings dialog.

Clear this check box if you wish to remove the WSDL
manually from under UDDI control. This re-enables all the
disabled controls described above.
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Setting Description

Monitoring Enabled This check box is enabled only when [WSDL under UDDI
control] is selected. It enables monitoring at the service level.
The type of monitoring is determined by the UDDI registry
configuration.

When monitoring is enabled, any changes to the Business
Service in the UDDI registry are detected by the Gateway and
the following occurs:

• The Gateway downloads the UDDI Business Service. The
values from UDDI are validated to match the Gateway's
WSDL. If they do not match, the association with the
original Business Service is deleted. If they do match, the
value of the accessPoint which belongs to the monitored
bindingTemplate is checked. If it differs from the existing
known endpoint value, the service.defaultRoutingURL
context variable is updated to contain the new value.

• If the [Update WSDL] check box is selected, the Gateway
updates its WSDL.

• If the [Disable service if WSDL has changed] check box
is selected, the Gateway disables the published service
when the WSDL changes.

Update WSDL Select this check box to instruct the Gateway to update its
WSDL document if changes in the WSDL under UDDI
control are detected. The Gateway downloads and checks the
WSDL for changes.

• If there are no changes, no further action is taken.
• If changes have occurred, then the published service's

WSDL is updated.

The Gateway logs and audits at the "Warning" level that
the WSDL has changed. The Gateway then updates the
service.defaultRoutingURL context variable with the service
endpoint. Note: This occurs if the endpoint URL changes in
the UDDI even when the WSDL itself has not changed.

Disable service if WSDL has changed Select this check box to instruct the Gateway to disable the
published service if changes in the WSDL under UDDI
control are detected.

View Publish to UDDI Settings Click this button to view the settings in the Publish to UDDI
Settings dialog. The information is read only when displayed
in this manner. To make changes to the settings, see Publish
to UDDI Settings.

About the Resolution Path

A resolution path must be specified when a web service is published. If a custom resolution path was not specified, the default
URI "/ssg/soap" is used and only requests directed to this URI are consumed. Should you attempt to republish the same web
service, you must specify a different resolution path to differentiate between the two services.

When an XML application is published, specifying a custom resolution path is mandatory. Some resolution paths are reserved
for internal use. If you enter a custom resolution path that conflicts with an internal one, you see a warning message.  

The custom resolution path can be entered using the Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard and can be entered, changed, or
removed using the Service Properties ([HTTP/FTP] tab). It is displayed in the Services and Policies list next to the service
name. For example, the name appears as "ServiceName [/customPath]" instead of simply "ServiceName".

For information on how the Gateway resolves the destination web service, see Gateway Service Resolution Process.

Tip:
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(1) The resolution path for published services applies to both HTTP and FTP-based transports. This allows (for example)
consumption of non-SOAP traffic over FTP, multiple versions of the same service consumed over FTP. (2) Since the default
service resolution process uses SOAP payload namespace URI and SOAPAction values, customizing the resolution path of a
web service allows the same WSDL to be published more than once. Without a customized resolution path, duplication would
result in runtime ambiguity.

 Deleting a Service
Deleting a published service removes the service properties, settings, and service policy from the Policy
Manager and Gateway.

Deleting a published service removes the service properties, settings, and service policy from the Policy Manager and
Gateway.

Warning:

Deleting a service is permanent and cannot be reversed. A safer alternative to deleting is to disable the service instead.

To delete a published service:

1. In the Services and Policies list, right-click the service name and then select Delete. Alternatively, select [File] > Delete
Service from the Main Menu.

2. Click [Yes] to confirm. The service is removed and all policy tabs for that service are removed. Metric data for the deleted
service is not deleted immediately and will gradually age out as time passes. If the service has data published to UDDI, you
will be warned that the UDDI data will be left behind in the UDDI registry after the service is deleted from the Gateway.

 Disabling a Service
You may disable a service if you need to make it unavailable temporarily. When disabled, the service's
icon appears as  and the service refuses all requests.

You may disable a service if you need to make it unavailable temporarily. When disabled, the service's icon appears as 
and the service refuses all requests.

Disabling is a good alternative to deleting a service.

 

Tip:

Disabling a service occurs immediately on the node that your Policy Manager is connected to. For other nodes in the cluster, it
could take approximately 20 seconds for the disabling to take effect.

 

To disable a service:

1. Open the service properties by doing one of the following:

• Right-click the web service or XML application under the Services and Policies list and then select Properties.
• Select [File] > Service Properties from the Main Menu.

2. In the [General] tab, select [Disable].
3. Click [OK]. The service is now disabled and all requests to this service are rejected.

 Enabling a Service
You can enable any disabled service. Once enabled, a service will respond to requests.

You can enable any disabled service. Once enabled, a service will respond to requests.

Tip:

Enabling a service occurs immediately on the node that your Policy Manager is connected to. For other nodes in the cluster, it
may take approximately 20 seconds for the enabling to take effect.

To enable a service:

1. Open the service properties by doing one of the following:

• Right-click the web service or XML application under the Services and Policies list and then select Properties.
• Select [File] > Service Properties from the Main Menu.

2. In the [General] tab, select [Enable].
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3. Click [OK]. The service is now enabled.

 Renaming a Service
You can change the display name for a service. This name appears in the services and policies list and in
the policy tabs.

You can change the display name for a service. This name appears in the services and policies list and in the policy tabs.

To rename a service:

1. Open the service properties by doing one of the following:

• Right-click the web service or XML application under the Services and Policies list and then select Properties.
• Select [File] > Service Properties from the Main Menu.

2. In the [General] tab, edit the Service Display Name field as required.
3. Click [OK]. The service name is updated on the interface.

 Viewing the WSDL for a Service
You can view the WSDL document for any published web service.

You can view the WSDL document for any published web service.

To view the WSDL for a service:

1. Open the service properties by doing one of the following:

• Right-click the web service or XML application under the Services and Policies list and then select Properties.
• Select [File] > Service Properties from the Main Menu.

2. Select the [WSDL] tab. The WSDL document is displayed in the tab. From this tab, you can do the following tasks:

• Reset the WSDL for the service.
• Edit the WSDL for the service.

 Resetting the WSDL for a Service
You can change the WSDL for a published web service with another WSDL document. Once reset,
the existing policy will become active for the resolution parameters extracted from the new WSDL
document.

You can change the WSDL for a published web service with another WSDL document. Once reset, the existing policy will
become active for the resolution parameters extracted from the new WSDL document.

To reset a web service WSDL:

1. Open the properties for a service and then select the [WSDL] tab. For more information, see Service Properties.
2. Click [Reset WSDL]. The Reset WSDL dialog appears.
3. In the Location field, enter the URL that will resolve the new web service WSDL. Alternatively:

• If the WSDL is contained in a file, click [File] and select the file.
• If the WSDL is from a UDDI registry, click [UDDI] and complete the Search UDDI dialog. For more information, see

Searching the UDDI Registry.
• To configure options for the URL (for example, to specify the credentials or configure a proxy), click [HTTP Options]

to open the Managing HTTP Options.

Note:

If you are specifying a URL and that URL uses SSL (e.g., https://webserver/service.wsdl), the SSL certificate for that
secure server (e.g., https://webserver/) must first be added to the federated gateway trust store. To do this:

1.1 Follow "Adding a New Certificate" to add the SSL certificate.
2.1 In Step 3 of the Add Certificate Wizard, be sure to select the Outbound SSL Connections option.

Once this is done, the SSL WSDL can be successfully retrieved.
4. Click [OK]. The service is updated with the new WSDL URL.

https://webserver/service.wsdl
https://webserver/
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 Changing the Resolution Path for a Service
A web service may be configured to either have no resolution path (in which case the default Gateway
URI "/ssg/soap" is used) or it may have a custom resolution path. For more information, see "About the
Resolution Path" in Service Properties.

A web service may be configured to either have no resolution path (in which case the default Gateway URI "/ssg/soap" is used)
or it may have a custom resolution path. For more information, see "About the Resolution Path" in Service Properties.

To change the resolution path for a service:

1. Open the service properties by doing one of the following:

• Right-click the web service or XML application under the Services and Policies list and then select Properties.
• Select [File] > Service Properties from the Main Menu.

2. Select the [HTTP/FTP] tab. The current resolution path is displayed under Service Resolution.
3. Change the resolution path as necessary. For a description of the settings, see "Configuring the [HTTP/FTP] tab" in Service

Properties.

 Working with Policies
This section describes how to do the following:

This section describes how to do the following:

• How to perform the basic policy tasks (configure, create, delete, disable, edit, enable).
• How users are authenticated within a policy.
• How to compare two different policies.
• How to handle multiple X.509 signatures within a policy.
• How to work with non-XML messages.
• How to organize services and policies into folders.
• How to work with policy aliases, fragments, revisions, and templates.
• How to validate a policy.

Tip:

If you are new to writing policies for the CA API Gateway, see Thinking in Policy for a primer on best practices.

 Policy Tasks
This section describes the basic policy tasks:

This section describes the basic policy tasks:

• How to configure a new policy for a service.
• How to create other policy types using the Create Policy task. This includes: Global policy fragments, included policy

fragments, policy-backed identity provider policy fragment, and internal use policies.
• How to delete or disable/enable a policy.
• How to edit an existing service policy.

 

 Configure a Service Policy
In the Policy Manager, you construct a policy for a published service using these four general steps:

In the Policy Manager, you construct a policy for a published service using these four general steps:

1. Select the service for the policy.
2. Add the assertions to the policy development window and configure as necessary. Refer to the documentation for specific

assertions for configuration instructions. You can use policy fragments to help maintain consistency and enforce global
rules across different services.

3. Organize the assertions into a logical tree-structure that conforms to the policy and assertions rules..
4. Validate the policy.

A logical policy must be in place for each published service in the Policy Manager. In addition to manually constructing a
policy, you can also:

• Import a policy from a local file
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• Import a policy from a UDDI registry

 

Tip:

When configuring a policy for the first time on a newly published service, you may want to disable the service while
constructing the policy. This removes any possibility of unsecured and unauthorized access. A disabled service contains a red
"X" through its icon.

 

 To configure a policy:

1. Access the policy development window for the target service by one of two methods:

• Right-click the service name in the Services and Policies list and then select Active Policy Assertions
• Double-click the service name in the Services and Policies list

The policy development window appears.
2. Add assertions to the policy and configure if necessary. Some assertions require configuration immediately, while others

have adequate defaults such that additional configuration may not be required. Some assertions do not require configuring
at all.
When you publish a service using the Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard, Create WSDL Wizard, or Publish Web API
Wizard, the Policy Manager automatically adds the service URL specified during the publication process as an Route via
HTTP(S) assertion in the policy development window.

Note:

Certain assertions in the Policy Manager expect an XML payload and will fail on non-XML messages. If you expect your
published service to handle both XML and non-XML messages, then you should structure the policy to branch accordingly.
For more information, see Working with Non-XML Messages.

3. Organize the assertions into a logical structure as follows:

Action Description

Move an assertion up Do any of the following:

• Select the assertion, then click the Up arrow on the
Assertions Tool Bar

• Right-click the assertion and then select Move Assertion
Up

• Drag and drop the assertion to its new position

Tip:

You can move several assertions at once by using [Ctrl]-
click to select them first.

Move an assertion down Do any of the following:

• Select the assertion, then click the Down arrow on the
Assertions Tool Bar

• Right-click the assertion and then select Move Assertion
Down

• Drag and drop the assertion to its new position

Tip:

You can move several assertions at once by using [Ctrl]-
click to select them first.

Remove an assertion Do any of the following:

• Select the assertion, then click X on the Assertions Tool
Bar. Click Yes to confirm.

• Right-click the assertion and then select Delete
Assertion.
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Action Description

Add an "All" or "One or more" folder Organize the assertions into an "At least one assertion must
evaluate to true" or "All assertions must evaluate to true"
assertion folder in the policy development window. See
Policy Organization for examples.

Edit an assertion's properties This applies only if an assertion has editable properties. Do
one of the following:

• Press [Enter] while a single assertion is selected in the
policy development window.

• Double-click an assertion in the policy development
window.

• Right-click the assertion in the policy development
window and select "<assertion name> Properties".

Some additional tips to keep in mind:

• Use the feedback messages in the Policy Validation Messages window to help you construct your policy. See
Validating a Policy for more information.

• You can also use Copy and Paste in the Edit menu to organize the assertions.
• Instead of deleting an assertion, consider disabling it instead. Disabling an assertion is useful during testing and

troubleshooting.
4. Validate the policy one more time. If no issues remain, you may now enable the service.

 Create a Policy or Policy Fragment
The Create Policy task is used to create these types of policies/policy fragments:

The Create Policy task is used to create these types of policies/policy fragments:

• Global Policy Fragments: These are fragments are predefined by the administrator and will run at specific points during
message processing, depending on the global policy tag. These fragments do not appear in the service policy. For more
information, see Global Policy Fragments.

• Included Policy Fragments: These are fragments that group any number of assertions into a self-contained unit that can be
dropped into any service policy using the Include Policy Fragment Assertion. The fragment appears in the service policy as
"Include Policy Fragment: <name>" and can be repositioned as necessary. For more information, see Policy Fragments. 

Tip:

For a shortcut method to creating an Included Policy Fragment, see "Policy Fragment Shortcut" under Policy Fragments.
• Internal Use Policies: These are ready-made policies predefined in the CA API Gateway. These policies are designed to

achieve a specific objective. For more information, see Internal Use Policies.
• Policy-Backed Identity Provider Policy Fragment: These fragments contain identity provider policies and are intended

for use with Policy-Backed Identity Providers (PBID). (Only policy fragments of this type may be selected for use in a
PBID.) For more information, see Policy-Backed Identity Providers .

• Policy-Backed Service Operation Policy Fragment: These are fragments that can be run in the background. For more
information, see Manage Scheduled Tasks. 

There are several other types of policies that are not created via the Create Policy task:

• Audit sink policy: This is a special policy that is created when auditing to a policy is enabled. This policy may be edited,
but it cannot be renamed nor deleted. For more information, see Managing Audit Sinks.

• Debug trace policy: This is a special trace policy to help you troubleshoot a service policy. For more information, see
"Working with the Debug Trace Policy" under Debug a Policy.

Only users with the role of "Administrator" can create a policy.

To create a policy:

1. Do either of the following:

• Select [Tasks] >Services and APIs > Create Policy from the Main Menu
• Right-click a folder within the Services and Policies list and then select Create Policy.

2. Complete the properties for the type of policy that you wish to create. For more information, see Policy Properties.
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3. Click [OK]. The new policy is created and loaded in the policy window for editing. If you currently have unsaved changes
in the policy window, you are prompted to save before the new policy is loaded. New policies have the following default
assertions: 

• For included policy fragments: An Add Comment to Policy Assertion that simply identifies this policy as a Policy
Fragment and provides the name of the policy.

• For internal use policies: See Internal Use Policies for details.

Tip:

(1) The icon color in the Services and Policies list help you readily identify the type of policy:  = Global policy fragment;

 = Included policy fragment;  = Internal policy. For global and internal policies, the policy tag is displayed next to the
policy name. (2) If security zones have been deployed and you have been assigned a "Manage X Zone" role, the security zone
'X' must include the "All assertions must..." composite assertion as well as every assertion in the policy (or that will be added
to the policy) before you can create or edit the policy.

 Delete a Policy
There are several ways to delete a policy in the Policy Manager:

There are several ways to delete a policy in the Policy Manager:

• For included policies (i.e., policy fragments), you can delete it directly from the service policy. This removes the policy and
all its assertions from that one service policy only.

• For all policy types, you can delete it from Policy Manager. This removes it from the Services and Policies list and makes it
unavailable for use in any service policy.

Deletions may take up to 15 seconds to take effect.

Tip:

Consider disabling a policy instead if you think you may need it again in the future.

Note:

You cannot delete a service policy unless you first delete its associated published service. For more information, see Deleting a
Published Service.

To delete an included policy from a service policy:

• Delete the "Include: <fragment name>" assertion from the policy. For more information, see Deleting an Assertion. You
cannot delete individual assertions within the fragment; you must delete the entire fragment. 

Tip:

To remove individual assertions within a policy fragment, you should edit the fragment instead.

To delete a policy from the Policy Manager:

1. Right-click the policy icon in the Services and Policies list and then select Delete.
2. Click Yes to confirm.

Note:

(1) You cannot delete a policy that is still in use in any service. (2) You can delete only one policy at a time. If more than one
policy icon is selected in the Services and Policies list, only the first will be deleted.

 Disable a Policy
You can temporarily disable a policy to prevent it from executing. A disabled policy will behave as
follows depending on the policy type:

You can temporarily disable a policy to prevent it from executing. A disabled policy will behave as follows depending on the
policy type:

• A disabled non-global policy fragment (for example, service policy or policy fragment) will always fail.
• A disabled global policy fragment will not be used—it is as though the global fragment was deleted.

A disabled policy can be re-enabled at any time.

To disable a policy in the Policy Manager: 

1. Right-click the policy icon in the Services and Policies list and then select Revision History. The Policy Revisions dialog
appears.
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2. Click [Clear Active] to revoke the active revision. It is not necessary to select the active revision first.
3. Click [OK] to confirm that you wish to disable the policy.

The policy is now disabled: the Policy Revisions dialog shows "Policy disabled - no active version" and "(inactive)" is
displayed next to the policy name above the policy development window.

 Edit Service Policy
To edit a service policy:

To edit a service policy:

1. Open the policy to edit for the target service using either of the following methods:

• Right-click the service name in the Services and Policies list and then select Active Policy Assertions.
• Double-click the service name in the Services and Policies list.

The active version of the policy is open for editing in a new tab. 

Tip:

To edit an inactive version, right-click the service name and select Revision History instead.
2.  In the policy development window:

• Reorganize the assertions as necessary (see step 3 in Configuring a Policy).
• Modify assertions as necessary.
• Add or remove policy fragments as necessary.

3. Validate the policy. This is important because changing assertions within a policy may affect the validity of the policy.

 Enable a Policy
A disabled policy is one that has had its active revision revoked. You can enable a policy by selecting an
active revision or by starting with a new revision.

A disabled policy is one that has had its active revision revoked. You can enable a policy by selecting an active revision or by
starting with a new revision.

To enable a policy, do any of the following:

• Double-click the policy name in the Services and Policies list and then select a revision to activate.

Tip:

Instead of choosing a revision, you can select "Start from an empty policy" to create a new policy revision and set it as the
active revision.

• Right-click the policy name in the Services and Policies list and then select Active Policy Assertions from the Choose
Starting Revision dialog as shown above.

• Right-click the policy name in the Services and Policies list and then select Revision History. Select a revision to activate
and then click [Set Active]. For more information, see Policy Revisions.

 Authentication in a Policy
How a user is authenticated in a service policy is a two step process:

How a user is authenticated in a service policy is a two step process:

• First, the credentials are collected.
• Next, the credentials are authenticated against an identity provider.

There are numerous mechanisms for gathering credentials, most of which are based upon industry standards. The chart below
illustrates the different standards used.

Note:

The mechanisms shown in red send passwords in the clear and should be sent over SSL. However, mechanisms shown in green
are considered secure.
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Figure 24: Authentication_in_Policy2

 Compare Policies
The policy compare tool in the Policy Manager lets you compare any two policies. The summary appears
in a separate dual-pane window that shows which assertions were added/removed or changed between the
policies. Use this feature to compare any two policy versions or two completely different policies. The
comparison results are shown in different colors, allowing you to see differences at a glance.

The policy compare tool in the Policy Manager lets you compare any two policies. The summary appears in a separate dual-
pane window that shows which assertions were added/removed or changed between the policies. Use this feature to compare
any two policy versions or two completely different policies. The comparison results are shown in different colors, allowing
you to see differences at a glance.

You can view assertion differences two ways: a high level summary listing the property changes, or a low level view showing
the raw XML differences.To compare policies:

1. Choose the first policy to be compared, using any of the following methods. This will be added to the left pane of the
results windows:

• If the policy is already open in the editor: Right-click the policy name in the tab title and then select Compare Policy:
Left.

• If the policy is not yet open: Right-click the policy in the services and policies list and then select Compare Policy:
Left. Desktop client users can also select File > Compare Policy: Left.

• If you are currently browsing policy revisions: Select the revision in the Policy Revision dialog and then
click Compare Policy: Left.

2. Repeat this to choose the second policy (label now reads Compare Policy: Right). Allow a moment for the policy
comparison to complete. Note that complex, dissimilar policies will take longer to complete. The Policy Comparison
window is displayed when the comparison is complete.
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Tip:

If you decide not to proceed with a comparison or if you decide you want a different left pane policy, simply choose the same
policy and then close the resulting comparison window.

Using the Policy Comparison Window

The Policy Comparison window displays your left and right policies and uses color coding to illustrate the differences. 

The following color coding scheme is used:

• Red: Assertions in the left policy that are not present in the right policy. This may indicate assertions added to the left or
deleted from the right.

• Green: Assertions in the right policy that are not present in the left policy. This may indicated assertions added to the right
or deleted from the left.

• Gray: Shows where the assertions are missing as compared to the other pane.
• Blue: Matching assertions; assertions with the same names but their properties differ.

Assertions with no color highlighting are the same in both panes.
Tips and Hints
The following are some tips for using the Policy Comparison window:

Use the and buttons to jump to the next/previous difference.

• For matching assertions that differ (highlighted in blue), you can view the differences in greater detail (see Viewing
Assertion Differences).
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• Maximize the window to see your policies more easily.
• Scrolling is synchronized between the two panes.
• Use the line numbers to help you reference assertions.
• The policy name, revision number, and active status is displayed above each pane.

Note:

If the policy name is too long to display (more than half the width of the result window), it is truncated. However the full
name will be visible in the tooltip that appears when you point at the policy name.

• Copy selected assertions from either pane into any open policy by using the standard Copy and Paste commands.

Viewing Assertion Differences

 For assertions that are highlighted in blue (meaning assertions with the same name which exist in both policies, but their
configurations differ), you can view the differences using any of these methods:

• Select the assertion (from either pane) and then click [Show Assertion Differences]. This opens another two-tab pane at
the bottom of the window.

• Double-click the assertion (from either pane). This displays the same information as above, but in a separate Assertion
Comparison window.

• Right-click the assertion and then select Compare Assertions. As above, this opens a separate Assertion Comparison
window.

Assertion Properties

The [Properties] tab displays a high level summary of the differences between the two assertions: 
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The middle column lists the properties of the assertion, while the left and right columns show the values of the properties in
each assertion. Note: The properties listed use internal system nomenclature, which may differ from the labels found in the
interface.

The [Properties] tab is useful to see the differences "at a glance", however it is not possible to display all differences due to the
complexity of certain object types. The [Raw XML] tab will show complete assertion differences.

Raw XML Properties

The [Raw XML] tab shows the low level XML code for each assertion, allowing you to see precisely where the differences
occur.
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Tip:

The Raw XML view is designed for advanced users familiar with interpreting XML code. For a more easily interpreted high
level summary of the differences, use the [Properties] tab instead.

The [Raw XML] tab has its own and buttons at the bottom to jump to the next/previous difference.

 Debug a Policy
The Policy Manager provides several tools to help you debug your policy:

The Policy Manager provides several tools to help you debug your policy:

• Service Debugger: This tools lets you add break points and manually step through your policy. This helps you debug your
policy much like debugging code.

• Debug Trace Policy: This is a special policy that runs after each assertion is executed. It provides a wealth of additional
data to help you troubleshoot your policy.
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Tip:

For more information about debugging a policy, see this useful tip on the CA Communities: https://communities.ca.com/blogs/
oauth/2017/03/06/tip-of-the-week-tracing-policy

 

 

Note:

• Working with the Service Debugger
• Working with the Debug Trace Policy

 Working with the Service Debugger
The Policy Manager for the gateway has a built-in debugger to help you troubleshoot your policies.
This debugger behaves similar to debuggers commonly found in programming environments. Use the
debugger to:

The Policy Manager for the CA API Gateway has a built-in debugger to help you troubleshoot your policies. This debugger
behaves similar to debuggers commonly found in programming environments. Use the debugger to:

• Add or remove breakpoints
• Step through a policy and view its path
• Step into or over composite assertions
• View values within context variables
• Pause and resume debugging

This topic is divided into these sections:

Before You Begin

Keep in mind the following points before you debug a policy:

• Only the main service policy and global policy fragments can be debugged. Aliases and all other policy types cannot be
debugged.

• Included policy fragments cannot be debugged on their own, but they can be debugged once inserted into a service policy
or global policy fragment (using the "Step Into" function of the debugger).

• Only the active and saved version of a policy can be debugged. To debug another policy or version, close and reopen the
debugger.

• There can be only one active debugger session per policy per Gateway node. In a clustered environment, you can have one
active debugger session per policy per node.

• Encapsulated assertions cannot be stepped into.
• Once the debugger is started, the next message that arrives at the service endpoint is sent to the debugger, regardless of port

number. In a high traffic Gateway, consider creating a copy of the policy and start the debugger in the copied policy.
• If the active version of a policy changes after a debugger is started, be sure to close and reopen the debugger to re-

synchronize the debugger with the correct policy.
• Be aware that the debugger is attached to a service on a specific node. This means that if the debugger is started on only

some (or one) node in a clustered environment, the load balancer may route a message to a node without the debugger
attached. To prevent this from happening, start the debugger on all nodes for the service.

Security Roles

To use the Service Debugger, you must have debugger permission to the policy being debugged. The following predefined
roles have this permission:

• Administrator: Allows you to launch the debugger for all policies.
• Manage Webservices: Allows you to launch the debugger for all policies.
• Manage [name] Service: Allows you to launch the debugger for the named service only.

Note:

Debugger access to any global policy fragments also require a separate "Manage [name] Policy" role. If the service policy
contains an included fragment, you require Read permission to that fragment to view or step into that fragment.

• Manage [name] Policy: Allows you to launch the debugger for the named global policy fragment only. If the service
policy contains an included fragment, you require Read permission to that fragment to view or step into that fragment.
Note: For all other fragment types, this role has no impact on the Service Debugger.

https://communities.ca.com/blogs/oauth/2017/03/06/tip-of-the-week-tracing-policy
https://communities.ca.com/blogs/oauth/2017/03/06/tip-of-the-week-tracing-policy
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For more information about the predefined roles, see Predefined Roles and Permissions.

Note:

The "Service Debugger" option is not visible for unsupported roles. It is currently not possible to add debugger permissions to
custom roles.

Running the Service Debugger

To debug a policy:

1. Right-click a policy in the services and policies list and then select Service Debugger. The active version of the policy is
loaded into the Service Debugger dialog.

Note:

Only the main service policy and global policy fragments can be debugged. All other policy types cannot be debugged and
do not display the "Service Debugger" option. You must have debugger permission for the given policy to see the debugger
option. 
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 The
top pane displays the policy that was active when the Service Debugger was open. Once debugging begins, the bottom
pane shows the context variables in use by the policy, with their values at the particular point in the policy. For more
information, see "Using the Context Variables Tree". 

Tip:

You may resize the Service Debugger dialog and alter the size of each pane by dragging the split bar separating the two
panes.

2. Add one or more breakpoints to the policy. This allows you to pause policy processing temporarily to examine the results.
For more information, see "Using Breakpoints".

3. Optionally add more context variables that you wish to inspect to the variables tree in the bottom pane. For more
information, see "Using the Context Variables Tree".
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4. Click [Start] (shortcut key: [F1]) to start the debugging monitor. The Service Debugger waits for the next
message destined for the service endpoint. When a message arrives, it is sent to the debugger and processed by the policy
until it reaches the first breakpoint, at which point processing is suspended. If no breakpoints are defined, then the message
runs to the end of the policy.

5. When processing pauses at a breakpoint, you can choose to use one of the stepping options to manually step through the
assertions or click [Resume] to resume processing until the end of the policy or the next breakpoint is reached, whichever
comes first. For more information, see "Stepping Through the Policy".

6. When the policy finishes executing, a message is displayed in the status area at the bottom of the dialog.

• If the policy executed successfully, the message reads "Policy completed successfully".
• If the policy did not complete successfully, the message describes the failure and the line number where it occurred; for

example: "Policy completed with error. Assertion Falsified: assertion number 27".

At this point, you can choose to do any of the following:

• Click [Start] to restart debugging monitoring again.
• Modify your breakpoints or list of context variables before restarting monitoring.
• Click [Close] to dismiss the Service Debugger dialog and then alter the policy before debugging again.

You can click [Stop] (shortcut: Shift+[F1]) at any time to stop the debugging. 

Using Breakpoints

Breakpoints allow you to suspend processing of a message at a particular point in the policy. This allows you to examine the
values of context variables used in the policy or  o step through the policy manually. 

Note:

Breakpoints are discarded when you close the Service Debugger dialog. Breakpoints cannot be added to the Add Comment
to Policy Assertion or for any disabled assertion in the policy. Breakpoints added to assertions within the Run All Assertions
Concurrently Assertion are ignored during debugging. Breakpoints inside composite assertions can affect how the "stepping"
controls work. See "Stepping Through the Policy" for more details.

You can set a breakpoint in any number of ways:

• Click in the white space between the line number and assertion name in the top pane.
• Right-click an assertion and select [Toggle Breakpoint].
• Select an assertion and then click [Toggle Breakpoint].

You can clear a breakpoint in any number of ways:

• Click the breakpoint icon next to the assertion name.
• Right-click an assertion and select [Toggle Breakpoint].
• Select an assertion and then click [Toggle Breakpoint].
• Click [Remove All Breakpoints] to delete all breakpoints at once. This is useful if you want to replace all existing

breakpoints with new ones.

Tip:

Breakpoints are not saved when the debugger is closed, so it is not necessary to clear the breakpoints before returning to
your policy.

When processing is paused at a breakpoint, the assertion is highlighted in yellow to indicate the progress of the message.
Choose one of the "stepping" options below to continue.

Stepping Through the Policy

When processing is paused at a breakpoint, you can use one of the stepping options  o step through the policy manually.

Note:

If breakpoints exist inside a composite assertion or included policy, they take precedence over the stepping hierarchy. See
examples below for more details. 

Step Over

Click [Step Over] to step to the next non-disabled assertion at the same level. For composite assertions, [Step Over] moves to
the composite assertion parent, then to the next equal-level assertion immediately after the composite assertion. Shortcut key:
[F3]
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For example, consider the following:

   Assertion 1 <-- breakpoint here 
   Assertion 2 (composite assertion or policy fragment) 
      Child A 
      Child B
      Child C
   Assertion 3

How [Step Over] behaves:

• Assertion 1 --> Assertion 2 --> Assertion 3
• If also breakpoint at Child A: Assertion 1 --> Assertion 2 --> Child assertion A --> Assertion 3
• If also breakpoints at Childs A & C: Assertion 1 --> Assertion 2 --> Child A --> Child C --> Assertion 3

Step Into

Click [Step Into] to step to the next non-disabled assertion, regardless of hierarchy. Shortcut key: [F2]

Note:

It is not possible to step into the Run All Assertions Concurrently Assertion or an encapsulated assertion. Clicking [Step Into]
in this case has the same effect as [Step Over].

Step Out
Click [Step Out] to exit processing a composite assertion. This selects the next parent-level assertion. Shortcut key: Shift+[F3]

For example, consider the following:

   Assertion 1
   Assertion 2 (composite assertion or policy fragment) 
      Child A
      Child B <-- breakpoint here 
      Child C Assertion 2a (composite assertion or policy fragment) Child D Child E 
   Assertion 3

How [Step Out] behaves:

• From Child B --> Assertion 3
• If also breakpoint at Child D: Child B --> Child D --> Assertion 3
• If also breakpoints at Child D & E: Child B --> Child D --> Child E --> Assertion 3

Note:

Stepping out within a Run Assertions for Each Item Assertion steps out of the current loop only, not the entire assertion. If
there are more iterations remaining in this assertion, the debugger enters the loop again and then stops at the next breakpoint
within that assertion (if one exists). 

Resume
Click [Resume] to continue processing based on the policy logic. Processing continues until the next breakpoint or the end of
the policy, whichever comes first. (shortcut key: [F4])

Stop
Click [Stop] to stop debugging, but leave the Service Debugger dialog open. Policy processing continues in the background
until the end of the policy is reached.

Using the Context Variables Tree

The context variables tree displays the context variables that have been set as of a particular breakpoint. It offers an easy way
to "peek" into a variable in real time during processing. The context variables are listed in the following format:

name = {dataType} "value"
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Where:

• name is the name of the context variable
• dataType is the Java class name of the context variable (for example: String, Integer, Message, ArrayList)
• value is the value of the variable at that particular breakpoint

Example:
error.status = {String} "403"

Tip:

(1) The context variables are listed in alphabetical order. (2) You can copy any line in the context variables tree by selecting
it and pressing Ctrl-[C]. Note that child nodes need to be specifically selected (use the Shift or Ctrl keys to select). (3) The
context variables are retained when the debugger stops, but are cleared when the debugger is started again. 

Message Variables

For context variables of type Message, child nodes display the values for the attributes of the message; for example: 

Interpreting the example above:

• The context variable is a request message, where "request" is the root node of the variable. All
information about this variable are given in the child nodes.

• The three context variables for this message are:

• request.contentType 
• request.http.allheadervalues 
• request.mainpart

Tip:

These three variables are automatically shown in the context variables tree as you step through the policy.

• The variable request.http.allheadervalues is an array containing seven values. The child nodes list of the value of all the
headers in the message.

List Variables

For context variables of type List or Array, child nodes display the value of each index. For an example, see
"http.allheadervalues".

Context Variable Exceptions

Context variables set by the Evaluate Request XPath Assertion and Evaluate Response XPath Assertion do not show in the
context variables tree unless these context variables are used later in the policy. To make these variables visible, add an
assertion to the policy that uses these variables (for example, the Export Variables from Fragment Assertion). 

Context variables set by the Require WS-Addressing Assertion show in the context variables tree only if a prefix is defined
in the WS-Addressing Properties (a prefix is optional for this assertion). Exception: The ${<prefix>.elements} variable is
displayed in the context variables tree only if it is used later in the policy. 

Searching for a Context Variable

To locate a context variable quickly, type the first few characters of its name in the Search box to display all matching
variables. You can jump to a variable by clicking on the displayed name or by selecting it using the Up/Down arrow keys
followed by the [Enter] key. 
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The following are some search tips:

• The search is not case sensitive.
• The search will match the typed text anywhere within the variable name.
• Only variable names are matched; variable values are not included in the search.
• For nested variables, only the child portion of the name is matched. For example, the full name for the "contentType"

variable is actually "request.contentType". However you need to search for "contentType", not "request.contentType".

Manually Adding Context Variables

In addition to the context variables set in the policy, you can also manually add other context variables to the variable tree.
This allows you to view other built-in variables that are not displayed by default in the tree or to examine any custom context
variables. 

Context variables may be added while the debugger is running or stopped.

Note:

Manually added variables are not saved in the context variable tree when the debugger is closed.

To manually add another built-in context variable:

1. Choose the variable from the drop-down list below the context variable tree.
Click [Add]. The variable is added to the tree and is shown in blue to indicate a manually added variable. The variable is
 empty initially, until the debugger resumes.

To specify a custom context variable:

1. Type in the name of the custom variable in the box for the drop-down list , with or without the "${ }" wrapper characters.
The on-screen validator checks the syntax of the variable.

2. Click [Add]. The variable is added to the tree and is shown in blue to indicate a manually added variable. The variable is
empty initially, until the debugger resumes.

To remove a manually added variable from the tree:

• Right-click the variable and then select Delete.

Variables that are displayed by default (that is, those not manually added) cannot be removed.

Note:

• Working with the Debug Trace Policy
• Context Variables
• Gateway System Properties, specifically:

• com.l7tech.server.stepdebug.inactiveSessionCleanIntervalMillis
• com.l7tech.server.stepdebug.inactiveSessionTimeoutMillis

 Working with the Debug Trace Policy
The Policy Manager in the gateway has a special "trace policy" that can help you diagnose and
troubleshoot problems in a service policy, for both SOAP and non-SOAP services. When enabled, this
trace policy executes after each assertion has completed within the service being debugged.

The Policy Manager in the CA API Gateway has a special "trace policy" that can help you diagnose and troubleshoot problems
in a service policy, for both SOAP and non-SOAP services. When enabled, this trace policy executes after each assertion has
completed within the service being debugged.

The following is a partial list of the information that is passed to the trace policy for the assertion that just finished executing:

• service entity ID
• service ordinal
• policy entity ID
• policy ordinal
• assertion status

For a complete list of information available to the trace policy, see Debug Trace Policy Context Variables.

Warning:

WARNING: Enable policy debug tracing only for troubleshooting purposes. Do not enable it for production use. As
the trace policy is run for each assertion in the policy, performance is degraded significantly.
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This topic is divided into these sections:

Enabling the Debug Trace Policy

To enable the debug trace policy, select the Enable policy debug tracing option in the [General] tab of the Published Service
Properties. If there is an existing trace policy, it is used (new revision added), otherwise a new one is created.

After the tracing policy is enabled, it appears in the Services and Policies list with the name "[Internal Debug Trace Policy]",
which is fixed and cannot be changed.

When enabled, the trace policy is executed once for each assertion that completes in the target policy.

The following characteristics are unique to the debug trace policy:

• There is a single trace policy that is shared by all published services that have tracing enabled.
• The debug trace policy is edited like a normal policy, but cannot be deleted while it is in use (that is, enabled in the Service

Properties of any published service).
• The debug trace policy can access many debug-specific context variables that exist only while the trace policy is active.

See Debug Trace Policy Context Variables for details.
• The debug trace policy uses the same audit context as the policy being traced. For example, audit detail messages added

during tracing are combined with the detail messages from the target policy.
• The properties for a debug trace policy cannot be modified.
• The debug policy can optionally trace into the underlying policy fragment of an encapsulated assertion. For details,

see Encapsulated Assertion Configuration Properties.

Aside from the above exceptions, the debug trace policy behaves like any ordinary policy: policy revisions apply and you can
export or import the debug trace policy.

Deleting the Debug Trace Policy

When the debug trace policy is no longer required, you can delete it by right-clicking it in the Services and Policies list and
selecting Delete Policy. You cannot delete the trace policy if debug tracing is still enabled on any policy.

Tip:

If you delete the debug trace policy, it is recreated the next time policy debug tracing is enabled. However be aware that is an
entirely new trace policy—it does not have access to any policy revision history from the previously deleted trace policy. Do
not delete the trace policy if you want to keep its revision history.

Understanding the Debug Trace Policy

When the debug trace policy is enabled for the first time, it is created with a simple default policy (line wraps under "Audit
Details" in the illustration below have been added for clarity):

The default trace policy can be used immediately, without modification. It does the following:
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1. Enables auditing with the Audit Messages in Policy Assertion.
2. Adds the following details to the audit record using the Add Audit Detail Assertion Add Audit Detail assertion:

• name of the service
• name of the policy
• GUID of the policy
• number of the assertion within the policy
• name of the assertion
• status returned by the assertion

These details are retrieved from the corresponding Debug Trace Policy Context Variables  You may edit the default trace
policy as necessary.

More Complex Example

The following is a more complex trace policy that collects trace information for an entire request as a batch, then emails it to
someone, sending no more than one email per traced request:

   Set Context Variable: ${trace.out} = "${trace.out}
   TRACE: service.oid=${trace.service.oid} 
   assertion.number=${trace.assertion.numberstr}
   policy.guid=${trace.policy.guid}
   assertion.shortname=${trace.assertion.shortname}
   status=${trace.status}\n"
   At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True
      All Assertions Must Evaluate to True
         Compare Expression: ${trace.final} == "true"
         Send Email Alert: bob@acmecorp.com: subject=Debug trace for policy body="${trace.out}" 
      Continue Processing

In this more complex example, a new line beginning with "TRACE:" is appended to the ${trace.out} context variable each
time the trace policy is invoked for a request. When the debug trace is complete (${trace.final} returns "true"), the contents of
the ${trace.out} variable is emailed to bob@acmecorp.com.

Tip:

The trace policy can be as complex and full featured as any normal service policy, but CA Technologies highly recommends
keeping it as short and basic as possible. Remember, the full trace policy is executed each time an assertion completes in the
target policy.

Saving Trace Information to a File

To save the trace information to a log file:

1. Using the Manage Log/Audit Sinks task, create a log sink with the following properties:
Name: trace
Description: Save trace information to a file
Type: File
Severity Threshold: All
Selected Categories: Gateway Log, Audits (hold down [Ctrl] key to select both) 
 

2. Using the Manage Cluster-Wide Properties task, add the cluster property log.levels with the following line that is appended
to the value:
com.l7tech.server.trace.TracePolicyEvaluator.level = FINER

3. Configure your trace policy to accumulate any desired trace information in the context variable ${trace.out}. For example,
the policy sample under "More Complex Example" above is a good example.

4. When service consumption is complete, you can find the trace log file in this directory:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/logs 

Security Permissions

To edit a debug trace policy, you must have one or more roles that grant permission for:

mailto:bob@acmecorp.com
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•  Managing services
•  Managing policies
•  Managing cluster-wide properties

These can be either predefined roles or custom roles with the appropriate permissions.

Adding an Audit Sink to Debug Tracing

For a comprehensive debugging solution, configure an audit sink that runs in addition to a debug trace policy. This helps
troubleshoot issues such as the service policy terminating unexpectedly with a serious policy exception. When a policy
terminates abnormally, debug tracing also stops. The addition of an audit sink lets you take some action after the termination.

Note:

The audit sink policy cannot access any of the context variables?created by the debug trace policy.

If an audit sink is configured, it is invoked after a request finishes processing.  

To enable policy debug tracing:

1. Open the properties for the service being debugged.
2. In the [General] tab, select the Enable policy debug tracing check box.
3. Click [OK]. You are asked whether you want to edit the debug trace policy.

• Click [Yes] to open the trace policy for editing. You have a chance to save any currently open policy as a new revision.
• Click [No] to continue working in the current policy. You can edit the trace policy later by opening [Internal Debug

Trace Policy] from the Services and Policies list.

Once tracing is enabled, the trace policy is run every time an assertion completes in the service policy. The performance
impact depends on the complexity of the trace policy, but it is likely significant.

Tip:

To allow debug tracing to access the assertions within the underlying policy fragment ("backing policy") of an encapsulated
assertion, you must select the "Allow debug tracing into backing policy" check box in the Encapsulated Assertion
Configuration Properties.

 

 

Note:

• Working with the Service Debugger
• Debug Trace Policy Context Variables
• Manage Log/Audit Sinks
• Working with the Audit Sink Policy

 Export, Import a Policy
 

 

This section describes how to export a policy and all the various import options:

• How to export a policy to a XML file for backup or sharing purposes. Tip: Advanced users can modify the policy by
editing the raw XML. 

• How to import a policy from a file or via a UDDI Registry.
• How to extract a WS-Policy document from a URL in the UDDI registry.
• How to resolve dependency issues when importing file.

 Exporting a Policy
The Policy Manager allows you to export a policy to a file. Use this feature to share policies internally
or externally, or to save copies of policies for record-keeping purposes. Exported policies that are saved
locally can be renamed, deleted, or edited by replacement.

The Policy Manager allows you to export a policy to a file. Use this feature to share policies internally or externally, or to save
copies of policies for record-keeping purposes. Exported policies that are saved locally can be renamed, deleted, or edited by
replacement.
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It is recommended that you only export valid policies. Validation confirms the proper configuration and organization of a
policy. See Validating a Policy for more information. An exported policy may contain disabled assertions. If security zones
have been defined, you must have Read permissions to the policy in order to export.

The portable policy XML file generated during export includes references to:

• The identity providers belonging to the users and groups in the policy
• The JMS routing endpoints, or destinations, if included in the policy, and
• Any custom assertions, if present in the policy.

When exporting a policy using the browser client version of the Policy Manager, the Java applet must be running in the trusted
mode. For more information, see Policy Manager Browser Client.

To export a policy:

1. Open the policy to be exported using either of the following methods:

• Right-click the service name in the Services and Policies list and then select Active Policy Assertions. Or,
• Double-click the service name in the Services and Policies list.

2. Click [Export Policy] on the Policy Tool Bar or select The Export Policy dialog appears.
3. Do one of the following:

• If using the standard client: Either use the default directory offered or navigate to another location. If you use the
default location (".l7tech\policy.templates"), the exported policy will appear under the Policy Templates section of the
[Assertions] tab.

Note:

Only exported policies saved as a template in the default directory will appear under the Policy Templates section of
the [Assertions] tab. Policies saved to any other location will not appear in the Policy Templates section. Policies can
be imported regardless of their saved locations. 

• If using the browser client: Navigate to a folder of your choice to save the template.

Note:

Be sure to note the location of the saved templates for later import. This is because there is no Policy Templates section
in the [Assertions] tab for the browser client version.

4. Enter a descriptive name for the exported policy and then click [Save]. The policy is exported as a portable XML file which
encapsulates all of the assertions and back-end settings. The policy appears under Policy Templates in the [Assertions] tab
(standard client version only).

Tip:

You can open the exported XML file in a text editor to view policy details. Be sure you have a backup before you make any
modifications to the file.

 Importing a Policy from a File
The Policy Manager allows you to import a policy into the policy development window from a file. This
ensures policy consistency and saves configuration time. Importing a policy is particularly useful for
sharing policies with external departments, partners, and others who have separate Gateway installations.

The Policy Manager allows you to import a policy into the policy development window from a file. This ensures policy
consistency and saves configuration time. Importing a policy is particularly useful for sharing policies with external
departments, partners, and others who have separate Gateway installations.

The imported XML file encapsulates all of the originating policy information. Any disabled assertions in the imported policy
will remain disabled after import.

When importing a policy using the browser client version of the Policy Manager, the Java applet must be running in the trusted
mode. For more information, see Policy Manager Browser Client.

Note:

When importing encapsulated assertions, do not use the policy import feature if you want to import an encapsulated assertion.
To correctly import an encapsulated assertion, use the Import button in the Manage Encapsulated Assertions Configuration
dialog.

Note the following security zone considerations:

• If the policy being imported belongs to a security zone, you must have a security role that permits updating of the policy.
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• If the policy being imported contains assertions that have been placed in a security zone, you must have a security role that
has Read permissions for those assertions, otherwise you will not be able to save the imported policy.

To import a policy from a file:

1. Make sure the service that is receiving the imported policy is open. If not, double-click the service in the Services and
Policies list, or right-click the service name and select Active Policy Assertions. The policy development window appears.

2. Import your policy using either of the following methods:

Method Description

Import from "Policy Templates"

(Standard client only)

Use this method if the policy you want is visible under
the Policy Templates section of the [Assertions] tab. This
method is not available in the browser client version of
Policy Manager.

Do one of the following:

• Drag and drop the policy you want from the Policy
Templates section into the policy development window.

• Select the template in the Policy Templates section and
click the Add Assertion button in the Assertions Tool
Bar.

Import from any file

(Standard and Browser client version)

Use this method to import version 3.0 or later XML policy
files.

Note:

In the browser client, importing is possible only when the
Java applet is running in the trusted mode.

 

1.1 Click [Import Policy] on the Policy Tool Bar. The
default folder for storing saved templates appears.

2.1 Select the template to import. If the policy was not
stored in the default location, navigate to the correct
folder first.

3.1 Click [Open].

Note:

When you import a policy, the target policy in the policy development window is completely replaced by the
elements in the incoming policy template. These include policy assertions, policy fragments, identity providers, JMS
destination references, and any custom assertion, if present.

3. Before importing the policy into the policy development window, the Policy Manager automatically attempts to resolve the
back-end requirements of the imported policy against the back-end configuration of the target policy's Gateway.

• If the automatic reconciliation is successful, the imported policy will appear in the policy development window.
• If the automatic reconciliation is not successful, the Resolve External Dependencies Wizard appears. Use this wizard to

instruct the Policy Manager how to handle each unresolved element.

The wizard appears if the imported policy contains references to elements that are not present on the target system. This
will typically happen if the policy came from another system or if the policy refers to an element (for example, a user or
group) that had been deleted since the policy was originally exported.

The Policy Manager compares the object-level property values of the imported identity provider with each identity provider
configured in the target Gateway. A difference in even one value will cause a reconciliation failure.

4. The routing assertion(s) and other assertions in the policy development window are specific to the service that originated
the policy. Edit the assertions for the target service as required:

• See Message Routing Assertions to re-configure the replaced routing assertion with service-specific information
• See Policy Assertions Overview to re-configure other assertions as required.

Ensure that policy edits conform to the policy and assertion rules outlined in Policy Organization.
5. Finish the import procedure by doing the following:
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• Proceed to Validating a Policy to perform a final validation check on the policy. When the policy passes the validation
process, enable the service, if necessary

• If the imported policy contains a Validate XML Schema assertion that includes an import statement, then you will need
to resolve the external reference(s) using the Manage Global Resources task.

• (Optional) Export the validated policy as a new policy template, or use it to replace an existing template. This provides
a backup of your policy for safekeeping.

 Importing a Policy via UDDI Registry
Importing a policy via the UDDI registry is similar to importing a policy from a file, except that the
source is not a policy XML file on a hard disk, but rather XML resolved from an HTTP URL published in
a UDDI registry.

Importing a policy via the UDDI registry is similar to importing a policy from a file, except that the source is not a policy
XML file on a hard disk, but rather XML resolved from an HTTP URL published in a UDDI registry.

Note:

Importing a policy via the UDDI registry is supported in the browser client version of the Policy Manager only when the Java
applet is running in the trusted mode.

To import a policy via the UDDI Registry:

1. Make sure the service that is receiving the imported policy is open. If not, double-click the service in the [Services] tab, or
right-click the service name and select Policy Assertions. The policy development window appears.

2. Click [Import from UDDI] on the Policy Tool Bar. The Import WS-Policy from URL in UDDI Registry wizard appears.
3. Complete the wizard to import the policy.

 Import WS-Policy from URL in UDDI Registry Wizard
The Import WS-Policy from URL in UDDI Registry Wizard extracts a WS-Policy document from a URL
in the UDDI registry. This wizard starts when you attempt to import a policy via the UDDI registry.

The Import WS-Policy from URL in UDDI Registry Wizard extracts a WS-Policy document from a URL in the UDDI
registry. This wizard starts when you attempt to import a policy via the UDDI registry.

Note:

Importing a policy via the UDDI registry is supported in the browser client version of the Policy Manager only when the Java
applet is running in the trusted mode.

Wizard Step Description

Step 1: Select Policy from UDDI Select the policy from the UDDI registry to be imported:

1. Select the registry to use from the UDDI Registries
drop-down list. These registries were defined using the
Manage UDDI Registries task. Only enabled registries are
displayed.

2. Optionally type a few characters of the policy name in the
Policy name field. This will help narrow down the search
if there are many policies stored in the UDDI registry.
Leave this field blank to see all the policies.

3. Click [Search]. The policies containing the string entered
above are displayed. If no string was entered, all policies
are listed.

4. Select the policy you want and then click [Next].

Note:

You will see an error if the selected policy does not resolve
to a policy document. If this happens, try another policy. If
no policy yields a policy document, then you cannot import a
policy from the specified UDDI registry.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 2: Complete Import Process Review the details for the selected policy to ensure that you
have selected the correct one. Click [Finish] to close the
wizard and import the policy into the policy development
window.

 Resolve External Dependencies Wizard
The Resolve External Dependencies Wizard lets you manually reconcile the following from an imported
policy:

The Resolve External Dependencies Wizard lets you manually reconcile the following from an imported policy:

• Custom assertions
• Identity providers
• JDBC connections
• JMS routing endpoints
• Policy fragments
• Private keys
• CA Single Sign-On configurations
• Trusted certificates
• XML schemas

This wizard appears when Policy Manager is unable to automatically reconcile these elements during import. 

The steps that appear in this wizard depend on the elements that require manual reconciliation; the steps shown in the above
figure are just an example. The table below describes all the external dependencies that can be resolved by this wizard.

Note that you can click [Cancel] at any time to cancel the importing of the policy.

Dependency Description

Unknown custom assertion The incoming policy contains one or more custom assertions
that are not configured in the target policy is listed. Choose a
solution:

• Remove the unknown assertion from the import.
• Ignore the error and import the assertions as-is.

Unresolved global resource The incoming policy contains assertions that reference an
unresolved global resource. The missing global resource
details are displayed. Choose a solution:

• Remove the assertions from the policy that refer to the
missing global resource.

• Ignore the error and import the assertions as-is.
• Click [Add Global Resource] to manually add the

missing global resource to the Policy Manager. Complete
the Edit Global Resource dialog.
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Dependency Description

Unknown identity provider The incoming policy contains assertions referring an identity
provider that is unknown in the target policy. Details of the
identity provider are displayed. Choose a solution:

• Select a local identity provider to substitute for the
imported identity provider. This option is available only
when there is another identity provider of the same type to
choose.

• Remove the assertions from the policy that refer to the
missing identity provider

• Ignore the error and import the assertions as-is
• Click [Create a new Identity Provider] to configure

a new identity provider. Use the details displayed to
assist you, if necessary. Complete the Federated Identity
Provider Wizard or LDAP Identity Provider Wizard that
appears.

• Exit the wizard and edit an existing identity provider so
that its properties match the imported identity provider.
Repeat the import process and then choose the first option
in the wizard ("Change assertions to use this identity
provider").

Tip:

When creating or editing an identity provider, consult the
properties values of the imported identity provider found in
the imported policy XML file. Open the file in a text editor
and note the values in the "<exp:References>" parameter.
Policies displayed under Policy Templates can be found in
the ".l7tech\policy.templates" directory.

Unresolved JDBC connections The incoming policy contains a JDBC connection that cannot
be resolved in the target policy. The name of the missing
JDBC connection is displayed. Choose a solution:

• Select another connection from the drop-down list.
• Remove the assertions from the policy that refer to the

missing connection.
• Ignore the error and import the assertions as-is.
• Click [Manage JDBC Connections] to create a

new JDBC connection. Complete the Manage JDBC
Connections dialog.
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Dependency Description

Unresolved JMS routing endpoint The incoming policy contains a Route via JMS assertion or
JMS endpoints that cannot be resolved in the target policy.
Details of the missing JMS endpoints are displayed. Choose a
solution:

• Change the assertions to use another JMS endpoint
selected from the drop-down list. This option is available
only when there is another JMS endpoint to choose.

• Remove the assertions from the policy that refer to the
missing endpoint.

• Ignore the error and import the assertions as-is.
• Click [Manage JMS Destinations] to create a new JMS

endpoint. Complete the Manage JMS Destinations dialog.
• Exit the wizard and edit existing inbound/outbound

queues to match the configuration of the imported queue
references. Repeat the import process and then choose the
first option in the wizard ("Change assertions to use this
endpoint").

Tip:

When creating or editing a JMS destination, consult the
properties values of the imported queues found in the
imported policy XML file. Open the file in a text editor and
note the values in the "<exp:References>" parameter. Policies
displayed under Policy Templates can be found in the ".l7tech
\policy.templates" directory.

Unresolved policy fragments The incoming policy contains a policy fragment that has the
same name as an existing fragment, but has a different GUID.
You are prompted to enter a new name for the incoming
policy fragment.

Note:

If the incoming policy has the same GUID as an existing
fragment but different contents, the Resolve External
Dependencies Wizard does not appear. Instead, you are
notified that the existing fragment will be used instead of the
incoming fragment.

Unresolved private keys The incoming policy contain a private key that is not present
in the target policy. Details of the missing key are displayed.
Choose a solution:

• Use default private key: Select this option to use the
default SSL key for the target policy.

• Use custom private key: Select this option to choose
another private key from the drop-down list. You can
click [Manage Private Keys] to import or create new
private keys or to view details for any key.

• Remove all assertions from the incoming policy that refer
to the missing private key.

• Import the erroneous assertions without changes. You will
need to correct this error later to prevent policy execution
errors.
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Dependency Description

Unresolved CA Single Sign-On Configuration The incoming policy contains assertions referencing a CA
Single Sign-On configuration that does not exist in the target
policy. The following missing CA Single Sign-On details are
displayed:

Configuration Name
Hostname

Choose a solution:

• Change the assertion to reference another CA Single Sign-
On configuration that does exist in the policy.

• Remove the assertions that refer to the missing
configuration.

• Ignore the error and import the assertions as-is.
• Click [Create CA Single Sign-On Configuration] to

create a new CA Single Sign-On configuration.

Unresolved stored passwords The incoming policy contains one or more assertions that
refer to unknown stored (secure) passwords. The details for
the unknown stored passwords are displayed. Choose an
action:

• Change the incoming assertions to use another stored
password instead. Either choose a stored password from
the drop-down list. If the password you require is not
listed, click [Create Stored Passwords] to define one
now.

• Remove all assertions from the incoming policy that refer
to the missing stored password.

• Import the erroneous assertions without changes. You will
need to correct this error later to prevent policy validation
errors.

Unresolved trusted certificate The incoming policy contains one or more assertions that
refer to unknown trusted certificates. The details for the
unknown certificate are displayed. Choose an action:

• Change the incoming assertions to use another trusted
certificate instead. Either select a certificate listed and
then click [Select a Certificate] or click [Create a new
certificate] to create a new trusted certificate.

• Remove all assertions from the incoming policy that refer
to the missing trusted certificate.

• Import the erroneous assertions without changes. You will
need to correct this error later to prevent policy execution
errors.
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Dependency Description

Unresolved XML schemas The incoming policy contains assertions that refer to an
unresolved external schema. Information about the missing
external schema is shown. Choose an action:

• Change the assertion to use another schema from the
drop-down list. This option is not available if no other
suitable schemas are available.

Note:

If a target namespace is listed, then only schemas from
that namespace are shown, otherwise all namespaces
are shown. Ensure that the schema you choose is an
appropriate schema to use as a replacement, as the wizard
does not check for appropriateness.

• Remove the Validate XML Schema assertions that
reference the missing schema.

• Ignore the error and import the assertions as-is. The
wizard indicates whether the reference is currently valid
or invalid (depending on schemas added using [Add
External Schema]). If the reference is invalid, you will
need to correct this error later to prevent policy execution
errors.

• Click [Add External Schema] to add a new schema to
the Gateway.

When the wizard is finished, the imported policy will appear in the policy development window.

Note:

If you chose "Import assertion as-is" in any wizard step, then the imported policy will contain validation errors. These errors
must be corrected before the policy is used.

 Searching the UDDI Registry
The Search UDDI dialog allows you to search a UDDI registry while performing the following tasks:

The Search UDDI dialog allows you to search a UDDI registry while performing the following tasks:

• When publishing a SOAP web service, you can enter either the URL or file path to the WSDL document. If a UDDI
registry has been configured, you can also search the UDDI to retrieve the appropriate URL.

• When publishing a business service, you can search a UDDI registry for a specific business entity.

Note:

Before you can search a UDDI registry, ensure that the UDDI registry product is correctly installed and at least one UDDI
registry has been configured in the Gateway. 

To search a UDDI registry:

1. Do one of the following:

• Click [UDDI] button in Step 1 of the Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard. If the [UDDI] button is not visible, then no
UDDI registries were configured. 

• Click the [Select] button on the [UDDI] tab of the Service Properties dialog.

The Search UDDI dialog is displayed. The following example shows the dialog that is displayed when searching for a
WSDL URL from a UDDI registry.

2. Configure the search as follows:

Setting Description

UDDI Registries From the drop-down list, select the UDDI registry to be
searched. Only registries that are enabled are shown.
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Setting Description

Service Name To refine your search, you can optionally specify that the
Service Name Contains or Equals the string of characters
that you specify. ('Contains' encloses the search string
within '%' characters.)

Leave the Service Name search field blank to retrieve all
available services.

Case Sensitive Select this check box to make the search case sensitive.

Allow Wildcards Select this check box to use the percent symbol (%)
wildcard to match any number of characters, or the
underscore symbol (_) to match any single character.

Wildcards can be used with both 'Contains' and 'Equals'.
When used with 'Contains', they work in addition to the '%'
already added to the start and end of the entered search text.

Retrieve WSDL URL in search results

(only for Service searches)

Select this check box to retrieve the WSDL URL for each
service in the search results. Clearing this check box will
improve the search performance as only a single UDDI
query needs to be made.

Tip:

Many UDDI queries are required to assemble the list
of service names and WSDL locations. By omitting the
WSDL URL, fewer searches are required and the results
are returned more quickly. When you select a service, the
WSDL location is then resolved for that service.

[Search] Click this button to begin the search. The search will run
until it returns results or is cancelled by the user.

Results The number of items found is displayed. The table shows
the results of the search.

The WSDL Locations column will be blank if the Retrieve
WSDL URL in search results check box is not selected.

Show select wsdl:port dialog

(only for Service searches)

Select this check box if you need to select a specific port to
use from the WSDL. See "Selecting a wsdl:port" below for
more information.

3. Click [Select] after selecting the Business Service or Business Entity. The Search UDDI dialog closes and your selected
service is added to the previous dialog.

Selecting a wsdl:port

When the Show select wsdl:port check box is selected, the "Select wsdl:port" dialog is displayed after you select a row and
click [Select]. This dialog allows you to select a specific wsdl:port to use.

Tip:

Why select a wsdl:port? You will do this if you want to place the published service's WSDL to be under the control of the
UDDI registry. Once the WSDL is under UDDI control, its possible to enable monitoring. Monitoring cannot be enabled
unless the Gateway knows which specific wsdl:port (bindingTemplate) in the UDDI Business Service to monitor.

Technical Note

When a Gateway publishes a WSDL to a UDDI Registry, it may publish each wsdl:port twice, if the Gateway cluster defines
an HTTPS and an HTTP endpoint. When this happens, the search results will shown more than a single wsdl:port and possibly
namespace with the same values. In this case the endpoint values should differ by protocol. For WSDL's published to UDDI
which do not originate from the Gateway, the wsdl:port and namespace columns uniquely identify each wsdl:port from a
WSDL.
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 Internal Use Policies
An internal use policy is a special preconfigured policy that is designed to achieve a specific outcome.
These policies are prepackaged in every .

An internal use policy is a special preconfigured policy that is designed to achieve a specific outcome. These policies are
prepackaged in every API Gateway.

To use an internal use policy, choose "Internal Use Policy" as the policy type when creating a new policy, then choose the
policy to use from the list of policy tags. For more information, see Create a Policy or Policy Fragment.

The following internal use policies are currently available on the API Gateway:

• wsdm-notifications
• Audit Message Filter
• Audit Viewer

wsdm-notifications

The wsdm-notifications policy is evaluated for each WSDM notification message. This message is related to a subscription
added via the "WSDM Subscription Service" internal service. In this policy, the request is initialized to the notification
messasge.

This policy adds a A Route via HTTP(S) assertion that routes to ${esmNotificationUrl}, which refers to the
value of the "<wsnt:Subscribe><wsnt:ConsumerReference><wsa:Address>" tag of the Subscribe method in
EsmSubscriptionManagementServiceBinding.

Audit Message Filter (AMF) Policy

The AMF policy is designed to remove sensitive data from messages and to protect data prior to auditing. This policy is
intended to be used in conjunction with the AV (Audit Viewer) policy.

After the service policy and any global policy fragment completes, the AMF policy will be executed for each request and/or
the response that will be audited. This allows the policy author to (for example) remove sensitive data from the message or
apply any necessary encryption or signature to the message.

 

Note:

The request message that is run through the AMF policy may have undergone a security undecoration process by the API
Gateway. As a result, it may not be the same as the request first received by the API Gateway.

 

A message is audited under the following conditions:

1. The policy contains the Audit Messages in Policy assertion, configured with a sufficiently high level.
2. An assertion fails, causing the target message to be audited. (This assumes the audit.hinting cluster property is set to its

default value of "true".)

If the AMF policy completes successfully, the value in the request or response message is passed onto the API
Gateway auditing subsystem (either the internal database and/or an audit log sink, if one has been configured). If the AMF
policy fails (that is, one of its assertions returns any assertion status code other than '0'), then the message is not sent to the
auditing subsystem. Instead, an audit detail is added to the audit record stating that the AMF policy failed for the relevant
message—request or response.

 

Note:

The Audit Message Filter policy only runs for policy message audits. To learn more about this type of audit and about API
Gateway auditing in general, see Message Auditing.

 

Keep in mind the following when using the AMF policy:

• Only one AMF policy can be created per API Gateway cluster.
• This policy cannot access context variables created by any other service policy or global policy fragment.
• Auditing within an AMF policy is disabled.
• The output of the AMF policy must be text/xml for it to work with the AV policy.
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• The AMF policy may use the audit viewer subject certificate as the recipient certificate for the (Non-SOAP) Encrypt XML
assertion. If you create an AMF policy after designating an AV key, then the default AMF policy will encrypt for the AV
key. However, there is currently no warning if the recipient certificate is something other than the designated AV key.

Understanding the Default AMF Policy

The following default policy is created when you add an AMF policy (assuming that all the assertions are licensed):

The default policy contains these assertions to help you get started:

• Encode/Decode Data Assertion: This assertion encodes the request into Base64 format, which offers the greatest
flexibility in handling the various message types.

• Set Context Variable Assertion: This assertion creates an XML Message variable using an arbitrary API Gateway schema
containing the Base64 data.

• (Non-SOAP) Encrypt XML Element Assertion: This assertion encrypts the XML message into the request.

Use the default assertions as a starting point to help you create your own AMF policy. For more information, see Create a
Policy.

 

Tip:

Develop your AMF policy as policy fragments. This makes it easier for testing and troubleshooting. For more information,
see Working with Policy Fragments.

 

Audit Viewer (AV) Policy

The AV policy can be invoked when viewing audits (for audit messages or audit details) in the Gateway Audit Events window.
The AV policy is intended to reverse the actions of the AMF policy. Using security roles, you can restrict the AV policy
only to individuals who have a business need to view data protected by the AMF policy. The AV policy uses a special "audit
viewer" private key to enforce this restricted access.

For information on viewing audits, see Gateway Audit Events. For information on the audit viewer private key, see Private
Key Properties.

The AV policy takes messages (requests or responses) that were encrypted by the AMF policy and displays them in decrypted
form in the Gateway Audit Events window.

Keep in mind the following when using the AV policy:

• Only one AV policy can be created per API Gateway cluster.
• The AV policy assumes that the audit message or detail to be processed is in XML format (Content-Type 'text/xml'). If it is

not, then the AV policy cannot process it.
• This policy cannot access context variables created by any other service policy or global policy fragment.
• Avoid using the Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion in the AV policy.

Understanding the Default AV Policy

The following default policy is created when you add an AV policy (assuming that all the assertions are licensed).
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The default policy contains these assertions:

• (Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML Element Assertion: This assertion decrypts the XML that was encrypted by the AMF policy.
• Evaluate Request XPath Assertion: This assertion uses an XPATH query to extract the Base64 data from the request.
• Encode/Decode Data Assertion: This assertion decodes the results back to text/xml format.

The default assertions are designed to reverse the effects of the default AMF policy. Use them as a starting point to help you
create your own AV policy. For more information, see Create a Policy.

Tip:

Develop your AV policy as policy fragments. This makes it easier for testing and troubleshooting. Policy fragments can also be
used to protect data audited via the Add Audit Detail Assertion. For more information, see Working with Policy Fragments.

 Key Usage Enforcement Policy
A Key Usage Enforcement policy is XML code that dictates how an X.509 Certificate may be used by
the gateway. This policy is in effect by default, but is ignored if key usage is overridden to provide more
lenient usage.

A Key Usage Enforcement policy is XML code that dictates how an X.509 Certificate may be used by the CA API Gateway.
This policy is in effect by default, but is ignored if key usage is overridden to provide more lenient usage.

The default enforcement policy delivered with the Gateway should be adequate for most scenarios, but you can override it with
a customized version if you have specific enforcement needs.

Note:

Creating a Key Usage Enforcement policy is intended for advanced technical users.

Contents:

To use a customized key usage enforcement policy:

1. Access the Manage Cluster-Wide Properties task.
2. Add the new key usage enforcement policy to the pkix.keyUsagePolicy cluster property. A sample template is given below

to help you get started.
3. Restart the Gateway.

Recognized Action Names

The following key usage activity names are recognized by the Gateway:

Action Description Notes

verifyXml Verifies signed XML using public key  

encryptXml Encrypts XML with public key, for
private key

 

sslServerRemote Allows handshake with remote server
certificate

The client performs this check during an
outgoing SSL connection.

sslClientRemote Allows handshake with remote client
certificate

The server performs this check during
an incoming SSL connection.

verifyClientCert Verifies certificates signed by this
certificate

Check performed during certificate
chain verification.

verifyCrl Verifies the Certificate Revocation List
signed by this certificate

Check performed by Gateway's
CertValidationProcessor during
authentication and during outbound
SSL.

decryptXml Decrypts XML with public key that was
encrypted using the private key

This action is highly unusual. The
Gateway never attempts to do this in
normal use.

signXml Signs XML using public key This action is highly unusual. The
Gateway never attempts to do this in
normal use.
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Sample Enforcement Policy Template

Use the following sample template to help you get started. Refer to the embedded comments for more details.

   <keyusagepolicy xmlns="http://www.layer7tech.com/ws/keyusage">
   <!-- A permit rule without an action applies to every action -->
   <permit><req>anyExtendedKeyUsage</req></permit><!-- A permit rule without requirements always
 succeeds -->
   <permit action="signXml"/> <permit action="decryptXml"/>
   <!-- Multiple permit rules may be specified for an activity.At least one permit rule must succeed. -->
   <permit action="verifyXml"><req>digitalSignature</req></permit>
   <permit action="verifyXml"><req>nonRepudiation</req></permit>
   <!-- Multiple requirements may be specified for a permit rule.
   All requirements must match for that permit rule to succeed. -->
   <permit action="sslClientRemote"><req>digitalSignature</req><req>keyEncipherment</req></
permit>
   <permit action="sslClientRemote"><req>nonRepudiation</req><req>keyEncipherment</req></
permit>
   <!-- An ext. key usage requirement may use a dotted-decimal OID. -->
   <permit action="sslClientRemote"><req>1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.2</req></permit>
   <permit action="encryptXml"><req>keyEncipherment</req></permit>
   <permit action="sslServerRemote"><req>keyEncipherment</req></permit>
   <permit action="sslServerRemote"><req>keyAgreement</req></permit>
   <permit action="sslServerRemote"><req>id-kp-serverAuth</req></permit>
   <permit action="verifyClientCert"><req>keyCertSign</req></permit>
   <permit action="verifyCrl"><req>cRLSign</req></permit>
   </keyusagepolicy>

To create an "Or" logic permission within an action, use this syntax:

   <!-- key_usage_value_1 or key_usage_value_2 is required for permission of action_value -->
      <permit action="action_value"><req>key_usage_value_1></req></permit>
      <permit action="action_value"><req>key_usage_value_2></req></permit>

To create an "And" logic permission within an action, use this syntax:

  <!-- both key_usage_value_1 and key_usage_value_2 are required for permission of action_value -->
      <permit action="action_value"><req>key_usage_value_1></req><req>key_usage_value_2></req></
permit>

Notes from sample template:

• The enforcer may do zero, one, or two passes through the policy depending on what critical extensions are present:

• If there is neither a critical KeyUsage nor a critical ExtKeyUsage in the certificate, the enforcer always permits the
activity.

• If there is a critical KeyUsage, the enforcer will scan the policy from top to bottom for a matching KeyUsage permit
rule. If it reaches the end of the policy without finding one, the policy is denied. A permit rule pertains to the KeyUsage
if it is a blanket permit, or if it contains a requirements for one of the standard KeyUsage bit names:

cRLSign
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dataEncipherment
decipherOnly
digitalSignature
encipherOnly
keyAgreement
keyCertSign
keyEncipherment
nonRepudiation

• • If there is a critical ExtKeyUsage, the enforcer will scan the policy from top to bottom for a matching ExtKeyUsage
permit rules. If it reaches the end of the policy without finding one, the activity is denied. A permit rule pertains to the
ExtKeyUsage if it is a blanket permit, or if it contains a requirement for a dotted-decimal OID string, or a requirement
for one of the recognized ExtKeyUsage names:

any
anyExtendedKeyUsage
id-kp-clientAuth
id-kp-codeSigning
id-kp-emailProtection
id-kp-ipsecEndSystem
id-kp-ipsecTunnel
id-kp-ipsecUser
id-kp-OCSPSigning
id-kp-serverAuth
id-kp-smartcardlogon
id-kp-timeStamping
id-pkix-ocsp-nocheck

• A permit rule for an activity that contains no requirements is a blanket permit for that activity.
• A KeyUsage matches a permit rule if every requirement in the permit rule has the corresponding bit set in the KeyUsage.
• An ExtKeyUsage matches a permit rule if every requirement in the permit rule has the corresponding OID present in the

ExtKeyUsage.
• A single permit rule that mixes KeyUsage and ExtKeyUsage requirements inside the same <permit> element can never be

matched, since no possible KeyUsage or ExtKeyUsage will be capable of matching all its requirements. A rule such as this
is likely an error.

 Multiple Policy Tabs
When you open a policy version for editing, it is displayed in its own tab within the policy development
window. Once you have reached the maximum number of tabs (set in the Preferences dialog), the Policy
Manager automatically closes the oldest tab for which there are no unsaved changes. If there are no
unsaved tabs, you are prompted to manually close some tabs.

When you open a policy version for editing, it is displayed in its own tab within the policy development window. Once you
have reached the maximum number of tabs (set in the Preferences dialog), the Policy Manager automatically closes the oldest
tab for which there are no unsaved changes. If there are no unsaved tabs, you are prompted to manually close some tabs.

To close a tab, do either of the following:

• Click the 'x' to the right of the tab title.
• Right-click the tab and select one of the close tab commands. These close commands mimic those used in Web browsers.

Note that the Reopen Closed Tab command will not work if the policy revision from the closed tab no longer exists.

The following are additional hints and tips relating to policy tabs:

• You can choose how tabs should be displayed once you reach the browser's width: either wrap onto multiple rows (default)
or maintain a single row that requires scrolling. This is set in the Preferences dialog.

• You can define how many tabs can be open at once in the policy editor workspace (maximum 100). When the maximum
is reached, the Policy Manager will automatically close the least recently-used tab with no unsaved changes. This is set in
the Preferences dialog.

• The Policy Manager remembers the open tabs when you disconnect (or when timeout occurs) and will reopen them for you
the next time.

• The Policy Manager automatically updates all open tabs if the service name is changed or when a policy's active status is
changed.

• When a service is deleted, all tabs related to that service are closed, regardless of whether there are unsaved changes.
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• An asterisk (*) appears next to the names of the tabs with unsaved changes.
• Closing the last tab will result in a blank panel. Click [Home] in the main tool bar to return to the home screen.
• Tab titles too long to display are truncated on the interface, but will appear in full in a tooltip when you point at the tab.
• Each tab maintains its own settings for: (1) settings from the policy tool bar: Show Comments, Show Assertion Numbers,

(2) all settings for the policy search bar, and (3) position of the dividing line between the policy development window and
the Policy Validation Messages pane.

 Multiple X.509 Signatures in Policies
The can create or validate multiple signatures in a message with multiple identities involved.

The API Gateway can create or validate multiple signatures in a message with multiple identities involved.

Note:

The API Gateway - XML VPN Client does not support multiple signatures in a message. Service consumption will always fail
when there are multiple signatures in the response/request.

When multiple signatures are in use, there is more than one identity responsible for the contents of a message. A policy must
be constructed in a way to indicate which identity is responsible for signing the various parts of a message. The signing
identities may originate from different identity providers, for example:

   At least one assertion must evaluate to true:
      User: Alice [Internal Identity Provider]
      User: Bob [Internal Identity Provider]
      Member of Group: Service Users [My Federated Provider]

In the example above, the policy is indicating that any of the identities ("Alice", "Bob", or "Service Users") are permitted as
the signing identity.

There may be instances where it is not possible to distinguish between multiple signing identities, or when one of the identities
does not correspond to an existing Group or Identity Provider. In this case, identity tagging can be used during authentication:

   At least one assertion must evaluate to true:
      User: Alice [Internal Identity Provider] as "user"
      User: Bob [Internal Identity Provider] as "user"
      Member of Group: Service Users [My Federated Provider] as "user"

In the example above, the identity tag is "user". Here is another example:

   Authenticate against: My Federated Provider as "identity1"
   Authenticate against: My Federated Provider as "identity2"

Where "identity1" and "identity2" are the identity tags. For more information on using identity tags, see Identity Tags.

How to Permit Multiple Signatures

To permit multiple X.509 signatures in a policy, you must select the Allow multiple signatures check box in the Require WS-
Security Signature Credentials Assertion:

You will also need to set the cluster property wss.processor.allowMultipleTimestampSignatures to "true".

Note:

The Require WS-Security Signature Credentials assertion will fail if a message has multiple X.509 signatures but the "Allow
multiple signatures" check box is not selected. 
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 Non-XML Messages
Certain assertions expect an XML payload and will fail if such a Content-Type is not detected at runtime.
If your published service is expected to process both XML and non-XML messages, or process messages
without payloads (such as GET or DELETE requests), then you should structure your policy to separate
XML processing from non-XML processing. This will prevent inconsequential assertion failures from
affecting the outcome of your policy.

Certain assertions expect an XML payload and will fail if such a Content-Type is not detected at runtime. If your published
service is expected to process both XML and non-XML messages, or process messages without payloads (such as GET or
DELETE requests), then you should structure your policy to separate XML processing from non-XML processing. This will
prevent inconsequential assertion failures from affecting the outcome of your policy.

For example, the Protect Against Document Structure Threats assertion is designed to detect XML threats and will fail when
processing a non-XML message. However, failing in this manner has little consequence, since non-XML messages cannot
contain an XML threat.

Assertions that Require XML

The following assertions require that a message be XML:

(Non-SOAP) Check Results from XML Verification
(Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML Element
(Non-SOAP) Encrypt XML Element
(Non-SOAP) Sign XML Element
(Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element
Add or Remove XML Elements(s)
Apply XSL Transformation
Document Structure Threats
Evaluate Request XPath
Evaluate Response XPath
Require XPath Credentials
Validate XML Schema
Assertions that Require SOAP

The following assertions not only require that the request be in XML but that it be SOAP:

Add WS-Addressing
Add or Remove WS-Security
Add Security Token
Add Timestamp
Configure WS-Security Decoration
Encrypt Element
Encode to MTOM Format
Enforce WS-Security Policy Compliance
Enforce WS-I BSP Compliance
Enforce WS-I SAML Compliance
Evaluate WSDL Operation
Exchange Credentials using WS-Trust
Process SAML Authentication Request 
Process RSTR Response
Require Encrypted Element
Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials
Require SAML Token Profile
Require Signed Element
Require Timestamp
Require WS-Addressing
Require WS-Secure Conversation
Require WS-Security Kerberos Token Profile Credentials
Require WS-Security Signature Credentials
Require WS-Security UsernameToken Profile Credentials
Sign Element
Use WS-Federation Credential
Validate SOAP Attachments

Example of a Branching Policy
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The following sample illustrates how you might implement branching in your policy, to separate the processing of XML
requests from non-XML requests:

1  At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True

2  All Assertions Must Evaluate to True

3  Compare Expression: Proceed if ${request.http.header.content-type} contains "text/xml"

4  All Assertions Must Evaluate to True

5  <portion of policy relating to XML messages>

6  All Assertions Must Evaluate to True

7  Compare Expression: Proceed if ${request.http.header.content-type} does not contain "text/xml"

8  All Assertions Must Evaluate to True

9  <portion of policy relating to non-XML messages or empty payloads>

10  <portion of policy common to both>

The following table explains the above example in more detail:

Line Description

1 The "At least" branching ensures that either line 2 (message
is XML) or line 6 (message is non-XML) is executed.

2 This "All assertions" folder groups the portion of the policy
to be processed if the request is XML.

3 Tests whether the message is XML by examining the
Content-Type header. If true, processing continues with line
4. If false, then the Compare Expression assertion fails and
the "All assertions" in line 2 fails. Processing then continues
with line 6.

4 This "All assertions" folder groups the assertions to be
processed for XML requests.  

5 This portion of the policy contains the assertions listed under
"Assertions that Require XML" or "Assertions that Require
SOAP" above.

6 This "All assertions" folder groups all the assertions to be
processed if the request is non-XML or if line 4 fails.

7 Tests whether the message is non-XML by examining the
Content-Type header. If true, processing continues with line
8. If false, then the Compare Expression assertion fails and
the "All assertions" in line 6 fails. Processing then continues
with line 10.

8 This "All assertions" folder groups the assertions to be
processed for non-XML requests.

9 This portion of the policy contains the assertions not listed
under "Assertions that Require XML" or "Assertions that
Require SOAP" above.

10 List policy logic common to both XML and non-XML
messages here.  

 Organize Services and Policies into Folders
In the Services and Policies list, you can create folders to help you organize your services and policies,
and to control access to them. Only users with a role of Administrator or Manage Web Services can create
and manipulate folders. For more information on these roles, see .
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In the Services and Policies list, you can create folders to help you organize your services and policies, and to control access
to them. Only users with a role of Administrator or Manage Web Services can create and manipulate folders. For more
information on these roles, see Predefined Roles and Permissions.

Controlling Access Using Folders

In addition to the organizational benefits provided by folders, controlling access to your services and policies is simplified too.
Each time a folder is created, the Policy Manager automatically creates two corresponding folder roles:

• Manage <folderName> Folder: This role allows a user to create, read, update, and delete services or policies within the
folder, including nested sub folders. If aliases are present in the folder, permission to read, update, or delete an alias is
granted only if:

• the user is assigned to a role that has access to the original entity, AND
• the user has the "Manage Folder" role

• View <folderName> Folder: This role only allows a user to view entities within the folder, including the contents of
nested sub folders. If aliases are present in the folder, the original entity may be modified but not deleted only if:

• the user is assigned to a role that has access to the original entity, AND
• the user has the "View Folder" role

Folder roles let you grant access to many policies to a user via a single role assignment. Once a folder role is assigned, the user
is granted access to all services/policies in the folder, including services/policies contained in sub folders.

If a user has not been granted any folder roles, yet has permission to a service or policy nested within several sub folders, that
user will be able to see all folder names between the root and the service's parent folder. However, all other folder content will
not be visible.

For more information, see Manage Roles.

Refining Access with Security Zones

In addition to the two folder-based security roles mentioned above, you can also place folders into security zones to further
refine access. Users with either the corresponding "Manage X Zone" or "View X Zone" roles will be able to view the items
in the folders that are also in the X zone. Users without either of these roles but who have a "Manage X Folder" or "View X
Folder" folder will be able to view the folder's content. User with none of these roles will not have access to the folder at all.

For more information, see Understanding Security Zones.

To create a folder:

1. Right-click any folder or the root node and then select Create New Folder.
2. Enter a name for the new folder. The new folder is created as a subfolder within the chosen folder and the folder. You can

create up to 8 levels of folders.

Tip:

Ensure that all your folders have unique names, to avoid potential problems with roles and permissions.
3. (Optional) To view the ID of a folder, right-click any folder and select Folder Properties.
4. Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No

security zone". For more information about security zones, see Understanding Security Zones. 

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any security
zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to entities inside the zones).

5. Click [OK] when done.

To delete a folder:

1. Ensure that no services or policies in the folder being deleted are still in use. You can delete a non-empty folder containing
items that are no longer referenced elsewhere.

2. Right-click the folder and then select Delete Folder.

To change a folder's name or security zone:

1. Right-click the folder and then select Folder Properties.
2. Modify the name, if necessary
3. Choose another security zone, if necessary.
4. Click [OK].
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Tip:

Renaming a folder or changing its security zone automatically updates its associated folder role. For more information,
see Predefined Roles and Permissions.

 

To move a service, policy, or folder:

• Drag and drop the item from one folder to another.

Or:

1. Right-click the item to move and then select Cut ...
2. Right-click the destination folder and then select Paste ...

 

Tip:

(1) You can move multiple items at once by holding down the [Ctrl] key to select the items before performing a drag and drop
or cut and paste. (2) When moving services or policies between two folders (regardless of security zones), you must have
Update permission on the entity (i.e., service or policy) and Update permission for the source and destination folders.

 

To search for a service or policy:

• See "Quick Search" in Services and Policies. 

 Policy Aliases
An alias allows a service or policy to appear in more than one folder in the Services and Policies list. The
alias is a linked copy of the original policy or service: all changes made to the alias are reflected in the
original; changes to the original are automatically reflected in all aliases. Aliases help you organize your
services and policies. User can modify a service alias or policy alias if they have the correct permissions.

An alias allows a service or policy to appear in more than one folder in the Services and Policies list. The alias is a linked
copy of the original policy or service: all changes made to the alias are reflected in the original; changes to the original are
automatically reflected in all aliases. Aliases help you organize your services and policies. User can modify a service alias or
policy alias if they have the correct permissions.

Note the following if you choose to use aliases:

• An entity may have multiple aliases.
• The name of an alias is derived from the original and cannot be changed.
• Deleting an original removes all its aliases; deleting an alias does not affect the original or other aliases. Deleting an alias is

possible only if you have delete privileges to the parent folder of the alias.
• Access to an alias depends on your access to the alias' parent folder and access to the original entity. Privileges will vary

depending on whether your role for the parent folder is View Folder or Manage Folder (the 'Manage' role permits deletion
of aliases, while 'View' role does not; both roles permit modifying the alias). Access to the original does not imply access to
any of its aliases. For more information, see Organizing Services and Policies into Folders.

• Access to an alias also requires a role assignment that grants access to original service or policy. For more information, see
Managing Roles.

• Folders cannot have aliases.

Note:

Only users with a role of Administrator or Manage Web Services can create, delete, or view aliases. Other users will not see
the aliases.

Security Zones for Aliases

If the source service or policy has been placed in a security zone, any aliases created will inherit that zone by default. However
the original and alias may have independent security zones. This means security zone changes to the original will not affect the
alias and vice-versa.

Aliases will always be visible provided you have access to the alias' owning policy/service and to the folder containing the
alias. This holds true even after an entity type is removed from a security zone. For example, the Policy Alias entity type is
removed from the "Test" zone. Three aliases have already been assigned to the "Test" zone and you have the Manage Test
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Zone role. After the removal, you can still see the three aliases, though you can no longer change their security zone since they
are no longer zoned for your role.

To learn more about security zones, see Understanding Security Zones.

To create an alias:

1. In the Services and Policies list, right-click a service/policy and select Copy as Alias. You can select multiple services or
policies by holding down the [Ctrl] key while selecting.

2. Create a destination folder for the alias, if necessary. For more information, see Organizing Services and Policies into
Folders.

3. Right-click on the destination folder and then select Paste as Alias. The alias is added. The icon for the alias contains an 'a'
and the word 'alias' is added to the policy name to remind you that this is not the original.

Note:

You cannot create an alias in the same folder as the original.

To delete an alias:

1. In the Services and Policies list, right-click the alias to remove and then select Delete Service Alias or Delete Policy Alias.
2. Click [Yes] to confirm. The alias is removed.

Tip:

The ability to delete an alias depends on the user having the 'Manage Folder' role. If you can see an alias, it means that you
have been assigned the role for the original service or policy.

To change the security zone for an alias:

1. In the Services and Policies list, right-click the alias to change and then select Security Zone.
2. Choose the new security zone from the drop-down list and then click [OK]. 

 Policy Fragments
Policy fragments provide a convenient way to create a group of assertions that can be used in any
published service. These "fragments" behave as boilerplate text to help maintain consistency when
constructing a policy: once a fragment is created, it can be added to any service policy only as a "read
only" entity. This allows you to enforce global rules across any number of services. Maintenance is also
simplified: when the active version of a fragment is updated, the changes are instantly applied in every
policy where the fragment is used. When a policy is exported or imported, any fragments present are also
included.

Policy fragments provide a convenient way to create a group of assertions that can be used in any published service. These
"fragments" behave as boilerplate text to help maintain consistency when constructing a policy: once a fragment is created, it
can be added to any service policy only as a "read only" entity. This allows you to enforce global rules across any number of
services. Maintenance is also simplified: when the active version of a fragment is updated, the changes are instantly applied in
every policy where the fragment is used. When a policy is exported or imported, any fragments present are also included.

Tip:

Policy fragment can also be used in encapsulated assertions, to create a self-contained package that looks and behaves like a
standard assertion.

As with conventional policies, the ability to use a policy fragment depends on the role and permissions of the user currently
logged in. At the very least, the user must have Read access to the fragment and Update access to the policy to which the
fragment is being added.

Example:

The following example illustrates how a service policy can be constructed by users in different roles throughout an
organization, using policy fragments that were predefined earlier:

1. The first phase of a policy (e.g., IP address and authentication assertions) is edited by DMZ network operations staff.
2. A subsequent phase containing WS-Security and schema validation assertions could be under the control of a security

architect.
3. The routing assertion and other assertions related to Protected Service behaviour assertions are added by the application

deployer.

For a description of the various policy fragments, see Create a Policy or Policy Fragment.
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Choose a task from the following table:

For information on how to... See

Create a new policy fragment

(see also "Policy Fragment Shortcut" below)

 Create a Policy or Policy Fragment

Create a new version of a policy fragment Edit a Policy Fragment

Add a policy fragment to a policy Add a Policy Fragment to a Service Policy

Delete a policy fragment Delete a Policy

Edit a policy fragment Edit a Policy Fragment

Policy Fragment Shortcut

To quickly create a policy fragment based on existing assertions:

1. Open the policy revision containing the assertions to be added to a fragment.
2. Select one or more assertions in the policy window.
3. Right-click and select Create Include Fragment.
4. Enter a name for the fragment and then click [OK].

The Policy Manager replaces the selected assertions with a new Include Policy Fragment that contains those assertions. The
new fragment is added to the Services and Policies list, where it will be available to be added to any other policy.

Policy Fragment Tips

The following tips apply to included policy fragments. For tips and suggestions related to global policy fragments, see
"Working with Global Policy Fragments".

• Policy fragments are listed in the Services and Policies list.
• Fragments can be as short as a single assertion or as long as a complete policy.
• The assertions in an included policy fragment cannot be edited when the fragment is inserted into a policy. However you

can edit an included policy fragment and the changes instantly apply everywhere the fragment is used.
• You can import items from a policy template into a fragment, but you cannot import from a UDDI registry.
• You can drag and drop one policy fragment into another (i.e., a fragment can be made up of other fragments).
• Policy fragments have their own revision history.
• If the fragment contains assertions that create their own context variables and these variables need to be available to the

parent policy (that is, outside of the policy fragment), ensure that a Export Variables from Fragment assertion appears in
the fragment. An example of assertions that create context variables are the XPath-based assertions (Evaluate Request
XPath or Evaluate Response XPath).

• If the fragment is to be used in an encapsulated assertion, it is not necessary to include the a Export Variables from
Fragment assertion unless XPath-based assertions are involved.

 Add a Policy Fragment to a Service Policy
You can add an included policy fragment to any service policy provided that the permissions in
your role permit it. Keep the following in mind:

You can add an included policy fragment to any service policy provided that the permissions in your role permit it. Keep the
following in mind:

• Adding a fragment adds all the assertions defined within that fragment. It is not possible to remove any assertion in a policy
added by a fragment.

• You can view the properties for assertions added by a fragment, but you cannot make changes.
• The policy is parsed as if the assertions in the fragment were manually added to the policy. In other words, the fragment

does not interrupt the normal policy logic.

Note:

Global policy fragments do not need to be manually added to a service policy. These global fragments have predefined rules as
to when and where they are run. 

To add an included policy fragment to a service policy:

1. Open the service policy that will receive the fragment.
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Tip:

You can choose to open an existing fragment as it is possible to nest a fragment within another fragment.
2. Add the Include Policy Fragment assertion to the appropriate location in service policy.
3. Choose the policy fragment to be added from the list displayed. The fragment appears as: "Include Policy Fragment:

<name>" in the policy window. Some tips to note:

• If the list of fragments is empty, this means no included policy fragments have been created yet. 
• You can activate another version of the fragment before adding it to the policy.

4. Use the Assertions Tool Bar to reposition the policy fragment if necessary.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 to add additional policy fragments if required.

 Edit a Policy Fragment
Policy fragments are edited in the same manner as service policies. Keep the following in mind:

Policy fragments are edited in the same manner as service policies. Keep the following in mind:

• When you save the active version of a fragment, the changes are effective immediately in all policies using that fragment.
• A new revision is created every time you save changes to a policy fragment.

To edit a policy fragment:

1. Load the fragment into the policy development window using one of the following methods:

• Double-click the fragment name in the Services and Policies list. This loads the "active" version of the fragment.
• Right-click the fragment name in the Services and Policies list and then select Active Policy Assertions. This loads the

"active" version of the fragment.
• Right-click the fragment name in the policy window and then select Active Policy Assertions. This loads the "active"

version of the fragment.
• Right-click the fragment name in the Services and Policies list and then select Revision History. This lets you edit any

version of the fragment or set any version as the "active" version.
2. Modify the fragment as necessary.
3. Save the changes using either [Save] or [Save and Activate].

Policy Fragments Used in an Encapsulated Assertion 

Policy fragments that serve as the backing policy for encapsulated assertions have additional functionality:

• You can view the properties of the encapsulated assertion that uses this fragment as its backing policy. To do this, right-
click the fragment name in the Services and Policies list and then select Encapsulated Assertion Properties. If the
fragment serves as a backing policy for more than one encapsulated assertion (which is not recommended), choose which
assertion to view.

• When you load a policy fragment for editing, the inputs and outputs defined for its associated encapsulated assertion are
displayed above the policy development window.

Tip:

(1) You can show/hide the list of inputs/outputs by toggling the Inputs and Outputs option on the View menu (available in the
desktop client only). (2) You can resize the space for the inputs/outputs list by dragging the split bar between the list and the
policy window.

 Global Policy Fragments
Global policies are policy fragments that are always applied before or after every service policy in the
system. They can be used to configure global behaviors like auditing or logging, where it may not be
feasible to manually add the policy logic to all service policies.

Global policies are policy fragments that are always applied before or after every service policy in the system. They can be
used to configure global behaviors like auditing or logging, where it may not be feasible to manually add the policy logic to all
service policies.

Global policies ensure consistency and reduce possible errors, because an administrator no longer needs to remember to
manually insert policy fragments to every service policy to achieve a specific outcome (in that scenario, the Policy Manager is
not able to detect instances where the administrator forgets to add a policy fragment) .

Only users with the role of 'Administrator' can create or delete global policies. Administrators and those with the role 'Manage
Web Service' can edit global policies. Administrators, Operators, and Manage Web Service roles can read global policies.
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Warning:

It is important to plan your global policies carefully. Careless use of these policies can cause service requests to fail in
ways that may be difficult to diagnose.

Types of Global Policies

The following types of global policies are available (these are selected from the "Policy Tag" field in the policy properties):

• message-received: A policy of this type will run when a message is received, but before the service is resolved.
• pre-security: A policy of this type will run before any security is processed in the request. This policy runs even if there is

no security in the message.

Other items of note about this policy type: A 'pre-security' global policy can run even before the target service is determined,
since it may be necessary to decrypt a message in order to resolve the service. As a result, it is possible that the 'pre-security'
policy may run without the corresponding 'post-security' policy being run. For example, consider this scenario: a 'pre-security'
policy runs, but then service resolution fails. When this happens, the only policy that can run upon resolution failure is the
'message-completed' policy.

• pre-service: A policy of this type will run before the service policy is executed. 
• post-service: A policy of this type will run after the service policy is executed. 
• post-security: A policy of this type will run after security is processed for the response. This policy runs even if there is no

security processing is required. 
• message-completed: A policy of this type will run when processing for a message completes. It will run even if the service

policy fails, an exception occurs, the service could not be resolved, or any other condition that prevents the service policy
from being completed.

Note that only one policy of each type is permitted.

How Global Policies are Evaluated

Global policies are evaluated in the order shown under "Types of Global Policies" above. However note that not all global
policies will be evaluated in all cases. If a service cannot be resolved, then only the following global policies would be run:

• message-received policy
• pre-security policy (only if security processing is required during service resolution, i.e., for an encrypted message body)
• message-completed policy

Global policies of these types should be configured to run without a resolved service and should not assume there is a response
message. As a result, a WSDL operation assertion (for example) should not be used in these policies.

If policy processing failed due to an exception or policy falsified error, then the following global policies will be run:

• message-received policy 
• pre-security policy 
• pre-service policy 
• message-completed policy

The Gateway will stop evaluating global policies on any error or on policy failure, except for the message-completed policy,
which always runs.

Tip:

A global policy that contains no assertions or all disabled assertions will always succeed.

How a Global Policy Relates to the Service Policy

 A global policy shares the following with a service policy:

• request/response messages
• message context mappings
• audit/fault settings
• authentication details
• built-in context variables (all other variables local to the policy being run)

Routing assertions in a global policy will not affect the routing latency or the URL for the service policy.

The policy status of a global policy affects the overall status for a service: a failure of a global policy causes a "policy falsified"
error for message processing.

Details in SOAP faults will not include details for global policies.
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If an audit sink policy is configured, it will run after the service policy and all global policies complete.

When constructing a global policy, you may use any policy fragments.

Compatible Assertions

The following assertions are tested and certified for use in global policies:

• Add Audit Detail Assertion
• Add Comment to Policy Assertion
• All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion
• Apply Rate Limit Assertion
• At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion
• Audit Messages in Policy Assertion
• Capture Identity of Requestor Assertion
• Compare Expression Assertion
• Continue Processing Assertion
• Customize Error Response Assertion
• Customize SOAP Fault Response Assertion
• Export Variables from Fragment Assertion

(Note: Be sure to reference the exported variables using the syntax: ${request.shared.<exported_variable_name>}.)
• Include Policy Fragment Assertion
• Limit Availability to Time/Days Assertion
• Limit Message Size Assertion
• Resolve Service Assertion
• Restrict Access to IP Address Range Assertion
• Send Email Assertion
• Send SNMP Trap Assertion
• Set Context Variable Assertion
• Stop Processing Assertion

Warning:

WARNING: Other assertions not listed above may work but are not supported by CA Technologies. Avoid using
assertions in a global policy that have significant side effects, as this can make debugging service policies extremely
difficult.

Limitations to Global Policies

Note the following scenarios when global policies will not be processed:

• Global policies will not be processed when the Gateway generates a policy for the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client.
• Global policies will be not processed when the Gateway generates the WS-SecurityPolicy document attached to a service

WSDL. 
• Global policies will not be included if policy debug tracing is enabled for a service. 
• Global policies will not be included when the service policy is exported. 
• Global policies will not be included in policy migrations.

Validating Global Policies

As with policy fragments, the policy validator built into the Policy Manager can provide only limited assistance when editing a
global policy.

When global policies are in effect, the validator may display unexpected warnings when editing a service policy since the
validator will not see the effects of the global policies. For example, if credentials are collected in a global policy, a service
policy that uses those credentials may trigger a validator warning that no credentials have been collected. Use of such a global
policy is not recommended. 

 Policy Properties
A policy's properties are displayed when you create a new policy. You can also view and edit the
properties later.

A policy's properties are displayed when you create a new policy. You can also view and edit the properties later.
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Note:

Service policies do not have properties visible on the interface. These policies are automatically created when a service is
published and only one service policy may exist for a published service. For more information, see Working with Service
Policies.

 

To access the properties for a policy:

1. Do either of the following:

• Select [Tasks] > Create Policy from the Main Menu
• Right-click a policy in the Services and Policies list and then select Policy Properties.

2. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Name Enter a name for the policy. This name should readily
identify the purpose of the policy (i.e,. global, included,
or internal). This name is displayed in the Services and
Policies list and the policy assertions palette.

Policy GUID This is the Globally Unique Identifier for the policy. It is
assigned by the system and cannot be changed.

Policy ID This is the entity ID for the policy. It is assigned by the
system and cannot be changed.

Policy Type From the drop-down list, select the type of policy being
created:

• Global Policy Fragment (  in the Services and
Policies list)

• Included Policy Fragment (  in the Services and
Policies list)

• Internal Use Policy (  in the Services and Policies
list)

• Policy-Backed Identity Provider Policy Fragment (
in the Services and Policies list)

• Policy-Backed Service Operation Policy Fragment
(  in the Services and Policies list)

For a description of each type, see Create a Policy or Policy
Fragment.

Only users with the role of 'Administrator' can create a
policy.

Note:

The Internal Use Policy option is available only when an
internal service has been published

Tip:

For a shortcut method to creating an Included Policy
Fragment, see Policy Fragment Shortcut
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Setting Description

Policy Tag This tag further specifies the purpose of the policy based on
the selected Policy Type:

• For Global Policy Fragment: The tag indicates when
the global policy fragment should be executed:

• message-received: Global policy runs on receipt of
a message before service resolution

• pre-security: Global policy runs before (request)
security undecoration

• pre-service: Global policy runs before the service
policy

• post-service: Global policy runs after the service
policy

• post-security: Global policy runs after (response)
security decoration

• message-completed: Global policy runs when
processing for a message completes (even on policy
failure/exception, service not resolved, etc)

• For Included Policy Fragment: Policy tags are not used
for this policy type.

• For Internal Use Policy: The tag specifies which type of
internal service can use the policy:

• wsdm-notification: The policy is eligible to be
selected as a notification policy from the Subscribe
to WSDM Resource Assertion.

• audit-message-filter: The policy is an Audit
Message Filter (AMF) policy. For more information
on this type of policy, see Working with Internal Use
Policies.

• audit-viewer: The policy is an Audit Viewer (AV)
policy. For more information on this type of policy,
see "Working with Internal Use Policies".

• For Policy-Backed Identity Provider Policy Fragment:
This tag specifies the intended use for the policy-backed
identity provider fragment. There is one predefined tag
for this policy type ("password-auth").

• For Policy-Backed Service Operation Policy Fragment:
The tag specifies the intended use for the policy-backed
service operation fragment. There is currently one tag
for this policy type:

• com.l7tech.objectmodel.polback.BackgroundTask:
The policy fragment can be used in scheduled tasks.

The policy tags will be evaluated in the order shown above.
For more information about global policies, see Working
with Global Policy Fragments.

Tip:

The policy tag is displayed next to the policy name in the
Services & Policies list on the Policy Manager interface.
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Setting Description

Intended for SOAP services Indicates whether the policy can be used in SOAP-only
policies or in both SOAP and non-SOAP policies:

• If the policy will contain assertions that require SOAP,
select the Intended for SOAP services check box. The
policy validator will issue a warning if anyone attempts
to use the policy in a non-SOAP policy. Selecting this
check box does not enforce the presence of SOAP-only
assertions in the policy (in other words, the validator
will not alert you if you have not added a SOAP-only
assertion to the policy). For more information, see
"Assertions that Require SOAP" under Working with
Non-XML Messages.

Note:

For SOAP-only assertions, an error occurs only when a
non-SOAP request is received.

• If the policy is intended for use in both SOAP and
non-SOAP policies, clear this check box. The policy
validator will issue a warning if you attempt to add a
SOAP-only assertion to the policy.

Note:

The Intended for SOAP services check box only
controls the validator warnings. It does not affect how
the policy functions at policy runtime. Normal policy
logic still applies.

Security Zone

(for "Included Policy Fragment" only)

Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones, see
Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access
to entities inside the zones)

Tip:

A policy may allow entities that are not members of its
security zone to be added and edited, but validation will
prevent unpermitted entities to be saved. For example,
it is possible to paste policy XML for assertions that are
not part a policy's security zone. While authoring, you
are not prevented from editing these assertions. However
these unpermitted assertions will be detected during policy
validation when you attempt to save the policy.

3. Click [OK].

 Policy Revisions

The Policy Manager can keep a revision history of changes made to a policy or policy fragment. It can record when a change
was made and who made it. A version number is assigned to each change. You can roll back to any version, making it the
"active" policy.

Note:
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The policy revisions feature only tracks changes to the policy XML. It will not record changes to other objects such as users,
groups, private keys, certificates, or JMS connections. It will also not include changes to other service or policy properties (for
example, SOAP services intended, routing to URI or WSDL location).

Configuring Policy Revisions

By default, the Gateway is preconfigured to store 20 versions. You can change the number of versions that are stored by setting
the policyVersioning.maxRevisions cluster property.

Note:

A policy revision is "protected" after it is assigned a comment. This means it will never be overwritten and it does not count
toward the stored revisions maximum. To remove this protection, simply delete the comment.

Creating a New Policy Revision

When policy revisions are enabled, the Policy Manager automatically creates a new revision each time you save a policy.
If you wish to describe the policy, add a comment using the Policy Revisions dialog. Versions containing a comment are
protected from being overwritten. Versions without a comment will be automatically overwritten when the revision limit is
reached.

A new revision is created each time the policy is updated and saved.

Working with Policy Revisions

The title of the policy gives a concise indication of the revision in use and whether it is the active revision. Consider the
following example:

This indicates that the policy has 32 revisions and revision 22, currently being edited, is the active revision.

The word "active" changes to "inactive" if the revision being edited is not the active revision.

To view policy versions:

• In the Services and Policies list, right-click the service name or policy name and then select Revision History. The assertion
properties are displayed.

Tip:

To quickly open the active version of the policy, right-click the service name and select Active Policy Assertions or double-
click the service name in the Services and Policies list. The word "active" will appear next to the service name and version
number above the policy window to remind you that you are working with the active version.

The following table describes the dialog:

Element Description

Policy tree at top The tree shows the policy revision currently selected. This
helps you better visualize each revision.

Act. Indicates the version that is currently active. It is possible
to have a policy with no active versions; this disables the
policy.

Vers. The version number, assigned by the Policy Manager.
Version numbers may not be contiguous, but they will be
unique.

The number of versions that are stored is controlled by
the policyVersioning.maxRevisions cluster property. By
default, 20 "uncommented" versions are stored.

Tip:

Once a comment is entered, the version is preserved
permanently and does not count against the revision limit.
For example, 30 versions may be displayed even though
the maximum is 20, because 10 of those versions have
comments entered. To allow a version to be discarded,
simply delete the comment.
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Element Description

Administrator The person who was logged in at the time when the changes
were saved.

Date and Time When the version was created.

Comment A description of the version. To enter a comment, click
[Set Comment]. Entering a comment is not mandatory but
recommended for versions you might want to roll back to in
the future.

Note:

(1) Revisions with comments are protected against deletion;
they are also excluded from the maximum revisions cap.
(2) Policy revisions for a policy fragment that is used
in an encapsulated assertion might display an "Artifact
Version" number. This number is automatically inserted
when the encapsulated assertion configuration is imported
into the Gateway. For information about the Artifact
Version number, see Encapsulated Assertion Configuration
Properties.

Open in Editor Opens the currently selected version in a new tab within the
policy development window for editing.

Tip:

The version number and its active status are displayed next
to the service name in the tab for that version in the policy
development window.

Set Comment Allows you to enter or remove a comment for the selected
version.

Set Active Designates the currently selected version as the active
version for the policy and loads the version into a new tab
in the policy development window.

Note:

(1) If the active version is currently open in the policy
development window, it automatically becomes inactive.
(2) Reverting to an older version of a policy may rely on
objects (users, groups, WSDLs, private keys) that no longer
exist. Be sure to validate the policy afterward.

Clear Active Clears the active version and disables the policy. Click
[Yes] to confirm when prompted. It is not necessary to
select the active version before clicking [Clear Active].

Note:

If the active version is currently open in the policy
development window, it automatically becomes inactive.

Compare Policy: Left|Right Loads the selected revision for policy comparison. The
button label shows either "Left"or "Right" depending
on whether this is the first or second revision or policy
selected.

Tip:

Comparison begins immediately after the second policy is
selected and may require a moment to complete. The results
are displayed in a separate window.

For more information, see Comparing Policies.
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Element Description

Close Closes the Policy Revisions dialog.

 Policy Templates
The Policy Manager allows you to rename and delete an exported policy that appears in the Policy
Templates category of the [Assertions] tab. Although you cannot directly edit the XML content of an
exported policy, you can modify an exported template by importing it, updating the assertions, then
exporting it back to the same template name.

Note:

Policy templates have limited support in the browser client version of the Policy Manager. There is no Policy Templates
category in the [Assertion] tab, but you can still import and export template files.

The Policy Manager allows you to rename and delete an exported policy that appears in the Policy Templates category of
the [Assertions] tab. Although you cannot directly edit the XML content of an exported policy, you can modify an exported
template by importing it, updating the assertions, then exporting it back to the same template name.

The following table summarizes the tasks for policy templates.

Task Description

Rename a policy template 1. Right-click the policy name under Policy Templates and
then select Rename.

2. Enter a new template name.
3. Click [OK]. The template is renamed.

Delete a policy template 1. Right-click the policy name under Policy Templates and
then select Delete.

2. Click [Yes] to confirm. The template is removed.

Edit the assertions in a policy template 1. Import the policy to be edited. (Hint: Save your current
policy first by exporting it.)

2. Modify the assertions as required.
3. Export the edited policy back to the same file name, in the

default directory.

 Validate a Policy
The Policy Manager provides two types of policy validation:

The Policy Manager provides two types of policy validation:

• Instant feedback messages in the Policy Validation Messages window when you configure or edit a policy
• Final policy validation when [Save] or [Validate] is clicked on the Policy Tool Bar. A final policy validation is more

thorough than an instant feedback message, as it queries the server.

Ensure that the Policy Validation Message window is visible and that policy validation feedback has not been disabled in
the Preferences. Disabled assertions in a policy are ignored during validation.

Note:

A service with an invalid policy is still active, enabled, and accessible. Only a disabled service is inactive and inaccessible.
See Published Service Properties for information on disabling a service.

Tip:

You can disable policy validation by using the "Policy Validation Feedback" setting in the Preferences. For example, you may
wish to disable validation during construction of a complex policy, to maximize responsiveness of the Policy Manager.

Instant Feedback Messages

The Policy Validation Messages window displays valuable feedback messages during policy configuration or editing. The
window displays the following types of messages:
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Message Type Description

Confirmation Confirmation messages confirm that an assertion has been
properly added and configured.

Warning Warning messages warn that an assertion:

• Has been duplicated
• Requires another assertion to be valid
• Has been configured improperly

Error Error messages warn that an assertion:

• Has not been configured
• Is located improperly within the policy
• Is in conflict with another assertion

Note:

The instant feedback messages are not designed to detect all possible errors. For example, it will not report on non-existent
identities in an imported policy. Always perform a final policy validation and carefully review any messages.

 

Final Policy Validation Messages

The Policy Manager performs additional validation checks when you click [Save] or [Validate] on the Policy Tool Bar, or
select [File] > Validate from the Main Menu.

• If the policy contains no errors, the message "Policy validated ok" is displayed. You may now enable or export the policy.
• If error messages appear, refer to the following table to troubleshoot.

Message Type Suggested Solution

Assertion organization errors Assertions must be placed in a logical order, and must be
valid at the time of validation. Common policy errors include:

• Assertions out of order
• Assertion dependencies not established
• User/group IP referenced in the policy are no longer valid

Reorganize the assertions so that they conform to the
organization and rules described in Policy Organization.

Assertion configuration errors Double check the settings of each assertion in the policy.
Refer to the documentation for each assertion for more
details.

Assertion permission errors The validation message "Permission is denied for this
assertion. The policy cannot be saved." indicates that the
policy contains assertions that are not permitted for the
policy. This could be caused by the assertions belonging to
a different security zone from the policy or the user does not
have sufficient permissions to save the assertions.  

Identity errors See "Invalid Users or Groups" below for more details.

An example of such an error: "The corresponding identity
cannot be found. Please remove the assertion from the
policy."

JMS warning messages See "Invalid JMS Queue" below for more details.

An example of such an error: "The assertion might not work
as configured. There is no protected service JMS queue
defined."
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Message Type Suggested Solution

Save errors The message "Error saving service and policy" appears. This
error can occur if multiple Policy Managers modify the same
policy simultaneously, resulting in conflicts. If this happens,
dismiss the error message, refresh the service policy, modify
the policy further if necessary, then try saving again.  

Namespace errors A message similar to the following appears: "Assertion:
<name> Warning: This assertion contains an XPath that uses
the SOAP 1.1 envelope namespace URI, but the service is
configured as using only SOAP 1.2. The XPath will always
fail."

To correct this, click the Fix It link next to the message. This
will allow you to update the namespaces for all your XPath
assertions. For more information, see Migrating Namespaces.

Continue validating the policy until no errors remain. At this point, you may enable or export the policy. 

Invalid Users or Groups

You will receive an identity error during policy validation if either of the following occurs:

• An Internal Identity Provider user in the policy has an expired account
• The user or group in the policy has been deleted from the LDAP Identity Provider, Federated Identity Provider, or Internal

Identity Provider.

To resolve these errors, refer to the following table:

Resolution Steps

Identity no longer required • Delete the assertion.

Need to keep the user or group 1. Delete the assertion.
2. Set a new account expiration date for the user (see

Internal Identity Provider Users and Group)
OR:

Re-add the user or group to the appropriate Internal
Identity Provider Users and Groups, Federated Identity
Provider Users and Groups, or LDAP Identity Provider.
Note: Since LDAP Identity Provider users and groups are
defined outside of the Policy Manager, use the appropriate
external management program to re-add the missing
LDAP Identity Provider user or group.

3. Use the Authenticate User or Group assertion to re-add
the user or group into the policy.

4. Click [Validate] or [Save] on the Policy Tool Bar to
perform the final validation check.

When constructing a new policy, you will not be able to add a user or group that is not in the target identity provider.

Invalid JMS Queue

When JMS routing is used in a new or existing policy, the validation process checks the outbound queue attached to the Route
via JMS assertion. An error message will appear in the Policy Validation Messages window if the queue is unspecified or
invalid. Try the following steps if errors occur:

1. Enter or re-enter the outbound JMS queue.
2. Test the outbound JMS queue.
3. Edit the JMS Routing assertion, if necessary, for the new or revised queue.
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 Tasks/Manage Menu: Publish Services and APIs
This section describes how to use the Task menu items to publish your services and APIs:

This section describes how to use the Task menu items to publish your services and APIs:

• How to create a WSDL document to be used for publishing a service. This document can be custom created or composed
from existing WSDL documents.

• How to publish an internal service. These are a special type of service that has all associated information and WSDL
information predefined.

• How to publish a RESTful web service. This provides an alternative method to exposing web services and web APIs.
• How to publish a reverse web proxy. This allows you to manipulate the request and/or response headers, cookies, and

content.
• How to publish a SOAP web service. 
• How to publish a web API. This includes all non-SOAP applications.
• How to publish a WSDL Query Handler Service. This allows you to implement WSDL and WSDL dependency query

handling.
• How to publish a service endpoint defined by a Swagger document. 

 

 Create WSDL
The Create WSDL Wizard is used to create a new WSDL document to be used for publishing a service.
This WSDL document can be custom created or it can be composed from existing WSDL documents.
The steps in the wizard correspond to the six main and child elements in a WSDL document.

The Create WSDL Wizard is used to create a new WSDL document to be used for publishing a service. This WSDL document
can be custom created or it can be composed from existing WSDL documents. The steps in the wizard correspond to the six
main and child elements in a WSDL document.

The Create WSDL Wizard supports the WSDL 1.1 standard.

 

Note:

The Create WSDL Wizard is intended for advanced users who are familiar with WSDL, XML, SOAP, and the SOAP
protocols. If there is already a WSDL document that meets your needs, use the Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard instead.

 

Using the Wizard

 To access the Create WSDL Wizard, do any of the following:

• Click Create WSDL on the Home Page
• Select [Tasks] > Services and APIs > Create WSDL from the Main Menu
• Right-click the root folder at the top of the Services and Policies list and then select Create WSDL.

Complete the wizard as described below.

 

Tip:

Click [Preview] at any time during the configuration process to view the in-progress WSDL for the web service.

 

Step 1: Overview

This step introduces the wizard.

Click [Next] to continue.

Step 2: Compose WSDL

The Compose WSDL screen lets you compose or aggregate existing WSDLs to create a WSDL document by copying elements
from other WSDLs. Using this feature, it is possible to publish a "virtual service" to the gateway. This allows the gateway to
proxy request for multiple services with distinct WSDLs.
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If you do not wish to compose your own WSDL document and only want to define your own messages, operations, port types/
bindings etc., click [Next] without entering anything to proceed to Step 3 of the wizard.

To compose a WSDL document:

1. Populate the list at the top of the page with the WSDL(s) containing the elements you need to assemble your own WSDL.

• To add a WSDL to the list, click [Add WSDL] to display the Choose WSDL dialog. In the Location field, enter the
URL that resolves the new web service WSDL.

• To configure options for the URL (for example, to specify the credentials or configure a proxy), click [HTTP Options]
to open the Manage HTTP Options dialog.

Alternatively:

• If the WSDL is contained in a file, click [File] and select the file.
• If the WSDL is from a UDDI registry, click [UDDI] and complete the Search UDDI dialog. For more information,

see Searching the UDDI Registry.
2. From the WSDL list, select a WSDL containing the operations that you wish to add to your WSDL. The Binding operations

are shown in the Source WSDL list under the [Operations] tab.

Tip:

To see a tree containing more details about other elements of the WSDL, select the [Source Preview] tab.
3. To add an operation in the target WSDL, select the operation from the [Operations] tab of the Source WSDL list and then

click Add. This adds it to the Resulting WSDL list.

To remove an operation from the target WSDL, select the operation from the Resulting WSDL list and then click Remove.

Tip:

Adding and removing operations only affect what is populated in the WSDL document being constructed. It does not
necessarily define which WSDL operations should be excluded in the policy; this depends on whether SOAPAction
being defined in the service resolution of the Gateway. To properly constrain operation availability, you should include
the Evaluate WSDL Operation Assertion in the service policy.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until you are satisfied with the resulting WSDL.

Note:

The WSDL document that you compose here can be refined further as you navigate through the remaining steps of the wizard.
All messages and operations that are required for the selected operations are added to the WSDL document being constructed.

Step 3: Definition

The Definition step configures the root definitions element and its child elements. These elements define the particulars of the
Web service.

Configure this step of the wizard as follows:

• Name: Enter a descriptive name for the web service. This name appears on the Services and Policies list.
• Target Namespace: The wizard pre-populates a suggested namespace that relates to your web service application. Make

any adjustments if necessary. This namespace can be a URL or a SOAP payload namespace URI.
The namespace plus SOAPAction combination determines the uniqueness of the web service. The Policy Manager checks
for uniqueness during the publication process and prompts you for another URI if the web service WSDL is not unique.

A namespace that resembles a URL does not necessarily point to a Web-based resource. Avoid using relative URI
namespaces, if possible. A URI namespace causes XML canonicalization problems and prevents the use of message-level
security such as those found in the XML Security assertions.

• Default Namespace: Displays the default URI http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/. The URI is the namespace convention
for the main elements in the WSDL document. Make any adjustments if necessary.

• Namespace Details: Displays information about the namespaces. This information cannot be edited here.

Step 4: Messages

The Messages step configures the message elements. A Web service contains multiple messages with one or more logical parts
that define the communication between the web service client and server.

Configure this step of the wizard as follows:

• Message List: Double-click the default entry and replace it with a name that describes the message type; for example:
"GetQuoteResponse". To add more message names, click [Add] and repeat the process. To remove a message name, select
it and click [Remove].
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• Message Part List: Click [Add] to add a message part. Double-click the default name under Name and replace it with a
name that describes the message part; for example: "stockSymbol". Select the part type from the Type drop-down list. To
remove a message part, select it and click [Remove].

Repeat to add as many messages and parts as necessary.

Step 5: Port Type and Operations

The Port Type and Operations step configures the port type element that includes the set of operations used in the web service.
Each operation refers to one input message and one output message configured in the previous Messages step.

Configure this step of the wizard as follows:

• Name: Enter a descriptive name for the port type; for example, "StockInfo".
• Operation List: Click [Add] to add an operation. Double-click the default under Name and replace it with a name that

describes the operation; for example, "getQuote". Select the appropriate Input Message and Output Message from
the drop-down lists. (These messages were defined in Step 4 of the wizard.) To remove an operation, select it and click
[Remove].

Step 6: Bindings

The Port Type Bindings step configures the binding element which specifies the binding definitions that govern message
formatting and protocol details.

Configure this step of the wizard as follows:

• Name: Enter a descriptive name for the port type binding; for example, "StockServiceSOAPBinding".
• Style: Select a message format for the operations from the drop-down list.
• Transport: Displays the default namespace URI. The URI is the namespace of the transport-specific elements in the

WSDL document. This field is display only.
• Operations: Lists the operations defined in Step 5 of the wizard. If you need to modify any of the SOAP Action shown,

double-click an entry and edit as necessary.

Step 7: Service

The Service step configures the service element that defines the web service endpoint address (URL) and access port.

Configure this step of the wizard as follows:

• Name: Enter a descriptive name for the service element into the Name field; for example, "StockQuote".
• Port: Displays the default access port for the web service. Do not change this default.
• Binding: Displays the port type binding name, as entered in Step 6 of the wizard.
• Address: Displays the default URL http://localhost:8080/ws/NewServiceName, where:

• "localhost" is the host name of the server hosting the web service
• "8080" is the TCP port at which the web service can be reached
• "ws/" is a sample folder that might contain the web service
• "NewServiceName" is the web service name that was entered in the Name field.

Adjust the address as necessary to construct a valid URL for the web service.

The URL in the Address field determines the default web service Message Routing Assertion.

To update the default URL in the Address field with the information entered in the Name and Port fields, click [Back] and
then [Next].

When you are satisfied everything is correct, click [Finish] to publish the service. The disabled web service is added to the
Services and Policies list. You should now:

• Construct a policy for the Web service, then
• Enable the web service, as outlined in Published Service Properties.

Tip:

If you have specified a conflicting service resolution, you are given the option to correct the conflict, proceed as is, or cancel
the publishing. 

 Publish Internal Service
 This topic describes how to publish an internal service on the gateway.

 This topic describes how to publish an internal service on the CA API Gateway.
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Contents:

Publishing an internal service does the following:

1. Adds the service to the Services and Policies  list on the Policy Manager interface.
2. Establishes the service's initial policy in the policy development window.

For the WSDM internal services, the publishing process will automatically add a Collect WSDM Metrics Assertion or
a Subscribe to WSDM Resource Assertion to the policy, depending on the service published. These assertions should not be
deleted from the policies, as they are necessary for connecting to the WSDM metrics calculation service.

For the UDDI service, the publishing will process will automatically add a Handle UDDI Subscription Notification Assertion
to the policy.

As with all Gateway-published services, you can publish multiple instances of the same internal service—simply ensure that
each contains a unique resolution URI. After publication, you can view the service's WSDL code from within the service
properties.

Note:

(1) You must have a role of Administrator to publish or modify an internal service. Once a service is published, the "Manage
[serviceName] Service" role can be used to give users Administrator-like powers for that specific service only. For more
information, see Predefined Roles and Permissions. (2) If the internal service was auto-provisioned, you do not need to run
the Publish Internal Service Wizard.

Choose a task to perform:

For information on how to... See

Publish an internal service Publish Internal Service Wizard

Delete an internal service Deleting a Service

Change the routing URI for an internal service Published Service Properties

View the predefined WSDL for an internal service Published Service Properties  

Understanding the Internal Services

An internal service is a category of published services within the CA API Gateway that has all associated information and
WSDL information predefined. An internal service is like a standard web service that is defined in the Gateway.

Certain internal services may automatically insert assertions into your policy. These assertions can be used as a starting point
for you to customize the service logic to meet your needs.

Tip:

Do not confuse internal services with internal use policies. The former are web services that require publishing, while the latter
are like policy fragments that are inserted into a service policy. An internal service may or may not insert assertions into your
service policy. For more information, see Internal Use Policies.

For more information on how to publish an internal service, see Publish Internal Service. Note that certain internal services
may be set up via auto-provisioning, meaning they can be set up by the Gateway administrator, without using the Publish
Internal Service Wizard. These are noted below.

The following internal services are currently available:

Gateway Management Service

This service can be used to remotely administer the Gateway (cluster) using a SOAP client. Examples of clients include the
Java API or the Management Client command line utility, both supplied by CA Technologies.

For information on using the Gateway Management interface, refer to WS Management API.

Tip:

The Gateway Management Service may be set up via auto-provisioning. For more information, see Auto-Provision a Gateway.

Gateway REST Management Service

This service provides a REST API for managing the Gateway.

For information on installing the Gateway REST Management interface, refer to REST Management API.
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Tip:

The Gateway REST Management Service may be set up via auto-provisioning. For more information, see Auto-Provision a
Gateway.

Generic Identity Management Service

This is a generic service that provides a standardized way of authenticating users and extracting authorization information
using facilities provided by the CA API Gateway.

Tip:

When publishing the Generic Identity Management Service, CA Technologies recommends using the default routing URI.

For information on using the Generic Identity Management Service, see Working with the Generic Identity Management
Service.

Security Token Service

This service is used to control the security tokens that have been issued or will be issued. This service requires a WSDL for
publishing and it will add a default policy for low level details such as customizing various token requirements (types
of tokens issued, authentication mechanisms, etc.). For example, the policy uses the Create SAML Token assertion for
creating SAML Tokens with various SAML specification options (e.g., a choice of SAML AuthenticationStatement or
AttributeStatement). It uses the Create Security Context Token assertion to create a Security Context Token and applies
different authentication as needed.

For information on using the Security Token Service, see Working with the Security Token Service.

UDDI Notification Service

This service allows a client to be notified when there are changes to the UDDI registry. It will create an internal notification
policy with a single Handle UDDI Subscription Notification Assertion.

Note:

Ensure that the UDDI Notification service has also been published to a UDDI registry. This will enable the [Subscribe for
notification] setting in the UDDI Registry Properties. For more information, see Publish to UDDI Settings.

WSDM QosMetrics Service

This service allows a client to request metrics data for a given managed resource. It has one method:
GetMultipleResourceProperties. To specify the resource from which you are requesting metrics, see "Specifying a Resource
for a WSDM Service" below. For a list of supported metrics, refer to the Collect WSDM Metrics Assertion.

WSDM Subscription Service

This service allows a client to subscribe to receive notifications about changes in a resource. It has three methods: Subscribe,
Renew, Unsubscribe. To specify the resource to which you are subscribing, see "Specifying a Resource for an WSDM Service"
below.

Specifying a Resource for an WSDM Service

To specify a resource for either of the WSDM internal services, you can use any of the following techniques:

Include the resource ID within the URL

The resource ID is appended to the query string as follows:

http://<gateway_host>:8080/wsdm/qosmetrics?serviceoid=12345

where '12345' is the resource entity ID. To locate your resource entity ID, access the service's properties and look for the
"Service GOID" in the [General] tab.

Include the resource ID as part of the SOAP message

A message is sent to http://<gateway_host>:8080/wsdm/qosmetrics, with the resource ID embedded within the message:
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Include the resource URI within the URL of the query string

The resource URI is appended to the query string as follows:

http://<gateway_host>:8080/wsdm/qosmetrics?serviceuri=/myuris/service1uri

This technique requires that the service URI resolves to exactly one service, otherwise a SOAP fault will be returned.

Tip:

If the URI resolves to multiple services, try using the serviceoid method instead (see "Include the resource ID within the URL"
above).

Case Sensitivity for Locating WSDM Services

By default, matching of resource URIs is done in a case-sensitive manner. If case sensitivity for service resolution is disabled,
the matching of resource URIs is affected accordingly.

For example, the service can be identified by a path ("Include the resource URI within the URL of the query string") and a
request may be sent to:

http://localhost:8080/wsdm/qosmetrics?serviceuri=/warehouse

In the example above, the value “warehouse” will be compared case sensitively or case insensitively, depending on the
resolution settings.

For information on case sensitivity during service resolution, see Manage Service Resolution.

 Publish Internal Service Wizard
The Publish Internal Service Wizard is used to publish an internal service onto the Gateway. Publishing
an internal service is very similar to publishing a normal SOAP web service, except the WSDL is
predefined and the necessary assertions are automatically added. The only input required for this wizard
is the routing URI.

The Publish Internal Service Wizard is used to publish an internal service onto the Gateway. Publishing an internal service
is very similar to publishing a normal SOAP web service, except the WSDL is predefined and the necessary assertions are
automatically added. The only input required for this wizard is the routing URI.

To learn about the internal services currently available, see Publish Internal Service.

Publishing internal services requires the Administrator role.

 

To run the Publish Internal Service Wizard:

1. Do any of the following:

• Click Publish Internal Service on the Home Page
• Select [Tasks] > Services and APIs > Publish Internal Service from the Main Menu
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• Right-click a folder within the Services and Policies  list and then select Publish Internal Service.

The Publish Internal Service Wizard appears.
2. Complete the wizard as described below.

Setting Description

Select service to publish From the drop-down list, select the internal service to
publish. For a description of each service, see Working with
Internal Services.

Routing URI Each internal service has its own default routing
URI. Either accept this URI or enter a custom routing
URI. Every service URI prefix must be unique. The Policy
Manager will warn you if the routing URI is already in use.
You can change the routing URI later through the [HTTP/
FTP] tab of the service properties.

Note:

Internal services cannot use the "ssg/soap" prefix used by
SOAP web services. The routing URI for the Gateway
REST Management Service must end with "/*".

Note that internal services cannot use the "ssg/soap" prefix
used by SOAP web services.

WS-Trust Namespace

(Security Token Service only)

When publishing a 'Security Token Service', select the
WS-Trust namespace to use from the drop-down list. If the
namespace you need is not listed, type the namespace in the
field.

3. When you are satisfied everything is correct, click [Finish] to publish the service. Tip: If you've specified a conflicting
service resolution, you are given the option to correct the conflict, proceed as is, or cancel the publishing.

When the wizard is complete, the newly published service appears in the Services and Policies list and in the policy
development window, with any required accompanying assertion already added. You can now begin constructing your new
policy. For more information, see Developing a Policy.

After creating the new internal service, you can send requests to it by using one of the following URIs:

http:// <machinename.domain.com> :8080 <serviceURIsuffix>

https:// <machinename.domain.com> :8443 <serviceURIsuffix>  

Where:

•  <machinename.domain.com> is the name of the computer hosting the Gateway
•  <serviceURIsuffix> is the Routing URI entered in the Publish Internal Service Wizard or in the service properties.

 Working with the Security Token Service
The CA API Gateway has a Security Token Service (STS) that can issue the following types of tokens:

The CA API Gateway has a Security Token Service (STS) that can issue the following types of tokens:

• SAML Tokens (via the Create SAML Token assertion)
• Security Context Tokens (via the Create Security Context Token assertion)

Issued tokens can be returned in a Request Security Token Response (RSTR) using the Build RSTR SOAP Response assertion.
Security Context Tokens can be cancelled using the Cancel Security Context assertion.

The Security Token Service can be published in a policy using the Publish Internal Service Wizard.

Understanding the Security Token Service Default Policy

The following table describes the default policy that is created when you publish the Security Token Service internal policy.
The comments provide additional detail to help you understand the logic behind the policy.

 

Tip:
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The default policy is intended to help you get started using the Security Token Service. Though useful, this policy may or may
not satisfy your security requirements. Feel free to modify it as required to suit your needs.

Policy line Comment

Audit Messages in Policy  

Set Context Variable 'Flag_Enable_Response_Decoration' as
false

The flag is used to determine if enabling or disabling the
RSTR response decoration

All Assertion... Block for any Authentication/Authorization Mechanisms (so
it is customizable)

At Least One...  

All Assertion... Authentication Option #1: Credentials over Message Level

At Least One...  

Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials  

Require WS-Security Signature Credentials  

Require SAML Token Profile  

Require WS-SecureConversation  

Require Signed Timestamp  

At Least One...  

Require Signed Element on the SOAP1.1 body  

Require Signed Element on the SOAP1.2 body  

Set Context Variable 'Flag_Enable_Response_Decoration' as
true

Enable the RSTR response decoration

All Assertion... Authentication Option #2: Credentials over SSL transport

Require SSL or TLS Transport  

At Least One...  

Require HTTP Basic Credentials  

Require WS-Security UsernameToken Profile Credentials  

Require SSL or TLS Transport with Client Authentication  

Set Context Variable 'Flag_Enable_Response_Decoration' as
false

Disable the RSTR response decoration

Comment Add any extra authentication assertions into the "At least
one ..." folder below

At Least One...  

Authenticate against Internal Identity Provider  

Evaluate Request XPath Retrieve the value of RequestType in the request message and
save it into a variable ${requestType.result}

At Least One...  

All Assertions... Branch for SAML token issuance

Compare Expression: ${requestType.result} contains "/Issue" Confirm that the request is for issuing a security token

Evaluate Request XPath Retrieve the value of TokenType in the request message and
save it into the variable ${tokenType.result}

All Assertions... Verify the TokenType if matching one of two SAML token
URIs (v1.1 and v2.0).

At Least One...  

All Assertions...  
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Policy line Comment

Compare: ${tokenType.result} contains "SAML2.0" Confirm that the value of TokenType matches http://
docs.oasis-open.org/wss/oasis-wss-saml-token-
profile-1.1#SAMLV2.0

Create SAML Token Create a SAML v2.0 token and save it into the context
variable ${issuedSamlAssertion}

All Assertions...  

Compare: ${tokenType.result} contains "SAML1.1" Confirm that the value of TokenType matches http://
docs.oasis-open.org/wss/oasis-wss-saml-token-
profile-1.1#SAMLV1.1

Create SAML Token Create a SAML v1.1 token and save it into the context
variable ${issuedSamlAssertion}

At Least One...  

Build RSTR SOAP Response Build an RSTR SOAP response containing the issued SAML
token represented by ${issuedSamlAssertion}

Continue Processing Handle the failure of the previous assertion; enables a SOAP
fault response to be passed to the Return Template Response
to Requestor assertion

All Assertions... Branch for Security Context Token issuance (SCT)

Compare Expression: ${requestType.result} contains "/Issue" Confirm that the request is for issuing a security token

Evaluate Request XPath Retrieve the value of TokenType in the request message and
save it into the variable ${tokenType.result}

Compare Expression: ${tokenType.result} contains "/sct" Confirm that the request is for issuing a SCT

Create Security Context Token Create an SCT and save it to the context variable
${sctBuilder.issuedSCT}

At Least One...  

Build RSTR SOAP Response Build an RSTR SOAP response containing the issued SCT

Continue Processing Handle the failure of the previous assertion; enables a SOAP
fault response to be passed to the Return Template Response
to Requestor assertion

All Assertions... Branch for Security Context Cancellation

Compare Expression: ${request.result} contains "/Cancel" Confirm that the request is for cancelling an SCT

Cancel Security Context Cancel the security context identified by the cancelTarget
element

At Least One...  

Build RSTR SOAP Response Build an RSTR SOAP response containing the result of the
token cancellation

Continue Processing Handle the failure of the previous assertion; enables a SOAP
fault response to be passed to the Return Template Response
to Requestor assertion

All Assertions... Branch for any other requests

Stop Processing This stops processing if any other requests are encountered

All Assertions...  

Request: Require WS-Addressing Get the message ID, which will be passed into the assertion
below

Add WS-Addressing Add WS-Addressing into the RSTR response

Return Template Response to Requestor Make a template response; this will be decorated in the next
step and sent back to the requestor

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/oasis-wss-saml-token-profile-1.1#SAMLV2.0
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/oasis-wss-saml-token-profile-1.1#SAMLV2.0
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/oasis-wss-saml-token-profile-1.1#SAMLV2.0
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/oasis-wss-saml-token-profile-1.1#SAMLV1.1
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/oasis-wss-saml-token-profile-1.1#SAMLV1.1
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/oasis-wss-saml-token-profile-1.1#SAMLV1.1
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Policy line Comment

At Least One... Decorate the RSTR response message before sending it back
to the requestor

All Assertions...  

Compare Expression: ${Flag_Enable_Response_Decoration}
is "true"

Check if RSTR Response Decoration is enabled or disabled

All Assertions...  

Comment Add, remove, or modify decoration requirement as needed

Response: Sign Element: Body Sign the SOAP Body

Response: Encrypt Element: Body Encrypt the SOAP Body

Response: Configure WS-Security Decoration Add signed Timestamp, sign WS-Addressing, and encrypt
Signature

Response: Apply WS-Security Apply all WS-Security decoration requirements

Continue Processing If the decoration is disabled, then continue policy processing

In the sample policy shown in the above table, wsa:Action is used to distinguish the request type. However note that while
WS-Trust uses the same Action URI for different request types, WS-Secure Conversation requires different Action URIs for
different request types. As a result, if the internal service is used in a WS-Trust context, the Action URI alone is insufficient for
verifying a request type; further verification will be needed—for example, using TokenType in the RST to verify what type of
token will be issued.

 

Note:

The WS-Trust entries shown in the tables below are for WS-Trust 1.2. Requests for Security Token Services corresponding
to other versions of WS-Trust will use different URIs. These URIs are used as values in the <RequestType> element of the
request. The WS-SecureConversation entries in the tables below are for WS-SecureConversation 1.2, but this version can be
used in regardless of the WS-Trust version.

 

 The following table shows action URIs for request type 'issue SAML token':

Request Type Request to issue SAML

Action URI in WS-Trust http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/Issue

Action URI in WS-SecureConversation http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/Issue

 The following table shows action URIs for request type 'issue SCT':

Request Type Request to issue Security Context Token (SCT)

Action URI in WS-Trust http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/Issue

Action URI in WS-SecureConversation http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/SCT

 The following table shows action URIs for request type 'cancel token':

Request Type Request to cancel token

Action URI in WS-Trust http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/Cancel

Action URI in WS-SecureConversation http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/SCT/
Cancel

 Working with the Generic Identity Management Service
The Generic Identity Management Service (GIMS) is an internal service that provides a standardized way
of authenticating users and extracting authorization information (such as group membership) using the
facilities provided by the gateway. The GIMS provides a set of APIs that can be consumed by an external
application to authenticate a user against custom identity providers and retrieve authorization information.

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/Issue
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/Issue
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/Issue
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/SCT
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/Cancel
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/SCT/Cancel
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust/RST/SCT/Cancel
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The Generic Identity Management Service (GIMS) is an internal service that provides a standardized way of authenticating
users and extracting authorization information (such as group membership) using the facilities provided by the CA API
Gateway. The GIMS provides a set of APIs that can be consumed by an external application to authenticate a user against
custom identity providers and retrieve authorization information.

By default, the GIMS supports only authentication operations against the Internal Identity Provider.
Support for other providers (such as LDAP or Federated) requires policy modifications.

 

Tip:

The Generic Identity Management Service is configured as a service. At the policy level, you can authenticate users with the
Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion or Authenticate User or Group Assertion.

 

Using the Generic Identity Management Service

To authenticate a user using the Generic Identity Management Service:

1. Publish the GIMS in a policy using the Publish Internal Service Wizard. This is the internal service that performs user
authentication against identity provider(s):

/gims/ <version> /authenticate

where "<version>" is the version of the service deployed ("1" if the default routing URL is used)
2. Modify the template policy to configure an identity provider. Tip: Search the policy for "Comment". The Add Comment to

Policy assertion is used to provide placeholders in the places where the identity provider is defined.
3. From the client side, call the service using the POST method to authenticate a user:

POST /gims/ <version> /authenticate

The following table describes the parameters to be provided during authentication. These parameters are used by the default
policy, but you can modify the default policy to meet your needs.

Parameter Type Required Comment

username string Yes login name of the user to be
authenticated

password string Yes user password credential

format string No XML/JSON; default is XML

Note:

The user account locks after 10 failed authentication attempts. The default lockup period is 1 hour, during which
all authentication attempts fail, even with the correct credentials. The lockout counter resets after every successful
authentication. The lockout does not affect Internal Identity Provider accounts accessed using the Policy Manager, it only
affects the Generic Identity Management Service.

4. After successful authentication, the CA API Gateway returns user authorization information in the format specified (XML/
JSON).

Example of authorization info
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The returned authorization information is defined as a list of attributes in XML or JSON form. The
following table lists the standard attributes. Except for dn, all attributes are optional. Any additional
attributes can be added for the specific client via policy.

 

Tip:

Technical note: To view the XML schema that describes the GIMS authorization information response, download the
#unique_819.

Attribute Type Required Comment

dn string yes Distinguished name of the
authenticated user. For
some providers, this is the
same as login; for others
such as LDAP, it is a string
containing a path to a specific
folder where the resource is
located.

login string no Login name of the
authenticated user
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Attribute Type Required Comment

givenName string no First name of the
authenticated user

sn string no Last name of the
authenticated user

mail string no Email address of the user

accountExpires string no Date and time when
account expires, in
GMT. When it is set to
"1969-12-31T23:59:59.999Z",
the account never expires.

Error Conditions

The following table summarizes the errors returned by the CA API Gateway when using the Generic Identity Management
Service:

Condition Error

Non-secure protocol is used When the HTTP protocol is used, the Gateway returns HTTP
code 500: "HTTP protocol is not supported. Use HTTPS
instead"

Incorrect user credentials entered The Gateway returns HTTP code: 401 "Authentication
Required"

Required parameters are missing The Gateway returns HTTP code 401: "Authentication
Required"

Token parameter is present in the request The Gateway returns HTTP code 401: "Authentication
Required"

Incorrect provider name is present The Gateway returns HTTP code 401: "Authentication
Required"

Policy Error The Gateway returns HTTP code 500: "Internal Server Error"

 Publish RESTful Web Service Proxy with WADL
This topic discusses how to use RESTful web services with the gateway.

This topic discusses how to use RESTful web services with the CA API Gateway.

Working with RESTful Web Services

RESTful web services and resource orientation in general provide an alternative approach to exposing web services and web
APIs. RESTful web services are an alternative to WS-* style web services built respecting the guidelines and principles or
REST (Representational State Transfer). Some of the properties of RESTful web services include:

•  resources are uniquely identified through the HTTP URI
•  the action on the resource is dictated by the HTTP verb (method)
•  resource representations are the HTTP payload
•  Content-Type not limited to XML; it can be anything else (for example, JSON)

The CA API Gateway can help you secure your RESTful web services to the same extent as WS-* (using SOAP, WSDL)
services.

Additional Resources

For more information about REST principles and guidelines see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_State_Transfer

For additional information regarding using the CA API Gateway with RESTful web services, see these resources from CA
Technologies:

• REST/SOAP Remapping (http://www.layer7tech.com/tutorials/rest-to-soap-remapping)
• Securing REST Interfaces (http://www.layer7tech.com/tutorials/securing-rest-interfaces)
• Using URI Templates (http://kscottmorrison.com/2009/12/11/using-uri-templates-on-xml-security-gateways/)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_State_Transfer
http://www.layer7tech.com/tutorials/rest-to-soap-remapping
http://www.layer7tech.com/tutorials/securing-rest-interfaces
http://kscottmorrison.com/2009/12/11/using-uri-templates-on-xml-security-gateways/
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Securing a RESTful Web Service

The following table summarizes the steps to secure your RESTful web service using the CA API Gateway.

Note:

The term "XML application" has a legacy heritage. If your RESTful web service does not use XML, the CA API Gateway can
support many other Content-Types.

To... Do this...

Build a policy to route and validate traffic for an existing
RESTful web service

 

STEP 1: Build a policy in the same manner as a SOAP
policy, except use the Publish Web API Wizard instead of
the Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard. Be sure to configure
the resolution URI pattern to associate the policy with
all possible URLs for that service, using the '*' wildcard
character. (Reason: Unlike WS-* style web services that
have a single URL entry point, RESTful web services refer
to the resource ID being acted upon using the URI portion
of the HTTP URL. Thus, the URL used is different for each
resource, even though the same policy applies. You can
specify a different policy for any different URL pattern.)

After publishing, the CA API Gateway becomes the
entry point for your RESTful web service. The Gateway
reconstructs and proxies to the service endpoint for each
incoming request. Responses are similarly reverse-proxied.

For more information, see Publishing a Non-SOAP
Application.

 STEP 2: The default behaviour of the Route via HTTP(S)
assertion is to route to an explicit endpoint URL rather than
the entry point URI of the RESTful web service. To replicate
the URI downstream, specify it as part of the HTTP routing
target using the context variable ${request.http.uri}. For
example, specify a target URL as shown below:

http://downstreamServiceHost/something${request.http.uri}

For more information about the ${request.http.uri} variable,
see Transport Layer Variables.

Tip:

If you need to use a specific portion of the URI as part
of the policy, you can extract it from the incoming URL
(${request.http.url}) using the Evaluate Regular Expression
assertion.

 STEP 3: You can validate incoming content using any
XML-related assertion if your RESTful web services format
resources in XML. Examples of such assertions include
the Validate XML Schema, Evaluate Request XPath, and
Evaluate Response XPath assertions. If your service uses
JSON, use the Validate JSON Schema assertion instead.

For any text-based Content-Type, the Evaluate Regular
Expression assertion can be used to evaluate specific patterns.

Tip:

The Threat Protection Assertions may also be useful to help
you validate input for your RESTful web service.
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To... Do this...

Validate HTTP parameters Specific validation of HTTP parameters can be achieved with
the help of the Validate HTML Form Data assertion. This
assertion allows you to enforce:

• which HTTP method is allowed (GET, POST)
• which HTTP parameters must be present in the request
• the number of occurrences of each parameter in the

request
• where the parameters occur in the request (in the URL,

body, or anywhere within the request)
• the presence of unnamed fields (allowed/disallowed)

For more information, see Validate HTML Form Data
Assertion.

Validate JSON schema Add the Validate JSON Schema assertion to the policy if
you need to validate JSON data structure and property types/
values against a JSON schema.

Use the context variable suffix ".mainpart" to access the
JSON payload of a specific message (request, response,
other). To learn more about this suffix, see "Context Variable
Data Types" under "Multivalued Context Variables".

For more information, see Validate JSON Schema Assertion.

Transform between JSON and XML Use the Apply XSL Transformation assertion to transform
from XML to JSON. Use the Set Context Variable assertion
and context variables to transform from JSON to XML.

Security options You can authenticate and authorize requestors using any
authentication mechanism appropriate for HTTP. Examples
of these include:

• Require SSL or TLS Transport
• Require SSL or TLS Transport with Client Authentication
• Require HTTP Basic Credentials
• Require Windows Integrated Authentication Credentials

Caching Cachable resources is a property of RESTful web services.
The CA API Gateway offers these assertions to help you
implement this aspect of your RESTful web services:

• Store to Cache
• Look Up in Cache

Configure the policy Most assertions can be used for your RESTful web service,
but SOAP-specific ones will not be appropriate. The policy
validator will warn you.

For more information, see Configuring a Policy.
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To... Do this...

Restrict HTTP verbs You can place restrictions on the HTTP methods (verbs)
associated with the policy. For example, you can authorize
different verbs for different URI patterns. A RESTful web
service can use these methods: GET, PUT, POST, DELETE.

To configure the HTTP method that is sent downstream, use
the "[Request HTTP Rules] tab" in the Route via HTTP(S)
assertion.

Tip:

You can also branch your policy based on the incoming verb
using the context variable ${request.http.method}.

Access HTTP headers You can access a variety of HTTP header values by using the
context variable pattern below:

${<target>.http.header.<name>}

Where "<target>" is either request, response, or a message
context variable and "<name>" is the header value being
retrieved.

Examples:

• ${request.http.header.content-type} retrieves the Content-
Type from the header (for example, "text/xml")

• ${request.http.header.date} retrieves the date from the
HTTP header

Tip:

The ${<target>.http.header.<name>} variables are only
available for messages that arrive over HTTP, or from the
default response to a request that arrived over HTTP. If
the latter, the only headers that will be available are the
ones destined to be added to the response headers when the
response is eventually sent. For more information about this
variable, see Transport Layer Variables.

 Publish REST Service Proxy Wizard
The Publish REST Service Proxy Wizard is used to publish a REST service proxy on the Gateway.

The Publish REST Service Proxy Wizard is used to publish a REST service proxy on the Gateway.

Contents

 

Note:

It is recommended that you disable the new REST service proxy endpoint until its policy is completed. For information on
disabling a service, see Published Service Properties.

 

 To access the Publish REST Service Proxy Wizard, do any of the following:

• Click Publish RESTful Service Proxy with WADL on the Policy Manager Home Page.
• Select [Tasks] > Services and APIs > Publish RESTful Service Proxy with WADL from the Main Menu.
• Right-click a folder within the Services and Policies  list and then select Publish RESTful Service Proxy with WADL.

Complete the wizard as described below. Once the wizard is complete, the new REST service proxy will appear in the Services
and Policies list.

Step 1: Deploy REST Service From

Choose how to import the REST service:
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• Manual Entry: Choose this to manually specify the Service Name and Resource Base URL.
• Deploy from WADL: Choose this to import information from a WADL.

Step 2: REST Proxy Configuration

In this step, configure the REST proxy:

If you are manually configuring the proxy, complete the following.

• Service Name: Enter a name for the non-SOAP application. Upon publication, this name will appear on the Services and
Policies list.

• Resource Base URL: Enter the required Resource Base URL of the RESTful Service.
• Gateway URI: The default Gateway URI is displayed. This URI is based on the path from the Resource Base URL. If you

need to override the Gateway URI, select the Override Gateway URI check box and type in a different URI.

If you are deploying from a WADL, complete the following.

• Location: Enter the location of the WADL file or click [File] to locate it.
• Load: Click this button to load the WADL file once a valid location is entered. The button is disabled until a local existing

file has been specified or a valid HTTP(S) URL has been specified in the location field.
• HTTP Options: To configure options for the URL (for example, to specify the credentials or configure a proxy), click

[HTTP Options] to open the Manage HTTP Options dialog.
• Override Gateway URI: If you need to override the displayed URI for the Gateway, select this check box to make the

Gateway URI column editable. Double-click in the Gateway column to enable editing. Press [Enter] when done.

 

Note:

The Resource Base URL column is not editable. However, the Service Name column is editable by default, whereas the
Gateway URI column is editable only when "Override Gateway URI" is checked.

Step 3: Access Control

The Access Control step allows you to define access control and authentication rules for the non-SOAP application.

1. Select the Require SSL/TLS Encryption check box to require that all requestors consume the application through the SSL
entry point.

2. Choose an access control option:

• Select Allow Anonymous Access to permit requestors to access the application anonymously (without credentials).
• Select Require Users to Authenticate to require that requestors provide credentials to gain application access. Define the

authentication details for this option as follows:
• Authentication Method: Select an authentication method from the drop-down list. This determines what information

users and groups are required to provide to gain application access.
• Identity Provider: Select an identity provider that contains the authorized users and groups from the drop-down list.

 

Note:

When requiring users to authenticate, the access will be restricted to the identity providers indicated above. The policy will
initially be populated with an authentication assertion for each Authenticate User or Group assertion corresponding to each
selected identity.

3. Specify which users and groups are authorized to use the application by moving them between the No Permission and Have
Permission lists.

• Grant permission by selecting entries from No Permission and then clicking [Add]. Alternatively, click [Add All]
without selecting any entry to authorize everyone on the list.

• Deny permission by selecting entries from Have Permission and then clicking [Remove]. Alternatively, click [Remove
All] without selecting any entry to deny permission to everyone on the list

Tip:

You can select a continuous block of rows by dragging the mouse over the rows you want; or, select the first row, hold
down the [Shift] key, then select the last row. You can select individual rows by holding down the [Ctrl] key while clicking
on the rows you want.

4. If you need to authorize users or groups from another identity provider, select the new provider name from the Identity
Provider drop-down list and then repeat step 3.
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 Publish Reverse Web Proxy
You can configure the  to behave as a reverse-web proxy, allowing you to manipulate the request and/or
response headers, cookies, and content:

You can configure the API Gateway to behave as a reverse-web proxy, allowing you to manipulate the request and/or response
headers, cookies, and content:

• To proxy only a single web application at a time, use the Publish Reverse Web Proxy Wizard to generate the appropriate
service policy.

• To proxy multiple web applications, do the following:

1. 1.1 Run the Publish Reverse Web Proxy Wizard once for each web application to be proxied. This will create one service
per web proxy.

2.1 Configure a global policy or configure multiple listen ports.

Tip:

If you intend to analyze the web app response, ensure that the Content-Type of the response is defined in the cluster property.

Contents

Choose a task to perform:

For information on how to... See

Publish a reverse proxy web service Publish Reverse Web Proxy Wizard

Delete a reverse proxy web service Deleting a Service

Change the routing URI for a reverse proxy web service Published Service Properties

Using a Global Policy to Proxy Multiple Web Applications

One way to proxy multiple web applications is to use a global policy after creating a web proxy service with the Publish
Reverse Web Proxy Wizard. This global policy will resolve a proxy service based on the host URL of the request, which is
accessed through the ${request.url.host} context variable. For example:

If request.url.host = WebAppProxy1 then resolve to service WebAppProxyService1, otherwise if request.url.host =
WebAppProxy2 then resolve to service WebAppProxyService2.

The following is a sample global policy for multiple reverse web proxy service resolution. For more information about global
policies, see Global Policy Fragments.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<wsp:Policy xmlns:L7p="http://www.layer7tech.com/ws/policy" xmlns:wsp="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/12/policy">
   <wsp:All wsp:Usage="Required">
      <wsp:OneOrMore wsp:Usage="Required">
         <wsp:All wsp:Usage="Required">
            <L7p:ComparisonAssertion>
                <L7p:CaseSensitive booleanValue="false"/>
                <L7p:Expression1 stringValue="${request.url.host}"/>
                <L7p:Expression2 stringValue="sharepointProxy2010"/>
                <L7p:Predicates predicates="included">
                   <L7p:item binary="included">
                      <L7p:CaseSensitive booleanValue="false"/>
                      <L7p:RightValue stringValue="sharepointProxy2010"/>
                   </L7p:item>
                </L7p:Predicates>
            </L7p:ComparisonAssertion>
            <L7p:ResolveService>
                <L7p:Uri stringValue="/2010"/>
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            </L7p:ResolveService>
         </wsp:All>
         <wsp:All wsp:Usage="Required">
            <L7p:ComparisonAssertion>
               <L7p:CaseSensitive booleanValue="false"/>
               <L7p:Expression1 stringValue="${request.url.host}"/>
               <L7p:Expression2 stringValue="sharepointProxy2013"/>
               <L7p:Predicates predicates="included">
                  <L7p:item binary="included">
                     <L7p:CaseSensitive booleanValue="false"/>
                     <L7p:RightValue stringValue="sharepointProxy2013"/>
                  </L7p:item>
               </L7p:Predicates>
            </L7p:ComparisonAssertion>
            <L7p:ResolveService>
               <L7p:Uri stringValue="/2013"/>
            </L7p:ResolveService>
         </wsp:All>
         <L7p:TrueAssertion/>
      </wsp:OneOrMore>
   </wsp:All>
</wsp:Policy>

Using Multiple Listen Ports to Proxy Multiple Web Applications

Another method to proxy multiple web applications is to configure multiple listen ports after creating a web proxy service
with the Publish Reverse Web Proxy Wizard. Each listen port will resolve to specific proxy services. For example,
all HTTP requests on port 8888 resolve to WebappProxyService1, while all HTTP requests on port 9999 resolve to
WebappProxyService2.

To configure multiple listen ports:

1. Configure a listen port for the first port. Basic Settings Tab

 

 

Advanced tab
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2. Configure a listen port for the second port in a similar fashion.

For information on configuring listen ports, see Manage Listen Ports.

 

 Publish Reverse Web Proxy Wizard
The Publish Reverse Web Proxy Wizard is used to publish a policy that enables the to behave as a reverse
web proxy, allowing you to manipulate the request and/or response headers, cookies, and content.

The Publish Reverse Web Proxy Wizard is used to publish a policy that enables the API Gateway to behave as a reverse web
proxy, allowing you to manipulate the request and/or response headers, cookies, and content.

Running the Publish Reverse Web Proxy Wizard does the following:

1. Adds the reverse proxy web service to the list on the Policy Manager interface.
2. Opens the policy for editing in the policy development window.

As with all -published services, you can publish multiple instances of the reverse proxy service—simply ensure that each
contains a unique resolution URI.

This wizard can create a generic reverse-proxy policy, or one specifically for SharePoint 2013.

Ensure that you have the correct security permissions to:

• Publish or modify a reverse proxy service
• Create services and policies
• Access to all assertions in the generated policy

Once a service is published, the Manage [serviceName] Service role can be used to give users Administrator-like powers for
that specific service only. For more information, see Predefined Roles and Permissions.

Tip:

It is possible to manually create a reverse web proxy policy without this wizard, however it will require significantly more
effort.

Note:

The Publish Reverse Web Proxy Wizard is not designed to proxy multiple web applications at once, but you can do so by
executing the wizard multiple times. For more information, see Configure a Reverse Web Proxy. The SharePoint 2013
examples shown in this topic are based on a simple configuration of SharePoint that uses default settings. These examples may
not apply if your configuration is more advanced.

To access the Publish Reverse Web Proxy Wizard, do either of the following:

• Click Publish Reverse Web Proxy on the Home Page
• Select [Tasks] > Services and APIs > Publish Reverse Web Proxy from the Main Menu.
• Right-click a within the list and then select Publish Reverse Web Proxy.
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Complete the wizard as described below. Once the wizard is complete, a new service is published containing a policy for the
API Gateway to behave as a reverse web proxy.

Recommended Wizard Configurations

The following settings are recommended if SharePoint is the web app being proxied:

• If the SharePoint server is unaware of the API Gateway proxy, it is recommended that you accept all the default values in
the wizard (with the exception of Name and Target Host, which must be completed).

• If the SharePoint server expects all traffic on port 80 and all API Gateway traffic on port 80 has been configured to redirect
to the default HTTP port (via Managing Listen Ports, [Manage Firewall Rules]), it is recommended that you deselect the
Include request port check box.

• If the SharePoint server is configured with an alternate access mapping for the proxy, it is recommended that you do not
configure any URL rewriting except for the Host header.

• When proxying for SharePoint, you need to add the following advanced property to the HTTP listen port: 

trimContentType=false

• When proxying for SharePoint, it is recommended that you set the mtom.decodeSecuredMessages cluster property to
'false'. 

Step 1: Configure Reverse Web Proxy

The Configure Reverse Web Proxy step collects information required to build the correct service policy.

1. Enter the Name of the published service that will be created. This name will be displayed in the services and policies list.
2. Enter the resolution URI for the service. This is the endpoint that will receive the service requests. The default is *.
3. Specify the Web Application Properties:

• Choose the type of web app from the Platform drop-down list: SharePoint or Generic. This determines whether a web
app-specific policy is created.

Note:

Only SharePoint 2013 is currently supported. The 'Generic' option will produce a generic proxy policy that will likely
need to be modified for your web application before it can be used.

• Enter the Target Host. This is the host for which the API Gateway will be serving as a reverse proxy. Include the port
number if applicable.

• Select Use HTTPS to use a secure connection when routing to the web application.

The remaining settings in this wizard step are used to configure URL Rewriting.
4. Configure whether URL Rewriting should be performed on the Request.

Tip:

To reverse any of the settings below after the policy has been created, simply disable or enable the associated assertion.

• Select the Body check box to replace all occurrences of the API Gateway host in the request body with the web
application host, using the Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion in the generated service policy.
Clear this check box to disable the above assertion in the generated service policy and not rewrite the request body.

Tip:

To enable request rewriting, simply re-enable this assertion.
• Select the Query String check box to rewrite the request query string to reference the web application host instead of

the request host, using the Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion in the generated service policy.
Clear this check box to disable the above assertion in the generated service policy and not rewrite the query string. 

• Select the Host Header check box to rewrite the request Host header to reference request host, using the Manage
Transport Properties/Headers Assertion.
Clear this check box to disable the above assertion in the generated service policy and not rewrite the Host Header.

5. Configure whether URL Rewriting should be performed on the Response:

• Select the Body check box to enable URL rewriting on the Response body, using the Evaluate Regular Expression
Assertion in the generated service policy.
Clear the check box to disable the assertion and not permit rewriting.

• If rewriting is permitted, indicate whether to replace All occurrences of the web application host in the response body
with the API Gateway host, or whether to replace only Within specified HTML tags in the adjacent box.

• Select the Location Header check box to rewrite the response location headers (in other words, enable assertions that
will replace specific instances of the web application host in the location header with the API Gatewayhost).
Clear this check box to disable the location-rewriting assertions in the resulting service policy.
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6. Select the Cookie check box to rewrite the request Cookie and response Set-Cookie headers (in other words, reconfigure
the domain and path—and name if SharePoint is selected—of the cookies).
Clear this check box to disable the cookie-rewriting assertions in the resulting service policy.

7. Select the Include request port check box to include the request port during URL rewriting.
8. Clear this check box to exclude the request port during URL rewriting.

Tip:

Clear this check box if the web application expects all HTTP traffic on port 80 and there is an alternate access mapping for
the proxy.

Step 2: Access Control

The Access Control step allows you to define access control and authentication rules for non-SOAP applications.

1. Optionally select the Require SSL/TLS Encryption check box to require that all requestors consume the reverse web
proxy service through the SSL entry point.

2. Choose an access control option:

• Allow Anonymous Access: Permit requestors to access the service anonymously (without credentials).
• Require Users to Authenticate: Require that requestors provide credentials to gain web service access. Define the

authentication details for this option as follows:

• Authentication Method: Choose an authentication method from the drop-down list. This determines what
information users and groups are required to provide to gain application access.

• Identity Provider: Choose an from the drop-down list that contains the authorized users and groups.

Note:

When requiring users to authenticate, the access will be restricted to the identity providers indicated above. The
policy will initially be populated with an authentication assertion for each assertion corresponding to each selected
identity.

3. Specify which users and groups are authorized to use the reverse proxy web service by moving them between the No
Permission and Have Permission lists:

• Grant permission by selecting entries from No Permission and then clicking [Add]. Alternatively, click [Add All]
without selecting any entry to authorize everyone on the list.

• Deny permission by selecting entries from Have Permission and then clicking [Remove]. Alternatively, click [Remove
All] without selecting any entry to deny permission to everyone on the list

Tip:

You can select a continuous block of rows by dragging the mouse over the rows you want; or, select the first row, hold
down the [Shift] key, then select the last row. You can select individual rows by holding down the [Ctrl] key while
clicking on the rows you want.

4. If you need to authorize users or groups from another identity provider, select the new provider name from the Identity
Provider drop-down list and then repeat step 3.

5. Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone."

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any security
zone (regardless of whether you have Read access to entities inside the zones).

 

 Publish SOAP Web Service
The Policy Manager guides you through the web service publication process:

The Policy Manager guides you through the web service publication process:

• When publishing a web service that has an existing WSDL (Web Services Description Language) document, the Publish
SOAP Web Service Wizard allows you to easily enter the location, access credentials, and Gateway access option for the
web service

• When publishing a web service that does not have a WSDL document, the Create WSDL Wizard allows you to easily
configure the WSDL elements that describe the business services, transactions, and electronic access instructions for the
web service.

Publishing a web service does the following:
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1. Adds a web service to the Services and Policies  list of the Policy Manager.
2. Establishes the web service's initial policy in the policy development window
3. Allows authorized clients to access the web service through the Gateway.

The publishing process will add a Route via HTTP(S) assertion to the policy as long as there is at least one HTTP(S) endpoint
declared in the WSDL document. If no HTTP(S) endpoints are defined in the WSDL, you must manually add an appropriate
routing assertion to the policy.

Note:

The Policy Manager differentiates between SOAP web services and non-SOAP applications. To publish or edit a non-SOAP
application, see Publishing a Non-SOAP Application.

You can publish multiple instances of the same web service when each contains a unique resolution URI. After publication,
the Policy Manager allows you to view the web service WSDL code and change or reset the web service WSDL from an
established WSDL document, without changing its existing policy.

Tip:

Publishing a SOAP service creates a default policy that contains a Route via HTTP(S) Assertion and an implicit "All
Assertions Must Evaluate to True" composite folder that is not visible. If these assertions have been placed in security zones,
you must have at least Read permission to the assertions in order to publish the service (for example, add yourself to the
"Manage X Zone" role.)

Choose a task from the following table:

For information on how to... See

Publish a SOAP web service with an existing WSDL
document

Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard

Create a WSDL document before publishing a SOAP web
service

Create WSDL

Delete a published service Deleting a Service

Specify a custom routing URI Published Service Properties, "Configuring the [HTTP/FTP]
tab"

View, edit, or reset a web service's WSDL Published Service Properties, "Configuring the [WSDL] tab"

 Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard
The Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard is used to publish a Web service with an existing WSDL
document. This wizard supports the WSDL 1.1 standard.

The Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard is used to publish a Web service with an existing WSDL document. This wizard
supports the WSDL 1.1 standard.

 

Note:

If the web service does not have a WSDL document, use the Create WSDL Wizard instead. 

 

 To access the Publish SOAP Web Service Wizard, do any of the following:

• Click Publish SOAP Web Service on the Home Page
• Select [Tasks] > Services and APIs > Publish SOAP Web Service from the Main Menu
• Right-click a folder within the Services and Policies  list and then select Publish SOAP Web Service.

Complete the wizard as described below.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 1: Web Service Description The Web Service Description screen locates the WSDL
document for the web service using one of the following
methods:

• If you know the URL for the WSDL, enter it in the
Location field. If you have a WSDL file, click [File] and
then select the file.

• If you are extracting the WSDL URL from a WSIL (Web
Services Inspection Language) URL, enter the WSIL
URL in the Location field. If you have a WSIL file,
click [File] and then select the file. Select the target web
service when prompted.

• If you are searching a UDDI Registry for the web service,
click [UDDI] and proceed to Searching the UDDI
Registry for details.

• The [UDDI] button is available only when a UDDI
registry has been configured on the Gateway. For more
information, see Manage UDDI Registries.

• To configure options for the URL (for example, to specify
the credentials or configure a proxy), click [HTTP
Options] to open the Manage HTTP Options dialog.

Note the following about the WSDL document:

• The WSDL document should not depend on any external
documents, otherwise the import process may fail.

• The WSDL URL supports SSL, SSL + Client
authentication, and URL authentication.

• The maximum size for a WSDL document is controlled
by the wsdlDownload.maxSize cluster property.

Click [Next]. The wizard attempts to resolve the WSDL
URL. If the resolution is successful, you proceed to Step 2
of the wizard. If the WSDL download fails, try the following
troubleshooting steps:

• Note the errors and then re-enter the WSDL or WSIL
URL or search the UDDI registry again, then click [Next]
to try to move to the next step of the wizard.

• An error message "Unable to parse WSDL location" may
indicate that authentication is required. If you see this
message, click [HTTP Options] to configure options for
the URL (for example, to specify the credentials, SSL, or
proxy options). For more information, see Manage HTTP
Options.

Tip:

Once credentials have been supplied, if the UDDI is
monitored for changes to this service, you will not be
prompted for credentials in the future for WSDL downloads
from that location.

Upon publication, the WSDL URL appears as a Route via
HTTP(S) assertion in the web service's initial policy and
the name of the web service is extracted from the resolved
WSDL and added to the [Services] tab.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 2: Service Resolution The Service Resolution screen lets you choose the service
resolution path:

• No resolution path: Select this option to set the
resolution path to the default Gateway URI "/ssg/soap".
This setting is the default.

• Custom resolution path: Select this option to specify a
custom resolution URI. Choose a custom URI from the
drop-down list or type in the URI if you require one that is
not on the list.

Tip:

You can change the resolution path later using the [HTTP/
FTP] tab in the service's properties. Note that the service
resolution path applies to both the HTTP and FTP protocols.

Step 3: Access Control The Access Control screen allows you to define simple Web
service encryption, access control, and authentication rules.

1. Optionally select the Require SSL/TLS Encryption check
box to require that all requestors consume the web service
through the SSL entry point.

2. Select Allow Anonymous Access to permit requestors
to access the web service anonymously (without
credentials).

OR:

Select Require Users to Authenticate to require that
requestors provide credentials to gain web service
access. Define the authentication details for this option as
follows:

• Authentication Method: Select an authentication
method from the drop-down list. This determines what
information users and groups are required to provide
to gain web service access.

• Identity Provider: Select an identity provider that
contains the authorized users and groups from the
drop-down list.

Note:

When requiring users to authenticate, the Web access will
be restricted to the identity providers indicated above. The
policy will initially be populated with an authentication
assertion for each Authenticate User or Group assertion
corresponding to each selected identity.

3. Specify which users and groups are authorized to use the
web service by moving them between the No Permission
and Have Permission lists.

• Grant permission by selecting entries from No
Permission and then clicking [Add]. Alternatively,
click [Add All] without selecting any entry to
authorize everyone on the list.

• Deny permission by selecting entries from Have
Permission and then clicking [Remove]. Alternatively,
click [Remove All] without selecting any entry to
deny permission to everyone on the list

4. If you need to authorize users or groups from another
identity provider, select the new provider name from the
Identity Provider drop-down list and then repeat step 3.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 4: Credential Transportation The Credential Transportation screen specifies how the
Gateway can gain access to the web service.

1. Verify that the Web Service URL is correct. This URL
is from the WSDL document and will be used by the
Gateway to access the web service. To change the URL:

1.1 Click [Change] and modify the URL as necessary.
2.1 Click [Default].

2. Choose an access control option:

• Select The Gateway can access this protected
Web service anonymously to instruct the Gateway
to access the protected web service without
authentication

• Select The Gateway will need to provide credentials
to access this Web service to instruct the Gateway
to provide credentials when connecting to the web
service.

3. Click [Finish]. The web service is published and added to
the [Services] tab.

Tip:

(1) If you've specified a conflicting service resolution, you
are given the option to correct the conflict, proceed as is, or
cancel the publishing. (2) It is recommended that you disable
the published web service until its policy is completed.
See Published Service Properties.

When the wizard is complete, the newly published service appears in the policy development window, with a Route via
HTTP(S) assertion already added. You can now begin constructing your new policy.

 

Note:

If the WSDL document did not declare any HTTP(S) endpoints, the Policy Manager will be unable to automatically add a
routing assertion. In this case, manually add the appropriate routing assertion to the policy.

 

Sending Requests to the Newly Published Service

After creating the new service, you can send requests to it by using one of the following URIs:

http:// <machinename.domain.com> :8080/ssg/soap https:// <machinename.domain.com> :8443/ssg/soap

Where:

• <machinename.domain.com> is the name of the computer hosting the Gateway
• /ssg/soap is the default resolution URI on the Gateway

Then assign a different resolution URI, see Published Service Properties.

 Publish Web API
In the Policy Manager, Web API and non-SOAP applications are published using the Publish Web API
Wizard. This wizard guides you through the publication process, allowing you to enter connection and
routing information and access credentials for the application. You can also publish a REST service proxy
using the Publish REST Service Proxy Wizard.

In the Policy Manager, Web API and non-SOAP applications are published using the Publish Web API Wizard. This wizard
guides you through the publication process, allowing you to enter connection and routing information and access credentials
for the application. You can also publish a REST service proxy using the Publish REST Service Proxy Wizard.

Publishing the application adds it to the Services and Policies list, establishes the non-SOAP application's initial policy
in the policy development window, and allows authorized clients to access the application through the Gateway. After
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publication, you can modify the Gateway URL that receives requests for the application, if necessary. You can also modify
the properties of the service.

Tip:

(1) The Policy Manager differentiates between SOAP web services and non-SOAP applications. To publish, edit, or view a
SOAP web service, see Publish SOAP Web Service. Non-SOAP policies do not support the message-level security assertions
found in the XML Security assertions. (2) Publishing a non-SOAP application creates a default policy that contains an implicit
"All Assertions Must Evaluate to True" composite folder that is not visible. If this assertions has been placed in security zone,
ensure that you have at least Read permission to that assertion (for example, you have the "Manage X Zone" role.)

Publish Web API Wizard

The Publish Web API Wizard is used to publish any non-SOAP application.

To access the Publish Web API Wizard, do any of the following:

• Click Publish Web API Wizard on the Policy Manager Home Page.
• Select [Tasks] > Services and API > Publish Web API from the Main Menu.
• Right-click a folder within the Services and Policies  list and then select Publish Web API Wizard.

Complete the wizard as described below.

Wizard Step Description

Step 1: Service Information The Service Information screen specifies the connection and
routing information for the application or service.

• Service Name: Enter a name for the non-SOAP
application. Upon publication, this name will appear on
the Services and Policies  list.

• Target URL: Enter the full HTTP URL of the
application. The Gateway will route service requests to
this target URL. Upon publication, this URL will appear
as a Route via HTTP(S) assertion in the application's
initial policy.

Note:

You may leave the Target URL blank if you intentionally
do not want to create an HTTP endpoint. For example,
an endpoint is not necessary if you plan to use the Copy
Request Message to Response Assertion or Return
Template Response to Requestor Assertion to the policy.
In this case, you may disregard the validation warnings
about missing routing assertions.

• Gateway URL: Complete the Gateway URL provided by
the Policy Manager with a unique URI that corresponds
to the unique address that will receive requests for
the application. Only enter a URI that completes the
embedded Gateway URL into the field. For example, if
you are connected to Gateway machinename.domain.com/
xml/ , you might enter "Warehouse" as the URI into
the Gateway URL field. In this example, the final
application-specific URL that will receive requests would
be machinename.domain.com/xml/Warehouse.

Note:

When publishing a RESTful web service, the Gateway
URL must contain a wildcard (for example, "/
restentrypoint/*").
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Wizard Step Description

Step 2: Access Control The Access Control screen allows you to define access
control and authentication rules for the non-SOAP
application.

1. Optionally select the Require SSL/TLS Encryption
check box to require that all requestors consume the
application through the SSL entry point.

2. Choose an access control option:

• Select Allow Anonymous Access to permit requestors
to access the application anonymously (without
credentials)

• Select Require Users to Authenticate to require
that requestors provide credentials to gain application
access. Define the authentication details for this option
as follows:

Authentication Method: Select an authentication
method from the drop-down list. This determines what
information users and groups are required to provide to
gain application access.

Identity Provider: Select an identity provider that
contains the authorized users and groups from the drop-
down list.

Note:

When requiring users to authenticate, the access will be
restricted to the identity providers indicated above. The
policy will initially be populated with an authentication
assertion for each Authenticate User or Group assertion
corresponding to each selected identity.

3. Specify which users and groups are authorized to use the
application by moving them between the No Permission
and Have Permission lists.

• Grant permission by selecting entries from No
Permission and then clicking [Add]. Alternatively,
click [Add All] without selecting any entry to
authorize everyone on the list.

• Deny permission by selecting entries from Have
Permission and then clicking [Remove]. Alternatively,
click [Remove All] without selecting any entry to
deny permission to everyone on the list.

4. If you need to authorize users or groups from another
identity provider, select the new provider name from the
Identity Provider drop-down list and then repeat step 3.

5. Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose
"No security zone". For more information about security
zones, see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones
have been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to
any security zone (regardless of whether you have Read
access to entities inside the zones).

6. Click [Finish]. The application or service is added to the
Services and Policies list.

Tip:

(1) If you've specified a conflicting service resolution, you
are given the option proceed as is or cancel the publishing.
(2) It is recommended that you disable the published
application until its policy is completed. See Published
Service Properties for instructions.
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 WSDL Query Handler Service
The WSDL Query Handler Service provides an alternative to the default WSDL download capabilities
built into the .

The WSDL Query Handler Service provides an alternative to the default WSDL download capabilities built into the API
Gateway.

Contents:

This service can retrieve WSDL and Service Documents independently of any authentication or security policy in the subject
service. To publish this service, run the Publish WSDL Query Handler Wizard. Modify the published service to define custom
authentication for WSDL requests in policy.

Prerequisites:

To use the WSDL Query Handler Service, perform the following steps to disable the built-in WSDL download service:

1. Set the service.wsdlQueryEnabled cluster property to false. This disables the existing directing of WSDL requests to the
WSDL download service.

2. Disable the WSDL download service on the HTTP(S) listen ports that are used with the WSDL Query Handler Service. For
more information, see the "Built-in services" setting in the [Basic Settings] tab of Listen Port Properties. 

Once these steps are done, publish the WSDL Query Handler Service with the Publish WSDL Query Handler Wizard.

Policies Created by Service

When the WSDL Query Handler Service is published, three new entries appear in the list of services and policies:

WSDL Query Handler Service

The WSDL Query Handler Service retrieves and returns the service WSDL or WSDL dependency (service documents) as
requested. Do not modify this policy. 

Tip:

The name of this service can be set when the Publish WSDL Query Handler Wizard is run.

The template policy uses the service name and routing URI specified in the Publish WSDL Query Handler Wizard.

Understanding the Policy Flow

The template WSDL query policy created by the wizard includes embedded comments to help you understand the policy. The
following description is an overview of the policy flow:

First, the policy determines the type of the request:

• Explicit service WSDL dependency (ServiceDocument) request: Query parameters serviceoid and servicedocoid are
both present.

• Explicit service WSDL request: Query parameter serviceoid present, but servicedocoid not present.
• Intercepted/redirected WSDL query: neither query parameter is present and the request URI is used to resolve the

service ID. The request is considered invalid if the service resolution fails (service does not exist or is not a SOAP service).

When the type is determined, the Service ID and potentially a Service Document ID are made available as context variables.

Next, the custom authentication policy fragment is executed.

Finally, the service does the following steps:

1. Retrieves the WSDL or WSDL dependency document
2. Updates the endpoints and references.
3. Sets the response message to return to the requestor.

Note:

Do not modify the WSDL Query Handler Policy. The authentication section is automatically updated when you customize the
WSDL Query Handler - Authentication policy fragment.

WSDL Query Handler - Authentication

Modify this policy fragment to customize the authentication required by your organization. The default authentication
implements HTTP Basic Authentication against the Internal Identity Provider over SSL.

This policy fragment is included in the WSDL Query Handler Policy, so all changes are reflected automatically.
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WSDL Query Handler - Query Redirection

This policy directs WSDL queries (HTTP requests to a published service ending in "?wsdl") to the WSDL Query Handler
Service.

Add this policy fragment into the message-received global policy. For more information, see Global Policy Fragments.

Note:

• Download WSDL and Policy Documents

 Publish WSDL Query Handler Wizard
The Publish WSDL Query Handler Wizard publishes a WSDL Query Handler service to allow you to
implement WSDL and WSDL dependency query handling.

The Publish WSDL Query Handler Wizard publishes a WSDL Query Handler service to allow you to implement WSDL and
WSDL dependency query handling.

This wizard publishes three items:

WSDL Query Handler Service
WSDL Query Handler Service - Authentication
WSDL Query Handler Service - Query Redirection

 

Tip:

This wizard is only one component of the WSDL Query Handling feature on the Gateway. See WSDL Query Handler Service
for more details and the complete workflow.

Access this wizard using: Tasks > Services and APIs > Publish WSDL Query Handler. On browser client, access using the
"Manage" menu.

Properties

Wizard step What you should know...

Step 1

Service Name A friendly name to identify in the list of services and policies
in the Policy Manager UI. The Service Name must be unique.

Routing URI The resolution URI for the service to publish. The Routing
URI must include the leading forward slash.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Do I have to run the Publish WSDL Query Handler Wizard? No.  The wizard publishes the ready-to-use WSDL Query
Handler Service, which is an optional feature.

Can I modify the policies created by the wizard? Modify only the authentication policy fragment but do not
change the other policy fragments. (Be sure to add the WSDL
Query interception and redirection fragment to the message-
received global policy fragment.)

How can I apply different authentication policies to different
services?

Use the ${serviceId} context variable to create branches of
authentication policy in the Authentication fragment for
individual or groups of services.

Can I use the XML VPN Client with the WSDL Query
Handler service?

No, the XML VPN Client requires the built-in WSDL
download service to retrieve WSDLs and Service Documents.

 Publish Swagger Service Wizard
Publishes a service based on a Swagger document. The wizard guides you through the steps to specify the
Swagger document, routing URI, and API Host and Path. You can optionally select validation options to
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apply to request messages in the service policy. The wizard creates a sample template policy to help you
get started (see ).

Publishes a service based on a Swagger document. The wizard guides you through the steps to specify the Swagger document,
routing URI, and API Host and Path. You can optionally select validation options to apply to request messages in the service
policy. The wizard creates a sample template policy to help you get started (see Validate Against Swagger Document
Assertion).

To access this wizard: Tasks > Services and APIs > Publish Swagger Service Wizard

Tip:

If the incoming protocol to your service differs from that of your Swagger service, be sure to change the Route via HTTP(S)
Assertion (in the template policy generated by this wizard) to use that protocol. For example, inbound SSL is added to
the Swagger policy, yet the Swagger back end uses HTTP. In this case, change the beginning of the URL in the Route via
HTTP(S) Assertion in the template policy from "${request.url.protocol}:" to "http:".

Cluster Property

This wizard observes the swagger.maxDownloadSize cluster property to limit the size of the Swagger document download. For
more information, see Miscellaneous Cluster Properties. 

Security

This task requires the 'Administrator' role. 

Wizard

Step What you should know...

1 Specify the location of the Swagger document. This
document must be online, hosted on a HTTP/HTTPS server.

To configure options for the URL (for example, to specify
credentials, SSL, or proxy options), click [HTTP Options] to
open the Manage HTTP Options dialog.

Tip:

An error message stating that the Swagger document location
cannot be parsed may indicated that authentication is
required. If this occurs, click [HTTP Options] to configure
options for the URL.

2 • Service Name: Enter a name for the service. If the Title is
set in the Swagger document, it is set as the default value.

• Routing URI: Enter the resolution URI for the service to
publish. If the Base Path is set in the Swagger document,
it is set as the default value.

• API Host: Enter a valid host name or IP address, with
optional port; for example: foobar.swagger.io:8080. If the
API Host is set in the Swagger document, it is set as the
default value.

• API Base Path: Enter a valid path, with the leading
'/' character. If the Base Path is set in the Swagger
document, it is set as the default value.

• Swagger Validation Options: Select the options
to enable in the resulting Validate Against Swagger
Document assertion in the published service policy. For a
detailed description of each option, see Validate Against
Swagger Document Assertion.

Frequently Asked Questions
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Question Answer

Why can't I specify a Swagger document on a local or
network drive?

The swagger.json document is always expected to be hosted
online. Advanced users can opt to paste the contents of the
Swagger document into a context variable and create their
own service.

Can I change the Swagger validation options later? Yes. Simply open the Validate Against Swagger Document
assertion in the published service and make the appropriate
changes.

Why is my Swagger document download failing? Verify that the document is a valid Swagger document. Also
ensure that the document size does not exceed the maximum
specified by the swagger.maxDownloadSize cluster property.

6 Policy Assertions

A policy defines restrictions for the consumption of a published service that is protected by the . Policy
assertions are the building blocks for policies in the Policy Manager. 

A policy defines restrictions for the consumption of a published service that is protected by the API Gateway. Policy assertions
are the building blocks for policies in the Policy Manager. 

Unless specified otherwise, all assertions can be used in a web service and XML application policy. A policy is constructed by
either:

• Dragging and dropping an assertion from the [Assertions] tab into the policy development window, or by
• Highlighting the target assertion in the [Assertions] tab and clicking the Add Assertion button in the Assertions Tool Bar.

Most assertions require configuration either before or after being added to the policy development window.  

Note:

Depending on which API Gateway product you have installed, not all assertions described here may be available in your
installation.

 How to: Assertions
This section describes how to perform common tasks related to policy assertions:

This section describes how to perform common tasks related to policy assertions:

• How to add or remove an assertion from a policy.
• How to temporarily disable and then re-enable an assertion.
• How to select a target message for an assertion. Many assertions are message targetable (meaning they can affect the

request or response message).
• How to select a target identity when multiple signatures are in use. This allows you to choose a signing identity for each

assertion the requires a signature.
• How to configure namespaces. Create a custom namespace mapping for XPath-based assertions.
• How to configure sample messages in assertions, allowing you to add security-related headers to the default sample

message generated based on the service's WSDL document.
• How to specify an XPath for assertions that require it.
• Tips on using the XML Editor found in XML code boxes.

 Add, Delete, Enable, Disable Assertions
This topic describes how to perform common tasks with assertions in the Policy Manager.

This topic describes how to perform common tasks with assertions in the Policy Manager.

Add an Assertion

You can add an assertion to a service as follows:

1. Ensure the policy window for the service is visible. You can open this window by doing one of the following:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• Right-click the service name in the Services and Policies list and then select Active Policy Assertions, or
• Double-click the service name in the Services and Policies list

2. Locate the assertion to add using either of these methods:

• Browse for the assertion by expanding each category under the [Assertions] tab.
• Type a few characters of the assertion's name in the Search box and then select a match to jump directly to the assertion.

3. Add the assertion to the policy by doing one of the following:

• Drag and drop the assertion from the [Assertions] tab into the policy development window.
•

Select the assertion in the [Assertions] tab and click the  (Add Assertion) button in the Assertions Tool Bar.
• Use keyboard shortcut Ctrl + Right to insert an assertion into an Active Policy editor tab. The assertion is added after

the highlighted assertion.
Note:

• This shortcut allows you to insert the highlighted assertion into the Active Policy editor tab when:

• A policy is open in an editor and an assertion is highlighted in the Assertion Palette.
• A policy is open in an editor tab and an assertion is highlighted in the Assertion Palette search results combo

box.
• This shortcut does not work for the following scenarios:

• when no assertion is highlighted
• when there is no active policy editor tab

 

Note:

Depending on which API Gateway product you have installed, not all the assertions that are listed are available. See Features
by Product for a list of which features are available for each product.

 

After adding, some assertions may require extra configuration. Please refer to the documentation for the specific assertion for
more details. The following table lists all the predefined assertions their categories under the [Assertions] tab.

Tip:

The encapsulated assertions feature also allows you to populate any category with custom created assertions based on policy
fragments. For more information, see Encapsulated Assertions. When adding an encapsulated assertion to a policy, it is
recommended that you manually open the assertion properties to review the required inputs, if the properties dialog does not
display automatically.

Delete an Assertion

You can delete an assertion that you no longer need in a policy.

 

Note:

Removing an assertion may affect the integrity of a policy. Be sure to check the messages in the Policy Validation Messages
window after deleting.

Tip:

If you only need remove an assertion from a policy temporarily, consider disabling the assertion instead.

 

To delete an assertion:

1. In the policy window, right-click the assertion to remove and then select Delete Assertion or select the assertion to remove
and then click Delete.

Tip:

You can delete several assertions simultaneously by using [Ctrl]-click to select them first.
2. Click [Yes] to confirm the deletion.

Disable an Assertion
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You can disable specific assertions in a published policy or policy fragment. This has the same effect as deleting the assertion,
while preserving the assertion's properties and structure of the policy. Disabling an assertion can help you troubleshoot or test a
policy. Disabled assertions are ignored by the API Gateway during policy consumption and by the policy validator.

Note:

Disabling an assertion may affect the integrity of a policy. Be sure to check the messages in the Policy Validation Messages
window after disabling.

Disabled assertions will stand out in the policy development window as follows:

• Red "X" over the assertion icon
• Assertion name that is shown as italicized gray text

A disabled assertion can be enabled at any time.

Note the following when using the disabling feature with the composite assertions ("All assertions must evaluate to true", "At
least one assertion must evaluate to true", Run All Assertions Concurrently):

• Disabling a composite assertion will disable all child assertions contained within it.
• Disabling all child assertions does not disable the parent composite assertion. The result is the same as a composite

assertion with no child assertions.
• If a composite assertion is disabled, enabling any child assertion within it will also enable all parent composite assertions.
• Any assertion added to a disabled composite parent will be disabled, regardless of its original state. Any assertion added to

an enabled composite parent retains its previous state.
• New assertions added from the palette to a composite assertion will assume the state of the parent composite assertion.

 

Tip:

To select multiple assertions for disabling, hold down the [Ctrl] key while clicking the assertion.

 

To disable an assertion:

• In the policy window, right-click the assertion to disable and then select Disable Assertion
Or:

In the policy window, select one or more assertions to disable, then click .

The assertion is removed from the  policy logic.

Enable an Assertion

You can manually re-enable any disabled assertion individually in a policy. Enabling the assertion restores the assertion
properties that were in effect at the time of disabling.

In general, enabling an assertion has the same effect as adding an assertion to a policy. For the composite assertions ("All
assertions must evaluate to true", "At least one assertion must evaluate to true", Run All Assertions Concurrently), note the
following:

• If a composite assertion is disabled, enabling a child assertion within it automatically enables all parent composite
assertions.

• Enabling a disabled composite assertion does not automatically enable all its child assertions - they will be restored to the
state they were in when the composite assertion was disabled.

• Child assertions that were disabled at the time of disabling the composite assertion will remain disabled. You need to
manually enable the appropriate assertions.
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Tip:

To select multiple assertions for enabling, hold down the [Ctrl] key while clicking the assertion.

 

 To enable an assertion:

1. In the policy window, right-click the assertion to enable and then select Enable Assertion.Or: 
2.

In the policy window, select one or more assertions to enable, then click .
You should now validate the policy.

 To enable all child assertions under a parent assertion:

• In the policy window, right-click the parent assertion and then select Enable All Assertions.
Or: 

In the policy window, select one or more child assertions and then click .

Reorder an Assertion

You can reorder an assertion using a mouse (Up and Down buttons) or the keyboard shortcuts in the Policy editor. Use the
following keyboard shortcuts to reorder assertions in the Active Policy editor tab:

• Ctrl  + K
• Ctrl + J

Follow these steps: 

1. In a policy window, select an assertion.
2. Use Ctrl  + K to move the highlighted assertion to the immediate preceding assertion.
3. Use Ctrl + J to move the highlighted assertion to the immediate below assertion.

Note:

 

• The shortcut behavior applies similarly to a selection of multiple assertions.
• The shortcut is similar to that of the existing Up and Down buttons in the Policy Editor.
• This shortcut does not work for the following scenarios:

• When no assertion is highlighted.
• When there is no active policy editor tab.

 Select a Target Message
Many assertions can apply to a specific target message: request, response, or a context variable. The
default target depends on whether the assertion appears before or after a routing assertion.

Many assertions can apply to a specific target message: request, response, or a context variable. The default target depends on
whether the assertion appears before or after a routing assertion.

 

Tip:

Be sure the assertion is located correctly in a policy after selecting a target message (see the policy validator for warnings). For
example, specifying "Response" as the target message when the assertion appears before the routing assertion will not return
correct results.

 

To select a target message:

1. Add the assertion to the policy development window.
2. Right-click on the assertion and then choose "Select Message Target" from the context menu.

The Message Target dialog is displayed.

Tip:

If the Message Target dialog is read only, it may be caused by the policy being imported into a API Gateway where the
licensing does not include the specified assertion. For a list of assertions licensed in each version of the API Gateway, see
Features by Product.
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3. Specify the target for the message:

• Request: The target is the request message. This includes both the inbound request (message from the client to the API
Gateway) and outbound request (message from API Gateway to the web service.

• Response: The target is the response message. This includes both the inbound response (message from the web service
to the API Gateway) and outbound response (message from API Gateway to the client).

• Other Context Variable: The target is the specified context variable. This variable must be of type Message and
must be predefined or has been set in the policy prior to the assertion. For more information on Message variables, see
Context Variable Data Types.

• Enter the context variable in the field in the format: ${variableName} 
4. Click [OK].

The message target is indicated by a "Request:", "Response:" or "${variableName}" prefix in the assertion name in the
policy window.
Examples:
Request: Authenticate against XYZ
Response: Add signed Timestamp

 Select a Target Identity
When multiple signatures are in use, you must specify which identity is the signing identity for each
assertion that requires a signature.

When multiple signatures are in use, you must specify which identity is the signing identity for each assertion that requires a
signature.

Note:

If multiple signatures are present in a message, you must specify the signing identity. Otherwise, the assertion will fail even if
the element is signed.

To select a target identity:

1. In the policy window, right-click on an assertion that deals with signatures and then choose Select Target Identity. Only
assertions that support target identities will display this option. The Select Identity dialog appears.

2. Select the target identity from the drop-down list. Note that you can either select a previously authorized user (i.e., "Bob
[Internal Identity Provider]") or an identity tag (i.e., "tag1") that was defined earlier.

3. Click [OK]. The selected identity is displayed in the policy as follows:
[User: <Login>, <Provider Name>] (example: "[User: Alice, Internal Identity Provider]")
[Group Membership: <Group Name>, <Provider Name>] (example: "[Group Membership: A Group, Internal Identity
Provider]")
[Authenticated against: <Provider Name>] (example: "[Authenticated against: Internal Identity Provider]")
[Identity Tag: <Tag>] (example: "[Identity Tag: A-User_1, internal]")

 Configure Namespaces
This topic describes how to work with namespaces in the gateway.

This topic describes how to work with namespaces in the CA API Gateway.

Namespace Map

The Policy Manager cannot predict which namespace prefixes, if any, might be found in the messages that will be received
by the API Gateway. To allow the use of namespace prefixes in XPath expressions, the API Gatewaysupports a user-editable
namespace map attached to any XPath-based assertion (the Evaluate Request XPath, Evaluate Response XPath, and Require
XPath Credentials assertions). Without namespace prefixes, constructing correct and namespace-aware XPath expressions is
extremely complicated. For example, a correct, namespace-aware XPath expression that will match the top-level Envelope
element in a SOAP 1.1 message without using prefixes is:

/*[local-name()="Envelope" and namespace-uri()="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope"]

Since the http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope namespace URI is typically declared in the namespace map under the
prefix "soapenv", the same XPath expression can be rewritten just as correctly as:

/soapenv:Envelope

To allow a given prefix to be used in the XPath expression in an XPath-based assertion, an entry for the prefix must be present
in the assertion's namespace map. Using the custom mapping feature, a namespace map can be defined and saved in the
Evaluate Request XPath assertion. For XML applications, custom namespace mapping is essential for defining the XPath
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query pattern for incoming XML request messages. For SOAP web services, the namespace list is automatically populated
with the namespaces declared in the WSDL. New namespaces can be added and removed from the default namespace list, but
the default namespaces themselves cannot be removed or changed.

Namespace prefixes that may appear in messages received by the API Gateway are unrelated to those found in the namespace
map of XPath-based assertions, even if they may happen to be identical. In order for an XPath expression using prefixes
to match namespace-qualified nodes in a message, the message's namespace URIs must exactly match those found in the
assertion's namespace map. For example, consider the following simplified SOAP 1.1 message:

<Envelope xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope">

  <Body>

    <someApplication:operationName xmlns:someApplication="urn:example.com:someApp"/>

  </Body>

</Envelope>

Even though this message's Body element appears without a namespace prefix, it is still qualified with the standard SOAP 1.1
namespace URI. The naive XPath expression "//Body" might match this particular message, but would fail to match another
message that happened to employ a prefix for the SOAP 1.1 namespace URI. With the namespace map feature, the expression
"//soapenv:Body" can match any message that uses the correct namespace URI, regardless of what prefix, if any, it uses to
declare it.

Editing the Namespace Map

You cannot change or remove the namespaces originating from the WSDL document, but you can modify the namespace map
in the following assertions:

Encrypt Element Assertion
Evaluate Request XPath Assertion
Evaluate Response XPath Assertion
Sign Element Assertion
Require XPath Credentials Assertion

To modify the namespace map:

1. Open the properties for any of the assertions listed above.
2. Click [Edit Namespaces]. The Edit Namespaces and Prefixes dialog appears with the default WSDL namespaces and

prefixes.
3. Choose an action to perform:

To... Do this...

Add a new namespace prefix 1.1 Click [Add].
2.1 Enter the Prefix and Namespace URI for the new

namespace.
3.1 Click [OK]
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To... Do this...

Edit a user-defined namespace prefix Select a user-defined namespace prefix to edit. These are
shown in bold.

1.1 Click [Edit].
2.1 Modify the Prefix or Namespace URI.
3.1 Click [OK].

Note:

Only user-defined namespaces may be edited (those entered
using the [Add] button). Predefined namespaces cannot be
modified.

Delete a user-defined namespace prefix 1.1 Select the user-defined namespace prefix. These are
shown in bold.

2.1 Click [Remove]. The entry is removed immediately.

Note:

Only user-defined namespaces may be removed (those
entered using the [Add] button). Predefined namespaces
cannot be removed.

4. Click [OK] to close the dialog.

Migrating Namespaces

The Migrate Namespaces feature allows you to quickly update all XPath-based assertions from one namespace to another. The
XPath-based assertions include the following:

Encode to MTOM Format Assertion
Encrypt Element Assertion
Evaluate Request XPath Assertion
Evaluate Response XPath Assertion
Require Encrypted Element Assertion
Require Signed Element Assertion
Require XPath Credentials Assertion
Sign Element Assertion

To migrate namespaces:

1. In the policy window, select the assertion(s) to migrate. You can select multiple assertions by holding down the [Ctrl] key
while selecting the assertions. To update all eligible assertions in the policy, select the first assertion in the policy, hold
down the [Shift] key, then select the last assertion in the policy. 

2. In the Policy Manager, select [Edit] > Migrate Namespaces from the Main Menu (browser client: use the "Edit" menu
next to the "Help" menu within the client). 

Tip:

If the option is not available, click on an assertion in the policy window first.
3. Enter the original namespace or select a namespace from the drop-down list.
4. Enter the new namespace or select from a list of common namespaces from the drop-down list.
5. Click [OK]. All XPath-based assertions listed above are automatically updated to use the new namespace.

 Create, Edit, Delete Sample Messages
The Policy Manager uses the Web service's WSDL document to generate a sample message for each
operation of the service. However, these sample messages are limited to elements declared in the WSDL
and do not contain security-related headers. To allow the point-and-click selection of nodes in documents
that cannot be generated automatically, you can configure your own sample messages.

The Policy Manager uses the Web service's WSDL document to generate a sample message for each operation of the service.
However, these sample messages are limited to elements declared in the WSDL and do not contain security-related headers. To
allow the point-and-click selection of nodes in documents that cannot be generated automatically, you can configure your own
sample messages.

Contents:
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You can configure sample messages in the following assertions:

Encrypt Element
Evaluate Request XPath
Evaluate Response XPath
Sign Element
(Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML Element
(Non-SOAP) Encrypt XML Element
(Non-SOAP) Sign XML Element
(Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element

Create a Sample Message

To create a sample message:

1. Open the properties for any of the assertions listed above.
2. In the Sample Messages section of the dialog, click [Add]. The Sample Message dialog appears.
3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Sample Message Name Enter a descriptive name for the message. For example,
"getQuote with UsernameToken".

Operation Name Displays any Web Service Operation that was selected prior
to opening the Sample Message dialog. If none selected,
this field is blank.

The Operation Name is only used to organize sample
messages. It has no effect on message processing in the
Gateway.

XML Document Displays an automatically generated message. Edit the
XML code if necessary. You can right-click within the box
to access the XML Editor features.

Security Zone Optionally choose a security zone. To remove this entity
from a security zone (security role permitting), choose "No
security zone".

For more information about security zones,
see Understanding Security Zones.

Note:

This control is hidden if either: (a) no security zones have
been defined, or (b) you do not have Read access to any
security zone (regardless of whether you have Read access
to entities inside the zones).

Tip:

The default security zone of a sample message differs as
follows:

• If you also have the "Manage Service <name>" role,
you are able to set the security zone of the sample to any
zone to which you have Read permission. In this case
the first eligible zone (most like the "no security zone"
option) is used as the default.

• If you do not also have the "Manage Service <name>"
role, then the zone defaults to your "Manage Zone
<name>" zone.

4. Click [OK] when done. The new sample message is available from the Sample Messages drop-down list on the dialog.

Edit a Sample Message

To edit a sample message:
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1. Open the properties for any of the assertions listed above.
2. From the Sample Messages drop-down list, select the message to edit. You cannot modify the automatically generated

message. 
3. Click [Modify]. The Sample Message dialog appears. 
4. Edit the message as required.  
5. Click [OK] to close the dialog.

Delete a Sample Message

To delete a sample message:

1. Open the properties for any of the assertions listed above.
2. From the Sample Messages drop-down list, select the message to delete. You cannot delete the automatically generated

message.
3. Click [Remove]. You are prompted for confirmation.
4. Click [OK] to confirm.

 Specify XPaths in Assertions
Some assertions require you to specify an XPath on which to perform an operation. For example, you
may be evaluating a request XPath, encrypting an element, or signing a non-SOAP element. This graphic
shows an example of the interface used to select or modify an XPath.

Some assertions require you to specify an XPath on which to perform an operation. For example, you may be evaluating a
request XPath, encrypting an element, or signing a non-SOAP element. This graphic shows an example of the interface used to
select or modify an XPath.

This interface contains the following elements. Every assertion with an XPath selection task contains these elements; some
assertion contain additional elements specific to that assertion.

 List of available web services and their operations. The operations shown are retrieved from the WSDL document for the
web service. For information about the WSDL that defines a web service, see Publish SOAP Web Service.

 The XPath expression selected for the task. If you know the XPath, you can type it directly into this box. For greater
flexibility, you may reference context variables within the expression or you may specify a fully-dynamic XPath expression (in
the format "${xpathVar}"). For more information, see "Fully Dynamic XPath Expressions" under XPath Context Variables.
Alternatively, you can let the Policy Manager build it for you by selecting the target element in the code window.

 

Note:
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While context variables within the expression are supported by all XPath assertions, fully-dynamic XPath expressions are only
available in the Evaluate Request XPath and Evaluate Response XPath assertions. 

 

 The code box that displays a sample message for the selected operation. Use the  and  buttons to collapse and
expand the nodes (respectively).

 By default, the sample message shown in the code window will be used. You can modify the sample message or enter you
own message. For more information, see Create, Edit, Delete Sample Messages.

 You can optionally edit the namespace map if necessary. You cannot remove namespaces that originate from the WSDL
document. For more information, see "Namespace Map" under Configure Namespaces.

To select an XPath:

1.
In section , select the operation containing the element you want to use for the task (evaluating, encrypting, etc.) A

sample message is displayed in the code window .
2.

Examine the sample message generated by the Policy Manager in  to see if it meets your needs. If not, use the Sample

Messages section in  to create your own message. Messages generated by the system are limited to elements defined in
the WSDL document.

3.
In the code box , click a target element to build your XPath expression. The XPath for this element is displayed in the

XPath field .

Note:

The Policy Manager only builds an XPath expression to an element. For more complex expressions, you must edit the

XPath manually in .
4.

Edit the XPath in  if necessary. For greater flexibility, you may reference context variables within the expression. For
more information, see XPath Context Variables.

5.
Edit the namespace map in  if necessary. 

 Use the XML Editor
When XML code is required in some Policy Manager forms, there is a set of built-in tools that can
help you work with the code. These tools are known as the XML Editor and they are available from the
following locations:

When XML code is required in some Policy Manager forms, there is a set of built-in tools that can help you work with the
code. These tools are known as the XML Editor and they are available from the following locations:

Apply XSL Transformation Assertion
Managing Global Resources
Sample Messages
Validate XML Schema Assertion

To access the XML Editor, right-click anywhere within the XML code box. A context menu will appear with the following
options (options that are currently unavailable are dimmed):

Menu Option Description

Document > Insert file Inserts a file containing XML code into the box, at the
location of the cursor. Once the code is inserted, you may edit
it within the XML code box if necessary.

Undo Reverses the last action, such as character typed, text pasted/
deleted, or file inserted. Multiple levels of undo are available.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Menu Option Description

Redo Reverses the last undo action. Multiple levels of redo are
available.

Cut Removes the selected text and places it on the clipboard for
pasting elsewhere.

Copy Copies the selected text and places it on the clipboard for
pasting elsewhere.

Paste Inserts the contents of the clipboard.

Search a node Displays a search dialog containing an expandable list of the
nodes. Clicking on a node in the search dialog highlights its
location in the XML code window.

XML > Parse Parses the XML code and notifies you of any syntax errors.

XML > Format Formats the XML code for improved readability.

XML > Comment Used to enter text that will be automatically formatted as
comments in the XML code box. The comment is inserted at
the cursor location.

In addition to the XML Editor options, the following keystrokes can also be used:

Keystroke Action

[Ctrl-A] Selects all the text within the XML code box

[Ctrl-X] Performs a Cut operation

[Ctrl-V] Performs a Paste operation

[Home] Moves the cursor to the beginning of the line

[End] Moves the cursor to the end of the line

[Ctrl-Home] Moves the cursor to the beginning of the XML code box

[Ctrl-End] Moves the cursor to the end of the XML code box

[Ctrl-right arrow]
[Ctrl-left arrow]

Moves the cursor one item to the right or left within a line of
XML code.

[Ctrl-Shift-right arrow]
[Ctrl-Shift-left arrow]

Selects the item to the right or left in a line of XML code.

 Assertion Information
The Assertion Information dialog summarizes context variable usage for a selected assertion:

The Assertion Information dialog summarizes context variable usage for a selected assertion:

• Variables set by the assertion (if any)
• Variables used by the assertion (if any).

This information helps you during policy authoring and troubleshooting.  

To display the Assertion Information dialog:

• Right-click an assertion within the policy and select View Info.

The upper part of the dialog displays basic information about the assertion:

• Name: The name of the assertion as it appears on the assertion palette.
• Type: The type of the assertion. There are four different types of assertions:

• Core: These assertions are created by CA Technologies and are shipped with the Gateway.
• Custom: These are extra cost assertions purchased from CA Technologies to do a specific task. They can also be

customer-created assertions, created using the Custom Assertion SDK. The file name of the custom assertion is
shown within parenthesis.
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• Encapsulated: These are encapsulated assertions created by the customer. For more information, see Encapsulated
Assertions.

• Modular: These are assertions created by CA Technologies and designed to be easily installed on any Gateway. The
file name for the modular assertion is shown within parenthesis.

• Description: The assertion description, as shown on the interface of the Policy Manager.

The "Context Variables Set" table lists the context variables that are set by the assertion—in other words, the assertion will
populate values into these variables:

• Name: The name of the context variable that will be populated. In most instances, this is a predefined context variable
that is shipped with the system. However it can also be a custom context variable that is created by the assertion.

• Type: The data type of the context variable.  
• Supports Multivalued: Indicates whether the context variable is multivalued. For more information, see Multivalued

Context Variables.

The "Context Variables Used" table lists the context variables that are used by the assertion—in other words, the assertion
requires the values within these variables during its execution.

You can also point to the assertion in the policy to view context variable information in a tooltip:

Note:

The tooltip only lists the context variables set by the assertion. To see which variables are used by the assertion, use the
Assertion Information dialog described above.

 Assertion Numbering
To assist you during policy editing, you can display assertion numbers in the policy development
window. These numbers are especially useful when dealing with complex policies. They are also used
during policy debug tracing.

To assist you during policy editing, you can display assertion numbers in the policy development window. These numbers are
especially useful when dealing with complex policies. They are also used during policy debug tracing.

To display or hide assertion numbers:

•  Do one of the following:

• Set the Assertion Numbers Globally:

• Navigate to File, Preferences in the Policy Manager.
• Select Show Assertions and click Ok.

The assertion numbers appear automatically for the new Policy tabs.
• Set the Assertion Numbers Per Tab:

• In the Policy Tool Bar, click [Show Assertion Numbers] or [Hide Assertion Numbers].
• Under the View menu, select Show Assertion Numbers or Hide Assertion Numbers.
• Press [Alt]+N to toggle assertions numbers on/off (only valid for the desktop client)

The following numbering system is used:

• The first assertion in the policy is always number "2". This is because there is an implicit "All assertions must evaluate to
true" assertion at the root of every policy that occupies the number "1" position. For simplicity, this assertion is hidden in
the Policy Manager interface but is visible in the underlying XML code for the service.

• The same rule applies when a policy fragment is added to a service policy: the first assertion within that fragment is
number "2":
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• Included policy fragments will cause an increase to the numbering hierarchy. Using the example shown abive, the first
"Include" increases the numbering by one decimal place (6 > 6.2), while the nested "Include" increases the hierarchy again
(6.4 > 6.4.2).

• Assertions within composite assertions such as "All assertions..." and "At least one assertion..." are numbered contiguously
and do not cause an increase to the numbering hierarchy.

 

 Assertion Latency
The following built-in context variables record the latency:

CA API Gateway can calculate the latency for most assertions in a policy. This latency information may be useful in helping to
troubleshoot issues, for example connection issues with the back-end service.

The following built-in context variables record the latency:

• ${assertion.latency.ms}: Stores the assertion latency in milliseconds.
• ${assertion.latency.ns}: Stores the assertion latency in nanoseconds.

Note the following important information about assertion latency:

• To reduce the system overhead, API Gateway calculates the latency only when required. You indicate that the latency is
required by referencing either the ${assertion.latency.ms} or ${assertion.latency.ns} variables in the next assertion.

• Calculating assertion latency may affect the outcome of the At least one assertion must evaluate to true composite
assertion. Reason: The Set Context Variable Assertion or Add Audit Detail Assertion (required to trigger the capture of
assertion latency values) always returns "true." This may affect the outcome of the composite assertion (for example, prior
to calculating the latency, the composite assertion could have returned "false"; after calculating the latency, the composite
assertion will always return "true"). To avoid this, restructure the policy logic.

• It is not possible to determine assertion latency for child assertions within the Run All Assertions Concurrently Assertion.

Note:

If the child assertion is one of the "At least one..." or "All assertions..." composite assertions, then its children are eligible
for latency calculation.

How to Use the Assertion Latency Variables

The two latency variables are overwritten each time latency is calculated. To preserve the latency values, you can use either of
the following strategies:

• Log the message
• Save the variable for later use

These are described in more detail below, using the ${assertion.latency.ms} as an example.

Logging the Message

To log the assertion latency, you can use the Add Audit Detail assertion with the ${assertion.latency.ms} variable defined in
the message body—see the following policy sample :
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In this example, the output log contains the assertion latency for the Run All Assertions Concurrently Assertion:

2012-04-26T11:37:38.349-0700 INFO
 159com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerAuditDetailAssertion: -4: LatencyTrace:"Run All Assertion
 Concurrently": 16

Save the Variable for Later Use

To save the assertion latency, use the Set Context Variable assertion to copy the ${assertion.latency.ms} value to another
variable:

In this example, the ${jdbclatency} variable contains the latency for the Perform JDBC Query assertion in line 3, while the
${httproutelatency} variable contains the latency for the Route via HTTP(S) assertion in line 5.

When the Assertion Latency Is Calculated

Consider the following example policy:

In the sample above:

• Latency is calculated for Perform JDBC Query in line 3, because Set Context Variable is used in line 4 to capture the value
from ${assertion.latency.ms}.

• Latency is calculated for Route via HTTP in line 5, because Set Context Variable is used in line 6 to capture the value from
${assertion.latency.ms}.

• Latency is calculated for the Run All Assertions Concurrently composite assertion in line 7, because the Add Audit
Details assertion is used in line 15 to capture the value from ${assertion.latency.ms}. (Note that line 15 is used because that
is the first line after the composite assertion.)

• Latency will be calculated for Perform JDBC Query in line 12, because Set Context Variable is used in line 13 to capture
the value from ${assertion.latency.ms}. Note that line 12 is eligible for assertion latency capture because it is the child of
the "All assertions..." composite assertion in line 11 and is not affected by the disabling of latency capture from the parent
Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion in line 7.

It is equally important to understand when latency is not calculated:

• Latency is not calculated for lines 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16 because neither the ${assertion.latency.ms} nor
${assertion.latency.ns} variables are referenced in the next assertion.

• In line 9, the latency is not calculated even though ${assertion.latency.ms} is used in line 10 because the Set Context
Variable assertion appears under the Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion (which disables the capture of assertion
latency).

• In line 14, the latency is not calculated because this line is the last child in the composite assertion (line 7) and the Add
Audit Details assertion in line 15 is considered the next assertion for line 7, not line 14. 

 Encapsulated Assertions
Encapsulated assertions lets you convert any policy fragment into a self-contained "assertion" that accepts
input and sets output. You can place these encapsulated assertions into any assertion palette. You can
manipulate them as any normal assertion: add, delete, or disable them within a service policy. Move them
up and down within a policy .

Encapsulated assertions lets you convert any policy fragment into a self-contained "assertion" that accepts input and sets
output. You can place these encapsulated assertions into any assertion palette. You can manipulate them as any normal
assertion: add, delete, or disable them within a service policy. Move them up and down within a policy .

Tip:

(1) Carefully track the encapsulated assertions that you create, to prevent potential confusion should a policy author need to
consult the Gateway documentation or contact CA Support for assistance. (2) Encapsulated assertions that are created outside
of the Policy Manager (for example, using the WS Management API) are not visible until the next time the Policy Manager
connects to the CA API Gateway. To make them appear immediately, disconnect and then reconnect the Policy Manager. (3) If
performance metrics are being relayed, you can access the cumulative latency of the encapsulated assertion and the latencies of
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each assertion within the encapsulated assertion. See the relayGatewayMetrics.enable cluster property for more information on
relaying metrics.

Encapsulated Assertions Compared to Policy Fragments

Though the encapsulated assertions behave similar to policy assertions superficially, they more closely resemble policy
fragments from a functional perspective. This is reinforced by the fact that each encapsulated assertion uses a policy fragment
as its foundation—if no fragments have been defined, then is it not possible to create an encapsulated assertion.

Encapsulated assertions and policy fragments share the following similarities:

• Both facilitate modularity and policy reuse.
• Both make use of the existing policy assertions.
• Both accept input and produces output, with similar runtime behavior.
• Both use the predefined roles and permissions to control who can create and access these entities.

• For policy fragments, the "Manage <fragmentName>" role controls who has access to the fragment.
• For encapsulated assertions, the "Manage Encapsulated Assertion" role controls who is able to configure an

encapsulated assertion. Policy authors who need to use the assertion in a policy can add them, even though they may
lack permission to create new ones.

However, there are notable differences between the two, as shown in the following table:

Encapsulated Assertions Policy Fragments

Authors of encapsulated assertions can see which underlying
policy fragment was used, but this is hidden from the policy
authors.

Users of the policy fragment (that is, policy authors) can
expand the fragment to see the assertions inside it.

No impact on validation speed in a policy with encapsulated
assertions. This is because the underlying policy fragment is
not expanded during validation.

Validation speed may be impacted if many policy fragments
or large policy fragments are inserted into a policy. This is
because the fragment is always expanded during validation.

Each is displayed as its own entry within the assertion
palettes, with a configurable name, description, and icon.

Can only be added to a policy using the Include Policy
Fragments assertion. No description or icon.

Runs in its own "policy context" so that it can use its own
local context variables without conflicting with those in the
parent policy.

The request and response themselves are not privately scoped
—only the context variables. The request and response for
encapsulated assertions point to the actual default request and
response.

Runs as part of the parent policy and uses the same context
variables as the parent.

Has mechanisms to control the sharing of context variables
with the parent policy, via input parameters and output
results.

No special mechanism for sharing—policy fragments behave
as if you manually inserted the assertions in the policy.

No need to grant permission to the underlying policy
fragment to use an encapsulated assertion. Anyone with
permission to edit a policy may use any encapsulated
assertion.

Must be explicitly granted permission to the policy fragment
via the "Manage <policy>" role before it can be used.

Visibility of Context Variables

Understanding the visibility of context variables between the parent service policy and the underlying policy fragment
("backing policy") of an encapsulated assertion:

• Context variables set in the parent service policy are not visible to the encapsulated assertion's backing policy.
• Context variables set within an encapsulated assertion's backing policy are local only to that encapsulated assertion. These

variables are not visible to the parent policy afterward.
• An encapsulated assertion's input and output arguments are visible to both the parent policy and the backing policy.

Understanding How Values Are Passed to the Parent Policy

Every instance of an encapsulated assertion runs in its own "policy context" that is separate from the context of the parent
policy. It is important to understand how values are passed between the assertion and its parent. In the examples below, all
values are passed using context variables.
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When you create an encapsulated assertion, you can define a series of inputs and outputs. For inputs, choose a data type and
then indicate that input's visibility on the interface. These choices determine how values are passed back to the parent policy.

Example #1: Message input shown in the properties dialog

There is an encapsulated assertion "ABC Assertion" with the following input definition:

Input Name: foobar
Input Type: Message
Show in assertion properties dialog: true

In the parent policy contains the following:

• Set Context Variable Assertion

Variable Name: fromParent
Data Type: Message
Content-Type: text/plain
Expression: "Hi there!"

• ABC Assertion

foobar: select "fromParent" from the dropdown list

When the ABC Assertion executes, the following context variable is visible to the underlying policy fragment:

• foobar of type "Message", which is an alias to the fromParent variable in the parent policy's context

If the variable foobar is changed within the ABC Assertion, these changes are reflected in the fromParent variable. (For
example, if you change the content-type using the Validate or Change Content Type Assertion, or set the variable as the
response target message within the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion.)

Example #2: String input not shown in the properties dialog

The encapsulated assertion "ABC Assertion" has this input definition:

Input Name: widget
Input Type: String
Show in assertion properties dialog: false

The parent policy contains the following:

• Set Context Variable Assertion

Variable Name: widget
Data Type: String
Content-Type: text/plain
Expression: "Pass it along!"

• ABC Assertion

No properties are available for this assertion, as its only input ("widget") is hidden from the interface. Running the "View
Info" option on the ABC Assertion shows that a single variable widget is used, with no variables set. The policy XML of this
instance of the ABC Assertion within the parent policy does not contain any "widget" parameter.

When the ABC Assertion executes, the following context variable is visible to the underlying policy fragment:

•       widget of type "String", which is an alias to the widget variable in the parent policy's context

If the variable widget is changed within the ABC Assertion, these changes are reflected in the widget variable in the parent
context, after the ABC Assertion has finished.

Example #3: String input shown in the properties dialog

This example is similar to #2, except it shows the impact of displaying the input in the properties dialog box.

Input Name: widget
Input Type: String
Show in assertion properties dialog: true

The parent policy contains the following:

• Set Context Variable Assertion

Variable Name: widget
Data Type: String
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Expression: "Don't pass it along!"

• ABC Assertion

In the assertion properties, enter "This is my value!" for the widget field. Entering this value in the properties causes a
parameter named "widget" with the value "This is my value!" to be stored in the ABC Assertion instance in the parent policy.

At runtime, each time the ABC Assertion is invoked, the value "This is my value!" is copied into a new widget context variable
in the child policy context before the ABC Assertion's underlying policy fragment is executed.

Running the "View Info" option on the ABC Assertion does not show any variables being used or set. However the policy
XML of this instance of the ABC Assertion within the parent policy does include the parameter widget="This is my value!".
Tip: You can examine the policy XML by copying the assertion and pasting into any text editor.

When the ABC Assertion executes, the widget context variable in the parent context is ignored and a new widget context
variable is created in the child context with the value "This is my value!". (This contrasts with Example 1, where the data type
'Message' causes changes to foobar to be reflected back to the fromParent variable in the parent.)

Making Encapsulated Assertions Available in a Role

For encapsulated assertions to be visible in the assertion palette, a role must have the following permissions:

•  READ all Encapsulated Assertions

and one of:

• READ all Assertions

or if it is not desirable to grant permission to all assertions for that role:

• READ Assertions with name=com.l7tech.policy.assertion.EncapsulatedAssertion

Optionally, if you want to make the underlying policy fragment visible:

• READ all Policies of type "policy fragment"

Tip:

The encapsulated assertions still operate correctly even when there is no Read access to policy fragments. The only
consequence is that the user cannot view the underlying policy fragment.

The predefined role "Manage Encapsulated Assertions" provides this access. If you are using custom roles, be sure that they
conform to the above.

Using Encapsulated Assertions

Choose a task from the following table: 

For information on how to... See

Create a new encapsulated assertion Manage Encapsulated Assertions

Remove an encapsulated assertion from the system Manage Encapsulated Assertions  

Edit an encapsulated assertion Encapsulated Assertion Configuration Properties 

Enable debug tracing in an encapsulated assertion Encapsulated Assertion Configuration Properties  

Add an encapsulated assertion to a policy Add, Delete, Enable, Disable Assertions

Remove an encapsulated assertion from a policy Add, Delete, Enable, Disable Assertions 

Disable an encapsulated assertion in a policy Add, Delete, Enable, Disable Assertions 

Reposition an encapsulated assertion within a policy "Assertions Tool Bar" in Policy Manager Interface

Note:

Encapsulated assertions display a properties dialog to accept input values (if defined) once added to a policy. However, input
fields of type ‘Message’ or ‘XML Element’ do not open the dialog automatically. Manually open the dialog box in this case.
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 Custom Assertions
Custom assertions are optional additions to the standard assertions available from CA Technologies. A
custom assertion integrates the gateway with a third-party application or authentication system, allowing
clients to utilize existing infrastructure for particular Web service security tasks.

Custom assertions are optional additions to the standard assertions available from CA Technologies. A custom assertion
integrates the CA API Gateway with a third-party application or authentication system, allowing clients to utilize existing
infrastructure for particular Web service security tasks.

Tip:

CA Technologies develops new custom assertions in response to client or industry needs. Contact CA Technologies to acquire
a custom assertion. A Custom Assertion SDK is also available for you to create your own custom assertions.

This section contains the following:

• Understand Custom Assertions: Provides a short primer for anyone interested in learning more about creating custom
assertions. Does not require Java coding experience, but assumes fundamental understanding of programming methods and
minimal Java knowledge. Requires the Custom Assertion SDK. This section is not necessary if you are simply installing a
custom assertion or using it in a service policy.

• Create Custom Assertions: Provides a detailed description of how to create your own custom assertions, using the Custom
Assertion SDK. Intended for experienced Java developers.

• Install Purchased Custom Assertions: Provides installation and configuration information for custom assertions licensed
from CA Technologies. A custom assertion must be installed before it is visible in the Policy Manager. Intended for system
administrators familiar with Linux, but Java coding experience is not required.

 Understand Custom Assertions
Custom Assertions are modules that are added to a gateway to add functionality to be executed in
a service policy. These assertions typically implement proprietary business logic, as opposed to the
standards-compliant mechanisms natively supported by CA Technologies. This section illustrates how to
implement a custom assertion by using sample projects. The TrafficLogger is the basic sample, while the
Salesforce sample is a more advanced example that illustrates additional features.

Custom Assertions are modules that are added to a CA API Gateway to add functionality to be executed in a service policy.
These assertions typically implement proprietary business logic, as opposed to the standards-compliant mechanisms natively
supported by CA Technologies. This section illustrates how to implement a custom assertion by using sample projects. The
TrafficLogger is the basic sample, while the Salesforce sample is a more advanced example that illustrates additional features.

• Prerequisite: Custom Assertion SDK, available from the distribution archives. For more information on these archives, see
Release Notes 9.3.

Target Audience

This section is intended for anyone interested in learning how to create a custom assertion. It requires understanding of
fundamental programming methods and some Java knowledge. Experienced Java developers should refer to Create Custom
Assertions for in-depth instructions.

Tip:

The Custom Assertions API Javadoc provides technical content about the custom assertions application interface, in web
format. The Javadoc is packaged within the Custom Assertions SDK and is intended for the experienced Java coder.

 

 

 

 Root Folder of Custom Assertion SDK
The following items are available when you extract the Custom Assertions SDK.

The following items are available when you extract the Custom Assertions SDK.

Item Description

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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javadoc This folder contains the Javadocs for the Custom Assertion
API.

lib This folder contains libraries that are required to build the
sample custom assertions.

com.l7tech/layer7-api-8.0.jar is the Custom Assertion API
that defines the classes and interfaces that are required to
create custom assertions.

For more information, refer to the Custom Assertions API
Javadocs.

SalesforceSample This folder contains the sample Salesforce Custom Assertion
implementation.

TrafficLoggerSample This folder contains the sample TrafficLogger Custom
Assertion implementation.

tools This folder contains a build tool required to build the sample
custom assertions.

build.sh This is a shell script to call ant to build the projects.

build.xml
build-common.xml

These files are used by ant to define the instructions for
building sample custom assertions.

 

build.xml
build-common.xml

 TrafficLogger Sample (Basic)
This section describes the files used in the TrafficLogger sample. This is the basic example and is ideal
for those new to custom assertions.

This section describes the files used in the TrafficLogger sample. This is the basic example and is ideal for those new to
custom assertions.

Critical Files for TrafficLogger Sample

The following files are critical for creating your own custom assertion:

File Description

src/main/resources/custom_assertions.properties This file defines the interface between the CA API Gateway
application and the custom assertion. When the custom
assertion's .jar file is created, this file is included along with
the class definition and other files incorporated in the archive.
When the .jar file is placed in the <Gateway_home>/runtime/
modules/lib directory, the Gateway scans the archive during
start up, extracts the custom_assertions.properties file, and
then uses the contents to load the custom assertion.

For more information, see Using the
"custom_assertions.properties" File.

src/main/java//TrafficLoggerCustomAssertion.java This file implements the custom assertion interface that
contains the information for the GUI component of the
custom assertion (what appears in the Policy Manager). The
Gateway loads this as indicated by the prefix.Assertion.class
property of the Using the “custom_assertions.properties” File
file.
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src/main/java //TrafficLoggerServiceInvocation.java

 

 

This file extends the ServiceInvocation class of the API and
represents the run time component of the custom assertion
(that is, that part which is run when the custom assertion is
invoked during policy execution).

The following two methods must be defined:

• onRequest – Invoked if the custom assertion is placed
before the routing assertion.

• onResponse – Invoked if the custom assertion is placed
after the routing assertion.

All functionality of the custom assertion stems from the
ServiceInvocation class. The Gateway loads this file as
indicated by the prefix.Assertion.server property of the Using
the “custom_assertions.properties” File file.

The nodeToString method defined in
TrafficLoggerServiceInvocation.java is specific to the
TrafficLogger Custom Assertion.

The onRequest and onResponse methods have been
deprecated. Define checkRequest method instead.

Other Files in TrafficLogger Sample

These are supporting files that are also used in the TrafficLogger sample.

File Description

src/main/java//FileOutputManager.java This file is specific to the TrafficLogger Custom Assertion. It
defines the process of periodically flushing the logs to the file
system. It is called from both the onResponse and onRequest
methods defined in TrafficLoggerServiceInvocation.java
and is a good example of how to write something to the disk
using a custom assertion.

src/main/java//Config.java This file is specific to the TrafficLogger Custom Assertion
and defines the process of loading configurable properties
from sampletrafficloggerca.properties. It represents a good
example of using a configuration file for a custom assertion.

src/main/java//ContextVariablesUtils.java This file is specific to the TrafficLogger Custom Assertion
and defines the process of parsing context variables in a
custom assertion.

build.xml This file is used by ant to define the instructions for building
the TrafficLogger Custom Assertion.

 Salesforce Sample (Advanced)
This section describes the files used in the Salesforce sample. This advanced example should be
attempted only after mastering the more basic TrafficLogger sample.

This section describes the files used in the Salesforce sample. This advanced example should be attempted only after mastering
the more basic TrafficLogger sample.

Critical Files for Salesforce Sample

The following files are critical for creating your own custom assertion.

File Description
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src/main/resources/custom_assertions.properties This file defines the interface between the CA API
Gateway application and the custom assertion. When
the custom assertion's .JAR file is created, this file is
included along with the class definition and other files
incorporated in the archive. When the .JAR file is placed in
the <Gateway_home>/runtime/modules/lib directory, the
Gateway scans the archive during start up, extracts the Using
the “custom_assertions.properties” File file, and uses its
contents to load the custom assertion.

src/main/java//
SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion.java

This file implements the CustomAssertion class of the API
and represents the fields contained in the custom assertion.

The Gateway loads this file as indicated by the
prefix.Assertion.class property of the Using the
“custom_assertions.properties” File file.

src/main/java//
SalesForceConnectorServiceInvocation.java

This file extends the ServiceInvocation class of the API and
represents the runtime component of the custom assertion.

The following method must be defined:

• checkRequest – Invoked during policy execution

All functionality of the custom assertion stems from the
ServiceInvocation class. The Gateway loads this file as
indicated by the prefix.Assertion.server property of the Using
the “custom_assertions.properties” File file.

src/main/java//SalesForceConnectorUI.java This file implements the CustomAssertionUI class of
the API. It also represents a good example of using the
UsesConsoleContext interface.

The Gateway loads this file as indicated by the
prefix.Assertion.ui property of the Using the
“custom_assertions.properties” File file.

src/main/java//
SalesForceCustomExtensionInterfaceBinding.java

This file extends the CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding
class of the API. It represents a good example of using the
extension interface.

The Gateway loads this file as indicated by the
prefix.Assertion.extension.interface property of the Using the
“custom_assertions.properties” File file.

src/main/java//SalesForceTaskActionUI.java This file implements the CustomTaskActionUI class of
the API. It also represents a good example of using the
UsesConsoleContext interface.

The Gateway loads this file as indicated by the
prefix.Assertion.task.action.ui property of the Using the
“custom_assertions.properties” File file.

Other Files in Salesforce Sample

These are supporting files in the Salesforce sample.

File Description

src/main/java//cache/SalesForceClientCacheKey.java This file defines all properties that uniquely identify a
Salesforce connection in the cache.

src/main/java//cache/
SalesForceClientCacheManager.java

This file defines the manager that manages Salesforce
connections in the cache.
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src/main/java//console/
ManageSalesForceConnectionsDialog.formconsole/
ManageSalesForceConnectionsDialog.java

This file defines the dialog that is displayed when the Manage
Salesforce Operation Service Connections task is used.

src/main/java//console/
SalesForceConnectionPropertiesDialog.formconsole/
SalesForceConnectionPropertiesDialog.java

This file defines the dialog displayed when 'Add' or 'Edit' is
used in the Manage Salesforce Operation Service Connection
dialog.

src/main/java//console/
SalesForceConnectorDialog.formconsole/
SalesForceConnectorDialog.java

This file implements the AssertionEditor class of the API. It
defines the dialog that is displayed when the custom assertion
is opened in the Policy Manager.

src/main/java//util/Background.java This utility class is used by the
SalesForceClientCacheManager class to manage the cache.

src/main/java//util/Config.java This file defines the process of loading configurable
properties from salesforce_connector.properties. It represents
a good example of using a configuration file for a custom
assertion.

src/main/java//util/EnumTranslator.java This utility class is used by the
SalesForceClientCacheManager class to manage the cache.

src/main/java//util/ManagedTimer.java This utility class is used by the
SalesForceClientCacheManager class to manage the cache.

src/main/java//util/ManagedTimerTask.java This utility class is used by the
SalesForceClientCacheManager class to manage the cache.

src/main/java//util/SalesForceConnectionUtils.java This file contains utility method to store and retrieve
SalesForceConnection class in the Gateway’s key value
store.

src/main/java//util/TimeUnit.java This utility class is used by the
SalesForceClientCacheManager class to manage the cache.

src/main/java//SalesForceClient.java This file defines Salesforce client that calls to Salesforce
SOAP Web services.

src/main/java//SalesForceConnection.java This file defines all properties that represent a Salesforce
connection. This is stored in the Gateway’s key value store.

src/main/java//SalesForceCustomExtensionInterface This file contains interface methods that are invoked by
the UI and executed on the Gateway. It represents a good
example of using the extension interface.

src/test/java//cache/
SalesForceClientCacheManagerTest.java

This is the unit test for the SalesForceClientCacheManager
class.

src/test/java//cache/SalesForceClientCacheKeyTest.java This is the unit test for the SalesForceClientCacheKey class,

src/test/java//SalesForceClientTest.java This is the unit test for the SalesForceClient class.

src/main/resources/lib/SalesforcePartner26Jaxws.jar This jar file contains the required classes (JAX-WS artifacts)
for the Gateway to access Salesforce SOAP web services.

The package name this file is set in
prefix.Assertion.ui.allowed.packages property of the Using
the “custom_assertions.properties” File file so that it is
accessible by the UI code

src/main/resources/icon.salesforce.16.png This is a Salesforce icon used by the UI code.

The filename is set in prefix.Assertion.ui.allowed.resources
property of the Using the “custom_assertions.properties” File
file so that it is accessible by the UI code.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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src/main/resources/icon.salesforce.32.png This is a Salesforce icon used by the UI code.

The filename is set in prefix.Assertion.ui.allowed.resources
property of the Using the “custom_assertions.properties” File
file so that it is accessible by the UI code.

src/main/resources/salesforce_connector.properties This is a configuration file specific to the Salesforce Custom
Assertion. It defines the properties loaded by Config.java.

build.xml This file is used by ant to define the instructions for building
the sample Salesforce Custom Assertion.

 

 

 Loading Custom Assertions
During startup, the gateway searches for .JAR files in the <Gateway_home>/runtime/modules/lib
directory and extracts contents from the custom_assertions.properties file to direct loading of the custom
assertion code.

During startup, the CA API Gateway searches for .JAR files in the <Gateway_home>/runtime/modules/lib directory and
extracts contents from the Using the “custom_assertions.properties” File file to direct loading of the custom assertion code.

 Create Custom Assertions
Custom Assertions are modules that are added to a gateway to add functionality to be executed in a
service policy. They typically implement proprietary business logic, as opposed to standard-compliant
mechanisms supported by CA Technologies.

Custom Assertions are modules that are added to a CA API Gateway to add functionality to be executed in a service policy.
They typically implement proprietary business logic, as opposed to standard-compliant mechanisms supported by CA
Technologies.

This document describes how to create and install Custom Assertions on a CA API Gateway.

Target Audience

This section is intended for experienced Java developers familiar with the concept of “beans” and how to create Java
applications. It also assumes some basic knowledge of the UNIX command line and file permissions and ownership.

The Traffic Logger sample custom assertion requires less Java coding experience. Use it to understand how custom assertions
work and how they are implemented in the Gateway.

The Salesforce Connector custom assertion is more detailed and is intended for intermediate to advanced users.

Tip:

The Custom Assertions API Javadoc provides technical content about the custom assertions application interface, in web
format. The Javadoc is packaged within the Custom Assertions SDK and is intended for the experienced Java coder.

Overview

Creating your own custom assertion involves implementing the com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.CustomAssertion interface and
extending the com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.ServiceInvocation class.

Both of these interfaces and other dependencies are included in the layer7-api-8.2.0.jar file, which is located in the Custom
Assertion SDK.

• The class implementing the CustomAssertion interface uses the bean pattern to describe the data, configured by the
administrator in the Policy Manager when the policy is being authored. Adding bean-style getter and setter methods enables
these properties to be edited in the Policy Manager.

• The ServiceInvocation implementation is instantiated by the CA API Gateway and is invoked at policy runtime execution.

When the CA API Gateway instantiates the ServiceInvocation implementing class, the CustomAssertion implementing object
is passed along with the data edited by the administrator.
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 Sample Custom Assertion: Traffic Logger
The Traffic Logger is a sample custom assertion that logs information about each request in a
configurable output file. The source files for this sample are contained in the TrafficLoggerSample/src
directory (see ).

The Traffic Logger is a sample custom assertion that logs information about each request in a configurable output file. The
source files for this sample are contained in the TrafficLoggerSample/src directory (see Root Folder of Custom Assertion
SDK).

Contents:

Building the Project    

To build the TrafficLogger custom assertion:

1. Ensure that the JAVA_HOME environment variable is set to point to the correct JDK 1.5 or higher.
2. Run the following utility from the root directory:

# ./build.sh

This creates the TrafficLoggerCustomAssertion.jar library file in the TrafficLoggerSample/build subdirectory. The jar
library contains the source code for the custom assertion. It also contains a custom_assertions.properties file that provides
details about the custom assertion in the .jar file. For information about the formats to use, review the jar library for the
sample custom assertion.

Installing the Traffic Logger Custom Assertion

To install the custom assertion after the jar library is created:

1. Stop the Gateway:

# service ssg stop

2. Copy TrafficLoggerSample/build/TrafficLoggerCustomAssertion.jar to this directory:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/lib

Copy sampletrafficloggerca.properties to this directory:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/

3. Ensure that the owner and permissions are correctly set to “gateway:gateway”. If this user is not available in your form
factor (for example, in a base Container Gateway), use "root:root" instead.

4. Start the Gateway:

# service ssg start

How to Use the Traffic Logger Custom Assertion

Once the custom assertion is installed, the Traffic Logger assertion appears in the [Assertions] tab in the Policy Manager.
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When this assertion is used, it appends logs to the traffic log file. You can customize the information that is logged by
configuring the properties of the assertion. You can set the path of the file that receives these log entries. To change the path,
modify this configuration file and then restart the Gateway:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/sampletrafficloggerca.properties

 

 

 Sample Custom Assertion: Salesforce Connector
The Salesforce Connector is a sample custom assertion that connects to Salesforce and retrieves metatdata
for a specified sObject. The source files for this sample are contained in the SalesforceSample/src
directory (see for details).

The Salesforce Connector is a sample custom assertion that connects to Salesforce and retrieves metatdata for a specified
sObject. The source files for this sample are contained in the SalesforceSample/src directory (see Root Folder of Custom
Assertion SDK for details).

Building the Project

To build the Salesforce custom assertion:

1. Ensure that the JAVA_HOME environment variable is set to point to the correct JDK 1.5 or higher.
2. Run the following command from the root directory:

# ./build.sh

This creates the SalesforceSampleCustomAssertion.jar library file in the SalesforceSample/build subdirectory. The jar
library contains the source code for the custom assertion, as well as a custom_assertions.properties file that provides details
about the custom assertion in the .jar file. For information about the formats to use, review the jar library for the sample
custom assertion.

Installing the Salesforce Connector Custom Assertion

To install the custom assertion after the jar library is created:

1. Stop the Gateway:

# service ssg stop

2. Copy SalesforceSample/build/SalesforceSampleCustomAssertion.jar to this directory:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/lib

3. Ensure that the owner and permissions are correctly set to “gateway.gateway”.
4. Start the Gateway:

# service ssg start

 Creating a Salesforce Connection
Once the Salesforce sample assertion is installed, you need to create at least one Salesforce Connection
before using the assertion.

Once the Salesforce sample assertion is installed, you need to create at least one Salesforce Connection before using the
assertion.
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To add a Salesforce connection:

1.  In the Policy Manager, choose [Tasks] > Extensions and Add-Ons > Manage Sample Salesforce Connections from the
Main Menu.

2. Click [Add]. The Salesforce Connection Properties appears.
3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Name Enter a name to identify the Salesforce connection.

Description Enter a description of the Salesforce connection.

Username Enter a username to log in to the Salesforce connection.

Password

Security Token

Choose the password and security tokens to use from their
respective drop-down lists.

Note: You can only select passwords and security tokens
here. To define them, click [Manage Passwords]. For more
information, see Manage Stored Passwords.

Enabled Select this check box to enable the connection.

Clear this check box to temporarily disable the connection,
preserving the settings.

Test Settings Click this button to test the connection settings. A message
notifies you if the test was successful.

4. Click [OK] to close the dialog.

 Using the Salesforce Connector Custom Assertion
Once installed, the sample Salesforce Connector assertion appears in the Policy Manager, in both the
Message Routing and Custom Assertions palettes.

Once installed, the sample Salesforce Connector assertion appears in the Policy Manager, in both the Message Routing and
Custom Assertions palettes.

Prerequisite: Ensure at least one Salesforce connection is defined. For more information, see Creating a Salesforce
Connection.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion    

The Salesforce Connector assertion populates the following variables after connecting to Salesforce and retrieving metadata for
the selected sObject.

Variable Description

<prefix>.sessionId Returns the session ID returned from Salesforce.

<prefix>.sessionUrl Returns the session URL returned from Salesforce.

<prefix>.expanded Returns the expanded variable entered in the “Expand
Context Variable(s) if possible” field.

Message variable Returns the metadata for the selected sObject in a message
entered in the “Message Targetable Destination” field.

Using the Assertion

1. Drag and drop the Salesforce Connector assertion from either the Message Routing or Custom Assertions palette into the
policy window.

2. Configure the assertion properties:

Setting Description

Connection Choose the connection to use from the drop-down list.
These connections are defined through the Manage
Salesforce Connection task.
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Login Click this button to log in to the selected Salesforce
connection.

Describe Global Choose the sObject to describe from the drop-down list.

Expand Context Variable(s) if possible Enter a context variable to expand.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix to be added to the context variables created
by this assertion. The prefix allows you to uniquely identify
the variables if the assertion appears more than once within
a policy. The default prefix is sfdc

Message Targetable Source Enter the message source: request, response, or a context
variable of type Message

Message Targetable Destination Enter the message destination: request, response, or a
context variable of type Message.

Is Assertion a Credential Source Select this check box to set this assertion as a credential
source.

3. Click [OK] when done.

 

 Using the "custom_assertions.properties" File
The custom_assertions.properties file in the Custom Assertion SDK is used to customize information
about your implementation, including how it appears in the Policy Manager. The sample custom assertion
project has its own version of this file.

The custom_assertions.properties file in the Custom Assertion SDK is used to customize information about your
implementation, including how it appears in the Policy Manager. The sample custom assertion project has its own version of
this file.

The following table describes the properties that can be edited in the file. In the properties,  “<prefix>” cannot contain spaces
and it must be identical for all properties of the custom assertion.

Property Name Description

<prefix> .Assertion.class The name of your class which implements the
com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.CustomAssertion interface.

<prefix> .Assertion.category The Custom Assertion category. This determines where the
custom assertion appears in the Policy Manager assertion
palette. The following categories are available:

AccessControl
ThreatProtection
LoggingAuditingAlerts
TransportLayerSecurity
XMLSecurity
MessageRouting
MessageValidationTransformation
ServiceAvailability
PolicyLogic
CustomAssertions

Note: To add your custom assertion to more than one
category, separate categories with a comma.

<prefix> .Assertion.server The name of your class which implements the
com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.ServiceInvocation interface.

<prefix> .Assertion.description A description of your custom assertion to appear in the Policy
Manager.

<prefix> .Assertion.palette.node.name The name of your custom assertion in the Policy
Manager assertions palette. If not set, then
com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.CustomAssertion.getName() is
used.
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<prefix> .Assertion.policy.node.name The name of your custom assertion that in the
Policy Development window. If not set, then
com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.CustomAssertion.getName() is
used.

<prefix> .Assertion.ui The name of your class which implements the
com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.CustomAssertionUI interface.
This class provides a customized user interface for editing the
properties of the custom assertion.

For details of this interface, refer to the accompanying
Javadoc.

<prefix> . Assertion.ui.auto.open Defines whether your custom assertion’s Properties dialog
opens automatically once the assertion is added to the Policy
Development window.

<prefix> .Assertion.ui.allowed.resources List of resource files (comma separated) accessible by the
UI code. This allows the UI code to access resources inside
its custom assertion .jar file. If the resource file is not added
to this property, then a null reference is returned when
attempting to access the resource file.

<prefix> .Assertion.ui.allowed.packages List of packages (comma separated) accessible by the UI
code. This allows the UI code to access packages outside its
own custom assertion package. If the package name is not
added to this property, then a ClassNotFoundException is
thrown when attempting to access a class in that package.

<prefix> .Assertion.task.action.ui The name of your class which implements the
com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.action.CustomTaskActionUI
interface. This class provides a user interface for adding a
menu item to the [Tasks] > Additional Actions menu.

For details of this interface, refer to the accompanying
Javadoc.

<prefix> .Assertion.extension.interface The name of your class which implements the
com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.cei.CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding
interface. This class provides a way to invoke methods on the
Gateway from UI classes.

For details of this interface, refer to the accompanying
Javadoc.

<prefix> .Assertion.entity.serializers List of classes (comma separated) that implement the
com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.entity.CustomEntitySerializer
interface.

These classes provide a way to migrate entities with
dependencies to another Gateway.

For more information, see Custom Assertion External
References.

CustomAssertion.classloader.preferAssertionInternal Set to true to allow the Gateway class loader to load third-
party libraries from within the custom assertion. Unlike other
properties listed in this table, a custom prefix does not apply.

Note:

In the table above, “<prefix>” should be replaced by a short prefix text for your custom assertion. This prefix should not
contain any spaces and should be identical for all properties of the custom assertion.

 Context Variables within Custom Assertions
Context variables are variables that are set or read from assertions at policy execution runtime. Custom
assertions can participate in this mechanism along with built-in assertions.
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Context variables are variables that are set or read from assertions at policy execution runtime. Custom assertions can
participate in this mechanism along with built-in assertions.

To access the value of a context variable:

• The custom assertion can call one of the following:

com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.ServiceRequest.getVariable()

     —or—

com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.ServiceResponse.getVariable()

     —or—

com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.message.CustomPolicyContext.getVariable()

To set the value of a context variable:

• The custom assertion can call one of the following:

com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.ServiceRequest.setVariable()

     —or—

com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.ServiceResponse.setVariable()

     —or—

com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.message.CustomPolicyContext.setVariable()

For performance reasons, all assertions must declare ahead of time which variables will be potentially accessed and/or set at
runtime. To achieve this, the CustomAssertion implementation needs both of the following interfaces:

com.l7tech.policy.assertion.UsesVariables
com.l7tech.policy.assertion.SetsVariables

If these interfaces are not implemented as described above, a variable may not be available as expected at runtime. This
mechanism also enriches the policy validation feedback at policy definition time.

Working with Context Variables and Cluster-Wide Properties

To find all variables names contained within the variable reference syntax of ${…}:

• The custom assertion can call the following:

com.l7tech.policy.variable.ContextVariablesUtils.getReferencedNames()

Use the followinbg code to find all variable names that are contained within ${…}

import com.l7tech.policy.variable.ContextVariablesUtils;   
public class SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion implements CustomAssertion, UsesVariables{
  private String field1;
  private String field2;
  @Override
  public String[] getVariablesUsed() {
    // Pass-in all fields that may have context variables as its value.
    return ContextVariablesUtils.getReferencedNames(field1 + field2);
  }
}

To retrieve referenced context variable or cluster-wide property:

• The custom assertion can call one of the following:

com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.message.CustomPolicyContext.expandVariable(String)

     —or—

com.l7tech.policy.assertion.ext.message .CustomPolicyContext.expandVariable(String, Map<String, Object>)
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If the input string is contained within ${…}, then the resolved value is returned. If the input string is not contained within
${…}, and therefore not a context variable, then the input string is returned.

Note:

If the input string is a multivalued context variable, the resolved value is a string containing all values separated by a delimiter
and a space. By default, the delimiter is a comma. To change the default delimiter, set the template.defaultMultiValueDelimiter
cluster property.

Use the following code to resolve context variables.

public class SalesForceConnectorServiceInvocation extends ServiceInvocation {
  @Override
  public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext customPolicyContext) {
    SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion assertion = (SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion)
 customAssertion;
    // Method 1: Expand variables using the default variable map.
    // This is less efficient. The variable map is created in each call.
    //
    String expandedField1 = customPolicyContext.expandVariable(assertion.getField1());
    String expandedField2 = customPolicyContext.expandVariable(assertion.getField2());
    // Method 2: Expand variables using user specified variable map.
    // This is more efficient. The variable is created only once.
    // This method is preferred when you are expanding multiple variables.
    //
    Map<String, Object> vars = customPolicyContext.getVariableMap(sfdcAssertion.getVariablesUsed());
    String expandedField1 = customPolicyContext.expandVariable(assertion.getField1(), vars);
    String expandedField2 = customPolicyContext.expandVariable(assertion.getField2(), vars);
  }
}

Use the following code to resolve cluster-wide properties:

public class SalesForceConnectorServiceInvocation extends ServiceInvocation {
  @Override
  public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext customPolicyContext) {
    // Method 1: Expand cluster-wide property using the default variable map.
    // This is less efficient. The variable map is created in each call.
    //
    String clusterWideProperty1 =
 customPolicyContext.expandVariable("${gateway.<cluster_wide_property_1_name>}");
    String clusterWideProperty2 =
 customPolicyContext.expandVariable("${gateway.<cluster_wide_property_2_name>}");
    
    // Method 2: Expand cluster-wide property using user specified variable map.
    // This is more efficient. The variable is created only once.
    // This method is preferred when you are expanding multiple variables.
    //
    Map<String, Object> vars = customPolicyContext.getVariableMap(new String[]
{"gateway.<cluster_wide_property_1>", "gateway.<cluster_wide_property_2>"});
    String clusterWideProperty1 =
 customPolicyContext.expandVariable("${gateway.<cluster_wide_property_1_name>}", vars);
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    String clusterWideProperty2 =
 customPolicyContext.expandVariable("${gateway.<cluster_wide_property_2_name>}", vars);
  }
}

Alternative Approach to Retrieving Values from Multivalued Context Variables

Use the following code to retrieve values from a multivalued context variable. The values are returned as Object[]. 
Note that the context variable name must be passed in without the ${…}.

Object obj = request.getVariable("variablename");
if( obj instanceof String )
{
String value = (String)obj;
}    
else if( obj instanceof Object[] )
{
Object[] values = (Object[])obj;
for (int i = 0; i < values.length; i++)
{
String s = values[i].toString();
// Do something with 's'
}
}
else {//this shouldn't happen}

 Custom Assertion Service Finder
The Custom Assertion API of the gateway includes the ServiceFinder. This is used to expose specific
features of the Gateway that you can use when creating custom assertion.  

The Custom Assertion API of the CA API Gateway includes the ServiceFinder. This is used to expose specific features of the
Gateway that you can use when creating custom assertion.  

You can obtain the ServiceFinder object using either of the following methods:

• From the CustomPolicyContext object in the checkRequest() method in your ServiceInvocation class.
• From the getServiceFinder() method available in your CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding class.

The following sample codes illustrate how to obtain the ServiceFinder object:

public class SalesForceConnectorServiceInvocation extends ServiceInvocation {
  @Override
  public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext customPolicyContext) {
    Map contextMap = customPolicyContext.getContext();
    Object obj = contextMap.get("serviceFinder");
    if(obj instanceof ServiceFinder) {
      ServiceFinder serviceFinder = (ServiceFinder)obj;
      // do something with the service finder...
    }
  }
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}

public class SalesForceCustomExtensionInterfaceBinding extends CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding {
  public SalesForceCustomExtensionInterfaceBinding() {
    super(SalesForceCustomExtensionInterface.class, new SalesForceCustomExtensionInterface() {
      @Override
      public String[] describeGlobal(String connectionKey) throws Exception {
        ServiceFinder serviceFinder = CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding.getServiceFinder();
        // do something with the service finder...
      }
    });
  }
}

Once the ServiceFinder object is acquired, you can use its lookupService() method used to obtain a specific service.

The following services are available via the ServiceFinder framework:

• CertificateFinder 
• KeyValueStoreServices 
• SecurePasswordServices 
• VariableServices 
• SignerServices 

 Using the CertificateFinder Object
The CertificateFinder object lets you search and acquire X.509 Certificates from the Gateway trust store-
based on the usage options attributed to the certificates.

The CertificateFinder object lets you search and acquire X.509 Certificates from the Gateway trust store-based on the usage
options attributed to the certificates.

The following sample code illustrates how the CertificateFinder features might be used to acquire certificates from within the
checkRequest() method of a custom assertion:

@Override
public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext customPolicyContext) {
  ServiceFinder serviceFinder = ...; // obtain from customPolicyContext
  CertificateFinder  certFinder = serviceFinder.lookupService(CertificateFinder.class);
  if(certFinder != null) {
    X509Certificate[] certs =
certFinder.findByUsageOption(CertificateFinder.TRUSTED_FOR_OUTBOUND_SSL);
    //do something with the certificates...
  }    
}

 Using the KeyValueStoreServices Object

The KeyValueStoreServices object lets you retrieve a key value store. Key value store is used to retrieve, add, edit, and
delete key value pairs on the Gateway. A single key value store is shared between all custom assertions. To retrieve key
value pairs associated with your custom assertion only, your key must be prefixed with a string that is unique to your custom
assertion. Then, you can use this prefix to retrieve key values pairs for your custom assertion. For example, your custom
assertion class name can be used as a prefix.Note: You are responsible for encoding and decoding the objects that you
want to store/retrieve from the key value store. You should be aware of any issues with the specific encoding/decoding
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implementations (for example, XMLDecoder allows near-arbitrary code execution).The following sample code illustrates how
the KeyValueStoreServices features might be used in Custom Assertion Dialog class:

public class SalesForceConnectorDialog extends JDialog implements AssertionEditor {
  private Map consoleContext;
  public SalesForceConnectorDialog(SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion
 salesForceConnectorCustomAssertion, Map consoleContext) {
    ...
    this.consoleContext = consoleContext;
    this.init();
    ...
  }
  private void init() {
    // Populate Salesforce Connections Combo Box.
    //
    Map<String, byte[]> connections =
     
 this.getKeyValueStoreUIServices().getKeyValueStore().findAllWithKeyPrefix(<prefix>);
    // Remove disabled connections.
    //
    List<String> keys = new LinkedList<String>();
    for (Map.Entry<String, byte[]> entry : connections.entrySet()) {
      byte[] value = entry.getValue();
      // Decode byte[] to Java object. 
      SalesForceConnection connection = SalesForceConnectionUtils.fromBytes(value);
      if (connection.getIsEnabled()) {
        keys.add(entry.getKey());
      }
    }
    // Sort by key name.
    //
    List<String> sortedKeys = new ArrayList<String>(keys);
    Collections.sort(sortedKeys);
    // Add to combo box.
    //
    for (String connectionKey : sortedKeys) {
      // Convert key to connection name.
      // The name is what is displayed in the UI.
      // The key is what is stored in the custom key value store.
      // The key should contain a prefix that is unique to your custom assertion. For
 example, the class name.
      String name = key.substring(<prefix>.length());
      connectionComboBox.addItem(name);
    }
  }
  private void viewToModel(SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion model) {
    ...
    // Convert connection name to a key.
    String name = connectionComboBox.getSelectedItem();
    String key = <prefix>+<name>;
    model.setConnectionKey(key);
    ...
  }
  private void modelToView(SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion model) {
    connectionComboBox.setSelectedItem(null);
    String key = model.getConnectionKey();
    if (key != null) {
       // Convert key to name.
       String name = key.substring(<prefix>.length());
       connectionComboBox.setSelectedItem(name);
    }
  }
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  private KeyValueStoreServices getKeyValueStoreUIServices() {
    return (KeyValueStoreServices)
 consoleContext.get(KeyValueStoreServices.CONSOLE_CONTEXT_KEY);
  }
}

The following sample code illustrates how the KeyValueStoreServices features might be used in Custom Assertion Task Action
Dialog class:

public class ManageSalesForceConnectionsDialog extends JDialog {
  private Map consoleContext;
    public ManageSalesForceConnectionsDialog(Frame owner, Map consoleContext) {
      super(owner, "Manage Salesforce Connections", true);
      this.consoleContext = consoleContext;
      this.initialize();
      ...
    }
     private void initialize() {
      // Initalize UI components.
      ...
    }
    
    private KeyValueStore getKeyValueStore() {
      KeyValueStoreServices keyValueStoreServices =
 (KeyValueStoreServices)consoleContext.get(KeyValueStoreServices.CONSOLE_CONTEXT_KEY);
      return keyValueStoreServices.getKeyValueStore(); // Get the default key value
 store.
    }
    private void onAdd() {
      KeyValueStore keyValueStore = this.getKeyValueStore();
      SalesForceConnection connection = new SalesForceConnection();
      // Populate fields in connection.
      ...
      // Convert connection name to a key.
      // The name is what is displayed in the UI.
      // The key is what is stored in the custom key value store.
      // The key should contain a prefix that is unique to your custom assertion. For
 example, the class name.
      String key = <prefix>+<name>;
      // Encode Java object to byte[]. 
      byte[] value = SalesForceConnectionUtils.toBytes(connection);
      keyValueStore.save(key, value);
    }
    private void onEdit() {
      KeyValueStore keyValueStore = this.getKeyValueStore();
      SalesForceConnection connection = new SalesForceConnection();
      // Populate fields in connection.
      ...
      // Convert connection name to a key.
      String key = <prefix>+<name>;
      // Encode Java object to byte[]. 
      byte[] value = SalesForceConnectionUtils.toBytes(connection);
      keyValueStore.update(key, value);
    }
    private void onRemove() {
      KeyValueStore keyValueStore = this.getKeyValueStore();
      // Convert connection name to a key.
      String key = <prefix>+<name>;
      keyValueStore.delete(key);
    }
    private void reloadConnectionTable() {
      KeyValueStore keyValueStore = this.getKeyValueStore();
      Map<String, byte[]> map = keyValueStore.findAllWithKeyPrefix(<prefix>);
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      for (Map.Entry<String, byte[]> entry : map.entrySet()) {
        byte[] value = entry.getValue();
        // Decode byte[] to Java object. 
        SalesForceConnection connection = SalesForceConnectionUtils.fromBytes(value);
        // Convert key to connection name.
        String key = entry.getKey();
        String name = key.substring(<prefix>.length());
        ...
      }
    }
  }
}

The following sample code illustrates how the KeyValueStoreServices features might be used
in CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding class:

public class SalesForceCustomExtensionInterfaceBinding extends
 CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding {
  public SalesForceCustomExtensionInterfaceBinding() {
    super(SalesForceCustomExtensionInterface.class, new
 SalesForceCustomExtensionInterface() {
      @Override
      public String[] describeGlobal(String connectionKey) throws Exception {
        ServiceFinder serviceFinder = ...; // obtain from customPolicyContext
        KeyValueStoreServices keyValueStoreServices =
 serviceFinder.lookupService(KeyValueStoreServices.class);
        KeyValueStore keyValueStore = keyValueStoreServices.getKeyValueStore(); //
 Get the default key value store.
        byte[] value = keyValueStore.get(connectionKey);
        if (value == null) {
          throw new Exception("Cannot find SalesForce Connection with the specified
 key: " + connectionKey);
        }
        // Decode byte[] to Java object. 
        SalesForceConnection connection = SalesForceConnectionUtils.fromBytes(value);
        String username = connection.getUsername();
        String passwordId = connection.getPasswordId();
        String securityTokenId = connection.getSecurityTokenId()
        ...
      }
    });
  }
}

The following sample code illustrates how the KeyValueStoreServices features might be used in ServiceInvocation class:

public class SalesForceConnectorServiceInvocation extends ServiceInvocation {
    
  @Override
  public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext
 customPolicyContext) {
    ServiceFinder serviceFinder = ...; // obtain from customPolicyContext
    KeyValueStoreServices keyValueStoreServices =
 serviceFinder.lookupService(KeyValueStoreServices.class);
    KeyValueStore keyValueStore = keyValueStoreServices.getKeyValueStore(); // Get
 the default key value store.
    byte[] value = keyValueStore.get(sfdcAssertion.getConnectionKey());
    if (value == null) {
      return CustomAssertionStatus.FAILED;
    }
    // Decode byte[] to Java object. 
    SalesForceConnection connection = SalesForceConnectionUtils.fromBytes(value);
    String username = connection.getUsername();
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    String passwordId = connection.getPasswordId();
    String securityTokenId = connection.getSecurityTokenId();
    ...
  }
}

Change Event NotificationThe custom key value store supports change event notification. This allows for registration of
callbacks that get triggered when a key value is modified in the custom key value store. In the Salesforce Sample, this is used
to get notification when a Salesforce Connection is deleted or its properties (that is, description, username, password ID,
security token ID, enabled) modified. Because the Salesforce Sample caches Salesforce Connections, it can be notified to
clear the cache if a Salesforce Connection has been deleted or modified.The following sample code shows how to implement
the KeyValueStoreChangeEventListener.Callback interface to invalidate the Salesforce Connection cache.

public class SalesForceKeyValueStoreChangeEventCallback implements
 KeyValueStoreChangeEventListener.Callback {
  private static SalesForceKeyValueStoreChangeEventCallback instance = null;
  private final SalesForceClientCacheManager salesForceClientCacheManager;
  public static SalesForceKeyValueStoreChangeEventCallback
 getInstance(SalesForceClientCacheManager salesForceClientCacheManager) {
    if (instance == null) {
      instance = new
 SalesForceKeyValueStoreChangeEventCallback(salesForceClientCacheManager);
    }
    return instance;
  }
  private SalesForceKeyValueStoreChangeEventCallback(SalesForceClientCacheManager
 salesForceClientCacheManager) {
    this.salesForceClientCacheManager = salesForceClientCacheManager;
  }
  @Override
  public String getKeyPrefix() {
    return SalesForceConnectionUtils.SALESFORCE_CONNECTION_NAME_PREFIX;
  }
  @Override
  public void onEvent(List<KeyValueStoreChangeEventListener.Event> events) {
    for (KeyValueStoreChangeEventListener.Event event : events) {
      // Ignore Create operation, since it won't be in the cache.
      if (KeyValueStoreChangeEventListener.Operation.UPDATE == event.getOperation()
 ||
          KeyValueStoreChangeEventListener.Operation.DELETE == event.getOperation())
 {
        // Invalidate connection key in the cache.
        //
        salesForceClientCacheManager.invalidate(event.getKey());
      }
    }
  }
}

The following sample code shows how to register and unregister the key value store change callback:

public class SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion implements CustomAssertion,
 CustomDynamicLoader {
  ...
  @Override
  public void onLoad(final ServiceFinder serviceFinder) throws CustomLoaderException
 {
    ...
    final SecurePasswordServices securePasswordServices =
 serviceFinder.lookupService(SecurePasswordServices.class);     
    final KeyValueStoreServices keyValueStoreServices =
 serviceFinder.lookupService(KeyValueStoreServices.class);
    final KeyValueStore keyValueStore = keyValueStoreServices.getKeyValueStore();
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    // create the salesforce cache manager singleton instance
    final SalesForceClientCacheManager salesForceClientCacheManager
 = SalesForceClientCacheManager.getInstance(Config.getInstance(),
 securePasswordServices);
    // register for key value store change event listener.
    KeyValueStoreChangeEventListener listener =
 keyValueStore.getListener(KeyValueStoreChangeEventListener.class);
    if (listener != null) {
     
 listener.add(SalesForceKeyValueStoreChangeEventCallback.getInstance(salesForceClientCacheManager));
    }
    ...
  }
  @Override
  public void onUnload(final ServiceFinder serviceFinder) {
    ...
    final SecurePasswordServices securePasswordServices =
 serviceFinder.lookupService(SecurePasswordServices.class);
    final KeyValueStoreServices keyValueStoreServices =
 serviceFinder.lookupService(KeyValueStoreServices.class);
    final KeyValueStore keyValueStore = keyValueStoreServices.getKeyValueStore();
    // unregister for key value store change event listener. 
    KeyValueStoreChangeEventListener listener =
 keyValueStore.getListener(KeyValueStoreChangeEventListener.class);
    if (listener != null) {
     
 listener.remove(SalesForceKeyValueStoreChangeEventCallback.getInstance(salesForceClientCacheManager));
    }
    ...
  }
  ...
}

 Using the SecurePasswordServices Object
The SecurePasswordServices object allows you to decrypt passwords or PEM private key from the
Gateway trust password store.

The SecurePasswordServices object allows you to decrypt passwords or PEM private key from the Gateway trust password
store.

The following sample code illustrates how the SecurePasswordServices features might be used to decrypt a password within
the checkRequest() method of a custom assertion:

@Override
public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext customPolicyContext) {
  ServiceFinder serviceFinder = ...; // obtain from customPolicyContext
  SalesForceConnection connection = ...; // obtain from KeyValueStore
  SecurePasswordServices securePasswordServices =
 serviceFinder.lookupService(SecurePasswordServices.class);
  if(securePasswordServices != null) {
     String password = securePasswordServices.decryptPassword(connection.getPasswordId());
    String securityToken = securePasswordServices.decryptPassword(connection.getSecurityTokenId());
  }
}

 Using the VariableServices Object
The VariableServices object can be used to get the variables set before this custom assertion in the policy.
This object is available in the server code via Service Finder.
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The VariableServices object can be used to get the variables set before this custom assertion in the policy. This object is
available in the server code via Service Finder.

The following sample code (server side) gets the context variables set before your custom assertion in the service policy during
policy execution:

@Override
public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext customPolicyContext) {
  ServiceFinder serviceFinder = (ServiceFinder) customPolicyContext.getContext().get("serviceFinder");
  VariableServices variableServices = serviceFinder.lookupService(VariableServices.class);
  Map<String, VariableMetadata> variables = variableServices.getVariablesSetByPredecessors();
  ...
}

 Using the SignerServices Object
The following sample code shows how to create a signature using the SignerServices object:

The following sample code shows how to create a signature using the SignerServices object:

public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext customPolicyContext) {
  String keyId = ...;
  String hashAlgorithm = ...;
  InputStream dataToSign = ...;
    
  ServiceFinder serviceFinder = (ServiceFinder) customPolicyContext.getContext().get("serviceFinder");
  SignerServices signerServices= serviceFinder.lookupService(SignerServices.class);
  Signer signer = signerServices.createSigner(keyId);
  try {
    byte[] signature = signer.createSignature(hashAlgorithm, dataToSign);
  } catch (NoSuchAlgorithmException e) {
      // process error.
  } catch (InvalidKeyException e) {
      // process error.
  } catch (SignatureException e) {
      // process error.
  } catch (IOException e) {
      // process error.
  }
}

 Operational Notes About the Service Finder
This section describes some operational features of the Service Finder.

This section describes some operational features of the Service Finder.

Receiving Notification About Custom Assertion Load/Unload

Custom assertions implementing CustomLifecycleListener notifications when its module is about to be loaded
(onLoad(ServiceFinder)) or unloaded (onUnload(ServiceFinder)).

Note:

The onUnload(ServiceFinder) notification is triggered only for dynamic modules, because only dynamic custom assertion
modules can be unloaded.
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The following code sample shows how to receive notification when a custom assertion module is about to be loaded or
unloaded:

public class MyCustomAssertion implements CustomAssertion, CustomLifecycleListener {
       @Override
       public void onLoad(final ServiceFinder serviceFinder) throws CustomLoaderException {
           // warm-up any shared resources here
       }
    
       @Override
       public void onUnload(final ServiceFinder serviceFinder) {
           // cleanup any allocated resources here
       }
   }

Reloading a Custom Assertion Without Restarting the Gateway

To reload a custom assertion without a Gateway restart, implement the CustomDynamicLoader interface. This interface
provides callback when the assertion module is loaded to (and unloaded from) the Gateway. This helps ensure that resources
(in particular, memory) are properly managed. The Service Finder provides access to Layer7 API services. Custom assertions
that do not implement this interface require a Gateway restart to protect against resource leaks.

• The onLoad(ServiceFinder serviceFinder) method is called when the module that is associated with the assertion is about
to load. If an exception is thrown, this renders the module not loadable until a new version is installed (that is, dropped into
the custom assertions modules folder). This method is useful for resource allocation.

• The onUnload(ServiceFinder serviceFinder) method is called when the module that is associated with the assertion is about
to unload. This is a place where all allocated resources for the assertion must be freed.

Tip:

About memory management: It is assumed that all resources are released accordingly when onUnload is called. If not,
memory leaks may occur when the module is loaded again. For example, you allocate a new memory block for caching. The
custom assertion uses this memory block during its life cycle. When then assertion is unloaded without properly releasing the
memory block, a memory leak occurs since all references to this memory block have been closed. If the assertion is loaded/
unloaded multiple times without a Gateway restart, the memory leak becomes significant.

The following code sample shows the CustomDynamicLoader interface in use:

public class MyCustomAssertion implements CustomAssertion, CustomDynamicLoader {
       @Override
       public void onLoad(final ServiceFinder serviceFinder) throws CustomLoaderException {
           // warm-up any shared resources here
       }
       @Override
       public void onUnload(final ServiceFinder serviceFinder) {
           // cleanup any allocated resources here
       }
   }

Note:

Be sure to test all custom assertions before deploying to a critical environment. Improperly used system resources (infinite
loop, memory leaks) impact the Gateway negatively. Unbounded use of system resources in the onLoad or onUnload methods
(or in a custom assertion constructor) could prevent the Gateway from starting.

The Gateway detects changes to a custom assertion module (that is, a .jar file) and reloads the module without restart as
follows. Note: The deployment directory for custom assertion modules is /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/lib/
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• When a custom assertion module is added.
• When a custom assertion module is deleted.
• When an existing custom assertion module is replaced and the last modified time stamp in the deployment directory is

changed (for example, when the Linux touch command is used).
• When a custom assertion module that previously failed to load is replaced

The following table lists whether the specified operation is executed for a specified module. Here, ‘module’ is either a module
for Custom Assertions, Custom Assertions implementing the CustomDynamicLoader interface (Custom Assertions DL), and
Modular Assertions:

Operation Custom Assertions Custom Assertions DL

Add Yes (see note #1 below) Yes

Delete Yes Yes

Replace No (see note #2 below) Yes

Notes:

1. Modules with custom assertions not implementing CustomDynamicLoader are loaded only once, either during Gateway
start up or afterwards.

2. Replacing modules with custom assertions not implementing CustomDynamicLoader only remove the module from the
modules container. The new version is not loaded until the Gateway is restarted.

3. For custom assertions, the ‘Replace’ operation first executes a ‘Delete’, and then an ‘Add’.

Also:

• The “hot swapping” functionality is intended only for non-Windows operating systems.
• If custom_assertions.properties is missing from a custom assertion module .jar file, that module will not load.

By default, custom assertions hot-swap functionality is enabled and scanning interval is set to 4523 milliseconds. To modify
the default settings, set the following entries into your system.properties file (located at: .../Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/
system.properties) accordingly:

# disable custom assertions hot-swap 
com.l7tech.server.custom.assertions.rescan.enable=false
# set the scanning period for example to 10s 
com.l7tech.server.custom.assertions.rescan.millis=10000

By default, custom assertions scanner is enabled. To modify the default settings, set the following entry into the
system.properties file:

# disable custom assertions scanner
com.l7tech.server.custom.assertions.scan.disable=true

 Custom Assertion Console Context
The Custom Assertion API of the gateway includes a console context map that exposes specific UI
features of the Gateway.

The Custom Assertion API of the CA API Gateway includes a console context map that exposes specific UI features of the
Gateway.

The console context map is obtained by implementing the UsesConsoleContext interface. Only the Custom Assertion UI
classes that implement CustomAssertionUI or CustomTaskActionUI interfaces should implement the UsesConsoleContext
interface.
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The following sample codes illustrate how to obtain console context map:

public class SalesForceConnectorUI implements CustomAssertionUI, UsesConsoleContext, Serializable
 {
  private Map<String, Object> consoleContext;
  @Override
  Public AssertionEditor getEditor(CustomAssertion assertion) {
    if (!(assertion instanceof SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion)) {
      throw new IllegalArgumentException(SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion.class +" type is
 required");
    }
    return new SalesForceConnectorDialog((SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion) assertion,
 consoleContext);
  }
  @Override
  public ImageIcon getSmallIcon() {
    return new ImageIcon(getClass().getClassLoader().getResource("icon.salesforce.16.png"));
  }
  @Override
  public ImageIcon getLargeIcon() {
    return new ImageIcon(getClass().getClassLoader().getResource("icon.salesforce.32.png"));
  }
  @Override
  public void setConsoleContextUsed(Map<String, Object> consoleContext) {
    this.consoleContext = consoleContext;
  }
}

public class SalesForceTaskActionUI implements CustomTaskActionUI, UsesConsoleContext,
 Serializable {
  private Map consoleContext;
  @Override
  public String getName() {
    return "Manage Salesforce Connections";
  }
  @Override
  public String getDescription() {
    return "Create, edit, and remove configuration for Salesforce connections.";
  }
  @Override
  public ImageIcon getIcon() {
    return new ImageIcon(getClass().getClassLoader().getResource("icon.salesforce.16.png"));
  }
  @Override
  public JDialog getDialog(Frame owner) {
    return new ManageSalesForceConnectionsDialog(owner, consoleContext);
  }
  @Override
  public void setConsoleContextUsed(Map consoleContext) {
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    this.consoleContext = consoleContext;
  }
}

Once the console context map is acquired, the get() method can be used to obtain a specific service.

The following services are available using the console context map.

• CommonUIServices
• CustomExtensionInterfaceFinder
• KeyValueStoreServices
• VariableServices

 

 

 

 

 Using the CommonUIServices Object
The CommonUIServices object is used to create common Policy Manager UI components. The following
UI services are available:

The CommonUIServices object is used to create common Policy Manager UI components. The following UI services are
available:

• Target Variable Panel
• Password Combo Box Panel
• PEM Private Key Combo Box Panel
• Private Key Combo Box Panel

Example: Creating a Target Variable Panel    

The following sample code illustrates how the Common UI Services features might be used to create a target variable panel:

public class SalesForceConnectorDialog extends JDialog implements AssertionEditor {
  private Map<String, Object> consoleContext;
  private JPanel variablePrefixPanelHolder;
  private CustomTargetVariablePanel customTargetVariablePanel; 
  public SalesForceConnectorDialog(SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion customAssertion,
 Map<String, Object> consoleContext) {
    super(Frame.getFrames().length > 0 ? Frame.getFrames()[0] : null, true);
    this.consoleContext = consoleContext;
    init();
    ...
  }
  private void init() {
    CommonUIServices commonUIServices = (CommonUIServices)
 consoleContext.get(CommonUIServices.CONSOLE_CONTEXT_KEY);
    // Create Target Variable Panel and add it to a panel.
    customTargetVariablePanel = commonUIServices.createTargetVariablePanel();
    variablePrefixPanelHolder.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
    variablePrefixPanelHolder.add(customTargetVariablePanel.getPanel(), BorderLayout.CENTER);
  }
}
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 Using the CustomExtensionInterfaceFinder Object
The CustomExtensionInterfaceFinder object allows you to find registered
CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding objects. The methods in CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding objects are
called by the Policy Manager and then executed on the gateway. To avoid serialization, class loader, and
security manager problems with third-party classes, only Primitives, Strings, Primitive Arrays, and String
Arrays can be passed and returned from methods. HashMap<String, String> can also be returned from
methods, which can be useful for returning display text to the UI.

The CustomExtensionInterfaceFinder object allows you to find registered CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding objects. The
methods in CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding objects are called by the Policy Manager and then executed on the CA API
Gateway. To avoid serialization, class loader, and security manager problems with third-party classes, only Primitives, Strings,
Primitive Arrays, and String Arrays can be passed and returned from methods. HashMap<String, String> can also be returned
from methods, which can be useful for returning display text to the UI.

The following sample codes illustrate how the CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding and CustomExtensionInterfaceFinder
features might be used to execute code on the Gateway from the Policy Manager:

1. Create an interface with methods that are executed in the Gateway.

public interface SalesForceCustomExtensionInterface {
  @Transactional(readOnly=true)
  String[] describeGlobal(String connectionKey) throws Exception;
  @Transactional(readOnly=true)
  boolean testConnection(String userName, String passwordId, String securityTokenId) throws
 Exception;
}

2. Create a class that extends CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding class with remote invocation method code:

public class SalesForceCustomExtensionInterfaceBinding extends CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding
 {
  private static final Logger logger =
 Logger.getLogger(SalesForceCustomExtensionInterfaceBinding.class.getName());
  public SalesForceCustomExtensionInterfaceBinding() {
    super(SalesForceCustomExtensionInterface.class, new SalesForceCustomExtensionInterface() {
      @Override
      public String[] describeGlobal(String connectionKey) throws Exception {
        logger.log(Level.INFO, "Invoking method on server side, this log entry will appear in the
 Gateway log.");
        KeyValueStoreServices keyValueStoreServices =
 getServiceFinder().lookupService(KeyValueStoreServices.class);
        KeyValueStore keyValueStore = keyValueStoreServices.getKeyValueStore();
        byte[] value = keyValueStore.get(connectionKey);
        if (value == null) {
          throw new Exception("Cannot find SalesForce Connection with the specified key: " +
 connectionKey);
        }
        SalesForceConnection connection = SalesForceConnectionUtils.fromBytes(value);
        String username = connection.getUsername();
        String passwordId = connection.getPasswordId();
        String securityTokenId = connection.getSecurityTokenId();
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        SecurePasswordServices securePasswordServices =
 getServiceFinder().lookupService(SecurePasswordServices.class);
        String password = securePasswordServices.decryptPassword(passwordId);
        String securityToken = securePasswordServices.decryptPassword(securityTokenId);
        SalesForceClient salesforceClient = new SalesForceClient();
        salesforceClient.login(username, password, securityToken);
        List<String> describeGlobalResults = salesforceClient.describeGlobal();
        return describeGlobalResults == null ? null : describeGlobalResults.toArray(new
 String[describeGlobalResults.size()]);
      }
      @Override
      public boolean testConnection(String userName, String passwordId, String securityTokenId)
 throws Exception {
        logger.log(Level.INFO, "Invoking method on server side, this log entry will appear in the
 Gateway log.");
        SecurePasswordServices securePasswordServices =
 getServiceFinder().lookupService(SecurePasswordServices.class);
        String password = securePasswordServices.decryptPassword(passwordId);
        String securityToken = securePasswordServices.decryptPassword(securityTokenId);
        SalesForceClient salesforceClient = new SalesForceClient();
        try {
          salesforceClient.login(userName, password, securityToken);
          return true;
        } catch (Exception e) {
          return false;
        }
      }
    });
  }
}

3. Specify this class in the “.extension.interface” property in the custom_assertion.properties file:

Salesforce.Assertion.extension.interface=com.l7tech.custom.salesforce.partner.v26.assertion.SalesForceCustomExtensionInterfaceBinding

4. Class that implements the CustomAssertionUI interface must also implement the UsesConsoleContext interface:

public class SalesForceConnectorUI implements CustomAssertionUI, UsesConsoleContext,
 Serializable {
  ...
}

5. In the SalesForceConnectorDialog, get the CustomExtensionInterfaceFinder object from the console context map:

private SalesForceCustomExtensionInterface getExtensionInterface() throws ServiceException {
  SalesForceCustomExtensionInterface salesForceCustomExtensionInterface = null;
  CustomExtensionInterfaceFinder extensionInterfaceFinder = (CustomExtensionInterfaceFinder)
 consoleContext.get(CustomExtensionInterfaceFinder.CONSOLE_CONTEXT_KEY);
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  if (extensionInterfaceFinder != null) {
    salesForceCustomExtensionInterface =
 extensionInterfaceFinder.getExtensionInterface(SalesForceCustomExtensionInterface.class);
  return salesForceCustomExtensionInterface;
}

6. In the SalesForceConnectorDialog, invoke the method on the server:

logger.log(Level.INFO, "Invoke method on server side, this log entry will appear in the Policy
 Manager log.");
describeGlobal = getExtensionInterface().describeGlobal(connectionKey);

 Using the KeyValueStoreServices Object (Console Context)
The KeyValueStoreServices object obtained from the console context map has identical features as the
KeyValueStoreServices obtained from the ServiceFinder object (see  for more details).

The KeyValueStoreServices object obtained from the console context map has identical features as
the KeyValueStoreServices obtained from the ServiceFinder object (see Using the KeyValueStoreServices Object for more
details).

The following sample code illustrates how to get the KeyValueStoreServices object from the console context map:

public class SalesForceConnectorDialog extends JDialog implements AssertionEditor {
  private Map<String, Object> consoleContext;
  private JPanel variablePrefixPanelHolder;
  private CustomTargetVariablePanel customTargetVariablePanel; 
  public SalesForceConnectorDialog(SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion customAssertion,
 Map<String, Object> consoleContext) {
    super(Frame.getFrames().length > 0 ? Frame.getFrames()[0] : null, true);
    this.consoleContext = consoleContext;
    ...
  }
    
  private KeyValueStore getKeyValueStore() {
    KeyValueStoreServices keyValueStoreServices =
 (KeyValueStoreServices)consoleContext.get(KeyValueStoreServices.CONSOLE_CONTEXT_KEY);
    return keyValueStoreServices.getKeyValueStore(); // Get the default key value store.
  }
}

 Using the VariableServices Object (Console Context)
The VariableServices object obtained from the console context map has identical features as the
VariableServices obtained from the ServiceFinder object (see for more details).

The VariableServices object obtained from the console context map has identical features as the VariableServices obtained
from the ServiceFinder object (see Using the VariableServices Object for more details).

The following sample code illustrates how to get the VariableServices object from the console context map.

public class SalesForceConnectorDialog extends JDialog implements AssertionEditor {
  private Map<String, Object> consoleContext;
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  private JComboBox<String> messageSourceVariableComboBox;
 
  public SalesForceConnectorDialog(SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion customAssertion,
 Map<String, Object> consoleContext) {
    super(Frame.getFrames().length > 0 ? Frame.getFrames()[0] : null, true);
    this.consoleContext = consoleContext;
    this.init();
    ...
  }
  
  private void init() {
   
 messageSourceVariableComboBox.addItem(CustomMessageTargetableSupport.TARGET_REQUEST);
   
 messageSourceVariableComboBox.addItem(CustomMessageTargetableSupport.TARGET_RESPONSE);
    Map<String, VariableMetadata> vars = this.getVariableServices().getVariablesSetByPredecessors();
    Set<String> sortedVarNames = new TreeSet<>(vars.keySet());
    for (String varName : sortedVarNames) {
      if (DataType.MESSAGE.equals(vars.get(varName).getType())) {
        messageSourceVariableComboBox.addItem(varName);
      }
    }
  }
  private VariableServices getVariableServices() {
    VariableServices variableServices = (VariableServices)
 consoleContext.get(VariableServices.CONSOLE_CONTEXT_KEY);
    return variableServices;
  }
}

 Message Targetable Custom Assertions
The CustomMessageTargetable and CustomMessageTargetableSupport features allow you to make
custom assertions message targetable. This gives access to default request and response messages, as well
as message context message variables.

The CustomMessageTargetable and CustomMessageTargetableSupport features allow you to make custom assertions message
targetable. This gives access to default request and response messages, as well as message context message variables.

The following sample code illustrates how to use CustomMessageTargetable and CustomMessgeTargetableSupport to support
message targetable:

public class SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion implements CustomAssertion,
 CustomMessageTargetable {
  private final CustomMessageTargetableSupport customMessageTargetableSupport = new
 CustomMessageTargetableSupport("request");
    
  @Override
  public String getTargetMessageVariable() {
    return customMessageTargetableSupport.getTargetMessageVariable();
  }
  @Override
  public void setTargetMessageVariable(String otherMessageVariable) {
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    customMessageTargetableSupport.setTargetMessageVariable(
      otherMessageVariable);
   }
  @Override
  public String getTargetName() {
    return customMessageTargetableSupport.getTargetName();
  }
  @Override
  public boolean isTargetModifiedByGateway() {
    return customMessageTargetableSupport.isTargetModifiedByGateway();
  }
}

The following sample code illustrates how to get the target message. This can be done using CustomPolicyContext
getMessage(String) or getTargetMessage(CustomMessageTargetable) methods:

@Override
public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext policyContext) {
  ...
    
  try {
    // get the default request
    CustomMessage request = policyContext.getMessage("request");
    // get the default response
    CustomMessage response = policyContext.getMessage("response");
    // get certain context variable message
    CustomMessage contextMessage = policyContext.getMessage("myContextVariable");
    // alternatively get the message targeted with the assertion.
    // sfdcAssertion is an instance of the custom assertion which implemented CustomMessageTargetable
 interface.
    CustomMessage targetedMessage = policyContext.getTargetMessage(sfdcAssertion);
  } catch (NoSuchVariableException e) {
    // do some error handling
  }
}

The following sample code illustrates how to extract message content (other than DOM) using various CustomMessageFormat
objects:

@Override    
public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext policyContext) {
  ...
  // get the context message we want to extract it's data
  CustomMessage contextMessage = null;
  try {
    contextMessage = policyContext.getMessage("myContextVariable");
  } catch (NoSuchVariableException e) {
    // do some error handling
  }
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  ...
  // extract needed message formats
  CustomMessageFormat<Document> xmlFormat;
  CustomMessageFormat<CustomJsonData> jsonFormat;
  CustomMessageFormat<InputStream> iStreamFormat;
  try {
    xmlFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getFormat(Document.class);
    jsonFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getFormat(CustomJsonData.class);
    // alternatively, you can use one of the convenient methods e.g. for InputStream
    // iStreamFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getFormat(InputStream.class);
    // can be replaced with:
    iStreamFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getStreamFormat();
  } catch (NoSuchMessageFormatException e) {
    // handle the error
  }
  ...
  // extract message content body
  try {
    // extract message DOM Document, if present
    Document domData = xmlFormat.extract(contextMessage); // alternatively use:
 contextMessage.extract(xmlFormat);
    // extract message JSON data, if present, null otherwise
    CustomJsonData jsonData = jsonFormat.extract(contextMessage); // alternatively use:
 contextMessage.extract(jsonFormat);
    // extract message content via InputStream, never null
    InputStream inputStreamData = iStreamFormat.extract(contextMessage);  // alternatively use:
 contextMessage.extract(iStreamFormat);
    // extract the InputStream using a convenient method
    inputStreamData = contextMessage.getInputStream();
  } catch (CustomMessageAccessException e) {
    // do some error handling
  }
  ...
  // Assume there is a class representing some message format, registered in the system (e.g.
 CustomSoapData).
  CustomMessageFormat<CustomSoapData> soapFormat = null;
  try {
    soapFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getFormat(CustomSoapData.class);
  } catch (NoSuchMessageFormatException e) {
    // do some error handling
  }
  ...
  // extract message data using our custom soap format.
  try {
    CustomSoapData soapData = soapFormat.extract(contextMessage);  // alternatively use:
 contextMessage.extract(soapFormat);
  } catch (CustomMessageAccessException e) {
    // do some error handling
  }
}
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The following sample code illustrates how to overwrite message content (other than DOM) using various
CustomMessageFormat objects:

@Override
public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext policyContext) {
  ...
  // get the context message we want to overwrite it's data
  CustomMessage contextMessage = null;
  try {
    contextMessage = policyContext.getMessage("myContextVariable");
  } catch (NoSuchVariableException e) {
    // do some error handling
  }
  ...
  // extract needed message formats
  CustomMessageFormat<Document> xmlFormat;
  CustomMessageFormat<CustomJsonData> jsonFormat;
  CustomMessageFormat<InputStream> iStreamFormat;
  try {
    xmlFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getFormat(Document.class);
    jsonFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getFormat(CustomJsonData.class);
    // alternatively, you can use one of the convenient methods e.g. for InputStream
    // iStreamFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getFormat(InputStream.class);
    // can be replaced with:
    iStreamFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getStreamFormat();
  } catch (NoSuchMessageFormatException e) {
    // handle the error
  }
  ..
  // overwrite message data using convenient functions for known message formats (XML, JSON,
 InputStream)
  try {
    // overwrite message DOM Document
    xmlFormat.overwrite(contextMessage, some_Document);  // alternatively use:
 contextMessage.overwrite(xmlFormat, some_Document);
    // overwrite message JSON data
    jsonFormat.overwrite(contextMessage, some_jsonData);  // alternatively use:
 contextMessage.overwrite(jsonFormat, some_Document);
    // overwrite message entire data using InputStream
    iStreamFormat.overwrite(contextMessage, some_InputStream);  // alternatively use:
 contextMessage.overwrite(iStreamFormat, some_Document);
    // using InputStream convenient method
    contextMessage.setInputStream(some_InputStream);
  } catch (CustomMessageAccessException e) {
    // do some error handling
  }
  ...
  // Assume there is a class representing some message format, registered in the system (e.g.
 CustomSoapData).
  CustomMessageFormat<CustomSoapData> soapFormat = null;
  try {
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    soapFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getFormatForRepresentationClass(CustomSoapData.class);
  } catch (NoSuchMessageFormatException e) {
    // do some error handling
  }
  ...
  // overwrite message data using our custom soap format.
  try {
    soapFormat.overwrite(contextMessage, some_CustomSoapData); // alternatively use:
 contextMessage.overwrite(soapFormat, some_CustomSoapData);
  } catch (CustomMessageAccessException e) {
    // do some error handling
  }
}

The following sample code illustrates how to create message content body using various CustomMessageFormat objects:

@Override
public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext policyContext) {
  ...
  CustomMessageFormat<Document> xmlFormat;
  CustomMessageFormat<CustomJsonData> jsonFormat;
  CustomMessageFormat<InputStream> iStreamFormat;
  // Assume there is a class representing some message format, registered in the system (e.g.
 CustomSoapData).
  CustomMessageFormat<CustomSoapData> soapFormat;
  try {
    xmlFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getXmlFormat();
    jsonFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getJsonFormat();
    iStreamFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getStreamFormat();
    soapFormat = policyContext.getFormats().getFormatForRepresentationClass(CustomSoapData.class);
  } catch (NoSuchMessageFormatException e) {
    // do some error handling
  }
  // create xml content body 
  Document xmlData = xmlFormat.createBody(SomeXmlContentAsStringOrInputStream); // e.g.
 xmlFormat.createBody("<input>test</input>");
  // create json content body
  CustomJsonData jsonData = jsonFormat.createBody(SomeJsonContentAsStringOrInputStream); // e.g.
 jsonFormat.createBody("{ \"input\": \"test\" }");
  // create content body contained in InputStream
  InputStream inputStream = iStreamFormat.createBody(SomeContentAsString); // e.g.
 iStreamFormat.createBody("this is a test");
  // for instance create custom (soap) content body
  CustomSoapData soapData = soapFormat.createBody(SomeSoapContentAsStringOrInputStream);
  ...
  // Note that you can use these content's in either CustomMessage.overwrite or
 CustomMessageFormat.overwrite methods.
}
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The following sample code illustrates how to set message outer content type:

@Override
public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext policyContext) {
  // create a sample content type
  CustomContentType contentType = null;
  try {
    contentType = policyContext.createContentType("text/html; charset=\"UTF-8\"");
  } catch (IOException e) {
    // throws if the value was missing, empty, or syntactically invalid
  }

  ...

  try {
    CustomMessage contextMessage = policyContext.getMessage("myContextVariable");
    // set the message outer content type
    contextMessage.setContentType(contentType);
  } catch (NoSuchVariableException e) {
    // do some error handling
  }
}

 Design Time Policy Validation for Custom Assertions
To validate your custom assertion during design-time, implement the CustomPolicyValidator
interface. The results from getWarningMessages() and getErrorMessages() methods will appear
in the Policy Validation Messages Window. If the validation needs to run on the Gateway, you
can get the CustomExtensionInterfaceFinder object from the console context map to find the
CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding object.

To validate your custom assertion during design-time, implement the CustomPolicyValidator interface. The results from
getWarningMessages() and getErrorMessages() methods will appear in the Policy Validation Messages Window. If the
validation needs to run on the Gateway, you can get the CustomExtensionInterfaceFinder object from the console context map
to find the CustomExtensionInterfaceBinding object.

The following sample code illustrates how to implement the CustomPolicyValidator interface:

public class SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion implements CustomAssertion, CustomPolicyValidator
 {
  @Override
  public List<String> getWarningMessages(Map<String, Object> consoleContext) {
    LinkedList<String> result = new LinkedList<String>();
    // do validation...
    return result;
  }
  @Override
  public List<String> getErrorMessages(Map<String, Object> consoleContext) {
    LinkedList<String> result = new LinkedList<String>();
    // do validation...
    return result;
  }
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}

 Add a Task Menu Item for Custom Assertions
To add a menu item to the "Tasks > Extensions and Add-Ons" menu in the Policy Manager,
create a class that implement the CustomTaskActionUI interface and specify this class in the
custom_assertions.properties file. This class must also implement the Serializable interface.

To add a menu item to the "Tasks > Extensions and Add-Ons" menu in the Policy Manager, create a class that implement the
CustomTaskActionUI interface and specify this class in the custom_assertions.properties file. This class must also implement
the Serializable interface.

The following sample codes illustrate how to implement the CustomTaskActionUI interface:

1. Create a class that implements the CustomTaskActionUI interface.

public class SalesForceTaskActionUI implements CustomTaskActionUI, Serializable,
 UsesConsoleContext {
  private Map<String, Object> consoleContext;
    
  @Override
  public String getName() {
    return "Manage Sample Salesforce Connections";
  }
  @Override
  public String getDescription() {
    return "Create, edit, and remove configuration for Salesforce connections.";
  }
  @Override
  public ImageIcon getIcon() {
    return new ImageIcon(getClass().getClassLoader().getResource("icon.salesforce.16.png"));
  }
  @Override
  public JDialog getDialog(Frame owner) {
    return new ManageSalesForceConnectionsDialog(owner, consoleContext);
  }
  @Override
  public void setConsoleContextUsed(Map<String, Object> consoleContext) {
    this.consoleContext = consoleContext;
  }
}

2. Specify this class in the “.task.action.ui” property in the custom_assertions.properties file:

Salesforce.Assertion.task.action.ui=com.l7tech.custom.salesforce.partner.v26.assertion.SalesForceTaskActionUI

3. Create a class that extends JDialog. This dialog is displayed when the menu item is selected:

public class ManageSalesForceConnectionsDialog extends JDialog {
  private Map<String, Object> consoleContext;
  public ManageSalesForceConnectionsDialog(Frame owner, Map<String, Object> consoleContext) {
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    super(owner, "Manage Salesforce Connections", true);
    this.consoleContext = consoleContext;
    // Initialize your dialog.
  }
}

 

 

 Custom Assertion as a Credential Source
To make your custom assertion a credential source, choose one of the following options:

To make your custom assertion a credential source, choose one of the following options:

• Specify AccessControl in the “category” property in the custom_assertions.properties file:

Salesforce.Assertion.category=AccessControl

• Implement the CustomCredentialSource interface:

public class SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion implements CustomAssertion,
 CustomCredentialSource {
  @Override
  public boolean isCredentialSource() {
    return true;
  }
}

 Handle Large Messages in Custom Assertions
By default, the gateway loads all message multi-parts into memory as a byte array. It also forces the
message input streams to be stashed, regardless of the presence of  in the policy. This behavior can cause
the Gateway to become unresponsive when processing large messages.

By default, the CA API Gateway loads all message multi-parts into memory as a byte array. It also forces the message input
streams to be stashed, regardless of the presence of Configure Message Streaming Assertion in the policy. This behavior can
cause the Gateway to become unresponsive when processing large messages.

For large messages, it is recommended that you disable this feature (that is, do not load all message multi-parts into memory)
and use the CustomPartsKnob feature to iterate through the message multi-parts.

The following sample codes illustrate how to disable loading all message multi-parts into memory and use CustomPartsKnob
to iterate through message multi-parts using input streams:

1. Override loadsMessagePartsInMemory() method to return false:

public class SalesForceConnectorServiceInvocation extends ServiceInvocation {
  @Override
  public boolean loadsMessagePartsIntoMemory() {
     return false; // do not load attachments into memory
  }
}
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Note:

By returning false, messageParts is not available in the context-map of policy execution context.
2. Use the CustomPartsKnob feature to iterate lazily through message multi-parts and extract certain part contents using input

stream:

public class SalesForceConnectorServiceInvocation extends ServiceInvocation {
  @Override
  public CustomAssertionStatus checkRequest(final CustomPolicyContext policyContext) {
    // extract message multipart parts
    CustomPartsKnob messageParts;
    try {
      // will always return at least one part, even if the message is single-part
      messageParts = sourceMessage.getKnob(CustomPartsKnob.class);
    } catch (NoSuchKnobException e) {
      // handle the error
    }
    // lazy iterate through the message multipart parts
    for (CustomPartsKnob.Part part : messageParts) {
      // extract the part's content type
      CustomContentType contentType = part.getContentType();
      // extract the part's input stream
      try {
        InputStream inputStream = part.getInputStream();
        // do something message data
        ...
      } catch (IOException e) {
        // handle the error 
      }
    }
  }
}

 Custom Assertion External References
The gateway provides resolution logic when migrating custom assertion external entities from one
Gateway to another. You can migrate using either of the following methods:

The CA API Gateway provides resolution logic when migrating custom assertion external entities from one Gateway to
another. You can migrate using either of the following methods:

• Use the policy import/export capability in the Policy Manager. For more information, see these topics:
Importing a Policy from a File
Exporting a Policy

• Use the Migration API. For more information, see REST Management API.

Note:

Currently, only these entities are exposed with the Custom Assertion API: Stored Passwords, Custom Key Value Store, and
Private Keys.

 Export Custom Assertion External Entities
The following code sample illustrates how external entities are written as part of the Policy XML during
policy export:
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The following code sample illustrates how external entities are written as part of the Policy XML during policy export:

<exp:References>
   ...
   <CustomAssertionReference
 RefType="com.l7tech.console.policy.exporter.CustomAssertionReference">
      <CustomAssertionName>...</CustomAssertionName>
   </CustomAssertionReference>
   <CustomKeyValueReference
 RefType="com.l7tech.console.policy.exporter.CustomKeyValueReference">
      <Config>
         <KeyValueStoreName>...</KeyValueStoreName>
         <Key>...</Key>
         <KeyPrefix>...</KeyPrefix>
         <Base64Value>...</Base64Value>
      </Config>
   </CustomKeyValueReference>
   <StoredPasswordReference RefType="com.l7tech.console.policy.exporter.StoredPasswordReference">
      <Id>...</Id>
      <Name>...</Name>
      <Type>...</Type>
      <Description>...</Description>
   </StoredPasswordReference>
   ...
</exp:References>

Where:

• KeyValueStoreName represents the custom-key-value-store store name responsible for the entity bytes. Since only
internalTransactional is exposed through the Custom Assertion API, the value defaults to internalTransactional during
export and is ignored during import.

• Key represents a unique identifier for the entity in the custom key value store. This key includes a prefix and identifier of
your choice. For example:
com.l7tech.custom.salesforce.partner.v26.assertion.SalesForceConnection.sf-prod-connection

• KeyPrefix represents the prefix portion of the key in the custom-key-value-store. The prefix is used to identify all entities
belonging to the Assertion. For example:
com.l7tech.custom.salesforce.partner.v26.assertion.SalesForceConnection

Note:

Not exported is KeyId, which is derived by removing the prefix from the key. 'KeyId' is the identifier used to identify
individual entities. For example: sf-prod-connection

• Base64Value represents the Base64-encoded entity bytes. This is the custom-key-value-store value.

 

 

 Import Custom Assertion External Entities
During policy import, the  helps you resolve any missing custom assertion external entity reference. You
can choose to:

During policy import, the Resolve External Dependencies Wizard helps you resolve any missing custom assertion external
entity reference. You can choose to:

• Resolve the missing entity by choosing one of the existing entities in the targeted Gateway.
• Remove the assertion(s) that depend on the missing entity.
• Import the assertions as-is and manually resolve later.
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• Create the missing entity from within the wizard.

 

 Resolve External References for Custom Assertions
To resolve properly all external entities during migration to an external Gateway, the custom assertion
must implement the CustomReferenceEntities interface. This also applies to other classes that depend on
external entities, for example: SalesForceConnection.

To resolve properly all external entities during migration to an external Gateway, the custom assertion must implement
the CustomReferenceEntities interface. This also applies to other classes that depend on external entities, for example:
SalesForceConnection .

The CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport is used to get and set entities identified by the attribute name. Use void
setReference(attributeName, id, CustomEntityType) when referencing an entity that does not depend on other entity, such as
references to Secure Passwords, and void setKeyValueStoreReference(attributeName, key, keyPrefix, CustomEntitySerializer)
when referencing the custom-key-value-store entity.

When an entity depends on another entity, then implement CustomEntitySerializer interface. If this is not done, the Gateway
cannot identify the dependent entity and does not migrate it.

The following Salesforce sample uses KeyValueStoreServices for storing its connections as external entities. These connections
contain references to Secure (Stored) Passwords (used to store user password and security token), which are also external
entities.

public class SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion implements CustomAssertion,
 CustomReferenceEntities {
  ...
  private static final String CONNECTION_KEY_ATTRIBUTE_NAME = "connectionKey";
  ...
  private CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport entitiesSupport = new CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport();
  ...
  public String getConnectionKey() {
    return entitiesSupport.getReference(CONNECTION_KEY_ATTRIBUTE_NAME);
  }
  public void setConnectionKey(String connectionKey) {
    entitiesSupport.setKeyValueStoreReference(
               CONNECTION_KEY_ATTRIBUTE_NAME,
               connectionKey,
               SalesForceConnectionUtils.SALESFORCE_CONNECTION_NAME_PREFIX,
               new SalesForceConnectionSerializer()
    );
  }
  ...
  @Override
  public CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport getReferenceEntitiesSupport() {
    // always return a singleton, never return new instances
    return entitiesSupport;
  }
}

public class SalesForceConnection implements CustomReferenceEntities {
  ...
  private static final String PASSWORD_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME = "passwordId";
  private static final String SECURE_TOKEN_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME = "secureTokenId";
  ...
  private CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport entitiesSupport = new CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport();
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  ...
  public String getPasswordId() {
    return entitiesSupport.getReference(PASSWORD_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME);
  }
  public void setPasswordId(String passwordId) {
    entitiesSupport.setReference(PASSWORD_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME, passwordId,
 CustomEntityType.SecurePassword);
  }
  public String getSecurityTokenId() {
    return entitiesSupport.getReference(SECURE_TOKEN_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME);
  }
  public void setSecurityTokenId(String securityTokenId) {
    entitiesSupport.setReference(SECURE_TOKEN_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME, securityTokenId,
 CustomEntityType.SecurePassword);
  }
  ...
  @Override
  public CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport getReferenceEntitiesSupport() {
    // always return a singleton, never return new instances
    return entitiesSupport;
  }
}

// Serializer class for SalesForce Connections
public class SalesForceConnectionSerializer implements CustomEntitySerializer<SalesForceConnection>
 {
  ...
  // sample implementation using Properties might look like this:
  ...
  @Override
  public byte[] serialize(final SalesForceConnection entity) {
    if (entity == null) {
      return null;
    }

    final Properties prop = entity.toProperties();
    final ByteArrayOutputStream out = new ByteArrayOutputStream(1024);
    try {
      prop.storeToXML(out, "Sample Salesforce Connection");
      return out.toByteArray();
    } catch (final IOException e) {
      // log exception
      return null;
    } finally {
      try { out.close(); } catch (IOException ignore) { /* Close quietly. */ }
    }
  }

  @Override
  public SalesForceConnection deserialize(final byte[] bytes) {
    if (bytes == null) {
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      return null;
    }

    final Properties prop = new Properties();
    final ByteArrayInputStream in = new ByteArrayInputStream(bytes);
    try {
      prop.loadFromXML(in);
      return new SalesForceConnection(prop);
    } catch (IOException e) {
      // log exception
      return null;
    } finally {
      try { in.close(); } catch (IOException ignore) { /* Close quietly. */ }
    }
  }
}

Refactoring Existing Custom Assertions

To replace an existing custom assertion's reference to entities that do not resolve during export/import, add a member variable
with type CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport. Identify the entities to CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport with the attribute names
(for example, connectionKey) as shown above.

Be mindful of backwards compatibility (for example, previous versions of serializable entities), when replacing member
variables with type CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport. You may need to implement readObject(ObjectInputStream) to provide
backward compatibility. In the Salesforce example, you should not remove the connectionKey field, as it may have been
serialized with a previous Java class version.

Tip:

For more information on serialization compatibility, see http://docs.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/platform/serialization/spec/
version.html#6519

public class SalesForceConnectorCustomAssertion implements CustomAssertion,
 CustomReferenceEntities {

  ...

  private CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport entitiesSupport = new CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport();

  // Do not remove this field, it might have been serialized with a previous Custom Assertion version.
  private String connectionKey;

  ...

  private void readObject(java.io.ObjectInputStream in) throws IOException, ClassNotFoundException {
    in.defaultReadObject();

    ...

    // backwards compatibility for connectionKey, ensure older version can be deserialized correctly
    // if entitiesSupport is missing from the stream, the stream contains a previous version of the custom
 assertion
    // in this case connectionKey will be set, therefore initialize entitiesSupport with it's value

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/platform/serialization/spec/version.html#6519.
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/platform/serialization/spec/version.html#6519.
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    if (entitiesSupport == null) {
      entitiesSupport = new CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport();
      setConnectionKey(connectionKey);
    }
  }
}

CA API Gateway

 Provide Entity Details to Help Resolve External References
Resolving external references may be difficult when the key into the custom-key-value-store is
not descriptive to the user. For example, if you compare a GUID such as 50bd1c43-658e-434e-
a39e-1b2b8b8cde34 versus a friendly name such as "sf-prod-connection". For cases like these, the  is
unable to associate a specific Salesforce connection with the GUID.

Resolving external references may be difficult when the key into the custom-key-value-store is not descriptive to the user.
For example, if you compare a GUID such as 50bd1c43-658e-434e-a39e-1b2b8b8cde34 versus a friendly name such as "sf-
prod-connection". For cases like these, the Resolve External Dependencies Wizard is unable to associate a specific Salesforce
connection with the GUID.

In other situations, it is appropriate to modify the missing entity before creating (for example, to change some of the fields
within the Salesforce Connection Properties).

In these situations, implement the CustomEntityDescriptor interface and provide code for extracting each of these <R> R
getProperty(String name, Class<R> rClass) properties.

• NAME: A user-friendly display name for the entity. For example, the Salesforce connection name “My Development
Server Connection”.

• TYPE: A user-friendly display type that describes the entity. For example, if the external entity holds a connection to
Salesforce, then the type should be “Salesforce.com Connection”.

• DESCRIPTION: A more detail description of the entity to show the user in the Import Wizard.
• SUMMARY: A user-friendly summary description for the entity. Typically an entity summary can be described as NAME

[DESCRIPTION]. This property is used for “Change assertions to use this TYPE:” drop-down list.

Optionally, provide the user interfaces to display in the Resolve External Dependencies Wizard by providing code for each
<R> R getUiObject(String uiName, Class<R> uiClass) properties:

• MISSING_DETAIL_UI_OBJECT: Represents the user interface object to display missing entity details. Currently, only
Java Swing JPanel is supported. If null, then display with the default missing entity details (that is, Key Id, Key Prefix and
entity NAME fields).

• CREATE_UI_OBJECT: Represents the user interface object responsible for creating the missing entity. Currently, only
Java Swing through CustomEntityCreateUiPanel is supported. If null, then the default behavior is create the entity without
user modification.

Register the class that implements the CustomEntitySerializer. This is done by specifying .entity.serializers property in the
Using the “custom_assertions.properties” File file. The value can be comma separated for multiple external references. This
registration is required to protect against injecting arbitrary values into <Serializer> in the exported XML. The class name
must match the registered class.
The following example code is for Salesforce:

Salesforce.Assertion.entity.serializers=com.l7tech.custom.salesforce.partner.v26.assertion.util.SalesForceConnectionSerializer

public class SalesForceConnection implements CustomReferenceEntities, CustomEntityDescriptor {

  ...

  private static final String SFDC_TYPE = "SalesForce.com Connection";
  private static final String PASSWORD_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME = "passwordId";
  private static final String SECURE_TOKEN_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME = "secureTokenId";
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  ...

  private CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport entitiesSupport = new CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport();

  ...

  public String getPasswordId() {
    return entitiesSupport.getReference(PASSWORD_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME);
  }
  public void setPasswordId(String passwordId) {
    entitiesSupport.setReference(PASSWORD_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME, passwordId,
 CustomEntityType.SecurePassword);
  }
  public String getSecurityTokenId() {
    return entitiesSupport.getReference(SECURE_TOKEN_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME);
  }
  public void setSecurityTokenId(String securityTokenId) {
    entitiesSupport.setReference(SECURE_TOKEN_ID_ATTRIBUTE_NAME, securityTokenId,
 CustomEntityType.SecurePassword);
  }

  ...

  @Override
  public CustomReferenceEntitiesSupport getReferenceEntitiesSupport() {
    // always return a singleton, never return new instances
    return entitiesSupport;
  }

  ...

  @Override
  public <R> R getProperty(String name, Class<R> rClass) {
    if (name == null) {
      throw new IllegalArgumentException("name cannot be null");
    }
    if (rClass == null) {
      throw new IllegalArgumentException("rClass cannot be null");
    }

    if (name.equals(NAME) && rClass.equals(String.class)) {
      return rClass.cast(getConnectionName());
    } else if (name.equals(TYPE) && rClass.equals(String.class)) {
      return rClass.cast(SFDC_TYPE);
    } else if (name.equals(DESCRIPTION) && rClass.equals(String.class)) {
      return rClass.cast(getDescription());
    } else if (name.equals(SUMMARY) && rClass.equals(String.class)) {
      return rClass.cast(getConnectionName() + " [" + getDescription() + "]");
    }
    return null;
  }
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  @Override
  public <R> R getUiObject(final String uiName, final Class<R> uiClass) {
    if (uiName == null) {
      throw new IllegalArgumentException("uiName cannot be null");
    }
    if (uiClass == null) {
      throw new IllegalArgumentException("rClass cannot be null");
    }

    if (uiName.equals(MISSING_DETAIL_UI_OBJECT) && JPanel.class.isAssignableFrom(uiClass)) {
      return uiClass.cast(new ResolveExternalReferencePanel(this));
    } else if (uiName.equals(CREATE_UI_OBJECT) && JPanel.class.isAssignableFrom(uiClass)) {
      return uiClass.cast(new SalesForceConnectionPropertiesPanel());
    }
    return null;
  }
}

During Policy Export

On policy export, XML for CustomKeyValueReference node looks like the following code:

<exp:References>

  ...

  <CustomKeyValueReference
 RefType="com.l7tech.console.policy.exporter.CustomKeyValueReference">
    <Serializer>...</Serializer>
    <Config>
      <KeyValueStoreName>...</KeyValueStoreName>
      <Key>...</Key>
      <KeyPrefix>...</KeyPrefix>
      <Base64Value>...</Base64Value>
    </Config>
  </CustomKeyValueReference>

  ...

</exp:References>

Where Serializer represents name of the class that implements CustomEntitySerializer. The Serializer node is added
automatically when you implement the CustomEntityDescriptor interface. Calls to deserialize(...) are made during import to
deserialize the entity bytes (that is, the value from custom-key-value-store).

During Policy Import
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During policy import, the Resolve External Dependencies Wizard displays the developer’s missing entity detail UI and
the developer’s entity created UI. You can display the developer's entity created UI by clicking [Create Salesforce

Connection]:

 Install Purchased Custom Assertions
Custom assertions are optional additions to the standard assertions available from CA Technologies for
the gateway. A custom assertion integrates the Gateway with a third-party application or authentication
system, allowing clients to utilize existing infrastructure for particular Web service security tasks.

Custom assertions are optional additions to the standard assertions available from CA Technologies for the CA API Gateway.
A custom assertion integrates the Gateway with a third-party application or authentication system, allowing clients to utilize
existing infrastructure for particular Web service security tasks.

Note:

CA Technologies develops new custom assertions in response to client or industry needs. Contact CA Technologies for custom
assertion requests or to verify whether a custom assertion is compatible with your Gateway installation. You can also create
your own custom assertions using the instructions under Create Custom Assertions.

Compatibility

The Custom Assertion SDK, which is used to create all custom assertions, is compatible with all form factors of the CA API
Gateway. This SDK is located on the distribution archives described in Release Notes 9.3.

Custom assertions are compatible with all hardware and virtual appliances, and Software Gateways running on RPM-based
Linux platforms. However, these assertions are not compatible with Software Gateways running on the Oracle Solaris
platform.

Upgrading a Gateway with Custom Assertions

If your CA API Gateway contains a custom assertion, verify with CA Support before upgrading. This ensures that you have the
latest version of the custom assertion and it will not cause issues for the upgrade.

Assumptions

The material in this section is intended for Gateway System Administrators. The instructions assume a general knowledge of
applicable third-party applications, client operating systems, Internet working terminology, HTTP security technologies, and
Web services.

 

 

 Install the Java System Access Manager Assertion
The Java System Access Manager assertion allows a policy to use the Single Sign-On (SSO) and Policy
Service from an existing Oracle Java System Access Manager 7.0 or 7.1 deployment.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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The Java System Access Manager assertion allows a policy to use the Single Sign-On (SSO) and Policy Service from an
existing Oracle Java System Access Manager 7.0 or 7.1 deployment.

This section describes how to install and configure the custom assertion on the Gateway. When configuration is complete,
the Access Resource Protected by JSAM Assertion appears in the Policy Manager, under both the Access Control and Custom
Assertions palettes.

Contents:

Requirements

• Oracle Java System Access Manager 7 version 7.0 or 7.1
• A Policy Agent profile defined under the realm.
• The custom assertion RPM installation file:

ssg-jsam-<version>.noarch.rpmThis file is located in the "CA API Gateway CustomAssertions" distribution archive.

Configure the Gateway

Note: To install and configure the assertion in a cluster, repeat the following procedures for each Gateway in the cluster.

Two main steps are required to configure the Gateway for this custom assertion:

• Install the custom assertion onto the Gateway server.
• Modify two properties files with information configured in the Java System Access Manager Server.

Step 1: Install the Custom Assertion

Note: In the following steps, “<SSG_home>” is “/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway” by default.

To install the custom assertion:

1. Log in as ssgconfig and open a privileged shell from the Gateway configuration menu.
2. Stop the Gateway:

# service ssg stop

3. Navigate to the location of the custom assertion installation file.
4. Run the following command to install the RPM:

# rpm -Uvh ssg-jsam-<version>.noarch.rpm

where "<version>" is the version number of the Gateway, plus an archive number.

Step 2: Edit the Properties Files

Perform the following configuration after the installing the custom assertion package:

1. Open the following file in a text editor:
<SSG_home> /node/default/etc/conf/sun-jsam-client.properties

2. Review and update the properties.

Property Description

com.sun.identity.agents.app.username Name of the Policy Agent profile created on the Access
Manager server.

com.iplanet.am.service.password The plain text password of the Policy Agent profile.

If an encrypted password is used instead, enter it in the
“com.iplanet.am.service.secret property.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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com.iplanet.am.service.secret The encrypted password of the Policy Agent profile.
If a plain text password is used instead, enter it in the
com.iplanet.am.service.password property.

am.encryption.pwd If an encrypted password is used, then this value must
match AMConfig.properties.

com.iplanet.am.naming.url This value must match AMConfig.properties.

com.iplanet.am.notification.url This value must match AMConfig.properties.

com.iplanet.am.server.protocol This value must match AMConfig.properties.

com.iplanet.am.server.host The fully qualified host name of the Access Manager
server. This value must match AMConfig.properties.

com.iplanet.am.server.port This value must match AMConfig.properties.

com.iplanet.services.debug.level Controls the Access Manager Client SDK internal logging.
Enter the minimum severity level to be logged:

     off (logging disabled)
     error
     warning
     message

com.iplanet.services.debug.directory The directory to store the Access Manager Client SDK
internal log files.

3. You can optionally verify that the following entries match those in the Java System Access Manager. They should match if
the server uses the factory default values.:

1.1 Open the following file in a text editor:

<SSG_home> /node/default/etc/conf/sun-jsam-ca.properties
2.1 Verify these properties:

Property Default Value

com.l7tech.custom.sun.jsam.PolicyServiceName iPlanetAMWebAgentService

com.l7tech.custom.sun.jsam.SsoCookieName iPlanetDirectoryPro

Note: The default values are automatically used if the file or the properties are missing.
4. Restart the Gateway:

# service ssg start

 Install the Oracle Access Manager Assertion
The Oracle Access Manager custom assertion enables a gateway to delegate authentication and
authorization to an Oracle Access Manager 10g or 11g server. This section describes how to install and
configure the custom assertion on the Gateway. When configuration is complete, the appears in the Policy
Manager, under both the Access Control and Custom Assertions palettes.

The Oracle Access Manager custom assertion enables a CA API Gateway to delegate authentication and authorization to an
Oracle Access Manager 10g or 11g server.
This section describes how to install and configure the custom assertion on the Gateway. When configuration is complete,
the Access Resource Protected by Oracle Access Manager Assertion appears in the Policy Manager, under both the Access
Control and Custom Assertions palettes.

Contents:

Before You Begin

Ensure that you have:

• A configured CA API Gateway, version 8.2 or higher
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• A configured Oracle Access Manager
• Access to the installation files appropriate to your environment:

ssg-oracle-access-manager-<version>.i386.rpm (32-bit)
ssg-oracle-access-manager-<version>.x86_64.rpm (64-bit)
Locate these files in the "CA API Gateway CustomAssertions" distribution archive.

• (10g OAM Server only) Access to the following compatibility library: compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-61.x86_64.rpm

Upgrading to OAM 11g?

If you formerly connected to an OAM 10g server and have now upgraded to an OAM 11g server, ensure that the "oam10g"
configuration directory is empty before you connect to OAM 11g.

If there is configuration information that you want to preserve, rename the "oam10g" directory instead by following these
steps:

# service ors stop
# cd /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/conf/
# mv oam10g oam10gbackup

If you are using Webgate 10g on an OAM 11g server, also set the following system property:

com.l7tech.custom.oam.10g.webgate.used=true

Configuration for an OAM 10g Server Connection

The following instructions describe the installation and configuration required to use the Oracle Access Manager custom
assertion with an OAM 10g Server.

Install the Assertion

The Oracle Access Manager custom assertion can only be installed on 64-bit Linux systems, as the configuration requires 64-
bit native libraries.

To install the custom assertion:

1. Log in as ssgconfig and open a privileged shell from the Gateway configuration menu.
2. Stop the Gateway:

# service ssg stop

3. Navigate to the location of the custom assertion installation files.
4. Remove any previous version of the custom assertion exists, uninstall it first:

# rpm -e ssg-oracle-access-manager-<version>

5. Install the compatibility file, then install the assertion:

# rpm -Uvh compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-61.x86_64.rpm

6. Install the assertion:

# rpm -Uvh ssg-oracle-access-manager-<version>.x86_64.rpm
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7. Restart the Gateway:

# service ssg start

The custom assertion now appears in the Policy Manager.

Allow the Equals Character in the Server Cookie

The system properties file must be changed to allow the Server Cookie to accept the equals character.  

To modify the system properties file:

1. Locate and open the system properties file in a text editor. Locate the file in the following directory:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/system.properties

2. Add the following line:

org.apache.tomcat.util.http.ServerCookie.ALLOW_EQUALS_IN_VALUE = true

3. Save and exit the file.
4. Stop and restart the Gateway.

Configure Connection with OAM 10g Server

Use the configureAccessGate command to configure access client as shown.

1. First, change to the location of the command :

# cd /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/conf/oam10g/oblix/tools/configureAccessGate

2. Run the command as follows:

# ./configureAccessGate -i /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/
conf/oam10g -t AccessGate -w <Access Gate Name> -m <Security Mode> -
c request -P <Password> -h <Access Server Host> -p <Port> -a <Access
 Server ID> -r <Global Access Protocol Passphrase>

Example of the command in use:

# ./configureAccessGate -i /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/
conf/oam10g -t AccessGate -w ghssg-64 -m simple -c request -P 7layer
  h oam10g.l7tech.com -p 6021 -a access-1 -r 7layer

Configuration for an OAM 11g Server Connection 

The following instructions describe the installation and configuration required to use the Oracle Access Manager custom
assertion with an OAM 11g Server.

Install the Assertion

To install the custom assertion:

http://oam10g.l7tech.com
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1. Log in as ssgconfig and open a privileged shell?from the Gateway configuration menu.
2. Stop the Gateway:

# service ssg stop

3. Navigate to the location of the custom assertion installation files.
4. If a previous version of the custom assertion exists, uninstall it first:

# rpm -e ssg-oracle-access-manager-<version>

5. Run the appropriate command for your environment :

# rpm -Uvh ssg-oracle-access-manager-<version>.i386.rpm

# rpm -Uvh ssg-oracle-access-manager-<version>.x86_64.rpm

6. Restart the Gateway:

# service ssg start

The custom assertion now appears in the Policy Manager.

Change the name of the SSO session cookie

The default SSO session cookie name is ObSSOCookie. This is the same cookie name used with the 10g Server and may
cause problems when attempting to connect to an 11g Webgate on an OAM 11g server. 

To change the name of the SSO session cookie:

1. Locate and open the following file in a text editor:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/system.properties
2. Add the following line:

com.l7tech.custom.oam.cookie==<new cookie name>

For example: com.l7tech.custom.oam.cookie==OAMAuthNCookie
3. Save and exit the file.
4. Stop and restart the Gateway.

Using a 10g Webgate on an OAM 11g server

By default, the Oracle Access Manager custom assertion is configured to use the OAM 11g server running the 11g Webgate
(all security modes supported: Open/Simple/Cert). However, OAM 11g servers can also work with 10g Webgates. 

To configure the assertion for use with an OAM 10g Webgate:

1. Locate and open the following file in a text editor:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/system.properties:
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2. Add the following line:

com.l7tech.custom.oam.10g.webgate.used=true

3. Save and exit the file.
4. Restart the Gateway 

Configure a Webgate

This section describes how to configure a Webgate for the access client. The access client is the Access Resource Protected by
Oracle Access Manager Assertion.

There are two types of Webgates (10g and 11g) that can be registered via the OAM 11g Admin Console. The CA API Gateway
supports all security modes (Open, Simple, Cert) for each type of Webgate.

Step 1: Register a Webgate

Copy the configuration files from the following table to the following directory on the Gateway:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/conf/oam11g

Note: The “oam11g” in the above path refers to the OAM 11g server and it applies regardless of whether a 10g or 11g
Webgate is in use.

Webgate Security Mode Required Configuration Files

10g Open ObAccessClient.xml

10g Simple ObAccessClient.xml
password.xml
oamclient-keystore.jks
oamclient-truststore.jks

10g Cert ObAccessClient.xml
password.xml
oamclient-keystore.jks
oamclient-truststore.jks

11g Open cwallet.sso
ObAccessClient.xml

11g Simple cwallet.sso
ObAccessClient.xml
password.xml
oamclient-keystore.jks
oamclient-truststore.jks

11g Cert cwallet.sso
ObAccessClient.xml
password.xml
oamclient-keystore.jks
oamclient-truststore.jks

You can acquire the configuration files as follows:

• The following files are obtained from the OAM 11g Server from this directory:

${ORACLE_MIDDLE_WARE}/user_projects/domains/ <domain_name> /output/ <webgate_name>

ObAccessClient.xml
cwallet.sso
password.xml

• The following files are generated manually:

oamclient-keystore.jks
oamclient-truststore.jks
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For information on generating these files and creating keystores, refer to “Configuring and Deploying a Custom
Access Client” on this page of the Oracle documentation: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E27559_01/dev.1112/e27134/
as_api.htm#AIDEV381

Step 2: Set File Permissions

Once the files are copied over to the Gateway directory, run the following commands to set the files permissions:

# cd /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/conf/oam11g/
# chmod 600 *
# chown gateway.gateway *

Step 3: Restart Gateway and ORS Service

Restart the Gateway with this command:

# service ssg restart

Restart the ORS Service with these commands:

# service ors stop
# service ors start

Run the OAM RMI Service

The OAM RMI Service (“ors”) must be run before the Access Resource Protected by Oracle Access Manager Assertion is
executed in a service policy. This applies regardless of the security mode in use or the OAM server version.

Prerequisite: Ensure that the Access Resources Protected by Oracle Access Manager custom assertion has been installed (see
“Install the Assertion”).

How to use the OAM RMI Service:

• To run the OAM RMI Service, run this command from the Linux console:

# service ors start

• To stop the OAM RMI Service, run this command:

# service ors stop

• To restart the OAM RMI Service, run this command:

# service ors restart

Tip:

The OAM RMI Service can be run before or after the Gateway service.

The OAM RMI Service generates a log file that contains OAM ASDK runtime details. The log file is located here:

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E27559_01/dev.1112/e27134/as_api.htm#AIDEV381
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E27559_01/dev.1112/e27134/as_api.htm#AIDEV381
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/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/logs/ors.log

 Install the Salesforce Integration Solution Kit
The Sales Integration Solution Kit is an optional add-on that allows the gateway to integrate with the
SaaS data APIs provided by Salesforce.com.

The Sales Integration Solution Kit is an optional add-on that allows the CA API Gateway to integrate with the SaaS data APIs
provided by Salesforce.com.

Installing this Solution Kit adds the following functionality:

• Manage Salesforce Operation Service Connections task 
• Execute Salesforce Operation Assertion

If these items do not appear, check that your Salesforce.com license is installed correctly.

Requirements

Ensure that you have:

• A configured CA API Gateway, version 8.0 or higher
• The CA API Gateway - Policy Manager with the same version as the Gateway
• The ssg-sf-<version>.noarch.rpm” installation file

This file is located in the "CA API Gateway CustomAssertions" distribution archive.
• A Salesforce.com account with appropriate permissions
• Installed the Salesforce license as per the Salesforce documentation

Installing the Solution Kit

Note:

To install the Solution Kit in a cluster, repeat the following procedure for each Gateway in the cluster.

To install the Solution Kit:

1. Log in to the Gateway as ssgconfig and open a privileged command shell from the Gateway configuration menu.
2. Stop the Gateway:

# service ssg stop

3. Navigate to the directory containing the RPM installation file.
4. Install the RPM file:

# rpm –Uvh ssg-sf-<version>.noarch.rpm

where "<version>" is the version number of the Gateway, plus an archive number.
5. Restart the Gateway:

# service ssg start

 Install the SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource Assertion
The gateway allows authentication requests to be sent to a CA Single Sign-On (SiteMinder) server, for
the purposes of authentication and authorization. CA Single Sign-On FIPS-only mode is supported.

Tip:

This assertion is deprecated. CA Technologies recommends using the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion,
which does not require separate installation.

http://Salesforce.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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The CA API Gateway allows authentication requests to be sent to a CA Single Sign-On (SiteMinder) server, for the purposes
of authentication and authorization. CA Single Sign-On FIPS-only mode is supported.

Contents:

When configuration is complete, the Authenticate with SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource Assertion appears in the Policy
Manager. This custom assertion supports:

• CA Single Sign-On 12.0 SP3 Policy Server integration
• Policy Server running in FIPS-only mode
• Usage of the CA Single Sign-On 5.x Agent API

Gateway Agent Settings

In the CA Single Sign-On Policy Server, an agent setup must exist for the CA API Gateway to use. The Gateway sends
authentication requests to the CA Single Sign-On server using the agent specified. The security policies defined in the CA
Single Sign-On Policy Server for the agent either permits or denies access to the Web service.

Requirement

Ensure that you have the custom assertion RPM installation file before you configure the Gateway. For example, this is the
version for this Appliance Gateway:
ssg-sm12- <version> .x86_64.rpm

This file is located in the "CA API Gateway CustomAssertions" distribution archive.

Configure the Gateway

Two main steps are required to configure Gateway for the SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource assertion:

• Install the custom assertion onto the Gateway server.
• Configure the Gateway Agent properties.

Step 1: Install the Custom Assertion

Note:

To install the assertion in a cluster, repeat the following procedure for each Gateway node in the cluster.

To install the custom assertion on the Gateway:

1. Log in as ssgconfig and open a privileged shell from the Gateway configuration menu.
2. Stop the Gateway:

# service ssg stop 

3. Navigate to the location of the custom assertion installation file
4. Install the custom assertion RPM:

# rpm -Uvh ssg-sm12-<version>.x86_64.rpm

where "<version>" is the version number of the Gateway, plus an archive number.
5. Restart the Gateway:

# service ssg start

Step 2: Register a Trusted Host

Next, use the Registration Tool to create the host configuration file that is required to configure the Gateway.

To register a trusted host:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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1. Make sure that the custom assertion is installed.
2. Log in as user ssgconfig and open a privileged shell from the Gateway configuration menu.
3. Navigate to the SiteMinder directory:

# cd /opt/SecureSpan/siteminder/bin

4. Run the SiteMinder Registration Tool with this command:

# ./smreghost.sh -i policy_server_IP_address:port -u administrator_username - p
 administrator_password -hn hostname_for_registration -hc host_configuration_object -cf fips_mode

The hostname is placed in the trusted host list in the SiteMinder Administrative UI. The host configuration file is saved to
the file SmHost.conf. This file contains the registered hostname, IP address, and shared secret of the CA Single Sign-On
(SiteMinder) Policy Server.

Step 3: Configure the Gateway Agent

Configure the siteminder12.agent.configuration cluster property with the following format:

# Agent configuration
# -----------------------------
# multiple agent definitions are supported
<agent_id>.name = name_of_the_agent
<agent_id>.secret = shared_secret
<agent_id>.address = 127.0.0.1
<agent_id>.ipcheck = false
<agent_id>.hostname = name_of_the_registered_hostname
<agent_id>.fipsmode = FIPS_mode
# for non-cluster, define fail over (true) or round-robin load balancing (false)
<agent_id>.noncluster_failover = false
# for clusters, define threshold percentage for failing over to the next cluster sequence
<agent_id>.cluster_threshold = 50
# Server Definitions
# --------------------------
# cluster_seq = 0 : non-cluster deployment, there shouldn't be any cluster sequence numbers
other than 0
# cluster_seq >= 1 : cluster deployment, multiple cluster definitions supported
<agent_id>.server.<cluster_seq>.<server_number>.address = 123.101.1.222
<agent_id>.server.<cluster_seq>.<server_number>.authentication.port = 44442
<agent_id>.server.<cluster_seq>.<server_number>.authorization.port = 44443
<agent_id>.server.<cluster_seq>.<server_number>.accounting.port = 44441
<agent_id>.server.<cluster_seq>.<server_number>.connection.min = 1
<agent_id>.server.<cluster_seq>.<server_number>.connection.max = 3
<agent_id>.server.<cluster_seq>.<server_number>.connection.step = 1
<agent_id>.server.<cluster_seq>.<server_number>.timeout = 75

The following table describes the properties in the Agent configuration in more detail.

Property Description
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<agent_id> .name The name that identifies the Agent to the CA Single Sign-On
deployment. The name can include any character, including
spaces. Note the following limitations:

• The agent name cannot begin with a space character.
• The backslash character must be “escaped” by adding a

second backslash. For example: “\agentName” becomes “\
\agentName”.

The "<agent_id>" prefix is entered using the Authenticate
with SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource Assertion.

<agent_id> .secret The negotiated shared secret for the trusted host in the CA
Single Sign-On host registration process. This shared secret is
obtained from the “sharedsecret” setting in the SmHost.conf
file. This file is generated after the Registration Tool is run
(see “Step 2: Register a Trusted Host”).

Warning:  IMPORTANT: Passwords are stored in
the clear in the cluster property and also travel in the
clear between the nodes and the database.

<agent_id> .address The IP address to which the Agent is bound. The client also
connects to this IP address to ask the CA Single Sign-On
deployment for authorization to access a resource. This
property is required.

<agent_id> .ipcheck Indicates whether to provide the IP address of the client
to the CA Single Sign-On deployment while requesting
authorization. Value is a Boolean. Default is false if not
specified.

<agent_id> .hostname The registered hostname. This value is found in the trusted
host list in the CA Single Sign-On Administrative UI or in
the SmHost.conf file.

<agent_id> .fipsmode The CA Single Sign-On installation FIPS mode: COMPAT,
MIGRATE or ONLY.

<agent_id> .noncluster_failover If the CA Single Sign-On deployment utilizes multiple
servers in a non-cluster configuration, indicate the non-cluster
strategy to be used. Value is a Boolean. The default is false if
not specified.

• true = failover strategy is used
• false = round-robin strategy is used

<agent_id> .cluster_threshold If the CA Single Sign-On deployment utilizes multiple
servers in a cluster configuration, indicate the percentage
of servers within a cluster that must be available before
failing over to the next cluster. Defaults to 50 percent if not
specified.
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Server Definitions An Agent configuration can have multiple server definitions,
for both cluster and non-cluster deployments. Each of the
servers defined for an Agent must be properly configured as
part of the same CA Single Sign-On deployment. Complete
the following set of properties for each server definition:

• cluster_seq: The cluster number to which the server
belongs. Use 0 (zero) for non-cluster deployments. Start
with 1 for cluster deployments.

Note:

A “0” (non-cluster) sequence cannot be mixed with
“non-0” (cluster) sequence—this causes the Agent
initialization to fail. However there can be any number of
cluster sequences > 0.

•  <server_number>: The server sequence number/
• address: The IP address of the server (required).
• authentication.port: The authentication port number

(required).
• authorization.port: The authorization port number

(required).
• accounting port: The accounting port number (required).
• connection.min: The number of initial connections.

Defaults to 1 if not specified.
• connection.max: The maximum number of connections

at any one time. Defaults to 10 if not specified.
• connection.step: The connection increase step. Defaults

to 1 if not specified.
• timeout: The connection time out, in seconds. Defaults to

75 if not specified.

 Install the Symantec Virus Scanning Assertion
The Symantec Virus Scanning custom assertion allows the gateway to send requests and attachments to a
Symantec Antivirus Engine (SAVE) server for virus detection.

The Symantec Virus Scanning custom assertion allows the CA API Gateway to send requests and attachments to a Symantec
Antivirus Engine (SAVE) server for virus detection.

This section describes how to install and configure the custom assertion on the Gateway. When configuration is complete,
the Scan Using Symantec Antivirus Assertion appears in the Policy Manager, under both the Threat Protection and Custom
Assertions palettes.

Tip:

You can also use the Scan Using ICAP-Enabled Antivirus Assertion to connect the Gateway to Symantec.

Contents:

Requirements

Ensure that you have the following before configuring the Gateway for Symantec:

• Valid installation of Symantec Antivirus Engine installed in your environment
• Symantec Antivirus Engine (SAVE) server version 5.2
• The Symantec Virus Scanning custom assertion RPM installation file:

ssg-symantec-<version>.noarch.rpm
This file is located in the "CA API Gateway CustomAssertions" distribution archive.

Note:

Do not install the Symantec Antivirus Engine on the same machine as the Gateway. Doing so may affect the performance of
the Gateway.

Configure the Symantec Antivirus Engine

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Make the following configuration changes to the Symantec Antivirus Engine to make it compatible with the Gateway:

• Configure the Symantec Antivirus Engine for the ICAP protocol:

1. Log in to the Symantec server through your web browser, using http:// <server> :8004.
2. Select the Configuration tab.
3. Select ICAP in the Protocol tab.

• Other configurations:

1. Click Blocking Policy.
2. Select the Antivirus tab and set heuristic scanning to High.
3. Set file types to Scan all files regardless of extension.

Once the Symantec Antivirus Engine is configured, proceed to “Configure the Gateway” next.

Configure the Gateway

Two main steps are required to configure the Gateway for the Symantec Virus Scanning custom assertion:

• Install the custom assertion onto the Gateway server.
• Configure the assertion with your network settings.

Step 1: Install the Custom Assertion

To install the custom assertion on a Gateway:

1. Log in as ssgconfig and open a privileged shell from the Gateway configuration menu.
2. Stop the Gateway:

# service ssg stop

3. Navigate to the location of the custom assertion installation file.
4. Run the following command to install the RPM:

# rpm -Uvh ssg-symantec-<version>.noarch.rpm

where "<version>" is the version number of the Gateway, plus an archive number

Step 2: Configure the Custom Assertion

To configure the custom assertion so that attachments and messages are sent to the correct location:

1. Open the following file in a text editor:

<SSG_home> /node/default/etc/conf/symantec_scanengine_client.properties

where "<SSG_home>" is the home directory for the Gateway, which is "/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway" by default.
2. Set the two properties in that file to appropriate settings for your network and then save and exit.
3. Restart the Gateway.

 Install the Tivoli Access Manager Assertion
The Tivoli Access Manager (TAM) custom assertion instructs the gateway to delegate the authentication
and authorization tasks required to gain access to a protected service to the IBM Tivoli Access Manager
server (version 5.1 or 6.0).

The Tivoli Access Manager (TAM) custom assertion instructs the CA API Gateway to delegate the authentication and
authorization tasks required to gain access to a protected service to the IBM Tivoli Access Manager server (version 5.1 or 6.0).

This section describes how to install and configure the custom assertion on the Gateway. When configuration is complete,
the Authenticate using Tivoli Access Manager Assertion appears in the Policy Manager, under both the Access Control and
Custom Assertions palettes.
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Requirements

Verify that you have the following files before beginning:

• For RHEL 6 environments, the following files are required:
libXext-1.1-3.el6.x86_64.rpm
libXi-1.3-3.el6.x86_64.rpm

• An IBM Java Runtime Environment:
ibm-java-x86_64-sdk-<version>.1.x86_64.rpm
(where “<version>” is version 6.0.9 or later)

• Tivoli Access Manager Policy Director packages:
PDJrte-PD-6.0.0-22.i386.rpm
PDlic-PD-6.0.0-0.i386.rpm
PDWPM-PD-6.0.0-22.i386.rpm

• Tivoli Access Manager custom assertion package:
ssg-tam-<version>.noarch.rpmThis file is located in the "CA API Gateway CustomAssertions" distribution archive.

• Access to these prerequisite 64-bit files:
compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-47.3.x86_64.rpm
libgcc-4.1.2-46.el5_4.2.i386.rpm
libXext-1.1-3.el6.x86_64.rpm
libXi-1.3-3.el6.x86_64.rpm
libXp-1.0.0-8.1.el5.x86_64.rpm
libXtst-1.0.1-3.1.x86_64.rpm
xorg-x11-deprecated-libs-6.8.2-1.EL.13.20.x86_64.rpm

Install Prerequisite Files

Begin by installing the following prerequisite 64-bit package files.

To install the prerequisite files:

1. Log in as ssgconfig and open a privileged shell from the Gateway configuration menu.
2. Stop the Gateway:

# service ssg stop

3. If running Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 6, install these RPM files:

# rpm -ivh libXext-1.1-3.el6.x86_64.rpm
# rpm -ivh libXi-1.3-3.el6.x86_64.rpm

4. Navigate to the directory containing the prerequisite files and install them with the following commands:

# rpm -ivh libX*
# rpm -ivh --force libgcc-4.1.2-46.el5_4.2.i386.rpm
# rpm -ivh --force compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-47.3.x86_64.rpm
# ln -sf /usr/lib64/libstdc++.so.6.0.8 /usr/lib64/libstdc++.so.5

5. If you are running Red Hat Enterprise Linux, install this RPM file:

# rpm -ivh xorg-x11-deprecated-libs-6.8.2-1.EL.13.20.x86_64.rpm

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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6. Install IBM Java with this command:

# rpm -ivh --nodeps ibm-java-x86_64-sdk-<version>.1.x86_64.rpm

By default, IBM Java is installed in the “/opt” directory.

Install Policy Director

To install the TAM 6.0 Policy Director component:

1. Navigate to the directory containing the Policy Director files and run the following commands:

# rpm -ivh PDlic-PD-6.0.0-0.i386.rpm
# rpm -ivh PDJrte-PD-6.0.0-22.i386.rpm
# rpm -ivh PDWPM-PD-6.0.0-22.i386.rpm

2. Verify that the PolicyDirector folder is created in “/opt” after installation is finished.

The next step is to configure the Tivoli Access Manager runtime environment. Choose the appropriate procedure based on your
Gateway instances:

• Configure TAM runtime for a single Gateway instance
• Configure TAM runtime for multiple Gateway instances

 Configure TAM Runtime Environment (Single Gateway Instance)
Once the Tivoli Access Manager Policy Director is installed, the next step is to configure the runtime
component. This section describes how to configure the environment for a standalone (single
instance) gateway. If you have a cluster of Gateways, see the instructions for multiple Gateways here. 

Once the Tivoli Access Manager Policy Director is installed, the next step is to configure the runtime component. This section
describes how to configure the environment for a standalone (single instance) CA API Gateway. If you have a cluster of
Gateways, see the instructions for multiple Gateways here. 

Tip:

If you only need a single Gateway instance but would like flexibility for the future, choose the multiple Gateway option and
configure only a single instance for now.

Warning:

IMPORTANT: For the TAM access control to function properly, ensure that the Java Virtual Machine on the client
machines point to the correct Access Manager Policy server.

To configure the TAM runtime environment for a single instance:

1. Run the following commands:

# export PATH=$PATH:/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/bin
# export CLASSPATH=/opt/PolicyDirector/java/export/pdjrte/PD.jar
# java -Dfile.encoding=ISO8859-1 -Xnoargsconversion -cp $CLASSPATH -Dpd.home=/opt/
PolicyDirector com.tivoli.pd.jcfg.PDJrteCfg -action status

You will see the following message:

HPDBF0030W   The JRE (/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre) is not configured for the Tivoli Access
 Manager Runtime for Java
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2. Run the following command:

# java -Dfile.encoding=ISO8859-1 -Xnoargsconversion -cp $CLASSPATH -Dpd.home=/opt/
PolicyDirector com.tivoli.pd.jcfg.PDJrteCfg -action config -interactive

3. Enter the appropriate values for your environment at the following configuration prompts:

Specify the full path of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) to configure for Tivoli Access Manager
 [/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre]: 
Enter 'full' or 'standalone' for the configuration type [full]:
Enter the hostname of the Access Manager policy server [<ssg>.l7tech.com]:
Enter the port number of the Access Manager policy server [7135]:
Enter the Access Manager policy server domain [null]: 

You see the following message:

Tivoli Common Directory logging is not configured. If you want to use Tivoli Common Directory
 logging, you must enable logging and specify a directory for log files. The directory will be created if
 it does not exist.

Enter the appropriate values for your environment at the following logging configuration prompts:

    Do you want to use Tivoli Common Directory logging (y/n) [n]?

If you respond “y”, the following message displays:

The default location of the Tivoli Common Directory is [/var/ibm/tivoli/common].

When prompted, configure the log file location:

Press enter to accept the default location, or type a different location and press enter:

The following message is displayed:

Log files for this application will be created in directory: /var/ibm/tivoli/common

A message displays when the Java Access Runtime Manager installs successfully.

 
4. Run the following commands:

# java -Dfile.encoding=ISO8859-1 -Xnoargsconversion -cp $CLASSPATH -Dpd.home=/opt/
PolicyDirector com.tivoli.pd.jcfg.PDJrteCfg -action status
# chmod -R 755 /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/PolicyDirector
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The following message displays:

HPDBF0031E   This Java Runtime Environment has already been configured.

You are now ready to register the TAM client.

Register TAM Client

To register the TAM client to the Policy Server:

1. Run the following command to register the TAM client:

# export JAVA_HOME=/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre
# $JAVA_HOME/bin/java -Dpd.cfg.home=$JAVA_HOME com.tivoli.pd.jcfg.SvrSslCfg
 -action config -domain $TAM_DOMAIN mode $TAM_MODE -port 12347 -admin_id
 $TAM_ADMIN_ID -admin_pwd $TAM_ADMIN_PASSWORD -cfg_file $CFG_FILE -key_file
 $KEY_FILE  appsvr_id $APP_SVR_ID -policysvr $TAM_POLICY_SERVER_IP:1 -authzsvr
 $TAM_POLICY_SERVER_IP:1

Where:

• “$TAM_DOMAIN” is always Default
• “$TAM_MODE” is always remote
• “$TAM_ADMIN_ID”  is the username of the TAM administrator
• “$TAM_ADMIN_PASSWORD” is the password from the TAM administrator
• “$CFG_FILE” is $JAVA_HOME/PdPerm.properties
• “$KEY_FILE” is $JAVA_HOME/pdperm.ks
• “$APP_SVR_ID” is the unique name for your Gateway
• “$TAM_POLICY_SERVER_IP” is the IP address of your TAM policy server

2. Run the following commands to set the correct permissions:

# chmod 644 /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/PdPerm.properties
# chmod 644 /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/pdperm.ks

You can now install the Tivoli Access Manager custom assertion on the Gateway.

Install TAM Custom Assertion

To install the Tivoli Access Manager custom assertion:

1. Open a privileged shell on the Gateway and stop these services:

# service ras stop
# service ssg stop

2. Navigate to the directory containing the custom assertion RPM file and run this command:

# rpm –ivh ssg-tam-<version>.noarch.rpm
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3. Next, run the following commands:

# touch /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/ras/remote-asertions.log
# chown layer7.gateway /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/ras/remote-asertions.log
# chmod g+w /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/ras/remote-asertions.log

4. Restart the “ras” and “ssg” services:

# service ras start
# service ssg start

To verify that a service has started correctly, run this command:

     # service <service_name> status

 Configure TAM Runtime Environment (Multiple Gateway Instances)
Once the Tivoli Access Manager Policy Director is installed, the next step is to configure the runtime
component. This section describes how to configure the environment for a clustered (multiple
instances) gateway. If you have a single Gateway instance (and have no need to expand to a cluster later),
see the instructions for a single Gateway here. 

Once the Tivoli Access Manager Policy Director is installed, the next step is to configure the runtime component. This
section describes how to configure the environment for a clustered (multiple instances) CA API Gateway. If you have a single
Gateway instance (and have no need to expand to a cluster later), see the instructions for a single Gateway here. 

Warning:

IMPORTANT: For the TAM access control to function properly, ensure that the Java Virtual Machine on the client
machines point to the correct Access Manager Policy server.

Install Multiple TAM Instances

To configure the TAM runtime environment for multiple instances:

1. Make sure all TAM servers are running.
2. Create your instance folders under the following directory.

/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre
For example, “/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst1” and “/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst2”. You will need to set the
appropriate permissions for these folders, for example:
   # chmod -R 755 /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst1
   # chmod -R 755 /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst2

3. Run the following commands:

# cp /opt/PolicyDirector/java/export/pdjrte/PD.jar /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/lib/ext/
# chmod 444 /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/lib/ext/PD.jar
# export PATH=$PATH:/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/bin

4. Run the following command for each instance against the target TAM server:

# java -Dfile.encoding=ISO8859-1 -Xnoargsconversion -Dpd.home=/opt/
ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/<instance> com.tivoli.pd.jcfg.PDJrteCfg -
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action config -cfgfiles_path /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/<instance>
 -host <instance_host_IP> -port <instance_port> -was

 

Where:

• “<instance>” is the instance label created above
• “<instance_host_ip>” is the hostname or IP address for the TAM server
• “<instance_port>” by default is 7135

For the inst1 and inst2 example above, the commands would be:

# java -Dfile.encoding=ISO8859-1 -Xnoargsconversion -Dpd.home=/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst1
 com.tivoli.pd.jcfg.PDJrteCfg -action config -cfgfiles_path /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst1 -host
 10.7.32.213 -port 7135 -was
# java -Dfile.encoding=ISO8859-1 -Xnoargsconversion -Dpd.home=/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst2
 com.tivoli.pd.jcfg.PDJrteCfg -action config -cfgfiles_path /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst2 -host
 10.7.32.126 -port 7135 -was

You should see a message notifying you the configuration was successful. At this point, set the correct permissions using
these commands:

# chmod -R 755 /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst1/PolicyDirector
# chmod -R 755 /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst2/PolicyDirector

Tip:

You may ignore this message if it appears: “Unable to create the PDJLog.properties file in the specified JRE. Ensure you
have the correct permission to do so.”

5. Register the TAM client instance on the target TAM servers with this comman:

# java -Dpd.cfg.home /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/<instance>
 com.tivoli.pd.jcfg.SvrSslCfg -action config -domain
 $TAM_DOMAIN -mode $TAM_MODE -port 12347 -admin_id
 $TAM_ADMIN_ID -admin_pwd $TAM_ADMIN_PASSWORD -cfg_file
 $CFG_FILE -key_file $KEY_FILE -appsvr_id $APP_SVR_ID –
policysvr $TAM_POLICY_SERVER_IP:<instance_port>:1 –authzsvr
 $TAM_POLICY_SERVER_IP:<instance_authzsvr_port>:1

Where:

• “<instance>” is the label/name for the TAM instance (required only when there are multiple instances; omit if only a
single instance will exist)

• “<instance_port>” is a port number (default=7135)
• “<instance_authzsvr_port>” is a port number (default=7136)
• “$TAM_DOMAIN” is always Default
• “$TAM_MODE” is always remote
• “$TAM_ADMIN_ID”  is the username of the TAM administrator
• “$TAM_ADMIN_PASSWORD” is the password from the TAM administrator
• “$CFG_FILE” is $JAVA_HOME/ <instance> /PdPerm.properties
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• “$KEY_FILE” is $JAVA_HOME/ <instance> /pdperm.ks
• “$APP_SVR_ID” is the unique name for your Gateway
• “$TAM_POLICY_SERVER_IP” is the IP address of your TAM policy server

6. Set the correct permissions with these commands:

# chmod 644 /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/<instance>/PdPerm.properties
# chmod 644 /opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/<instance>/pdperm.ks

You can now install the Tivoli Access Manager custom assertion on the Gateway.

Install TAM Custom Assertion

To install the Tivoli Access Manager custom assertion:

1. Open a privileged shell on the Gateway and stop these services:

# service ras stop
# service ssg stop

2. Navigate to the directory containing the custom assertion RPM file and run this command:

# rpm –ivh ssg-tam-<version>.noarch.rpm

3. Next, run the following commands:

# touch /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/ras/remote-asertions.log
# chown layer7.gateway /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/ras/remote-asertions.log
# chmod g+w /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/ras/remote-asertions.log

After installing the custom assertion, modify the TAM Agent properties.

Update TAM Agent Properties

After the TAM custom assertion is installed, edit the TAM Agent properties so that it recognizes the additional TAM instances.

To update the TAM Agent properties:

1. Open the properties file in a text editor:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/tam_agent.properties
The following is an example of the tam_agent_properties file:

############################################################
 This is the properties file used by the TAM agent      
 ## Change values as appropriate.                          
 ############################################################
# The TAM Policy Director configuration file# Example:
 tam.pd.config.file.name=c:/ibm/wsdk_v51/appserver/java/jre/
PdPerm.properties# tam.pd.config.file.name=/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/
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jre/PdPerm.propertiestam.pd.config.file.name.inst1=/opt/ibm/java-
x86_64-60/jre/inst1/PdPerm.propertiestam.pd.config.file.name.inst2=/
opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst2/
PdPerm.properties
# The time interval (ms) of updating the principal cache in RAS.#
 The expired principals are removed from the cache during the
 update.principal.cache.update.interval=5000
# Specify the duration (ms) the principal is stored in the
 cache.principal.expiry.duration=30000
#pdcontext.cache.expiry.duration=30000

2. Comment out the original configuration (shown in red in the above sample file):
   #tam.pd.config.file.name=/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/PdPerm.properties

3. Add a line for each TAM instance (shown in blue in the above sample file). For the inst1 and inst2 example above, the
lines would be (each entry is on one line):
   tam.pd.config.file.name.inst1=/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst1/
PdPerm.properties
   tam.pd.config.file.name.inst2=/opt/ibm/java-x86_64-60/jre/inst2/
PdPerm.properties

Tip:

Make note of the instance names as they will be used in the Authenticate using Tivoli Access Manager Assertion in the
Policy Manager.

4. Save and close the properties file.
5. Restart the “ras” and “ssg” services:

# service ras start
# service ssg start

To verify that a service has started correctly, run this command:

     # service <service_name> status

 Assertion Palette
The assertion palette (located in the [Assertions] tab) contains categories corresponding to the main
requirements of a policy:

The assertion palette (located in the [Assertions] tab) contains categories corresponding to the main requirements of a policy:

• Access Control
• Transport Layer Security (TLS)
• XML Security
• Message Validation/Transformation
• Message Routing
• Service Availability
• Logging, Auditing, and Alerts
• Policy Logic
• Threat Protection?
• XMPP
• Internal Assertions

Custom assertions obtained from CA Technologies will appear in a separate "Custom Assertions" palette in addition to its
logical palette (Access Control, Threat Protection, etc.). Custom assertions created by third parties will appear in a "Custom
Assertions" palette.

Note:
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The Policy Templates folder at the bottom of the palette is simply a repository for exported policies. It does not contain
assertions. The Policy Templates folder does not appear in the browser client version of the Policy Manger, which has limited
template support.

 Access Control Assertions
The Access Control assertions establish the authorized identities and corresponding credential
authentication protocols and requirements in a policy. A policy can contain more than one access control
assertion, but only one can appear in a single policy execution path (parent or child assertion folder)
before the single Grant Access to Users/Groups assertion to which it is assigned.

The Access Control assertions establish the authorized identities and corresponding credential authentication protocols and
requirements in a policy. A policy can contain more than one access control assertion, but only one can appear in a single
policy execution path (parent or child assertion folder) before the single Grant Access to Users/Groups assertion to which it is
assigned.

Note:

The CA Single Sign-On Protected Resource, Sun Java System Access Manager Protected Resource, and Tivoli Access
Manager assertions, if present, are optional custom assertions that are purchased and installed separately. For more information
on acquiring custom assertions, please contact CA Technologies.

Note:

(1) Depending on which API Gateway product you have installed, not all the assertions within this category may be available.
See Product Summary for a list of which features are available for each product. (2) This category may also include custom-
created encapsulated assertions. For more information, see Encapsulated Assertions.

 

 

 Access Resource Protected by Oracle Access Manager Assertion
The Access Resource Protected by Oracle Access Manager Assertion delegates authentication and
authorization to an Oracle Access Manager 10g or 11g server. This assertion populates context variables
with the values and attributes set for the action on Authorization Rules (on the OAM server).

The Access Resource Protected by Oracle Access Manager Assertion delegates authentication and authorization to an Oracle
Access Manager 10g or 11g server. This assertion populates context variables with the values and attributes set for the action
on Authorization Rules (on the OAM server).

You can control whether the obSSO cookie is excluded in the outbound request. You can also set the contents of the cookie in
a custom context variable.

This assertion is available from both the Access Control and Custom Assertions palettes.

Note:

(1) The Access Resource Protected by Oracle Access Manager Assertion is a custom assertion that requires separate licensing
and installation. Contact CA Technologies for licensing information. For instructions on how to install this assertion, see
Install the Oracle Access Manager Assertion. (2) If the username in the session token does not match the username in the
HTTP request, then the assertion fails during authentication validation.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Access Resource Protected by Oracle Access Manager assertion sets the following context variables with details of the
verification.

Variable Description

${ <prefix> .actions.type} A multivalued context variable that returns all action types.

${ <prefix> .actions  .<type>.  names  }   A multivalued context variable that returns all names that are
related to a certain type, specified by "<type>".

${ <prefix> .actions  .<type>.<name >   }  Returns a value or attribute related to a certain type and
name, specified by "<type>" and "<name>".

oam.ssoCookie Returns the content of the SSO Cookie.
"oam.ssoCookie" is the default variable name and can be
changed via the assertion properties.
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oam.ssoCookie.name Returns the name of the OAM SSO cookie.

oam.ssoCookie.value Returns the session token of the OAM SSO Cookie.

The default variable prefix is oamResponse. This can be changed in the assertion properties.

Certificate Authentication

The assertion can authenticate a user by using a TLS or SSL Client X.509 certificate from an HTTP request or a context
variable, depending on how the Oracle Access Manager is configured.

Authentication via Certificate

If the Oracle Access Manager is configured to authenticate via certificate:

1. This custom assertion first attempts to extract the certificate from the context variable
oracleAccessManager.ssl.clientCertificate.base64. This variable can be set by previous assertions in a policy.

2. If the variable is not defined, the custom assertion will attempt to retrieve the certificate from the HTTP request.
3. If no certificate can be found, authentication fails even if a username/password is presented.

Authentication via Username/Password

If the Oracle Access Manager is configured to authenticate via username/password:

1. The custom assertion uses the provided username/password for authentication. If a certificate is also present, it is not used
for authentication.

2. If no username/password is supplied, authentication fails even if a certificate is presented.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the policy development window, drag and drop the assertion from the palette into the policy
window.

• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
2. Right-click Access Resource Protected By Oracle Access Manager in the policy window and select Oracle Access

Manager Protected Resource. The properties dialog appears.
3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Protected Resource Enter the full name of the resource being protected. This
should be in the format:

//<host>:<port><resource_URL>

Where:

• <host> is the hostname of the server that is servicing
<resource_URL>

• <port> is the port number on the server (optional)
• <resource_URL> is the resource being serviced; this

resource definition should follow the guidelines set by
Oracle Access Manager

You can also specify a context variable that contains the
resource.

Note the following:

• The <host> and <port> must be defined in one of the
host identifiers via the OAM Admin Console.

• The <resource_URL> must be defined in one of the
Resources in the Application Domains using the OAM
Admin Console.

• The <host> does not need to be an actual hostname, as
long as it is defined in a host identifier using the OAM
Admin Console.
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Type Enter the type of the resource. This can be a built-in type,
such as HTTP or EJB, or a custom type defined through the
Access System Console. For custom resource types, custom
operations are defined using the Oracle Access Manager
system console when the resource type is defined.

You can also specify a context variable that contains the
type.

Default: HTTP

Method Enter the action to be performed against the protected
resource, as dictated by the resource type. Examples are
GET and POST for HTTP resources, and EXECUTE for
EJB resources. For custom resources, operations are defined
through the Access System Console when the resource type
is defined.

You can also specify a context variable that contains the
method.

Response Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and
prevents the variables from overwriting each other when
multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

Default prefix: oamResponse

For an explanation of the validation messages that are
displayed, see ":Context Variable Validation" in Context
Variables.

Set Location (IP Address) This is the IP address of the client. By default (pre-v8.3
behavior), this assertion uses the IP address from the
inbound request in the user session parameters. To override
this IP address (for example, to use the address of the
Gateway on which this custom assertion is installed), select
the check box and enter the IP address in the adjacent
box. You may reference context variables.

Skip Validation This assertion compares the IP address of the client against
the address that is stored in the session token. The assertion
fails if they differ.

The Gateway compares addresses by default. Select this
check box to skip the IP comparison.

Note:

If you encounter unexpected failures with this assertion,
skipping the validation may resolve the issue. Examples of
when to skip:

- You receive the message "Rejected session from cookie
due to location IP address changed"

- You receive the message: "Illegal Group Reference”

- This assertion is called more than once in a policy and the
IP address changed, resulting in an unexpected failure.
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Get Session Token from Choose the source to obtain the session cookie: from the
Inbound Request message or from the specified Context
Variable. This variable may be entered with or without the
wrapper: "${ }".
The default is to use the inbound request.

Note:

The context variable must not contain the reserved names of
ObSSOCookie= or obSSOCookie=.

Save SSO cookie in context variable: Specify a context variable to save the SSO cookie and
value, including all specified cookie attributes.

Default: oam.ssoCookie

You can access specific cookie information using these
suffixes:

• <variable> .name: Returns the name of the OAM SSO
cookie.

• <variable> .value: Returns the value of the OAM SSO
cookie.

Omit SSO cookie in Outbound Request Select this check box to exclude the ObSSOCookie from
the outbound request. Excluding the cookie may avoid
certain problems. For example, this assertion is used to
authenticate and authorize consumer access to a service, but
the Gateway needs to identify itself with a different set of
credentials to an OAM-protected service endpoint.

Clear this check box to include the cookie in the outbound
request.

Note:

Clearing the check box does not guarantee that the
outbound request contains an SSO Cookie or an updated
SSO cookie.

Tip:

To ensure that the outbound request contains an SSO
Cookie, use either of the following assertions to add the
cookie using the oam.ssoCookie context variable:

Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion Route via
HTTP(S) Assertion   

Omit SSO cookie in Outbound Response When this custom assertion finishes executing, the
ObSSOCookie is automatically included in the HTTP
response header. Select this check box to exclude the cookie
from the response.
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Set cookie attributes Select this check box to set the cookie attributes.

• Domain: Enter the domain for which the cookie is valid
(optional).

• Path: Type the full path that specifies the subset of
URLs to which this cookie applies (optional).

• Expiry: Enter the lifetime of the cookie, in seconds
(optional). A negative value indicates that the cookie is
not stored persistently and is deleted when the browser
is closed. The default is -1.

• Version: Enter the required version of the state
management specifications to which the cookie
conforms. The default is 0, which means the cookie is
using the Netscape cookie format. Any other versions
(for example, 1+) mean that the cookie is using the RFC
2109 cookie format.

• Comment: Enter any comments (optional). Note: As
cookies can contain private information about a user,
the Cookie attribute allows an origin server to document
its intended use of a cookie. You can then inspect the
information to decide whether to initiate or continue a
session with this cookie.

HTTP only Select this check box to direct browsers to use cookies via
the HTTP or HTTP(S) protocols. This setting is the default.

Clear this check box to allow browsers to use cookies via
other protocols.

Secure Select this check box to direct browsers to use cookies only
via encrypted/secure connections.

Clear this check box to allow browsers to use cookies in
unsecured connections.

Note:

The values used are determined by the configuration of the Oracle Access Manager System.
4. Click [OK].

When a successful authorization call is made to Oracle Access Manager using this assertion, the obSSOCookie is added to the
response HTTP header (unless suppressed). If the cookie is available in the request HTTP header on subsequent calls using this
assertion, the cookie is used as the authorization credentials for the user.

When a user is authenticated by this assertion, the authorization action information is made available in the policy using the
context variables that are created by this assertion.

Note:  Failed authorization action information still requires a user to be authenticated, but not authorized to access the
specified resource.

 Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion
The Authenticate Against Identity Provider assertion authenticates the current credentials against the
selected identity provider, using credentials gathered from other credential source assertions. Examples
of credential source assertions include: Require HTTP Basic Credentials, Require SAML Token Profile,
or Require SSL or TLS Transport. This assertion is similar to the  except that it does not match the
authenticated user against any particular user or group.

The Authenticate Against Identity Provider assertion authenticates the current credentials against the selected identity provider,
using credentials gathered from other credential source assertions. Examples of credential source assertions include: Require
HTTP Basic Credentials, Require SAML Token Profile, or Require SSL or TLS Transport. This assertion is similar to
the Authenticate User or Group Assertion except that it does not match the authenticated user against any particular user or
group.

Use this assertion when you need to separate authentication and authorization, for example:
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• You want to authenticate the credentials already gathered in the policy, but you don't need to authorize that the resulting
user is a particular user or member of a particular group.

• The policy contains many "User" or "Group" assertions. You want to authenticate first so that if it fails, the identity
assertions can be skipped, saving processing time.

• You wish to perform branching based on the results of authentication (for example, "If the authentication fails, do this;
otherwise do this...")

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more applying a tag to the identity, see Identity Tags.

Contents:

Context Variables

When authenticating against an LDAP Identity Provider, the following context variables are set upon an error condition.
You can then parse the error message to determine your course of action. For example, you may take different actions for an
expired password versus invalid credentials.

Variable Description

${idp.error.login} Returns an array of logins used to authenticate.

${idp.error.message} Returns an array of the error messages returned from the
LDAP provider.

Note that an array is returned because the authentication module can authenticate multiple logins within a policy. If at least one
login used to authenticate succeeds, then the Authenticate Against Identity Provider assertion succeeds. If one or more logins
fail, then the assertion fails.

Note:

The context variables are populated only when authenticating against an LDAP Identity Provider. The variables are empty
when authenticating against other identity providers.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Change Authentication Identity Provider dialog automatically appears; when modifying
the assertion, right-click  <target>: Authenticate against... in the policy window and choose Change Authentication
Identity Provider or double-click the assertion in the policy window.

3. Choose the identity provider that will be authenticated against. Only configured identity providers appear on the list.
4. Click [OK] when done.

 

 Authenticate Against Radius Server Assertion
The Authenticate Against Radius Server assertion is used to authenticate credentials against a RADIUS
(Remote Authentication Dial In User Service) Server.

The Authenticate Against Radius Server assertion is used to authenticate credentials against a RADIUS (Remote
Authentication Dial In User Service) Server.

Note:  This assertion only provides authentication—authorization and accounting against the RADIUS server is not supported.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Message.

Be sure to precede this assertion with a username/password credential source.

Example: The following simple policy fragment authenticates a user's HTTP Basic Credentials against the Radius server:

 

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Authenticate Against Radius Server assertion sets the following context variables. Note: The default <prefix> is "radius"
and can be changed in the assertion properties.
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Context variable Description

<prefix>.<AttributeName> Retrieves the Radius attribute value returned by the Radius
server. Example: ${radius.User-Name} will return the user's
name.

<prefix>.reasonCode Returns a success/fail reason code from the table below.

Note:

A reason code is not returned if the authentication failed due
to invalid credentials.

   

Code Name Description

0 Success Authenticated against the Radius server
successfully

-1 Radius Server Error Any Radius server error (view the audit
events for the failure reason)

-2 Radius Server Timeout Radius server timed out. This code will
be returned when the Radius server is
unresponsive or if an invalid IP address
is specified.

-3 Unknown Host Unknown Radius server host. This
code will be returned when the Radius
server cannot be found or if an invalid
hostname was specified.

-4 Secret Not Found Secret key cannot be found from the
stored password

-5 Configuration Error The "Auth Port" or "Timeout" fields
contain a context variable that did not
resolve to a numeric value

-6 Challenge Additional information required from
the user (for example, PIN or token).

Authenticating Against a RSA SecurID Server

When working in a SecureID environment, the Authenticate Against Radius Server assertion sends an Access-Request, to
which the RSA server responds with an Access-Challenge*, which includes a number of attributes (for example, Reply-
Message and State). These attributes are accessible in the Gateway as <prefix>.<AttributeName> context variables (see
above). You must construct a policy that decodes and answers these challenges, and then return the State attribute** that was
received in the previous challenge. This is done by populating the  "Attributes" panel in the assertion properties. The Radius
server tracks responses to Access-Challenges using the State attribute.

Examples of challenges used in authentication modes:

• New PIN Mode: The user is prompted to enter a new pin.
• Next Token Mode: The user is prompted to enter the next token.

*An Access-Challenge is packet data: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RADIUS#Attribute_value_pairs

**The State attribute is used as a tracking sequence number. It is exchanged between the Radius server and the Gateway to
track which challenges are being answered.

Tip:

You need to know the name of the "<AttributeName>" variables returned by the Radius server in order to process them
properly. These attribute names may differ depending on the use case and the Radius server being used. Common attributes
include: <prefix>.reasonCode, <prefix>.Reply-Message, and <prefix>.State.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RADIUS#Attribute_value_pairs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RADIUS#Attribute_value_pairs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RADIUS#Attribute_value_pairs
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• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Authenticate Against Radius Server Properties automatically appears; when modifying
the assertion, right-click  <target> Authenticate Against Radius Server in the policy window and choose Authenticate
Against Radius Server Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The properties dialog appears.

3. Configure the properties as follows:Authenticate Against Radius Server settings

Setting Description

Host Enter the Radius Server host name. You may reference
context variables.

Secret Choose the stored secret to use from the drop-down list.

Note: Only stored passwords may be used here —you
cannot type in the secret. To define a stored password, click
[Manage Passwords]. For more information, see Manage
Stored Passwords.

Auth Port Enter the Radius Server authorization port number. You
may reference context variables.

The default port is: 1812

Timeout Enter the Radius Server authorization timeout value. You
may reference context variables.

The default timeout is: 5 seconds

Authenticator Choose the authentication protocol to use from the drop-
down list.

Attributes Optionally add Radius attributes for the access request.

Tip:

For a list of the Radius attributes, see http://freeradius.org/
rfc/attributes.html. Note that the attributes User-Name and
User-Password are overridden by the user credentials.

 

To add an attribute:

1.1 Click [Add].
2.1 Enter a Name and Value for the attribute. You may

reference context variables for the Value, but not the
Name.

3.1 Click [OK].

To modify an attribute:

1.1 Select the attribute and then click [Edit].
2.1 Modify the Value. You may reference context

variables for the Value, but not the Name.
3.1 Click [OK].

To remove an attribute:

1.1 Select the attribute to remove.
2.1 Click [Delete]. The attribute is removed.

http://freeradius.org/rfc/attributes.html
http://freeradius.org/rfc/attributes.html
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Radius Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables
created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness
and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other
when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

Note:

Context variables are not supported for the prefix. If a
variable is specified, the assertion will strip away the
enclosing characters and use the variable name itself as the
prefix. For example, specifying the variable "${abc}" will
result in "abc" as the variable prefix.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion
The Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On assertion is used to authenticate credentials against the CA
Single Sign-On Policy Server.

The Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On assertion is used to authenticate credentials against the CA Single Sign-On Policy
Server.

For a description of the context variables that this assertion can set or use, see CA Single Sign-On Context Variables.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:

The Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On assertion provides a policy-based approach for interacting with the CA Single
Sign-On policy server that is more flexible compared to the existing custom assertion, Authenticate with SiteMinder R12
Protected Resource Assertion. The Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On assertion also offers advanced features such as
caching SSO tokens and multiple authorizations of the token.

Tip:

Be sure to place the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion before the Authenticate Against CA
Single Sign-On assertion in a policy. This ensures that the necessary context variables are set correctly for the authentication
assertion.  

Note:

If you are using FIPS, ensure that you make the configuration changes as specified in CA SSO Configuration Properties.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Properties automatically appears; when
modifying the assertion, right-click Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On [<prefix>] in the policy window and
choose Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The
properties dialog appears.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

CA Single Sign-On Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
and used by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness
and prevents the variables from overwriting each other
when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.
This field is required.

For a list of the variables set by this assertion, see CA
Single Sign-On Context Variables.
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Credentials Choose where to retrieve the credentials to authenticate:

• Use Last Credentials: Choose this option to use the
most recently-collected user credentials of the specified
type (under "Supported Credential Types"). This is the
default.

• Specify Credentials: Choose this to use the specific
credentials entered under "Supported Credential Types".

See "Understanding the Credential Combinations" at the
end of this topic for additional information.

Supported Credential Types Specify the credentials to be used for authentication. Note:
If the Credentials option is "Use Last Credentials", then at
least one credential type must be selected, otherwise the
assertion fails during policy execution.

• Username Password: Select this option to use basic
authentication credentials to authenticate the user.
Enter the Username if you have chosen to specify the
credentials. You may reference context variables. This is
the default.

• X509 Certificate: Select this option to authenticate a
user via a client certificate. Enter the subject name under
Certificate CN or DN if you have chosen to specify the
credentials. You may reference context variables.
The subject name of the X509 certificate can be a fully-
specified DN (in which case it is matched exactly) or
the CN attribute of a DN (in which case it is matched
against just the CN value).

Tip:

The X509 Certificate is gathered by the Require SSL or
TLS Transport With Client Authentication Assertion.
The CN/DN value specified in the "Certificate CN or
DN" field is used to match against the existing Trusted
certificates on the CA Single Sign-On server.

• JSON Web Token (JWT): Select this option to pass a
signed JWT.
Note: If you generate a JWT token from other credential
sources, ensure that the plain JWT with JWT CA SSO
specific mandatory claims is created. You cannot
combine JWT with any other authentication types.

See "Understanding the Credential Combinations" at the
end of this topic for additional information.
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SSO Token The SiteMinder Authentication Assertion receives an SSO
token with a default SSOZoneName value 'SM' after the
SiteMinder user is authenticated. Select any one of the
following options:

• Create SSO Token: Select this option to create an SSO
token.

• SSO Zone Name: Identifies the name of the local
zone of an agent. The default name is SM. 

• Use SSO Token from Context Variable: Select this
option to specify a context variable containing the CA
Single Sign-On SSO Token, then enter the name of
the context variable that contains this token. If you do
not want to use the SSO Token for authentication, do
not select this option. Collected user credentials are
used instead (for example, via the Require HTTP Basic
Credential Assertion).

• None: Select this option if you do not want to create
SSO token or use an existing SSO Zone.

4. Click [OK] when done.

Understanding the Credential Combinations

The Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Properties offers multiple combinations of credentials settings for flexibility.
Here is a brief explanation of the results of various combinations:

• If you select "Use Last Credentials" and then select both the "Username Password" and "X.509 Credentials" check boxes,
the actual credentials used will depend on the authentication scheme present in the policy:

• If only HTTP is used, then the X.509 Credentials is ignored.
• If only client certificate authentication is used, then the Username and Password are ignored.
• If both authentication schemes are present in the policy, then the client certification authentication is chosen first, followed

by HTTP Basic.
• If you select "Use Last Credentials" and then fail to select a credential type, then the service policy fails because no

credentials are collected.
• If you select "Specify Credentials" and then select both credential type options, then you must enter the appropriate

credentials for the same user, otherwise authentication fails during policy execution.
• If you select "Specify Credentials" and then fail to select a credential type option, an error is displayed when you try to

close the properties.

Note:

• Working with CA Single Sign-On
• Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion

 Authenticate User or Group Assertion
The Authenticate User or Group assertion allows you to authenticate users and/or groups from specific
LDAP Identity Providers, Simple LDAP Identity Providers, Federated Identity Providers (FIP), or
Internal Identity Providers (IIP), using credentials gathered from a credential source assertion (for
example, Require HTTP Basic Credentials, Require SAML Token Profile, or Require SSL or TLS
Transport).

The Authenticate User or Group assertion allows you to authenticate users and/or groups from specific LDAP Identity
Providers, Simple LDAP Identity Providers, Federated Identity Providers (FIP), or Internal Identity Providers (IIP), using
credentials gathered from a credential source assertion (for example, Require HTTP Basic Credentials, Require SAML Token
Profile, or Require SSL or TLS Transport).

If you need to add more than one user or group to a policy, add several Authenticate User or Group assertions into an At Least
One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more applying a tag to the identity, see Identity Tags.
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Authenticating Against a Simple LDAP Identity Provider

The authentication process differs slightly when a Simple LDAP Identity Provider is involved:

• Only users, not groups, can be authenticated against a Simple LDAP.
• When using the Policy Manager to search for a user in a Simple LDAP, the LDAP server is not actually consulted and the

user name is not validated by either the Policy Manager or the Gateway. The user name will always be displayed in the
Search Results window, even if no such user exists (in other words, a "virtual" user is created).

Note:

The Gateway will reject the user if the user name contains characters not permitted by the regular expression defined in
the ldap.simple.username.pattern cluster property.

• At policy runtime, the Authenticate User or Group assertion succeeds only if the username and password that is provided
by the client authenticates successfully and if the client-provided username matches the "virtual" user name from the
Authenticate User or Group assertion.

Using the Assertion

1. Add the assertion to the policy development window using one of the methods described in Adding an Assertion. Tip:
You can also right-click within either the "All assertions must evaluate to true" or "At least one assertion must evaluate to
true" assertion folders and then choose Add User or Group.
The Search Identity Provider dialog appears.

2. Configure your search details as follows:

Detail Description

Search Choose the identity provider that contains the target user
and/or group.

Type Specify whether to search for groups, users, or all.

Note:

Groups are not supported when authenticating against a
Simple LDAP Identity Provider.

Name Optionally refine your search by specifying whether the
name should be Equal to or Starts with a specific string of
characters.

You can use the asterisk (*) wildcard to match any number
of characters, or the question mark (?) to match any single
character.

Note:

The "Starts with" and "Equals" settings have no effect
when search a Simple LDAP Identity Provider.

3. Click [
4. Search
5. ]. Matching groups/users appear in the Search Results box. Note that if searching against a Simple LDAP Identity

Provider, the user is always "found" (see "Authenticating Against a Simple LDAP Identity Provider" above for details).
6. Click [Select]. The Search Identity Provider dialog closes and an assertion for each user or group is added to the policy

development window.
7. Repeat this process to grant access to other users or groups.
8. Choose the users and/or groups to be added to the policy. You can select a continuous block of rows by dragging the

mouse over the rows you want; or, select the first row, hold down the [Shift] key, then select the last row. You can select
individual rows by holding down the [Ctrl] key while clicking on the rows you want.

9. Click [Select]. The Search Identity Provider dialog closes and an assertion for each user or group is added to the policy
development window.

10. Repeat this process to grant access to other users or groups.
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 Authenticate using Tivoli Access Manager Assertion
The Authenticate using Tivoli Access Manager Assertion instructs the gateway to delegate the
authentication and authorization tasks required to gain access to a protected Web service to the IBM
Tivoli Access Manager Server.

The Authenticate using Tivoli Access Manager Assertion instructs the CA API Gateway to delegate the authentication and
authorization tasks required to gain access to a protected Web service to the IBM Tivoli Access Manager Server.

Note:

For instructions on how to install this assertion, see Install the Tivoli Access Manager Assertion. Once installed, this assertion
is available from both the Access Control and Custom Assertions palettes.

Note the following when using this assertion:

• You may receive an HTTP Basic authentication warning when the Authenticate using Tivoli Access Manager assertion is
used with these assertions: : Require XPath Credentials, Require FTP Credentials, or Require WS-Security UsernameToken
Profile Credentials. You may ignore this policy validation warning.

•
When running this assertion in the browser client, a triangular warning icon ( ) may appear next to the dialog box when
the assertion properties is displayed. You may ignore this icon.

Contents:

Usage Rules

Note the following rules when using the Authenticate using Tivoli Access Manager assertion:

• This assertion cannot be used with:
• • Authentication assertions that encrypt passwords, such as the Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion (with client

authentication)
• Authentication assertion (a clear text password is required)
• Sign Element Assertion or Encrypt Element Assertion
• Authenticate User or Group Assertion

• This assertion can be used with:
• • Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion

• Username Token (including the Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials Assertion)
• Require XPath Credentials Assertion
• Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion (without client authentication enabled)
• Any other assertion not listed in the above exclusion list .

• A policy can only contain a single Authenticate using Tivoli Access Manager assertion per authentication scheme. For
complex policies that contain more than one authentication scheme, multiple instances of this assertion may be used.

Note:  You can use XML encryption/signing if the Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials Assertion is also
present in the policy.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the policy development window, drag and drop the assertion from the palette.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Authenticate using Tivoli Access Manager in the policy window and choose Authenticate using Tivoli
Access Manager  or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The properties are displayed.

3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description
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TAM Instance Specify the TAM instance to use:

• Leave this field blank to use the default setting,
which sets the TAM instance to the same value as
tam.pd.config.file.name in the tam_agent.properties file
on the Gateway.

• Enter the TAM instance name, as configured in the
tam_agent.properties file on the Gateway. Specifically,
this value is the "<instanceName>" part of the
tam.pd.config.file.name property.

You can also reference a context variable containing the
instance name.

Resource Enter the protected resource defined in the Tivoli Access
Manager. You may reference context variables.

Action Enter the requested action (such as “T” or “B”) to be
applied to resource for the given user.

Mode Choose how user credentials are passed to the Tivoli Access
Manager: password or iv-creds.

Note:  The action and resource values are determined by the TAM (Tivoli Access Manager) settings used by the Gateway.
The action value is taken from a list of allowable actions defined in the permission setting of the TAM Access Control
List, and the resource value is the resource specified in the path in the configured TAM object space. Consult your TAM
Administrator for information about the action and resource properties.

4. Click [OK]when done.

Troubleshooting

If configuration errors exist in the Tivoli Access Manager server or the CA API Gateway, the following error messages may
appear in the Policy Manager Gateway Audit Events window when the Tivoli Access Manager assertion is used in a policy.
For information, see View Gateway Audit Events.

Contact your Administrator if you encounter authentication errors.

Error Message Description

SEVERE: Not init or failed This error message appears in the Gateway Audit Events
window when:

• The TAM server is down
• The TAM process is not running
• The Gateway is not properly configured to connect to the

TAM server.

Verify the Gateway and TAM server connection settings.

WARNING: Authorization (access control) failed This error message appears in the Gateway Audit Events
window when the Gateway connection credentials are not
authenticated or authorized by the TAM server. A Log on
to Gateway dialog prompts you to re-enter your user name
and/or password. Ensure that the user name and password
entered in the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client match
those configured in the user database used by the TAM server
to authenticate and authorize users.

 Authenticate with SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource Assertion
The Authenticate with SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource Assertion instructs the gateway to delegate the
authentication and authorization tasks required to gain access to a protected Web service to the CA Single
Sign-On Policy Server version 12.0, running in FIPS-only mode.

Tip:

This assertion is deprecated. CA Technologies recommends using the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion,
which does not require separate installation.
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The Authenticate with SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource Assertion instructs the CA API Gateway to delegate the
authentication and authorization tasks required to gain access to a protected Web service to the CA Single Sign-On Policy
Server version 12.0, running in FIPS-only mode.

Note:

For instructions on how to install this assertion, see Install the SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource Assertion. Once installed,
this assertion is available from both the Access Control and Custom Assertions palettes.

Note the following when using this assertion:

• You may receive an HTTP Basic authentication warning when the CA Single Sign-On R12 Protected Resource assertion is
used with these assertions: Require XPath Credentials, Require FTP Credentials, or Require WS-Security UsernameToken
Profile Credentials. You may ignore this policy validation warning.

• When used in a policy that includes the Require HTTP Basic Credentials and Require HTTP Cookie assertions, ensure that
the "HTTP Basic" assertion comes after the "HTTP Cookies" assertion.

•
When running this assertion in the browser client, a triangular warning icon ( ) may appear next to the dialog box when
the assertion properties is displayed. You may ignore this icon.

Contents:

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

See CA Single Sign-On Context Variables.

Usage Rules

Note the following rules when using the Authenticate with SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource assertion:

• This assertion cannot be used with:
• • Authentication assertions that encrypt passwords, such as the Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion (with client

authentication)
• Sign Element Assertion or Encrypt Element Assertion
• Authenticate User or Group Assertion

• This assertion can be used with:
• • Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion

• Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion (without client authentication enabled)
• Any other assertion not mentioned in the above exclusion list.

• A policy should contain only a single Authenticate with SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource assertion per authentication
scheme. However, multiple occurrences of this assertion is possible in complex policies that contain multiple authentication
schemes.

Note:

You may receive a warning when the assertion is used multiple times on one policy path ("Warning: You already have an
access control Custom Assertion in this path.") You may ignore this policy validation warning

Using the assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the policy development window, drag and drop the assertion from the palette.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Authenticate with SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource in the policy window and choose Authenticate with
SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are
displayed.

3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Agent ID Enter the name of the CA Single Sign-On Agent to use. The
name may be omitted when only one agent is configured.

Protected Resource Enter the name of the resource being protected by the CA
Single Sign-On Policy Server.

Action Enter the action (such as “POST” or “GET”) for the
protected resource. The default action is POST.
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Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Cookie Specify how authorization should occur:

• Select this check box to have the assertion attempt to
gather a valid CA Single Sign-On cookie and place it in
the HTTP Response.

• Clear this check box to not add a CA Single Sign-On
cookie to the HTTP Response.

If authorizing via CA Single Sign-On Cookie, specify how
to obtain the cookie:

• Use cookie from request: Choose this option to have
the assertion attempt to gather the CA Single Sign-On
cookie from the HTTP Request and add it to the HTTP
Response with the name specified in the adjacent field.

Default CA Single Sign-On cookie name: SMSESSION

• Use cookie from variable: Choose this option to have
the assertion attempt to gather a valid CA Single Sign-
On cookie from the context variable specified in the
adjacent field (in the format "${cookieName}".

The Gateway will log audit code 8001 if a valid cookie
could not be found.

Note:  The action and resource values are determined by the settings in the realm that is used by the Gateway custom
agent in the CA Single Sign-On Policy Server. Consult your Administrator for information about the action and resource
properties.

4. Click [OK] when done.

Troubleshooting

If configuration errors exist in the CA Single Sign-On Policy Server or the Gateway, then one of the following error messages
will appear in the Gateway Audit Events window when the SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource assertion is used in a policy.

Contact your Administrator if you encounter authentication errors.

Error Message Description

SEVERE: Unable to connect to the CA Single Sign-On
Policy Server

This error message appears when:

• The CA Single Sign-On Policy Server is down
• The Gateway is not properly configured to connect to the

CA Single Sign-On Policy Server
• The connection credentials cannot be read properly

because the hashed cookie that is presented to the CA
Single Sign-On Policy Server cannot be decrypted.

An error message indicating a CA Single Sign-On Agent
initialization failure is also displayed. Verify the CA API
Gateway and CA Single Sign-On Policy Server connection
settings.

SEVERE: The CA Single Sign-On Agent name and/or the
secret is incorrect

This error message appears when the agent name and/or the
secret is not configured correctly.

WARNING: Authorization (access control) failed This error message appears when the Gateway connection
credentials are not authenticated or authorized by the CA
Single Sign-On Policy Server. You will be prompted to re-
enter your user name and/or password. Ensure that the user
name and password entered in the CA API Gateway - XML
VPN Client match those configured in the user database used
by the CA Single Sign-On Policy Server to authenticate and
authorize users.

The following error messages relate to port numbers defined in the siteminder12.agent.configuration cluster property. For
detailed information about this cluster property, see Install the SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource Assertion.
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SEVERE: Siteminder configuration error: authentication port
not defined

This error message appears when the authentication port is
not defined properly.

SEVERE: Siteminder configuration error: authorization port
not defined

This error message appears when the authorization port is not
defined properly

SEVERE: Siteminder configuration error: accounting port not
defined

This error message appears when the accounting port is not
defined properly

 Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion
The Authorize via CA Single Sign-On assertion is used to authorize a user against the CA Single Sign-On
Policy Server. This assertion also sets a CA Single Sign-On cookie and adds it to the response.

The Authorize via CA Single Sign-On assertion is used to authorize a user against the CA Single Sign-On Policy Server. This
assertion also sets a CA Single Sign-On cookie and adds it to the response.

For a description of the context variables that this assertion can set or use, see CA Single Sign-On Context Variables.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Setting CA Single Sign-On Cookies

Prior to version 8.2.0, CA Single Sign-On cookies were set in the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On assertion. This
functionality has now been moved to the Manage Cookie Assertion. As a result:

• Instances of the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On assertion in use prior to v8.2.0 will continue to display the CA Single
Sign-On cookie controls until the "Set CA Single Sign-On Cookie" check box is deselected. At this point, the cookie
controls are removed and the properties will resemble the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On dialog below. To set a CA
Single Sign-On cookie in the future, use the Manage Cookie Assertion.

• New instances of the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On assertion added to a policy in version 8.2.0 or later will only
display the properties shown below. If a CA Single Sign-On cookie is required, use the Manage Cookie Assertion to set it.

The following policy sample shows how you might replace the Setting CA Single Sign-On Cookies functionality. Note that the
name of the cookie is SMSESSION by default and the value is "${siteminder.smcontext.ssotoken}". Note the double quotes in
this context variable; these quotes are required in this instance. 

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Properties automatically appears; when modifying the
assertion, right-click Authorize via CA Single Sign-On: [<prefix>] in the policy window and choose Authorize via CA
Single Sign-On Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The properties dialog appears.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description
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CA Single Sign-On Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the smcontext context
variables created and used by this assertion. This prefix
will ensure uniqueness and will prevent the variables from
overwriting each other when multiple instances of this
assertion appear in a policy. This field is required.

For a list of the variables set by this assertion, see Context
Variables for CA Single Sign-On.

<location of SSO Token> Specify where to obtain the SSO Token:

• Use SSO Token from CA Single Sign-On context:
Select this option to attempt to gather the SSO token
from the CA Single Sign-On context object. For more
information about the CA Single Sign-On context
object, see Context Variables for CA Single Sign-On.

• Use SSO Token from Context Variable: Select this
option to obtain the SSO token from the context variable
specified in the adjacent box.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Change CA SSO User Password Assertion
The Change CA Single Sign-On User Password assertion lets you change a user's password in CA SSO
user directory.

The Change CA Single Sign-On User Password assertion lets you change a user's password in CA SSO user directory.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, access Assertions tab, Policy Assertions, Access Control
Assertions and drag and drop the Change CA Single Sign-On User Password assertion into the policy development
window.

• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
2. When adding the assertion, the Change CA Single Sign-On User Password  Properties automatically appear; when

modifying the assertion, right-click Change CA Single Sign-On User Password in the policy window and select Change
CA Single Sign-On User Password  Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy development window. 
The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Configuration Name Specifies the CA Single Sign-On Configuration to use. This
configuration is defined using the Manage CA Single Sign-
On Configurations task.

Domain Object ID Specifies the object ID of the domain. This value can be set
to ${<prefix>.smcontext.realmdef.domoid}, which is set
by the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-
On Assertion.

Username Specifies the username.

Old Password Specifies the old password.

New Password Specifies the new password.

4. Click OK.

Context Variable

If the assertion fails to change the user's password, it sets the following context variable:

Context Variable Type Description
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reasonCode integer Specifies the change password failure
reason code that is returned from CA
SSO.

Note:

The reasonCode context variable is set only if SmDmsUser#changePassword(String newPassword, String oldPassword,
boolean doNotRequireOldPassword) method in DMS API fails. If the assertion fails for any other reason (that is, it cannot
connect to CA Policy Server, it cannot find user in the user directory, and so on), the reasonCode context variable is not set.

 Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion
The Check Protected Against CA Single Sign-On assertion is used to determine whether the specified
resource (URL) is protected via a CA Single Sign-On Policy Server, and then it establishes the
authentication method for the later in the policy.

The Check Protected Against CA Single Sign-On assertion is used to determine whether the specified resource (URL) is
protected via a CA Single Sign-On Policy Server, and then it establishes the authentication method for the Authenticate
Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion later in the policy.

For a description of the context variables that this assertion can set or use, see CA Single Sign-On Context Variables.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the CA Single Sign-On Check Protected Resource Properties automatically appears; when
modifying the assertion, right-click Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On <prefix>, agent <SM
configuration name> in the policy window and choose CA Single Sign-On Check Protected Resource Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The properties dialog appears.

3. Configure the properties as follows. All fields are required.

Setting Description

Configuration Name Choose the configuration to use from the drop-down list.
These configurations are defined using the Manage CA
Single Sign-On Configurations task.

Agent Enter the name of the CA Single Sign-On agent associated
with the resource. The CA Single Sign-On administrator
can provide you with the name. You may reference context
variables.

Protected Resource Enter the name of the resource being protected by the CA
Single Sign-On Policy Server. You may reference context
variables.

Action Choose an action for the Web Agent from the drop-down
list:

GET
POST
PUT

Other actions may be available, depending on the CA
Single Sign-On Policy Server Rule associated with the
domain of the protected resource. You may specify a
context variable in lieu of choosing from the drop-down
list. This field is blank by default.
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Source IP Address Optionally, specify the source IP address that is used in the
authentication/authorization procedure. You may reference
context variables.

Note:

(1) If a source IP is not specified, then the client's remote
address from the target message is used. If this remote
address is null, then the value of the Address field from
the CA Single Sign-On Configuration Properties is used
instead. (2) The source IP address is ignored if the IP Check
check box in the the CA Single Sign-On Configuration
Properties is not selected.

Agent Configuration Object Optionally, specify a name to fetch the agent configuration
object (ACO) details from the CA SSO policy server and
make it available at Gateway's policy.

CA Single Sign-On Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables
created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness
and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other
when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

For a list of the variables set by this assertion, see CA
Single Sign-On Context Variables.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Enable CA SSO User Assertion
The Enable CA Single Sign-On User  assertion lets you enable a user account in CA SSO user directory.

The Enable CA Single Sign-On User  assertion lets you enable a user account in CA SSO user directory.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, access Assertions tab, Policy Assertions, Access Control
Assertions and drag and drop the Enable CA Single Sign-On User assertion into the policy development window.

• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
2. When adding the assertion, the Enable CA Single Sign-On User  Properties automatically appear; when modifying the

assertion, right-click Enable CA Single Sign-On User in the policy window and select Enable CA Single Sign-On User
 Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy development window. 
The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Configuration Name Specifies the CA Single Sign-On Configuration to use. This
configuration is defined using the Manage CA Single Sign-
On Configurations task.

Domain Object ID Specifies the object ID of the domain. This value can be set
to ${<prefix>.smcontext.realmdef.domoid}, which is set
by the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-
On Assertion.

Username Specifies the username.

4. Click OK.

Context Variable

If the assertion fails to enable the user's account, it sets the following context variable:

Context Variable Type Description

reasonCode integer Specifies the enable user failure reason
code that is returned from CA SSO.
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Note:

The reasonCode context variable is set only if SmDmsUser#setEnable() method in DMS API fails. If the assertion fails
for any other reason (that is, it cannot connect to CA Policy Server, it cannot find user in user directory, and so on), the
reasonCode context variable is not set.

 Exchange Credentials Using WS-Trust Assertion
The Exchange Credentials using WS-Trust assertion takes credentials gathered by a preceding
credential source assertion, such as the transport-level Require HTTP Basic Credentials or message-
level Require WS-Security UsernameToken Profile Credentials assertions, and sends them via a WS-
Trust RequestSecurityToken (RST) SOAP request to a WS-Trust Security Token Service (STS).
If the resulting SOAP response is a RequestSecurityTokenResponse (RSTR) and not a fault, and
its RequestedSecurityToken element contains a valid security token (either a SAML token or a
UsernameToken) the assertion will replace the current request's credentials with that token. If the
message's original credentials were XML-based, then the XML element containing those credentials will
be removed from the message and replaced with the RequestedSecurityToken element.

The Exchange Credentials using WS-Trust assertion takes credentials gathered by a preceding credential source assertion,
such as the transport-level Require HTTP Basic Credentials or message-level Require WS-Security UsernameToken Profile
Credentials assertions, and sends them via a WS-Trust RequestSecurityToken (RST) SOAP request to a WS-Trust Security
Token Service (STS). If the resulting SOAP response is a RequestSecurityTokenResponse (RSTR) and not a fault, and its
RequestedSecurityToken element contains a valid security token (either a SAML token or a UsernameToken) the assertion
will replace the current request's credentials with that token. If the message's original credentials were XML-based, then the
XML element containing those credentials will be removed from the message and replaced with the RequestedSecurityToken
element.

For more information about the Security Token Service, see Working with the Security Token Service.

Warning:

The Exchange Credentials using WS-Trust assertion will be invalidated if the routing assertion in the policy is set
to remove processed Security headers. When using the Exchange Credentials using WS-Trust assertion, you must
configure the Route via HTTP(S) assertion to maintain the Security header in the message. To do so, select the "Leave
current Security header in request before routing" option in the HTTP(S) Routing Properties that is used by both
assertions. If the credentials in a message are covered by an XML Signature using the Sign Element assertion, then the
signature will be invalidated when the credentials are replaced by the Exchange Credentials using WS-Trust assertion.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the WS-Trust Credential Exchange Properties automatically appear; when modifying
the assertion, right-click Exchange Credentials using WS-Trust Request... in the policy window and select WS-
Trust Credential Exchange Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are
displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description
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WS-Trust Namespace From the drop-down list, select the WS-Trust namespace to
use. This will determine the version of WS-Trust used by
the assertion.

• <Not Specified>: The system default WS-Trust
namespace is used.

• http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512:
When this namespace is selected, the RST request
messages will no longer use the "wst:Base" element for
the token in "Issue" requests. Instead, a security header
will be added to the message containing the token and a
timestamp.

• http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust: When
this namespace is selected, the RST message uses the
selected namespace and corresponding "RequestType";
the "Base" element is used. This namespace is typically
used when "<Not Specified>" is selected.

Note:

When this namespace is used, the cluster property
wss.decorator.wsTrustRequestTypeIndex is respected.
Changes to this property requires a restart of the
Gateway. For more information, see Gateway Cluster
Properties

• http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/04/trust: When
this namespace is selected, the RST message uses the
selected namespace and corresponding "RequestType";
the "Base" element is used.

Token Service URL Enter the complete URL of the WS-Trust Security Token
Service (STS).

The STS must be running and configured to accept
RequestSecurityToken (RST) requests containing the values
configured below

wsp:Applies to URI Enter a URI that describes the service for which the token
will be used. For example: urn:example.com:services:echo
or http://services.example.com/EchoService.

wst:Issuer URI Enter a URI that describes the issuer (identity provider)
of the security token being sent. For example,
urn:example.com:users or http://example.com.

Request Type Select the type of request from the drop-down list.

Tip:

Most WS-Trust Security Token Service implementations
deal with validation requests.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Extract Attributes for Authenticated User Assertion
The Extract Attributes for Authenticated User assertion is used to create context variables based on the
attributes of a previously authenticated user. The context variables created here are primarily intended
to be used by the Create SAML Token assertion, but they can be read by any assertion that uses context
variables.

The Extract Attributes for Authenticated User assertion is used to create context variables based on the attributes of a
previously authenticated user. The context variables created here are primarily intended to be used by the Create SAML Token
assertion, but they can be read by any assertion that uses context variables.

The context variables created by this assertion have user-defined names.
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Note:  The Extract Attributes for Authenticated User assertion must be placed after the Authenticate User or Group assertion.
If the Gateway is unable to authenticate a user, then no context variables will be created.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-click Extract
Attributes for Authenticated User in the policy window and select Identity Attributes Properties. The assertion
properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Identity Provider Select the identity provider from the drop-down list.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables
created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness
and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other
when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

The default is authenticatedUser.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see Context Variable Validation.

User/Group Attribute This table lists the context variables that have been created
for the identity provider and the attributes to be extracted
from the authenticated user. Choose one of the following
actions:

• To add a new context variable, click [Add] and then
complete the User Attribute Mapping dialog in step 4.

• To change a context variable in the list, select it, click
[Edit], and then complete the User Attribute Mapping
dialog in step 4.

• To remove a context variable in the list, select it and
then click [Remove].

4. If adding or editing a context variable, the User Attribute Mapping dialog appears:
5. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Identity Provider The identity provider that was selected on the Identity
Attributes dialog, displayed here for your reference.

Built-In Attribute Select this option to create a context variable based on a
predefined attribute in the system. Choose the attribute to
use from the drop-down list.

Note: Not all identity providers can provide every attribute
shown in the list. If you select a combination that results
in no attribute, the resulting context variable will have no
value.

Custom Attribute Select this option if you are using an LDAP identity
provider and you wish to use an attribute not in the built-
in list. Type the name of the custom attribute to use. The
validator will give you instant feedback as to whether the
attribute contains valid characters.
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Context Variable Name The system displays the name of the context variable that
will be created, based on the attribute specified and the
prefix entered on the previous screen. You may edit the
attribute portion of the name if necessary. The validator will
give you instant feedback as to whether the variable name
contains valid characters

Multivalued Select this check box if the variable is expected to hold
multiple values and all values from the attribute should be
stored in the context variable.

Clear this check box if the context variable is not expected
to be multivalued. Only the first value is stored, even if
multiple values are present.  

For more information on using multivalued variables,
including delimiter characters and concatenation options,
see Working with Multivalued Context Variables.

6. Click [OK] when done.

 Extract Attributes From Certificate Assertion (eIDAS EU Regulation)
3

The Extract Attributes from Certificate assertion extracts information from the X.509 Certificate of the last authenticated user
or the source context variable that is provided and places them in the output context variable that is configured. Specifically,
the subject/issuer DN fields are parsed and made available as context variables, as well as some extended attributes.

You can create a custom prefix to be added to context variables created by this assertion, to help make the context variables
more readily identified.

In a policy, the Extract Attributes from Certificate assertion must be preceded by the following criteria in case the Source
variable is not specified in the assertion:

• At least one credential source assertion:
• Require SSL or TLS Transport with Client Authentication
• Require WS-Secure Conversation
• Require WS-Security Signature Credentials
• Require SAML Token Profile (Subject Confirmation: Holder of Key, Require Message Signature)
• An identity assertion (for example, Authenticate User or Group)

Context Variables for Subject/Issuer DN

The Extract Attributes from Certificate assertion sets the following context variables for the subject/issuer DN in an X.509
certificate. 

Note: The default <prefix> is "certificate" and can be changed in the assertion properties.

The sample values shown are based on the following example subject DN:

cn=jsmith, OU=support, OU=IT, OU=Services, DC=acmecorp, DC=org, C=US

Context variable Description

${ <prefix> .subject.dn} Contains the subject DN in a format that is easier to read.

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.canonical} Contains the subject DN in a format suitable for comparisons
(limited subset of entity ID names; strict sorting, whitespace,
and case rules).

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.rfc2253} Contains the subject DN in a format that is technically
precise, yet maintains readability. This only includes RFC
2253 entity ID names.

${ <prefix> .subject.cn} Contains the "cn" value of the subject (e.g., jsmith)

${ <prefix> .subject.ou} Contains the "ou" values of the subject (e.g., support, IT,
Services)

${ <prefix> .subject.dc } Contains the "dc" value of the subject (e.g., acmecorp, org)
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${ <prefix> .subject.c } Contains the "c" value of the subject (e.g., US)

${ <prefix> .subjectPublicKeyAlgorithm } Contains the Name of the Signature Algorithm for the
certificate (e.g., "SHA1withRSA")

${ <prefix> .subjectEmail} Contains the email address (if any) from the Subject DN

${ <prefix> .subjectAltNameEmail} Contains the email address (if any) for the Subject Alternative
Name (rfc288) (e.g., "example2@oasis-open.org")

${<prefix>.subjectAltNameEmails} Same as ${<prefix>.subjectAltNameEmail}, except this
variable retrieves a list of email addresses (if present) for
the Subject Alternative Name (RFC288). This creates a
multivalued context variable.

Tip:

Use the indexing feature to retrieve individual values. For
example, subjectAltNameEmails[0] retrieves the first email,
subjectAltNameEmails[1] retrieves the second email, etc. For
more information on using this feature, see "Indexing Options
during Interpolation" in Multivalued Context Variables.

${ <prefix> .subjectAltNameDNS} Contains the DNS Name address (if any) for the Subject
Alternative Name (e.g., "example2.oasis-open.org")

${ <prefix> .subjectAltNameDNSs} Same as ${<prefix>.subjectAltNameDNS}, except this
variable retrieves a list of DNS Name addresses (if present)
for the Subject Alternative Name. This creates a multivalued
context variable.

Tip:

Use the indexing feature to retrieve individual values. For
example, subjectAltNameDNSs[0] retrieves the first DNS
address, subjectAltNameDNSs[1] retrieves the second
value, etc. For more information on using this feature, see
"Indexing Options during Interpolation" in Multivalued
Context Variables.

${ <prefix> .subjectAltNameURI} Contains the Uniform Resource Identifier (if any) for the
Subject Alternative Name (e.g., "http://example2.oasis-
open.org/")

${ <prefix> .subjectAltNameURIs} Same as ${<prefix>.subjectAltNameURI}, except this
variable retrieves a list of URIs (if present) for the Subject
Alternative Name. This creates a multivalued context
variable.

Tip:

Use the indexing feature to retrieve individual values. For
example, subjectAltNameURIs[0] retrieves the first URI,
subjectAltNameURIs[1] retrieves the second value, etc. For
more information on using this feature, see "Indexing Options
during Interpolation" in Multivalued Context Variables.

${<prefix>.subjectAltNameIP} Contains the IP Address (if any) for the Subject Alternative
Name (e.g., "192.168.100.100")
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${<prefix>.subjectAltNameIPs} Same as ${<prefix>.subjectAltNameIP}, except this variable
retrieves a list of IPs (if present) for the Subject Alternative
Name. This creates a multivalued context variable.

Tip:

Use the indexing feature to retrieve individual values. For
example, subjectAltNameIPs[0] retrieves the first IP address,
subjectAltNameIPs[1] retrieves the second IP address, etc.
For more information on using this feature, see "Indexing
Options during Interpolation" in Multivalued Context
Variables.

${<prefix>.subjectAltNameDirName} Contains the Directory Name (if any) for the Subject
Alternative Name (e.g., "C=UK,O=My Organization,OU=My
Unit,CN=My Common,DN=My Distinguished")

${<prefix>.subjectAltNameDirNames} Same as ${<prefix>.subjectAltNameDirNames}, except this
variable retrieves a list of directory names (if present) for the
Subject Alternative Name. This creates a multivalued context
variable.

Tip:

Use the indexing feature to retrieve individual values.
For example, subjectAltNameDirNames[0] retrieves the
first directory name, subjectAltNameIPs[1] retrieves the
second directory name, etc. For more information on using
this feature, see "Indexing Options during Interpolation"
in Multivalued Context Variables.

${ <prefix> .issuer.dn} Contains the issuer DN in a format that is easier to read.

${ <prefix> .issuer.dn.canonical} Contains the issuer DN in a format suitable for comparisons
(limited subset of entity ID names; strict sorting, whitespace,
and case rules).

${ <prefix> .issuer.dn.rfc2253} Contains the issuer DN in a format that is technically precise,
yet maintains readability. This only includes RFC 2253 entity
ID names.

${ <prefix> .issuer.c } Contains the "c" (CountryName) value of the issuer

${ <prefix> .issuer.cn} Contains the "cn" (CommonName) value of the issuer

${ <prefix> .issuer.dc } Contains the "dc" (DomainComponent) value of the issuer

${ <prefix> .issuer.l } Contains the "l" (LocalityName) value of the issuer

${ <prefix> .issuer.o} Contains the "o" (OrganizationName) value of the issuer

${ <prefix> .issuer.ou} Contains the "ou" (OrganizationalUnitName) value of the
issuer

${ <prefix> .issuer.st } Contains the 'st' (StateorProvinceName) value of the issuer

${ <prefix> .issuer.street } Contains the 'street' (StreetAdress) value of the issuer

${ <prefix> .issuerEmail} Contains the email address (if any) from the Issuer DN

${ <prefix> .issuerAltNameEmail} Contains the email address (if any) for the Issuer Alternative
Name (rfc288)

${ <prefix> .issuerAltNameDNS} Contains the DNS Name address (if any) for the Issuer
Alternative Name

${ <prefix> .issuerAltNameURI} Contains the Uniform Resource Identifier (if any) for the
Issuer Alternative Name

Note:  If an attribute is not recognized, the following variable will be created for it: ${prefix.subject.oid.1.2.3}, where "1.2.3" is
the dotted-decimal entity ID of the attribute.
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Context Variables for Extended Attributes

The Extract Attributes from Certificate assertion sets the following context variables for the extended attributes of an X.509
certificate. The default <prefix> is "certificate" and can be changed in the assertion properties.

Context variable Description

${ <prefix> .countryOfCitizenship} Contains the country of citizenship. Since there can be
multiple values, this is an array of 2-letter country codes.

${ <prefix> .signatureAlgorithmName} Contains the Name of the Signature Algorithm for the
certificate (e.g., "SHA1withRSA")

${ <prefix> .signatureAlgorithmOID} Contains the entity ID of the Signature Algorithm for the
certificate (e.g., "1.2.840.113549.1.1.5")

${ <prefix> .serial} Contains the Certificate Serial#

${ <prefix> .notAfter} Contains the Certificate Not After Date (e.g.,
"2018-03-19T23:59:59.000Z")

${ <prefix> .notBefore Contains the Certificate Not Before Date (e.g.,
"2005-03-19T00:00:00.000Z")

Key usage information are stored in the following variables. If no key usage extension is present in the certificate, the
criticality is set to "none" and all the Boolean variables are set to "false".

${ <prefix> .keyUsage.criticality} Whether the extension is present; if so whether it is critical.
The following values are used:

• none = extension not present
• noncrit = extension is present but not critical
• critical = extension is present and critical

${ <prefix> .keyUsage.digitalSignature} Digital signature (true/false)

${ <prefix> .keyUsage.nonRepudiation} Non Repudiation (true/false)

${ <prefix> .keyUsage.keyEncipherment} Key Encipherment (true/false)

${ <prefix> .keyUsage.dataEncipherment} Data Encipherment (true/false)

${ <prefix> .keyUsage.keyAgreement} Key Agreement (true/false)

${ <prefix> .keyUsage.KeyCertSign} Key Certificate Sign (true/false)

${ <prefix> .keyUsage.cRLSign} CRL Sign (true/false)

${ <prefix> .keyUsage.decipherOnly} Decipher Only (true/false)

Extended key usage information is stored in the ${<prefix>.extendedKeyUsage} variable. If no extended key usage
information is present in the certificate, the criticality is set to "none" and the arrays are empty.

${ <prefix> .extendedKeyUsage.criticality} Whether extended key usage is present; if so whether it is
critical. The following values are used:

• none = extended information not present
• noncrit = extended information is present but not critical
• critical = extended information is present and critical

${ <prefix> .extendedKeyUsage} Contains the extended key usage information, stored as an
array of strings. Each value is a dotted-decimal entity ID.

${ <prefix> .certificatePolicies} Contains certificate policies information, stored as an array of
strings. Each value is a dotted-decimal entity ID.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below
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2. When adding the assertion, the Certificate Attributes Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click Extract Attributes from Certificate in the policy window and select Certificate Attributes Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness and
will prevent the variables from overwriting each other when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.
The default variable prefix is certificate.
For an explanation of the validation messages displayed, see Context Variable Validation. 

4. (Optional) Click the Source Variable check box to enable the field and enter a context variable of type that is either a
String or X.509 certificate.

5. (Optional) Click the  Extension OIDs check box to enable the field. 

• Only the specified Extension OIDs are published in the format ${<prefix>.extensions.<OID-with-hyphens>}. For
example, if the Extension OIDs is 1.3.6.1.5.5.7.1.3, you can access the extension value using the context variable in the
format ${<prefix>.extensions.1-3-6-1-5-5-7-1-3}. The specified extension OID names and values are also published to
multivalued context variables ${<prefix>.extensions.names} and ${<prefix>.extensions.values}.

• If you leave the text box field empty, all  the Extensions OID names and values are published to multivalued context
variables ${<prefix>.extensions.names} and ${<prefix>.extensions.values}.

• The Extension Values are published either in string format or in a hex representation of extension value bytes.
For example: 

• QC statement string format: [0.4.0.19495.2, [[[0.4.0.19495.1.2, PSP_PI], [0.4.0.19495.1.3, PSP_AI]] , authority,
NCA]]

• Hex representation of extension value bytes: [[0][0]
[6]#687474703a2f2f6578616d706c652e636f6d2f726f6f742e63726c]

Note: The assertion is not fasified if the extension values are not found or parsed. 

Tip:

Use the indexing feature to retrieve individual values. For example, extensions.values [0] retrieves the first value,
extensions.values [1] retrieves the second value, and so on. For more information on using this feature, see "Indexing
Options during Interpolation" in Multivalued Context Variables.

6. Click [OK] when done.

 Insert JDBC Data in Bulk Assertion
The Insert JDBC Data in Bulk assertion is designed to add a large amount of data into a JDBC data
source. It parses data from (by default) a comma-separated value (CSV) file and then inserts them in bulk
into a specified database using a JDBC connection. The CSV file is obtained from the source message.
For information on how to set the message source, see .

The Insert JDBC Data in Bulk assertion is designed to add a large amount of data into a JDBC data source. It parses data
from (by default) a comma-separated value (CSV) file and then inserts them in bulk into a specified database using a JDBC
connection. The CSV file is obtained from the source message. For information on how to set the message source, see Select a
Target Message.

Note:

Throughout this topic, "CSV" is used to denote a comma-separated value file. However, comma separators are only the
default. Any character may be used as the field delimiter.

For inserting large amounts of data, this assertion offers better performance than using the Perform JDBC Query Assertion,
which is best suited for inserting smaller amounts of data.

Context Variables

None.

Cluster Properties

None.

Properties

Setting What you should know...

JDBC Connection Select a preconfigured connection from the drop-down list or
specify a context variable.
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Table Name Enter the name of the database table to update. You may
specify context variables.

Record Delimiter Select the file record delimiter used in the CSV file. The
default is CRLF.

Field Delimiter Optionally specify the field record delimiter used in the CSV
file. Must be a single character. You may specify context
variables. The default is , (comma).

Quoted? Select the check box if the CSV file contains quotes.
Otherwise, the document is parsed without enforcing the
quotes.

Quote Char If quotes are used, optionally specify the quote character.
You may specify context variables. The default is " (double
quotes).

Escape Char If quotes are used, optionally specify the escape character.
You may specify context variables.The default is empty.

Data mapping table This table describes how to map the data from the CSV file
to the database table. Note that the CSV field number starts
from 0.

See "table_mapping" below for more information

Decompression Specify the compression type used to compress the data.

Batch Size Specify the batch size for data to be inserted into the
database. The default is 100.

Table Mapping Properties

Setting What you should know...

Table Column Specify the database table column where the values will be
inserted.

CSV Field Specify the field number (starting from '0') in the CSV file
from which to get the value.

Transformation Select the transformation to be performed on the value. The
transformations currently supported:

• String: A free-form string that is copied directly to the
database table. Requires no parameter.

• Regex2Bool: Places 'true' into the database table if the
CSV field matches the regular expression, otherwise
places 'false'. Requires a regular expression as a
parameter.

• Regex2Int: Places '1' into the database table if the CSV
field matches the regular expression, otherwise places '0'.
Requires a regular expression as a parameter.

• Subtract: Takes the current value from the CSV field and
subtracts the value of the field specified in the parameter.
Treats value types as long; example.: col(3) - col(6)

• Add: Takes the current value from the CSV field and
adds the value of the field specified in the parameter.
Treats value types as long; example: col(3) + col(6)

• ConstantInt: Sets the table column to the integer value of
the parameter.

• ConstantString: Sets the table column to the string value
of the parameter.

• UUID: Sets the table column to the newly generated
UUID value.
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Parameter If the selected transformation accepts a parameter, enter it
here.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

How can I tell if data was inserted correctly into the
database?

Look for these audit entries: -4, -3.

How can I tell if this assertion failed? Look for these audit entries: 2, -5.

Where is the CSV file located? The CSV data is obtained from the target message (request,
response, or context variable). It can also be added via a
REST API call.

 Perform Cassandra Query Assertion
The Perform Cassandra Query assertion allows you to write and save a CQL (Cassandra Query
Language) prepared statement for querying an external data source using a Cassandra connection. This
assertion supports Batch statements, allowing you to group multiple DML (Data Modification Language)
statements (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE) into a single logical operation. This saves network exchanges
between the client/server and server coordinator/replica.

The Perform Cassandra Query assertion allows you to write and save a CQL (Cassandra Query Language) prepared statement
for querying an external data source using a Cassandra connection. This assertion supports Batch statements, allowing you to
group multiple DML (Data Modification Language) statements (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE) into a single logical operation.
This saves network exchanges between the client/server and server coordinator/replica.

This assertion supports Cassandra 2.1.2 and CQL3.

Prerequisite:

• At least one Cassandra connection is defined on the Gateway. For more information, see Manage Cassandra Connections.

Context Variables

This assertion sets the following context variables:

Variable Description

<prefix>.queryresult.count Contains the number of rows returned. If no results are
returned, then this variable contains '0'.

<prefix>.xmlResult Contains the Cassandra query result in XML form. Set
only if the "Generate XML Result" option is selected in the
assertion.

<prefix>.<variable name> When Context Variables Naming is configured, columns
from the Cassandra Query result are stored in the mapped
context variable.

Cluster Properties

See Cassandra Cluster Properties for details.

Properties

Setting What you should know...

Cassandra Connection These connections are defined using the Manage Cassandra
Connections task.

Query Timeout The Cassandra query timeout, in seconds. A value of '0'
means to never time out.
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Setting What you should know...

Query Consistency (Available as of Version 9.4 CR 1) Tune consistency of read and write operations. Possible
consistency levels for selection include one of the following:
ONE (default), TWO, THREE, QUORUM, ALL, LOCAL_
QUORUM, EACH_QUORUM, SERIAL, LOCAL SERIAL,
ANY. For more information about consistency tuning, see
here.

Query statement box Enter the Cassandra query statements here, in CQL3. You
can include context variables that will be interpreted as
parameters for the prepared statement.

Note:

• Only specific context variable types can be used.
• Context variables of type 'Message' are not supported.
• Simple text substitution is not supported. For example,

it is not possible to inject a whole or part of a Cassandra
query using context variables, due to potential injection
attacks.

Test This tests whether a CQL query is valid based on the selected
connection. Be aware of these important notes before testing:

• Query commands affect the underlying database, even
in test mode. Therefore, any non-select query could
irrevocably destroy data or the database structure.

• Context variables are not supported during testing.

Context Variable Naming This is the mapping between Cassandra columns that
are returned from the query and the context variables
set in the policy. For example, you map the Cassandra
result set column name "id" to the variable name
cassandraQuery.identifier (where "cassandraQuery" is the
variable prefix).

When mapping is configured, the corresponding context
variable name replaces the Cassandra result set column name.
When mapping is not enabled, the original column name is
used.

The maximum number of records returned by the query The value is initially set to the cassandra.maxRecords cluster
property, which has a default of 10.

Query Fetch Size The number of records in a page that is returned in one round
trip to the Cassandra server. Changing the value allows you to
set a different fetch size for this query.

This value is initially set to the cassandra.fetchSize cluster
property, which has a default of 5000.

Fail assertion if there are no results returned by the query When set, assertion fails only if a select query returns an
empty result set. Other queries (such as INSERT, UPDATE,
DELETE, and other DDL statements) are not affected by this
setting.

Generate XML Result When set, the result set returned by the Cassandra server is
converted to XML and placed in the <prefix>.xmlResult
variable.

The root element is cassandraQueryResult, while the XML
namespace is L7j.

Context Variable Data Types

The following mappings show which context variable data type should be used for each of the Cassandra data types:
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For Cassandra data type... Use context variable of type...

ASCII String

BIGINT String

BLOB String

COUNTER String

DECIMAL String

DOUBLE String

INT Integer or String

TEXT String

TIMESTAMP Date/Time

TIMEUUID String

UUID String

VARCHAR String

VARINT String

Note:

You cannot use context variables for any Cassandra data type not listed in the above table.

Tuning Consistency Levels for Reading/Writing Data (Available as of Version 9.4 CR1)

Consistency, under the Cassandra Data Model, is the degree of how synchronized and current all replicas of a row of
Cassandra data are at any given moment. This is measured by the amount of replicas that are required respond to a client in
order to consider the read or write operation a success.

There are two major factors to balance when tuning consistency levels. The higher the consistency (the more replicas that must
respond to a read or write request), the higher the latency. The lower the consistency (the less replicas that must respond to
a read or write request), the lower the latency. To meet the consistency-latency balance requirements for your organization,
you can tune the consistency level directly in the Perform Cassandra Query assertion. You may also tune a default consistency
level for all queries across all Cassandra connections via Cluster-Wide Properties; otherwise, to tune the consistency for
specific scenarios or operations, configure the property at the assertion level. Consistency tuning from an assertion will always
override the default set in Cluster-Wide Properties or System Properties on a per-query basis.

Note:

Not all consistency levels apply to both read and write operations. Some are applicable to read OR write only - see the
following table for more details. Note that the sample values provided are based on DataStax's proprietary version of
Cassandra (Version 3.0). Different versions of Cassandra may have slightly different read/write consistency level restrictions.

Level Read Write

ALL Yes Yes

EACH_QUORUM No Yes

QUORUM Yes Yes

LOCAL_QUORUM Yes Yes

ONE Yes Yes

TWO Yes Yes

THREE Yes Yes

LOCAL_ONE Yes Yes

SERIAL Yes No

LOCAL_SERIAL Yes No

ANY No Yes
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Each consistency level strikes a particular balance with latency. For example, the ALL level may have the highest consistency
(requiring all replicas to respond) but it also has the highest latency. On the other hand, the ONE or ANY level may have the
lowest latency but it also has the lowest consistency (requires one or more replicas to respond). To learn more about each
of the consistency levels for your replication strategy, refer to Apache Cassandra's documentation. If you're using DataStax
Enterprise for your Cassandra implementation, refer to DataStax documentation. When referencing third-party documentation,
note that the Gateway assertion presently supports Cassandra version 2.1, 2.2, and 3.0+. 

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Why are no connections visible in the drop-down list? You must first define a connection using the Manage
Cassandra Connections task.

Why must I specify a variable prefix? This helps create unique variable names and prevents
variables from overwriting each other when an assertion
appears more than once in a policy.

Why did the assertion succeed even though no results were
returned.

Verify that: (1) The "Fail assertion..." check box is selected.
(2) You have used a "select" query command. Other
commands will not fail the assertion when no results are
returned.

 Perform JDBC Query Assertion
The Perform JDBC Query assertion is used to query an external database and use the query results later.
The query results are stored in context variables created by this assertion.

The Perform JDBC Query assertion is used to query an external database and use the query results later. The query results are
stored in context variables created by this assertion.

Tip:

To support using multivalued context variables in the JDBC Query assertion, you can build up the values of such a variable
using the Manipulate Multivalued Variable Assertion.

Before you can perform a JDBC query, be sure a JDBC connection has been configured through Manage JDBC Connections.

Warning:

WARNING: Do not create connections to the Gateway's MySQL database in general. Any query which writes to this
database may render the Gateway inoperable.

The Perform JDBC Query Assertion is able to write to a variety of databases, even during a "Test". Ensure you are
aware of the changes you are making as they are irreversible through the JDBC Connection Properties.

Unsupported Functionality

Note the following functionality is not currently supported by the Perform JDBC Query assertion:

• Functions and Procedures are not supported on DB2. 
• Functions and Procedures are supported on MySQL only when the database name is provided in the JDBC connection

URL. Only supported when using the native MySQL driver and not DataDirect. 
• Functions and Procedures with nested function calls are not supported.
• PL/SQL blocks are not supported.
• Calling overloading procedures or functions is not supported. 
• Calling functions on MySQL Enterprise Edition using the Data Direct MySQL driver is not supported. 
• Calling functions on Oracle via the native driver is not supported. 
• Calling functions that return a Boolean with the DataDirect driver is not supported. 
• Procedures and functions with lowercase names are not supported in Oracle.
• Functions and procedures in Oracle that return NCLOBs or NBLOBs with values greater than 32KB cannot be called from

the CA API Gateway. 
• The Boolean parameters BOOLEAN and BOOL are not supported for the native MySQL driver. 

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Perform JDBC Query assertion sets the following context variables with the query results. The default <prefix> is
"jdbcQuery" and can be changed in the assertion properties.

http://cassandra.apache.org/doc/latest/
https://docs.datastax.com/en/landing_page/doc/landing_page/current.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Variable Description

<prefix>.<column_name> Returns the column name specified in the SQL query. This
variable is created when one result set is returned.

<prefix>. resultSet1 .<column_name> If a stored procedure returns multiple result sets, then
"resultSet1...N" will be added to the name of the variable.

<prefix>.queryresult.count Returns the number of records returned by the query (if
using a SELECT query) or the number of records affected by
the query (if using a non-SELECT query). This variable is
always created.

<prefix>.xmlResult Returns the XML results and is created when the Generate
XML Results check box is selected in the properties.

<prefix>.multipleResultSet.count This variable is set when there is more than one result set.
This will occur when a called procedure returns more than
one result set. This variable is not set if there is only a single
result set.

Tip:

: If OUT parameters are also set, they will be counted as one
result set.

<prefix>.multipleResultSet.queryresult.count This variable is only set when there is more than one result
set. If it is set, it contains the number of results in total across
all result sets.

Tip:

: If OUT parameters are also set, these will count as one row.

<prefix>.<out_parameter> Returns the name of an OUT parameter from a procedure.

<prefix> .return

<prefix> .RETURN_VALUE

These variables are set by calling a function, with the name of
the variable depending on the DBMS.

During policy consumption, the Gateway will create one multivalued context variable per column name. The number of values
in the multivalued context variable corresponds to the number of records returned.

Tip:

: To use names other than the SQL column names in the context variables, specify a mapping in the assertion properties.

Understanding Result Set Variables and Multiple Result Sets 

The Perform JDBC Query assertion supports multiple result sets. When a SQL query is run (for example, "select * from
my_table"), a "result set" is returned. This result set is a logical set of rows, with each row made up of a series of columns.
When you (for example) select column_a and column_b from my_table, and there are 10 rows in my_table, the result set will
contain 10 rows with each row having 2 columns.

When you call a procedure (for example, "CALL MY_PROC"), it is possible that the procedure may return more
than one result set (uncommon but possible). When this happens, the <prefix>.multipleResultSet.count variable will
be set to "2" if two result sets were returned. If the result set #1 has 10 rows and result set #2 has 5 rows, then the
<prefix>.multipleResultSet.queryresult.count variable will be set to "15".

For example, consider a stored procedure that returns the following result sets: 

group id name value

set1 8 name8 test value8

set1 3 name3 test value3

group id name value

set2 1 extra1 test1
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set2 4 extra4 test4

group id name value

set3 6 name6 test value6

set3 5 name5 test value5

 

These will be the context variables that will be returned (using the default prefix "jdbcQuery"):

${jdbcQuery.resultSet1.group} = set1,set1
${jdbcQuery.resultSet1.id} = 8,3
${jdbcQuery.resultSet1.name} = name8,name3
${jdbcQuery.resultSet1.value = test value8,test value3

${jdbcQuery.resultSet2.group} = set2,set2
${jdbcQuery.resultSet2.field1} = 1,4
${jdbcQuery.resultSet2.field2} = extra1,test1
${jdbcQuery.resultSet2.field3 = extra4,test4

${jdbcQuery.resultSet3.group} = set3,set3
${jdbcQuery.resultSet3.id} = 6,5
${jdbcQuery.resultSet3.name} = name6,name5
${jdbcQuery.resultSet3.value} = test value6,test value5

${jdbcQuery.multipleResultSet.count} = 3

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the JDBC Query Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-click
Perform JDBC Query in the policy window and select JDBC Query Properties or double-click the assertion in the
policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

Tip:

: Use the split bar between the "SQL Query" and "Context Variables Naming" panels to adjust the relative panels sizes to
suit your needs.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

JDBC Connection

Choose one connection Choose the JDBC connection being queried from the drop-
down list. If the connection isn't visible in the list, you may
type the connection name in the box. You may reference
context variables.

Note:

If context variables are specified in the connection name, it
will not be possible to test the connection using the [Test]
button.

For information on defining these connections, see Manage
JDBC Connections.

SQL Query (see "SQL Query Tips" below for more information)
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Convert Variables to Strings This check box determines how context variables are
processed before being sent to the JDBC driver:

• Select this check box to convert context variable
contents into a string. For Multivalued Context
Variables, their contents are concatenated into a single
value, with the values delimited by commas.

• Clear this check box to add each value of a multivalue
or single-value context variable as is. When the policy
containing the Perform JDBC Query assertion is
executed, the Gateway will construct a statement with
the list of parameters per each value of the multivalued
context variable. This setting is the default.

Query Timeout Enter the length of time the assertion will wait (in seconds)
for a response to the query before timing out.

Default: 0 (zero, which means use the Gateway-wide
timeout, described below)

Tip:

s: (1) The value entered here overrides the
Gateway-wide timeout setting defined by the
jdbcqueryManager.maxGatewayStatementTimeout cluster
property. The intent is to supply a shorter timeout value
than the Gateway default. If a longer timeout value is
entered, it will be ignored and the Gateway default is used
instead. (2) The JDBC driver may be configured to ignore
all calls to set a timeout. If it is so configured, then it is
not possible for the Gateway to control the timeout for any
queries using that JDBC Connection. For more information,
please consult your JDBC administrator. (3) The connection
property EnableCancelTimeout set to "true" may be needed
when using the DataDirect drivers, to ensure that cancel
requests to an unresponsive DBMS do not wait indefinitely.
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SQL query box Enter the SQL query to perform. Be cautious about any
usages of non-Select DML queries. There is no transaction
management within the Perform JDBC Query assertion.
Once this assertion executes, the results are permanent in
the DBMS, regardless of the policy logic surrounding the
assertion. You may replace values in the SQL query with
context variables if necessary, but other parts of the query
must remain clear text. For example:

These are valid queries:

   SELECT column_name FROM table WHERE username
= 'Bob' AND password = '123password'
   SELECT column_name FROM table WHERE username
= ${request.user} AND password = ${request.password}

These are NOT valid queries:

   SELECT ${columnName} FROM ${tableName}
WHERE username = 'Bob' AND password = '123password'
 
 SELECT ${columnName} FROM ${tableName} WHERE
username = ${request.user} AND password =
${request.password}

Do not enclose context variables within quotes. This applies
to both SELECT and INSERT statements.

The maximum length of the query is 4 KB (4096
characters).

For more information about SQL queries, refer to "SQL
Query Tips" and "Examples Using Procedures and
Functions" within this topic.

[Test] Click [Test] to verify whether the SQL query is valid
on the chosen JDBC connection. You must confirm that
you understand the consequences of the query before
proceeding. You will see a message stating whether or not
the SQL query is valid.

Note:

Testing is not possible if context variables are used in either
the connection name or SQL query.
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Specify Schema This check box is available only under the following
conditions:

• A procedure or function call is defined in the SQL query
text box.
AND 

• The database is Oracle or SQL Server.

Since the SQL query text box does not accept a schema
value as part of the query, select this check box if you need
to specify a schema and then enter the name of the schema
in the adjacent field (must be a string without spaces or a
single-value context variable).This value is passed to the
JDBC driver to allow it to obtain the correct metadata from
the database.

If the SQL query requires a schema value for a procedure or
function call, select this check box and then enter the name
of the schema.You may reference context variables. If an
object is contained within a package, then the SQL query
itself should reference the package; for example:

CALL mypackage.myfunction

Tip:

: You may need to specify a schema if your query fails with
this error message: "The database object either does not
exist or the SQL query contains the object's schema".

Context Variables Naming

Save results to context variables This check box is located above the "Context Variables
Naming" table. It is used to quickly enable or disable the
saving of SQL results to the context variables specified
in the table. Tip: CA recommends leaving this check box
enabled. But consider disabling the saving of results if you
are experiencing any memory issues.

• Select this check box to operate the table normally: you
can add, edit, or remove context variables and the SQL
results will be saved to the variables specified.

• Clear this check box to disable the saving of SQL results
to context variables. This will disable the table and its
editing controls. Any variable defined in the table will
remain.

Note:

(1) This check box operates independently of the
Generate XML Result check box below. This allows
you to populate the ${<prefix>.xmlResult} variable
even when opting to not save results to context
variables. (2) The following context variables are
always created, regardless of the "Save results to context
variables" check box: ${<prefix>.queryresult.count},
${<prefix>.multipleResultSet.count}, and
${<prefix>.multipleResultSet.queryresult.count}. These
variables were described under "Context Variables Created
by This Assertion".
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 table This table allows you to map the SQL column headings
to different names. This will change the names of the
context variables created. For example, you require more
descriptive variable names or if you require the names to
conform to naming standards at your organization. For
more information, see "Context Variables Created by This
Assertion".

The assertion supports multiple result sets. For more
information, see the variables under "Context Variables
Created by This Assertion" and "Understanding Result Set
Variables and Multiple Result Sets" above.

To add a mapping:

Click [Add]. The Context Variable Naming dialog appears.

1.1 Enter the SQL Column Label. For example:
"Column1".

2.1 Enter the mapping destination in Variable Name. For
example: "Cust_Acct".

3.1 Click [OK]. This will create a context variable
named ${<prefix>.Cust_Acct} instead of
${<prefix>.Column1}.

To edit a mapping:

1.1 Select a row and click [Edit].
2.1 Modify the fields as necessary.
3.1 Click [OK].

To remove a mapping:

1.1 Select a row and click [Remove].
2.1 Click [Remove] to confirm. The naming will revert to

the SQL column name.

Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables
created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness
and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other
when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

You may reference context variables.

The default prefix is jdbcQuery.

For more information, see "Context Variables Created by
This Assertion".

Other Settings

Query Name Optionally enter a name for the query. This name is used
only for display purposes in the Policy Manager.

Maximum records per query Specify the maximum number of records to be returned
from the SQL query. The default is 10; this can be changed
using the jdbcquery.maxRecords.defaultValue cluster
property.

Fail assertion if no results Select this check box if you want the assertion to fail if the
SQL query returns no results.

Clear this check box to prevent an assertion failure on no
results. (The assertion can still fail for other reasons—for
example, an invalid query.)
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Generate XML Result You can place the XML results of the JDBC query in a
context variable.

• Select this check box to store the XML string
representation of every variable that was set, in the
context variable ${<prefix>.xmlResult}.

• Clear this check box to not place the XML result in the
context variable. Note: If ${<prefix>.xmlResult} was
populated previously, that content will remain.

The following is an illustration of the structure of the
XML result:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<L7j:jdbcQueryResult xmlns:L7j="http://

ns.l7tech.com/2012/08/jdbc-query-result">
   <L7j:row>
      <L7j:col name="COLNAME" type=
      "JAVA_DATA_TYPE">DATA_VALUE</
L7j:col>
      ....
   </L7j:row>
   ....
<L7j:jdbcQueryResult>

Note:

The type shown is the data type after the XML results have
been retrieved, not the actual database field type.

4.  Click [OK] when done.

SQL Query Tips

Keep in mind the following when entering an SQL query:

• All variables created by the Perform JDBC Query assertion are multivalued. As such, it not possible to use array syntax
when a suffix (i.e., selector) is present. Similarly, the variable "${jdbcQuery.return_value.millis}" will not work ("millis"
can be any suffix). 

• For a more detailed description, see "Multivalued Variables and Selectors" in Working with Multivalued Context
Variables.

• If a query requires a null value, use the context variable ${policy.nullvalue}. This built-in variable always resolves to null.

Tip:

: For Oracle databases, null values are equivalent to the empty string for VARCHAR types. Thus, another way to
pass null values in Oracle is to pass the empty string. For example, both of the following would result in the same,
when nullFunction takes a VARCHAR parameter:

func nullFunction ""
func nullFunction ${policy.nullvalue}

• If a query contains SQL functions such as AVG( ), MAX( ), MIN( ), or nested SELECT, you should use the "AS" keyword
to alias the returned value; for example:

SELECT  max(column_name) AS alias_name FROM table;
SELECT column_name, (SELECT COUNT(*) FROM table1 WHERE conditions) AS alias_name
 FROM table2 WHERE conditions;

http://ns.l7tech.com/2012/08/jdbc-query-result
http://ns.l7tech.com/2012/08/jdbc-query-result
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• The SQL query cannot reference a schema. If you need to specify a schema value, select the Specify Schema check box
and enter the value there. Note: The ability to specify a schema is available only for Oracle and SQL Server.

Warning:

WARNING: The Policy Manager does  not prevent you from entering a destructive SQL query. Such a query may
corrupt your database irrevocably, even during testing.

• If you see an error message similar to the following:

Query testing failed; Data truncation: Incorrect datetime
 value: <datetime_variable> for column 'date' at row 1

Check that there are no quotes surrounding the variables being passed on in the query. The Gateway automatically includes
quotes as it processes the JDBC query. (By comparison, if you enter values directly into a SQL client, quotes must be
added manually where required.)

Converting Variables into Strings

When writing an SQL Query that will reference context variables, you need to decide whether to use the value converted to
a string or to use the raw value. When the raw value is used, it will be passed directly to the JDBC driver, which will then
convert it as needed, if the value is supported.

If the type of your variable is supported by the JDBC driver but you wish to use its string value while at the same time using
the raw value of other variables, then you will need to create a new variable first to convert the raw variable into a string
variable. For more information, see the "Convert Variables to String" option in the table above.

Using Functions and Stored Procedures

The query statement may contain calls to functions and stored procedures. The Gateway will determine what parameters a
function or procedure require as input, output, or both, by examining the database metadata for it.

To call a stored procedure, use either the CALL OR EXEC keyword followed by the name of the procedure and then the
parameters for the procedure. To call a function, use the FUNC keyword.

Warning:

IMPORTANT: The procedure name must not contain a hyphen ('-'), otherwise errors will occur.

 

The procedure/function parameters can be supplied as literal values, single or multivalued context variables. These parameters
can either be encoded within parentheses (for example, "CALL myproc (param1, param2,.....,paramN)") or without (for
example, "CALL myproc param1, param2, ....., paramN").

The only parameters for a procedure that must be supplied are the IN or INOUT parameters. The Gateway will automatically
handle correctly registering any OUT or INOUT parameters based on the metadata for the procedure.

Note:  There is no method/syntax to bind a context variable in the 'SQL Query' text field with an OUT variable from a
procedure (or any other SQL statement).

To call a function, use the FUNC keyword followed by the name of the function and its parameters. The same rules for how to
supply parameters apply to functions.

The output of a procedure or function will be set automatically after it has been invoked. The following table lists the names of
the output variable for each database when calling a function. 

Database Default variable name

MySQL (only with native driver) return

Oracle RETURN_VALUE

MS SQL Server RETURN_VALUE

DB2 (not supported) n/a

All OUT/INOUT parameters are handled automatically. When calling either a procedure or a function, consider the types
of the input parameters. For types such as Date, Timestamp, and BLOB to work correctly, you need to ensure the context
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variable is off the correct type (Date/Time or byte []). Also ensure that the Perform JDBC Query assertion is configured to not
convert variables to Strings. This allows the raw type to be passed the JDBC Driver, which can then provide any conversions it
supports.

Note that when calling a nonexistent function or procedure, an exception is triggered only if the package name was also
specified. For example, calling the nonexistent "mypackage.myfunction" will trigger an exception, but using "myfunction" will
not trigger an exception. 

Note:  For Oracle databases, the function and procedure names should be in uppercase and must not contain spaces or special
characters. Exception: It is possible to call a function or procedure containing lowercase characters in its name provided that it
was not created using quotes around the name.

Messages Returned for Application Users

When a user is connected to the database as an application user (not as the schema owner), the following messages will be
returned when a valid stored procedure or function is called with no parameters:

Database Message returned

MySQL "query testing failed: [l7tech][MySQL JDBC Driver]
[MySQL]No database selected

Oracle "query testing failed: [l7tech][Oracle JDBC Driver]
[Oracle]ORA-06564: object <object name> does not exist
ORA-06512: at "sys.dbms_utility", line 156 ORA-06512: at
line 1

MS SQL Server "query testing failed: [l7tech][SQL Server JDBC Driver]
[SQLServer]Could not find stored procedure 'sp name'."

DB2 n/a (procedures and functions not currently supported in
DB2)

Known Issues

Note the following known issues:

• There is a known issue in MS SQL databases where the OUT parameter is treated as INOUT, which may result in
parameters being set improperly. To avoid this, set all the parameters (IN and OUT) explicitly in the query. 

• Stored procedures that use the OUT/INOUT parameter will always return a value "1" or greater for the variable
${jdbcQuery.queryresult.count}. This is because the parameters are always returned in the results and the assertion will
never fail. However, the assertion is configured to fail if there are no results. 

• Functions and procedures in Oracle that return NCLOBs or NBLOBs with values greater than 32KB cannot be called from
the CA API Gateway. 

Examples Using Procedures and Functions

The following are some examples showing how to use keywords to execute functions and procedures. Tip: The name of the
output variable from a function is determined by the database; "outParameter" shown below is just an example.

• Using the FUNC keyword to execute functions:
FUNC [package].[function]([IN parameters]...)Sets jdbcQuery.[<outParameter>] 

• Using the EXEC keyword to execute procedures: 
EXEC [package].[procedure]([IN and INOUT parameters]...) 

• Using the CALL keyword to execute procedures:
CALL [package].[procedure]([IN and INOUT parameters]...)Sets jdbcQuery.[<outParameter>] etc. 

• The 'Specify Schema' text field:

using multi-valued context variablesFUNC [package].[function](${vars},${singleVar})

is equivalent to

 FUNC [package].[function](${vars.1},${vars.2}....,${singleVar})

The following are examples of how to call functions and procedures including:

• How to access out values from procedures
• How to access one or more output result sets from a procedure
• How to supply non primitive types as parameters
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The examples below will use the following variables:

• ${myvars} = "multivalue1", "multivalue2" - This multivalued variable contains two values.
• ${myvar1} = "singlevalue1" - This variable contains a single value.
• ${myvar2} = "singlevalue2" - This variable contains a single value.

Calling a function

Example function definition on Oracle, which takes two parameters and returns a varchar2 value:

CREATE or REPLACE FUNCTION MY_FUNC(a IN VARCHAR2, b IN VARCHAR2)RETURN
 VARCHAR2

After calling this function there will be a single output variable set. The name of the return variable depends on the DBMS.

In this example, if the prefix configured is 'jdbcQuery', then the output variable will be:

jdbcQuery.RETURN_VALUE

Call with a multivalued variable:

FUNC MY_FUNC(${myvars})

Call with single values:

FUNC MY_FUNC(${myvar1}, ${myvar2})

Call without parenthesis:

FUNC MY_FUNC ${myvars}
OR
FUNC MY_FUNC ${myvar1}, ${myvar2}

Call with literal values:

FUNC MY_FUNC "input1", 'input2'
OR
FUNC MY_FUNC ("input1", 'input2')

Calling a procedure

Example procedure definition on Oracle, which takes 3 parameters, two of which are OUT parameters.

CREATE or REPLACE PROCEDURE MY_PROC (a IN VARCHAR2, b INOUT VARCHAR2, c OUT
 VARCHAR2, d IN VARCHAR2)

After calling this function there will be two output variables set. The default values depend on the name of the OUT variables.
If jdbcQuery is the prefix in use the following context variables will be set:
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jdbcQuery.b
jdbcQuery.c

Tip:

CALL and EXEC are interchangeable. Neither has any specific meaning; they both indicate that your SQL Query will call a
procedure equally.

 

Call with a multivalued variable and a literal value:

CALL MY_PROC (${myvars}, "d value")

Call with a multivalued variable and a single variable:

EXEC MY_PROC (${myvars}, ${myvar1})

After all variables are processed, the number of values must match the number of expected input parameters. The position of
the OUT parameters do not matter. After each context variable has been evaluated, the number of values resolved must match
the number of input parameters. The values will be applied based on the order they were resolved.

In the above example the procedure would be called with the following runtime values:

multivalue1, multivalue2, singlevalue1

Call with single value variables and a literal value:

CALL MY_PROC (${myvar1}, ${myvar2}, 'd value')

As with functions the parenthesis around the parameters is optional.

Using date type parameters

Example function definition on Oracle:

create or replace FUNCTION DATE_FUNC (param1 IN DATE) RETURN DATE

Invoke the function with a literal string date value:

func DATE_FUNC '2012-12-31 23:55:40.99'

Invoke the function using a Date/Time typed context variable:

Set Context Variable date as Date/Timefunc DATE_FUNC ${date}
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Invoke the function sing a String typed context variable:

${dateStr} = "2012-12-31 23:55:40.99"func DATE_FUNC ${dateStr}

If the [Convert Variables to String] check box is selected, then the Date/Time variable will be converted into a string using
the default formatting for a Date/Time variable. In order to work with the format required by your DBMS, you may need to
explicitly format the Date/Time when referencing it in a function:

Set Context Variable date as Date/Time
func DATE_FUNC ${date.yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SS}

In the above example the Date/Time is actually converted into a String when it is resolved at runtime. This is only needed
when "Convert Variables to Strings' is being used.

Using numeric types

Example function definition on Oracle:

create or replace FUNCTION NUMBER_FUNC (param1 IN NUMBER) RETURN NUMBER

Invoke the function with a literal numeric value:

func NUMBER_FUNC 1243

Invoke the function using an Integer typed context variable:

Set Context Variable integer as Integer to 5func NUMBER_FUNC ${integer}

Invoke the function using a String typed context variable:

${integerStr} = "12345"func NUMBER_FUNC ${integerStr}

Using Boolean values

Example function definition on SQL Server:

CREATE or ALTER FUNCTION BOOL_FUNC( @a BIT, @b BIT)

Invoke the function with a literal boolean value:

func BOOL_FUNC 'false', 'true'orfunc BOOL_FUNC 0, 1orfunc BOOL_FUNC '0', '1'
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Invoke the function with an Integer typed context variable:

Set Context Variable a as Integer to 0Set Context Variable b as Integer to 1func BOOL_FUNC ${a},
 ${b}

Invoke the function with a String typed context variable

${falseStr} = "false"${trueStr} = "true"func BOOL_FUNC ${falseStr},${trueStr}or${aStr} = "0"${bStr}
 = "1"func BOOL_FUNC ${aStr},${bStr}

Using byte[ ] and BLOB values

Example function definition:

create or replace function BLOB_FUNC (a in BLOB) return BLOB

Invoke using a literal hexadecimal string:

func BLOB_FUNC '0123456789abcdef'

Invoke using a String typed context variable:

${hexString} = "0123456789abcdef"func BLOB_FUNC ${hexString}

Invoke using a String value converted into hex using the 'Encode / Decode' assertion:

Base16 Encode ${myvar1} into ${hexString}func BLOB_FUNC ${hexString}

Invoke using a byte[] context variable created via an Encapsulated Assertion:

Output a byte[] variable called ${bytes} from an encapsulated assertionfunc BLOB_FUNC ${bytes}

Using null values

It is possible to supply a null value in a SQL Query via a special built in variable. It is also possible to supply a null value via
any existing variable or multivalued variable that may contain a null value.

The predefined variable ${policy.nullvalue}supports passing null values into SQL queries. This variable will only pass a null
value into a SQL query when the [Convert Variables to Strings] check box is not selected.

Example function definition

create or replace function NULL_FUNC (a in NUMBER, b in VARCHAR2) return VARCHAR2
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Invoke a function using a literal null value:

func NULL_FUNC null 'asdf'

Invoke a function using a context variable with a null value:

func BOOL_FUNC ${policy.nullvalue}, 'b value'

Supported Data Types

These DBMS types are supported via DML statements via the 'SQL Query' text box. When calling procedures or functions
they are supported as either input or output values.

DBMS type Context variable type

Char, Varchar, etc String

Numeric (Integer, Long, etc.) Integer or String

BLOB String with hex values or a byte [] (not settable via the set
context variable)

CLOB String

Date Date/Time

Timestamp Date/Time

Boolean String or Integer when supported by the DBMS (see
"Boolean values" below)

A String value can be used to supply a value for many DBMS types—for example, all character types including CLOB,
Numeric types, Date and Timestamps (if formatted correctly) and Blob (via hex strings).

Boolean values

The following are support for Boolean values for each database type:

DBMS Support

Oracle Not supported by either the Data Direct driver or the native
driver

MySQL 0 = false, everything else = true

Note:

Boolean does not work with MySQL with the native driver.

SQL Server 0 or "false" = false, 1 or "true" = true

DB2 No boolean type

Date values

It is possible to supply the value for a DATE or TIMESTAMP using either literal values, String context variables, or Date/
Time context variables (recommended for easiest integration).

The formatting required for a literal string value which represents a date or timestamp is determined by a number of factors,
including DBMS settings and connection properties. The following default formats are known to work:

• Oracle: yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.fffffffff (for example, '1999-01-31 24:24:24:123456')
• Other DBMS: yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss (for example, '1999-01-31 24:24:24')

BLOB values
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To supply a BLOB value in SQL Query, either a context variable or a literal value may be used. You can also supply binary
data as hexidecimal strings either via a String context variable or via a literal hex value (for example, "0123456789abcdef"). 

Known Oracle issues

• Function and procedure names must be in uppercase
• Binary_Float, Binary_Double, Binary_Integer, Pls_Integer are returned as strings
• Functions which return NCLOB values greater than 32kB are not supported

Caching Metadata

This section provides some insight on how the Perform JDBC Query assertion queries the database for metadata via the JDBC
driver.

Function and Procedure metadata are cached. Caching can be performed:

• eagerly, via a background caching task
• lazily, when metadata is downloaded at message traffic processing time (MTPT)

Note:  (1) When caching is configured and no data is available in the cache, then the metadata will be downloaded by the
message processing thread. (2) When a nonexistent function or procedure is referenced, an exception will be issued and cached
only if a package name has been specified. For example, calling the nonexistent function "mypackage.myfunction" will trigger
an exception. But calling the nonexistent "myfunction" will not trigger an exception.

The caching metadata is enabled by the jdbcQueryManager.cacheMetaData.enable cluster property set to "true" (default).
Note that this property does not affect existing cached data and does not prevent background tasks from caching metadata.

For more information on the caching cluster properties, see JDBC Cluster Properties.

Background Caching of Metadata

The Gateway has a background task that downloads metadata eagerly, to ensure that it will be available at message traffic
processing time. This eager caching will occur when the Gateway starts or when a policy is saved and activated; it is possible
only when no context variables are used for the JDBC connection name or for the schema.

The caching of data is based on tracking a set of unique keys. Each key is defined as:

Connection name + Procedure or Function name + Optional Schema name

Therefore, if two Perform JDBC Query assertions reference the same procedure or function, only a single copy
of that metadata will be kept. This background task runs every 10 minutes by default and is enabled or disabled
via the jdbcQueryManager.cacheMetaDataTask.enable cluster property. The task interval is controlled by the
jdbcQueryManager.cacheRefreshInterval cluster property.

To improve the processing time of this background task, you can increase the number of background processing threads when
a large volume of metadata is being managed. The number of processing threads is 10 by default but can be increased up to
200 via the jdbcQueryManager.minCacheConcurrency cluster property. Note: Increase the concurrent threads with caution.

When the background task is not able to obtain the metadata for a unique key, an exception is cached. When a policy
containing a Perform JDBC Query assertion for this cache key executes, it will return this cached exception (for example, the
assertion may fail) repeatedly until it is cleared out by the cleanup background task, or it is corrected by the background task
downloading the metadata.

The cleanup cache task runs every minute by default and is controlled by the jdbcQueryManager.cacheCleanUpInterval
cluster property.

Life cycle of a managed key

After the background task starts to manage a unique key, at some point it may need to stop managing it. This can happen when
no Perform JDBC Query assertion is referencing the unique key, however this may be difficult to track when context variables
are used (for example, the unique key being referenced is unknown until context variables are resolved during runtime).

To resolve this problem, the Gateway can track how often the data from the cache for a particular key is used. If it is over the
threshold, then the background task will stop managing that meta data.

The value is defined in the jdbcQueryManager.cacheKeyNoUsageExpiration cluster property. The default is 31 days and the
value is configured in seconds.

Automatic Lazy Caching

If the background task is not enabled but caching is allowed, then all metadata downloaded will be cached to avoid it being
downloaded a second time. The unique key for this metadata will be added to the list of keys to manage.
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Cache Expiration

Any cached item can be configured to expire, to prevent outdated meta from causing the Perform JDBC Query assertion to fail.

The expiration should be longer than the background task refresh interval. It should also be longer than the estimated time it
takes the job to complete.

Cache expiration is controlled via jdbcQueryManager.cacheStaleTimeout cluster property. The default is 30 minutes and is
configured in seconds.

Manually Populating the Cache

If caching is enabled, you can manually invoke it by clicking the [Test] button in the Perform JDBC Query assertion. This will
cause metadata to be downloaded and cached, if not already present in the cache.

Cache Logging

Items which indicate that background tasks are running or working are logged at a FINE level. Items which indicate that the
cache is working at message traffic processing time are logged at the FINEST level.

FINE logging is used for:

• When metadata is downloaded and added to the cache.
• When metadata could not be downloaded and an exception is added to the cache.
• When the task to maintain metadata in the background starts and when it finishes.
• When a unique key representing a procedure to manage metadata for is removed from the cache by the clean up task.

FINEST logging is used for:

• Metadata cache hit
• Metadata cache hit but data has expired (it is stale)
• Metadata cache miss

 

 Process CORS Request Assertion
The Process CORS Request assertion allows a service to handle Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS).
This assertion sets the appropriate headers in the response message for CORS requests and if the origin
conditions are met. 

The Process CORS Request assertion allows a service to handle Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS). This assertion sets
the appropriate headers in the response message for CORS requests and if the origin conditions are met. 

Note the following when using this assertion:

• The service must have the OPTIONS method enabled.
• There should be policy logic that returns HTTP status 200 immediately upon all successful CORS preflight requests. See

the example below.
• The Process CORS Request assertion appears before any authentication.

Example:

The following sample policy uses the Process CORS Request assertion:

The Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion in the policy returns an HTTP status 200:
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Note:

Do not select the "Send Response Immediately" option, otherwise the CORS request will not reach the endpoint.

Context Variables

The following context variables are set, regardless of whether the assertion succeeds or fails:

Name Description

<prefix>.isPreflight Returns "true" if the request is a preflight request, otherwise
returns "false".

<prefix>.isCORS Returns "true" if the request is a CORS request (contains the
Origin header), otherwise returns "false".

Note: This variable always returns "true" if
<prefix>.isPreflight is "true".

Cluster Properties

The following cluster-wide property is set to use multi valued assertions:

Name Description

cors.useMultiValuedHeaders Controls whether the Process CORS Request assertion uses
multi-valued headers.

Default: false

Properties

Setting What you should know...
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Accepted Origins tab Define the allowable origins of the CORS request. If entering
specific origins, the "Accept Same-Origin Requests" option
serves as a shortcut to manually entering the request's origin.

The assertion fails if a request comes from an unspecified
origin.

Note:

When you define allowable origins, the origin header in the
request must be a 1:1 match with the accepted-origin header
in the response, otherwise the assertion fails. For example,
if the request header contains "http://example.com" but the
response header contains "example.com", then a match does
not occur.

Accepted Headers tab Define the allowable headers in a CORS request.

The assertion fails if an unspecified header is encountered.

Exposed Headers tab Define the header names to insert into the  Access-Control-
Expose-Header header in the CORS response message.

Allowed Methods tab Select which HTTP methods are allowed. These methods
are compared against the Acces-Control-Requested-Method
header in preflight requests. At least one method must be
selected.

Tip: Select 'Other' to allow all non-standard HTTP methods
through. Use policy logic for more precise control over non-
standard methods.

Common Settings

Require CORS Select this option to fail the assertion if an Origin header is
not present in the request message.

Supports Credentials Select this option to indicate credentials are supported. It will:

• Add an Access-Control-Allow-Credentials header to the
response message

• Set the above header to the value of the Origin header
from the request

If this option is not selected, then the Access-Control-Allow-
Credentials header is set to * (that is, wildcard).

Response Cache Age Select this option to add an  Access-Control-Max-Age
header to the response message. Specify the cache age in the
adjacent box. You may specify a context variable.

Variable Prefix Specify a prefix to be added to the context variables created
by this assertion. The default is cors.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

What is a "preflight" request? Under the CORS standard, a browser sends a "preflight"
request to determine whether it has permission to perform
the action. Only when the back end server approves will the
browser send the actual request with the actual HTTP request
method.

Do I need to specifically create a "preflight" request? No, the browser automatically sends a preflight request if it is
required.

What credentials are used? Credentials may include Cookies and HTTP Authentication
data.
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Which browsers support CORS? CORS is supported by most modern web browsers.

Which audit codes are returned by this assertion? Warnings are returned using audit code -5. Informational
messages are returned using audit code -3.

Why am I am getting duplicate headers in the response
message?

The Process CORS Request assertion adds headers in the
response message for CORS requests, provided that the origin
conditions are met. If you are seeing duplicate headers, that
means your back-end API is also adding a header to the
response. Try to set your back-end API to not add headers.
You can use policy logic to remove the duplicate headers.

 Query LDAP Assertion
The Query LDAP assertion reads attributes from LDAP entries and stores them in context variables.

The Query LDAP assertion reads attributes from LDAP entries and stores them in context variables.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the LDAP Query Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Query LDAP in the policy window and select LDAP Query Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy
window. The assertion properties are displayed.

Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

LDAP Connector Select the LDAP connector to use from the drop-down list.
This LDAP identity provider must already be configured in
the Gateway. For more information, see Creating an LDAP
or Simple LDAP Identity Provider.

Select Scope Select the scope of the LDAP query from the drop-down
list:

• Whole Subtree:  This option searches the Base
Object and all its sub groups. For example, an
LDAP configuration has this search base:ou=My
Developers,dc=seattle,dc=localSearching the whole
subtree queries "My Developers" and all its child
directories. This is the default and it reproduces the
behavior of this assertion prior to version 9.2.

• Single Level: This option searches only the parent Base
Object. Using the example above, the search is restricted
to "My Developers"; all child directories are ignored.

• Base DN: This option searches only a single user DN
and provides the quickest searches.

Enter DN If the search scope is by Base DN, enter the user DN in this
text box. You may reference context variables.
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LDAP Search Filter Specify a search string that is used to select the LDAP entry
to query; for example: (cn=jsmith) or (mail=jane). You
may use a context variable.

When the request is processed, the Query LDAP assertion
connects to the specified LDAP connector and selects
a node based on the search filter. The selected node is
then used to extract the LDAP attributes; the values from
those attributes are then assigned to the specified context
variables based on the table below.

Note:

If the search filter matches no LDAP nodes, then the
context variables shown in the table are not created.

Technical Details

When an LDAP "object" is returned to the Gateway, it has a
set of attributes such as:

  cn=jsmith
  ph=6045551234
  ...

Technically, the "dn" of an object is not an attribute of the
object itself; rather, it represents its location (name) within
the LDAP database. However, the "dn" is treated like other
attributes by the Gateway.

Protect against LDAP injection Select this check box to protect against an LDAP injection
attack (for example, attempts to substitute a context variable
in place of a static value).

Technical Details

When the Protect against LDAP injection check box is
selected, any substituted variables are escaped in an LDAP
search filter, as per RFC 2254 (section "4. String Search
Filter Definition"). The following are some examples

   myVar = user* // variable 
   cn=${myVar} // filter 
   cn=user\2a // filter after variable substitution
 with escaping enabled
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[Add] Displays the Attribute Variable Mapping dialog to
create a new pairing:

• LDAP Attribute Name: Enter the name of the LDAP
attribute to be stored as a context variable.

• Context Variable Name: Enter the name of a new
context variable to hold the attribute value. Observe the
naming rules for your new variables.

• If multivalued: If the attribute contains more than one
value, indicate how the values should be handled:

• Use first value: Select this option to use only the first
value, regardless of how many values are present.

• Join with commas: Select this option to concatenate
all the values into one string, separated by commas.
For example, if the context variable "medal" has
three values bronze, silver, gold, choosing this option
will define "medal" as "bronze, silver, gold".

Note:

Using this option, the individual elements in the
value are not separately addressable as with the "Set
multivalued context variable" option

• Set multivalued context variable: Select this option
to place the values in an array where each element
is addressable. Using the "medal" example from
above, calling ${medal} returns "bronze, silver, and
gold". Calling ${medal[0]} returns "bronze"; calling
${medal[2]} returns "gold".

• Fail: Select this option to fail the assertion if the
attribute contains more than one value.

For more information on using multivalued variables,
including delimiter characters and concatenation options,
see Multivalued Context Variables.

[Edit] Displays the Attribute Variable Mapping dialog to modify
an existing pairing.

[Remove] Removes the selected pairing from the table.
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Include empty attributes in multi-valued results Select this check box to force the assertion to create an
empty string when the user object does not have a value.
This ensures a consistent index length for all of the LDAP
attributes, even when some attributes do not exist for the
object. Example: When querying for objectClass=user and
mail is an LDAP attribute being mapped. Users without
a mail address causes a missing entry in the multivalued
context variable. Consider:

• user1 has 1 email address
• user2 has no email
• user3 has 2 email addresses

This results in cn[3] (contains three users), but mail[2]
(contains two mail entries). The inconsistent list length
makes it more difficult to retrieve user data. You will need
an additional query to handle the mail attribute. Selecting
the "Include empty..." option adds an empty string for
user2, resulting in mail[3] balancing with cn[3].

Clear this check box to not add an empty string for user
objects with no value. This may result in LDAP attributes
with varying index length. This is the default and it
replicates the behavior of the assertion prior to version 9.2.

 

Allow multiple search results Select this check box to allow multiple search results for
the LDAP query. When this option is used, the resulting
context variables are always multivalued.

Clear this check box to not allow multiple search results.

Note:

The "Allow multiple search results" option is disabled if the
search scope is "Base DN".

Maximum results If allowing multiple search results, enter the maximum
number of results permitted. The default "0" (zero)
indicates no limit.

Tip:

The setting [Fail assertion if search yields too many results]
lets you control what happens when the maximum is
exceeded.

Cache LDAP attribute values Select this check box to cache the LDAP search results.
When a search is performed, the Gateway uses cached
results first. This can improve performance in environments
where the data on the LDAP server changes infrequently.

Clear this check box to not cache any LDAP search results.
The LDAP directory is queried for every search.

Cache size If LDAP search results are being cached, specify the
maximum number of LDAP search results to be cached. A
size of '0' (zero) means an unlimited cache size.

Cache maximum age If LDAP search results are being cached, specify how long
to cache an item before the information is discarded.

Fail assertion if search yields no results Select this check box to have the assertion fail if no search
results are returned.

Clear this check box if the assertion should always succeed,
regardless of the search outcome.
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Fail assertion if search yields too many results Select this check box to fail the assertion if the number of
search results exceeds the specified maximum.

Clear this check box to never fail the assertion regardless of
the number of search results.

Note:

The "Fail assertion if search yields too many results" option
is disabled if the search scope is "Base DN".

3. Click [OK] when done.

 Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials Assertion
The Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials assertion requires an encrypted Username
Token element to be present and that it be encrypted with the same key that was used to sign the
timestamp or other parts of the message. This provides message level security without requiring a
client certificate. The client creates a new symmetric key and encrypts it for the server. The encrypted
symmetric key prevents the UsernameToken from being intercepted and attached to another message.

The Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials assertion requires an encrypted Username Token element to be
present and that it be encrypted with the same key that was used to sign the timestamp or other parts of the message. This
provides message level security without requiring a client certificate. The client creates a new symmetric key and encrypts
it for the server. The encrypted symmetric key prevents the UsernameToken from being intercepted and attached to another
message.

Note:  This assertion only ensures that client credentials are encrypted using the same key that was used elsewhere in the
message. To enforce the signing or encryption of other parts of a message, you need to include one or more of the following
assertions in the policy:  Require SSL or TLS Transport, Sign Element, or Encrypt Element. If response security is configured,
the response security will attempt to use (by reference) the session key used by the client in the request.

The Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials assertion requires message security features contained in WS-
Security version 1.1 or later.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Message.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Changing the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click the  <target>: Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials in the policy window and select
Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window.
The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. By default, all encryption methods are permitted. To choose specific methods to permit in the target message, select the
Specify permitted encryption methods check box and select the appropriate check boxes next to:
AES 128 CBC AES 192 CBC AES 256 CBC Triple DES AES 128 GCM AES 256 GCM

Note:

If your security provider does not support the "AES-GCM" encryption options, encryption/decryption attempts may fail at
runtime if these options are selected.

4. Click [OK].

 Require FTP Credential Assertion
The Require FTP Credentials assertion allows you to require FTP authentication—user name, plain text
password. This assertion is a credential source that saves the user name and password from the FTP
session for later authentication and authorization using the .

The Require FTP Credentials assertion allows you to require FTP authentication—user name, plain text password. This
assertion is a credential source that saves the user name and password from the FTP session for later authentication and
authorization using the Authenticate User or Group Assertion.

Using the Assertion
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• Add the assertion as described in Adding an Assertion.

The assertion is added to the policy window; no further configuration is required.

 Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion
The Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion allows you to require basic HTTP authentication—
user name, plain text password, and the authentication realm—as a string in the web service or XML
application request headers. This assertion is a credential source that saves the user name and password
from the HTTP headers for later authentication and authorization via the Authenticate User or Group
Assertion or the Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion. This assertion should be used in
conjunction with the Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion.

The Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion allows you to require basic HTTP authentication—user name, plain text
password, and the authentication realm—as a string in the web service or XML application request headers. This assertion is
a credential source that saves the user name and password from the HTTP headers for later authentication and authorization
via the Authenticate User or Group Assertion or the Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion. This assertion should be
used in conjunction with the Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion.

Note the following limitations when authenticating via HTTP Basic:

• The HTTP Basic specification defines the encoding of the username and password as ISO-8859-1. As a result, it is possible
to define users in the Internal Identity Provider using arbitrary encoding (for example, multi-byte characters), but these
users will not be authenticated successfully over HTTP Basic. 

Tip:

Consider using the Require WS-Security UsernameToken Profile Credentials Assertion instead for authentication in this
scenario. The WSS standard accepts arbitrary encoding. 

• The Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion does not support user names containing the ":" (colon) character.
• The Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion should not be used in NTLM Authentication scenarios where the Require

NTLM Authentication Credentials assertion is also present. Doing so may cause severe performance issues on the
Gateway.

Using the Assertion

• Add the assertion as described in Adding an Assertion.

The assertion is added to the policy window; no further configuration is required.

 Require HTTP Cookie Assertion
The Require HTTP Cookie assertion checks that a request contains a cookie with the same name as that
specified in the assertion. If the request does not contain a cookie with this name, then the assertion fails.  

The Require HTTP Cookie assertion checks that a request contains a cookie with the same name as that specified in the
assertion. If the request does not contain a cookie with this name, then the assertion fails.  

The HTTP Cookie assertion does not check the validity or expiry of a cookie. It only checks for the presence of a cookie.
A custom assertion such as the Access Resource Protected by JSAM assertion should be used to validate the content of the
cookie.

Policy Example

The following illustrates how this assertion might be used in a policy:

   "At least one assertion must evaluate to true" 

      Require HTTP Basic Credentials
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      HTTP Cookie: iPlanetDirectoryPro

   Access Resource Protected by JSAM (or another custom assertion that uses cookies)

   Route via HTTP(S) to URL
 

Note:  The HTTP Cookie assertion should be positioned after the Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion, within an "At
least one..." folder. The sample arrangement above does not imply that the Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion will
always be used if present. This is because the custom assertion that follows will check for both a cookie and user/password
credentials. If a valid cookie is found, it is used.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Require HTTP Cookie assertion sets the following context variable when a cookie is found. 

<prefix>.<cookieName>

Where:

• <prefix> is defined in the assertion properties (default: cookie)
• <cookieName> is the name of the cookie from the cookie header

For example, if the cookie header contains: var1=value1; var2=value2

The following context variables will be set:

• ${cookie.var1}, which contains the value of cookie "var1"
• ${cookie.var2}, which contains the value of cookie "var2"

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the HTTP Cookie Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-click
Require HTTP Cookie in the policy window and select HTTP Cookie Properties or double-click the assertion in the
policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows.

Settings Description

Cookie Name Enter the name of the cookie that is expected to contain the
request credentials.

Tip:

If a cookie with this name is found, the cookie value is
placed in the context variable: ${cookie.<cookieName>}
(based on the default prefix).

Variable Prefix Optionally, change the prefix that will be added to the
context variable created by this assertion. The prefix will
prevent the context variable from being overwritten if the
assertion appears more than once in a policy. The default
prefix is "cookie."

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see Context Variable Validation.

4. Click [OK] when done.
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 Require NTLM Authentication Credentials Assertion
The Require NTLM Authentication Credentials assertion allows a single point of authentication using
NTLM (NT LAN Manager). This assertion can also receive authorization data that is used to control
resource access. This data includes the full user name, home directory path, user account permissions, and
Group membership.

The Require NTLM Authentication Credentials assertion allows a single point of authentication using NTLM (NT LAN
Manager). This assertion can also receive authorization data that is used to control resource access. This data includes the full
user name, home directory path, user account permissions, and Group membership.

The connection is authenticated using the NTLM or Negotiate protocol and the Gateway challenges the requester until a
security context is established. Once the first authentication is established, the connection remains authenticated until either the
connection drops or the authentication times out.

Once NTLM Authentication is established, you can use the Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion or
the Authenticate User or Group Assertion to further authorize the user.

Keep in mind of the following points while using the Require NTLM Authentication Credentials assertion:

• The LDAP Identity Provider that is used in these assertions must match the one used in the Require NTLM Authentication
Credentials assertion. Changes to this assertion do not affect established connections.

• You can have only one active (executed) Require NTLM Authentication Credentials assertion in the policy. The others may
be present but should not be executed simultaneously, otherwise connection issues may occur.

• NTLM Proxy authentication is not supported in this version. Use pass-through NTLM instead.
• Users with single or multi-byte non-English characters in their names are not supported for NTLM authentication. As per

RFC-4120, Kerberos Principal names cannot contain non-ASCII characters.

Tip:

If you encounter NTLM connection issues, try switching to another browser.

Prerequisites:

1. To perform NTLM Authentication, you require a computer account with sufficient privileges to call the Netlogon service
on behalf of the client in the authenticating domain.

2. Trust between Active Directory domains must exist to perform NTLM pass-through authentication.
3. NTLM Configuration must already be enabled in the LDAP Identity Provider Wizard.

Contents:

Configure Delegation for Computer Account

To use NTLM Authentication, ensure that a computer account has been created on the Active Directory Server. Contact your
Active Directory administrator if you require assistance.

Once a computer account is created, configure it for delegation by following these steps:

1. Open the computer account and select the [Delegation] tab.
2. For the delegation, select Trust this computer for delegation to specified services only.
3. For the trust, select Use any authentication protocol.
4. Click [Add].
5. On the Add Services dialog, click [Users or Computers].
6. From the "Search results" list, select the server on which the netlogon service is running, and click [OK].
7. In Add Services, select netlogon under the Service Type column, and click [OK].
8. The [Delegation] tab displays the netlogon service available for the computer account.
9. The final step is to create a set_password.vbs script using the following template:

Dim objComputer

Set objComputer = GetObject("WinNT://<domain>/computer account name>$")
objComputer.SetPassword "<password>"
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Wscript.Quit

10. Execute the set_password.vbs script.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Require NTLM Authentication Credentials assertion sets the following context variables for inbound NTLM requests,
upon successful NTLM authentication. The default <prefix> is "ntlm" and can be changed in the assertion properties."

Note:  The variables in the table below (except for sAMAccountName) are set only if the user account has the corresponding
values set in the Active Directory.

Setting Description

<prefix> .sAMAccountName This is the pre-Windows 2000 user name, which is the only
required variable prefix.

<prefix> . fullName Contains the full user name of the account (first and last
name).

<prefix> .homeDirectory Contains the home directory path from the account profile.

<prefix> .homeDirectoryDrive Contains the home directory drive from the account profile.

<prefix> .userAccountFlags Sets the user flags for permissions.

<prefix> .session.key Contains the session key from the Netlogon server.

<prefix> .sid Contains the SID of the primary group.

<prefix> .sidGroups [index] This is a list of any additional SIDS of which the account is a
member.

<prefix> .logonDomainName The domain to which the user is logged.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, Require NTLM Authentication Credentials automatically appears. When modifying
the assertion, right-click Require NTLM Authentication Credentials in the policy window and select NTLM
Authentication Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. An authenticated connection can have one of the following maximum types of durations.

Setting Description

Default The timeout is unlimited.

Custom This is a timeout specific to the assertion, which can range
from 0 to 2147483647.

0 This is the same as "Default", in which there is an unlimited
time duration.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and
prevents the variables from overwriting each other when
multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

The default prefix is ntlm.

4. Click [OK] when done.

Note:  Once the maximum timeout period has been reached, the Gateway requests that the client authenticate again.

 Require Remote Domain Identity Assertion
The Require Remote Domain Identity assertion enables the Windows Domain Injection feature in the CA
API Gateway - XML VPN Client.
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The Require Remote Domain Identity assertion enables the Windows Domain Injection feature in the CA API Gateway - XML
VPN Client.

• When the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client executes this assertion, it will deduce the user name, domain name, and
client program name from the operating system and then insert them into the message header. On the CA API Gateway
- XML VPN Client, this assertion always succeeds.

• When the Gateway executes this assertion, it will examine the headers provided by the CA API Gateway - XML VPN
Client and then create the corresponding context variables. On the Gateway, this assertion succeeds only if the context
variables are set successfully.

For more information, see Configuring Windows Domain Injection in the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client
documentation.

Note:  If identity injection has been disabled on the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client, adding this assertion to a policy will
have no effect. Conversely, if identity injection has been enabled full time, it will occur even if this assertion is not used.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Require Remote Domain Identity assertion sets the following context variables. The default <prefix> is "injected" and can
be changed in the assertion properties.

Variable Description

<prefix> .user Contains the user name from the message header.

<prefix> .domain Contains the domain name from message header.

<prefix> .program Contains the client program name from the message header.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Require Remote Domain Identity in the policy window and select Remote Domain Identity Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3.  Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness and
will prevent the variables from overwriting each other when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Require SAML Token Profile Assertion

The Require SAML Token Profile assertion allows you to require SAML constraints in a policy. SAML (Security Assertions
Markup Language) validates a ticket to ensure that it falls within the required constraints. If validation succeeds, then the
Gateway passes the message through to the service. If validation fails, then the Gateway returns a SOAP fault.

The Require SAML Token Profile assertion is a credential source that saves subject information for later authorization via
the Authenticate User or Group assertion. This assertion can be used in tandem with the Protect Against Message Replay,
Sign Element, and Encrypt Element assertions. This assertion is also used as a credential source for an identity bridging
configuration.

The Require SAML Token Profile assertion supports both the SAML 1.1 and 2.0 standards.  

Note:  To avoid constraint conflicts, only a single Require SAML Token Profile assertion should be present in a policy.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Message.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Changing the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Require SAML Token Profile assertion sets the following context variable after it is used to validate an Attribute
Statement.

saml.attr. <attribute_name>

Where:

• saml.attr is a fixed prefix for all context variables created by this assertion
• <attribute_name> is the attribute that was validated, with the following transformations:
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• name is converted to lower case
• non-alphanumeric characters changed to underscores ('_')
• if the attribute begins with a number, an 'n' will be prepended
• all attribute values will be converted to a string if not already a string

Tip:

Technical tip: If the <attribute_name> begins or ends with white space, it cannot be accessed using the context variable
described above. You must extract it using an XPath assertion instead.

If an attribute contains more than one value, a multivalued context variable is created.

Examples:

An attribute named "fruit" with a single value "pear" can be accessed with the context variable ${saml.attr.fruit}, which
will yield "pear". If the attribute "fruit" contains multiple values, you can use ${saml.attr.fruit[0]} to access the first item,
${saml.attr.fruit[1]} for the second item, etc.

An attribute named "99 beers!" would be accessible as ${saml.attr.n99_beers_}.

Note:  Only attributes named in the assertion properties and validated are placed into context variables. Any other attributes
that may be present in the SAML token are ignored (these may be validated using schema validation and/or XPath assertions if
necessary).

Adding and Configuring the Assertion

1. Add the Require SAML Token Profile assertion to the policy development window as described in Adding an Assertion.
The SAML Token Profile Wizard appears.

2. Follow the wizard to complete the assertion. For details, see Configuring SAML Policies for Identity Bridging.

Editing the Assertion

1. In the policy development window, right-click  <target>: Require SAML <type> Statement and then select SAML
Token Profile Wizard. The wizard is displayed in edit mode.

2. In edit mode, each step in the wizard is represented by a tab. Select the appropriate tabs to edit. For more information about
each tab, refer to the following table for the corresponding step in the SAML Token Profile Wizard.

For information on the tab... See this step in the SAML Token Profile Wizard...

SAML Version Step 2: SAML Version

SAML Statement Type Step 3: SAML Statement Type

Authentication Methods Step 4: Authentication Methods

Authorization Statement Step 5: Authorization Statement

Attribute Statement Step 6: Attribute Statement

Subject Confirmation Step 7: Subject Confirmation

Name Identifier Step 8: Name Identifier

Conditions Step 9: Conditions

3. Click [OK] when done.

 Require SSH Credentials Assertion
The Require SSH Credentials assertion allows you to require a user's SSH credentials in a request. You
can require either the user name and plain text password only, or the user name and public key only, or
the user name and either the plain text password or the public key.

The Require SSH Credentials assertion allows you to require a user's SSH credentials in a request. You can require either
the user name and plain text password only, or the user name and public key only, or the user name and either the plain text
password or the public key.

This assertion is a credential source that saves the user name with the password or public key from the SSH session for later
authentication and authorization using the Authenticate User or Group Assertion.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
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• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
2. When adding the assertion, the Require SSH Credentials Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,

right-click Require SSH Credentials in the policy window and select Require SSH Credentials Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Specify the credentials that are required in the request: Password, Public Key, or both.
4. Click [OK] when done.

 Require SSL or TLS Transport With Client Authentication Assertion
The Require SSL or TLS Transport /Require SSL or TLS Transport with Client Authentication assertion
allows you to specify the SSL or TLS requirement to ensure transport-level confidentiality and integrity.
You can specify whether an SSL/TLS connection is required, optional, or forbidden.

The Require SSL or TLS Transport /Require SSL or TLS Transport with Client Authentication assertion allows you to specify
the SSL or TLS requirement to ensure transport-level confidentiality and integrity. You can specify whether an SSL/TLS
connection is required, optional, or forbidden.

You can optionally require client certificate authentication and can control whether to check the validity period of the client
certificate prior to gathering credentials.

Note:  When requiring client certificate authentication, the assertion will behave as a credential source that saves the client
certificate from the SSL-TLS handshake for later authentication and authorization via the Authenticate User or Group
assertion.

This assertion appears in two different assertion palettes:

• When accessed from the Access Control palette, this assertion is labeled "Require SSL or TLS Transport with Client
Authentication" and has the Require Client Certificate Authentication check box selected by default.

• When access from the Transport Layer Security palette, this assertion is labeled "Require SSL or TLS Transport" and
does not have the Require Client Certificate Authentication check box selected by default.

In either instance, you are free to toggle this check box according to your needs.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click [Require|Forbid|Optional] SSL or TLS Transport <with Client Authentication> in the policy window and
select SSL or TLS Transport Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are
displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Select the SSL or TLS requirements • Required: Select this option to disallow requests that do
not arrive over an SSL-secured connection. This setting
is the default setting for the assertion. When you select
Required, the Peer Authentication options are enabled.

• Optional: Select this option to configure the Gateway
to match the behavior of the incoming request.
Requests are not required to arrive over an SSL-secured
connection.

• Forbidden: Select this option to disallow requests that
arrive over an SSL-secured connection. This setting
can be used to discourage users of a free service from
consuming server SSL resources without paying for an
upgraded account.
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Require Client Certificate Authentication Indicates whether the client certificate needs to be
authenticated:

• Select this check box to gather the client certificate to
be authenticated later in the policy by an authentication
assertion (for example, Authenticate User or Group
Assertion).

This indicates that a client certificate is required as part
of the SSL-TLS handshake. The client certificate is used
to authenticate the service requestor.

This check box is available only when "Select the SSL
or TLS requirements" is set to Required.

 

Note:

Selecting the check box does not ensure that the client
certificate will be authenticated. The Require SSL or
TLS Transport with Client Authentication assertion
only behaves as a credential source assertion. An
authentication assertion must be present in the policy to
authenticate the certificate.

• Clear this check box to not gather the client certificate.
This makes the "Require SSL or TLS Transport with
Client Authentication Assertion" (accessed from the
Access Control palette) identical to the "Require SSL or
TLS Transport Assertion" (accessed from the Transport
Layer Security palette).

Check Client Certificate Validity Period Controls whether the validity period of the client certificate
is checked during SSL-secured connections.

• Select this check box to check the validity period of
the client certificate and not gather credentials if the
certificate is expired. This option will not populate the
${request.ssl.clientCertificate} variable. This setting is
the default.

• Clear this check box to not check the client certificate
validity period and gather credentials from all
client certificates. This options will allow the
${request.ssl.clientCertificate} variable to be populated
with expired certificates.

Note:

(1) Although expired certificate information may be
gathered, such certificates cannot be used to authenticate
users. For example, the Authenticate User or Group
assertion will fail when an expired certificate is used. (2)
Regardless of whether you check the validity period prior
to gathering the credentials, validity will still be checked
if an actual authentication is attempted (using the Internal
Identity Provider, Federated Identity Provider, or LDAP
Identity Provider).

4. Click [OK] when done. 

 

 Require Windows Integrated Authentication Credentials Assertion
The Require Windows Integrated Authentication Credentials assertion requires the presence of credentials
from a Windows domain in the request.
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The Require Windows Integrated Authentication Credentials assertion requires the presence of credentials from a Windows
domain in the request.

As this assertion is a credential source, ensure that there no other conflicting credential sources in the policy (for example, the
Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion).

The Require Windows Integrated Authentication Credentials assertion places the realm of the client (which should be an
expected value for the identity provider) into the kerberos.realm context variable. This enables policy decisions based on this
aspect of the client credential and is useful in situations where the client can be from multiple domains/realms. For example: 

EAST.MYCOMPANY.COM
WEST.MYCOMPANY.COM

The realm is displayed when using the Manage Kerberos Configuration task. Ensure that the realm has been validated by this
task before an Kerberos authentication is attempted.

This assertion supports both the Kerberos and NTLM protocols for Windows Integrated Authentication. To allow a service
policy to automatically handle both protocols, you should structure your policy so that both the Require Windows Integrated
Authentication Credentials and Require NTLM Authentication Credentials assertions are present in the policy (in that order):

Note:  The policy fragment above does not support delegated credentials use case. It is intended to support authentication of
the user credentials using available authentication assertions only.

Using the Assertion

1. Add the assertion to the policy development window. For more information, see Adding an Assertion. The assertion is
added to the policy window; no further configuration is required.

2. Move the assertion to the place in the policy list where enforcement should occur.
3. Optionally use the Authenticate User or Group assertion to limit access to specific users from an LDAP Identity Provider.

Note: If you do this, be sure the Active Directory server has been configured as an LDAP provider.

Note:

• Configure the Gateway for Kerberos Token-Based Authentication

 Require WS-Secure Conversation Assertion
The Require WS-Secure Conversation assertion allows you to require that request and response messages
be secured using a secure conversation session. Specifically, messages must:

The Require WS-Secure Conversation assertion allows you to require that request and response messages be secured using a
secure conversation session. Specifically, messages must:

• Include a "SecurityContextToken" referencing an already-established WS-Secure Conversation session
• Include at least one element signed with the shared secret from this session as proof of possession of the session shared

secret

The Require WS-Secure Conversation assertion is a credential source that saves the user that owns the session for later
authorization via the Authenticate User or Group Assertion. This assertion can be used in tandem with the Protect Against
Message Replay, Sign Element, and Encrypt Element assertions.

Some more information about using WS-Secure Conversation on the Gateway:

• The Require WS-Secure Conversation assertion, by itself, does not require that the request message contain a timestamp,
and does not check the validity of any time stamp that might be present. To protect against stale or replayed messages, use
the Require WS-Secure Conversation assertion with the Protect Against Message Replay Assertion.

• This assertion may behave unexpectedly if there are two users in different identity providers, with both recognizing the
same certificate credentials.

• To enable persistence for WS-Secure Conversation sessions, set the cluster
property wss.secureConversation.clusterSessions to "true". This will allow WSSC sessions to be shared between cluster
nodes.

• Federated virtual users are not compatible with secure conversation. For more information on virtual users, see Federated
Identity Provider Users and Groups.

Context Variable Created by This Assertion

When the Require WS-Secure Conversation assertion is used, it creates the following context variable that contains the secure
conversation context in the inbound request message:
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inboundSC.session

To access the session ID, use ${inboundSC.session.id}.

Using the Assertion

• Add the assertion to the policy development window as described in Adding an Assertion.

The assertion is added to the policy window; no further configuration is required.

 Require WS-Security Kerberos Token Profile Credentials Assertion
 

 

The Require WS-Security Kerberos Token Profile Credentials assertion requires that the request message contains a valid
WSS1.1 Kerberos Token (specifically, a GSS wrapped Kerberos v5 AP-REQ, as defined in the GSSAPI specification).

This assertion places the realm of the client in the kerberos.realm context variable. This enables policy decisions based on this
aspect of the client credential and is useful in situations where the client can be from multiple domains/realms. For example:

EAST.MYCOMPANY.COM
WEST.MYCOMPANY.COM

For more information on the Kerberos specification, see http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/v1.1/. From there, you can download
the wss-v1.1-spec-pr-KerberosTokenProfile-01 document in either HTML or PDF format.

Note:  (1) When authenticating users with Kerberos, the realm must be validated before authentication is performed. Ensure
that the kerberos.realm context variable is an expected value for the identity provider. (2) The Gateway must be correctly
configured to use the Require WS-Security Kerberos Token Profile Credentials assertion.

Using the Assertion

1. Add the assertion to the policy development window. For more information, see Add an Assertion. The assertion is added
to the policy window; no further configuration is required.

2. Move the assertion to the place in the policy list where Kerberos authentication should occur.
3. Optionally use the Authenticate User or Group assertion to provide access to the LDAP Identity Provider. Note: If you do

this, be sure the Active Directory server has been configured as an LDAP provider.

 Require WS-Security Password Digest Credentials Assertion
The Require WS-Security Password Digest Credentials assertion allows you to require that a WSS Digest
token is present with a matching username and password. You can optionally check whether a timestamp
or nonce is present, but this assertion does not confirm whether the timestamp has expired nor does it
enforce that the nonce is not reused.

The Require WS-Security Password Digest Credentials assertion allows you to require that a WSS Digest token is present with
a matching username and password. You can optionally check whether a timestamp or nonce is present, but this assertion does
not confirm whether the timestamp has expired nor does it enforce that the nonce is not reused.

This assertion will succeed if the processed security header of the target message contains at least one WSS Digest Token with
a matching username and password.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Message.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Changing the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click  <target>: Require WS-Security Password Credentials in the policy window and select Require WS-
Security Signature Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. 

3.  Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Expected Usename Specify the expected username in the WSS Digest Token.
You may reference context variables.
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Expected Password Enter the expected password. You may type a plaintext
password, however it is highly recommended that you
reference the password using the ${secpass.*.plaintext}
context variable instead.

Show Password Select this check box to display the password as it is
being typed. Clear this check box to obfuscate the typed
password.

Require Timestamp Select this check box to require that a timestamp be present.

Note:

This assertion does not confirm whether the timestamp has
expired.

Require Nonce Select this check box to require that a nonce is present.

Note:

This assertion does not enforce whether the nonce is not
reused.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Require WS-Security Signature Credentials Assertion
The Require WS-Security Signature Credentials assertion allows you to require that the web service or
XML application target message:

The Require WS-Security Signature Credentials assertion allows you to require that the web service or XML application target
message:

• Includes an X.509 BinarySecurityToken containing a client certificate
• Has at least one element signed by that client certificate's private key as a proof of possession of the private key for the

client certificate.

The Require WS-Security Signature Credentials assertion is a credential source that saves the certificate from the
X.509 BinarySecurityToken for later authorization via the Authenticate User or Group or Authenticate Against Identity
Provider assertions. This assertion can be used in tandem with the Protect Against Message Replay, Sign Element, and Encrypt
Element assertions.

The Require WS-Security Signature Credentials assertion supports version 1.0 of the WS-Security standard. The Gateway
creates and uses X.509 v3 certificates.

Warning:

The Require WS-Security Signature Credentials assertion, by itself, does not require that the request message contain a
timestamp, and does not check the validity of any timestamp that might be present. To protect against stale or replayed
messages, use the Require WS-Security Signature Credentials assertion with the Protect Against Message Replay
Assertion.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click  <target>: Require WS-Security Signature Credentials in the policy window and select WS-Security
Signature Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:WS-Security Signature settings:

Setting Description
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Allow multiple signatures Select this check box to permit multiple signatures in a
policy.

Clear the check box to disallow multiple signatures. If
this check box is not selected and multiple signatures are
present, then the assertion will fail.

For more information, see Multiple X.509 Signatures in
Policies.

Signature Element Variable To pick a particular signature to use with an authentication,
ensure that an XPath assertion (for example, Sign Element,
Encrypt Element) has been used to set a context variable
to restrict the processed signatures. Then enter the context
variable in the Signature Element Variable field.

The following is a simple example of an XPath expression
containing signature information in the header:

/soapenv:Envelope/soapenv:Header/wsse:Security/
ds:Signature[1]

Note:

The ".element" variable is not compatible with the Require
WS-Security Signature Credentials assertion; use the
".elements" variable instead. For more information about
the XPath context variables, see the Evaluate Request
XPath and Evaluate Response XPath assertions.

Signature Reference Element Variable Enter a context variable that will be used to select the
signature by (one or more) elements that it signs. This
variable may be used in addition to the Signature Element
Variable.

The Signature Element Variable identifies the set of
acceptable signatures (which is all signatures in the
message if the variable is not set). The Signature
Reference Element Variable further restricts that set of
signatures to ones that have signed the desired elements (if
the variable is set previously using XPath assertions).

Note:

Specifying a Signature Reference Element Variable is not
validating the signature reference—it is only for signature
selection. The Require Signed Element assertion is still
required to verify that the correct message parts are signed.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Require WS-Security UsernameToken Profile Credentials Assertion
The Require WS-Security UsernameToken Profile Credentials assertion allows you to require basic WS-
Security UsernameToken authentication of user name, plain text password, and the authentication realm
in a section of the XML message for the web service or XML application. This assertion is a credential
source that saves the user name and password from the WSS UsernameToken for later authentication and
authorization via the Authenticate User or Group Assertion.

The Require WS-Security UsernameToken Profile Credentials assertion allows you to require basic WS-Security
UsernameToken authentication of user name, plain text password, and the authentication realm in a section of the XML
message for the web service or XML application. This assertion is a credential source that saves the user name and password
from the WSS UsernameToken for later authentication and authorization via the Authenticate User or Group Assertion.

This assertion supports version 1.0 of the WS-Security standard. The Gateway creates and uses X.509 v3 certificates.

Tip:
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Since the Require WS-Security UsernameToken Profile Credentials assertion requires a plain text password to be inserted into
the service message, also select the Require SSL or TLS Transport assertion when using basic WS Token authentication.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Using the Assertion

• Add the assertion to the policy development window as described in Adding an Assertion.

The assertion is added to the policy window; no further configuration is required.

 Require XPath Credentials Assertion
The Require XPath Credentials assertion looks for a login (user name) and password in the current
request using a pair of XPath expressions. If the target credentials are found in the message, then the
Gateway sets the current request's credentials using the contents of the elements described by the XPath
expressions and optionally removes the original elements from the request.

The Require XPath Credentials assertion looks for a login (user name) and password in the current request using a pair of
XPath expressions. If the target credentials are found in the message, then the Gateway sets the current request's credentials
using the contents of the elements described by the XPath expressions and optionally removes the original elements from the
request.

Note:  In order to use the Require XPath Credentials assertion, both a user name and password must be configured for the
identity or identities in the policy. For more information, see the Authenticate User or Group Assertion.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the XPath Credentials Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click <target>: Require XPath Credentials... in the policy window and select XPath Credentials Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Login XPath Expression The XPath 1.0 expression that will locate the element
containing the login ID or user name. The default
expressions is:

/s:Envelope/s:Body//Username (SOAP) //Username(non-
SOAP)

Click [Edit XPath] if you need to select another
expression. For more information, see Selecting an XPath.

Tip:

Before constructing XPath expressions for the login/
user name and password elements, consult the service's
namespace map to view and choose the appropriate
namespace prefixes. To access the map, click [Edit
Namespaces] while selecting an XPath to see the default
namespaces and prefixes.
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Remove Login from request if found Select this check box to have the Gateway remove the
element containing the login/user name value from the
request message. Use this option when credentials must be
authenticated by the Gateway but not communicated to the
protected service.

Tip:

A request message will never expose login information
if the message uses context variables to hold a user's
credentials. Thus, login information will not be exposed
regardless of whether the Remove Login from request if
found check box is selected.

Password XPath Expression The XPath 1.0 expression that will locate the element
containing the password. The default is:

/s:Envelope/s:Body//Password (SOAP)  //Password (non-
SOAP)

Click [Edit XPath] to construct this expression. For more
information, see Selecting an XPath.

Remove Password from request if found Select this check box to have the Gateway remove the
element containing the password value from the request
message, but save the credentials in memory.

Tip:

For greater flexibility, you may reference context variables in an XPath expression. For more information, see Context
Variables for XPaths.

4. If necessary, click [Namespaces] to edit the namespace map.
5. Click [OK] when done.

 Retrieve Credentials from Context Variable Assertion
Using the Retrieve Credentials from Context Variable assertion, you can use an X.509 certificate
contained in a specified context variable as if had arrived as X.509 credentials (for example, from
an SSL client certificate or from a WS-Security signature). These credentials can then be used for
authentication purposes in the or .

Using the Retrieve Credentials from Context Variable assertion, you can use an X.509 certificate contained in a specified
context variable as if had arrived as X.509 credentials (for example, from an SSL client certificate or from a WS-Security
signature). These credentials can then be used for authentication purposes in the Authenticate User or Group Assertion
or Authenticate Against Identity Provider Assertion.

This assertion can be used with the context variables created by the (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element Assertion.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Warning:

WARNING: Only use certificate credentials from an entity that has proven that it possesses the corresponding private
key (for example, from a digital signature or a TLS client certificate). Do not use certificates from unverified sources.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click <target>: Retrieve Credentials from Context Variable: <variable> in the policy window and select
Credentials from Context Variable Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion
properties are displayed.

3. Enter a context variable containing an X.509 certificate. The Gateway uses this certificate as though it had arrived from
conventional credential sources.

4. Click [OK].
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 Retrieve Kerberos Authentication Credentials Assertion
The Retrieve Kerberos Authentication Credentials assertion enables the Gateway to support the following
extensions to the Kerberos Protocol:

The Retrieve Kerberos Authentication Credentials assertion enables the Gateway to support the following extensions to the
Kerberos Protocol:

• Protocol Transition (S4U2Self): This is used for clients that require access to Active Directory resources, but are unable
to acquire a Kerberos token. The Protocol Transition delegation method allows the Gateway to request a Kerberos service
ticket on behalf of the client. The client may be using any other authentication methods, such as: basic, or certificate-based
authentication, or SAML tokens.

• Constrained Delegation (S4U2Proxy): Using this method, the client sends a service ticket that will be presented
along with the server's TGT (Ticket Granting  Ticket) to Active Directory. This is used to request a service ticket using
constrained delegation to another service. Only services in a previously configured list can receive a service ticket.
Constrained delegation ensures that only authorized authenticated servers are permitted to perform constrained delegation
to the next server.

For a summary of the configuration required to support each delegation method, see "Using the Protocol Transition Delegation
Method" and "Using the Constrained Proxy Delegation Method" below.

Prerequisites:

• Kerberos and the Active Directory should be configured and operational
• A valid keytab file has been generated on the Active Directory server
• CA API Gateway must have a valid keytab uploaded, if keytab-based authentication is used

Using the Protocol Transition Delegation Method

The following is a summary of the workflow for using the "Protocol Transition" delegation method. Note: These instructions
assume familiarity with Active Directory. If you require assistance, please contact your AD administrator.

Step 1: Configure the Gateway account on the Active Directory:

1. Log in to the Active Directory and open the properties for the Gateway account.
2. In the Properties dialog: access [Delegation] tab > choose Trust this user for delegation to specified services only >

choose Use any authentication protocol below it.
3. Click [Add] below the list > click [Users or Computers] in the Add Services dialog > click [Advanced] in the Select

Users or Computers dialog.
4. Click [Find Now] in the Select Users or Computers dialog and then select the server that requires Kerberos authentication.
5. Click [OK] to dismiss the dialog boxes until you return to the Add Services dialog.
6. Select the "http" service and then click [OK].
7. Click [OK] to close the Gateway account Properties dialog.

Step 2: Create a new service and construct a policy that includes:

• One or more credential source assertions (for example, Require HTTP Basic Credentials)
• An identity assertion (for example, Authenticate Against Identity Provider)
• Retrieve Kerberos Authentication Credentials assertion
• Route via HTTP(S) assertion

Step 3: Configure the Retrieve Kerberos Authentication Credentials assertion as follows:

• Realm: Realm of service
• Target SPN: Service Principal Name of the destination service protected by Kerberos. The Kerberos ticket obtained by the

Gateway from KDC is passed to that service.
• Gateway Credentials: Can be either option. If Gateway credentials is "Use Gateway Keytab", then the credentials stored

in the keytab file will be used, otherwise you must provide credentials in the assertions.
• Delegation Method: Choose Protocol Transition
• Authenticated User: Use either last authenticated user or provide an authenticated user name and user realm.
• User Realm: The realm of the user. If the user's realm differs from the service realm, the Gateway automatically

performs a Kerberos cross-realm referral authentication. For more information about this process, refer to: http://
msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc246109.aspx.

Step 4: Configure the Route via HTTP(S) assertion:

• In the [Target] tab, set the route URL.

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc246109.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc246109.aspx
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• In the [Security] tab, choose the Service Authentication method Use Windows Integrated and then choose Use Delegated
Credentials.

Step 5: Call the service from a client that is not a part of the authenticating domain or does not have a trusted relationship with
the domain.

Using the Constrained Proxy Delegation Method

The following is a summary of the workflow for using the "Constrained Proxy" delegation method. Note: These instructions
assume familiarity with Active Directory. If you require assistance, please contact your AD administrator.

Step 1: Configure the Gateway account on the Active Directory:

1. Log in to the Active Directory and open the properties for the Gateway account.
2. In the Properties dialog: access [Delegation] tab > choose Trust this user for delegation to specified services only >

choose Use Kerberos only below it.
3. Click [Add] below the list > click [Users or Computers] in the Add Services dialog > click [Advanced] in the Select

Users or Computers dialog.
4. Click [Find Now] in the Select Users or Computers dialog and then select the server that requires Kerberos authentication.
5. Click [OK] to dismiss the dialog boxes until you return to the Add Services dialog.
6. Select the "http" service and then click [OK].
7. Click [OK] to close the Gateway account Properties dialog.

Step 2: Create a new service and construct a policy that includes the following assertions:

• Require Windows Integrated Authentication Credentials
• Retrieve Kerberos Authentication Credentials
• Route via HTTP(S)

Step 3: Configure the Retrieve Kerberos Authentication Credentials assertion as follows:

• Realm: Realm of authenticated user (provided in the assertion; Gateway will not locate the realm from the KDC)
• Target SPN: Service Principal Name of the destination service protected by Kerberos. The Kerberos ticket obtained by the

Gateway from KDC is passed to that service.
• Gateway Credentials: Can be either option. If Gateway credentials is "Use Gateway Keytab", then the credentials stored

in the keytab file will be used, otherwise you must provide credentials in the assertions.
• Delegation Method: Choose Constrained Proxy

Step 4: Configure the Route via HTTP(S) assertion:

• In the [Target] tab, set the route URL.
• In the [Security] tab, choose the Service Authentication method Use Windows Integrated and then choose Use Delegated

Credentials.

Step 5: Call the service from the client that is logged to the authenticating domain or has trusted relationship with the domain.

Kerberos Service Ticket/Session Caching

The Gateway implements Kerberos referral/credentials ticket caching to minimize the number of requests sent to the KDC
(Key Distribution Center) and improve transaction response time. The entire referral chain is stored in the cache, as well as
the session key. These are reused later when generating a new service ticket. The following cluster properties can be used to
configure the cache:

• kerberos.cache.size: Sets the maximum size of the cache.
• kerberos.cache.timeToLive: Limits the maximum time the Kerberos tickets are store. If any ticket in the chain expire before

the maximum period is reached, the entire chain is discarded and the Gateway will request new referral tickets and session
keys from the KDC again.

For more information about these and other Kerberos-related cluster properties, see Kerberos Cluster Properties.

Note the following limitations to the Kerberos caching:

• Cached data is not persisted to the data source.
• Cached data is not synchronized to all cluster node.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
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2. When adding the assertion, the Kerberos Authentication Credentials Properties dialog automatically appears; when
modifying the assertion, right-click Retrieve Kerberos Authentication Credentials in the policy window and select
Kerberos Authentication Credentials Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion
properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows: Kerberos Authentication Credentials settings

Setting Description

KDC Settings

 

Enter the following information about the KDC. You may
reference context variables in either field.

• Realm: Enter the location of the KDC.
• Target SPN: Enter the routing destination service

principal name.

The Target SPN will be used with the Realm to look up the
service principal name from the keytab file, if a multiple
principal keytab file is provided. For more information on
multiple principal keytab files, see Using Windows Domain
Login.

Gateway Credentials Specify the credentials for the KDC that will be used to
authenticate the Gateway in order to obtain a TGT (Ticket
Granting Ticket) on the client's behalf. Choose from the
following:

• Use Gateway Keytab: Use the credentials from the
keytab that was uploaded to the Gateway. For more
information, see Managing Kerberos Configuration.

• Use Configured Credentials: Specify the credentials to
use in the following fields:

• Name: Enter the username.
• Password: From the drop-down list, select the

Password to use to log in. If the password you require is
not listed, click [Managed Stored Passwords] to add it
to the list of store passwords. For more information, see
Managing Stored Passwords.

Tip:

You cannot type the password directly here; it must be
defined in the Gateway's secure password storage.
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Delegation Method Choose the delegation method to use:

• Protocol Transition: Choose this option to use the user
login credentials from the policy enforcement context
to request a Kerberos service ticket from KDC (Key
Distribution Center) for the Gateway on behalf of the
authenticated user. This ticket will be passed to the
destination service protected by Kerberos via the routing
assertion. The Gateway account must be configured to
enable delegation to specified services only using any
authentication protocol.

Note:  To use this method, the user must have been
authenticated via one of the credential source assertions
such as Require HTTP Basic Credentials.

• Constrained Proxy (Kerberos Only): Choose this
option if the client forwarded Kerberos service ticket
to the Gateway to act on behalf of the client when the
Gateway has limited access to the services protected by
Kerberos. The Gateway will present this ticket to KDC
in exchange to a new ticket for the destination service.
The Gateway account must be configured to enable
delegation to specified services only using Kerberos
authentication protocol.

Note:  Currently, only the Route via HTTP(S) assertion
supports Kerberos constrained delegation.

Authenticated User

("Protocol Transition" delegation method only)

When the delegation method is "Protocol Transition",
identify the user who will be acquiring the Kerberos ticket.
You may reference context variables.

This panel is disabled when delegation method is
"Constrained Proxy".

• Last Authenticated User: Use the most recently
authenticated user.

• Specify User Name: Specify any user specified in the
User CN text field. You can enter any of the following:

• a user CN name
• a context variable that contains the user CN name
• either of the predefined context variables:

${request.authenticateduser} or
${request.authenticatedusers[<index>]}

• User Realm: Enter the realm of the authenticated user.
If left blank, this assertion will use the service realm as
the user realm.

Tip:

When the user's realm differs from the service realm, the
Gateway automatically performs a Kerberos cross-realm
referral authentication, obtaining the necessary referral
ticket(s) in the background. For more information, refer to:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc246109.aspx.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Retrieve SAML Browser Artifact Assertion
The Retrieve SAML Browser Artifact assertion uses the credentials in a request message to obtain a
SAML Browser Artifact from a SAML Single Sign-On (SSO) endpoint. The SSO endpoint authenticates
a requestor using either Basic Authentication or HTML Form POST Authentication. If authentication
succeeds, the Gateway parses the redirect header and saves the "SAMLart" parameter in memory for
future assertions in the same policy to use.

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc246109.aspx
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The Retrieve SAML Browser Artifact assertion uses the credentials in a request message to obtain a SAML Browser Artifact
from a SAML Single Sign-On (SSO) endpoint. The SSO endpoint authenticates a requestor using either Basic Authentication
or HTML Form POST Authentication. If authentication succeeds, the Gateway parses the redirect header and saves the
"SAMLart" parameter in memory for future assertions in the same policy to use.

The Retrieve SAML Browser Artifact assertion is useful for "mixed-mode" SAML interactions in which an initial request
containing a user's credentials establishes a SSO session that can be used in subsequent browser-based requests from the same
user. Multiple instances of this assertion can be used in a policy if required.

The saved SAML artifact value can be used in the Evaluate Regular Expression assertion by entering the variable
"${samlBrowserArtifact.artifact}" in the Replacement field in the Evaluate Regular Expression Properties. This is useful when
resources require different SAMLart parameters.

Note:  The Retrieve SAML Browser Artifact assertion should be placed after the credential source assertion (such as the
Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion) and before the assertion that uses the obtained context parameters (such as the
Evaluate Regular Expression assertion).

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the SAML Browser Artifact Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click Retrieve SAML Browser Artifact in the policy window and select SAML Browser Artifact Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

SAML Single Sign-On Endpoint URL Enter the URL of the SAML identity provider endpoint.
This URL must include both the Single Sign-On (SSO)
endpoint and the corresponding service endpoint.

If the SSO system returns a '302' status code after
processing, then the assertion succeeds and will proceed
to process the service endpoint URL. If the SSO system
returns a non-302 status code, the assertion will fail,
possibly resulting in a failure of the policy if:

• the target redirect URL cannot be parsed, or if
• the result does not match the SAML Artifact Query

Parameter specified below,

Note:

The URL specified here is only for authentication, not
message routing. Even if the URL is the same as the
endpoint of the service, the Route via HTTP(S) assertion is
still required to route service messages.

SAML Artifact Query Parameter This field is populated with the default value "SAMLart".
SAMLart is the type of cookie returned from the SSO
system, which is then sent on to the target URL. If the
return cookie is not the same type as the value in the SAML
Artifact Query Parameter, then the assertion will fail.

The SAMLart setting should suffice for most usage
scenarios of the Retrieve SAML Browser Artifact
assertion. You should change the default value only if the
administrator of the Single Sign-On system has chosen a
different parameter name. The value in the SAML Artifact
Query Parameter field is case sensitive.

4. Examine the information in the Authentication Summary box. There are two types of authentication
methods:Authentication methods:

Method Description
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Basic Authentication The Basic Authentication method uses a Require HTTP
Basic Credentials, Require WS-Security UsernameToken
Profile Credentials, or Retrieve XPath Credentials assertion
to extract credentials from an incoming request message.
Credentials are passed to the Single Sign-On (SSO)
endpoint in an HTTP message header.

This is the default authentication method.

Form Authentication Like Basic Authentication, Form Authentication uses a
credential source assertion to extract credentials from an
incoming request message, but uses an HTML form to pass
the credentials to the SSO endpoint. Form parameters can
be auto-detected or manually configured.

5. Do one of the following:

1. • To use the default Basic Authentication, click [OK]. The assertion is added to the policy development window.
• To change to Form Authentication, click [Edit]. The Configure Authentication dialog appears.

 Use WS-Federation Credential Assertion
The Use WS-Federation Credential assertion submits credentials from the current request to the local
ADFS Server. This assertion has two modes of operation:

The Use WS-Federation Credential assertion submits credentials from the current request to the local ADFS Server. This
assertion has two modes of operation:

• Token Request: A login and password authenticated token request is submitted to the local ADFS Server. On success a
SAML token is added to the current request's SOAP security header.

In "Token Request" mode, the Use WS-Federation Credential assertion takes credentials gathered by a preceding credential
source assertion, such as the transport-level Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion or message-level Require WS-Security
UsernameToken Profile Credentials assertion, and requests a token from the local ADFS Server. In "Token Exchange" mode,
the WS-Federation Passive Credential assertion uses a SAML token from the request.

• Token Exchange: A SAML token authenticated token request is submitted to the local ADFS Server. On success, a SAML
token is added to the current request's SOAP security header.

In "Token Exchange" mode, the WS-Federation Passive Credential assertion uses a SAML token from the request. If the
token request/exchange is successful, a SAML token will replace the current request's credentials. If the message's original
credentials are XML-based, then the XML element containing those credentials will be removed from the message.

For more information on configuring the Gateway to use WS-Federation credentials, see Configuring WS-Federation
Credential Exchange in the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client documentation.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the WS-Federation Request Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click [Obtain|Exchange|Authenticate] Credentials using WS-Federation Request to... in the policy window and
select WS-Federation Request Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are
displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Action From the drop-down list, select whether to perform
a Token Request or Token Exchange. Refer to the
introduction to this topic for the differences.

Token Service URL Enter the complete URL of the WS-Federation server.

The server must be running and configured to accept
requests containing the values configured below.

Reply URL Optionally enter the address of the federated service.
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Realm Enter the SOAP payload namespace URI of the requesting
realm. This should match the Realm entered for the
Gateway account.

The Realm is only for token request actions.

Authenticate with service If the protected service requires authentication, select
this check box to have the Gateway authenticate with the
protected service.

Context The context information that should be passed in with the
request.

Include freshness timestamp Select this check box to include a timestamp. The
timestamp is available only for token request actions.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Write LDAP Assertion
The Write LDAP Assertion allows you to update LDAP entries and attributes on the LDAP server using
LDIF. Using this assertion, you can:

The Write LDAP Assertion allows you to update LDAP entries and attributes on the LDAP server using LDIF. Using this
assertion, you can:

• Create a LDAP DN/entry and create attributes (single or multi-valued) within the DN.
• Update attributes (single or multi-valued) within the DN.
• Modify the DN or rename the DN.
• Delete the DN/entry and delete attributes (single or multi-valued) within the DN.

Note:

The Write LDAP assertion is intended for system administrators or technical users well versed with the LDAP structure. This
assertion does not validate data against the LDAP schema before sending the update request to the LDAP server.

This assertion uses the LDAP Identity Provider to manage the connection to the LDAP server; Simple LDAP is not supported.

Prerequisites:

• Familiarity with LDIF (click here for examples of LDIF statements)
• Knowledge of LDAP server's schema
• Knowledge of the structure of the LDAP tree
• Knowledge of the required attributes when creating a container/DN/entry;
• Required fields specified by the LDAP schema
• The LDAP Identity Provider allows updates

Contents:

Context Variables

This assertion populates the following context variable:

Variable Description

${ <prefix> .error.msg} Returns any errors after executing the assertion, in the raw
format as provided by the LDAP provider.

Cluster Properties

None

Properties

Setting What you should know...

https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-US/Red_Hat_Directory_Server/8.2/html/Administration_Guide/Creating_Directory_Entries-LDIF_Update_Statements.html
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LDAP Connector Select the LDAP Identity Provider to update. Only those with
write permissions are listed here.

Tip:

The write permission is set in Step 1 of the LDAP Identity
Provider Wizard, in the "Allow updates from" check box.

DN Specify the DN to change here. This DN must be located with
the Write Base DN specified in the LDAP Identity Provider
Wizard. You may specify context variables.

Attempting to change any DN that lies outside of the
permitted Write Base DN causes this assertion to fail.

Changetype Choose the operation to perform: Add, Delete, Modify,
Modrdn

Attributes and Values Set the Attributes and Values for the change types Add,
Modify, and Modrdn. You may reference context variables
for the Value, but not the Attribute.

Examples:

• Attribute = 'objectClass', Value = 'posixAccount'
• Attribute = 'sn', Value = '${uid}'

Tip:

(1) You can write binary data to an attribute. The binary
data can be accessed by context variables but are stored in
Base64-encoded format. Append ;converttobinary to the
attribute name. This instructs the assertion to convert the
Base64-encoded data to binary when writing to the attribute.
(2) For multi-valued attributes like 'description', you can add
multiple entries to the list or modify multiple entries at once.

Note:

For security, you cannot enter the entire LDIF statement at
once. You must enter each item separately.

Prefix Enter a prefix to add to the context variable created by this
assertion. The default prefix is ldapWrite.

Changetype: Add

To add an attribute:

1. Select the Changetype Add.
2. Click Add.
3. Enter the Attribute and Value and click OK.
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Changetype: Modify

To add, replace, or delete attributes:

1. Select the Changetype Modify.
2. Click Add.
3. Add entries that describe the Modify operations to perform. These operations available are: add, replace, delete. Separate

each operation with a hyphen. You can add multiple entries for attributes that are multi-valued.

Changetype: Delete

To delete an LDAP Container:

1. Enter the DN.
2. Select Changetype Delete.
3. Do not specify any Attributes or Values.

Example:

In the following example, the container "Heidi" specified in the DN is deleted:
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Changetype: Modrdn

To modify the RDN or DN:

1. Enter the DN.
2. Select Changetype Modrdn.
3. Add an entry with Attribute=newrdn. This attribute accepts either 'rdn' or 'dn' values. The Write LDAP assertion verifies

that the DN specified is within the write base (specified in the LDAP Identity Provider Wizard).

Working with Binary Attributes

You can pass binary attributes to the Write LDAP assertion using context variables, in a Base64-encode format, in Base64-
encoded format using context variables. To indicate that the value being set to the attribute needs to be converted to binary,
append ;convertToBinary (not case sensitive) to the attribute name. This instructs the Gateway to convert the Base64-encoded
value back to binary before sending to the LDAP provider.

Note:

The following binary attributes also require ;binary to be added to the attribute name:

• userCertificate
• cACertificate
• authorityRevocationList
• certificateRevocationList
• crossCertificatePair

For more information, refer to RFC 2256.

Examples:

To add a new userCertificate attribute:

1. Select the Changetype Add.
2. Click Add.
3. Enter Attribute=userCertificate;binary;convertToBinary and Value=${cert}.
4. Click OK.

Where the context variable "${cert}" contains the user certificate in Base64-encoded format.

To update an existing userCertificate attribute:

1. Select the Changetype Modify.

https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2256.txt
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2. Click Add.
3. Enter Attribute=replace and Value=userCertificate;binary
4. Enter Attribute=userCertificate;binary;convertToBinary and Value=${cert}.

The following binary attributes are recognized as binary, but do not require the ;binary suffix:

• photo
• personalSignature
• audio
• jpegPhoto
• javaSerializedData
• thumbnailPhoto
• thumbnailLogo
• userPassword

For example, to add a new jpegPhoto attribute:

To update an existing jpegPhoto attribute:

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Why can't I select my LDAP Identity Provider in this
assertion?

Only LDAP Identity Providers that have write permission
enabled can be selected here. To do this, see Step 1 in the
LDAP Identity Provider Wizard.

Can I update passwords using this assertion? Yes, you can update passwords. They are usually located in
the userPassword attribute. Note that the password is in plain
text, as the assertion does not encrypt. Be sure that updating
of sensitive information is done over SSL.

Can I update certificates using this assertion? Yes, you can update certificates. They are stored in the
userCertificate attribute.
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I am having problems updating distinguished names. Check that the name is in UTF-8 format. According to
RFC28496, distinguished names, relative distinguished
names, and attribute values of DirectoryString syntax must be
valid UTF-8 strings.

Note:

• LDAP Identity Provider Wizard (Step 1)
• Query LDAP Assertion

 Access Resource Protected by JSAM Assertion
The Access Resource Protected by JSAM Assertion allows a policy to use the Single Sign-On (SSO) and
Policy Service from an existing Java System Access Manager 7.0 or 7.1 deployment.

The Access Resource Protected by JSAM Assertion allows a policy to use the Single Sign-On (SSO) and Policy Service from
an existing Java System Access Manager 7.0 or 7.1 deployment.

Note:

For instructions on how to install this assertion, see Install the Java System Access Manager Assertion. Once installed, this
assertion is available from both the Access Control and Custom Assertions palettes.

Note the following when using this assertion:

• You may receive an HTTP Basic authentication warning when the Access Resource Protected by JSAM assertion is used
with these assertions: Require XPath Credentials, Require FTP Credentials, or Require WS-Security UsernameToken
Profile Credentials. You may ignore this policy validation warning.

• If the incoming request is coming through a XML VPN Client, be sure the "Pass Through HTTP Cookies" option is
selected on the [XML VPN Client Policy] tab of the Gateway Account properties. For details, refer to the documentation
for the XML VPN Client located here: docops.ca.com/xvc

•
When running this assertion in the browser client, a triangular warning icon ( ) may appear next to the dialog box when
the assertion properties is displayed. You may ignore this icon.

Contents:

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The user attributes for a successfully authenticated user are available through the following context variables:

Attribute Context Variable

UID ${jsam.attributes.uid}

User Password ${jsam.attributes.userpassword}

DN ${jsam.attributes.dn}

CN ${jsam.attributes.cn}

SN ${jsam.attributes.sn}

Inet User Status ${jsam.attributes.inetuserstatus}

Given Name ${jsam.attributes.givenname}

Object Class ${jsam.attributes.objectclass}

Policy Example

The following illustrates how this custom assertion might be used in a policy:

 "At least one assertion must evaluate to true"
   Require HTTP Basic CredentialsRequire HTTP Cookie: iPlanetDirectoryPro
   Access Resource Protected by JSAM
   Route via HTTP(S) to URL

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the policy development window, drag and drop the assertion from the palette.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Access Resource Protected by JSAM in the policy window and select JSAM: Access Resource Protected by
JSAM  or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Realm Enter the name of the realm defined on the Java System
Access Manager Server.

Resource Enter the protected resource URL defined in a JSAM
policy. Be sure to include the port number. For example:
http://server:80/WebApp/Service1.asmx

Action Enter the allowed action, as defined in a JSAM policy. For
example, POST or GET. The default is POST.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Logging, Auditing, and Alerts Assertions
The Logging, Auditing, and Alerts assertions set the threshold for the  audit messages in the Gateway
Audit Events window and configure the properties for SNMP trap alerts and email alerts.

The Logging, Auditing, and Alerts assertions set the threshold for the API Gateway audit messages in the Gateway Audit
Events window and configure the properties for SNMP trap alerts and email alerts.

Note:

This category may also include custom-created encapsulated assertions. For more information, see Encapsulated Assertions.

 About Message Auditing
The CA API Gateway generates three types of audit messages:

The CA API Gateway generates three types of audit messages:

•  System audits, which you cannot control
•  Administrative audits, which you can control using the cluster property audit.adminThreshold 
•  Policy message audits, which allows you a high degree of control

The following sections describe each audit type in detail.

  

System Audits

These are internal messages that are constantly generated in the background by the Gateway. These messages typically
describe "housekeeping" tasks such as: server starting , license updated, connecting to a JMS endpoint, etc.

System audit events are normally rated Fine, Finer, or Finest in the severity scale, although some may be rated Info. System
audit events are always available in the audit event log (you will need to set the filter slider to "All" to see all these events).

You have no control over system audits: they happen automatically, without requiring any assertions.

Administrative Audits

These are messages that occur when an administrative action is performed via the Policy Manager , via an administrative API,
or through the Enterprise Service Manager. Examples of such actions include: publishing or updating a policy, creating a user,
etc.

You can control which of these messages you want to save by using the audit.adminThreshold cluster property. By default, all
messages at level Info or higher are logged.

Policy Message Audits

These are messages generated during the processing of a policy. The bulk of these are simply informational messages that
have the severity level Info. The more important messages are rated Warning or Severe. By default, the Gateway is set to save
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only Warning or Severe messages; Info messages are eventually discarded. This behavior is by design, to prevent your audit
log from being cluttered with a mass of informational messages. In most instances, you are only interested in knowing when
something goes wrong.

There are several cluster properties that can be used by advanced users to more precisely control policy message audits during
the auditing process. Of particular importance are the following two properties:

 audit.messageThreshold
audit.detailThreshold 

The values of these properties, plus the levels selected in the Audit Messages in Policy and Add Audit Detail assertions, will
determine whether a message is logged and at what level.

Additional resources:

• To learn more about the auditing cluster properties, see Audit Cluster Properties. To learn about the interaction between the
threshold cluster properties and the auditing-related assertions, see the table below.

• To learn how to use context variables to extract a wide variety of details from an audit event, see Working with the Audit
Sink Policy.

Expanding the Scope of Policy Message Audits for Troubleshooting

If you are troubleshooting an elusive problem or if you want to see all the informational messages, add an Audit Messages
in Policy assertion in the policy and set its "trigger" severity level to Warning. What this does is elevate all informational
messages to a Warning severity level as they pass through the assertion. In other words:

"Info" messages become --> "Warning" messages
"Warning" messages remain --> "Warning" messages
"Severe" messages remain --> "Severe" messages

This results in everything being recorded to the audit event log, as all messages now meet the preset threshold of Warning.
This is illustrated in the following diagram:

Figure 25: INFO_to_WARNING_auditlevel
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Note:  A message is elevated only if an Audit Messages in Policy assertion is present and the level in that assertion is set
to Warning. Without elevation, only the more important messages are saved to the audit events log. The Audit Messages
in Policy assertion can only boost a level or leave it unchanged. Subsequent invocations of this assertion in a policy
cannot lower a severity level. See the table below for a summary of the interactions between cluster properties and auditing
assertions.

Cluster-wide properties Incoming Message
Type

"Audit Messages in
Policy Assertion" in
policy

audit.message Thres
hold

audit.detailThreshold

Result

'WARNING' 'INFO' Not Logged'Info' or not present

'INFO' 'INFO' Logged at 'INFO' level

Audit 'Message' @
'INFO'

'WARNING' 'WARNING' 'INFO' Logged at 'WARNING'

'WARNING' 'INFO' Logged at 'INFO' level
[see 1]

'Info' or not present

'WARNING' 'WARNING' Not Logged

Audit 'Detail' @ 'INFO'

'WARNING' 'WARNING' 'INFO' Logged at 'WARNING'

'WARNING' 'INFO''Info' or not present

'INFO' 'INFO'

Audit 'Message' @
'WARNING'

'WARNING' 'WARNING' 'INFO'

Logged at 'WARNING'

'WARNING' 'INFO''Info' or not present

'WARNING' 'WARNING'

Audit 'Detail' @
'WARNING'

'WARNING' 'WARNING' 'INFO'

Logged at 'WARNING'

[1] The audit detail message is not logged to the database if the policy includes an Add Audit Detail Assertion with properties:
Category = Audit, Level = INFO.

 Accumulate Data in Memory Assertion
The Accumulate Data in Memory Assertion accumulates data (such as metrics) from multiple requests,
across different threads, into a buffer that resides in memory on the current node. After this buffer is full
or its contents exceed a preset age, the contents are extracted into a Message context variable and the
buffer is cleared.

The Accumulate Data in Memory Assertion accumulates data (such as metrics) from multiple requests, across different
threads, into a buffer that resides in memory on the current node. After this buffer is full or its contents exceed a preset age, the
contents are extracted into a Message context variable and the buffer is cleared.

Unused buffers (those neither appended to nor extracted) older than the value of the bufferdata.maxIdleBufferAge cluster
property are discarded. Scans are performed every 7 minutes.

Example use of this assertion: batch log or metrics information for an external system. Ideal if contacting the external system
once per request is infeasible or too expensive.

Policy Sample

The following policy snippet shows how you can accumulate records in a buffer for each request and then send them to an
external system after the buffer reaches its size/age limit:

Set Variable rec to "${foo}|${bar}|${baz}%" 
Accumulate Data in Memory to buffer "MyBuffer" from variable ${rec} of up to 10 megabytes for up to
 1 hours 
At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True:
    All Assertions Must Evaluate to True 
      Comparison: ${buffer.wasExtracted} is a boolean and is true 
      Route via FTP to send ${buffer.extractedMessage} off to some external system 
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      <add additional logic to handle instances of FTP upload failure>
    Continue processing

Cluster Properties

All changes to these cluster properties take effect immediately.

Property Description

accumdata.maxBufferSize Maximum buffer size that can be specified in the Accumulate
Data in Memory Assertion. Default is equivalent to 476MB.

Default: 500000000 (bytes)

accumdata.maxIdleBufferAge Discard unused buffers after this period of time. Default is
equivalent to one day.

Default: 86400 (seconds)

Context Variables

Variable Description

<prefix> .wasExtracted Returns 'true' if the buffer was extracted prior to append;
otherwise, returns 'false'.

<prefix> .wasFull Returns 'true' if the buffer's current size + the appended data
size exceeded the buffer size limit specified in the properties;
otherwise, returns 'false'.

<prefix> .extractedMessage Contains the buffer contents if extraction occurred, otherwise
it is null.

<prefix> .newAge.millis Returns the age of the buffer, in milliseconds. If extraction
occurred, returns 0 (zero).

<prefix> .newSize.bytes Returns the size of the buffer. If extraction occurred, this is
always equals to the size of the appended data.

Note:

Variables are not set if the assertion fails with the status "SERVER_ERROR".

 

Properties

Setting What you should know...

Buffer Name Buffers are created per node. The buffer will be created if it
does not already exist.

Note:

Creating too many buffers may cause the Gateway to run out
of memory. For example, using context variables in the name
may generate many buffers:

${requestId} (creates buffers based on the request ID)
${request.authenticateduser} (creates buffers based on
authenticated user names
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Setting What you should know...

Append Data from Variable Contains data to be added to the buffer. This variable is
created elsewhere in the policy and should exist at the time
this assertion is run.

Example: Consider a context variable that contains a single
line of pipe-delimited data such as the following:

2014|Dec|1|12|43|Joe|Smith|Canada|
Racing Truck|Red\r\n

(This sample contains a carriage return and line feed.) You
can then use the Accumulate Data in Memory assertion to
append this line of data to the buffer.

Maximum Buffer Time Controls how old the oldest buffered data is permitted to
be for the assertion to succeed. If the buffer contains data
older than this at the time the assertion runs, then the buffer is
extracted to <prefix>.extractedMessage prior to the append
and then <prefix>.wasExtracted is set to "true".

Maximum Buffer Size Controls how much memory the buffer may consume on a
node.

• If the current buffer size plus the appended data size
exceeds this limit, then the buffer is extracted prior to the
append and placed into the <prefix>.extractedMessage
variable.

• If the appended data size alone exceeds this limit, then the
assertion fails and the buffer remains in its current state
(no appending occurs).

The maximum value that can be entered here is determined
by the accumdata.maxBufferSize cluster property.

Warning:

WARNING: Exercise caution if using very large
buffers. If the back-end server becomes unresponsive
while the Gateway is accumulating large amounts of
data, and the buffer can't be emptied, this may cause
the Gateway to run out of memory.

Variable Prefix A prefix is required.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Can I modify the existing buffer contents? No. To preserve thread safety, the only operation permitted is
to append data to the buffer.

Will collecting this data in the in-memory buffer affect
performance?

Not generally. However very large or numerous buffers may
fill the Gateway's memory, which will affect performance.
Pay attention to the buffer size and the number of buffers
created (based on context variables in the buffer name).

What is the content-type of the Message variable that holds
the extracted buffer?

The content-type is "application/octet-stream". You can
change this using the Validate or Change Content Type
Assertion.
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Question Answer

Why do my context variables have no values? The variables are not set if the assertion fails with the status
"SERVER_ERROR".

Additional Information

When using the Accumulate Data in Memory Assertion for log records, special attention is required to ensure line breaks are
handled correctly. Since the data is stored in binary format, you must be explicit in adding the line breaks. The simplest way to
do this is to create a context variable such as ${crlf} that contains the binary equivalent to 'crlf' and then append that to the text
being accumulated every time. For example:

View above policy as XML code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<wsp:Policy xmlns:L7p="http://www.layer7tech.com/ws/policy" xmlns:wsp="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/12/policy">
    <wsp:All wsp:Usage="Required">
        <L7p:SetVariable>
            <L7p:Base64Expression stringValue="JTBEJTBB"/>
            <L7p:VariableToSet stringValue="crlf"/>
        </L7p:SetVariable>
        <L7p:EncodeDecode>
            <L7p:SourceVariableName stringValue="crlf"/>
            <L7p:TargetDataType variableDataType="string"/>
            <L7p:TargetVariableName stringValue="crlf"/>
            <L7p:TransformType transformType="URL_DECODE"/>
        </L7p:EncodeDecode>
        <L7p:SetVariable>
            <L7p:Base64Expression stringValue="QXJiaXRyYXJ5IFN0cmluZyR7Y3JsZn0="/>
            <L7p:VariableToSet stringValue="record"/>
        </L7p:SetVariable>
        <L7p:BufferData>
            <L7p:BufferName stringValue="testBuffer"/>
            <L7p:MaxSizeBytes longValue="50"/>
            <L7p:NewDataVarName stringValue="record"/>
        </L7p:BufferData>
    </wsp:All>
</wsp:Policy>

An alternative is to use a newline character instead, which removes the need to decode crlf characters. However this is more
difficult to troubleshoot and cannot be illustrated correctly due to the invisible trailing crlf character.

View XML code for alternate policy

?<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
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<wsp:Policy xmlns:L7p="http://www.layer7tech.com/ws/policy" xmlns:wsp="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/12/policy">
    <wsp:All wsp:Usage="Required">
        <L7p:SetVariable>
            <L7p:Base64Expression stringValue="QXJiaXRyYXJ5IFN0cmluZw0K"/>
            <L7p:VariableToSet stringValue="record"/>
        </L7p:SetVariable>
        <L7p:BufferData>
            <L7p:BufferName stringValue="testBuffer"/>
            <L7p:MaxSizeBytes longValue="50"/>
            <L7p:NewDataVarName stringValue="record"/>
        </L7p:BufferData>
    </wsp:All>
</wsp:Policy>

Dealing with text in the buffer requires converting ${buffer.extractedMessage} from 'application/octet-stream' to 'text/plain'.
As mentioned in the FAQ section above, you use the Validate or Change Content Type Assertion (Threat Protection) (with
the "Re-initialize message" option selected) to do this. However, you should include logic to ensure that this context variable
exists: 

View above policy as XML code

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<wsp:Policy xmlns:L7p="http://www.layer7tech.com/ws/policy" xmlns:wsp="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/12/policy">
    <wsp:All wsp:Usage="Required">
        <L7p:BufferData>
            <L7p:BufferName stringValue="testBuffer"/>
            <L7p:MaxSizeBytes longValue="50"/>
            <L7p:NewDataVarName stringValue="record"/>
        </L7p:BufferData>
        <wsp:OneOrMore wsp:Usage="Required">
            <L7p:ComparisonAssertion>
                <L7p:CaseSensitive booleanValue="false"/>
                <L7p:Expression1 stringValue="${buffer.wasExtracted}"/>
                <L7p:Operator operatorNull="null"/>
                <L7p:Predicates predicates="included">
                    <L7p:item dataType="included">
                        <L7p:Type variableDataType="boolean"/>
                    </L7p:item>
                    <L7p:item binary="included">
                        <L7p:CaseSensitive booleanValue="false"/>
                        <L7p:RightValue stringValue="false"/>
                    </L7p:item>
                </L7p:Predicates>
            </L7p:ComparisonAssertion>
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            <L7p:ContentType>
                <L7p:ChangeContentType booleanValue="true"/>
                <L7p:NewContentTypeValue stringValue="text/plain"/>
                <L7p:OtherTargetMessageVariable stringValue="buffer.extractedMessage"/>
                <L7p:ReinitializeMessage booleanValue="true"/>
                <L7p:Target target="OTHER"/>
            </L7p:ContentType>
        </wsp:OneOrMore>
    </wsp:All>
</wsp:Policy>

 

 

 Add Audit Detail Assertion
The Add Audit Detail assertion lets you define a custom message that can enhance the context of an audit
message. These messages are then recorded either in the audit records or a Gateway log, depending on
how the assertion is configured. The custom message will also appear the "Associated Logs" tab in the
Event Details Pane of the Gateway Audit Events window if audit details are directed to the audit log.

The Add Audit Detail assertion lets you define a custom message that can enhance the context of an audit message. These
messages are then recorded either in the audit records or a Gateway log, depending on how the assertion is configured. The
custom message will also appear the "Associated Logs" tab in the Event Details Pane of the Gateway Audit Events window if
audit details are directed to the audit log.

For more information about defining logs, see Manage Log Sinks.

To learn more about how this assertion interacts with the Audit Messages in Policy assertion and with pertinent cluster
properties, see Message Auditing.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Audit Detail Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Add Audit Details... in the policy window and select Audit Detail Properties or double-click the assertion in the
policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Message Type a message in the box. This message will be displayed
when the audit appears in the Gateway Audit Events
window.

Tip:

Include context variables within the message to reveal
additional information about the audit condition, if
necessary.

Audit Select this option to direct the audit detail message to the
Audit log sink.

Tip:

Audit logs are the log sinks with the category "Audits". For
more information, see Manage Log Sinks.
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Log Select this option to direct the audit detail message to
the Gateway log sink. This is useful for situations where
(for example) the logged information is too large to be
comfortably stored in the audit database for extended
periods of time. For example, storing trace information
from a policy debug tracing.

Tip:

Gateway logs are the log sinks with the category "Gateway
Log". For more information, see Manage Log Sinks.

Custom logger name Select this check box if you want the logged
information to be identified by a custom logger
name, rather than the default logger name
com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerAuditDetailAssertion.

If you choose to use a custom logger name, enter a suffix to
be added to the custom logger name, to ensure uniqueness.
You may reference context variables.

Note:

If a specified context variable cannot be resolved during run
time, the default logger name shown above is used.

Level Select a severity level for your message from the drop-
down list. This level, along with the level set in the Audit
Messages in Policy assertion, determines whether your
message appears in the Gateway Audit Events window.

 
4. Click [OK] when done.

 Audit Messages in Policy Assertion
The Audit Messages in Policy assertion is used to enable auditing of messages within a policy. It records
events pertaining to the processing of a policy—for example, assertion violations, authentication failures,
routing errors, etc. You can view these events later in the Gateway Audit Events window.

The Audit Messages in Policy assertion is used to enable auditing of messages within a policy. It records events pertaining to
the processing of a policy—for example, assertion violations, authentication failures, routing errors, etc. You can view these
events later in the Gateway Audit Events window.

For example, when used in an At least one assertion must evaluate to true assertion folder after an Evaluate Request XPath
assertion, the Audit Messages in Policy assertion will execute and audit the request message only if the XPath assertion fails.
When this happens, XPath query results are reported in the Gateway Audit Events window. If the XPath assertion in this
scenario succeeds, then the Audit Messages in Policy assertion does not execute.

Tip:

To learn more about the auditing process, including how the Audit Messages in Policy assertion interacts with the Add Audit
Detail assertion and the various cluster properties, see About Message Auditing.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Audit Messages in Policy in the policy window and choose Audit Properties or double-click the assertion in
the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description
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Record audit events at the following level beyond this
point

This setting changes the severity of the logged messages
to either "Info" or "Warning". Whether the message
is ultimately saved to the database depends on the
audit.messageThreshold cluster property .

Choose WARNING to set the severity of all messages
to "Warning". This will cause all messages to be logged,
regardless of whether the audit.messageThreshold cluster
property is set to INFO or WARNING.

Choose INFO to set the severity of all messages to "Info".
Whether the messages are then logged depends on the
audit.messageThreshold cluster property:

• If the cluster property is set to INFO, all messages will
be logged.

• If the cluster property is set to WARNING, no messages
will be logged.

For a detailed description of the effects of the "trigger"
threshold on auditing, see About Message Auditing.

Save request

Save response

Indicate whether to save the code of the request or response:

• Always: Save the code.
• Never:  Do not save the code.
• No change: If used in a service policy, this is the

same as 'Never'. If used in a debug trace policy, this
setting will preserve the setting of any Audit Messages
in Policy assertion in the service policy (if no such
assertion appears in the service policy, then the code is
not saved).

Saving the code for the request/response will allow you to
view them later in the Event Details Pane of the Gateway
Audit Events window.

Note:

Special Note for Trace Policy: When the Audit Messages
in Policy assertion appears in a debug trace policy, the
"Always" and "Never" settings here will override the
equivalent settings in the target service policy. If there is
no Audit Messages in Policy assertion in the service policy
but one in the trace policy and it is set to "Always", then the
code will be saved.

Note:

Recording all message events or saving request/response code will increase the size of your log substantially.
4. Click [OK] when done.

 Capture Identity of Requestor Assertion
The Capture Identity of Requestor assertion is used to determine the identity of a requestor (that is, the
customer) for auditing or reporting using any of the following methods:

The Capture Identity of Requestor assertion is used to determine the identity of a requestor (that is, the customer) for auditing
or reporting using any of the following methods:

• By capturing the requestor's IP address
• By capturing the requestor's authenticated User ID (where available)
• By capturing the value from a context variable that contains identifying information about the requestor (for example,

from a context variable created by the Evaluate Request XPath, Evaluate Response XPath, or Evaluate Regular Expression
assertions, or a context variable that extracts information from the HTTP header)

You can define up to five mappings in a Capture Identity of Requestor assertion, however there can only be a maximum of five
distinct mappings per policy, regardless of how many assertions are present. A "distinct mapping" is defined as follows:
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• Each context message mapping consists of three parts: Type, Key, Value
• Mappings are distinct if their Types differ OR if the Type is the same, the Keys differ

Example 1: These mappings are distinct:

Mapping 1: IP Address, IP_ADDRESS (SYSTEM DEFINED)
Mapping 2: Custom Mapping, My_Value, Gold_Medal

Example 2: These mappings are also distinct:

Mapping 1: Custom Mapping, Value_A, Gold_Medal
Mapping 2: Custom Mapping, Value_B, Gold_Medal

The information that is captured can be viewed in the [Details] tab of the Gateway Audit Events window:

Viewing message context mappings in the Gateway Audit Events window

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Capture Identity of Requestor in the policy window and select Requestor Identity Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

To... Do this...
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Add a message context mapping 1.1 Click [Add]. The Configure Message Context
Mapping dialog appears. You can add a maximum
of five mappings per Capture Identity of Requestor
assertion.

2.1 Select the mapping Type:

• IP Address: Obtain the identity from the
customer's IP address.

• Authenticated User: Obtain the identity from the
customer's authenticated User ID.

• Custom Mapping: Obtain the identity using a
custom mapping defined in the Key and Value
fields.

3.1 In the Key field, enter a string of text (no spaces) to
identity your custom mapping. The key cannot be
changed when using the IP Address or Authenticated
User types.

4.1 In the Value field, specify a context variable that holds
identifying information about the requestor.

The following are examples of context variables that
you can use:

• ${request.username}
• ${request.authenticateduser}
• a context variable created by an XPath assertion

(Evaluate Request XPath or Evaluate Response
XPath)

• a context variable created by the Evaluate Regular
Expression assertion

• a context variable that returns information from the
HTTP header

Tip:

You can add descriptive text to the variable name
to make it easier to read. For example, "High Value
Customer: ${request.username}".

The value cannot be changed when using the
IP Address or Authenticated User types.

Remove a message context mapping 1.1 Select the mapping to be removed. The last mapping
cannot be removed.

2.1 Click [Remove].

Edit a message context mapping 1.1 Select the mapping to be edited.
2.1 Click [Properties]. The Configure Message Context

Mapping dialog appears.
3.1 Edit the fields as necessary. The Key and Value fields

cannot be edited for system defined types.
4.1 Click [OK] when done.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Customize Error Response Assertion
The Customize Error Response assertion lets you configure the error response for a service. You can
select the following responses when an error is encountered:

The Customize Error Response assertion lets you configure the error response for a service. You can select the following
responses when an error is encountered:

• Template response: Lets you define your own message to be returned. This is the default.
• Drop connection: When the policy fails, simply drop the connection without providing any response.
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Tip:

For SOAP services, consider using the Customize SOAP Fault Response Assertion as well, as it contains SOAP-specific
settings.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Customize Error Response in the policy window and select Error Response Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the error response:

Setting Description

Error Level Select the response to use for an error:

• Template Response: The assertion will return the
response in the Response Body.

• Drop Connection: The connection is simply dropped,
with no response ("stealth" mode).

Response HTTP Status Enter the HTTP status code to return. Alternatively, you
may enter a context variable that contains the status code.

Response Content-Type Enter the valid Content-Type header to return.
Alternatively, you may enter a context variable that
contains the Content-Type.

Extra Response Headers Optionally specify one or more custom HTTP headers to
be inserted into the custom error response (for example, to
transmit application-specific metadata).

Note:

Be sure you are aware of the consequences of adding
headers to a message. If in doubt, please contact your
system administrator.

To add a header:

1.1 Click [Add].
2.1 Enter the Name and Value of the header. You may

reference context variables in both fields.
3.1 Click [OK]. The header is added to the list.

To modify a header:

1.1 Select the header to modify and then click [Edit].
2.1 Modify the Name or Value as required.
3.1 Click [OK].

To remove a header:

• Select the header to remove and then click [Remove].
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Response Body Enter the text to be returned in the response. This text will
be returned as entered; the assertion performs no validation.
You may include context variables in the response body
to provide additional informational information about the
error. The assertion can utilize any context variable set
during the execution of the policy.

Note:

The Response Body does not support use of a Document
Type Definition (DTD) for XML content.

Tip:

The Response Body can use context variables output from
the encapsulated assertion.

[Include the policy download URL as an HTTP header] Select this check box to indicate that the policy download
URL is included as an HTTP header in the response if it is
required.

Clear this check box to not include the policy download
URL in the HTTP header in a response.

4. Click [OK]when done.

 Customize SOAP Fault Response Assertion
The default behavior of the Gateway is to return a generic fault message within a SOAP envelope
("SOAP fault") when a problem occurs in a policy—for example, an assertion failure, authentication
failure, routing failure, etc. The Customize SOAP Fault Response assertion lets you configure the SOAP
fault response on a policy-by-policy basis. You can configure the level of detail returned and whether the
SOAP faults are digitally signed. The following options are available for the SOAP fault detail level:

The default behavior of the Gateway is to return a generic fault message within a SOAP envelope ("SOAP fault") when a
problem occurs in a policy—for example, an assertion failure, authentication failure, routing failure, etc. The Customize SOAP
Fault Response assertion lets you configure the SOAP fault response on a policy-by-policy basis. You can configure the level
of detail returned and whether the SOAP faults are digitally signed. The following options are available for the SOAP fault
detail level:

• Drop connection: When the policy fails, simply drop the connection without providing any response.
• Generic SOAP fault: Return a brief SOAP fault message.
• Medium detail: Return a SOAP message with more details.
• Full detail: Return a comprehensive SOAP fault message.
• Template: Lets you define your own message to be returned.  

Tip:

The Customize SOAP Fault Response assertion is intended to override the general Gateway SOAP fault response for a
particular policy—it does not control whether a SOAP fault is returned but rather how the SOAP fault will appear if a SOAP
fault should occur. If you do not need to override the general response, then this assertion is not required. For more information
about the general SOAP fault response, see SOAP Faults.

To learn more about selecting a private key for this assertion, see Selecting a Custom Private Key.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Customize SOAP Fault Response as... in the policy window and select Fault Response Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Select a SOAP fault level to use:

Setting Description
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Drop Connection Simply drops the connection when a SOAP fault or any
other policy error is encountered; no error is returned.

Generic SOAP Fault Returns a simple SOAP fault which states that a policy
violation has occurred.

Medium Detail Takes the "Generic SOAP Fault" setting and adds policy
violation details for each assertion violated. Includes any
audit detail messages generated by the failed assertions.

At this setting, all messages of severity level "Info" or
higher are included. For more information, see Message
Auditing.

Tip:

Avoid using this setting if you do not want to reveal the
reasons for rejection to the requestor.

Full Detail Takes the "Medium Detail" setting and adds information
for each assertion that was evaluated during the request
(regardless of whether it succeeded for failed).

At this setting, messages of all severity levels are included.
For more information, see Message Auditing.

Tip:

Avoid using this setting if you do not want to reveal the
reasons for rejection to the requestor.

Template Fault Allows you to define your own template response. This
is the same as using the Return Template Response to
Requestor assertion, except the "Response HTTP Status"
is hard coded to '500' and the "Response Content Type"
is always 'text/xml'. You may reference context variables
within the template.

[Include the policy download URL...] For all settings except for Drop Connection, you can
specify whether the policy download URL should be
included with the SOAP fault in an HTTP header, if it
is required. For example, a failure of an XPath assertion
would not cause the policy URL to be included, while
a credential assertion such as Require HTTP Basic
Credentials would include the URL.

The default is to include this URL.
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[Sign SOAP Fault] For all settings except for Drop Connection, you can
specify that the SOAP fault be digitally signed. This setting
overrides the soapfault.sign cluster property.

When the SOAP fault is signed, the Gateway chooses
the signing key in the following order of preference (this
overrides the soapfault.privateKeyAlias cluster property):

1.1 Custom Private key: If a custom private key has been
selected for the assertion, it is used for signing. For
more information, see Selecting a Custom Private
Key.

2.1 Session key: If a custom private key has not been
selected or if the [Use default private key] option
was selected on the Private Key Alias dialog, then the
session key will be used. A session key exists if the
policy uses a security method that relies on a session
key (for example, Kerberos token profile, secure
conversation, encrypted key).

3.1 Default SSL key: If no session key exists and no
custom private key was selected, then the default SSL
key is used. To learn more about the default SSL key,
see Private Key Properties.

Note:

If a custom private key was selected and that key is
subsequently destroyed or becomes unavailable, then the
SOAP faults will not be signed, regardless of the Sign
SOAP Fault check box. The default SSL key will not be
used.

Use SOAP Fault for all errors Select this check box to return a SOAP fault regardless
of the error. This will display the complete set of audit
detail messages, including messages that are not associated
with an assertion. For example, this option can help you
diagnose errors such as:

• Non-SOAP and malformed XML errors for SOAP
services

• Errors during WS-Security processing, such as digital
signature validation errors

Note:

The Customize SOAP Fault assertion must be placed
within a "message received" or "pre security" global policy
fragment in order for the [Use SOAP Fault for all errors]
option to have any effect. For more information on these
policies, see Working with Global Policy Fragments.

Use Client Fault code for all errors Select this check box to override the fault code
with the client's fault code. This will result in
"<faultcode>soapenv:Client</faultcode>" being returned.

Clear this check box to use the server's fault code. This will
result in "<faultcode>soapenv:Server</faultcode>" being
returned. This setting is the default.

4. Click [OK] when done. 
The fault response selected is added to the assertion name in the policy window, along with any custom private key
selected. For example: "Customize SOAP Fault Response as Full Detail (Key: XYZ)". 

 SOAP Faults
The gateway provides two different ways to handle SOAP faults: general SOAP fault response and
customized SOAP fault response.
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The CA API Gateway provides two different ways to handle SOAP faults: general SOAP fault response and customized SOAP
fault response.

General SOAP Fault Response

The default behavior for the Gateway is to return a standard unsigned SOAP fault when an exception occurs in a policy. You
can configure the default behavior using the "Fault Level" cluster properties. This default behavior is used unless the SOAP
fault response has been customized for a particular policy.

Customized SOAP Fault Response

If you need to override the default SOAP fault behavior in a particular policy, use the Customize SOAP Fault Response
assertion. This assertion allows you to customize the following for that policy:

• The level of detail to include in the response (overrides the soapfault.level cluster property)
• Whether SOAP faults should be digitally signed (overrides the soapfault.sign cluster property)
• If the faults are to be signed, the signing key is determined in the following order of preference (overrides the

soapfault.privateKeyAlias cluster property):

1. 1.1 Custom Private key: If a custom private key has been selected for the assertion, then that is used. For more
information, see Selecting a Custom Private Key.

2.1 Session key: If a custom private key has not been selected or if the [Use default private key] option was selected on
the Private Key Alias dialog, then the Gateway will attempt to use the session key.

3.1 Default key: If no session key exists and no custom private key was selected, then the default SSL key is used. To
learn more about the default SSL key, see Private Key Properties.

 Send Email Assertion
The Send Email assertion allows you to instruct the Gateway to deliver a pre-configured email message
whenever the assertion is encountered in a policy.

The Send Email assertion allows you to instruct the Gateway to deliver a pre-configured email message whenever the assertion
is encountered in a policy.

The placement of the assertion in the policy path determines when and why an email is sent. For example, the assertion could
be placed in an "At least one assertion must evaluate to true" assertion folder after an Evaluate Response XPath assertion. If
the required response message element is not found and the Evaluate Response XPath assertion fails, then the Send Email
assertion will execute.

Tip:

The Send Email assertion fails if the outgoing email account is configured improperly. To configure the policy so that a
failure of the Send Email assertion does not cause a total policy failure, place the assertion in an At Least One Assertion Must
Evaluate to True Assertion with a Continue Processing Assertion.

If you are encountering email timeouts while using this assertion, try adjusting the mail.outConnectTimeout and
mail.outTimeout cluster properties. For more information, see Email Cluster Properties.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Email Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-click Send
Email in the policy window and select Email Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion
properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Tip:

Context variables may be used in the following fields for greater
flexibility: Host, Port, Username, Password, From, To, Cc, Bcc, Subject.

Setting Description

Host The name of the outgoing mail server displayed as the
default. Modify if necessary. You may reference context
variables.
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Protocol Select the email protocol to use: Plain SMTP (default),
SMTP over SSL, or SMTP with STARTTLS. The default
setting should be appropriate in most instances. Consult your
system administrator if you are unsure of the protocol.

Note:

1. You may need to configure trust for the SMTP server if
using the "SMTP over SSL" or "SMTP with STARTTLS"
protocols. For more information, see Managing
Certificates.

2. If any error occurs when using SMTP with STARTTLS
protocol, you can enable communication using
default SSL implementation by adding a property
com.l7tech.server.policy.emailalert.useDefaultSsl=True
in system.properties file. This file is at /opt/SecureSpan/
Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/ folder
Ensure that you restart Gateway after setting the property
value to True.
or
Add a cluster-wide property, email.useDefaultSsl, and
set it to True. You do not need to restart Gateway after
setting this property.

Port The port used by the default mail server is displayed. Modify
if necessary. You may reference context variables.

Server Requires Authentication Select this check box if a username and password is required
to log onto the email server.

Username

Password

If authentication is required, enter the user name and
password. You may reference context variables.

Context variable in password Select this check box to allow the assertion to correctly
recognize context variables used in the Password field;
for example, you will be using the ${secpass.*} context
variables. For more information, see Stored Password
Properties.

From Enter the From email address. You may reference context
variables.

To Enter the email addresses of the recipients. Separate multiple
addresses with a comma. You may reference context
variables.

Cc (Optional) Enter email addresses for Cc (carbon copy)
recipients. Separate multiple addresses with a comma. You
may reference context variables.

Bcc (Optional) Enter email addresses for Bcc (blind carbon
copy) recipients. Separate multiple addresses with a comma.
Recipients in the 'To' and 'Cc' lists will not see the recipients
in the 'Bcc' list. You may reference context variables.

Subject Enter a subject line describing the email. You may reference
context variables.
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Format Select the email text format:

Plain Text: Select this option to write a simple email with no
formatting in the message body. This is the default option.

HTML: Select this option and use HTML tags in your email
to send an email in HTML format.

Important! We recommend you to avoid javascript and use
inline CSS. Some email clients may discard the CSS defined
in <head> or <style> tags.

<body style="background-color:
 lightblue;"><h1>Hello world!</
h1></body>

Enter the email in text area provided below the Format
property. You may include context variables within the
message, if necessary.

Manage Attachments Configure one or more attachments to be sent along with
the email. All the attachments are listed as comma separated
filenames in the Attachments section under the email body
area. For more information, see Manage Attachments section
below.

Send Test Email Sends a test email to the recipients. Use this to verify that the
settings are correct.

Note:

1. The [Send Test Email] button will not work if context
variables have been used in the Email Properties.

2. Attachments are ignored when a test email is sent.

4. Click [OK].

Manage Attachments

You can add, edit, or remove multiple attachments to the email by clicking Manage Attachments in the Email Properties
dialog. 

1. Click Manage Attachments in the Email Properties dialog.
2. Click Add or select an exisiting attachment and click Edit / Remove to manage the attachment.

1.1 Name: Specifies the attachment filename.
2.1 Source Variable: Specifies the configuration details of the attachment. It can be a simple MESSAGE type variable or

MIME part of the MESSAGE or multiple MIME parts.
3.1 Add an attachment: 

1. 1.1 Click Add in the Manage Attachments dialog.
2. 1.1 Enter attachment filename and the configuration details.
3. 1.1 Click OK.

4.1 Edit an attachment:

1. 1.1 Select an attachment in the Manage Attachments dialog.
2. 1.1 Click Edit.
3. 1.1 Edit the selected attachment configuration.
4. 1.1 Select MIME Part(s) Variable checkbox to enable Source Variable to be considered as MIME parts

message. The filename is disabled and it is taken from Content-Disposition header of the part(s).
For example: 

• Message: request.parts.1, response
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• Multiple MIME Part(s): request.parts
5. 1.1 Click OK.

5.1 Remove an attachment:

1. 1.1 Select an attachment in the Manage Attachments dialog.
2. 1.1 Click Remove.
3. 1.1 Click OK.

The assertion fails and you receive warning messages if the attachments cannot be composed. 

 Send SNMP Trap Assertion
The Send SNMP Trap assertion allows you to instruct the Gateway to broadcast a Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) trap. When the Send SNMP Trap assertion is encountered in a policy
execution path, an SNMP trap event will be broadcast to a predefined network address. The assertion is
typically used to trigger an alert based on the result of a previous assertion.

The Send SNMP Trap assertion allows you to instruct the Gateway to broadcast a Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) trap. When the Send SNMP Trap assertion is encountered in a policy execution path, an SNMP trap event will be
broadcast to a predefined network address. The assertion is typically used to trigger an alert based on the result of a previous
assertion.

For example, two assertions can be combined into a logical "At least one assertion must evaluate to true"assertion folder, the
first assertion requiring validation, the later being the Send SNMP Trap assertion. If the assertion requiring validation fails,
then the Send SNMP Trap assertion will execute, hence broadcasting the alert.

Note:  There are two types of SNMP traps: v1 and v2. The Send SNMP Trap assertion sends a "v2" trap.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the SNMP Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-click Send
SNMP Trap to...in the policy window and select SNMP Trap Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy
window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

SNMP Hostname Enter the network address that should receive the SNMP
alert. You may reference context variables.

SNMP Port The default SNMP trap destination port is set to "162".
This is the IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority)
standard SNMP trap port. To configure a different port,
select the Custom option and enter an alternate port
number.

SNMP Community Optionally enter the SNMP community that should be used
by the SNMP trap. You may reference context variables.

By default, the community name is obfuscated to protect
your privacy. To see the actual name, select the [Show
community] check box.

Note:

Although you may enter the actual community name
here, it is recommended that you define the name as a
secure password reference instead , for improved security.
(An on-screen warning reminds you of this.) To do this,
enter the community name through the Manage Stored
Passwords task and then reference it here using the
${secpass.<name>.plaintext} context variable. This will
prevent attackers from capturing the community name and
then sending traps impersonating the Gateway.
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Text to Send Optionally enter some text to send in the SNMP trap. You
may reference context variables within the trap message, if
necessary.

OID to Send Complete the OID of the SNMP trap. This is used for
identification purposes on a network. You may reference
context variables.

Note:

If the OID entered is invalid, a value of '1' will be used
instead.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Message Routing Assertions
The Message Routing assertions define where service messages are sent and what access credentials are
required by the back-end service. The Message Routing assertions are not concerned with the credential
requirements of the Gateway. Use them to define the credential requirements of the target back-end
system that will receive Gateway-routed service messages.

The Message Routing assertions define where service messages are sent and what access credentials are required by the back-
end service. The Message Routing assertions are not concerned with the credential requirements of the Gateway. Use them to
define the credential requirements of the target back-end system that will receive Gateway-routed service messages.

Note:

(1) Depending on which API Gateway product you have installed, not all the assertions within this category may be available.
See Product Summary for a list of which features are available for each product. (2) This category may also include custom-
created encapsulated assertions. For more information, see Encapsulated Assertions.

 Close XMPP Session Assertion
The Close XMPP Session assertion closes a session to either an XMPP client or server. Any session
associations created with the XMPP Associate Sessions assertion are also removed.

The Close XMPP Session assertion closes a session to either an XMPP client or server. Any session associations created with
the XMPP Associate Sessions assertion are also removed.

Before using this assertion, ensure that at least one outgoing or one incoming XMPP connection has been defined. For more
information, see Manage XMPP Connections.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, drag and drop the assertion from the Message Routing category in
the Assertion tab into the policy window.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the XMPP Session Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Close XMPP Session in the policy window and choose Close XMPP Session Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Session ID Enter the ID of the session that is to be closed.

Direction Indicate whether the session is from the Gateway to an
XMPP client, or from the Gateway to an XMPP server.

4. Click [OK] when done.
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 Configure Message Streaming Assertion
The Configure Message Streaming assertion allows large message requests to stream without being
read and buffered by the Gateway. This assertion can reduce the latency of requests passing through
the Gateway, but note that this will limit the types of validation and processing the Gateway is able to
perform on these requests. An example of such a limitation is illustrated by the following policy:

The Configure Message Streaming assertion allows large message requests to stream without being read and buffered by the
Gateway. This assertion can reduce the latency of requests passing through the Gateway, but note that this will limit the types
of validation and processing the Gateway is able to perform on these requests. An example of such a limitation is illustrated by
the following policy:

Request: Configure Message Streaming: buffer immediately
Request: route to <URL of external validation or other service>
Request: route to <URL of protected service>

If this policy is changed to "enable streaming (no buffering)", the request body is streamed by the first routing assertion and
will not be available to the second routing assertion.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click <target>: Configure Message Streaming in the policy window and select Configure Message Streaming or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Buffer immediately (no streaming) Select this option to have the entire message read
immediately and saved to the Gateway's internal
buffer. If the total size exceeds the value of the
attachment.diskThreshold cluster property, it will be
buffered to disk. The target message will be buffered by the
Gateway and will be available for repeated inspection or
modification by subsequent operations.

The assertion will fail if the target message has not yet
been initialized (${<message variable>.buffer.status}
="uninitialized"), or, if the target message has already
been streamed without being buffered (${<message
variable>.buffer.status} = "gone").

For more information about the ${<target>.buffer.status}
variable, see "Message Layer Variables" in Context
Variables.
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Enable streaming (no buffering) Select this option to prevent this target message from being
buffered by the Gateway.

Note:

Routine use of this option is recommended only if it is
necessary to stream large requests through the Gateway
without buffering.

 

1.1 The assertion will fail if the target message has not yet
been initialized (${<message variable>.buffer.status}
= "uninitialized"),or, if it has already been buffered 
(${<message variable>.buffer.status} = "buffered").
The next operation that accesses the body of the target
message will consume it in streaming mode. Any
further attempt to access the body of this message will
result in an error because it has already been streamed
away.

2.1 When enabling streaming in a SOAP service, the
following settings must be used in the Service
Properties to ensure that streaming occurs correctly:

• In the [General] tab, clear the Perform WS-
Security processing for this service check box.

• In the [WSDL] tab, select the Allow requests
intended for operations not supported by the
WSDL check box.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Copy Request Message to Response Assertion
The Copy Request Message to Response assertion copies the inbound request exactly as it appears at the
current point in the policy, to the response. It provides a convenient method to review the results of a
request without requiring a web service or an http destination.

The Copy Request Message to Response assertion copies the inbound request exactly as it appears at the current point in the
policy, to the response. It provides a convenient method to review the results of a request without requiring a web service or an
http destination.

The following are some examples on how you can use this assertion:

• When added after the Apply XSL Transformation or Evaluate Regular Expression assertions, the Copy Request Message to
Response assertion will send the resulting message back to the client.

• When added after any of the Threat Protection assertions, the Copy Request Message to Response assertion will return the
message to the client if the request passes all the threat protection assertions. If the request fails any assertion, a SOAP fault
is generated and no message is returned.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Request to Response Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Copy Request Message to Response in the policy window and select Request to Response Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Specify how to handle WSS Security headers in the request messages:

Option Description
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Don't modify the request Security header Instructs the Gateway to leave the security header in the
outgoing SOAP request message as-is. The security header
in the request may still have been modified if the Gateway
needed to decrypt any encrypted material during message
processing.

Use this setting if the protected service needs to do its own
checking of the request's original security header, or if the
protected service does not care whether its request messages
have a security header.

For best performance, use this setting whenever possible to
minimize the amount of per-request message modification.

Note:

Do not modify the Security header if the policy uses WS-
Security. For more information, see the Add or Remove
WS-Security Assertion.

Remove Layer 7 actor and mustUnderstand attributes
from processed Security header

Instructs the Gateway to remove the 'mustUnderstand'
attribute and 'Layer 7' actor from the security header in the
outgoing SOAP message.

Use this setting if the presence of the Layer 7 actor causes
issues with the back-end service. In certain cases, this actor
may cause the back-end service to ignore the Security
headers because it believes it is addressed to someone
else. You will also use this setting if the back-end service
does not support Security and would reject a request with
'mustUnderstand' asserted on the Security header.

An alternative might be to remove the Security header
completely, however this will incur a performance penalty
for the extra processing required to remove these from
the messages. You may want to keep the Security headers
intact for logging purposes.

Remove processed Security header from request before
routing

Instructs the Gateway to remove any security header that
was processed by the gateway before forwarding the request
to the protected service.

Use this setting when the protected service is not expecting
security headers in the forwarded SOAP requests.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Execute Salesforce Operation Assertion
The Execute Salesforce Operation Assertion allows the gateway to integrate with the SaaS data APIs
provided by Salesforce.com.

The Execute Salesforce Operation Assertion allows the CA API Gateway to integrate with the SaaS data APIs provided by
Salesforce.com.

Tip:

when running this assertion in the browser client, a triangular warning icon ( ) may appear next to the dialog when the
assertion properties is displayed. You may ignore this icon.

Note:

For instructions on how to install this assertion, see Install the Salesforce Integration Solution Kit. Once installed, this assertion
is available from the Custom Assertions palette.

Contents:

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

http://Salesforce.com
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The Execute Salesforce Operation assertion sets the following context variables for each action. Note: The default <prefix> is
"sfdc" and can be changed in the wizard.

Action & Variable Description

Action: Create Objects

${ <prefix> . sessionURL} Returns the session URL used for the call.

${<prefix>. sessionID} Returns the session ID used for the call.

$<prefix>.count} Returns the number of records processed.

${<prefix>. objectID} On success, returns the object IDs.

${<prefix>.error} Returns error messages, if any.

${<prefix>. warning} Returns warning messages for specific records, if any (for
example, “Unknown picklist” or “Field truncated”).

Action: Update Objects

${<prefix>. sessionURL} Returns the session URL used for the call.

${ <prefix> . sessionID} Returns the session ID used for the call.

${ <prefix> .count} Returns the number of records processed.

${ <prefix> . objectID} On success, returns the object IDs; multivalued.

${ <prefix> .error} Returns error messages, if any; multivalued.

${ <prefix> . warning} Returns warning messages, if any; multivalued.

Action: Retrieve Objects

${ <prefix> . sessionURL} Returns the session URL used for the call.

${ <prefix> . sessionID} Returns the session ID used for the call.

${ <prefix> . sObjectIDs} On success, returns the object IDs; multivalued.

${<prefix>. sObjects. <fieldName>} On success, returns multivalued context variables; (optional).

Action: Retrieve Modified Objects

${ <prefix> . sessionURL} Returns the session URL used for the call.

${ <prefix> . sessionID} Returns the session ID used for the call.

${ <prefix> . ObjectID} On success, returns the object IDs; multivalued.

${ <prefix> . lastDateCovered} On success, returns the last date covered.

${ <prefix> . sObjects. <fieldName> } On success, returns multivalued context variables; (optional).

${ <prefix> . sObjects} On success, returns XML representing the objects (optional);
multivalued.

Action: Retrieve Deleted Objects

${ <prefix> . sessionURL} Returns the session URL used for the call.

${ <prefix> . sessionID} Returns the session ID used for the call.

${ <prefix> . sObjects} On success, returns list of objects.

${ <prefix> . lastDateCovered} On success, returns the last date covered.

Action: Execute Query

${ <prefix> . sessionURL} Returns the session URL used for the call.

${ <prefix> . sessionID} Returns the session ID used for the call.

${ <prefix> . queryLocator} On success, returns the query locator of the query executed.

${ <prefix> .count} Returns the number of records processed.

${ <prefix> .done} Returns true or false based on the number of records
processed.
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${ <prefix> .sObjects. <fieldName>} On success, returns multivalued context variables; (optional).

${ <prefix> . sObjectXML} On success, returns XML representing the objects (optional);
multivalued.

Action: Search Objects

${ <prefix> . sessionURL} Returns the session URL used for the call.

${ <prefix> . sessionID} Returns the session ID used for the call.

${ <prefix> .count} Returns the number of records processed.

${ <prefix> . sObjects} On success, returns multivalued context variables.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the policy development window, drag the assertion from the palette.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to the next step.

2. In the policy window, right-click Executive Salesforce Operation and click Execute Salesforce Operation Properties.
Alternatively, double-click the assertion in the policy window. The Execute Salesforce Operation Wizard is displayed.

3. In the list, choose a Salesforce connection to use and then click [Reconnect]. The Salesforce connections are defined using
the Manage Salesforce Operation Service Connections task.

4. Select a Salesforce Action (operation) to perform and then click [Next].
5. Configure the Salesforce action. See the appropriate section below for details.
6. Click [Finish] to close the wizard when done.

Creating Objects

To create objects in Salesforce, choose the Create Objects action in the Execute Salesforce Operation wizard. Configure the
settings as follows:

Setting Description

Select Object Type Choose the object type to be created from the drop-down
list. The object type determines which other fields require
population.

Rollback On Error Select this check box to have the assertion roll back (remove)
all objects created during a call if it fails to create an object.
The Gateway does not try to create further objects. This
setting is the default.

Clear this check box to have the assertion continue to create
objects even after a failure. The Gateway does not remove
any objects. You must review the returned success/failure
status for each object and create policy logic to handle the
failures.

Note:

Salesforce.com only supports batches up to 200 objects, and
the assertion automatically issues multiple calls if necessary.
This means that, if the assertion fails to create the 205th
object, then the assertion only rolls back objects 201-204. It
does not roll back objects 1-200, because they are considered
part of the previous call.

Select Assignment Rule For objects of type “Case” or “Lead”, choose the assignment
rule to use from the drop-down list.

http://Salesforce.com
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Select Object Fields Select the fields to populate when the object is created. Then
enter a value for each selected field. You may specify context
variables. Mandatory fields are preselected and must be
completed.

Tip:

You can create more than one object at a time by specifying
multivalued context variables for each field. Ensure that all
the multivalued variables have the same number of values,
otherwise the assertion fails.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and prevents
the variables from overwriting each other when multiple
instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

Truncate values if too long Select this check box to truncate input values if their length is
greater than the maximum length for the given field.

Clear this check box to leave long input values at their full
length.

Note:

Records with truncated fields are still created successfully.
The truncation is noted in the ${<prefix>.warning} context
variable.

Updating Objects

To update objects in Salesforce, choose the Update Objects action in the Execute Salesforce Operation wizard. The table below
describes the operation's settings.

Configure the settings as follows:

Setting Description

Select Object Type Choose the object type to be updated. The object type
determines which other fields require population.

Rollback On Error Select this check box to have the assertion roll back (remove)
all objects created during a call if it fails to create an object.
The Gateway does not try to create further objects. This
setting is the default.

Clear this check box to have the assertion continue to create
objects even after a failure. The Gateway does not remove
any objects. You must review the returned success/failure
status for each object and create policy logic to handle the
failures.

Note:

Salesforce.com only supports batches up to 200 objects, and
the assertion automatically issues multiple calls if necessary.
This means that, if the assertion fails to create the 205th
object, then the assertion only rolls back objects 201-204. It
does not roll back objects 1-200, because they are considered
part of the previous call.

Select Assignment Rule This drop-down is enabled only when you are updating an
object of type 'Case' or 'Lead'. Select the Assignment Rule
from the drop-down list.

http://Salesforce.com
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Select Object Fields Select the fields that you want to populate when updating
the object. The “Id” field is mandatory. Provide values for
the object you are updating by entering text directly or by
referencing context variables.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensure uniqueness and prevents
the variables from overwriting each other when multiple
instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

Truncate values if too long Select this check box to truncate input values if their length is
greater than the maximum length for the given field.

Clear this check box to leave long input values at their full
length.

Note:

Records with truncated fields are still created successfully.
The truncation is noted in the ${<prefix>.warning} context
variable.

Retrieving Objects

To retrieve objects in Salesforce, choose the Retrieve Objects action in the Execute Salesforce Operation wizard. The
table below describes the operation's settings.

Configure the settings as follows:

Setting Description

Select Object Type Choose the object type to be retrieved. The object type
determines which other fields require population.

Object ID(s) You can specify one or more Object IDs to retrieve. This
field accepts context variables.

Select Fields to be Retrieved Select the fields to be included in the retrieved object
information. By default, the “Id” field is selected.

Generate XML Output Select this check box to return the object information in XML
format.

Clear this check box to return the object information in a
multi-valued context variable.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and prevents
the variables from overwriting each other when multiple
instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

Retrieving Modified Objects

To retrieve modified objects in Salesforce, choose the Retrieve Modified Objects action in the Execute Salesforce Operation
wizard. Configure the settings as follows:

Setting Description

Select Object Type Choose the object type to be retrieved. The object type
determines which other fields require population.
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Timeframe Choose a time frame from the drop-down list: Past Hour,
Past Day, Past Week, or Custom.

The “Custom” option displays two additional text fields
with which you can specify context variables for the custom
period:

• From UTC Time: From UTC Time is mandatory. It
cannot be more than 15 days in the past. The required
format of custom time frames is: “YYYY-MM-DD
HH:MM:SS”.

• To UTC Time: If To UTC Time is left blank, it defaults
to the current time, which is always greater than the
"From UTC Time".

Tip:

The <prefix>.lastDateCovered value from a previous
assertion execution can be used here to ensure full coverage.

Retrieve Object Information Select this check box to retrieve the GUID of matching
objects and the object information for each those objects.
Selecting this check box also enables the Select Fields to Be
Retrieved setting and the Generate XML Output setting.

Clear this check box to retrieve only the GUID of matching
objects.

Select Fields to Be Retrieved Select the fields to be included in the retrieved object
information. By default, the “Id” field is selected.

Generate XML Output Select this check box to return the object information in XML
format.

Clear this check box to return the object information in a
multi-valued context variable.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and prevents
the variables from overwriting each other when multiple
instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

Retrieving Deleted Objects

To retrieve deleted objects in Salesforce, choose the Retrieve Deleted Objects action in the Execute Salesforce Operation
wizard. The assertion returns the GUIDs for any objects that meet the criteria that are specified. Field values cannot be
retrieved for deleted objects.

Configure the settings as follows:

Setting Description

Select Object Type Choose the object type to be retrieved. The object type
determines which other fields require population.
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Enter Timeframe Choose a timeframe from the drop-down list: Past Hour,
Past Day, Past Week, or Custom.

The “Custom” option displays two additional text fields
with which you can specify context variables for the custom
period:

• From UTC Time: From UTC Time is mandatory. It
cannot be more than 15 days in the past. The required
format of custom time frames is: “YYYY-MM-DD
HH:MM:SS”.

• To UTC Time: If To UTC Time is left blank, it defaults
to the current time, which is always greater than the
"From UTC Time".

Tip:

The <prefix>.lastDateCovered value from a previous
assertion execution can be leveraged here to ensure full
coverage.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and prevents
the variables from overwriting each other when multiple
instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

Executing Queries

To execute queries in Salesforce, choose the Execute Query action in the Execute Salesforce Operation wizard. Configure the
settings as follows:

Setting Description

Execute New Query Select this option to begin a new query. Enter the SOQL
query by typing or pasting text or specifying a context
variable.

Validate Query button Click this button to validate the query that was entered in the
box above.

Include archived and deleted records in result Select this check box to include archived and deleted records
in the results.

Clear this check box to exclude archived and deleted records
from the results.

Continue From Previous Query Select this option to begin the result set after the previously
returned result set. Enter either a static query locator or a
context variable query locator that is resolved at run time

Return first 500 records only Select this check box to return only the first 500 records.

Clear this check box to return all the records.

Generate XML Output Select this check box to return the object information in XML
format.

Clear this check box to return the object information in a
multi-valued context variable.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and prevents
the variables from overwriting each other when multiple
instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

Searching Objects
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To search objects in Salesforce, choose the Search Objects action in the Execute Salesforce Operation wizard. The table below
describes the operation's settings.

Configure the settings as follows:

Setting Description

Enter Search Query (SOSL) Enter the SOSL query by typing or pasting text or specifying
a context variable. A maximum of 200 records can be
retrieved with each SOSL query.

Validate button Click this button to validate the SOSL query.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and prevents
the variables from overwriting each other when multiple
instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

Exporting/Importing Policies

After importing a policy that uses the custom Execute Salesforce Operation assertion,open the assertion and do one of the
following before using the policy:

• If the assertion has a selected connection, no action is needed.
• If the assertion has connections but none is selected, then select a connection and save the assertion.
• If the assertion does not have any connections, use the Manage Salesforce Operation Service Connection task to create

a connection. Then open the assertion, select the new connection, and save the assertion. For information about creating
connections, see "Managing Salesforce Operation Service Connections" under 2019-05-17_18-47-00_Salesforce
Integration Solution Kit.

 Manage Cookie Assertion
The Manage Cookie Assertion is used to manipulate the cookies in a policy. This assertion is designed
specifically for cookie configuration and provides more flexibility than the basic cookie handling
capabilities offered in the  or the .

The Manage Cookie Assertion is used to manipulate the cookies in a policy. This assertion is designed specifically for cookie
configuration and provides more flexibility than the basic cookie handling capabilities offered in the Manage Transport
Properties/Headers Assertion or the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion.

This assertion supports the original Netscape cookie specifications (http://curl.haxx.se/rfc/cookie_spec.html), as well as RFC
2109 (http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2109).

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:  The Gateway may rewrite cookie attributes in order to track cookies origins or to ensure that the cookies will be
sent back to the Gateway in subsequent requests. It is recommended that this automatic rewriting be maintained, but
advanced users may disable the rewriting for troubleshooting purposes by setting the following context variables to 'false':
${response.cookie.overwritePath} and ${response.cookie.overwriteDomain}.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Cookie Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-click the
assertion in the policy window (the name differs according to the assertion configuration) and select Cookie Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Select a task to perform:

To... Do this...

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
http://curl.haxx.se/rfc/cookie_spec.html
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2109
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Add a new cookie 1.1 Choose the appropriate add operation: 

• Add: Add a new cookie. Note: The assertion will
fail if the cookie already exists.

• Add or Replace: Add a new cookie, replacing any
existing cook with the same name, domain, and
path.

2.1 Enter as many attributes about the cookie as necessary.
You may reference context variables in any of the
attribute fields.

• Name and Value are required at a minimum.
• Version: Enter a value that specifies to which

version the state management specification the
cookie conforms.

• Domain: Enter a value that specifies the domain
for which the cookie is valid. Domains that are
explicitly specified must always begin with a
period.

• Path: Enter a value that specifies the subset of
URLs to which this cookie applies.

• Max Age: Enter the lifetime of the cookie, in
seconds. When the Max Age is reached, the cookie
is discarded by the client. A value of "0" (zero)
indicates that the cookie will be discarded
immediately, effectively ending the session.

Note:

(1) The agent may not retain the cookie for the
specified duration; the cookie may be evicted due
to memory pressure or privacy concerns. (2) Some
agents do not support the Max Age attribute and
will ignore it.

•  Expires: Use the calendar control to choose an
expiration date for the cookie.

Tip:

Tips: (1) If you choose an invalid date (for
example, a date in the past), the date is highlighted
in red but you will still be able to close the dialog
box. (2) If you manually change the date, be sure
to update the day of the week as well, otherwise
the date will be flagged as erroneous.

• Comment: Use this field to document the intended
use of the cookie.

 
3.1 Optionally select these attributes:

• Secure: The cookie can only be used in secure/
encrypted connections.

• HttpOnly: The cookie is not exposed through
channels other than HTTP or HTTPS requests.
These cookies are not accessible via non-HTTP
methods, such as calls via JavaScript.
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Remove cookies

 

1.1 Choose the Remove operation.
2.1 Under "Match by", enter one or more attributes to

locate the cookie(s) you wish to remove. You may
also a specify context variable or regular expression to
delete several cookies at once. If regular expression is
entered, select the regular expression check box.

Note:

The Remove operation only removes the cookie from the
message and not the Web agent (web browser, etc.). To
remove a cookie from the Web agent, refer to this article
on the CA Support site: https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/
how-to-delete-persistent-cookies-using-the-ca-api-gateway/
kb000010446

Update the attributes of existing cookies 1.1 Choose the Update operation.
2.1 Clear the original value check box for any attribute

that you wish to update, then enter the updated value
in the adjacent text box. As with adding, you may
reference context variables.

Note:

The "original value" check boxes mean to leave the
original value of the attribute unchanged.

3.1 Under "Match by", specify one or more attributes to
locate the cookie(s) you wish to update. You may
also specify a context variable or regular expression
to update multiple cookies at once. If a regular
expression is entered, select the regular expression
check box.

4. Click [OK] when done. 

 Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion
The Manage Transport Properties/Headers assertion allows you to add, replace, or remove custom HTTP
header or JMS property in a message.

The Manage Transport Properties/Headers assertion allows you to add, replace, or remove custom HTTP header or JMS
property in a message.

This assertion always succeeds, as long as the target message exists.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:   (1) Use this assertion carefully. The Gateway does not validate the headers in a message. Conflicting or malformed
headers may produce unexpected results. (2) If you add more than one JMS property with the same name, only the last one
added is used by the Route via JMS Assertion and by the incoming JMS request listener.

Contents:

  

Modifying Content-Type Headers

If you need to modify Content-Type headers, use the Validate or Change Content Type Assertion. Attempting to change these
headers using the Manage Transport Properties/Headers assertion may result in duplicate Content-Type headers and incorrect
interpretation of the message Content-Type. 

When removing Content-Type headers using the Manage Transport Properties/Headers assertion, this does not affect the actual
Content-Type header coming out of the Gateway. Context variables (http.allheadervalues, http.header/headervalues.Content-
Type) are affected as follows: 

• For request messages, these context variables are removed.
• For response messages, these variables remain.

Supported JMS Headers

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/how-to-delete-persistent-cookies-using-the-ca-api-gateway/kb000010446
https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/how-to-delete-persistent-cookies-using-the-ca-api-gateway/kb000010446
https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/how-to-delete-persistent-cookies-using-the-ca-api-gateway/kb000010446
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JMS standard headers always exist in the message and cannot be added or removed. However, you can manipulate the values
of these headers using this assertion.

Note:

 As JMS standard headers cannot be added or removed, the "Add" and "Add or Replace" options always behave as
"Replace". The "Remove" option only removes any modified value added through the "Add" or "Add or Replace" options.

 Example: 

You use this assertion to add '123456789' to JMSCorrelationID. This value is stored in the
variable ${request.jms.header.JMSCorrelationID.modified}.

If you then use the assertion to remove the 'JMSCorrelationID' header, the
variable ${request.jms.header.JMSCorrelationID.modified} becomes blank. However the
variable ${request.jms.header.JMSCorrelationID} retains its original value from the request.

To learn more about the context variables that are related to JMS, see Manage JMS Destinations.

JMS Header Type Description

JMSCorrelationID String Correlation ID for the message. This
may be the JMSMessageID of the
message for which this message
generating this reply. It may also be an
application-specific identifier.

JMSDeliveryMode Integer Distribution mode: 1 = Not Persistent
or 2 = Persistent. A persistent message
is never lost, even if a JMS server
becomes unavailable.

JMSExpiration Long Message expiration date and time. This
time is stored in a UTC standard format.

JMSPriority Integer The JMS API defines ten levels of
priority: 0 (lowest) to 9 (highest).
Priorities 0-4 should be considered
gradations of normal priority, while
priorities 5-9 are gradations of expedited
priority.

JMSReplyTo String Name of the destination to which a reply
to this message should be sent.

JMSType String Message type identifier that is supplied
by the client when the message is sent.

Tip:

 JMS headers set on the request message that is specified in the Route via JMS Assertion apply to outbound JMS. Conversely,
JMS headers set on the response message apply to inbound JMS.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Properties automatically appear; when modifying
the assertion, right-click <target>: [Add|Remove] [HTTP Header|JMS Property]... in the policy window and
select Transport Properties/Headers Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion
properties are displayed.

3. Configure the dialog as follows.

Note:

The Gateway supports only the Add option when adding headers to a WebSocket connection. The Add or
Replace and Remove options can only be used on headers that were added by the 'Add' option. They cannot be used on
existing WebSocket headers.
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To... Do this...

 Add a new HTTP header or JMS property  

(possibly duplicating an existing item with the same name)

1.1 Choose the type of metadata to add. Be aware that the
add options behave differently for JMS Headers. See
"Supported JMS Headers" above for details. 

2.1 Choose the Add or Add or Replace operation:

• "Add" may possibly duplicate an existing item
with the same name.

• "Add or Replace" replaces any existing header or
property with the same name.

3.1 Enter the name of the header or property to add. You
may reference context variables.

4.1 Optionally enter the value of the header or property.
You may reference context variables.Tip: To use
special characters, enclose them within double quotes.

A new header or property with the specified information is
added to the target message.
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 Remove one or more HTTP header or JMS property 1.1 Choose the type of metadata to remove. Be aware
that the remove option behaves differently for JMS
Headers. See "Supported JMS Headers" above for
details. 

2.1 Choose the Remove operation.
3.1 Specify the Header/Property Name to remove using

any of the following methods (case insensitive unless a
Regular Expression is specified):

• Enter the exact name of the header or property to
remove.

• Specify a context variable that resolves to the name
of the headers or properties to remove.

• Specify a regular expression that matches the
headers or properties to remove, and then select
the Regular Expression check box.

Tip:

 (1) To remove all headers names with a matching
value, use a regular expression that matches
all header names (for example, ".*"). (2) You
cannot use context variables when the Regular
Expression check box is selected. If you require
this functionality, use the Evaluate Regular
Expression Assertion inside a Run Assertions for
Each Item Assertion.

4.1 Optionally, specify a corresponding Header
Value using any of the following methods (case
insensitive unless a Regular Expression is specified):

• Enter the exact value to match.
• Specify a context variable that resolves to the value

to match.
• Specify a regular expression that matches one

or more values that you want to remove, and
then select the Regular Expression check
box. Note: The Policy Manager does not validate
the regular expression pattern.

If you do not specify a value, then all matching
HTTP header names or JMS properties are removed,
regardless of value. If you specify a context variable
that resolves to empty, then only the matching items
that have an empty value are removed.

Note:

 The Manage Transport Properties/Headers assertion does
not fail if no header matches the given name or value.
However, the assertion fails if the context variable for the
header/property name does not exist or if it resolves to
empty.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Open XMPP Server Connection Assertion
The Open XMPP Server Connection Assertion allows you to open a connection to an XMPP server using
an existing XMPP outbound connection definition.

The Open XMPP Server Connection Assertion allows you to open a connection to an XMPP server using an existing XMPP
outbound connection definition.

Before using this assertion, ensure that at least one outgoing or one incoming XMPP connection has been defined. For more
information, see Manage XMPP Connections.
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To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, drag and drop the assertion from the Message Routing category in
the Assertion tab into the policy window.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Open XMPP Server Session Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click Open XMPP Server Session in the policy window and choose Open XMPP Server Session Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. The XMPP Connection is the existing outbound XMPP connection definition to use for connecting to the XMPP server.
Choose the XMPP connection to use from the drop-down list.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion
The Return Template Response to Requestor assertion lets you define a message to be returned to the
requestor. This allows you (for example) to create a more descriptive message for a SOAP fault or to
elaborate an error condition to aid troubleshooting. For example, you place this assertion in an "At least
one assertion must evaluate to true"assertion folder after an . If the Evaluate Response XPath assertion
fails, then the template response message is sent back to the requestor.

The Return Template Response to Requestor assertion lets you define a message to be returned to the requestor. This
allows you (for example) to create a more descriptive message for a SOAP fault or to elaborate an error condition to aid
troubleshooting. For example, you place this assertion in an "At least one assertion must evaluate to true"assertion folder after
an Evaluate Response XPath Assertion. If the Evaluate Response XPath assertion fails, then the template response message is
sent back to the requestor.

Example:

A Return Template Response to Requestor assertion is configured as follows:

Response HTTP Status: 200 Response Content Type: text/plain Response Body: Hello

This will return the following message to the client:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Content-Type: text/plain
Content-Length: 5
Date: Mon, 17 Apr 2006 17:38:28 GMT 
Hello

Note:  (1) The template response is always sent at the end of the policy processing, regardless of its actual position within the
policy. (2) Use of increasing number of context variables in a policy may impact the Return Template Response to Requestor
assertion and may cause an overall decrease in policy performance.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Template Response Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click Return Template Response to Requestor in the policy window and select Template Response Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3.  Configure the response as follows:

Setting Description
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Response HTTP Status Enter a valid numeric HTTP status code (for example, 200,
401).

You may reference context variables.

Send Response immediately Select this check box to send the template response message
immediately, with or without a payload. The transmission
of a payload depends on the status code (for example, a
'204 (No Content) response status indicates to skip payload
transmission).

Clear this check box to send the template response at the
completion of the policy.

Warning:

WARNING: Do not enable this option for most
common use cases. Doing so closes the connection
immediately and disables keep-alive, causing
significant performance degradation. Additionally,
the Gateway will apply no WS-Security decoration
to the response message.

Response Content Type Enter any Content-Type in the format "first/last". You can
type in any compatible charset to be used for encoding.
A sample response Content-Type might be: "text/xml;
charset=utf-8"

 

Response Body Type the message for the template response. You may
include context variables within the message body, if
necessary. However note the following if context variables
are used:

• When a context variable is used in the template
response, the Gateway does not check whether the XML
response is well formed. This may result in invalid body
content.

• If the context variable is of type Message, you may need
to refer to the ${variableName.mainpart} part of the
context variable to avoid problems. Using “.mainpart”
turns the contents into a String.

Tip:

Set the response body to a single context variable, in the
form ${message} or ${message.parts[x]}, to return the
content of the specified message or part. This works for
binary (not just text) messages and message parts. 

Note:

For context variables of types other than Message, the
mainpart part is not required. For more information
about the data types, see "Context Variable Data Types"
in Context Variables.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Route via FTP(S) Assertion

The Route via FTP(S) assertion is used to route requests from the Gateway to a back-end FTP(S) server, using passive mode
FTP. You can configure the port number to use and which directory to use on the remote FTP server.

Note:  (1) The Gateway can be configured as an FTP(S) server in order to support FTP proxying. For more information,
see Working with FTP Requests. (2) The Gateway does not support the use of elliptic curve certificates (ECC) as the client
certificate for an outbound TLS connection.
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If the routing is successful, the response message will contain the reply from the remote FTP server. For uploads, the response
body will be empty; for lists or download requests, the body will contain the listing/file contents. The reply code and message
from the remote FTP server will be set in the target message and made available in these context variables:

${ <prefix> .ftp.replycode}
${ <prefix> .ftp.replytext}

Where "<prefix>" is:

• "response" if the Message Target is "Response"
• the name of the target message variable if the Message Target is "Message Variable"

The Message Target is set in the [Connection] tab of the FTP(S) Routing Properties.

Example: Requesting the last modified time of a file

This simple example shows how you can use the Route via FTP(S) assertion to retrieve the modified timestamp of a file on a
remote server using a HTTP GET Request and how the reply code and message are populated into context variables.

Precondition:

• There is a remote FTP server "ftp.example.com" hosting the file /log_files/log.txt.

To request the modified timestamp from a remote server:

1. Create the following simple policy fragment (properties settings to follow):Route via FTPS Server ftp.example.com
Return Template Response to Requestor

2. Configure the [Connection] tab in the FTP(S) Routing Properties as follows:

• Protocol:  FTPS with Explicit SSL (AUTH TLS/SSL)
• Host name:  ftp.example.com
• Select "Verify server certificate"
• Command:  MDTM
• Message Target:  Message Variable
• Target Message Variable:  output
• Directory:  /log_files
• Arguments:  log.txt
• Assertion Outcome:  Fail on Transient or Permanent Negative Completion reply code

3. Configure the Template Response Properties as follows:

• • Response HTTP Status:  200
• Response Content Type:  text/html; charset=UTF-8
• Response Body:

<html><body>
RESPONSE: ${output.ftp.replycode} ${output.ftp.replytext}
</body></html>

This is the example in action:

1. The service policy receives and processes an HTTP GET request.
2. The Route via FTP(S) assertion retrieves the last modified date (MDTM command) of the file of specified file ('Directory'

and 'Arguments') from the remote FTP server ('Host name').
3. The success reply code and last modified date of the file are made available through the context variables

${output.ftp.replycode} and ${output.ftp.replytext}.
4. The Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion returns an HTML message with the reply details to the client; for

example:

<html><body>RESPONSE: 213 20140224231131.616</body></html>
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For a list of the supported FTP commands, see Listen Port Properties. For an example of how this assertion can be used with
the listen ports to configure an extended FTP command support proxy, see Configuring the [FTP Settings] Tab.

FTP Cluster Properties for This Assertion

The cluster properties described in FTP Cluster Properties define the default FTP(S) listen port behavior. The following cluster
properties are specific to the Route via FTP(S) assertion and have no effect on any listen ports.

Property Description

ftp.globalMaxDownloadConcurrency The maximum number of FTP downloads that may be
executed concurrently by Route via FTP(S) assertions. This is
a global limit across all such assertions.

Default: 64

ftp.globalMinDownloadConcurrency The core number of FTP downloads that may be executed
concurrently by Route via FTP(S) assertions. This is a global
limit across all such assertions.

Note:

This is the number of threads in the pool under normal
circumstances. Higher workloads will cause more
threads to be created, up to the maximum defined by
ftp.globalMaxDownloadConcurrency.

 

Default: 32

ftp.globalMaxDownloadQueue The maximum number of FTP downloads that may be
waiting to execute concurrently by Route via FTP(S)
assertions. This is a global limit across all such assertions.

Default: 64

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the FTP(S) Routing Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Route via FTP(S) Server in the policy window and select FTP(S) Routing Properties or double-click the assertion
in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. These properties are organized across the following tabs:
Connection
Authentication
Advanced

3. Configure each tab as necessary. Refer to the appropriate section below for a complete description of each tab. Tip: If you
are unsure of the settings to use, consult with the FTP server administrator.

4. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [Connection] Tab

The [Connection] tab is used to configure the FTP connection.

1. Configure the Connection Settings section as follows:

Setting Description
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Protocol Choose the protocol to use:

• FTP (unsecured): Information is submitted
unencrypted.

• FTPS with Explicit SSL (AUTH TLS/SSL):
Information is encrypted using explicit SSL (RFC2228).
 

• FTPS with Implicit SSL: Information is encrypted
using implicit SSL.

Host name Enter the hostname of the FTP(S) server machine or a
context variable that will contain the hostname. This name
is verified against the X.509 certificate

Port number Specify the port number or a context variable to use for the
security method chosen. These defaults are used:

• FTP (unsecured) and FTPS with Explicit SSL: port 21
• FTPS with Implicit SSL: port 990

Connect timeout Specify the connection timeout period. The default is 10
seconds.

Verify server certificate If encryption is used, select this check box to verify the
server's certificate against the trust store in the Gateway.
For more information, see Managing Certificates

Test Connection Click this button to test your FTP connection. This button
is available only when all required information is entered in
the properties dialog.

Note:

The [Test Connection] button cannot properly verify the
connection if a context variable was used in the password,
directory, or command.

2. Configure the Command Settings section as follows:

Setting Description

Command Choose an FTP command to send to the FTP server, or
choose From Variable to retrieve the command from the
"Command Variable" field. For a list of the supported FTP
commands, see Listen Port Properties.

Note:

The FTP command handling setting in the associated FTP
listen port may impact how the command is interpreted. For
more information, see Listen Port Properties.

Command Variable If the raw FTP command is being retrieved from a context
variable, enter the variable here.

Message Source From the drop-down list, select the source message of any
data that is expected to accompany the selected command.
Choose from Request, Response, or any Message context
variables that have been defined so far.

Message Target Specify the target message where reply data from the
FTP server should be stored, including the reply code,
reply text, and any file or list data. Choose from Response
or any Message context variables that will receive this
information.

Target Message Variable If the message target is a variable, enter the variable name.
If this variable does not exist, it will be created.
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Directory Specify the remote directory on the FTP server to use or a
context variable that will contain the directory name. You
will be warned if the context variable specified does not
exist at that particular point in the policy.

Leave blank to use the default root directory defined by the
FTP server.

Arguments Enter any arguments or parameters required by the FTP
command. For most common commands, the argument
will be a file or directory name, but other commands may
support other arguments.

Note:

The Arguments field replaces both the "Auto-generate file
name" and "Specify pattern" options found in the Route via
FTP(S) assertion prior to version 8.2.0.

 

Examples of arguments:

• To ensure a unique file name for an upload request,
you can use the context variable ${requestID} as the
argument. This is the behavior of the "Auto-generate file
name" option available in versions prior to 8.2.0.

• To define a specific custom file name, enter the file
name here. For example if you are using an upload-type
command, entering myFile.txt will cause a file named
"myFile.txt" to be created on the remote FTP server that
contains the contents of the message body. This is the
same as selecting the "Specify pattern" option prior to
version 8.2.0.
The arguments can be created dynamically by including
context variables within the pattern. For example, the
pattern "fromGateway-${requestId}" will name all the
uploaded files "fromGateway-" followed by the request
ID. You will be warned if the context variable specified
does not exist at that particular point in the policy. 

• To list the contents of a specific directory (other than
the current working directory), enter the name of that
directory as the argument. For example, the Directory
field contains "/users/jsmith". To list the contents of
the "downloads" directory (assuming "/users/jsmith/
downloads"), enter "downloads" in the Argument field.

3. Indicate how the assertion will respond to error reply codes from the target FTP server. Choose the appropriate Assertion
Outcome from the drop-down list:

• • Fail on all Permanent Negative Completion reply codes (result: fail on all codes >=500)
• Fail on Transient OR Permanent Negative Completion reply codes (result: fail on all codes >=400)
• Never fail as long as target replies. This option allows FTP clients in a proxy scenario to receive useful responses that

will, in most cases, reveal the reasons for failures (for example, insufficient privileges, incorrectly formatted arguments,
etc.).

For more details on the FTP reply codes, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_FTP_server_return_codes.

Configuring the [Authentication] Tab

The [Authentication] tab is used to configure authentication to the remote FTP server.

1. Choose Pass through credentials in request to use the credentials contained in the request.Choose Specify user
credentials to manually enter the credentials to use, and then enter the user name and password:

• User name

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_FTP_server_return_codes
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• Stored password: Use a password from the secure password store on the Gateway. Choose the password to use from
the drop-down list. Note: Only stored passwords may be used here—you cannot type in a password (to do this, use the
"Password expression" option instead). To define a stored password, click [Managed Stored Passwords]. For more
information, see Managing Stored Passwords.

• Password expression: Use the password in the specified expression. You may specify context variables or embed
context variables within the expression. Note: Entering a password expression is not recommended, as it is stored in
plaintext form and is less secure. For maximum security, use the "Stored password" option instead.

• Context variable in password: Select this check box to allow the assertion to correctly recognize context variables
used in the Password expression field; for example, you will be using the ${secpass.*} context variables. For more
information, see Stored Password Properties.

Tip:

For security purposes, the user name and password are automatically deleted when you close the properties and "Specify" is
not selected. You do not need to manually clear these fields.

2. Supply digital certificate for client authentication: Select this check box to use a client certificate from a private
keystore for FTPS authentication, then choose the certificate from the dropdown list. This option is available only if a
private keystore has been defined.

Configuring the [Advanced] Tab

The [Advanced] tab is used to configure additional properties for the FTP routing.

• Override maximum message size: By default, the maximum response message size is 2GB. Select this check box to
download messages larger than this limit or to impose a specific limit. You can also allow message of unlimited size,
however this is not recommended as this may adversely affect Gateway performance.

• Current WSS header handling: Specify how to handle the security header.

Option Description

Don't modify the request Security header Instructs the Gateway to leave the security header in the
outgoing SOAP request message as-is. The security header
in the request may still have been modified if the Gateway
needed to decrypt any encrypted material during message
processing.

Use this setting if the protected service needs to do its
own checking of the request's original security header, or
if the protected service does not care whether its request
messages have a security header.

For best performance, use this setting whenever possible to
minimize the amount of per-request message modification.

Note:

Do not modify the Security header if the policy uses WS-
Security. For more information, see the Add or Remove
WS-Security Assertion.

Remove Layer 7 actor and mustUnderstand attributes
from processed Security header

Instructs the Gateway to remove the 'mustUnderstand'
attribute and 'Layer 7' actor from the security header in the
outgoing SOAP message.

Use this setting if the presence of the Layer 7 actor causes
issues with the back-end service. In certain cases, this actor
may cause the back-end service to ignore the Security
headers because it believes it is addressed to someone
else. You will also use this setting if the back-end service
does not support Security and would reject a request with
'mustUnderstand' asserted on the Security header.

An alternative might be to remove the Security header
completely, however this will incur a performance penalty
for the extra processing required to remove these from
the messages. You may want to keep the Security headers
intact for logging purposes.
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Remove processed Security header from request before
routing

Instructs the Gateway to remove any security header
that was processed by the gateway before forwarding the
request to the protected service.

Use this setting when the protected service is not expecting
security headers in the forwarded SOAP requests.

 Route via HTTP(S) Assertion
The Route via HTTP(S) assertion defines where a Web service or XML application message is sent and
what authentication credentials it uses. If the service requests client authentication, the Gateway can be
configured to respond in any number of ways:

The Route via HTTP(S) assertion defines where a Web service or XML application message is sent and what authentication
credentials it uses. If the service requests client authentication, the Gateway can be configured to respond in any number of
ways:

• By default, it uses the subject certificate from the default SSL to respond to the SSL-TLS handshake.
• You can specify a custom private key to use. The Gateway uses the subject certificate from this private key to respond to

outbound TLS client certificate challenges from the server.
• You can configure the Gateway to decline all certificate challenges by selecting the "Use no private key" option when

selecting a private key in this assertion. Tip: This option is unique to the Route via HTTP(S) assertion.

To learn more about selecting a private key for this assertion, see Select a Custom Private Key.

A message routing assertion is an essential policy element. When you publish a service using the Publish SOAP Web Service
Wizard, Create WSDL Wizard, or Publish Web API Wizard (with a target URL), the Policy Manager automatically adds the
service URL specified during the publication process as a Route via HTTP(S) assertion in the published service's initial policy.

Note:  (1) By default, the outbound HTTP method is passed through from the inbound request HTTP method. Where there is
no inbound request method (for example, a context variable is used), then the POST action is used. (2) The Gateway does not
support the use of elliptic curve certificates (ECC) as the client certificate for an outbound TLS connection.

The Route via HTTP(S) assertion supports the HTTP 1.0 and 1.1 standards. It should be present in policies that consume an
external REST or HTTP-SOAP based API.

Tip:

When routing failures to the back-end systems occur, CA Technologies recommends capturing those failure events through
policy assertions and logic (Audit log, syslog, SMTP, SNMP, JMS, AMQP, etc.) This event handling captures the failure
from the back-end services and allows the Gateway to return an intelligent response to the client that the back-end service is
unavailable. During auditing and triage sessions of a service outage, a Gateway user can provide granular information for those
specific failures to the back-end services

Using the Assertion

By default, the Policy Manager automatically adds a Route via HTTP(S) assertion to a new service policy created by one of
the Publish Service wizards. If the assertion was removed or you need to add another one, refer to Adding an Assertion for
instructions on adding this assertion.

1. Right-click "Route via HTTP(S) to..." in the policy window and then select HTTP(S) Routing Properties or double-click
the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

2. Review the address in the URL box to ensure that it is the correct URL for the service; make any changes if necessary. The
Policy Manager verifies that the URL is well formed and that the hostname is valid in the DNS. 

Tip:

For SOAP services published from a WSDL, you can click  to reset the URL to the one specified during the service
publication process.

Note:

If the URL contains a valid host but invalid path, routing attempts are recorded as a Policy Violation in the service
statistics. However if the host is unknown, the routing attempts are recorded as Routing Failures. For more information
about service statistics, see "Dashboard - Service Metrics" in Gateway Dashboard.

For greater flexibility in specifying the path, you can embed context variables within the URL. Be sure the context
variables resolve to a valid URL.
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3. Choose the HTTP Method to use from the drop-down list. The list includes the well known methods, but you can enter
your own method if necessary (including specifying a context variable). The default setting of <Automatic> uses the
HTTP method from the request (if present), otherwise is uses the POST method. 

Tip:

If a custom HTTP method is present in the message being routed, it is passed through. For more information about HTTP
Methods, refer to the "HTTP/FTP" tab of Published Service Properties.

4. Choose the Request Source from the drop-down list. This is the message to send as the outbound request. It is normally
the Default Request message, but you can select a Message context variable that has been defined in the current context.

5. Specify the Response Destination. This is where to save the response returned from the server. This normally goes into
the Default Response message, but you can choose a destination from the drop-down list or enter a new Message context
variable that will hold the response. 

Tip:

The default variable name of "httpResponse" is just a suggestion; ensure this name is unique if you opt to use it. Refer to
the context variable naming rules if you receive syntax errors.

Note:

When saving the route response to a Message context variable, the response body and headers are saved to the variable, not
the default response. The response returned back to the client is the default response, not the Message variable. The routing
header rules should affect the headers saved to the Message variable in this case, not the headers returned to the client.

6. Configure each tab as necessary. Refer to the appropriate section below for a complete description of each tab.
7. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [Authentication] Tab

In the [Authentication] tab, select an authentication method.

Authentication Description

None (Anonymous) Select this option for anonymous services. No credentials are
required.

Use OAuth Authorization Select this option to use OAuth Authorization for credentials.
Choose the OAuth Version and then specify the Token
Variable.

The OAuth version determines what is prepended to the
contents of the token variable in the Authorization header
value.

• For OAuth 1.0, this is the equivalent of adding an
Authorization header with the value "OAuth ${var}".

• Otherwise, it is equivalent to adding an Authorization
header with the value "Bearer ${var}".

Note:

Ensure that the OAuth token has already been obtained and is
present in the specified context variable.

Specify HTTP Credentials Select this option for basic HTTP authentication. You are
prompted to enter your User Name, Password, NTLM
Domain, and NTLM Host.

You may specify context variables in the User Name and
Password fields.

Note:

(1) If no credentials are entered, the authentication
option reverts to "None (Anonymous)" the next time the
[Authentication] tab is opened. (2) NTLM authentication
is not supported when a proxy server is configured (see
"proxy_tab"). (3) Both NTLM v1 and v2 authentication are
supported.
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Use HTTP Credentials from Request Select this option to use the HTTP basic or NTLM
authentication headers in the request.

Note:

Technical Note: If you select this option, the
com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerHttpRoutingAssertion.statePool.enable
system property is disabled.

Attach SAML Sender-Vouches Select this option to attach a SAML sender-vouches ticket
to each outgoing back-end request that was authenticated
by the Gateway. This ticket contains the user name of the
authenticated user along with an expiration time, and is
signed by the Gateway using the SSL certificate. You are
prompted to specify the SAML Version and Ticket expiry
time, in minutes (whole number only).

Note:

The "Attach SAML Sender-Vouches" option is enabled only
for SOAP Web service policies. It differs from the Require
SAML Token Profile Assertion as follows:

• The Attach SAML Sender-Vouches option is being
added to the outgoing message from the Gateway to the
protected service.

• The Require SAML Token Profile Assertion requires
that SAML security already be present in an incoming
message from a client application to the Gateway.

Send TAI Header Select this option to require a Trust Association Interceptor
(TAI) third-party authentication pass. TAI credential chaining
can be used with or without a static user name and password.
With TAI, if the Gateway authenticated a user, then the user
name of that authenticated user is included in the IV_USER
HTTP header in the outgoing request.

Use Windows Integrated Select this option to enable outbound Kerberos Delegation
via Windows Integrated Authentication. Specify how to
proceed:

• Use Delegated Credentials: Select this option to use the
credentials extracted from the request Kerberos token to
request a service ticket for routing. If using this option,
one of the following assertions must be present in the
policy: Require Windows Integrated Authentication
Credentials or Require WS-Security Kerberos Token
Profile Credentials.

• Use Gateway Keytab: Select this option to use the
kerberos.keytab file on the Gateway.

• Use Configured Credentials: Select this option to have
the assertion use the specified account to authenticate with
the KDC and obtain a service ticket for routing.

Note:

(1) The "Use Gateway Keytab" and "Use Configured
Credentials" options do not require Kerberos access
control (in other words, the Require Windows Integrated
Authentication Credentials or WSS Kerberos assertions are
not required). Using the Require HTTP Basic Credential
Assertion is sufficient. (2) Kerberos authentication is
not supported when a proxy server is configured (see
"proxy_tab").

Configuring the [Headers] Tab
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The [Headers] tab is used to define which HTTP headers should be passed through. It contains separate sections for request
and response headers.

By default, all request and response headers are passed through in their original form. 

Warning:  WARNING: There may be potential security ramifications to allowing all applications header to be passed
through. If in doubt, restrict the pass-through to only specific headers.

When passing through only specific headers, define these headers in their respective tables. You can choose to pass the original
value of the header or a custom value (context variables acceptable).

Some tips for constructing a list of headers to be passed through:

• You may repeat header names if you are constructing multiple rules on handling a particular header. See "Working with
Multiple Headers" below for more details.

• When passing the original value, if the header is present multiple times in the incoming request, then it is passed multiple
times as they are in the original request.

• When passing through only specific request or response headers, if no headers are specified in the accompanying table,
then the Gateway reverts to passing through all headers. 

The Gateway does not pass these headers by default, regardless of the pass-through rules defined: 

connection
content-encoding
content-length
content-type
datehost
keep-alive
server
transfer-encoding

Note:

Technical Note: To pass through any of the excluded headers above, add the system property
com.l7tech.policy.assertion.HttpPassthroughRuleSet.headersToSkip with the list of headers to skip. For more information, see
Gateway System Properties.

Overriding Headers

Be aware of the interaction between the Route via HTTP(S) assertion and the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion.
Header customizations may be overridden, depending on which assertion appears later in the policy.

The Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion is useful for manipulating custom HTTP headers in a message, especially
for the headers that cannot be overridden by the Route via HTTP(S) assertion.

Example:

If you are hosting several different languages, you can set the appropriate charset using the Manage Transport Properties/
Headers Assertion (this assumes the back end web server is set for charset=UTF-8). For example, to correctly display pages in
Japanese, add the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion immediately after the Route via HTTP(S) assertion. Use the
following properties:

• Type: HTTP Header
• Operation: Add or Replace
• Property/Header Name: Content-Type
• Property/Header Value: text/html; charset=shift_jis

If the Japanese encodiing "euc-jp" is needed, then use the above settings with charset=euc-jp instead.

Working with Multiple Headers

It may be necessary to construct multiple rules to describe how you want to handle a particular header. For example, you wish
to forward several custom values for a particular request or response header.

The following table summarizes the possible scenarios when you are passing through only certain headers.

Scenario What will happen

Define a header "ABC" with value = <original value> All headers with the name "ABC" are forwarded, with their
original values intact.
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Define a header "ABC" with value = "XYZ" A new header with name "ABC" with value "XYZ" is
inserted.

Define the headers "ABC" = "123" and "ABC" = '456'. Two headers with name "ABC" are inserted: One with value
"123" and another one with value "456".

Define the headers "ABC" = <original value> and "ABC" =
"123".

All headers with the name "ABC" are forwarded, with their
original values intact. An additional header with the custom
value "123" is inserted.

Working with HTTP Host Headers

The HTTP Host Header can be set a number of different ways. By default, this header is set to the URL hostname specified at
the top of the properties dialog. You can enhance the flexibility of the Host Header by doing the following:

1. Ensure you are passing through only certain request headers.
2. Add a new request header with the name "Host".
3. Select Customize Value, and then choose one of the following depending on how you wish to populate the Host Header:

• leave the value blank: The HOST header in the HTTP request is populated with the Host name from the target URL.

• enter a context variable: The HOST header in the HTTP request is populated with the value contained in the context
variable.

• any other non-blank value: The HOST header in the HTTP request is populated with the value entered here.

Configuring the [Connection] Tab

The [Connection] tab is used to configure failover strategies, timeouts, and TLS settings. The default settings provide a good
starting point that work well in most instances. However the defaults are more conservative, which can result in slower and/
or intermittent responses to the clients, depending on the availability of the configured back-end services. For improved
responsiveness, consider the enhanced settings given below.

1. Specify how IP addresses should be retrieved:

IP address option Description

Look Up IP Addresses in DNS Select this option to have the Gateway retrieve the IP
addresses from the Domain Name Server (DNS). This
setting is the default and it does not use a failover strategy.

Use the following IP addresses Select this option to have the Gateway only use IP
addresses from the list that follows.  

Use multiple URLs Select this option to have the Gateway sequentially use
URLs from the list that follows. This option is useful if, for
example, multiple instances of a service reside at different
URLs rather than just different IP addresses.

You may specify context variables when constructing a list
of URLs using this option.

2. Choose a Failover strategy to use in case an IP address or URL fails to respond:

Failover Strategy Description

Ordered Sticky with Failover The Gateway sends service messages to the first IP/URL
in the list until that IP/URL does not respond (fails). When
this occurs, the next IP/URL in the list is used.

Tip:

The cluster propertyio .failoverServerRetryDelay controls
the delay before the Gateway retries a failed server. The
default is to wait 15 minutes when using the "Ordered
Sticky with Failover" strategy.
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Random Sticky with Failover The Gateway chooses an IP/URL randomly at the
beginning of each session and uses it for the duration of the
session. If the chosen IP/URL address fails, another IP/URL
is chosen at random.

Round Robin The Gateway rotates through the IP/URL list on a request-
by-request basis (round-robin) from the first, to the second,
and so on. When the end of the list is reached, the cycle
continues from the top of the list.

Tip:

The cluster propertyio .failoverServerRetryDelay controls
the delay before the Gateway retries a failed server. The
default is to wait 5 minutes when using the "Round Robin"
strategy.

3. You can override any of the following timeout values for this routing assertion only:

• The Connection Timeout defines the maximum time (in milliseconds) the Gateway attempts to establish a TCP
connection. If exceeded, the routing will fail (or failover). To override the system default, clear the Use System
Default check box and then enter a different value. You may reference context variables.
The system default for this timeout is defined by the io.outConnectTimeout cluster property, which defaults to 30
seconds if the property is not explicitly set.

Tip:

  Configure the Connection Timeout proportionally to the distance or latency of your back-end services. For back-end
services on the same physical server or rack, set Connection Timeout several milliseconds greater than the latency to
that service. For example, if the back-end service has 10ms latency, the Connection Timeout should be approximately
20ms. For back-end services located overseas or on a different continent, make the Connection Timeout greater. This is
to account for fluctuation in the network latency to that service over a larger physical distance. For example, if the back-
end service has a 200ms latency, the Connection Timeout should be about 300ms.

• The Read Timeout defines the maximum time (in milliseconds) allowed for response data (not necessarily the
complete response) to be read for the outbound request. If exceeded, the routing will fail (or failover). To override the
system default, clear the Use System Default] check box and enter a value. You may reference context variables.
The system default for this timeout is defined by the io.outTimeout cluster property, which defaults to 60 seconds if the
property is not explicitly set. Note: The Read Timeout is triggered each time there is communication from the back-end
server. As a result, it is possible that the actual communication time will be much longer than the value set for "Read
Timeout".

Tip:

The Read Timeout should not exceed the SLA that is defined for your service. If a SLA is not defined, one should be
created and communicated to your clients. If the client is expecting a response from the Gateway within 2000ms, the
Read Timeout should be approximately 1500ms. It should never be greater than the SLA for the service, otherwise the
Gateway would potentially fail the SLA if or when the back-end service is unavailable.

• The Maximum Retries defines the maximum number of attempts, in addition to the initial attempt, to establish a TCP
connection. For example, Maximum Retries = 3 means there will be 4 attempts: the initial attempt and 3 retry attempts.
To override the system default, clear the Use System Default check box and enter a value between 0 and 100 (where
"0" will prevent retries). The default is 3 retries.

Tip:

For best performance, configure Maximum Retries to "0" for no retries. The intelligence and logic to handle failures
should be handled in the client and the Gateway should follow a "fail fast" model. Should the client not have built-in
retry logic, enable 1 retry for only the HTTP GET method.

4. Choose which TLS Version to allow when connecting via HTTPS. 

Note:

Technical Note: If you choose "TLS 1.0 with SSLv2Hello", the Gateway will use SunJSSE as the TLS implementation for
the outbound connection, even if SSL-J is available. This is because SSL-J does not support SSLv2Hello.

5. To use a specific set of TLS cipher suites for this HTTP connection, click [Cipher Suites]. For more information,
see Selecting Cipher Suites.

6. To allow a subset of trusted certificates during the outbound TLS handshake, click [Trusted Server Certificates] and then
select:
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• Trust all Trusted Certificate: Trust all trusted certificates presently in the Gateway trust store. For more information,
see Manage Certificates.

• Trust only the specified Trusted Certificates: Trust only the trusted certificates in the table below. Only the
certificates that you define here will be trusted during the outbound TLS handshake from this routing assertion

Note:

As with all trusted certificates, the certificates in this list will be trusted only if their settings are compatible (for example, if
it has been configured to be "trusted for outbound SSL").

Configuring the [HTTP] Tab

The [HTTP] tab is used to further refine the settings for your HTTP protocol.

1. Choose the Version from the drop-down list. The Default setting uses the version defined by the io.httpVersion  cluster
property (which is factory set at version 1.1). Select another version if you need to override the cluster property.

2. Select the Compress Output check box if you want to compress the request payload. This can improve performance and
transfer times, especially if the payloads are large. 

Note:

The compression option is valid only when the service endpoint supports HTTP level compression using Content-
Encoding: gzip.

3. Select the Use Keep-Alive check box to use persistent connections. These connections are more efficient, as they allow
reuse of TCP connections for multiple messages. Clear this check box to not use persistent connections on this routing.

Note:

You can enable "keep-alive" only when the io.httpDisableKeepAlive cluster property is at its default "false" setting. If that
property was set to "true", then "keep-alives" are disabled globally and cannot be enabled for an individual HTTP routing.

4. Select the Follow Redirects check box to instruct the assertion to follow HTTP redirect responses from the downstream
target. Otherwise, redirect responses are sent back to the requestor.

5. Select the Transmit body regardless of request method check box to include the request body with the outbound request,
even if the HTTP request method is one that normally would not include a body (for example, GET, HEAD, DELETE, or
OPTIONS).

Note:

The following of redirects is disabled for the request when a request body is forcibly included, even if the request method
(such as GET) would otherwise have followed them.

Clear the check box to not forcibly include the request body with the outbound request. In this case, the request body
is include only with HTTP request methods (such as POST, PUT) that normally include them.

6. To modify or override the Content-Type in the request message before routing, select the Do not automatically include
Content-Type header in request check box. To use the existing Content-Type from the request message, leave this option
unselected.
If you are overriding the Content-Type header, ensure that the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion is also
present in the policy. This assertion works in tandem with the Route via HTTP(S) assertion to give you complete control
over your headers. For a detailed description on how you can manipulate the Content-Type header during routing, see
"Manipulating the Content-Type Header" below.

7. (Available in 9.3 CR2 or higher) If you need to exclude the Host header from the request message, select the Omit Host
header (for HTTP/1.0) check box. Otherwise, the Host header is included. Note that this setting is valid for HTTP 1.0
only. This setting is unavailable if "HTTP Version" is Default or 1.1. (Unless the default HTTP version is changed in the
io.httpVersion  cluster property.)

8. Click Customize Request Form POST Parameters if you need to change how these parameters work. You will be able
to:

• Specify whether all request form Post parameters received from the requestor are passed through, or only certain ones.
• Define a list of specific parameters to pass through. 

Tip:

(1) You may repeat parameter names if you are constructing multiple rules on handling a particular parameter.
See "multiple_headers" earlier in this topic for more details. (2) If the parameter is present multiple times in the
incoming request, then it is passed multiple times as they are in the original request.

Manipulating the Content-Type Header
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You can control the Content-Type header during routing by using the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion along
with the Route via HTTP(S) assertion.

Example 1: Remove the Content-Type header from the request before routing

1. Add the Route via HTTP(S) assertion to a policy and select Do not automatically include Content-Type header in
request.

2. Add the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion before the Route via HTTP(S) assertion and set the target message
to 'Request'. Configure the properties as follows:

• Type: HTTP Header
• Operation: Remove
• Property/Header Name: Content-Type

The response does not contain the Content-Type header in the body of the reply message.

Example 2: Modify the Content-Type header before routing

1. Add the Route via HTTP(S) assertion to a policy and select Do not automatically include Content-Type header in
request.

2. Add the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion before the Route via HTTP(S) assertion and set the target message
to 'Request'. Configure the properties as follows:

• Type: HTTP Header
• Operation: Add or Replace
• Property/Header Name: Content-Type
• Property/Header Value: application/my-content-type

The response contains the Content-Type header value set in the policy (application/my-content-type) in the body of the reply
message.

Example 3: Add a Content-Type header before routing

1. Add the Route via HTTP(S) assertion to a policy and select Do not automatically include Content-Type header in
request.

2. Add the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion before the Route via HTTP(S) assertion and set the target message
to 'Request'. Configure the properties as follows:

• Type: HTTP Header
• Operation: Add 
• Property/Header Name: Content-Type
• Property/Header Value: application/my-content-type

Results:

• For a request with no Content-Type header and empty body: 

• The response contains the Content-Type header value added in the policy (application/my-content-type) in the body of
the reply message.

• For a request with no Content-Type header and a non-empty body: 

• The response contains the Content-Type header value added in the policy (application/my-content-type) and the
value application/x-www-form-urlencoded in the body of the reply message.

• For a request with Content-Type header 'text/xml' and a non-empty body:

• The response contains the Content-Type header value added in the policy (application/my-content-type) and the
value text/xml in the body of the reply message

Configuring the [Proxy] Tab

Note:  When a proxy server is configured, the following authentication method cannot be used: Use Windows Integrated.

The [Proxy] tab is used to configure an HTTP proxy host, if required. 

When configuring a proxy host, enter the literal values or specify context variables:

• Proxy Host: Enter the proxy host or reference one or more context variables.
• Proxy Port: Enter the port number or reference a single context variable.
• Proxy Username: Enter the username or reference one or more context variables.
• Proxy Password: Enter the password or use a secure password reference (recommended). A simple context variable

reference may not be used here.
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Tip:

For best security, use a secure password reference instead of entering the actual password. To do this, first define your
password using the Manage Stored Passwords task and then reference it here using the ${secpass.<name>.plaintext}
context variable.

Configuring the [Other] Tab

The [Other] tab is used to configure miscellaneous HTTP routing settings.

1. In the Request WSS Header Handling section, specify how to handle the security header:

Option Description

Don't modify the request Security header Instructs the Gateway to leave the security header in the
outgoing request message as-is. The security header in
the request may still have been modified if the Gateway
needed to decrypt any encrypted material during message
processing.

Use this setting if the protected service needs to do its own
checking of the request's original security header, or if the
protected service does not care whether its request messages
have a security header.

For best performance, use this setting whenever possible to
minimize the amount of per-request message modification.

Note:

Do not modify the Security header if the policy uses WS-
Security. For more information, see Add or Remove WS-
Security Assertion. 

Remove Layer 7 actor and mustUnderstand attributes
from processed Security header

Instructs the Gateway to remove the "mustUnderstand"
attribute and 'Layer 7' actor from the security header in the
outgoing message.

Use this setting if the presence of the Layer 7 actor causes
issues with the back-end service. In certain cases, this actor
may cause the back-end service to ignore the Security
headers because it believes it is addressed to someone
else. You will also use this setting if the back-end service
does not support Security and would reject a request with
"mustUnderstand" asserted on the Security header.

An alternative might be to remove the Security header
completely, however this will incur a performance penalty
for the extra processing required to remove these from
the messages. You may want to keep the Security headers
intact for logging purposes.

Remove processed Security header from request before
routing

Instructs the Gateway to remove any security header that
was processed by the gateway before forwarding the request
to the protected service.

Use this setting when the protected service is not expecting
security headers in the forwarded requests.
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Promote other security header as default before routing Instructs the Gateway to promote one of the downstream
WSS recipients as the next default WSS header. Select the
recipient from the drop-down list.

This option is used primarily when the intended recipient
of a WSS assertion does not accept or recognize security
headers that contain Actor attributes.

For more information about changing the recipient of the
available WSS (WS-Security) message-level assertions, see
Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

2. Under Response Size Limit, you may override the permitted maximum size of the routing message if necessary. By
default, the maximum size is defined by the io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property. You may reference a context variable
when restricting to a specific size. Note that allowing response messages of unlimited size is not recommended.

Note:

The Response Size Limit setting takes effect only if the Gateway further processes the response message. This setting
(as well as the io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property) does not apply if a response is streamed back to the client with
no processing required by the Gateway. (Response streaming is controlled by the io.HttpResponseStreaming cluster
property.) To limit the size of the message sent back to the client, use the Limit Message Size Assertion.

Note:

Under normal conditions, the Response Size Limit applies to the compressed message size. But if there are assertions
that must act on the uncompressed response (for example, Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion, Evaluate Response
XPath Assertion, etc.), then the uncompressed response size applies. For example, the response size is set at 50KB and a
40KB compressed response arrives--that message passes normally. However if there are assertions that must act on the
uncompressed response and the message expands to 90KB uncompressed, then it exceeds the 50KB size limit and the
policy fails.

3. Choose an Assertion Outcome based on the response from the downstream endpoint:

Option Description

Fail if target returns error status (>=400) The assertion will fail when the response read from the
target contains an error status (>= 400).

There is an exception to this rule: If the service for which
the policy is associated with is published as a Web Service
(not an XML application) and the target returns a response
with the status 500 and the content is a SOAP fault, then the
SOAP fault is accepted as a valid response to be propagated
to the requestor.

Note:

If an error occurs while getting a response from the target,
the assertion will fail.

Pass through SOAP faults with error status 500 When failing on an error status, you can give special
attention to error status 500 (internal error).

• Select this check box to allow a status 500 error to
be returned from the back-end server as a response,
complete with the 500 HTTP error code.

• Clear this check box to treat the 500 error as a SOAP
fault, which may trigger a customized fault response.
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Never fail as long as target returns an answer The assertion will succeed if the endpoint returns any
response read from the target. With this option, the
assertion can fail only if it is not possible to read a response
from the target.

Exception: The assertion may still fail if both of the
following conditions are true:

• In the [Authentication] tab, the Service Authentication is
"Use HTTP Credentials from Request".

• The back-end services returns a 401 HTTP error.

To prevent assertion failure in this scenario, use "Specify
HTTP Credentials" as the Service Authentication method
instead. Specify the username and password as context
variables from the request (i.e., ${request.username}, 
${request.password}).

 Route via JMS Assertion
The Route via JMS assertion allows you to configure the JMS transportation of outbound service
messages from the Gateway. In order to use this assertion in a policy, ensure that the JMS destinations
have been:

The Route via JMS assertion allows you to configure the JMS transportation of outbound service messages from the Gateway.
In order to use this assertion in a policy, ensure that the JMS destinations have been:

1. Configured in the appropriate server (TIBCO EMS, IBM WebSphere over LDAP, or any other custom server).
2. Referenced in the JNDI directory.
3. Registered in the Policy Manager.

For more information, see Manage JMS Destinations.

  

Note:   If multiple JMS properties with the same name exist in the message, only the last one added will be used by the Route
via JMS assertion and the incoming request listener.

The Administrator is responsible for installing and configuring the items required for JMS routing. If you encounter errors
during the execution of a JMS policy, contact your Administrator.

The Route via JMS assertion and destinations support the JMS 1.0 standard.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Route via JMS assertion sets the following context variables with the header information from the JMS response message.

Note:   The response context variables are not set if the JMS Destination is configured for “No replies (one-way)” (JMS
Destination Properties > [Outbound Options] tab > Outbound Reply Behavior). For more information, see Manage JMS
Destinations.

Variable Description

 ${response.jms.header. <name> } Returns the value of the JMS response header, where <name>
is the header name.

 ${response.jms.headernames}  This is a multivalued context variable that returns the names
of all headers that are present.
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 ${response.jms.allheadervalues}  This is a multivalued context variable that returns all
the header names and values that are present, in the
format headername:headervalue..

The following are possible headers:

JMSDestination
JMSDeliveryMode
JMSExpiration
JMSPriority
JMSMessageID
JMSTimestamp
JMSCorrelationID
JMSReplyTo
JMSType
JMSRedelivered

Tip:

 For a list of the context variables created when the Gateway receives a JMS request, see Manage JMS Destinations.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the JMS Routing Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Route via JMS in the policy window and select JMS Routing Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy
window. The assertion properties are displayed. These properties are organized across the following tabs:
Target
Security
Request
Response

3. Configure each tab as necessary. Refer to the appropriate section below for a complete description of each tab.
4. Select the target outbound destination to use from the JMS Destination drop-down list. If the target destination you need

doesn't exist, click [New Destination] to create a new JMS destination. See Manage JMS Destinations for information on
defining this destination.

5. If you selected a template outbound destination in the previous step, complete the destination configuration in the Dynamic
Properties section. Dynamic properties are those properties that are set at runtime, rather than at design time.

6. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [Target] Tab

The [Target] tab is used to select the JMS queue or topic, and configure dynamic properties and timeout.

1. Select the target outbound destination to use from the JMS Destination drop-down list. If the target destination you need
doesn't exist, click [New Destination] to create a new JMS destination. See Manage JMS Destinationsfor information on
defining this destination.

2. If you selected a template outbound destination in the previous step, complete the destination configuration in the Dynamic
Properties section. Dynamic properties are those properties that are set at runtime, rather than at design time.

For more information about template destination, see "Template Outbound Destinations" in Manage JMS Destinations.

Tip:

(1) If a value was entered during destination definition then it is displayed here, but cannot be modified. (2) If many
destinations are in use, you can improve performance by reducing the idle time and increasing the cache size. These
are controlled using the io.jmsConnectionCacheMaxIdleTime and io.jmsConnectionCacheMaxSize cluster properties,
respectively.

Dynamic Property For information on this property, see...

 Initial Context Factory class name JMS Destination Properties, [JNDI] tab

 JNDI URL  JMS Destination Properties, [JNDI] tab
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 JNDI User Name  JMS Destination Properties, [JNDI] tab

 Tip: You may reference a context variable for the
JNDI User Name in JMS Routing Properties.

 JNDI Password  JMS Destination Properties, [JNDI] tab

 Tip: You may reference a context variable for the
JNDI Password in JMS Routing Properties.

 Connection Factory Name JMS Destination Properties, [Destination] tab

 Tip: You may reference a context variable for the
Connection Factory Name in JMS Routing Properties.

 Destination Name JMS Destination Properties, [Destination] tab

 Tip: You may reference a context variable for the
Destination Name in JMS Routing Properties.

 Destination User Name  JMS Destination Properties, [Destination] tab

 Tip: You may reference a context variable for the
Destination User Name in JMS Routing Properties.

 Destination Password  JMS Destination Properties, [Destination] tab

 Tip: You may reference a context variable for the
Destination Password in JMS Routing Properties.

 Wait for Reply on specified queue JMS Destination Properties, [Outbound Options] tab

 Note: If the Outbound Reply Behavior in the template
queue is not "Wait for Reply", then this field is blank and
uneditable

3. Optionally enter a JMS response timeout value if you wish to override the global default (defined in
the jms.ResponseTimeout cluster property) for this one destination. The value must be greater than 0 (zero). Enter a value
in milliseconds or enter a context variable that will contain the timeout value. The assertion will wait for this period of time
for a response before timing out. Tip: The global default is specified by the jms.ResponseTimeout cluster property.

Warning:

Ensure that the JMS response timeout is not greater than the HTTP response timeout on the client, otherwise data
may be lost. (The client response timeout may vary, but for web browsers it is usually two minutes.)

Configuring the [Security] Tab

The [Security] tab is used to set the service authentication and WSS header handling.

1. In the Service Authentication section, indicate whether authentication should be used:Service Authentication during JMS
routing

Option Description

 None (Anonymous) Select this option if the identity of the requestor is not being
authenticated (requests anonymous).
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 Attach SAML Sender-Vouches Select this option to attach a SAML sender-vouches ticket
to each outgoing back-end request that was authenticated
by the Gateway. This ticket contains the user name of the
authenticated user along with an expiration time, and is
signed by the Gateway using the SSL certificate.

When using SAML Sender-Vouches, indicate:

•  SAML Version: Specify whether SAML 1.1 or 2.0 is
being used.

•  Ticket expiry: Enter the expiry period for the ticket, in
number of minutes (whole number only). The default is
5 minutes.

 Note: This option is enabled only for SOAP web service
policies. It differs from the Require SAML Token Profile
assertion as follows:

• The Attach SAML Sender-Vouches option is being
added to the outgoing message from the Gateway to the
protected service.

• The Require SAML Token Profile Assertion requires
that SAML security already be present in an incoming
message from a client application to the Gateway.

In the Current WSS header handling section, specify how to handle the security header:WSS Header Handling during
JMS routing

Option Description

 Don't modify the request Security header Instructs the Gateway to leave the security header in the
outgoing SOAP request message as-is. The security header
in the request may still have been modified if the Gateway
needed to decrypt any encrypted material during message
processing.

Use this setting if the protected service needs to do its own
checking of the request's original security header, or if the
protected service does not care whether its request messages
have a security header.

For best performance, use this setting whenever possible to
minimize the amount of per-request message modification.

Note:

Do not modify the Security header if the policy uses WS-
Security. For more information, see the Add or Remove
WS-Security Assertion.
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 Remove Layer 7 actor and mustUnderstand attributes
from processed Security header 

Instructs the Gateway to remove the "mustUnderstand"
attribute and "Layer 7" actor from the security header in the
outgoing SOAP message.

Use this setting if the presence of the Layer 7 actor causes
issues with the back-end service. In certain cases, this actor
may cause the back-end service to ignore the Security
headers because it believes it is addressed to someone
else. You will also use this setting if the back-end service
does not support Security and would reject a request with
"mustUnderstand" asserted on the Security header.

An alternative might be to remove the Security header
completely, however this will incur a performance penalty
for the extra processing required to remove these from
the messages. You may want to keep the Security headers
intact for logging purposes.

 Remove processed Security header from request before
routing 

Instructs the Gateway to remove any security header that
was processed by the gateway before forwarding the request
to the protected service.

Use this setting when the protected service is not expecting
security headers in the forwarded SOAP requests.

Configuring the [Request] Tab

The [Request] tab is used to select the message source for the request message and to configure property forwarding.

1. Specify the Message Source for the request message: from the drop-down list, choose from Request, Response, or
any Message context variables that have been defined so far. These variables may have been created by the Set Context
Variable assertion or in the Response message properties section of a previous Route via JMS assertion.

2. Select the Use request settings check box if you need to change any of the following default JMS request settings:

•  Delivery Mode: Choose the JMS delivery mode to use: Persistent or Non-Persistent.

•  Priority: Specify a priority mode for the JMS request by entering a value between 0 and 9, where "0" is lowest priority
and "9" is highest priority. The default is 4.

•  Time To Live: Enter the length of time before the JMS message expires, in milliseconds. The default value of 0 (zero)
means the message never expires.

3. Indicate how the properties from the JMS request message are handled:

• Select Pass through all JMS message properties if you are allowing all JMS message properties to pass through.
(Note that there will be JMS message properties to pass through only if the original request is a JMS message.)

• Select Customize JMS message properties to forward if you want to do any of the following:

• customize which or how JMS message properties are passed through

• customize the values of the JMS message properties

• create properties that did not exist in the original request (such as when the original request is not a JMS message).

If you are customizing the JMS message properties to pass through, define which names and values can pass through in
the table below:

To... Do this
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Add a property to the list 1.1 Click [Add]. The JMS Message Property Setting
dialog appears.

2.1 Enter the Property Name. (Note: Property
names must obey the rules specified in the JMS
Specification).

3.1 Specify what to do for this property:

•  Pass through original value: If the property
is present in the incoming request, then pass it
downstream as is.  

•  Customize value: Insert a property with a
custom string value. Enter the custom value
in the adjacent box. You can either enter a
fixed value or a string that contains context
variables that resolves to the appropriate value
during run time. For example, "Hello, my ID is
${requestId} and the time is ${gateway.time}.
Have a nice day."
Note:  The Policy Manager checks that the
custom value entered is appropriate for the
specified property. However note that if a context
variable is specified, it is not possible to validate
the data type at design time and an incorrect
data type will cause an error during runtime.
The following data types are enforced for each
property:
 JMSXUserID: String  JMSXAppID:
String  JMSXDeliveryCount:
int  JMSXGroupID: String  JMSXGroupSeq:
int  JMSXProducerTXID:
String  JMSXConsumerTXID:
String  JMSXRcvTimestamp:
long  JMSXState: int
 

4.1 Click [OK]. The new property is added to the table.

Modify a property in the list 1.1 Select the property to modify and then click [Edit],
or double-click a row. The JMS Message Property
Setting dialog appears.

2.1 Modify the information as necessary. See "Add a
property to the list" above for details.

3.1 Click [OK]. The modified property appears on the
table.

Remove a property from the list 1.1 Select the row to delete.
2.1 Click [Remove]. The property is removed

immediately.

Configuring the [Response] Tab

The [Response] tab is used to configure the message destination and property forwarding.

1. Select the Message Destination:

• Select Default Response to send the message to the default response destination.
• Select Save as context variable to save the response message to a context variable that you specify here. You can

define a new variable or an existing one. A validation message provides instant feedback on the context variable name
entered. For an explanation of the validation messages displayed, see Context Variable Validation.

2. Specify the response message size limit:

•  Override maximum message size: Select this check box to override the permitted maximum size of the routing
message. Clear this check box to use the value set in the io.jmsMessageMaxBytes cluster property.
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•  Restrict messages to: Enter the maximum permitted size of the response message, in bytes. You may specify a
context variable. 

•  Allow unlimited message size (not recommended): Select this option to allow response messages of unlimited size.
3. Indicate how the properties from the JMS response message are handled:

• Pass through all JMS message properties
• Customize JMS message properties to forward 

Please see "Configuring the [Request] Tab" above for the descriptions of these settings.

 Route via MQ Native Assertion
The Route via MQ Native assertion allows you to configure the MQ Native transportation of outbound
service messages from the CA API Gateway.

The Route via MQ Native assertion allows you to configure the MQ Native transportation of outbound service messages from
the CA API Gateway.

Note:  MQ Native will not be operational until the appropriate .jar files have been installed.

Context Variables Used by This Assertion

The Route via MQ Native assertion utilizes the following context variables.

Note:

(1) The <prefix> is the target of the message. For example, if the message target is a request, then the prefix is "request"; if the
message target is a response, then the prefix is "response". (2) "Request" MQ Native variables are set as soon as the Gateway
receives the MQ message (the Route via MQ Native assertion need not have run yet).

Context Variable Description

${<prefix>.mqnative.md.<field>} Returns the value of the case sensitive message descriptor
field.

Example: ${request.mqnative.md.expiry}

Note:

The value for byte[] type descriptors must be entered as a
Base64-encoded string. The date must be in the format yyyy-
MM-dd-HH.mm.ss.SSSSSS.

${<prefix>.mqnative.additionalheader.<folder
name>.<name> }

Returns the value of the message header. Specifying the
folder name is optional.

Example:
${request.mqnative.additionalheader.folder.rfh2Field2}

${ <prefix> .mqnative.property. <name>} Returns the value of the message property.

Example:
${request.mqnative.property.folder.testStringProperty}

${ <prefix> . mqnative.additionalheadernames} A a multivalued context variable that retrieves all message
header names. The suffix .length can be applied.

Example: ${request.mqnative.additionalheadernames}

${<prefix>.

mqnative.alladditionalheadervalues}

A multivalued context variable that retrieves all message
header values.The suffix .length can be applied.

Example: ${request.mqnative.alladditionalheadervalues}

${ <prefix> .

mqnative.propertynames}

A multivalued context variable that retrieves all message
property names.The suffix .length can be applied.

Example: ${request.mqnative.propertynames}
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${ <prefix> .

mqnative.allpropertyvalues}

A multi-valued context variable that retrieves all message
property values.The suffix .length can be applied.

Example: ${request.mqnative.allpropertyvalues}

Defined MQ Header Prefixes

Header name prefixes for MQ Message Descriptor, Property, and Header are listed in the table below.

Header Name Prefix Description

mqnative.md This is the header name prefix for MQ Message Descriptor.

Example: mqnative.md.expiry

mqnative.property This is the header name prefix for MQ Message Property.

Example: mqnative.property.folder.propertyname

mqnative.additionalheader This is the header name prefix for MQ Message Header.

Example: mqnative.header.folder.headername

To customize the Message Descriptors, Properties, and Additional Headers, use the Manage Transport Properties/Headers
Assertion. Leave the Header Value empty to remove an attribute from the MQ Message Descriptor, MQ Message Property and
MQ Additional Header.

Note:  If a header contains the wrong prefix, it is ignored.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Native MQ Routing Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Route via MQ Native in the policy window and select MQ Native Routing Properties or double-click the assertion
in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. These properties are organized across the following tabs:   
 Target
     Request
     Response

3. Configure each tab as necessary. Refer to the appropriate section below for a complete description of each tab.
4. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [Target] Tab

The [Target] tab is used to select the MQ Native Queue to use.

1. Choose the connection to use from the MQ Native Queues drop-down list. If the connection you need doesn't exist, click
[New Queue] to create a new connection. See Managing MQ Native Queues for more information on defining the queue.

2. If a template outbound queue was chosen as the MQ Native Queue in the previous step, complete the Dynamic Properties
section. Dynamic properties are those properties that are set at runtime, rather than at design time.

• Queue Name: Enter a dynamic queue name. You may reference a context variable.
The dynamic queue name setting is enabled for outbound queues that have been designated as a template, and the queue
name has been left empty. For details, see "Configuring the MQ Connections Properties" under Managing MQ Native
Queues. 

• Wait for Reply on specified queue: Enter a dynamic reply queue name. You may reference a context variable.
The dynamic reply queue name is enabled for outbound queues that have been designated as a template, has the "Wait
for Reply on specified queue" option selected, and the reply queue name is empty. For details, see "Configuring the MQ
Connections Properties" and "Configuring the Outbound Options" under Managing MQ Native Queues. 

3. Specify the direction for the message: Put to Queue (default) or Get from Queue.

Note:

To specify the queue name dynamically, be sure to enter a context variable for the Queue Name under "Dynamic
Properties" above.
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4. Specify any Advanced Options as necessary. These options apply to messages being put to a queue or drained from a
queue.

• Open Options: Establish a connection to the queue using the options specified here. Enter a value that represents the
sum of the constant fields for the MQOPEN API call. The Open options are on a per-connection basis. These options
apply only when the Gateway initiates a connection to a MQ Queue/Queue Manager.
Example:
You want to use the constant fields MQOO_OUTPUT (16) and MQOO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING (8192). Add these
values together and enter the resulting 8208 into the Open Options field.
If you do not specify Open options here, the Gateway consults either the io.mqRoutingPutOpenOptions or
io.mqRoutingGetOpenOptions cluster properties (depending on message direction selected). If these cluster properties
are not defined, then the Gateway uses the defaults from the MqNativeConstants class.

• Message Options: Depending on the message direction, either put a message to the queue or get a message from the
queue using the options specified here. Enter a value that represents the sum of the constant fields for the MQGET API
call. 
Example:
You want to use the constant fields MQGMO_FAIL_IF_QUIESCING (8192) and MQGMO_NO_SYNCPOINT (4).
Add these values together and enter the resulting 8196 into the Message Options field.
If you do not specify Message options here, the Gateway consults the io.mqRoutingPutMessageOptions
or io.mqRoutingGetMessageOptions cluster properties (depending on message direction selected). If these cluster
properties are not defined, then the Gateway uses the defaults from the MqNativeConstants class.

Tip:

(1) For a list of the Constant Field Values, see: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSFKSJ_7.1.0/
com.ibm.mq.javadoc.doc/WMQJavaClasses/constant-values.html#com.ibm.mq.constants (2) To configure Open Options
and Get Message Options for inbound listeners, see "Configuring the [MQ Connection Properties] Tab" in MQ Native
Queue Properties.

5. In the Current WSS header handling section, specify how to handle the security header:

Option Description

Don't modify the request Security header Instructs the Gateway to leave the security header in the
outgoing SOAP request message as-is. The security header
in the request may still have been modified if the Gateway
needed to decrypt any encrypted material during message
processing.

Use this setting if the protected service needs to do its own
checking of the request's original security header, or if the
protected service does not care whether its request messages
have a security header.

For best performance, use this setting whenever possible to
minimize the amount of per-request message modification.

Note:

Do not modify the Security header if the policy uses WS-
Security. For more information, see the Add or Remove
WS-Security Assertion.

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSFKSJ_7.1.0/com.ibm.mq.javadoc.doc/WMQJavaClasses/constant-values.html#com.ibm.mq.constants
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSFKSJ_7.1.0/com.ibm.mq.javadoc.doc/WMQJavaClasses/constant-values.html#com.ibm.mq.constants
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Remove Layer 7 actor and mustUnderstand attributes
from processed Security header

Instructs the Gateway to remove the "mustUnderstand"
attribute and "Layer 7" actor from the security header in the
outgoing SOAP message.

Use this setting if the presence of the Layer 7 actor causes
issues with the back end service. In certain cases, this actor
may cause the back end service to ignore the Security
headers because it believes it is addressed to someone
else. You will also use this setting if the back end service
does not support Security and would reject a request with
"mustUnderstand" asserted on the Security header.

An alternative might be to remove the Security header
completely, however this will incur a performance penalty
for the extra processing required to remove these from
the messages. You may want to keep the Security headers
intact for logging purposes.

Remove processed Security header from request before
routing

Instructs the Gateway to remove any security header that
was processed by the gateway before forwarding the request
to the protected service.

Use this setting when the protected service is not expecting
security headers in the forwarded SOAP requests.

6. Enter an MQ response timeout value if you wish to override the global default (defined in the io.mqResponseTimeout
cluster property) for this one queue. The value must be greater than 0 (zero). Enter a value in milliseconds. The assertion
will wait for this period of time for a response before timing out.

Configuring the [Request] Tab

The [Request] tab is used to select the message source and to configure any MQ messages properties that may be required.
This tab is available only when the message direction in the [Target] tab is Put to Queue.

1. Choose the message source from the drop-down list: Request (default) or Response.
2. Configure the properties of the [Request] tab as follows.

Setting Description

MQ Message Descriptors

Pass through MQ message descriptors Select this check box to allow all MQ descriptors in the
source message to pass through. (Note that there will be
MQ message properties to pass through only if the original
request is an MQ message.)

Clear this check box to pass through the default values of
the descriptor to the result message.

Customize message descriptors To customize message descriptors that existed prior to
version 8.0, see Customizing MQ Messages. For message
descriptors created in version 8.0, it is recommended to use
the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion to add
customized values.

Properties

Pass through Select this check box to pass all message properties from
the message source.

Clear this box if you do not want the MQ message
properties to pass through.

Copy to Additional Headers Select this check box to copy the MQ Message properties to
the message additional headers.

Clear this check box to not perform the copy action.
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Additional Headers

Pass through Select this check box to pass all MQ additional headers
from the message source.

Clear this box if you do not want the customized MQ
additional headers to pass through.

Copy to Properties Select this check box to copy the additional header name-
value pair to the message properties.

Clear this check box to not perform the copy action.

Set Additional Header as Choose the additional header format from the drop-down
list:

• Original: This option retains the original primary
header format (MQRFH or MQRFH2). The header
is automatically populated with the values from the
original primary header.

• MQRFH: All additional headers in the message are
replaced with a MQRFH header. The MQRFH header
is automatically populated with the values from the
original primary header.

• MQRFH2: The primary additional header is replaced
with a MQRFH2 header in the message. The MQRFH2
header is automatically populated with the values from
the original primary header.

Configuring the [Response] Tab

The [Response] tab is used to configure the response message properties and to configure any advanced properties that may be
required.

Configure the properties of the [Response] tab as follows.

Setting Description

Message Target Choose the message target from the drop-down list: Request,
Response (default), or a Message Variable.

Target Variable If the target is a context variable, specify the Message
variable in the Target Variable field. You can define a
new variable or use an existing one. A validation message
provides instant feedback on the context variable name
entered. For an explanation of the validation messages
displayed, see Context Variable Validation.

MQ Message Descriptors

Pass through all message descriptors Select this check box to allow all MQ descriptors in the
source message to pass through. (Note that there will be MQ
message properties to pass through only if the original request
is an MQ message.)

Clear this check box to pass through the default values of the
descriptor to the result message.

Customize message descriptors To customize message descriptors that existed prior to
version 8.0, see Customizing MQ Messages. For message
descriptors created in version 8.0, it is recommended to use
the Manage Transport Properties/Headers Assertion to add
customized values to its properties and headers.

Properties
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Pass through Select this check box to pass all message properties from the
message source.

Clear this box if you do not want the customized message
properties to pass through.

Copy to Additional Headers Select this check box to copy the primary header name-value
pair to the message headers.

Clear this check box to not perform the copy action.

Additional Headers

Pass through Select this check box to pass all message properties from the
message source.

Clear this box if you do not want the customized message
properties to pass through.

Copy to Properties Select this check box to copy the primary header name-value
pair to the message properties.

Clear this check box to not perform the copy action.

Set Additional Header as Choose the additional header from the drop-down list:

• Original: This option retains the original primary
header format in MQRFH or MQRFH2. The header is
automatically populated with the values from the original
primary header.

• MQRFH: All additional headers in the message are
replaced with a MQRFH header. The MQRFH header is
automatically populated with the values from the original
primary header.

• MQRFH2: This primary additional header is replaced
with a MQRFH2 header in the message. The MQRFH2
header is automatically populated with the values from the
original primary header.

Override maximum message size Select this check box to override the permitted maximum size
of the message. Clear this check box to use the value set in
the io.mqMessageMaxBytes cluster property.

• Restrict messages to: Enter the maximum permitted size
of the message, in bytes.

• Allow unlimited message size (not recommended):
Select this option to allow response messages of unlimited
size.

 Route via Raw TCP Assertion
The Route via Raw TCP assertion is used if the custom transport protocol "l7.raw.tcp" has been
configured for a listen port. This assertion acts as a client of the server-side transport: it will transmit the
request, close the sending side, read the response (if possible), and then initialize the response message
with a pre-configured Content-Type.

The Route via Raw TCP assertion is used if the custom transport protocol "l7.raw.tcp" has been configured for a listen port.
This assertion acts as a client of the server-side transport: it will transmit the request, close the sending side, read the response
(if possible), and then initialize the response message with a pre-configured Content-Type.

This assertion will succeed if the raw TCP routing is successful.

Note:  The Route via Raw TCP assertion can also be used as part of dynamic routing. See Working with Dynamic Routing for
more information.

Using the Assertion
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1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Raw TCP Routing Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Route via Raw TCP in the policy window and select Raw TCP Routing Properties or double-click the assertion in
the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows.

Setting Description

Destination hostname or address Enter the hostname or IP address to which the Gateway
should connect to send the request message. You may
reference context variables.

Port Enter the port number to use. Alternatively, enter a context
variable.

Connection timeout Enter the connection timeout for socket
connection in milliseconds. Default: 30000 ms
Or you can set the value for system property,
com.l7tech.external.assertions.rawtcp.defaultConnectionTimeout.

Request message source Use the drop-down list to select the source for the request
message:

• from the default Request
• from a context variable of type Message (this variable

must already be defined in the policy before it will
appear in the list)

Custom transmit timeout The amount of time the Gateway should wait for
acknowledgment of writes to the server before giving up
(also known as socket write timeout).

• Select the check box to enable the timeout and then
enter the timeout period, in milliseconds. The default is
2000 milliseconds.

• Clear the check box to not use a timeout. The Gateway
will wait indefinitely.

Note:

This is just the socket timeout, so it applies per read or write
operation. It does not apply to the entire transaction.

Response content type Enter the MIME Content-Type to assume for the response
(for example, "text/xml"). You may reference context
variables.

Response message destination Indicate where to store the response:

• Default response: Store the response in the default
response.

• Save as context variable: Store the response in the
specified Message context variable. If this variable does
not already exist, it will be created.
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Custom receive timeout How long the Gateway should wait for reads from the
server to result in additional data before giving up (also
known as socket read timeout).

• Select the check box to enable the timeout and then
enter the timeout period, in milliseconds. The default is
2000 milliseconds.

• Clear the check box to not use a timeout. The Gateway
will wait indefinitely.

Note:

This is just the socket timeout, so it applies per read or write
operation. It does not apply to the entire transaction.

Override maximum message size Select this check box to override the permitted maximum
size of the routing message. Clear this check box to use the
value set in the io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property.

• Restrict messages to: Enter the maximum permitted
size of the response message, in bytes. You may specify
a context variable.

• Allow unlimited message size (not recommended):
Select this option to allow response messages of
unlimited size.

4. Click [OK] when done.  

 Route via SSH2 Assertion
The Route via SSH2 assertion is used to route SCP and SFTP requests to an external SSH server. This
assertion supports SSH2 only; SSH1 is not supported.

The Route via SSH2 assertion is used to route SCP and SFTP requests to an external SSH server. This assertion supports SSH2
only; SSH1 is not supported.

You can add a list of fingerprints and validate the server's host key against multiple fingerprints.

To view or modify the list of enabled ciphers for SSH2 routing, see the ssh.routingEnabledCiphers cluster property. To
view or modify the list of enabled KEX algorithms for SSH2 routing, see the ssh.routingEnabledKexAlgs cluster property.

How to Perform SFTP Partial Downloads/Uploads 

This section is intended for advanced users who are dealing with a specific use case involving SFTP and partial downloads/
uploads. This procedure should not be required as part of a normal workflow.

You must apply specific policy configuration if you are downloading or uploading a file from a listen port that has been
configured to use partial upload/uploads for SFTP GET/PUT. Ensure the following policy fragment (or equivalent) is present
in the SFTP policy:

Details:

Line Description

4 Insert the Configure Message Streaming Assertion. Ensure
that the target is "Request" and that "Enable streaming (no
buffering)" is selected.
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5 Insert the Route via SSH2 assertion and configure it as
follows:

[Connection] Tab

1. Select SFTP for the protocol.
2. Enter the Host name  and Port number of the SFTP

server.
3. Select From Variable as the command type and then

enter request.command.type as the variable.
4. Enter ${request.ssh.path} as the directory name.
5. Enter ${request.ssh.file} as the file name.
6. Enter ${request.command.parameter.newPath}/

${request.command.parameter.newFile} as the new file
name.

[Authentication] Tab

1. Specify the credentials for the SFTP server.

[Advanced] Tab

1. Select the Set File Size to Context Variable check box
and enter ssh.file.size as the context variable.

2. Select the Override maximum message size check box
and select [Allow unlimited message size].

3. Enter the following context variables in these fields:

• File Offset: ${request.command.parameter.offset}
• File Length: ${request.command.parameter.length}

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the SSH2 Routing Properties automatically appear. When modifying the assertion, right-click
Route via SSH2 in the policy window and select SSH2 Routing Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy
window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties of the [Connection] tab as follows. If you are unsure of the settings to use, consult with the SSH
server administrator.

Setting Description

Connection settings

Protocol Select the protocol to use: SCP or SFTP.

Host name Enter the hostname of the remote server or a context
variable that contains the hostname. This name is verified
against the X.509 certificate. You may reference context
variables.

Port number Specify the port number or a context variable to use for the
security method chosen. This default port number is 22.
You may reference context variables.

Connect timeout Specify the number of seconds before the SSH connection
times out.

Read Timeout Specify the SSH read timeout in seconds. This timeout
applies to downloads only.
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Validate Server's Host Key Select this check box to validate the SSH public key of the
server against a list of fingerprints that you will specify
using the [Manage Host Key] button. At least one match
must be available, else it throws a connection error.

This checkbox is selected by default.

Clear this check box to not validate the host key of the
server.

Manage Host Key This button is available only when you are validating the
server's host key. Use this button to enter the fingerprints
against which the host key is validated. You can enter
multiple fingerprints, each fingerprint in a new line as
shown below:

b9:ac:0c:3d:bb:07:a8:a3:cc:eb:d7:f8:c4:89:b1:27

b7:ac:0c:3d:bz:07:a8:a5:cc:eb:d7:f2:c4:89:b1:22

Complete the following:

• SSH Public Key Fingerprint: Paste the SSH public
key fingerprint(s) as retrieved from the remote server's
public key location.

• Load From File: Select this to load the fingerprint from
a text file.

Note:

The fingerprint should be a colon-delimited series
of two-digit hexadecimal values; for example:
b9:ac:0c:3d:bb:07:a8:a3:cc:eb:d7:f8:c4:89:b1:27.
This fingerprint can be determined using the ssh-keygen
command on the server:

# ssh-keygen -l -f /etc/
ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key2048
 b9:ac:0c:3d:bb:07:a8:a3:cc:eb:d7:f8:c4:89:b1:27/
etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key.pub#

When most SSH clients (for example, ssh, PuTTY) first
connect to a server, the server's fingerprint are displayed.

Use Default KEX Algorithms Specifies that the values are taken from the global cluster
property, ssh.routingEnabledKexAlgs.

Default: Checked

Clear this checkbox to enable the Manage Key Exchange
Algorithms button, where you can select and order the
enabled KEX algorithms.
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Manage KEX Algorithms Lists all the supported KEX algorithms. You can search by
the KEX algorithm name.

You can select and order the KEX algorithms as per your
preference. If you are not sure, click the Use Default List
button to select the default KEX algorithms and their
recommended order.

Default: Disabled

Command Settings

Command Type Choose the command type from the drop-down list:

From Variable
Upload To (PUT)
Download From (GET)
Get Directory Listing (LIST)
Get File Attributes (STAT)
Delete File (DELETE)
Move File (MOVE)
Create Directory (MKDIR)
Delete Directory (RMDIR)

To learn more information about each command type, see
the "Description of Command Types" table below.

Command Type Variable Alternatively, you can specify a context variable instead of
choosing a command type from the drop-down list.

Ensure that the content variable resolves to one of the
command types listed in "Description of Command Types".
Otherwise, the assertion fails.

Tip:

When using an SFTP inbound listener, use a value such as
${request.command.type}.

Message Source Select the source message to upload from the drop-down
list: Request, or Response. This field is available only
when you select Upload To as the Command Type in the
[Connection] tab.

Message Target Select the message target from the drop-down list: Request,
Response, or Message Variable. If using a Message
Variable, one will be created if it does not already exist.

This field is available only when you select Download
From as the Command Type in the [Connection] tab.

Message Variable If you are targeting the message to a variable, enter the
context variable in this field.

Directory Specify the directory to upload to or download from.
The user must have read permission on the directory to
download and write permission to upload.

The following is an example of a directory for an
SFTP inbound listener.

/my/root/directory${request.ssh.path}

Note:

When uploading, the specified directory must exist already.
This assertion will not create a directory.
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File name Enter the name of the file. The user must have read
permission to download or write permission to upload.

The following is an example of a file name.

${request.ssh.file}

New File Name Enter the new file name of the file. This option is only
applicable to SFTP MOVE.

The following is an example of a new file name (all one
line):

/my/root/dir${request.command.parameter.newPath/
${request.command.parameter.newFile}

Descriptions of Command Types

Setting Description

From Variable Select this option to allow the command type to be
determined from the specified context variable. If you select
this option, you must specify a valid context variable in the
"Command Type Variable" field.

Upload to (PUT) Select this option to do the following.

• Fail if File Exists
The upload fails if the file already exists.

• Overwrite
Deselect this option if partial file uploads are allowed.
If there is an existing file with the same name, the file is
overwritten or truncated before the upload starts.

• File Offset
Specify the file offset point from which to start writing
the file. Default: 0

Download from (GET) Select this option to do the following.

• File Offset
Specify the file offset point from which to start
retrieving the file data. Default: 0

• File Length

Specify the length of the file data to retrieve. If the
EOF ("end of file") is reached, the returned length can
be less than the input length.

The default is to read the entire file until EOF, which is
-1.

Get Directory Listing (LIST) Select this option to retrieve the directory listing of the
folder specified. It returns the list in an XML format.

Get File Attributes (STAT) Select this option to retrieve the file attributes for the file
that is specified, by using the file name and directory. It
returns a single file element, or, if the file does not exist, it
returns 0.

Delete File (DELETE) Select this option to delete the file by specifying the file
name and directory.

Move File (MOVE) Select this option to move the file or directory to the new
location specified. A new file name must be specified,
which can either be a relative file name or absolute file
path.
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Create Directory (MKDIR) Select this option to create a directory to the location
specified.

Delete Directory (RMDIR) Select this option to delete a directory from the location
specified.

 
4. Select the [Authentication] tab.
5. Configure the properties of the [Authentication] tab as follows. If you are unsure of the settings to use, consult with the

SSH server administrator.

Setting Description

Authentication Select the protocol to use:

• Pass through user name and password credentials
in the request: Select this option to use the credentials
already present in the request.

• Specify user credentials: Select this option to enter
specific credentials in the fields below.

Username Enter the user name to connect to the server.

Password If you are authenticating using password, select the
password from the drop-down list.

If the password you require is not listed, click [Manage
Stored Passwords] to add it to the password storage of
the Gateway. For more information, see Manage Stored
Passwords.

Tip:

You cannot type the password directly here. The password
must be defined in the secure password storage.

Private Key If you are authenticating using a private key, select the key
to use. 

If the private key you require is not listed, click [Manage
Stored Passwords] to add it to the secure storage area of
the Gateway. For more information, see Manage Stored
Passwords. Tip: Be sure to select PEM Private Key in the
"Type" field if you add a private key. 

Max Retry Count Enter the number of times authentication must be attempted
before falsifying the assertion.

Default: 1

If this field is left empty or the context variable that
is entered is invalid, it defaults to the global value
(ssh.session.authMaxRetryCount) that is set in Input/
Output cluster properties.

 
6. Select the [Advanced] tab.
7.  Configure the properties of the [Advanced] tab as follows. If you are unsure of the settings to use, consult with the SSH

server administrator.

Setting Description

Advanced Command Settings

Content type Specify the MIME Content-Type header. This header only
applies to downloads, and the content type is used for files
being uploaded to the Gateway.
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File Offset Enter a number that represents the point from which to start
reading or writing the file. Specifying a number other than
"0" allows for partial reads or writes. This option applies for
only SFTP GET/PUT.

Default: 0

Note:

If the file offset is "0", the file is automatically truncated
(emptied) before being written to. For values other than "0",
the original file contents are overwritten without truncation.

File Length Enter the length of the file being uploaded, if for SCP PUT.
If it is for SFTP GET/PUT enter the length of the file to
download or upload.

If the file length is -1, the entire input stream is read and
stashed to calculate the length, if it is needed. It is only
needed for SCP PUT.

Default: -1 (for the entire file)

Set File Size to Context Variable Select the check box to save the file size to the specified
context variable. This only applies to SFTP GET/STAT.
Clear this check box if you do not want to save the file size
to a context variable. This setting is the default.

Preserve File Mode (Permission) Select this check box to preserve the file mode (permission)
if available for SFTP.

Clear this check box if you do not want to preserve the
file mode (permission). This is the default, and means that
every user has read and write permission.

Note:

Initiate SFTP with the "-p" parameter and select the
Preserve File Mode (Permission) option. This ensures that
the file permissions are preserved. Only the file mode is
preserved. Other metadata such as the access modification
times are not preserved. This check box is only available for
the "SFTP" protocol and copy method "Upload To". It also
works only with an SFTP inbound listener.

Fail if File Exists Select this check box to abort the file upload if the file
already exists. Clear this check box to upload and overwirte
any existing file. This only applies to SFTP Upload
commands.

Override maximum message size Select this check box to override the permitted maximum
size of the routing message. Clear this check box to use the
value set in the io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property. This
check box is available only when you select Download
From as the Command Type in the [Connection] tab.

• Restrict messages to: Enter the maximum permitted
size of the response message, in bytes. You may specify
a context variable.

• Allow unlimited message size (not recommended):
Select this option to allow response messages of
unlimited size.

Current WSS header handling: Specify how to handle the security header. This section is available only when you select
Upload To as the Command Type in the [Connection] tab.
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Don't modify the request Security header Instructs the Gateway to leave the security header in the
outgoing SOAP request message as-is. The security header
in the request may still have been modified if the Gateway
needed to decrypt any encrypted material during message
processing.

Use this setting if the protected service must check the
original security header in the request. Also use this setting
if it does not matter to the protected service whether the
request messages have a security header.

For best performance, use this setting whenever possible to
minimize the amount of per-request message modification.

Note:

Do not modify the Security header if the policy uses WS-
Security.

Remove Layer 7 actor and mustUnderstand attributes
from processed Security header

Instructs the Gateway to remove the "mustUnderstand"
attribute and 'Layer 7' actor from the security header in the
outgoing SOAP message.

Use this setting if the presence of the Layer 7 actor causes
issues with the back-end service. In certain cases, this actor
may cause the back-end service to ignore the Security
headers because it believes it is addressed to someone
else. You will also use this setting if the back-end service
does not support Security and will reject a request with
"mustUnderstand" asserted on the Security header.

An alternative might be to remove the Security header
completely. However, doing so incurs a performance
penalty because of the extra processing that is required to
remove these from the messages. You may want to keep the
Security headers intact for logging purposes.

Remove processed Security header from request before
routing

Instructs the Gateway to remove any security header that
was processed by the gateway before forwarding the request
to the protected service.

Use this setting when the protected service is not expecting
security headers in the forwarded SOAP requests.

8. Click [OK] when done.

Note:

• Input/Output Cluster Properties (specifically the ssh.* properties)
• Message Routing Assertions

 Send to Remote XMPP Host Assertion
The Send To Remote XMPP Host assertion sends a message to either an XMPP client or host.

The Send To Remote XMPP Host assertion sends a message to either an XMPP client or host.

Before using this assertion, ensure that at least one outgoing or one incoming XMPP connection has been defined. For more
information, see Manage XMPP Connections.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, drag and drop the assertion from the Message Routing category in
the Assertion tab into the policy window.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
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• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
2. When adding the assertion, the Send to Remote XMPP Host Properties automatically appear; when modifying the

assertion, right-click Send to Remote XMPP Host Properties in the policy window and choose Send to Remote XMPP
Host Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Direction Indicate whether the message is being sent to an XMPP
server or client.

Client Session ID Enter the session ID of the session to which to send the
message. You may reference a context variable.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Start TLS on XMPP Session Assertion
The Start TLS on XMPP Session Assertion allows you to start TLS communication for an existing
connection with an XMPP client or server. In the case of communicating with a client, this assertion will
also send a message unencrypted immediately before enabling TLS communication.

The Start TLS on XMPP Session Assertion allows you to start TLS communication for an existing connection with an XMPP
client or server. In the case of communicating with a client, this assertion will also send a message unencrypted immediately
before enabling TLS communication.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Start TLS on XMPP Session Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click Start TLS on XMPP Session in the policy window and choose Start TLS on XMPP Session Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Session ID Enter the ID of the session in which to start TLS
communication.

Direction For this drop-down list, specify in which direction
the session is going from the Gateway, whether to the
XMPP client or to an XMPP server.

TLS Version For this drop-down list, select the TLS version to
communicate with an XMPP client or server. Default:
TLSv1

Private Key For this drop-down list, choose a private key that the
Gateway should use. This is optional if communicating with
an XMPP server, but required if communicating with an
XMPP client.

Client Authentication Required For this drop-down list, choose whether the authentication
is required to the XMPP Client, XMPP Server, or None. 
To XMPP Client: In this case, this setting specifies
whether the client can or must provide a client certificate. 
To XMPP Server: In this case, this setting specifies
whether the Gateway will present a client certificate if
enabled on the XMPP server.

4. Click [OK] when done.
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 XMPP Associate Sessions Assertion
The XMPP Associate Sessions assertion associates an XMPP session with a client to an XMPP server
via the Gateway. Having the Gateway in the middle allows the passing of messages from the client to the
server, and vice-versa.

The XMPP Associate Sessions assertion associates an XMPP session with a client to an XMPP server via the Gateway. Having
the Gateway in the middle allows the passing of messages from the client to the server, and vice-versa.

Before using this assertion, ensure that at least one outgoing or one incoming XMPP connection has been defined.

To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, drag and drop the assertion from the Message Routing category in
the Assertion tab into the policy window.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the XMPP Associate Sessions Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click XMPP Associate Sessions in the policy window and choose XMPP Associate Sessions Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Inbound Session ID Enter the ID of the session with the XMPP client.

Outbound Session ID Enter the ID of the session with the XMPP server.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 XMPP Get Session Attribute Assertion
The XMPP Get Session Attribute assertion gets the value of a specified attribute for a session identified
by ID and direction and then stores it in a context variable. 

The XMPP Get Session Attribute assertion gets the value of a specified attribute for a session identified by ID and direction
and then stores it in a context variable. 

For example, if you use the XMPP Set Session Attribute assertion to set an attribute "foo" with the value "bar" for a session
specified by some ID, then you can use the XMPP Get Session Attribute assertion given the same session ID to store the value
of the attribute "foo" into the output variableoutputVar.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the XMPP Session Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click XMPP Get Session Attribute in the policy window and choose XMPP Get Session Attribute  Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Option Description

Direction For this drop-down list, indicate the direction the
session: Client to Server, or Server to Client.

Session ID Enter the ID of the session from which to get the session
attribute. You may reference a context variable.

Attribute Name Enter the name of the session attribute.

Output Variable Name Specify the name of the context variable in which to place
the attribute value of the specified attribute name.

4. Click [OK] when done.
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 XMPP Get Session ID Assertion
The XMPP Get Session ID assertion looks up the session ID that has been previously associated with the
provided session ID.

The XMPP Get Session ID assertion looks up the session ID that has been previously associated with the provided session ID.

Before using this assertion, ensure that at least one outgoing or one incoming XMPP connection has been defined. For more
information, see Manage XMPP Connections.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the XMPP Get Session ID Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click XMPP Get Session ID in the policy window and choose XMPP Get Session ID  Properties or double-click
the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Direction Indicate in which direction to look up the session:

• Client -> Server: Gateway to an XMPP server
• Server -> Client: Gateway to an XMPP client

Session ID Specify the ID of the known session. You may reference a
context variable.

Variable Name Enter the name of the context variable in which to place the
retrieved session ID.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 XMPP Set Session Attribute Assertion
The XMPP Set Session Attribute assertion sets an attribute/value pair for a specified session given its ID
and direction.

The XMPP Set Session Attribute assertion sets an attribute/value pair for a specified session given its ID and direction.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the XMPP Set Session Attribute Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click XMPP Set Session Attribute in the policy window and choose XMPP Set Session Attribute  Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Direction For this drop-down list, indicate the direction the
session: Client to Server, or Server to Client.

Session ID Enter the ID of the session attribute. You may reference a
context variable.

Attribute Name Enter the name of the session attribute.

Value Enter the value of the session attribute.

4. Click [OK] when done.
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 Message Validation/Transformation Assertions
HTTP PUT and POST requests, as well as most HTTP responses, typically include a Content-Type
header that declares the kind of content being returned. For text documents like XML and HTML, the
Content-Type header can include an additional "encoding" parameter declaring how the characters in the
content were encoded into bytes for transfer. For example, the most common Content-Type for XML
documents is:

The Message Validation/Transformation assertions configure the XML transformations and validation schemas applied to
service messages.

Note:

(1) Depending on which API Gateway product you have installed, not all the assertions within this category may be available.
See Product Summary for a list of which features are available for each product. (2) This category may also include custom-
created encapsulated assertions. For more information, see Encapsulated Assertions.

About Character Encoding

HTTP PUT and POST requests, as well as most HTTP responses, typically include a Content-Type header that declares the
kind of content being returned. For text documents like XML and HTML, the Content-Type header can include an additional
"encoding" parameter declaring how the characters in the content were encoded into bytes for transfer. For example, the most
common Content-Type for XML documents is:

Content-Type: text/xml; charset="utf-8"

Web servers often infer the Content-Type for static files based on the file extension; some may even read the first few bytes
of the file to make a more informed deduction. Occasionally, systems will send HTTP requests or responses with a Content-
Type header that doesn't match the contents, either because the system is unable to extrapolate the actual type of the content, or
because it has guessed incorrectly.

The Evaluate Regular Expression assertion works with characters rather than bytes, so it needs to decode the content before it
can evaluate a regular expression against it. In order to decode the content, this assertion needs to know the encoding scheme
that was used originally.

If the Content-Type header is missing or has no "charset" parameter, the Gateway will assume the content was encoded with
ISO8859-1 (as per the RFC2616 HyperText Transfer Protocol). For content that only contains 7-bit characters (i.e., code points
between U+0000 and U+007F), both UTF-8 and ISO8859-1 will encode identical bytes, so this class of error will not cause
problems. However, other encodings, such as UTF-16, will still have issues.

Note:

UTF-8 can encode any Unicode character, including those used in the vast majority of the world's languages, whereas
ISO8859-1 is restricted to a small subset of characters, primarily ones that are relevant to Western European languages. There
are many other non-Unicode character sets, each designed for use in different locales, but ISO8859-1 is the most common in
North America and is the default for Microsoft Windows.

 

The following are examples of characters that cannot be encoded using 7 bits (ISO8859-1 encodes them using bytes with
numeric values > 127, whereas UTF-8 encodes them using multiple bytes):

•   "smart quotes" (also known as curly quotes)
•   en and em dashes (not dashes or hyphens)
•   copyright © and trademark ® ™ symbols
•   accented characters
•   currency symbols other than $

Summary

If the assumed or declared encoding is ISO8859-1, the Evaluate Regular Expression assertion will never fail due to a character
conversion error, because any byte can be decoded into a valid ISO8859-1 character. However, if the content is assumed or
declared to be ISO8859-1 but the content was actually encoded with UTF-8 and contains non-7-bit characters, the document
may be silently corrupted.

In this case, enter "UTF-8" in the Override character encoding field to correctly decode the content.

On the other hand, if the content is assumed or declared to have been encoded with UTF-8, but the content actually contains 8-
bit ISO8859-1 characters, the Gateway will likely throw an exception during the decoding process and the Evaluate Regular
Expression assertion will fail, since UTF-8 has a prescribed syntax for non-7-bit characters that few ISO8859-1 sequences will
match accidentally.  
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In this case, enter "ISO8859-1" in the Override character encoding field to correctly decode the content.

 Add or Remove XML Element(s) Assertion
The Add or Remove XML Element(s) assertion is used to add or remove XML element to or from
a target message—for example, individual signatures. An example context variable input might be
"requestXpath.elements" from an XPath expression (note the trailing "s" in elements is mandatory).
You can also reference specific index positions of multi-valued context variables (for example,
"requestXpath.elements[0]" to reference the first entry in the variable).

The Add or Remove XML Element(s) assertion is used to add or remove XML element to or from a target message—
for example, individual signatures. An example context variable input might be "requestXpath.elements" from an XPath
expression (note the trailing "s" in elements is mandatory). You can also reference specific index positions of multi-valued
context variables (for example, "requestXpath.elements[0]" to reference the first entry in the variable).

This assertion is intended to be used with context variables set by the following assertions: Sign Element Assertion, Evaluate
Request XPath Assertion, or Evaluate Response XPath Assertion.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Example:

The following sample policy adds the <d></d> element under <c></c>:

Where:

• The first and third lines refer to the Set Context Variable Assertion.
• The second line refers to the Evaluate Response XPath Assertion.
• The fourth line shows this assertion (Add or Remove XML Element(s) Assertion) in use.
• The last line refers to the Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion.
• The "responseXpath.elements[0]" variable in the fourth line is set by the Evaluate Response XPath Assertion in the second

line.

Tip:

For an explanation of the all the "responseXpath" variables that can be set, refer to the Evaluate Response XPath Assertion.

Note:  The Add or Remove XML Element(s) assertion does not work on messages modified by the Apply XSL
Transformation Assertion. Attempting to do so results in the audit: "Message is not XML".

Using the assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Add or Remove XML Element Properties automatically appear; when modifying the
assertion, right-click  <target>: Add or Remove XML Elements in the policy window and select Add or Remove XML
Elements Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.   

3. Configure the properties as follows.

Setting Description

Variable Name of Existing Element If you are adding a new XML element, enter the name of
the context variable containing the existing XML element
to which you are adding the new element.

If you are removing an element, specify the context variable
that contains a reference to remove a specific signature or
other element(s). This variable must have been set by one of
the assertions listed at the beginning of this topic.
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Remove Element from Document Select this option to remove the XML element specified in
the Variable Name of Existing Element field.

Add New Element as _______ of Existing Element Select this option to add a new XML element, then select
the position in which the new element will appear:

First Child
Last Child
Previous Sibling
Next Sibling

Example:

   <Parent>
        <PreviousSibling/>
        <ExistingElement>
             <FirstChild/>
             <LastChild/>
        </ExistingElement>
        <NextSibling/>   
   </Parent>

Variable Name of New Element When adding an element, enter the context variable
containing the element to be added. This variable can
contain an element selected by one of the listed assertions
at the beginning of this topic, or it can contain a text string
(provided it is a valid XML document fragment).

Note:

The ".element" variable is not compatible with the Add or Remove XML Element(s) assertion when an XPath assertion
(Evaluate Request XPath Assertion or Evaluate Response XPath Assertion) is used to capture the DOM node value.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Add WS-Addressing Assertion
The Add WS-Addressing assertion is used to add WS-Addressing elements to a target message and
optionally sign them.

The Add WS-Addressing assertion is used to add WS-Addressing elements to a target message and optionally sign them.

The WS-Addressing elements configured in this assertion's properties are added to the SOAP header of the target message. If
any WS-Addressing element to be added to the target message already exists, the existing element will be removed and a new
element will be added. Any existing WS-Addressing elements in the SOAP message header will not be modified unless they
are overwritten by an element configured in this assertion.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Add WS Addressing assertion sets the following context variables. The default <prefix> is "wsa" and can be changed in
the assertion properties.

<prefix> .action
<prefix> .messageId

Where:

• <prefix>.action contains the value of the wsa:Action value resolved at runtime
• <prefix>.messageId contains the message identifier resolved at runtime

Tip:
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The <prefix>.action context variable can be used in routing assertions to ensure that any outgoing SOAPAction or Content-
Type action parameter matches any WS-Addressing Action property value in the message being routed.

Applying the WS-Addressing Elements

If the target message for this assertion is the request or a context variable, you need to add the Add or Remove WS-Security
assertion after the Add WS-Addressing assertion in the policy for the WS-Addressing elements to be applied:

Request: Add WS-Addressing    
Request: Apply WS-Security

The Add or Remove WS-Security assertion is not required if the target is the response message.

Signing the WS-Addressing Elements

To sign the WS-Addressing elements, use either of the following assertions:

• Configure WS-Security Decoration Assertion, with [Sign WS-Addressing Headers] selected in the [Signing] tab
• Sign Element Assertion, which is designed to sign any element present in a message

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Add WS-Addressing Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click  <target>: Add WS-Addressing in the policy window and select Add WS-Addressing Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as described in the table above. Note the following tips:

• You may enter context variables of type String in any of the fields. 
• For fields with a drop-down list, you are free to enter your own value if a suitable value does not appear in the list.

Note that any value you enter will not appear in the drop-down list (i.e., you must manually enter that value again in the
future if you wish to use it).

Setting Description

WS-Addressing Namespace From the drop-down list, select the WS-Addressing
namespace to use or enter your own namespace.
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Action Specify how to obtain the wsa:Action value by selecting a
strategy from the drop-down list. The wsa:Action value is
placed in the context variable ${<prefix>.action}.

• Obtain from target message: Select this option
to first check the SOAPAction header for the
Action value. If not, found, try the action Content
Type parameter next; for example: content-
type=*;action=...

• Explicit from WSDL (Input): Select this option
to first search for a wsaw:Action attribute on
the wsdl:input element (child of wsdl:portType-
>wsdl:operation) from the WSDL. If not found, try
searching for a soap:operation SOAPAction attribute
from the WSDL next.

• Explicit from WSDL (Output): Select this option to
search for a wsaw:Action attribute on the wsdl:output
element (child of wsdl:portType->wsdl:operation)
from the WSDL. Unlike the option above, this
option does not fall back onto the soap:operation
SOAPAction.

Note:

The wsa:Action is a required element. If no value for
SOAPAction is found, then the assertion will fail.

Tip:

If you would like to employ more than one strategy to
obtain the wsa:Action value, then add multiple instances
of the assertion to the policy.

MessageID Optionally enter a message identifier or select "<auto>" to
have the system automatically generate a unique message
ID. If left blank, the message ID will not be included in
the SOAP header.

The message ID is made available in the context variable
${<prefix>.messageId}.

To Optionally enter the URI of the endpoint of the message.
If left blank, the endpoint will not be included in the
SOAP header

From Optionally enter the URI of the endpoint from which the
message originated. If left blank, the originating endpoint
will not be included in the SOAP header

ReplyTo Address Optionally enter the URI of the endpoint to which replies
for the request message should be sent. If left blank, the
ReplyTo address will not be included in the SOAP header

FaultTo Address Optionally enter the URI of the endpoint to which fault
messages should be sent. If left blank, the FaultTo address
will not be included in the SOAP header

RelatesTo MessageID Optionally specify the ID of a related message. The only
relationship type currently supported is "Reply", with
the value being http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/
reply. If left blank, the RelatesTo Message ID will not be
included in the SOAP header
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Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the context
variables created by this assertion. This prefix will
ensure uniqueness and will prevent the variables from
overwriting each other when multiple instances of this
assertion appear in a policy.

The default prefix is wsa.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see Context Variable Validation.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Apply JSON Transformation Assertion
The Apply JSON Transformation assertion transforms messages from JSON to XML, or from XML to
JSON (but see the "Tip" below).

The Apply JSON Transformation assertion transforms messages from JSON to XML, or from XML to JSON (but see the "Tip"
below).

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:

Any object with the name "content" is not transformed and will be interpreted as plain text. For more information, see this
article: https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/apply-json-transformation-assertion-with-object-name-content/kb000100733

Tip:

(1) If you need to transform XML to JSON, consider the Apply XSL Transformation Assertion instead for greater control. In
most cases, a JSON to XML transformation is normally followed by an the Apply XSL Transformation Assertion to produce
more sophisticated results. (2) Place a Protect Against JSON Document Structure Assertion before this assertion to protect
against DOS attacks.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the JSON Transformation Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click  <target>: Apply JSON Transformation in the policy window and choose JSON Transformation Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

• Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Transformation Choose the type of transformation:

• JSON To XML: Transforms JSON to XML.

• XML To JSON: Transforms XML to JSON.

Tip:

For transforming XML to JSON, consider using the Apply
XSL Transformation Assertion instead for greater control.

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/apply-json-transformation-assertion-with-object-name-content/kb000100733
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Transformation Convention Choose the convention to use for the transformation to
control the appearance of the transformed JSON object:

• Standard: This option should be used for one-
way conversions from JSON to XML or (basic)
XML to JSON. Be aware that more complex XML
structures (such as namespace, attributes) may not be
transformed correctly. Do not use this option if round-
tripping is required (that is, JSON>XML>JSON, or
XML>JSON>XML).

• JSONML: This option provides a more robust
conversion of XML to JSON and is recommended if
round-tripping is required (XML>JSON>XML). The
JSONML convention contains rules for mapping more
complex XML structures to simpler JSON structures
and can offer a lossless conversion.

Note:

For more details on choosing a convention so use, see
"choosing" below.

Root Tag Enter the root tag for the transformation convention. The
root tag is the root element name of the output XML
message. You may reference context variables.

The root tag text field is only enabled when the operation
is "JSON to XML" and the transformation convention is
"Standard".

Format Output Select this check box to format the transformed data to be
human readable.

Clear this check box to retain the native formatting of the
transformed data for reduced payload size. This setting is
the default.

Convert as Array Select this check box to convert the XML document/
fragment (using the JSONML convention) into JSON in
"array form".

Clear this check box to convert the XML document/
fragment in "object form".

For more information, see http://www.jsonml.org/syntax/

Omit Quotes from Numbers Select this check box to not enclose numbers within quotes;
for example: {"test": 123} . This reproduces Gateway
behavior prior to version 7.1.

Clear this check box to enclose numbers within quotes; for
example: {"test": "123"}. This is the default.

Note:

The Gateway omits quotes only for values that do not
have their string representation modified by a round trip
conversion to a numeric type and back. For example, the
value 1234.5678 is emitted without quotes, but the value
123456789.1234 will be quoted because if it were treated
as a number its string representation would change to
"1.234567891234E8".

Values "0.0" and "-0.0" will remain with quotes after
applying this assertion.

Choosing a Transformation Convention

http://www.jsonml.org/syntax/
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Be aware that the JSON file format differs depending on whether the Standard or JSONML conventions are used. For
example:

• XML to JSON using "Standard" will create an output in the standard JSON format. This output can be used in later
applications where standard JSON is expected, but it will fail if the later application expects JSONML format.

• XML to JSON using "JSONML" will create an output in the JSONML format. This output can be used in later
applications where JSONML is expected, but it will fail if the later application expects the standard JSON format.

• JSON to XML using "Standard" will expect the input to be in standard JSON format. If it is in JSONML format, the
assertion will fail.

• JSON to XML using "JSONML" will expect the input to be in the JSONML format. If it is in standard JSON format,
the assertion will fail.

Note that this has implications if you intend to do a round-trip conversion: the output from the first conversion must match
the expected input format of the returning conversion in the round trip, otherwise the Apply JSON Transformation assertion
will produce unexpected results or will fail.

1. Choose the targets for both the Source and the Destination of the transformation.

• Request: Transformation will be applied to the request message.
• Response: Transformation will be applied to the response message.
• Other Message Variable: Transformation will be applied to the specified context variable. This context variable must

be of type "message" and must be predefined or has been set in the policy prior to the Apply JSON Transformation
assertion. For more information on Message variables, see "Context Variable Data Types" under Context Variables.

Tip:

The message target can also be set outside of the assertion properties. For more information, see Select a Target Message.
2. Choose the [Test] tab to test your transformation before executing the policy. This will allow you to detect and correct any

errors prior to runtime. If a transform fails, the error is displayed in the Resulting Output area.

1.1 Choose the Transformation from the drop-down list.
2.1 Choose the Transformation Convention to use. Refer to "Choosing a Transformation Convention" above for a

detailed explanation.
3.1 If transforming from JSON to XML using the Standard format, enter a Root Tag. This root tag is to ensure that well-

formed XML is created.
Example:
Suppose this is the input JSON:

{   Firstname: "Bob",   Lastname: "Smith"}

Without a root tag, the resulting XML code will be:

<?xml encoding=”UTF-8><firstname&gt;Bob&lt;/
firstname><lastname&gt;Smith&lt;/lastname>

Adding a root tag ensures that the results are well-formed:

<?xml encoding=”UTF-8><rootTag>   <firstname>Bob</firstname> 
  <lastname>Smith</lastname></rootTag>

4.1 Select the Format Output check box to improve the readability of the output. Clear this check box to display the
output in its internal representation.

5.1 Paste the input code in the Test Input box.
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6.1 Click  [Test]. Examine the results in the Resulting Output box to see if this is what you intended.

Note:

When using the "Standard" transformation convention for JSON to XML,  a null value is treated the same as the string
"null".

3. Click [OK] when done.

 Apply XSL Transformation Assertion
The Apply XSL Transformation assertion lets you define or specify an XSL stylesheet using the XSL
Transformations (XSLT) language. You can define a stylesheet any of the following ways:

The Apply XSL Transformation assertion lets you define or specify an XSL stylesheet using the XSL Transformations (XSLT)
language. You can define a stylesheet any of the following ways:

• Configured in advance: Hard code a stylesheet in this assertion; this is embedded within the policy and is always used for
transformations

• Monitor a URL:Policy Manager will monitor a specific URL and download the latest stylesheet
• Fetch URL during process: The stylesheet will be fetched from a URL within a message.

The XSLT stylesheet specified in this assertion is applied to the message when the policy is run. The transformed message is
the one that is processed by subsequent policy assertions and is eventually forwarded to the requestor (response) or service
(request).

A policy can contain an Apply XSL Transformation assertion for both request and response messages. If the assertion is for a
Request, position it before the routing assertion; if it is for a Response, position it after the routing assertion.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:  (1) For security reasons, the Apply XSL Transformation assertion does not support XSL stylesheets or documents
originating from external URIs (it ignores calls using the import or include elements or the document() function). For more
information about these elements, please refer to http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt. (2) The Apply XSL Transformation assertion
will use the encoding of the current message for transformations; the XSL output encoding is ignored. (3) To reference a
context variable from this assertion, that variable must be defined in an <xsl:param> element near the top of the stylesheet,
within the <XSL:stylesheet> element.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Apply XSL Transformation assertion sets information about the <xsl:message> element in the following context
variables:

<prefix>. messages
<prefix>.messages.first
<prefix>.messages.last

Where:

• <prefix> is defined in the assertion properties (default: xslt)
• messages returns all the message elements in a multivalued context variable; individual elements are available using

indexing
• messages.first returns the first message element (this is a "shortcut" variable that is equivalent to

${<prefix>.messages[0]})
• messages.last returns the last message element (this is a shortcut variable that is equivalent to ${<prefix>.messages[n]},

where 'n' is the index of the last item, if known ahead of time}

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the XSL Transformation Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click  <target>: Apply XSL Transformation in the policy window and choose XSL Transformation Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Choose the target of the transformation:

• Request: Transformation will be applied to the request message.
• Response: Transformation will be applied to the response message.
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• Other Context Variable: Transformation will be applied to the specified context variable. This context variable must
be of type "message" and must be predefined or has been set in the policy prior to the Apply XSL Transformation
assertion. For more information on Message variables, see "Context Variable Data Types" under Context Variables.

Tip:

The message target can also be set outside of the assertion properties. For more information, see Select a Target
Message.

4. Indicate which part of the request will be affected by the transformation under the Apply to MIME part setting:

• Enter 0 to transform the SOAP message only
• Enter 1 to transform the first attachment to the message only
• Enter higher values to transform the Nth attachment to a message (2 = transform second attachment, 3 = transform third

attachment, etc.)

Note:

The Apply XSL Transformation assertion transforms only one MIME part at a time. You can add multiple assertions to
the policy if there are several MIME parts to transform.

5. From the Stylesheet Location drop-down list, specify where the stylesheet is coming from:
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Stylesheet Location Description

Configured in advance

 

Choose this option to define an XSLT stylesheet that will
be embedded in the policy and used for all transformations.

1.1 Specify the transformation using any of the following
methods:

• Manually type the code into the XSLT Stylesheet
box or copy and paste the code from another
source.

• Load the transformation from a URL by clicking
[Fetch URL] and then typing in the URL. Tip:
To configure options for the URL (for example,
to specify the credentials, SSL, or proxy options),
click [HTTP Options] to open the Manage HTTP
Options dialog.

• Load the transformation from a local file by
clicking [Read File] and then browsing to the
appropriate file.

Note:

The XSLT stylesheet maximum size is controlled
by the xslDownload.maxSize cluster property.

2.1 Review the content of the XSL Stylesheet box and
edit if necessary. You can right-click within the box
for some useful tools to help you edit. For more
information, see Use the XML Editor.

Tip:

You can use context variables in this assertion
by inserting xsl:param statements into the XSL
Stylesheet box. The values of the matching context
variables will be passed to the compiled stylesheet.
For example, to use the variable ${foo} inside a
stylesheet, use this syntax:

<xsl:param name="foo"
 select="''"/>…<xsl:variable
 name="bar" select="$foo"/>

3.1 Optionally enter a name for the transformation in the
Stylesheet Name field. This name will appear next to
the assertion name in the policy development window.
This will help you recognize the transformations more
easily.
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Stylesheet Location Description

Monitor URL for latest value

 

Choose this option to continuously monitor a location to
ensure the latest stylesheet is used. Type the address in
the URL to monitor field. The URL may contain context
variables that will be resolved at run time. By default,
Gateway will download the stylesheet from this address
every 5 minutes.

Tip:

(1) To configure options for the URL (for example, to
specify the credentials, SSL, or proxy options), click [HTTP
Options] to open the Manage HTTP Options dialog. (2)
The XSLT stylesheet maximum size is controlled by the
 xslDownload.maxSize cluster property.

Fetch from URL in processing instruction

(applicable only to non-SOAP messages)

Choose this option to have Gateway retrieve the stylesheet
from a recognizable URL within a non-SOAP message.

1.1 Define a list of regular expressions ("Regex") to
ensure that stylesheets are retrieved from only
legitimate URLs:

• To add an expression, click [Add] and then enter a
regular expression

• To modify an expression, choose the expression
and then click [Edit]

• To remove an expression, choose the expression
and then click [Remove].
 You can add multiple expressions if necessary.
You must define at least one expression.

Example

You can enter an explicit URL, such as

http://somedomain.com/xsl/stylesheet.xsl
or you can enter a regex expression such as
http[s]?://.*?/.*t\.xsl

This expression will allow:

http://hugh.l7tech.com/xsl/OrderProduct-
request.xsl

But it will disallow:

http://hugh.l7tech.com/xsl/harmless.xsl

To learn about regular expressions, visit http://
www.regular-expressions.info/

2.1 In the Allow messages with no stylesheet declaration
check box, indicate whether stylesheet references are
mandatory.

• Select this check box to permit SOAP messages to
have no stylesheet declarations

• Clear this check box to enforce that every SOAP
message must have a URL pointing to an XSLT
stylesheet to transform the message. If none if
found, a SOAP fault is generated.

6. Select the appropriate XSLT version from the drop down.
7. Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness and

will prevent the variables from overwriting each other when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.The
default variable prefix is xslt. For an explanation of the validation messages displayed, see "Context Variable Validation"
in Context Variables.

8. Click [OK]. 

http://www.regular-expressions.info/
http://www.regular-expressions.info/
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 Compress Messages to/from XVC Assertion
The Compress Messages to/from XVC assertion is used to indicate that messages going to or coming
from the gateway - XML VPN Client should be compressed using the gzip algorithm. Compressing
XML/SOAP messages can decrease the transfer times and improve performance, especially for large
HTTP payloads.

The Compress Messages to/from XVC assertion is used to indicate that messages going to or coming from the CA API
Gateway - XML VPN Client should be compressed using the gzip algorithm. Compressing XML/SOAP messages can decrease
the transfer times and improve performance, especially for large HTTP payloads.

Message routing will proceed as normal when compression is in effect. The Gateway will decompress the payload upon
reception, then compress the response payload before returning the message to the XML VPN Client.

When compression is in effect, the Gateway uses the uncompressed message size to validate against the set limit (as defined by
the io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property).

The Compress Messages to/from XVC assertion will always succeed, unless it is configured to fail if it receives
an uncompressed request. If you do not want your Gateway to accept compressed messages, modify the
request.compress.gzip.allow cluster property.

Note:  Messages are compressed only when submitted by the XML VPN Client, or if the service endpoint is another Gateway.
For more information, see "Configuring the [HTTP] tab" of Route via HTTP(S) Assertion.

For more information, see "Message Compression" in XML VPN Client online documentation located at docops.ca.com/xvc

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Compress Messages to/from XVC in the policy window and select Compression Properties or double-click
the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Select the check box to cause the assertion to fail if the request could not be compressed for whatever reason (this will be
noted in the audit logs). Clear the check box to always have the assertion succeed.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Create JSON Web Key Assertion
The Create JSON Web Key Assertion creates a JSON Web Key Set (JWKS) using private keys that you
specify.

The Create JSON Web Key Assertion creates a JSON Web Key Set (JWKS) using private keys that you specify.

Example of a JSON Web Key Set:

{ 
  "keys" : [ { 
  "kty" : "RSA", 
  "kid" : "1", 
  "use" : "sig",  
  "n" : "k9-F-fE4RWeyvErnyQhdbGO-468-
UYq9uoEmxZFWLe6oZ0mdDXc9RSSfNpvA0cqu_JcqMPjQkKVKLKpvuYPj4ytX4jPEbfYB0A01FAxnD5efA-6rZ
  
  "e" : "AQAB" 
} ]
}

The output of this assertion is always in the JWKS structure and is wrapped in the 'keys' JSON member.

Note:

(1) The JWKS produced by this assertion contains only public key information. It does not include any private key or
symmetric key information. As a result, this output cannot be used to sign a JWT token in the Encode JSON Web Token

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Assertion. It also cannot decrypt a JWT token in the Decode JSON Web Token Assertion. It can be used to encrypt a JWT
token or validate a JWT token signature. (2) This assertion always creates a JSON Web Key Set, even if it comprises only a
single JSON Web Key.

Contents:

Context Variables

The JSON Web Key is stored in a variable named ${<output_variable>}, where "<output_variable>" is set in the Output
Variable field of the assertion properties.

Cluster Properties

None for this assertion directly.

Related: See jwt.showAllAlgorithms under "Cluster Properties" in Encode JSON Web Token Assertion.

Assertion Properties

Setting What You Should Know

JSON Web Key Use the Add, Edit, and Delete controls to assemble the list of
JSON Web Keys that comprise the JSON Web Key Set.

When adding or editing, complete the following fields in the
Key Information Dialog. When deleting, the entry is removed
immediately with no further confirmation. 

Recipient Public Key  Select a key from the keystore to include in the JSON Web
Key Set.

Tip:

The keys displayed in the drop-down list are defined by
the Manage Private Keys task. If the key you want is not
listed, define it through that task first.

Key ID Enter the ID of the key to use. You can enter the actual ID or
can specify a context variable.

Tip:

You can use the Generate UUID Assertion to create unique
identifiers.

Key Usage  Specify the intent of the key: Encryption or Signature.

Tip:

If you choose 'Signature', note that the JWKS only contains
public key information. It is not suitable for signing JSON
Web Tokens. However it is suitable for validating a JSON
Web Token signature.

Note:

• Working with JSON Web Tokens
• Encode JSON Web Token Assertion
• Decode JSON Web Token Assertion

 Decode JSON Web Token Assertion
The Decode JSON Web Token Assertion decodes a JSON Web Token (JWT) by verifying the signature
of a JWS, and/or decrypting a JWE message.

The Decode JSON Web Token Assertion decodes a JSON Web Token (JWT) by verifying the signature of a JWS, and/or
decrypting a JWE message.

For a nested JWT (both signed and encrypted), use one Decode JSON Web Token assertion to decrypt, then pass the resulting
payload ${<prefix>.plaintext} to a second Decode JSON Web Token assertion.
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For more details, see the JWT specification.

Note:

Output from the Create JSON Web Key Assertion cannot be used to decrypt a JSON Web Token.

Contents:

Context Variables

Stored with a variable prefixed as defined in field, Destination Variable Prefix.

• ${<prefix>.valid}
• ${<prefix>.type}
• ${<prefix>.header.names}
• ${<prefix>.header.XXX}

Set if JSON Web Token is a JWS:

• ${<prefix>.payload}
• ${<prefix>.signature}

Set if JSON Web Token is a JWE:

• ${<prefix>.encrypted_key}
• ${<prefix>.initialization_vector}
• ${<prefix>.cipher_text}
• ${<prefix>.authentication_tag}
• ${<prefix>.plaintext}

Cluster Properties

None

Properties

Setting What You Should Know...

Source Payload Message/data to be signed and or decrypted. Enter an actual
string value, or existing context variable holding the message/
data to be signed and or decrypted. If there is a nested JWT
(for example, signed and encrypted) the context variable is
${<prefix>.plaintext}.

http://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/jose/documents/
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Validation Method Determines JWT validation:

• None: No validation. The JWT is parsed to its individual
parts.

• Using Secret: Validate the JWT using the specified
secret.

• Use Recipient Key From List: Validate using a private
key selected from the Recipient List. Use this option when
decrypting with a Private Key.

• Using Recipient Key From Context Variable: Validate
using a key from a context variable. Use this option when
validating signature with a Public Key.

• Recipient Key Context Variable: Context variable
holding the recipient key. Valid inputs:

• Context variable pointing to a Base64 encoded public
certificate

• Context variable pointing to an X.509 Certificate (for
example, when used together with Look up Trusted
Certificate assertion)

• Context variable pointing to a JSON Web Key or
JSON Web Key Set

• Actual JSON string that represents a JSON Web Key
or JSON Web Key Set

• Fail on invalid signature: Select this option to fail the
assertion upon an invalid JWT signature. Clear this option
to note the validation result in the ${ <prefix> .valid}
variable and then continue processing.

Note:

The "Fail on invalid signature" setting is available as of
v9.2 CR3. Beginning with this release, new policies with
the Decode JSON Web Token assertion have this option
enabled by default. However policies created prior to
v9.2 CR3 have this option disabled by default. If you
expect the assertion to fail when an invalid JWT signature
is detected, be sure to select this option for all previous
policies. 

Warning:

IMPORTANT: Validate against an expected
algorithm to avoid JWT security vulnerabilities.
For more information, see this article: https://
connect2id.com/products/nimbus-jose-jwt/
vulnerabilities

Key Type Key type of the Recipient Key Context Variable: Certificate,
JSON Web Key, or JSON Web Key Set.

This field is enabled when the Validation Method is "Using
Recipient Key From Context Variable".

https://connect2id.com/products/nimbus-jose-jwt/vulnerabilities
https://connect2id.com/products/nimbus-jose-jwt/vulnerabilities
https://connect2id.com/products/nimbus-jose-jwt/vulnerabilities
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Key ID The "kid" (key ID) parameter is used to match a specific key
from the JSON Web Key Set. For more information, refer to
RFC-7517.

This field is enabled when the Key Type is "JSON Web Key
Set".

Example:

Using googleapis.com as an example, their "https://
www.googleapis.com/oauth2/v3/certs" endpoint returns a
JSON payload containing a JSON Web Key Set (JWKS).

{  "keys": [  {    "kty":
 "RSA",    "alg": "RS256",
    "use": "sig",    "kid":
 "3405d0ec4edf60539acf73be64604d49a097189a",
    "n":
 "vBNfb9rmZLTwVpjoeT9lsLvzwl5rAVWGius9n2AFdibXlTaA_o...",
    "e": "AQAB"  },  {    "kty":
 "RSA",    "alg": "RS256",
    "use": "sig",    "kid":
 "ac7ebbdff9e77669785f4c530fe2d4a6408bc98d",
    "n":
 "1L2jYqXcdvdxtY10zT3PTZyTxG_gIScRcSheHYsuRMfdsh40x...",
    "e": "AQAB"  },  {    "kty":
 "RSA",    "alg": "RS256",
    "use": "sig",    "kid":
 "1838c3d30929ad5f8a84b124538d467dc612cd4f",
    "n":
 "sblvLT44RjceIc7_sxgOfKmy3Ddm81n4qtjzlFO-
VZtampq...",    "e": "AQAB"
  },  {    "kty": "RSA",
    "alg": "RS256",   
 "use": "sig",    "kid":
 "978ca4118bf1883b316bbca6ce9044d9977f2027",
    "n": "qpe-
lPi7HVP8_SRqodC19iWDcYJ-5-
wZbBxxxgszoPbphgN8...",    "e":
 "AQAB"  }  ]}

To verify the signature of a signed JSON Web Token (JWT)
from Google:

1. Extract the "kid" value from the header of the JWT
header.

2. Use it to identify the signing key from the JWKS. The key
in the JWKS that matches the 'kid' of your JWS is used to
verify the signature of the JWS.

Destination Variable Prefix Variable prefix for storing the resulting data. Variable name
accepts any alphanumeric character. Do not enclose the
variable with the standard context variable format: ${ }.

Note:

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7517
https://www.googleapis.com/oauth2/v3/certs
https://www.googleapis.com/oauth2/v3/certs
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• Working with JSON Web Tokens
• Encode JSON Web Token Assertion
• Create JSON Web Key Assertion 

 Decode MTOM Message Assertion
The Decode MTOM Message assertion is used to process MTOM-optimized messages and change
them to regular SOAP messages. MTOM-optimized messages are based on the Message Transmission
Optimization Mechanism (MTOM) specification.

The Decode MTOM Message assertion is used to process MTOM-optimized messages and change them to regular SOAP
messages. MTOM-optimized messages are based on the Message Transmission Optimization Mechanism (MTOM)
specification.

The target message for this assertion can be selected from within the assertion properties or by right-clicking the assertion in
the policy window and choosing "Select Message Target". For more information on the latter, see Select a Target Message.

The target message in this assertion is the message that is being decoded. In the assertion properties, this is the "Source
Message". The "Target Message" in the properties is simply the destination to hold the decoded message.

MIME Multipart Messages

A SOAP service normally does not permit MIME multipart messages unless it is explicitly specified in the service's WSDL
document or the policy contains an assertion that processes MIME multipart. Adding a Decode MTOM Message assertion that
targets a request message in a policy will mean that the service(s) for that policy will permit MIME multipart messages.

MTOM Messages and WS-Security

By default, the Gateway will automatically decode MTOM-encoded messages if the message contains a WS-Security header
that will be processed by the Gateway. The decoder will remove the packaging, leaving a regular SOAP message for WS-
Security processing. The decoded MTOM message must be smaller than the permitted size for the XML part of a message.

For more information on the cluster properties involved, refer to the following properties in Gateway Cluster Properties:

mtom.decodeSecuredMessages
io.xmlPartMaxBytes

Note:  Attachments to an decoded MTOM message will be approximately 1/3 larger after decoding due to its Base64-
encoding. This may cause the overall message size to exceed the limit specified by the io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click  <target>: Decode MTOM Message in the policy window and select MTOM Decode Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows: 

Setting Description

Input/Output

Source Message Specify which message should be decoded: Request, 
Response, or a message context variable, if one has been
defined by this point in the policy. Message variables will
appear as "${variable_name}" in the drop-down list.

Tip:

The Source Message can also be changed by right-clicking
the assertion in the policy window and choosing "Select
Target Message". For more information, see Selecting a
Target Message.
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Target Message Specify the output message to hold the results of the
decoding. Choose from:

• Default:Place the result back into the source message.
• Request: Place the result into the request message.
• Response: Place the result into the request message.
• Message Variable: Place the result into the message

context variable specified below.

Message Variable If the Target Message is "Message Variable", enter the
name of the message context variable here, in the format:
${variable_name}. If the variable does not already exist, it
will be created.

Decode Settings

Require encoded Select this check box to require that the source message be
MTOM-encoded, otherwise the assertion will fail.

Clear this check box to not fail the assertion if the source
message is not MTOM-encoded.

Remove packaging Select this check box to turn the message into a regular
SOAP format.

Clear this check box to place any attachment into the
message but leave the message in MTOM format.

This option is useful if you want to route a message in
MTOM format but want to (for example) perform an XSL
transformation or XML Schema validation on the message
(including the attachment data).

Tip:

When a message is decoded, the XML message size is
restricted by the io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property. If the
message is too large to be converted, then the assertion will
fail.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Encode/Decode Data Assertion
The Encode/Decode Data assertion is used to encode data to and from Base64 and URL Encoded formats.

The Encode/Decode Data assertion is used to encode data to and from Base64 and URL Encoded formats.

• For Base32/Base64: This assertion can encode variables of type String, Message, or X.509 Certificate into a String or
Message Base32/Base64-encoded variable. It can decode a String or Message variable into a String, Message, or X.509
Certificate variable.

• For Hex Encoding: This assertion supports hex (Base16) encoding/decoding.
• For URL Encoding: This assertion supports encoding/decoding to/from a String or Message variable.
• For Zip/Gzip Compression: This assertion supports compressing/decompressing to/from Zip and Gzip.

To see the results of the encoding or decoding, audit the output variable using the Add Audit Detail Assertion.

Note:  Encoding and decoding are performed only on the main (first) part of a Message variable. Other MIME parts can be
decoded using the 'parts' variables, but cannot be the target of decoding. For example, use ${message.parts.2.body} to decode
the body from the second MIME part of the message. For more information about the 'parts' variables, see Transport Layer
Context Variables.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
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2. Right-click the assertion in the policy window and select Encode/Decode Data Properties or double-click the assertion in
the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. (Note that depending on how the assertion is configured, it may
appear in the policy as "Base64 Encode...", "Base64 Decode...", "URL Encode...", or "URL Decode...".)

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Encode/Decode From the drop-down list, select the operation to perform:

• Base32 Encode: Encodes any supported variable type
(String, Message, X.509 Certificate) into a String or
Message Base32 encoded variable.

• Base32 Decode: Decodes a String or Message variable
into a String, Message of any supported Content-Type,
or X509 Certificate.

• Base64 Encode: Encodes any supported variable type
(String, Message, X.509 Certificate) into a String or
Message Base64 encoded variable.

• Base64 Decode: Decodes a String or Message variable
into a String, Message of any supported Content-Type,
or X509 Certificate.

• Base16 (hex) Encode: Encodes using hex (Base16).
• Base16 (hex) Decode: Decodes using hex (Base16).
• URL Encode: Encodes to a text variable (String or

Message).
• URL Decode: Decodes from a text variable to a text

variable.
• Zip Compress: Compresses the input into a file named

"contents.dat" within a ZIP archive. The ZIP archive is
written to the target message variable.

• Zip Decompress: Unzips the input. The first file in
the archive (regardless of name) is decompressed and
placed into the target message variable. 

• GZIP Compress: Compresses a single input file in the
gzip format.

• GZIP Decompress: Decompresses a gzip file.

Source Variable Specify the context variable that contains the input value,
with or without the "${ }" wrapper. Multivalued context
variables are not supported.

Target Variable Specify the context variable that holds the output. If this
variable does not already exist, it is created. As with the
Source Variable, you may include the "${ }" wrapper but
this is not necessary.

Target Options

Data Type Select whether the target variable is of type String,
Message, or X.509 Certificate. For more information about
variable data types, see Set Context Variable Assertion.

Content-Type Specify the Content-Type for the target variable. Available
only when the data type is 'Message'.

Encode/Decode Options
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Character Encoding Enter the character encoding to use during encode/decode.
These are the most common encodings:

• ASCII:  Traditional 7-bit ASCII, bytes 0 (NUL)
through 127 (DEL). Note: Bytes with values above 127
have no corresponding character in this encoding. For
example, if you convert a binary file to characters and
back using this encoding, it will be corrupted.

• UTF-8: Superset of 7-bit ASCII that can represent
arbitrary Unicode code points (using variable numbers
of bytes per character). Bytes 0 through 127 are the
same as ASCII. Bytes 128 through 255 are used to
encode variable length Unicode characters with arbitrary
code points (up to 6 bytes per character, for code points
outside the basic multilingual plane). Note: Not all
byte sequences express a valid UTF-8 encoding. For
example, if you convert a binary file to characters and
back using this encoding, it will be corrupted.

• UTF-16: Superset of UCS-2. Modern variable-width
Unicode format. This is the native character encoding
format for Java (technically, a Java char is a single
16-bit UCS-2 code unit). Can represent any Unicode
character, including those in the supplementary planes
with code points above 65535.

• Windows-1252: (also known as “Latin-1” or
ISO-8859-1) Superset of 7-bit ASCII that can express
some European language characters. This character
set contains exactly 256 characters, with a one-to-one
mapping between characters and bytes. This means you
can convert a binary file to characters and back using
this encoding without corruption.

Less common encodings include:

• UCS-2: Original fixed-width 16-bit (two byte) Unicode
format, capable of representing Unicode code points
from 0 to 65535. This encoding has been replaced by
UTF-16.  Can only represent characters in the basic
multilingual plane.

• Cp437: Code page 437, the original IBM PC MS-DOS
character set. It is also an 8-bit character set, so is binary
transparent.

The CA API Gateway is also capable of supporting other
encodings, based on the JDK and operating system (see
Software Gateway Specifications).

For more information, see https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/
docs/technotes/guides/intl/encoding.doc.html

Strict Select this option to scan the Base64 data for illegal Base64
characters. If any are found, the assertion fails.

Clear this option to prevent the assertion from failing due to
illegal Base64 characters.

This option is available only when performing a 'Base64
Decode'.

Multiple lines Select this option to break the output into multiple lines
during encoding.

Clear this check box to render the output in a single line.

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/guides/intl/encoding.doc.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/guides/intl/encoding.doc.html
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Line break every X characters If the output is being broken into separate lines, specify
where the line break should occur in the encoded Base64
data. The default is after every 76 characters.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 

 Encode JSON Web Token Assertion
The Encode JSON Web Token assertion creates a compact, URL-safe message as a JSON Web Token
(JWT) that is represented using the JWS  or JWE Compact Serialization. Specifically, this assertion:

The Encode JSON Web Token assertion creates a compact, URL-safe message as a JSON Web Token (JWT) that is
represented using the JWS  or JWE Compact Serialization. Specifically, this assertion:

• Takes any message as a payload from a context variable
• Signs and or encrypts the content (in this order)
• Stores the JWT in a context variable

Contents:

Support

• Compact Serialization representation of the JSON Web Token is supported; JSON serialization is not.
• You cannot dynamically encrypt/decrypt using a private key. However, you can decrypt using a static configuration.
• Any message string type is supported (not only JSON Claims set string)
• Supported Elliptic Curve Keys

• Elliptic Curve – P-256
• Elliptic Curve – P-383
• Elliptic Curve – P-521

Note:

Both JSON Web Tokens and XML-formatted SAML Tokens are used for authentication. JWT is suited for mobile devices
because of its simplified structure. Although SAML Tokens have many encryption and signature options, mobile devices
cannot easily parse its XML-format and complex structure. If you are using OAuth2 and OpenID Connect for mobile
implementations, JSON Web Tokens are the new standard.

 

Encoded JSON Web Token Examples

In the examples below, line breaks have been added for readability.

JWS Compact Serialization Example

eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiJ9
.
cGF5bG9hZA
.
j40K-NPxQCfwECQJp2a1_VQWpZTscq9sDp_hDRKo8tdo-
SJr8Z07IcswHVuK3UYkk9Mk6r8TIc1dpGY5uCz2awOknQA15QrDg

Where:

BASE64URL(UTF8(JWS Protected Header))
|| '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWS Payload)
|| '.' ||
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BASE64URL(JWS Signature)

JWE Compact Serialization Example

eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJjdHkiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJSU0EtT0FFUCIsImVuYyI6IkExMjhDQkMtSFMyNTYifQ
.
QoQsjC5WtYbOeaZa8NXaUtVNdwZJPIhZilG3qVzk6oB7ks9g_ZyYwLKlqVKLbm63C7GPCDGlN11wqTr6Vs7tGqD4vthPfo0xdkUv0DXwn32TbRHPff-
j9sywn8zeJnyI4nD8ZrW69B6Do6zu3F1PoDVUWs2fVL_g
.
kLk14Z3EWiB7rAXQouRCSg
.
uaH8otrOcRt0_DmqIfg1bL8VVMvrBLVvCW0UnR-75lzK-
yvMPeMTvgUw4FbNElmMiU3_3WE5w6Z_3KUs7twoXWITNwviijhLqOFwuNGevBnP-
V6BQDBcJpUWDHaz81vicKbQjGsbQoKD2pC-z8pjyCBJa-VogDYN7E22ZK59pFA0H7tCgW
.
HDFVboSUFT8pDLMGwKPLcg

Where:

BASE64URL(UTF8(JWE Protected Header))
|| '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Encrypted Key)
|| '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Initialization Vector)
|| '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Ciphertext)
|| '.' ||
BASE64URL(JWE Authentication Tag)

 

Context Variables

This assertion populates the following variable:

Variable Description

${<prefix> .compact} Returns the compact representation of the JSON Web Token.

Cluster Properties

jwt.showAlgorithms

This property determines which algorithms are displayed. The default setting 'false' displays only tested signatures. Set this to
'true' to display to display all algorithms, including the untested ones.  

Note:

CA Technologies does not support the use of untested algorithms on the Gateway. Use at your own risk. You may need to
install additional libraries to enable these algorithms.

JWS Signature Algorithms

• RSASSA-PSS using SHA-256 and MGF1 with SHA-256
• RSASSA-PSS using SHA-384 and MGF1 with SHA-384
• RSASSA-PSS using SHA-512 and MGF1 with SHA-512
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JWE

• Key Management Algorithms:

• Key wrapping with AES GCM using 128-bit key
• Key wrapping with AES GCM using 192-bit key
• Key wrapping with AES GCM using 256-bit key

• Content Encryption Algorithms:

• AES GCM using 128-bit key
• AES GCM using 192-bit key
• AES GCM using 256-bit key

If the above algorithms require additional third-party .jars, follow these steps to install them:

1. Using SCP or SFTP, copy the necessary client libraries to the Gateway as the ssgconfig user.
2. Open a privileged shell on the Gateway.
3. Change the permissions and ownership of the client libraries with these commands:

# chmod 444 /home/ssgconfig/*.jar
# chown layer7.layer7 /home/ssgconfig/*.jar

4. Move the client libraries from: /home/ssgconfig to: /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext
5. Restart the Gateway.

Properties

Data is encoded based on the configuration of the tabs.

• If JWS and JWE tabs are not configured (Sign Payload and Encrypt Payload check boxes are not selected), the result is a
non-secure JWT.

• When both JWS and JWE are configured, the payload is signed, then encrypted.

General Tab

The General tab configures the basics of the encoding: source and destination variables, behavior of the header.

Option What you should know...

Source Payload Message/data to be signed and or encrypted. Enter an actual
string value, or an existing context variable holding the
message/data to be signed and or encrypted.
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Headers Use Generated Header: Use the headers created by the
assertion.

• JWS generated header fields: "typ" and "alg"
• JWE generated header fields: "typ" and "alg" and "enc"
• Nested JWT generated header fields: "typ" and "cty" and

"alg" and "enc"

Merge to Generated Header: Merge the headers created
by the assertion with any headers specified in the adjacent
field. If you specify a header that is a duplicate of an existing
header, the existing header is overwritten. Accepts a JSON
string as the new input or from a context variable. For
example, {"cty":"text/plain"}.

Replace Generated Header: Replace the headers created by
the assertion with any headers specified in the adjacent field.
Accepts a JSON string as the new input or from a context
variable. For example, {"cty":"text/plain"}.

Note:

When you use replacements values, the algorithms for
the header are abbreviated. See the JWT specification
documentation for help. When you replace a Header with
an algorithm that does not match the selected algorithm, the
value in the header always takes precedence and overwrites
the existing value.

Destination Variable Prefix A prefix that is added to the context variables populated by
this assertion.

JWS Tab

The JWS tab configures the signing of the payload.

Option What you should know...

Sign Payload Sign/do not sign the payload.

Note:

Output from the Create JSON Web Key Assertion cannot be
used to sign the payload.

Signature Algorithm Select the algorithm to use to sign the payload.

Note:

CA Technologies strongly recommends using HMAC
or ECDSA algorithms whenever possible. Use the
RSASSA algorithms only when absolutely necessary for
interoperability.

Key lengths for HMAC algorithms:

• HMAC Using SHA-256: Use a key of equal length of
256 bits or greater (32 characters in UTF-8)

• HMAC Using SHA-384: Use a key of equal length of
384 bits or greater (48 characters in UTF-8)

• HMAC Using SHA-512: Use a key of equal length of
512 bits or greater (64 characters in UTF-8)
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Secret Available when an HMAC signature is selected. A secret can
contain actual input or a context variable.

Note:

If you specify a context variable for a secret pointing to a
password stored in Manage Stored Passwords, ensure that
the "Permit use via context variable reference" check box is
selected in the Stored Password Properties.

Show Secret Make the secret visible onscreen.

Is Base64 Encoded Select this if the secret is Base64 encoded.

Private Key When this option is available, use it to select a private key to
use for signing..

Key From Context Variable Select this option to specify a JWK (JSON Web Key) or
JWKS (JSON Web Key Set). Valid inputs:

• Raw JSON string input for a JWK or JWKS
• Context variable that contains the JWK or JWKS

Note:

If using HMAC signature algorithms, specify a context
variable that contains a JWK/JWKs formatted shared key.
If using anything other than HMAC signature algorithms
(asymmetric algorithms), enter a context variable that
contains a JWK/JWKs formatted private key.

Key Type The type of key being used: JSON Web Key or JSON Web
Key Set.

Key ID The key ID when using a JWKS.

JWE Tab

The JWE tab is used to configure the encryption of the payload.

Option What you should know...

Encrypt Payload Select to encrypt the payload. If not encrypting, then all
controls in this tab are disabled.

Note:

You can use output from the Create JSON Web Key
Assertion to encrypt the payload.

Key Management Algorithm The key management mode for the JWE. Used as the value
for the "alg" header. The generated "alg" header contains the
name of the selected Key Management Algorithm.

Secret Available when a symmetric key algorithm is selected. A
secret can contain actual input or a context variable.

Note:

If you specify a context variable for a secret pointing to a
password stored in Manage Stored Passwords, ensure that
the "Permit use via context variable reference" check box is
selected in the Stored Password Properties.

Show Secret Make the secret visible onscreen
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Key From Context Variable The source with the public key for encrypting the data. Valid
inputs:

• Context variable pointing to a PEM Base64 encoded
public key

• Context variable pointing to an X.509 Certificate (for
example, when used with Look up Trusted Certificate
assertion)

• Actual JSON string that represents a JSON Web Key or
JSON Web Key Set

• Context variable pointing to a JSON Web Key or JSON
Web Key Set

• If using Direct use of a shared symmetric key as the
Content Encryption Key (CEK), enter a context variable
pointing to a JWK/JWKs formatted shared key.

• If using an algorithm other than Direct use of a shared
symmetric key as the Content Encryption Key (CEK),
enter a context variable pointing to a JWK/JWKs
formatted public key.

Key Type Specify the type of recipient public key: Certificate, JSON
Web Key, or JSON Web Key Set.

Key ID The JSON Web Key Set ID when using a JWKS.

Content Encryption Algorithm Encryption algorithm that is used as the value for
the "enc" header. The generated "enc" header value contains
the name of the selected Content Encryption Algorithm.

If you select Direct use of a shared symmetric key as the
Content Encryption Key (CEK) as the Key Management
Algorithm, these keys have the following requirements:

• AES 128 CBC HMAC SHA-256: key exactly equal to
256 bits long is required (32 characters in UTF-8) 

• AES 256 CBC HMAC SHA-512: key exactly equal to
512 bits long is required (64 characters in UTF-8)

Note:

• Working with JSON Web Tokens
• Decode JSON Web Token Assertion
• Create JSON Web Key Assertion 

 Encode to MTOM Format Assertion
The Encode to MTOM Format assertion is used to create optimized messages. It will convert a regular
SOAP message to an optimized MIME multipart/related serialization format based on the Message
Transmission Optimization Mechanism (MTOM) specification.

The Encode to MTOM Format assertion is used to create optimized messages. It will convert a regular SOAP message to
an optimized MIME multipart/related serialization format based on the Message Transmission Optimization Mechanism
(MTOM) specification.

The target message for this assertion can be selected from within the assertion properties or by right-clicking the assertion in
the policy window and choosing "Select Message Target". For more information on the latter, see Selecting a Target Message.

The target message in this assertion is the message that is being encoded. In the assertion properties, this is the "Source
Message". The "Target Message" in the properties is simply the destination to hold the encoded message.

SOAP 1.2 is required for standard MTOM encoding. If a SOAP 1.1 message is encoded, it will result in a non-standard
optimized message. MTOM encoding will not change the SOAP version.

Auditing MTOM Messages

When an MTOM-encoded message is audited, only the XML part is recorded. Any attachments are not included in the audited
data.
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Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click  <target>: Encode to MTOM Format in the policy window and select MTOM Encode Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows: 

Setting Description

Input/Output

Source Message Specify which message should be encoded: Request, 
Response, or a message context variable, if one has been
defined by this point in the policy. Message variables will
appear as "${variable_name}" in the drop-down list.

Tip:

The Source Message can also be changed by right-clicking
the assertion in the policy window and choosing "Select
Target Message". For more information, see Selecting a
Target Message.

Target Message Specify the output message to hold the results of the
encoding. Choose from:

• Default:Place the result back into the source message.
• Request: Place the result into the request message.
• Response: Place the result into the request message.
• Message Variable: Place the result into the message

context variable specified below.

Message Variable If the Target Message is "Message Variable", enter the
name of the message context variable here, in the format:
${variable_name}. If the variable does not already exist, it
will be created.

Encode Settings

Always encode Select this check box to always encode the message, even if
no attachments will be created. This setting is the default.

Clear this check box to skip encoding if no elements
were found or if elements were found but were below the
"Optimization threshold".

Optimization threshold Optionally enter a threshold size for encoding. The
MTOM encoding will not occur if each individual selected
element content is smaller than this threshold and "Always
encode" is not selected. When selected element content
is larger than the threshold size, it will be optimized.
When the threshold is not met, the element's content is not
optimized.

Optimization XPaths This section lets you enter specific XPaths to select the
elements containing content for optimization.

• To add an XPath, click [Add]. See Selecting an XPath
for more details.

• To modify an XPath on the list, select it and then click
[Edit]. See Selecting an XPath for more details.

• To remove an XPath from the list, select it and then
click [Remove].
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Fail if element not found Select this check box to have the assertion fail if any of the
optimization XPaths do not match any elements.

Clear this check box to not fail the assertion if no elements
are found.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Enforce WS-I BSP Compliance Assertion
The Enforce WS-I BSP Compliance assertion checks incoming and/or outgoing requests for compliance
with the WS-I Basic Security Profile 1.0 specifications.

The Enforce WS-I BSP Compliance assertion checks incoming and/or outgoing requests for compliance with the WS-I Basic
Security Profile 1.0 specifications.

Use this assertion to:

• Restrict encryption, signature, algorithms, etc., to those permitted
• Ensure strict adherence to namespaces
• Enforce adherence for required/restricted elements, attributes, and attribute values
• Enforce referencing constraints (for example, reference by ID for local security tokens).

This assertion implements the rules contained in the Basic Security Profile Version 1.0 specifications located at: http://
www.ws-i.org/Profiles/BasicSecurityProfile-1.0.html.

To view the audit records generated by this assertion, see Gateway Audit Events.

Note:  When the Enforce WS-I BSP Compliance assertion is present in a policy path, it performs validations to help ensure
compliance. For example, you will receive a validation error if an Encrypt Element assertion used AES 192 bit encryption.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Enforce WS-I BSP Compliance in the policy window and select WS-I BSP Compliance Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Check Request Message Select this check box to check request messages for
conformance to WS-I BSP specifications. Clear this check
box to not check requests for WS-I BSP conformance.

This setting is selected by default if the assertion is placed
before the routing assertion in the policy.

Check Response Message Select this check box to check response messages for
conformance to WS-I BSP specifications. Clear this check
box to not check responses for WS-I BSP conformance.

This setting is selected by default if the assertion is placed
after the routing assertion in the policy.

Audit only Select Audit only to generate an audit record when non-
conformance in the request or response is detected. No
SOAP fault occurs and the assertion does not fail.

Audit and Fail Select Audit and Fail to generate both an audit record
and a SOAP fault when non-conformance in the request or
response is detected; the assertion also fails.

Fail assertion Select Fail assertion to generate a SOAP fault and fail the
assertion when non-conformance in the request or response
is detected. No audit record is generated.

Tip:

http://www.ws-i.org/Profiles/BasicSecurityProfile-1.0.html
http://www.ws-i.org/Profiles/BasicSecurityProfile-1.0.html
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The audit record indicates the rule that was broken (Rxxxx). You can look up the rule on www.ws-i.org/Profiles/
BasicSecurityProfile-1.0.html to see more information. No audit record is created when a request or response conforms to
the specifications.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Enforce WS-I SAML Compliance Assertion
The Enforce WS-I SAML Compliance assertion checks incoming and/or outgoing requests for
compliance with the SAML Token specifications.

The Enforce WS-I SAML Compliance assertion checks incoming and/or outgoing requests for compliance with the SAML
Token specifications.

Use this assertion to:

• Ensure strict adherence to namespaces
• Enforce adherence for required/restricted elements, attributes, and attribute values
• Enforce referencing constraints (for example, reference by ID for local security tokens).

This assertion implements the rules contained in the SAML Token section of the Basic Security Profile Version 1.0
specifications located at http://www.ws-i.org/Profiles/BasicSecurityProfile-1.0.html.

To view the audit records generated by this assertion, see Gateway Audit Events.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Enforce WS-I SAML Compliance in the policy window and select WS-I SAML Compliance Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Check Request Message Select this check box to check request messages for
conformance to the SAML Token section of the WS-I BSP
specifications. Clear this check box to not check requests
for conformance.

This setting is selected by default if the assertion is placed
before the routing assertion in the policy.

Check Response Message Select this check box to check response messages for
conformance to the SAML Token section of the WS-I BSP
specifications. Clear this check box to not check responses
for conformance.

This setting is selected by default if the assertion is placed
after the routing assertion in the policy.

Audit only Select Audit only to generate an audit record when non-
conformance in the request or response is detected. No
SOAP fault occurs and the assertion does not fail.

Audit and Fail Select Audit and Fail to generate both an audit record
and a SOAP fault when non-conformance in the request or
response is detected; the assertion also fails.

Fail assertion Select Fail assertion to generate a SOAP fault and fail the
assertion when non-conformance in the request or response
is detected. No audit record is generated.

Tip:

The audit record indicates the rule that was broken (Rxxxx). You can look up the rule on www.ws-i.org/Profiles/
SAMLTokenProfile-1.0.htm lto see more information. No audit record is created when a request or response conforms to
the specifications.

http://www.ws-i.org/Profiles/BasicSecurityProfile-1.0.html
http://www.ws-i.org/Profiles/BasicSecurityProfile-1.0.html
http://www.ws-i.org/Profiles/BasicSecurityProfile-1.0.html
http://www.ws-i.org/Profiles/SAMLTokenProfile-1.0.html
http://www.ws-i.org/Profiles/SAMLTokenProfile-1.0.html
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4. Click [OK] when done.

 Enforce WS-Security Policy Compliance Assertion
 

 

The Enforce WS-Security Policy Compliance assertion helps you construct a policy that is compliant with the WS-Security
Policy specifications. When this assertion is present, the policy validation window warns you of any WS Security Policy errors
when any of the following assertions are present in the policy:

Encrypt Element Assertion (header, body only)
Require Timestamp Assertion
Require WS-Security Signature Credentials Assertion
Require WS-Security UsernameToken Profile Credentials Assertion
Require Timestamp Assertion
Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion
Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion
Sign Element Assertion (header, body only)

Note:  When you download a WSDL of a policy containing the Enforce WS-Security Policy Compliance assertion, the
WS-Security Policy is attached. If the original WSDL contains an attached policy, that policy is replaced by the Gateway's
WS-Security Policy for the service. For more information about downloading a WSDL, see Download WSDL and Policy
Documents.

The Enforce WS-Security Policy Compliance assertion supports WS-Security Policy version 1.1. For more information, refer
to http://specs.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/07/securitypolicy/ws-securitypolicy.pdf.

Using the Assertion

• Add the assertion to the policy development window. For more information, see Add an Assertion.

The assertion is added to the policy window; no further configuration is required.

 Evaluate JSON Path Expression Assertion
Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion is used to query JSON objects, similar to querying XPaths. You
enter a JSON expression and this assertion parses the target message and places the results into context
variables.

 Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion is used to query JSON objects, similar to querying XPaths. You enter a JSON
expression and this assertion parses the target message and places the results into context variables.

Tip:

 Place a Protect Against JSON Document Structure Assertion before this assertion to protect against DOS attacks.

 Detecting Invalid JSON 

The Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion fails if the expression does not match. But it also fails when an invalid JSON
payload is encountered and this may not be evident. One solution is to use this assertion with the expression of '$'. This selects
the root node and validates the JSON payload. If it is invalid, the expression fails.

 Using Strings 

To use string values with the Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion, convert them to message format first. To do
this, convert the String to a Message using the Set Context Variable Assertion, with "Data type: Message" and "Content-
Type:application/json".

Note:

 (Available as of version 9.3 CR3) The cluster property, json.evalJsonPathAcceptEmptyArray, preserves the backward
compatibility in resulting empty arrays. By default, the value of this property is set to true. If this property value is set to false,
the assertion is falsified for empty arrays.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion sets the following context variables. The default <prefix> is "jsonPath" and can
be changed in the assertion properties.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

http://specs.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/07/securitypolicy/ws-securitypolicy.pdf
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Variable Description

<prefix>.found   Indicates whether a match was found for the expression:

•  true = Match found
•  false = No match found

<prefix>.count   Returns the number of matches.

<prefix>.result   Returns the result of the match, if a single match was made.  

<prefix>.results Returns the results of the match, if multiple matches were
made.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the optional assertion, the Evaluate JSON Path Expression Properties automatically appear. When modifying
the assertion, right-click  <target>: Evaluate JSON Path Expression in the policy window and select Evaluate JSON
Path Expression Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the optional evaluator and expression.

Setting Description

 Evaluator  Currently, the only supported evaluator is JsonPath.

Note:

 If a JSON object contains a forward slash in the
JSON object input, then the Gateway appends
a backslash to 'escape' the forward slash in the
JSON output. To prevent this from happening, set
the json.evalJsonPathWithCompression cluster property to
'true'.

 Expression Enter the expression to be matched against a message. You
may reference context variables.

Note:

 The Expression field can only contain a single expression.
To evaluate multiple expressions, configure multiple
Evaluate JSON Expression assertions within a policy

4. Configure [Source and Destination] tab as follows:

Setting Description

 Target Message Specify whether to match against the Request, Response,
or Other Message Variable that contains the value to
analyze. If other variable, specify the variable name is the
box. (You do not need to enclose the variable name within
the "${ }" characters.)

Tip:

 The message target can also be set outside of the assertion
properties. For more information, see Select a Target
Message.
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 Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and
prevents the variables from overwriting each other when
multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

For an explanation of the validation messages that are
displayed, see "Context Variable Validation" in Context
Variables.

 
5. Select the [Test] tab to test your JSON expression against sample test input.

• In the Test Input box, paste some JSON code that might be found in the target message. When you click the [Test]
button, the assertion attempts to the specified expression against the test input.

• The Test Output box shows the results of the match. Examine the results carefully to see if this is what you intended.
The figure below illustrates how the assertion interprets the test input given the sample expression shown.

• For the test input shown in the figure, the test results are found = true and count = 2. This means that there were two
inputs that fulfilled the criteria: Nigel Rees and Evelyn Waugh. The assertion was able to locate the author but not
the category, title, or price, because they were not specified.

• If you used the test input "bicycle", no test results appear because it does not fulfill the expression criteria ".author".
6. Click [OK] when done.

 Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2 Assertion
The Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2 Assertion is an improved version of the . This improved
assertion provides the following enhancements:

The Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2 Assertion is an improved version of the Evaluate JSON Path Expression Assertion.
This improved assertion provides the following enhancements:

• More intuitive results when querying JSON objects
• New evaluators in the assertion properties:

• SystemDefault
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• JsonPathWithCompression

Tip:

Place a Protect Against JSON Document Structure Assertion before this assertion to protect against DOS attacks.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2 assertion sets the following context variables. The default <prefix> is "jsonPath" and
can be changed in the assertion properties.

Note:

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Variable Description

<prefix>.found  Indicates whether a match was found for the expression:

• true = Match found
• false = No match found

<prefix>.count  Returns the number of matches.

<prefix>.result  Returns the result of the match, if a single match was made. 

<prefix>.results Returns the results of the match, if multiple matches were
made.

Using the Evaluate JSON Path Expression Assertion V2

You can either add this assertion to your service or change the configuration of an existing assertion as follows:

1. Do one of the following:
2. • To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion. The Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2

Properties will automatically appear.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, right-click  <target>: Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2 in the

policy window and select Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2 Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy
window.

3. Configure the evaluator and expression, as shown next:

Setting Description

Evaluator The following evaluators are supported:

• System Default: The evaluator option is taken from the
json.systemDefaultEvaluator Cluster-Wide Property.
This is the default option. 

• JsonPath
• JsonPathWithCompression

Note:

• If you select JsonPath or
JsonPathWithCompression, the value of cluster-
wide property json.systemDefaultEvaluator is not
considered.

• If a JSON object contains a forward slash in the
JSON object input, then a backslash is appended to
the forward slash in the JSON output. To avoid this,
set the evaluator as JsonPathWithCompression.
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Expression Enter the expression to be matched against a message. You
may reference context variables.

Note:

The Expression field can only contain a single expression.
To evaluate multiple expressions, configure multiple
Evaluate JSON Expression assertions within a policy.

4. Configure [Source and Destination] tab as follows:

Setting Description

Target Message Specify whether to match the Request, Response, or Other
Message Variable that contains the value to analyze. If
you select Other Message Variable option, enter the
variable name in the text box. (You do not need to enclose
the variable name within the "${ }" characters.)

Tip:

The message target can also be set outside of the assertion
properties. For more information, see Select a Target
Message.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and
prevents the variables from overwriting each other when
multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

For an explanation of the validation messages that are
displayed, see "Context Variable Validation" in Context
Variables.

5. Select the [Test] tab to test your JSON expression against sample test input.

• In the Test Input box, paste some JSON payload that might be found in the target message. When you click the [Test]
button, the assertion evaluates the test input with the specified expression.

• The Test Output box shows the results of the match. Examine the results carefully to see if this is what you intended.
The following figure illustrates how the assertion interprets the test input given the sample expression shown:
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• For the test input shown in the figure, the test results are found = true and count = 2. This means that there were two
inputs that fulfilled the criteria: Nigel Rees and Evelyn Waugh. The assertion was able to locate the author but not
the category, title, or price, because they were not specified.

6. Click [OK] when done.

 Comparison of Evaluate JSON Path Expression and Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2
The following table illustrates the differences between the Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion
and Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2 assertion using various JSON expressions.

The following table illustrates the differences between the Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion and Evaluate JSON Path
Expression V2 assertion using various JSON expressions.

JSON Expression Evaluate JSON Path Expression
Assertion Result

Evaluate JSON Path Expression V2
Assertion Result
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$.. book[0]
(Space in an expression)

found = true
count = 1
Result(s):
1: {"author":"Nigel
Rees","price":8.95,"category":"reference","title":"Sayings
of the Century"}

The following error appears as spaces
are not allowed.

Error compiling
 expression

$..book2
(Searching a key that is not present in
the JSON data)

found = true
count = 0
Result(s):
[]

found = false
count = 0

$..book(*)
(Invalid JSON expression)

found = true
count = 0
Result(s):
[]

This is an invalid JSON expression and
the following error appears:

Options
 AS_PATH_LIST and
 ALWAYS_RETURN_LIST
 are not allowed when
 using path functions

 

 

$..book[(@.length-1)]
(Querying the last book)

found = true
count = 1
Result(s):
1: {"author":"D.
Adams","price":8.91,"sellout":true,"title":"Hitchhiker's
Guide through the Galaxy"}

The library does not support this
expression.
To fetch the expression, use $..book[-1:]

$..book[?(@.author<>'Herman
Melville')]
(No equal to (<>) in an expression)

found = true
count = 3

Result(s):
1: {"bool":true,"author":"Nigel
Rees","price":8.95,"category":"reference","title":"Sayings
of the Century"}
2: {"number":-1,"author":"Evelyn
Waugh","price":12.99,"category":"fiction","title":"Sword
of Honour"}
3: {"number":0,"bool":true,"author":"J.
R. R.
Tolkien","price":22.99,"isbn":"0-395-19395-8","category":"fiction","title":"The
Lord of the Rings"}

'Not equal to' operator (<>) is not
supported
Use '!=' instead of '<>'. Example:
$..book[?(@.author != 'Herman
Melville')]
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$.store.book[?(@.title==*)]
(Invalid JSON expression)

found = true
count = 0

Result(s):
[]

The following error appears as it is not a
valid JSON Expression.

Error compiling
 expression

 Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion
The Evaluate Regular Expression assertion is a powerful tool for detecting, filtering, and/or changing
service messages. The assertion allows you to define one or more values that, when present in an
incoming request message, will yield a specific processing outcome, change the content of the matched
message, or detect particular patterns.

The Evaluate Regular Expression assertion is a powerful tool for detecting, filtering, and/or changing service messages. The
assertion allows you to define one or more values that, when present in an incoming request message, will yield a specific
processing outcome, change the content of the matched message, or detect particular patterns.

The Evaluate Regular Expression assertion has a wide range of uses. For example, it can be configured to enforce a consistent
telephone number format in request and response messages. The assertion will then scan messages for telephone numbers—
any number that does not conform to the format specified in the assertion will be altered prior to processing the message. The
assertion can also be used for message mediation: using its match and replace functionality, the assertion can convert small
item changes, such as adding a special tag after a particular keyword is detected.

Pattern matching and replacement are also useful for protecting service applications from various web service and XML
application threats.

A policy can contain multiple Evaluate Regular Expression assertions, placed anywhere before or after the routing assertion.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Message.

To learn more about regular expressions, consider a web tutorial such as this site: http://www.regular-expressions.info/.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Evaluate Regular Expression assertion can optionally populate a multivalued context variable with the values from
designated capture groups in the expression.

Example:

• Multivalued context variable name: phone
• Regular expression containing three capture groups:

\((\d{3})\)(\d{3})-(\d{4})

• Input string: (800) 555-1234

Using the default settings for the assertion, the multivalued variable phone will contain the following values:

• ${phone[0]} is set to the entire string matched by the regular expression – "(800) 555-1234"
• ${phone[1]} is set to the first capture group – "800"
• ${phone[2]} is set to the second capture group – "555"
• ${phone[3]} is set to the third capture group – "1234"

Note that the variable phone is created even if the Do not proceed if pattern matches option was selected.

Note:  Capture groups always exist if any parentheses are present in the expression. However, they are saved only when a
context variable is specified.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

http://www.regular-expressions.info/
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2. When adding the assertion, the Regular Expression Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click  <target>: Evaluate Regular Expression in the policy window and select Regular Expression Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the display name and regular expressions:

Setting Description

Display Name Optionally enter a "friendly name" for this regular
expression.  This name is for display purposes only in the
policy window.

Tip:

A friendly name should briefly describe the purpose of the
assertion. This name helps you distinguish between several
Evaluate Regular Expression assertions in a policy.

Regular Expression Enter the regular expression value to be matched. You
may reference context variables within the expression.
Note that any context variable will be treated as literals
when the syntax is checked during design time, but will be
resolved to their actual values during runtime. For details,
see "Example: Context variables in the regular expression"
below.

Note:

The Regular Expression field can only contain a single
expression. To evaluate multiple expressions, configure
multiple Evaluate Regular Expression assertions within a
policy.

Ignore Case Select this check box to ignore the case of any matching
values in the incoming request message. Clear this check
box to enforce case matching.

Save in context variable Optionally reference a context variable that will hold the
regular expression pattern in effect at runtime.

This is most useful if context variables were used in the
regular expression pattern, as the exact pattern will depend
on the resolved variables during runtime. If no context
variables were used, then this variable will contain the exact
string entered in the Regular Expression field.

Replacement

(only used with "Match and Replace" option)

Enter the replacement value or format that will replace the
value or format specified in the Regular expression field.
You may reference context variables.

Note:

The '$' character is a reserved symbol for replacements.
To use it as a literal character in a regex replacement,
escape it with the '\' character (for example, '\$'), otherwise
unexpected errors may occur.

Tip:

Use the [Test] tab to verify that the replacement is working
according to your expectations.

Example: Context variables in the regular expression

Suppose you enter the following regular expression:

hi${there}bob

When you test this expression during design time, the assertion will match all the characters literally: h, i, $, {, t, h, e, r,
e, }, b, o, b.
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At runtime, the assertion will match the characters h, i, followed by whatever is currently in the variable ${there}, followed
by the characters b, o, b.

If at runtime ${there} contains regular expression metacharacters such as [, ], |, ^, $, etc., they will be matched as literals (in
other words, they lose their metacharacter interpretation). For example, consider this policy fragment:

Set variable ${there} to [a-z]
Request: match regex hi${there}bob

This fragment will match this request:

We all scream hi[a-z]bobbies again!

But it will not match this request:

We all scream hipbobbies again!

If you modify the fragment to replace the context variable with its actual content, the metacharacters will be interpreted as
expected:

Request: match regex hi[a-z]bob

This will result in the second example above being matched, but not the first.
4. In the [Source and Destination] tab, configure the assertion as follows:

Setting Description

Source Specify whether to match against the Request, Response,
or Other Context Variable that contains the value to
analyze. If other variable, specify the variable name is the
box. (You do not need to enclose the variable name within
the "${ }" characters.)

Tip:

The message target can also be set outside of the assertion
properties. For more information, see Selecting a Target
Message.
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Destination Specify how to proceed based on the results of the pattern
matching:

• Proceed if pattern matches: Causes the assertion
to return success if the pattern matches. Whether the
message is permitted to proceed ultimately depends on
the outcome of the policy.

• Do not proceed if pattern matches: Causes the
assertion to return failure if the pattern matches.
Whether the message is blocked ultimately depends on
the outcome of the policy. This option is particularly
useful for protecting against specific service threats.

• Stop searching after first successful match: This
check box is available when either Proceed if pattern
matches or Do not proceed if pattern matches is
selected.

• Select this check box to instruct the assertion to stop
after a successful match. This setting is the default.

• Clear this check box to instruct the assertion to find
(and capture, if applicable) all matches in the target
string, not stopping after the first match.

• Match and Replace (always proceed): If the content
matches the regular expression, replace it with the
content from the Replacement field. Tip: If multiple
replacements are required, use several Evaluate Regular
Expression assertions in the policy.

• Repeat successful replacements up to x times:

• Select this check box to repeat any "replace all"
step that made at least one replacement. This
will continue until either there is no more item to
replace, or the 'x' iteration limit has been reached.
See "Example: 'Repeat successful replacements'
option" below for an example of how this option
works.

• Clear this check box to not repeat any successful
replacement step. This setting is the default.

• Context Variable: Optionally enter the name of a
context variable if you wish to record capture groups.
For more information, see "Context Variables Created
by Assertion" in the introduction to this assertion. For
information on naming rules, see "Context Variable
Naming Rules" under Context Variables.

• Include matched substring in capture: This check box
has an effect only when a Context Variable has been
specified. It controls whether the matched substring
should be included in the capture. For a detailed
explanation of this option, see "Example: Including
matched substring" below.
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MIME/Multipart Messages Specify how to handle MIME/multipart messages:

• MIME Part: For multipart messages, specify which
part of the message should be matched against the
regular expression value, where '0' is the first part, '1' is
the second part, etc. The default is '0'.
This setting is not used for messages that have only a
single part. 

• Character Encoding: Select Default to use the default
character encoding or Override to override how the
Gateway decodes the message. For example, if a
UTF-8 encoded message arrives with a Content-
Type incorrectly declaring its character encoding as
ISO8859-1, then enter "UTF-8" to override. For more
information, see Character Encoding.

Example: "Repeat successful replacements"

The following example illustrates the functionality of the Repeat successful replacements check box: adding commas to a
large number.

Say you have a large integer and you wish to add commas for improved readability. The length of this integer is unknown
ahead of time. You can accomplish this using the following settings in the Evaluate Regular Expression assertion:

Regular expression:  ^(-?\d+)(\d{3})
Replacement:  $1,$2
[X] Repeat successful replacements up to  9999  times

Before processing, the target message contains this integer: 92349854732933493424982745249587After processing, it will
contain: 92,349,854,732,933,493,424,982,745,249,587

How this works behind the scene:

The assertion examines the integer and will attempt to match all the leading digits that lack commas, followed by three
more digits that lack commas. It then replaces this with the same string, but with a comma before the last three digits. This
is repeated until the assertion cannot find four consecutive digits. Here is a sample of the assertion in progress:

Repeat up to 0 times: 92349854732933493424982745249,587
Repeat up to 1 times: 92349854732933493424982745,249,587
Repeat up to 2 times: 92349854732933493424982,745,249,587
Repeat up to 7 times: 92349854,732,933,493,424,982,745,249,587
Repeat up to 9999 times: 92,349,854,732,933,493,424,982,745,249,587

If the Repeat successful replacements check box is not selected, the assertion will stop after one pass and the resulting
output would be "92349854732933493424982745249,587".

Example: "Including matched substring"

As described under "Context Variables Created by This Assertion", you can optionally save the "capture groups" that are
automatically created by this assertion by entering a variable name in the assertion properties. You indicate the part of the
pattern to be captured by enclosing them within parentheses. When the assertion is run, the matching part of the pattern is
then captured and saved to the context variable when matched successfully.

For example, suppose you have the following data:

name="John Smith", phone=604-555-1234
name="Sue Smith", phone=604-555-5678

You wish to extract the phone number (which for this example we will assume that it is always in the xxx-xxx-xxxx
format). This can be accomplished with the following regular expression:

phone=(\d\d\d-\d\d\d-\d\d\d\d)

Scenario 1: Run the assertion with the following settings:

Stop searching after first successful match = enabled
Include matched substring in capture = enabled
Context variable = p

This will be the result:
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${p[0]} = "phone=604-555-1234" 
${p[1]} = "604-555-1234"

A few points to note about these results:

• The variable "p" that is created is a multivalued context variable.
• The first value in "p" (${p[0]}) contains the entire substring matched by the regular expression.
• The second value in "p" (${p[1]}) contains the first capture group, which is as indicated in the regular expression.
• The phone number for Sue Smith is not captured, because you've instructed the assertion to stop search after a

successful match is made.

Scenario 2: Run the assertion with the following settings:

Stop searching after first successful match = disabled
Include matched substring in capture = enabled
Context variable = p

This will be the result:

${p[0]} = "phone=604-555-1234" (entire substring matched by the regex, for the 1st successful match) 
${p[1]} = "604-555-1234" (1st group, for the 1st successful match) 
${p[2]} = "phone=604-555-4332" (entire substring matched by the regex, for the 2nd successful match) 
${p[3]} = "604-555-4332" (1st capture group, for the 2nd successful match)

Note that when the "Stop searching..." option is disabled, Sue Smith's phone number is captured.

Scenario 3: Run the assertion with the following settings:

Stop searching after first successful match = disabled
Include matched substring in capture = disabled
Context variable = p

This will be the result:

${p[0]} = "604-555-1234" (1st capture group, for the 1st successful match) 
${p[1]} = "604-555-4332" (1st capture group, for the 2nd successful match)

Notice that when you disable "Include matched substring", the matched substrings are no longer saved.

Scenario 4: Use the same settings as Scenario 3, but introduce a new capture group by enclosing the entire regular
expression within parentheses (remember, capture groups are indicated by parentheses):

(phone=(\d\d\d-\d\d\d-\d\d\d\d))

This will be the result:

${p[0]} = "phone=604-555-1234" (1st capture group, for the 1st successful match) 
${p[1]} = "604-555-1234" (2nd capture group, for the 1st successful match) 
${p[2]} = "phone=604-555-4332" (1st capture group, for the 2nd successful match) 
${p[3]} = "604-555-4332" (2nd capture group, for the 2nd successful match)

Notice that this is identical to the output from Scenario 2. Thus, the "Include matched substring" option is the same as
disabling the option and enclosing the entire expression within parentheses. 

5. Select the [Test] tab to test your regular expression and to determine whether the replacement string was entered correctly.

• In the Test Input box, type some sample text that includes the value or format from the Regular Expression field. As
you type, the assertion attempts to match your input against the Regular Expression that was entered.

• The Test Result box shows the results of the match. Examine the results carefully to see if this is what you intended.
The figure below illustrates how the assertion interprets the test input given the sample regular expression and
replacement string shown:

• For test input "888-555-1234", the test result is "<phone country="" area="888" num="555-1234"/>". This
means the assertion was able to locate the area code and phone number, but not the country code because it was not
specified.

• For test input "1-888-687-2234", the test result was able to match all three groups successfully.
• For test input "some test", no replacement was made because this is not a phone number.
• For test input "879-1234", no replacement was made because the phone number is missing the area code, which is a

required element.
• For test input, "604-681-9387", the area code and phone number was matched.

6. Click [OK] when done.
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 Evaluate Request XPath Assertion
The Evaluate Request XPath assertion is used to configure a specific XPath query pattern for incoming
XML request messages. This assertion can be used, for example, to break a policy into different paths
for different types of operations and/or to provide preferential routing to special customers or high dollar
value transactions.

The Evaluate Request XPath assertion is used to configure a specific XPath query pattern for incoming XML request
messages. This assertion can be used, for example, to break a policy into different paths for different types of operations and/or
to provide preferential routing to special customers or high dollar value transactions.

This assertion requires familiarity with XPath patterns and specifications.

Tip:

The Evaluate Request XPath assertion can be used for message validation if inclusive namespaces are not used in the
messages.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The XPath query targets specific parts of the message, evaluating its document structure and/or XML data. When the assertion
executes, it runs the XPath pattern against the request, setting six context variables according to the processing result of the
query. The following table describes the default context variables set by the Evaluate Request XPath assertion.

When the Evaluate Request XPath assertion is used in a policy fragment and you need the context variables in the table below
available to the parent policy, be sure to include the Export Variables from Fragment Assertion within the policy fragment to
ensure that the variables are available to the parent policy.

Note:

Context variables created by the Evaluate Request XPath assertion returns XML in their exclusive canonicalized form. For
example, one side effect could be character entities in XML such as &#12469;&#12509; resulting in their respective
special characters  (??) when XPathed. For detailed information about Canonicalized XML, refer to: https://tools.ietf.org/html/
rfc3076

Variable Description

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3076
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3076
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requestXpath.result The content of this variable depends on the match found:

• If the XPath expression matches an element, this variable
contains the contents of the first element that matched the
XPath expression.

• If the XPath expression locates any other match, this
variable contains the first match.

• If the XPath expression does not locate a match, the
assertion fails and this variable is not set.

Example:

Consider the following sample XML document:

<test>
   <data>hello</data>
   <data>world</data>
</test>

The requestXpath.result variable will be set as follows:

• The XPath expression "/test/data" matches both elements
"<data>hello</data>" and "<data>world</data>". In
this case, the variable will contain "hello", which is the
contents of the first element that was found.

• The XPath expression "/test/data[2]/text()" does not match
any element but does match "world". In this case, the
variable will contain "world", which is the first match
found.

requestXpath.results Similar to requestXpath.result except that it contains all
values matched rather than just the first one. Using the above
example, the XPath expression "/test/data" will yield "hello"
and "world" in the variable.

requestXpath.element Contains the resulting text of the query. Similar to the
requestXpath.result variable, except this includes the entire
element (including start and end tags).

This variable contains values of type String.

Tip:

The requestXpath.element variable carries the
namespace of the targeted element. By comparison, the
requestXpath.element s    variable does not.

requestXpath.elements Similar to requestXpath.element except that it contains all
values matched rather than just the first one.

This variable contains values of type Element.

Note:

You cannot use requestXpath.element where
requestXpath.elements is required, as assertions that expect
an 'Element' value will not work with a "String" value.

requestXpath.count Contains the number of nodes found, which will be >= 1 if
the expression matched.

requestXpath.found Either "true" or "false", depending on whether the XPath
expression matches the request.
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The values stored in the context variables can be used in subsequent Evaluate Regular Expression or Compare
Expression assertions using the special ${assertionPrefix.variableName}syntax. If the Audit Messages in Policy assertion is
encountered during message processing, then the XPath query results can be viewed in the Gateway Audit Events window.

If the variables from several Evaluate Request XPath assertions need to be available simultaneously (for example, an
upcoming Compare Expression Assertion  will be used to compare the results), then each assertion must use a different prefix.
For example, you define the new variable prefix newPrefix in the Evaluate Request XPath assertion. Now instead of the default
names shown in the above table, this assertion will create variables named newPrefix.result, newPrefix.count, newPrefix.found,
and newPrefix.element.

Note:  Since a single variable namespace is shared during the entire processing of a message, the prefixes used in both the
Evaluate Request XPath and Evaluate Response XPath assertions must be unique. If the same variable prefix is used in both,
then one assertion will overwrite the other's variables.

If the XPath is a Boolean expression, the assertion succeeds only if the Boolean expression evaluates to "true". If the XPath
selects nodes, the assertion succeeds only if the list of matching nodes is non-empty. In any other case, including an XPath
error, the assertion fails.

The Evaluate Request XPath assertion supports the XPath 1.0 standard.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Follow the appropriate section below to complete the properties dialog.

Web Service Policy
When using the Evaluate Request XPath assertion in a web service policy:

1.1 Specify the XPath and select the target element to be evaluated from the code box. For detailed instructions on using
the interface to build your XPath, see Selecting an XPath.

2.1 Select the appropriate XPATH version from the drop down.
3.1 For an explanation of the validation messages displayed, see "Context Variable Validation" in Context Variables.
4.1 Make sure that the variable prefix entered here is different from those used in other Evaluate Request XPath

and Evaluate Response XPath assertions. See the description at the beginning of this topic for more information about
variable prefixes.

5.1 Click [OK].

XML Application Policy

When using the Evaluate Request XPath assertion in an XML application policy:

1.1 Enter an XPath expression corresponding to the target request element in the field.
2.1 Optionally add namespaces to the namespace map.
3.1 Click [OK].

 Evaluate Response XPath Assertion
The Evaluate Response XPath assertion is used to configure a specific XPath query pattern for outgoing
XML response messages. This assertion can be used, for example, to break a policy into different paths
for different types of operations and/or to provide preferential routing to special customers or high dollar
value transactions.

The Evaluate Response XPath assertion is used to configure a specific XPath query pattern for outgoing XML response
messages. This assertion can be used, for example, to break a policy into different paths for different types of operations and/or
to provide preferential routing to special customers or high dollar value transactions.

This assertion requires familiarity with XPath patterns and specifications. Be sure to place this assertion after the routing
assertion in a policy.

Tip:

The Evaluate Response XPath assertion can be used for message validation if inclusive namespaces are not used in the
messages.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion
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The XPath query targets specific parts of the message, evaluating its document structure and/or XML data. When the assertion
executes, it runs the XPath pattern against the response, setting six context variables according to the processing result of the
query. The following table describes the default context variables set by the Evaluate Response XPath assertion.

When the Evaluate Response XPath assertion is used in a policy fragment and you need the context variables in the table
below available to the parent policy, be sure to include the Export Variables from Fragment Assertion within the policy
fragment to ensure that the variables are available to the parent policy.

Note:

Context variables created by the Evaluate Response XPath assertion returns XML in their exclusive canonicalized form. For
example, one side effect could be character entities in XML such as &#12469;&#12509; resulting in their respective
special characters  (??) when XPathed. For detailed information about Canonicalized XML, refer to: https://tools.ietf.org/html/
rfc3076

Variable Description

responseXpath.result The content of this variable depends on the match found:

• If the XPath expression matches an element, this variable
contains the contents of the first element that matched the
XPath expression.

• If the XPath expression locates any other match, this
variable contains the first match.

• if the XPath expression does not locate a match, the
assertion fails and this variable is not set.

Example:

Consider the following sample XML document:

<test>
   <data>hello</data>
   <data>world</data>
</test>

The responseXpath.result variable will be set as follows:

• The XPath expression "/test/data" matches both elements
"<data>hello</data>" and "<data>world</data>". In
this case, the variable will contain "hello", which is the
contents of the first element that was found.

• The XPath expression "/test/data[2]/text()" does not match
any element but does match "world". In this case, the
variable will contain "world", which is the first match
found.

responseXpath.results Similar to responseXpath.result except that it contains all
values matched rather than just the first one. Using the above
example, the XPath expression "/test/data" will yield "hello"
and "world" in the variable.

responseXpath.element Contains the resulting text of the query. Similar to the
responseXpath.result variable, except this includes the entire
element (including start and end tags).

This variable contains values of type String.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3076
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3076
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responseXpath.elements Similar to responseXpath.element except that it contains all
values matched rather than just the first one.

This variable contains values of type Element.

Note:

You cannot use requestXpath.element where
requestXpath.elements  is required, as assertions that expect
an 'Element' value will not work with a 'String' value.

responseXpath.count Contains the number of nodes found, which will be >= 1 if
the expression matched.

responseXpath.found Either "true" or "false", depending on whether the XPath
expression matches the response.

Example:

Assume you have the Xpath “/foo” matching against the document:

<foo>a b c <d>e f g h</d> i j k l</foo>

• The .found suffix returns the String value “true”.
• The .result suffix returns the “node value” of the first matching node as a String. This is the concatenated value of all text

nodes in the element and its children, per the XPath recommendation. In this example, the result is the string “a b c e f g h i
j k l”.

• The .results suffix creates a multi-valued context variable that includes one value corresponding to the .result suffix for
each element that matched the XPath. In this example, because only one element was matched, .results has a single value
matching the value of .result.

• The .element suffix returns the entire element as type String. For example, if it matched the <foo> element, this would be
the string "<foo>a b c <d>e f g h</d> i j k l</foo>”.

• The .elements suffix returns all matching Element values as a multi-valued context variable containing one or more values
of type Element. Unlike ".result vs. .results", the types differ between .element and .elements. The suffix .element is a
single value of type String; the suffix .elements can be potentially multiple values of type Element.
This is the reason why constructs that require the actual element context within a document (rather than just a String
approximation of the element) need to use the .elements[0] construction.

The values stored in context variables can be used in a subsequent Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion or Compare
Expression Assertion using the special ${assertionPrefix.variableName} syntax. If the Audit Messages in Policy Assertion is
present during message processing, then you can use the Gateway Audit Events window to view the XPath query results.

If the variables from several Evaluate Response XPath assertions need to be available simultaneously (for example, an
upcoming Compare Expression Assertion  is used to compare the results), then each assertion must use a different prefix. For
example: You define the new variable prefix newPrefix in the Evaluate Response XPath assertion. Now instead of the default
names shown in the table above, this assertion will create variables named newPrefix.result, newPrefix.count, newPrefix.found,
and newPrefix.element.

Note:  Since a single variable namespace is shared during the entire processing of a message, the prefixes used in both the
Evaluate Response XPath and Evaluate Request XPath assertions must be unique. If the same variable prefix is used in both,
then one assertion will overwrite the other's variables.

If the XPath is a Boolean expression, the assertion succeeds only if the Boolean expression evaluates to "true". If the XPath
selects nodes, the assertion succeeds only if the list of matching nodes is non-empty. In any other case, including an XPath
error, the assertion fails.

The Evaluate Response XPath assertion supports the XPath 1.0 standard.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
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2. Follow the appropriate section below to complete the properties dialog:

Web Service Policy

When using the Evaluate Response XPath assertion in a web service policy:

1.1 Select the XML message source from the drop-down list. The default is to use the Default Response message
source, but you can also retrieve the message from an eligible context variable. An eligible context variable is one that
meets either of the following conditions:

• The context variable was created using the Set Context Variable Assertion and is of type "Message".
• The context variable was created from the [Response HTTP Rules] tab of the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion.

2.1 Specify the XPath and select the target element to be evaluated from the code box. For detailed instructions on using
the interface to build your XPath, see Selecting an XPath.

3.1 Make sure that the variable prefix entered here is different from those used in other Evaluate Response XPath
and Evaluate Request XPath assertions. See the description at the beginning of this topic for more information about
variable prefixes.

4.1 Click [OK].

XML Application Policy

When using the Evaluate Response XPath assertion in an XML application policy:

1.1 Optionally set the XML message source, if necessary.
2.1 Enter an XPath expression corresponding to the target response element in the field.
3.1 Optionally add namespaces to the namespace map.
4.1 Click [OK].

 Evaluate WSDL Operation Assertion
The Evaluate WSDL Operation assertion determines which operation is being invoked based on the
information in the service's WSDL and matches it against a pre-selected one. This assertion succeeds if
the operation matches the one set in the assertion, otherwise it fails. For example, a user can be granted
rights to view a product list but that same user cannot view the product details nor place an order.

The Evaluate WSDL Operation assertion determines which operation is being invoked based on the information in the service's
WSDL and matches it against a pre-selected one. This assertion succeeds if the operation matches the one set in the assertion,
otherwise it fails. For example, a user can be granted rights to view a product list but that same user cannot view the product
details nor place an order.

Example:

Consider the following sample policy:

"At least one assertion must evaluate to true"

"All assertions must evaluate to true"

"At least one assertion must evaluate to true"

Evaluate WSDL Operation 'listProducts'
Evaluate WSDL Operation 'getProductDetails'

Authenticate User: 'Bob'

"All assertions must evaluate to true"

Evaluate WSDL Operation 'listProducts'
Authenticate User: 'Sue'

The results will be as follows:

• If Bob attempts to either list products or get product details, the assertion will succeed because these are included in his of
legal operations.

• If Sue attempts to get product details, the assertion will fail because her operation only allows 'list products'.

For more information about organizing policies, see Policy Organization.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
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• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
2. Right-click Evaluate WSDL Operation in the policy window and select WSDL Operation Properties or double-click

the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.
3. From the drop-down list, select the WSDL operation to be verified at run time. The Gateway will compare the WSDL's

requested operation against this selection to determine whether the assertion passes or fails.
4. Click [OK] when done.

 Process SAML Attribute Query Request Assertion
The Process SAML Attribute Query Request assertion validates AttributeQuery requests based on user
configuration. It also makes values and elements from an AttributeQuery available as context variables.

The Process SAML Attribute Query Request assertion validates AttributeQuery requests based on user configuration. It also
makes values and elements from an AttributeQuery available as context variables.

This assertion only supports SAML 2.0.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Message.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Process SAML Attribute Query Request assertion sets the following context variables. The default <prefix> is "attrQuery"
and can be changed in the assertion properties.

Note:  The 'subject' context variables in the table below (except for subject.format) will not be set if the NameID was
encrypted and decryption was not configured.

Context variable Type Notes

<prefix> .attributes Element

(multivalued)

All Attribute elements contained in the
AttributeQuery.

<prefix> .subject String Value of the Subject's NameID.

<prefix> .subject.nameQualifier String Subject's NameID's NameQualifier
attribute value, if provided.

<prefix> .subject.spNameQualifier String Subject's NameID's SPNameQualifier
attribute value, if provided.

<prefix> .subject.format String Subject's NameID's Format attribute
value, if provided. Never empty;
if not supplied, value will be
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-
format:unspecified.

<prefix> .subject.spProvidedId String Subject's NameID's SPProvidedID
attribute value, if present.

<prefix> .Id String AttributeQuery's ID attribute, if present.

<prefix> .version String AttributeQuery's Version attribute, if
present.

<prefix> .issueInstant String AttributeQuery's IssueInstant attribute,
if present.

<prefix> .destination String AttributeQuery's Destination attribute, if
present.

<prefix> .consent String AttributeQuery's Consent attribute.
If not supplied, the value will be
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:consent:unspecified.

<prefix> .issuer String AttributeQuery's Issuer element's value,
if present.

<prefix> .issuer.nameQualifier String Issuer's NameQualifier attribute value, if
present.
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<prefix> .issuer.spNameQualifier String Issuer's SPNameQualifier attribute
value, if present.

<prefix> .issuer.format String Issuer's Format attribute value, if
present.

<prefix> .issuer.spProvidedId String Issuer's SPProvidedID attribute value, if
present.

The following variables may also be set:

• If decryption is configured and was performed (Decrypt EncryptedID check box in the properties), then all the context
variables from the (Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML Element assertion will also be set. These variables include: 
   <prefix>.elementsDecrypted
   <prefix>.encryptionMethodUris
   <prefix>.recipientCertificates 
The prefix used for those variables is the prefix specified in the the properties. For more information, see (Non-SOAP)
Decrypt XML Element Assertion. 

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Process SAML Attribute Query Request in the policy window and select SAML Attribute Query Request
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

AttributeQuery Validation • SAML Version: Only SAML 2.0 is supported.
• SOAP Encapsulated: Select this check box if the

AttributeQuery is encapsulated within a SOAP
envelope.

Request Validation Select the appropriate check boxes to indicate which
attribute or element must be present in an AttributeQuery
request:

Issuer
Signature*
ID
Version
IssueInstant
Consent
Destination**

*This assertion does not validate or verify the signature. To
validate the signature, use the (Non-SOAP) Verify XML
Element assertion. To remove the signature, use the Add or
Remove XML Element(s) assertion.

**Select the Destination check box to indicate that a
destination attribute is required. If the destination attribute
must have an allowed value, enter all allowed values in
the adjacent text box. Enter in as many values as needed
separated by a space. You may specify URIs or context
variables of type String (variables that resolve to an empty
string or non-string are ignored and will not cause assertion
failure, but a 'Warning' audit is logged). Context variables
may contain space-separated URI strings.

Note:

If an attribute/element has been configured but is missing,
the assertion will fail.
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Subject Validation • Allow: Select the supported Subject identifiers:

NameID
EncryptedID

If [EncryptedID] is permitted, select the Decrypt
EncryptedID check box to decrypt the EncryptedID
and update the message with the result of the
decryption.

Tip:

The "Require Format" and "Allowed NameID Format"
validation are applied only when either a NameID was
included in the AttributeQuery or if an EncryptedID was
received and decrypted. If decryption was not selected,
then this validation cannot be performed. Additionally,
context variables related to the NameID will not be set.

• Require format: Select this check box to require
the Format attribute to be present on the NameID,
otherwise the assertion will fail. Clear this check box
if the Format attribute is not required. If no format
attribute is supplied, it will have the following default
value: urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-
format:unspecified.

• Allowed NameID formats: Select the supported
NameID formats from the list. By default,
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-
format:unspecified is selected as this is the default
value of this attribute when no value is supplied.

• Custom: If the NameID format you need is not listed,
enter a set of custom Format URI values here.
Enter in as many values as needed separated by a
space. You may specify URIs or context variables of
type String (variables that resolve to an empty string
are ignored and will not cause assertion failure, but
a "Warning" audit is logged). Context variables may
be single or multivalued. Single-valued variables may
contain space-separated URI strings. 
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SAML Attribute Validation This section configures the rules for the saml:Attributes
contained in the Attribute Query.

• Require Attributes: Select this check box to fail the
assertion if an empty AttributeQuery is received. Clear
the check box if attributes are not required.

• Verify unique Name + NameFormat: Select this
check box to fail the assertion if there are any logical
duplicate attributes. Note that the AttributeValue (if
any) is not considered in this check.

• Require NameFormat: Select this check box to fail
the assertion if the NameFormat attribute is not present.
Clear this check box if the NameFormat attribute is not
required.

• Allowed NameFormats: Select the supported
NameFormats from the list. By default,
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-
format:unspecified is selected as this is the default
value of this attribute when no value is supplied.

• Custom: If the NameFormat you need is not listed,
enter a set of custom NameFormat URI values here.
Enter in as many values as needed separated by a
space. You may specify URIs or context variables of
type String (variables that resolve to an empty string
are ignored and will not cause assertion failure, but a
'Warning' audit is logged). Context variables may be
single or multivalued. Single-valued variables may
contain space-separated URI strings. 

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables
created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness
and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other
when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

The default variable prefix is attrQuery.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see Context Variable Validation.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Process SAML Authentication Request Assertion
The Process SAML Authentication Request assertion helps to simplify policies that are used to create a
single sign-on service. This assertion can perform the following:

The Process SAML Authentication Request assertion helps to simplify policies that are used to create a single sign-on service.
This assertion can perform the following:

• (Optional) Extract the SAML Request from a form or URL parameter and then decode it.
• Validate that the incoming Authentication Request is valid, according to the SAML profile specifications.

Validation Details

The assertion validates the following items and fails if these rules are not met:

• <Issuer> is present; if <Format> is supplied, it must be urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:nameid-format:entity
• No SubjectConfirmation elements should be present

• Extract key information from the Authentication Request and place them into context variables.

This assertion only supports SAML 2.0.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Process Authentication Request assertion sets the following context variables. The default <prefix> is "authnRequest"
and can be changed in the assertion properties.
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Context variable Description

<prefix>.acsIndex Returns the value of the attribute
AssertionConsumerServiceIndex of the AuthnRequest
element, if present.

<prefix>.acsUrl Returns the URL of the Assertion Consumer Service.

<prefix>.attrcsIndex Returns the value of the
attribute AttributeConsumingServiceIndex of
the AuthnRequest element, if present.

<prefix>.consent Returns the consent of the AuthnRequest. If one is not
available, the following value is used:

urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:consent:unspecified

<prefix>.destination Returns the destination to which this AuthnRequest was sent.

<prefix>.forceAuthn Returns the value of the attribute ForceAuthn of the
AuthnRequest element. If not provided, the default ("false") is
returned as specified in the SAML core 2.0 spec.

<prefix>.Id Returns the ID of the AuthnRequest.

<prefix>.isPassive Returns the value of the attribute IsPassive of the
AuthnRequest element. If not provided, the default ("false") is
returned as specified in the SAML core 2.0 spec.

<prefix>.issueInstant Returns the time that the request was issued.

<prefix>.issuer Returns the entity which issued the AuthnRequest.

<prefix>.issuer.format Returns the URI of the Issuer format.

<prefix>.issuer.nameQualifier Returns the domain that is used to qualify the Issuer name.

<prefix>.issuer.spNameQualifier Returns the name of an IssuerSP, which is used to qualify a
name.

<prefix>.issuer.spProvidedId Returns the identifier of the Issuer SP.

<prefix>.protocolBinding Returns the value of the attribute ProtocolBinding of
the AuthnRequest element, if present.

<prefix>.providerName Returns the value of the attribute ProviderName of the
AuthnRequest element, if present.

 <prefix>.request Returns the contents of the AuthnRequest. This is only set for
HTTP bindings to allow XPath of extensions or other values.

Tip:

To access the main part of this context variable as text,
you must append the ".mainpart" suffix; for example:
${authnRequest.request.mainpart}. For more information
about the ".mainpart" suffix, see Transport Layer Context
Variables .

<prefix>.subject Returns the Subject of the AuthnRequest.

<prefix>.subject.format Returns the URI of the Subject format.

<prefix>.subject.nameQualifier Returns the domain to qualify the Subject name.

<prefix>.subject.spNameQualifier Returns the name of a Subject SP, which is used to qualify a
name.

<prefix>.subject.spProvidedId Returns the identifier of the Subject SP.

<prefix>.x509CertBase64 Returns the Base64-encoded X.509 Certificate, if present in
the AuthnRequest.
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<prefix>.x509Cert Returns the X.509 Certificate, if present in the AuthnRequest,
and if it can be converted into an X.509 Certificate.

This variable can be input into the Retrieve Credentials from
Context Variable Assertion.

<prefix>.version Returns the version of the request.

Note:

The variables <prefix>.x509CertBase64 and <prefix>.x509Cert may contain values if the <AuthnRequest> is signed. If so
then:

• <prefix>.x509CertBase64 contains the Base64 encoded certificate from the request (if any)
• <prefix>.x509Cert contains the X.509 Certificate used to validate the request signature

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Process SAML Authentication Request in the policy window and select SAML Authentication Request
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Extract SAML Request from binding Select this check box to have the assertion extract the
SAML Request from the incoming HTTP URL or Form
parameters, based on the chosen binding (HTTP Post or
HTTP Redirect).

Clear this check box to use the SAML Request from the
body of the target message that is selected for this assertion.
For more information, see Select a Target Message.

Verify Signature Select this check box to have the assertion validate any
signature that is present. Signature validation may use an
enclosed X.509 Certificate and may attempt to look up the
certificate in the Gateway's trust store.

This check box is unavailable if HTTP Redirect is selected
for Extract SAML Request from binding.

Additional Attributes Required Select which of these attributes must be present in the
SAML authentication request:

AssertionConsumerServiceIndex
AssertionConsumerServiceURL
AttributeConsumingServiceIndex
ProviderName
ProtocolBinding

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and
prevents the variables from overwriting each other when
multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

The default variable prefix is authnRequest.

For an explanation of the validation messages that are
displayed, see "Context Variable Validation" in Context
Variables.

4. Click [OK] when done.
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 Replace Tag Content Assertion
The Replace Tag Content assertion provides search-and-replace functionality for content within tags, in
HTML or XML files (even where the HTML/XML is not properly formed).

The Replace Tag Content assertion provides search-and-replace functionality for content within tags, in HTML or XML files
(even where the HTML/XML is not properly formed).

This assertion is especially useful in reverse web proxy scenarios, where the Gateway needs to manipulate HTML content in a
route response before it is returned to the client.

Tip:

The Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion can also be used to search and replace content in the response, but it is difficult to
create regular expressions that search and modify only select areas of the HTML code.

Example use case: Some HTML tags (anchor, script, etc.) may contain content or attributes that references the web application
host which is unknown to the client. Use the Replace Tag Content assertion to change the references to the Gateway host,
which is serving as a reverse proxy to the web application.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Replace Tag Content Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click  <target>: Replace... in the policy window and select Replace Tag Content Properties or double-click the assertion
in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Search For Enter the string to search for. You may reference context
variables.

By default, the search is case sensitive. To make it case
insensitive, select the Ignore Case check box.

Replace With Enter the replacement text. You may reference context
variables.

Within Tags Specify the tag(s) to search (case insensitive). Separate
multiple tags with commas. You may reference context
variables.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 

 Require WS-Addressing Assertion
The Require WS-Addressing assertion lets you specify which versions of WS-Addressing should be
present in the message and whether the addressing headers must be signed. The Gateway uses the WS-
Addressing version to select the namespace.

The Require WS-Addressing assertion lets you specify which versions of WS-Addressing should be present in the message and
whether the addressing headers must be signed. The Gateway uses the WS-Addressing version to select the namespace.

This assertion can use namespaces from the following versions:

WS-Addressing 1.0
WS-Addressing 08/2004

In addition, you can enter any other configurable namespace URI in the assertion properties.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Message.

To learn more about selecting the target identity for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Identity.

Sample WS-Addressing Message
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The following is a sample message with WS-Addressing headers:

?<S:Envelope xmlns:S="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" 
 ????????????xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">
???<S:Header>
???????<wsa:MessageID>http://example.com/6B29FC40-CA47-1067-B31D-00DD010662DA</
wsa:MessageID>
???????<wsa:ReplyTo>
?????????<wsa:Address>http://example.com/business/client1</wsa:Address>
???????</wsa:ReplyTo>
???????<wsa:To>http://example.com/fabrikam/Purchasing</wsa:To>
???????<wsa:Action>http://example.com/fabrikam/SubmitPO</wsa:Action>
???</S:Header>
???<S:Body>
??????...
???</S:Body>
?</S:Envelope>

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Require WS-Addressing assertion sets the following context variables based on the WS-Addressing headers. The <prefix>
is set in the assertion properties and is optional. There is no default.

Context variables created by Require WS-Addressing assertion

Variable Description

$(<prefix>.to} Contains the value from the "to" addressing header.

Value from sample message: http://example.com/fabrikam/
Purchasing.

$(<prefix>.action} Contains the value from the "action" addressing header.

Value from sample message: http://example.com/fabrikam/
SubmitPO.

${<prefix>.elements} Contains all the addressing headers, as a multivalued context
variable. From the sample message, these are all the lines
with "<wsa>", except for "<wsa:Address>".

$(<prefix>.messageid} Contains the value from the "messageid" addressing header.

Value from sample message: http://example.com/6B29FC40-
CA47-1067-B31D-00DD010662DA.

$(<prefix>.from} Contains the value from the "from" addressing header.
Relates to endpoints and will contain the address of the
endpoint reference.

This header is not present in the sample message.

$(<prefix>.replyto} Contains the value from the "replyto" addressing header.
Relates to endpoints and will contain the address of the
endpoint reference.

Value from sample message: http://example.com/business/
client1.
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$(<prefix>.faultto} Contains the value from the "faulto" addressing header.
Relates to endpoints and will contain the address of the
endpoint reference.

This header is not present in the sample message.

$(<prefix>.namespace Contains the value from the "namespace" addressing header.
Will be set to the namespace of the processed WS-Addressing
header(s).

Value from sample message: http://www.w3.org/2005/08/
addressing.

Note:  Not every addressing property will be present in all messages. If a property is not present, the context variable will
contain an empty string. If a message contains repeated addressing headers, the first acceptable set of headers is used (note that
this may be the first referenced by a signature, not necessarily the first in document order).

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the WS-Addressing Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click  <target>: Require WS-Addressing in the policy window and select WS-Addressing Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.  

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Target Message Select the message to check for WS-Addressing:

• Request: The request message will be checked.
• Response: The response message will be checked.
• Other Context Variable: A context variable will be

checked. This context variable must be of type Message
and must be predefined or has been set in the policy
prior to the Require WS-Addressing assertion. For
more information on Message variables, see Context
Variables.

Tip:

The message target can also be set outside of the assertion
properties. For more information, see Selecting a Target
Message.

Permitted Versions Specify which versions of WS-Addressing are permitted
in the message. The Gateway will use the namespace
associated with the selected version.

If any another WS-Addressing namespace URI should be
permitted, select Other and enter the additional permitted
URI in the adjacent text field.

The assertion will fail if a supported version of WS-
Addressing is not found in the message.

Variable Prefix Optionally, enter a prefix that will be added to the context
variables created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure
uniqueness and will prevent the variables from overwriting
each other when multiple instances of this assertion appear
in a policy.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see Context Variable Validation.
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Require Signature Select this check box if the addressing headers must be
signed. The assertion will fail if a signature is not present or
is invalid.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Set SAML Response Status Code Assertion
The Set SAML Response Status Code assertion lets you choose a SAML response status and place it into
in a context variable. This variable can be used in the Customize Error Response Assertion  to help you
troubleshoot possible errors.

The Set SAML Response Status Code assertion lets you choose a SAML response status and place it into in a context variable.
This variable can be used in the Customize Error Response Assertion  to help you troubleshoot possible errors.

The first four codes in the lists below are top-level codes. The rest are second-level/subordinate codes that can be used to
provide more information on an error.

For SAML 2.0, the following response statuses are available:

urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:Success
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:Requester
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:Responder
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:VersionMismatch
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:AuthnFailed
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:InvalidAttrNameOrValue
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:InvalidNameIDPolicy
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:NoAuthnContext
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:NoAvailableIDP
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:NoPassive
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:NoSupportedIDP
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:PartialLogout
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:ProxyCountExceeded
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:RequestDenied
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:RequestUnsupported
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:RequestVersionDeprecated
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:RequestVersionTooHigh
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:RequestVersionTooLow
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:ResourceNotRecognized
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:TooManyResponses
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:UnknownAttrProfile
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:UnknownPrincipal
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:UnsupportedBinding

For SAML 1.1, the following response statuses are available:

Success
VersionMismatch
Requester
Responder
RequestVersionTooHigh
RequestVersionTooLow
RequestVersionDeprecated
TooManyResponses
RequestDenied
ResourceNotRecognized

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Set SAML Response Status Code in the policy window and select SAML Response Status Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the dialog as follows:
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Setting Description

SAML Version Choose the SAML version from the drop-down list: 1.1 or
2.0.

SAML Response Status Choose the SAML response status from the drop-down list.

Output Variable Specify a context variable to hold the SAML response
status.

Default: responseStatus

Note:

For SAML 1.1, the response status values are QNames associated with the namespace of the SAML protocol, where
the output variable holds the local part of a QName. The local parts of these QNames are: Success, VersionMismatch,
Requester, and Responder. For more information, see  http://saml.xml.org/saml-specifications .

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Translate HTTP Form to MIME Assertion
The Translate HTTP Form to MIME assertion allows you to parse the content submitted in HTTP form
format by a browser-like client and turn it into a more standards-compliant multi-part MIME message.
The Gateway converts incoming content to MIME in accordance with an ordered list of configured field
names and Content-Types. If an incoming message does not contain a field configured for conversion in
the Translate HTTP Form to MIME assertion, then the assertion will fail.

The Translate HTTP Form to MIME assertion allows you to parse the content submitted in HTTP form format by a browser-
like client and turn it into a more standards-compliant multi-part MIME message. The Gateway converts incoming content
to MIME in accordance with an ordered list of configured field names and Content-Types. If an incoming message does not
contain a field configured for conversion in the Translate HTTP Form to MIME assertion, then the assertion will fail.

For information on parsing and converting a standard multi-part MIME message into HTTP form submission format, see the
Translate MIME to HTTP Form Assertion.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the HTTP Form to MIME Translation Properties automatically appear; when modifying
the assertion, right-click Translate HTTP Form to MIME in the policy window and select HTTP Form to MIME
Translation Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3.  Select an action to perform.

Action Description

Add Click [Add] to configure a new HTTP form field.

Modify Select an existing form field and then click [Modify] to edit
the field information.

Remove Select a form field to remove and then click [Remove] to
delete it. The field is removed without further confirmation.

Move Up

Move Down

The order of the form fields in the table must reflect the
order of the MIME parts in the resulting MIME message.
To change the order of the entries in the table, select an
entry to be moved and then click [Move Up] or [Move
Down].

4. When adding or modifying a field, the Configure Field Information dialog appears. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Field Name Enter the name of the HTTP form field. The field name
must exactly match the name and case of the element in the
incoming message; for example, xml

http://saml.xml.org/saml-specifications
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MIME Content-Type Enter the MIME type for the form field, including a
character set if the field contains textual data; for example,
text/xml; charset='utf-8'

In accordance with the SOAP with Attachments standard,
the first MIME part should always be the SOAP message.

5. Click [OK] to close each form when done.

 Translate MIME to HTTP Form Assertion
The Translate MIME to HTTP Form assertion allows you to parse and convert an incoming multi-part
MIME message into an HTTP form submission such as would be submitted by a browser-like client.
The Gateway converts incoming MIME content to HTTP form format in accordance with an ordered list
of configured field names. If an incoming message does not contain sufficient MIME parts for the field
names configured for conversion in the Translate MIME to HTTP Form assertion, then the assertion will
fail.

The Translate MIME to HTTP Form assertion allows you to parse and convert an incoming multi-part MIME message into an
HTTP form submission such as would be submitted by a browser-like client. The Gateway converts incoming MIME content
to HTTP form format in accordance with an ordered list of configured field names. If an incoming message does not contain
sufficient MIME parts for the field names configured for conversion in the Translate MIME to HTTP Form assertion, then the
assertion will fail.

For information on parsing and converting incoming HTML form content into a multi-part MIME message, see the Translate
HTTP Form to MIME Assertion.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the MIME to HTTP Form Translation Properties automatically appear; when modifying
the assertion, right-click Translate MIME to HTTP Form in the policy window and select MIME to HTTP Form
Translation Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Select an action to perform.

Action Description

Add Click [Add] to add an HTTP form field name.

Modify Select an existing form field and then click [Modify] to edit
the name.

Remove Select a form field name to remove and then click
[Remove] to delete it. The name is removed without further
confirmation.

Move Up

Move Down

Since the Gateway converts the parts of each MIME
message sequentially, the order of the form fields in the
HTTP Form Field Names table must reflect the order of
the MIME parts in the message. To change the order of the
entries in the table, select an entry to be moved and then
click [Move Up] or [Move Down].

4. When adding or modifying a field, the Configure Field Name dialog appears.Enter or modify the HTTP form field name.
When the MIME message is transformed into an HTTP form post, the MIME part matching this field name's position will
be rendered as "fieldname=<data>...".

5. Click [OK] to close each dialog when done.

 Validate Against Swagger Document Assertion
The Validate Against Swagger Document Assertion validates a request against the API from a Swagger
document. You can check the following:

The Validate Against Swagger Document Assertion validates a request against the API from a Swagger document. You can
check the following:
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• The request's scheme is allowed by the API
• The request's path is valid
• The request's method is allowed by the API
• The security credentials required by the API are present in the request

 Prerequisite: 

• The Swagger document must be available from a context variable before this assertion is encountered in the policy.
• The Swagger document is in the application/json format.

Contents:

  

Context Variables

This assertion populates the following variables with information about the API:

Variable Description

 <prefix> .host Returns the String value of the original host (name or IP)
serving the API from the Swagger document, optionally
including the port.

 Example: pestore.swagger.io

 <prefix>. baseUri Returns the base path on which the API is served, which is
relative to the host, from the Swagger document. The value
begins with a leading forward slash (/).

 Example: /v2

 <prefix> .apiUri Returns the API path from the request.

 Example: For the URL http://gatewayurl:8080/
swaggerService/pet/1/uploadImage, the apiUri is "/pet/1/
uploadImage".

 <prefix> .path Returns the path in the Swagger document against which the
request was validated. For example, if the request is:

 http://machine.mycompany.com:8081/swagger/pet/2002/
uploadimage 

The Gateway returns this path:

 sw.path: /pet/{petId}/uploadImage 

Cluster Properties

None

Properties

Setting What you should know...

Swagger Document Enter the context variable containing the Swagger document
to use for parsing the request.

Service Base Optionally specify the service URI used to identify the
service. You may reference context variables.

If not specified, the current service URI is used.

Note:

 The service URI must end with '/*' (excluding the quotes) for
it to be resolvable by this assertion.

http://machine.mycompany.com:8081/swagger/pet/2002/uploadimage
http://machine.mycompany.com:8081/swagger/pet/2002/uploadimage
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Validation Options Choose how to validate the request:

• Validate Path: Validate the path portion of the request,
excluding the base path and service URI, against the
API from the Swagger document. If not selected, then
any path is accepted. This validation is enabled by
default. Tip: Disabling path validation also disables all
the other validation options.

•  Validate Method: Check whether the method from
the request is allowed to be used with the API from the
Swagger document. If not selected, then any method is
accepted. Tip: Method validation is available only when
Path validation is chosen.

• Validate Scheme: Check whether the scheme from the
request (http or https) is allowed for the API from the
Swagger document. If not selected, any scheme (including
a blank scheme) is accepted. Tip: Scheme validation is
available only when Method validation is chosen.

• Require Security Credentials to be Present: Check
whether the appropriate security credentials specified
in the API from the Swagger document are present in
the request. If not selected, then any credentials (or no
credentials) are accepted. Tip: Security credentials can be
checked only when Method validation is chosen.

Note:

This assertion does not collect or authenticate security
credentials. It only verifies that they are present. If no
permitted credentials are found, then the assertion fails.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix to add to the context variables created by this
assertion. The default prefix is "sw".

Example Policy

The following template policy is created when you run the Publish Swagger Service Wizard. It shows how the Validate
Against Swagger Document Assertion can be used in a policy. 

  

The example policy retrieves the Swagger document from a specified URL and then caches it for the period of time specified
in the Store to Cache Assertion. When the cache expires, the Swagger document is retrieved from the URL specified
in ${serviceSwaggerURL} context variable.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Why is my service not resolvable? The service URI in the service properties must end with '/*'
for it to be resolvable by this assertion.

What is the validation order if all validation options are
enabled?

The order is: Path -> Method -> Scheme -> Security
credential presence. The validation stops whTen one of the
validations fails. 

What happens when path validation fails? Audit code 11401 is logged and the assertion fails.

What happens if an operation cannot be found for the request
method and path?

Audit code 11402 is logged and the assertion fails.

What happens if a request scheme cannot be found for a valid
path, method, and operation?

Audit code 11403 is logged and the assertion fails.

What happens if the Swagger document cannot be extracted
from the context variable?

Audit code 11400 is logged and the assertion fails.

What happens if the Swagger document is poorly formed or
cannot be parsed?

Audit code 11400 is logged and the assertion fails.

What happens if the security credentials are missing? If the security credentials are missing or invalid and the
validation is enabled, audit code 11406 is logged and the
assertion fails.

What happens if the security scheme from the Path is not
defined in the Swagger document?

Audit code 11407 is logged and the assertion fails.

How can I make the cached Swagger document live longer? Modify the Look Up in Cache Assertion or Store to Cache
Assertion in the sample policy.

 Validate Certificate Assertion
The Validate Certificate assertion is used to validate an X.509 certificate context variable. Specifically,
this assertion can validate that a certificate is not expired nor revoked, and that it has a valid chain.

The Validate Certificate assertion is used to validate an X.509 certificate context variable. Specifically, this assertion can
validate that a certificate is not expired nor revoked, and that it has a valid chain.

Warning:  A valid certificate does not ensure authentication. In other words, the Gateway does not check to ensure
that the user possesses a private key with this assertion. To ensure Client Certificate Authentication, consider adding
the Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion With Client Authentication Assertion to your policy.

Context Variables Created by this Assertion

The Validate Certificate assertion sets the following context variables with details of the validation.

The default Output Variable Prefix value is "certificateValidation" and can be changed in the assertion properties.

Variable Description

${certificateValidation.passed} Returns either True or False.

${certificateValidation.error} Returns error message if validation fails.

Set Assertion Properties

Double-click the assertion in a policy to configure the following properties:

Setting Description

Source Variable Enter the name of the context variable containing the X.509
certificate.
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Validation Type Choose the level of validation from the Validation Type
drop-down list

• Validate: Select this option to validate the expiration and
format of the given certificate only.

• Validate Certificate Path: Select this option to validate
the certificate and build a path to a trust anchor.

• Revocation Checking: Select this option to validate the
certificate, build a path to a trust anchor, and perform a
revocation check.

Output Variable Prefix Specify a prefix that will be added to the context variables
created by this assertion. The prefix will prevent the context
variable from being overwritten if the assertion appears more
than once in a policy.

Default: certificateValidation

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed, see
Context Variable Validation.

Fail on invalid certificate Select this check box to cause the assertion to fail and log an
error when an invalid certificate is entered.

Clear this check box to log an error but not fail the assertion
upon an invalid certificate.

Note:

More information:

• Context Variables

 Validate HTML Form Data Assertion
The Validate HTML Form Data assertion is used to validate the data set within an HTML form—for
example, to require that a certain field must appear a minimum number of times or cannot appear more
than once. You can specify which fields (i.e., form controls) are allowed, their data types, and their
location in the request.  

The Validate HTML Form Data assertion is used to validate the data set within an HTML form—for example, to require that
a certain field must appear a minimum number of times or cannot appear more than once. You can specify which fields (i.e.,
form controls) are allowed, their data types, and their location in the request.  

This assertion only works on HTTP requests; it is skipped if the request is not HTTP.

Ensure that this assertion appears before the routing assertion in the policy.

Tip:

To further refine the allowable fields, include the Compare Expression assertion in the policy. For example, you are permitting
only fields named "widget" with values over 100. To do this, define field widget with data type number in the Validate
HTML Form Data assertion. In the Compare Expression assertion, add "widget > 100". The Compare Expression assertion
can precede or follow the Validate HTML Form Data assertion. If you need to access the HTTP form parameters, use the
${request.http.parameter} context variable.

Using the Assertions

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the HTML Form Data Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Validate HTML Form Data in the policy window and select HTML Form Data Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:
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Setting Description

Submission method allowed Select which submission methods are allowed: GET,
POST. Requests made using other HTTP methods will
cause the assertion to fail.

You must select at least one method .

Request must contain the following fields: Define the fields that are permitted in the request. The
assertion succeeds only when a message contains all the
listed fields, with the appropriate details.

• To add a field, click [Add] and then enter the field
information as described below.

• To remove a field, click anywhere in the row to select it,
then click [Remove]. The field is removed immediately.

Complete the field details as follows:

• Name: Type the name of the field. All names must be
unique. The name is case sensitive.

• Data Type: Double-click and select which data type to
allow: number, file, string, or <any>. (Note: The data
type file requires the submission method POST.)

• Min Occurs: Enter the minimum number of times the
field must appear in the request. To indicate that the
field is optional (i.e., may or may not be present), enter
a value of 0 (zero).

• Max Occurs: Enter the maximum number of times the
field is allowed to appear in the request. The maximum
may be the same as the minimum if you wish to enforce
a specific number of occurrences.

• Location: Double-click and specify where the field
must be located in the request: within the request URL,
request body, or anywhere in the request. (Note: The
location request body requires the submission method
POST.) .

• Allow Empty: Select this check box to allow the field
to have an empty value. (Note: By default, when a
policy using the Number data type is imported from a
previous version, this check box will be deselected by
default.)

Disallow other fields Indicate how you want to treat all other fields not specified
in the table:

• Select this check box to allow only the listed fields in
the request. The presence of any other fields will cause
the assertion to fail. This makes the assertion more
restrictive.

• Clear this check box to allow any other field in the
request in addition to the fields listed in the table. This
makes the assertion more broad .

4. Click [OK] when done. 

 Validate JSON Schema Assertion (Message Validation/Transformation)
Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion is used to query JSON objects, similar to querying XPaths. You
enter a JSON expression and this assertion parses the target message and places the results into context
variables.

 Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion is used to query JSON objects, similar to querying XPaths. You enter a JSON
expression and this assertion parses the target message and places the results into context variables.
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Tip:

 Place a Protect Against JSON Document Structure Assertion before this assertion to protect against DOS attacks.

 Detecting Invalid JSON 

The Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion fails if the expression does not match. But it also fails when an invalid JSON
payload is encountered and this may not be evident. One solution is to use this assertion with the expression of '$'. This selects
the root node and validates the JSON payload. If it is invalid, the expression fails.

 Using Strings 

To use string values with the Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion, convert them to message format first. To do
this, convert the String to a Message using the Set Context Variable Assertion, with "Data type: Message" and "Content-
Type:application/json".

Note:

 (Available as of version 9.3 CR3) The cluster property, json.evalJsonPathAcceptEmptyArray, preserves the backward
compatibility in resulting empty arrays. By default, the value of this property is set to true. If this property value is set to false,
the assertion is falsified for empty arrays.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Evaluate JSON Path Expression assertion sets the following context variables. The default <prefix> is "jsonPath" and can
be changed in the assertion properties.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Variable Description

<prefix>.found   Indicates whether a match was found for the expression:

•  true = Match found
•  false = No match found

<prefix>.count   Returns the number of matches.

<prefix>.result   Returns the result of the match, if a single match was made.  

<prefix>.results Returns the results of the match, if multiple matches were
made.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the optional assertion, the Evaluate JSON Path Expression Properties automatically appear. When modifying
the assertion, right-click  <target>: Evaluate JSON Path Expression in the policy window and select Evaluate JSON
Path Expression Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the optional evaluator and expression.

Setting Description

 Evaluator  Currently, the only supported evaluator is JsonPath.

Note:

 If a JSON object contains a forward slash in the
JSON object input, then the Gateway appends
a backslash to 'escape' the forward slash in the
JSON output. To prevent this from happening, set
the json.evalJsonPathWithCompression cluster property to
'true'.
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 Expression Enter the expression to be matched against a message. You
may reference context variables.

Note:

 The Expression field can only contain a single expression.
To evaluate multiple expressions, configure multiple
Evaluate JSON Expression assertions within a policy

4. Configure [Source and Destination] tab as follows:

Setting Description

 Target Message Specify whether to match against the Request, Response,
or Other Message Variable that contains the value to
analyze. If other variable, specify the variable name is the
box. (You do not need to enclose the variable name within
the "${ }" characters.)

Tip:

 The message target can also be set outside of the assertion
properties. For more information, see Select a Target
Message.

 Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and
prevents the variables from overwriting each other when
multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

For an explanation of the validation messages that are
displayed, see "Context Variable Validation" in Context
Variables.

 
5. Select the [Test] tab to test your JSON expression against sample test input.

• In the Test Input box, paste some JSON code that might be found in the target message. When you click the [Test]
button, the assertion attempts to the specified expression against the test input.

• The Test Output box shows the results of the match. Examine the results carefully to see if this is what you intended.
The figure below illustrates how the assertion interprets the test input given the sample expression shown.
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• For the test input shown in the figure, the test results are found = true and count = 2. This means that there were two
inputs that fulfilled the criteria: Nigel Rees and Evelyn Waugh. The assertion was able to locate the author but not
the category, title, or price, because they were not specified.

• If you used the test input "bicycle", no test results appear because it does not fulfill the expression criteria ".author".
6. Click [OK] when done.

 Validate MTOM Message Assertion
The Validate MTOM Message assertion is used to validate MTOM-optimized messages. MTOM-
optimized messages are based on the Message Transmission Optimization Mechanism (MTOM)
specification.

The Validate MTOM Message assertion is used to validate MTOM-optimized messages. MTOM-optimized messages are
based on the Message Transmission Optimization Mechanism (MTOM) specification.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Selecting a Target Message.

MIME Multipart Messages

A SOAP service normally does not permit MIME multipart messages unless it is explicitly specified in the service's WSDL
document or the policy contains an that processes MIME multipart. Adding a Validate MTOM Message assertion that targets a
request message in a policy will mean that the service(s) for that policy will permit MIME multipart messages.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click  <target>: Validate MTOM Message in the policy window and select MTOM Validate Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows: 

Setting Description
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Require encoded Select this check box to require that the source message be
MTOM-encoded, otherwise the assertion will fail.

Clear this check box to not fail the assertion if the source
message is not MTOM-encoded.

Validation Rules The Validation Rules table is used to control which
element's content will be validated. For each XPath, you
can specify a maximum Item Count and maximum Item
Size.

• To add a validation rule, click [Add].
• To modify a validation rule on the list, select it and then

click [Edit].
• To remove a validation rule from the list, select it and

then click [Remove].

4. When adding or modifying a validation rule, the MTOM Validate Properties - Rule dialog appears. 
Complete the fields as follows:

• XPath: Click [Edit] to select the XPath containing the elements to validate. For more information, see Selecting an
XPath.

• Item Count: Enter the maximum number of items permitted at the XPath. A count of '0' (zero) means an unlimited
number of items.

• Item Size: Enter the maximum size permitted for an item, in kilobytes.
5. Click [OK] when done.

 Validate or Change Content Type Assertion (Message Validation/Transformation)

The Validate or Change Content Type assertion can be used to validate the Content-Type of any target message and to change
the Content-Type of request messages. You can target specific parts of a multi-part MIME message.To learn about selecting
the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message. 

Note:  To change the Content-Type header for a response message, use the Manage Transport Properties/Headers
Assertion instead.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click <target>: Validate Content Type or <target>: Change Content Type to <ContentType> in the policy
window and select Content Type Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties
are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

 Setting Description

Message part index Select this check box to target the Content-Type in a
specific MIME part in the message.

Clear this check box to target the Content-Type in the main/
root MIME part of the message (for example, MIME part
'1').

Validate syntax of content type Select this option to validate the syntax of the value of the
Content-Type of the targeted message or message part.

If the validation succeeds, the assertion succeeds.  If the
validation fails, the assertion fails and returns the assertion
status code 601 ("Error in assertion processing.") 
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 Setting Description

Change content type Select this option to modify the Content-Type value of the
targeted message or message part.

Note:  The modification takes effect immediately, but
any previous message processing performed using the old
Content-Type is not reversed.

New value When changing the Content-Type, enter the new value here.
You can also enter a context variable to set the value at the
time of policy execution.

Note:  The value must be a valid and complete MIME type
as defined by RFC 2045 and 2046.

Re-initialize message When changing the Content-Type, you can optionally
reinitialize the message. This rebuilds the parts of the
message and can be used to fix an incorrect Content-Type.

Tip:  Consider reinitializing if you are changing the
Content-Type from single part to multipart or vice versa.
There is no harm in reinitializing when not required,
however there is a slight performance impact.

 Validate SOAP Attachments Assertion
The Validate SOAP Attachments assertion allows you to validate the size and MIME type of incoming
SOAP attachments. The assertion will fail under any of the following conditions:

The Validate SOAP Attachments assertion allows you to validate the size and MIME type of incoming SOAP attachments. The
assertion will fail under any of the following conditions:

• the request message does not contain an attachment
• the request message contains an attachment that was not declared in the WSDL
• the attachment is too large
• the attachment is declared an MIME Content-Type different from the expected type
• a signature is required but not present for the attachment.

You can optionally require that the attachment be signed (not available in the XML Datascreen version of the Gateway).

The Validate SOAP Attachments assertion supports the W3C SOAP Messages with Attachment standard as outlined in
www.w3.org/TR/2000/NOTE-SOAP-attachments-20001211, and the OASIS Web Services Security SOAP Messages with
Attachment (SwA) Profile 1.0 (Committee Draft) for signed attachments.

Note:  (1) You cannot use the Validate SOAP Attachments assertion with XML applications. (2) If a signature is required
for an attachment, one of the following assertions must precede the SOAP Request with Attachment assertion: Require
WS-Security Signature Credentials, Require WS-Secure Conversation, Require SAML Token Profile, Require Encrypted
UsernameToken Profile Credentials, or Require WS-Security Kerberos Token Profile Credentials.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Validate SOAP Attachments in the policy window and select SOAP Attachment Properties or double-click
the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

The Binding, Operations, and Input Parameters corresponding to one or more attachments are automatically populated
from the web service WSDL document.

Note:  If no attachments are present or your service is not capable of supporting attachments, then nothing will appear in
the properties dialog.

3. From the Binding drop-down list, select the binding that contains the attachment. The operation(s) belonging to the binding
appear under Operations.

4. From the Operations list, select the operation that contains the attachment(s). The following information is displayed in
the Input Parameters grid. 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/NOTE-SOAP-attachments-20001211
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Column Description

Parameter Name Name of the input parameter for the attachment.

MIME Part Content Type The Content-Type is retrieved from the WSDL document.
If it is not correct, click [...] to change it.

MIME Part Length Max Set to default size of 1000 KB by the Gateway. Modify as
necessary.

Require Signature Select this check box to require that the attachments be
signed. This option does not apply to the XML Datascreen
version of the Gateway.   

WARNING: Signatures with attachments cannot be verified
when the message is save as part of auditing, as the signed
attachment is not saved. Modifying an attachment will most
likely break the signature of the attachment.

Multiple attachments per input parameter are also supported. In this case, the total size of the attachments being referred
to by the input parameter cannot exceed the value of the MIME Part Length Max column value corresponding to the input
parameter.

5. Click [OK] when done.

 Validate XML Schema Assertion (Message Validation/Transformation)

The Validate XML Schema assertion allows you to specify a schema for validating a web service or XML application request
or response messages. This assertion can be used to protect backend web services against the following threats:

• XML Parameter Tampering: All XML parameters in the request are validated to ensure conformance with the XML
schema specifications. This is to prevent injection of malicious scripts or content into the request parameters.

• XDoS Attacks: The message structure and content are examined to ensure that they are correct.

A message schema is provided by the CA API Gateway administrator. If the service's WSDL contains a schema, then that
schema can be extracted to serve as the starting point for the schema used in the Validate XML Schema assertion. This WSDL
schema can be extracted in whole or in request or response message-specific parts.

• Schema Failure in Context Variable
• Schemas with Circular References
• Using the Assertion

If the schema contains import statements that refer to external schemas, the Policy Manager will attempt to fetch all unresolved
schemas in an import tree (for example, a schema referencing another schema) and add them to the global schema table.
You can view these imported schemas using the Manage Global Resources task. If the Policy Manager is unable to resolve a
schema (for example, because of a bad URL or URI), you will be prompted to manually add the schema.

Tip:  The format of the import statement can affect how it is received by the CA API Gateway. A full URL path is most
preferable and is always resolvable (e.g., "http://schema.example.com/test.xsd"). Just the file name is acceptable, provided that
the exact name can be located in the Global Schemas stored in the CA API Gateway (e.g., "test.xsd"). Not acceptable are paths
containing a specific drive letter (e.g., "f:\test.xsd"), or relative paths such as "../test.xsd". 

A policy can contain multiple Validate XML Schema assertions. The runtime application of a schema is determined by its
placement in the policy path. If routing has already occurred when the Validate XML Schema assertion initiates, then the
schema will be applied to the response message. If routing has not yet occurred, then the schema will be applied to the request
message.To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Schema Failure in Context Variable

When a schema validation fails, an audit record is created and the reason for failure is placed in the context
variable ${schema.failure}. This makes it possible to reference the failure later in the policy (for example, inclusion in
the Return Template Response to Requestor assertion).

Schemas with Circular References

A "circular reference" occurs when a schema references other schemas that ultimately point back to the original schema. The
Policy Manager will fetch all schemas from a destination, circular or not, and add them to the global schemas table.

Using the Assertion
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1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Schema Validation Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click <target>: Validate XML Schema in the policy window and select XML Schema Validation Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Specify the target message to be validated:

• Request: Select this to validate the request message. This is the default setting if the assertion is positioned before the
routing assertion in the policy.

• Response: Select this to validate the response message. This is the default setting if the assertion is positioned after
the routing assertion in the policy.

• Other Message Variable: Select this to validate a message stored in a context variable of type 'Message'. This
variable must be predefined or has been set in the policy prior to the Validate XML Schema assertion. For more
information on Message variables, see Context Variables. 

Tip:  The message target can also be set outside of the assertion properties. For more information, see Select a Target
Message.

4. For SOAP messages, specify the portion of the message that will be validated by the schema. For non-SOAP messages,
the schema will be applied to the entire message.

• Entire SOAP Message Schema validation is performed on the entire SOAP envelope. The schema configured by the
policy author in this case should be based on the SOAP envelope schema. It may optionally include definitions that
cover the payload of the SOAP headers and/or the SOAP body. If you need to validate a schema against the SOAP
message including any security elements in the header (for example, signature element), you should additionally
import the WS-Security schema in your custom schema (for example, htp://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/04/secext/
secext.xsd). 

• SOAP Message Body Apply the schema to each element under the soap:Body element in a SOAP message. This
setting is the default.

Note:  When importing an RPC/literal-style WSDL using this option, the system will prompt you with: "The WSDL
style seems to indicate that the schema validation should be applied to the body 'arguments' rather than the entire
body. Would you like to change the setting accordingly?" Answer 'Yes' only if you are certain that the web service is
RPC/literal-style.

• SOAP Message Arguments Apply the schema to the children elements under the first child element under
the soap:Body. This is typically used in RPC/literal-style web services where the argument elements themselves are
not declared in the schema.

5. From the Schema location drop-down list, specify where the schema is coming from:

Setting Description
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Configure in advance Select this option to define a root schema and all
dependencies directly.

a. Specify the schema using any of the following methods:

• Manually type the code into the Validation
Schema box or copy and paste the code from another
source.

• If the CA API Gateway can detect a schema in the
WSDL document, you can click [Extract Schema
from WSDL] to import the schema from the WSDL
document. A WSDL-based schema is typically only
included in document-style web services. Complete the
Extract Schema from WSDL dialog in step 6 below.

• Load the schema from a URL by clicking [Read URL]
and then specifying the URL.

Tip:  To configure options for the URL (for example,
to specify the credentials, SSL, or proxy options), click
[HTTP Options] to open the Manage HTTP Options
dialog.

• Load the schema from a local file by clicking [Read
File] and then browsing to the appropriate file.
The System ID field is automatically populated when
opening a resource (from the WSDL, a URL, or a file).

Note:

(1) The schema maximum size is controlled by
the schemacache.maxSchemaSize cluster property. (2)
If the cluster property schema.allowDoctype is set to
"true", then the "Configure in advance" XML schema
may contain a document type definition (DTD);
otherwise, DTDs are not permitted (default

b. Review the content of the Validation Schema box
and edit if necessary. You can right-click within the
box for some useful tools to help you edit. For more
information, see Using the XML Editor.

Monitor URL for latest value Select this option to specify a URL for the root schema.
The CA API Gateway loads all the dependencies and then
monitors the external resources for changes over time.

Type the address in the URL to monitor field. The URL
may contain context variables that will be resolved at
run time. By default, CA API Gateway will issue an If-
Modified-Since: HTTP request for this URL approximately
every minute while the schema is in use.

Tip:  To configure options for the URL (for example,
to specify the credentials, SSL, or proxy options), click
[HTTP Options] to open the Manage HTTP Options
dialog.

Note:  The schema maximum size is controlled by
the schemacache.maxSchemaSize cluster property.

Pick XML Schema from global resources Select this option to pick the validation schema from
the global resources table. Choose the global schema
to use from the Selected schema drop-down list. If
the schema you require is not listed, click [Manage
Global Resources] to define it, or to modify or remove
other global resources defined in the system. For more
information, see Manage Global Resources.
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6. If you chose to extract the schema from a WSDL document, the following dialog appears. Configure the dialog as follows
and then click [OK] when done.

Setting Description

Select the WSDL Schema to Extract If the WSDL document contains more than one schema,
select the schema to use from the drop-down list. The
schema code is displayed in the box below.

Note:  The Validate XML Schema assertion only takes
a single schema as input. If the WSDL contains multiple
schemas, it may be necessary to reorganize those schemas
into one root schema that references other schemas through
import statements. The Policy Manager attempts to retrieve
the schemas referenced by the import statements and add
them to the global schema table. To view these schemas,
see Manage Global Resources.

Import Entire Schema Extract the entire schema. This setting is the default.

Import Request-Specific Elements Only Extract only the schema elements particular to request
messages.

Import Response-Specific Elements Only Extract only the schema elements particular to response
messages.

7. When a resource with dependencies is opened, you are prompted to confirm whether to import the schema's dependencies
as global resources. Select [Import] to import the dependencies or [Skip] to exclude the dependencies. Select [Cancel] to
cancel the loading of the resource (whether from the WSDL, a URL, or a file).

8. If you chose [Import] in the previous step, all the schema dependencies that will be processed and potentially added as
global resources are listed. Review the list carefully and note the Action column for each resource:

• Ignore: The resource will not be imported.
• Update: The resource will update an existing global resource.
• Create: A new global resource will be created for the resource.

Select [Import] to update the global resources or [Skip] to not update the global resources. Select [Cancel] to cancel the
import.   

9. During import, if there are issues that require manual intervention, you will be prompted to select a resolution:

• [This Time Only]: Use the selected action only for this occurrence of the conflict. When another similar conflict
occurs, you will be asked again how to resolve it.

• [Always]: Use the selected action for all the conflicts of this type. You will not be prompted for a resolution if another
similar conflict occurs during this import.

10. On the XML Schema Validate Properties, click [OK] when done. If the dependencies of a configured in advance XML
Schema are found then the assertion is added to the policy development window. If the Policy Manager is unable to
validate the dependencies, you are prompted to manually add the unresolved schema(s).

 Policy Logic Assertions
The Policy Logic assertions organize and define the structure, logic, and processing conditions for the
policy.

The Policy Logic assertions organize and define the structure, logic, and processing conditions for the policy.

Note:

(1) Depending on which API Gateway product you have installed, not all the assertions within this category may be available.
See Product Summary for a list of which features are available for each product. (2) This category may also include custom-
created encapsulated assertions. For more information, see Encapsulated Assertions.

 Add Comment to Policy Assertion
The Add Comment to Policy assertion allows you to insert a comment at any point in a policy path or
within a policy folder in the policy development window. The Add Comment to Policy assertion is useful
for self-documenting complex polices, especially those with nested assertions and policy folders.
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The Add Comment to Policy assertion allows you to insert a comment at any point in a policy path or within a policy folder
in the policy development window. The Add Comment to Policy assertion is useful for self-documenting complex polices,
especially those with nested assertions and policy folders.

The Add Comment to Policy assertion has no effect on the runtime processing of a policy (in other words, it returns neither a
"true" nor "false" when processed).

Contents:

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Comment Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-click
Comment in the policy window and select Comment Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The
assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Enter or edit the comment . You do not need to include the normal XML comment delimiter characters (e.g., "<!--comment
text-->"), as the Policy Manager will add these for you.

4. Click [OK] when done. 

Working with Comments

It may be useful to annotate your policy with comments. This will make it easier for others to understand the policy logic or to
assist you during policy troubleshooting.

Add a Comment

There are two different ways to add a comment to your policy:

• Use the Add Comment to Policy assertion. This assertion can be placed anywhere in the policy and is intended for
comments not specific to any assertion (for example, to document the policy logic). You can add as many of these
assertions as necessary.

• Append a comment directly to an item in the policy development window, such as an assertion, folder, or policy fragment.
This method ensures that the comment remains with the item even after repositioning, copying/pasting, or exporting/
importing the item.

To add a comment to an assertion or folder:

1. In the policy window, right-click the assertion or folder and then select Add Comment. The Enter Comment dialog is
displayed. 

2. Type your comments in the "Left" and "Right" boxes:

1.1 Left Comment will appear before the item, left-aligned in the policy window. The maximum for this comment is 100
characters.

2.1 Right Comment will appear after the item, right-aligned in the policy window. The maximum for this comment is
4000 characters.

3. Here are some tips when entering comments:

• By default, only the first 30 characters of the left comment and first 100 characters of the right comment are displayed
in the policy development window. These can be changed in the Preferences.

• Comments will be displayed in a tooltip when you hover the mouse pointer over the assertion in the policy window.
This is useful to read long comments that have been truncated. 
Exception: Comments are not visible if the tooltip is displaying a warning that should be resolved. For example, you
might see this warning message in a tooltip: "The policy may be invalid due to warnings. The assertion might now work
as configured." 

• You can prefix the comment with any separator character but you are not required to do so. The comments will be
displayed in a different font color in the policy window to make them stand out.

4. Click [OK]. The comment is displayed next to the assertion or folder in the policy window unless comments have been
hidden.

Show a Comment

You can use Show Comment option to view the comments that are set locally or Globally.

Perform one of the following:

1. Set the Show Comments Globally:
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• Navigate to File, Preferences in the Policy Manager.
• Select Show Comments and click Ok.

The show comments appear automatically for the new Policy tabs.
2. Set the Show Comments Per Tab:

• In the Policy Toolbar, click Show Comments.
• Under the View menu, select Show Comments or Hide Show Comments.

Edit a Comment

To edit a comment in the policy window:

• If the comment appears as "Comment: <comment text>", then double-click it to edit the comment.
• If the comment is in light grey text aligned to the left or right of an assertion or folder:

1. Right-click the assertion or folder and select Edit Comment.
2. Modify the comment as required.

Delete a Comment

To delete a comment in the policy window:

• If the comment appears as "Comment: <comment text>", then right-click it and select Delete Assertion. The entire
"Comment:" line is removed. For more information, see Add, Delete, Enable, Disable Assertions.

• If the comment is in light grey text aligned to the left or right of an assertion or folder, then right-click it and select Delete
Comment. The comment text is removed after confirmation.

Note:

If both left and right comments exist, they will both be removed. If you wish to remove only one of the comments, edit the
comment instead and remove the desired comment. 

 All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion
The "All assertions must evaluate to true" assertion is a folder that organizes and defines the processing
conditions for the assertions that it contains and for the overall policy. When assertions are grouped into
one of these folders, each successive child assertion is processed until all assertions succeed, yielding a
success outcome for the folder. Processing in this assertion folder will stop when the first child assertion
fails, yielding a fail outcome for the folder—and possibly the entire policy. 

The "All assertions must evaluate to true" assertion is a folder that organizes and defines the processing conditions for the
assertions that it contains and for the overall policy. When assertions are grouped into one of these folders, each successive
child assertion is processed until all assertions succeed, yielding a success outcome for the folder. Processing in this assertion
folder will stop when the first child assertion fails, yielding a fail outcome for the folder—and possibly the entire policy. 

Tip:

The "All assertions must evaluate to true" assertion will always succeed if there are no child assertions contained within it, or if
all the child assertions have been disabled.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the policy development window, see Add an Assertion. You can also right-click anywhere in the
policy development window and then select Add 'All' Folder. This creates an assertion folder in the policy window.

• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below
2. Populate the folder with child assertions using any of the following methods:

• Add an assertion by dragging and dropping if from policy window or the [Assertions] tab.
• Remove an assertion by dragging and dropping it back into the policy window or by deleting the assertion.

3. Repeat to add additional assertion folders, if necessary.  

 At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion
The "At least one assertion must evaluate to true" assertion is a folder that organizes and defines the
processing conditions for the assertions that it contains and for the overall policy. When assertions are
grouped into one of these folders in the policy window, each successive child assertion is processed until
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a single assertion succeeds, yielding a success outcome for the folder. If all child assertions in the folder
fail, then the overall folder—and possibly the entire policy—fails. For more information about parent and
child assertions in a policy, see Policy Organization.

The "At least one assertion must evaluate to true" assertion is a folder that organizes and defines the processing conditions
for the assertions that it contains and for the overall policy. When assertions are grouped into one of these folders in the
policy window, each successive child assertion is processed until a single assertion succeeds, yielding a success outcome for
the folder. If all child assertions in the folder fail, then the overall folder—and possibly the entire policy—fails. For more
information about parent and child assertions in a policy, see Policy Organization.

Tip:

If you do not want the failure of this assertion to fail the entire policy, then add a Continue Processing assertion into the
assertion folder. The Continuing Processing assertion will always evaluate to true, preventing the failure of a policy due to the
failure of a non-essential or conditional assertion in an "At least one assertion must evaluate to true" folder.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the policy development window, see Add an Assertion. You can also right-click anywhere in the
policy development window and then choose Add "At least one" Folder. This creates an assertion folder in the policy
window.

• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
2. Move the assertion folder to the appropriate position within the policy.
3. Populate the folder with child assertions using any of the following methods:

• Add an assertion by dragging and dropping if from policy window or the [Assertions] tab.
• Remove an assertion by dragging and dropping it back into the policy window or by deleting the assertion.

At least one child assertion is required, otherwise the "At least one..." assertion will fail.
4. Repeat to add additional assertion folders, if necessary. Be sure to validate the policy when done.  

Tip:

To add a new identity into the assertion folder, right-click the assertion folder in the policy development window and then
choose Add User or Group. This adds a Authenticate User or Group assertion to the policy. Refer to Policy Organization for
more information.

 Compare Expression Assertion
The Compare Expression assertion is used to compare the result of evaluating of a single context variable
or an expression against a series of rules during the runtime processing of a policy. This assertion
succeeds only if all the rules are satisfied.

The Compare Expression assertion is used to compare the result of evaluating of a single context variable or an expression
against a series of rules during the runtime processing of a policy. This assertion succeeds only if all the rules are satisfied.

Tip:

For brevity, the term "result" is used throughout the rest of this topic to denote the result of evaluating an expression.

The Compare Expression assertion can do the following:

• Ensure that the result is, or can be converted to, a specific data type.
• Perform simple comparisons against the result of another expression using standard operators such as "equals", "less than",

and "contains".
• Verify that the number of values in the result falls between a designated minimum and maximum.  
• Verify that the result matches a Regular Expression.
• Verify that the length of the result, expressed as a string, falls between a designated minimum and maximum number of

characters.

Example 1:

The Compare Expression assertion is used with two XPath assertions (for example, the Evaluate Request XPath Assertion and/
or the Evaluate Response XPath Assertion) to evaluate the result of a particular attribute in a Require SAML Token Profile
Assertion attribute statement matches a value found in the message body. In this scenario, at least one of the XPath assertions
may have a non-default variable prefix so that the second XPath assertion does not overwrite the variables set by the first.

Example 2:
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The Compare Expression assertion is used to verify that exactly one node has been found by a previous Evaluate Request
XPath assertion by testing that ${requestXpath.count} = 1 (use a Simple Comparison rule with the "equals" operator).

Tip:

1) If you have difficulties getting the comparisons to work, ensure that the variable names are entered correctly—for example,
verify that the curly braces "{ }" are used, not parenthesis "( )". To reference a variable that variable syntax ${} must be
used. (2) If your policy logic requires determining whether a context variable exists, see "Checking for Existence of Context
Variables" under Context Variables.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Compare Expression Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Compare Expression in the policy window and select Compare Expression Properties or double-click the assertion in
the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Select either Variable or Expression from the drop-down list.

• If you select Variable, enter a single variable to be evaluated. It can reference context variables, in the format
${contextVariable}. This expression is tested against the "Rules" list. If you enter a multivalued variable, then all values
of the variable are tested against the "Rules" list and depending on what was selected for the "If Multivalued" drop-
down list.

• If you select Expression, enter the expression to be evaluated. The expression can contain either a string, a single
variable, multiple variables, or a string containing one or more variables. It can reference context variables, in the
format ${contextVariable.name}. This expression is tested against the "Rules" list.

You can include constant values in the expression. For example, the variable ${requestXpath.result} contains the value
"B". If you enter the expression "A${requestXpath.result}C", the resulting value that is compared is "ABC". However, if
the Expression field contains anything but a single context variable reference (such as ${var}), selecting a data type other
than String is unlikely to yield useful results. 

4. Select the Data Type for the expression. This verifies that the result is, or can be converted to a value of the selected type.

Data Type Description

Unknown/Other The result can be in any data type. The assertion does not
attempt to convert. For comparison purposes, "Unknown/
Other" data types are treated as strings.

String The result can be any string of characters.

Note:

If the result is an integer, decimal, or Boolean value,
it is converted to a character string for the purposes of
comparison.

Integer The result must contain only numeric characters. The
assertion fails if non-numeric characters appear in the
result.

Decimal The result must contain only numeric characters, optionally
with a decimal point. The assertion fails if non-numeric
characters other than a decimal point appear in the result.
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Data Type Description

Boolean The result must be equal to "true" (not case sensitive by
default) when the rule is equal to True for the assertion to
succeed. If the result contains anything else—or is empty—
then the assertion is falsified.

Examples

If the assertion is configured: "Proceed if ${var.result} is
equal to false":

• The assertion succeeds if the result for ${var.result} is
false, 123, abc, etc.

• The assertion fails if the result for ${var.result} is true.

If the assertion is configured: "Proceed if ${var.result} is
equal to true":

• The assertion succeeds if the result for ${var.result} is
true.

• The assertion fails if the result for ${var.result} is
anything but true.

Date/Time The expression must either be a date/time variable or the
result is a timestamp or a string that can be recognized by
the Gateway. If the expression cannot be converted, this
assertion fails.

Note:

If a date/time variable is specified in the expression and
Date/Time is not selected as the Data Type, the Policy
Manager converts the variable into a string for comparison
purposes.

The variable will contain date/time information. These
variables behave similar to the built-in variables described
in Date and Time Variables.

 
5. If you are using a multivalued context variable, specify how to handle the variable .

Rule Description

All values must pass The Compare Expression assertion succeeds only if every
value in the multivalued variable satisfies the conditions
that are defined in the assertion. This setting is the default.

Any value must pass The assertion is successful if any of the multiple values
meets the condition(s).

Compare first value only The assertion is successful if the first value meets
the condition(s).

Compare last value only The assertion is successful if the last value meets
the condition(s).

Fail assertion The assertion fails if a multivalued context variable is
encountered. This setting should be used when multiple
values are not expected.  

6. Click [Add] to add a new rule. You are prompted to select the type of rule:
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Rule Description

Simple Comparison Compares the result against another value using basic
operators (such as "less than", "greater than"). The value
being compared to can be a number, string, or another
context variable. If it is a string, you can enforce an exact
case match by selecting the [Case Sensitive] check box. If
the expression contains multiple values, then every value
must satisfy the comparison.

Tip:

When using the Integer data type, it is best to
perform the simple comparison against other integers.
If comparing against a decimal value, be aware that
the decimal value is truncated into an integer for
comparison purposes. For example, consider the following
configurations for the assertion:

• "Proceed if ${var.result} is a Decimal Number and
is less than 45.7", and ${var.result} returns 45. The
assertion succeeds because 45 is less than 45.7

• "Proceed if ${var.result} is an Integer and is less than
45.7", and ${var.result} returns 45. The assertion fails
because 45 is not less than 45 (the decimal '45.7' is
truncated to '45' as the data type is Integer and the
comparison is between integers)

Number of Values Verifies that the number of values in the result falls
between the stated minimum and maximum. For
expressions containing a single value, you can use Min=1,
Max=1 to indicate that a value is "required", or Min=0,
Max=1 to indicate that a value is "optional". Check the
"Unlimited" box to set no limit to the maximum value.

Regular Expression Matches the result against a constant regular expression. If
the expression contains multiple values, then every value
must match the regular expression.

Tip:

For a more powerful application of regular expressions in a
policy, use the Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion.

String Length Verifies that the length of the result, expressed as a string,
falls between the stated minimum and maximum. If the
expression contains multiple values, then every value must
satisfy the length constraint.

For example, if the expression result is "abcd" and a String
Length rule stipulates that the minimum length is 5, then the
assertion is falsified.    

7. Click [OK] when done.

 Continue Processing Assertion
The Continue Processing assertion is a placeholder assertion that will always yield a successful or true
processing result. When used in an "At least one assertion must evaluate to true" assertion folder, the
Continue Processing assertion will ensure that the incidental failure of a non-essential assertion within the
same folder will not cause an overall policy failure.

The Continue Processing assertion is a placeholder assertion that will always yield a successful or true processing result. When
used in an "At least one assertion must evaluate to true" assertion folder, the Continue Processing assertion will ensure that the
incidental failure of a non-essential assertion within the same folder will not cause an overall policy failure.
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Note:

The Continue Processing assertion is intended for use within an "At least one assertion must evaluate to true" assertion folder.
It serves no purpose if used elsewhere.

Using the Assertion

• Add the assertion to an "At least one assertion must evaluate to true" assertion folder the policy development window. For
more information, see Add an Assertion.

The assertion is added to the policy window; no further configuration is required. 

 Create Routing Strategy Assertion
The Create Routing Strategy assertion is used to create routing strategies that form the foundation
of dynamic routing.

The Create Routing Strategy assertion is used to create routing strategies that form the foundation of dynamic routing.

In this assertion, you configure a route list that contains a list of route destinations. These destinations are usually multi-valued
variables that store a list of the possible servers at the back end. The assertion then parses the destination servers and creates a
route list that is stored in another variable that is used by the Execute Routing Strategy Assertion and Process Routing Strategy
Result Assertion.

Note:

The Create Routing Strategy assertion must precede the Execute Routing Strategy Assertion and Process Routing Strategy
Result Assertion. Before creating a route, see Working With Dynamic Routing.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Create Routing Strategy assertion sets the following context variables with the query results.

Variable Description

$<strategy>.routeList This returns the list of routes from the Route List table
in a multivalued context variable, where <strategy>is the
value entered in the Routing Strategy Prefix field. You
can access items within this multivalued variable using the
${<strategy>.routeList.<index>} syntax. This variable is set
only for outbound messages.

Example: Using the sample route data, assume that the
route specified by the variable ${jdbcQuery.servers}
resolves to: server 1, server 2. Based on the default
Routing Strategy Prefix strategy, the multivalued variable
${strategy.routeList} will be created that contains the
following values.

invalid
server1
server2 

${<strategy>} This context variable is created using the value entered in
the Routing Strategy Prefix field. For example, based on the
default value strategy, the context variable that is created is
named ${strategy}. This context variable returns the chosen
routing strategy and is used by the Execute Routing Strategy
and Process Routing Strategy Result assertions. This variable
is set only for outbound messages.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click "Create Routing Strategy..." in the policy window and then select Create Routing Strategy Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Choose a task to perform.
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To... Do this...

Add a new Route 1.1 Click [Add]. The New Route dialog is displayed.
2.1 Enter a route name.
3.1 Configure the route properties.
4.1 Click [OK].

Clone an existing Route 1.1 Select route to clone.
2.1 Click [Clone]. The Clone Route dialog is displayed.
3.1 Modify the route name and properties as required.
4.1 Click [OK].

Edit an existing Route 1.1 Select route to edit.
2.1 Click [Edit]. The Edit Route dialog is displayed.
3.1 Modify the route name and properties as required.
4.1 Click [OK].

Remove a Route 1.1 Select route to remove.
2.1 Click [Remove]. You are prompted to confirm.
3.1 Click [Remove] to confirm.

Move Up Move the selected route up one line.

Move Down Move the selected route down one line.
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To... Do this...

Failover Choose a failover from the drop-down list.

• Ordered Sticky with Failover: The API Gateway
sends service messages to the first route in the list until
the route does not respond (fails). When this occurs, the
next route in the list is used.

Tip:

The cluster property io.failoverServerRetryDelay
controls the delay before the API Gateway retries a
failed server. The default is to wait 15 minutes when
using the "Ordered Sticky with Failover" strategy.

• Random Sticky with Failover:  The API Gateway
chooses a route at random in the beginning of each
session and uses it for the duration of the session. If the
chosen route fails, another route is randomly selected.

• Round-Robin: API Gateway rotates through the route
list sequentially on a request-by-request basis (round-
robin), until a valid route is found. If a valid route is not
found, and the end of the route list is reached, the cycle
stops. See Execute Routing Strategy Assertion.

Tip:

The cluster property io.failoverServerRetryDelay
controls the delay before the API Gateway retries a
failed server. The default is to wait 5 minutes when
using the "Round Robin" strategy.

Caution When Configuring Failover

Using failover with operations like POST may result in
duplicate POST requests being sent from the Gateway
to the backend system. For example, the read timeout
is 5s. A POST request is sent to Backend1, which takes
10s to answer. This causes the Gateway to send the same
POST request to Backend2 after 5 seconds. If there are five
backends, this could lead to five POST requests potentially
modifying the same backend content five times.

Failover strategies work well with connection timeouts,
but you should avoid using them with non-idempotent
operations like POST.

Configure Failover This option is only available with a custom failover.

Routing Strategy Prefix Enter a prefix that will serve two purposes:

• The value entered here will be added as a prefix
to the ${<strategy>.routelist} (shorthand for
“${<routingStrategyPrefix>.routelist}”) variable that is
created by this assertion.

• The value entered here will also be used to create its
own context variable that will be used to store the
chosen strategy.

The default is strategy.

For more information these two variables, see "Context
Variables Created by This Assertion" above.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see "Context Variable Validation" in Context Variables..
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To... Do this...

Add a route property 1.1 Enter a name in the Route field.
2.1 Click [Add]. The New Property dialog appears.
3.1 Complete the New Property dialog box as follows.

• Property Name: Enter the Property Name.
• Value: Enter the value associated with the Property

Name.

Edit a route property value 1.1 Highlight the route in the Route Property and click
[Edit]. The Edit Property dialog appears.

2.1 Edit the value in the Value field of the Edit Property
dialog. This value will appear in the Properties column
of the Route List.

Delete a route property 1.1 Highlight the route to delete in the Route Property
and then click [Delete]. The route disappears from the
Route Properties list in the New Route dialog as well
as from the Properties column in the Route List.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Working With Dynamic Routing
The gateway can route a message to multiple back-end servers, using common failover strategies to route
to a dynamic list of IP addresses. The IP addresses are stored in a context variable.

The CA API Gateway can route a message to multiple back-end servers, using common failover strategies to route to a
dynamic list of IP addresses. The IP addresses are stored in a context variable.

During dynamic routing, the Gateway receives feedback for all the routes that were attempted, including both successful and
unsuccessful routes. This feedback is stored in context variables, which are available to the rest of the policy execution.

In a policy, always use these assertions in the following order:

• Create Routing Strategy Assertion configures the routing strategies that will be used by the other assertions.
• Execute Routing Strategy Assertion sets the route destination to one of the strategies defined by the Create Routing

Strategy assertion.
• Route via HTTP(S) Assertion routes the message to the selected destination URL. Alternatively, you can use the Route via

Raw TCP Assertion.
• Process Routing Strategy Result Assertion collects the feedback for the selected route and sends the results back to the

Execute Routing Strategy assertion.

The following illustration shows how dynamic routing can be used in a policy.
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The following are highlights of the workflow.

1. The Create Routing Strategy Assertion retrieves the input for executing the strategy (started by the Run Assertions for Each
Item Assertion in line 9). Route List and their properties are entered through the Create Routing Strategy Properties fields.

Note:

The Create Routing Strategy assertion must always precede Execute Routing Strategy and Process Routing Strategy Result
assertions. 

2. The Execute Routing Strategy Assertion in line 15 exercises the ${strategy} by automatically populating the Routing
Strategy Prefix field. The method in which the route is selected depends on the type of strategy set in the Create Routing
Strategy.

3. The Route Variable Name is then passed to the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion (line 18). The URL field in the [Target]
tab of the HTTP(S) Routing Properties is automatically populated with the Route Variable Name. The Execute Routing
Strategy sets the ${feedbackList.current.route} for the Process Routing Strategy to collect other feedback (for example, a
.reasonCode) on that particular current.route.

4. The Process Routing Strategy Result Assertion (line 28) collects other feedback about the route, whether it has passed or
failed.
From this step, there are two outcomes:

• If the HTTP(S) Routing fails, the current.route is replaced with next route on the list (selected by the Execute Routing
Strategy), and the process loops back to the Execute Routing Strategy. The looping continues until the Execute Routing
Strategy exhausts the routeList or the route succeeds.

• If the HTTP(S) Routing succeeds, the policy exits the loop with the working route ${<route>} and its collected
feedback from the Process Route Strategy.

 

 Execute Routing Strategy Assertion
The Execute Routing Strategy assertion is the second part of the dynamic routing capability. It takes the
chosen routing strategy from the ${<strategyPrefix>} variable populated by the Create Routing Strategy
assertion, acquires a route destination and places it in a new route variable.

The Execute Routing Strategy assertion is the second part of the dynamic routing capability. It takes the chosen routing
strategy from the ${<strategyPrefix>} variable populated by the Create Routing Strategy assertion, acquires a route destination
and places it in a new route variable.

Note:
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Before you can execute a routing strategy, create a route first, through the Create Routing Strategy Assertion. See Working
with Dynamic Routing Strategy before creating a route. The Create Routing Strategy assertion must precede Execute Routing
Strategy.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Execute Routing Strategy assertion sets the following context variables:

Variable Description

${<route>} Returns the chosen route from the strategy.

${<feedbackList>} Returns feedback information for the routing.

Tip:

Even though both the ${<route>} and ${<feedbackList>.<index>.route} variables return the selected route from the strategy,
they serve different purposes. The <feedbackList> variable may be referenced outside the loop and stored elsewhere externally,
while the <route> variable is set each time the Execute Routing Strategy assertion is run. The <feedback> variable serves as an
audit that can be analyzed later for decision-making purposes on routes.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click "Execute Routing Strategy..." in the policy window and then select Execute Routing Strategy Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows.

Setting Description

Routing Strategy Prefix Specify the context variable that is storing the chosen
routing strategy. This should match the “Routing Strategy
Prefix” entered in the Create Routing Strategy assertion.

Default: strategy

Route Variable Name Specify the context variable that will store the chosen route
from the strategy.

Default: route

The default results in the variable ${route} that can be used
to retrieve the route destination. This variable is set only for
outbound messages.

Feedback List Specify the context variable that will store the feedback
from the routing. This feedback includes the Current Route
information for both successful or failed routing attempts.

Feedback is collected after each routing attempt and
added to the Feedback List context variable only when the
Process Routing Strategy Result assertion is run.

Default: feedback

The default results in the multivalued variable ${feedback}.
This variable is set by both inbound and outbound messages

4. Click [OK]  when done.

 Export Variables from Fragment Assertion
The Export Variable from Fragment assertion is used to flag context variables created within a policy
fragment as being "in use". This will make the variables available to whichever policy includes the
fragment. For example, if XPath-based assertions (Evaluate Request XPath or Evaluate Response XPath)
are used in a fragment and the XPath context variables are referenced in the including policy, the Export
Variables from Fragment assertion ensures that the variables are created and made available.
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The Export Variable from Fragment assertion is used to flag context variables created within a policy fragment as being
"in use". This will make the variables available to whichever policy includes the fragment. For example, if XPath-based
assertions (Evaluate Request XPath or Evaluate Response XPath) are used in a fragment and the XPath context variables are
referenced in the including policy, the Export Variables from Fragment assertion ensures that the variables are created and
made available.

Why do the context variables need to be "made available"? For maximum performance, the API Gateway creates custom
context variables only when it detects that the variables will be used by another assertion. In a policy fragment, it is not
possible to determine ahead of time whether the variables within the fragment will be used in a policy that includes the
fragment, so they are not created. The Export Variables from Fragment assertion allows you to flag specific variables as being
"in use".

Add this assertion to a policy fragment, after the assertion that creates the context variables.

Tip:

The Export Variable from Fragment assertion is only used in a policy fragment and only when an XPath-based assertion is
also present. It provides no additional functionality if used outside of a fragment because XPath context variables are available
automatically in that scenario.

When Used in a Global Policy Fragment

When the Export Variables from Fragment assertion is used in a global policy fragment, it will automatically copy the values
of the designated variable(s) up to the parent policy, prefixed with "request.shared". This will make it easier to use the values
in (for example) the audit sink policy.

Using the following example, the values from the two selected variables would be copied over to these new context variables if
this assertion was used in a global policy fragment:

${request.shared.requestXpath.element}
${request.shared.requestXpath.result}

Example: Accessing variables from global policy fragment in audit sink policy

The following example illustrates how to access the "message-received" variable from the audit sink policy:

1. Create a "message-received" global policy fragment containing these assertions:
Audit Messages in Policy  (WARNING) Set Context Variable  varMessageReceived as String to: Hello from message-
received global policy Export Variables from Fragment: varMessageReceived

2. Create a custom audit sink policy with this assertion:
Add Audit Details: log, custom logger "audit": "varMessageReceived=${request.shared.varMessageReceived}"

3. Consume any service.
4. The API Gateway log will contain this line:

varMessageReceived=Hello from message-received global policy

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion, create a policy fragment or edit an existing policy fragment and then add the assertion to the
policy development window.

• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
2. Right-click Export Variables from Fragment in the policy window and select Export Variables from Fragment

Properties. The assertion properties are displayed. 
3. Select each variable to be made available to policies outside of the fragment.
4. For more information about the variables, see Evaluate Request XPath Assertion or Evaluate Response XPath Assertion.

Tip:

If the variable prefix is modified in the XPath assertions, the new names are reflected in the properties. However, variables
that were previously selected will still appear under the old variable names. This will cause validation warnings about
variables not being defined. Should this happen, return to the Export Variables from Fragment Properties and re-select the
correct updated variables.

5. Click [OK] when done. 

 Generate UUID Assertion
The Generate UUID assertion creates any number of universally unique identifiers (UUIDs) and stores
them in a context variable. If a single UUID is generated, it is stored in a single-value context variable,
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if multiple UUIDs are generated, then they are stored in a multivalued context variable. For more
information, see .

The Generate UUID assertion creates any number of universally unique identifiers (UUIDs) and stores them in a context
variable. If a single UUID is generated, it is stored in a single-value context variable, if multiple UUIDs are generated, then
they are stored in a multivalued context variable. For more information, see Multivalued Context Variables.

The UUIDs generated are RFC4122 compliant.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. This assertion contains default settings that are appropriate for most instances. To change any of the settings, right-click
Generate UUID in the policy window and select Generate UUID or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The
assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Store In Variable Enter the name of the variable to store the UUID in. You
do not need to enclose the variable name with the wrapper
characters "${}".

Quantity Enter the number of UUIDs to generate. The minimum
value is 1, the maximum value is the amount listed in the
Max Quantity field, below. You may specify a context
variable.

Max Quantity Enter the maximum number of UUIDs that can be
generated for the variable. The default is 100.

Note:

The Max Quantity field serves as a limiter to ensure that
the Quantity value is not excessive. If a static value for
Quantity is entered that exceeds the maximum, the validator
does not allow you to save the properties. If a context
variable is specified for Quantity and that variable resolves
to a value greater than the maximum, then the failure occurs
during run time.

4. Click [OK] when done. 

 Handle Errors Assertion
The Handle Errors Assertion a composite assertion that is designed to stop processing when it detects
assertion configuration or I/O exceptions from its child assertions. For example, this assertion halts policy
processing if it detects:

The Handle Errors Assertion a composite assertion that is designed to stop processing when it detects assertion configuration
or I/O exceptions from its child assertions. For example, this assertion halts policy processing if it detects:

• An exception, such as the ones triggered by the Raise Error Assertion
• A catastrophic misconfiguration of a policy assertion. For example, corrupted XML from an imported policy, or corrupt

information from the REST Management API.
• Any error triggered by an unhandled (unexpected) runtime exception. 

 When one of these errors is caught, the Handle Errors Assertion does the following:

• Stops processing the child assertions
• Logs the exception
• Places the exception message in a context variable
• But does not fail

The Handle Errors Assertion fails only when other types of exceptions are caught.
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Warning:

IMPORTANT: The Handle Errors Assertion is not intended to be a "catch all" assertion that picks up routine failures
from its children (for example, evaluating a Regular Expression fails). For these scenarios, consider using the All
Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion or the At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion. These
assertions react to failures of any kind from their child assertions.

Contents:

As with the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion, the Handle Errors Assertion stops processing when an exception
is caught. For example, consider this simple policy tree:

Handle Error Assertion   Join Variable Assertion
   <Assertion that throws a PolicyAssertionException/IOException>

   Map Value Assertion

In the example above, the Join Variable Assertion succeeds while the assertion throwing the exception fails. Execution of this
branch stops at this point and the Map Value Assertion is not run.

Tip:

Add the Raise Error Assertion as a child if you need to intentionally throw an exception and halt processing of the Handle
Errors Assertion.

Context Variables

Variable Description

${<prefix>.message} Returns the exception message.

Cluster Properties

None

 Include Policy Fragment Assertion
The Include Policy Fragment assertion is used to add a policy fragment to a service policy.

The Include Policy Fragment assertion is used to add a policy fragment to a service policy.

To learn more about how policy fragments can benefit you, see Policy Fragments. To learn how to create policy fragments, see
Create a Policy.

Using the Assertion

1. Add the assertion to the policy development window. For more information, see Add an Assertion.
2. Select the fragment to be inserted from the Select Policy Fragment to Include dialog that appears. 
3. Click [OK] to add the fragment to the policy. Use the Assertions Tool Bar to reposition the fragment if necessary

 Join Variable Assertion
The Join Variable assertion combines the values in a multivalued context variable into a single-value
context variable by concatenating each value with a user-defined string.

The Join Variable assertion combines the values in a multivalued context variable into a single-value context variable by
concatenating each value with a user-defined string.

Example:

The input variable "${varIn}" is a multivalued context variable that contains the values "one", "two", "three". After joining
this variable into "${varOut}" with a delimiter of '+', you now have a single-value context variable with the value "one+two
+three".

Tip:
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The join effect can also be achieved by using the syntax "${variable|;}", where the value after the '|' character is the delimiter
string. For example, "${varIn|+}" will also result in "one+two+three" using the example above. For more information, see
Concatenation Options during Interpolation under Working with Multivalued Context Variables.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Join Variable Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-click
Join variable <source> into <target>... in the policy window and select Join Variable Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Source Variable Enter the context variable containing the source values to be
joined. This must be a multivalued context variable.

Target Variable Enter the context variable that will hold the results of
the join. If this variable does not already exist, it will be
created.

Join Value Enter any string to be used as a delimiter for the joined
values. The default is a comma (',').

4. Click [OK] when done. 

 Look Up Context Variable Assertion
The Look Up Context Variable assertion is used to dynamically look up the value of a context variable
and then store the value in another context variable. You specify an expression, which can contain one or
more context variables plus static text. During runtime, this expression is resolved and its value is placed
in another context variable, which can then be used later in the policy.

The Look Up Context Variable assertion is used to dynamically look up the value of a context variable and then store the
value in another context variable. You specify an expression, which can contain one or more context variables plus static text.
During runtime, this expression is resolved and its value is placed in another context variable, which can then be used later in
the policy.

Example:

Consider the following variables and their values:

• foo = bar
• ingredient = chocolate
• chocolate.bar = goodness

In the Look Up Context Variable assertion, enter the following expression:

${ingredient}.${foo}

And keep the default prefix: lookup

The expression will resolve to chocolate.bar, which becomes the variable to be looked up by the assertion. The variable
chocolate.bar contains the value "goodness", so this is placed in the assertion variable lookup.output. You can then reference
${lookup.output} elsewhere in the policy to retrieve the value "goodness".

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Look Up Context Variable assertion sets the following context variables.

Note:

The default <prefix> is "lookup" and can be changed in the assertion properties.

Variable Description

<prefix>.found Contains true if the expression was found, otherwise contains
false.
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Variable Description

<prefix>.multivalued Contains true if the value found in the expression is
multivalued. Contains false if the value is not multivalued or
if the expression is not found.

<prefix>.output Contains the value of the expression. For more information
on what is populated into this variable, see the example in the
topic introduction.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Look Up Context Variable Properties automatically appears. When modifying the
assertion, right-click <target>: Look Up Context Variable in the policy window and select Look Up Context Variable
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Expression Specify the source context variables to evaluate. You
can enter more than one variable but note the following
limitations:

• Nested context variables are not supported (for example,
${foo.${bar}}).

• All variables must be on the same level (for example,
${foo}.${bar}).

When referencing multivalued context variables, you
can use indexing to extract a single value. For more
information, see Indexing Options during Interpolation.

Fail if not found Select this check box to fail the assertion if the variable in
the Expression does not exist. This setting is the default.

Clear this check box to not fail the assertion if the variable
is not found.

Target Data Type Choose the data type for the target value returned: String,
Date/Time, X.509 Certificate, XML Element, or
Message.

Target Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables
created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness
and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other
when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

The default variable prefix is lookup.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see Context Variable Validation.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Look Up Item by Index Position Assertion
The Look Up Item by Index Position Assertion looks up a value based on index position in a multivalued
context variable. If a value is found, it is stored in another context variable.

The Look Up Item by Index Position Assertion looks up a value based on index position in a multivalued context variable. If a
value is found, it is stored in another context variable.

This assertion is designed to work with the Look Up Item by Value Assertion, which creates a context variable containing the
index position.
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Example:

The (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element Assertion stores information about the XML element across several context
variables. Using the Look Up Item by Value Assertion, you determine that the element you need is in the third position in the
elementsVerified variable. With this knowledge, you can use the Look Up Item by Index Position assertion to look up more
information about the XML element:

• The signature method that was used (third position in the signatureMethodUris variable)
• The digest method employed (third position in the digestMethodUris variable)

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Look Up Item by Index Position in the policy window and select Look Up Item by Index Position
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Complete the properties:

Setting Description

Extract value with index Enter the index position of the value to extract from the
multivalued context variable (specified in the next field).
You may enter a fixed value (such as "3") or may specify a
context variable that contains the position. For example, to
extract the first item in the variable, enter 0; to extract the
second item, enter 1.

Tip:

(1) Use the variable from the "Store matching index(es)
in variable named" field in the Look Up Item by Value
Assertion. (2) If you specify a context variable, be sure to
enclose it with the "${ }" characters.

Extract from multivalued variable named Enter the name of the multivalued context variable from
which to extract. The "${ }" delimiters are not required.

Store extracted value in variable named Specify the name of the context variable that holds the
extracted value. The "${ }" delimiters are not required.
Default: output

4. Click [OK].

 Look Up Item by Value Assertion
The Look Up Item by Value Assertion scans a multivalued context variable to find a specified value. If
the value is found, the index position is returned in another context variable.

The Look Up Item by Value Assertion scans a multivalued context variable to find a specified value. If the value is found, the
index position is returned in another context variable.

Example:

${Variable1} contains the value you are searching for: book

${Variable2} is a multivalued variable that contains the strings: magazine, book, newspaper

${Variable3} is populated the lookup result, which is 1

Tip:

Remember, multivalued context variables use zero-based positioning. Thus, the first item in the list is always item "0".

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Adding an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
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2. Right-click Look Up Item by Value in the policy window and select Look Up Item by Value Properties or double-click
the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Complete the properties:

Setting Description

Find value of variable named Enter the value that you are searching for.

Search within multivalued variable named Enter the multivalued context variable that will be searched.

Store matching index(es) in variable named Enter the name of the variable that holds the lookup result.

If this variable already exists, it is overwritten. If it does not
already exist, it is created.

Tip:

When entering the variable name in all three fields, you do not need to enclose them within the "${ }" characters. For
example, "variable" suffices instead of "${variable}".

4. Click [OK].

 Manipulate Multivalued Variable Assertion
The Manipulate Multivalued Variable assertion is used to both create new Multivalued Variables and to
append new values to existing Multivalued Variables.

The Manipulate Multivalued Variable assertion is used to both create new Multivalued Variables and to append new values to
existing Multivalued Variables.

Multivalued variables can hold values of different types. This assertion does not support all available types which may exist at
runtime. From the Set Context Variable assertion, only the String, Integer and Date/Time are supported.

The following Java types are supported if you are writing custom Java code via custom assertions:

java.lang.String
java.lang.Integer
java.lang.Double
java.lang.Float
java.lang.Boolean
java.util.Date (and any subclass; for example, Timestamp.)

Assertions may also set variables that do not belong to any of the types listed above. If the value being appended is not one of
the supported Java types, then the assertion will fail.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click "Manipulate Multivalued Variable..." in the policy window and then select Manipulate Multivalued
Variable Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Target Multivalued Variable Specify the name of the multivalued context variable. If the
variable does not already exist, it will be created.

Note:

(1) The target variable may be an existing multivalued
variable. However, not all existing multivalued variables
can be modified after they are created. If an attempt is
made to update such a variable the assertion will fail. Any
variables created by this assertion can be modified by this
assertion. (2) Be sure to observe the naming rules described
under Context Variable Naming Rules.
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Setting Description

Variable to append Specify the name of the variable to append to the
multivalued variable. Only a single variable can be
referenced. The reference can include a variable syntax
such as "${myvar}" or "myvar", or an array syntax such as
${myVar[0]} or "myVar[0]". The variable itself can be a
multivalued variable.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Map Value Assertion
The Map Value assertion is used to map values in a policy. It matches a value against a number of regular
expressions to produce an output value that is stored in a context variable. The result is taken from the
first line that matches the value.

The Map Value assertion is used to map values in a policy. It matches a value against a number of regular expressions to
produce an output value that is stored in a context variable. The result is taken from the first line that matches the value.

This assertion is particularly useful in a "message-received" global policy fragment for mapping URLs to published services,
when the mapping is more complex than can be conveniently expressed using the built-in mapping support.

Tip:

You can view the Map Value assertion as providing the functionality of a switch statement, or as a means of defining a table
with input and output values.

Policy Example

The Map Value assertion can be used in a "message-received" global policy fragment to override the API Gateway service
resolution logic with your own. Assume the following settings in the assertion properties:

• Value to Map: ${request.url.query}
• Mappings:

Pattern: east; Result: /east_uri
Pattern: west; Result: /west_uri

• Output variable: uri

The assertion will be interpreted as follows:

1. Examine the value: ${request.url.query}.
2. If this value matches the regular expression "east", then set the output variable "url" to "east_url".
3. Otherwise, if this value matches the regular expression "west", then set the output variable "url" to "west_url".
4. If neither regular expression is matched, then the assertion fails and the output variable "url" is not set.

When used in a "message-received" global policy fragment, the fragment might resemble the following:

At least one assertion must evaluate to true

All assertions must evaluate to true

       Map value from ${request.url.query}, using map { "east" => "/east_uri", "west" => "/west_uri" }, output to ${uri}

       Resolve service  with URI ${uri}

Continue processing

At runtime, this is how various values will be interpreted:

?east -> /east_uri

?direction=west -> /west_uri (substring match)

?beast -> /east_uri (substring match; example regex does not distinguish word boundaries)

?direction=west&otherdirection=east -> /east_uri (first match wins--the matches are attempted from top row in table to
bottom until one succeeds)

?direction=north -> assertion FAILED (no matching row)

Capture Group Pseudo-Variables
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The "pseudo variables" ${0}, ${1}, {2}, etc., are available while the output value is being set after a successful match. These
variables contain the capture groups from the matching regular expression. One use for these variables would be to translate a
REST-style call (where the target object name is encoded into the URL path) into a SOAP-style call (where the target object
name is identified in an XML payload).

Example #1:

The following is a simple example of pseudo-variables extracted from a phone number. The value to map:
${request.url.path}.

• Value to map: ${phone}
• Pattern: (\d{3})-(\d{3})-(\d{4})

Note that for this example, the result and output variable does not matter because the intent is to describe the capture group
pseudo-variables.

During run time, ${phone} contains the value 800-555-1234 and is successfully matched against the pattern above. This will
set the following pseudo-variables:

${0} is set to the entire string matched by the regular expression – "800-555-1234"
${1} is set to the first capture group – "800"
${2} is set to the second capture group – "555"
${3} is set to the third capture group – "1234"

 

Note:

The ${0} to ${3} pseudo-variables only exist while the mapping result is being set. They are not available for use in
subsequent assertions in the policy.

 

Example #2:

The following is a more complex example showing pseudo-variables in use in a mapping:

• Pattern: ^/users/(\w+)/paystub/(\d+)
• Result (on one line): 

     <info><action>getPaystub</action><user>${1}</user>
     <stubid>${2}<stubid></info>

• Pattern: ^/users/(\w+)/vacations/(\d+)/(\d+)
• Result (on one line): 

     <info><action>getVacation<action><user>${1}</user><year>${2}
     </year><month>${3}</month></info>

During runtime, if a request arrives at a URL similar to:

/users/bob/paystub/123

The output variable will be set to :

<info><action>getPaystub</action><user>bob</user><stubid>123</stubid></info>

The pseudo-variables used here are:

${1} is set to the first capture group - "bob"
${2} is set to the second capture group - "123"

Similarly, if a request arrives at a URL similar to:

/users/sue/vacations/2012/3

The output variable will be set to:
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<info><action>getVacation</action><user>sue</user><year>2012</year><month>3</month></info>

The pseudo-variables used here are:

${1} is set to the first capture group - "sue"
${2} is set to the second capture group - "2012"
${3} is set to the third capture group - "3"

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Map Value in the policy window and select Map Value Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy
window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Value to Map Enter an expression to be compared against the mappings
defined below. You may enter a literal expression or a
context variable.

Mappings Define the list of regular expressions to be mapped:

To add a mapping:

1.1 Click [Add Mapping].
2.1 Enter a regular expression Pattern to be compared

against the value specified above. You may reference
context variables.

Note:

If a referenced context variable does not exist (for
example, due to a misspelling), it will by default be
treated as an empty string, which could result in a
pattern that matches any input. To catch such issues
during policy development, set the cluster property
template.strictMode to true.

3.1 Enter a Result that will be placed in the output
variable if the mapping is successful. You may
reference context variables, as well as special regex
capture group pseudo-variables. For details, see
"Capture Group Pseudo-Variables" above.

4.1 Click [OK].

To edit a mapping:

1.1 Select the mapping to edit.
2.1 Click [Edit Mapping].
3.1 Modify the pattern or result as required.
4.1 Click [OK].

To remove a mapping:

1.1 Select the mapping to remove.
2.1 Click [Remove Mapping]. The line is removed

immediately.

To change the order of the mappings:

1.1 Select a mapping.
2.1 Click [Move Up] or [Move Down] as required. The

result from the first matching line is placed in the
output variable.
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Setting Description

Output Variable Specify a single context variable that will contain the result
from a successful match.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see Context Variable Validation. 

4. Click [OK].

 Process Routing Strategy Result Assertion
The Process Routing Strategy Result assertion is used to process the results of a route and generate
feedback status of the strategy. This assertion is part of the dynamic routing capabilities of the .

The Process Routing Strategy Result assertion is used to process the results of a route and generate feedback status of the
strategy. This assertion is part of the dynamic routing capabilities of the API Gateway.

Use of this assertion is optional, as some strategies do not require feedback and may ignore the Feedback List context variable
set by this assertion. However, feedback may still be useful elsewhere in the policy.

 

Note:

Before you can process the result of a routing strategy, create a route first, through the Create Routing Strategy Assertion.
See Working with Dynamic Routing Strategy before creating a route. The Create Routing Strategy assertion must precede
Execute Routing Strategy and Process Routing Strategy Result assertions.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click "Process Routing Strategy..." in the policy window and then select Process Routing Strategy Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows.

Variable Description

Routing Strategy Prefix Specify the context variable that is storing the chosen
routing strategy.

This should match the “Routing Strategy Prefix” entered in
the Create Routing Strategy and Execute Routing Strategy
assertions.

Default: strategy
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Variable Description

Feedback List Specify the context variable that will store the feedback
list. This should match the “Feedback List” entered in the
Execute Routing Strategy assertion. The Feedback List
variable will contain feedback data, including the selected
route, reason code returned, latency of the assertion, and
status.

Default: feedback

Example: Based on the default value, you can retrieve the
first feedback data with these variables:

• ${feedback.1.route} – returns the first route on the
Feedback List.

• ${feedback.1.reasonCode} – returns the reason code
sent back by the routing assertion.

• ${feedback.1.latency} – returns the latency of the
assertion.

• ${feedback.1.status} – returns the status of the route
(“-1” = fail; "0" = success).

Based on the Feedback List variable, the Process Routing Strategy Result assertion will also populate the following context
variables.

Variable Direction Description

${<feedbackList>.current.reasonCode} Inbound Returns the reason code of the current
route. This value is sent back by the
routing assertion.

Tip:

This currently returns the same value
as ${httpRouting.reasonCode}, which
is created by the Route via HTTP(S)
assertion.

${<feedbackList>.current.status} Inbound Returns the status of the current route
as an integer.

Note:

This variable is initially created by the
Set Context Variable assertion. For
more information, see Working with
Dynamic Routing.

${<feedbackList>.current.latency} Inbound Returns the latency for routing.

Note:

This variable is initially created by the
Set Context Variable assertion. For
more information, see Working with
Dynamic Routing.
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Variable Direction Description

${<feedbackList>.current.route} Inbound Returns the current route in the loop
that is being monitored for feedback
by the Process Routing Strategy Result
assertion.

Note:

This variable is initially created by the
Execute Routing Strategy assertion.
This variable returns the same route
as ${route}, but can be reset and
overwritten if necessary.

Note:

The variables contain feedback for the current route. This differs from using indexing on the ${<feedback>} multivalued
context variable, which can access feedback information on routes other than the current route (for example, for the first
feedback data based on the example shown earlier).

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Raise Error Assertion
Used by itself, the Raise Error Assertion stops policy execution and provides an error that policy
execution is stopped. If a Raise Error Assertion is inside a Handle Error Assertion, execution stops at the
Raise Error point, but execution of the policy continues outside of the Handle Error Assertion block.

Used by itself, the Raise Error Assertion stops policy execution and provides an error that policy execution is stopped. If a
Raise Error Assertion is inside a Handle Error Assertion, execution stops at the Raise Error point, but execution of the policy
continues outside of the Handle Error Assertion block.

 

Tip:

Though it is not possible to set your own error message in the Raise Error Assertion, you can set a context variable before
the assertion to pass information to the internal error handler about what went wrong. If used within a global policy or a
encapsulated assertion context, be sure to use the Export Variables from Fragment Assertion to make the context variable
available to the parent policy

The following is an example of how the Raise Error Assertion could work with the Handle Error Assertion:

- All assertions must evaluate to true
    - Handle Errors
         - At least one
            - Route to <wherever>

            - All assertions must evaluate to true (//routing failed)
               - Set variable "errorCause" as String to "routing
 failed: ${httpRouting.reasonCode}"
               - Export Variable from Fragment "errorCause" (//this
 exports to "request.shared.errorCause")
               - Raise Error
    - All assertions must evaluate to true (// an error was caught)
       - <add logic to check ${request.shared.errorCause} to see what
 went wrong>
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In this simple example, exporting the variable "errorCause" to "request.shared.errorCause" is not necessary because the entire
fragment is within the same policy scope. Where this would be required is a scenario similar to the following:

• The Raise Error Assertion is located in a policy fragment serving as the underlying policy for an encapsulated assertion.
• The Handle Error Assertion is located outside of the encapsulated assertion.

Context Variables

None

Cluster Properties

None

 Run All Assertions Concurrently Assertion
The Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion is a folder that organizes one or more child assertions that
must all evaluate to true. It is similar to the "All assertions must evaluate to true" composite assertion in
that the assertion succeeds only when all the child assertions succeed. The major difference is that the
Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion runs all its immediate child assertions concurrently, without
waiting for earlier children to finish before beginning to evaluate subsequent children, helping reduce
overall latency. This is useful when a response must be assembled from the results of a number of HTTP
requests to various back-end services and you don't want all of the calls to be issued serially.

The Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion is a folder that organizes one or more child assertions that must all evaluate to
true. It is similar to the "All assertions must evaluate to true" composite assertion in that the assertion succeeds only when all
the child assertions succeed. The major difference is that the Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion runs all its immediate
child assertions concurrently, without waiting for earlier children to finish before beginning to evaluate subsequent children,
helping reduce overall latency. This is useful when a response must be assembled from the results of a number of HTTP
requests to various back-end services and you don't want all of the calls to be issued serially.

For more information about parent and child assertions in a policy, see Understanding Services and Policies on the Gateway.

Tip:

The Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion will always succeed if there are no child assertions contained within it, or if all
the child assertions have been disabled.

Technical Issues to Consider

The Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion must be used with care, as running many concurrent threads may cause issues
that would not otherwise appear if the standard "All assertions..." folder is used. In particular, note the following:

• Running assertions concurrently may cause the Gateway to run out of memory more quickly. The effect is similar to
increasing the values for the io.httpMaxConcurrency and io.httpCoreConcurrency cluster properties.

• Messages larger than 200KB in size are not recommended.
• When too many assertions are being processed concurrently, new concurrent assertions will be delayed.
• If the number of assertions queued up to run concurrently exceeds the limit set in the concall.globalMaxConcurrency

cluster property, there could be a large delay if there are slow jobs in the queue (for example, HTTP routing to a slow back-
end web service). Should this occur, try the following:

• reduce the number of concurrent assertions
• increase the concall.globalMaxConcurrency cluster property
• decrease the io.httpMaxConcurrency cluster property

• Unlike the "All assertions..." folder where processing stops at the first child assertion that fails, the Run All Assertions
Concurrently assertion evaluates all child assertions, even those below one that fails. When a failure occurs, the assertion
status code returned is for the first child assertion that failed.

• Only context variables of type String or Message that are used by a child assertion will be available when a child assertion
is executing.

• The original request and response message, including any transport-specific message, will be unavailable unless they were
copied into String variables before concurrent execution or copied as Message variables using the Set Context Variable
assertion, with a source expression similar to ${request.mainpart}.

• If an assertion inside a Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion writes to the default request or response, that information
is ignored and lost.

• Gathered credentials and authenticated user information is not available during concurrent execution.
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• A Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion may be nested within another Run All Assertions Concurrently assertion, but
this will cause the API Gateway to run out of concurrency more quickly.

Configuring the Assertion

You can configure the concurrency behaviour using these cluster properties:

concall.globalMaxConcurrency
concall.globalCoreConcurrency
concall.globalMaxWorkQueue

For more information, see Input/Output Settings in Cluster Properties .

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the policy development window, see Add an Assertion. 
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below

2. Populate the folder with child assertions using any of the following methods:
3. Add an assertion by dragging and dropping if from policy window or the [Assertions] tab.
4. Remove an assertion by dragging and dropping it back into the policy window or by deleting the assertion. 

 Run Assertions for Each Item Assertion
The Run Assertions for Each Item assertion is a composite assertion that behaves similarly to the , with
the exception that it may evaluate its child assertions more than once (as a loop) or possibly not at all,
depending on the context variable it is configured to use.

The Run Assertions for Each Item assertion is a composite assertion that behaves similarly to the All Assertions Must Evaluate
to True Assertion, with the exception that it may evaluate its child assertions more than once (as a loop) or possibly not at all,
depending on the context variable it is configured to use.

This assertion evaluates its child assertions once for each member of the specified multivalued context variable. If the
multivalued variable is empty or does not exist, the assertion always succeed and does not evaluate any of its child assertions.

Warning:

WARNING: Avoid using a debug trace policy when the Run Assertions for Each Item assertion is present in a policy,
especially if the assertion is nested beneath another Run Assertions for Each Item assertion. Doing so can cause
the trace policy to be invoked a large number of times, potentially impacting system performance, and generating
excessively large trace logs.

The following example illustrates how the Run Assertions for Each Item assertion might be used. In the sample policy
fragment below, you send a list of greetings to a pair of URLs.

The following table explains each line in the policy example:

1 The Set Context Variable assertion creates a new
variable named messages, with the content “Hi there|How are
you doing|Greetings”.

2 The Split Variable assertion breaks up the value in messages
into a new multivalued context variable name splitMessages.
The break occurs at the “|” character.
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3 The Run Assertions for Each Item assertion, using
splitMessages as the input and “sample” as the variable
prefix. When you point at this with the mouse, a tooltip
displays the context variables that are created by this
assertion, using the variable prefix entered.

4 The first child assertion. This uses the Set Context Variable
assertion to create a new variable named message2. Set this
variable to whatever is in splitMessages for that iteration.
This is specified by the context variable ${sample.current}.
Thus, for the first iteration, message2=Hi there; for the 2nd
iteration, message2= How are you doing, etc.

5 The Route via HTTP(S) assertions are configured to use the
context variable ${message2} as a request message source.
The message contained in the variable message2 is updated
on each iteration and sent to the two URLs. This results in the
following POST commands:

POST "Hi there" to firsturl

POST "Hi there" to secondurl

POST "How are you doing" to firsturl

POST "How are you doing" to secondurl

POST "Greetings" to firsturl

POST "Greetings" to secondurl

If any of the POST requests fail to reach the target server,
the Run Assertions for Each Item assertion fails and the
remaining POSTS are not attempted.

When the Run Assertions for Each Item assertion is finished, the ${sample.iterations} variable contains “3”, while the
${sample.exceededlimit} variable contains “false”.

For more information on multivalued context variables and how they work, see Multivalued Context Variables.

Terminating the Execution of Child Assertions

It is possible to terminate the execution of the child assertions prior to the completion of the loop. To do this, set the following
context variable, either inside or outside of the loop:

Variable name: ${<prefix>.break} 
Variable value: true

When set outside of the loop, the loop is terminated immediately. When set inside the loop, the loop completes its iteration
before terminating.

Tip:

Use the Set Context Variable Assertion to create the variable and set the value to true.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Run Assertions for Each Item assertion sets the following context variables. The <prefix> is set in the assertion properties.
There is no default.

Variable Description

${<prefix>.current} The current member of the multivalued variable. During
iteration, the ${<prefix>.current} variable takes on the value
of each member of the multivalued variable. After iteration, it
remains set to the last value it had. If the multivalued variable
existed but was zero-length, then the .current variable will
not exist after iteration has finished.

${<prefix>.iterations} The number of iterations that have been completed
successfully.
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Variable Description

${<prefix>.exceededlimit} This variable contains "true" if the assertion ended because
the iteration limit was reached, otherwise it contains "false".
While processing is in progress, this variable always contains
"false".

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Run Assertions for Each Item Properties automatically appear; when modifying the
assertion, right-click Run Assertions for Each Item in the policy window and select Run Assertions for Each Item
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Name of Existing Multivalued Variable Specify the name of the variable to iterate over.

Note:

If this variable is empty, the assertion always succeeds and
none of the child assertions are evaluated.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and
prevents the variables from overwriting each other when
multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see "Context Variable Validation" under Context Variables.

Limit Maximum Iterations Optionally, you may limit the number of iterations by
selecting this check box and entering the maximum number
of iterations in the corresponding field. If a maximum is
not specified, then the assertion attempts to process all
members in the multivalued context variable.

If specified, iteration will halt after the child policy has
invoked this many times, regardless of whether it has been
invoked for all members in the multivalued variable.

Tip:

After the iterations are complete, the context variable
${<prefix>.exceededlimit} will be set to "true" if this limit
was hit. Otherwise, it is set to "false".

Tip:

Resolving stack trace errors: If you choose to not limit
the number of iterations but are experiencing stack trace
errors, try doing the following:

1. Access the properties for the appropriate listen port. For
more information, see Listen Port Properties.

2. Select the [Advanced] tab.

3. Add this advanced property: maxHttpHeaderSize =
<value>, where '<value>' is expressed in bytes.

When not specified, the CA API Gateway uses a value of
8192 (8KB).
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 Set Context Variable Assertion
The Set Context Variable assertion allows you to create custom context variables. These custom variables
behave the same as the system predefined ones, except that you can control the contents of the variables.
You can even define complete messages with a custom context variable. These messages can be used
later in the policy by the  as the request message source, and by the  as the XML message source.

The Set Context Variable assertion allows you to create custom context variables. These custom variables behave the same as
the system predefined ones, except that you can control the contents of the variables. You can even define complete messages
with a custom context variable. These messages can be used later in the policy by the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion as the
request message source, and by the Evaluate Response XPath Assertion as the XML message source.

Tip:

The Set Context Variable assertion can be used to map one of the predefined context variables to a different name. This is
necessary in instances where the predefined context variable name is incompatible with a specific subsystem.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Context Variable Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Set Context Variable in the policy window and select Context Variable Properties or double-click the assertion in
the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Variable Name Enter a name for the context variable. This name can
include letters or number, but do not include the ${ }
delimiter characters. For example, use  "gatewayTime" and
not "${gatewayTime}".

You can also enter a request or response to set the request
message or response message, respectively. A validation
message provides instant feedback on the context variable
name entered. For an explanation of the validation
messages , see "Context Variable Validation" under Context
Variables.

Data Type If the variable name is not built-in, specify the data type
from the drop-down list:

• String: The variable will contain a string of characters.
• Integer: The variable will contain integers.
• Message: The variable will contain a message. Enter the

message body into the Expression box below. Message
type variables can be used for later routing or XPath
assertions.

• Date/Time: The variable will contain date/time
information. For more information, see "Context
Variable Data Types" under Context Variables.

Tip:

Creating a new variable of type "Date/Time" and accepting
the defaults in all the other fields produce a variable that
is identical to the built-in variable ${gateway.time}. The
default value is an UTC formatted ISO-8601 string of
${gateway.time}. For more information,
see Date and Time Variables.

Select "Message" if setting a request or response variable.
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Setting Description

Format  (Date/Time only) Choose a format from the drop-down list. The assertion
uses this format to interpret the value in the Expression
field. The default is "<auto>", which means the assertion
tries to determine the format automatically. You may
reference a context variable, which is evaluated as part of
an expression and must resolve to a single format string.

Tip:

The formats <Timestamp>, <Millisecond Timestamp>
(13 digits), and  <Second Timestamp>  (10 digits) can be
used for finer control in parsing the Expression field:  

• A timestamp entered in the Expression field
successfully matches the formats: <auto> and
<Timestamp> and <Millisecond Timestamp> if it is a
millisecond timestamp and <Second Timestamp> if it is
a seconds timestamp.

• A timestamp in milliseconds entered successfully
matches the formats: <auto>, <Timestamp>, and
<Milliseconds Timestamp>

• A timestamp in seconds entered successfully matches
the formats: <auto>, <Timestamp>, and <Seconds
Timestamp>

Note:

You can customize the options shown in the drop-down list
by editing the cluster property datetime.customFormats.
You can customize the formats attempted by the
"<auto>" selection by editing the cluster property
datetime.autoFormats.

Time Offset  (Date/Time only) Enter a time offset. The value can be negative or positive
and can reference variables. The unit of time applied is
determined by the drop-down beside the field.

Default: seconds

Choose the offset unit from the drop-down list if necessary.

You may reference context variables.

Preview  (Date/Time only) Displays a preview of the date format based on date
expression entered. The preview includes any time offset
entered, except when a context variable has been specified.  

The preview of the parsed date expression can be used to
troubleshoot formats based on sample inputs.

Note:

(1) The format used for the preview is ISO 8601, in the
W3C format yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSS'Z'. The date
format is shown in GMT. (2) A preview is displayed only
when it is possible to parse the format entered. If a preview
is not possible, "No preview is available" is displayed.
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Setting Description

Content-Type
(Message only)

If the Data Type is "Message", select a Content-Type
from the drop-down list for the message. The character
set (charset) from the Content-Type is used for message
encoding.

Tip:

The Content-Types list contains the character encodings
that are compatible with the default XML encoding, but
you can manually type in another compatible encoding (no
context variables). For example, the utf-8 charset is shown
by default, but you can enter other charsets such as 'sjis' or
'euc' as necessary.

Expression Enter the string value or message body here, or leave
empty. You can use existing context variables within the
expression by enclosing them within the standard "${ }"
variable reference syntax. For example: "${gateway.time}".

The expression for variables of type Message can be
a simple text document, an XML document, a MIME
multi-part document, or other valid textual data for the
content type entered. For example, the expression can be
a SOAP request message. You can modify the Route via
HTTP(S) Assertion to use this expression referencing its
variable as the "request message source", rather than using
the default request.  

Tip:

For variables of type Message, you can specify a
single context variable, in the form ${message} or
${message.parts[x]}, to initialize the target variable with
the content of the specified message or part. This applies
even if the message or part being copied is not text (for
example, images or random binary files).

Syntax Highlighting
The Expression box displays syntax highlighting for
Message variables of Content -Type "text/xml" or
"application/json". This helps you identify errors more
easily.
XML Highlighting:

• non-XML values are not highlighted
• for invalid XML values, only the correctly formatted

XML elements are highlighted
• for valid XML elements, the opening and closing tags

are highlighted

Tip:

Closing tag for an XML element are auto-completed for
your convenience. For example, typing "<xml> test </"
results in the closing tag "</xml>" being auto completed

JSON Highlighting:

• non-JSON values are not highlighted
• characters that surround JSON elements (whether valid

or invalid) are highlighted
• placing the cursor after one of the JSON characters

highlights its paired character
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4. Click [OK] when done. The new variable name is available to subsequent assertions in the policy. The [OK] button is
unavailable if there are errors identified by any of the instant validators. 

 Split Variable Assertion
The Split Variable assertion splits a single-value context variable into multiple values, creating a
multivalued context variable as a result.

The Split Variable assertion splits a single-value context variable into multiple values, creating a multivalued context variable
as a result.

Example:

The input variable "${varIn}" contains the value "one,two,three". After splitting this variable into "${varOut}", you now have
a multivalued context variable where:

${varOut[0]} = one
${varOut[1]} = two
${varOut[2]} = three

Example 2:

If the specified split pattern cannot be found in the source value, then entire source value is simply copied over to the target:
input variable "${varIn}" contains the value "one,two,three" but the split pattern is ';':

${varOut} = one,two,three
${varOut[0]} = one,two,three

Note that if you attempt to use ${varOut[1]} and ${varOut[2]} in this case, no values will be returned.  

Example 3:

The following is an advanced example that shows the power of using a regular expression in the Split Pattern of the Split
Variable assertion. In this example, the full XML syntax is omitted for simplicity; a list of node names is the output:

The input variable "${varIn}" contains this fragment:

    <xml>

        <node>entry 1</node>
        <node>entry 2</node>

    </xml>

The Split Pattern is this regular expression: ((\s)*\<.+?\>[\n]*)

After splitting this variable into "${varOut}", you now have a multivalued context variable where:

${varOut[0]} = entry 1
${varOut[1]} = entry 2

For more information about using the indexing feature ([0], [1], etc.) in context variables, see "Indexing Options during
Interpolation" under Working with Multivalued Context Variables.

Tip:

To obtain the length/size of the resulting multivalued context variable, use the ".length" suffix. This is described under
"Retrieving Number of Values in a Multivalued Variable" under Working with Multivalued Context Variables.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:
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• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Split Variable Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-click
Split variable <source> into <target>... in the policy window and select Split Variable Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

Tip:

The '${ }' wrapper is for illustrative purposes only. It is not necessary to use this wrapper in either variable name. If
entered, it will be removed after the assertion is saved.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Source Variable Enter the context variable containing the source value to be
split.

Target Variable Enter the multivalued context variable that will hold the
results of the split. If this variable does not already exist, it
will be created.

Split Pattern Enter the pattern that will be used to split the source
variable. The Split Pattern will be interpreted as either a
regular expression or as a string literal depending on the
Regular Expression check box. The default is a comma (','),
which indicates splits will occur after each comma found in
the source variable.

Note the following:

• If the Split Pattern results in no matches on the source
variable string, then the target variable's value will be
the same as the input string. As a result, "${varOut}"
and "${varOut[0]}" will be the same.

• If the Regular Expression check box is selected and
the Split Pattern cannot be parsed, a validator warning
is displayed and a WARNING message will be logged
when the policy is saved. This may result in the policy
failing each time it is run, as this assertion will fail each
time it executes.

Regular Expression Select this check box to interpret the Split Pattern as a
regular expression. This setting is the default.

Clear this check box to interpret the Split Pattern as a literal
value.
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Setting Description

Ignore Empty Values Select this check box to discard all empty values in the
resulting variables, regardless of where they occur.

Clear this check box to discard only trailing empty values.
This setting is the default and it preserves the behaviour of
this assertion prior to version 6.1.5.

Example:

 Source string = ",,3,,,"

 Split on ","

Target =  ${target}

If "Ignore Empty Values" = SELECTED, the following
value is populated into the variable ${target}:

${target} = 3

If "Ignore Empty Values" = UNSELECTED, the following
values are populated into the multivalued variable
${target}:

${target[0]} = <empty>

${target[1]} = <empty>

${target[2]} = 3      

4. Click [OK] when done. If the [OK] button is not activated, check that the Target Variable is able to accept a value. 

 Stop Processing Assertion
The Stop Processing assertion always returns "false" (that is, "assertion failed") in a policy when it is
encountered. Depending on the policy logic, this may fail a branch or the entire policy, or it may have no
impact on the policy.

The Stop Processing assertion always returns "false" (that is, "assertion failed") in a policy when it is encountered. Depending
on the policy logic, this may fail a branch or the entire policy, or it may have no impact on the policy.

This assertion may be useful in the following scenarios when you need to stop and report on a message condition:

• A particular Evaluate Request or Response XPath assertion is successful. However, this success indicates a back-end
failure. Use the Stop Processing assertion at the point to indicate a failure.

• Processing of a message needs to stop as soon as it is reported to the audit subsystem (via the Audit Messages in Policy
assertion)

Note that the Stop Processing assertion may result in misleading error messages from the client (for example, that an assertion
has been falsified).

 

Note:

 Stop Processing vs. Raise Error: While the Stop Processing simply returns "false", the Raise Error assertion halts policy
processing immediately. For more details, see Raise Error Assertion.

Using the Assertion

• Add the assertion as described in Add an Assertion.

The assertion is added to the policy window; no further configuration is required.

 Apply Circuit Breaker Assertion
The Apply Circuit Breaker assertion defines thresholds for failure conditions which, when exceeded,
prevent blocks of your policy from executing for a configurable period. This is ideal for avoiding
bottlenecks that arise due to request processing slowdowns that are caused by sluggish or malfunctioning
back-end systems.
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The Apply Circuit Breaker assertion defines thresholds for failure conditions which, when exceeded, prevent blocks of your
policy from executing for a configurable period. This is ideal for avoiding bottlenecks that arise due to request processing
slowdowns that are caused by sluggish or malfunctioning back-end systems.

This is a composite assertion that behaves similarly to the All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion. The main
difference: internal Event Trackers that record the history of failures (policy failure or exceeding a maximum latency).
Once the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion detects a circuit has exceeded a threshold, the assertion fails and none of its child
assertions execute. Depending on the surrounding policy logic, a failed Apply Circuit Breaker assertion could cause further
branching or it could fail the entire policy.

You can enable one or both of these circuits in the assertion:

• Policy Failure Circuit: The circuit breaks after a certain number of child policy failures, within a given sampling window
(for example, "over the last 5 seconds"). When the circuit is broken, the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion returns "Falsified".
No child assertions are processed for subsequent requests, for the duration of the recovery period.

• Latency Circuit: The circuit breaks after a specified number of latency failures. A latency failure occurs when the length
of time to execute the child assertions exceed a threshold value.

Tip:

The policy failure circuit and the latency circuit are independent. Tripping either circuit causes the assertion to fail.

You may configure multiple instances of this assertion in a policy. Each circuit maintains its own internal Event Tracker of
failures (unless you define custom Event Trackers to be shared).

Contents:

Comparing this assertion against...

• All Assertions Must Evaluate to True Assertion: Both assertions process each child assertion until one fails. "All
Assertions..." continues to process each request the same way. If a child assertion consistently fails due to timeouts on the
back end (for example), then all prior child assertions are processed needlessly. The Apply Circuit Breaker assertion tracks
the failures. When a threshold is exceeded, the assertion returns "falsified" and processing of child assertions is blocked for
a predefined recovery period.

• Apply Rate Limit Assertion: This assertion can throttle requests once predefined rates are exceeded, but it cannot skip
blocks of policy.

• Branching logic: You can configure branching logic using other composite assertions; for example, At Least One Assertion
Must Evaluate to True Assertion or Run All Assertions Concurrently Assertion. Branching logic can also avoid executing
blocks of policy under certain conditions. The Apply Circuit Breaker assertion extends this functionality by defining policy
failure and latency circuits.

Context Variables

None

Cluster Properties

Property Description

circuitBreaker.eventTrackerCleanupInterval The Event Tracker cleanup interval. In every interval, failure
records older than the interval are removed from Event
Trackers (for example, using the default value: every 10
minutes, failures older than 10 minutes are removed).

Default: 600000 ms (10 minutes)

Tip:

The cleanup interval should be at least twice the size of the
largest sampling window. Otherwise, it could lead to an
unpredictable number of failures before the circuit trips due
to events being cleaned up within the sampling window.

circuitBreaker.forceCircuitOpenEventTrackerIdList A list of Event Tracker IDs that immediately forces open any
circuit that uses the ID. The child assertions are not executed.

This cluster property behaves like a "short circuit" list.

Default: the list is empty
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Auditing

Audit ID Level Message Example

11500 WARNING {0} Circuit tripped; open until
{1}

Policy Failure Circuit tripped;
open until 12:01:12.1432

11501 INFO This {0} Circuit is forced
open based on its Event
Tracker ID: {1}

This Latency Circuit is
forced open based on
its Event Tracker ID:
MyBackendService-Latency

11502 WARNING Value for {0} Circuit {1} is
invalid: {2}

Value for Policy Failures
Circuit Sampling Window is
invalid: -200

11503 INFO {0} Circuit open until {1} Policy Failure Circuit open
until 12:01:12.1432

Latency Circuit open
until 12:01:12.1432
for Event Tracker ID
'MyBackendService-Latency'

 

Properties

Setting What you should know...

Policy Failure Circuit: Enable this option to have the assertion respond to child policy failures.

Max Failures The circuit "trips" once the assertion has counted this many
failures, within the Sampling Window size. Once tripped,
the assertion fails (returns "Falsified") for the duration of the
Recovery Period.

Sampling Window Failures are counted only for this recent timeframe. Default is
5000 ms.

Recovery Period Once the circuit "trips", the assertion fails for this recovery
period. During this time, failures are not counted because no
child assertions are processed. When the Recovery Period
has elapsed, the assertion once again allows processing of the
child assertions. Default is 10000 ms.

Tip:

To prevent old policy failures from being counted again for
future circuit failure calculations, set the Recovery Period to
greater than the Sampling Window.

Event Tracker ID Enable this option to assign your own Event Tracker
identifier for this circuit. You may specify context variables,
to create dynamic circuits.

For more information, see "Understanding Custom Event
Trackers" below.

Latency Circuit: Enable this option to have the assertion respond to latency failures. A 'latency failure' occurs when the child
assertions take longer to process than the defined latency threshold. 

Max Failures
Sampling Window
Recovery Period

These settings work the same as under "Policy Failure
Circuit".

The same tip applies about setting the Recovery Period
greater than the Sampling Window.
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Max Latency This is the latency threshold. The Gateway tracks the amount
of time that it takes for all the child assertions to process. If
it exceeds the Max Latency, then that is counted as a latency
failure.

Event Tracker ID This setting works the same as under "Policy Failure Circuit".

Understanding Custom Event Trackers

In its default configuration, the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion sets no Custom Event Trackers. Each circuit uses its own
internal Event Tracker to track failure events. You can enable advanced circuit-based behavior by creating Custom Event
Trackers.

Sharing Event Trackers

You can share Event Trackers across circuits by configuring them to use the same Custom Event Tracker ID. By referring to
the same Event Tracker, two or more circuits may share a failure event history, while maintaining independent thresholds and
recovery periods. In this scenario, if the circuits use the same thresholds and recovery periods, they can also share a circuit
state. Sharing Event Trackers allows services on a Gateway to have multiple points of detection of similar errors. For example,
latency when routing to multiple services in a particular data center can be aggregated to a common threshold for tripping
circuits.

Dynamic Circuits

You can create dynamic circuits at runtime by configuring the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion to use context variables in a
Custom Event Tracker ID. These dynamic circuits apply to the same blocks of policy, but have different failure event histories
and circuit states since they have different Event Trackers. With this functionality, different Apply Circuit Breaker assertions
can allow their nested policy to execute for some requests, but not others. This gives you more fine-grained and context-aware
error handling.

Example:

A service published on a Gateway uses a Route via HTTP(S) Assertion to send requests to an API. This assertion is nested
within an Apply Circuit Breaker assertion with a Policy Failure Circuit enabled. Requests to the service require an API Key to
be provided as a header. Every developer consuming the service has their own API key.

Without Custom Event Trackers, if any developer makes a change that causes their Gateway HTTP requests to the API to
fail, this is counted as a policy failure. When the Policy Failure Circuit trips, routing for all the developers cease, even if their
requests were succeeding.

To prevent this undesired consequence, set a Custom Event Tracker ID based on the API Key sent in the header (for example,
${request.http.header.apikey}). Now there are separate circuits created at runtime for each API Key. Only the developer
sending failing requests is blocked, because only the circuit associated with that developer's API Key is tripped.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Can I add multiple circuit breaker assertions to my policy? Absolutely. You can define one or more circuits per instance
of the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion. For example,
one assertion may define a child policy execution failure
threshold, a second may define a latency limit threshold,
while a third may define both.

Does the circuit breaker apply across the entire cluster? No, the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion only applies per
node.

What happens if I enable both circuits? When both Policy Failure and Latency circuits in the
assertion are enabled, either circuit tripping will short-circuit
the assertion. Note that if both types of failures occur in the
same execution of the assertion, both failures are recorded.

What happens if I disable both circuits? You can disable both circuits if you want to "turn off" the
assertion temporarily. In this case, all child assertions are run
and the Apply Circuit Breaker assertion does not count policy
or latency failures.
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What response is returned when the policy failure circuit
"trips"?

The service returns the status that is received from the last
executed child assertion. During the recovery period, the
assertion returns 'Falsified'.

I added a Raise Error Assertion as a child assertion. Why
didn't it count as a policy error?

When a Raise Error assertion is processed, it is not a failure;
the assertion succeeds. The Apply Circuit Breaker assertion
treats a Raise Error the same way as the All Assertions Must
Evaluate to True Assertion.

 Service Availability Assertions
The Service Availability assertions define the access, availability, and throughput inclusions or
restrictions for the service.

The Service Availability assertions define the access, availability, and throughput inclusions or restrictions for the service.

Note:

(1) Depending on which API Gateway product you have installed, not all the assertions within this category may be available.
See Product Summary for a list of which features are available for each product. (2) This category may also include custom-
created encapsulated assertions. For more information, see Encapsulated Assertions.

 Apply Rate Limit Assertion
The Apply Rate Limit assertion allows you to limit the rate of transactions passing through the gateway
for a given user, client IP address, or other identifier. When this limit is reached, the Gateway can either
begin throttling requests or it can attempt to delay the requests until the rate falls below the limit. You can
also set a maximum concurrency level to prevent a user from monopolizing Gateway resources.

The Apply Rate Limit assertion allows you to limit the rate of transactions passing through the CA API Gateway for a given
user, client IP address, or other identifier. When this limit is reached, the Gateway can either begin throttling requests or it can
attempt to delay the requests until the rate falls below the limit. You can also set a maximum concurrency level to prevent a
user from monopolizing Gateway resources.

Use this assertion only if you need to limit the flow of transactions entering the Gateway. If you have a cluster of Gateways,
the limits entered in this assertion are divided among the number of "up" nodes in the cluster. A node is considered
“up” if it has posted its status within the past 8 seconds (configurable via the ratelimit.clusterStatusInterval cluster
property). The Apply Rate Limit Assertion checks the status of cluster nodes every 43 seconds (configurable via
the ratelimit.clusterPollInterval cluster property).

Note:  The Gateway automatically adjusts the rates internally should nodes be added or removed from a cluster. There is
no need to modify the values in this assertion. If no authenticated user is established in the policy, then the IP address of the
requestor is used instead in the Apply Rate Limit Assertion.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Apply Rate Limit... in the policy window and choose Rate Limit Properties or double-click the assertion in
the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.  

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Maximum requests per second Specify how many requests per second should be processed
by the Gateway or cluster. You can enter a context variable
that resolves to the maximum requests value.

Note:

The context variable must either be single-value or
multivalued with a specific index reference.
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Cluster wide If the Gateway cluster comprises more than one node,
this setting determines whether the value entered in the
Maximum requests per second field is split among the
nodes or applied to each node.

• Select this check box to split the value cross all the
nodes in the cluster. For example, if the maximum is
100, each node in a 4-node cluster will be limited to 25
requests per second. If a node drops out of the cluster,
the 100 limit is redistributed across the remaining three
nodes.

• Clear this check box to allow the maximum requests
value on each node. For example, if the maximum is
100, each node in a 4-node cluster will be allowed 100
requests per second, resulting in an effective maximum
of 400 requests per second. If one node drops out of the
cluster, the effective maximum drops to 300 requests
per second (3 x 100).
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Spread limit over X sec window Determines whether to allow a burst of requests to be
spread across a window of time or whether to enforce a
hard cap.

• Select the check box to allow requests to arrive in
arbitrary bursts that exceed the Max requests per
second rate over an X second window. This can avoid
throttling of traffic over prolonged traffic bursts.You
may enter a context variable containing the X second
window value. This variable can be either single-value
or multivalued with a specific index reference.

• Clear the check box to disallow bursts. In this scenario,
the Gateway only accepts requests arriving no sooner
than 1/limit of a second. For example, if the Max
requests per second is 100, at least 1/100 second
must have elapsed between requests. Requests that
arrive sooner are either throttled or shaped (based on
the "When limit exceeded" setting). Disallowing burst
traffic is recommended only for advanced users.

Note:

It is not recommended to disable burst traffic on a counter
that will be servicing multiple concurrent requests,
particularly at high rates. Doing so can lead to unintended
throttling or delaying of multiple requests that arrive at
exactly the same time.

The following graph illustrates how spreading the limit will
allow more traffic and throttle fewer requests.

Figure 26: rate_limit_arc2

 

Tip:

The effect is akin to a gas tank that slowly refills when
not being used. Each request "consumes" some gas and
the request fails if there is no more gas. The "Spread limit
over" setting lets you control the size of the gas tank.
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Limit each Specify how limiting should occur:

• by the User or client IP address
• by the Authenticated user name
• by the Client IP address
• by the SOAP operation within the request
• by the SOAP namespace within the request
• by the Gateway node
• by a Custom counter value (enables a limit per value of

a context variable); enter the node identifier followed
by a context variable that resolves to the correct entity
during run time.

Tip:

To help you construct a custom format, the entry box
displays the actual node identifier and context variable
associated with each of the other limit options when
you select the Custom option. For example, when
you first open the Rate Limit Properties, User or
client IP is selected by default. Now, choose Custom
and then reselect User or client IP. You see that
the actual coding behind this is <node identifier>-
${request.clientid}.

The limit breakdown impacts both the maximum number of
requests per second as well as the maximum concurrency.

For example, if you choose “by client IP address” and set
the maximum concurrency to 10 and maximum number
of requests per second to 100, the assertion will fail if any
incoming IP address exceeds either the concurrency of 10
or the 100 requests per second; all IP addresses combined
are permitted to exceed these limits however. You can
combine multiple instances of this assertion to impose
difference limits by different breakdown factors, such as
“maximum 10 per IP and maximum 100 for all combined”.
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When limit exceeded Specify what should happen if the rate limit is exceeded:

• Throttle: Excess requests causes this assertion to fail
and send audit code 6950 (Rate limit exceeded on rate
limiter XXXX) to the audit log.

• Shape: The assertion attempts to delay requests to avoid
exceeding the limit. If the API Gateway is unable to
spare sufficient resources to hold a request any further, a
503 (Service Unavailable) error may still occur.

• Log Only: The assertion logs that the rate limit has been
exceeded, but the assertion does not fail. Audit message
6950 is logged.

• Blackout for X sec: Select this check box to fail
all requests for the next X seconds after the limit is
exceeded, even if the rate of requests falls below the
limits defined in this assertion.

Warning:

IMPORTANT: For blackout period
greater than 13 seconds, increase the
ratelimit.cleanerPeriod cluster property to
prevent the rate limit counters from being
flushed before the blackout period ends. If
the counters are flushed prematurely, the rate
limits are not applied. For more information
on this cluster property, see Rate Limit Cluster
Properties.

Note:

The number of threads that can be queued within a node
is defined by the ratelimit.maxQueuedThreads cluster
property. For more information, see Rate Limit Cluster
Properties.
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Maximum concurrent requests Indicate whether to enforce concurrency limits for a given
named rate limiter (as specified by the Limit each setting).

• Unlimited: Concurrency is not enforced. A named rate
limiter can have an unlimited number of active requests
simultaneously in the Gateway or cluster. This may
result in someone consuming a disproportionately high
amount of system resources.

• Limited to: Ensure that no named rate limiter can have
more than the specified number of concurrent requests
passing through this assertion. Requests that exceed the
concurrency limit will cause the assertion to fail, with
the audit event 6953 (Concurrency exceeded on rate
limiter XXXX).
You can enter a context variable that contains the
maximum concurrent requests value. This variable can
be either single-value or multivalued with a specific
index reference.

• Cluster wide: If the Gateway cluster comprises more
than one node, this setting determines whether the value
entered in the Limited to field is split among nodes or
to be applied to each node. This setting is the default.

• Select this check box to split the value across all the
nodes in the cluster. For example, if the maximum
is 10, each node in a 5-node cluster will result in a
concurrency limit of 2 requests per node.

• Clear this check box to allow the maximum requests
value on each node. For example, if the maximum
is 10, every node in the cluster will be allowed 10
concurrent requests.

Additional note about how the concurrency limit works:

• The concurrency counter is incremented when a
request passes through the Apply Rate Limit Assertion
(even if the assertion ends up failing). The counter is
decremented once the request is completely finished.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Apply Throughput Quota Assertion
The Apply Throughput Quota Assertion allows you to limit the number of service requests permitted
within a predetermined time period. At runtime, the gateway uses counters to enforce defined quotas.
This assertion fails if the quota limit is exceeded.

The Apply Throughput Quota Assertion allows you to limit the number of service requests permitted within a predetermined
time period. At runtime, the CA API Gateway uses counters to enforce defined quotas. This assertion fails if the quota limit is
exceeded.

As counters are global to the Gateway, different services can contain Apply Throughput Quota assertions that use the same
counter. Similarly, using a single counter for different users or groups makes it easier to enforce different Service Level
Agreements (SLA) for different entities. (An "entity" here can be many things, for example identities or an 'API Group'. For
instances, you can enforce that all six of the APIs can service no more than 100 API calls per second, regardless of which API
was hit).

Note:

Policies and counters are independent. Existing counters are never deleted, even if an Apply Throughput Quota assertion, or a
policy or service using it is deleted.

Note:

Counters are reset in the Apply Throughput Quota assertion under two conditions:

1. You select the "Reset" option in the assertion properties.
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2. A quota period has elapsed. For example, you set a quota of 100 per hour; the counter is reset at the start of each
hour, when the next counter update occurs.

If you query a counter immediately after the quota time period has elapsed, it does not return zero. Instead, it returns the
counter value after the last update. For example, the counter resets every hour and the increment is '1'. If you query the counter
at one second past the hour, it returns '1' and not '0'.

The Apply Throughput Quota assertion is typically used as follows in a policy:

Simple SLA:

Authentication assertion
Group membership assertion
Throughput quota: maximum "x" per "y"
Routing assertion

Two different SLAs for two different groups of users:

Authentication assertion
At least one assertion must evaluate to true
  All assertions must evaluate to true
    Group membership A
    Throughput quota: maximum "x" per "y"
  All assertions must evaluate to true
    Group membership B
    Throughput quota: maximum "z" per "k"
Routing assertion

Note:  If no authenticated user is established in the policy, then the IP address of the requestor is used instead in the Apply
Throughput Quota assertion.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Apply Throughput Quota assertion sets the following context variables.

Note:

The <prefix> is set in the assertion properties. The default prefix is counter if no prefix is specified.

Variable Description

${<prefix>.id} Returns the name of the counter used in the assertion.

${<prefix>.value} Returns the current value of the counter.

Note:

Issues resolved in 9.4 have changed what this context
variable returns under certain circumstances. For more
information, refer to DE367258 and DE372415 in Resolved
Issues.

${<prefix>.period} Returns the period used for the counter (second, hour, day,
month).

${<prefix>.user} Returns the user name associated with the last instance.

${<prefix>.max} Returns the maximum quota value.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:
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• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Throughput Quota Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Apply Throughput Quota in the policy window and choose Throughput Quota Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows.

Setting Description

Quota

Max Enter a request limit. The value can be any integer between
1 and 2147483647. You may specify a context variable,
which allows the maximum value to be set at run time.

per Choose a time period from the drop-down list. These
periods are time based, and are not based on the first
request.

For example, if you choose a quota of 1000 requests per
hour, then the Gateway enforces a limit of 1000 requests
between the start and end of each hour of the day. This
means:

- 1000 requests are allowed between 12:00-12:59:59

- 1000 requests are allowed between 1:00-1:59:59

You cannot shift the intervals for the quotas. For example:

- NOT supported: allow 1000 requests between
12:30-1:29:59.

- NOT supported: allow 500 requests between 15:00:00 on
January 1st to 14:59:59 on January 2nd

Tip:

Since the counters are time based, it is very important
that your Gateway nodes are time synchronized. To
configure time synchronization, see "Option 1 - Configure
Networking and System Time Settings" in Gateway System
Settings (Appliance).

Available as of Version 9.4 CR1: As an alternative to
selecting a time option from the drop-down list in the box,
you can also enter a context variable containing a time unit
parameter directly in the same box.

For example, if you enter
${request.http.parameter.quotaTimeUnit} as a time period
when quotaTimeUnit = second, and the quota Max value
is 1, this means that a client can only consume the service
with a maximum throughput of 1 service request per
second. Similarly, if quotaTimeUnit = hour, then the client
can only consume the service with a maximum throughput
of 1 service request per hour.
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Limit each This quota is enforced on different types of "requestor"
entities.Choose the method for limiting the quota from one
of the following:

• Authenticated user: The quota is applied separately
to each authenticated user. An authenticated user is
an individual user who has been authenticated to an
identity provider. This is the default.
Example: UserA can make 1000 requests per hour;
UserB can also make 1000 requests per hour.

• Client IP: The quota is applied separately to each client
IP.
Example: Client IP 10.10.10.10 can make 1000 requests
per hour, and 11.11.11.11 can also make 1000 requests
per hour.

• SOAP operation: The quota is applied separately to
each SOAP operation.
Example: 1000 requests per hour can be made for
operation "listProduct", and 1000 requests per hour can
be made for operation "listBrands".

• SOAP namespace: The quota is applied separately to
each SOAP namespace.
Example: 1000 requests per hour can be made for
namespace "http://warehouse.acme.com/ws", and 1000
requests per hour can be made for namespace "http://
playerstatsws.mycompany.com".

• Gateway cluster: The quota is applied across all
Gateways within a cluster.
Example: A cluster with 3 Gateways would allow a
combined total of 1000 requests per hour, no matter
which Gateway services the requests.

• Custom: The quota is applied to a custom entity that
you specify in the Counter ID field. Use this option if
none of the predefined counters meet your needs.
Example: A custom request parameter "color" could be
used and 1000 requests per hour can be made for each
possible color (as specified by the administrator). Do
this by setting the Counter ID to be based on the "color"
request parameter value (for example, colorCounter.
${request.http.parameter.colour}).

Log Only This check box controls what the assertion does when the
quota is exceeded.

• Select this check box to have the assertion log an audit
message when the quota is exceeded. The assertion does
not fail.

• Clear this check box to have the assertion fail if the
quota is exceeded.

Note:

The Log Only check box is available only when one of the
"increment" options is selected below.

Counter
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Counter ID This section shows which counter is used to enforce
the quota. The counters are prepopulated based on the
Limit each option that was chosen. The Counter ID is not
editable, except when Custom was selected.

The Gateway uses the following identifiers for each
counter:

• Authenticated user: <uuid>-
${request.authenticateduser.id}-
${request.authenticateduser.providerid}

• Client IP: <uuid>-${request.tcp.remoteAddress}
• SOAP operation: <uuid>-${request.soap.operation}
• SOAP namespace: <uuid>-${request.soap.namespace}
• Gateway cluster:  <uuid>
• Custom: Enter your own string into the Counter ID

field. You may reference context variables.

Tip:

If you need to modify one of the present Counter IDs, select
the Custom option under Limit each. This makes the
Counter ID field editable, while preserving the entry from
the preset counter. Modifying an existing Counter ID is a
quick way to create a custom counter.

Example: You wish to limit the number of requests per
hour to 1000 per client IP. To do this, enter "1000" for
"Max" and then choose "Client IP" for Limit each. When
this assertion is run, a counter is created for each requester
coming from a different IP address. If more than 1000
requests per hour are sent from the same IP address, the
assertion blocks that requester.

Since a counter can only be incremented once within a
single request context, the same counter can be used for
different Apply Throughput Quota assertions within the
same policy. In other words, regardless of the number
of Apply Throughput Quota assertions in a policy,
the Gateway only counts each request once towards the
quota when the assertions use the same counter.

Note:

The <uuid> is an 8-digit hex string, which consists of the
last 8 digits of a full UUID string. Each Apply Throughput
Quota assertion generates a different <uuid>. This means
the <uuid> can be used to achieve different quota counters
with the same quota settings, across different policies.
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counter increment/ decrement options • Always increment: Always increment the counter
before determining whether the quota limit has been
reached. By default, the increment value is 1 unless
overridden in the "by value" field.
If the resulting counter value exceeds the quota, the
assertion may fail, depending on the "Scalability"
setting below.

• Increment only when still within quota: Only
increment the counter if the resulting value does not
exceed the quota. By default, the increment value is 1
unless overridden in the "by value" field.
If the quota limit has not been reached, then the request
is counted and the assertion succeeds. If the quota limit
has been reached, the assertion may fail, depending on
the "Scalability" setting below. The initiating request is
not counted towards the quota.

• Decrement: Decrement the counter by a single count.
By default, the decrement value is 1 unless overridden
in the "by value" field. This option is typically used
to ensure that service processing errors or incomplete
transactions from the downstream service do not count
towards the quota.

Note:

The Decrement option works only if it follows one
of the "increment" options ("Always increment" or
"Increment only when still within quota"). To do this,
add multiple instances of this assertion in the policy. If
no increment has occurred, then the Decrement option
does not change the counter value.

Note that the Quota settings are disabled when you use
the Decrement option.

• Reset: Reset all counter values to zero (seconds,
minutes, hours, days, months). The Quota and
Scalability settings are disabled.

• By value: This option is available for all settings, except
for "Reset". Use it to specify the increment/decrement
behavior:

• Select this check box to increment or decrement
the counter by a specific integer value. You may
reference context variables.

• Clear this check box to increment or decrement by 1.

Tip:

One good use of the "By value" setting is when bandwidth
quotas are in effect. Simply set the "By value" increment
to ${response.size}. This will increment the counter by
the actual size of each response message, giving you an
accurate indication of the bandwidth being used.
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Scalability Set the slider to your preferred mix of consistency versus
scalability:

• Move the slider to Consistency have the Gateway
enforce the quota restrictions, without exception. This
may not provide optimal performance in situations
where brief bursts of messages occur. This setting is the
default.

• Move the slider to the midpoint to improve scalability
and performance, permitting brief quota overflows
under rare conditions.

Technical explanation behind "rare" conditions...

In the midpoint setting, writes are asynchronous, while
reads go straight through to the database. The counter
updates are placed in a queue, which is serviced on a
default timed delay of 0.5 seconds to dump the queued
updates to the database. Retrieving the counter value
always retrieves from the database.

The assertion checks if the counter would allow an
increment. If so, it acts as though the increment had
already occurred, and schedules a transaction to
take place as soon as possible to perform the actual
increment. If multiple increments are pending on the
same node, they are batched into a single transaction.
Multiple nodes updating the same counter take turns
incrementing it in batches.

For advanced technical users: You can tune the
time delay for writing to the database with the
com.l7tech.hacounter.flushTimeWriteDatabase system
property.

• Move the slider to Scalability for maximum
performance and scalability, permitting quota overflows
more frequently.

Technical explanation behind Scalability setting...

In the Scalability setting, writes and reads are both done
asynchronously. The writes are still placed in a queue
to be serviced on a 0.5 second delay (similar to the
"midpoint" setting). Counter values are retrieved from
the database on a separate delay (default 60 seconds)
and cached locally on the Gateway. Counter values
are always read from this local cache, until the read
delay has been reached, at which point the the cache is
updated by retrieving from the database.

For advanced technical users: You can tune this setting
with the com.l7tech.hacounter.flushTimeWriteDatabase
and com.l7tech.hacounter.timeClearReadCache system
properties.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and
prevents the variables from overwriting each other when
multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.
Default: counter (if no prefix specified).

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see "Context Variable Validation" in Context Variables.

4. Click [OK] when done.
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 Execute JavaScript Assertion
The Execute JavaScript assertion lets you add JavaScript code in a policy to be able to read and set
context variables from the Gateway's policy context. Evaluate the input that is processed in JavaScript to
secure the service from attacks. 

The Execute JavaScript assertion lets you add JavaScript code in a policy to be able to read and set context variables from the
Gateway's policy context. Evaluate the input that is processed in JavaScript to secure the service from attacks. 

For information about related cluster properties, see JavaScript Cluster Properties.

Using the Assertion 

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the JavaScript Execution Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Execute JavaScript in the policy window and select JavaScript Execution Properties or double-click the assertion
in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Script Name Identifies the name of the JavaScript code.

Maximum size: 128 characters

Allows alphanumeric characters and underscore.

Note: The script name is prefixed to the logging message
that is logged in the JavaScript code. If the Script Name
is not specified, the prefix defaults to <SERVICE-
NAME>_<ORDINAL_INTEGER> during execution.

Text Area Allows you to add/edit JavaScript code in plain text. For
detailed information about the features supported in the
JavaScript code, see Features Supported in JavaScript Code.

Note: The JavaScript code must return true to indicate
successful execution of the script. If true is not returned, the
assertion will be falsified.

Strict Mode Allows you to enable/disable strict variable syntax in the
JavaScript code.

Default: Checkbox is selected by default.

Execution Timeout Allows you to specify the execution timeout in milliseconds
for the assertion.

(Optional) Enter an execution timeout value if you need
to override the global default, which is defined in the
js.executionTimeout cluster property, for this execution.
The value must be a non-negative value. You can also enter
a context variable that contains the timeout value.

Default: 1500 (The value 0 means no limit)

4. Click OK.

Features Supported in JavaScript Code

The following sections detail all the features that can be used in the JavaScript code for this assertion.

Global Bindings Available to JavaScript Engine

The Execute JavaScript assertion provides the following global bindings to provide access to the Gateway policy context
(Context binding) and to log messages to the SSG logs (Logger binding):

• Context Binding
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• Logger Binding
• XML Binding 

Note: For more information, see the section XML Support.

Context Binding

Context binding can be used to read or create/update context variables using the getVariable() and setVariable() methods of the
context  binding object.

Note:

In your JavaScript code, you can read multivalued variables from Gateway and write/set/modify multivalued variables to
Gateway.

For supported data types in multivalued context variables, see Manipulate Multivalued Variable. If unsupported data types are
added to multivalued context variables, the policy will be falsified.

Method and Description

Object getVariable(String name)

Gets the value of the Gateway policy context variable. Most of the values that is read is the same data that is written except
for a few exceptions:

• Native object arrays are converted to Script object arrays. Any changes made to the returned object by script are not
propagated to the actual object held by the context variable.

• Date object is converted to script native type. Changes made to the returned object are not propagated to the actual object
held by the context variable.

• Gateway message objects are presented with protected script wrapper to simplify the message manipulation. Calling few
of the object's methods by script can change the content held by the actual context variable.

• Gateway list-based multivalued data is presented as JSMultivalued instance. Calling few of object's methods by script can
change the content held by the actual context variable.

Returns value of the context variable from the policy context.

If no context variable exists, it throws an exception.

void setVariable(String name, Object content)

Sets or updates the context variable to the policy context.

• Except script objects, all data is presented back to Gateway as is.
• Script object arrays are converted back to native object arrays, whereas, non-array script objects are converted to their

equivalent JSON string.

Note:

• Variable name must start with a letter or underscore, and contains optional letters, digits, underscores, dashes, or periods.
• You can undefine a variable by setting it to null.
• Message variables cannot be set or created. See JMessage methods for message manipulation. Call

getOrCreateMessageVariable method over the context to create a new message.

If the variable name is invalid, it throws an exception.

Object getOrCreateMessageVariable(String name)

Gets the value of the Gateway policy context message variable. If it does not exist, a new message variable is created and
returned.

If it exists but it is not a message type or if the variable name is invalid, it throws an exception.

Object getOrCreateMultivaluedVariable(String name)

Gets the value of the Gateway policy multivalued context variable. If it does not exist, a new multivalued context variable is
created and returned.

If it exists but it is not multivalued or if the variable name is invalid, it throws an exception.

The script can change the content of the multivalued object by calling either add or remove method.
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Example:

var username = context.getVariable('request.http.paramater.name'); //
 Read the context variable

var multiValues=
 context.getVariable('request.http.parameters.multiparam'); //Reading
 multivalued variable

for(var i in multiValues) { // iterating through multi valued
 variabes.}

context.setVariable("js.response", "Hello from JS code."); // Set the
 context variable

context.setVariable('js.multivalue’, [10, "This is string", a]); //
 Sets multivalued variable

context.getVariable(‘js.multivalue’).add(20); // Adding a value to the
 existing multivalued context variable

Logger Binding

You can log messages to SSG logs from your JavaScript code using the  logger  binding object. The following log levels are
exposed to the JavaScript engine, similar to Gateway log levels:

• SEVERE
• WARNING
• INFO
• CONFIG
• FINE
• FINER
• FINEST

Note: To use these levels while logging in the JavaScript code, prefix these level names with "LOG_LEVEL." For example,
LOG_LEVEL.WARNING (see example below for actual usage).

Method and Description

void log(String level, String message)

Logs the message to the Gateway log stream. Log entry is subjected to the specified level and to that of main log stream.
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Example:

logger.log(LOG_LEVEL.INFO, "The name from the request is: " +
 username);

Sample Code for Context and Logger Bindings

var username = context.getVariable("request.http.parameter.user"); //
 Read the context variable.

context.setVariable("js.response", "Hi " + username); // Set the
 context variable.

logger.log(LOG_LEVEL.INFO, "The name from the request is: " +
 username); // Log to SSG logs.

Message

Message content is reflected back to the object immediately. Message content is of the following types:

• Message
• HTTP Request Message
• HTTP Response Message

Method and Description

String getContentType()

Returns the message content-type.

Object getContent()

Returns a copy of the existing content of the message. The returned object can be either JSON, the XML JSON wrapper
object (if content-type is XML), String, or Byte array.

As the returned object is a copy, changes will not be reflected to the original message except in cases where the content-
type is XML. If the content-type is XML, the returned object references the original XML document object and changes are
automatically reflected in the message.

void setContent(Object content, String contentType)

Sets the content of the message based on the contentType provided.

JSON Object getHeaders()

Returns the headers of the message.

void setHeaders(JSONObject headers)

Removes all the existing headers and sets the new headers.

void setHeader(String name, String value)

Remove the existing header with the name (if any) and set the new header value.
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void addHeader(String name, String value)

Adds a header value to the existing header (if it exists) or create a new header.

void removeHeader(String name)

Removes the header.

boolean hasHeader(String name)

Checks if the message has a header.

HTTP Request Message

The HTTP Request Message provides HTTP related properties like HTTP version, HTTP method, parameters, and so on.

Property Property Type Description Example

httpVersion String Specifies the HTTP protocol
version of the HTTP Request
message.

1.1

httpMethod String Specifies the HTTP method
of the HTTP Request
message.

POST

parameters JSON Object Specifies the parameters of
the HTTP Request message.

{"name":"John"}

url JSON Object Specifies the URL properties
like protocol, host, port, path,
and query string.

{"path":"\/
javascript","protocol":"https","port":-1,"host":"example.com","queryString":"name=John"}

urlString String Specifies the full Request
URL including the query
string of the HTTP Request
message.

https://example.com/
javascript?name=John

Following methods are specific to HTTP message:

Method and Description

JSON Object getCookies()

Gets all the cookies in the HTTP Request or HTTP Response message.

JSON Object/JSON Array getCookie(String name)

Returns the cookie object(s).

• Returns the cookie object when a single cookie is found.
• Returns an array of cookie object having the same cookie name.
• Returns null when no cookie object is found.

JSON Object getCookie(String name, String path, String domain)

Returns the cookie that matches the name, path, and domain combination.

void addCookie(Object cookie)

Adds or replaces the existing cookie. The cookie is replaced if the name, path, and domain combination exactly match the
cookie to be added.

void removeCookie(Object cookie)

Removes the cookie, if it exists. The cookie to be removed is searched with the name, path and domain combination in the
cookie object.
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HTTP Response Message

Following methods are specific to HTTP message:

Modifier and Type Method and Description

String String getMethod()

Returns the HTTP method of the HTTP Request message.

String String getUrl()

Returns the full Request URL including the query string of
the HTTP Request message.

JSON Object JSON Object getParameters()

Returns the parameters of the HTTP Request message.

JSON Object JSON Object getCookies()

Gets all the cookies in the HTTP Request or HTTP Response
message.

JSON Object / JSON Array JSON Object/JSON Array getCookie(String name)

Returns the cookie object(s).

• Returns the cookie object when a single cookie is found.
• Returns an array of cookie object having the same cookie

name.
• Returns null when no cookie object is found.

JSON Object JSON Object getCookie(String name, String path, String
domain)

Returns the cookie that matches the name, path, and domain
combination.

void void addCookie(Object cookie)

Adds or replaces the existing cookie. The cookie is replaced
if the name, path, and domain combination exactly match the
cookie to be added.

void void removeCookie(Object cookie)

Removes the cookie, if it exists. The cookie to be removed is
searched with the name, path and domain combination in the
cookie object.

int int getStatusCode()

Returns the status code of the HTTP Response message.

void void setStatusCode(int statusCode)

Sets the status code of the HTTP Response message.

Cookies

HTTP Request and Response messages support cookie operations such as add, remove, search, and replace. Each cookie object
has the following properties:

Property Description Example

name Specifies name of the cookie. SMSESSION

value Specifies the value of the cookie. am9obi5kb2VAY2EuY29t
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version Specifies version number of the cookie. 1

path Specifies URL path of the cookie. /javascript

domain Specifies host of the cookie. .ca.com

maxAge Specifies the number of seconds until
the cookie expires.

1000 

expires Specifies the maximum lifetime of the
cookie.

Thu, 01 Jan 1970 00:00:00 GMT

comment Specifies comment in the cookie. This is an SM session cookie

secure Specifies secure flag on the cookie. true

httpOnly Specifies HTTP-Only flag on the
cookie.

false

Note: If both the properties, maxAge and expires, are set, maxAge take precedence.

XML Support

JavaScript Assertion supports basic XML operations like parsing, iterating over child elements, inserting, removing child
nodes, adding or removing of element attributes. XML binding is supported so you can parse XML string to XML Node.

You can parse the XML string using the following XML binding method:

Modifier and Type Method and Description

JSON Object parse(String xmlString)

Returns the parsed XML document from the XML string.

XML Document

The JavaScript Assertion XML document that is returned as a result of parse() is a JSON object as shown next:

{
  root, /* The XML node object that provides access to all the
 supported operations and properties */

  find(String xPath), /* Returns the XML node(s) matching the XPath.
 */
}

Following is the property of XML document object:

Property Description

root Specifies the XML element object that provides access to all
the supported operations and properties.

Following are the methods supported by XML document object:

Modifier and Type Method and Description
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JSON Object / JSON Array find(String xPath)

Returns the XML element(s) matching the XPath.

• Returns the XML element if only one result is found in
the result set

• Returns an array of XML element when more than one
result is found.

• Returns null if the result set is empty.

XML Element

The JavaScript Assertion XML Node is a JSON object containing properties and methods to support all the basic XML
operations. 

Following are the properties of the root object:

Property Description Example

name Specifies the qualified name of the XML
element.

soap:Envelope

localName Specifies the local part of the qualified
name of the XML element.

Envelope

namespaceUri Specifies the Namespace URI of the
XML element or null if unspecified.

http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-
envelope/

prefix Specifies the Namespace prefix of the
XML element.

soap

text Specifies the text content of the XML
element.

SOAP Message

type Specifies the type of XML node like
Element node or Document node.

XML.NODE_TYPE.ELEMENT_NODE

Following are the methods supported by  root  object:

Modifier and Type Method and Description

boolean hasChildren()

Returns a boolean value indicating if the XML element has
child nodes or not.

boolean hasChildElements()

Returns a boolean value indicating if the XML element has
child element nodes or not.

boolean hasAttributes()

Returns a boolean value indicating if the XML element has
attributes or not.

JSON Object getParent()

Returns the parent element of the XML element.

JSON Object getAttribute(String name)

Returns the attribute JSON with the specified qualified name
of the attribute. Returns null if the attribute is not found.
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JSON Object getAttribute(String localName, String namespaceUri)

Returns the attribute JSON with the specified localName and
namespaceUri combination of the attribute. Returns null if the
attribute is not found.

void addAttribute(String name, String value)

Adds or replaces the existing attribute with the qualified
name.

void removeAttribute(String name)

Removes the attribute with the specified qualified name.

JSON Object appendChild(JSONObject child)

Appends the child node to the XML element. If the new child
node is not part of the XML document, it is imported before
appending to the XML element. Returns the appended child
node.

Note: Returns null if append fails.

JSON Object insertChildBefore(JSONObject newChild, JSONObject
referencedChild)

Inserts the new child node before the referenced child node.
If the new child node is not part of the XML document, it is
imported before inserting to the XML element. Returns the
inserted child node.

Note: Returns null if insertion fails.

JSON Object insertChildAfter(JSONObject newChild, JSONObject
referenceChild)

Inserts the new child node after the referenced child node.
If the new child node is not part of the XML document, it is
imported before inserting to the XML element. Returns the
inserted child node.

Note: Returns null if insertion fails.

JSON Object removeChild(JSONObject child)

Removes the child node. Returns the removed child node.

Note: Returns null if removal fails.

void eachChild(function(child, index) { })

Calls the provided function on each child node of the XML
element.

Note: Retun false from the provided function to stop
executing eachChild() on the remaining child nodes.

void eachChildElement(function(child, index) { })

Calls the provided function on each child element node of the
XML element.

Note: Retun false from the provided function to stop
executing eachChildElement() on the remaining child
element nodes.
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void eachAttribute(function(attribute, index) { })

Calls the provided function on each attribute of the XML
element. 

Note: Retun false from the provided function to stop
executing eachAttribute() on the remaining attributes.

JSON Object / JSON Array findChildElements(function(name, namespaceUri,
predicate()) { })

Finds and returns the child element nodes based on the
predicate function provided as an argument.

Note: Returns single XML node if only one node is found or
an array of XML node objects if more than one node is found
in the result set or a blank array if the result set is empty.

/*
Sample SOAP Request XML:
<?xml version="1.0"?><soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://
www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-envelope" soap:encodingStyle="http://
www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-encoding">
    <soap:Body xmlns:m="http://www.example.org/stock">
        <m:GetStockPrice>
            <m:StockName>CA</m:StockName>
        </m:GetStockPrice>
    </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
*/

var soapEnvelop = context.getVariable('request').getContent(); // Get
 the SOAP Request XML Document
var soapBody = soapEnvelop.root.findChildElements(function(child) {
                                    if (child.name === 'soap:Body') {
                                        return true;                  
                  }
                                });
var getStockPriceElement = null;
soapBody.root.eachChild(function(child) {
    if (child.type === XML.NODE_TYPE.ELEMENT_NODE && child.localName
 === 'GetStockPrice') {
        getStockPriceElement = child;
    }
});
var stockName = null;
if (getStockPriceElement !== null) {
    getStockPriceElement.root.eachChildElement(function(child) {
        if (stockName === null) {
            stockName = child;
        }
    });
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}

if (stockName !== null) {
    if (stockName.root.text === 'CA') {
        var responseXml = '<?xml version="1.0"?>
                           <soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://
www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-envelope"
                                          soap:encodingStyle="http://
www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-encoding">
                           </soap:Envelope>';
        var responseNode = XML.parse(responseXml);
        var responseBodyXml = '<soap:Body xmlns:m="http://
www.example.org/stock">
                                   <m:GetStockPriceResponse>
                                       <m:Price>37.5</m:Price>
                                   </m:GetStockPriceResponse>
                               </soap:Body>';
        var responseBodyNode = XML.parse(responseBodyXml);
        
        var responseBodyImportedNode
 = responseNode.importNode(responseBodyNode.root);
        responseNode.root.appendChild(responseBodyImportedNode.root);
        
        var responseContextVar = context.getVariable('response');
        responseContextVar.setContent(responseNode, 'application/
xml');
        return;
    }
}
var responseContextVar = context.getVariable('response');
responseContextVar.setContent('Invalid SOAP Request.', 'text/plain');

XML Attribute

Each JavaScript Assertion XML Attribute has the following properties:

Property Description Example

name Specifies the qualified name of the
attribute.

soap:encodingStyle

localName Specifies the local part of the qualified
name of the attribute.

encodingStyle

prefix Specifies the namespace prefix of the
attribute.

soap

namespaceUri Specifies the namespace URI of the
attribute.

http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-
envelope/

value Specifies the value of the attribute. http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-
encoding
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Following is sample code to access node attribute properties:

if (soapEnvelope.root.hasAttributes()) {
    var attribute =
 soapEnvelope.root.getAttribute('soap:encodingStyle');
    var qualifiedName = attribute.name;
    var localName = attribute.localName;
    var prefix = attribute.prefix;
    var namespaceUri = attribute.namespaceUri;
    var value = attribute.value;
}

XML Node Type

You can use the type property of root node to identify the type of node. Type of node can be any of the following values:

• ELEMENT_NODE
• ATTRIBUTE_NODE
• TEXT_NODE
• CDATA_SECTION_NODE
• ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE
• ENTITY_NODE
• PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE
• COMMENT_NODE
• DOCUMENT_NODE
• DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE
• DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE
• NOTATION_NODE

The type of the node can be compared as shown next:

soapEnvelope.root.eachChild(function(child) {
    if (child.type === XML.
NODE_TYPE
.ELEMENT_NODE) {
        /* Your code goes here... */
    }
});

Limitations

The following limitations apply while authoring JavaScript code in the text area of the JavaScript Execution
Properties dialog:

• The assertion is falsified if the following functions are used:

• eval
• load
• loadWithNewGlobal
• exit
• quit
• print

• Range of numbers:
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• for integers, minimum value is  -9223372036854775807 and maximum value is 9223372036854775807
• for floating point numbers, minimum value is -1.7976931348623157E308 and maximum value

is 1.7976931348623157E308

Unsupported Code Elements

• Threads
• Standardized frameworks
• Other JavaScript libraries
• Calling external JavaScript functions
• Loading remote scripts
• Dynamic evaluation of other script code
• Syntax extensions

 Limit Availability to Time/Days Assertion
The Limit Availability to Time/Days assertion allows you to restrict service access by a time and/or day
interval. When this assertion is encountered in a policy, it checks the time and/or day restrictions before
allowing the message to proceed.

The Limit Availability to Time/Days assertion allows you to restrict service access by a API Gateway time and/or day interval.
When this assertion is encountered in a policy, it checks the time and/or day restrictions before allowing the message to
proceed.

Note:  All time and/or day restrictions are based on the time zone of the API Gateway.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Time/Day Availability Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click Limit Availability to... in the policy window and select Time/Day Availability Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Restriction Description

Restrict access by time Select the Restrict Time of Day check box and then
specify the time period when access is permitted. The
time period entered is automatically converted to UTC
(Coordinated Universal Time) and displayed on the dialog.

Restrict access by day Select the Restrict Day of Week check box and then
specify the day range when access is permitted. Selecting
the same day in both fields will allow access only for that
day.

Tip:

The API Gateway uses UTC so take that into account when
implementing day restrictions. For example, the access after
17:00 local time on Friday will be disallowed because it
will already be Saturday UTC time.

You can restrict access by time and/or day.
4. Click [OK] when done.

 Look Up in Cache Assertion
The Look Up in Cache assertion is used to look up an item in a cache store that was placed by the Store
to Cache Assertion. If the lookup is successful, the item is placed into the message target of your choice
(request, response, or context variable). If the lookup is unsuccessful, the assertion returns status code 600
("Assertion Falsified") for cache misses or 601 ("Error in Assertion Processing") on processing errors.
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The Look Up in Cache assertion is used to look up an item in a cache store that was placed by the Store to Cache Assertion.
If the lookup is successful, the item is placed into the message target of your choice (request, response, or context variable).
If the lookup is unsuccessful, the assertion returns status code 600 ("Assertion Falsified") for cache misses or 601 ("Error in
Assertion Processing") on processing errors.

You can optionally override the Content-Type of the cached item during lookup.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:

The cache is stored at the node level and is not shared between Gateway nodes.

Policy Example

The Look Up in Cache assertion is normally paired with the Store to Cache assertion. The "Look up" assertion should be
placed before the routing assertion inside of an "At least one..." folder. The "Store" assertion should follow immediately
afterward:

[Not shown: XPath to extract clientCountry and SKU from request]
Set variable "cachekey" to "Cache01-${request.url}-${request.soap.operation}-${clientCountry}-
${SKU}"
At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True
  Response: Look Up in Cache with key "${cachekey}"
  All Assertions Must Evaluate to True

     Route via HTTP to URL http://backend/anydestination
     Response: Store to Cache with key "${cachekey}"

In this example, the API Gateway will attempt look up "${cachekey}" in the cache first. If it is successful, the entry retrieved
from the cache is used for subsequent processing, sparing the back-end service from needing to respond to the request. If
"${cachekey}" is not found in the cache, the request is then routed to the back-end service and the response is stored into
cache.

Note that the Store to Cache Assertion should follow the routing assertion.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Look Up in Cache in the policy window and select Cache Lookup Properties or double-click the assertion in
the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Cache ID Specify the identifier for the cache to be searched. This
identifier was defined in the Store to Cache assertion.

Cache entry key Specify the key to be looked up in the cache. This key
should normally match the one configured in the Store to
Cache assertion.

Maximum acceptable age Specify the maximum acceptable age (in seconds) of a
cached item. If an item is below this age, it will be retrieved
from the cache and returned in the response. If the cached
item exceeds this age, it will not be retrieved. You may
reference context variables.

The default is 300 seconds.
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Content-type override The original Content-Type is cached and will be used in
the "Look Up" message. You may override the original
Content-Type if necessary, otherwise leave this field blank.

4. Click [OK].

 Query Rate Limit Assertion
The Query Rate Limit assertion is used to query the status of a custom rate limit counter from the Apply
Rate Limit assertion. The results are then placed into context variables.

The Query Rate Limit assertion is used to query the status of a custom rate limit counter from the Apply Rate Limit assertion.
The results are then placed into context variables.

Tip:

The Query Rate Limit assertion is most useful when a custom counter ID has been used in the Apply Rate Limit assertion.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Query Rate Limit assertion sets the following context variables with the query results.

Note:

The <prefix> is set in the assertion properties and is optional. There is no default.

Variable Description

$<prefix>.counter.name The full name of the matching counter.

$<prefix>.counter.requestsremaining The number of requests the counter would allow at this
moment (neglecting concurrency).

$<prefix>.counter.concurrency The number of requests currently using the counter.

$<prefix>.counter.blackoutmillisremaining The number of milliseconds of blackout time remaining if the
counter is blacked out. Otherwise, this value is 0 (zero).

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Query Rate Limit for limit per <counter name> in the policy window and select Rate Limit Query
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Field Description

Existing Counter Name Enter the name of the rate limit counter being queried.

The counter name entered here should be the actual
resolved counter ID from the Apply Rate Limit assertion.
If you simply repeat the context variable from the other
assertion, you must ensure that the query uses matching
information, otherwise the results will be incorrect.

For example, the Apply Rate Limit assertion uses the
counter ID: "QA-${request.authenticateduser}" and
you wish to query for user "jsmith". In this case, you
would enter the counter name "QA-jsmith" in the Query
Rate Limit assertion. If you simply repeated "QA-
${request.authenticateduser}" as the counter name, the
results will be correct only if the user performing the query
is "jsmith".
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Field Description

Variable Prefix Optionally, enter a prefix that will be added to the context
variables created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure
uniqueness and will prevent the variables from overwriting
each other when multiple instances of this assertion appear
in a policy. If set, the format ${<prefix>.counter.name} is
used instead of ${counter.name}.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see Context Variable Validation.   

4. Click [OK].

 Query Throughput Quota Assertion
The Query Throughput Quota Assertion is used to query the status of a custom throughput quota counter
from the . The results are then placed into context variables.

The Query Throughput Quota Assertion is used to query the status of a custom throughput quota counter from the Apply
Throughput Quota Assertion. The results are then placed into context variables.

Tip:

The Query Throughput Quota assertion is most useful when you have used a custom counter ID in the Apply Throughput
Quota Assertion.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Query Throughput Quota assertion sets the following context variables.

Note:

The <prefix> is set in the assertion properties and is optional. There is no default.

Variable Description

$<prefix>.counter.name The full name of the matching counter.

$<prefix>.counter.sec The count for the previous second.

$<prefix>.counter.min The count for the previous minute.

$<prefix>.counter.hr The count for the previous hour.

$<prefix>.counter.day The count for the previous day.

$<prefix>.counter.mnt The count for the previous month.

$<prefix>.counter.lastupdate The date the counter was last updated, in the format yyyy-
mm-dd.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

1.1 To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
2.1  To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Query Throughput Quota for <counter name> in the policy window and select Throughput Quota Query
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the dialog as follows:
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Field Description

Existing Counter Name Enter the name of the throughput quota counter being
queried.

The counter name entered here should be the actual
resolved counter ID from the Apply Throughput Quota
Assertion. If you simply repeat the context variable from
the other assertion, the results may be incorrect.

For example, the Apply Throughput Quota assertion uses
the counter ID: "QA-${request.authenticateduser}" and
you want to query for user "jsmith". In this case, you
would enter the counter name "QA-jsmith" in the Query
Throughput Quota assertion. If you simply repeated "QA-
${request.authenticateduser}" as the counter name, the
results will be correct if the user performing the query is
"jsmith".

Variable Prefix Optionally, enter a prefix that is added to the context
variables created by this assertion. This prefix ensures
uniqueness and prevents the variables from overwriting
each other when multiple instances of this assertion appear
in a policy.

If no prefix is set, the variables appear as ${counter.name},
etc., instead of ${<prefix>.counter.name}.

For an explanation of the validation messages that are
displayed, see "Context Variable Validation" in Context
Variables.

4. Click [OK].

 Resolve Service Assertion
The Resolve Service Assertion serves two purposes:

The Resolve Service Assertion serves two purposes:

• When placed in a message-received global policy fragment, this assertion does the following

1. 1.1 Overrides the normal Gateway service resolution logic.
2.1 Routes the message to the service associated with the URI specified in the assertion properties.

• When placed anywhere else, this assertion does the following:

1. 1.1 Looks up the name and GUID of the service at the specified URI 
2.1 Places the name and GUID into context variables. 

Normal service resolution logic prevails in this scenario.

One useful application of this assertion: use an Evaluate Request XPath assertion to seek a particular element (for example,
"//ns:SpecialElement"). If this element is present, the Resolve Service assertion routes the request to a particular URI (for
example, "/specialElementHandler"). If this element is not present, then the message routes using the normal service resolution
process.

Tip:

This assertion is designed for WSDL lookup scenarios, to implement your own policies for security or  WSDL rewriting.

Context Variables

This assertion populates the following variables with information from the resolved service:

Variable Description

 <prefix> .name Service name (analogous to the ${service.name} variable)

<prefix> .oid Service identifier (analogous to the ${service.oid} variable)
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<prefix> .soap Boolean indicating whether this a SOAP service (true/false)

Cluster Properties

None

Properties

Setting What you should know...

URI Path The request may or may not resolve to this path, depending
on the placement of the assertion in a policy.

Tip:

You can use the ${request.url.path} variable to specify the
URI path. This variable returns the path of the Gateway URL
where the message was received.

Variable Prefix A prefix is required.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Where can I learn more about the Gateway's service
resolution logic?

See Gateway Service Resolution Process.

What is the "message-received" global policy? This type of policy fragment runs when a message is
received, but before the service is resolved. For more
information, see Global Policy Fragments.

 Restrict Access to IP Address Range Assertion
The Restrict Access to IP Address Range assertion allows using a context variables to restrict or allow
service access based on the IP address of the web service or XML application requestor.

The Restrict Access to IP Address Range assertion allows using a context variables to restrict or allow service access based on
the IP address of the web service or XML application requestor.

The IP address of the requestor considered when this assertion is run can either be the actual remote IP address available at the
TCP level or a string extracted from the message. The latter case can be used, for example, when requests are first forwarded
through multiple network components before arriving at the API Gateway. If such network components are configured to pass
down the original IP address through an HTTP or SOAP header, that information source can then be configured in the Restrict
Access to IP Address Range assertion using context variables.

Note:

When using a context variable as the source for the IP address, that source is first filtered using the following Regular
Expression: \d{1,3}\.\d{1,3}\.\d{1,3}\.\d{1,3}
This will filter out any extraneous information, such as a client port number. The accepted formats are "ipv4_literal",
"ipv4_literal:port", "ipv6_literal", "[ipv6_literal]:port".

Using the assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the IP Address Range Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click [Allow|Forbid] IP Address Range in the policy window and select IP Address Range Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Authorize/Forbid From the drop-down list, select Authorize if you are
permitting access to the IP range listed. Select Forbid if you
are restricting access to the IP range listed.
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Setting Description

IP range Enter the allowable or forbidden IP address and/or "bits"
in accordance with the CIDR (Classless Inter-Domain
Routing) standard. Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are
supported.

Requestor IP address source Specify how the API Gateway should determine the source
IP address:

• Select TCP to use the IP address associated with the
TCP request.

• Select Context variable and then enter any context
variable that resolves to a valid IP address. The default
is request.tcp.remoteAddress, which will return the
remote address of the TCP connection through which
the message arrived.

To learn more about context variables, see Context
Variables.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Sign Certificate Assertion
The Sign Certificate Assertion processes a CSR (Certificate Signing Request) and generates a signed
certificate.

The Sign Certificate Assertion processes a CSR (Certificate Signing Request) and generates a signed certificate.

Contents:

Context Variables

The assertion sets the following context variables (when the assertion succeeds):

Variable Description

${ <prefix> .certificate} Returns the signed X.509 certificate object.

${ <prefix> .chain} This is a multivalued variable that contains the entire chain
for the new client cert.

${ <prefix> .chain[0]} Returns the subject certificate and is equivalent to
${<prefix>.certificate}.

${ <prefix> .chain[1]} Returns the CA certificate.

${ <prefix> .chain[n]} Returns the nth certificate in the chain. The zeroth entry
is the subject certificate, the first entry is the selected CA
certificate, the next entry (if any) is the CA cert that signed
the CA cert, and so on; and the final entry is the trust root.

Tip:

The "<prefix>" is specified in the assertion properties and is optional. If not specified, the variables are simply ${certificate},
${chain}, etc. All values are of type X509Certificate, so the usual certificate selector suffixes work. For more information, see
Certificate Attributes Context Variables.

Cluster Properties

None

Auditing

This assertion can log the following audits:

Audit Code Logging Level Message Notes

4 WARNING "Unable to access CA private
key"

Logged if the specified CA
private key can't be accessed
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4304 WARNING "Assertion configuration
error: no CSR variable name
configured"

Logged if no CSR variable
specified

4 WARNING "CSR variable was empty" Logged if the CSR variable
is an empty Message or byte
array

4 WARNING "Failed to generate
certificate"

Logged if the CSR was
invalid, or there was some
other error generating a cert

-6 FINE "No such variable: {0}" Logged if the CSR variable
does not exist

4 WARNING "Unable to read CSR" Logged if an IOException
occurred while reading CSR
message variable

4306 WARNING "{0} message has no part
{1}"

Logged if a message part has
been streamed away from
CSR message variable

4 WARNING "unsupported CSR variable
type of [classname]"

Logged if the CSR variable
was not of type Message or
byte array

 

Assertion Properties

Property What you need to know...

Override DN Use this field if you need to replace the Subject DN before
the signing process occurs.
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Certificate Request Variable This is the context variable of type 'Message' that contains
the single raw DER-encoded PKCS#10 Certificate Signing
Request (CSR).

Note:

If your CSR arrives in the PEM that resembles the following:

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE REQUEST-----
MIIBnTCCAQYCAQAwXTELMAkGA1UEBhMCU0cxETAPBgNVBAoTCE0yQ3J5cHRvMRIw
EAYDVQQDEwlsb2NhbGhvc3QxJzAlBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEWGGFkbWluQHNlcnZlci5l
eGFtcGxlLmRvbTCBnzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOBjQAwgYkCgYEAr1nYY1Qrll1r
uB/FqlCRrr5nvupdIN
+3wF7q915tvEQoc74bnu6b8IbbGRMhzdzmvQ4SzFfVEAuM
MuTHeybPq5th7YDrTNizKKxOBnqE2KYuX9X22A1Kh49soJJFg6kPb9MUgiZBiMlv
tb7K3CHfgw5WagWnLl8Lb+ccvKZZl
+8CAwEAAaAAMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAA4GB
AHpoRp5YS55CZpy+wdigQEwjL/wSluvo
+WjtpvP0YoBMJu4VMKeZi405R7o8oEwi
PdlrrliKNknFmHKIaCKTLRcU59ScA6ADEIWUzqmUzP5Cs6jrSRo3NKfg1bd09D1K
9rsQkRc9Urv9mRBIsredGnYECNeRaK5R1yzpOowninXC
-----END CERTIFICATE REQUEST-----

You can extract the raw DER format by using the Evaluate
Regular Expression Assertion to pull out the Base64, and
then use the Encode/Decode Data Assertion to decode the
Base64 into a new Message variable:

- ${csrPem}: Evaluate Regular Expression
  - Regex: -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE
 REQUEST-----(.*)-----END CERTIFICATE
 REQUEST-----
  - Source: Context variable "csrPem"
  - Context variable: csrBase64
  - Include matched substring in capture: false
 
- Base64 Decode ${csrBase64} into ${csrDer} as
 Message 'application/pkcs10'
 
- Sign Certificate from ${csrDer} (Key: ca)

Certificate Authority Private Key Select the private key to use to sign the new certificate.

Expiry Age (days)

(available as of 9.3 CR2)

Specify the length of time before the signed certificate
expires. You may reference context variables. The following
defaults are used:

• If no Override DN value is specified, then the Expiry Age
defaults to 1825 days (5 years).

• If an Override DN value is specified, then the Expiry Age
defaults to 365 days (1 year).

The maximum allowable value it 3650 days (10 years).
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Output prefix A prefix value that is added to the context variables to ensure
uniqueness. The prefix is optional.

 

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

Can I customize the certificate that is generated? For
example, the digest algorithm or serial number.

You cannot customize the certificate, except for expiry age
and DN.

Can this assertion track the certificates issues so that I can
publish CRLs (Certificate Revocation Lists) or an OCSP
(Online Certificate Status Protocol) responder?

No. This assertion cannot track issued certificates.

 Store to Cache Assertion
The Store to Cache Assertion is used to store messages or a string from a target message to a cache store
of your choice. You can then use the to retrieve the cached contents. This reduces the load on back-end
services and potentially improve response times.

The Store to Cache Assertion is used to store messages or a string from a target message to a cache store of your choice. You
can then use the Look Up in Cache Assertion to retrieve the cached contents. This reduces the load on back-end services and
potentially improve response times.

In policy logic, this assertion always succeeds. If the assertion encounters problems creating or updating a cache, it is reported
in the system audit log, but the assertion does not fail.

All cache entries are deleted when a Gateway node shuts down.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:

The cache is stored at the node level and is not shared between Gateway nodes. 

Policy Example

The Store to Cache assertion is normally paired with the Look Up in Cache Assertion. The Look Up in Cache assertion should
be placed before the routing assertion inside of an At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True Assertion. The Store to
Cache assertion should follow immediately afterward. The following policy fragment is an example:

[Not shown: XPath to extract clientCountry and SKU from request]
Set variable "cachekey" to "Cache01-${request.url}-${request.soap.operation}-${clientCountry}-
${SKU}"
At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to True
   
   Response: Look Up in Cache with key "${cachekey}"
   All Assertions Must Evaluate to True
?
      Route via HTTP to URL http://backend/anydestination
      Response: Store to Cache with key "${cachekey}"

In this example, the Gateway attempts to look up ${cachekey} in the cache first. If it is successful, the entry retrieved from the
cache is used for subsequent processing, sparing the back-end service from needing to respond to the request. If ${cachekey} is
not found in the cache, the request is then routed to the back-end service and the response is stored into cache.

Note that the Store to Cache assertion should follow the routing assertion.

Best Practices
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It is important to note that the Store to Cache assertion maintains exactly one Max entry age per Cache ID. If the Max entry
age is changed within the policy, any cached entry is discarded and the cache begins anew with the new value. For example the
first Store to Cache assertion has these values:

Cache ID: myCacheID
Cache entry key: mykey
Max entry age: 300

The cache entry mykey will be cached for 300 seconds. A second Store to Cache assertion later in the policy has these values:

Cache ID: myCacheID
Cache entry key: myNewkey
Max entry age: 600

Since the same Cache ID is used, but with different max entry age values, the original entry key mykey is discarded and
replaced by myNewkey (if the max entry ages matched, then both entry keys are retained). This may cause your caching
strategy to not work as expected.

The best practice is to always use the same Max entry age per Cache ID. One way to do this is to use context variable instead
of hard values:

• Cache ID:  ${cacheID}${lifetime}
• Max entry age: ${lifetime}

This technique ensures that if the value of "${lifetime}" changes, it will result in a new corresponding Cache ID.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Store to Cache in the policy window and select Cache Storage Properties or double-click the assertion in the
policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Field Description

Cache ID Enter a label to identify the cache store to use. If no cache
store exists with that label, a new cache store is created.

The cache identifier is used in the Look Up in Cache
Assertion to look up entries in the corresponding cache
store.

Cache entry key Cached entries are identified within a cache store by a
unique cache entry key. This key is used by the Look Up in
Cache Assertion to look up entries and retrieve them from a
cache store.

Specify the key or reference a context variable that will
contain the key.

Note:

The cache entry key is configured for a group of related
cache "store" and "lookup" assertions and should normally
be the same expression.

Maximum entries Enter the maximum number of cached entries that the store
can hold. When this maximum is reached, each new item
will replace the oldest one in the store. You may reference
context variables.

The default is 10.
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Field Description

Maximum entry age Enter the maximum age (in seconds) of items in the cache
before they are discarded. You may reference context
variables.

The default is 300 seconds.

Maximum entry size Enter the maximum size (in bytes) of the items to cache.
The default is 10000 bytes.

Do not cache SOAP faults This check box determines whether SOAP fault responses
are cached:

• Select this check box to exclude SOAP faults from
being cached. This may help prevent the cache from
being filled too quickly, especially if many SOAP faults
are generated.

• Clear this check box to include SOAP faults in the
cache. Note that this will cause a SOAP fault to always
be returned until the cached entry expires, even when
the SOAP fault condition no longer occurs.  

4. Click [OK].

 Threat Protection Assertions
 

 

The Threat Protection assertions help protect against common web service and XML threats.

Note:

This category may also include custom-created encapsulated assertions. For more information, see Encapsulated Assertions.

Automatic Threat Protection

In addition to using the Threat Protection assertions, the API Gatewaycomes with a variety of built-in threat protection,
including those for:

TCP/IP-based attacks
Coercive parsing and XML bomb attacks
External entity attacks
Schema poisoning
WSDL scanning
XML routing detours

Note:  To ensure that the built-in protections are applied to the request, the service policy must include at least one assertion
that accesses the request body—the Protect Against Document Structure Threats Assertion is most commonly used. (It is not
necessary to use a Threat Protection-related assertion: any assertion that accesses the request body suffices.)

TCP/IP-Based Attacks

The API Gateway protects against all the common TCP/IP-based attacks, such as ICMP flood, SYN flooding, "ping of death",
and various routing redirect style attacks.

Packet-level attacks are handled by the API Gateway default OS-level configuration (in particular, by the default firewall
configuration). 

Packet-level attacks are not logged.

Coercive Parsing and XML Bomb

A coercive parsing attack attempts to exploit the "bolt-on" interfaces used to link legacy systems with XML components in an
existing infrastructure. The attack tries to overwhelm a system's processing capabilities or install malicious mobile code.

This attack is also known as a "DTD Entity Expansion Attack". According to the SOAP specifications, a SOAP message must
not contain a DTD declaration. The API Gateway can prevent messages containing DTD declarations from passing through,

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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by terminating them before any policy processing begins. To block DTD declarations, ensure that the Protect Against XML
Document Structure Threats assertion is present in the service policy or in a global policy fragment.

From a technical perspective, the XML parser will not allow DOCTYPE declarations. When the parser encounters a message
containing a DOCTYPE, it terminates parsing without expanding the entity or entities. The API Gateway then logs and audits a
warning that a message was badly formed. This allows administrators to monitor potential intrusion attempts, while keeping
the protected services safe.

External Entity Attack

XML can be used to build documents dynamically by pointing to a URI where the actual data exists. These external entities
may not be trustworthy, as an attacker could replace the data being retrieved with malicious code.

By default, the API Gateway does not resolve external entities and the API Gateway can be configured using the Evaluate
Request XPath and Evaluate Response XPath assertions to block all messages containing references to external entities.

Schema Poisoning

A schema describes the constraints and structure of a message, as well as optional processing instructions. Parsers use schemas
to interpret web service messages. Since schemas describe the necessary preprocessing instructions, they are vulnerable to
tampering if not stored securely.  

Schema poisoning involves an attacker attempting to compromise a system by replacing or tampering with the schema. To
protect against this, the API Gateway does not load schemas from unauthorized locations. All schemas must be loaded by the
administrator; dynamic loading is not permitted.

WSDL Scanning

A WSDL document describes a web service, including what operations are supported. In addition to this information, a WSDL
may expose details about the implementation that could be used by an attacker. An attacker might cycle through the various
command and string combinations to discover unintentionally related or unpublished application program interfaces.

The API Gateway selectively proxies all internal WSLDs, shielding access to the original WSDLs on the application servers.
The API Gateway will deny direct access to all WSDLs even when an attacker guesses a related unpublished WSDL. By
preventing unauthorized access to a web service (and its WSDL), this type of information scanning is blocked.

XML Routing Detours

XML routing detours can occur if an attacker sends a message to a Web service containing bogus routing information to
override the normal routing. The detoured message can then pass through unknown or untrusted hosts, making it possible
for the attacker to view or modify the contents of the message. This rerouting is prevented when any of the Policy Manager
routing assertions are used. These assertions explicitly define the route of the message and overriding the route is not possible.
For more information, see Message Routing Assertions.

XML routing may also occur if WS-Routing (Web Services Routing) is used by the sender/receiver of the message, because
this specification permits the source to define the route of a message.

Although the API Gateway enforces strict, explicit routing of messages, intermediates can also be prevented from viewing and
or changing sensitive content by using the extensive encryption and signature facilities within the API Gateway.

 Limit Message Size Assertion
The Limit Request Size assertion allows you to specify a size limit for an entire message (including
attachments) or just the XML portion of a message (not including attachments). When the request size
exceeds the designated limit, the  will reject the message and terminate policy execution.

The Limit Request Size assertion allows you to specify a size limit for an entire message (including attachments) or just
the XML portion of a message (not including attachments). When the request size exceeds the designated limit, the API
Gateway will reject the message and terminate policy execution.

This assertion should be placed before the routing assertion in the policy.

Note:  The Limit Request Size assertion was designed to prevent Denial of Service attacks, hence the immediate cessation of
the policy upon failure. If you wish to continue processing the policy even after the request size has exceeded a certain value,
you could use the Compare Expression assertion with the ${request.http.header.content-length} context variable. However be
aware that this method is not foolproof as the declared content-length is easily forged or it may not be present in the request.
For added protection, also include a Limit Message Size assertion later in the policy to enforce a hard cap should the policy
logic be mislead by the content-length header. Also, keep in mind that the ${request.http.header.content-length} will be
smaller than the message if compression is used.
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To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message. Note that you can also select the
target message in the assertion properties.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

 
2. When adding the assertion, the Message Size Limit Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-

click  <target>: Limit Message Size in the policy window and select Message Size Limit Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed:

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Specify size limit for Select the target message to be controlled by the size limit:
Request, Response, or a context variable of type Message.

Tip:

The target message can also be changed by using the
Message Target dialog. For more information, see Select a
Target Message

Maximum Size Limit Enter the maximum message size that should be accepted
by the API Gateway in kilobytes (KB). The value must be
a whole number or a context variable that resolves to the
limit.

Tip:

The size limit entered here lets you set a stricter limit
within the maximum set in the cluster-wide property
io.xmlPartMaxBytes.

Exempt MIME attachments from the size limit By default, the size limit applies to the entire message. To
apply the limit to only the XML portion of the message and
exempt any MIME attachments, select the check box.

Note:

Messages with more than 32K of headers in the MIME
attachment portion of a message will always be rejected,
regardless of the setting of this check box.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Protect Against Code Injection Assertion
The Protect Against Code Injection assertion provides threat protection against code injection attacks
targeting web services and Web applications, including AJAX applications. Use this assertion to protect
against the following threats:

The Protect Against Code Injection assertion provides threat protection against code injection attacks targeting web services
and Web applications, including AJAX applications. Use this assertion to protect against the following threats:

• HTML/JavaScript Injection (Cross-site Scripting)
• Hex/Octal Encoded HTML/JavaScript Injection

You may experience performance issues with this selection.
Note: With this selection, you need not select the HTML/JavaScript Injection checkbox.

• PHP Code Injection—Eval injection
• Shell Injection
• LDAP DN Injection
• LDAP Search Injection
• XPath Injection
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This assertion can help protect vulnerable parameters in the path (or URI) of the URL, in addition to the URL query string and
message body.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Code Injection Protection  Properties automatically appear; when modifying the
assertion, right-click  <target>: Protect against Code Injection in the policy window and select Code Injection
Protection Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows. 

Setting Description

Apply protection to: Specify where to apply the protection:

• URL Path: Select this to protect the URL Path.
• URL Query String: Select this to protect the query

parameters in the URL.
• Body: Select this to protect the body of the message.

These will be scanned depending on the Content-Type
header:

• • application/x-www-form-urlencoded: Scans Form
Post parameters

• application/json: Scans attribute values and
character-data

• multipart/form-data: Scans each MIME part;
depends on Content-Type of MIME part

• text/xml: Scans attribute values and character-data
• anything else: Scans the entire message body

Available Protections Select one or more injection threats to protect against. Point
at each option to see a description of the protection offered.
The assertion will fail upon the first protection violation
detected.

Warning:

This assertion checks for injection of any
executable code, not just malicious code. This
is because it is not always possible to determine
which code is malicious or benevolent. Be
especially careful when using this protection on
responses, because returned HTML often contains
legitimate uses of the restricted tags.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Protect Against Cross-Site Request Forgery Assertion
The Protect Against Cross-Site Request Forgery assertion helps detect and prevent against CSRF (Cross-
Site Request Forgery) attacks.

The Protect Against Cross-Site Request Forgery assertion helps detect and prevent against CSRF (Cross-Site Request Forgery)
attacks.

This assertion provides two mechanisms to help detect a CSRF attack:

• Double Submit Cookie Validation: This can be used to validate the contents of a cookie that contains some session
identifier, to see if it matches the same session identifier contained in a request parameter.

• HTTP Referer validation: This can be used to ensure that the referer value belongs to a whitelist of domains. Although the
referer domain is easily spoofed, this validation reduces the attack vectors for a CSRF attack.
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This assertion can only work with HTTP requests and will fail if the request is not HTTP.

Double Submit Cookie Validation

If enabled, any of the following conditions will cause the assertion to fail:

• Required cookie is not present.
• Required cookie has a name that contains non-ASCII characters. 
• Required parameter is not found or does not contain a single value.
• The parameter does not match the cookie's value.

For more information about double submit cookies, visit the OWASP site at: http://www.owasp.org/ and search for "CSRF
double submit cookies".

HTTP-Referer Header Validation

If enabled, the following conditions will cause the assertion to fail:

• If the HTTP-Referer header is empty and the Allow empty values check box is not selected.
• The value of HTTP-Referer is not a valid URL.
• The domain of the HTTP-Referer does not belong to the whitelist.

Context Variable Created by This Assertion

The Protect Against Cross-Site Request Forgery assertion will set the context variable csrf.valid.token to the value of the
cookie. You can use this variable later in the policy to validate the value.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Protect Against CSRF Forgery in the policy window and select CSRF Protection Properties or double-click
the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the dialog as follows:

Setting Description

Enable Double Submit Cookie Validation Select this check box to enable double submit cookie
validation.

Clear this check box to not check for double cookie
submissions. This will deactivate the other settings in this
section.

Cookie Name Enter the name of the cookie that the HTTP parameter name
will be checked against.

HTTP Parameter Name Enter the name of the HTTP parameter to be checked
against the cookie name.

Allowable HTTP Methods Choose the HTTP methods allowed: GET, POST, or GET
and POST.

Enable HTTP-Referer Header Validation Select this check box to enable validation of the HTTP-
Referer header value.

Clear this check box to not validate the HTTP-Referer
header value. This will deactivate the other settings in this
section.

Skip validation if header is missing or empty Select this check box to omit the validation step if the
HTTP-Referer is missing or empty.

Clear this check box to always validate the HTTP-Referer
header.
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Valid Domains From the drop-down list, choose the valid domains:

• Current Domain: Use the current domain of the API
Gateway. This will match the header against the domain
value associated with the request, which may be the
domain of the cluster or the individual API Gateway
host.

• List of Trusted Domains: Enter your own list of
trusted domains in the box below.

• Click [Add] to add a new domain.
• Click [Edit] to modify the selected domain.
• Click [Remove] to remove the selected domain from the

list.

4. Click [OK].

 Protect Against Document Structure Threats Assertion
The Protect Against Document Structure Threats assertion allows you to specify size limits for incoming
XML requests to protect against XDoS (XML Denial of Service) attacks using oversized files. When the
text or attributes of an incoming request exceed the specified limits, the  rejects the message and blocks
further processing of the policy.

The Protect Against Document Structure Threats assertion allows you to specify size limits for incoming XML requests to
protect against XDoS (XML Denial of Service) attacks using oversized files. When the text or attributes of an incoming
request exceed the specified limits, the API Gateway rejects the message and blocks further processing of the policy.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Document Structure Threat Protection Properties automatically appear; when
modifying the assertion, right-click  <target>: Protect against Document Structure Threats in the policy window
and select Document Structure Threat Protection Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The
assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Reject if any XML contiguous text has length exceeding Select this check box to reject any incoming request with
a text node (or CDATA section) containing more than the
specified number of contiguous characters. Clear this check
box to accept any contiguous length.

"Contiguous" in this context refers to the characters
between XML tags. For example: <tag>this is a string
of contiguous characters</tag>. This check does
not differentiate between start and end tags, so the
following text is also considered contiguous characters: </
endTag>blank spaces and return characters between tags
are also contiguous text<startTag>.

Note:

The length of attribute names are excluded from this
setting. To manage requests based on the attribute name,
use the "Reject if any XML attribute name has length
exceeding" setting.
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Reject if any XML attribute value has length exceeding Select this check box to reject any incoming request with
an attribute value longer than the specified number of
characters. Clear this check box to accept attribute values of
any length.

The length of an attribute value is the number of characters
between the quotes of any attribute, not including the
attribute name itself. For example, the length of this
attribute value is 12: <img src="computer.gif">.

Reject if any XML attribute name has length exceeding Select this check box to reject any incoming request with
an attribute name longer than the specified number of
characters. Clear this check box to accept attribute names of
any length.

Note:

XML attribute name lengths are independent of the "Reject
if any XML contiguous text has length exceeding" setting.

Reject if XML element nesting depth exceeds Select this check box to reject any incoming request that
contains more than the specified number of nested levels.
Clear this check box to accept requests with any number of
nested levels.

The nesting count begins at the top of the XML document.
If it is a SOAP message, the envelope is level 1, the body is
level 2, etc.

Reject if distinct namespace declarations exceeds Select this check box reject any incoming requests that
contains more than the specified number of distinct
namespace URI declarations. Clear this check box to accept
requests with any number of namespace declarations.

Note:

A value of '0' (zero) means unlimited, which is the same as
clearing the check box.

Reject if distinct namespace prefix declarations exceeds Select this check box reject any incoming requests that
contains more than the specified number of distinct
namespace prefix declarations. Clear this check box to
accept requests with any number of namespace prefix
declarations.

Note:

A value of '0' (zero) means unlimited, which is the same as
clearing the check box.
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Reject SOAP request that contain more than Select this check box to reject any SOAP requests with
more than the specified number of payload elements. Clear
this check box to ignore the number of payload elements in
a request.

A SOAP envelope requires one body section but may
contain multiple payload elements (header is optional):

Envelope
Header (optional)
Body
Payload
Payload
Payload

Multiple payloads are uncommon and an attack may
be launched using multiple payload elements to evade
simplistic validity checks. For example, the XPath might
match against payload #2, but the application ignores
payload #2 and uses payload #1 instead.

Require a valid SOAP envelope (one Body, no trailers) Select this check box to reject any requests that do not
contain a valid SOAP envelope. Clear this check box to not
check the validity of a SOAP envelope.

A valid envelope contains exactly one Body section,
optionally preceded by exactly one Header section, with no
SOAP trailers.

This setting guards against invalid SOAP envelopes that
contain multiple body sections or trailers, which may
be caused either by an attack or an error in the client
application.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Protect Against JSON Document Structure Assertion
The Protect Against JSON Document Structure Threats assertion validates and enforces constraints on the
structure of JSON documents. When the structure of an incoming JSON document exceeds a specified
constraint, the rejects the JSON document and blocks further processing of the policy.

The Protect Against JSON Document Structure Threats assertion validates and enforces constraints on the structure of JSON
documents. When the structure of an incoming JSON document exceeds a specified constraint, the API Gatewayrejects the
JSON document and blocks further processing of the policy.

The following example JSON documents are referenced in the property descriptions below:

• Example 1: Single typed value document:

"one simple value"

• Example 2: Typical document:

{
   "msg":"Hello",
   "color":[0,0,255],
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   "options":{
               "underline":false,
               "bold":true
             }
}

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Tip:

(1) This assertion should be placed before any other JSON-related assertions (Apply JSON Transformation, Evaluate
JSON Path, Validate JSON Schema) in order to protect them against DOS attacks. (2) This assertion will always evaluate the
document for valid JSON structure, even if no limits are enabled.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the JSON Document Structure Threat Protection Properties automatically appear; when
modifying the assertion, right-click  <target>: Protect against JSON Document Structure Threats in the policy window
and select JSON Document Structure Threat Protection Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window.
The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Container Depth This is the most nested containers within a JSON document.
Example 1 above contains a string, which is the only type
of document with a container depth of 0. Every open object
or array increases the container depth by one. In Example 2,
the “msg” entry has a container depth of 1, and the values in
the “color” array have a depth of 2.

Select this check box to reject any JSON document with
a container depth that exceeds the value entered here. The
container depth can be from 0 to 30. Default: 4

Note:

A value of '0' is valid only for a single typed value
document.

Object Entry Count This is the maximum number of entries (comma delimited
string:value pairs) in a single object. Example 1 has a
maximum object entry count of 0 (as it is a single typed
value, it does not contain an object). Example 2 has a
maximum entry count of 3 (the top level entries: "msg",
"color", "options").

Select this check box to reject any JSON document with an
object entry count that exceeds the value entered here.

Array Entry  Count This is the maximum number of entries (comma delimited
values) in an array. The array in Example 2 has an entry
count of 3. As with the object entry count, the count is done
for each array, not all arrays in the document.

Select this check box to reject any JSON document with an
array entry count that exceeds the value entered here.
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Entry Name Length This is the maximum number of characters in the name
of an entry. A setting of 7 would be violated by the string
“underline” (which contains 9 characters), but not by
“msg”, “bold”, “color”, or “options”.

Select this check box to reject any JSON document with a
name length that exceeds the value entered here.

String Value Length This is the maximum number of characters in a string value.
In Example, 2, the longest string value is 5 (“Hello”).

Select this check box to reject any JSON document with a
string value that exceeds the value entered here.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Protect Against Message Replay Assertion (Threat Protection)

The Protect Against Message Replay assertion is used to protect the CA API Gateway against possible replay attacks.Note the
following important issues when using this assertion:

• Depending on the expiry period set in the assertion, using the Protect Against Message Replay assertion in a Gateway
cluster may increase request message processing time and require more memory. To mitigate this, place this assertion
after a Authenticate User or Group or Authenticate Against Identity Provider assertion to help confine the protection to
successfully authenticated messages, thereby reducing system processing and memory requirements.

• This assertion should not be used in any policy that will process messages from JMS destinations that are configured with
the "On completion" acknowledgment mode without a specified failure queue.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.To learn more about selecting the
target identity for this assertion, see Select a Target Identity.

 

Important:  Be sure you have configured time synchronization between the Gateway nodes. Correct synchronization is critical
for message replay detection. To configure time synchronization, see "Option 1 - Configure Networking and System Time
Settings" in Gateway System Settings (Appliance)

 Details for Advanced Users

The Protect Against Message Replay assertion uses an internal replay ID. This ID is based on either a WS-Addressing
Message ID or the timestamp of the request combined with other information that depends on how the message was signed:

• For a request message signed with a WS-Security one-shot X.509 signature, the replay ID is comprised of the following:

• The SHA-1 of the WS-Addressing MessageID, if present, or the timestamp creation date

• The signing certificate's subject and issuer DNs

• The signing certificate's subject key identifier
• For a request message signed with a key derived from a WS-SecureConversation security context, the replay ID is the

MessageID or timestamp created date and the security context identifier.
• For a request message signed with a key derived from an EncryptedKey, the replay ID is the MessageID or timestamp

created date and the EncryptedKeySHA1 value.
• For a request message signed with a WS-Security Kerberos token, the replay ID is the MessageID or timestamp created

date and the SHA-1 of the Kerberos token.

In all cases, the granularity of the timestamps is determined by the message sender. While the CA API Gateway - XML VPN
Client always uses at least millisecond-granular timestamps (with a random count of up to one million nanoseconds, to reduce
the chance of an ID collision), many tools will use second-granular timestamps by default, resulting in spurious duplicate IDs
if MessageIDs are not used and more than one message is sent per second per signing identity.The Protect Against Message
Replay assertion offers two different modes: Default or Custom.

 Default Mode

 The assertion first attempts to use a signed WS-Addressing Message ID in the message as the basis for replay protection. If
the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client is deployed, you can enforce the presence of Message IDs by using the Require WS-
Addressing Assertion.

Note: A Message ID that is present but not signed will not be used by the Protect Against Message Replay assertion. The
assertion will use a signed time stamp instead, if one is available.If no Message ID is present (and the policy is not configured

https://docops.ca.com/xvc
https://docops.ca.com/xvc
https://docops.ca.com/xvc
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to enforce the presence of one), the message time stamp is used for replay protection. The Gateway rejects a message as a
possible replay if detects any of the following:

• A duplicate creation time stamp in a message
• An expired time stamp is present
• The creation time stamp is more than 30 days old.

Custom Mode

 In this mode, you may specify a context variable that contains the identifier to check and how long the identifier should
be saved. This allows you to verify non-SOAP messages. It will not perform signature verification or validate the
timestamp.Note: The Custom mode only deals with checking for replay of the identifier. The policy administrator is
responsible for ensuring that the identifier can be trusted and that the current time is within the time stamp created/expires
times.The custom mode allows you to create your own custom replay protection policy fragment when combined with other
assertions.Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below. 

2. Right-click <target>: Protect Against Message Replay in the policy window and select Message Replay Protection
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

        

Setting Description

Default

Custom

Choose the mode of operation: [Default] or [Custom].
Refer to the introduction to this topic for a description of
each mode.

Scope The replay scope lets you specify a scope for the
uniqueness of the message identifier. For example, a
message identifier scheme may be global, or per service,
or could use some other granularity.Specify a scope for the
uniqueness; context variables are permitted.

Examples:

Service scoped: ${service.oid}

Customer scoped: Customer 7 (maximum 250 chars)

Global scope: <leave blank>

Tip:  The scoping can be performed by the policy author
(for example, by specifying an identifier as ${service.oid}/
${myId}) but such an approach risks collisions if other
services do not use service-scoped identifiers.

Identifier Variable Specify a context variable containing the Message
ID to be processed.You can enter the variable in the
format ${myVar} or myVar.

Ensure that this Message ID has been signed and is unique.

Expiry Specify how long the identifier should be saved. This
expiry time is the lifetime of the message—that is, the
amount of time the identifier will be stored in the cache
from the time it was received. The default is 5 minutes.

Note:  The expiry time should be greater than 0 and less
than 25 days.

 

4. Click [OK] when done.
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 Protect Against SQL Attack Assertion
The Protect Against SQL Attack assertion allows you to configure the to help protect a web service
against specific, common SQL injection threats. When added to a policy, this assertion inspects the
request message for the specific patterns of characters or keywords that are associated with these potential
SQL injection attacks. If a match is found in the message, then the request is blocked from further
processing.

The Protect Against SQL Attack assertion allows you to configure the API Gatewayto help protect a web service against
specific, common SQL injection threats. When added to a policy, this assertion inspects the request message for the specific
patterns of characters or keywords that are associated with these potential SQL injection attacks. If a match is found in the
message, then the request is blocked from further processing.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:  When scanning a message element (for example, with the Evaluate Request XPath or Evaluate Response XPath
assertions), select the "Invasive SQL Attack Protection" option (the "standard" protection is not sufficient). (3) The assertion
does not examine attachments to messages. Protection for attachments is provided by the optional Scan using Symantec
Antivirus Assertion.

SQL Injections Detected

The Protect Against SQL Attack assertion will respond as follows to these SQL injections:

Injection Type Desired Response Assertion Response

Single Tick Only Detect a parameter value in requests and
inbound HTTP headers that consists of
only one single tick ('); this can be used
to initiate an injection attack.

Select the Invasive SQL Injection
Attack Protection check box to check
the entire message body (excluding
HTTP headers) for these meta
characters:

' # --

If any of the non-Invasive protection
options are selected, only the text and
CDATA portions of a message will be
checked for the above characters.

Single Tick Start Detect a parameter value in requests and
inbound HTTP headers that start with a
single tick ('); this can be used to initiate
an injection attack.

Same as above.

SQL Commands Detect and block any request message
containing standard SQL commands,
including ALTER DATABASE,
ALTER TABLE, ALTER VIEW,
CREATE DATABASE, CREATE
PROCEDURE, CREATE SCHEMA,
CREATE TABLE, CREATE VIEW,
DELETE FROM, DROP DATABASE,
DROP PROCEDURE, DROP TABLE,
DROP VIEW.

The assertion does not search for any of
the listed commands.

SQLServer 2000 Detect and block any request message
containing the default stored procedures
included with SQLServer 2000.

The assertion searches for EXEC
procedure when MS SQL Server is
enabled.

SQLTABLE Detect SQL Server 2000 Master
database default table names in request
messages.

The assertion does not search for any
specific table names.
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Oracle Detect and block any request message
containing the system tables, default
stored procedures, or factory passwords
included with Oracle.

In the Oracle case, the assertion searches
for the strings 'to_timestamp_tz',
'tz_offset', 'bfilename'. No search for
other table names and or default stored
procedures.

XML Entity

Expansion (encoded)

Detect and block any request message
containing the "&lt;!ENTITY" XML
entity expansion sequence.

SOAP services scan for and deny any
DOCTYPE declaration, so the ENTITY
item will not pass. However, XML/
REST services will let this pass.

XML Entity

Expansion (unencoded)

Detects and blocks any message
containing an XML "<!ENTITY"
element.

Run this rule on requests. When a match
is found, log an event and reject the
message

Same response as above — encoding
'<' as '&lt;' does not change the API
Gateway response.

SQLTABLE_Updated Allow commonly used words in
request messages such as: VIEWS,
TABLES, ROUTINES, DOMAINS,
PARAMETERS and COLUMNS.

No checking is done for any of these
SQL keywords.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the SQL Attack Protection Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click  <target>: Protect against SQL Attack in the policy window and select SQL Attack Protection Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Select the protection.

Warning:

WARNING: The following options are a minimal starting point for protecting against common SQL attacks.
More effective protection with fewer false positives can be obtained by customizing the policy to the specific
vulnerabilities of the service being protected. For example, the Validate XML Schema assertion can be used to
block SQL metacharacters from only those elements that are known to be at risk of being misused by the back-end
service. Each threat protection option requires a separate inspection of the request message; thus, selecting multiple
options may increase the message processing time. Do not select the product-specific protections—MS SQL Server
or Oracle exploit protection—unless the associated product is used by the protected service. 

Setting Description

Apply Protection to: Specify where to apply the protection:

• URL Path: Select this to protect the URL Path.
• URL Query String: Select this to protect the query

parameters in the URL.
• Body: Select this to protect the body of the message.

Known MS SQL Server Exploits Protection Block messages that contain patterns recognized as
potential MS SQL Server exploits.

Known Oracle Exploit Protection Block messages that contain patterns recognized as
potential Oracle SQL exploits
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Standard SQL Attack Protection Block messages that contain a single-quote ('), hash mark
(#), or string (--) inside the element text or CDATA section
(the characters are permitted in message attributes).

This option effectively protects against many SQL
injection attacks but may result in a small number of false
positives. For example, a message containing the name
"O'Reilly" will be rejected as a possible attack due to the " '
" character.

Note:

If the service being protected is potentially vulnerable
to altered XML attributes (for example, it uses XML
attributes in SQL statements), then the Standard SQL
Attack Protection may not be sufficient.

Invasive SQL Attack Protection Block messages that contain a single-quote ('), hash mark
(#), or string (--) anywhere within the message.

This option effectively protects against many SQL injection
attacks, but will result in a large number of false positives
that cause messages to be incorrectly rejected. For example,
any message containing a shorthand XPointer reference will
be rejected, as will most messages containing signed XML
(e.g., WSS Signature).

Note:

The Invasive SQL Attack Protection option is a "catch
all" approach that should only be used when a potentially
vulnerable service must be well-protected and where lower
performance and a higher false positive rate are acceptable.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Scan Using ICAP-Enabled Antivirus Assertion
The Scan Using ICAP-Enabled Antivirus assertion allows the gateway to connect to an antivirus server
that supports the ICAP protocol, such as McAfee®, Sophos®, or Symantec™.

The Scan Using ICAP-Enabled Antivirus assertion allows the CA API Gateway to connect to an antivirus server that supports
the ICAP protocol, such as McAfee®, Sophos®, or Symantec™.

Prerequisites:

• Ensure your antivirus server is enabled for the ICAP protocol.
• For McAfee VirusScan, configure the McAfee server to add virus information to the ICAP response headers

Note:

(1) Knowledge of RFC3507 is required to use this assertion. Consult with your ICAP vendor to receive a sample HTTP
request including required message header fields. Your vendor may also have client tools available to test the request before
implementing in policy. (2) This assertion supports RESPMOD (Response Modification Mode) only.

Contents:

Context Variables

This assertion populates the following variables with information about a detected virus. The variables are multi-valued,
to accommodate multiple viruses found. The context variables are not set if no viruses are found.

Variable Description

icap.response.infected Lists the infected part ID, content ID, filename or context
variable name.

icap.response.header.names.X Header names as returned by the ICAP server, where 'X' is an
index that corresponds to the index of the infected part.
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icap.response.header.values.X Header values as returned by the ICAP server, where 'X' is an
index that corresponds to the index of the infected part.

icap.response.header.value.X.headerName The value of the specified header name for the infection part
'X'.

Cluster Properties

This assertion uses the following cluster properties.

Property Description

icap.channelIdleTimeout Maximum idle time for a connected channel in the connection
pool to an ICAP server. Any channels exceeding this timeout
value will be disconnected and removed from the pool. Value
is a time unit; the allowable range is between 1 second and 1
hour.

Default: 1m

io.failoverServerRetryDelay This property is used in the Failover Strategy. It controls the
delay before the Gateway retries a failed server. For more
information, see Input/Output Cluster Properties.

Assertion Properties

Setting What you should know...

Add Server

Edit Server

URL of the ICAP Server. You may reference context
variables.

Connection Timeout Connection timeout, in seconds (between 1 and 3600). You
may reference context variables.

Read Timeout The number of seconds that Gateway should wait for the
server to send a response, which is the start of the response
time to end of the request time.

Timeout value is in seconds (between 1 and 3600). You may
reference context variables.

Response Read Timeout The number of seconds that Gateway should wait for the
server to send the last byte of the response, which is the time
period to read the entire response from server (end of the
response time to the start of the response time).

Timeout value is in seconds (between 1 and 3600). You may
reference context variables.

Test Connection Tests the connection to the ICAP Server. Only works if an
explicit URL is entered. Does not work if context variables
are referenced.

Service Parameters Any optional service parameters required by the antivirus
server. Specify the parameter name, value, and type (Header
or Query).

You may reference context variables for the name or value.

Continue processing if virus found If selected, the assertion does not fail if a virus is found;
otherwise, the assertion fails.

Max MIME Depth How deep the assertion should traverse in the event of nested
multiparts.
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Failover Strategy How the Gateway responds when a server fails to respond:

• Ordered Sticky with Failover: The Gateway sends
service messages to the first server in the list until that
server does not respond (fails). When this occurs, the
Gateway tries the next server in the list.

• Random Sticky with Failover: The Gateway chooses a
server randomly at the beginning of each session and uses
it for the duration of the session. If the chosen server fails,
the Gateway chooses another server at random.

• Round Robin: The Gateway rotates through the server
list on a request-by-request basis (round-robin) from the
first server, to the second server, and so on. When the end
of the server list is reached, the cycle continues from the
top of the list.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that is added to the context variables created
by this assertion. This prefix ensures uniqueness and prevents
the variables from overwriting each other when multiple
instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

Default: icap.response

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

How can I monitor the number of connections to the antivirus
server?

Use the netstat command on the Gateway:

netstat -an -t 1 | grep ":1344"

How can I limit the number of requests? Add an Apply Rate Limit Assertion to the service policy.

This assertion is not working properly with McAfee Antivirus Check that your antivirus server is configured to add virus
information to the ICAP response headers.

 Scan Using Symantec Antivirus Assertion
The Scan Using Symantec Antivirus Assertion allows the gateway to direct all messages (and
attachments) to the Symantec AntiVirus Engine, where they can be examined for malicious code that
could compromise the web service or other back end systems.

The Scan Using Symantec Antivirus Assertion allows the CA API Gateway to direct all messages (and attachments) to the
Symantec AntiVirus Engine, where they can be examined for malicious code that could compromise the web service or other
back end systems.

If the antivirus engine determines that the message is clean, the assertion passes and the Gateway continues to process the
policy. If the antivirus engine detects a potential threat, then the assertion fails.

Note:

For instructions on how to install this assertion, see Install the Symantec Virus Scanning Assertion. Once installed, this
assertion is available from both the Threat Protection and Custom Assertions palettes.

Note that when running this assertion in the browser client, a triangular warning icon ( ) may appear next to the dialog box
when the assertion properties is displayed. You may ignore this icon.

Tip:

Consider using the Scan Using ICAP-Enabled Antivirus Assertion for greater flexibility in checking messages for viruses.

Using the Assertion

1. To add the assertion to the policy development window, drag and drop the assertion from the palette.
2. Position the assertion before the routing assertion to scan the request message; after the routing assertion to scan the

response message.
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 Validate JSON Schema Assertion (Threat Protection)

The included page could not be found.

 Validate OData Request Assertion
The Validate OData Request assertion is used to validate OData (Open Data Protocol) request messages
using the Service Metadata Document (SMD) exposed by an OData service. The resource URI, query
string, and (optionally) the payload of the request are analyzed to ensure they are well-formed, adhere to
the OData v2.0 specifications, and apply to the target service.

The Validate OData Request assertion is used to validate OData (Open Data Protocol) request messages using the Service
Metadata Document (SMD) exposed by an OData service. The resource URI, query string, and (optionally) the payload of the
request are analyzed to ensure they are well-formed, adhere to the OData v2.0 specifications, and apply to the target service.

Contents:

The Validate OData Request assertion supports OData version 2.0.

The OData request may be stored in the default API Gateway request, response, or in a custom context variable. To learn about
selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Retrieving the Service Metadata Document

The following sample policy provides an example on how to retrieve and cache the Service Metadata Document:

Notes and Limitations

Observe the following notes about this assertion:

• The assertion will test JSON payloads to ensure their content is suitable for the request type (for example, the request
resource URI for a create entry operation points to collection "X", but the entry type described in the message payload is of
type "Y") and will fail if it is not suitable. This test is not performed for Atom payloads.

• JSON payloads containing open type entries will fail to validate. This validation failure does not occur with Atom
payloads.

• Batch request payloads cannot be validated. Attempting to validate a batch request will cause the assertion to fail.
• Payloads for function import requests cannot be validated.
• All HTTP methods are considered valid for function import requests.
• The Service Metadata Document must be made available in a context variable.
• Matrix parameters in request URIs is not supported and will fail to validate.
• OData versions 3.0 and 4.0 are not supported.
• Validation of requests using method tunnelling is not supported.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Validate OData Request assertion sets the following context variables. Note: The default <prefix> is "odata" and can be
changed in the assertion properties.

Context variables created by Validate OData Request assertion

Context variable Description

<prefix>.query.count Returns a Boolean value indicating the presence of the count
option; example: "true"

<prefix>.query.top Returns the top option value; example, "10"
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<prefix>.query.filter Returns the filter expression in a multivalued variable;
example: "length, CompanyName, 19, eq"

<prefix>.query.skip Returns the skip option value; example: "10"

<prefix>.query.orderby Returns the Orderby expression in a multivalued context
variable; example: "Rating, Category, Name, desc"

<prefix>.query.expand Returns the Expand expression; example:
"Category,Suppliers"

<prefix>.query.format Returns the format media type; example: "json"

<prefix>.query.inlinecount Returns the Inlinecount setting; example: "allpages"

<prefix>.query.select Returns the Select expression; exmaple:
"Rating,Category,Name"

<prefix>.query.customoptions Returns the custom query options in a multivalued variable;
example: ["x=y", "a=b", "f=g"]

<prefix>.query.pathsegments Returns the resource path segments in a multivalued variable;
example: ["Categories(1)", "$links", "Products"]

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click  <target>: Validate OData Request in the policy window and select OData Request Validation
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Service Metadata Specify a context variable that contains the Service
Metadata Document to use for validating the OData request.

For more information, see "Retrieving the Service Metadata
Document" earlier in this topic.

Resource Specify the resource URI to validate against the Service
Metadata Document, including the query string. You may
reference context variables.

Note:

Ensure the resource URI is correctly encoded from the
client.

HTTP Method Choose the HTTP method to use during payload validation.
The "<Automatic>" option attempts to locate the method
in the HttpRequestKnob in the target message. You may
reference a context variable.

Actions For improved security, following request types are
disallowed by default:

• Allow $metadata request: Select this check box to
allow the client to retrieve the metadata document from
the service by requesting the $metadata URI.

• Allow $value requests: Select this check box to allow
the client to retrieve the raw value of the request target
by calling the $value operation.

Tip:

The assertion returns "falsified" if it encounters a request
type that has been disallowed (see Assertion Status Codes).
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Allowed Operations Select which OData operations are permitted:

• GET: Allow or deny the OData retrieve operation.
• POST: Allow or deny the OData create operation.
• PUT: Allow or deny the OData update operation.
• DELETE: Allow or deny the OData delete operation.
• MERGE: Allow or deny the OData partial update

operation.
• PATCH: Allow or deny the OData partial update

operation. This method is synonymous with MERGE.

Validate Payload Select this check box to validate the message payload
against the request URI and the Service Metadata
Document.

Clear this check box to not validate the message payload.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables
created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness
and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other
when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

Default: odata

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Validate or Change Content Type Assertion (Threat Protection)

The included page could not be found.

 Validate XML Schema Assertion (Threat Protection)

The included page could not be found.

 Transport Layer Security (TLS) Assertions
The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Assertion category contains a single assertion: Require SSL or TLS
Transport. which establishes the transport-level encryption requirement for a service.

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Assertion category contains a single assertion: Require SSL or TLS Transport.
which establishes the transport-level encryption requirement for a service.

Note:

This category may also include custom-created encapsulated assertions. For more information, see Encapsulated Assertions.

 Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion
The Require SSL or TLS Transport /Require SSL or TLS Transport with Client Authentication assertion
allows you to specify the SSL or TLS requirement to ensure transport-level confidentiality and integrity.
You can specify whether an SSL/TLS connection is required, optional, or forbidden.

The Require SSL or TLS Transport /Require SSL or TLS Transport with Client Authentication assertion allows you to specify
the SSL or TLS requirement to ensure transport-level confidentiality and integrity. You can specify whether an SSL/TLS
connection is required, optional, or forbidden.

You can optionally require client certificate authentication and can control whether to check the validity period of the client
certificate prior to gathering credentials.

Note:  (1) When requiring client certificate authentication, the assertion will behave as a credential source that saves the
client certificate from the SSL-TLS handshake for later authentication and authorization via the Authenticate User or Group
assertion. (2) When this assertion is used (with the client authentication option enabled) in a policy, the certificate chain for the
inbound connection is available through the ${request.ssl.clientCertificatesChain} context variable.

This assertion appears in two different assertion palettes:

• When accessed from the Access Control palette, this assertion is labeled "Require SSL or TLS Transport with Client
Authentication" and has the Require Client Certificate Authentication check box selected by default.
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• When access from the Transport Layer Security palette, this assertion is labeled "Require SSL or TLS Transport" and
does not have the Require Client Certificate Authentication check box selected by default.

In either instance, you are free to toggle this check box according to your needs.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click [Require|Forbid|Optional] SSL or TLS Transport <with Client Authentication> in the policy window and
select SSL or TLS Transport Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are
displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Select the SSL or TLS requirements • Required: Select this option to disallow requests that do
not arrive over an SSL-secured connection. This setting
is the default setting for the assertion. When you select
Required, the Peer Authentication options are enabled.

• Optional: Select this option to configure the API
Gateway to match the behavior of the incoming request.
Requests are not required to arrive over an SSL-secured
connection.

• Forbidden: Select this option to disallow requests that
arrive over an SSL-secured connection. This setting
can be used to discourage users of a free service from
consuming server SSL resources without paying for an
upgraded account.

Require Client Certificate Authentication Indicates whether the client certificate needs to be
authenticated:

• Select this check box to gather the client certificate to
be authenticated later in the policy by an authentication
assertion (for example, Authenticate User or Group
Assertion).

This indicates that a client certificate is required as part of
the SSL-TLS handshake. The client certificate is used to
authenticate the service requestor.

This check box is available only when "Select the SSL or
TLS requirements" is set to Required.

Note:

Selecting the check box does not ensure that the client
certificate is authenticated. The Require SSL or TLS
Transport with Client Authentication assertion only behaves
as a credential source assertion. An authentication assertion
must be present in the policy to authenticate the certificate.

• Clear this check box to not gather the client certificate.
This makes the "Require SSL or TLS Transport with
Client Authentication Assertion" (accessed from the
Access Control palette) identical to the "Require SSL or
TLS Transport Assertion" (accessed from the Transport
Layer Security palette).
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Check Client Certificate Validity Period Controls whether the validity period of the client certificate
is checked during SSL-secured connections.

• Select this check box to check the validity period of
the client certificate and not gather credentials if the
certificate is expired. This option will not populate the
${request.ssl.clientCertificate} variable. This setting is
the default.

• Clear this check box to not check the client certificate
validity period and gather credentials from all
client certificates. This options will allow the
${request.ssl.clientCertificate} variable to be populated
with expired certificates.

Note:

(1) Although expired certificate information may be
gathered, such certificates cannot be used to authenticate
users. For example, the Authenticate User or Group
Assertion fails when an expired certificate is used. (2)
Regardless of whether you check the validity period prior
to gathering the credentials, validity is still checked if
an actual authentication is attempted (using the Internal
Identity Provider, Federated Identity Provider, or LDAP
Identity Provider).

4. Click [OK] when done.

 XMPP Get Client Certificate Assertion
The XMPP Get Client Certificate assertion will retrieve the remote certificate of an XMPP session
and place it in a certificate context variable. This will only work if the session has already started TLS
communication and the remote side presented a certificate (which may not be the case for XMPP clients).

The XMPP Get Client Certificate assertion will retrieve the remote certificate of an XMPP session and place it in a certificate
context variable. This will only work if the session has already started TLS communication and the remote side presented a
certificate (which may not be the case for XMPP clients).

Before using this assertion, ensure that at least one outgoing or one incoming XMPP connection has been defined. For more
information, see Manage XMPP Connections.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the XMPP Get Client Certifice Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion,
right-click XMPP Get Client Certificate in the policy window and choose XMPP Get Client Certificate  Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Option Description

Session ID Enter the ID of the session from which to get the remote
certificate. You may reference a context variable.

Direction For this drop-down list, specify in which direction
the session is going from the Gateway, whether to the
XMPP client or to an XMPP server.

Variable Name Specify the name of the context variable in which to place
the certificate.

4. Click [OK] when done.
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 XML Security Assertions
The XML Security assertions define the message-level encryption and signature requirements for service
XML messages and enable protection against replay attacks.

The XML Security assertions define the message-level encryption and signature requirements for service XML messages and
enable protection against replay attacks.

You can use multiple XML Security assertions in a single policy. These assertions can only be used in a web service policy.

The default WSS recipient in the Sign Element and Encrypt Element assertions can be changed if necessary.

Note:

(1) Depending on which API Gateway product you have installed, not all the assertions within this category may be available.
See Product Summary for a list of which features are available for each product. (2) This category may also include custom-
created encapsulated assertions. For more information, see Encapsulated Assertions. (3) Many of the XML Security assertions
must be preceded by specific assertions. Be sure to refer to the Policy Validation Messages.

 Add or Remove WS-Security Assertion
The Add or Remove WS-Security assertion is used to apply pending WS-Security decorations to a
message or to remove security headers. You can control how to handle the WS-Security headers and the
WS-Security options.

The Add or Remove WS-Security assertion is used to apply pending WS-Security decorations to a message or to remove
security headers. You can control how to handle the WS-Security headers and the WS-Security options.

This assertion should be placed after the following WS-Security assertions in a policy if the target message is the request
message or a context variable:

Add Security Token
Add Timestamp
Configure WS-Security Decoration
Encrypt Element
Sign Element

 

Tip:

Though it is not necessary to use the Add or Remove WS-Security assertion to apply pending decoration to the default
response message, it will not cause harm and may be advantageous is some instances (for example, if you want to override the
encryption recipient).

 

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below

2. Right-click <target>: [Apply|Clear] WS-Security in the policy window and choose WS-Security Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:
4. Click [OK]  when done.

Setting Description

WS-Security header options

Remove and recreate matching security headers (if found) Select this check box to remove the existing header before
applying WS-Security, if there is an existing security header
in the message that matches one of the target headers. This
setting is the default behavior.

Clear this check box to retain the existing header(s) while
applying WS-Security.
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Setting Description

Remove all unmatched security headers Choose this option to remove any existing WS-Security
headers that do not match any of the target headers.

Clear this check box to retain all existing WS-Security
headers.

Tip:

This option can be used to remove all security headers when
the Apply WS-Security check box is not selected.

Use MustUnderstand attribute By default, the resulting security header will have a
mustUnderstand attribute.

• Select this check box to use the recommended
mustUnderstand attribute from the resulting WS-Security
header.

• Clear this check box to omit the recommended
mustUnderstand attribute from the Security header.

For the default recipient: Indicate how to handle the default recipient for the security
header:

• Omit actor attribute: Do not use an actor. This setting is
the default.

• Use Layer 7 actor: Use the Layer 7 actor as the default
actor.

Apply WS-Security Select this check box to apply any pending WS-Security
decorations, as specified in the WS-Security options
displayed below.

Note:

When [Apply WS-Security] is used, any decorations that
were applied will be cleared automatically.

Clear this check box to not apply pending WS-Security
decorations to the header. The WS-Security options
are disabled. Note: This is not the same as clearing the
decorations, which is done using the [Clear WS-Security]
option below .

Clear WS-Security Select this check box to clear any pending WS-Security
decorations and also any WS-Security decorations that would
be applied automatically after the policy complete.

Clear this check box to allow all WS-Security decoration
requirements to be processed normally.

About automatic WS-Security decoration

Automatic WS-Security decorations are those that are not
currently "pending", but which will be applied automatically
after the policy completes.

For example, the Require WS-SecureConversation assertion
always signs the response and adds a timestamp. If this is
not desirable—for example, the API Gateway is configured
to pass-through secure conversation—choose [Clear WS-
Security] to prevent automatic decoration.

Tip:

When both [Apply WS-Security] and [Clear WS-Security] are selected, the assertion will apply all pending WS-Security
and clear any automatic WS-Security decorations that would be applied automatically after the policy completes.
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Setting Description

WS-Security options

Version Choose the version of WS-Security to use: 1.0 or 1.1. The
default <Not Specified> setting will use WSS 1.0, unless
WSS 1.1 is detected or explicitly configured in the policy.

Select the default recipient certificate... Choose which certificate to use with XML encryption:

• Use default certificate: Use the default certificate for the
recipient.

Note:

The certificate is for the default recipient. To override
this default recipient, see Change the WSS Assertion
Recipient.

• Use selected certificate for default recipient: Choose
this option to browse for the certificate to use. Click
[Select] and then locate the certificate to use. Examine the
certificate details displayed to ensure that it is the correct
certificate.

• Lookup default recipient by name: Choose this option
to use the certificate of the specified default recipient.
You may reference a context variable that will resolve
to the recipient at run time. If more than one certificate
matches the name, then the first valid certificate is used.

• Use Certificate from Context Variable: Choose this
option to use the context variable specified in the adjacent
box.

Note:

This context variable must contain a type X.509
certificate.

 Add Security Token Assertion
The Add Security Token assertion signifies that one of the following security tokens should be added to
the SOAP security header in the target message:

The Add Security Token assertion signifies that one of the following security tokens should be added to the SOAP security
header in the target message:

WS-S UsernameToken
WS-SC SecurityContextToken
SAML Assertion (Token)
WS-S EncryptedKey

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Contents:

Note:

The Add Security Token assertion only adds the token to the list of pending decoration requirements for the message. The
token is added when the Add or Remove WS-Security Assertion executes. 

Configure the Private Key for SAML Assertions

When you add a "SAML Assertion" as the Security Token Type, configure the Add Security Token assertion with the correct
private key. The key that is used is based on the SAML Assertion type.

SAML Assertion type Configured Private Key

Holder-of-Key Must be the subject's key.
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SAML Assertion type Configured Private Key

Sender Vouches Must be the sender's key.

Bearer Can be either the default private key for the Gateway or some
other custom key.

None Can be either the default private key for the Gateway or some
other custom key.

To learn more about selecting a private key for this assertion,
see Select a Custom Private Key.

For more information about the SAML Assertion types, see Configuring SAML Policies for Identity Bridging.

Applying WS-Security

If this assertion targets a message other than the response, add the Add or Remove WS-Security Assertion after the Add
Security Token assertion in the policy. This is required for the token to be applied.

Request: Add Security Token
Request: Apply WS-Security

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Tip:

When WS-Security is involved, be sure to specify the appropriate WSS header handling option in the properties of the routing
assertion. In most instances, the setting "Don't modify the request Security header" is appropriate.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click <target>: Add [Signed] Security Token in the policy window and choose Security Token Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Choose a Security Token Type to add and configure as required:

• WS-S UsernameToken
• WS-SC SecurityContextToken
• SAML Assertion
• WS-S EncryptedKey

4. Set the Include Security Token in Message Signature check box as required:

• Select this check box if you want the added token to be signed. (This occurs even if the token itself is responsible for
the signing.) The assertion name in the policy window appears as "Add Signed Security Token".

• Clear this check box to include the token in the Security header but not sign it. Other parts of the message may still be
signed if so configured. The assertion name in the policy window appears as "Add Security Token".

5. Click [OK] when done.

Add a WS-S UsernameToken

Configure the settings specific to each security token type:
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Setting Description

Include Password Select this check box to include the password in the token.

When the Include Password check box is selected, this adds
a wsse:Password element to the security token in the target
message:

<wsse:Password Type="http://docs.oasis-open.org/
wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-username-token-
profile-1.0#PasswordText">password>

This applies only where a password is:

• provided by the requesting SOAP message (as enforced
by the Require HTTP Basic Credential Assertion)

• entered in the provided text box.

Use Last Gathered Request Credentials Choose this option to use the credentials from the most
recently gathered request.

Use Specified Credentials  Choose this option to use credentials that you specify here:

• Username: Enter the user name to use.
• Password: Enter the password to use. Available only

when the password is included.

• Choose [Show Password] if you want the password
text to be visible as it is typed in.

• Clear [Show Password] to display an obfuscated
password, for more security.

• Include Nonce: Select this check box to include a nonce
in the token.

• Use Password Digest: Select this check box to calculate
and display a digest password in the Password element
of the UsernameToken. Clear this check box to use
the basic password as entered in the Password field for
the Password element. Available only when [Include
Password] is selected.

• Encrypt: Select this check box to encrypt the token.

Signature Key Reference Choose the method to use to embed the signing certificate:

• BinarySecurityToken: The certificate is embedded
within the message and does not require the recipient to
possess a copy of the signing certificate already. This
results in larger messages, but is more compatible. This
setting is the default.

• SecurityTokenReference with SKI: Use
SecurityTokenReference containing the
SubjectKeyIdentifier (SKI). This produces smaller
messages, but at the risk of decreased compatibility.

• Issuer Name/Serial Number: Use a
SecurityTokenReference containing the certificates
issuer distinguished name and serial number. This
produces smaller messages, but at the risk of decreased
compatibility.

Add a WS-SC SecurityContextToken
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• Session Variable Name: Enter the context variable containing the WS-SecureConversation Security Context. This is
typically scLookup.session, which is defined in the Look Up Outbound Secure Conversation Session Assertion.

Tip:

You can use an indexing option to specify a value from a multivalued context variable. For example, use foo[1] to select
the second value in the multivalued variable foo. For more information, see "Indexing Options during Interpolation"
in Multivalued Context Variables.

•  Include SecurityContextToken in message: The default is to add a SecurityContextToken (SCT) in the message when it
is decorated. Tip: You may need to clear this check box when decorating responses to a WCF client.

Add a SAML Assertion

Note:

When adding a SAML Assertion as the security token, ensure that the Add Security Token assertion is configured with the
correct private key. For more information, see "Configure the Private Key for SAML Assertions" earlier in this topic.

• SAML Assertion Variable: Enter the context variable containing the SAML Assertion (Token). This is typically
issuedSamlAssertion, which is defined in the Create SAML Token Assertion.

Tip:

You can use an indexing option to specify a value from a multivalued context variable. For example, use foo[1] to select
the second value in the multivalued variable foo. For more information, see "Indexing Options during Interpolation"
in Multivalued Context Variables.

Add a WS-S EncryptedKey

No further configuration is required for token type WS-S EncryptedKey. The Gateway creates a new EncryptedKey and
includes it in the target message when the security requirements are applied next.

The Gateway caches the generated key and will recognize it when processing future incoming messages that refer to it by its
EncryptedKeySHA1.

 Add Timestamp Assertion
The Add Timestamp assertion is used to add a signed <wsu:Timestamp> element into the SOAP security
header of all target messages. You can configure the expiry time period for the timestamp and you can
choose the method used to include the SSL certificate for the .

The Add Timestamp assertion is used to add a signed <wsu:Timestamp> element into the SOAP security header of all target
messages. You can configure the expiry time period for the timestamp and you can choose the method used to include the SSL
certificate for the API Gateway.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more about selecting a private key for this assertion, see Select a Custom Private Key.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Note:

The Add or Remove WS-Security Assertion must follow the Add Timestamp assertion in a policy.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. This assertion contains default settings that are appropriate for most instances. To change any of the settings, right-click
<target>: Add [Signed] Timestamp in the policy window and select Timestamp Properties or double-click the assertion
in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Resolution To specify a timestamp resolution, select a value from the
resolution drop-down list. When the value is '<Default>', the
API Gateway default resolution is used.
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Setting Description

Expiry Time Select the unit of measure from the drop-down list
(milliseconds, seconds, minutes, hours), then enter the
length of the expiry time for the timestamp. Fractional
measurements are permitted. The default is 5 minutes.

Sign Timestamp Select this check box to digitally sign the timestamp. When
signatures are used, "signed" will appear in the assertion
name in the policy window ("Add signed Timestamp").

Note:

The [Sign Timestamp] check box must be enabled if a
private key has been selected for this assertion. If the check
box is cleared, any private key will be ignored.

Gateway Certificate Inclusion Select the method to use to include the SSL certificate for the
API Gateway:

• BinarySecurityToken: The certificate is embedded
within the message and does not require the recipient to
already possess a copy of the signing certificate. This
results in larger messages, but is more compatible. This
setting is the default.

• SecurityTokenReference with SKI: Use
SecurityTokenReference containing the
SubjectKeyIdentifier (SKI). This produces smaller
messages, but at the risk of decreased compatibility.

• Issuer Name/Serial Number: Use a
SecurityTokenReference containing the certificates
issuer distinguished name and serial number. This
produces smaller messages, but at the risk of decreased
compatibility.

 Build RSTR SOAP Response Assertion

After a security token is issued by the Create Security Context Token assertion, the Build RSTR SOAP Response Assertion is
used to create a SOAP response message containing a RequestSecurityTokenResponse (RSTR) element. This element does the
following:

• For token issuance, the RSTR will wrap the token issued.
• For token cancellation, the RSTR will contain a RequestedTokenCanceled element.

This assertion can create two types of responses:

• A response that indicates a security token is being issued.
• A response that indicates a security token is being canceled.

The following is an example of the RSTR element in a response message:

<wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse Context="..." xmlns:wst="...">
     <wst:TokenType>...</wst:TokenType>
     <wst:RequestedSecurityToken>
          // The issued security token appears here
     </wst:RequestedSecurityToken>
     ...
</wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse>

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message. The target message is an inbound
RST Request SOAP message that provides the following useful information for building the RSTR:
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• All related namespaces such as SOAP Envelope, WS-Trust, WS-Secure Conversation, WS-Addressing, WS-Policy, WS-
Security, etc.

• Entropy in the RST request, if applicable
• Key size in the RST request, if applicable.

To learn more about selecting the target identity for this assertion, see Select a Target Identity.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message".

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Build RSTR SOAP Response assertion sets the following context variables with details of the response.

Note:

The default <prefix> is "responseBuilder" and can be changed in the assertion properties.

Variable Description

<prefix>.rstrResponse Contains the RSTR SOAP response message.

<prefix>.wsaNamespace Contains the WS-Addressing namespace that will be used
when WS-Addressing is added to the RSTR SOAP response
message.

<prefix>.rstrWsaAction Contains the RSTR WS-Addressing Action that will be used
when WS-Addressing is added to the RSTR SOAP response
message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Build RSTR SOAP Response in the policy window and choose RSTR SOAP Response Builder Properties
or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Specify the Response Message Type to create:

• A response message that includes an issued a security token: Choose this option to create a response with
the <wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse> element, which contains the security token that was issued (either a
SAML Token or a Security Context Token).
Enter the context variable that contains the issued token.

Tip:

For Security Context Tokens, this will be the ${<prefix>.issuedSCT} variable. For SAML Tokens, this should be the
${issuedSamlAssertion} variable.

Optionally choose any of the following RSTR Configuration options to include:

• Include an <AppliesTo> element with WS-Addressing Address: This optional element is used to specify the
specify the address attribute of the endpoint reference.. For example, the service(s) to which this token applies.

• Include a <RequestedAttachedReference> element: Since returned tokens are considered opaque to the requestor,
this optional element is used to indicate how to reference the returned token when that token does not support
references using URI fragments (XML ID).

• Include a <RequestedUnattachedReference> element: In certain cases, tokens do not need to be present in
the message. This optional element is used to indicate how to reference the token when it is not placed inside the
message.

• Include a <KeySize> element: The size of the session key for a secure conversation token will be included in the
generated message.

• Set Lifetime for the returned security token: This lifetime defines the expiry duration of the returned security
token. It is not the same as the lifetime defined in the Create Security Context Token Assertion. The default expiry
duration is 60 minutes for the returned security token. 

Note:

It is recommended that the issuer return this element with issued tokens (in the RSTR) so the requestor knows the
actual validity period without needing to parse the returned token.
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Note:

For more information about the RSTR Configuration elements, please refer to the specifications on WS-Trust and
WS-Secure Conversation on www.oasis-open.org.

 
• A response message that includes the results of a token cancellation: Choose this option to create a response

with <wst:RequestedTokenCanceled/> in the <wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse> element.
4. Enter a prefix to be added to the context variables created by this assertion. The prefix allows you to uniquely identify the

variables if the assertion appears more than once within a policy.The default variable prefix is responseBuilder.
5. Click [OK].

 Build RST SOAP Request Assertion

The Build RST SOAP Request assertion is used to create a SOAP message containing a Request Security Token (RST) in the
SOAP body. The security token requested from the service is either a Security Context Token (SCT) or a SAML Token.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Build RST SOAP Request assertion sets details about the RST request message in the following context variables.

Note:

The default <prefix> is "requestBuilder" and can be changed in the assertion properties.

Variable Description

<prefix>.rstRequest Stores the RST Request message generated

<prefix>.clientEntropy Stores the client entropy, if the option [Generate and
include client entropy] is selected in the assertion properties

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Build RST SOAP [Cancel|Issue|Validate] Request in the policy window and choose RST SOAP Request
Builder Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows.

Setting Description

SOAP Version Choose the SOAP version to be used in the RST SOAP
message: 1.1 or 1.2.

WS-Trust Namespace Choose the WS-Trust namespace to be used in a
RequestSecurityToken element:

• http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512 (v1.3
and v1.4)

• http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/trust (v1.2)
• http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/04/trust (pre-v1.2)

Token Type Choose the token type to be used in the message:

<Not Included> (no token is requested)
SAML2 Assertion
SAML Assertion
WS-SC SecurityContextToken

Request Type Choose the type of request to build:

Cancel
Issue (default)
Validate

http://www.oasis-open.org/
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Setting Description

<wst:Issuer> Address Optionally specify the issuer of the security token that is
presented in the RST SOAP request message. The Issuer
element's type is an endpoint reference as defined in WS-
Addressing. You may reference context variables.

<wsp:AppliesTo> Address Optionally specify the URL of the <Address> in a
<wsp:AppliesTo> element, which is a scope specified
by the requestor for the issued token. You may reference
context variables.

Target Token Variable If the Request Type is either Cancel or Validate,
optionally specify a context variable of type String that
will be used for the target element (the CancelTarget
or ValidateTarget elements, respectively). This context
variable should either contain:

• an Element—for example, one that was selected
using an XPath; this Element should be a
SecurityTokenReference or a security token.

• a Security Context Token (for example, one created by
the Establish Outbound Secure Conversation Assertion.
A SecurityTokenReference will be generated for the
token.

Tip:

You can use an indexing option to specify a value from
a multivalued context variable. For example, use foo[1]
to choose the second value in the multivalued variable
foo. For more information, see Indexing Options during
Interpolation in Working with Multivalued Context
Variables.

Key Size (bits) Optionally specify the key size in bits.

Token Lifetime Optionally, select this check box to specify a time range for
the returned security token.

Note:

The issuer is not obligated to honor this range and may
return a more (or less) restrictive interval.

Use System Default When specifying a Token Lifetime, select this check
box to use the system default, as defined by the
outbound.secureConversation.defaultSessionDuration 
cluster property. The default value for this property is 2
hours.

Generate and include client entropy Optionally select this check box to generate client
entropy and include it in the RST request. The
generated entropy will be saved into the context variable
<prefix>.clientEntropy.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables
created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness
and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other
when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

The default prefix is requestBuilder.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see Context Variable Validation.

 Build SAML Protocol Request Assertion
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The Build SAML Protocol Request assertion is used to create a SAMLP request from either a request message, response
message, or a Message variable. If the request can be successfully fulfilled, a SAMLP request is returned containing one
or more SAML tokens. The Evaluate SAML Protocol Response assertion is then used to evaluate the request, response, or
Message variable.

The target message for this assertion is set within the wizard, but it may also be changed in the policy window, without using
the wizard. For more information, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more about selecting a private key for this assertion, see Select a Custom Private Key.

The Build SAML Protocol Request assertion is typically used as follows in a policy:

Build SAML Protocol Request
Route via HTTP(S)
Evaluate SAML Protocol Response

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click <target>: Build SAML Protocol Request... in the policy window and select SAML Protocol Request
Wizard or double-click the assertion in the policy window. 

3. Follow the wizard to complete the assertion. For details, see SAML Protocol Request Wizard.

SAML Protocol Request Wizard

The SAML Protocol Request Wizard automatically starts when you add or edit a Build SAML Protocol Request  assertion in a
policy. 

For more information about wizards, see Wizard under Interfaces.

Tip:

You can use context variables in many of the text fields in the wizard. These variables are evaluated at runtime as the SAML
Protocol request is being constructed.

Wizard Step Descriptions

Step 1: Introduction Introduces the wizard.

Step 2: Target Message and SOAP Version • Target Message: Choose the target location to set
the SAMLP query: Request, Response, or some
Other Message Variable, with the default being
samlpRequest.message. For more information on Message
variables, see Context Variables. To learn how to change
the message target, see Select a Target Message.

• SOAP Version: Specify the SOAP version to use: 1.1,
1.2, or use version from request.

Step 3: SAML Version • Create a SAMLP query...: Choose the version of the
SAML query request that will be created.

• Request Identifier: Choose to have the wizard generate
a request identifier or reference a context variable that
contains the identifier.

• Optional Request Attributes: Optionally specify a
Destination URI or Consent URI.

Step 4: Issuer

(SAML 2.0 only)

Configure the Issuer attribute value. For a description of
these settings, see Configure the [Issuer] Tab in Build SAML
Protocol Response Assertion.
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Wizard Step Descriptions

Step 5: SAMLP Request Type Specify the SAMLP query request to be configured:

• Authentication Request: Select this option to request
assertions containing authentication statements to
establish a security context at one or more replying
parties. Proceed to Step 8 to configure this request type.
Note: The Authentication Request option is available only
when SAML 2.0 was selected in Step 3.

• Authorization Decision Request: Select this option
to request whether an assertion subject has permission
to access the specified resources. Proceed to Step 6 to
configure this request type.

• Attribute Query Request: Select this option to make a
query that requests the assertion subject associated with
the supplied attributes. Proceed to Step 7 to configure this
request type.

Step 6: Authorization Query This step is used if you chose "Authorization Decision
Request" in Step 5.

• Resource: Specify the URI for the resource for which
authorization is requested.

• Action: Specify one or more actions for which
authorization is requested.

• Action Namespace: Optionally specify a URI reference
representing the namespace in which the specified action
should be interpreted.

• Evidence: Indicate whether the wizard should generate
the appropriate evidence block or whether it should obtain
the evidence block from a context variable.
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Wizard Step Descriptions

Step 7: Attribute Statement This step is used if you chose Attribute Query Request.

Define the attributes that the SAML statement will include.

1. Click [Add] and then complete the Edit SAML Attribute
Properties dialog:

• Attribute Name: Enter the name of the attribute.
• Attribute Namespace: Optionally enter a namespace

for the attribute. This applies only to SAML 1.x.
• Attribute Name Format: Optionally specify a URI

reference that describes the format of the attribute
name. Only attributes that declare this format will be
accepted. This applies only to SAML 2.x.

• Unspecified: If no name format
is provided, the default value of
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-
format:unspecified is used.

• URI Reference: This option uses the URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri

• Basic: This option uses the URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:basic.

• Other: Select this option to define your own attribute
name format in the box below.

• Friendly Name: Optionally enter a friendly name
for the attribute to be used for display purposes. This
applies only to SAML 2.x.

• Attribute Value: If defining your own attribute name
format, enter it here. This applies only to SAML 2.x.

 
2. Click [OK] to enter the attribute into the table. Repeat to

configure additional attributes.

To modify an existing Attribute Statement, select it from the
list and then click [Edit].

To remove an Attribute Statement, select it from the list and
then click [Remove].

Step 8: Name Identifier Enter the details for the Name Identifier.

See Configure the Name Identifier below for details.

Step 9: Subject Confirmation Configure the subject confirmation method in this step.

See Configure the Subject Confirmation below for details.

Step 10: Digital Signature Select the Sign Request check box to include a digital
signature in the request. Clear the check box to not include a
digital signature.

A digital signature is not always required in SAML. The
following are some examples where the signature may not be
required:

• When a signature is "inherited"—an unsigned assertion
gains protection from a signature in the containing
protocol response message.

• The SAML requestor has obtained an assertion from the
SAML authority directly, through a secure channel. In this
case, the SAML authority has been verified using means
other than a digital signature.
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Configuring the Name Identifier

This wizard step configures the details for the Name Identifier in the SAML Protocol Request.

1. Select the Include Name Identifier check box to include the Name Identifier in the SAML token.
Clear the check box to not include the Name Identifier. This disables all the remaining settings in the wizard step; click
[Next] to proceed to the next step in the wizard.

2. Select the Encrypt Name Identifier check box to encrypt the Name Identifier. This causes a <saml:EncryptedID> to be
placed in the <saml:Subject> element.
Clear the check box to not encrypt the Name Identifier. This will place a <saml:NameID> in the <saml:Subject> element.

3. If encrypting the Name Identifier, click [Configure] and complete the EncryptedID Encryption Properties. For more
information, see Configure Encryption Settings.
If not encrypting the Name Identifier, skip to step 4.

4. Choose the Format of the Name Identifier:

• Automatic: The Name Identifier Format URI will be selected based on the type of credentials used to authenticate the
user.

• X.509 Subject Name: The Name Identifier Format URI is the X.509 Subject Name.
• Email Address: The Name Identifier Format URI is the email address.
• Windows Domain Qualified Name: The Name Identifier Format URI is the Windows Domain Qualified  Name.
• Unspecified: Indicates that the issuer of the SAML token is not warranting that the Name Identifier value meets any

particular format expectations.  
• Custom: Enter a custom Name Identifier Format URI. You may specify a context variable. Ensure that the URI is valid

to prevent the assertion from failing.
5. Optionally enter a Name Qualifier template. This value determines the security or administrative domain of the subject.

An example of a Name Qualifier might be the API Gateway hostname (for example, gatewayhost.acmecorp.com). It is not
necessary to enter a fully-qualified hostname.

6. For Name Identifier Value, indicate where the value of the Name Identifier is to be retrieved:

• From Credentials: The value is the user name from the credentials used to authenticate the user.
• From Authenticated User: The value is the most appropriate attribute (matching the selected Format) available from

the user who was authenticated.
• From Template: The value is the result of evaluating the specified template. This will typically be a context variable,

perhaps one resulting from an XPath (Evaluate Request XPath or Evaluate Response XPath) or from the Extract
Attributes for Authenticated User Assertion.

Configuring the Subject Confirmation

This wizard step configures the subject confirmation method to be used in the SAML Protocol Request.

1. Choose the Subject Confirmation Method to be used in the issued SAML token. This allows the SAML-relying party to
confirm that the message came from a system entity that corresponds to the subject in the statement or query.

Values Description

Holder-of-Key The SAML token will use the Holder-of-Key
subject confirmation method (with the standard URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:holder-of-key or
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:holder-of-key, depending
on the selected SAML version in Step 3 of the wizard). For
such assertions, the will require that the subject demonstrate
possession of the private key corresponding to the public
key in the Subject certificate.

The request Subject may use one of two methods to prove
that they hold this key:

• The request includes at least one element covered by a
valid WSS message signature. The signing certificate
will be used as the Subject certificate. Or,

• The request arrived over SSL/TLS with client
certificate. The client certificate will be used as the
Subject certificate
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Sender Vouches The SAML token will use the Sender Vouches
subject confirmation method (with the standard
URI urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:sender-
vouches or urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:sender-
vouches, depending on the selected SAML version in Step
2 of the wizard). For such assertions, the API Gateway
vouches for the verification of the subject.

Bearer The SAML token will use the Bearer Token subject
confirmation method (with the standard URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:bearer
or urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:bearer, depending on
the selected SAML version in Step 2 of the wizard). Like
HTTP cookies, such assertions will always be assumed to
belong to whatever message contains them, and the subject
will be assumed to be the sender of the message.

None The SAML token does not have a subject confirmation
method.

2. Configure the Include Subject Certificate check box as required. This is available on when the Subject Confirmation
Method is "Holder-of-Key".Select this check box to specify that the subject's certificate (or a reference to it) will be
included in the SAML token. Choose the method by which it should be included or referenced from one of the following
options.

• Literal Certificate (X509Data): The entire subject certificate is inserted into the SAML token. This increases the size
of the assertion significantly, but will mean that the recipient does not have to locate the subject certificates.

• SecurityTokenReference using SKI: A Subject Key Identifier (SKI) from the certificate is included in the SAML
token. This results in a smaller assertion, but it requires that the recipient look up the subject certificate.

• SecurityTokenReference using SHA1 Thumbprint: An SHA1 thumbprint from the certificate is included in the
SAML token. Like the SK1 option above, this produces a smaller assertion, but it requires that the recipient look up the
subject certificate.

Clear this check box to not include the subject's certificate (or reference to it) in the SAML token.
3. If SAML 2.0 is used and the Subject Confirmation Method is not set to "None", optionally complete the Subject

Confirmation Data section. These fields provide additional information to be used by a specific confirmation method.

• Recipient: Enter a URI that specifies the required entity or location. For example, this attribute might indicate that
a resulting SAML token must be delivered to a particular network endpoint in order to prevent an intermediary from
redirecting it someplace else. You may reference context variables.

• Address: Enter the required network address or location. For example, this attribute might be used to bind a resulting
SAML token to particular client addresses to prevent an attacker from stealing and presenting the token from another
location. You may reference context variables.

• In Response To: Enter the required message ID. For example, this attribute might be used to correlate the resulting
SAML token to the related SAML request. You may reference context variables.

4. If SAML 2.0 is used and the Subject Confirmation Method is not set to "None", optionally complete define a Validity
Period for the SAML token:

• Not Before seconds in past: Select this check box and then enter the number of seconds in the past before which the
subject cannot be confirmed. The default is 120 seconds.

• Not On or After seconds in future: Select this check box and then enter the number of seconds into the future after
which the subject can no longer be confirmed. The default is 300 seconds. 

 Build SAML Protocol Response Assertion

The Build SAML Protocol Response assertion places a SAML token into a SAML Protocol <Response> message and allows
various attributes/elements of <Response> to be specified.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:

If you select a context variable for the target message, that variable does not need to exist already. The variable will be
overwritten if it exists.

To learn more about selecting a private key for this assertion, see Select a Custom Private Key.
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Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Build SAML Protocol Response in the policy window and select SAML Protocol Response Properties or
double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure each tab as necessary. Note the fields differ depending on whether SAML 2.0 or SAML 1.1 is selected. Refer to
the appropriate section below for a description of each tab.

4. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [General] Tab

Configure this tab as follows:

Setting Description

SAML Version Select the SAML version from the drop-down list: 2.0 or 1.1.

Default: 2.0.

Sign Response Select this check box if the response should be digitally
signed.

For more information about selecting a private key for the
signature, see Select a Custom Private Key.

Validate Web SSO Rules Select this check box if you want the assertion to validate
Web SSO profile rules. If any rule is broken, the assertion
fails and a warning is logged. For a description of the rules
validated, see Validate Web SSO Profile Rules below.

Clear this check box if the assertion will be used in situations
outside of Web SSO and such validation is not desired (for
example, SAML Protocol Attribute Query Responses—see
Step 4 in the Evaluate SAML Protocol Response assertion).

Response Status

Status Code Specify a response status using either of the following
methods:  

• Choose the response status from the drop-down list. By
default, these responses are used:

• SAML 1.1: Success
• SAML 2.0:

urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:Success
• Specify a context variable that will resolve to a valid

status code for the SAML version at run time. You will
typically use the context variable set by the Set SAML
Response Status Code Assertion.

Status Message Enter a status message to be returned in the response. This
message may reference String context variables.

Status Detail Optionally specify the status detail to be returned in the
response. You must use context variables; text entry is not
permitted. The variables may be concatenated or separated
with a space.   

The variables may be of type Element, Message (text/xml), or
String and may be multivalued.

Response Attributes
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Setting Description

ResponseId

(SAML 1.1 only)

Enter the ID for the SAML response. May reference String
context variables.

Default: <auto>. This indicates that the system will
automatically fill the field if no ReponseID is entered.

ID

(SAML 2.0 only)

Enter the ID for the SAML response. May reference String
context variables.

Default: <auto>. This indicates that the system will
automatically fill the field if no ID is entered.

Issue Instant Specify the IssueInstant property to be used in the response.
This property contains the date and time when the response
was issued. May reference String context variables.

Default: <auto>. This indicates that the system will
automatically fill the field if no IssueInstant is entered.

InResponseTo Optionally specify the InResponseTo value to be used in
the response. This is an identifier to the request to which
this response may correspond. May reference String context
variables.

Recipient

(SAML 1.1 only)

Specify the intended recipient for this response. May be a
String context variable.

Destination

(SAML 2.0 only)

Specify the URI to which the response will be sent.

Consent

(SAML 2.0 only)

Specify the Consent property. This indicates whether consent
was obtained from a principal in sending the response. May
reference String context variables.

Response Elements

Assertion(s) Enter one or more context variables containing the
SAML tokens to be returned in the response, in the
format: ${variableName}. The variables may be concatenated
or separated with a space. 

These variables may be of type Element, Message (text/xml),
or String. Variables may be multivalued.

Tip:

Variables of type Element are created by the Evaluate
Request XPath and Evaluate Response XPath assertions in
the ".elements" context variable.

EncryptedAssertion(s)

(SAML 2.0 only)

Enter one or more context variables containing the encrypted
SAML tokens to be returned in the response, in the
format: ${variableName}. The variables may be concatenated
or separated with a space. 

These variables may be of type Element, Message (text/xml),
or String. Variables may be multivalued.

Extensions

(SAML 2.0 only)

Optionally enter one or more context variables, separating
them with a space.

These variables may be of type Element, Message (text/xml),
or String. Variables may be multivalued.
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Validate Web SSO Profile Rules

This assertion validates the following profiles rules when the Validate Web SSO Rules check box in the [General] tab is
selected.

For SAML 2.0:

Note:

If an encrypted token is present in the samlp:response, then no rules relating to the enclosed saml:assertion (SAML tokens)
can be validated, as the API Gateway cannot examine the contents of encrypted SAML tokens.

The following Web SSO profile rules are validated:

• If the Idp (SAML Web Browser SSO Profile Identity Provider) wants to return an error, then the <Response> must not
contain any assertions.

• If the <Response> message is signed or if an enclosed assertion is encrypted, then the <Issuer> element must be present.
• Response must contain at least one <Assertion>, the same rule above for <Issuer> applies for each assertion.
• All assertions in the response must be from the same Identity Provider (for example, the same API Gateway).
• If multiple assertions are included, then each <Subject> element must refer to the same principal.
• Any assertion issued must contain a <Subject> element with at least one <SubjectConfirmation> element containing a

Method of urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:bearer.
• The bearer <SubjectConfirmation> element must contain a <SubjectConfirmationData> element that itself must contain

a Recipient attribute containing the service provider's assertion consumer service URL and a NotOnOrAfter attribute that
limits the assertion.

• It must not contain a NotBefore attribute.
• The set of bearer assertions must contain at least one <AuthnStatement> that reflects who the principal was authenticated.
• Each bearer assertion must contain an <AudienceRestriction> including the SP's unique identifier as the <Audience> (for

example, the web site's URL)
• If no SAML tokens are specified for the response, then the Status Code cannot be "Success", as the response that is

generated must be an error.

For SAML 1.1:

The following Web SSO rules are validated:

• At least one SSO assertion must be included. An SSO assertion is a SAML token that has a <saml:Conditions> element
with NotBefore and NotOnOrAfter attributes present, and also contains at least one or more authentication statements about
the subject.

• SAML Response must include the Recipient attribute - xsd:anyURI
• Every subject-based statement in the assertion(s) returned to the destination site must contain a

<saml:SubjectConfirmation> element. The <ConfirmationMethod> element in the <SubjectConfirmation> must be set to
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:bearer.

• If no SAML tokens are specified for the response, then the Status Code cannot be "Success", as the response that is
generated must be an error.

Configuring the [Issuer] Tab (SAML 2.0 only)

Configure this tab as follows.

Setting Description

Add Issuer Select this check box to add the Issuer element in the SAML
Protocol response. This enables the other settings in the tab.

Include Format Attributes Select this check box to include the Format attribute in the
SAML token and then select format of the Issuer attribute:

Entity Identifier
X.509 Subject Name
Unspecified
Windows Domain Qualified Name
Email Address
Kerberos Principal Name

Name Qualifier Enter the value for the optional NameQualifier attribute. You
may reference context variables.
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Setting Description

Issuer Value Specify how to obtain the value of the Issuer:

• Default: Select this to use the subject DN from public key
that corresponds to the configured private key.

• From Template: Select this to override the default by
entering a custom value. You may reference context
variables.

Configuring the [Advanced] tab

Select this check box to include the entire certificate chain from the signing private key when signing the response. This
includes the root certificate as well as any intermediate certificates.

Tip:

The chain that is included will include the full path to the CA certificate only if the corresponding private key certificate chain
is complete. If it is a partial chain or if only the subject certificate is available, then selecting the check box will have no effect.

Clear this check box to use only the X.509 certificate data from the signing certificate. The rest of the certificate chain is
ignored. This is the default. 

 Cancel Security Context Assertion
The Cancel Security Context assertion is used to cancel a secure conversation session (either inbound or
outbound) that is no longer in use.

The Cancel Security Context assertion is used to cancel a secure conversation session (either inbound or outbound) that is no
longer in use.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message. The target message should be an
RST SOAP message with the CanceledTarget information.

Canceling Inbound Session

Inbound sessions have a Security Context Token (SCT) created by the Create Security Context Token Assertion. Once
canceled, this token is no longer valid for authentication and authorization purposes. The secure conversation session mapped
by the identifier defined in the SCT will be destroyed.

After the token is canceled, the Build RSTR SOAP Response Assertion will create a response message containing a
<wst:RequestedTokenCanceled/>, similar to the following:

<wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse>
    <wst:RequestedTokenCanceled/>
</wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse>

Canceling Outbound Session

Outbound sessions are established using the Establish Outbound Secure Conversation assertion. You simply need to specify
the URL of the session being canceled.

Note:

Canceling an outbound session will also cancel the inbound session, if both sessions are the same. However if the inbound
session is not available (for example, it has already been canceled), this assertion will not fail.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click <target>: Cancel Security Context to <service URL>in the policy window and select Security Context
Cancellation Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows.
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Setting Description

Inbound Secure Conversation Session Select this option to cancel an inbound secure conversation
session.

Permit cancellation If canceling an inbound session, choose when cancellation
is possible:

• always: There is no permission check—the token can
always be canceled. When this option is selected, this
assertion does not require an authenticated user.

• when the token is owned by an authenticated user:
Only the authenticated user has the right to cancel the
token.

• when the token was used to authenticate:
Cancellation is possible only if the security token was
used to authenticate the session. This setting is the
default.

Outbound Secure Conversation Session Select this option to cancel an outbound secure
conversation session. Note that the inbound session will
also be canceled if both sessions are the same session.

Service URL Enter the URL of the service that created the security token.

Fail if the context is not found or has expired Select this check box to indicate that the assertion will fail
if the secure conversation session does not exist or has
expired.

Clear this check box to allow the assertion to succeed even
if the context is not found or is expired.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Configure WS-Security Decoration Assertion
The Configure WS-Security Decoration assertion is used to specify or override pending security
decorations for a message.

The Configure WS-Security Decoration assertion is used to specify or override pending security decorations for a message.

This assertion provides a convenient location to set security attributes that were previously configured in other assertions:

Decoration In tab Originally set in...

WS-Security Version [General] Add or Remove WS-Security Assertion

Signature Digest Algorithm [Signing] Sign Element Assertion

Encryption Algorithm(s) [Encryption] Encrypt Element Assertion

Signature Key Reference [Signing] Sign Element Assertion

Encryption Key Reference [Signing] Encrypt Element Assertion

Add Timestamp [General] Add Timestamp Assertion

Security Token Signing [Signing] Sign Element Assertion

Key Encryption Algorithm [Encryption] new option

Use DerivedKey Token [Advanced] new option

Tip:

(1) Decorations that were originally set elsewhere can continue to be configured in those other assertions as well. (2) The
Configure WS-Security Decoration assertion can be used to remove the timestamp in the policy: add it after the Add Security
Token assertion and configure the properties to clear the Add Timestamp check boxes in the [General] and [Signing] tabs.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more about selecting a private key for this assertion, see Select a Custom Private Key.
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To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Applying WS-Security

If this assertion targets a message other than the response, you must add the Add or Remove WS-Security assertion after the
Configure WS-Security Decoration assertion in the policy for the decorations to be applied:

Request: Configure WS-Security Decoration
Request: Apply WS-Security

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Tip:

When WS-Security is involved, be sure to specify the appropriate WSS header handling option in the routing assertion's
properties. In most instances, the setting "Don't modify the request Security header" is usually appropriate.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion. 
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Configure WS-Security Decoration in the policy window and select Configure WS-Security Decoration
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. These properties are
organized across the following tabs:

• General
• Signing
• Encryption
• Advanced

3. Configure each tab as necessary. Refer to the appropriate section below for a complete description of each tab.

Tip:

The "<Unchanged>" setting found in several of the tabs leaves the existing pending decoration requirement setting
unchanged—this is not necessarily the same as leaving existing decoration in the message unchanged. Example: Suppose
a message is currently signed using SHA-384. One of the pending decorations is a new signature that uses the default
digest (which is SHA-1, as specified by the cluster property wss.decorator.digsig.messagedigest). When "<Unchanged>" is
selected in the [Signing] tab for Signature Digest Algorithm, the new signature will use SHA-1, not SHA-384.

4. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the [General] Tab

The [General] tab is used to request a specific version of WS-Security or to force a timestamp to be included.

• WS-Security Version: Choose the WS-Security version to use: 1.0 or 1.1. The default "<Unchanged>" setting uses the
version of WS-Security in the target message.
The WS-Security version can also be set in the Add or Remove WS-Security Assertion.

• Add Timestamp: Use this check box to add or remove a time stamp on the target message.

Tip:

(1) Timestamps can also be added (but not removed) using the Add Timestamp Assertion. (2) An existing timestamp will
only be removed if the [Remove and recreate matching security header] setting in the Add or Remove WS-Security
Assertion is selected (which is the default).

Configuring the [Signing] Tab

The [Signing] tab is used to set signing-related decorations.

• Signature Digest Algorithm: Choose the Signature Digest Algorithm to use: SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512. The
default "<Unchanged>" setting uses the algorithm in the target message's existing decoration requirements. 

The Signature Digest Algorithm can also be set in the Sign Element Assertion.

• Reference Digest: Choose the Reference Digest to use: SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512. The default
"<Unchanged>" setting uses the algorithm in the target message's existing decoration requirements. 

• Key Reference: Choose the signing key reference mechanism to use: BinarySecurityToken, SubjectKeyIdentifier,
IssuerSerial, StrKeyIdX509Literal. The default "<Unchanged>" setting uses the key reference in the target message's
existing decoration requirements. 

• Include Signed Timestamp: Select this check box to add a signed timestamp to SOAP header of the target message.
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Tip:

(1) Signed timestamps can also be added (but not removed) using the Add Timestamp Assertion. (2) If [Include Signed
Timestamp] is disabled, but [Add Timestamp] in the [General] tab is enabled, then an unsigned timestamp will be added
to the target message.

• Sign Security Tokens: Select this check box to request that signing tokens be included in the message signature.
• Encrypt Signature: Select this check box to include the signature in the elements to encrypt, marked as requiring whole-

element encryption.
• Sign WS-Addressing Headers: Select this check box to sign the WS-Addressing headers and any Layer 7 addressing

headers present in the message.

Note:

This option must be enabled to ensure compatibility when the CA API Gateway - XML VPN Client is used.

Configuring the [Encryption] Tab

The [Encryption] tab is used to configure encryption-related decorations.

• Data Encryption Algorithm: Choose a symmetric encryption algorithm to use for data encryption. The default
"<Unchanged>" setting uses the algorithm in the target message's pending decoration requirements. 

http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#tripledes-cbc
http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#aes128-cbc
http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#aes192-cbc
http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#aes256-cbc
http://www.w3.org/2009/xmlenc11#aes128-gcm
http://www.w3.org/2009/xmlenc11#aes256-gcm  

The data encryption algorithm can also be set in the Encrypt Element assertion.

Tip:

CA Technologies recommends using one of the GCM algorithms when possible (assuming that the expected recipient can
handle it). XML messages encrypted using CBC mode could potentially be decrypted by an adversary who can send multiple
modified messages to servers that possess the decryption key and are running WS-Security software released before November
2011.

• Key Encryption Algorithm: 
Key Encryption Algorithms are public key encryption algorithms especially specified for encrypting and decrypting keys
when adding an encrypted key to a message during security decoration. Their identifiers appear as Algorithm attributes to
EncryptionMethod elements that are children of EncryptedKey. The following is an example of EncryptedKey with a Key
Encryption Algorithm:

<EncryptedKey Id="uuid...">
      <EncryptionMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#rsa-oaep-mgf1p"/>
...
</EncryptedKey>
Choose a key encryption algorithm to use. The default "<Unchanged>" setting uses the algorithm in the target message's
pending decoration requirements.

http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#rsa-1_5 (RSA Version 1.5 Identifier)
http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#rsa-oaep-mgf1p (RSA-OAEP Identifier)

Tip:

CA Technologies strongly recommends using RSA-OAEP whenever possible. Use RSA-1.5 only when absolutely necessary
for interoperability.  

More information about RSA IdentifiersRSA 1.5 is the "RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5" algorithm specified in RFC 3447 (aka
PKCS#1):
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3447.txt
RSA OAEP is the "RSAES-OAEP-ENCRYPT" algorithm, also specified in RFC 3447/PKCS#1. This is an implementation of
OAEP, the "optimal asymmetric encryption padding" scheme.
RSA OAEP is more resistant to certain cryptographic attacks than RSA 1.5 but may be supported by less third-party software.

• Key Reference: Choose a encryption key reference mechanism to use: IssuerSerial, BinarySecurityToken,  KeyName,
SubjectKeyIdentifier, or StrKeyIdX509Literal. The default "<Unchanged>" setting uses the mechanism in the target
message's pending decoration requirements. 
The encryption key reference can also be set in the Encrypt Element Assertion.

http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#tripledes-cbc
http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#aes128-cbc
http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#aes192-cbc
http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#aes256-cbc
http://www.w3.org/2009/xmlenc11#aes128-gcm
http://www.w3.org/2009/xmlenc11#aes256-gcm
http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#rsa-1_5
http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#rsa-oaep-mgf1p
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3447.txt
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Configuring the [Advanced] Tab

The [Advanced] tab is used to configure derived keys and to optionally select a WS-Secure Conversation Namespace.

• Use Derived Keys Whenever Possible: Select this check box to request that derived keys be created and used whenever
possible (that is, derived from the original signing or encryption token using a DerivedKeyToken). Derived keys can be
used for signing or encryption if the signing or encryption method is a WS-SC session, an ephemeral EncryptedKey, a
Kerberos token, or a SAML token that uses EncryptedKey subject confirmation.

• WS-Secure Conversation Namespace: If using derived keys, you can choose the version or namespace of secure
conversation that will be used with the derived keys. The default value "<Unchanged>" will not configure any value,
which results in the default/current namespace being used.

 Create SAML Token Assertion
The Create SAML Token Assertion can create and optionally sign a SAML token. Examples of when this
might be useful include:

The Create SAML Token Assertion can create and optionally sign a SAML token. Examples of when this might be useful
include:

• You need to create ad-hoc token services (i.e., receive a WS-Trust request, validate it, authenticate and authorize, and then
issue a SAML token for the response)

• You are currently using the "Attach SAML Sender-Vouches" option in the Route via HTTP(S) assertion ([Security] tab),
but you need a more configurable option.

• You are using a transport like FTP that does not presently include an option to add a SAML sender-vouches token.

The SAML token that is created is stored in the ${issuedSamlAssertion} context variable. This variable is made available to
the Build RSTR SOAP Response Assertion to create an RSTR response message. For more information, see Working with the
Security Token Service.

The following is an example of a SAML token in the ${issuedSamlAssertion} variable:

<saml:Assertion xmlns:saml="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:assertion"
MinorVersion="1" MajorVersion="1"
AssertionID="SamlAssertion-87a72d52cf2716824ccb036c03f17fca"
              Issuer="gateway.acmecorp.com"
IssueInstant="2010-08-17T23:01:10.215Z"><saml:Conditions
NotBefore="2010-08-17T22:56:10.000Z"
NotOnOrAfter="2010-08-17T23:06:10.216Z"><saml:AudienceRestrictionCondition>
 <saml:Audience>https://saml.salesforce.com</saml:Audience> </
saml:AudienceRestrictionCondition></saml:Conditions><saml:AuthenticationStatement
AuthenticationMethod="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:am:password"
AuthenticationInstant="2010-08-17T23:01:10.215Z"><saml:Subject><saml:NameIdentifier
Format="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-format:emailAddress"
NameQualifier="">jsmith@acmecorp.com.sso</saml:NameIdentifier> 

<saml:SubjectConfirmation><saml:ConfirmationMethod>urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:bearer 

</saml:ConfirmationMethod></saml:SubjectConfirmation></saml:Subject><saml:SubjectLocality
 IPAddress="10.0.12.345"/></saml:AuthenticationStatement></saml:Assertion>

To learn more about selecting a private key for this assertion, see Select a Custom Private Key.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Create SAML Token assertion sets the following context variables.

Note:
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The default <prefix> is "attrStatement" and can be changed in Step 6 of the SAML Token Creation Wizard.

Context variable Type Notes

<prefix>.missingAttrNames String Stores a list of the missing attributes
(comma separated). This variable is
empty when no attributes are missing.

<prefix>.unknownAttrNames String Stores a list of the unknown filter
attributes (comma separated). This
variable is empty when no attributes are
unknown

<prefix>.noAttributes Boolean Returns "true" when all configured
attributes were filtered, otherwise
returns "false".

<prefix>filteredAttributes String Stores a list of the filtered attributes
(comma separated). This variable is
empty when no attributes were filtered.

<prefix>.excludedAttributes String Stores a list of the excluded attributes
(comma separated). This variable
is empty when no attributes were
excluded.

Note:

This variable applies to SAML 2.0 only.

Adding and Configuring the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Create < token type > SAML Token in the policy window and select SAML Token Creation Wizard or
double-click the assertion in the policy window.

3. Follow the wizard to complete the assertion. For details, see SAML Token Creation Wizard.

SAML Token Creation Wizard

The SAML Token Creation Wizard automatically starts when you add or modify the Create SAML Token assertion in a
policy.

Wizard Step Description

Step 1: Introduction Introduces the wizard.

Step 2: SAML Version Specify the version of the SAML token to be issued: 1.1 or
2.0.

Step 3: Issuer Configure the Issuer attribute value. The settings differ
depending on the SAML version.

SAML 1.1

• Default: Select this to use the subject DN from public key
that corresponds to the configured private key.

• From Template: Select this to customize the Issuer
attribute. You may reference context variables.

SAML 2.0

For a description of these settings, see Configure the
[Issuer] Tab in Build SAML Protocol Response Assertion.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 4: SAML Statement Type Select at least one SAML statement to issue:

• Authentication Statement: This statement asserts that
the subject authenticated with the identity provider
at a particular time, using a particular method of
authentication.

• Authorization Decision Statement: This statement
asserts that a subject is permitted to perform a specified
action on a specified resource.

• Attribute Statement: This statement is used to populate
the SAML statement with specified attributes pertaining
to the subject.

• Include Authentication Context Declaration (SAML
2.0 only): This statement will include an Authentication
Context Declaration, if possible. Specifically, this means
the generated AuthnStatement or AuthnContext will
contain an AuthnContextDecl child. If this check box is
not selected, then only a AuthnContextClassRef child is
present.

Note:

The AuthnContextDecl element may not be present for all
credential types, even if this option is enabled. This element
should be present for password or X.509 credentials.

The wizard will lead you through the appropriate steps based
on the statements selected.

Step 5: Authorization Statement Specify the details for the Authorization Statement:

• Resource: Enter a value for the resource that the SAML
statement must describe (for example, "http://acme.org").

• Action: Enter an action value for the resource (for
example, "GET").

• Action Namespace: Optionally enter a corresponding
action namespace value (for example, "http://acme.org/ns/
services").

Step 6: Attribute Statement Define one or more SAML attributes that will be included in
the SAML statement.

See Configure the Attribute Statement below for details.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 7: Name Identifier Enter the details for the SAML Authentication Statement:

• Name Identifier: Select the check box to include the
Name Identifier in the SAML token.

If you choose to not include the Name Identifier, clear the
check box and then click [Next] to proceed to the next step.

• Format: Specify the format of the Name Identifier:

• Automatic: The Name Identifier Format URI will
be selected based on the type of credentials used to
authenticate the user.

• Unspecified: Indicates that the issuer of the assertion
is not warranting that the Name Identifier value meets
any particular format expectations.  

• Any other: The Name Identifier Format URI is
selected based on the option chosen.

• Name Qualifier: Optionally enter a Name Qualifier
template. This value determines the security or
administrative domain of the subject. An example of a
Name Qualifier might be the API Gateway hostname
(e.g., gatewayhost.acmecorp.com). It is not necessary to
enter a fully-qualified hostname.

• Name Identifier Value: Specify where the value of the
Name Identifier is to be retrieved:

• From Credentials: The value is the user name from the
credentials used to authenticate the user.

• From Authenticated User: The value is the most
appropriate attribute (matching the selected Format)
available from the user who was authenticated.

• From Template: The value is the result of evaluating
the specified template. This will typically be a context
variable, perhaps one resulting from an XPath (Evaluate
Request XPath or Evaluate Response XPath) or from the
Extract Attributes for Authenticated User assertion.

Step 8: Subject Confirmation Configure the subject confirmation method in this step.

See Configure the Subject Confirmation  below for details.
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Wizard Step Description

Step 9: Conditions Select one of the following options to restrict the validity
period of the issued token to a limited time:

• Use Default Validity Period Condition: Select this
option to use the validity period conditions defined in the
following cluster properties. This setting is the default:

samlAssertion.NotBeforeOffsetMinutes
samlAssertion.NotAfterOffsetMinutes

• Customize Validity Period Condition: Select this option
to set a custom validity period for this assertion only:

• Not Before seconds in past: The recipient should reject
the token if its current local time is earlier than the token's
NotBefore time. This value sets the NotBefore time to the
current time on the API Gateway minus this number of
seconds.
This is useful for deployments with known time
synchronization issues (for example, two machines that
need to communicate with SAML have different system
clocks).

• Not On Or After seconds in future: The recipient should
reject the token if its current local time is later than the
token's NotAfter time. This value sets the NotAfter time
to the current time on the API Gateway plus this number
of seconds.

• Audience Restriction: Optionally specify any restrictions
on the audience for the SAML token. You may specify
one or more constraints, separated by a space. The
constraints may be static strings or context variables
(either single- or multi-valued). The variable values may
themselves contain a space-separated list of strings.  
All strings that resolve to a valid URI will be added as
separate saml:Audience elements in the SAML token.

Step 10: Digital Signatures In this step, you specify the digital signatures that the API
Gateway should create (if any) after the SAML token is
issued.

• Sign Assertion with an Enveloped Signature: If
selected, the API Gateway will include an XML Digital
Signature within the issued SAML token, allowing it
to be used outside the context of the current request or
response. This option is mainly useful in situations where
the SAML token itself is the focus of the interaction (for
example, in token service policies).

• Insert Assertion into Security header in request/
response: This option is mainly useful for Sender
Vouches. If selected, the issued SAML token will be
added to the SOAP Security Header in either the Request
or Response. In addition to the SAML token, selecting
either of the following options will cause a message-level
Signature to be created and added to the Security header
as well:

• If Include Assertion in Message-level Signature is
selected, the issued SAML token will be included in
the Signature.

• If Include SOAP Body in Message-level Signature is
selected, the SOAP Body element will be included in
the Signature.
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Configure the Attribute Statement

This wizard step defines one or more SAML attributes that will be included in the SAML statement.

1. Configure the attributes for the Attribute Statement:

• To add an attribute, click [Add] and then complete the dialog.
• To modify an attribute, select it from the list, click [Edit] and then complete the dialog.
• To remove an attribute, select it from the list, and then click [Remove].

2. Complete the settings as follows:

Setting Description

Attribute Name Enter the name of the attribute.

Attribute Namespace

(SAML 1.x only)

Optionally enter a namespace for the attribute.

Attribute Name Format

(SAML 2.x only)

Optionally specify a URI reference that describes the format
of the attribute name. Only attributes that declare this
format will be accepted.

• Unspecified: If no name format is provided, the default
value of urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-
format:unspecified is used.

• URI Reference: This option uses the URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri.

• Basic: This option uses the URI:
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:basic.

• Other: Select this option to define your own attribute
name format in the box below.

Attribute Value Optionally enter a value for the attribute.

If Message or Element variable referenced Configure how to add the contents of the context variable to
the Attribute element:

• Convert to string: The contents will be converted to a
string. This setting is the default.

• Add as XML fragment: This adds the XML contents
of the variable to the saml:AttributeValue.

If variable not found Configure the behavior when a context variable is not
found:

• Replace variable with empty string: This uses an
empty string in place of the variable. This setting is the
default.

• Replace expression with empty string: This replaces
the entire expression with an empty string.

If value resolves to empty string Configure empty attribute value behaviour:

• Add empty AttributeValue: This adds an empty
<saml:AttributeValue />. This setting is the default.

• Do not add AttributeValue: This adds the Attribute
without any <AttributeValue> element.

• Add null value AttributeValue: This adds a null
<saml:AttributeValue xsi:nil="true" />.
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Setting Description

Attribute Value Comparison

(SAML 2.x only)

The requestor of a SAML Protocol Attribute Query service
may supply values for a requested Attribute, in this case if
the attribute is returned in the response it must not contain
any values not equal to the values specified in the query.
Configure how incoming AttributeValue elements should
be compared for an Attribute:

• String comparison: The values are compared as
strings; no processing is done to the values before
comparison.

• Canonicalize: The values are canonicalized first. This
option should be selected if the values contain XML.

Note:

When the runtime value for an attribute is multivalued, then
only values matching an incoming attribute value will be
added.

Missing when empty string • Select this check box to treat a resolved empty string
as “missing”. This allows the Attribute Statement
configuration to fail the assertion if an attribute’s value
cannot be resolved successfully.

• Clear this check box to never interpret a resolved empty
string as missing.

Tip:

If you need to ensure that a referenced variable is
successfully resolved at runtime, set “If variable not found”
to Replace expression with empty string, then select the
Missing when empty string check box is selected. This
can be used to fail the assertion. For example, you use
LDAP to resolve context variables. However, a variable
was not set because either the LDAP attribute does not exist
or does not have a value. Using the settings outlined above,
the AttributeValue can be declared as “missing” and the
Attribute Statement configuration may choose to fail the
assertion.
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Setting Description

Repeat if Multivalued Select this check box to expand multivalued context
variables into multiple <saml:Attribute> values.

Example:

When [Repeat if Multivalued] is selected, a context
variable containing the values ["first", "second"] will result
in the following attributes:

 <saml:Attribute AttributeName="myVar"
   AttributeNamespace="urn:example.com:attributes">
 <saml:AttributeValue>first</
saml:AttributeValue>
 </saml:Attribute>
 <saml:Attribute AttributeName="myVar"
 AttributeNamespace="urn:example.com:attributes">
 <saml:AttributeValue>second</
saml:AttributeValue>
 </saml:Attribute>

Conversely, if the Repeat if Multivalued check box is not
selected, the values from the above context variable will be
concatenated:

 <saml:Attribute AttributeName="myVar"
   AttributeNamespace="urn:example.com:attributes">
 <saml:AttributeValue>first, second</
saml:AttributeValue>
 </saml:Attribute>

Note:

The Repeat if Multivalued check box is unavailable
if more than one variable reference is entered into the
Attribute Value field or if only a single element is
referenced within a multivalued variable. The following are
some examples:

• If a single context variable is entered, the check box can
be selected since the variable may be multivalued.

• If there is any mixture of variable references and text or
other variables, the check box cannot be selected.

3. Configure the Fail if any Attribute is missing check box as required:

• Select this check box to fail the assertion if the value of an Attribute is missing. If the assertion fails, this populates the
context variable <prefix>.missingAttrNames with a list (comma separated) of attribute names.
Exception: When attribute filtering is enabled, this option only fails the assertion when the attribute requested has a
missing value.

• Clear this check box to allow missing Attributes without failing the assertion.
4. Configure the Filter panel in the Attribute Statement as follows:
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Setting Description

Filter Attribute Variables

 

Enter a context variable (single or multivalued) of type
Element or Message that will contain saml:Attribute
value(s). Any other values cause a warning audit but will
not fail the assertion. If supplied then only Attributes
included in this variable from the list of configured
Attributes will be added to the Attribute Statement.

Note:

For SAML 2.0, the variables must be of type
saml:Attribute. For SAML 1.1 they must be of type
AttributeDesignator.

Fail if unknown Attribute in filter Select this check box to fail the assertion if the request
contains an unsupported attribute. If the assertion fails, this
populates the context variable <prefix>.unknownAttrNames
with a list (comma separated) of the unknown attribute
names.

Clear this check box to allow a SAML Token to be issued
when there is an unknown attribute requested.

Fail if no Attributes are added Select this check box to fail the assertion if either the
assertion is not configured with any Attributes contained
in the Filter Attribute Variables or if the values of the
incoming Attributes caused configured Attributes to
be filtered. This will populate the context variable
<prefix>.noAttributes with true. By default, this check box
is selected to comply with SAML core.

Clear this check box to allow an empty AttributeStatement
to be created.

Fail if AttributeValue excludes Attribute

(SAML 2.0 only)

Select this check box to fail the assertion if:

• Attribute in the context variable contains one or more
AttributeValue elements

AND

• the resolved value(s) of the Attribute in this dialog at
runtime does not contain any of the incoming value(s)

This populates the context variable
<prefix>.excludedAttributes with a list (comma separated)
of the excluded attributes.

Clear this check box to not fail the assertion under the
above conditions.

Note:

This setting does not apply to SAML v1.1, as an
AttributeQuery in v1.1 may not include AttributeValue
elements.

5. Enter a prefix that will be added to the <prefix>.missingAttrNames variable and to the variables references. This prefix
will ensure uniqueness and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other when multiple instances of this assertion
appear in a policy. The default prefix is attrStatement.
For an explanation of the validation messages displayed, see Context Variable Validation.

Configuring the Subject Confirmation

This wizard step configures the subject confirmation method to be used in the issued SAML token.

1. Choose the Subject Confirmation Method to be used for the issued SAML token:
Holder-of-Key
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The SAML token will use the Holder-of-Key subject confirmation method (with the standard URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:holder-of-key or urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:holder-of-key, depending on
the selected SAML version in Step 2 of the wizard). For such assertions, the API Gateway will require that the subject
demonstrate possession of the private key corresponding to the public key in the Subject certificate.
The request Subject may use one of two methods to prove that they hold this key:

• The request includes at least one element covered by a valid WSS message signature. The signing certificate will be
used as the Subject certificate. Or,

• The request arrived over SSL/TLS with client certificate. The client certificate will be used as the Subject certificate.

Sender Vouches
The SAML token will use the Sender Vouches subject confirmation method (with the standard URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:sender-vouches or urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:sender-vouches, depending on the
selected SAML version in Step 2 of the wizard). For such assertions, the API Gateway vouches for the verification of the
subject.
Bearer
The SAML token will use the Bearer Token subject confirmation method (with the standard URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:bearer or urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:bearer, depending on the selected SAML
version in Step 2 of the wizard). Like HTTP cookies, such assertions will always be assumed to belong to whatever
message contains them, and the subject will be assumed to be the sender of the message.
None
The SAML token does not have a subject confirmation method.

2. Configure the [Include Subject Certificate as] check box as required. This is available on when the Subject Confirmation
Method is "Holder-of-Key".
Select this check box to specify that the subject's certificate (or a reference to it) will be included in the SAML token.
Choose the method by which it should be included or referenced from the drop-down list:

• Literal Certificate (X509Data): The entire subject certificate is inserted into the SAML token. This increases the size
of the assertion significantly, but will mean that the recipient does not have to locate the subject certificates.  

• SecurityTokenReference using SKI: A Subject Key Identifier (SKI) from the certificate is included in the SAML
token. This may result in a smaller token, but it requires that the recipient look up the subject certificate.

• SecurityTokenReference using SHA1 Thumbprint: A SHA1 thumbprint from the certificate is included in the
SAML token. Like the SK1 option above, this may result in a smaller token, but it requires that the recipient look up the
subject certificate.

Clear this check box to not include the subject's certificate (or reference to it) in the SAML token.
3. If SAML 2.0 is used and the Subject Confirmation Method is not set to "None", optionally complete the Subject

Confirmation Data section. These fields provide additional information to be used by a specific confirmation method. You
may reference context variables in any of these fields.

• Recipient: Enter a URI that specifies the entity or location to which an attesting entity can present the token. For
example, this attribute might indicate that the token must be delivered to a particular network endpoint in order to
prevent an intermediary from redirecting it someplace else. You may reference context variables.

Note:

This must be set if configuring a SAML Web SSO profile.
• Address: Enter the network address or location from which an attesting entity can present the token. For example,

this attribute might be used to bind the token to particular client addresses to prevent an attacker from stealing and
presenting the token from another location. You may reference context variables.

• In Response To: Enter the ID of a SAML protocol message in response to which an attesting entity can present
the token. For example, this attribute might be used to correlate the token to a SAML request that resulted in its
presentation. You may reference context variables.

Note:

This must be set if configuring a SAML Web SSO profile that was started with an AuthnRequest.
4. In the Validity Period section, you can optionally define a validity period for the SAML token:

• Not Before seconds in past: Select this check box and then enter the number of seconds in the past before which the
subject cannot be confirmed. The default is 120 seconds.

• Not On or After seconds in future: Select this check box and then enter the number of seconds into the future after
which the subject can no longer be confirmed. The default is 300 seconds.

Note:

This must be set if configuring a SAML Web SSO profile.
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 Create Security Context Token Assertion

The Create Security Context Token assertion is used to process an inbound message containing a RequestSecurityToken (RST)
request. It will issue a Security Context Token (SCT), establish a secure conversation session, and then save the session. The
secure conversation session is mapped by the identifier defined in the SCT.

Context Variable Created by This Assertion

The generated Security Context Token is stored in the ${<prefix>.issuedSCT}context variable. This variable is made available
to the Build RSTR SOAP Response Assertion to create an RSTR response message. For more information, see Working with
the Security Token Service.

The following is an example of an SCT in the ${issuedSCT} context variable:

<sc:SecurityContextToken wsu:Id="uuid-86acfd31-dcaf-4b4f-9b45-8d79e3c63cba-64" xmlns:sc="...">
<sc:Identifier>urn:uuid:...</sc:Identifier>
</sc:SecurityContextToken>

This assertion assumes that credentials have been provided and are authenticated in the request.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message. The target message should contain a
user's credentials for request authorization and security context creation.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click  <target>: Create Security Context Token in the policy window and select Security Context Token Creator
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:Security Context Token Creator settings

Setting Description

Key Size Select the minimum key size to use. If set to "Automatic",
then the key size will be set to the same key size defined
in the RST Request SOAP message, which is the target
message set by this assertion. If set to "Automatic" and no
key size is defined in the RST Request SOAP message, then
the default key size 256 is used.

If the request value is larger than the configured size, then
the value from the request will be used.

Token Lifetime Specify the length of time since issuing before the token
expires. This defines the lifetime of a security context
session. This setting is available only if you are not using
the system default for token lifetime.

Use System Default For the token lifetime, use the value defined in the cluster
property wss.secureConversation.defaultSessionDuration.
The default is 2 hours.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variable
created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness
and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other
when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.

The default variable prefix is sctBuilder.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see Context Variable Validation.

4. Click [OK].
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 Create XACML Request Assertion
The Create XACML Request assertion is used to build a valid XACML request and then place it in the
specified target (request message, response message, or Message variable). The XACML request can then
be used in the  or it may be routed to any other PDP (Policy Decision Point) for a decision. 

The Create XACML Request assertion is used to build a valid XACML request and then place it in the specified target (request
message, response message, or Message variable). The XACML request can then be used in the Evaluate XACML Policy
Assertion or it may be routed to any other PDP (Policy Decision Point) for a decision. 

A XACML request is an XML fragment that conforms to the XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language)
specification.

A Request contains Attributes in each of the following four categories. By default, the Create XACML Request assertion
will add each of these attributes under the root <Request> node. You may remove any that are not needed, provided that it's
applicable to do so.

• Subject: There can be one or more Subject elements, and each can be identified by a category URI.
• Resource: XACML 1.0/1.1 must have exactly one Resource element in a request; XACML 2.0 may have more than one

Resource element.
• Action: There must be exactly one Action element in a request.
• Environment: XACML 2.0 must have exactly one Environment element, while earlier versions can have 0 or 1

Environment element.

Note:  You should be familiar with the XACML specification before using this assertion to construct a XACML request. For
more information, see www.oasis-open.org.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the XACML Request Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Create XACML Request in the policy window and select XACML Request Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Complete the basic settings for the Request:

• XACML Version: Choose the XACML version that the generated XACML request will use. The options are: 1.0, 1.1,
and 2.0. (Note: The chosen version may affect the availability of certain options when building the request.)

• SOAP Encapsulation: Choose the version of SOAP to use for encapsulation:

• SOAP 1.1: The XACML <Request> element is contained in the Body element of a SOAP 1.1 envelope.
• SOAP 1.2: The XACML <Request> element is contained in the Body element of a SOAP 1.2 envelope.
• None: The XACML request is not enclosed in a SOAP envelope. The Evaluate XACML Policy assertion will not

need to remove the SOAP envelope in order to use it.
• Message Output: Choose where to place the resulting XACML request: In the Request, Response, or a Message

Variable (context variable of type Message). If you choose to place it in a Message Variable, the variable does not need
to exist beforehand—it will be created by this assertion. Do not enclose the variable with the "${ }" characters. 

4. Configure each node as appropriate:
Subject
Resource
Action
Environment

Note:

Context variables can be used in many settings when configuring a node. If during policy execution a referenced variable
does not exist, the service policy will fail and a warning will be logged.

5. Click [OK] when done.

Configuring the Subject Node

http://www.oasis-open.org/
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The Subject node corresponds to the <Subject> element in a XACML request. Every XACML request must have at least one
Subject node.

• To add a new Subject node, right-click on the Request root node and then select Add Subject.
• To remove an existing Subject node, right-click on the Subject node and then select Remove Subject. You cannot remove

the last Subject node in a Request.

The Subject node has one setting:

• Subject Category: This attribute describes the role that the Subject element plays in making the access request. If more
than one Subject has the same Subject Category, then the Evaluate XACML Policy assertion will treat the contents of those
Subject elements as if they were contained in the same Subject element.

Select the Subject Category from the drop-down list of standard attributes (as presented by OASIS). This field is optional.

The Subject node can contain the following nodes:

Attribute
Multiple Attributes

Configuring the Resource Node

The Resource node corresponds to the <Resource> element in a XACML request. A XACML 1.0 or 1.1 request has exactly
one Resource node. A XACML 2.0 request may have more than one Resource nodes.

• To add a new Resource node, right-click on the Request root node and then select Add Resource.
• To remove an existing Resource node, right-click on the Resource node and then select Remove Resource. You cannot

remove the last Resource node in a Request.

The Resource node has no settings.

The Resource node can contain the following nodes:

Resource Content
Attribute
Multiple Attributes

Configuring the Action Node

The Action node corresponds to the <Action> element in a XACML request. Every XACML request has exactly one Action
node.

The Action node has no settings.

The Action node can contain the following nodes:

Attribute
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Multiple Attributes

Configuring the Environment Node

The Environment node corresponds to the <Environment> element in a XACML request. In XACML 1.0 or 1.1 requests,
the Environment node is optional and may be deleted if not required. In a XACML 2.0 request, there must be exactly one
Environment node.

• To remove an Environment element from a XACML 1.0 or 1.1 request, right-click on the Environment node and then
select Remove Environment.

The Environment node has no settings.

The Environment node can contain the following nodes:

Attribute
Multiple Attributes

Configuring the Attribute Node

The Attribute node corresponds to the <Attribute> element in a XACML request. This node can be created under all the major
nodes:

Subject
Resource
Action
Environment

One or more Attribute nodes may be created under any of the major nodes.

• To add an Attribute node, right-click a major node and then select Add Attribute.
• To remove an Attribute node, right-click the node and then select Remove Attribute.

The Attribute node has the following settings:

Tip:

Context variables may be entered in all fields in the Attribute node.

• AttributeID: The AttributeId. Enter the value for the AttributeId or select from the drop-down list. This field is required. 
• DataType: The data type of the contents of the <AttributeValue> element. Enter the Data Type or select from the drop-

down list. This field is required. 
• Issuer: This attribute specifies the Issuer. This field is optional. 
• IssueInstant (XACML 1.0 and 1.1 only): The date and time at which the attribute was issued. The Issue Instant must be

one of the following: 

• blank
• A context variable that resolves to a valid timestamp, either using one of the built-in variables gateway.time.local,

gateway.time.utc, request.time.local, request.time.utc, or a user-defined variable that contains a timestamp.
• A manually entered date/time in the format: yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss[Z], where 'T' is a separator character and '[Z]' is

the required time zone. 

The Attribute node can contain the following number of AttributeValue nodes depending on the version of XACML:
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XACML 1.0: 0 or 1
XACML 1.1: exactly 1
XACML 2.0: 1 or more

Configuring the AttributeValues Node

The AttributeValue node corresponds to the <AttributeValue> element. This node can only be created under
the Attribute node.

There may be zero, one, or more AttributeValues for each Attribute node:

• To add an AttributeValue node, right-click an Attribute node and then select Add Attribute Value. Note that the number
of AttributeValue nodes permitted depends on the version of XACML used (see above).

• To remove an AttributeValue from an Attribute, right-click the AttributeValue node and then select Remove Attribute
Value.

An AttributeValue node has the following settings:

Field Description

Name This is the name of an attribute to be placed into the
<AttributeValue> Element, for example:

<AttributeValue ATTR1="value">.

You may enter a context variable (of type String) that
contains the name.
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Value This is the value of an attribute in the <AttributeValue>
element; for example:

<AttributeValue att1="VALUE1">

You may enter a context variable (of type String) that
contains the value.

AttributeValue Content This is the text content of the <AttributeValue> element; for
example:

<AttributeValue>Sample Content</AttributeValue>

Type the content directly into the text box. You may enter
a mixture of static text and context variables of type String,
Message, or Element. (Variables of type Element are created
by the Evaluate Request XPath and Evaluate Response XPath
assertions in the ".elements" context variable.)

Note:

Do not type XML code into the text box. If you do, the XML
will not appear correctly in the XACML request. If you wish
to use XML in the <AttributeValue>, add the XML fragment
to a context variable first. For information on how to do this,
see Set Context Variable Assertion.

Repeat for multivalued variables

(XACML 2.0 only)

Select this check box to have the assertion automatically
create separate <AttributeValue> elements if multivalued
context variables are present. This feature is available only in
XACML 2.0.

For a detailed description of how this works, see Working
with Multivalued Context Variables in AttributeValues below.

Editing actions To add an AttributeValue Attribute:

1. Click [Add].
2. Enter the Name and Value.
3. Click [OK].

To edit an AttributeValue Attribute:

1. Select the row to edit.
2. Click [Edit].
3. Modify the appropriate fields.
4. Click [OK].

To remove an AttributeValue Attribute:

1. Select the row to delete.
2. Click [Remove].

Working with Multivalue Context Variables in the AttributeValues Node

Context variables can be used in any of the AttributeValue node settings: Name, Value, Content. These variables may be either
single-value or multivalued variables. How the system responds depends on the XACML version and whether the Repeat for
multivalued variables check box is selected. The various outcomes are described in the following table:

Effects of multivalued variables in AttributeValues

XACML Version "Repeat" check box Context variable encountered Result

1.0 or 1.1 <not applicable> Single-value Creates a single
<AttributeValue> element
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1.0 or 1.1 <not applicable> Multivalued Concatenates the multiple
values into a single value
and then creates a single
<AttributeValue> element.
See Concatenated Values
below for more details.

2.0 Not selected Single-value Creates a single
<AttributeValue> element

2.0 Not selected Multivalued Concatenates the multiple
values into a single value
and then creates a single
<AttributeValue> element.
See Concatenated Values
below for more details.

2.0 Selected Single-value Creates a single
<AttributeValue> element

2.0 Selected Multivalued Creates a series of
<AttributeValue> elements
for the XACML request. The
number of elements created is
equal to the context variable
with the fewest values. See
Multiple <AttributeValue>
Elements below for a detailed
description.

Indexed Single Value

When indexing is used to reference a single value within a multivalued context variable (for example, 'variable[0]' for the first
value, 'variable[1]' for the second value, etc.), the resulting single value is treated the same as a static value or a single-value
context variable (in other words, it will be repeated for each <AttributeValue> element generated).

For more information on indexing, see Indexing Options under Working with Multivalued Context Variables.

Concatenated Values

When concatenation occurs, the values from a multivalued context variable are combined into a single value, separated by a
comma and a space. For example, the variable "${multiVar}" contains the values red, green, and blue. The concatenated value,
which is treated as a single value, will be:

red, green, blue

For more information, see Concatenation Options under Working with Multivalued Context Variables.

Multiple <AttributeValue> Elements

When the Repeat for multivalued variables check box is selected and a multivalued variable is encountered, a series
of <AttributeValue> elements for the XACML request will be created. The number of elements created is equal to the
multivalued context variable with the fewest values. For example, consider this example:

Name: ${ATTR1} contains the values ID1, ID2, ID3
Value: ${VALUE1} contains the values VALUE1, VALUE2, VALUE3
Content: ${CONTENT} contains the values CONTENT1, CONTENT2

Based on this example, two <AttributeValue> elements will be created because ${CONTENT} only has two values and this
becomes the limiting factor:

         <AttributeValue ID1="VALUE1">CONTENT1</AttributeValue>         <AttributeValue
 ID2="VALUE2">CONTENT2</AttributeValue>

In this example, the values ID3 and VALUE3 will not appear in any <AttributeValue> element. The audit log will record the
fact that not all values were used in the building of the XACML request.
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Note:  If the AttributeValue node's dialog references more than one multi valued context variable, the context variable
referenced with the fewest values from all the referenced variables becomes the limiting factor. For example: ${name1} has
5 values, ${value1} has 4 values, and ${content} has 2 values. This will result in only two <AttributeValue> elements being
created.

Single-value variables vs. multivalued variables with one value

It is important to note the differences between a single-value context variable vs. a multivalued context variable that contains
only a single value.

• A single-value variable will be treated the same as static text: it will be repeated for each <AttributeValue> generated. For
example:

Name: ${attr1} contains the values ID1, ID2, ID3
Value: STATIC_VALUE
Content: ${content} contains the values CONTENT1, CONTENT2

Based on this example, two <AttributeValue> elements will be created (note the repetition of "STATIC_VALUE"):

   <AttributeValue ID1="STATIC_VALUE">CONTENT1</AttributeValue>          
   <AttributeValue ID2="STATIC_VALUE">CONTENT2</AttributeValue>   

Note that ID3 is unused in this example.

• A multivalued context variable containing a single value will behave as expected: its single value becomes the limiting
factor in the number of <AttributeValue> elements created.

For more information, see Working with Multivalued Context Variables.

Configuring the Multiple Attributes Node

Multiple Attributes is a special node that is designed to generate multiple <Attribute> elements in the XACML request, either
by evaluating XPath expressions and/or multivalued context variables. For details on how multiple <Attribute> elements are
dynamically generated, see How <Attribute> Elements are Dynamically Generated below.

One or more Multiple Attributes nodes may be created under any of the major nodes.

• To add an Multiple Attribute node, right-click a major node and then select Add Multiple Attributes.
• To remove an Multiple Attribute node, right-click the node and then select Remove Multiple Attributes.
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The Multiple Attribute node has the following settings:

Field Description

Message Source Choose the message against which the XPath expressions will
be evaluated.

Namespace Prefix /URI These are the namespaces and prefixes that are used in any
XPath expression.

XPath Base If any text field is set to 'Relative XPath', enter the base
XPath expression here. When the XPath Base is referenced
from a text field set to 'Relative XPath', the expression is
evaluated and the number of results found is considered when
determining how many <Attribute> elements to create.

The Base XPath expression is executed if any field references
it, including the AttributeValue field (except this field cannot
define iteration).

Absolute XPaths are evaluated against the Document and are
independent of the base XPath.
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[Input type drop-down list] The drop-down list next to the AttributeID, DataType,
Issuer, IssueInstant, and AttributeValue fields dictates
how the input in each field will be interpreted. It is important
to select the correct option so that your input is processed
correctly:

• Regular: The input is interpreted as regular text. Context
variables may be embedded within regular text and will
be processed correctly. These context variables may be
single value or multiple value. Fields of type 'Regular'
will not be considered part of the logic for determining
how many <Attribute> elements to create.

Note:

(1) For XPath expressions, be sure to select one of
the 'XPath' settings. If left on the 'Regular' setting,
an XPath expression will be interpreted as text, not
as an XPath expression. (2) If you are attempting to
access the main/root MIME part of a message using
${variableName.mainpart}, be sure to select the 'Regular'
setting. Other settings will not interpret the mainpart
correctly. (3) Using ".mainpart" results in the variable
being evaluated as a String, which will then be included
as a text node in the XACML request. By comparison, if
the variable is evaluated as a Message or an Element, it
will be included as a XML fragment instead.

• Absolute XPath: The input is interpreted as an absolute
XPath expression, which will be evaluated directly against
the Message Source document.

Note:

(1) When entering an absolute XPath expression in any
field other than AttributeValue, you must append "/
text( )" to the end of the expression. (2) If the XPath
expression evaluates to more than one node, only the first
one is used. This event will be logged and audited at the
INFO level.

• Relative XPath: The input is interpreted as an XPath
expression that is relative to the XPath Base expression
specified above. If the XPath expression evaluates to
more than one node, only the first one is used.

Note:

When entering a relative XPath expression in any field
other than AttributeValue, you must append "/text( )" to
the end of the expression.

• Context Variable: The input is a single context variable,
with no surrounding text. The context variable may
be either a single value or multivalued variable. If the
variable is multivalued, then it will become part of the
logic for determining how many <Attribute> elements
are created. If the value is a single-value variable then
it is the same as selecting 'Regular'. All fields accept
context variables of type String. The AttributeValue
field also accepts variables of type Message and Element.
(Variables of type Element are created by the Evaluate
Request XPath and Evaluate Response XPath assertions
in the ".elements" context variable.)
Multivalued context variables will generate multiple
XACML elements.

Note:

If you are attempting to access the main/root MIME part
of a message using ${variableName.mainpart}, do not use
the 'Context Variable' setting. Use the 'Regular' setting
instead
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AttributeID The expression to use to find the value for the AttributeID
attribute of the <Attribute> element. Either select an
expression from the drop-down list or enter an expression in
the field.

DataType The expression to use to find the values for the DataType
attribute of the <Attribute> element. Either select a value
from the drop-down list or enter a value in the field.

Issuer Enter the expression to use to find the values for the Issuer
attribute of the <Attribute> element.

IssueInstant

(XACML 1.0 and 1.1 only)

Enter the expression to use to find the values for the
IssueInstant attribute of the <Attribute> element. This
attribute specifies when the issuer issued this attribute. The
Issue Instant may be one of the following:

• blank
• A context variable that resolves to a valid

timestamp, either using one of the built-in variables
gateway.time.local, gateway.time.utc, request.time.local,
request.time.utc, or a user-defined variable that contains a
timestamp.

• A manually entered date/time in the format: yyyy-MM-
dd'T'HH:mm:ss[Z], where 'T' is a separator character and
'[Z]' is the optional time zone.

• An XPath expression that returns the date/time in the
above format.

Note:

A context variable or XPath expression is not evaluated
until run time, thus the policy validator will not warn you
during design time about incorrect date formats. If a value
for IssueInstant is provided and it is invalid, it will cause the
assertion to fail.

AttributeValue Enter the expression to use to find the values for the
<AttributeValue> element. Unlike the preceding three fields,
this field can also accept context variables of type Message
and Element.

Tip:

Context variables of type Element are created by the XPath
assertion in the .elements variable

For XACML 1.0 or 1.1, only one <AttributeValue> element
will be created. For XACML 2.0, multiple <AttributeValue>
elements will be generated under either of these conditions:

• The 'AttributeValue' field is of type 'Context Variable' and
a multivalued variable is specified.

• The 'AttributeValue' field is of type 'Absolute XPath' or
'Relative XPath' that evaluates to a multi-node results.

If the AttributeValue could not be found, the
<Attribute> element will be created with an empty
<AttributeValue> element.
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Fail assertion if evaluating any required fields results in
not found

Select this check box if you want the assertion to fail if any
of the following required elements could not be found during
policy execution:

AttributeID
DataType
IssueInstant (if applicable and supplied)

Clear this check box to ignore required elements that could
not be found and continue generating <Attribute> elements.
The assertion does not fail and the unfound elements are
logged and audited at the INFO level and no <Attribute>
element will be created for the current iteration.

Editing actions To add a Namespace:

1. Click [Add].
2. Enter the Prefix and URI.
3. Click [OK].

To edit a Namespace:

1. Select the row to edit.
2. Click [Modify].
3. Modify the appropriate fields.
4. Click [OK].

To remove a Namespace:

1. Select the row to delete.
2. Click [Remove]. The row is deleted without further

confirmation.

How <Attribute> Elements are Dynamically Generated

The Multiple Attributes node will generate multiple <Attribute> elements under either of these conditions:

• If any of the AttributeID, DataType, IssueInstant, or Issuer fields is of type 'Context Variable' and a multivalued context
variable is entered.

• If any of the AttributeID, DataType, IssueInstant, Issuer, or AttributeValue fields is of type 'Relative
XPath' and the XPath Base evaluates to a multi-node result.

The number of <Attribute> elements created is based on the multivalued context variable with the fewest values and the
number of XPath multi-node results (whichever is lower). To see an example of how multivalued context variables can be
the constraining factor, see "Multiple <AttributeValue> Elements" under Working with Multivalued Context Variables in
the AttributeValues Node above. Just remember that for the <Attribute> element, the XPath node results is an additional
constraining factor.

It is possible to reference a single value within a multivalued context variable. For more information, see "Indexed Single
Value" under Working with Multivalued Context Variables in the AttributeValues Node above.

To learn more about the differences between a single-value context variable and a multivalued variable that just happens to
contain one value, see "Single-value variables vs. multivalued variables with one value" under Working with Multivalued
Context Variables in the AttributeValues Node above.

Configuring the Resource Content Node
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The Resource Content node corresponds to the <ResourceContent> element in the XACML request. This node may be
optionally created under the <Resource> node.

• To add a ResourceContent node, right-click the Resource node and then select Add Resource Content.
• To remove the ResourceContent node, right-click the node and then select Remove Resource Content.

Resource Content node

The Resource Content node has the following settings:

Resource Content node settings

Field Description

Name This is the name of an attribute to be placed into the
<ResourceContent> Element, for example:

<ResourceContent att1="value">.

Value This is the value of an attribute in the <ResourceContent>
element; for example:

<ResourceContent att1="value1">

ResourceContent Content This is the text content of the <ResourceContent> element;
for example:

<ResourceContent>Sample text content</ResourceContent>

Type the content directly into the text box. This text field
supports single or multi valued variables of type String,
Message, or Element.

Editing actions To add a ResourceContent Attribute:

1. Click [Add].
2. Enter the Name and Value.
3. Click [OK].

To edit a ResourceContent Attribute:

1. Select the row to edit.
2. Click [Modify].
3. Modify the appropriate fields.
4. Click [OK].

To remove a ResourceContent Attribute:

1. Select the row to delete.
2. Click [Remove].

 Encrypt Element Assertion
The Encrypt Element assertion is used to select message elements to be encrypted in the target message.

The Encrypt Element assertion is used to select message elements to be encrypted in the target message.

• If the target is the response message, encryption will occur automatically.
• If the target is the request message or a message context variable, then the Add or Remove WS-Security assertion must be

added after the Encrypt Element assertion in the policy to perform the encryption.

You can add an Encrypt Element assertion for each element of the target message that you want encrypted. This assertion
supports the W3C XML Signature 1.0 standard.

This assertion can only be used in a web service policy. It should be placed before the routing assertion in a policy.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more about selecting the target identity for this assertion, see Select a Target Identity.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Note:  When multiple signatures are used in a target message, it is mandatory to select a target identity.
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Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click the  <target>: Encrypt Element in the policy window and select Encrypt Element Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. The title of the dialog will show "Request",
"Response", or "${variableName}", depending on the target message.

3. Specify the XPath and select the target element to be encrypted from the code box. For detailed instructions on using the
interface to build your XPath, see Select an XPath.
The Policy Manager will not allow you to encrypt the /soapenv:Envelope element in the Encrypt Request Element
Properties dialog. You can, however, encrypt a child element within the envelope such as /soapenv:Envelope/
soapenv:Body.

Tip:

A matching element's own opening and closing tags and tag attributes do not need to be encrypted. To force the encryption
of an entire element—including opening and closing tags, attributes, and white space content—match the XPath expression
to the parent element of the message. Clicking, or highlighting, an element selects it (and any child code) for the assertion
encryption requirement.

4. Choose the Encryption Method from the drop-down list: 
AES 128 CBC (default)
AES 192 CBC
AES 256 CBC
Triple DES
AES 128 GCM for both AES-GCM>
AES 256 GCM

Note:

 The "AES-GCM" encryption options can be selected even if your security provider does not support it. However, this will
result in encryption/decryption attempts to fail at runtime.

5. For Encryption Key Reference, select the method to use to include the SSL certificate for the API Gateway:

• BinarySecurityToken (BST): Use a SecurityTokenReference containing the BinarySecurityToken (BST).
• SubjectKeyIdentifier (SKI): Use a SecurityTokenReference containing the SubjectKeyIdentifier (SKI).
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• Issuer Name/Serial Number: Use a SecurityTokenReference containing the certificates issuer distinguished name and
serial number.

• Key Name: Use a SecurityTokenReference containing the Key Name.

Note:

(1) Using a "Key Name" reference violates the WS-I Basic Security Profile so this reference type should be avoided
whenever possible. (2) The "KeyName" element will be added inside a "SecurityTokenReference", e.g.,
<dsig:KeyInfo xmlns:dsig="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">
<wsse:SecurityTokenReference>
<dsig:KeyName>CN=Bob,OU=OASIS Interop Test Cert,O=OASIS</dsig:KeyName>
</wsse:SecurityTokenReference>
</dsig:KeyInfo> 

6. Click [OK].

 Establish Outbound Secure Conversation Assertion
 

 

The Establish Outbound Secure Conversation assertion creates a new secure outbound conversation session using the security
context identifier extracted from a Security Context Token. This outbound session includes a shared secret to be used for
message decoration in future message exchanges.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:  (1) Outbound secure conversation sessions are stored for each distinct authenticated-user and service URL. (2) An
existing outbound session will be overwritten if a new session is created for the same authenticated-user and service URL.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Establish Outbound Secure Conversation assertion sets the following context variable for the session:

outboundSC.session

Attributes of the secure conversation session can be retrieved by using the following syntax:

outboundSC.session. <attribute>

For example, to access the session identifier, use ${ outboundSC.session.id}.

The attributes are described in the following table

Attribute Description

id The session identifier

user The authenticated user

To access specific attributes about the user, use the syntax:

outboundSC.session.user. <user_attribute>

providerId The user's Identity Provider ID

id The user's identifier

login The user's login ID

firstName The user's first name

lastName The user's last name

email The user's email address

department The user's department

subjectDn The user's X.509 subject DN

creation The session creation time

expiration The session's expiration time

scNamespace The namespace of WS-Secure Conversation
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Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click  <target>: Establish Outbound Secure Conversation to <service URL>  in the policy window and
select Outbound Secure Conversation Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion
properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows.

Tip:

You may use context variables in every field except for "Maximum Expiry Period" and "Security Context Token". 

Setting Description

Service URL Enter the URL of the service that issued the Security
Context Token.

The service URL will be used with the authenticated user
information to create a mapping key to map the outbound
secure conversation session that has been established.

This field is disabled when the This session is for use with
incoming request messages check box is selected (the
service URL is not required in this scenario).

Tip:

If the authenticated user information is unavailable, the
service URL should be specified by a unique string in order
to create a unique session mapping key. (This string does
not need to be a real URL, but it must be unique per secure
conversation session.) The following is a sample string that
creates a unique service URL:

<service_url>?sessionId=<session_identifier>

where <session_identifier> is the identifier of the outbound
secure conversation session that has been established.

Security Context Token Specify the name of the context variable from which to
extract the session identifier. Enter this without the "${ }"
wrapper.

The default is rstrResponseProcess.token, which is
defined in the Process RSTR Response Assertion.

Note:

This field requires that you specify the actual name of the
context variable (i.e.,the name without the "${ }" wrapper),
not a name that is resolved from another variable. For
example, "${mySecurityToken}" is not permitted even if it
contains the value "rstrResponseProcess.token".

Client Entropy Specify the context variable containing the client entropy
for creating a shared secret.

The default is ${requestBuilder.clientEntropy}, which is
defined in the Build RST SOAP Request Assertion.

Server Entropy Specify the context variable containing the server entropy,
if the RSTR response includes a server entropy.

The default is ${rstrResponseProcessor.serverEntropy},
which is defined in the Process RSTR Response Assertion.
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Key Size Specify the context variable containing the key size, in bits,
from the RSTR response. Enter "0" (zero) to use the default
key size.

The default value for this field is
${rstrResponseProcessor.keySize}, which is defined in the
Process RSTR Response Assertion.

Shared Secret Specify the context variable containing the shared secret, if
the RSTR response includes a shared secret.

The default is ${rstrResponseProcessor.fullKey}, which is
defined in the Process RSTR Response Assertion.

Session Lifetime Optionally set the lifetime of the secure conversation
session.

• Create Time: Specify the context variable containing
the creation time of the session in the server.

The default is ${rstrResponseProcessor.createTime},
which is defined in the Process RSTR Response Assertion.
If left blank, the currentAPI Gateway time is used.

• Expiry Time: Specify the context variable containing
the expiry time of the session.

The default is ${rstrResponseProcessor.expiryTime},
which is defined in the Process RSTR Response Assertion.

If the expiry time is left blank, the API Gateway will use
the following:

Current time + Maximum Expiry Period

Tip:

The cluster property
outbound.secureConversation.sessionPreExpiryAge can
be used to expire the assertion prior to the supplied expiry
time; this offset can be adjusted to help prevent use of
an expired session. For example, if the maximum expiry
period is 20 minutes and the value of the cluster property is
5 minutes, the API Gateway will use 15 minutes (20-5) as
the final expiry period.

Maximum Expiry Period Enter the maximum length of time for the session lifetime.
A value of "0" (zero) means the original session expiry time
is not limited.

Note:

The original session expiry time is defined as:

Expiry Time - Create Time

Use System Default When specifying a token lifetime, select this check
box to use the system default, as defined by the
outbound.secureConversation.defaultSessionDuration
cluster property. The default value for this property is 2
hours.
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[This session is for use with incoming request messages]

 

 

Select this check box if this secure conversation session will
be used with inbound request messages. This will allow the
Security Token Service (STS) to "impersonate" that session
user. Select this check box only if it is necessary to do so
and only if the target STS is trusted.

Warning:

Sharing a secure conversation session for inbound
and outbound traffic is not secure and is not
recommended. This setting is recommended only
for advanced users.

Clear this check box to not permit this session to be used
with inbound secure conversation request messages. This
setting is the default and the recommended setting.

Note:

When this option is enabled, you will not be able to
access the session using the Look Up Outbound Secure
Conversation Session Assertion. To use this session
with outbound messages, use the Require WS-Secure
Conversation Assertion to validate the inbound session,
then use the token from the inboundSC.session context
variable with the Add Security Token Assertion for
outbound decoration.

4. Click [OK].

 Evaluate SAML Protocol Response Assertion
The Evaluate SAML Protocol Response assertion is used to evaluate a SAML Protocol response. To
create a SAML Protocol response, use the Build SAML Protocol Response assertion.

The Evaluate SAML Protocol Response assertion is used to evaluate a SAML Protocol response. To create a SAML Protocol
response, use the Build SAML Protocol Response assertion.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

The Evaluate SAML Protocol Response assertion is typically used as follows in a policy:

Build SAML Protocol Request
Route via HTTP(S)
Evaluate SAML Protocol Response

Tip:

You can use context variables in many of the text fields in the wizard. These variables are evaluated at runtime as the
SAMLP response is being constructed.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click <target>: Evaluate SAML Protocol Response in the policy window and select SAML Protocol Response
Wizard or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The wizard appears.

3. Follow the wizard to complete the assertion.

For more information about wizards, see "Wizard" under Interfaces.

Wizard Step Descriptions

Step 1: Introduction Introduces the wizard.
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Step 2: Target Message Specify the location of the SAMLP response message
for the evaluator to parse: Request, Response, or
some Other Message Variable, with the default being
"${samlpResponse.message}". For more information on
message type variables, see Context Variables. To learn how
to change the message target, see Select a Target Message

Step 3: SAML Version Specify the version of the SAMLP response that will be
evaluated by this assertion.

Step 4: SAMLP Response Type Specify the type of SAMLP response being evaluated:

• Authentication Request: The response contains
authentication statements. Note: The Authentication
Request option is available only when SAML 2.0 was
selected in Step 3.

• Authorization Decision Request: The response contains
statements that assert a subject is permitted to perform a
specified action on a specified resource.

• Attribute Query Request: The response contains a list of
attributes for the subject.

Step 5: Response Status Indicate whether the Evaluate SAML Protocol Message
assertion should fail if the response status could not be
successfully retrieved.

The system will always set the top level ResponseStatus onto
the context variable samlpResponse.status.

Step 6: Authorization Validation This step is displayed only if "Authorization Decision
Request" was selected in step 4.

Specify whether the assertion should fail based on the
SAMLP response:

• To never fail the assertion based a retrieved response,
clear the Fail the assertion... check box.

• To fail the assertion unless the response matches your
specified choice, select the Fail the assertion... check
box and then choose a response from the drop-down list.
The default is Permit, which means the assertion will fail
unless the SAMLP response is 'Permit'.

The Authorization Decision Statement is stored in the context
variable samlpResponse.authz.decision.
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Step 7: Attribute Statement Specify the SAML attributes that the SAML statement must
describe.

1. Click [Add] and then complete the Edit SAML Attribute
Properties dialog:

• Attribute Name: Enter the name of the attribute.
• Attribute Namespace: Optionally enter a namespace

for the attribute. This applies only to SAML 1.x.
• Attribute Name Format: Optionally specify a URI

reference that describes the format of the attribute
name. Only attributes that declare this format will be
accepted. This applies only to SAML 2.x.

Unspecified: If no name format is provided, the default
value of urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-
format:unspecified is used.
URI Reference: This option uses the URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri
Basic: This option uses the URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri.
Other: Select this option to define your own attribute
name format in the box below.

• Attribute Friendly Name: Optionally enter a friendly
name for the attribute to be used for display purposes.
This applies only to SAML 2.x

• Attribute Value: If defining your own attribute name
format, enter it here.

2. Click [OK] to enter the attribute into the table. Repeat to
configure additional attributes.

To modify an existing Attribute Statement, select it from the
list and then click [Edit].

To remove an Attribute Statement, select it from the list and
then click [Remove].

 Evaluate XACML Policy Assertion

  

The Evaluate XACML Policy assertion evaluates a XACML policy and renders an authorization decision for a resource, which
will be granted based on the set of attributes found in a XACML request. The XACML request can be created using the Create
XACML Request Assertion.

The Evaluate XACML Policy assertion can retrieve the XACML request from a request or response message, or a context
variable. After rendering the XACML request attributes against the XACML policy, the resulting decision can be placed either
into the response message or a message context variable. The XACML policy can be configured in advance or the assertion
can monitor a URL and download a new policy periodically.

Tip:

The "XACML request" is also known as the "XACML decision request".

XACML Policy Validation

The Evaluate XACML Policy assertion will attempt to validate any XACML policy entered when the [OK] button is clicked.
However, the assertion cannot validate a XACML policy under these circumstances:

• The invalid policy is retrieved from a monitored URL.
• The invalid policy (or policy fragment) is in a context variable that has been set prior to the Evaluate XACML Policy

assertion.

In these cases, the invalid policy will be detected only during policy execution, with an error being logged.
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Be aware that the Evaluate XACML Policy assertion will fail if you attempt to import a policy that contains an empty
Description element, for example:

<Description/>

or

<Description></Description>

Note:  You should be familiar with the XACML policy language and what constitutes a valid policy before using this assertion
to process a XACML request.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the XACML Policy Properties automatically appear; when modifying the assertion, right-
click Evaluate XACML Policy Properties in the policy window and select XACML Policy Properties or double-click
the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

 Message Source  Indicate where to get the XACML request: Default
Request, Default Response, or from a Context
Variable that has been defined earlier in the policy (for
example, using the Set Context Variable assertion). If
using a context variable, it must be of type Message and its
Content-Type should be 'text/xml'.

 SOAP Encapsulated?

(for message)

Select this check box if the XACML request is encapsulated
in the Body element of a SOAP envelope.

Note:

If this check box is selected, the XACML request must be a
SOAP message, otherwise the assertion will fail.

 Response Target Indicate where to place the XACML PDP response: in
the Default Response, Default Request, or in a Message
Variable (context variable of type Message). The variable
does not need to exist beforehand—it will be created by
this assertion. The Message Variable field is enabled if
'Message Variable' is selected.

 SOAP Encapsulated?(for response) Select this check box to encapsulate the XACML
PDP response in the Body element of a SOAP envelope.

 Message Variable  This field is used only if the Response Target is 'Message
Variable'.

Enter the name of the variable to be created. You do not
need to enclose the variable with the "${ }" characters.
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 Policy Location From the drop-down list, specify the location of the
XACML policy:

•  Configure in advance: You are entering the policy in
this assertion.

•  Monitor URL for latest value: The API Gatewaywill
obtain a policy from a URL that is monitored
periodically for changes.
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 XACML Policy - Configure in advance  If you chose to configure the policy in advance, you have
three different options:

1.1 Type or copy/paste the XACML policy code directly
into the code window. The policy code may contain
context variables (see below).

2.1 Click [Fetch from URL] to enter an URL for the API
Gatewayto retrieve the policy.

Tip:

To configure options for the URL (for example, to
specify the credentials, SSL, or proxy options), click
[HTTP Options] to open the Manage HTTP Options
dialog.

Note:

Unlike the "Monitor URL" option, the "fetch" option
does not monitor the URL and the policy is only
downloaded once at policy design time.

3.1 Click [Fetch from File] to insert the policy code from
a text file that you specify.

You may edit a policy entered using the "fetch" options if
necessary.

Note:

The XACML policy maximum size is controlled by
the xacml.pdp.maxDownloadSize cluster property.

 Using context variables in XACML policy code 

The XACML policy code may contain String values or
context variables of type Message that contain XACML
policy fragments or the entire XACML policy.

 Examples: 

•  ${variableContainingPolicy} is entered into the code
window, where this previously defined context variable
contains the entire XACML policy to use

• A XACML policy is mostly configured in advance, with
context variables representing policy fragments to be
resolved at run time:

<Policy...>
<Target> ... </Target>
<Rule...> ${stringVariable} </Rule>
                    
</Policy>

Here is another example of simple text replacement:

<Rule RuleId="ReadRule"
 Effect="${permitDecision}">

where "${permitDecision}" was previously defined with a
value of "Permit".

Note the following when using context variables in a
XACML policy:

• If the context variable contains an entire SOAP
envelope, you must use an XPath expression to extract
the policy itself (i.e., extract the "<Policy>" element) to
a second context variable. For more information, see the
Evaluate Response XPath Assertion.

• If a context variable of type Message contains the
XACML policy as XML (either full policy or fragment),
you must use the ${variableName.mainpart} part of the
context variable otherwise the assertion will fail.

Note:

For context variables of types other than Message,
the mainpart part is not required. For more information on
the various data types, see Context Variables.
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 XACML Policy - Monitor URL for latest value If you chose to monitor a URL for the latest value, enter the
URL here. The URL may contain context variables that will
be resolved at run time.

The time interval is set by the cluster
property xacml.pdp.policyCache.maxAge. The default value
for this cluster property is 300000 milliseconds (5 minutes).
When the Evaluate XACML Policy assertion is processed
within the policy, the policy is re-downloaded if the cached
policy is older than the value of this cluster property.

Tip:

To configure options for the URL (for example, to specify
the credentials, SSL, or proxy options), click [HTTP
Options] to open the Manage HTTP Options dialog.

Note:

The XACML policy maximum size is controlled by
the xacml.pdp.maxDownloadSize cluster property.

 Fail Assertion if decision is not 'Permit' A PDP response can be any of the following:

Permit
Deny
Indeterminate (an error occurred or some required value
was missing, so a decision cannot be made)
Not Applicable (the request can't be answered by this
service)

Select this check box to fail the assertion if the PDP
response is anything other than Permit. This is useful in
scenarios where the policy acts as both a PEP (Policy
Enforcement Point) and the PDP (Policy Decision Point).
If the decision is not Permit, the policy can be configured
to fail and you do not need to use an XPath expression to
extract the result.

Clear this check box to never fail the assertion, regardless
of the PDP response.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Generate OAuth Signature Base String Assertion
The Generate OAuth Signature Base String assertion provides the ability to generate an OAuth signature
base string according to the OAuth 1.0 specifications.

The Generate OAuth Signature Base String assertion provides the ability to generate an OAuth signature base string according
to the OAuth 1.0 specifications.

This assertion can be used in two distinct use cases:

• OAuth Client: An OAuth client policy contains the OAuth parameter values and these need to be input into the assertion.
• OAuth Server: An OAuth server policy receives a request that contains OAuth parameters. In this scenario, the assertion

can automatically extract the required parameters from the message target.

This assertion is only used for OAuth 1.0.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Generate OAuth Signature Base String assertion sets the following context variables. Note: The default <prefix> is
"oauth" and can be changed in the assertion properties.

Context variables created by Generate OAuth Signature Base String assertion

Variable Description

<prefix>. sigBaseString The signature base string.
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<prefix>. requestType Contains one of the following request types: request token,
authorized request token, or access token.

<prefix>. authHeader Contains the partially completed authorization header.

<prefix>.<oauthParameter> One variable will be created for each OAuth parameter.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Generate OAuth Signature Base String Properties automatically appears; when
modifying the assertion, right-click [Client|Server]   Generate OAuth Signature Base String in the policy window
and select Generate OAuth Signature Base String Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The
assertion properties are displayed.

Note:

All text fields in the properties dialog support expressions, except for Variable Prefix. This means a combination of text
and context variables may be used and more than one variable may be referenced.

3. Configure the properties as follows.

Setting Description

Usage Select the mode for the assertion:

• Client to send an OAuth request.
• Server to receive an OAuth request. In this case the

assertion can be configured to automatically extract
the required parameters from the message target,
authorization header, and request query string.

Endpoint Configure the endpoint:

• Request URL: Enter the endpoint URL to which the
OAuth request will be made.

The default value is ${request.url}.

• HTTP Method: Choose the method from the drop-
down list. The default value is ${request.http.method}.

Parameter Sources

Query String Enter the query string, formatted according to the query
portion of a valid URL. Name value pairs must be separated
by the "&" character. The default is ${request.url.query}.

Note:

The value of ${request.url.query} is URL encoded.
Any other value entered here must be URL-encoded to
ensure this value is double-encoded when included in the
generated signature base string.

Allow non-protocol query parameters with oauth_
prefix

Select this check box to permit non-protocol query
parameters that are prefixed with "oauth_".

Clear this check box to cause the assertion to fail if it
encounters non-protocol query parameters prefixed with
"oauth_". This setting is the default.

Use message target as parameter choice

(Server mode only)

Select this check box to allow the use of parameters
extracted from a message target with a content type of
application/x-www-form-urlencoded.
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Authorization Header

(Server mode only)

Select this check box to allow parameters to be extracted
from an Authorization Header. Default value is
${request.http.header.Authorization}.

oauth_consumer_key

(Client mode only)

Enter the OAuth consumer key.

oauth_signature_method

(Client mode only)

Choose the OAuth signature method from the drop-down
list. The default value is HMAC-SHA1.

oauth_timestamp

(Client mode only)

This value is set to <auto>, as it will be supplied at
runtime.

oauth_nonce

(Client mode only)

This value is set to <auto>, as it will be supplied at
runtime.

oauth_version

(Client mode only)

Select this check box to include the oauth_version in the
generated signature base string.

Clear this check box to exclude the version from the string.

oauth_token

(Client mode only)

Enter an OAuth token, if necessary.

oauth_callback

(Client mode only)

Enter an OAuth callback value, if necessary.

oauth_verifier

(Client mode only)

Enter an OAuth verifier, if necessary.

Variable Prefix Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables
created by this assertion. This prefix helps ensure
uniqueness and will prevent the variables from overwriting
each other when multiple instances of this assertion appear
in a policy.

The default prefix is oauth.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed,
see Context Variable Validation.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Generate Security Hash Assertion
The Generate Security Hash assertion is used to generate a signature or hash using a configurable hash
algorithm .

The Generate Security Hash assertion is used to generate a signature or hash using a configurable hash algorithm .

This assertion is configurable for specific HMAC+SHA algorithms or simply an SHA or MD5 algorithm.

Note:  CA Technologies highly recommends using HMAC algorithms, as non-HMAC algorithms produce weak hashing that
can be exploited.

Examples

The following are examples of security hashes that are generated based on different inputs.

Using plain ASCII input:

Source data: ${var}
Value of context variable named "var":  a String type: "fred"
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Input characters: 4 characters: { f, r, e, d }
Chars converted to bytes using UTF-8:  4 bytes: { 66, 72, 65, 64 }
MD5 hash of these 4 bytes: 16 bytes: { 57, 0a, 90, bf, bf, 8c, 7e, ab, 5d, c5, d4, e2, 68, 32, d5, b1 }
Base-64 encoding of MD5 hash 16 bytes: "VwqQv7+MfqtdxdTiaDLVsQ=="

Using UTF-8 character input:

Source data: ${var}
Value of context variable named "var":  a String type: "fr?d"
Input characters: 4 characters: { f, r, ?, d }
Chars converted to bytes using UTF-8:  5 bytes: { 66, 72, c3, aa, 64 }
MD5 hash of these 5 bytes: 16 bytes: { 4e, bb, c0, c6, f7, 12, f6, 86, 97, 56, 9e, 99, 03, 9e, b0, 65 }
Base-64 encoding of MD5 hash 16 bytes: "TrvAxvcS9oaXVp6ZA56wZQ=="

Using binary input:

Source data: ${var}
Value of context variable named "var":  a Message type: application/octet-stream: containing 6 body
 bytes: { 2E, 00, FF, 1F, 7E, 01 }
Input bytes: 6 bytes: { 2e, 00, ff, 1f, 7e, 01 }
MD5 hash of these 6 bytes: 16 bytes: { 0b, 93, 3c, df, f1, df, 80, 04, f5, f8, 4e, 75, e8, 51, 7c, 11 }
Base-64 encoding of MD5 hash 16 bytes: "C5M83/HfgAT1+E516FF8EQ=="

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. This assertion contains default settings that are appropriate for most instances. To change any of the settings, right-
click Generate Security Hash in the policy window and select Generate Security Hash or double-click the assertion in
the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Source Data Enter the data that will have the Signature Algorithm
applied to it. You may enter text or specify a context
variable. You may also enter an expression that combines
static text with context variables.

Save line breaks as Select the line break option for the source data entered
above: CR LF (carriage return, line feed), LF (line feed),
CR (carriage return). The default is CR LF.
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Output Variable Enter the name of the context variable that will hold the
generated signature.

TECHNICAL NOTE: Output values

The output value is:

     Base64( Hash( Input ) )  if using a non-keyed hash (such
as MD5, SHA-1, etc.)
     Base64( HMAC( Key, Input ) )  if using keyed hash
(such as HMAC-SHA1, HMAC-SHA256, etc.)

Where:

  - Key is the key value bytes (with strings converted to
bytes using UTF-8)
  - Input is the input value bytes (with strings converted to
bytes using UTF-8)
  - Hash/HMAC is the selected transformation (MD5,
SHA-1, HMAC-SHA256, etc.)
  - Base64 is the "encode bytes as Base-64" operation

Note the following:

• To obtain the raw binary value of the hash, use
the Encode/Decode Data Assertion to decode the
Base64-encoded hash.

• To obtain a hex encoded version of the value, use the
Encode/Decode Data Assertion to Base64-decode it to
Message data type, then Base16-encode it to String.

Signature Algorithm Choose the algorithm to use from the drop-down list: 

HMAC-MD5HMAC-SHA1
HMAC-SHA256
HMAC-SHA384
HMAC-SHA512
MD5
SHA-1
SHA-256
SHA-384
SHA-512

Note the following:

• Choosing a HMAC algorithm will cause the assertion
to produce a HMAC digest with the selected algorithm
applied to the Source Data and Key.

• Choosing a non-HMAC algorithm will cause the
assertion to produce a generic digest with the selected
algorithm applied to the Source Data.

Note:

Avoid non-HMAC algorithms, as they produce weak
hashing that can be exploited.
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Key

(Enabled only for HMAC signature algorithms)

Enter the key that will be used to generate the hash when a
HMAC algorithm is selected. You may enter text or specify
a context variable. You may also enter an expression that
combines static text with context variables.

• For text keys, type it directly into this field.
• For Base64 and hexadecimal keys, you must first use

the Encode/Decode Data Assertion to decode from
Base64/hex to binary. (In the policy, it is presented as
a message with application/octet-stream.) The resulting
context variable from the Encode/Decode Data assertion
is placed in this Key field.

• For any other type of binary key, first set it as a context
variable of type 'Message', then enter that variable in
this Key field.

Observe the following tips about the key:

• Keep the key in a secure location.
• Never transmit the key over the network for any reason.
• If you suspect the key has been compromised,

regenerate a new key and rebuild the policy.
• Longer keys produce a stronger hash.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Look Up Certificate Assertion
The Look Up Certificate assertion is used to look up a certificate by a variety of methods and then store
that certificate's value in a context variable for later use in the policy.

The Look Up Certificate assertion is used to look up a certificate by a variety of methods and then store that certificate's value
in a context variable for later use in the policy.

You can look up certificates by:

• Name (trusted certificates only)
• SHA1 Thumbprint
• Subject Key ID
• Subject DN
• Issuer DN and Serial Number

The assertion can be configured to fail if more than one matching certificate is found.

Using the Assertion

This assertion can find the following types of certificates known to the API Gateway

• Trusted Certificate
• User certificate
• LDAP User shadow certificate (for more information, see "Trusted Gateway Accounts")
• Certificate from LDAP certificate cache, if enabled
• Subject certificate from any private key in the current API Gateway keystore

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. When adding the assertion, the Certificate Lookup Properties automatically appear. When modifying the assertion, right-
click Look Up Certificate  in the policy window and select Certificate Lookup Properties or double-click the assertion
in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the dialog as follows: 

Setting Description
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Look up Certificate by Name For this option, enter the name of the trusted certificate to
be looked up. This will be matched against the CN value of
the trusted certificate. You may specify a context variable.

Look up Certificate by ThumbprintSHA1 For this option, enter the SHA-1 thumbprint (as a Base-64
string) of the encoded certificate to be looked up. You may
specify a context variable.

Look up Certificate by Subject Key ID For this option, enter the Subject Key ID (SKI) of the
certificate to be looked up. You may specify a context
variable.

Look up Certificate by Subject DN For this option, enter the name of the certificate subject's
Distinguished Name to be looked up. You may specify a
context variable.

Look up Certificate by Issuer DN and Serial Number For this option, enter the certificate issuer's Distinguished
Name, as an RFC 2253 canonical string, and the certificate's
Serial Number, as a decimal number, to be looked up. You
may specify a context variable.

Fail if multiple certificates are found

 

Select this check box to fail the assertion if multiple
certificates with the specified name are found.

Clear this check box to not fail the assertion if multiple
certificates with the specified name are found. This setting
is the default.

Note:

The context variable specified under "Output Variable
Name" below will not be populated if the assertion fails.

Output Variable Name For this option, enter the name of the context variable to
be used to store the results of the lookup upon successful
completion of the assertion. This variable will be of type
X.509 Certificate.

Note the following:

• When looking up a trusted certificate by name, the
context variable will be single-valued if one certificate
is found or multivalued if multiple matching certificates
are found.

• When looking up any other certificate type, the context
variable will always be single-valued and only the first
matching certificate will be stored.

The default variable name is certificate.

4. Click [OK].

 Look Up Outbound Secure Conversation Session Assertion

The Look Up Outbound Secure Conversation Session assertion is used to look up an outbound secure conversation session that
has been mapped to the authenticated user and the back-end service on which the secure conversation session is established.

This assertion succeeds if at least one unexpired session is found. This assertion fails if no sessions are found or only expired
sessions are found.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Look Up Outbound Secure Conversation Session assertion sets the following context variable that contains all information
about the session:

<prefix> .session

Where:
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• <prefix> is defined in the assertion properties (default: scLookup)
• specific attributes about the outbound secure conversation session can be retrieved by using:

<prefix> .session. <attribute>

For example, to access the session identifier, use ${ <prefix> .session.id}.

Attribute Description

id The session identifier

user The authenticated user

To access specific attributes about the user, use the syntax:

<prefix> .session.user. <user_attribute>

providerId The user's Identity Provider ID

id The user's identifier

login The user's login ID

firstName The user's first name

lastName The user's last name

email The user's email address

department The user's department

subjectDn The user's X.509 subject DN

creation The session creation time

expiration The session's expiration time

scNamespace The namespace of WS-Secure Conversation

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click  <target>: Look Up Outbound Secure Conversation Session to <service URL>  in the policy window and
select Outbound Secure Conversation Session Lookup Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window.
The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Enter the Service URL. This is the URL of the back-end service that will issue the security context token. 
4. Enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness and

will prevent the variables from overwriting each other when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy.
The default variable prefix is scLookup. 
For an explanation of the validation messages displayed, see Context Variable Validation.

5. Click [OK].

 (Non-SOAP) Check Results from XML Verification Assertion
The (Non-SOAP) Check Results from XML Verification assertion ("Check" assertion) provides a quick
way to check the contents of the context variables produced by the (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element
Assertion.

The (Non-SOAP) Check Results from XML Verification assertion ("Check" assertion) provides a quick way to check the
contents of the context variables produced by the (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element Assertion.

The following is a more in depth description of what happens when you use the "Check" assertion:

1. First, you select the signed element(s) to verify.
2. Next, you select the signature methods and digest methods that you are permitting. Optionally indicate whether to gather

the signing certificates as credentials.
3. The "Check" assertion then checks the <prefix>.elementsVerified variable for the signed elements and notes the index

position of any matches. (This is similar to using the Look Up Item by Value assertion on the <prefix>.elementsVerified
variable.)
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4. If a match is found, the assertion then checks whether the corresponding index position in the
<prefix>.signatureMethodUris variable matches any of the "Permitted signature methods". (This is similar to using the
Look Up Item by Index Position assertion on the <prefix>.signatureMethodUris variable, followed by an At Least One
Assertion Must Evaluate to True assertion containing one or more Compare Expression assertion to check the value.)

5. If a match is found, the same thing is repeated on the corresponding index position in the <prefix>.digestMethodUris
variable to see if it matches any of the "Permitted digest methods". (This is similar to using the Look Up Item by Index
Position assertion on the <prefix>.digestMethodUris variable, followed by an At Least One Assertion Must Evaluate to
True assertion containing one or more Compare Expression assertion to check the value.)

6. If a match is found and you are gathering signing certificates, the assertion retrieves the certificate from the corresponding
index position in the <prefix>.signingCertificates variable and gathers it as X.509 credentials.

This assertion will succeed only when all elements in the target message that match the XPath are present in the specified
verify results and were signed using one of the specified signature and digest methods.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click<target>: (Non-SOAP) Check Results from XML Verification [XPath] in the policy window and select
(Non-SOAP) XML Verification Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties
are displayed. 

3. Click [Edit XPath] to specify the signed element(s) to verify. For more information, see Select an XPath.
4. Enter the context variable prefix that was used in the (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element assertion. If no prefix was used,

leave the field blank.
5. Select the Gather signer certificate(s) as credentials check box if you want to use the signing certificate as an X.509

credential for later authorization with a specific User or Member of Group assertion. See Retrieve Credentials from Context
Variable Assertion.

6. Click [OK].

 (Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML Element Assertion

The (Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML Element assertion is used to immediately decrypt one or more EncryptedData elements in
an XML message (either request, response, or a message context variable). This assertion is intended only for messages not
contained within a SOAP envelope. (Advanced technical users may use it on SOAP messages, with the knowledge that the
resulting decorated message will almost certainly not be WS-Security compliant.)

Note:

The (Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML Element assertion is intended to decrypt elements that were encrypted using the (Non-SOAP)
Encrypt XML Element assertions.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The (Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML Element assertion sets the following context variables with details of the decryption.

Note:

The <prefix> is set in the assertion properties and is optional. There is no default.

Variable Description

<prefix>.elementsDecrypted Lists the elements that were decrypted.

<prefix>.encryptionMethodUris Lists the encryption methods used.

<prefix>.recipientCertificates Lists the recipient certificates used in the encryption.

Note:

All three multivalued variables always have exactly the same number of values, with the encryptionMethodUris and
recipientCertificates variables containing duplicate values as required to ensure that the encryption method and certificate for
elementsDecrypted[N] can always be found at encryptionMethodUris[N] and recipientCertificates[N], respectively (where 'N'
is a nonnegative integer).

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.
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Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click <target>: (Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML Element [XPath] in the policy window and select (Non-SOAP)
XML Element Decryption Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are
displayed. 

3. Click [Edit XPath] to specify the xenc:EncryptedData element(s) to verify. For more information, see Select an XPath.
4. Optionally enter a prefix to be added to the context variables created by this assertion. A prefix is required if this assertion

appears more than once in a policy to prevent variable values from being overwritten.

Tip:

The on-screen validator will warn you if there are any issues with the prefix name.
5.  Click [OK].

 (Non-SOAP) Encrypt XML Element Assertion
The (Non-SOAP) Encrypt XML Element assertion is used to immediately encrypt one or more elements
in an XML message (either request, response, or a message context variable). This assertion is designed
only for messages not contained within a SOAP envelope. It is also used by the Working with Internal
Use Policies.

The (Non-SOAP) Encrypt XML Element assertion is used to immediately encrypt one or more elements in an XML message
(either request, response, or a message context variable). This assertion is designed only for messages not contained within a
SOAP envelope. It is also used by the Working with Internal Use Policies.

Note that when this assertion is used within an Audit Message Filer internal policy, the recipient certificate should match the
audit viewer key. For more information on defining the audit viewer key, see Private Key Properties.

Warning:

This assertion should be used only by advanced users who have a specific need to encrypt XML elements outside of a
SOAP envelope; otherwise, the Encrypt Element Assertion is normally used.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click <target>: (Non-SOAP) Encrypt XML Element [XPath] in the policy window and select (Non-SOAP)
XML Element Encryption Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are
displayed. 

3. Click [Edit XPath] to specify the element(s) to encrypt. For more information, see Select an XPath.
4. Configure the Encryption Settings. For more information, see Configure Encryption Settings.

Note:

You must specify a recipient certificate, otherwise the assertion will always fail.
5. Click [OK] when done.

 (Non-SOAP) Sign XML Element Assertion
The (Non-SOAP) Sign XML Element assertion is used to immediately sign one or more elements in an
XML message (either request, response, or a message context variable).

The (Non-SOAP) Sign XML Element assertion is used to immediately sign one or more elements in an XML message (either
request, response, or a message context variable).

This assertion is designed only for messages not contained within a SOAP envelope.

Warning:

This assertion should be used only by advanced users who have a specific need to sign XML elements outside of a
SOAP envelope. If working with a SOAP document, use the Sign Element Assertion.
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To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more about selecting a private key for this assertion, see Select a Custom Private Key.

Sign Element Versus Immediate Sign XML Element

The (Non-SOAP) Sign XML Element assertion is designed to sign XML elements that are not within a SOAP message. This
signing occurs immediately and the signature is inserted into the contents of the XML element.

By comparison, the Sign Element Assertion is used to sign elements within a SOAP message. This signing is scheduled in
advance and conforms to WS-Security standards. The signature is added to the message's security header; the element itself is
untouched.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click <target>: (Non-SOAP) Sign XML Element [XPath] in the policy window and select (Non-SOAP) XML
Element Signature Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Edit XPath Click [Edit XPath] to specify the element(s) to sign. For
more information, see Select an XPath.

Note that only elements can be signed. One Signature
element is created per element being signed. The Signature
is added as the last child of the element being signed; the
Signature always uses the Enveloped transform and always
includes the entire signing certificate in the KeyInfo as
X509Data.
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Setting Description

Target URI Reference The signature reference requires an ID for the target
element. Indicate how the API Gateway should determine
the ID:

• Automatic: Select this to instruct the API Gateway
to look for an existing ID based on a built-in list of
possible attribute names. If one is found, then its value
is used. If one is not found, the API Gateway will add
an 'Id' attribute to the element being signed, with a
randomly generated ID value, and references that.

Note:

Having a new attribute 'Id' added may cause some
difficulties if the schema of the signed element does
not allow an 'Id' attribute. If this is the case, then enter a
specific ID attribute name instead.

• Specify ID Attribute Name: Select this option to
manually specify the name of the ID attribute to use. If
you choose this option, the API Gateway will no longer
recognize the built-in list of names. Instead, it will use
the specified attribute value if it already exists on the
target element and will generate a new one if it doesn't
exist.

Enter the name as a string value in one of the following
formats:

• • NAME (e.g., abc)
• PREFIX:NAME (e.g., abc:xyz)
• {URI}NAME (e.g., {urn:issn:1535-3613}abc)
• {URI}PREFIX:NAME

(e.g., {urn:issn:1535-3613}abc:xyz)

Note:

If a URI is specified, they must be absolute. Relative URIs
cannot be used in signatures.

Tip:

If a prefix is specified, it may not necessarily be used.
The API Gateway will first attempt to reuse an existing
namespace declaration for the namespace URI, if one exists,
regardless of its prefix. If the API Gateway needs to add
a new namespace declaration, it will attempt to use the
requested prefix if it is available. However if the requested
prefix is already used in a different namespace URI, the
API Gateway will substitute a different prefix instead.
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Setting Description

Signature Location Specify where the signature should be located:

• Add one Signature to...: Select this option to add a
signature to each signed element. Choose where the
signature should be added using the drop-down list: as
the first or last child of the signed element.

• Create detached signature and...: Select this option to
create a detached signature which can later be added to
the same or different document. A detached signature is
a single signature that covers all elements matching the
XPath of the elements to sign. It is placed in the context
variable that you specify here and is not added to the
document.

• Include Enveloped transform: When creating a
detached signature, select this check box to optionally
include the Enveloped transform. Do this if the detached
signature will be manually added to the document as a
descendent of one of the signed elements.

Signature Type

 

Specify the hash algorithm to use for the Signature Digest
or Reference Digest.

• Signature Digest: By default, an appropriate
signature digest will be selected based on the
signing key size and the current value of the
wss.decorator.digsig.messagedigest cluster property. If
you wish to use a specific digest, select it from the drop-
down list.

• Reference Digest: By default, references will be created
using the same digest algorithm as the signature digest.
If you wish them to use a specific digest instead, select
it from the drop-down list.

4. Click [OK] when done.

 (Non-SOAP) Validate SAML Token Assertion
The (Non-SOAP) Validate SAML Token assertion is used to validate a SAML token that was not
delivered using WS-Security. This assertion will validate the Subject, Statements, Conditions, and
Signatures in a SAML token that is not contained in a SOAP header.

The (Non-SOAP) Validate SAML Token assertion is used to validate a SAML token that was not delivered using WS-
Security. This assertion will validate the Subject, Statements, Conditions, and Signatures in a SAML token that is not
contained in a SOAP header.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Add and Configure the Assertion

1. Add the Require SAML Token Profile assertion to the policy development window as described in Add an Assertion. The
SAML Token Properties appears.

2. Complete the properties as shown below.

Edit the Assertion

1. In the policy development window, right-click on the assertion and then select (Non-SOAP) Validate Assertion Properties.
The assertion properties are displayed.

2. Modify the tabs as necessary. Refer to the corresponding step below for information about each tab.
3. Click [OK] when done.

Step 1: Introduction

This step introduces the Non-SOAP Validate SAML Token properties.

Step 2: SAML Version
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Specify which SAML versions will be accepted by the API Gateway version 1.1, version 2.0, or any supported version.

Step 3: SAML Statement Type

Select the type of SAML statement to configure:

• Authentication Statement: Proceed to Step 4.
• Authorization Decision Statement: Proceed to Step 5.
• Attribute Statement: Proceed to Step 6.

Step 4: Authentication Methods

Select the authentication methods that will be enforced by the assertion. You must choose at least one method.

Hints:

• Hold down the [Ctrl] or [Shift] keys to select multiple items at once.
• Click [All] to choose every available authentication method.
• Click [None] to quickly clear the Selected list and start again.
• Select the Unspecified method to allow authentication by an unspecified method.
• The Available list only displays the methods that are applicable to the SAML version chosen in Step 2 of the wizard.

In the Custom field, optionally enter any URI custom authentication methods, separated by spaces. You may reference context
variables (either single- or multi-valued variables with space-separated URI values).  

Note:

The SSL/TLS Certificate Based Client Authentication method is not related to the Require SSL or TLS Transport assertion.
This method refers to the original authentication, not to the current request which may or may not have used SSL. The SAML-
supported authentication methods are outlined in the SAML 1.1 and 2.0 specification documents provided at http://www.oasis-
open.org/

Proceed to Step 7: Subject Confirmation.

Step 5: Authorization Statement

Specify the resource that the SAML statement must describe, the resource action, and the action namespace.

• Resource: Enter a value for the resource that the SAML statement must describe (for example, "http://acme.org").
• Action: Enter an action value for the resource (for example, "GET").
• Action Namespace: Optionally enter a corresponding action namespace value (for example, "acmeNamespace").

Proceed to Step 7: Subject Confirmation.

Step 6: Attribute Statement

Define one or more SAML attributes that must be described by the SAML statement.

1. Click [Add] and then complete the Edit SAML Attribute Constraints dialog:

• Attribute Name: Enter the name of the attribute.
• Attribute Namespace: Optionally enter a namespace for the attribute. This applies only to SAML 1.1.
• Attribute Name Format: Optionally specify a URI reference that describes the format of the attribute name. Only

attributes that declare this format will be accepted. This applies only to SAML 2.0.

1.1 • Unspecified: If no name format is provided, the default value of urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-
format:unspecified is used.

• URI Reference: This option uses the URI urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri.
• Basic: This option uses the URI: urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:basic
• Other: Select this option to define your own attribute name format in the box below.

• Attribute Value: To require an exact variable match, select Specific Value and then enter a set value. To require that
a particular attribute be present, but allow it to have any non-empty value rather than requiring a specific match, select
the Allow any non-empty value option.When a non-empty attribute value is required, you can separately validate the
attribute contents using XPath expressions, transient variables, and the Compare Expression assertion.To modify an
attribute statement, select it and click [Edit]. 

• To delete an attribute statement, select it and click [Delete].
2. Click [OK] to enter the attribute into the table. Repeat to configure additional attributes.

To modify an existing Attribute Statement, select it from the list and then click [Edit].
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To remove an Attribute Statement, select it from the list and then click [Remove].

Tip:

The attribute values validated by the Attribute Statement are available in context variables. For more information, see Context
Variables Created by This Assertion in Require SAML Token Profile Assertion.

Step 7: Subject Confirmation

Select one or more subject confirmation methods that should be accepted by the API Gateway and indicate whether the
message signature is required as the proof material:

Holder-of-Key

This allows SAML tokens that use the Holder-of-Key subject confirmation method (with the standard URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:holder-of-key or urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:holder-of-key, depending on the selected
SAML version in Step 2 of the wizard). For such assertions, the API Gateway will require that the subject demonstrate
possession of the private key corresponding to the public key in the Subject certificate.  

The Holder-of-Key subject confirmation method currently requires that the request ticket's "SubjectConfirmation" element
contain a "KeyInfo" element that contains a complete copy of the Subject's X.509 certificate. Any other form of Holder-of-Key
ticket will be rejected by the API Gateway.

The request Subject may use one of two methods to prove that they hold this key:

• The request includes at least one element covered by a valid WSS message signature, and the signing certificate is the
Subject certificate. Or,

• The request arrived over SSL/TLS with client certificate authentication, and the client certificate exactly matches the
Subject certificate.

Sender Vouches

This allows SAML tokens that use the Sender Vouches subject confirmation method (with the standard URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:sender-vouches or urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:sender-vouches, depending on the
selected SAML version in Step 2 of the wizard). For such assertions, the API Gateway will require that the sender, presumably
different from the subject, vouches for the verification of the subject.

The Sender Vouches subject confirmation method is typically used only in a SAML identity bridging policy.

Three conditions must be met in order to use the Sender Vouches confirmation method:

• An existing trust relationship with the sender ( "Attesting Entity") must be configured in the API Gateway. To do this,
import the sender's certificate, configured as a "SAML Attesting Entity" certificate, into the Trust Store. For more
information, see Manage Certificates.

• The SAML ticket used by the SAML token must be bound to the request message by one of the following methods:

• Send the request over SSL using the sender certificate as the SSL client certificate, OR
• If SSL is not used, then the SAML ticket needs to be bound to the message with a WSS signature. One complication

here is that the SAML ticket does not necessarily contain or refer to the sender certificate; it usually contains or refers to
the subject certificate and, assuming that the ticket is signed, contains or refers to the certificate of the ticket issuer. In
this method, therefore, the WSS signature must cover both the SAML token and the relevant portions of the rest of the
message that use the sender certificate as the signing certificate.  

• The format of the request message must conform to the OASIS Web Services Security standards: SAML Token Profile
1.0 (for SAML 1.1) or SAML Token Profile 1.1 (for SAML 2.0). The API Gateway does not support references to SAML
tokens that are not included with the request message.
See the OASIS Web Services Security: SAML Token Profile 1.0 standards document.

Bearer

This allows SAML tokens that use the Bearer Token subject confirmation method (with the standard URI
urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:bearer or urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:bearer, depending on the selected SAML version
in Step 2 of the wizard). Like HTTP cookies, such assertions will always be assumed to belong to whatever message contains
them, and the subject will be assumed to be the sender of the message.

The Bearer Token subject confirmation method does not protect against an attacker modifying the message or stealing a copy
of the assertion and attaching it to an unauthorized message. To protect the secrecy of the SAML token when using the Bearer
subject confirmation method, be sure to select the SSL-TLS Certificate Based Client Authentication check box in Step 4 of the
SAML Token Profile Wizard.

None

This allows SAML tokens that do not contain a subject confirmation method.
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Not having a subject confirmation method exposes the system to various threats. To protect the secrecy of the SAML token
when a confirmation method is not used, be sure to select the "SSL-TLS Certificate Based Client Authentication" option in
Step 3 of the SAML Token Profile Wizard.

If SAML version 2.0 is permitted, complete the Subject Confirmation Data fields:

• Recipient: This property allows the expected recipient to be configured. You may enter the name directly or enter a String
context variables. Leave this field blank to allow any recipient.

• Check Address: Select this check box to validate the "Address" attribute. Currently, the API Gateway only supports IPv4
addresses.

• Check Validity Period: Select this check box to check the time period validity period in the request. The permissible
clock skew for validation is defined by the cluster properties samlAssertion.validate.notBeforeOffsetMin and
samlAssertion.validate.notOnOrAfterOffsetMin.

Note:

If there are no validity period constraints in the request message, then there is nothing to check and validation (of the time
period constraints) will always succeed.

Note that if any of the Subject Confirmation Data fields fail validation, the assertion will not fail.

Step 8: Name Identifier

Specify the name formats that are acceptable to the API Gateway; optionally enter a subject name qualifier:

• Name Qualifier: Optionally enter a subject name identifier (for example, "www.example.com"). You may reference
context variables.

• Format: Select one or more subject name formats that should be accepted by the API Gateway. Select the Unspecified
check box if the subject name format is not known. This will cause the API Gateway to attempt to match the subject name
identifier specified in the Name Qualifier field against the user login property. If the Name Qualifier field is blank, then the
API Gateway will not verify the Name Qualifier attribute value.

You can only select name formats applicable to the SAML version chosen in Step 2 of the wizard.

Step 9: Conditions

In this step, you can specify any conditions to be observed.

• Check Assertion Validity Period: Select this check box to verify that the SAML token is still within its validity period,
using the current API Gateway time. Clear this check box to not check the validity period within the token.

• Maximum Expiry Time: Specify the maximum allowable expiry time period for the SAML token. The  will use the earlier
of the expiry date or the specified period. This allows you to restrict the token's expiry date with an earlier date. (If the
specified date is later than the token's expiry date, then the token's date takes priority.) Tokens that exceed the expiry time
will cause policy consumption to fail and audit message code 6108 will be logged.
The default is 0 (zero), which indicates that token expiration is not checked. The maximum allowable expiry time is 100
years.

• Audience Restriction: Enter an audience restriction constraint into the field. You may reference context variables.

Step 10: Embedded Signature

Select the Require Embedded Signature check box to require an embedded signature in the SAML token. An invalid
signature will cause the assertion to fail.

Clear the check box if an embedded signature is not required.

 (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element Assertion
The (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element assertion is used to immediately verify one or more Signature
elements in an XML message (either request, response, or a message context variable).

The (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element assertion is used to immediately verify one or more Signature elements in an XML
message (either request, response, or a message context variable).

This assertion supports the special prefix "local:" in the ID attribute, for matching the namespace URI against the owning
element rather than the attribute.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion
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The (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element assertion sets the following context variables with details of the verification. Note:
The <prefix> is set in the assertion properties and is optional. There is no default.

Variable Description

<prefix>.elementsVerified Lists the elements that were verified.

Detailed technical view

The elementsVerified are the target elements covered by
the signature. A ds:Signature element created by third-party
software (or by the API Gateway or the CA API Gateway -
XML VPN Client, if using WSS) may cover many elements
with a single signature. Each covered element has its own
row in this table, though the signatureElements column will
contain the same ds:Signature element for each such row.
Multiple levels of multi-matching are possible:

• The XPath may match more than one ds:Signature
element. Every matching Signature will be verified.

• Each ds:Signature may have references to more than one
covered element. Each covered element will be included
in its own row in the results table.

<prefix>.signatureMethodUris Lists the signature methods used.

<prefix>.digestMethodUris Lists the digest methods used.

<prefix>.signingCertificates Lists the X.509 certificates used to sign the elements.

<prefix>.signatureValues Lists the signature values in Base-64 format.

<prefix>.signatureElements Lists the ds:Signature elements for each signature.

Note:

Similar to the (Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML Element Assertion, all these context variables will always contain the same number
of values. All (except for elementsVerified) may contain duplicate values as needed to ensure that the indexes always line up
with the corresponding element.

Tip:

Use the (Non-SOAP) Check Results from XML Verification Assertion to check that these results contain expected values.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click<target>: (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element [XPath] in the policy window and select XML Element
Verification Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:
4. Click [OK].

Setting Description

Edit XPath Click [Edit XPath] to specify the dsig:Signature element(s)
to verify. For more information, see Select an XPath.

Variable prefix Optionally, enter a prefix that will be added to the context
variables created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure
uniqueness and will prevent the variables from overwriting
each other when multiple instances of this assertion appear in
a policy.

For an explanation of the validation messages displayed, see
Context Variable Validation.

Signature Settings
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Setting Description

Expect KeyInfo in signature element (default) Choose this option to use the certificate identified by the
<ds:keyInfo> element within the signature in the message.
This setting is the default.

Note:

The certificate is for the default recipient. To override this
default recipient, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Use selected certificate for signature validation Choose this option to browse for the certificate to use. Click
[Select] and then locate the certificate. The certificate details
will appear in the Name, Subject, and Issued By fields.
Examine the details to ensure that it is the correct certificate.

Look up certificate by name Choose this option to manually specify the certificate to use
for validation.

Note:

Ensure that the specified certificate exists, otherwise the
assertion will fail.

Use certificate from context variable Choose this option to specify a context variable that will
resolve to the certificate name at run time. If more than one
certificate matches the name, then the first valid certificate is
used.

Always override KeyInfo in signature element with
selected certificate

Select this check box to always use the selected certificate,
regardless of whether the <ds:keyInfo> element specifies a
certificate.

Clear this check box to use the selected certificate only if the
<ds:keyInfo> element does not specify a certificate. If it does,
it will be used instead of the selected certificate. This setting
is the default.

This option is available only when a certificate has been
manually selected.
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Setting Description

Recognize only the following ID attributes Select this check box to specify the attribute names to
recognize when looking for the elements that a signature may
reference.

To add an attribute:

1. Click [Add].
2. Enter the ID attribute either as a NAME

(e.g., NewAttr) or {URI}NAME (e.g.,
{urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion}NewAttr).

3. Click [OK].

To remove an attribute:

1. Select the line to remove.
2. Click [Remove].

Clear this check box to recognize only the default set of ID
attributes:

{http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-
wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd}Id
{http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/07/utility}Id
{http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2003/06/utility}Id
{urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:assertion}AssertionID
{urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion}ID
Id
id
ID

Note:

The special prefix "local:" in the ID attribute matches the
namespace URI against the owning element rather than the
attribute. All other prefixes are ignored.

 Process RSTR Response Assertion
The Process RSTR Response assertion takes an RSTR response message as an input and processes this
message to get the security context.

The Process RSTR Response assertion takes an RSTR response message as an input and processes this message to get the
security context.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Process RSTR Response assertion sets the following context variables with details about the security context.

Note:

The default <prefix> is "rstrResponseProcessor" and can be changed in the assertion properties.

Variable Description

<prefix>. token Stores the token from the security context (either SAML or
Security Context Token).

<prefix>. createTime Stores the create time of the secure conversation session, in
absolute UTC time.

<prefix>. expiryTime Stores the expiry time of the secure conversation session, in
absolute UTC time.

<prefix>. serverEntropy Stores the server entropy, if the RSTR response message
contains an entropy. This variable does not apply to
SAML Tokens.
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<prefix>. fullKey Stores the full key, if the RSTR response message contains an
encrypted key or a binary secret.

<prefix>. keySize Stores the size of the key, in bits, from the RSTR response.
Contains zero if the key size is not present.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Process RSTR Reponse in the policy window and select RSTR Response Processor Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Choose the token type to be requested: SAML or Security Context Token. If SAML, select the SAML version (1.1 or 2.0).
4. Optionally, enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure

uniqueness and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a
policy.
The default prefix is rstrResponseProcessor. 
For an explanation of the validation messages displayed, see Context Variable Validation.

5. Click [OK].

 Protect Against Message Replay Assertion (XML Security)

The included page could not be found.

 Require Encrypted Element Assertion
The Require Encrypted Element assertion is used to require that specified message elements are
encrypted in the target message.

The Require Encrypted Element assertion is used to require that specified message elements are encrypted in the target
message.

You can add a Require Encrypted Element assertion for each element of the target message that you want to verify as
encrypted. This assertion supports WS-Security 1.0 and 1.1.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Note:  Setting the WSS recipient to one other than "Default" will cause the Require Encrypted Element assertion to always
succeed.

This assertion is intended for use in a web service policy. It should be placed before the routing assertion in a policy when
targeting the request message.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click the  <target>: Require Encrypted Element in the policy window and select Encrypted Element
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. The title of the dialog
will show "Request", "Response", or "${variableName}", depending on the target message.

3. Specify the XPath and indicate which element from the target message must be encrypted in the code box. For detailed
instructions on using the interface to build your XPath, see Select an XPath.

4. Select the check box next to the Encryption Methods that may be used in the target message:AES 128 CBC (default)
AES 192 CBC
AES 256 CBC
Triple DES
AES 128 GCM
AES 256 GCM 

Note:

If your security provider does not support the "AES-GCM" encryption options, encryption/decryption attempts may fail at
run time if these options are selected.
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5. Click [OK].

 Require Signed Element Assertion
The Require Signed Element assertion is used to enforce that specific message elements in the target
message have been signed by the specified identity.

The Require Signed Element assertion is used to enforce that specific message elements in the target message have been signed
by the specified identity.

You can add a Require Signed Element assertion for each element of the target message that you want to verify as signed. This
assertion supports WS-Security 1.0 and 1.1.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more about selecting the target identity for this assertion, see Select a Target Identity.

Note:  Setting the WSS recipient to one other than "Default" will cause the Require Signed Element assertion to always
succeed. For more information, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Note:  The Require Signed Element assertion is intended for use in web service policies. If the target is the response message,
ensure the assertion is placed after the routing assertion. If the target is the request message, the assertion should be placed
before the routing assertion and that a credential assertion is present in the policy: Require WS-Security Signature Credentials,
Require WS-Secure Conversation, Require WS-Security Kerberos Token Profile Credentials, Require SAML Token Profile, or
Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials.

Context Variables Created by This Assertion

The Require Signed Element assertion sets the following context variables.

Note:

(1) The <prefix> is defined in the assertion properties. (2) There is no default prefix—if no prefix is specified in the properties,
then no context variables will be set by this assertion.

Variable Description

${<prefix>.element} Contains the signature element.

${<prefix>.token.type} Contains the token type, retrieved from the following sources
for each token type:

• For Kerberos, from a WSS Kerberos assertion
• For SAML, from a version 1.1 or 2.0 SAML token
• For SymmetricKey, from an EncryptedUsernameToken

or Require WS-Secure Conversation assertion
• For X.509, from a BinarySecurityToken, Issuer/Serial

reference or SubjectKeyIdentifier reference

${<prefix>.token. element} Contains the security token element, such as a binary security
token. May be empty for some token types.
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${<prefix>.token.attributes.*} Contains the token attributes; one variable will be created
for each attribute. Note that certain attributes may be empty
depending on the token type.

• ${ <prefix> .token.element}: .
• ${ <prefix> .token.attributes.*}:
• For the X.509 token type, the available attributes are the

same as for a certificate.
• For the SAML token type, the following attributes may be

present:

issuer.certificate: The certificate of the SAML issuer.
subject.certificate: The certificate of the SAML subject.
signing.certificate: The certificate used to sign the message.

For each of these certificate attributes, the certificate
attributes are available.

To learn more about the certificate attributes, see Certificate
Attributes Variables under Context Variables.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click  <target>: Require Signed Element in the policy window and select Signed Element Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. The title of the dialog will show "Request",
"Response", or "${variableName}", depending on the target message.

3. Specify the XPath and indicate which element from the target message must be signed in the code box. For detailed
instructions on using the interface to build your XPath, see Select an XPath.

4. Under Accepted Signature Digests, select which digest algorithms are supported in the signature. By default, all the
following signature digests are accepted: SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512.

5. For Variable Prefix, enter a prefix that will be added to the context variables created by this assertion. This prefix will
ensure uniqueness and will prevent the variables from overwriting each other when multiple instances of this assertion
appear in a policy.
For an explanation of the validation messages displayed, see Context Variable Validation.

6. Click [OK].

 Require Timestamp Assertion
The Require Timestamp assertion is used to enforce the presence of a timestamp in the target message.
When this assertion is added to a policy, the  will check that the timestamps adhere to all of the following
conditions (all time comparisons are against the time):

The Require Timestamp assertion is used to enforce the presence of a timestamp in the target message. When this assertion
is added to a policy, the API Gateway will check that the timestamps adhere to all of the following conditions (all time
comparisons are against the API Gateway time):

• The SOAP header in the target message contains a valid <wsu:Timestamp> element.
• If a created date is present in the timestamp, the date is no more than one minute in the future.
• An expiry date is present in the timestamp and that date is no more than one minute in the past.
• An expiry time is present in the timestamp and the current time of the API Gateway is no later than

the <wsu:Created> time + the Maximum Expiry Time configured in this assertion or the request
SOAP <wsu:Expires> time, whichever occurs earlier.

You can optionally specify that a security signature be required for all timestamps.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more about selecting the target identity for this assertion, see Select a Target Identity.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Note:  (1) Timestamps in a request message, even if invalid or expired, are not checked unless the Require Timestamp
assertion is present in a policy. 2) This assertion does not override the duration of the timestamp in the message—it simply
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allows a timestamp to be longer than the default 5 minutes allowed by the Require WS-Security Signature Credentials
assertion. If the API Gateway -XML VPN Client is used to add WSS headers to the message, the timestamp duration will
always be 5 minutes, regardless of what other timestamp assertions are used.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

This assertion can be used immediately. Further configuration is not necessary unless you want to change the default
settings. (Note the positioning of this assertion in the policy if you use the default setting of "Require Signature".)

2. To change the settings, right-click  <target>: Require [Signed] Timestamp in the policy window and select Timestamp
Properties or double-click the assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. 

3. Configure the properties as follows:

Setting Description

Target Message Select the message to check for a timestamp:

• Request: The request message will be checked.
• Response: The response message will be checked.
• Other Context Variable: A context variable will

be checked. This context variable must be of type
"message" and must be predefined or has been set in the
policy prior to the Require Timestamp assertion. For
more information on Message variables, see Context
Variables.

Maximum Expiry Time Select the unit of measure from the drop-down list
(milliseconds, seconds, minutes, hours), then enter the
maximum permitted expiry time. Fractional measurements
are permitted. An expiry time of '0' (zero) means the request
expires immediately. The default is 60 minutes, with a one
minute grace period.

Require Signature Select this check box to require that the timestamp be
digitally signed. This setting is the default.

If a signature is required, one of the following assertions
must appear before the Require Timestamp assertion in the
policy:

• Require WS-Security Signature Credentials
• Require WS-Security Kerberos Token Profile

Credentials
• Require WS-Secure Conversation
• Require Encrypted UsernameToken Profile Credentials
• Require SAML Token Profile (using the "Holder-

of-Key" subject confirmation method, with Require
Message Signature enabled, in step 6 of the SAML
Token Profile Wizard).

4. Click [OK] when done.

 Sign Element Assertion
The Sign Element assertion is used to select message elements to be signed in the target message.

The Sign Element assertion is used to select message elements to be signed in the target message.

• If the target is the response message, signing will occur automatically.
• If the target is the request message or a message context variable, then the Add or Remove WS-Security assertion must be

added after the Encrypt Element assertion in the policy to perform the signing.

You can add a Sign Element assertion for each element of the target message that you want signed. This assertion supports
WS-Security 1.0 and 1.1.
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To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

To learn more about selecting a private key for this assertion, see Select a Custom Private Key.

To learn more about changing the WSS Recipient for this assertion, see Change the WSS Assertion Recipient.

Note:  The Sign Element assertion is intended for use in web service policies. If the target is the response message, ensure the
assertion is placed after the routing assertion. If the target is the request message, the assertion should be placed before the
routing assertion.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:
2. To add the assertion to the Policy Development window, see Add an Assertion.
3. To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.
4. Right-click  <target>: Sign Element in the policy window and select Sign Element Properties or double-click the

assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed. The title of the dialog will show "Request",
"Response", or "${variableName}", depending on the target message.

5. Specify the XPath and select the target element to be sign from the code box. For detailed instructions on using the
interface to build your XPath, see Select an XPath.

6. For Signature Key Reference, select the method to use to include the SSL certificate for the API Gateway:

• BinarySecurityToken (BST): The certificate is embedded within the message and does not require the recipient to
already possess a copy of the signing certificate. This results in larger messages, but is more compatible. This setting is
the default.

• Signed: Select the Signed check box if the BinarySecurityToken must be digitally signed.
• SubjectKeyIdentifier (SKI): Use SecurityTokenReference containing the SubjectKeyIdentifier (SKI). This produces

smaller messages, but at the risk of decreased compatibility.
• Issuer Name/Serial Number: Use a SecurityTokenReference containing the certificates issuer distinguished name and

serial number. This produces smaller messages, but at the risk of decreased compatibility.
7. For the Signature Digest Algorithm, select one of the following options:

• Automatic: The algorithm used for signature digest is determined by the wss.decorator.digsig.messagedigest cluster
property.

• Any setting other than 'Automatic': The selected digest algorithm is used, overriding the setting in
the wss.decorator.digsig.messagedigest cluster property. The selected digest will be used for both the signature method
and the digest method.

Note:

If the selected combination of signing key type and digest algorithm has no corresponding signature method
implementation (for example, signing with a DSA private key with any digest algorithm other than SHA-1) then the
signature will fail when the decoration requirements are later applied to the message.

8. Click [OK] when done.

 Use WS-Security 1.1 Assertion
The Use WS-Security 1.1 assertion indicates that the policy is compliant with WS-Security 1.1. It
ensures that if the policy is configured to perform WS-Security processing on the response, the will
apply SignatureConfirmation elements to the decorated response.

The Use WS-Security 1.1 assertion indicates that the policy is compliant with WS-Security 1.1. It ensures that if the policy is
configured to perform WS-Security processing on the response, the API Gateway will apply SignatureConfirmation elements
to the decorated response.

A policy is WS-Security 1.1 compliant if it includes these elements:

• the Use WS-Security 1.1 assertion
• at least one WS-Security signing/encryption assertion enforced on the request (for example, Require WS-Security

Signature Credentials, Require WS-Secure Conversation, Sign Element, Encrypt Element)
• at least one WS-Security signing/encryption assertion acting on the response (for example, Add Timestamp, Sign

Element, Encrypt Element)

This assertion has no impact on the API Gateway - XML VPN Client and it has no effect if added to a policy that does not
otherwise require WS-Security.

Note:  A response message will likely be rejected if 1.1-style WS-Security is expected and the Use WS-Security 1.1 assertion
is not present in the policy.
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Using the Assertion

The assertion is added to the policy window; no further configuration is required.

 XMPP Assertions
The XMPP assertions support the use of XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol)
connections on the gateway.

The XMPP assertions support the use of XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) connections on the CA API
Gateway.

Note:

(1) Depending on which API Gateway product you have installed, not all the assertions within this category may be available.
See Product Summary for a list of which features are available for each product. (2) This category may also include custom-
created encapsulated assertions. For more information, see Encapsulated Assertions.

 Internal Assertions
The Internal Assertions are used in Internal Services. For more information, see .

The Internal Assertions are used in Internal Services. For more information, see Publish Internal Service.

 Collect WSDM Metrics Assertion
The Collect WSDM Metrics assertion collects metrics for a specified resource that is interoperable
with the Web Services Distributed Management (WSDM) specification. This assertion is automatically
added to a policy when the WSDM QosMetrics internal service is published. This assertion forwards
GetMultipleResourceProperties requests to the CA implementation of the WSDM service.

The Collect WSDM Metrics assertion collects metrics for a specified resource that is interoperable with the Web Services
Distributed Management (WSDM) specification. This assertion is automatically added to a policy when the WSDM
QosMetrics internal service is published. This assertion forwards GetMultipleResourceProperties requests to the CA
implementation of the WSDM service.

Note:  The Collect WSDM Metrics assertion requires that the cluster property serviceMetrics.enabled be set to true (default
setting).

Using the Assertion 

• This assertion is automatically added to a policy when you publish an WSDM QosMetric internal service. You can also
manually add it to a policy if it has been deleted. For more information, see Add an Assertion.

There are no properties or user-definable settings for this assertion. When the Collect WSDM Metrics assertion detects a
request directed at a specific WSDM QosMetrics resource, it will collect the information requested and return it to the caller.

Supported Metrics

The following table summarizes the QosMetrics supported by the Gateway.

Property Description

muws2:OperationalStatus This relates to the published service’s enabled state. If you
disable a published service using the Policy Manager for
example, the corresponding managed resource will have a
value of Unavailable for this property.

mows:NumberOfRequests

 

The total number of requests classified for the published
service corresponding to the managed resource for the period
in question.

mows:NumberOfFailedRequests

 

The number of requests which resulted in a policy violation
for the published service corresponding to the managed
resource for the period in question.

mows:NumberOfSuccessfulRequests

 

The number of requests which resulted in a policy success for
the published service corresponding to the managed resource
for the period in question.
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mows:ServiceTime

 

This is sum of all the total response times (whether or not a
request was successful) for a service, across all cluster nodes
in a gateway cluster during the period in question.

mows:MaxResponseTime

 

The maximum value recorded for the corresponding
published service to respond to a requestor. If the policy
being enforced includes routing the message to one or more
back-end services, the routing time will be included in this
response time.

mows:LastResponseTime

 

The last value recorded for the corresponding published
service to respond to a requestor. If the policy being enforced
includes routing the message to one or more back-end
services, the routing time will be included in this response
time.

qosm:Throughput

 

The number of requests processed for a specific time unit.
The time unit is chosen depending on the traffic being
handled. For example, instead of indicating 0.0833 req/
sec, the Gateway will indicate 5 req/min. The time unit is
indicated by the Duration attribute.

qosm:AvgResponseTime

 

The average value recorded for the corresponding published
service to respond to a requestor. If the policy being enforced
includes routing the message to one or more back-end
services, the routing time will be included in this response
time.

 Convert Audit Record to XML Assertion
The Convert Audit Record to XML assertion converts the current audit record into XML code as an in-
memory DOM tree, overwriting the targeted message.

The Convert Audit Record to XML assertion converts the current audit record into XML code as an in-memory DOM tree,
overwriting the targeted message.

This assertion is designed to populate the request in an audit sink policy with some XML. The resulting XML is not enclosed
in a SOAP envelope.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:  The Convert Audit Record to XML assertion works only within an audit sink policy. It has no effect when placed in any
other policy (for example, in the main service policy).

Note:  The output of this assertion strictly follows XML 1.0 standards. Any invalid characters in XML 1.0 that are listed
here https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valid_characters_in_XML#XML_1.0, are removed from the output.

 Using the Assertion 

• Add the assertion to an audit sink policy as described in Add an Assertion.

The assertion is added to the policy window; no further configuration is required.

Contents:

  

Code Samples

The following are examples of XML code that are created for each type of audit record:

 System Audits 

<audit action="Checking" componentId="1290010" id="0" level="800"   levelStr="INFO"
 name="Trusted Certificate Store" sequenceNumber="4"   type="system" xmlns="http://l7tech.com/
audit/rec">   <nodeId>node1</nodeId>   <time>1253670817171</time>   <message>One or more

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valid_characters_in_XML#XML_1.0
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 trusted certificates has expired or is expiring soon</message>   <ipAddress>192.168.1.42</ipAddress>  
 <thrown>java.lang.RuntimeException: main record throwable (rest of stack trace)</thrown></audit>

 Message Summary Audits 

<audit type="message" id="0" level="800" levelStr="INFO" name="ACMEWarehouse"  
 sequenceNumber="2" xmlns="http://l7tech.com/audit/rec">   <nodeId>node1</nodeId> 
  <requestId>req4545</requestId>   <time>1253669933078</time>   <message>Message
 processed successfully</message>   <ipAddress>3.2.1.1</ipAddress>   <user id="41123"
 identityProviderGoid="-2" name="alice"/>   <details>      <detail componentId="0" messageId="6"
 ordinal="0" time="1253669933078">         <params>            <param>foomp</param>         </
params>         <exception>java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Exception for foomp detail         
 (rest of stack trace)</exception>      </detail>   </details>   <thrown>java.lang.RuntimeException:
 main record throwable (rest of stack trace)</thrown>   <authType>HTTP Basic</authType>  
 <mappingValuesOid>49585</mappingValuesOid>   <operationName>listProducts</operationName>  
 <requestContentLength>4833</requestContentLength>   <requestSavedFlag>false</requestSavedFlag>
   <responseContentLength>9483</responseContentLength>   <responseSavedFlag>false</
responseSavedFlag>   <responseHttpStatus>200</responseHttpStatus>   <routingLatency>232</
routingLatency>   <serviceOid>8859</serviceOid>   <status>0</status></audit>

 Administrative Audits 

<audit type="admin" action="U" id="0" level="800" levelStr="INFO" name="testuser"  
 sequenceNumber="0" xmlns="http://l7tech.com/audit/rec">   <nodeId>node1</nodeId>
   <requestId>0000000000000003-22b</requestId>   <time>1253669933046</time>  
 <message>updated</message>   <ipAddress>2.3.4.5</ipAddress>   <user id="1111"
 identityProviderGoid="-1" name="admin"/>   <details>      <detail componentId="0" messageId="6"
 ordinal="0" time="1253669933046">         <params>            <param>foomp</param>         </params>
         <exception>java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Exception for foomp detail         (rest of stack
 trace)</exception>      </detail>   </details>   <thrown>java.lang.RuntimeException: main record
 throwable (rest of stack trace)</thrown>   <entity class="com.l7tech.identity.User" goid="1234"/></
audit>

How Audits are Converted to XML

The Gateway converts the audits to XML using the schema described in the attached #unique_1068.

Note:

•  About Message Auditing 

 Handle UDDI Subscription Notification Assertion
The Handle UDDI Subscription Notification assertion processes subscription results messages from a
UDDI registry. If successful, the assertion will initialize an empty SOAP response message. Gateway
services can be updated when the related UDDI Business Service changes. For more information , see the
[UDDI] tab under Service Properties for the UDDI control options.

The Handle UDDI Subscription Notification assertion processes subscription results messages from a UDDI registry. If
successful, the assertion will initialize an empty SOAP response message. Gateway services can be updated when the related
UDDI Business Service changes. For more information , see the [UDDI] tab under Service Properties for the UDDI control
options.
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Note:  The Handle UDDI Subscription Notification assertion works only within an internal UDDI notification policy. You will
be warned if you attempt to use it in any other policy.

Using the Assertion

Do one of the following:

• Publish a UDDI Notification Service. For more information, see Publish Internal Service Wizard.

The assertion is added to the policy window; no further configuration is required.

 Manage Gateway Assertion
The Manage Gateway assertion processes the request as a management SOAP message and will populate
the response message. This assertion is automatically added to a policy when the "Gateway Management"
internal service is published. For more information, see .

The Manage Gateway assertion processes the request as a management SOAP message and will populate the response
message. This assertion is automatically added to a policy when the "Gateway Management" internal service is published. For
more information, see Publish Internal Service.

This assertion is similar to the REST Manage Gateway Assertion, except it calls the SOAP API service instead of processing
the request as a REST message.

Note:  The Manage Gateway assertion is only intended for use with the Gateway Management internal service. CA does not
support its use in any other scenario.

Context Variables Created by Assertion

The Manage Gateway assertion can optionally set the following context variables. The <prefix> is defined in the assertion
properties.

Note:  There is no default prefix—if no prefix is specified in the properties, then no context variables will be set by this
assertion.

Variable Description

<prefix>.action Contains the action that was performed on the entity: Create,
Read, Update, Delete, Enumerate

<prefix>.entityType The type of entity receiving the action: Identity Provider,
Published Service, Trusted Certificate, etc

<prefix>.entityId The identifier for the entity (if applicable for the operation).

<prefix>.message A message describing the outcome of the operation.

Using the Assertion

1. Do one of the following:

• To add the assertion to the policy development window, publish the internal Gateway Management Service.
• To change the configuration of an existing assertion, proceed to step 2 below.

2. Right-click Manage Gateway in the policy window and select Gateway Management Properties or double-click the
assertion in the policy window. The assertion properties are displayed.

3. If you want to create the context variables listed above, enter a prefix. Leave the field blank if you do not want to set the
context variables. You may enter a new prefix or one that has been used before to overwrite existing content. Enter a prefix
that will be added to the context variables created by this assertion. This prefix will ensure uniqueness and will prevent the
variables from overwriting each other when multiple instances of this assertion appear in a policy. For an explanation of the
validation messages displayed, see Context Variable Validation.

4. Click [OK].

 REST Manage Gateway Assertion
The REST Manage Gateway assertion can let you use REST-style inputs to manage the gateway. This
assertion is automatically added to a policy when the "REST Gateway Management" internal service is
published. For more information, see .

The REST Manage Gateway assertion can let you use REST-style inputs to manage the CA API Gateway. This assertion is
automatically added to a policy when the "REST Gateway Management" internal service is published. For more information,
see Publish Internal Service.
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This assertion is similar to the Manage Gateway Assertion, except it calls the REST API service instead of processing the
request as a SOAP message.

To learn about selecting the target message for this assertion, see Select a Target Message.

Note:  The REST Manage Gateway assertion is only intended for use with the REST Gateway Management internal service.
CA does not support its use in any other scenario.

Context Variables Used by Assertion

The REST Manage Gateway assertion uses the following context variables only if a Message variable is specified as the target.
These variables are not used if the target message is Request or Response.

Variable Description

restGatewayMan.action Contains the  HTTP method that the assertion will process
(for example, "POST").

restGatewayMan.uri Contains the URI of the entity, including query parameters
(for example, "/1.0/passwords?id=#").

Using the Assertion

• Publish the "REST Gateway Management" internal service.

Complete documentation on how to use the REST Management API can be found online at this location:

https:// <GatewayHostName> : <port> / <GatewayRESTRoutingURI> /1.0/doc/home.html

Log in with your Gateway credentials when prompted. For more information, see "Access the REST Management API
Documentation" under REST Management API.

 Retrieve Service WSDL Assertion
The Retrieve Service WSDL Assertion does the following:

The Retrieve Service WSDL Assertion does the following:

1. Retrieves a service's WSDL document or WSDL dependency (Service Document).
2. Rewrites import references.
3. Adds or updates endpoints with the specified protocol, host, and port.
4. Stores the document in the specified target.

This assertion is intended for use within the WSDL Query Handler Service. You create this service by using the Publish
WSDL Query Handler Wizard.

Tip:

Compared to the existing WSDL download capability, this assertion alone does not perform any authentication or enforce WS-
Security Policy compliance. The existing capability is described in Download WSDL and Policy Documents .

Properties

Setting What you should know...

Retrieval Details This assertion can only retrieve one type of document at a
time: either a WSDL document or its WSDL dependency
(also known as the 'Service Document').

Service ID The service for which the WSDL or WSDL dependency is
being retrieved. You may specify a context variable.

Service Document ID Enabled only if retrieving a WSDL dependency document.
Specify the ID of the service document that is a dependency
of the service WSDL.

Protocol The protocol to use for the service endpoints. If using a
variable, specify the Protocol Variable.

Host The host name to use for the service endpoints. You may
specify a context variable.
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Port The port number to use for the service endpoints. You may
specify a context variable.

Proxy dependency references Enables proxying of WSDL dependencies (for example,
schema documents) by rewriting references to them, based
on the routing URI of the service in which this assertion
is currently running.

When retrieving a Service Document, this setting is enabled
and cannot be changed (dependency retrieval requires
proxying.)

Tip:

References for Gateway internal services are always proxied,
regardless of this setting. WSDL documents for Gateway
published services that were added from a file path (for
example, "C:/Services/HelloWorld.wsdl") as opposed to a
URL ("http://www.example.com/Services/HelloWorld.wsdl")
will likewise always be proxied.

Target Message This target message stores the WSDL document. If using a
Message Variable, specify the variable name.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

When using a context variable for the message target, must
this variable already exist? 

No. This assertion creates the variable if it does not currently
exist. Otherwise, it overwrites any existing variables.

What happens if the published service cannot be found? If the specified ID is not a valid identifier for a service, then
audit 10700 is logged. If the specified ID is a valid identifier,
but does not match any published service, then audit 10701 is
logged. Either way, the assertion fails.

Will this assertion work with non-SOAP services? No. Only SOAP services have WSDL documents.

Which audit codes are specific to this assertion? This assertion uses audit codes 10700 through 10716, but
other codes may be logged. For more information, see Audit
Detail Codes.

Why do I sometimes see code 152 returned when my host
name is not defined instead of 10709?

The audit 10709 ("No host name specified") returns when a
specified context variable resolves to empty at run time ("").
By comparison, codes 152 ("Unsupported variable") and -10
("No such variable") return when the variable is undefined
(has no value at all). The same applies to other fields that
accept context variables. 

Do the endpoint details affect proxy URLs created for
dependency references? 

No. Reference rewriting is not related to endpoint updating.
The protocol, host, and port settings are only used to add or
update endpoints.

Why can't I change the 'Proxy dependency references' check
box?

When retrieval is set to "Retrieve WSDL Dependency",
the proxy check box is selected and uneditable. Reason:
dependency retrieval requires proxying.

 Subscribe to WSDM Resource Assertion
The Subscribe to WSDM Resource assertion allows you to send subscription requests to a specified
resource that is interoperable with the Department of Defence Joint Web Services Distributed
Management (WSDM) Specification. This assertion is automatically added to a policy when the WSDM
Subscription internal service is published. This assertion recognizes the methods: Subscribe, Renew,
Unsubscribe.

The Subscribe to WSDM Resource assertion allows you to send subscription requests to a specified resource that is
interoperable with the Department of Defence Joint Web Services Distributed Management (WSDM) Specification. This
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assertion is automatically added to a policy when the WSDM Subscription internal service is published. This assertion
recognizes the methods: Subscribe, Renew, Unsubscribe.

You can optionally specify an outbound policy if you wish to apply a security policy and/or provide access to the trust store for
outbound messages. Eligible outbound policies are those of type "Internal Use Policy", with the tag "WSDM-notification". For
more information, see Create a Policy or Policy Fragment.

Tip:

WSDM subscription notifications can be enabled or disabled using the WSDM.notification.enabled cluster property.

The following are some technical limitations to subscribing to an WSDM resource:

• IRIs are not specifically supported and validations are not performed.
• SOAP and WSA namespaces are not accepted in endpoint reference parameters.
• Endpoint reference parameters are limited to 16KB.

Using the Assertion

1. This assertion is automatically added to a policy when you publish an WSDM Subscription internal service. You can also
manually add it to a policy if it has been deleted; see Add an Assertion.

2. Select an outbound policy to be applied to notification messages. If an outbound policy is not required, select "<no
notification policy>" and the notification will be routed to the subscriber without further processing. To add policies to this
list, create a policy of type "Internal Use Policy", with the tag "WSDM-notification".

Note:  If you change notification policies, this will be applied only to new subscriptions. To update existing subscriptions
to use the new policy, you must send a "Renew" message to renew the existing subscriptions. If a policy used by the
Subscribe to WSDM Resource assertion is deleted, you must select another policy to use, otherwise the assertion will fail at
runtime. Be sure to send a "Renew" message to existing subscriptions after selecting a new policy.

3. Click [OK] when done.
4. When manually adding the assertion, the WSDM Subscription Properties automatically appear. You can also access the

properties by right-clicking the assertion in the policy window and selecting WSDM Subscription Properties or double-
click the assertion in the policy window.

5. Select an outbound policy to be applied to notification messages. If an outbound policy is not required, select "<no
notification policy>" and the notification will be routed to the subscriber without further processing. To add policies to this
list, create a policy of type "Internal Use Policy", with the tag "WSDM-notification".

Note:  If you change notification policies, this will be applied only to new subscriptions. To update existing subscriptions
to use the new policy, you must send a "Renew" message to renew the existing subscriptions. If a policy used by the
Subscribe to WSDM Resource assertion is deleted, you must select another policy to use, otherwise the assertion will fail at
runtime. Be sure to send a "Renew" message to existing subscriptions after selecting a new policy.

6. Click [OK] when done.

7 Gateway Migration

There are several ways to migrate information between gateways:

There are several ways to migrate information between CA API Gateways:

• The Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) is the preferred method for migrating policies, services, and entities. Use GMU any
time you need to migrate only a subset of your database. This section provides complete documentation on using GMU.

• The ssgmigrate.sh utility is available if you need to clone an entire Gateway (with or without the database)
and move it to another machine. This utility has the advantage of being able to migrate system files (such
as system.properties or host.properties). However, you cannot migrate a subset of the database (it is either all or nothing).
This utility is described under Migrate System Data.

• The Command Line Policy Migration Tool (CMT) provides functionality similar to the newer GMU and is still
used by some organizations. This is an older tool that is no longer officially supported by CA Technologies. CA
Technologies encourages all users of CMT to switch to GMU. The topic CMT Differences and Command Mappings helps
those fluent with CMT become productive with GMU quickly.

• The CA API Gateway - Enterprise Service Manager is an extra-cost application that provides migration capability
using a friendly web browser interface. For information on obtaining this application, contact your CA Technologies
representative. Tip: Review the ESM user manual to see if the product meets your needs. See "CA API Management
Technical Documentation" in Release Notes to download this manual.

Note:
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If you are currently using the Container Gateway form factor and are looking to deploy in ephemeral mode, the migration
process will be simplified. Learn the benefits of treating your policy as code in a CI/CD pipeline with the Gateway Developer
Plugin.

Gateway Migration Utility (GMU)

The Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) is a standalone, Java-based command-line tool for migrating supported entities and
configurations between Gateways. GMU commands let you control which entities are migrated, and how they are migrated.
GMU makes it easier to script migrations using the REST-based service, REST Management API.

Use GMU and the REST Management API to do these common tasks:

• Provision new CA API Gateway(for example, from Test to Production)
• Migrate policies between Gateways
• Create migration templates to:

• Easily make minor changes to Gateways
• Migrate the same bundle with different environment configurations to other Gateways

The subsequent topics in this section provide complete details on how to use GMU.

Note:

 If you need to migrate system data (OS-level files and database), see Migrate System Data. GMU does not migrate system
data.

 Migration Tools at a Glance
This topic lists the supported features, requirements, and common questions about the migration tools in
the CA API Gateway.

This topic lists the supported features, requirements, and common questions about the migration tools in the CA API Gateway.

Supported Features

Features Supported

Migration  

Migrate full or partial Gateway entities and configurations yes

Migrate all folders or specified folders yes

Test a migration before committing the operation yes

Encrypt and decrypt passwords and private keys in a
migration bundle

yes

Handle failures so Gateway is not left in unstable state yes

Migrate system configurations no

Migrate inactive policy revisions no

Migrate all entities (see Manage Migration Limitations) no

Entities  

Browse the contents of a Gateway yes

List and filter entities yes

Perform basic CRUD operations on entities using REST
Management API

yes

Dependencies  

Migrate dependencies yes

Map dependencies yes

Templatization  

Create a template for environment-specific values to use for
cross-environment migration

yes
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Customize a template to reduce the number of properties to
pass (templatize, remove environment values from template,
detemplatize)

yes

Other  

Roll back to previous migration version of a Gateway no

Reset Gateway to factory state no

Migrate HSM private keys no

Migrate CA Mobile API Gateway policies yes

Migrate CA API Developer Portal/CA API Management
SaaS

no

Migrate OAuth policies yes

Migrate OAuth database no

Migrate Solution Kits yes*

* see Migrate Solution Kits for more details

Requirements

• Licensed source and target API Gateways version 8.3 or later
• Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) included with your Gateway (see the "CA API Gateway DevelopmentTools" archive in

Release Notes 9.3)
• Gateway REST Management API
• A Windows or Linux desktop or laptop for GMU with either of the following versions:

• Java 1.7.0.xx 
• Java 1.8.0.xx

Tip:

If you are using Java 1.7, connections can fail if a common cipher suite cannot be negotiated. Java 1.8 supports the
broadest range of cipher suites. Upgrade to Java 1.8 if necessary.

Frequently Asked Questions

What encryption scheme is used for the migration tools?GMU and the REST Management API tools use a new reversible
password encryption scheme that provides further security against attacks.

Is the Import/Export feature of Policy Manager the same as GMU?No. The Import/Export feature in Policy Manager
works well for migrating individual policies in Test environments. But it is not suitable for large deployments, and cannot be
scripted. GMU is more suitable for migration operations in a production environment.

I am currently using Enterprise Service Manager (ESM) for migrations. Is switching to GMU for migration
recommended?Yes, definitely. GMU is the preferred tool for migrating CA API Gateway content. Unlike ESM, GMU
migrates encapsulated assertions and you can securely export/import passwords during migration.

Can I use GMU to back up CA API Gateways?You can use GMU for backing up policies and services and
other  API Gateway entities. However, to back up a full Gateway, including OS-level files and the database, use
the backup.sh, restore.sh, and ssgmigrate.sh commands. These are described in Back Up Gateways, Restore Gateways, and
Migrate System Data, respectively.

Does GMU encrypt passwords in assertions?No. They are exported as plain text. The best practice is to use secure password
references in policies, and use GMU encryption/decryption arguments on the migration bundle. See Develop Migration-
Friendly Policies .

 Prepare for Migrations
This section describes some important steps that should be performed prior to migrating using GMU:

This section describes some important steps that should be performed prior to migrating using GMU:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• Determine the security to be used for the migration: It is important to choose the type of security to use to secure the
communication between the GMU (Gateway Migration Utility) computer and your CA API Gateways. You will also learn
how to safely migrate passwords and other secrets.

• Develop migration-friendly policies: Migrating information between CA API Gateways is not a trivial process. This section
helps you create policies that migrate easier and avoid complications.

 

 Determine Security for Migrations
This topic provides some best practices to help you determine the security to use for migrations.

This topic provides some best practices to help you determine the security to use for migrations.

Step 1: Determine Authentication Method

To secure communications between the GMU computer and your API Gateways, determine an authentication method:

• Mutual Authentication 
• Basic Authentication, with encoded password
• Basic Authentication, with plain text password (not recommended)

Use encodePassword Command to Protect Passwords

For convenience, GMU provides the encodePassword command to generate encoded passwords. This is useful for both
mutual and basic authentication.

Note:

You can read passwords from files using the format: @file:path/to/file

Example: Generate an encoded password 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh encodePassword --password passwordToEncode?

Mutual Authentication

Mutual authentication is implemented by passing the pkcs12 file (certificate and private key) using the --clientCert argument. 

Example: Pass the pkcs12 file for mutual authentication

./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --host gatewayhost --all --clientCert
 sourceGatewayAdminCert.p12 --dest all.xml --encryptUsingClusterPassphrase  

Note the following details about implementing mutual authentication:

• The pkcs12 file must contain the private key and certificate
• The pkcs12 file may or may not be password protected
• If the pkcs12 file is password protected, use the -x, --password, or --plaintextPassword arguments to specify the password
• If the pkcs12 file is not password protected, do not include a password argument
• Do not specify a username when using mutual authentication; the user is identified by the certificate
• The certificate must be associated with the migration Administrators user on the API Gateway
• If using the Internal Identity Provider, the certificate Common Name (CN) must be the same as the user login

For instructions on configuring mutual authentication, see Configure GMU and Gateways for Migration.
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Basic Authentication

Basic authentication uses the --password or --plaintextPassword arguments. 

Tip:

Although more secure than using plaintext passwords for authentication, malicious users can still decode encoded passwords.

Example: Basic authentication with encoded password

?$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh browse -h gatewayhost --username gmuAdmin --password
 YHPv0Fp28Gk.OIKd0JZCygbLzjk9OOFvtQ

Step 2: Safely Migrate Policy Passwords and Other Secrets

Figure 27: Best_Practice_GMU2

Policies and entities can contain passwords that are secure (using Managed Stored Passwords), or can contain passwords that
are nonsecure (stored as plaintext). The best practice is to encrypt passwords in the bundle by specifying one of the following
encryption arguments:

• --encryptUsingClusterPassphrase
• --encryptionPassphrase

Example: Export a bundle using --encryptUsingClusterPassphrase

Use this option only if the source and target Gateways have the same cluster passphrase.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --argFile commonarguments.properties --all --
encryptUsingClusterPassphrase --dest bundles/mygateway-all.xml

Example: Export a bundle using --encryptionPassphrase

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --argFile commonarguments.properties --all --
encryptionPassphrase @file:encrypt.txt --dest bundles/mygateway-all.xml

 Develop Migration-Friendly Policies
Migration is defined as moving policies and their dependencies from one  to another. Migrating content
between Gateways is not trivial. Organizations have different deployments, processes, and needs for what
migrations must do. This variability makes it a challenge to adhere to predefined guidelines, patterns,
and practices. This article describes best practices for developing policies that make migration easier and
avoids complications.

Migration is defined as moving policies and their dependencies from one API Gateway to another. Migrating content between
Gateways is not trivial. Organizations have different deployments, processes, and needs for what migrations must do.
This variability makes it a challenge to adhere to predefined guidelines, patterns, and practices. This article describes best
practices for developing policies that make migration easier and avoids complications.

Prerequisites
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• Familiarity with the Gateway policy language. The Thinking in Policy section provides a comprehensive primer on
Gateway design and auditing, and complex policy logic.

GMU is Policy-Centric 

GMU is a highly flexible, policy-centric migration tool. Unlike backing up and restoring a full Gateway, GMU targets policies
and their dependencies. You can export and import all or selected parts of a Gateway and target operations to a specific
folder. And all policies can be migrated by targeting the root folder. But GMU can also migrate content that policies do not
reference (such as listen ports) and reference points (such as message queues and database connections).

Best Practices for Migrations

Use the following best practices to design policies that make migration easier and avoids complications.

Treat policies as code and give them similar attention

Just like code, policies are part of the policy development life cycle. This life cycle involves propagating policy changes
through environments the different phases of projects (for example, between Development and Test). 

Develop policies with a deliberate consideration for migration

The API Gateway policy language does not heavily constrain how you define policies. There are multiple ways to implement
the same logic and behavior. So good policy design is not always obvious. For policy migration, adopt a design approach that
makes migration easy.

Use cluster properties to reference environment-specific dependencies

A common design principle in software development is separation of concerns. This principle is about separating a program
into distinct sections to address separate concerns. In policy development, a best practice is to separate out environment-
specific content. For example, Gateways contain environment-specific values like web and MySQL servers. Environment-
specific values are a pressure point to migrations because you cannot move this content between Gateway deployments without
manual intervention. Ideally, a policy should not contain any environment-specific values; it should contain only policy logic
and reference Gateway entities as dependencies.

Example

Policies that handle HTTP routing are a common and include environment-specific values. Routing and JDBC query assertions
often have references to back-end systems (for example, a web server or a MySQL server). These references have values that
include a hostname and port:

Figure 28: routing_wrong_GMU

But what happens when this policy is pushed to a Gateway that references different back-end dependencies (for example,
from the DEV environment to the TEST environment)? You would have to modify these dependencies in the policy. To
avoid explicit references to hostname and port in the policy, you can create two custom cluster-wide properties for these
dependencies: manager.hostname and manager.port.
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Figure 29: routing_right_GMU

Figure 30: routing_right_GMU2

You can then reference the cluster properties in a policy using the gateway prefix:

Figure 31: routing_right_second_GMU

During migration, the two cluster-wide properties are imported as dependencies and are separate from policies. The properties
for the policy and dependencies can also be modified separately. In short, the policy should not care about the hostname and
port for routing HTTP requests.

Organize Gateway content in functional folders

Normally, Gateway folders provide little functionality beyond visual organization and access control that enables a hierarchy
of fragments and services for navigation. Folders do not affect resolution paths and cannot be referenced in any other way.
So folders are typically not used, or are disregarded. When migrating content, folders matter. Folders and their subcontents
can be targeted in exports and imports, which lets you migrate all or parts of a Gateway. You should use folders deliberately,
consistently, and with a purpose. Folders can be used to group fragments and services that relate to each other, and separate the
ones that do not. When organizing Gateway content, be mindful of which subsets of content might need to be migrated later. In
general, avoid migrating everything for every minor change.

Example

An example of strong folder organization is the API Gateway OAuth Toolkit (OTK) default policy installation. Because the
OTK installer wizard is modular, the installed policies are well organized.
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Figure 32: OTK_explorer_GMU

  
As shown, the folder structure is compartmentalized with services and fragments that are split into folders by their function.
This structure is beneficial from a visual standpoint, but also allows a more targeted migration. For example, if you change the
OTK database that requires a query changes, migrating these changes can be accomplished by targeting only the SecureZone –
Storage folder.

Avoid using special characters in folder, policy, and service names

GMU requires escaping characters for folder, policy, and service names. When you add the requirements for OS-level escaping
characters for Linux and Windows, the complexity increases. Incorrect escaping increases the likelihood of migration failures
because the corollary names cannot be found.

Use policy fragments to reuse and isolate migration-sensitive policy

Policies, like folders, should be split up and structured with a purpose. For example, policy pieces can be taken out of services
and referenced as policy fragments—similar to import and or include statements in other programming languages. Using
policy fragments is a way to control the size of policies and to implement reuse. For example, instead of repeating the same
common authentication steps in multiple services, authentication assertions can be implemented in one place—the fragment.
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They can also be used to isolate policy that is specific to an environment. For example, all context variables with environment-
specific values can be placed in a policy fragment named "Environment Configuration."

Related to policy fragments are encapsulated assertions. Encapsulated assertions effectively behave as cosmetic shells to policy
fragments and exist in a one-to-one relationship with policy fragments.

Example

In the following service, the request first is authenticated. Then, depending on conditional logic on a request parameter, a
message is routed to a back-end service.

Figure 33: policy_wrong_GMU

 
Authentication mechanisms are often repeated throughout multiple service within the API defined in service policy. Rather
than repeating it in multiple places, it can be isolated as a policy fragment and included by reference instead:
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Figure 34: policy_structure_right_GMU

The example also shows a series of context variables (stockserver.{*}) that refer to environment-specific values such as
hostname and port. You could replace them with cluster-wide properties (as a minimum) or, you could isolate them in a
separate policy fragment similar to the authentication snippet. This way, only one policy must be modified whenever the policy
set is pushed to a new environment.

Define and enforce an entity-naming strategy

In most cases, you assign names to individual entities (services, folders, JDBC connections, cluster properties, and so
on) on the Gateway. Entities should also have a strategy with a well-defined naming pattern and hierarchy. For example,
if several cluster properties are needed for information about an authentication back-end system, consider something
like: backend.auth.host and backend.auth.port. The name of the cluster properties makes the purpose obvious. Also, avoid
references to environments in entity names whenever possible. It is tempting to use the hostname of the MySQL server to
name the associated JDBC connection, but it complicates the migration story. Hostnames can change, but the functional
purpose of a server rarely does.

Example

The following example has inconsistent naming of cluster-wide properties:

audit.adminTreshold -> "INFO" (predefined)cluster.hostname -> "localhost" (predefined) 
cluster.httpPort -> "8080" (predefined) 
dev-env-prefix -> "/bulk" (custom) 
sslport -> "443" (custom) 
vm-211.hostname -> "vm-211.dev.ca.com" (custom)

Inconsistent naming in this example introduces the following issues:

• The names dev-env-prefix and vm-211.hostname are environment-specific (to Development), and may not make sense on
a Gateway that is targeting a test environment (vm-234.test.ca.com)

The following example uses a more consistent naming scheme:

audit.adminTreshold -> "INFO" (predefined) 
cluster.hostname -> "localhost" (predefined) 
cluster.httpPort -> "8080" (predefined) 
backend.auth.prefix -> "/bulk" (custom) 
backend.auth.port -> "443" (custom) 
backend.auth.hostname -> "vm-211.dev.ca.com" (custom)
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Thus, property names remain constant across environments (only the value changes). 

Use secure passwords for policies

We highly recommend that you use secure passwords in policies (via Manage Stored Passwords) rather than use plain text.
You can then use the migrateOut command with the --encryptionPassphrase argument to secure export passwords in a
migration bundle.

Migration in Practice

Content migration is typically done in two steps using export and import:

1. Export writes files to an output directory.
2. Import reads the exported files. 

 

Figure 35: Migration_Friendly_Database

GMU works the same way and never targets two Gateways at once. GMU acts as an intermediary between a single Gateway
and the file system. Exporting content involves writing files to an output directory or file and importing content involves
reading those already exported files. This file-based design fits the principle of treating policies like code. Containing exports
in individual files allows exports to be versioned, maintained, and transferred—just like code.

Example: Migrate All Gateway Folders

A common migration use case is to export a folder and all its children on one Gateway, and import into another Gateway.

migrateOut --folderName 
migrateIn --destFolder 

In the above example, running migrateOut with the folder argument on the source Gateway produces a file directory structure
containing everything that has been targeted and its dependencies. That output is then read when migrateIn pushes it into
the target Gateway. This approach is policy-centric. Because content is moved as files, treat policies like code. By containing
exports in individual files, exports can be versioned, maintained, and transferred—just like code.

Example: Templatize Content for Easy Cross-Environment Migration

After policy work is done, a common need is to push the output to different Gateways in multiple environments. For instance,
pushing developed policies and their dependencies to a primary and secondary test environment.

However, certain values are likely to change between environments. For example, the hostname of a back-end server in one
environment needs to be different in another if the environments are kept entirely separate. If the initial output is pushed to any
environment as-is, manual work is required to update all such values. This situation is not ideal and is error prone.
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A solution to this is templatization. Templatization strips out all entity values from an export and lists them in one template
properties file.

template --bundle --template

When the exported content is imported on the target environment, you specify a template properties file. GMU takes the
properties file, and starts a detemplatization process that moves values the reverse way back from the template properties file
to the exported content.

Benefits include:

• The templatized content is environment independent.
• Environment-specific values are stored and modified in a single file.
• Copies of the properties file can be made and modified for different environments.

 Configure GMU and Gateways for Migration
This topic describes how to configure the Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) and the gateway for a
successful migration.

This topic describes how to configure the Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) and the CA API Gateway for a successful
migration.

Configuration at a Glance

Configuring Gateways and GMU for migrations involves:

• Publishing the REST Management service on Gateways
• Establishing server trust and mutual authentication between GMU and Gateways through the migration Administrator
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Figure 36: GMU_config_overview

Configure GMU and Gateways for Migration

The following tasks require:

• Administrator privileges 
• Experience configuring a API Gateway
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Figure 37: GMUtest99
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Step 1: Configure Gateways for Migration
Publish the REST Management Service

Publishing the REST Management service is required for new implementations.

Note:

Republishing the REST Management service is highly recommended for existing implementations to take advantage of these
features:

• The new restman.request.message.maxSize  cluster property supports large migrations and controls the maximum request
message size to the default REST Management Service. If you do not republish, migrations can fail using the existing
io.xmlPartMaxBytes property, which is not adequate. (The cluster property io.xmlPartMaxBytes is a separate property and
has no affect on the REST Management Service.)

• Support for mutual authentication

1. On the source API Gateway, start Policy Manager.
2. Select  Tasks > Services and APIs > Publish Internal Service.
3. Select Gateway REST Management Service and accept the default (or enter the appropriate Routing URI).

Note:

A wildcard is required at the end of a URI for example: /restman/<optionalServiceName>/*
4. Click Finish and verify that the service is published.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 on target API Gateways.
6. Access the REST Management API documentation: https://<GatewayHostName>:<port>/

<GatewayRESTMANRoutingURI>/1.0/doc/home.html

Note:

Wildcards are not supported in the URI.

Create Migration Administrator Users

The best practice is to create separate migration Administrator users. Because migration Administrators are authenticated using
certificates, they could be locked out of the Policy Manager if the certificates are lost. Separating regular Administrator from
migration Administrators ensures that you always have a user who can log in to Policy Manager. Although losing a certificate
is recoverable, it requires help from CA Support. 

1. On the source Gateway, log in to Policy Manager.
2. Select Tasks > Users and Authentication >  Create Internal User and enter information for your migration

Administrator user. Be sure to select Define Additional Properties.

Tip:

The migration Administrators that you create in this step are mapped to certificates in a later step.
3. In the user Properties dialog, select the Roles tab and then click Add.
4. Select the Administrator role and then click Add.
5. Click OK to close the Properties dialog.
6. Repeat steps 2-5 on any target Gateway that is involved in the migration.

Generate GMU Client Certificate and Private Key

Note:

The following instructions apply only to CA API Gateways with a software keystore. For Gateways configured with a HSM (a
hardware keystore), use OpenSSL.

To ensure the strongest security (mutual authentication), GMU should use a client certificate to authenticate itself to every API
Gateway that is involved in migrations. GMU also supports these less secure methods:

• Basic SSL authentication with encoded passwords
• Basic SSL authentication with plaintext passwords (not recommended)

To generate a self-signed pkcs12 file using Policy Manager, follow these steps (or use openssl):

1. On any Gateway with a default software keystore, log in to the Policy Manager.
2. Go to: Tasks > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Private Keys.
3. Click Create.
4. Enter an alias and click Create.
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Note:

The alias must match the migration Administrator that you created in the previous step, "Create Migration Administrator
Users".

5. Double-click the private key in the list.
6. Click Export Key, optionally specify a password, and save the certificate and private key in the pkcs12 file.
7. Move the pkcs12 file into a folder for use with GMU commands (for example, --clientCert gmu.p12).
8. Click View Certificate, click Export, and save the certificate file. 
9. Record the location of the certificate file (.pem format). (You need it in the next step to add the certificate to the Internal

identity Providers.)
10. (Optional). Delete the private key; it is not needed on the API Gateway.

Map Migration Administrators to GMU Client Certificate

1. On the source API Gateway, log in to Policy Manager, click the Identity Providers tab.
2. Under Identity Providers, right-click Internal Identity Provider and select Search Identity Provider.
3. Double-click the migration Administrator.
4. Select the Certificate tab, click Import.
5. In the Add Certificate Wizard, select Import from a File, and import the certificate file (created in step

8 in the previous step). 
6. Click Browse to find your certificate and complete the wizard.
7. Repeat steps 1-6 on target API Gateways.

Step 2: Configure GMU
Download GMU 

1. Verify that the GMU computer meets requirements for operation.
2. Log in to: CA Support.
3. Select Download Management and search for "ca api gateway".
4. Select your Gateway product from the results that appear. A list of DVD images is displayed.
5. Download the CA API Gateway Development Tools image and extract the image to a directory.
6. Locate the file GatewayMigrationUtility-x.x.xx and extract its contents.
7. Configure Java environment variables.

Windows: Java SDK/JRE bin directory must be set on the PATH or JAVA_HOME environment variable, or specified
using the --jdk argument.
Linux/Unix: Java SDK/JRE bin directory must be set on the PATH, JAVA_HOME, or SSG_JAVA_HOME environment
variable, or specified using the --jdk argument.

Establish Server Trust

GMU must establish trust with migration Gateways using certificates. Follow these steps to add the source and target Gateway
certificates to the GMU JDK trust store. You can skip this step if the JDK trust store already has the Certificate Authority (CA)
that signs these server certificates. 

Example: Linux

1. On the source Gateway, log in to Policy Manager.
2. Go to: Tasks > Certificates, Keys, and Secrets > Manage Private Keys.
3. Double-click the default ssl private key ("S" in the last column).
4. Click View Certificate.
5. On the General tab, click Export, and save the file.
6. On the computer running GMU, verify that JAVA_HOME is configured.
7. Using the Java keytool, add the certificate to the JDK trust store.

Example: JAVA_HOME is configured

$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -importcert -alias <ssgcert_alias> -file
 <path to certificate file> -keystore $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/
cacerts -storepass <trust_store_password>

https://support.ca.com
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Tip: If you see an error stating that a file or directory is not found, try removing "/jre" from the JAVA_HOME path shown
above.

Note:

The default password for <trust_store_password> is 'changeit'
8. Repeat steps 1-7 on target Gateways.

 Get Started and Run GMU
This section describes how to use GMU (Gateway Migration Utility) commands for migration
administration tasks. 

This section describes how to use GMU (Gateway Migration Utility) commands for migration administration tasks. 

 

Run GMU

Go to the extracted .zip directory for GMU and run the command.

• Windows
GatewayMigrationUtility.bat 

• Linux/Unix 
./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh 

GMU Command Summary

Command Description Input and Output Files

browse Displays the folders, services, policies,
aliases on the Gateway.

detemplate Moves templated values into a bundle.

encodePassword Encodes the specified password.

 list Lists entities.

manageMappings Maps entities from a source to a target
Gateway.

If specified, creates:

<new_mappings>.xml

migrateIn Imports entities into a Gateway <results>.XML

migrateOut Exports entities out of a Gateway
(always including their dependencies).

If the folder format is specified, creates:

• dependencies.xml
• mappings.xml
• A folder named 'rootfolder' and

dependencies

If the file format is specified, creates:

• <bundle_name>.xml

restman Makes a single RESTMAN call through
GMU.

template Extracts template values from a bundle,
replaces with placeholder values, and
saves to a template properties file.

<template>.properties

manageSolutionKits Helps to manage solutions kits in the
gateway.

GMU Entity Types

The Gateway Migration Utility can access the following entity types:

Entity type Entity contains...
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ASSERTION_ACCESS Policy assertion (see Policy Assertions)

CASSANDRA_CONFIGURATION Connection configuration to a Cassandra server (see Manage
Cassandra Connections)

CLUSTER_PROPERTY Cluster property (see Manage Cluster-Wide Properties)

CUSTOM_KEY_VALUE_STORE A key-value store is an example of a data store. A data store
is an example of a service that a policy connects to.

Custom key value stores are created with the Custom
Assertions API (see Using the KeyValueStoreServices
Object)

EMAIL_LISTENER Email listener (see Manage Email Listeners, Email Listener
Properties)

ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION Encapsulated assertion (see Encapsulated Assertions, Manage
Encapsulated Assertions)

FIREWALL_RULE Firewall rules (see Manage Firewall Rules)

FOLDER Folder (see Organize Services and Policies into Folders)

GENERIC Miscellaneous configurations that are used and managed by
modular assertions.

Examples of modular assertions that use the Generic entity
type: MongoDB, RemoteCache, WebSocket, XMPP.

GROUP May contain an Internal Identity Provider group, LDAP
Identity Provider group, or Federated Identity Provider group.

HTTP_CONFIGURATION Configuration used by the Gateway for HTTP/HTTPS
connections (see Manage HTTP Options)

ID_PROVIDER_CONFIG Identity provider configuration (see Identity Providers)

INTERFACE_TAG Interface tags (see "Configuring the [Basic Settings] Tab"
in Listen Port Properties, and "Management Details" in WS
Management API)

JDBC_CONNECTION JDBC connection (see Manage JDBC Connections, JDBC
Connection Properties)

JMS_ENDPOINT Endpoint for a JMS Destinatnion (see Manage JMS
Destinations, JMS Destination Properties)

POLICY Service policy (see Thinking in Policy, Working with
Policies)

POLICY_ALIAS Policy alias (see Policy Aliases)

POLICY_BACKED_SERVICE Policy-backed service (see Manage Policy-Backed Services)

RBAC_ROLE Security role (see Manage Roles, Predefined Roles and
Permissions)

RESOURCE_ENTRY  Resources on the Gateway that apply globally; for example:
XML schema or DTD resources (see Manage Global
Resources)  

REVOCATION_CHECK_POLICY Revocation checking policy (see Edit a Revocation Checking
Policy, Manage Certificate Validation, Certificate Revocation
Checking Properties)

SAMPLE_MESSAGE Sample message (see Create, Edit, Delete Sample Messages)

SCHEDULED_TASK Schedule task (see Manage Scheduled Tasks)

SECURE_PASSWORD Stored (secure) passwords (see Manage Stored Passwords)
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SECURITY_ZONE Security zone (see Manage Security Zones, and "Refining
Access with Security Zones" in Organize Services and
Policies into Folders)

SERVER_MODULE_FILE Server module file (see Manage Server Module Files)

SERVICE Gateway service (see Published Service
Properties, Understanding Services and Policies on the
Gateway)

SERVICE_ALIAS Service alias (see Policy Aliases)

SITEMINDER_CONFIGURATION CA Single Sign-On (see Manage CA Single Sign-On
Configurations)

SOLUTION_KIT Solution kit (see Manage Solution Kits)

SSG_ACTIVE_CONNECTOR Active connector (see "Management Details" in WS
Management API)

SSG_CONNECTOR Listen ports on the Gateway (see Manage Listen Ports, Listen
Port Properties)

SSG_KEY_ENTRY Private keys on the Gateway (see Manage Private
Keys, Private Key Properties)

TRUSTED_CERT Trusted certificate (see Manage Certificates, Certificate
Properties)

USER Gateway user (see Internal Identity Provider user, LDAP
Identity Provider user, or Federated Identity Provider user)

Create Files for Common Arguments

Figure 38: Best Practice GMU4

A best practice is to put common GMU arguments into a single file with the format, <name>.properties to make it easier to
pass arguments in GMU commands. Name the file appropriately so it is easily differentiated from the template.properties file.

Arguments

*Required 

Description

-z or --argFile File name for passing common GMU arguments in the
format: <name>.properties.

--loggingProperties Path to the logging properties file. Default outputs to gmu.log
in the working directory.

--hideProgress Flag: hide progress bars.

--help Print the help.

Connection Arguments 

*-h or --host Hostname of the Gateway.

-p or --port Port of the Gateway REST Management interface.
Default: 8443.

-w or --restman Path to the REST Management interface. Default: restman.

-u or --username Required if using basic authentication. Username for
connecting to the Gateway.
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-x or --password Encode password for connecting to the Gateway or the
pkcs12 file to use for mutual authentication. Prefix with
'@file:' to read the password from a file.

--clientCert Client certificate for mutual authentication.

--plaintextPassword Plaintext password for connecting to the Gateway or the
pkcs12 file to use for mutual authentication. Prefix with
'@file:' to read the password from a file.

--trustCertificate Flag: do not check if the server certificate is trusted.

--trustHostname Flag: trust the hostname of the server certificate.

--connectionTimeout Maximum milliseconds to wait for a connection.

--enableSNISupport Enables SNI (Server Name Indication) support while
connecting to the Gateway host. By default, GMU does not
use this connection argument. 

--readTimeout Maximum milliseconds to wait for a response.

 Example: Common arguments file   

A common arguments file can contain any or all of the above common arguments. 

host=empty81somerville.ca.com
username=migrationadmin3
password=7Bywx28jIME.jPobbMOtyGdEcqU3MLp9sA
port=9443
results=results.xml
encryptionPassphrase=WxCXwYpPWf0.CXCLNHYTxJBvUfwtSJkAjw
hideProgress

 Example: Pass a common arguments file in migrateIn command 

In this example, the common arguments file is named, commonarguments.properties.

$./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile commonarguments.properties --bundle
 bundle_to_import.xml

Escape Characters for GMU Commands

Figure 39: Best Practice GMU5

Avoid using special characters in folders, policies, and service names (as described in Develop Migration-Friendly Policies).
Why? The escape characters that are required for GMU and the OS increases the complexity and likelihood of migration
errors.

If you use special characters, you must be fluent using command-line escape characters for Windows or Linux/Unix command
shells.

 GMU escaping 

A backslash (\) is used to escape slashes (\ /). For all other characters, use the command-line shell escape mechanisms.
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•  Literal backslash: use two backslashes \\ 
•  Literal forward slash: use a backslash, then a forward slash \/ 
•  Example of a folder TEST/a\ under the root folder: TEST\/a\\  

Command-line shell escaping 

• Linux example for TEST \/a\\:
migrateOut --folderName 'TEST\/a\\'

• Windows example for TEST \/a\\:
migrateOut --folderName TEST\/a\\ 

URL encoding 

URL encoding is applied when creating files only during migrateOut in the file format (migrateout --format singleFile).
Saved files are URL encoded for the folder/file names. For example, the folder,

TEST~!@#$%^&*(_+=-`,.<>?;':{}[]|)
looks like...
folder_TEST~!%40%23%24%25%5E%26*(_%2B%3D %60%2C.%3C%3E%3F%3B%27%3A%7B%7D%5B%5D
%7C).xml 

Note:

 File names are truncated at 250 characters. If Windows file names are deeply nested in a folder, a migrateOut command
could fail with an error.

Check for Duplicate Service Names Before Migration

Figure 40: Best Practice GMU6

If you migrate a full source Gateway bundle to a target Gateway, and the target has existing services that are published with
the same names but with different IDs, the services are successfully migrated. But this results in duplicate service URIs after
migration. When users access a service with a duplicate resolution path, a "404 Service Not Found" error occurs. You can
change the resolution name after migration to be unique, or use migrateIn using the --deactivate argument to ensure imported
service/policies are not active. 

Manage Logs

GMU logs are saved by default in gmu.log. You can specify custom logging properties using the argument, --
loggingProperties.

 Example: Default logging properties 

handlers = java.util.logging.FileHandler
# Set the default logging level for the root logger
.level = INFO
# Set the default logging level for new ConsoleHandler instances
java.util.logging.ConsoleHandler.level = WARNING
# Set the default logging level for new FileHandler instances
java.util.logging.FileHandler.level = INFO
java.util.logging.FileHandler.pattern = gmu.log
java.util.logging.FileHandler.formatter = java.util.logging.SimpleFormatter
java.util.logging.FileHandler.limit = 5000000
java.util.logging.FileHandler.append = true
java.util.logging.FileHandler.count = 1
# Set the default formatter for new ConsoleHandler instances
java.util.logging.ConsoleHandler.formatter = java.util.logging.SimpleFormatter
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org.level = WARNING

 GMU Command Help
The following table shows steps for a simple migration workflow. The GMU commands highlight
important arguments.
Basic Migration Workflow

The following table shows steps for a simple migration workflow. The GMU commands highlight important arguments.

Step Task GMU Command Highlights

1 Export all entities of a Gateway. migrateOut --all

2 Test the import, but do not commit the
migration. Save results to an XML file.

migrateIn --bundle bundleimport.xml --
test --results testresults.xml

3 Review testresults.xml to find conflicts.
Find entities for mapping to the target
Gateway.

list or browse

4 Prepare the mappings file to resolve
conflicts that are uncovered during the
test import.

manageMappings --outputFile
mappings.xml

5 Test import with new mappings. migrateIn --test --map
overrideMappings.xml

6 Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all mapping
conflicts are resolved.

 

7 Commit the migration with the new
mappings.

Save mappings.xml for future
migrations.

migrateIn --map overrideMappings.xml
--results migrateResults.xml

For a more advanced migration workflow, see Migration Example.

Entity Names

All entity names are case insensitive. For example, for readability, ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION is uppercase, but is not
required.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --bundle rename.xml --type
 ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION --srcName MyEncass --targetGuid c079fc4f-3e04-4231-
b2e9-9834ef7bceb1

 browse command
Example: Browse the contents of root folder 

Purpose and Usage

View entities on a Gateway. Alternative interface to Policy Manager for viewing entities.

Example: Browse the contents of root folder 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh browse -h gatewayhost -u user -x encodedpassword 
Running...
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/:
folder        folder1
service       service
policyAlias???policy Alias

Example: Browse IDs 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh browse -h gatewayhost -u user -x encodedpassword -r --showIds
Running...
/ 0000000000000000ffffffffffffec76:
folder        0a187efe34d9347e6d8e06a5a6d48320    folder1
service       0a187efe34d9347e6d8e06a5a6d48321    service
service       0a187efe34d9347e6d8e06a5a6d48322    folder1/service
policy        0a187efe34d9347e6d8e06a5a6d48323    folder1/policy
policyAlias   0a187efe34d9347e6d8e06a5a6d48324    policy Alias

 detemplate command
Example: Detemplatize a previously-templated bundle (mygateway.xml)

Purpose and Usage

• Use after a template command to convert a templated bundle into non-templated form.
• You do not have to use detemplate before migrateIn; you can specify the template file as input.

Example: Detemplatize a previously-templated bundle (mygateway.xml)

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh detemplate --bundle mygateway.xml --template
 bundleTemplate.properties

 encodePassword command
Example:  Create an encoded password and save to a file

Purpose and Usage

• Use to encode a plain text password and pass as input to other commands.
• Encoded passwords can be saved in a file, or copied and pasted into the command line.
• You can specify the password to encode as an option value or read from standard in.

Example:  Create an encoded password and save to a file

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh encodePassword --password 5kN2Tn*4$8 --hideProgress > mypass.txt
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Figure 41: Best_Practice_GMU7

 Restrict file permissions to protect password files.

 list command
Example: Lists JDBC entities

Purpose and Usage

• Lists entities by type.
• Useful for finding entity IDs for input to other GMU commands.

Example: Lists JDBC entities

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh list --argFile commonarguments.properties --type jdbc_connection
Running...
3240ff529357f3f99512f23caa7d04b    Oauth
5ecae07f6kelskdfkdlgsjdklf389bl    Copy of Oauth

Example: Lists folders

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh list -h gatewayhost -u user -x encodedpassword -t folder

0000000000000000ffffffffffffec76    RootNode
0a187efe34d9347e6d8e06a5a6d48320    folder1
0a187efe34d9347e6d8e06a5a6d4aaaa    folder2

Example: Using "--filter" to pass parameters to RESTman

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh list --type service --filter
 "sort=name&order=desc"

Translates to the RESTman call: http://gateway.mycompany.com:8080/
restman/1.0/services?
 sort=name&order=desc
$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh list --type folder --filter
 "parentFolder.id=1234567890&name=TEST"
 
Translates to the RESTman call: http://gateway.mycompany.com:8080/
restman/1.0/folders?
parentFolder.id=1234567890&name=TEST
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Example: List Multiple Entities

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh list --argFile
 commonarguments.properties --type "jdbc_connection,service,policy" --
action NewOrUpdate —outputFile outputMappings.xml

 manageMappings command

Purpose and Usage

Use to manage conflicts when a bundle is imported (migrateIn) to a target Gateway with existing entities.

• Create a mappings file with updated mappings to apply to an existing bundle.
• Use after migrateOut and before migrateIn commands.
• Bundles contain one mapping per entity and controls how the entity is handled when migrated.
• To preserve the original bundle, create an override mapping file for migrateIn command.
• If you are migrating to an empty Gateway, you may not need to use manageMappings.

Note:

Always use the manageMappings command to change an entity names, GUIDs, or user logins. Note:

• The template command does not templatize these properties.
• The NewOrUpdate or Update mapping actions do not change entity names, GUIDs, or user logins when updating existing

entities. Changing these attributes can break existing policies and services that reference them. However, new entities that
are created on the target use the attributes that are specified in the migration bundle.

Mapping Actions

Use the --action argument to control how entities are mapped. The following table lists the available actions. 

Notes GMU Mapping Action REST Management
API Mappings

Description

1 New NewOrExisting +
FailOnExisting

Create new entity. Fail if
entity exists.

2 Update NewOrUpdate + FailOnNew Update existing entity. Fail if
entity does not exist.

2 Existing NewOrExisting + FailOnNew Use existing entity. Fail if
entity does not exist.

1 ForceNew AlwaysCreateNew Create new entity, using a
new ID if necessary.

Delete Delete + FailOnNew Delete an entity. Fail if entity
does not exist.

Ignore Ignore Ignore an entity regardless if
entity exists or not.

1, 2 NewOrUpdate NewOrUpdate Update an existing entity.
Create one if entity does not
exist.

1, 2 NewOrExisting NewOrExisting Use an existing entity. Create
one if entity does not exist.
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DeleteOrIgnore Delete Delete an entity. Ignore if it
does not exist.

Note 1: The parent folder of these mapping must also be specified or the action does not know where to place the entity.
Note 2: If you want to map by name, use the --targetname argument. Unless specified, the default mapping is by ID.

Use the --type argument to specify single or multiple entity types in the mapping element. Tip: For a list of all the available
types, use the list command.

Note:

• If manageMappings options are loading from a property file, do not use double quotations for multiple entity types.
• To pass multiple entity types through a batch file, use double quotations. If not, only the first entity type is considered.

For example, this command considers all entity types that passes through the --type argument that are enclosed in double
quotations:

# GatewayMigrationUtility.bat manageMappings --bundle export_bundle.xml --type "SERVICE,
 POLICY, FOLDER" --action NewOrUpdate ?outputFile outputMappings.xml

Example: Change mappings in the bundle for specific entities

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --bundle originalBundle.xml --type FOLDER --srcId
 0000000000000000ffffffffffffec76 --targetId f4ce2cb557379c7bf7113246fe818387

Change all service mappings to update on the target. This change causes the mapping to fail if there is no such entity.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --bundle bundle.xml --type SERVICE --action Update

Change mapping for a JDBC connection named "Test" to map to a JDBC connection named "Test2".

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --bundle bundle.xml --type JDBC_CONNECTION --
srcName Test --targetName Test2

Change mapping for policy with id '4d269b3b4612fe54e09369023301ae2e' to map to a policy named "My Policy." Create if it
does not exist, otherwise update.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --bundle bundle.xml --type POLICY --srcId
 4d269b3b4612fe54e09369023301ae2e --targetName 'My Policy' --action NewOrUpdate

Example: Create an override mapping file, preserve the bundle

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --bundle originalBundle.xml --outputFile
 overridemappings.xml --type FOLDER --srcId 0000000000000000ffffffffffffec76 --targetId
 f4ce2cb557379c7bf7113246fe818387
Creates mappings file overridemappings.xml containing a single mapping:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<l7:Mappings xmlns:l7="http://ns.l7tech.com/2010/04/gateway-management">
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      <l7:Mapping action="NewOrExisting" targetId="f4ce2cb557379c7bf7113246fe818387"
 srcId="0000000000000000ffffffffffffec76 "  srcUri="https://127.0.0.1:8443/restman/1.0/
folders/0000000000000000ffffffffffffec76 " type="FOLDER"/>
</l7:Mappings>

Best Practices for Mapping

The Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) supports the following for mapping entities from a source gateway to a target gateway:

• map by goid (default)
• map by name (named entities only)
• map by guid (policy and encass configs only)
• map by role (role entities only)
• map by module SHA 256 (server module files only)
• map by path
• map by URI

The first five are ideal for scenarios where you know the exact goid, name, or guid. But they also have significant drawbacks,
including:

• Bundles that contain entities with duplicate names (possible for some entity types)
• Environments that were maintained previously using the Command Line Migration Tool (CMT, the predecessor to GMU).

There is a possibility that goids may not match, even if they are logically the same entity.

The "map by path" and "map by URI" methods are unaffected by these drawbacks and they provide significant advantages of
their own:

• Service URIs are more "human readable" compared to goids
• Paths are easier to handle than goids
• Ability to migrate a bundle into a different folder structure on the target Gateway
• Easier to migrate entities that have paths ( folders, services, policies, service aliases, and policy aliases)

Examples: Map by Path

Bundle.xml - Mapping a service to /testTarget on the target Gateway

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -b bundle.xml -t service
 -srcPath /folder1/folder1a/testServiceIn1a -targetPath /testTarget -f
 resultMappings.xml

Bundle Directory - Changing the service to the update action

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -b bundleDir -t service -p /folder1/folder1a/
testServiceIn1a -action Update -f resultMappings.xml

Entity name contains a reserved characters, such as '/'. In this scenario, escape it with a '\' character

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -b bundleWithSlash.xml -t service -p /folder1/\/
testWithSlash -P -f resultMappings.xml

Examples: Map by URI
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Bundle.xml - Mapping a service to /testTarget on the target Gateway

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -b bundle.xml -t service -srcRoutingUri /
testServiceIn1a -targetRoutingUri /testTarget -f resultMappings.xml

Bundle Directory - Changing the service to the update action

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -b bundleDir -t service -u /testServiceIn1a -action
 Update -f resultMappings.xml

MapBy routingUri without a specified mapTo value if the srcRoutingUri and the targetRoutingUri are the same

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -b bundle.xml -t service --srcRoutingUri /
testServiceIn1a --targetRoutingUri -f resultMappings.xml

Examples: Changing all services to map by the attribute of their source entity

Do this by providing the targetName flag with no value.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --type SERVICE --targetName --bundle
 your_bundle.xml

To do the same as above but for Path:

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --type SERVICE --targetPath --bundle
 your_bundle.xml

To do the same as above but for URI:

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --type SERVICE --targetRoutingUri --bundle
 your_bundle.xml

You can also specify an action to apply on the same line:

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --type SERVICE --action Update --targetRoutingUri --
bundle your_bundle.xml

Workflow Examples

Example #1

This example shows how to use the manageMappings command with the migrateOut/migrateIn commands to migrate a
subfolder of the root folder. The migration includes all services, policies, and subfolders. The source and target Gateways have
identical folder structures, but have mismatched entity GOIDs.
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1. Use the migrateOut command to migrate the contents of '/subfolderName' into the output testBundle.xml. 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut -z
 sourceGateway.properties --folderName '/subfolderName' --dest
 testBundle.xml

Where:

• "sourceGateway.properties" is a file that contains common "option=value" pairs. This saves you time from needing to
enter this information each time the command is run. Examples of common options include username and host.

2. Execute the manageMappings command three times (once for each entity type) to indicate that folders, services, and
policies should be mapped by path instead of GOID.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -t FOLDER -b
 testBundle.xml --outputFile overrideMappings.xml --action
 NewOrUpdate --targetPath
$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -t SERVICE -b
 testBundle.xml --outputFile overrideMappings.xml --action
 NewOrUpdate --targetPath
$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -t POLICY -b
 testBundle.xml --outputFile overrideMappings.xml --action
 NewOrUpdate --targetPath

Tip:

The "targetPath" options in the above commands do not have a value because the source and target Gateways have identical
folder structures.

3. Run the migrateIn command with the "

–test

" flag to test the migration: 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn -z targetGateway.properties
 -b testBundle.xml -map overrideMappings.xml -r results.xml --test

4. Analyze the results of the test.

• If errors are present, correct them and run the test again.
• If there are no errors, run the actual migration:

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn -z targetGateway.properties
 -b testBundle.xml -map overrideMappings.xml -r results.xml
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Tip:

The results are stored in the "results.xml" file, created in the previous step.

Example #2

This example shows how to migrate a folder that is more than one level deep from the root folder. The migration includes all
services, policies, and subfolders. The source and target Gateways have identical folder structures, but have mismatched entity
GOIDs.

Tip:

The main difference between this workflow example and Example #1 is the use of the of "–destFolder" option in step 3 below.

1. Use the migrateOut command to migrate the contents of '/subfolder1/subfolder2' into the output testBundle.xml.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut -z
 sourceGateway.properties --folderName '/subfolder1/subfolder2' --
dest testBundle.xml

Where:

 

• "sourceGateway.properties" is a file that contains common "option=value" pairs. This saves you time from needing to
enter this information each time the command is run. Examples of common options include username and host.

2. Execute the manageMappings command three times (once for each entity type) to indicate that folders, services, and
policies should be mapped by path instead of GOID:

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -t FOLDER -b
 testBundle.xml --outputFile overrideMappings.xml --action
 NewOrUpdate --targetPath
$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -t SERVICE -b
 testBundle.xml --outputFile overrideMappings.xml --action
 NewOrUpdate --targetPath
$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -t POLICY -b
 testBundle.xml --outputFile overrideMappings.xml --action
 NewOrUpdate --targetPath

Tip:

The "targetPath" options in the above commands do not have a value because the source and target Gateways have identical
folder structures.

3. Run the migrateIn command with the "

–test

" flag to test the migration:
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$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn -z targetGateway.properties
 -b testBundle.xml -map overrideMappings.xml -r results.xml --
destFolder '/subfolder1' --test

Tip:

The results are stored in the "results.xml" file, created in the previous step.
4. Analyze the results of the test.

• If errors are present, correct them and run the test again.
• If there are no errors, run the actual migration:

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn -z targetGateway.properties
 -b testBundle.xml -map overrideMappings.xml -r --destFolder '/
subfolder1' results.xml

Example #3

This example shows how to migrate a subfolder of the root folder between source and target Gateways. The migration includes
all services, policies, and subfolders. The two Gateways have the same folder structure, except there is a policy on the source
Gateway named 'test' that is called 'prod' on the target Gateway. The Gateways also have mismatched GOIDs.

1. Use the migrateOut command to migrate the contents of '/subfolderName' into the output testBundle.xml.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut -z
 sourceGateway.properties --folderName '/subfolderName' --dest
 testBundle.xml

2. Run the manageMappings command three times to populate the contents of overrideMappings.xml with information
about folders, services, and policies. Note that the third command for POLICY includes the --srcPath and --targetPath
parameters, to take into account the differences between 'test' vs. 'prod'.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -t FOLDER -b
 testBundle.xml --outputFile overrideMappings.xml --action
 NewOrUpdate --targetPath
$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -t SERVICE -b
 testBundle.xml --outputFile overrideMappings.xml --action
 NewOrUpdate --targetPath
$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings -t POLICY -b
 testBundle.xml --outputFile overrideMappings.xml --action
 NewOrUpdate --srcPath '/subfolderName/test' --targetPath '/
subfolderName/prod'

Tip:

The "targetPath" options in the first two commands above do not have a value because the source and target Gateways have
identical folder structures.
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3. Run the migrateIn command with the "

–test

" flag to test the migration:

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn -z targetGateway.properties
 -b testBundle.xml -map overrideMappings.xml -r results.xml --test

4. Analyze the results of the test.

• If errors are present, correct them and run the test again.
• If there are no errors, run the actual migration:

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn -z targetGateway.properties
 -b testBundle.xml -map overrideMappings.xml -r results.xm

Tip:

The results are stored in the "results.xml" file, created in the previous step.

 manageSolutionKits command
Example: Install a simple Solution Kit

Purpose and Usage

Use to install, upgrade, or remove Solution Kits. The manageSolutionKits command contains these subcommands for each
action:

• install
• upgrade
• uninstall

Refer to the on-screen help for a complete list of the parameters for each command:

 $ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionKits install
 $ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionKits upgrade
 $ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionKits uninstall

Addendum Bundles
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The install and upgrade subcommands support the use of "addendum" bundles, specified by the "--addendum" parameter.
If the Solution Kit author enabled the use of such bundles, then you can specify an addendum bundle to override an original
Solution Kit bundle. Example usage: You are configuring your Gateway for use with the API Portal. Addendum bundles
allows you to customize the API Portal enrollment bundle with values not known until the tenant enrollment process has
begun. Tip: The Solution Kit author or system administrator will notify you if any addendum bundles are available.

Prerequisites:

• Only one Solution Kit is in scope. If your Solution Kit contains child kits, then specify the ID of the kit to use via the "--
solutionKitSelect" parameter.

• When upgrading a Solution Kit, ensure that you have an addendum bundle specifically intended for upgrading. The
mapping actions for upgrade bundles are "NewOrUpdate"  instead of "AlwaysCreateNew". See "Mapping Actions" in
Manage Solution Kits for more information.

Example: Install a simple Solution Kit

$./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionkits install --argFile commonarguments.properties --skar
 "/<some_path>/SimpleSolutionKit-1.1.sskar"

Example: Install a simple Solution Kit with an addendum bundle

$./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionkits install --argFile commonarguments.properties --skar
 "/<some_path>/SimpleSolutionKit-1.1.sskar" --addendum "/<some_path>/addendum_bundle.xml"

Example: Install a Solution Kit with child Solution Kits

The sample Solution Kit contains two child Solution Kits, Simple Service and Other (33b16742-
d62d-4095-8f8d-4db707e9ad52) and a Simple Server Module File (33b16742-d62d-4095-8f8d-4db707e9ad53).

./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionKits install --argFile commonarguments.properties --skar
 "/<some_path>/SimpleSolutionKit-1.1.sskar" --instanceModifier=AAA --solutionKitSelect "33b16742-
d62d-4095-8f8d-4db707e9ad52" --solutionKitSelect "33b16742-d62d-4095-8f8d-4db707e9ad53::BBB"
 --entityIdReplace "f1649a0664f1ebb6235ac238a6f71a6d::4d1ac939fb723edd819f7aace9848556" --
entityIdReplace "0567c6a8f0c4cc2c9fb331cb03b4de6f::4d1ac939fb723edd819f7aace984855f" 
-OMyInputTextKey=Hello

After the installation, the first child (33b16742-d62d-4095-8f8d-4db707e9ad52) has the global instance modifier applied
(AAA), and second one (33b16742-d62d-4095-8f8d-4db707e9ad53) has a dedicated instance modifier applied (BBB).

Tip:

If an error occurs during the installation process, the resulting RESTMan mapping containing the error is displayed.

Example: Upgrade a simple Solution Kit

$./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionkits upgrade --argFile commonarguments.properties --skar
 "/<some_path>/SimpleSolutionKit-1.2.sskar" --id "02ab3319-6eef-4860-afab-7f41e77739d5"

Example: Upgrade a single child Solution Kit within a parent
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This example shows how to upgrade the first child (33b16742-d62d-4095-8f8d-4db707e9ad52) from the sample Solution Kit
under "Install a Solution Kit with child Solution Kits" above.

./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionKits upgrade --argFile commonarguments.properties --
skar "/<some_path>/SimpleSolutionKit-1.2.sskar" --id 33b16742-d62d-4095-8f8d-4db707e9ad54 --
solutionKitSelect "33b16742-d62d-4095-8f8d-4db707e9ad52::AAA" -OMyInputTextKey=Hello

Example: Uninstall a Solution Kit

There are four different ways to target specific Solution Kits to uninstall:

• Uninstalling a parent plus all child Solution Kits:

./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionkits uninstall --argFile commonarguments.properties --id
 "[Parent_GUID]

• Uninstalling a single child Solution Kit:

./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionkits uninstall --argFile commonarguments.properties --id
 "[Non-Parent_GUID]::[IM]"

• Uninstalling all child Solution Kits with a specific instance modifier:

./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionkits uninstall --argFile commonarguments.properties --id
 "[Parent_GUID]::[IM]"

 migrateIn command
All results of a migrateIn command are stored in an XML results file. Use the <results>.xml file to view
actions that are performed on the Gateway, identify conflicts, and resolve them. Common conflicts are:

Purpose and Usage

Use to import (create/update/delete entities) to:

• API Gateway without content
• API Gateway with content, preserve existing
• API Gateway with content, overwrite existing

Key Features:

• You can test a migration before committing it
• If there is a failure, the migration fails (all or nothing). The Gateway is not left in an unstable state

Output Files for Import

All results of a migrateIn command are stored in an XML results file. Use the <results>.xml file to view actions that
are performed on the Gateway, identify conflicts, and resolve them. Common conflicts are:

• Target entity already exists
• Target entity not found
• Unique key conflict (usually name)
• Cannot replace dependency
• Invalid resource when updating an entity
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Example: Test an import

Migrate bundle.xml (single file) created from a migrateOut command.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile commonarguments.properties --bundle bundle.xml --
results results.xml --test

Example: Basic import, save results in results.xml file

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile commonarguments.properties --bundle bundle.xml --
results results.xml 

Example: Import to a folder (maps root folder in the bundle to target folder)

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile commonarguments.properties --bundle bundle.xml --
results results.xml --destFolder '/path/to/target/folder'

Example: Import using a templated bundle

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile commonarguments.properties --bundle
 templatedBundle.xml --results results.xml --template template.properties

Example: Import using an override mappings file

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile commonarguments.properties --bundle bundle.xml --
results results.xml --map overrideMappings.xml

Example: Import bundle without changing the active version of the updated services and policies

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile commonarguments.properties --bundle bundle.xml --
results results.xml --deactivate true

 

 

Note:

• Troubleshoot Migrations

 migrateOut command
2

Purpose and Usage
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Exports entities and all dependencies from a Gateway.

• You can specify full export or select specific entities.
• All dependencies of selected entities are included in the bundle. 

Export Formats

The default format is single file, but you can specify directory for exporting. 

migrateOut --format singleFile
migrateOut --format directory

Default Mapping Actions

Use the --defaultAction arguments to specify how to map entities during export.

• NewOrExisting
If existing entity is found, map to this existing entity (no update). If existing entity is not found, create a new one.

• NewOrUpdateIf existing entity is found, map and update the existing entity using information from the bundle. If existing
entity is not found, create a new one.

• Ignore
Blacklists all the entities, causing the entire bundle to be ignored during migrateIn. Ideal for dealing with large migration
bundles, where you want to migrate only a small portion. This option allows you to whitelist only those entities you want to
migrate.

Tip:

If Solution Kit read-only entities are being exported, their mapping defaults to NewOrExisting, regardless of the action
specified.

Dependencies

You can export bundle with or without dependencies. The following parameters are used:

• includeOnlyServicePolicy: This parameter exports bundle without dependencies.
• includeOnlyDependencies: This parameter exports bundle with dependencies.

Export Output Files

If you migrateOut with the file format (--format singleFile), you get a file containing the bundle xml.
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Figure 42: UTF8_Encoded_XML

If you migrateOut with the directory format (--format directory), you get these outputs:
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Figure 43: bundle_output_annotated

Note:

If you edit the output file, you can break the integrity of the bundle. Edit files with care.

Examples: migrateOut, full exportExport all entities from a Gateway. 

Full Gateway, single file format

In this example, the --encryptionPassphrase argument is included in the commonargument.properties file.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --argFile commonarguments.properties --all --dest all.xml

Full G ateway, folder format 

Creates a folder ‘all’. 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --argFile commonarguments.properties --all --dest all --
format directory
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Examples: migrateOut, partial exportExport parts of a Gateway: policies, services, and folders.

Export specific folder

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --argFile commonarguments.properties --dest F1.xml --
folderName /F1

Note:

Be sure to include the full path to the folder in "–folderName".

Export specific service and policy

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --argFile commonarguments.properties --dest mixed.xml --
serviceName? /F1/F1.1/Test Service--policyName 'F1/Test Policy

Export service by id

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --argFile commonarguments.properties --dest svcById.xml --
service 5ecae07f6e194aae459f7f37022158b4

Export bundle without dependencies

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --argFile
 commonarguments.properties --folderName /F1 --dest F1.xml –
includeOnlyServicePolicy

Export bundle with dependencies 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --argFile
 commonarguments.properties --folderName /F1 --dest F1.xml –
includeOnlyDependencies

Example: Default Mapping Actions

GatewayMigrationUtility.bat migrateOut --argFile Src.properties --
all --dest bundle.xml --defaultAction Ignore --trustCertificate -
trustHostname

Note:

  You can also export dependencies for full Gateway and folder format.
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Note:

• Troubleshoot Migrations

 restman command
2

Purpose and Usage

• Executes a single call to the REST Management API on a Gateway.
• Use the command parameters to replicate each part of a RESTman call.
• Allows single Create/Read/Update/Delete operations on entities.

Example: Replicating a RESTman query

Consider the following RESTman query:

GET /restman/1.0/folders?name=find

You can reproduce this RESTman query using the restman command with the following parameters:

• --method GET
• --path 1.0/folders
• --query name=find
• --restman restman

Tip:

The "--restman" parameter specifies the path to the REST Management interface. When this interface is installed as intended,
the assumed path is the default  "restman", so this parameter is technically not required but is included here for illustrative
purposes.

Example: Basic GET

Displays the root folder dependencies on the console.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh restman --argFile commonarguments.properties --method GET --path
 '1.0/folders/0000000000000000ffffffffffffec76/dependencies'

Example: GET with query

Gets information about service "myService" and places it in the response.xml file.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh restman --argFile commonarguments.properties --method GET --path
 '1.0/services' --query 'name=myService' --response response.xml

Example: Save response to file

Saves the root folder dependencies to the response.xml file. 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh restman --argFile commonarguments.properties --method GET --path
 '1.0/folders/0000000000000000ffffffffffffec76/dependencies' --response response.xml

Example: POST
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Create a folder described in the myfolder.xml payload file.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh restman --argFile commonarguments.properties --method POST --path
 '1.0/folders' --request myfolder.xml

In this example, myfolder.xml contains the actual folder description in XML code. Its contents should be something similar to
this:

<l7:Folder folderId="0000000000000000ffffffffffffec76"
 xmlns:l7="http://ns.l7tech.com/2010/04/gateway-management">   
 <l7:Name>Folder Name</l7:Name></l7:Folder>

 template command
Example: Templatize a bundle

Purpose and Usage

Templating lets you control environment-specific values between API Gateways. You can migrate the same policies,
services, and folders into a Gateway while changing only environmental settings. Specifically, you can:

• Templatize content after a migrateOut
• Use the detemplate command before migrateIn to detemplatize, or use the --template argument during migrateIn.

Tip:

Run the template command last, just before the migrateIn command.

Example: Templatize a bundle

This command modifies the bundle and creates a properties file.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh template --bundle bundle.xml --template bundleTemplate.properties

Example: Templatized bundle snippet

In the following example, the cluster property, authCache.maxFailureTime is templatized.
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Figure 44: templatized_bundle_snippet3

Note:

The prefix "template.cluster_property" must appear before all cluster properties being templatized. To templatize a custom
context variable, prefix it with "template". For example, $#{template.some.variable.name}#

Example: Template file (key=value pairs)

Figure 45: template_keyvaluepairs2

 Gateway Migration Example
This topic provides a start-to-finish example of how to migrate a gateway OAuth Toolkit using the
Gateway Migration Utility (GMU).

This topic provides a start-to-finish example of how to migrate a CA API Gateway OAuth Toolkit using the Gateway
Migration Utility (GMU).

Note:

(1) This sample workflow illustrates how multiple entity types (policies, folders, services, encapsulated assertions, jdbc
connections, and so on) are involved in the migration. This workflow is an example only, it is insufficient to use without
modifications for your implementation. (2) GMU migrates only the OAuth configuration. You must migrate the database
separately.

Set Up

Migration Scenario  
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Figure 46: Bob_Alice

1. Bob needs Alice to test OTK policies.
2. Bob changes the OTK policies for Alice to retest.

 

Security Requirements  

Figure 47: security_architect1

• Gateway connection: Mutual authentication
• Password used by GMU: Must be encoded

Gateway Set Up  

Figure 48: source_target_small

Source  Gateway (source host)

• Licensed with the REST Management service published
• OAuth Toolkit is installed

Target Gateway (target host)

• Licensed with the REST Management service published
• OAuth-specific custom and modular assertions are

installed
• OAuth Toolkit not installed

Bryan's Tasks  
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Figure 49: Admin_Bryan2

Prerequisites:

Bryan has configured GMU and the source and target
Gateway using instructions in, Configure GMU and
Gateways for Migration

In these scenarios, Bryan will:

1. Migrate a default OTK into a Gateway without OTK
installed.

2. Migrate a modified OTK to a Gateway with an existing
default OTK.

3. Modify a default OTK in a Gateway without OTK
installed using template modifications.

Migrate a Default OTK Into a Gateway Without OTK Installed
Step 1: Create folder for bundle

Although optional, Bryan creates a folder named, bundles, for all of the migration-related files. This practice is recommended
for organizing all XML files for migration.

Step 2: Encode passwords for certificate file

The Security Architect requires that Bryan encodes the password for the pkcs12 file. Bryan uses
the encodePassword command to generate encoded passwords for the source and target Gateways. 

source Gateway

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh encodePassword --password password1
 Running...
 B8HPvx3xsW8.GlPDkJPcmscJTtqM2wTOsA

target Gateway

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh encodePassword --password password2
 Running...
 B6IPve3xsW4.GlLDkJPcmsomTtnM2wJOsB

Step 3: Create common argument files 

Bryan follows the best practice and creates common argument files for the target and source Gateways: 

• sourceSSGcommon.properties
• targetSSGcommon.properties

Bryan includes the pkcs12 file to use for mutual authentication.

sourceSSGcommon.properties file

host=source host
clientCert=sourceGateway.p12
password=B8HPvx3xsW8.GlPDkJPcmscJTtqM2wTOsA
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targetSSGcommon.properties file

host=target host
clientCert=targetGateway.p12
password=B6IPve3xsW4.GlLDkJPcmsomTtnM2wJOsB

Step 4: Create encryption passphrase

Bryan runs the encodePassword command to create an encryption passphrase, and saves it to the file, encrypt.txt. 

$ touch encrypt.txt
$ chmod 0700 encrypt.txt
$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh encodePassword --password foo --hideProgress > encrypt.txt

encrypt.txt file 

ASjQMQtW__s.SezfPjyonoXK5H6Iyd1kGg

Step 5: Export OTK from source Gateway

Bryan runs the migrateOut command to export a full bundle with the default OTK. Bryan encrypts secrets in the bundle by
specifying the encrypt.txt file. 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --argFile sourceSSGcommon.properties --all --
encryptionPassphrase @file:encrypt.txt --dest bundles/OTK-all.xml
Running........................
Done

Step 6: Test import to target Gateway

Bryan tests the import and specifies a file for test results: OTK-all-results.xml. Bryan reviews the file, and verifies that the
migration is successful. 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile targetSSGcommon.properties --bundle bundles/OTK-
all.xml --results bundles/OTK-all-results.xml --encryptionPassphrase @file:encrypt.txt --test
Running............................................
MigrateIn results saved in: bundles/OTK-all-results.xml
Test?migrate in successful

Step 7: Import bundle to target Gateway

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile targetSSGcommon.properties --bundle bundles/OTK-
all.xml --results bundles/OTK-all-results.xml --encryptionPassphrase @file:encrypt.txt
Running.................................................................................
MigrateIn results saved in: bundles/OTK-all-results.xml
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Migrate in successful

Step 8: Verify OTK policies on target Gateway 

Bryan opens Policy Manager and checks verifies the OTK policies.

Migrate a Modified OTK to a Gateway With an Existing Default OTK

Bob changes the OTK policies for Alice to retest. The policies are in the folder: /OAuth-3.0/Policy Fragments/
configuration. 

Step 1: Export bundle with modifications

Bryan exports the new bundle with modifications from the source Gateway.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --argFile sourceSSGcommon.properties --all --
encryptionPassphrase @file:encrypt.txt --dest bundles/OTK-all-modified.xml
Running.....................
Done

Step 2: Create an override mapping file to update all policies in the bundle file

Bryan runs the manageMappings command with the Update argument to change the policies on the target Gateway

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --bundle bundles/OTK-all-modified.xml --outputFile
 bundles/OTK-all-modified-override-mappings.xml --type policy --action Update
Running.............
Updated mappings value:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<l7:Mapping xmlns:l7="http://ns.l7tech.com/2010/04/gateway-management" action="NewOrUpdate"
 srcId="674b52d75faa1429c2bb8fdb7c8d2bb1" srcUri="https://127.0.0.1:8443/restman/1.0/
policies/674b52d75faa1429c2bb8fdb7c8d2bb1" type="POLICY">
    <l7:Properties>
       <l7:Property key="FailOnNew">
            <l7:BooleanValue>true</l7:BooleanValue>
        </l7:Property>
    </l7:Properties>
</l7:Mapping>
Updated mappings value:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<l7:Mapping xmlns:l7="http://ns.l7tech.com/2010/04/gateway-management" action="NewOrUpdate"
 srcId="674b52d75faa1429c2bb8fdb7c8d2d56" srcUri="https://127.0.0.1:8443/restman/1.0/
policies/674b52d75faa1429c2bb8fdb7c8d2d56" type="POLICY">
   <l7:Properties>
       <l7:Property key="FailOnNew">
           <l7:BooleanValue>true</l7:BooleanValue>
       </l7:Property>
   </l7:Properties>
</l7:Mapping>
...

Step 3: Test import to target Gateway
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Bryan tests the migration and verifies that the migration is successful. 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile targetSSGcommon.properties --bundle bundles/
OTK-all-modified.xml --map bundles/OTK-all-modified-override-mappings.xml --encryptionPassphrase
 @file:encrypt.txt --results bundles/OTK-all-modified-results.xml --test
Running.............................
MigrateIn results saved in: bundles/OTK-all-modified-results.xml
Test?migrate in successful

Step 4: Import modified bundle to target Gateway

Byran is confident of the test migration and commits the migration. 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile targetSSGcommon.properties --bundle bundles/
OTK-all-modified.xml --map bundles/OTK-all-modified-override-mappings.xml --encryptionPassphrase
 @file:encrypt.txt --results bundles/OTK-all-modified-results.xml
Running..........................
MigrateIn results saved in: bundles/OTK-all-modified-results.xml
Migrate in successful

Modify a Default OTK in a Gateway Without OTK Installed Using Template Modifications

Bryan wants to reuse the single bundle to migrate into a different Gateway, but a few changes must be made to accommodate
the target Gateway.

Step 1: Copy the bundle

Bryan makes a copy of the bundle.

$ cp bundles/OTK-all.xml bundles/OTK-all-templatized.xml

Step 2: Templatize the bundle

Bryan uses the template command to modify the bundle and create a properties file of key=value pairs from the bundle.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh template --bundle bundles/OTK-all-templatized.xml --template bundles/
OTK-all-templatized.properties
Running.........
Template completed

Step 3: Back up the template.properties file

As a best practice, Bryan ensures that the original template file is backed up. 

$ cp bundles/OTK-all-templatized.properties OTK-all-templatized.properties.bak

Step 4: Change JDBC URL to point to a different database
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Bryan wants to change the JDBC URL to point to a different database. He opens the template properties file in a text editor
and searches for the value of jdbcUrl, which ends with: localhost/otk. Using the correct GMU and Linux escaping characters,
Bryan changes the database from "otk" to "gmu_otk" (localhost/gmu_otk).

$ sed -i 's/localhost\/otk/localhost\/gmu_otk/' bundles/OTK-all-templatized.properties

Step 5: Change a context variable value that is unique in the template 

In the template properties file, Bryan wants to replace the values for the cookieKey context variable in the bundle. He searches
and finds that the cookieKey value (SV9IQVZFX1RPX0JFX0NIQU5HRUQ\=) is unique in the template file. Bryan enters
the following command to change the value to: Q0hBTkdFRF9CWV9HTVU\=.

$ sed -i 's/SV9IQVZFX1RPX0JFX0NIQU5HRUQ\\=/Q0hBTkdFRF9CWV9HTVU\\=/' bundles/OTK-
all-templatized.properties?

Step 6: Change a context variable value that is not unique in the template

In the template properties file, Bryan wants to change the value of the session.lifetime.s context variable. Bryan searches and
finds that the session.lifetime.s context variable value is used in many places. Because the value is not unique, Bryan must
search again by the whole key name. To change the session.lifetime.s context variable for this policy to MTAw (100 base64
encoded), Bryan needs a more complex command. 

$ sed -i 's/template.policy.oauth\\ manager\\
 config.Resources.ResourceSet.xml.All.5.SetVariable.Base64Expression.stringValue=NjAw/
template.policy.oauth\\ manager\\
 config.Resources.ResourceSet.xml.All.5.SetVariable.Base64Expression.stringValue=MTAw/' bundles/
OTK-all-templatized.properties

Step 7: Review differences between template.properties and backup file

Bryan reviews the differences between the original backup file and the template file to see the changes.

$ diff -b bundles/OTK-all-templatized.properties bundles/OTK-all-templatized.properties.bak
3191c3191
< template.jdbc_connection.Oauth.Extension.JdbcUrl=jdbc\:mysql\://localhost/gmu_otk
---
> template.jdbc_connection.Oauth.Extension.JdbcUrl=jdbc\:mysql\://localhost/otk
12516c12516
< template.policy.oauth\ manager\
 config.Resources.ResourceSet.xml.All.4.SetVariable.Base64Expression.stringValue=Q0hBTkdFRF9CWV9HTVU
\=
---
> template.policy.oauth\ manager\
 config.Resources.ResourceSet.xml.All.4.SetVariable.Base64Expression.stringValue=SV9IQVZFX1RPX0JFX0NIQU5HRUQ
\=
12522c12522
< template.policy.oauth\ manager\
 config.Resources.ResourceSet.xml.All.5.SetVariable.Base64Expression.stringValue=MTAw
---
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> template.policy.oauth\ manager\
 config.Resources.ResourceSet.xml.All.5.SetVariable.Base64Expression.stringValue=NjAw

Step 8: Test import to target Gateway

Bryan tests the migration to a new target Gateway.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile targetSSGcommon.properties --bundle bundles/
OTK-all-templatized.xml --template bundles/OTK-all-templatized.properties -encryptionPassphrase
 @file:encrypt.txt --results bundles/OTK-all-templatized-results.xml --test
Running....................................................
MigrateIn results saved in: bundles/OTK-all-templatized-results.xml
Test?migrate in successful

Step 9: Import in to target Gateway

Bryan is confident of the migration and commits the bundle to the new target Gateway.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile targetSSGcommon.properties --bundle bundles/
OTK-all-templatized.xml --template bundles/OTK-all-templatized.properties --encryptionPassphrase
 @file:encrypt.txt --results bundles/OTK-all-templatized-results.xml
Running......................................................
MigrateIn results saved in: bundles/OTK-all-templatized-results.xml
Migrate in successful

Step 10: Verify context variable changes on the target Gateway

Bryan logs in to Policy Manager, views the /OAuth-3.0/Policy Fragments/configuration/oauth manager/oauth manager config
policy, and verifies the modifications to the context variables, cookieKey and session.lifetime.s.

Step 11: Update the bundle for other Gateways

Bryan can now copy the bundles/OTK-all-templatized.properties.bak file and repeat steps 4-9 to accommodate changes for
other target Gateways.

 Manage Migration Limitations
Depending on your migration, you may need to complete the following additional tasks after running the
Gateway Migration Utility (GMU). Many of these migration limitations do not generate error messages. 

Depending on your migration, you may need to complete the following additional tasks after running the Gateway Migration
Utility (GMU). Many of these migration limitations do not generate error messages. 

Not Migrated Resolution

LDAP user certificates Right-click your LDAP Identity Provider, search identity
provider, and import new certificates for users.

Internal user password history No workaround.

Group membership data Users and groups are migrated, but group membership is not.
For the Internal Identity Provider (IIP) and Federated Identity
Providers (FIPs), add users to groups.

FIPs virtual groups Create virtual groups and add users.

Private key special purpose flags Access Private Key Properties, click Mark as Special
Purpose, and reassign the appropriate keys.
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Default HTTP proxy settings Run Manage HTTP Options and update the settings.

Policy versions and their comments Only the active version is migrated. You can use a version
comment in migrateIn to set a generic comment for all
create/updated.

Custom and modular assertions Custom and modular assertion.aar and .jar files must be
present before migrateIn or migration may not succeed.
Put .aar or .jar files in the following directories:

•  Modular assertions: /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/
modules/assertions

•  Custom assertions: /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/
modules/lib

Default password rules Run Manage Password Policy and redefine the rules.

ESM-related data Fix in the Enterprise Service Manager.

UDDI-related data Run Manage UDDI Registries 

Service resolution configurations Run Manage Service Resolution 

Licenses Run Manage Gateway Licenses 

Log sink configuration Run Manage Log/Audit Sinks 

Metrics and audits No workaround.

Kerberos configurations Run Manage Kerberos Configuration 

HSM private keys For instructions, see Troubleshooting, "Error: Execution
failed. Reason: Internal Server Error. Detail: Could not
retrieve private key for export"

Cluster wide property when used in an encapsulated assertion Cluster wide property values that are used as input of an
encapsulated assertion are not migrated. The workaround
is to set a variable in the policy that references the cluster
wide property and include the local context variable in the
encapsulated assertion.

Note:

If you are currently using the Container Gateway form factor and are looking to deploy in ephemeral mode, the migration
process will be simplified. Learn the benefits of treating your policy as code in a CI/CD pipeline with the Gateway Developer
Plugin.

 Manage Migration Mapping Conflicts
This topic describes how to resolve conflicts that can arise when migrating the gateway using the
Gateway Migration Utility (GMU).

This topic describes how to resolve conflicts that can arise when migrating the CA API Gateway using the Gateway Migration
Utility (GMU).

Note:

If you are currently using the Container Gateway form factor and are looking to deploy in ephemeral mode, the migration
process will be simplified. Learn the benefits of treating your policy as code in a CI/CD pipeline with the Gateway Developer
Plugin.

Migration: Success or Failure?

What Happens: The mapping actions that you specify with migrateOut or manageMappings commands determine how
entities are mapped from source to target.

Where: Migration results (success or failure) are saved in an XML file. 
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Results Next Steps...

Test migrate in successful

You can confidently commit your migration. Review
<results>.xml to verify how entities were mapped.

Migrate in failed: Conflict

• Find the conflicts using  <results>.xml file 
• Create a mapping file to fix the conflicts

Example: results.xml  

Figure 50: results_xml2

Types of Conflicts

If the migration fails, the <results>.xml can contain these common mapping failures:

• Target entity already exists
• Target entity not found
• Unique key conflict (usually name)
• Cannot replace dependency
• Invalid resource when updating an entity

Understanding the results.xml File

The <results>.xml file tells you the mappings actions that were taken, based on the arguments that you have passed
during migrateOut or with a mapping.xml file.

Action Meaning
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UsedExisting Entity mapped to an existing entity on the target Gateway.
Target entity was not updated.

UpdatedExisting Entity mapped to an existing entity on the target Gateway.
Target entity was updated.

CreatedNew New entity was created on the target Gateway.

Deleted Entity was deleted on the target Gateway.

Ignored Entity was ignored and not imported.

Fix Errors

If migration fails, follow these steps:

1. Open <results>.xml and search for the string, "errorMessage". For example:

Figure 51: error_message2

2. Fix errors or change the mappings using the manageMapping command.

Tip:

Always fix the first error in the <results>.xml file (rather than fixing errors from the bottom up). Entities are processed
from top to bottom so this method is the most effective way to find the root cause.

3. Retest the migration. 

 Migrate Solution Kits
Migrations that involve Solution Kits involve additional consideration. By default, the  does not include
Solution Kits, even when the "--all" switch is used. How you intend to migrate dictates the parameters
and sequence of events:

Migrations that involve Solution Kits involve additional consideration. By default, the migrateOut command does not include
Solution Kits, even when the "--all" switch is used. How you intend to migrate dictates the parameters and sequence of events:

• Scenario 1: You are backing up the Gateway to be restored on an empty target Gateway.
• Scenario 2: You are migrating a source Gateway into an operational target Gateway (for example, from "Test" to

"Production" environments).

Tip:

(1) Migrating using Scenario 2 requires knowledge of the REST Management API and scripting. (2) The Solution Kit ID is
the GUID from SolutionKit.xml.

Note:

Migration is designed for Gateways of the same version. While it is possible to migrate between different versions of
Gateways, the results are not guaranteed. Such migrations should be attempted only by advanced users who are aware of the
consequences.

Scenario 1: Backing Up

There are several ways to back up a Gateway, one of which involves the using the migrateOut command to export entities
from the Gateway. If Solution Kits are in the source Gateway, be sure to include the "--includeSolutionKits" parameter. If this
parameter is omitted, Solution Kits are not included, even when the "--all" parameter is used. Note: This scenario does not
require replay scripts (described in the next scenario).

Scenario 2: Migrating
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Migrating a Solution Kit from a source Gateway to a operational target Gateway is slightly more involved. In this scenario,
you perform a full migrateOut (use "--all" but do not include "--includeSolutionKits") along with executing a replay script that
reproduces the Solution Kits on the target Gateway.

Tip:

What is a "replay script"? A replay script is one or more "headless" Solution Kit Manager operations saved into a script
to be run on the target Gateway. These headless operations are calls to the REST Management API. The "Full Migration
Example" below provides a detailed example of a replay script.

For more information, see REST Management API. Once the API is installed, you can view reference documentation for the
headless Solution Kit Manager as follows:

1. Access the REST Management API documentation.
2. Select Resources from the table of contents at the left.
3. Select Solution Kit Manager from the list.

Full Migration Example

This example assumes:

• Both the source and target Gateways are operational.
• The Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) can access both the source and target Gateways. For more information, see

Configure GMU and Gateways for Migration.
• There are user configurable entities (UCE) that must be included in the migration. Examples of UCE are encapsulated

assertions and JDBC connections.

Tip:

In this example you will create several .properties files. These are simply text files that contain the parameters to be used
by various GMU commands. Using these files is simply an alternative to appending a lengthy list of parameters to a GMU
command. It makes the intent of the command easier to understand and helps reduce errors. It also makes it much easier to
reuse the commands.

On Source Gateway: Create Replay Script

1. Create a text file named source_gateway.properties and populate it with the following:

host=<sourceGatewayHostname> 

username=<sourceGatewayAdminUser> 

password=<sourceGatewayEncodedAdminPassword> 

port=<sourceGatewayPort>

Note that for password, you can generate an encoded admin password using the Gateway Migration Utility with this
command: ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh encodePassword

2. Run the following command to create an export bundle containing only the user configurable entities. This bundle is named
uceOut.xml.

./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh restman --header
 l7-key-passphrase:<Base64Password–see below for
 details> --method GET --path 1.0/bundle  --query
 password=13f1eabb9dc68a1d2504ece2e77bd062&encryptSecrets=true&defaultAction=NewOrUpdate
 --response uceOut.xml --argFile source_gateway.properties
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Some tips about the above command:

• For header, create a password and then convert this to Base64 using any publicly-available conversion utility. The
l7-key-passphrase must be specified as a Base64 password. Be sure to make a note of the plaintext version of this
password as you will need it later.

• To obtain the ID of the entity to export, use the REST Management API to list it.

Note:

Include "encryptSecrets=true" in the query when exporting an entity that contains passwords (for example: JDBC
connections, Cassandra connections, stored password, private keys). When encryptSecrets=true is used, add the encoded
passphrase for encryption in the header. This is used later during migrateIn in the encryptionPassphrase paramenter.

3. Open uceOut.xml in a text editor and replace the outer envelope:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<l7:Item xmlns:l7="http://ns.l7tech.com/2010/04/gateway-management">
    <l7:Name>Bundle</l7:Name>
    <l7:Type>BUNDLE</l7:Type>
    <l7:TimeStamp>2016-01-27T17:03:41.439-08:00</l7:TimeStamp>
    <l7:Link rel="self" uri="https://sourceGateway.mycompany.com:8443/restman/1.0/bundle?
password=13f1eabb9dc68a1d2504ece2e77bd062&encryptSecrets=true&defaultAction=NewOrUpdate"/
>
    <l7:Resource>
        <l7:Bundle>
            <l7:References/>
            <l7:Mappings/>
        </l7:Bundle>
    </l7:Resource>
</l7:Item>

with the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<l7:Bundle xmlns:l7="http://ns.l7tech.com/2010/04/gateway-
management">
    <l7:References/>
    <l7:Mappings/>
</l7:Bundle>

4. Create a target_gateway.properties file for the import bundle containing the following. This file will be used later.

host=<targetGatewayHostname> 

username=<targetGatewayAdminUser> 

password=<targetGatewayEncodedAdminPassword> 

port=<targetGatewayPort>
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Note that for password, you can generate an encoded admin password using the Gateway Migration Utility with this
command: ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh encodePassword

5. Create a replay script named replayScript.sh (but do not run it yet). This script contains commands that replicate all the
install, upgrade, and delete commands performed on the Solution Kits in the source Gateway. The following is an example
of a simple replay script that does the following:

• The first line runs the migrateIn command using the target_gateway.properies created in step 4. This line is always
required in the replay script.

Note:

For encryptionPassphrase, use the same plaintext password that was used to create the Base64-encoded password in
step 2 above, and then encode it using the same ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh encodePassword command.

• The second line installs a Solution Kit with the manageSolutionKits command .
• The third line upgrades the Solution Kit.
• Add additional GMU commands as necessary to reproduce all the install, upgrade, delete actions performed on the

source Solution Kit.

./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --results results.xml --encryptionPassphrase
 <encodedPassphrase> --bundle uceOut.xml --argFile target_gateway.properties 
./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionKits install --skar "<your_path>/
SimpleSolutionKit-1.1.sskar" --instanceModifier AAA --entityIdReplace
 f1649a0664f1ebb6235ac238a6f71a6d::522abcb01904eb370402863da79d1294 --argFile
 target_gateway.properties
./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageSolutionKits upgrade --id 33b16742-
d62d-4095-8f8d-4db707e9ad52 --skar "<your_path>/SolutionKit2.1.sskar" --instanceModifier AAA
 --argFile target_gateway.properties

Tip:

(1) Be sure to implement error handling in your replay script. For example, checking whether the UCE import is successful
before installing the Solution Kit, or checking that the Solution Kit installed successfully before upgrading. (2) Though not
strictly necessary, it is good practice to enclose file names within quotes to support file names containing spaces.

On the Source Gateway: Perform a Full Migrate Out

Run the following command to create an export bundle containing the full Gateway. This bundle is named migrateOut.xml.

./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --all --defaultAction
 NewOrUpdate --encryptionPassphrase <encodedPassphrase>
 --dest migrateOut.xml --format singleFile --argFile
 source_gateway.properties

Some tips about the above command:

• For password, you can generate an encoded admin password using the Gateway Migration Utility with this command: ./
GatewayMigrationUtility.sh encodePassword

• For encryptionPassphrase, encode any plaintext password using the ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh encodePassword
command. Make a note of the encoded passphrase as you will need it later. Tip: This passphrase does not need to be the
same as the previously created passphrase.

On the Target Gateway: Restore Everything
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1. Run the replayScript.sh created earlier:

./replayScript.sh

This reproduces the Solution Kit(s) on the target Gateway, ensuring an exact match.
2. Run the following command to migrate in the full export bundle created earlier:

./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --results results.xml --
encryptionPassphrase <encodedPassphrase> --bundle migrateOut.xml --
argFile target_gateway.properties

This "migrateIn" command imports the full export bundle, minus the Solution Kits which were not included.
Some tips about the above command:

• For password, you can generate an encoded admin password using the Gateway Migration Utility with this command: ./
GatewayMigrationUtility.sh encodePassword

• For encryptionPassphrase, you must use the same encoded passphrase as created in step 1 under "On the Source
Gateway: Perform a Full Migrate Out" above.

 

 Migration Tips and Best Practices
Migration Tips and Best Practices

Topic Tips, Hints, and Best Practices

Deleting entities Warning:

WARNING: Use caution when using the command,
manageMappings --action=delete. The command
has no safeguards to prevent you from losing data, or
locking yourself out of the CA API Gateway.

Templating The template command changes the bundle. To avoid loss of
data, back up the bundle before templating.

Changing the names or GUIDs of entities Use the manageMappings command.

Policy design • Treat policies as code and give them similar attention
• Develop policies with a deliberate consideration for

migration
• Use cluster properties to reference environment-specific

dependencies
• Organize Gateway content in functional folders
• Avoid using special characters in folder, policy, and

service names
• Use policy fragments to reuse and isolate migration-

sensitive policy
• Define and enforce an entity-naming strategy
• Use secure passwords for policies

Migration bundles Migration bundles can contain sensitive data. Protect
migration bundles with restricted file permissions.
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Secure communication between API Gateways Mutual authentication is the best practice for secure
communications between source and target Gatewayss for
migrations.

Migration administrators Create separate Administrators for migrations.

Encoding passwords and passphrases Encoding passwords and passphrases are optional.
Although not recommended, --plaintextPassword and --
plaintextEncryptionPassphrase arguments are available.

--encryptionPassphrase argument Use an explicit encryption passphrase for stronger encryption.

 

--encryptUsingClusterPassphrase argument • Use the --encryptUsingClusterPassphrase argument
only if you know that the source and target Gateways
have the same cluster passphrase.

• Do not share the cluster passphrase and keep the actual
passphrase secure.

Common argument files Although optional, creating property files for common GMU
arguments are more efficient and makes the command line
easier to read. See Get Started and Run GMU.

Override mapping file You can create a mappings file (manageMappings
command) to override the bundle mappings for migrateIn
(--map <filename>). Although optional, it is useful for
preserving the original bundle.

Solution Kits To include Solution Kits as part of a backup routine (and
restoring on a fresh Gateway), add the --includeSolutionKit"
parameter to the migrateOut command. However if migrating
from one environment to another, do not use this parameter.
Instead, create a replay script. See Migrate Solution Kits for
details.

 CMT Differences and Command Mappings
This topic highlights the major benefits provided by GMU (Gateway Migration Utility) over the older
CMT (Command Line Migration Tool). It also provides a mapping of the GMU equivalent commands for
each CMT command.

This topic highlights the major benefits provided by GMU (Gateway Migration Utility) over the older CMT (Command Line
Migration Tool). It also provides a mapping of the GMU equivalent commands for each CMT command.

Note:

The CMT is the predecessor to GMU and is no longer supported officially by CA Technologies. This topic is intended to help
those familiar with CMT transition to GMU.

GMU Highlights

GMU is nearly equivalent to the Command Line Migration Tool (CMT) 2.4, and provides these additional features:

• Better performance, especially during import, export, and dependency analysis
• Gracefully handles failed imports (all or nothing) so the CA API Gateway is not left in an unstable state
• Supports encoded password and mutual authentication
• Flexible mapping options that reduce the risk of overwriting environment-specific values: New, Update, Existing,

ForceNew, Delete, Ignore, NewOrExisting, NewOrUpdate, DeleteOrIgnore
• Entity values are grouped in the template.properties file making it easier to edit
• Ability to export encrypted secure passwords and private keys

CMT to GMU Command Mapping

Operations CMT Command GMU and Equivalent
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Entities

 listEntitiesLists entities with search
filters

list

 exportEntityExports a single entity restman GET <resource>

 importEntityCreates or updates a
specific entity

restman  PUT <resource>/<id>
or
restman  POST <resource>

 deleteEntityDeletes a single entity restman  DELETE <resource>/<id>

Templatization

 templatizeTemplatizes exported
contents

template

 detemplatizePuts templated values back
into exported contents

migrateIn with --template argument

or

detemplate

Migration

 migrateOutExports the objects and
their dependencies (= exportObjects +
exportDependencies)

migrateOut (full or partial Gateway
configurations)

 migrateInImports the content of
migrateOut

migrateIn (full or partial Gateway
configurations)

Delete

 DeleteObjectsDeletes folder/policy/
service and or their dependencies.

The equivalent in GMU uses the
following commands.

migrateOut (specified entities)

manageMappings --action=delete
(change all entities to delete)

migrateIn 

Objects

 listObjectsLists all objects under a
folder

browse or list https://wiki.l7tech.com/
mediawiki/index.php/
Migration_Utility_Func_Spec#Browse_Command

 exportObjectsExports only service/
policy/folder contents

migrateOut (with specified entities)

 importObjectsImports a directory of
objects to a folder

migrateIn

Dependencies

 listDependenciesList dependencies for
service/policy/folders

restman GET <resource>/
dependencies

 importDependenciesImports exported
referenced dependencies

migrateIn

 exportDependenciesExports referenced
dependencies

migrateOut

 createMapCreates mappings for a
bundle

Output from migrateOut

 testMapValidates an existing
dependency mapping file and identifies
missing dependency mappings

migrateIn with --test argument

https://wiki.l7tech.com/mediawiki/index.php/Migration_Utility_Func_Spec#Browse_Command
https://wiki.l7tech.com/mediawiki/index.php/Migration_Utility_Func_Spec#Browse_Command
https://wiki.l7tech.com/mediawiki/index.php/Migration_Utility_Func_Spec#Browse_Command
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Miscellaneous

 enableServiceEnables or disables a
service

restman PUT services/{id}

restman PUT policies/{id}
MigrateIn with the --deactivate
argument (do not activate updated
services or polices). 

 Reset
Deletes all entities that are not on the
whitelist

manageMappings --action Delete.

 InfoLists build info, compatible CA API
Gateway versions, available entity types

No equivalent.

 searchSearches a CA API Gateway for
a text string

No equivalent.

 Troubleshoot Migrations
This topic describes the errors you may encounter when running the Gateway Migration Utility (GMU)
and how to resolve them.

This topic describes the errors you may encounter when running the Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) and how to resolve
them.

     

Note:

If you are currently using the Container Gateway form factor and are looking to deploy in ephemeral mode, the migration
process will be simplified. Learn the benefits of treating your policy as code in a CI/CD pipeline with the Gateway Developer
Plugin.

Execution Failed Errors

The following Execution Faild errors take the format:

 Error: Execution failed. Reason: <reason> 

     

GMU Fails to Connect to the Gateway

GMU fails to connect to the Gateway with the following error message:

•  Error: Execution failed. Reason: javax.net.ssl.SSLException:
java.lang.ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException: 64 

•  Error: Execution failed. Reason: javax.net.ssl.SSLException:
java.lang.RuntimeException: Could not generate DH keypair 

 Resolution: Upgrade to Java 1.8.
Java 1.7 does not support Diffie–Hellman primes over 1024 bits. You have HTTPS listen ports that are configured with TSL
1.1 and a cipher suite that uses a Diffie–Hellman (DH) key exchange. 

Server Certificate Check Fails

 Error: Execution failed. Reason: javax.net.ssl.SSLHandshakeException:
sun.security.validator.ValidatorException: PKIX path building failed:
sun.security.provider.certpath.SunCertPathBuilderException: unable to find valid
certification path to requested target 

 Solution: Add the server certificate to the JDK trust store or use --trustCertificate flag (not recommended).

Hostname Verification Fails

 Error: Execution failed. Reason: javax.net.ssl.SSLHandshakeException:
java.security.cert.CertificateException: No name matching <host> found 
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 Solution: Verify that the hostname is listed as a subject alternative name on the server certificate. Or use the --trustHostname
flag (not recommended).

Private Keys are Not Exported 

 Error: Execution failed. Reason: Internal Server Error. Detail: Could not retrieve
private key for export 

Occurs on a Gateway that is configured with HSM. 

 Solution: Migrating HSM keys is not supported. To work around this issue, explicitly bypass exporting private keys and use
the manageMappings command. Follow these steps using the examples that follow:

1. On the source Gateway, run migrateOut with --excludeEncryptedSecrets argument.
As a result, private keys and stored passwords are not exported.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut --all --excludeEncryptedSecrets --argFile source-
gateway.properties --all --encryptionPassphrase @file:encrypt.txt --dest bundles/source-gateway.xml

2. On the target Gateway, create private keys and stored passwords.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --bundle bundles/source-gateway.xml --outputFile
 bundles/mapping.xml --type SECURE_PASSWORD --srcName <Source Stored Password Name> --
targetName <Target Stored Password Name>

3. On the computer running GMU, create a mapping file that maps source Gateway references of private keys and stored
passwords, to the target Gateway private keys and stored passwords (created in the previous step).

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --bundle bundles/source-
gateway.xml --outputFile bundles/mapping.xml --type SSG_KEY_ENTRY
 --srcId 00000000000000000000000000000004:<source key alias> --targetId
 00000000000000000000000000000004:<target key alias>                                                                      
                                                                                       

00000000000000000000000000000004 corresponds to hardware keystore Id
00000000000000000000000000000002 corresponds to software keystore Id

4. On the target Gateway, run migrateIn with --map <mapping.xml> argument.

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn --argFile target-gateway.properties --encryptionPassphrase
 @file:encrypt.txt --bundle bundles/source-gatewayl.xml --map bundles/mapping.xml --results
 bundles/results.xml?

GMU Cannot read from file

 Error: Execution failed. Reason: Error reading from file: <name>.xml 

 Solution: GMU cannot find the bundle file. Verify that you are passing the correct bundle file.

Other Errors

     

Error: Folder not found or Malformed path string

 Solution: You may have used improper escaping (GMU and or OS) in folders or paths and migration cannot find the target
folder/path. For help, see Get Started and Run GMU.
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Error: Test migrate in failed: Bad Request the specified maximum data size limit would be exceeded

 Solution: The migration bundle is too large to import on the target API Gateway.

• Republish the REST Management Service to use the new cluster property, restman.request.message.maxSize for large
migrations, and reimport the bundle. For help, see Configure GMU and Gateways for Migrations.
Or if you have already republished... 

• Increase the byte size (default=50 MB) of the cluster property restman.request.message.maxSize: Tasks, Manage
Cluster-Wide Properties, Add.

Error: Incorrect mapping instructions: Given a user or group mapping without the associated user or
group item reference

 Solution: Virtual FIPs groups cannot be migrated. You probably have a policy or service that references a virtual FIPs group
using the assertion, Authenticate User or Group.  Add users to another group on the target API Gateway.

Error: Property Key=Error message "(name)" must be unique

When I migrateIn, the <results>.xml file gives me this mapping error. 

 Solution: The entity name that you are trying to migrate is not unique. Use the manageMappings command to map to a
different name, or map to an entity with the same name.

Error: Property Key=Error message, Incorrect mapping instructions: Could not delete entity. Mappings
are likely out of order

I am using the delete command to delete entities from the Gateway. I get the following error in results.xml. What is going on? 

 Solution: Entities are processed from the top to bottom in the mapping file. To delete entities, reverse the order of the
mappings and try again. For example, delete from 'z' to 'a' (rather than a-z).

Error: UnknownAssertion, Code not available for assertion: CustomAssertion

 Solution: Custom and modular assertions cannot be migrated. Manually add the files as follows and rerun migration:

•  Modular assertions (.aar files): /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/assertions
•  Custom assertions (.jar files): /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/lib

Error: 401 Permission Denied

I try to run GMU and get this error.

 Solution: You must have sufficient privileges to access resources on the Gateway.

Error: 403 Forbidden

The following warning can occur if Restman was modified to use different user authentication than the default internal user:

WARNING: Error executing command javax.ws.rs.WebApplicationException: 403 Forbidden

Error: 404 Service Not Found

After migrating services to the target Gateway, an existing service fails with a 404 error.

 Solution: One of the services from the source Gateway has a conflicting URI with an existing service on the target Gateway.
Use either of the following options:

 1) Change the resolution name to be unique after migration:

1. Find the service that is failing.
2. Right-click and select Service Properties.
3. Select the HTTP/FTP tab.
4. In the field, Custom Resolution Path change the service path.

 2) Use migrateIn with the --deactivate argument to ensure imported service/policies are not active. 

Problems Not Associated with an Error Message

     

Problem: Detemplate command did not detemplatize all of my template properties

 Solution: Detemplate only detemplatizes properties in the template file. Ensure that you are specifying the correct template
file, and that all template properties are in the template file. 
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Problem: I ran the list command and I get an empty list or partial list of entities

 Solution: You must have full read privileges on the entity type to get a complete list for that entity. 

Problem: Entities are not correctly updating on the target 

 Solution: The most common problems are:

• Some entities cannot be migrated. See Manage Migration Limitations for guidance.
• You may be using the default mapping action, NewOrExisting. Entities on the target Gateway are updated

only when you explicitly change the default mappings to NewOrUpdate, or you update the mappings using
the manageMappings command.

Problem: Only 50 LDAP users are displayed in a list command

 Solution: The list command returns only the first 50 matched users. 

Problem: A list command shows blank user logins for FIPs users

When I run the list command, some FIPs (Federated Identity Provider) users show empty logins. 

 Solution: Empty login values for FIPs users mean that the users were not configured with logins. Only IDs are displayed
when users are not configured with logins.

Problem: Entity names and GUIDs are not changed using template/detemplate

I want to change an entity name or GUID, and templatizing does not change them as expected.

 Solution: Templating cannot be used to change the names or GUIDs of these entities. This restriction is enforced because
references to the entity could break on the bundle import. Use the manageMappings commands to change the names or
GUIDs of these entities.
Example: Change a JDBC Connection name from "DEV-JDBC"  (source) to "QA-JDBC" (target) 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --bundle bundle.xml --type JDBC_CONNECTION --
srcName DEV-JDBC -N QA-JDBC

 Example: Ch ange an encapsulated assertion GUID to 'c079fc4f-3e04-4231-b2e9-9834ef7bceb1' 

$ ./GatewayMigrationUtility.sh manageMappings --bundle rename.xml --type
 ENCAPSULATED_ASSERTION --srcName MyEncass --targetGuid c079fc4f-3e04-4231-
b2e9-9834ef7bceb1

Problem: After migration, I cannot log in to Policy Manager with my Admin default login

When I migrate a full bundle, the default Admin *(#00000000000000000000000000000003)* login is changed on the target.

 Solution: When you migrate a full bundle from source to target, the default Administrator is mapped by
ID*(#00000000000000000000000000000003). If Administrators share the same login on source and target, there is no
discrepancy after migration. If Administrators have different logins (for example, admin/password on source, but pmadmin/
password123 on target) the source default Administrator is mapped to the target (pmadmin/password123), and you must use
the target username to log in to the Policy Manager (pmadmin/password123).

Use the manageMappings command to map the Administrator login.

Problem: Unable to connect to the Gateway when setting up GMU
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I am getting this error message, even after trying the recommended solutions of establishing server trust and using the "–
trustCertificate" option:

Execution failed. Reason: Unable to establish trust with the Gateway. To resolve, either: ? Establish
 server trust and try again (more info: search "establish server trust" in the Gateway documentation), OR ?
 Re-run command with the "--trustCertificate" parameter to bypass trust requirement.

 Solution: If the suggested solutions do not work, you can try changing the TLS version to "1.1" for the listen port associated
with the GMU. To do this: Manage Listen Ports > open properties for the GMU port >  SSL/TLS Settings tab > select TLS
1.1.

Problem: Entity IDs on the source Gateway do not match the entity IDs on the target Gateway

When I use the migrateOut command to migrate a specific item in a folder, I receive errors related to mismatched IDs when
using the migrateIn?command.

 Solution: See the example workflows #1 and #2 in manageMappings command on how to map by path or URI to overcome
mismatched entity GOIDs.

Note:

•  Troubleshoot 

 Version Control Example
This topic describes how to use the Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) with a version control tool when
developing policies and services for the gateway. The workflow described here can be used with most
version control systems. For the examples, Subversion is used.

This topic describes how to use the Gateway Migration Utility (GMU) with a version control tool when developing policies
and services for the CA API Gateway. The workflow described here can be used with most version control systems. For the
examples, Subversion is used.

You should have good working knowledge of the CA API Gateway and the Gateway Migration Utility.

Workspace Assumptions

When using the GMU, it is common practice to have your connection arguments in a properties file. This topic assumes that
you have an argument properties file containing the properties needed to connect to a Gateway. For example:

host=myGatewayHost
username=myGatewayAdmin
password=7Bywx28jIME.jPobbMOtyGdEcqU3MLp9sA
port=8443encryptionPassphrase=WxCXwYpPWf0.CXCLNHYTxJBvUfwtSJkAjw

This topic also assumes that GMU is running on a Unix machine, the following locations:

• GMU scripts are located at ~/gmu
• svn repository is located at ~/otk_mag

Set Up and Initial Commit

Before continuing, perform an initial check into your version control system. This applies whether you are starting from an
existing set of policies and services or from a new Gateway.

Migrate out your Gateway into a versioned folder with this command:
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gmu/GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut -z gateway.properties -
folderName / -d otk_temp -f directory --defaultAction NewOrUpdate
 && (cd otk_temp && tar c .) | (cd otk_mag  && tar xf -) && rm -rf
 otk_temp

This command migrates out to otk_temp and then copies the result into otk_mag. Tip: This migration/copy is necessary
because if you migrate directly into otk_mag, the GMU first deletes everything from otk_mag before migrating. This will
remove files required by the version control system.

Understanding the migration command

gmu/GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut -z gateway.properties -folderName / -d
otk_temp -f directory --defaultAction NewOrUpdate

•    This migrates out the root folder ‘/’ into a directory named otk_temp

(cd otk_temp && tar c .) | (cd otk_mag  && tar xf -)

•    This copies all files from otk_temp to otk_mag, replacing any existing files. (There are many other ways to copy files, this
is just one example.)

rm -rf otk_temp

•    This removes the otk_temp directory

In the otk_mag directory, there are two folders:

dependencies
rootFolder

There are also two XML files:

dependencies.xml
mappings.xml

Check this bundle into your version control system.

Note:

If you migrate out a full gateway ("--all" parameter is used), there will be many differences with auto generated role IDs. To
deal with these, remove the auto generated roles from the export. Entities with secrets also always have a new bundle key when
re-exported.

Check Out from Version Control System and Set Up a New Gateway

This assumes starting with a brand new CA API Gateway that is licensed and has the Gateway REST Management Service
published. For more information, see Publish Internal Service.

Check out the bundle from your version control system. Then, import it into your Gateway with this command:

gmu/GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn -z gmu/local.properties -b
 otk_mag -r result.xml

This migrates in the bundle located in the folder otk_mag and saves the results to result.xml.

Dealing with Environmental Properties

To handle environmental properties that are different across environments, you can templatize the bundle. Properties that may
require templatization include: JDBC connection settings, HTTP connection settings, passwords, etc.

1. Templatize your bundle with this command:
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gmu/GatewayMigrationUtility.sh template -b otk_mag -t otk_mag/
template.properties

This tempatizes the bundle located in otk_mag and saves the template properties in template.properties.
2. Templatizing everything in the bundles includes a large number of properties. To improve usability, reduce the number of

templatized properties.

1.1 Open the template.properties file in a text editor.
2.1 Extract only the properties that you want to templatize and place them in a new file. (Remove them from

template.properties.)

For example, if templatizing a single JDBC connection and its secure password, your extracted template properties might
look like this:

#jdbc_connection
 OTK_MAGtemplate.jdbc_connection.OTK_MAG.Extension.ConnectionProperties.user.StringValue=OTK_MAGtemplate.jdbc_connection.OTK_MAG.Extension.JdbcUrl=jdbc:mysql://
devhost1:3306/
otktemplate.jdbc_connection.OTK_MAG.Extension.ConnectionProperties.password.StringValue=myDevPass

3. With the environmental properties extracted to a separate template file, detemplatize with this command:

gmu/GatewayMigrationUtility.sh detemplate -b otk_mag -t otk_mag/
template.properties

This detemplatizes the bundle located at otk_mag with the template properties in the otk_mag/template.properties file.

All properties should now be detemplatized, except the user and host name on the JDBC connection and the bundle key and
password value in the secure password.

4. To migrate in the bundle from above:

gmu/GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn -z gmu/local.properties -b
 otk_mag -r result.xml --template otk_mag/environment.properties

This migrates in the bundle located in the otk_mag directory and applies the template properties in otk_mag/
environment.properties.

5. To test the policies and services, check them out from source control, then import them into the Gateway using the custom
environment.properties file:

gmu/GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateIn -z gmu/local.properties -b
 otk_mag -r result.xml --template otk_mag/qa_environment.properties

Detemplatizing a Bundle
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You can partially detemplatize a bundle with the following script:

#!/bin/bash
 
if [[ -z "$1" || -z "$2" ]] ; then
    echo "Need to specify a bundle and template.properties:
 $( basename $0 ) <bundle> <template.properties>"
    exit 1
elif [ ! -e "$1" ]; then
    echo "Bundle does not exist: $1"
    exit 1   
elif [ ! -r "$1" ]; then
    echo "Cannot read bundle $1"
    exit 1
elif [ ! -e "$2" ]; then
    echo "Template properties file does not exist: $2"
    exit 1   
elif [ ! -r "$2" ]; then
    echo "Cannot read file template properties file $2"
    exit 1
fi
 
scriptDir=$(dirname $0)
workingDir="templateWork"
mkdir -p ${workingDir}
bundle="$1"
templateProperties="$2"
fullTemplateFile=`mktemp -p ${workingDir} -t
 fullTemplate.XXXXXXXXXX.properties`
propertiesListFile=`mktemp -p ${workingDir} -t
 propertiesList.XXXXXXXXXX.properties`
reducedTemplateFile=`mktemp -p ${workingDir} -t
 reducedTemplate.XXXXXXXXXX.properties`
 
#templatize the bundle
${scriptDir}/GatewayMigrationUtility.sh template -b ${bundle} -t
 ${fullTemplateFile}
 
#find the list of template properties to leave from the given template
 properties file
awk '/^[:blank:]*[^#].*=.*$/ {print substr($0, 0, index($0, "=")-1)}'
 ${templateProperties} > ${propertiesListFile}
 
# remove all the template properties from the full template properties
 file
grep -v -F -f ${propertiesListFile} ${fullTemplateFile} >
 ${reducedTemplateFile}
 
#partially detemplatize the bundle
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${scriptDir}/GatewayMigrationUtility.sh detemplate -b ${bundle} -t
 ${reducedTemplateFile}

Assuming a script name templatizeParial.sh, you run it as follows:

gmu/templatizePartial.sh bundle default.properties

This detemplatizes only the properties listed in default.properties in the bundle.

This script can be used in combination with the migrateOut command when migrating out into your svn directory:

gmu/GatewayMigrationUtility.sh migrateOut -z gateway.properties -
folderName / -d otk_temp -f directory --defaultAction NewOrUpdate &&
 gmu/templatizePartial.sh otk_temp otk_mag/default.properties && (cd
 otk_temp && tar c .) | (cd otk_mag  && tar xf -) && rm -rf otk_temp

8 Administer the Gateway

In general, the gateway requires minimal direct maintenance. The few required maintenance tasks, such
as database audit purging, are initiated from the Policy Manager. Other normal maintenance tasks, such as
log rollover, are handled automatically by the Gateway when required.

In general, the CA API Gateway requires minimal direct maintenance. The few required maintenance tasks, such as database
audit purging, are initiated from the Policy Manager. Other normal maintenance tasks, such as log rollover, are handled
automatically by the Gateway when required.

Even when grouped, the Gateway cluster is self-managing and healing. If a cluster node fails, for example, then the Load
Balancer device simply moves traffic to the other cluster nodes, minimizing service interruptions.

Tip:

In the administration tasks, the shorthand “<ssg_home>” is used to indicate the directory where the CA API Gateway is
installed. By default this is /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway.

 Back Up Gateways
There are two ways to back up your data in the :

There are two ways to back up your data in the API Gateway:

•  Back up using a browser: This is a quick, one-step process that backs up to a .ZIP file: the API Gateway database, all
configuration files, custom and modular assertions, and optionally audits. You can optionally create a script that triggers the
backup.

•  Back up using the command line: This offers greater flexibility in specifying what to back up.

Note:

The backup process described in this topic is not used for the Container Gateway.

Container Gateways are meant to be ephemeral and short-lived, removing the need for standard backup and restore procedures.
For more information, see the "Backup/Restore" entry under "Operational Differences" in Differences Between the Container
Gateway and Appliance Gateway. 

Backups are specific to a node. To back up all nodes in a cluster, run the backup on each individual node (if using the
command line) or click the button for each node (if using a browser).
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The API Gateway must be correctly configured before it can be backed up.

Note:   (1) The Backup feature of the API Gateway is intended to capture information from a typical deployment.
Third-party applications, unsupported use of utilities, and some OS-level customization will not be captured by default.
These customizations include but are not limited to: custom Ethernet rules and routes, and use of the extended OS-level
authentication features. (2) A backup can only be restored to the same version of the API Gateway (for example, a database
backup from v9.0 cannot be restored onto a v9.3 Gateway).

Contents:

  

Back Up Using a Browser

There are two ways to use the browser-based Backup Service:

•  Method 1: Run a backup on demand using a web browser. With this method, you can back up a API Gateway node at any
time.

•  Method 2: Perform a backup using a script. With this method, the backup is performed every time the script is run.

All backup attempts using the browser are recorded in the audit log.

Note:  The backup is stored in an unencrypted zip file and contains sensitive information such as passwords and passphrases. It
is highly recommended that you store the backup in a secure location.

 Prerequisites: 

• The person performing the backup has the role "Administrator" (must be able to Read and Write all entity types).
• The API Gateway is running.
• The appropriate listen port has "Browser-based administration" enabled (see "Configuring the [Basic Settings] Tab"

in Listen Port Properties). 

Backup Log Files

When backing up using a browser, the backup log files are stored in the same location as the GAPI Gateway log files. For
more information, see Logging Levels.

Method 1: Back Up on Demand

 To perform an on-demand backup using a web browser:

1. Start the browser and navigate to:

https://<Gateway_host_name>:<port>/ssg/backup

where the default "<port>" is 8443.

Note:  If a user has a client certificate registered on the API Gateway, then the user is required to use the client certificate
when performing a backup.

2. Enter the user name and password when prompted. Be aware that names and passwords containing non-English characters
may not authenticate successfully for performing a backup, even though they can be used to log in to the Policy Manager. 

Note:

The API Gateway uses the charset ISO-8859 when decoding basic authentication. Characters from other character sets will
be accepted only when encoded according to the rules of RFC-2047.

3. The Gateway Backup Service page is displayed.
4. Select the [Include Audits] check box to include audit records in the backup.

Note:  Including audits will increase the time to complete the backup and may greatly increase the size of the backup .ZIP
file.

5. Click the button corresponding to the API Gateway node to back up. If you are not running a cluster of API Gateways, only
one button is displayed.

Note:

The database is only included in the backup of the node hosting the database. For example, if there are three nodes in the
cluster and all three are backed up, then only one backup image will contain a database (and audits) in the backup. 

6. Select "Save to Disk" and then specify a name and location for the backup file when prompted.
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Method 2: Back up Using a Script

The backup process can be invoked from a script. You will need to obtain the URI of the API Gateway node to back up, then
write a script to perform an HTTP GET at the URI.

To include audits, use this URI in the script:

https://<Gateway_host>:<port>/ssg/backup?node=<node_name>&audits=true

To exclude audits, use this URI in the script:

https://<Gateway_host>:<port>/ssg/backup?node=<node_name>&audits=false

Note:  The script will need the user name and password to access the Backup Service. To maintain security, you should write
the script in such a way as to not expose the password to other users.

Best Practices When Using a Script

The backup service was designed to be available remotely via HTTP with a standard tool such as wget, or via a scriptable
command line tool. This means the backup can be automated by using a cron job or with any other scheduling tool.

When using a script, care must be taken to ensure information security. Tools like wget can have credentials passed on the
command line. These credentials may be exposed in UNIX systems if someone uses the "ps" command to view the process
status. To prevent passwords from being revealed, store them in ".wgetrc" or ".netrc" and protect those files with the "chmod"
command.

For example, the following cron job entry securely backs up the API Gateway on a daily basis (the entry should be all on one
line):

O2 4 * * * /usr/bin/wget --tries=10 --output-document=Gateway1.zip 
--output-file=backup.log https://<host>:<port>/ssg/backup?node=Gateway1

In this script, the username and password are saved in ~/.wgetrc in the format:

http_user=admin
http_password=password

Back Up Using the Command Line

The command line utilities offer more configurability for backing up settings and data from a API Gateway node compared to
backing up using a browser.

There are two ways to perform a backup using the command line:

•  Standard backup: most inclusive; used most often
•  Custom backup: lets you select which components to back up

Performing a Standard Backup

A standard backup will back up every applicable component except for audits (which may be included using the "-ia" switch).
The following components may not be applicable for a standard backup:

•  (software API Gateway only) The operating system files
• The database files is included only if the database is local to the node
• Custom assertions are backed up if installed
• The Enterprise Service Manager can be included if the "-esm" switch is used
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Examples of a standard backup:

• A standard backup: ssgbackup.sh -image name.zip 
• A standard backup including audit records:

ssgbackup.sh -image name.zip -ia 

Performing a Custom Backup

A custom backup includes only specific components. A custom backup is created when any of these switches are used:

 -os: back up OS configuration files (appliance API Gateways only)
-config: back up API Gateway configuration files
-maindb: back up the API Gateway database, excluding audit data
-audits: back up the database audits
-ext: back up the contents of the Gateway/runtime/lib/ext directory (Note: The backup will exclude files in the "ext" directory
if both the following conditions apply: (1) the file begins with the characters "jms" and (2) the file is owned by an rpm which
starts with the letters "ssg".)
-ca: back up custom assertions
-ma: back up modular assertions

You can combine any of these switches to create a custom backup containing exactly what you want.

Examples of a custom backup:

• Custom backup of only the database components:
ssgbackup.sh -image name.zip -maindb -audits 

• For custom backups, the "-ia" switch is not used, so this command will not include audits:
ssgbackup.sh -image name.zip -os -config -maindb -ia
The correct version to include audits:
ssgbackup.sh -image name.zip -os -config -maindb -audits

Note:  The API Gateway license file is not backed up, however if the Enterprise Service Manager is included in the image, its
license file is backed up.

Backup Log Files

Backup log files can be found in the following location:

 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/logs 

To back up the API Gateway from the command line:

1. Log in to the API Gateway:

• Appliance API Gateway: Log in as ssgconfig and then open a privileged command shell from the API
Gateway configuration menu.

• Software API Gateway: Log in either as the root or layer7 user.
2. Run the following command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/ssgbackup.sh [options]

Separate each option with a space. You must specify the "-image" switch.

 Option  Description 
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 -image  <file_name.zip > Save the backup to the specified image file. Be sure to add
the zip extension as the backup image is a zip file. If saving
to an FTP server, this is the name of the image on the FTP
server and any path information is relative to the FTP server.

If the path is not specified, the image is saved to

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/images 

A timestamp is added as a prefix to the image name to ensure
uniqueness:

 yyyyMMddHHmmss_imagename.zip 

If backing up to an FTP server and no path is specified, then
the image will be transferred to the login directory of the "-
ftp_user".

Note:

Ensure that the layer7 user has write permission to the
directory in which the image file is being saved, otherwise the
backup will fail.

 -ia Include audit tables in the image. By default, audit tables are
not included during backups because of the space they may
consume.

Note:

If the backup process determines that there is insufficient disk
space to include audit records, the backup will halt and an
error will be logged. Be sure to consult the log file at:

 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/logs/ssgbackup.log 

 -it  <output_template_file_path> Create a template mapping file. You then edit the template
to populate it with the appropriate values to create the final
mapping file.

Note:

You should use the "-it" option only if you also intend to use
the backup image for migration purposes. 

 -v Display verbose backup progress information on the screen.
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 -halt Fail the entire backup when the first failure is encountered.
This prevents an incomplete backup from being created.

If this option is not specified, the backup script will attempt
to back up each component separately. Components that
failed to back up will be noted in the log and on the console.
For a custom backup, "-halt" also means to fail if a requested
component is not applicable.

In this example, if an applicable component fails to backup,
the backup image will contain everything else which
successfully backed up:

 ssgbackup.sh - image name.zip 

In this example, if any applicable component fails to backup,
the entire backup will fail:

 ssgbackup.sh -image name.zip -halt 

In this example, the backup image will contain all
components which completed successfully. If the database is
not local, it will not be included:

 ssgbackup.sh -image name.zip -maindb -os -config 

In this example, the entire backup will fail if the database
is not local. Reason: A component was explicitly requested
which was not applicable and the "-halt" switch was used.

 ssgbackup.sh -image name.zip -maindb -os -config -halt 

Failed components are displayed on the screen.

 -ftp_host  <FTP_host_machine>:[port] Create the backup image on the specified FTP host; can
optionally specify a port number.

Note:

Secure FTP (FTPS) is not supported. Protocol must be FTP.

 -ftp_user  <user_name> Username to log onto FTP host.

 -ftp_pass  <password> Password for username on FTP host.

 Using any of the following options will create a custom backup that includes only the specified components: 

 -audits Include the database audit files in a custom backup. The "-
maindb" option (include database) must always accompany
"-audits".

Note:

The "-audits" option differs from the "-ia" switch, which
includes the audit records but does not cause a custom
backup. If both switches are present, the "-audits" option
takes precedence and a custom backup will be created.

 -ca Include the custom assertion jar and properties files in a
custom backup.

 -config Include the API Gateway configuration files in a custom
backup.

 -ext Include the directory Gateway/runtime/lib/ext in a custom
backup.

 -ma Include the modular assertion jar files in a custom backup.

 -maindb Include the API Gateway database in a custom backup,
excluding audit data. This switch is valid only if the database
is local to the node being backed up.
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 -os  (appliance API Gateway only) Include the operating
system configuration files in a custom backup.

 The following option can be used for a standard or custom backup: 

 -esm Include the Enterprise Service Manager (ESM) in the backup,
if present. The ESM must be installed on the same node and
not currently running.

When the backup is complete, the console displays whether the backup was a success, partial success, or failure.

 Gateway as SNMP Agent
This topic applies only to Appliance Gateways.

This topic applies only to Appliance Gateways.

The CA API Gateway can act as a SNMP Agent, allowing SNMP queries of basic statistical information in an SNMP-enabled
network. Configure the SNMP tool with an MIB (Management Information Base) file containing the following values to
enable SNMP querying (see SNMP Monitoring). For MIB file usage instructions, refer to the documentation accompanying
your SNMP tool.

IANA Organization Number 17304 as referenced in:

www.iana.org/assignments/enterprise-numbers

SNMP Query Entry Point 1.3.6.1.4.1. based on:

internet OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { iso(1) org(3) dod(6) 1 }
private OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { internet 4 }
enterprises OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { private 1 }
l7 OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { enterprises 17304 }

(1.3.6.1.4.1.17304)

Gateway SNMP Root (Main Object) ssgmgt OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { l7 7 }

(1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7)

Published Services and Statistics Root 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1

field index is x: 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.x
service index is y: 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.x.y
service oid 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.1.y
service name 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.2.y
number of requests (counter) 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.3.y
authorized requests (counter) 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.4.y
completed requests (counter) 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.5.y

Alternate:

service id 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.1.x
service name 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.2.x
number of requests (counter) 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.3.x
authorized requests (counter) 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.4.x
completed requests (counter) 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.5.x

Audit Records Root 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.2

Outgoing Traps Root 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.3

 Configuring the Net-SNMP Agent
On the , snmpd is the executable SNMP agent. The configuration of snmpd is found in the /etc/snmp/
snmpd.conf file. The appliance ships with a default configuration defined by CA Technologies. This
default provides the following:
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On the API Gateway, snmpd is the executable SNMP agent. The configuration of snmpd is found in the /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf
file. The API Gateway appliance ships with a default configuration defined by CA Technologies. This default provides the
following:

• Allows access by the localhost system only
• Provides information from the basic system MIB (Management Information Base)
• Provides information from the extended UCD MIB for monitoring OS level parameters
• Provides a CA Technologies MIB for monitoring services.

Configuring a Net-SNMP Agent is intended for system administrators or other advanced technical users.

Contents:

Access Rules

It is very important that only authorized systems have access to the SNMP information. SNMP relies upon either
Authentication Model (version 3 only) or View-based Access Control Model (VACM) (version 1 and 2) to grant access to
information. The default configuration only listens on localhost, but there are template examples in the configuration file for
allowing other security contexts.

Authentication Model

When an SNMP Manager connects to the Agent, it presents a username and password for client authentication. The credentials
can also be used to encrypt the data being transferred. This encryption is required for users accessing the SNMP Agent. Follow
these steps:

1. Open a privileged shell on your Gateway.
2. Stop the snmpd daemon:

# service snmpd stop

3. Generate a read-only user account for querying the SNMP information. Run the appropriate command, depending on
whether you need to generate an encrypted or standard user account:

Encrypted Data User Command:

 
# net-snmp-config --create-snmpv3-user -ro -a MD5 -A <user password>
 -x DES -X <privacy password for data encryption> <username>

 

Standard User Command:

 
# net-snmp-config --create-snmpv3-user -ro -a MD5 -A <user password>
 <username>

4. If you are using only the Authentication Model, comment out the settings for View-based Access Control Model (VACM).
Follow these steps:

1.1 Open this file in a text editor: /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf 
2.1 Add the '#' character to comment out all the com2sec entries. 
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5. Restart the snmpd daemon:

# service snmpd start

View-base Access Control Model

1. When an SNMP Manager connects to the Agent, it presents a "community" name. For Gateway usage, the community is
"l7" (lowercase "L"). The com2sec directive maps a community and IP source to a security name. In this case, only the
localhost source is allowed. There are templates for a subnet and host security context.

sec.name        source          communitycom2sec  localsec      
  localhost       l7#com2sec subnetsec       192.168.1.0/24 
 l7#com2sec hostsec         192.168.1.100   l7

The first matched combination of community and source (tuple) is used to define the security name. If none is found, then
no security name is defined and access is denied.

2. Map the security names to groups with security models (v1, v2c or usm) using the group directive. You define a single
group: monitors

#       groupName      securityModel securityNamegroup  
 monitors        v1            localsecgroup   monitors      
  v2c           localsecgroup   monitors        usm          
 localsec#group  monitors        v1            subnetsec#group
  monitors        v2c           subnetsec#group  monitors      
  usm           subnetsec#group  monitors        v1          
  hostsec#group  monitors        v2c           hostsec#group 
 monitors        usm           hostsec

3. Define the views that groups have access to:

Tip:

You can refer to entities by their numeric OID or by a hierarchical name.

#       name            incl/excl       subtree        
 mask(optional)
# Present entire "system.*" tree from SNMPv2-MIB
 (.1.3.6.1.2.1.1)view    systemview      included       
 system
# Present host.hrSystem.hrSystemUptime from HOST-RESOURCES-MIB
 (.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.1.1)view    systemview      included       
 host.hrSystem.hrSystemUptime
# Present extended MIB from UCD-SNMP-MIB (.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021)view  
  systemview      included        enterprises.ucdavis#view  
 systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable#view  
 systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable#view 
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  systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.laTable#view 
  systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.logMatch#view 
  systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.memory#view  
 systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.prTable#view  
 systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.snmperrs#view  
 systemview      excluded       
 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStatsview    systemview     
 excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.ucdExperimental#view  
 systemview      excluded       
 enterprises.ucdavis.version
# Present L7 MIBview    systemview              included      
  .1.3.6.1.4.1.17304

4. Grant read-only access to the views for the groups:

#       group           context sec.model sec.level prefix
 read         write notif
access  monitors        ""      any       noauth    exact 
 systemview   none  none

System Information

It is important to define the syscontact and syslocation for the agent:

syscontact Joe Administrator <jadministrator@mycompany.com>syslocation
 Test system in lab

Standard System MIB

The standard system MIB provides minimal information about the system. The default RHEL configuration file only displays
information from this MIB, such as the system contact, system location and up time.

UCD Extended MIB

Net-SNMP was originally developed as UCD-SNMP and changed its name in 2000. One of the early features built into the
UCD-SNMP system was to provide for monitoring access to system attributes that was configured directly in the Sample
snmpd.conf File. This information is accessed via the UCD Extended MIB (UCD-SNMP-MIB).

Configuring net-snmp agent to check that specific processes are running

The proc directive is used to check for running processes on the agent system:

###############################################################################
# Process checks.
#
# Checks to see if processes called NAME are running on the agent
# machine. An error flag (1) and a description message are then
# passed to the 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.100 and
# 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.101 MIB columns (respectively) if the
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# NAME’d program is not found in the process table as reported by
# "/bin/ps -e".
#
# If MAX and MIN are not specified, MAX is assumed to be infinity
# and MIN is assumed to be 1.
#
# If MAX is specified but MIN is not specified, MIN is assumed to
# be 0.
#
#  The following are examples of how to use the agent to check for
#  processes running on the host.  The syntax looks something like:
#
#  proc NAME [MAX=0] [MIN=0]
#
#  NAME:  the name of the process to check for.  It must match
#         exactly (ie, http will not find httpd processes).
#  MAX:   the maximum number allowed to be running.  Defaults to 0.
#  MIN:   the minimum number to be running.  Defaults to 0.
 
#  Make sure java is running
proc java
 
# make sure mysqld is running
proc mysqld
 
# make sure bogus is running (error condition test)
#proc bogus

The default CA SNMP configuration monitors to make sure that java, mysqld and sshd are all running.

Configuring net-snmp agent to check disk space

The disk directive is used to configure disk monitoring on the agent system:

###############################################################################
# disk checks
#
# Checks  the  named  disks  mounted  at  PATH for available disk
# space.  If the disk space is less than MINSPACE (kB) if  speci-
# fied  or  less than MINPERCENT (%) if a % sign is specified, or
# DEFDISKMINIMUMSPACE (kB) if not specified, the associated entry
# in  the  1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.9.1.100  MIB table will be set to (1)
# and a descriptive error message will be returned to queries  of
# 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.9.1.101.
 
# The agent can check the amount of available disk space, and make
# sure it is above a set limit.
 
# disk PATH [MIN=100000]
#
# PATH:  mount path to the disk in question.
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# MIN:   Disks with space below this value will have the Mib's
 errorFlag set.
#        Default value = 100000.
 
# Check the / partition and make sure it contains at least 10 gig
disk / 10485760

Configuring net-snmp agent to check load average

The load directive is used to configure load monitoring on the agent system:

###############################################################################
# load average checks
#
# Checks the load average of the machine  and  returns  an  error
# flag  (1),  and  an  text-string  error  message  to queries of
# 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.10.1.100     and     1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.10.1.101
# (respectively)  when the 1-minute, 5-minute, or 15-minute aver-
# ages exceed the associated maximum values.  If any of the MAX1,
# MAX5,  or MAX15 values are unspecified, they default to a value
# of DEFMAXLOADAVE.
 
# load [1MAX=12.0] [5MAX=12.0] [15MAX=12.0]
#
# 1MAX:   If the 1 minute load average is above this limit at query
#         time, the errorFlag will be set.
# 5MAX:   Similar, but for 5 min average.
# 15MAX:  Similar, but for 15 min average.
 
# Check for loads:
load 6 5 4

Configuring net-snmp agent to check file size

The file directive is used to configure specific file monitoring on the agent system:

###############################################################################
# file size checks
#
# Monitors file sizes and makes sure they  don’t  grow  beyond  a
# certain  size  (in kilobytes).  MAXSIZE defaults to infinite if
# not specified, and only monitors  the  size  without  reporting
# errors about it.  A maximum of 20 files can be monitored.
 
# file FILE [MAXSIZE]
#
# FILE:    Full path to file
# MAXSIZE: Maximum file size (in kilobytes)
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# ibdata starts at 1.0 GB. Set error if it exceeds 10.0 GB.
file /var/lib/mysql/ibdata 10485760
# Report on the default ssg log file
file /ssg/logs/default_-ssg_0_0.log
# Report on /var/log/messages
file /var/log/messages

Tip:

On the Gateway, the size of /var/lib/mysql/ibdata file is indicative of the size of the Gateway database. If ibdata increases
rapidly, then your Gateway database may be growing too large.

The API Gateway MIB

There are three ways to add a MIB to an agent:

1. The agent can invoke an external command or shell script to return the necessary information.
2. The agent can pass the request off to another (sub)agent, which already implements the required MIB.
3. You can write code to implement the new MIB objects, and include this within the agent by recompiling the agent.

You access the API Gateway MIB using the first method. The pass directive passes control to the /ssg/bin/passServiceUsage.sh
script, which in turn uses the wget utility to make calls to the Gateway listening on localhost. For more information, see "About
SNMP MIBs" in Monitor the Gateway Using SNMP. 

passServiceUsage.sh

As of version 4.0, the shell script to query the Gateway for the MIB is as follows:

#!/bin/
sh
# CA Technologies, Inc# This belongs in /ssg/
bin#
PATH=$PATH:/bin:/usr/
bin
PLACE=".1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1"
if [ "$1" = "-g" ]; then    VERB="get";elif [ "$1" = "-
n" ]; then    VERB="getnext";elif [ "$1" = "-s" ]; then   
 VERB="set";fi
wget -q -O- http://127.0.0.1:8080/ssg/management/$VERB/$2exit 0

Note:

• Sample snmpd.conf File
• SNMP Monitoring
• Monitor the Gateway Using SNMP
• Send SNMP Trap Assertion

 Testing the SNMP Agent
To test the configuration of SNMP, use the snmpwalk and snmpget utilities in the Net_SNMP suite.

To test the configuration of SNMP, use the snmpwalk and snmpget utilities in the Net_SNMP suite.

• snmpwalk retrieves a subtree of management values using SNMP GETNEXT requests. It is useful for querying large
sections of the SNMP tree.

• snmpget retrieves a specific entity using an SMTP GET request. It is useful for obtaining a specific value from the SNMP
tree.

Contents:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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MIB Overview

Use the MIB files below to query SNMP information on the Gateway. These queries are important for the overall health and
maintenance of your Gateway.

Contact CA Support to obtain these files.

File Used to obtain

IF-MIB.txt Network Interface MIB -- Layer 2 traffic

SNMPv2-MIB.txt Standard System information

UCD-SNMP-MIB.txt Disk Space, Other host resource issues

RFC1213-MIB.txt

HOST-RESOURCES-MIB.txt

Basic Information (for example, system up time, system
descriptor, contacts)

LAYER7-MIB.txt Statistics about the Gateway

Querying the System MIB

By default, the system group is the default MIB to walk when the agent is queried. The following illustrates how to use
snmpwalk to query the system MIB:

Version 1:

snmpwalk -v 1 -Ou localhost -c l7

Version 2:

snmpwalk -v 2c -Ou localhost -c l7

Version 3:

Encrypted Data Command: snmpwalk -v 3 -u <username>
 -l authPriv -a MD5 -A <user password>  -x DES -
X <privacy password for data encryption> <Gateway
 hostname>
Standard Data Command: snmpwalk -v 3 -u <username>
 -l authNoPriv -a MD5 -A <user password> <Gateway
 hostname>
Output:system.sysDescr.0 = STRING: Linux ssg4vm.l7tech.com
 2.6.9-55.0.2.EL #1 Tue Jun 12 17:47:10 EDT 2007
 i686system.sysObjectID.0 = OID:
 enterprises.netSnmp.netSnmpEnumerations.netSnmpAgentOIDs.10system.sysUpTime.sysUpTimeInstance
 = Timeticks: (279523) 0:46:35.23system.sysContact.0 = STRING:
 Joe Administrator <jadministrator@mycompany.com>system.sysName.0
 = STRING: ssg4vm.l7tech.comsystem.sysLocation.0 = STRING:
 Test system in labsystem.sysORLastChange.0 = Timeticks:
 (6) 0:00:00.06system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORID.1
 = OID: ifMIBsystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORID.2 =
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 OID: .iso.org.dod.internet.snmpV2.snmpModules.snmpMIBsystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORID.3
 = OID: tcpMIBsystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORID.4
 = OID: ipsystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORID.5 =
 OID: udpMIBsystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORID.6 =
 OID: .iso.org.dod.internet.snmpV2.snmpModules.snmpVacmMIB.vacmMIBConformance.vacmMIBGroups.vacmBasicGroupsystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORID.7
 =
 OID: .iso.org.dod.internet.snmpV2.snmpModules.snmpFrameworkMIB.snmpFrameworkMIBConformance.snmpFrameworkMIBCompliances.snmpFrameworkMIBCompliancesystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORID.8
 =
 OID: .iso.org.dod.internet.snmpV2.snmpModules.snmpMPDMIB.snmpMPDMIBConformance.snmpMPDMIBCompliances.snmpMPDCompliancesystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORID.9
 =
 OID: .iso.org.dod.internet.snmpV2.snmpModules.snmpUsmMIB.usmMIBConformance.usmMIBCompliances.usmMIBCompliancesystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORDescr.1
 = STRING: The MIB module to describe generic objects for network
 interface sub-layerssystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORDescr.2 =
 STRING: The MIB module for SNMPv2
 entitiessystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORDescr.3 = STRING: The MIB
 module for managing TCP
 implementationssystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORDescr.4
 = STRING: The MIB module for managing IP and ICMP
 implementationssystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORDescr.5 = STRING:
 The MIB module for managing UDP
 implementationssystem.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORDescr.6
 = STRING: View-based Access Control Model for
 SNMP.system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORDescr.7 = STRING: The SNMP
 Management Architecture MIB.system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORDescr.8
 = STRING: The MIB for Message Processing and
 Dispatching.system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORDescr.9 = STRING: The
 management information definitions for the SNMP user-based Security
 Model.system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORUpTime.1 = Timeticks: (4)
 0:00:00.04system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORUpTime.2 = Timeticks: (4)
 0:00:00.04system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORUpTime.3 = Timeticks: (4)
 0:00:00.04system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORUpTime.4 = Timeticks: (5)
 0:00:00.05system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORUpTime.5 = Timeticks: (5)
 0:00:00.05system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORUpTime.6 = Timeticks: (5)
 0:00:00.05system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORUpTime.7 = Timeticks: (5)
 0:00:00.05system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORUpTime.8 = Timeticks: (5)
 0:00:00.05system.sysORTable.sysOREntry.sysORUpTime.9 = Timeticks: (6)
 0:00:00.06 

Tip:

"-Ou" parameter influences the output. For other output options, refer to snmpcmd in the Linux man page.

Querying the UCD Extended MIB

The UCD extended MIB is available at the enterprises.ucdavis tree:

Version 1:

snmpwalk -v 1 -Ou localhost -c l7 enterprises.ucdavis
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Version 2:

snmpwalk -v 2c -Ou localhost -c l7 enterprises.ucdavis

Version 3:

Encrypted Data Command: 

snmpwalk -v 3 -u <username> -l authPriv -a MD5 -A <user password> -
x DES -X <privacy password for data encryption> <gateway hostname>
 enterprises.ucdavis
 

Standard Data Command:

snmpwalk -v 3 -u <username> -l authNoPriv -a MD5 -A <user
 password> <gateway hostname> enterprises.ucdavis

Output:

Click here to view output...

enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prIndex.1 = INTEGER:
1 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prIndex.2 = INTEGER:
2 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prIndex.3 = INTEGER:
3 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prIndex.4 = INTEGER:
4 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prNames.1 = STRING:
java enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prNames.2 = STRING:
mysqld enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prNames.3 = STRING:
sshd enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prNames.4 = STRING:
bogus enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prMin.1 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prMin.2 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prMin.3 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prMin.4 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prMax.1 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prMax.2 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prMax.3 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prMax.4 = INTEGER: 0
enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prCount.1 = INTEGER: 1
enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prCount.2 = INTEGER: 1
enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prCount.3 = INTEGER: 7
enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prCount.4 = INTEGER: 0
enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrorFlag.1 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrorFlag.2 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrorFlag.3 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrorFlag.4 = INTEGER:
1 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrMessage.1 = STRING:
enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrMessage.2 = STRING:
enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrMessage.3 = STRING:
enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrMessage.4 = STRING: No
bogus process running. enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrFix.1
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrFix.2
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrFix.3
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= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrFix.4 =
INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrFixCmd.1
= STRING: enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrFixCmd.2
= STRING: enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrFixCmd.3
= STRING: enterprises.ucdavis.prTable.prEntry.prErrFixCmd.4
= STRING: enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memIndex.0 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memErrorName.0 = STRING: swap
enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memTotalSwap.0 = INTEGER: 2096472
enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memAvailSwap.0 = INTEGER: 2096472
enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memTotalReal.0 = INTEGER: 51550
enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memAvailReal.0 = INTEGER: 39140
enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memTotalFree.0 = INTEGER: 2135612
enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memMinimumSwap.0 = INTEGER:
16000 enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memShared.0 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memBuffer.0 = INTEGER: 60924
enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memCached.0 = INTEGER: 188148
enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memSwapError.0 = INTEGER: 0
enterprises.ucdavis.memory.memSwapErrorMsg.0 = STRING:
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskIndex.1 = INTEGER:
1 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskPath.1 = STRING: /
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskDevice.1 = STRING: /dev/
sda2 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskMinimum.1 = INTEGER:
10485760 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskMinPercent.1 =
INTEGER: -1 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskTotal.1 = INTEGER:
6087808 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskAvail.1 = INTEGER:
3201260 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskUsed.1 = INTEGER:
2577300 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskPercent.1 = INTEGER:
45 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskPercentNode.1 = INTEGER:
6 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskErrorFlag.1 = INTEGER: 1
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskErrorMsg.1 = STRING: /: less than
10485760 free (= 3201260) enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laIndex.1
= INTEGER: 1 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laIndex.2
= INTEGER: 2 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laIndex.3 =
INTEGER: 3 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laNames.1 = STRING:
Load-1 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laNames.2 = STRING:
Load-5 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laNames.3 = STRING:
Load-15 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laLoad.1 = STRING:
1.52 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laLoad.2 = STRING:
1.17 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laLoad.3 = STRING: 0.77
enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laConfig.1 = STRING: 6.00
enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laConfig.2 = STRING: 5.00
enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laConfig.3 = STRING: 4.00
enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laLoadInt.1 = INTEGER: 152
enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laLoadInt.2 = INTEGER: 116
enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laLoadInt.3 = INTEGER: 77
enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laLoadFloat.1 = Opaque: Float:
1.520000 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laLoadFloat.2 = Opaque:
Float: 1.170000 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laLoadFloat.3 =
Opaque: Float: 0.770000 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laErrorFlag.1
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laErrorFlag.2
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laErrorFlag.3
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laErrMessage.1
= STRING: enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laErrMessage.2
= STRING: enterprises.ucdavis.laTable.laEntry.laErrMessage.3
= STRING: enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssIndex.0 = INTEGER:
1 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssErrorName.0 = STRING:
systemStats enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssSwapIn.0 =
INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssSwapOut.0 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssIOSent.0 = INTEGER: 1
enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssIOReceive.0 = INTEGER: 61
enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssSysInterrupts.0 = INTEGER:
30 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssSysContext.0 = INTEGER:
14 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssCpuUser.0 = INTEGER: 0
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enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssCpuSystem.0 = INTEGER: 19
enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssCpuIdle.0 = INTEGER: 79
enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssCpuRawUser.0 = Counter32: 209132
enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssCpuRawNice.0 = Counter32: 546
enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssCpuRawSystem.0 = Counter32: 4123083
enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssCpuRawIdle.0 = Counter32: 16977320
enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssCpuRawWait.0 = Counter32: 360647
enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssCpuRawKernel.0 = Counter32: 4079375
enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssCpuRawInterrupt.0 = Counter32:
43708 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssIORawSent.0 = Counter32:
402496 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssIORawReceived.0 = Counter32:
25826534 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssRawInterrupts.0 = Counter32:
221024812 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssRawContexts.0 = Counter32:
88810680 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssCpuRawSoftIRQ.0 = Counter32:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssRawSwapIn.0 = Counter32: 0
enterprises.ucdavis.systemStats.ssRawSwapOut.0 = Counter32: 0
enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileIndex.1 = INTEGER: 1
enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileIndex.2 = INTEGER: 2
enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileIndex.3 = INTEGER: 3
enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileName.1 = STRING: /var/lib/mysql/
ibdata enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileName.2 = STRING: /ssg/logs/
default_-ssg_0_0.log enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileName.3 =
STRING: /var/log/messages enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileSize.1
= INTEGER: 1048576 kB enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileSize.2
= INTEGER: 1561 kB enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileSize.3
= INTEGER: 229 kB enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileMax.1 =
INTEGER: 10485760 kB enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileMax.2
= INTEGER: -1 kB enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileMax.3 =
INTEGER: -1 kB enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileErrorFlag.1
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileErrorFlag.2
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileErrorFlag.3
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileErrorMsg.1
= STRING: enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileErrorMsg.2
= STRING: enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable.fileEntry.fileErrorMsg.3
= STRING: enterprises.ucdavis.logMatch.logMatchMaxEntries.0 =
INTEGER: 50 enterprises.ucdavis.version.versionIndex.0 = INTEGER:
1 enterprises.ucdavis.version.versionTag.0 = STRING: 5.1.2
enterprises.ucdavis.version.versionDate.0 = STRING: $Date: 2004/02/04 11:25:20
$ enterprises.ucdavis.version.versionCDate.0 = STRING: Mon Sep 17 13:40:51 2007
enterprises.ucdavis.version.versionIdent.0 = STRING: $Id: versioninfo.c,v 5.1.4.1
2004/02/04 11:25:20 slif Exp $ enterprises.ucdavis.version.versionConfigureOptions.0
= STRING: "'--build=i686-redhat-linux-gnu' '--host=i686-redhat-linux-gnu' '--
target=i386-redhat-linux-gnu' '--program-prefix=' '--prefix=/usr' '--exec-
prefix=/usr' '--bindir=/usr/bin' '--sbindir=/usr/sbin' '--datadir=/usr/share'
'--includedir=/usr/include/net-snmp' '--libdir=/usr/lib' '--libexecdir=/usr/
libexec' '--localstatedir=/var' '--sharedstatedir=/usr/com' '--mandir=/usr/
share/man' '--infodir=/usr/share/info' '--enable-static' '--enable-shared' '--
with-cflags=-O2 -g -pipe -m32 -march=i386 -mtune=pentium4 -lcrypto' '--with-
sys-location=Unknown' '--with-logfile=/var/log/snmpd.log' '--with-persistent-
directory=/var/net-snmp' '--with-mib-modules=host agentx smux ucd-snmp/lmSensors
disman/event-mib' '--with-libwrap=/usr/lib' '--sysconfdir=/etc' '--enable-
ipv6' '--enable-ucd-snmp-compatibility' '--enable-mfd-rewrites' '--with-pic'
'--with-sys-contact=root@localhost' 'CFLAGS=-O2 -g -pipe -m32 -march=i386 -
mtune=pentium4 -lcrypto' 'build_alias=i686-redhat-linux-gnu' 'host_alias=i686-redhat-
linux-gnu' 'target_alias=i386-r enterprises.ucdavis.version.versionClearCache.0
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.version.versionUpdateConfig.0
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.version.versionRestartAgent.0 =
INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.version.versionSavePersistentData.0
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.version.versionDoDebugging.0
= INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.snmperrs.snmperrIndex.0 =
INTEGER: 0 enterprises.ucdavis.snmperrs.snmperrNames.0 = STRING:
snmp enterprises.ucdavis.snmperrs.snmperrErrorFlag.0 = INTEGER:
0 enterprises.ucdavis.snmperrs.snmperrErrMessage.0 = STRING:
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enterprises.ucdavis.snmperrs.snmperrErrMessage.0 = No more variables left in this MIB
View (It is past the end of the MIB tree)

To walk a specific sub-tree, invoke it at the command line. For example, to query the disk table:

Version 1:

snmpwalk -v 1 -Ou localhost -c l7 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable

Version 2:

snmpwalk -v 2c -Ou localhost -c l7 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable

Version 3:

Encrypted Data Command: 

snmpwalk -v 3 -u <username> -l authPriv -a MD5 -A <user password> -
x DES -X <privacy password for data encryption> <gateway hostname>
 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable
 

Standard Data Command:

snmpwalk -v 3 -u <username> -l authNoPriv -a MD5 -A <user
 password> <gateway hostname> enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable

Output:

enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskIndex.1 = INTEGER: 1
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskPath.1 = STRING: /
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskDevice.1 = STRING: /dev/sda2
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskMinimum.1 = INTEGER: 10485760
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskMinPercent.1 = INTEGER: -1
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskTotal.1 = INTEGER: 6087808
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskAvail.1 = INTEGER: 3201244
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskUsed.1 = INTEGER: 2577316
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskPercent.1 = INTEGER: 45
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskPercentNode.1 = INTEGER: 6
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskErrorFlag.1 = INTEGER: 1
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskErrorMsg.1 = STRING: /: less
 than 10485760 free (= 3201244)
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To get a specific value use the snmp snmpget command:

# snmpget -v 2c -Ou localhost -c l7
 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskErrorFlag.1
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskErrorFlag.1 = INTEGER: 1
# snmpget -v 2c -Ou localhost -c l7
 enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskErrorMsg.1
enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable.dskEntry.dskErrorMsg.1 = STRING: /: less
 than 10485760 free (= 3201244)

Querying the API Gateway MIB

CA Technologies uses 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304 as its MIB. (Reference: http://www.iana.org/assignments/enterprise-numbers)

# snmpwalk -v 2c localhost -c l7 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1
SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.1.1.1 = INTEGER: 720896
SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.1.1.2 = INTEGER: 720897
SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.1.2.1 = STRING: "Warehouse"
SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.1.2.2 = STRING: "awsvc"
SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.1.3.1 = Counter32: 809
SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.1.3.2 = Counter32: 2
SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.1.4.1 = Counter32: 799
SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.1.4.2 = Counter32: 2
SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.1.5.1 = Counter32: 799
SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.1.5.2 = Counter32: 2
SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.1.5.2 = No more variables left in this
 MIB View (It is past the end of the MIB tree)

This response describes two services: Warehouse (1) and awsvc (2) with the following:

Service OID (17304.7.1.1.1) = 720896
Service name (17304.7.1.2.1) = Warehouse
number of requests (17304.7.1.3.1) = 809
authorized requests (17304.7.1.4.1) = 799
completed requests (17304.7.1.5.1) = 799
Service OID (17304.7.1.1.2) = 720897
Service name (17304.7.1.2.2) = awsvc
number of requests (17304.7.1.3.2) = 2
authorized requests (17304.7.1.4.2) = 2
completed requests (17304.7.1.5.2) = 2

 

 

http://www.iana.org/assignments/enterprise-numbers
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 SNMP Agent Considerations
This topic describes additional considerations when you configure the as an SNMP Agent.

This topic describes additional considerations when you configure the API Gateway as an SNMP Agent.

Contents:

Remote Access Considerations (iptables)

By default, the iptables firewall does not open the ports required for remote access to the SNMP agent.

To open the firewall and allow access :

1. Load this file in a text editor: /etc/sysconfig/iptables
2. Add the following lines to the file:

[0:0] -A INPUT -i eth0 -p udp --dport 161 -j ACCEPT
[0:0] -A INPUT -i eth0 -p tcp -m tcp --dport 199 -j ACCEPT

3. Save and exit.
4. Load this file in a text editor: /etc/hosts
5. Add this line:

snmpd: ALL

This enables access to the SNMP agent.
6. Save and exit.

Enabling snmpd at Boot

The startup of snmpd is disabled by default. To change this, run these commands in a privileged shell.

• To configure snmpd to start at boot:

# chkconfig snmpd on

• To start the snmpd service manually:

# service snmpd start

• To reload the snmpd.conf file manually:

# service snmpd reload
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 Sample snmpd.conf File
This topic lists a sample snmpd.conf file that you can use as a starting point for your configuration.

This topic lists a sample snmpd.conf file that you can use as a starting point for your configuration.

#################################################################################
 CA API Gateway Example
 snmpd.conf:################################################################################
##### map the community name "l7" from localhost
 and specific hosts into a "security name"#     
  sec.name       source         communitycom2sec
 localsec        localhost       l7#com2sec subnetsec     
 192.168.1.0/24  l7#com2sec hostsec        192.168.1.100  
 l7
##### map the security names into a group name:#       groupName    
  securityModel securityNamegroup   monitors        v1          
  localsecgroup   monitors        v2c           localsecgroup  
 monitors        usm           localsec#group   monitors      
  v1            subnetsec#group   monitors        v2c          
 subnetsec#group   monitors        usm           subnetsec#group 
  monitors        v1            hostsec#group   monitors      
  v2c           hostsec#group   monitors        usm          
 hostsec
##### Define views to let the group have rights to:#     
  name            incl/excl       subtree        
 mask(optional)
# Present entire "system.*" tree from SNMPv2-MIB
 (.1.3.6.1.2.1.1)view    systemview      included       
 system
# Present host.hrSystem.hrSystemUptime from HOST-RESOURCES-MIB
 (.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.1.1)view    systemview      included       
 host.hrSystem.hrSystemUptime
# Present extended MIB from UCD-SNMP-MIB (.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021)view  
  systemview      included        enterprises.ucdavis#view  
 systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.dskTable#view  
 systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.fileTable#view 
  systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.laTable#view 
  systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.logMatch#view 
  systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.memory#view  
 systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.prTable#view  
 systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.snmperrs#view  
 systemview      excluded        enterprises.ucdavis.systemStatsview  
  systemview      excluded       
 enterprises.ucdavis.ucdExperimental#view   systemview     
 excluded       
 enterprises.ucdavis.version
# Present L7 MIBview    systemview              included      
  .1.3.6.1.4.1.17304
##### grant the group read-only access to the systemview
 view.
#       group           context sec.model sec.level
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 prefix read       write notifaccess  monitors       
 ""      any       noauth    exact  systemview   none 
 none
################################################################################
 System contact
 information#
# It is also possible to set the sysContact and
 sysLocation system# variables through the snmpd.conf
 file:
syscontact Joe Administrator
 <jadministrator@layer7tech.com>syslocation Test system in
 lab
################################################################################
 Process checks.## Checks to see if processes called NAME are
 running on the agent# machine. An error flag (1) and a description
 message are then# passed to the 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.100 and#
 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.101 MIB columns (respectively) if the# NAME’d
 program is not found in the process table as reported by# "/bin/
ps -e".## If MAX and MIN are not specified, MAX is assumed to be
 infinity# and MIN is assumed to be 1.## If MAX is specified but
 MIN is not specified, MIN is assumed to# be 0.##  The following are
 examples of how to use the agent to check for#  processes running
 on the host.  The syntax looks something like:##  proc NAME [MAX=0]
 [MIN=0]##  NAME:  the name of the process to check for.  It must
 match#         exactly (ie, http will not find httpd processes).#
  MAX:   the maximum number allowed to be running.  Defaults
 to 0.#  MIN:   the minimum number to be running.  Defaults to
 0.
#  Make sure java is runningproc
 java
# make sure mysqld is runningproc
 mysqld
# make sure sshd is runningproc
 sshd
# make sure bogus is running (error condition)#proc
 bogus
#
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
################################################################################
 disk checks## Checks  the  named  disks  mounted  at  PATH
 for available disk# space.  If the disk space is less than
 MINSPACE (kB) if  speci-# fied  or  less than MINPERCENT
 (%) if a % sign is specified, or# DEFDISKMINIMUMSPACE
 (kB) if not specified, the associated entry# in  the 
 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.9.1.100  MIB table will be set to (1)# and
 a descriptive error message will be returned to queries  of#
 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.9.1.101.
# The agent can check the amount of available
 disk space, and make# sure it is above a set
 limit.
# disk PATH [MIN=100000]## PATH:  mount path to the disk
 in question.# MIN:   Disks with space below this value
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 will have the Mib's errorFlag set.#        Default value =
 100000.
# Check the / partition and make sure it contains at least 10
 gigdisk /
 10485760
#
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
################################################################################
 load average checks## Checks the load average of the machine
  and  returns  an  error# flag  (1),  and  an  text-string 
 error  message  to queries of# 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.10.1.100   
  and     1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.10.1.101# (respectively)  when
 the 1-minute, 5-minute, or 15-minute aver-# ages exceed the
 associated maximum values.  If any of the MAX1,# MAX5,  or
 MAX15 values are unspecified, they default to a value# of
 DEFMAXLOADAVE.
# load [1MAX=12.0] [5MAX=12.0] [15MAX=12.0]## 1MAX:   If the
 1 minute load average is above this limit at query#       
  time, the errorFlag will be set.# 5MAX:   Similar,
 but for 5 min average.# 15MAX:  Similar, but for 15 min
 average.
# Check for loads:load 6 5
 4
#
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
################################################################################
 file size checks## Monitors file sizes and makes sure they  don’t
  grow  beyond  a# certain  size  (in kilobytes).  MAXSIZE defaults
 to infinite if# not specified, and only monitors  the  size 
 without  reporting# errors about it.  A maximum of 20 files can be
 monitored.
# file FILE [MAXSIZE]## FILE:    Full path to file# MAXSIZE: Maximum
 file size (in
 kilobytes)
# Check files:# ibdata starts at 1.0 GB. Set error if
 it exceeds 10.0 GB.file /var/lib/mysql/ibdata 10485760#
 Report on the default ssg log filefile /ssg/logs/default_-
ssg_0_0.log# Report on /var/log/messagesfile /var/log/
messages
#
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
################################################################################
 Executable for service usage#pass .1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7 /bin/sh /opt/
SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/
passServiceUsage.sh
#
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Added for support of bcm5820 cards. ?pass .1.3.6.1.4.1.4413.4.1 /
usr/bin/ucd5820stat

Note:
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• Configuring the Net-SNMP Agent

 Gateway Auditing Threshold and Format
The gateway saves audit events in the database and you can view these in the window.

The CA API Gateway saves audit events in the database and you can view these in the View Gateway Audit Events window.

The Gateway logs audit events at the following default threshold levels:

Audit Events Category Default Setting Configurable?

System ALL No

Administrative INFO Yes

Message WARNING Yes

Associated INFO Yes

You can override the defaults for the event thresholds from the following locations.

Note:

Only system administrators or advanced technical users should attempt to change the auditing threshold and format. The
default settings should suffice for normal use of the Gateway.

• The system.properties file: This file controls the behavior of the particular Gateway or Gateway node (if part of a cluster).
The following properties control the audit thresholds:
com.l7tech.server.audit.messageThreshold
com.l7tech.server.audit.adminThreshold
com.l7tech.server.audit.detailThreshold
com.l7tech.server.audit.hinting
com.l7tech.server.audit.assertionStatus
com.l7tech.server.audit.detailThreshold Respected
com.l7tech.server.audit.purgeMinimumAge

• Cluster Properties: Cluster property settings apply to all Gateway nodes in a cluster. Audit settings that are configured
here override the same settings in the system.properties file.

• For information on configuring cluster properties, see Manage Cluster-Wide Properties.
• For information on the audit settings that you can configure, see Audit Cluster Properties.

Customizing the Audit Format for Logging

You can customize the format of audit messages that are recorded to a file or Syslog. There are three types of audit messages
generated by the API Gateway

• Administrative actions
• System events
• Message processing events

These message types are described in greater detail in About Message Auditing.

For the purposes of customizing the audit format, the three message types are grouped into the following two categories:

• Service-related: These are the message processing events
• Other: These are the administrative actions and system events

The following terms are used to describe the parts of the audit information that can be customized:

• header: This is the first log message related to processing of a message.
• details: This is the detail log message for each audit detail.
• footer: This is the final log message and relates to the audit record.

For service-related events, you can customize the header, footer, and details using these cluster properties:

Cluster Property Description Default

1 audit.log.service.headerFormatFormat for the first log
message of a service audit

Processing request for
service: {3}
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Cluster Property Description Default

2 audit.log.service.footerFormat Format for the final
(summary) log message of a
service audit

{1}

3 audit.log.service.detailFormat Format for details related to a
service audit

{0}: {1}

4 audit.log.other.format Format used for other (non-
service) audit logs

{1}

5 audit.log.other.detailFormat Format used for other (non-
service) audit details

{0}: {1}

The following table describes in greater detail the placeholder variables that can be used in each cluster property.

Available for cluster properties:

Variable Description Example 1 2 3 4 5

{0} Audit
message ID

1234 No No Yes No Yes

{1} Audit
message

Authentication
required

No Yes Yes Yes Yes

{2} Service entity
ID

a1g38fj352da Yes Yes Yes No No

{3} Service
description

Warehouse or
Warehouse [/
warehouse]

Yes Yes Yes No No

For even greater flexibility, you can add a context variable before the {x} placeholder variables for service-related events. This
will insert the contents of the specified context variable when the audit is logged. For example:

audit.log.service.headerFormat = ${requestId}: processing message.
audit.log.service.footerFormat = ${requestId}: {1}
audit.log.service.detailFormat = ${requestId}: {0}: {1}

Note:

When using context variables, the maximum length permitted per variable is 1000 characters. The overall message size is
limited to 10000 characters, subject to any limitations of the sink (for example, syslog size limits).

Note:

• About Message Auditing
• Gateway System Properties
• Audit Cluster Properties

 Gateway Logging Levels and Thresholds
The gateway log includes fine-grained operational information. This is a partial list of the details you can
see:

The CA API Gateway log includes fine-grained operational information. This is a partial list of the details you can see:

• Start-up of services within the Gateway
• Database connection attempts and their results
• Request message arrival, processing, and outcome information
• Errors and exceptions
• Optional detailed debugging information

Note:  The Gateway Log differs from the Audit Log. The Gateway Log includes fine-grained Gateway activity messages,
whereas the Audit Log contains audit messages about more general runtime events and can only be viewed from within the
Policy Manager. Audit Log are described under "Logging_Thresholds", later in this topic.
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Tip:

The Gateway's factory-configured logging should suffice for day-to-day use. You will need to modify it only under exceptional
circumstances.

Logging Levels

The CA API Gateway uses standard Java logging levels, in both its logging and auditing:

Logging Level Description

FINEST Reserved for code details that are generally not required for
the day-to-day running of the Gateway. Normally not logged
by the Gateway or audited.

FINER Reserved for code details that are generally not required for
the day-to-day running of the Gateway. Normally not logged
by the Gateway or audited.

FINE Reserved for code details that are generally not required for
the day-to-day running of the Gateway. Normally not logged
by the Gateway or audited.

CONFIG Normal running events. First level of logging that is on by
default.

INFO Normal running events. First level of system auditing that is
on by default.

WARNING Events that do not always cause errors, but that could help
you find other errors. For example, a policy assertion that
fails generate a WARNING log. In this case, the Gateway
did not fail, but an expected result -- the success of the policy
assertion -- caused the warning. First level of message-level
auditing that is on by default.

SEVERE Level for serious or fatal errors in the Gateway, that either
lead to inability to startup or inability to continue operating
correctly. The Gateway failed on an essential operation.

ALL All logs or audit events are logged.

OFF No logs or audit events are logged

Note:  When the logging subsystem on the Gateway receives messages from various sources, these messages refer to a
"facility", which can represent entities such as "authpriv", "kern", "user", "daemon", etc. Based on the facility, the logging
subsystem determines where the message should be stored. For example, messages from the "authpriv" facility normally goes
to a /var/log/secure.* log, while the /var/log/messages.* files store the majority of the messages.

By default, the Gateway is configured to provide logging at default set levels that are suitable for daily operation.

Understanding Logging Thresholds

The Gateway generates log events with a range of severities, as described in Java logging levels table.

The log.levels cluster property defines the threshold for log events that are processed by the configured log sinks (the minimum
severity that is important enough to be processed).

Note that the log.levels property controls which log events must be propagated to the configured log sinks. Each log sink has a
"threshold": only events that meet or exceed the threshold is processed by the log sink; all others are ignored.

If the log event severity is higher than the log level threshold, then the log event is propagated to the log sinks.

In order for a log event to be processed by a log sink, the severity of the event must meet or exceed the threshold defined by
both the log.levels cluster property and by the log sink.

To alter the logging level threshold, modify the value of the log.levels cluster property and set the "<new_level>":
com.l7tech.level =  <new_level>, to the desired value from Java Logging Levels table.

For more information on log sinks, refer to the following topics:

Manage Log/Audit Sinks
Log Sink Properties
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 Gateway Service Resolution Process
When the gateway receives a request, the service resolution process determines the target web service and
the policy that is enforced by the Gateway.

When the CA API Gateway receives a request, the service resolution process determines the target web service and the policy
that is enforced by the Gateway.

Note:

The resolution process does not ensure that the messages are valid or meaningful. It is recommended that your policy includes
a Validate XML Schema Assertion to ensure compliance.

By default, web services are accessed through the URI /ssg/soap. However, you should assign a custom resolution URI instead
of using this default value. There are benefits to using a custom URI--for example, to allow the same WSDL to be published
more than once. To define a resolution URI, see Published Service Properties.

To determine the correct web service, the resolution process uses the following steps to narrow down the possible targets.
When the list of possible targets is reduced to a single web service, the resolution succeeds and the request is routed. If no
service is found, the resolution fails and an error is returned to the requestor.

Tip:

Any resolution logic can be disabled through the Policy Manager, if it is appropriate to do so. For more information,
see Manage Service Resolution.

Step 1: Determine service based on service entity ID

Initially, the resolution process attempts to match the unique identifier of a service from the URI. The URIs is displayed in this
format:

http://gatewayhost:8080/service/123456

where "123456" is the entity ID of the service

These are the possible outcomes:

• The URI contains a service entity ID and it matches a service: The request succeeds and the appropriate policy is executed
(pending "SOAP Verification", if necessary).

• The URI contains a service entity ID that does not match any service: The resolution process fails and an error is returned
to the requestor.

• The URI does not contain a service entity ID: The resolution process moves to Step 2.

Step 2: Determine service based on URI

When the incoming URI does not contain a unique service identifier, the resolution process examines the URI for a custom
routing URI, for example: http://gatewayhost:8080/customURI.

These are the possible outcomes:

• A custom routing URI matches a single service assigned to this URI: The request succeeds and the appropriate policy is
executed (pending "SOAP Verification", if necessary).

• A custom routing URI matches more than one service with this URI: The resolution process moves to Step 3.
• A custom routing URI does not match any service: The resolution process fails and an error is returned to the requestor.
• A custom routing URI does not exist (that is, the default "/ssg/soap" is used): The resolution process moves to Step 3.

Step 3: Determine service based on SOAPAction

In this step, the resolution process searches for a SOAPAction accompanying the incoming message. SOAPActions are
associated with a service during publication time using a service description document provided by the administrator.

These are the possible outcomes:

• The SOAPAction matches a published service: The request succeeds and the appropriate policy is executed (pending
"SOAP Verification", if necessary).

• The SOAPAction does not match any service: The resolution process fails and an error is returned to the requestor.
• No SOAPAction exists: The resolution process moves to Step 4.

Step 4: Determine service based on SOAP payload namespace

In this step, the resolution process examines the namespace of the first element in the message body. It then tries to match the
namespace against known namespaces from the list of published services.
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For the purposes of service resolution, only the namespace URIs of the SOAP payload element(s) are considered, not the local
names or namespace prefixes. For example, the following elements can be treated as identical by the resolution process:

<a:doStuff xmlns:a="http://ns.example.com/services"/>
<b:doSomeOtherStuff xmlns:b="http://ns.example.com/services"/>

These are the possible outcomes:

• The namespace matches a published service: The request succeeds and the appropriate policy is executed.
• The namespace does not match any service: The resolution process fails and an error is returned to the requestor.

Partial Matches

The resolution process routes requests to target services as quickly and efficiently as possible. It is designed to stop once
it finds a single web service within Steps 1 to 4 that matches the contents of the request. This may result in only a partial
match because there is no guarantee that the request has passed any subsequent checks. For example, a request is successfully
routed based on its URI (Step 2), but that does not means its SOAPAction (Step 3) or SOAP payload namespace URI (Step 4)
matches the target web service.

SOAP Verification

If the request is resolved to a SOAP service (that is, one published with a WSDL), the following additional verification is
performed. The Gateway verifies that:

• The request is SOAP, and
• The payload elements in the request correspond to an operation defined in the WSDL.

If both of these checks are satisfied, the request is routed to appropriate service.

Note:  The SOAP Verification process may be overridden on a service-by-service basis. For more information, see the
"WSDL" tab under Published Service Properties.

 Migrate System Data
You can migrate system data and settings between gateway environments (for example, from a testing to
a production environment).   

You can migrate system data and settings between CA API Gateway environments (for example, from a testing to a production
environment).   

Tip:

Use this topic to migrate an entire Gateway image from one machine to another. You have some control over what information
to exclude, but the entire Gateway database is always included or excluded. Use the newer Gateway Migration Utility (GMU)
for greater flexibility in migrating your database. You can create bundles for specific entities. The GMU cannot migrate system
data such as system.properties and host.properties.

Contents:

When migrating, you can specify:

• Tables to exclude when migrating the database, in file exclude_tables. 
• Files to exclude when migrating the configuration files, in file exclude_files.
• A mapping file that describes the corresponding values between source and target systems (using the "-mapping" option)

Both the exclude_tables and exclude_files files are stored in this directory:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/cfg

The exclude_files file is a text file that lists all the files that will not be restored after migration is complete. These files can
include:

• Gateway configuration files (for example, node.properties): Add the name of the file to exclude; no path is required.
• OS files (for example, any files in backup_manifest): Add the entire file name and path of the actual file; for example,

to exclude the file /etc/hosts from being copied from the backup image onto the host, add /etc/hosts as a new line in
exclude_files.
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• Database files (for example., my.cnf): Same as "OS files" above.

Note:  To see a list of which files were copied or ignored, refer to the ssgrestore*.log files in /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/
backup/logs.

Tip:

If you need to make configuration changes to a migrated CA API Gateway, be sure to restart the Gateway first before
reconfiguring. Otherwise, the settings in the migrated image overwrite any configuration changes made through the Gateway
Main Menu.

Prerequisites:

• Both the source and target Gateways are configured and operational. 
• A backup image that has these components present: Gateway Database ("-maindb") and Gateway configuration files ("-

config"). For more information, see Back Up Gateways.
• MySQL is installed, configured, and running on the Gateway node being restored.
• The target Gateway Database must be installed if using the "-db" flag.

Tip:

The system migration script preserves the migration behavior from previous release of the Gateway If you have created scripts
using "ssgrestore.sh -migrate" in the previous release and wish to reuse these scripts, simply update the name of the script:

• from: ssgrestore.sh
• to: ssgmigrate.sh

None of the script arguments from the previous version ssgrestore.sh need to be changed.

To migrate a backup image:

1. Stop the target Gateway node.
2. Log in to the Gateway:

• Appliance Gateway: Log in as ssgconfig and then open a privileged shell.
• Software Gateway: Log in either as the root or layer7 user.

3. Run the following command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/ssgmigrate.sh [options]

Refer to the table below for a list of [options]. Separate each option with a space.
4. If you are migrating a previous version: When migrating an image created in a previous version of the Gateway, you

must upgrade the database after the migration is complete:

1.1 Access the Gateway main menu.
2.1 For appliance Gateways, select option 2 (Display Gateway configuration menu).

For software Gateways, proceed to the next step. 
3.1 Select option 1 (Upgrade the Gateway database). Follow the prompts on the screen to upgrade the database.

5. Restart the Gateway node.

Note:  In the following table, the options are written to the migrated host’s node.properties, or to a new node.properties file if
one does not exist: -db, -newdb, -dbh, -gdbu, -gdbp, -cp.

Option Description

-image  <image_file_path> Full path to the image file to migrate. The image cannot be
located on an FTP server. Note: The image must be located
in a directory accessible by the layer7 user. Migration fails
if the image is in a directory that is only accessible (for
example) by the root user.
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-mapping  <mapping_file_path> Location of the mapping template file. This file is created
by the "-it" option when the backup was performed. Use of
this switch is optional. For more information, see "Create a
Mapping File" later in this topic.

-dbu  <admin_db_username> Name of the database admin user.

-dbp  <admin_db_password> Password for the database admin user.

Tip:

(1) The "-dbp" option is not required if the admin database
password is blank. (2) If the password contains special
characters (for example, a semicolon), enclose the password
within quotes; for example: 'pass;word'.

-dbh  <host_name> The database server host name.

-db  <database_name> The name of the Gateway database.

-config Include the Gateway configuration files in the migration
(for example, MySQL connection details and master cluster
passphrase), but exclude the database. Use of this switch is
optional.

Tip:

This switch is useful for migrating Gateways where the
database is not local. The ssgmigrate.sh utility cannot migrate
non-local databases and this prevents errors later on when
you attempt to restore a Gateway.

-os (Appliance Gateway only) Overwrite OS-level files during
migration. You must restart the Gateway to complete the
restoration of OS-level files. Use of this switch is optional.

Note:

The "-os" option can only be used for the same Gateway
type. For example, you cannot back up a Virtual Appliance
Gateway and then attempt to migrate that to a Hardware
Appliance).

-cp  <passphrase> The cluster passphrase for the resulting database.

Tip:

If the passphrase contains special characters (for example,
a semicolon), enclose the passphrase within quotes; for
example: 'pass;phrase'.

-gdbu  <gateway_name> The database user for the Gateway node.

-gdbp  <gateway_password> The password for the database user for the Gateway node.

Tip:

If the password contains special characters (for example, a
semicolon), enclose the password within quotes; for example:
'pass;word'.

-newdb  <database_name> Create a new database with the specified name. The database
must not exist already.

When the migration is complete, the console displays whether the migration was a success or failure.

Note:

Technical Note: Migrate "node.properties" and "omp.dat". If the backup image contains no configuration component
or "-config" was not specified during migration AND all database command line parameters are supplied, then the following
occurs:
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• If node.properties on the migration target does not exist, it will be created and a node.id will be automatically generated.
• If node.properties on the migration target does exist, then it is updated with the command line parameters. The target host’s

current omp.dat is always used in this case

When the node.properties is generated on the migration target host, the node database username and cluster passphrase will
always be encrypted.

Migration Tips

The following tips can help reduce the overall effort when using ssgmigrate.sh to migrate between environments.

Note:

If your goal is to initialize a new cluster using a backup image, use the Restore Utility (ssgrestore.sh) instead. For more
information, see Restore Gateways.

When migrating between environments, the back-end server names and service URLs usually differ. To best handle this, avoid
using explicit values in the service policies. Use context variables in the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion instead of explicit
URLs. The following is an example:

1. In the routing assertions, use the ${gateway.cluster_property_name} context variable instead of explicit hostnames or IP
addresses. For example, use http ://${gateway.back_end_app_server}/Url/ in the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion instead of
the actual URL.

2. Using Manage Cluster-Wide Properties, define back_end_app_server as a new cluster property with the name of the source
server as its value. For example: DEVappserver.company.com

3. Follow the steps in this topic to migrate the policy between the testing and production servers.
4. When the migration is complete, update the value of the cluster property used for the routing URL in the mapping file—for

example: QAappserver.company.com

Repeat these steps each time you need to migrate to a different environment. Using context variables and cluster properties in
this manner reduce the amount of service policy editing following the migration

Create a Mapping File

When migrating an image, you can use the "-mapping" option to supply an XML file that describes the corresponding values
between the source data (in the image being imported) and the target system.

There are two categories of information that can be mapped between source and target systems:

• IP addresses referred to in routing assertions in the policies of published services
• Values of cluster-wide properties

To create a mapping file:

1. Use the Backup Utility (ssgbackup.sh) with the "-it" option. For more information, see Back Up Gateways.
2. Open the mapping file in a text editor and replace only the placeholders with your values. The placeholders are indicated by

"_add_your_value_" within the mapping file. Do not change anything else.
3. After the mapping file is edited, you specify it using the "-mapping" option of the system migration script.

Sample mapping file

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><L7flash:ssgimportmapping
 xmlns:L7flash="http://www.layer7tech.com/migration/
stagingmapping">   <L7flash:backendipmapping>      <L7flash:ipmap
 sourcevalue="_add_your_value_" targetvalue="_add_your_value_"/
>      <L7flash:ipmap sourcevalue="_add_your_value_"
 targetvalue="_add_your_value_"/>   </L7flash:backendipmapping>
   <L7flash:globalvarmapping>      <L7flash:varmap name="babou"
 sourcevalue="_add_your_value_" targetvalue="_add_your_value_"/>   </
L7flash:globalvarmapping></L7flash:ssgimportmapping>

http://node.id
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Note:  If a mappable value is present in the imported image but is not referenced in the mapping file, then it is imported
with its original value. Similarly, when you import without a mapping file, all values that would otherwise be mappable are
imported as is.

 Regenerate Expired Keys
Private keys in the gateway usually have a lifetime of five years. These keys do not require regeneration
prior to their expiration date unless the Gateway host name or the cluster host name changes within the
active period.

Private keys in the CA API Gateway usually have a lifetime of five years. These keys do not require regeneration prior to their
expiration date unless the Gateway host name or the cluster host name changes within the active period.

To regenerate an expired key, use the Manage Private Keys task. This allows you to create any number of keys and designate
one to be the default SSL or default CA key.

Tip:

When a CA key is regenerated, certificates issued by a previous CA are still valid. All new certificates are issued with the new
CA key.

If both the CA and SSL keys require regeneration, you must perform the following steps:

• Refresh any Gateway or back-end service that used the old SSL certificate or CA certificate to set up a trust relationship.
• Update any affected Federated Identity Provider to use the new certificates. Use Step 2 of the Federated Identity Provider

Wizard to remove the old certificates and add the new ones.

Note:  A default SSL key is automatically created the first time the Gateway is started. A default CA key is not created. For
more information, see Configuring a CA Key for the Cluster to determine if you need one.

 Reimage Gateways
This section describes how to reimage a , to restore it back to the factory state. The content only applies
to appliance and virtual appliance Gateways. It does not apply to the software Gateways. The most
recent appliance images are available for download from the CA Support site. For a list of the image files
required, see .

This section describes how to reimage a API Gateway, to restore it back to the factory state. The content only applies to
appliance and virtual appliance Gateways. It does not apply to the software Gateways. The most recent appliance images are
available for download from the CA Support site. For a list of the image files required, see Release Notes 9.3.

Contents:

When to Reimage

The following are some scenarios where reimaging will be useful or required:

• A period of time has elapsed since your organization purchased a Gateway. You will need to update its image to the latest
release before putting the Gateway into use.

• Your organization purchases a Gateway for one department but finds a use for it in another department and you want to
restore it to factory state before moving it.

• Your organization purchases a hardware Gateway for development but then decides a virtual appliance will suffice.
You retain the Gateway for production or testing traffic, but would like to reimage it to remove any fragments from
development.

• You experiment on your Gateway with system-level modifications or third-party application and now you wish to restore
the appliance back to a supportable factory state or to bring it back to FIPS compliancy.

• You encounter problems during an upgrade, especially when the upgrade spans a large number of versions. It may be more
expedient to simply back up your data, install the latest image on the appliance, and then restore your data.

• You need to reimage if your Gateway boot partition become corrupted.

Prerequisites

• To reimage a hardware Gateway, you must have a web interface configured to the Integrated Lights Out Manager (ILOM)
for the Gateway. For more information, see "Connecting via the Serial Management Port" in Configure the Appliance
Gateway.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• To reimage a virtual appliance, VMware vSphere is required.

 

Note:

• Reimage a Physical Appliance
• Reimage a Virtual Appliance

 Reimage a Physical Appliance
This topic describes how to reimage a gateway hardware appliance.

This topic describes how to reimage a CA API Gateway hardware appliance.

Tip:

To reimage a Gateway Virtual Appliance, see Reimage a Virtual Appliance instead.

Note:  Refer to "When to Reimage" in Reimage Gateways for scenarios where reimaging may be required.

Note:

You have two options when reimaging an appliance:

• "Appliance" mode: Installs the Gateway image and "zeros out" the rest of the hard drive. This option removes all old data
ensures a clean install, but it takes longer to complete.

• "Appliancenozero" mode: Installs the Gateway image and leaves the rest of the hard drive untouched. This option is
quicker and is the default.

Prerequisites:

• You have downloaded the correct disk image.
• Knowledge of the Integrated Lights Out Manager (ILOM) for the API Gateway (if using the ILOM option)
• Knowledge of the ILOM IP address (mandatory if reimaging an Oracle X7-2)

To reimage a physical appliance:

1. (Optional) Determine your appliance model number by running this command from a privileged shell:

# dmidecode | grep -A3 '^System Information'

2. Load the image using any of the following methods:

• If imaging an appliance with a DVD drive:

1.1 Burn the .iso image onto a blank DVD disk.
2.1 Insert this disk into the appliance.

• If imaging an appliance without a DVD drive:

1.1 Obtain an external USB DVD drive and plug it into an available USB port 
2.1 Burn the .iso image onto a blank DVD disk.
3.1 Insert this disk into the external USB DVD drive and then reboot.

• Remotely using the ILOM user interface:

1.1 Log in to the ILOM user interface of the Gateway appliance.
2.1 Follow Oracle's instructions to load the .iso image: Set Up the Boot Media for a Remote Installation

Note:

 The reimage process may take 20-40 minutes to complete. During this time the system will appear to hang. Do not
terminate the installation or power off the system.

3. Log in to the Gateway as the ssgconfig user and then reboot the Gateway appliance using option "R" from the main menu.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41059_01/html/E48312/napwo.z400002c1310050.html
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When the Gateway is rebooting, watch for text similar to the following:

LSI Corporation MPT SAS2 BIOS

MPT2BIOS-<version> <date>

Copyright <date> LSI Corporation

When you see this text, press the <F8> key repeatedly until the Boot device menu

appears:
Use the down arrow key to select the DVD drive and then press [Enter].

4. Select the boot device. If you need assistance on selecting an option, contact your system administrator.

Note:

If you see an error message "Cannot find kickstart file on CDROM", acknowledge the message. Press [Enter] when "Error
downloading kickstart file" is displayed to continue the installation. Note that the process may appear to hang for several
minutes before installation resumes. Do not interrupt the process or power off the system. 

The Complete dialog is displayed once the installation is complete.
5. If using a DVD disk, remove the disk from the system.
6. Press [Enter] to reboot the system. When the appliance is restarted, you see the normal login prompt:

CA API Gateway vX.X
Kernel <version> on an x86_64
Localhost login:
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7. Log in as user root with password 7layer and then run the following command:

# exec ./sealsys all

This shuts your appliance down.
8. Start the appliance and log in again as root/7layer. Change your password when prompted.

Using the Thales nShield HSM

Complete these additional steps if you are intending to use the Thales nShield HSM with your Gateway:

1. Check the run levels for the nc_hardserver and nc_drivers daemons with these commands:

# chkconfig --list | grep nc_hardserver
# chkconfig --list | grep nc_drivers

The daemons must be "on" for levels 2, 3, 4, 5. If not, turn them on using these commands:

# chkconfig --level 2345 nc_hardserver on
# chkconfig --level 2345 nc_drivers on

2. Check the module with this command:
You should see a "Module 1" section listed.

# /opt/nfast/bin/enquiry

3. If the module is not running, execute following command:

# /opt/nfast/sbin/install

You can now configure your Gateway.

Note:

• Reimage a Virtual Appliance
• Configure the Appliance Gateway
• ILOM Web Interface and Log In (external documentation)

 Reimage a Virtual Appliance
This topic describes how to return a Virtual Appliance back to the "factory state" by reimaging it. This
process is recommended if deploying a new ESX image at the ESX host level is problematic in your
environment. The reimage process uses your existing ESX settings, whereas redeploying the OVA
requires changes to the ESX host settings.

This topic describes how to return a Virtual Appliance back to the "factory state" by reimaging it. This process is
recommended if deploying a new ESX image at the ESX host level is problematic in your environment. The reimage process
uses your existing ESX settings, whereas redeploying the OVA requires changes to the ESX host settings.

Note:

If you have an appliance Gateway (hardware form factor), see Reimage a Physical Appliance instead.

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E19203-01/820-1188-12/core_ilom_webgui.html
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Prerequisites:

• Ensure you have downloaded the correct .OVA file from the "VMware Appliance Image" section of the CA Support site.
• Ensure you have the VMware vSphere Client installed.

To reimage a virtual appliance:

1. Log in to the virtual appliance with VMware vSphere Client, using an administrator account. 
2. From the File menu, select Deploy OVF Template and then browse to the downloaded .OVA file within the local

environment or machine. 
3. Click [Next] to display the OVF Template Details. 
4. Click [Next] and then enter a name that will be displayed in the vSphere Console.
5. Click [Next] and then select the destination storage for the image.

Note:

The default OVA image requires 50GB of disk space.
6. Click [Next] and then choose the Thick Provision Lazy Zeroed option. 
7. Click [Next] and the review your settings. If you are satisfied they are correct, click [Finish].

When the reimage is complete, reconfigure your Gateway.

 

Note:

• Configure the Appliance Gateway
• Reimage a Physical Appliance

 

 

 Reset Gateways
This topic describes how to restore your appliance gateway using the Gateway Recovery Disk. This disk
restores a hardware Appliance Gateway to its factory state, erasing all information on the hard drive. Do
NOT this disk with Software Gateways.

This topic describes how to restore your appliance CA API Gateway using the Gateway Recovery Disk. This disk restores
a hardware Appliance Gateway to its factory state, erasing all information on the hard drive. Do NOT this disk with
Software Gateways.

Contents:

Use this disk when you need to do the following:

• The Gateway appliance needs to be rolled back because of a failed upgrade, or as part of a disaster recovery plan.
• The Gateway appliance becomes corrupted for whatever reason or a faulty hard drive is replaced.
• The Gateway needs to be restored to a baseline state when running in a test environment or when moving from a test

environment to a production environment.

Note:  The Gateway Recovery Disk is not shipped with the appliance. CA Support determines whether a reset is required and
supplies this disk.

Supported Hardware

The recovery disk supports the following hardware:

• All hardware configurations listed in Appliance Gateway Compatibility
• Thales nShield Solo+ HSM

Important Notes

Please note the following points before proceeding:

• The recovery disk is intended for use only on CA API Gateways delivered as an appliance. It does not not work on
Software Gateways or Virtual Appliances. DO NOT USE THE RECOVERY DISK ON NON-GATEWAY MACHINES.
THE RECOVERY WILL FAIL AND ALL DATA ON THE NON-GATEWAY MACHINE’S HARD DRIVE WILL BE
LOST.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• Hardware added to the appliance after delivery by CA Technologies is not supported.
• The recovery process erases the entire hard drive, not just the current partition. Anything stored in other partitions on the

hard drive will be lost.
• If possible, back up the Gateway database first. You can restore the database and configuration files when recovery is

complete. For more information, see Back Up Gateways. 
• Be sure you have a copy of the Gateway license file stored. The license is stored with the database, so if you have backed

up the database file first, the license can be applied upon restoration of the database.

Using the Recovery Disk

Warning:  IMPORTANT: If your API Gateway is part of a cluster, please contact CA Support for information on
removing the Gateway from the cluster prior to reimaging.

To recover the Gateway using the recovery disk:

1. Back up the database, if possible.
2. Insert the recovery disk in the disk drive and reboot the appliance.
3. Follow the prompts on the screen to begin the recovery process. You can choose to either have the appliance reboot or shut

down after the recovery is finished. When the recovery is complete, the appliance is restored to a factory-shipped state.
4. Configure the restored Gateway. For more information, see Configure the Appliance Gateway.
5. When configuration is complete, restore the Gateway database, if it was backed up in step 1.
6. Redo any additional configuration that was made since the Gateway was installed, for example: SNMP, static routing,

Gateway redirect rules, keyboard settings, database replication, etc. For assistance, please contact CA Support.

Note:  The recovery process cannot be interrupted. If recovery was unsuccessful, the hard drive has already been erased. The
only option is to run the recovery disk again.

 Restore Gateways
Restoring the gateway recovers the entire Gateway environment. It is useful for initializing a new cluster
node or to recover data back to an existing cluster node after a major error.

Restoring the CA API Gateway recovers the entire Gateway environment. It is useful for initializing a new cluster node or to
recover data back to an existing cluster node after a major error.

Note:

Ensure that your /tmp/ directory has sufficient disk space to unpack the contents prior to restore. For example, if there is 2GB
free space, but the unpacked contents required 6GB, you will receive "insufficient disk space" errors and the restore process is
rolled back.

Note:

The restore process described in this topic is not used for the Container Gateway.

Container Gateways are meant to be ephemeral and short-lived, removing the need for standard backup and restore procedures.
For more information, see the "Backup/Restore" entry under "Operational Differences" in Differences Between the Container
Gateway and Appliance Gateway. 

Note:

(1) There is currently a known issue that may occur after restoring a Gateway. If you have issues with the Gateway, see
"Problem: Gateway is not running properly after a restore" in Troubleshoot: Problems and Solutions. (2) You cannot use the
restore procedures described in this topic to roll back a Monthly Platform Patch. For Virtual Appliances, you can restore a VM
snapshot or use some other third-party tool. For Appliance Gateways, you may need to Reset Gatewaysyour Gateway.

Contents:

You can choose to restore the entire image or only select components within the backup image. Restoration can be to the
same Gateway node or to a different node. Each item in the backup image file can be restored independently. The backup
image file may reside locally or on an FTP server.

Note:  The Gateway being restored must be the same version as the Gateway on which the backup was made.

When restoring an appliance Gateway, note the following (these do not apply to software Gateways):

• If you need to restore but do not have a backup image, you can revert your Gateway to a "as shipped from the factory" state
(reimage). For more information, see "Appendix K - Gateway System Recovery" in the CA API Gateway Administrators
Manual.
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• If you need to make configuration changes to a restored Gateway, be sure to restart the Gateway first before reconfiguring.
Otherwise, the settings in the restored image overwrite any configuration changes made through the Gateway main menu.

• If your Gateway includes a Thales nShield HSM, ensure that you know the database password and cluster passphrase. You
will need to enter these after restoring.

Prerequisites:

• MySQL must be installed and configured and running on the Gateway node being restored.
• The target Gateway RPM files must be installed, but they do not need to be configured. This

assumes the backup image contains all required files to recover the configuration.

Full Restore Versus Custom Restore

A full restore restores all applicable components found in the backup image. To perform a full restore, use any of the following
combinations:

• Default restore:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/ssgrestore.sh -image -dbu -dbp

• Default restore from FTP:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/ssgrestore.sh -image -ftp_host -ftp_user -ftp_pass -ftp_dir -
dbp  -dbu

Tip:

When no information is found for a particular component during a full restore, this is logged as an INFO log event and does
not affect the restore. For example, if no modular assertions are present in the image, a full restore will log the fact that
modular assertions are not being restored because none were present in the image. This also applies when a component found
in the image is not applicable (for example, OS data is found but the target is a software Gateway).

A custom restore includes only specific components. A custom restore is performed when any of these switches are used:

-os: restore the OS configuration files (appliance Gateway only)
-config: restore the Gateway configuration files
-maindb: restore the Gateway database, excluding audit data
-audits: restore the database audits
-ext: restores the contents of the Gateway/runtime/lib/ext directory
-ca: restore the custom assertions
-ma: restore the modular assertions

You can combine any of these switches to create a custom restore from the backup image.

Examples:

• Custom restore only the database, including audit records:
ssgrestore.sh -image name.zip -maindb - audits -dbu -dbp

• Custom restore only the custom assertions and modular assertions:
ssgrestore.sh -image name.zip -ca -ma

Note:  When no information is found for a requested component in a custom restore, this is logged as a WARNING audit and
is displayed on the screen. If the "-halt" switch is used, the restore stops.

Note:  When restoring the database, the image completely overwrites the destination Gateway's database -- data is not merged.
Audits are always deleted with the "-maindb" switch. In particular, the license on the target node will need to be reinstalled
after a restore of the database component since the license file is not included in the backup image.

Location of Log Files

Restore log files are stored in this location:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/logs

Restore Procedure
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To restore a backup image:

1. Stop the target Gateway node.
2. Log in to the Gateway:

• Appliance Gateway: Log in as ssgconfig and then open a privileged command shell from the Gateway configuration
menu.

• Software Gateway: Log in either as the root or layer7 user.
3. Run the following command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/ssgrestore.sh [options]

Refer to the following table for the available [options]. Separate each option with a space.
4. Restoring a previous version of the Gateway: If restoring an image created in a previous version of the Gateway, you

must upgrade the database after the restore is complete. To do this:

1.1 Start the Gateway main menu.
2.1 For appliance Gateways, select option 2 (Display Gateway configuration menu). This displays options to configure

the  application.
For software Gateways, proceed to the next step.

3.1 Select option 1 (Upgrade the Gateway database). Follow the prompts on the screen to upgrade the database.
5. Restart the Gateway node.

Option Description

-image  <image_file_path> Full path to the image file to be restored. The path can be
relative to the working directory.

When restoring from an FTP server, this is the path and name
of the file to download.

Note: The image must be located in a directory accessible by
the layer7 user, for example the default location used by the
backup command:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/images/

Restoration fails if the image is in a directory that is only
accessible (for example) by the root user.

-dbu  <admin_db_username> Name of the database admin user. The default user is root.

-dbp  <admin_db_password> Password for the database admin user. The default password
is 7layer

Tip:

(1) The "-dbp" option is not required if the admin database
password is blank. (2) If the password contains special
characters (for example, a semicolon), enclose the password
within quotes; for example: 'pass;word'.

-halt Fail the restore when the first error is encountered. This
results in a partially restored system. If the error was caused
by requesting a component that was not present in the backup
image, run the restore again with the correct options.

The Restore Utility always attempts each component
independently. If "-halt" is not specified, a failure of one
component does not affect other components from being
tried.

Failed components are displayed on the screen.
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-v Display verbose restoration progress information on the
screen.

-ftp_host  <FTP_host_machine>:[port] If the backup image is on an FTP host, specify the host name
and optionally the port number.

-ftp_user  <user_name> Username to log onto FTP host.

-ftp_pass  <password> Password for username on FTP host.

Tip:

If the password contains special characters (for example, a
semicolon), enclose the password within quotes; for example:
'pass;word'.

The following options apply to the appliance Gateway only:

-gdbu  <gateway_name> The database user for the Gateway node.

Note:

The "-gdbu" option must be used when doing a restore when
a Thales nShield HSM is present.

-gdbp  <gateway_password> The password for the database user for the Gateway node.

Tip:

If the password contains special characters (for example, a
semicolon), enclose the password within quotes; for example:
'pass;word'.

Note:

The "-gdbp" option must be used when doing a restore when
a Thales nShield HSM is present.

-os Overwrite OS-level files during restore. You must restart
the Gateway appliance to complete the restoration of OS-
level files.

Applies only to appliance Gateways.

Note:

The "-os" option should only be used for the same Gateway
type (for example, do not back up a VMware Gateway and
then attempt to restore to a hardware appliance).

The following options are used to perform a custom restore:

-audits Include the audit records in a custom restore. The "-maindb"
option must always accompany "-audits".

-ca Include custom assertions and their associated property files
in a custom restore.

-config Include the Gateway configuration files in a custom restore.

-ext Include all files from the Gateway/runtime/lib/ext directory in
the backup image.

-ma Include modular assertions in a custom restore.

-maindb Include the database configuration in a custom restore,
excluding audits.

The following option can be used for a standard or custom restore:

-esm Include the Enterprise Service Manager (ESM) in the restore.

When the restore is complete, the console displays whether the restoration was a success or failure.
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Advanced Tip Restoration of "node.properties" and "omp.dat"

The following table summarizes how the configuration files node.properties and omp.dat are treated after ssgrestore.sh is run.

Note: When the node.properties is generated on the restore host, the node database username and cluster passphrase is always
encrypted.

Scenario Result

Scenario 1: Backup image does not contain node.properties
or omp.dat.

OR

Image does contain the files but a custom restore is
performed with no "-config" component.

The node.properties and omp.dat from the restore host is
used.

Scenario 2: Backup image contains node.properties. The node.properties from the image copied to the restore
host.

The treatment of omp.dat depends on whether it is present in
the image:

If omp.dat is in the image, it is used to decrypt values from
node.properties from the image and to encrypt values when
writing to the restore host.

If omp.dat is not in the image, then the Gateway attempts to
decrypt/encrypt using the omp.dat on the restore host. This
succeeds only when the omp values are the same between the
image and the host.

 Start and Stop the Gateway
This topic describes the correct ways to stop and restart a gateway. You need to stop the Gateway to
perform certain maintenance tasks.

This topic describes the correct ways to stop and restart a CA API Gateway. You need to stop the Gateway to perform certain
maintenance tasks.

Contents:

Warning:

IMPORTANT: (1) Rebooting the Gateway appliance is a common task after installing, upgrading, importing,
patching, and so on. To avoid data loss, never power cycle the physical or virtual machine. For example, do not use the
power button or the power control functionality in the ILOM for a physical machine, or by using the Reset command
in the vSphere Client. (2) CA Support recommends removing Gateway nodes from the load balancer pool before
stopping or restarting the Gateway.

Appliance Gateway

Tip:  You can stop and start the Appliance Gateway with a single command:

service ssg restart

Stopping the Gateway

There are two ways to stop a Gateway node.

Note:

When installing a patch, always start and stop the Gateway using the menu method. Using the command line method also stops
an internal process that is vital for the patching process.

To stop the Appliance Gateway using the menu:
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1. Access the Gateway main menu.
2. Choose option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu).
3. Choose option 7 (Manage CA API Gateway status). The current status of the Gateway is displayed. Press [Enter] to

continue.
4. Select the option to stop the Gateway. It may take a moment for the Gateway to stop completely. Use option 7 to monitor

the stoppage ("STOPPING" indicates the node is still stopping; "STOPPED" indicates the node has stopped).

To stop the Appliance Gateway using the command line:

1. Open a privileged shell.
2. Run the command:

# service ssg stop

Starting the Gateway

To start the Appliance Gateway using the menu:

1. Access the Gateway main menu.
2. Choose option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu).
3. Choose option 7 (Manage CA API Gateway status). The current status of the Gateway is displayed. Press [Enter] to

continue.
4. Select the option to start the Gateway. It may take a moment for the Gateway to fully start. Use option 7 to monitor the

startup ("STARTING" indicates the node is still starting; "RUNNING" indicates the node is up and running normally).

To start the Appliance Gateway using the command line:

1. Open a privileged shell.
2. Run the command:

# service ssg start

Configuring Autostart on Reboot

The Gateway normally starts automatically after the appliance is rebooted.

To disable autostart on reboot:

1. Access the Gateway main menu.
2. Choose option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu).
3. Choose option 3 (Configure the CA API Gateway).
4. Choose option 4 (Change node configuration).
5. Enter no to disable the node. The Gateway does not start automatically upon reboot.

To enable autostart on reboot:

• Repeat the steps above, entering yes in step 5. The Gateway automatically starts upon reboot.

Troubleshoot Gateway Start

If you are attempting to debug Gateway start issues, use the “run” mode to log each step of the startup sequence. This log helps
CA Support troubleshoot your issue.

Note:  Use the following “run” option only while troubleshooting; it is not intended for production use.

To start the Appliance Gateway in debug mode:

1. Open a privileged shell.
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2. Enter the command:

# ./runtime/bin/gateway.sh run

You see messages similar to this:

[gateway@ssg Gateway]$ ./runtime/bin/gateway.sh run Nov 3, 2015
 3:42:24 PM com.l7tech.server.ServerConfig <init>
INFO: Couldn't find serverconfig_override.properties; continuing with no overrides
 Nov 3, 2015 3:42:26 PM com.l7tech.server.boot.GatewayBoot start

These messages are output to the console as well as recorded in the log file.
3. To stop the Gateway and exit the debug mode, press [Ctrl]-C.

Software Gateway

Note:  The gateway.sh script can only be run by gateway or root users.

Starting the Software Gateway

To start the Software Gateway:

1. Log in as the gateway or root user.
2. Run the following command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/gateway.sh start

Tip:

You can monitor the Gateway startup process by using the "tail" command to echo the log information to the screen:
tail -f /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/logs/ssg_0_0.log
What to watch for: Messages containing "Warning" or a "stack trace" indicate a problem with the Gateway and require
immediate attention. When you see "INFO: Server Ready", the Gateway has started successfully.

Troubleshooting Gateway Start

If you are attempting to debug Gateway start issues, you can use the "run" mode to log each step of the startup sequence. This
log helps CA Technical Support troubleshoot your issue.

Note:  Use the "run" mode only for troubleshooting; it is not intended for production use.

To start the Gateway in debug mode:

1. Log in as the gateway or root user.
2. Enter the command:

# ./runtime/bin/gateway.sh run
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You see messages similar to:

[gateway@ssg Gateway]$ ./runtime/bin/gateway.sh run Nov
 3, 2013 3:42:24 PM com.l7tech.server.ServerConfig <init>
INFO: Couldn't find serverconfig_override.properties; continuing with no overrides
 Nov 3, 2013 3:42:26 PM com.l7tech.server.boot.GatewayBoot start

These messages are output to the console as well as recorded in the log file.
3. To stop the Gateway, press [Ctrl]-C.

Stopping the Software Gateway

To stop the Software Gateway:

1. Log in as the gateway or root user.
2. Run the following command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/bin/gateway.sh stop

Container Gateway
Starting the Container Gateway

See these topics for details:

• Start the Container Gateway in Docker
• Start the Container Gateway in OpenShift

Stopping the Container Gateway

See these topics for details:

• Stop the Container Gateway in Docker
• Stop the Container Gateway in OpenShift

 System Health Tests
The following tests assess the health and performance of the gateway and your implementation:

The following tests assess the health and performance of the CA API Gateway and your implementation:

• ICMP Ping Test: This test determines whether an individual Gateway machine is accessible through the network.
• Ping URI Test: This test is a "system sanity" check that tests the engine policy container and connection to the database.
• SNMP Monitoring: Configure the Gateway as a SNMP agent for system analysis and monitoring purposes.

Tip:

Access the Gateway IP address or the individual Gateway cluster node IP addresses from the public side of the network to test
the connectivity of both the public and higher security networks.

 ICMP Ping Test
To determine whether an individual gateway machine is accessible through the network, do one of the
following:

To determine whether an individual CA API Gateway machine is accessible through the network, do one of the following:

• Use a monitoring tool (for example, Big Brother from www.bb4.org)
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• Use the cluster Load Balancer to ping the Gateway IP address or each Gateway cluster node IP address on a periodic basis.
For more information, see Configuring the Load Balancer.

 Ping URI Test
To initiate a system sanity check that tests the policy engine container and the connection to the database,
use a monitoring tool or the Load Balancer to access the ping URI of each gateway or each node in a
Gateway cluster. The ping URI response returns as a HTML page.

To initiate a system sanity check that tests the policy engine container and the connection to the database, use a monitoring
tool or the Load Balancer to access the ping URI of each CA API Gateway or each node in a Gateway cluster. The ping URI
response returns as a HTML page.

Note:

The Ping URI Test is not affected by the shutdown threshold specified by the audit.archiverShutdownThreshold  Audit
Archiver Cluster Properties. It only validates the connection to the Gateway and its database. A successful ping does not
necessarily indicate normal message processing. And message processing that is halted by an overly-full database does not
affect the Ping URI Test results.

Warning:

WARNING: Do not run a Ping URI Test to do a node health check during a load balancer availability check. Doing
so impacts the performance of the cluster significantly. For an alternative, see "Load Balancer Health Check" in
Configuring the Load Balancer.

Contents:

The following factors determine the outcome of a call to the ping URI:

• The setting for the pingServlet.modecluster property
• Whether the ping URI request was submitted through standard HTTP or encrypted HTTP using SSL (see "Syntax" below)
• Whether credentials were included in the ping URI request (see "Syntax" below)

Tip:

(1) To catch potential network issues early and maximize uptime, configure a monitoring schedule of once a minute or
more for each Gateway Ping URI in the implementation. Do not ping each Gateway node using Ping URI more often than
once every five seconds, as doing so may adversely affect the performance of the system. (2) For the Ping service to work
successfully in a cluster over SSL, ensure that nodes in a clustered environment have been configured to trust each other. For
more information, see Manage Certificates.

Syntax

The syntax for submitting a ping URI test through standard HTTP:

http://<ssghost>:8080/ssg/ping

The syntax for submitting a ping URI test via encrypted HTTP using SSL:

• (without credentials) https:// <ssghost> :8443/ssg/ping
• (with credentials) https:// <user>:<password> @ <ssghost> :8443/ssg/ping

Note:  In Internet Explorer, embedding the username and password in the URI is not supported after installing MS04-004
Cumulative Security Update for Internet Explorer (832894). For more information, please see http://support.microsoft.com/
kb/834489.

Where:

• <ssghost> is the name of the machine hosting the Gateway, in the format: hostname.domain.com
• <user> is the user ID for logging into the Gateway
• <password> is the password for the user ID

Note:  If a user has a client certificate registered on the Gateway, then the user is required to use the client certificate when
performing a ping URI test through SSL.

Ping URI Test Results

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/834489
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/834489
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The following table summarizes the ping URI test results based on each pingServlet.mode cluster property setting.

Cluster Property Description

OFF All pings are discarded, regardless of the protocol used.

REQUIRE_CREDS

(default)

For pings submitted via SSL with credentials, the following is
returned: Gateway state, full cluster status, and build number.

For pings submitted via SSL without credentials, a "401
Unauthorized" is returned.

All other ping attempts are discarded.

Note: In REQUIRE_CREDS mode, users must belong to a
role with read access to cluster node information. See "Roles
and Permissions" below for more information.

OPEN For pings submitted via standard HTTP, the Gateway state is
returned.

For pings submitted via SSL, the following is returned:
Gateway state, full cluster status, and build number.

Note that credentials are not required for the OPEN setting.

MONITOR Returns a minimal status message to the client, without
providing any node system information.

• Allows access to /ssg/ping on port 8080 or 8443 without
requiring credentials

• Returns only a simple HTTP status message (OK/
FAILURE) to request for /ssg/ping

• Returns nothing to request for /ssg/ping/systemInfo?
node=Gateway1, regardless of port

Roles and Permissions

When the pingServlet.mode cluster property is set to REQUIRE_CREDS, the user must belong to a role with read permissions
for cluster node information in order for the ping to be acknowledged. The predefined roles that include this permission are:

• Administrator
• Operator
• Manage Cluster Status
• View Audit Records and Logs
• View Service Metrics

If the correct permission is not present, ping attempts from that user are discarded.

For more information about roles and permissions, see:

Manage Roles
Predefined Roles and Permissions

Full Cluster Status

When the full cluster status is displayed (see "Ping URI Test Results" above), a table similar to the following is displayed in
the HTML results page:

Node Uptime Status System Info

SSG1 1 day 3 hours 2 mins OK SSG1

SGG2 2 days 2 hours 39 mins Warning SSG2

SSG3 ? FAIL SSG3

Where:

• Node: Name of the Gateway node
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• Uptime: Time duration since Gateway process startup on this node, rounded to the nearest minute. If a node has failed, the
uptime shows a question mark ("?") instead.

• Status: Each node in the cluster updates the timestamp in the database periodically. If a node is down, the timestamp
begins to fall behind compared to the current time. The status indicators are:

• OK = Timestamp is no older than 30 seconds
• Warning = Timestamp is older than 30 seconds but younger than 1 hour
• FAIL = Timestamp is older than 1 hour; when a node has failed, the uptime cannot be determined

• System Info: Returns extended system information in a separate web page. You can use this information to help
troubleshoot problems. This information also helps CA Technical Support diagnose issues if you require further assistance.

Note:  You need the roles Administrator or Operator to view extended system information

Database Failure

If the nodes are active but the database has failed, the full cluster status is not displayed. Instead, one of the following messages
is returned:

• FAILURE
• FAILURE: Cannot connect to database from <machinename.domain.com>

Tip:

To verify that the Gateway is working correctly, configure a monitoring application to search for the string "OK" or the
protocol status "200" in the HTML results page. If not found, then the monitoring system should proceed to raise an alert.

 SNMP Monitoring
For system analysis and monitoring purposes, the Gateway acts as a SNMP (Simple Network
Management Protocol) Agent in an SNMP-enabled network.

Warning:  WARNING! SNMP support is an optional Gateway configuration with inherent security implications. The
procedures required to configure the Gateway as a SNMP Agent are dependent on site and network factors and must be
implemented in consultation with a CA Technologies Professional Services Specialist.

For system analysis and monitoring purposes, the Gateway acts as a SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) Agent in
an SNMP-enabled network.

Using an existing tool like SNMPWALK from the Net-SNMP tool kit (http://net-snmp.sourceforge.net) configured with the
MIB (Management Information Base) information in Gateway as SNMP Agent, you can construct the following:

• various "SNMP GET" queries
• requests for Gateway CPU load
• network traffic
• other basic statistical information.

When queried, the Gateway returns an SNMP trap notification with the required counter data. Since the SNMP query and
response processes are executed independently from the standard Gateway functionality, they do not affect the performance of
the implementation.

The configured threshold of the Gateway’s Audit Log determines the type and depth of audit records that are accessible by the
SNMP queries.

Tip:

Related to but separate from the Gateway’s SNMP Agent functionality, you can configure a Send SNMP Trap Assertion in
the Policy Manager. When encountered in a policy path, the Send SNMP Trap Assertion instructs the Gateway to broadcast
an SNMP trap event to a predefined network address. The event could be an alert based on the processing result of a previous
assertion, or an alert based on another policy processing outcome.

 Check Service Availability

This topic describes how you can assess the availability of the CA API Gateway service. This allows you to confirm that
the actual service is running, not just whether the processing node is alive on the network. To check for service availability,
configure ports 8080 and 8443 with the following parameters:

• Set the frequency of checking setting to 120 seconds. Tip: A lower value provides faster failure detection, but may cause
excessive load on the Gateway cluster.

• Set the response timeout to 120 seconds
• For port 8080, set the communication type to Normal
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• For port 8443, set the communication type to SSL
• Configure ports 8080 and 8443 to check the URI "/ssg/ping". By default, the "/ssg/ping" URI responds only when the

request is submitted using SSL on port 8443, with HTTP basic credentials in the request. To enable non-SSL response
without credentials, adjust the pingServlet.mode cluster property. 

Warning:  Do not use the "/ssg/ping" URI to do a node health check during a load balancer availability check.
Doing so impacts the performance of the cluster significantly. For an alternative, see "Load Balancer Health
Check" in Configuring the Load Balancer.

An "OK" message is displayed when the Gateway connects successfully to the cluster storage, confirming that the service is
working. If the connection fails, the message "The server is not in an operational state" appears after about 20 seconds.

 View Logs for the Gateway
The gateway maintains a comprehensive set of logs that can help you troubleshoot issues.

The CA API Gateway maintains a comprehensive set of logs that can help you troubleshoot issues.

  

Viewing Logs on the Appliance Gateway using the Menu

The easiest method is to view the logs from the Gateway appliance's main menu.

 To view logs on the Gateway appliance using the menu: 

• Select option 9 (Display Log Viewing menu) from the Gateway Main Menu.

The following table describes each log option. Tip: Type q to exit a log.

Option Description

View system logs  Use this option to view the various system logs:

• View main log: Displays the logs from /var/logs/
messages.* 

• View security log: Displays the logs from  /var/log/
secure.* 

• View command log: Displays the logs from /var/log/
bash_commands.log.* 

• View MySQL log: Displays the log from  /var/log/
mysqld.log 

View Gateway logs  Use this option to view the various Gateway logs:

•  View node log: Displays the default logs from:
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/logs/
ssg_X_0.log 

•  View host log: Displays the logs from:
/opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/logs/sspc_X_0.log 

•  View patch history log: Displays the log from:
/opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/logs/patches.log 

•  View patch client log: Displays the logs from:
/opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/logs/patch_cli_X_0.log 

•  View patch verifier log: Displays the logs from:
/opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/logs/
patch_verifier_X_0.log 

View Enterprise Service Manager Log  

(only if the Enterprise Service Manager is present) 

Use this option to view the CA API Gateway - Enterprise
Service Manager logs (if present):

 /opt/SecureSpan/EnterpriseManager/var/logs/ssem_X_0.log 

Viewing Logs on the Appliance Gateway using the File Structure

You can also access the Gateway log files directory through the file structure. The Gateway logs events or messages to the
following locations:
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• /var/log/messages.*: These logs contain messages related to starting and stopping the Gateway, private authentication
messages, and error conditions regarding the Gateway service. These logs also record the commands issued at the terminal.

• /var/log/secure.*: These logs contain commands entered at the terminal and all messages pertaining to authentications.
• /var/log/ssg_gc.log.*: These are the GC logs for garbage collection. They contain useful information for debugging

purposes. The logs are maintained and rolled over by the Gateway process (starting with ssg_gc.log.0, up to ssg_gc.log.9).
By default, there are 10 log files of 20 MB each, which are used and rolled over as they fill up.

• /var/log/bash_commands.log: This log lists the bash commands entered at the terminal. Also records all activity from the
Gateway main menu.

• /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/logs/ : These logs contain messages generated by the process controller.
• /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/logs/ssg* : After system startup, further Gateway logs are written to log

files in this directory. The logs are maintained and rolled over by the Gateway process (starting with ssg_0_0.log, up
to ssg_0_9.log). By default, there are 10 log files of 20 MB each, which are used and rolled over as they fill up. The
"default_startup_0_0.log" file stores startup log information.

Tip:

The default settings (10 log files/20MB each) work best in a low log volume environment. You may need to increase these
values if you have high transaction rates, where a single log file could be filled in a matter of minutes. To change the size
and number of log files, use the File Settings tab in the Log Sink Properties.

• /opt/SecureSpan/Platform/data/log/FoundationServices.log: This log contains messages generated by the Restricted
Shell commands.

• /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/logs: This log contains messages related to backing up the Gateway.

Logs are created on startup, and logging continues between startup and shutdown. You can manually delete the logs when the
Gateway is not running.

Viewing Logs on the Software Gateway

To view logs on the Software Gateway, open the log files in this location:

• /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/logs/ssg* : Gateway logs are written to a log file system located in this
directory. The logs are maintained and rolled over by the Gateway process (starting with ssg_0_0.log, up to ssg_0_9.log).
By default, there are 10 log files of 20 MB each, which are used and rolled over as they fill up.

Logs are created on startup, and logging continues between startup and shutdown. You can manually delete the logs when the
Gateway is not running.

Viewing Logs from the Policy Manager

The Policy Manager has a built-in log viewer that you can use to view API Gateway node logs from any cluster node, provided
that the log files are associated with an existing log sink. Use the logs to help you diagnose and resolve problems for a node.

 To view logs using the Policy Manager: 

1. In the Policy Manager, select [View] > View Logs from the Main Menu (on the browser client, from the Monitor menu).
The available logs to view are listed. If the list of logs is long, you can filter the display by entering some text into the Filter
box. The filter string is matched against all columns, except for "Last Modified".

Tip:

 When a filter is in place, the following message is displayed to remind you that the list is filtered: "Caution! Filter may
exclude some logs." 

Note:

Only local logs are listed in the Select Log dialog. Local logs are those of type "File" in the Log Sink Properties.
2. Select one or more log file(s) to view, then click [View]. Tip: Hold down the [Ctrl] key to select multiple files.The log

details are displayed in the Log Viewer. The following table describes each part of the Log Viewer dialog:
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 Setting  Description 

 <log entries> The box at the top of the dialog displays all the entries in
the selected log. You can click on any line to view it in the
log entry details box below.

If the Tail option is selected, the list of log entries is
updated dynamically, displaying the X most recent log
entries.

If a Filter is in place, this box displays only those log entries
with text matching the filter string.

 <log entry details> When you select a log entry to view, the details are
displayed in a more readable line-wrapped format in this
details box.

 Filter To filter the list of log entries, type a filter string. The
display is automatically updated to show only those lines
containing the string. For example, to see only log entries
with the severity WARNING, type 'warning' in the box.

A message is displayed when a filter is in effect, to remind
you that not all entries are visible.

To clear the filter, delete the string.

Tip:

The filter string is matched anywhere within the log entry,
with no case sensitivity.

 View last xxx line(s) Select this check box to display only the most xxx recent
log entries . New lines are displayed as they become
available (if not filtered). Enter how many recent entries to
show, maximum 100.

Clear this check box to display the entire contents of the
log.

Tip:

Click [Refresh] to update the display after clearing this
check box.

 Auto-Refresh Select this check box to have new log data retrieved from
the API Gateway every few seconds. The log display will
scroll automatically to display the latest lines in the log.

Clear this check box to update the log only when the
[Refresh] button is clicked.

 Showing xx/xx line(s) Displays the total number of events currently displayed in
the log window, out of the total number of viewable entries.
This is useful to see how many lines are displayed when a
filter is used.

 Refresh Click this button to update the log data displayed.

Tip:

The [Refresh] button is not necessary when Auto-Refresh
is enabled, but you can still use it to update the display in
between auto refreshes.

 Cancel Click this button to cancel a manual refresh. For example,
you may wish to cancel if a refresh is taking too long to
complete.
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 Setting  Description 

 Last Updated Displays the date and time of the most recent update,
whether auto or manual refresh.

3. Click [Close] to close the Log Viewer and the Select Log dialogs when done.

Saving a Log File

Before saving the log, be sure the entries you want to save are currently displayed. Data that is filtered out will not be saved.
For example, if you were viewing 'Severe' events, only 'Severe' events will be saved. If you wish to save the entire log, be sure
to clear the filter first.

 To save the log:

1. In the Log Viewer dialog, select [File] > Save as.
2. Specify a file name and location or use the defaults presented.

Tip:

Accepting the suggested file name makes it easier to sort and organize your saved logs. Be sure to preserve the ".txt" file
extension.

3. Click [Save]

 To view the saved log:

• Open the saved log file using any text editor.

Configure the Log Message Format

By default, the Gateway logs provide a standard amount of detail. If necessary, you can change the format to show verbose
details or the raw message.

Only system administrators or advanced technical users should attempt to change the log message format.

To configure the CA API Gateway log message format, edit the following properties in the ssglog.properties file:

sink.format.<format>sink.format.<log sink name>.<format>

Examples:

•  sink.format.VERBOSE formats VERBOSE level messages for all Log Sinks
•  sink.format.MyErrorSink.RAW formats messages for the Log Sink named "MyErrorSink".

Tip:

The CA API Gateway uses the Java standard/default log formatter java.util.logging.SimpleFormatter for the log messages. For
more information, refer to this page in the Oracle documentation: https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/logging/
SimpleFormatter.html 

The following table describes the default format strings:

Log Format Format String

 RAW %4$s

 STANDARD %2$s %3$s: %4$s

 VERBOSE [%8$s] %2$s %3$s %6$s: %4$s

The format string is a Java String.format formatting string. The following table lists the items that are available to be logged,
with each referenced by number in the format string.

Index Value Data

 1 JVM Time in millis

 2 Java Log Level (INFO, WARNING, ...)

 3 Logger Name (Class originating the log message)

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/logging/SimpleFormatter.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/logging/SimpleFormatter.html
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 4 Message logged

 5 Thread ID (Note this is already written to Syslog via a lower
level)

 6 Source Method originating the log message

 7 Exception message (this is automatically added when
required, don't use)

 8 Log Sink Name

For information on where the log formats are used, see Log Sink Properties.

Unable to See All the Logs

If you have trouble loading all the logs that are accessible to you, do the following to increase the logs' shutdown time:

Windows:

1. Navigate to the Policy Manager folder and open the CA API Gateway Policy Manager.ini file in edit mode.
2. Add -Dcom.l7tech.console.logMaxShutdownTime=<timeinterval> to the commandline jvm arguments as shown in the

below example. The time interval is in milliseconds. Default: 8000

[startup] jre=jre\bin\javaw.exe commandline=javaw -Dfile.encoding=UTF-8 -Duser.language=en -
Duser.country=US -Xms128M -Xmx1024M -Xss256k -Dsun.net.inetaddr.ttl=10 -Dnetworkaddress.cache.ttl=10 -
Dcom.l7tech.console.logMaxShutdownTime=15000 -jar Manager.jar

3. Save the file and launch Policy Manager again.

MacOS/Linux/Solaris:

1. Navigate to the Policy Manager folder and open the Manager.sh file in edit mode.
2. Add -Dcom.l7tech.console.logMaxShutdownTime=<timeinterval> as shown in the below example. The time interval is

in milliseconds. Default: 8000

# include startup options extra=" -server -Dcom.l7tech.proxy.listener.maxthreads=300 -Dsun.net.inetaddr.ttl=10
 -Dnetworkaddress.cache.ttl=10 -Dfile.encoding=UTF-8 -Duser.language=en -Duser.country=US-
Dcom.l7tech.console.logMaxShutdownTime=15000 "

3. Save the file and launch Policy Manager again.

 

9 APIs and Toolkits

This section describes the following:

This section describes the following:

• CA API Management AWS Solution Kit: Describes how to use the optional add-on to consume AWS Lambda functions
and connect to S3 repositories using API Gateway. Refer CA API Management AWS Solution Kit for the complete
documentation.

• OAuth Toolkit: A brief introduction to the OAuth Toolkit, which is a complete OAuth implementation for the API
Gateway. Compete reference documentation for the OAuth Toolkit can be found on the CA API Management OAuth
Toolkit wiki site.

• REST Management API: Describes how to publish and access the REST Management API. This allows you to manage
the API Gateway using scripts.

• WS Management API: Describes the API Gateway Management interface, which allows third party developers to
integrate with the Gateway or cluster using either a SOAP service, command line client, Java API, or REST API.

• Salesforce Integration Solution Kit: Describes how to use this optional add-on to allow the API Gateway to configure
connections to Salesforce.com and execute Salesforce operations.

• Actional Looking Glass Integration: Describes how to use this optional add-on to allow the API Gateway to be
configured to be managed as a node by the Actional Looking Glass server.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Gateway Developer Plugin
2

Overview

The Gateway Developer Plugin is an Open Source tool developed by CA is designed to help policy development teams
manage the full cycle of policy development. It is offered as an alternative to the existing Gateway Migration Utility (GMU)
tool and is designed to optimize a Continuous Integration and Continuous Development (CI/CD) workflow. Where the GMU
tool relies on a script-based mapping workflow with documented limitations of what can and can't be migrated with the tool
alone, the Plugin is designed to simplify this process in several ways:

• All Gateway configuration shall be stored in a Version Control System (VCS), allowing multiple policy developers to
collaborate and revise, push and pull policy artifacts (including configurations) like code.

• Enables policy developers to create build packages with all the required configurations to run a solution in the Gateway.
• Ensures that configurations can be applied across different environments (e.g., development, testing or production) so that

the Gateway solution can behave consistently regardless of environment.

As described, the Plugin is not just an alternative to the GMU, but is an important component to running the Container
Gateway in ephemeral mode. 

CI/CD Workflow with the Gateway Developer Plugin

The following diagram illustrates how the Gateway Developer Plugin can contribute to a CI/CD workflow for policy or
services development with the Gateway. Sample Gradle plugin tasks (i.e., import-bundle, export, build, build-
full-bundle, etc.) are highlighted in bold to show how and where they fit in the overall workflow. 
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Both import-bundle and build-full-bundle are examples of tasks that can be controlled and monitored by a CI/CD
pipeline automation system such as Jenkins. For example, Jenkins can monitor the Nexus repository for changes and then pull
the updated bundle when available and call the Restman endpoint to install the updated bundle into a Gateway. Also, Jenkins
can also monitor changes at the VCS level (e.g., merging of changes to branches in GitHub) and then run the build-full-
bundle task along with the import-bundle task to deploy those changes to an existing GW cluster or new Gateway
instance. 

Contents of the Plugin

In addition to the Gateway Developer Plugin, there are three other plugins that are part of the project build and deploy process.
When applied, each plugin executes a unique set of coordinated tasks, such as building bundles, generating files, or removing
unnecessary fields from a file. The following table summarizes those tasks for each of the plugins. 
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Plugin Description Plugin Tasks Learn More

gateway-developer-plugin Reads configuration files,
converts them to the Gateway
Restman bundle format and
builds the GW7 package.

build-bundle

package-gw7

build-environment-
bundle

build-full-bundle

GitHub Wiki

gateway-export-plugin Exports current
configurations from an
existing Gateway, converts
them into the plugin format,
and stores it in the local
directory structure, allowing
for pushing to a VCS system.

export-raw

sanitize-export

export

clean-export

GitHub Wiki

gateway-import-plugin Imports and installs generated
solutions to an existing
running Gateway. Used
primarily for transitioning
Gateways from an appliance
to a container form factor.

import-bundle

GitHub Wiki

environment-creator
application

Part of the the GW7 package
and used for deployment, this
tool collects all environment
properties that are relevant to
the container and applies their
values to the bundles. It is run
before Container Gateway
startup.

N/A GitHub Wiki

Getting Started 

Your Gateway project should be structured like a typical Gradle project (see GitHub repository example here), which requires
two configuration files - build.gradle and settings.gradle. 

The plugins are Gradle-based and can be found in the Gradle site here. As such, the structure of your Gateway project should
resemble that of a Gradle project. 

Per Gradle build logic, there are two steps needed to make full use of the plugins. First, Gradle will resolve the plugin,
meaning that it will find the correct version of the plugin. In the build.gradle file, that means it will look at the plugins listed in
the dependencies block. Each plugin should be given a script classpath. Once a plugin is resolved from the specified path, its
API is used in a build script. Secondly, Gradle will then apply the plugin to the target Gateway project 

About

build.gradle

The build.gradle file should define the following project-related configurations, via Groovy script:

• Repositories
• Dependencies
• Plugins
• Properties/values/custom objects
• Publishing configurations
• Gradle wrapper version

https://github.com/ca-api-gateway/gateway-developer-plugin/wiki/Gateway-Developer-Plugin
https://github.com/ca-api-gateway/gateway-developer-plugin/wiki/Gateway-Export-Plugin
https://github.com/ca-api-gateway/gateway-developer-plugin/wiki/Gateway-Import-Plugin
https://github.com/ca-api-gateway/gateway-developer-plugin/wiki/Applying-Environment
https://github.com/ca-api-gateway-examples/gateway-developer-example
https://plugins.gradle.org/plugin/com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-developer-plugin
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The following is an example of a build.gradle file for a Gateway project with comments. 

// the buildscript block defines how the Gateway project is built and
 where are the plugins located buildscript {    // the repositories
 block is where you declare project repositories    repositories
 {        mavenLocal() // search first on local maven        maven
 {            url "https://plugins.gradle.org/m2/" //
 second in gradle public plugins repository        }    }    //
 adds the plugins as dependencies    dependencies
 {        // "+" will always pull the latest available
 plugin        classpath "com.ca.apim.gateway:gateway-developer-
plugin:0.6.+"        classpath "com.ca.apim.gateway:gateway-
export-plugin:0.6.+"        classpath "com.ca.apim.gateway:gateway-
import-plugin:0.6.+"    }} // configuration for subprojects,
 if applicablesubprojects {    // apply plugin is required
 to set gradle to use the plugin during build    apply
 plugin: 'com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-developer-
plugin'    if (!project.name.equals('deployment'))
 {        apply plugin: 'com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-export-
plugin'        GatewayConnection {            url = 'https://
localhost:8443/restman'        }    } else {        apply
 plugin: 'com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-import-
plugin'    }     group 'com.ca.apim.gateway'    version
 = '0.6.0'     // this repositories config refers specifically
 to the dependencies in the project    repositories
 {        mavenLocal()        flatDir
 {            dirs new File(project.parent.rootDir, "lib")        }        jcenter()    }} wrapper
 {    gradleVersion = '4.10.2'}

About

settings.gradle

 

Similar to the build.gradle file, the settings.gradle file is written in Groovy script. It is executed before the
build.gradle file and is evaluated against the Settings object. With this object, you can manage submodules, configure
versioning and project names – use this file if your settings are build-related and not necessarily project-related. 

View the Plugin in GitHub

Go to https://github.com/ca-api-gateway/gateway-developer-plugin

Note:

• Container Gateway in a CI/CD Pipeline
• Gateway Developer Plugin (Gradle Site)

https://github.com/ca-api-gateway/gateway-developer-plugin
https://plugins.gradle.org/plugin/com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-developer-plugin
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 CA API Management AWS Solution Kit
The AWS Solution Kit enables you to consume AWS Lambda functions and connect to S3 repositories
using CA API Gateway. 

The  AWS Solution Kit  enables you to consume AWS Lambda functions and connect to S3 repositories using CA API
Gateway. 

This following features are included in this release of AWS Solution Kit:

•  AWS Assertion 
•  AWS 4 Signer Assertion 

 OAuth Toolkit
The OAuth Toolkit is standalone product that is available for all CA API Management products. It is a
complete OAuth implementation that includes:

The OAuth Toolkit is standalone product that is available for all CA API Management products. It is a complete OAuth
implementation that includes:

• An authorization server that supports various types of handshaking with API-consuming applications
• A resource server that protects access to APIs at runtime 
• A token management system which can be deployed in a distributed architecture. 

The authorization server and resource server can integrate with most leading identity and access management (IAM) products.

The OAuth Toolkit supports the OAuth standards as well as JWT (JSON Web Token) bearer tokens and a range of extension
grant types. Optional HMAC or RSA signatures are supported for maximum interoperability. The OAuth Toolkit also provides
an OpenID Connect implementation, which can be used to extend an existing identity directory into a state-of-the-art federated
identity provider.

 REST Management API
A REST API is available for managing the gateway. You can install this API either from the Policy
Manager or automatically on new Gateways using auto-provisioning.

A REST API is available for managing the CA API Gateway. You can install this API either from the Policy Manager or
automatically on new Gateways using auto-provisioning.

Note:

When you create a configuration initially, it is best to use the Policy Manager first, then use the REST Management API to
manipulate the template. This is easier and less error prone than attempting to create the configuration solely using the REST
Management API.

Contents:

Note:

Observe the following when using the REST Management API:

• Do not use encoded XML with the REST Management API, as it is not parsed correctly.
• Do not use "%0A" in URLs. This string is translated into a line feed, which causes issues.

Publish the REST Management Service

You can publish the REST Management Service using either of the following methods:

• Via the the GUI in the Policy Manager
• Auto-provision via the command line (Policy Manager not required)

To publish the REST Management API from the Policy Manager:

1. In Policy Manager, select [Tasks] > Services and APIs > Publish Internal Service from the main menu (in the browser
client, use the [Manage] menu).

2. From list of services, select Gateway REST Management Service.
3. Optionally, change the Routing URI if necessary. Note: The routing URI must always end with /*.

http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-api-management/api-management-aws-solution-kit/1-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-api-management/api-management-aws-solution-kit/1-0/consume-aws-services/aws-assertion.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-api-management/api-management-aws-solution-kit/1-0/consume-aws-services/aws-4-signer-assertion.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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4. Click [Finish] to publish the service.
The Gateway REST Management Service is created and resides in the root folder. 

To publish the REST Management API using auto-provisioning:

You can auto-provision only on new or restored Gateways that have no other services installed.

1. Log in as ssgconfig and open a privileged shell.
2. Run the following commands to create an empty file named "restman" in the specified folder:

# mkdir -p touch /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/services/ 
# touch /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/services/restman

3. Exit the privileged shell.The REST Management Service is auto-provisioned the next time the Gateway is restarted.

Access the REST Management API Documentation

Documentation for the REST Management API is available at this location, available after the REST Management API is
published:

https://<GatewayHostName>:<port>/<GatewayRESTRoutingURI>/1.0/doc/
home.html

For example: https://gateway.mycompany.com:9443/restman/1.0/doc/home.html

Log in with your Policy Manager credentials when prompted.

Tip:

If you enter incorrect credentials, an "Authentication Failed" message is displayed. Trying to access the REST Management
API documentation again may simply repeat this error and not prompt for credentials again. If this happens, try these
troubleshooting tips:

• Close the browser tab and open a new tab.
• Clear your browser's cache.
• Access the URL in "private browsing" or "incognito" mode in your browser.

The online REST Management API documentation is organized across the following sections:

• Getting Started: Shows how to make a basic REST API call. Provides basic navigation information about the API.
• Authentication: Describes how to authenticate and how users are restricted.
• Resources: Contains a list of all the API resource endpoints. Lists the URLs, parameters, responses, and anything else

required to make an API call to the resource.
• Migration: Describes the migration process. Includes information on how to bundle, how to import, and how to resolve

mapping issues.

Note:

The REST Management API is available online only. There is no offline version.

 WS Management API
The WS Management API provides a set of tools access and manage the gateway.

The WS Management API provides a set of tools access and manage the CA API Gateway.

The following tools are available:

• Management Client: This is a console utility that provides access to the management service.
• Management Java API: The management Java API is a library that can be used for integration of API Gateway

management into other products. The Java API requires Java 7. The current API version is 1.2. 
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• Management SOAP service: The management SOAP service, when published as an internal service, is used by the other
components and can also be used directly by third party developers. The SOAP service uses SOAP 1.2. The namespace is:
http://ns.l7tech.com/2010/04/gateway-management. WS-Management is used for the management SOAP service.

Management Details

The WS Management API manages the following resources and supports CRUD operations.

Resource Type WS-Man Resource
URI

Look up by: Notes Security Zoneable

Active Connector activeConnectors id, name Added in version 8.0 Y

Assertion Security
Zone

assertionSecurityZones id, name Added in version 8.0 Y

Cluster Property clusterProperties id, name Excludes hidden
properties (e.g.,
license)

 

Custom Key Value customKeyValues id, name New entity in v8.0 for
Custom Assertions API

 

Encapsulated
Assertion

encapsulatedAssertions id, guid, name Import/export
capability added in
version 8.2.0

Y

Email Listeners emailListeners id, name Added in version 8.2.0 Y

Folder folders id  Y

Generic Entity genericEntities id, name   

HTTP Options httpConfigurations id Added in version 8.2.0 Y

Identity Provider identityProviders id, name Note this is for
providers, not identities
LDAP browse
password is write only

Y

Interface Tag interfaceTags id, name Used with listen ports,
etc.
Note: Also need
CRUD permission for
Cluster Property with
"name=interfaceTags".

 

JDBC Connection jdbcConnections id, name Password is write only Y

JMS Destination jmsDestinations id  Y

Listen Port listenPorts id, name  Y

Policy policies id, name Does not include
revisions

Y

Policy Alias policyAliases id Added in version 8.2.0 Y

Private Key privateKeys id The certificate chain
for a private key can
be changed using an
update.
When a private
key is stored in an
HSM, access may be
restricted. For example,
you may not be able to
export the private key.

Y

Published Service
Alias

serviceAliases id Added in version 8.2.0 Y

Resource Document resources id, uri  Y
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Revocation Checking
Policy

revocationCheckingPoliciesid, name Full CRUD support in
version 8.2.0

Y

Roles & Permissions role id Added in version 8.2.0.  

Security Zone securityZones id, name Added in version 8.0  

Service services id, policy GUID  Y

CA Single Sign-On
Configuration

siteMinderConfigurationsid, name Added in version 8.0 Y

Stored Password storedPasswords id, name Password is write only Y

Trusted Certificate trustedCertificates id  Y

Item Naming and Creation

Item names may not start or end with white space. Any leading or trailing white space in the name is automatically removed
when the item is created.  Folders, policies, and services may be moved between folders.

Management Methods

Some managed items from the following table expose additional methods for custom operations:

Item Method Description

Policy, Service Export Policy Export the policy for the item (including
dependencies).

Policy, Service Import Policy Import the policy for the item (including
dependencies).

Policy, Service Set Version Comment Sets a version comment of the currently
active policy/service or a policy version
number specified in the VersionNumber
element.

Policy, Service Validate Policy Validate the policy for the item or an
arbitrary policy.

Private Key Create Key Create a new key.

Private Key Export Key Export a private key as PKCS#12 file.

Private Key Generate CSR Generate a Certificate Signing Request
for use with a new key.

Private Key Import Key Import a private key from a PKCS#12
file.

Private Key Set Key Purpose Set the Special Purposes for a key (e.g.,
SSL, CA, Audit Signing, Audit Viewer).

Roles & Permissions Add Assignments Add assignment(s) to a role.

Roles & Permissions Remove Assignments Remove assignment(s) from a role.

Policy Import/Export

Policies may be imported and exported, similar to the functionality provided in the Policy Manager. When importing a policy,
you can map a policy dependency (for example, identity provider) to an existing item on the target Gateway. Alternatively, you
can choose to ignore or delete the assertions that reference these items.
The following table summarizes the resolution options that are available when a matching dependency cannot be found.

Item Map Ignore Delete

Active Connector Y Y Y

Custom Assertion  Y Y

Global XML Schema  Y Y

Identity Provider Y Y Y
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JDBC Connection Y Y Y

JMS Queue Y Y Y

Policy Fragment**    

Private Key Y Y Y

CA Single Sign-On
Configuration

Y Y Y

Stored Passwords Y Y Y

Trusted Certificate Y Y Y

**See "Policy Fragment Mismatch" below

Be sure to review the import results to see the messages generated.

Policy Fragment Mismatch

When an incoming policy fragment has the same identifier (GUID) as a fragment on the target Gateway, the two fragments
must match or else the policy import may fail. If failure occurs due to a policy fragment mismatch, you can still import the
policy using the "-force" option. When force is used, the conflicting fragments are not imported; the corresponding fragment
on the target Gateway is used instead.
Example: If incoming fragment "A" conflicts with existing fragment "B", then any reference to "A" in the imported policy
(after the "force" option is used) is automatically updated to reference "B" instead.

Policy Validation

Validating a policy will produce a validation report consisting of a collection of validation messages. Each message relates to a
specific assertion within the policy, with messages flagged as either "Warning" or "Error". For more information on each type,
see Validating a Policy.
To help you match up a validation message against the relevant assertion, the following numbering system is used:

• An ordinal number indicates the absolute position of the assertion in question within the policy. This ordinal count starts
with "2" for the first assertion and is numbered contiguously through the policy, including assertions within included
fragments. (There is a hidden "All assertions must evaluate to true" folder at the root of every policy that occupies the
number "1" ordinal position.)

• A series of position numbers that can help you more easily locate the assertion within a large policy. Using these position
numbers, every assertion and child assertion has a separate count beginning with "0"

Consider the following example:

This is how the assertions will be referenced in a validation report:

• "Child assertion A" is ordinal "4""Child assertion A" referenced by position is "1,0" (where "1" represents the position of
assertion A's parent and "0" represents the position of A itself)

• "Child assertion C" is ordinal "7""Child assertion C" referenced by position is "1,2,0"
• Child assertion E" is ordinal "11"Child assertion F" referenced by position is "3,0"
• "Route via HTTP" is ordinal "9" and is referenced by position "3"

Using the Management Client
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The Management Client is a console utility that provides access to all features of the management API, except for policy
validation. The client can run under Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), CentOS, or Oracle Solaris (refer to Requirements and
Compatibility for supported versions).

To run the Management Client:

Enter the following command:
./gatewayManagementClient.sh [ <url >| <host> | <host:port> ] [ <command> ] [ <option(s)> ]*

Where:

• "<url>" is the URL of the target Gateway (for example, "https://gateway.mycompany.com:8443/wsman")

Or you can optionally specify:
"<host>" is the hostname of the target Gateway (for example, "gateway.mycompany.com")
"<host:port>" is the hostname and optionally the port number of the target Gateway (for example,
"gateway.mycompany.com:9443")

• "<command>" is a client command 
• "<option(s)>" is one or more options for the command 

The following defaults are used for the port and path if only a hostname or hostname and port number is supplied:

Default port: 8443Default path: wsman

Examples:

Specifying: gateway.mycompany.com (host only)
Results in: _https://gateway.mycompany.com:8443/wsman_
Specifying: gateway.mycompany.com:9443 (host and port)
Results in: _https://gateway.mycompany.com:9443/wsman_
Specifying: _https://gateway.mycompany.com:9443/wsman2_ (URL)
Results in: _https://gateway.mycompany.com:9443/wsman2_

Note:

The Management Client will permit HTTP connections to be used, but this is insecure and not recommended.

Client Commands and Options

The following lists the commands and options that can be used with the client. Options in bold must be specified; all others are
optional.

Command Description Options Notes

create Create entity in, inFile, outFile, type One of in/inFile is required

delete Delete entity id, name, type One of id/name is required

get Retrieve entity id, name, outFile, type One of id/name is required

put Update entity in, inFile, type One of in/inFile is required

enumerate Enumerate items of selected
type(s)

outFile, type  

generatecsr Generate a CSR (Certificate
Signing Request)

id, type, outFile, csrDn  

export Export policy id, type, outFile  

import Import policy id, in, inFile, type One of in/inFile is required

validate Validate policy id, in, inFile, type Use id to validate an existing
policy, in/inFile for a
modified policy

createkey Create private key id, type, inFile Input file specifies all options
(Subject DN, Key type,
Expiry, etc)

exportkey Export private key id, type, outFile, keyAlias,
keyPassword
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importkey Import private key id, inFile, type, keyAlias,
keyPassword

 

keypurposes Set special purposes for a key id, type, keyPurpose Sets specified purposes,
clears purpose from other
key(s)

The following table describes each option in more detail.

Option Description

-force Force update (skip version check and ignore policy fragment
mismatch)

Tip:

Normally, an item's version number is checked during
updating to ensure that the current version is being updated.
Use the force option if version checking is not desirable (for
example, items are being versioned externally)

-genericEntityType Used in conjunction with -name to uniquely get a generic
entity.

-guid <value> The GUID (Globally Unique Identifier), for items that
support GUID lookup.

Tip:

Currently, the only entity that supports GUID is Policy.

-id <value> The item identifier

-import <instruction> Used with the "import" command to provide additional
instructions for the import. For more information, see "Import
Instructions" .

-in <value> The input item

-inFile <file> The file from which to read the input item.

Tip:

You can use a "-"(hyphen) in place of <file> to read from the
standard input, i.e.: -inFile -

-name <value> The item name, for items that support name lookup.

-outFile <file> The file to write the output item to; use the "-safe" option to
not overwrite an existing file.

Tip:

You can use a "-"(hyphen) in place of <file> to write to the
standard output, i.e.: -outFile –

Note:

When creating a new item with sensitive data present in the
"infile", this sensitive data will be revealed in the "outfile".
Be sure to take the necessary precautions if this is the case.

-safe Prevents overwriting of an existing file. When creating
an "-outFile <file>", abort if "<file>" already exists in the
specified path.

-type <value> The item type; for a list of the available values, see the "Type
Name" column.

The following options can be used with any command or with
no command:
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-help Displays help for the command or displays global help if no
command is specified.

-password <value> The password to use to log onto the Gateway.

-passwordFile <file> The file from which to read the password.
Use this option if you do not wish to specify the password on
the command line.

Tip:

See " Using text files to input passwords " below for
suggestions to ensure the password is not rejected.

-proxyHost <value> The hostname of the HTTP proxy server to use.

Note:

If an invalid proxy server is entered, the Gateway
Management Client will fall back to not using a proxy rather
than failing.

-proxyPort <value> The port of the HTTP proxy server to use.

Note:

If an invalid port is entered, the Gateway Management Client
will fall back to not using a proxy rather than failing.

-proxyUsername <value> The username to use with an HTTP proxy server.

-proxyPassword <value> The password to use with an HTTP proxy server.

-proxyPasswordFile <value> The file from which to read the proxy password.
Use this option if you do not wish to specify the password on
the command line.

Tip:

See " Using text files to input passwords " below for
suggestions to ensure the password is not rejected.

-skipVerifyCertificate To disable trust checking for the server's SSL certificate.
Use this option to permit a connection even though the server
certificate is not trusted when using SSL.
 

Warning:

Use this option with caution as it introduces a
security risk.

-skipVerifyHostname To disable hostname verification.
Use this option to permit a connection even though the
hostname does not match the server certificate when using
SSL.

Warning:

Use this option with caution as it introduces a
security risk.

-username <value> The user name to use to log onto the CA API Gateway.

-version Show the version of the Management Client. Use this option
without any command.

The following options are available for private key
commands:

 

-keyAlias <value> The alias (to use) for the key in the PKCS#12 keystore.
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-keyPassword <value> The password (to use) for the PKCS#12 keystore.

-keyPasswordFile <value> The password (to use) for the PKCS#12 keystore.

Tip:

See "Using text files to input passwords" below for
suggestions to ensure the password is not rejected.

-keyPurpose <value> A purpose for the key (option can be repeated).

-csrDn <value> The DN to use in the generated CSR.

Using text files to input passwords

If you are inputting the password from a text file, it is important that the file is free from any extraneous line breaks (which
may be introduced by certain editors in Linux), as this will cause validation failures.

One way to create a text file with no line breaks is to use this command:

echo -n "password" > password.txt

You can remove line breaks from an existing file using this command:

cat password.txt | tr -d '\n' > password2.txt

These are especially relevant to the following commands:

-passwordFile

-proxyPasswordFile

-keyPasswordFile

Import Instructions

When using the "-import" option with the "import" command, you can use the instructions in the following table to control
how missing or conflicting policy dependencies are handled.

Instruction Description

accept <info> The dependency is imported as is.

remove <info> Any assertions using the dependency are not imported.

rename <info> The dependency is renamed and imported.

replace <info> The dependency is replaced with an alternative.

For each instruction, <info> is where you supply information to identity the dependency and any additional information as
required by the type of instruction.
Examples:
-import accept IdProviderReference 10231

• Import assertions referencing the provider as-is.

-import remove IdProviderReference 10231

• Do not import assertions referencing the provider

-import replace IdProviderReference 10231 23111

• Replace references to the provider with the given ID

-import rename IncludedPolicyReference 13214 NewName

• Rename the included policy fragment when importing

Management Client Examples

The following are examples of using the basic commands. Note that all commands must be typed on one line.
Example 1:
gatewayManagementClient.sh ssg.acmecorp.com get -type service -id 221806592 -username admin -password password
-outFile out.xml
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Use the Management Client to log onto the CA API Gateway at https://ssg.acmecorp.com:8443/wsman, with the credentials
"admin/password" and retrieve a service with the identifier "221806592", then write the output to the file "out.xml".
Example 2:
gatewayManagementClient.sh ssg.acmecorp.com put -type clusterProperty username admin -password password -
inFile in.xml
Use the Management Client to log onto the CA API Gateway at https://ssg.acmecorp.com:8443/wsman, with the credentials
"admin/password" and update a cluster property using information from the input file "in.xml".
Example 3:
gatewayManagementClient.sh ssg.acmecorp.com create -type clusterProperty username admin -password password -
inFile in.xml outFile out.xml
Same as Example 2 except a new cluster property is created and any output is directed to "out.xml".

Example 4:
gatewayManagementClient.sh ssg.acmecorp.com delete -type clusterProperty id 226885632 -username admin -
password password
Use the Management Client to log onto the CA API Gateway at https://ssg.acmecorp.com:8443/wsman, with the credentials
"admin/password" and delete a cluster property with the identifier "226885632".
Example 5:
gatewayManagementClient.sh ssg.acmecorp.com enumerate -type identityProvider -username admin -password
password -outFile out.xml
Use the Management Client to log onto the CA API Gateway at https://ssg.acmecorp.com:8443/wsman, with the credentials
"admin/password" and enumerate the identity providers, placing the results in the file "out.xml".
Example 6:
gatewayManagementClient.sh ssg.acmecorp.com import -id 56789 -type service -username admin -password password
–inFile in.xml -import accept IdProviderReference 10231
Use the Management Client to log onto the CA API Gateway at https://ssg.acmecorp.com:8443/wsman, with the credentials
"admin/password". Import the policy export from the file "in.xml" for the service with ID "56789". When importing, the
invalid dependency on the identity provider "10231" would be imported "as-is". The administrator would then need to edit the
policy in the Policy Manager and select an identity provider that was valid on the target Gateway.

Note:

This example assumes that the policy export references an identity provider (perhaps via "Authenticate Against Identity
Provider Assertion") that does not exist on the target Gateway. Normally this import could not proceed unless you used the
"accept" instruction to dictate how to handle that dependency.

Example 7:
gatewayManagementClient.sh ssg.acmecorp.com get -type revocationCheckingPolicy -name default -username admin -
password password -outFile out.xml
Use the Management Client to log onto the Gateway at https://ssg.acmecorp.com:8443/wsman, with the credentials "admin/
password". Retrieve the revocation checking policy named "default" and place it in the file "out.xml".

Example 8:
gatewayManagementClient.sh ssg.acmecorp.com exportkey -type privateKey -id 2:alice -outFile alice.p12 -keyAlias
alice keyPassword password -username admin -password password
Use the Management Client to log onto the CA API Gateway at https://ssg.acmecorp.com:8443/wsman, with the credentials
"admin/password". Export the private key with the alias "alice" into the output file alice.p12, using "password" as the private
key password and "alice" as the alias.

 Actional Looking Glass Integration
The can be configured to be managed as a node by an Actional® Looking Glass™ server. When this
configuration is in effect, the will capture message information at the following points during message
processing:

The API Gateway can be configured to be managed as a node by an Actional® Looking Glass™ server. When this
configuration is in effect, the API Gateway will capture message information at the following points during message
processing:

• message receipt (after service resolution, but prior to policy enforcement)
• pre-HTTP routing (immediately before routing to the downstream/protected service)
• post-HTTP routing (immediately after receiving the associated response from the downstream/protected service)
• message processing complete (after any post-routing policy has been executed, but prior to forwarding the response back

to the client)
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The captured information is sent to the Actional Agent (configured externally), which then relays it to the Looking Glass
server. For instructions on configuring the Agent, contact CA Support.

Note:

If the Actional Agent is not running, the Actional Integration will buffer messages until the buffer is filled. At this point, the
oldest data will be discarded and a warning message will be logged.

The Actional Integration feature is licensed separately and requires that the Progress® Actional® for SOA Operations is
correctly installed and configured.

Configuring the Actional Integration

To enable the Actional Integration, set the cluster property interceptor.enable to "true". Note that it may take up to two minutes
for the integration to be fully enabled after changing the cluster property.

Once the integration is enabled, you can configure it using the following cluster properties:

Property Description

interceptor.enable Enables/disables the Actional Integration. This value is
checked every 2 minutes. Value is a Boolean.

Default: false

interceptor.configDir The configuration directory that is common to both the
Actional Integration and the Actional Agent. This setting
must be configured to the same location as the Agent. Value
is a String.

Default: /opt/SecureSpan/Actional/LG.Interceptor

Note:

Do not change this path for appliance Gateways. Requires a
Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

interceptor.enableOutboundHttpHeader Determines whether the Gateway interceptor adds a manifest
HTTP header to the outbound request.

Default: true

interceptor.enforceInboundTrustZone Determines whether the Gateway interceptor enforces Trust
Zones on inbound messages. Value is a Boolean.

Default: false

interceptor.inboundHttpHeaderName The HTTP header name used when processing the manifest
HTTP header from the inbound request message.

Default: LG_Header

interceptor.outboundHttpHeaderName The HTTP header name used when a manifest HTTP header
is added to outbound request messages.

Default: LG_Header

interceptor.transmitConsumerPayload Determines whether XML payloads are captured and
forwarded by the Actional Integration along with statistical
information when processing outgoing request messages.
Value is a Boolean.

Default:false

Note:

Transmitting the payload can be resource intensive. Changes
to this property may take up to 120 seconds to take effect.
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Property Description

interceptor.transmitProviderPayload Determines whether XML payloads are captured and
forwarded by the Actional Integration along with statistical
information when processing incoming request messages.
Value is a Boolean.

Default:false

Note:

Transmitting the payload can be resource intensive. Changes
to this property may take up to 120 seconds to take effect.

For more information on using cluster properties, see Manage Cluster-Wide Properties.

Configuring the Routing Assertion for Actional Integration

When the Actional Integration is configured to add a header to the routed message (default "LG_Header"), then the header can
be passed to the protected service by doing the following:

1. Access the Route via HTTP(S) assertion.
2. Choose the [Request HTTP Rules] tab within the properties.
3. Clear the [Pass through only certain request headers] check box to pass through all headers. If you do not wish to pass

through all headers, define the Looking Glass headers as follows:

1.1 Ensure [Customize headers to pass through] is selected.
2.1 Click [Add]. The Custom Header Setting dialog appears.
3.1 For the Header Name, enter LG_Header.
4.1 Ensure [Pass original value] is selected, then click [OK].

After routing, you can access the value of the header using this variable:

${<target>.http.header.<headername>}

Where "<target>" is either request or a message context variable that has been set in the policy.

Note:

The Actional Integration does not support adding HTTP headers to the response message.

For example:

${request.http.header.lg_header}

The names of the inbound and outbound HTTP headers can be configured using the cluster properties:

interceptor.inboundHttpHeaderName
interceptor.outboundHttpHeaderName

Tip:

context variables and HTTP headers are not case sensitive, so "lg_header" and "LG_Header" are interchangeable.

Enabling Debugging

You can enable interceptor debugging by the Gateway by setting the following system property:

com.actional.lg.interceptor.debug=true

Note:

Debugging mode is used only for troubleshooting purposes. You should enable debugging only when directed by CA Support.

10 Reference

This section contains the following items:

This section contains the following items:

• A list of all the predefined context variables and cluster properties on the CA API Gateway.
• A list of the common system properties (intended for advanced users only).
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• Instructions on how to download WSDL and Policy Documents from the CA API Gateway.
• A Network Deployment Guide illustrating several common scenarios for deploying the CA API Gateway on your network.
• A Secure Implementation Guide describing how to implement the CA API Gatewayto make it compliant with version 2.0

of the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council’s Data Security Standards (PCI DSS).
• How to recreate your environment from a current v8.x or higher RHEL-based CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance to a

CentOS-based v9.1 Virtual Appliance.
• A Troubleshooting section containing hints and tips that can help your resolve common Gateway issues.
• A reference guide describing how to implement the CA API Gateway to make it compliant with version 2.0 of the Payment

Card Industry Security Standards Council’s Data Security Standards (PCI DSS).
• A best practices guide for using the CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance.

 Context Variables
Context variables relate to the request being processed by the . These variables can reveal a wealth of
information about what is happening at the  and are invaluable in helping you resolve issues.

Context variables relate to the request being processed by the API Gateway. These variables can reveal a wealth of information
about what is happening at the API Gateway and are invaluable in helping you resolve issues.

Assertions can read context variables. In this case, the value of the variable is resolved at runtime when the assertion is
executed. Assertions can also write variables to the request context, making them available to other assertions.

When embedding a context variable within a string, use the following format:

${context.variable.name}

Example: In the Send Email Alert or Return Template Response to Requestor assertions, you create this message: "This
transaction is being denied because the account ${request.authenticateduser} has exceeded quota. Please contact customer
support at ${gateway.supportnumber} for assistance." The delimiter characters are required in this case.

When an assertion requires just the name of a context variable, enter the name without the delimiters:

context.variable.name

Example: In the Restrict Access to IP Address Range assertion, you wish to resolve the IP address from this context variable:
request.http.header.remoteip. In this case, the delimiter characters are not required.

 

Tip:

(1) When a context variable fails, the default behavior is to log a warning and use an empty string. The assertion calling the
context variable does not fail. To cause the assertion to fail when a context variable fails, set the template.strictMode cluster
property to "true". Some examples of context variable failures: a) Calling "${request.http.header.abc}" but the request has no
"abc" header. b) Requesting a context variable that doesn't exist: "${someNonExistentVariable}".

(2) You can access cluster property values by using the built-in context variable ${gateway.<propertyName> }. To learn more
about using the built-in gateway prefix, see the table below.

(3) You can see the context variables set and used for any assertion by displaying the Assertion Information dialog.

 

Tip:

Some context variables can target a specific message. These are indicated by the prefix <target> in the variable name, where
<target> is either request, response, or a Message context variable that has been set in the policy prior to the assertion. For
more information on Message context variables, see Context Variable Data Types.

Multivalued Context Variables

All the context variables described below can hold only a single value at a time. However, there is a special class of variables
called multivalued context variables that can contain any number of values. These context variables are created using the Join
Variable, Extract Attributes for Authenticated User, Listen Ports, or Query LDAP assertions and can be used wherever the
single-value context variables are used.

Where Context Variables are Defined
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The API Gateway includes a set of built-in context variables. Additionally, many assertions also define their own context
variables when used in a policy. These variables are available to subsequent assertions in the policy tree. See the respective
assertion topics for information about these variables.

The following topics also describe context variables used in specific scenarios:

• XPath Context Variables
• CA Single Sign-On Context Variables
• Working with the Debug Trace Policy

Context Variable Naming Rules

When an assertion allows you to type in the name of a new context variable (instead of creating one using a system defined
naming pattern), note the following naming rules:

• The first character must be either a letter or the underscore (_) character.
• After the first character, the variable name may be any combination of letters, digits, underscore (_), or period (.).
• The dollar sign ($) is a reserved character and cannot be used anywhere within the name.
• Context variables may not begin with "request." or "response." These characters are reserved for system use.  
• Multi-byte characters are currently not supported within context variable names.  

Examples:

• Valid context variable names: _counter, request.url, layer7
• Invalid context variable names: .request, 7layer

Context Variable Data Types

Context variables can technically be of any type. They can hold anything from a number, to a string, to an entire message
complete with attachments and headers. The assertions in the Policy Manager can create variables with the following data
types:

• String: The variable contains a string. This is the most common data type used in API Gateway. Most of the predefined
variables are of this type.

• Message: The variable contains a complete message, complete with attachments (if present). To access the body of
the main/root MIME portion of the message as a string, add the ".mainpart" suffix to the context variable. For more
information on the ".mainpart" suffix, see Message Layer Context Variables.

Message type context variables are created by the Set Context Variable assertion and by the Route via HTTP(S) assertion
("Response Destination"). They can also be accessed using any built-in variable with the prefix "${request.*}" or
"${response.*}".

• Number: The variable contains a number. These variables are created by an XPath assertion (Evaluate Request
XPath or Evaluate Response XPath) when evaluating an XPath expression such as "0.14 * //item/@price". A context
variable with type Number can be interpreted as a String in almost all cases.

• X.509 Certificate: The variable contains one or more X.509 certificates. These variables are created by the (Non-SOAP)
Verify XML Element and Look Up Certificates assertion. They can also be accessed by the Credential Certificates
Variables.

• Element: The variable contains a reference to a specific XML element from the message. These variables can be created by
the following assertions:

• • (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element 

• • (Non-SOAP) Decrypt XML Element

• • Evaluate Request XPath

• • Evaluate Response XPath

• • Require WS-Security Signature Credentials 
• AuditDetail and AuditRecord: These variables are accessed using the built-in ${audit.*} variables within an audit sink

policy. For more information, see Working with the Audit Sink Policy.
• Date/Time: The variable contains date/time information. These variables behave similarly to the built-in variables

described under Date/Time Variables.

Note:

Context variables created by a custom or a modular assertion (either from API Gateway or from a third party) may have data
types other than those listed above.
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Context Variable Validation

When you enter a context variable or a prefix for a context variable, the Policy Manager validates your entry and displays an
instant feedback message in the dialog. The following table explains the various messages that may appear.

Validation Description

OK The name entered is valid; a new context variable will be
created.

OK (Overwrite) The name entered matches a context variable that was already
defined in a previous assertion in the policy. That variable
will be overwritten.

OK (Built-in, settable) The name entered matches a built-in context variable for
which you can assign a value.

Built-in, not settable The name entered matches a built-in context variable for
which you cannot assign a value. Try another name.

OK (New Prefix) The name is valid; a new prefix will be created.

Invalid syntax The field has been left empty or the name entered contains
illegal characters. Try another name. For more information,
see Context Variable Naming Rules.

No such variable The specified variable does not exist.

This message is used in instances where you are expected to
reference an existing variable from which to obtain a value,
not to create a new variable.

Checking for Existence of Context Variables

Sometimes a policy may need to determine whether a context variable exists in order to branch correctly—for example, to
check whether a certain header or parameter exists. There are two ways you can do this, depending on your policy logic
requirements:

Method 1: Use the Look Up Context Variable assertion by itself

The following example determines whether the variable test exists:

1. Add the Look Up Context Variable assertion as the first item in an "All Assertions Must Evaluate to True" folder.
2. Configure Look Up Context Variable as follows:

• • Select the Fail if not found check box.
• Enter test in the Expression field.

Using this logic, the branch will not execute if the variable does not exist.

Method 2: Use Look Up Context Variable in conjunction with the Compare Expression assertion

The following example determines whether the variable test exists:

1. Add Look Up Context Variable before the Compare Expression assertion in the policy.
2. Configure Look Up Context Variable as follows:

Clear the Fail if not found check box.  
Enter test in the Expression field. 

3. Configure the Compare Expression assertion to check whether the variable ${lookup.found} = true or false

For more information, see Look Up Context Variable Assertion.

 General Context Variables
The following table lists general predefined context variables available on the .

The following table lists general predefined context variables available on the API Gateway.
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Variable Description

XPATH results variables For a list of the context variables created when evaluating an
XPath expression, see:

• Evaluate Request XPath Assertion
• Evaluate Response XPath Assertion

For more information, see also Context Variables for XPaths.

WS-Addressing variables For a list of the context variables created for WS-Addressing,
see Require WS-Addressing Assertion.

JDBC connection variables For a list of the context variables created during a
JDBC connection, see Perform JDBC Query Assertion.

Non-SOAP XML element variables For a list of the context variables created during a
JDBC connection, see (Non-SOAP) Verify XML Element
Assertion.

${documentDownload.maxSize} Contains the maximum allowable size of a document
download. This variable is used in various cluster properties
involving "maxSize" and "maxDownloadSize" (for example,
wsdlDownload.maxSize). This variable contains the default
value 10485760 bytes (10MB).

${gateway.<cluster_property>} In this context variable, "gateway" is the context variable
prefix that resolves a cluster-wide property value.

Examples:

• An administrator adds the property "company" with
the value of "Acme Inc." in the cluster properties table.
Assertions now have access to the context variable
${gateway.company}, which resolves to the value "Acme
Inc.".

• Define a cluster variable customersupport.phonenumber
with the value 1-800-GET-ACME. You can then use
this variable when creating a template SOAP fault in the
Customize SOAP Fault Response assertion:

<faultdetail>
 Please contact CA Support at
 ${gateway.customersupport.phonenumber} for
 assistance.
</faultdetail>

Should the phone number ever change, you only need to edit
the property value once and the change will be reflected in all
policies that use this variable.
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Variable Description

${gateway.random.[byte].[type]} Returns a randomly-generated value of byte length [byte]
and of type [type]. For example, ${gateway.random.32.hex}
results in a 64 character hex string representing 32 bytes of
output.

• If [byte] is not specified, then the generated value can be
of any byte length.

• If [type] is not specified, then the value defaults to
hexidecimal.

Valid data types include:

hex
base64
integer (signed BigInterger)
unsigned (unsigned BigInteger)

For more details, see "Generating Random Values" below.

${jsonschema.failure} Contains the reason for the last JSON schema validation
failure(s). This is set by the Validate JSON Schema assertion.

${requestId} Returns the unique identifier created for the request, within
a given Gateway node. The identifier is comprised of two
hexadecimal strings in this format:

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx-yyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

where:

• The x symbols represent the date and time when Gateway
service was started. This value is a zero-padded string.

• The y symbols represent a sequential counter. This value
is not a zero-padded string and it shows a value between 1
and the indicative length.

Typically, every request is associated with one unique request
identifier. However, there may be instances where a single
request can have more than one unique identifier—for
example: HTTP Basic authentication credentials are missing
in the initial request; a second request is initiated, which
causes the API Gateway to generate a new ${requestId}. This
results in the client having two different ${requestId} for one
initial request.

${schema.failure} Contains the reason for the last schema validation failure.
This is set by the Validate XML Schema assertion.

${trafficlogger.select} Works in conjunction with the trafficlogger.selective cluster
property to determine whether traffic events will be logged.

If trafficlogger.selective = true, then the API Gateway will
check the ${trafficlogger.select} context variable:

• If the variable is true, then traffic events will be logged.
• If the variable contains any other value or is undefined,

then traffic events will not be logged.

If trafficlogger.selective = false, all events are
logged, provided that the traffic logger is enabled; the
${trafficlogger.select} variable is not consulted.

${uddi.centrasite.target} Contains the target to reference for CentraSite ActiveSOA
UDDI Registry metrics. This value should match the value
configured in the CentraSite web interface.

Generating Random Values
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You can use the ${gateway.random} variable to generate random numbers of various types to meet cryptographic security
requirements. When used without suffixes, this variable returns of hexidecimal value of random bit length. You can limit the
generate value to a specific bit length and data type.

Keep the following in mind when using this variable:

• Using ${gateway.random} with or without the "hex" suffix results in hexidecimal values.
• Do not use the exact same gateway.random suffixes more than once in a single expression, as they will all share the same

value. For example, this expression will not generate a random IP address:

${gateway.random.1.unsigned}.${gateway.random.1.unsigned}.
${gateway.random.1.unsigned}.${gateway.random.1.unsigned}

The above expression results in an IP address with the same octect repeated four times (for example, "240.240.240.240" or
"8.8.8.8") instead of a random IP address such as "4.55.16.251". Exception: Using ${gateway.random} by itself without
suffixes will return different results, even if invoked multiple times within the same expression.

Tip:

The workaround to the IP address example above is to create four separate variables and then append them. For example, use
the Set Context Variable assertion four times to set ip1, ip2, etc., to ${gateway.random.1.unsigned}. Then, combine these
variables with: Set variable output = "${ip1}.${ip2}.${ip3}.${ip4}.

 Audit Context Variables
The following table lists the predefined context variables related to auditing.

The following table lists the predefined context variables related to auditing.

Tip:

For additional auditing-related context variables, see Working with the Audit Sink Policy.

Variable Description

${auditLevel} Returns the current audit level of the request; for example:
INFO, WARNING.

${audit.code.####} Returns the message text for audit code "####". For example,
${audit.code.4331} will return "{0} message not XML. {1}".

${audit.details}

${audit.details.0.componentId}

Contains all audit detail subrecords; multivalued, may be
empty.

The ID of the component the first detail relates to. 

${audit.details.0.exception} Information about a stack trace, if one is associated with this
detail record.

${audit.details.0.fullText} Returns the formatted text for the audit detail, including
parameters.

${audit.details.0.messageId} The ID of the detail message, which can be looked up to
determine what is being recorded.

${audit.details.0.ordinal} The ordinal of the detail message—in this case, "0".

${audit.details.0.params}  Contains any parameter strings to flesh out the detail
message; multivalued and may be empty.

${audit.details.0.params[0]} The first parameter of the first detail message.

${audit.details.0.params[1]} The second parameter of the first detail message.

${audit.details.0.properties} The audit detail parameters in XML form.

${audit.details.0.time} When the request was authenticated.

${audit.details.1.params[0]} The first parameter of the second detail message.

 Audit Lookup Context Variables
This section describes context variables that the  uses to reconstruct the audits coming in from an audit
lookup policy. The policy must populate these context variables when queried. The query is accessible
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through the ${audit.recordQuery.*} context variables, described in Retrieving an Audit Record and
Searching an Audit Record. 

This section describes context variables that the API Gateway uses to reconstruct the audits coming in from an audit
lookup policy. The policy must populate these context variables when queried. The query is accessible through the
${audit.recordQuery.*} context variables, described in Retrieving an Audit Record and Searching an Audit Record. 

These context variables contain values only when used in an audit lookup policy, or within a policy fragment that is included
in an audit lookup policy. If called from any other policy, these variables will not exist and will be interpolated as blank (unless
the template.strictMode cluster property is enforced, in which case the calling assertion will fail).

In the following table, an "X" in the variable name refers to the number for each count. The referenced mapped context
variables are described in Working with the Audit Sink Policy. 

Variable Description

${recordQuery.queryresult.count} The number of records

${recordQuery.id.X} The entity ID of the audit record, referenced by the audit
detail results

${recordQuery.nodeid.X} Maps to audit.nodeId

${recordQuery.time.X} Maps to audit.time

${recordQuery.type.X} Maps to audit.type

${recordQuery.audit_level.X} Maps to audit.audit_level

${recordQuery.name.X} Maps to audit.name

${recordQuery.message.X} Maps to audit.message

${recordQuery.ip_address.X} Maps to audit.ipAddress

${recordQuery.user_name.X} Maps to audit.user.name

${recordQuery.user_id.X} Maps to audit.user.id

${recordQuery.provider_oid.X} Maps to audit.user.idProv

${recordQuery.signature.X} Maps to audit.signature

${recordQuery.entity_class.X} Maps to audit.entity.class

${recordQuery.entity_id.X} Maps to audit.entity.oid

${recordQuery.status.X} Maps to audit.responseStatus

${recordQuery.request_id.X} Maps to audit.requestId

${recordQuery.service_oid.X} Maps to audit.serviceOid

${recordQuery.operation_name.X} Maps to audit.operationName

${recordQuery.authenticated.X} Maps to audit.authenticated

${recordQuery.authenticationType.X String} Maps to audit.authType

${recordQuery.request_saved.X} Maps to audit.savedRequestContentLength

${recordQuery.response_saved.X} Maps to audit.savedResponseContentLength

${recordQuery.request_length.X} Maps to audit.requestContentLength

${recordQuery.response_length.X} Maps to audit.responseContentLength

${recordQuery.request_xml.X} Maps to audit.reqZip

${recordQuery.response_xml.X} Maps to audit.reqZip

${recordQuery.response_status.X} Maps to audit.responseStatus

${recordQuery.routing_latency.X} Maps to audit.routingLatency

${recordQuery.properties.X} Maps to audit.properties

${recordQuery.component_id.X} Maps to audit.componentId
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Variable Description

${recordQuery.action.X} Maps to audit.action

${detailQuery.queryresult.count} The number of details (associated logs)

${detailQuery.audit_oid.X} The entity ID of the audit record that this detail belongs to

${detailQuery.time.X} Maps to audit.details.X.time

${detailQuery.component_id.X} Maps to audit.details.X.componentId

${detailQuery.ordinal.X} Maps to audit.details.X.ordinal

${detailQuery.message_id.X} Maps to audit.details.X.messageId

${detailQuery.exception_message.X} Maps to audit.details.X.exception

${detailQuery.properties.X} Maps to audit.details.X.properties

Retrieving an Audit Record

The following context variables retrieve an entire audit record (all values are null if searching for an audit):

Variable Description

${audit.recordQuery.guid} The list of GUID of the audits to retrieve; returns null if
searching for audits

${audit.recordQuery.maxMessageSize} The maximum size of an audit response/request XML to
retrieve; returns null if not applicable

Searching for an Audit Record

The following context variables search audits (all values are null when retrieving an audit):

Variable Description

${audit.recordQuery.minTime} The start time, in milliseconds

${audit.recordQuery.maxTime} The end time, in milliseconds

${audit.recordQuery.levels} The list of log level numbers

${audit.recordQuery.auditType} The audit type ('%' for all)

${audit.recordQuery.nodeId} The node id ('%' for all)

${audit.recordQuery.serviceName} The service name ('%' for all)

${audit.recordQuery.userName} The user name ('%' for all)

${audit.recordQuery.userIdOrDn} The user provider ('%' for all)

${audit.recordQuery.entityClassName} The entity class name for admin audit record ('%' for all)

${audit.recordQuery.entityId} The entity ID for admin audit record ('%' for all)

${audit.recordQuery.requestId} The request ID for a message audit record ('%' for all)

${audit.recordQuery.operation} The operation name for a message audit record ('%' for all)

${audit.recordQuery.messageId} The audit detail message ID (null = any)

${audit.recordQuery.operation} The operation name for message audit record ('%' for all)

 Audit Sink Context Variables
The following context variables are relevant only when used in an audit sink policy, or within a policy
fragment that is included in an audit sink policy. If called from any other policy, these variables do not
exist and are interpolated as blank. If the template.strictMode cluster property is enforced, the calling
assertion fails.
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The following context variables are relevant only when used in an audit sink policy, or within a policy fragment that is
included in an audit sink policy. If called from any other policy, these variables do not exist and are interpolated as blank. If
the template.strictMode cluster property is enforced, the calling assertion fails.

Variable Description

${audit.action} For system audit records (audit.type="system"): This returns
short description of the action that was happening when the
audit event was generated; for example: "Initializing".

For administrative audit records (audit.type="admin"):
This returns the type of event that generated this record
(C=Created, U=Updated, D=Deleted, L=Login, X=Logout,
O=Other).

${audit.authType} How the user was authenticated (for example, "HTTP
Basic" ).

${audit.component} The component, for example, "Certificate Signing
Service" (for audit.type="system").

${audit.componentId} For system audit records (audit.type="system"): This returns
the ID of the component this audit record relates to.

${audit.entity.class} The entity class that is changed by the admin
request (for audit.type="admin"); for example:
"com.l7tech.identity.User".

${audit.entity.oid} The ID of the entity instance that is changed by the admin
request (for audit.type="admin").

${audit.ipAddress} IP address of client (if audit.type="message" or "admin") or
API Gateway node (if audit.type="system").

${audit.level} The numeric value of the audit level:

1000 = SEVERE
900 = WARNING
800 = INFO
700 = CONFIG
500 = FINE
400 = FINER
300 = FINEST

${audit.levelStr} The string value of the audit level (for example, "INFO").

${audit.message} The audit message in human-readable format.

${audit.name} The name of the service (if audit.type="message"),
admin user (if audit.type="admin"), or subsystem (if
audit.type="system").

${audit.nodeId} The ID of the API Gatewaycluster node that produced this
audit record.

${audit.policyExecution
Attempted}

Initially "false"; set to "true" if processing reached the point
of resolving and running a target policy for the request.

Tip:

When this variable returns "true", you may assume that
further audit decisions could have been made by the policy.
If it returns "false", then the request has relevance only in the
audit sink policy.

${audit.properties} The mapping values and any additional fields in XML form

${audit.requestId} The API Gateway-assigned internal ID of the request that was
processed (if audit.type="message" or "admin").
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Variable Description

${audit.sequenceNumber} The sequence number that is assigned to this audit record,
useful for ordering the records later.

${audit.signature} The signature of the audit

${audit.time} The timestamp of the audit record, in milliseconds since
1970-Jan-01.

${audit.type} The type of audit record: "message", "system", or "admin".
For more information about the different types, see About
Message Auditing.

${audit.user.id} The ID of the last authenticated user (if
audit.type="message") or the administrator (if
audit.type="admin").

${audit.user.idProv} The ID of the identity provider in which the user ID and user
name is meaningful.

${audit.user.name} The name of the last authenticated user (if
audit.type="message") or the administrator (if
audit.type="admin").

For message audit records (audit.type="message"), the following lists more context variables that are available. The values
from the Request and Response messages are as of the end of message processing.

Variable Description

${audit.authenticated} The request was authenticated for an identity.

${audit.filteredrequest} The actual request that is sent to the back-end service. This
request may have been altered and encrypted by an audit
message filter (AMF) internal use policy.

If you want to retrieve the actual original request, before
any filtering has occurred, use the ${audit.request} variable
instead.

Note:

Unlike ${ audit.request}, the ${audit.filteredrequest }
variable is type String rather than type Message. This means
you cannot use the .mainpart suffix when interpolating the
variable.

${audit.filteredresponse} The actual response that is returned. This is the response
that is displayed in the Gateway Audit Events window. The
response may be encrypted by an audit message filter (AMF)
internal use policy.

CA Technologies recommends using
${audit.filteredresponse} instead of ${audit.response}
if you want to view the actual response. Reason: The
${audit.response} variable may be retrieved from any point in
the policy. As a result, it may be empty or different from the
actual final response in case of error.

Note:

Unlike ${ audit.response}, the ${audit.filteredreresponse }
variable is type String rather than type Message. This means
you cannot use the .mainpart suffix when interpolating the
variable.

${audit.mappingValuesOid} The ID of the custom mapping value in effect when this
record was processed (if any).

${audit.operationName} The name of the SOAP operation that was invoked.
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Variable Description

${audit.requestContentLength} The size of the final request message, in bytes.

${audit.requestSavedFlag} Whether the audit record flags that the final request should be
saved (true/false).

${audit.responseContentLength} The size of the final response message, in bytes.

${audit.responseSavedFlag} Whether the audit record flags that the final response should
be saved (true/false).

${audit.responseStatus} The HTTP status code of the back-end response

${audit.reqZip} The zipped request message in binary array

${audit.resZip} The zipped response message in binary array

${audit.routingLatency} The number of milliseconds that elapsed inside the last
outbound routing assertion.

${audit.savedRequestContentLength} The size of the saved request message, in bytes, -1 for not
saved

${audit.savedResponseContentLength} The size of the saved response message, in bytes, -1 for not
saved

${audit.serviceOid} The ID of the service that accepted the request.

${audit.status} The final assertion status that is returned by the original
policy.

${audit.request} The original request message. Compare this to
${audit.filteredrequest}.

${audit.response} The response message from a particular point during policy
execution.

Note:

If you need the actual response that is returned,
use ${audit.filteredresponse} instead. If policy
execution is successful, both ${audit.response} and
${audit.filteredresponse} return the same thing. But upon
error, ${audit.response} may be empty or it may radically
differ from ${audit.filteredresponse}.

${audit.var.<originalContextVar>} The "${audit.var}" prefix provides access to the original
message processing context variables. For example,
${audit.var.httpRouting.latency} would return the number of
milliseconds it took to do downstream routing of the original
request.

Tip:

Avoid using the "${audit.var}" prefix to
access time-related variables. For example, the
variables ${audit.var.request.elapsedTime} vs.
${request.elapsedTime} may return slightly different
values, even though both return the "elapsed time" of
the request. In this example, it is best to use the  Add
Audit Detail Assertion the service policy to display the
value for ${request.elapsedTime}, rather than using
${audit.var.request.elapsedTime} in an audit sink policy.

 Authentication Context Variables
The following table lists the context variables related to authentication requests.

The following table lists the context variables related to authentication requests.
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Variable Description

${<target>.authenticateduser} Returns the name of the most recently authenticated user by
the API Gatewayy for the target message. This name may
differ from that returned by ${<target>.username}, which is
the "raw" name retrieved from the credentials.

You can access additional user details about the authenticated
user by appending the following suffixes:

• .providerId: user's identity Provider ID
• .id: user's identifier
• .login: user's login ID
• .firstName: user's first name
• .lastName: user's last name
• .email: user's email address
• .department: user's department
• .subjectDn: user's X.509 subject DN

For example, ${request.authenticateduser.id} retrieves the
user's ID from the request message.

Tip:

If the policy is configured for multiple authentications,
you can further append '.0', '.1', '.2', etc., suffixes
to the context variable to retrieve the nth
authenticated identity in the context. For example, use
${request.authenticateduser.0} for the first authenticated
identity, ${request.authenticateduser.1} for the second
authenticated identity in the context, an so on.

${<target>.authenticatedusers} This is the multivalued version of
${<target>.authenticateduser}. It returns all the
authenticated user names in a true multivalued context
variable that supports delimiters and indexing.

Tip:

The indexing feature works similar to the
numerical suffixes in <target>.authenticateduser.
For example: ${request.authenticateduser.0}
= ${request.authenticatedusers.[0]},
${request.authenticateduser.1} =
${request.authenticatedusers.[1]}, and so on.

${<target>.authenticateddn} Returns the DN (Distinguished Name) of the most recently
authenticated user for the request by the API Gateway.

Note:

If the policy is configured for multiple authentications,
you can append '.0', '.1', '.2', etc., suffixes to the context
variable to retrieve the nth authenticated DN in the context.
For example, use ${request.authenticateddn.0} for the first
authenticated DN, ${request.authenticateddn.1} for the
second authenticated DN in the context, and so on.
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Variable Description

${<target>.authenticateddns} This is the multi-valued version of
${<target>.authenticateddn}. It returns all the authenticated
DN in a true multivalued context variable that supports
delimiters and indexing.

Tip:

The indexing feature works similar to the numerical
suffixes in <target>.authenticateddn. For example:
${request.authenticateddn.0} = ${request.authenticateddns.
[0]}, ${request.authenticateddn.1} =
${request.authenticateddns.[1]}, and so on.

${<target>.buffer.allowed} Returns one of the following strings:

• true: Buffering is permitted for this message. This is the
default setting. If the buffer status is currently "unread",
using the message will move it to "buffered".

• false: Buffering is not allowed for this message. If the
buffer status is currently "unread", using the message will
move it to "gone".

${<target>.password} Returns the password (if available) as a plain text string from
the user credentials for the target.

Note:

The Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion must be
present in the policy when using the ${<target>.password}
variable.

${<target>.username} Returns the user name as a plain text string from the user
credentials for the target. This name may differ from the
name returned by ${<target>.authenticateduser}, which is
the name on the authenticated user's account in an identity
provider.

Note:

The Require HTTP Basic Credentials assertion must be
present in the policy if using the ${<target>.username}
variable.

${request.identityMappings} Returns a multivalued variable that contains every message
context mapping.

Tip:

Identity mapping information can also be obtained in a more
easier-to-read format from the original variables defined in
the Capture Identity of Requestor Assertion.

${request.identityMappings.length} Returns the number of message context mappings associated
with the request.
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Variable Description

${request.identityMappings<X>} A zero-based index of the context mapping to be accessed/
returned (for example, "[1]" returns the second recorded
mapping).

The following are example values returned:

Mapping Type :CUSTOM_MAPPING
Mapping Key :KEY_CUSTOM_1
Mapping Value:SOME_CUSTOM_VALUE

or...

Mapping Type :IP_ADDRESS
Mapping Key :IP_ADDRESS
Mapping Value:10.242.12.174

${request.identityMappings.<X>.key} Returns the KEY of the "X" recorded identity mapping.
Examples of the key might be:

IP_ADDRESS
customThing

${request.identityMappings.<X>.value} Returns the VALUE of the "X" recorded identity mapping.
Examples of values might be:

127.0.0.1
WIDGET123

${request.identityMappings.<X>.type} Returns the TYPE of the "X" recorded identity mapping (not
zero based), which is one of:

IP_ADDRESS
AUTH_USER
CUSTOM_MAPPING

${secpass.<name>.description} Returns the description of the password with the name
<name>.

This variable is available only if the password has been
enabled for context variable reference. If not, it will return
no values. For more information, see Stored Password
Properties.

${secpass.<name>.plaintext} Returns the actual stored password with the name <name>, in
plain text.

This variable is available only if stored passwords are
permitted to be referenced by context variables. If not, this
variable returns no value. For more information, see Stored
Password Properties.

Note:

This context variable may be used in system (that is, non-
assertion) dialog boxes even when context variable reference
has not been granted for stored passwords. For complete
details, see "Permit use via context variable reference" in
Stored Password Properties.

 CA Single Sign-On Context Variables
This topic describes all the context variables related to CA Single Sign-On.

This topic describes all the context variables related to CA Single Sign-On.

Contents:
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Common Context Variables

The "smcontext" context variable is common to all the CA Single Sign-On assertions:

•  Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion 
•  Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion 
•  Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion 

All three CA Single Sign-On assertions can set and reference the variable, which has this syntax:

 ${<prefix>.smcontext} 

where the "<prefix>" is specified in the assertions. This variable contains a CA Single Sign-On context object that can be
queried for information using the variables in the following table:

 Context Variable  Description 

 ${ <prefix> .smcontext.authschemes} Returns an array of the authentication schemes supported
by the Policy Server. The Gateway supports the following
authentication schemes:
BASIC
SSL
X509CERT
X509CERTISSUEDN
X509CERTUSERDN

 ${ <prefix> .smcontext.authschemes.length} Returns the size of the authentication schemes array.

 ${ <prefix> .smcontext.attributes} Returns the CA Single Sign-On attributes that contain
information from the Policy Server as a result of
authentication/authorization attempts.

Attributes that are known to the agent have names similar to
"ATTR_USERDN".

Attributes that are not known to the agent have names that
begin with "ATTR" followed by a number returned from the
Policy Server, for example: "ATTR_161".

For a list of the attributes, see CA Single Sign-On Attributes
below.

 ${ <prefix> .smcontext.attributes.length} Returns the size of the attribute list.

 ${ <prefix> .smcontext.attributes.<index>.name} Returns the name of the <index> attribute.

Example: ${siteminder.smcontext.attributes.0.name}

 ${ <prefix> .smcontext.attributes.<index>.value} Returns the value of the <index> attribute.

Example: ${siteminder.smcontext.attributes.0.value}

 ${ <prefix> .smcontext.attributes.<attribute_name>} Returns the value of the attribute specified or null if the
attribute not found.

For example,
${siteminder.smcontext.attributes.SESS_DEF_REASON}
returns a reason value of the failed authentication/
authorization session.
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 Context Variable  Description 

 ${ <prefix> .smcontext.sourceIpAddress} Returns the originating source IP address from the CA Single
Sign-On context. This source IP is determined as follows:

If a source IP address was specified in the Check Protected
Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion, it is returned
here.

If not specified, the remote IP of the request or response
message is returned instead.

If the remote IP is null, then the Address value from the CA
Single Sign-On Configuration Properties is returned instead
(assuming the "Check IP" check box in the properties has
been selected; if it has not been selected, then this variable
will return NULL).

 ${ <prefix> .smcontext.ssotoken} Returns the third party SSO Token generated by the Policy
Server. This token is used to authenticate a user and can be
either returned via a HTTP response or stored in a context
variable for subsequent SSO session validation.

The token is set only when authentication/authorization is
successful.

 ${ <prefix> .smcontext.transactionid} Returns the transaction ID used by the agent to associate
application activity with security activity. This ID is
generated by the Check Protected Resource Against CA SSO
assertion and is used by the other CA SSO assertions.

Fetch ACO Properties to the Gateway Policy for Composing SMSESSION Cookie with SSOToken

The Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion accepts an agent configuration object name. It then
fetches the details from the CA SSO policy server to make it available to the Gateway policy. The policy author can then use
these details to construct a proper cookie.

After successful execution of the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-on assertion, explicitly
defined ACO parameters are added to the SMCONTEXT attributes list. ACO parameters are added with a common
prefix ATTR_ACO_<  propertyname>. 

 <propertyname>  is the CA SSO agent configuration parameter. 

 For example: If the CookieDomain property is defined, it is added to the SMCONTEXT attributes list
as ATTR_ACO_CookieDomain.

Note:

For a complete list of ACO parameters, search for "List of Agent Configuration Parameters" in CA SSO documentation.

After successful authentication by CA SSO assertion, the SMSESSION cookie
string, ATTR_SESSION_COOKIE_STRING, is composed based on ACO parameters and made available to the Gateway
policy if the cluster wide property, siteminder.session.generateCookieString, is set to 'true'.

The following list of ACO parameters compose the SMSESSION cookie string:

•  ATTR_ACO_SSOZoneName constitutes SSOZoneName property
•  ATTR_ACO_CookiePath and ATTR_ACO_CookiePathScope constitute Path property
•  ATTR_ACO_CookieDomain and ATTR_ACO_CookieDomainScope constitute Domain property
•  ATTR_ACO_PersistentCookies and ATTR_ACO_CookieValidationPeriod constitute Expires property
•  ATTR_ACO_UseSecureCookies is used to indicate secure flag
•  ATTR_ACO_UseHttpOnlyCookies is used to indicate http only

 Note: Except for the above ACO parameters, Gateway does not use any other ACO parameters.

CA Single Sign-On Attributes

The following is a list of the CA Single Sign-On attributes that can be returned by
the ${ <prefix> .smcontext.attributes. <attribute_name> } variable.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Attribute  Description 

 ATTR_USERDN The user’s distinguished name as recognized by CA Single
Sign-On.

 ATTR_USERNAME The user's display name.

 ATTR_USERMSG This is text presented to the user as a result of authentication.
Some authentication schemes supply challenge text or a
reason why a authentication has failed.

 ATTR_USERUNIVERSALID This is the user's universal ID. It could be the name from the
LDAP.

 ATTR_CLIENTIP The IP address of the machine where the user initiated a
request for a protected resource.

This attribute returns a value only when the "Check
IP" option is selected in the CA Single Sign-On
Configuration Properties.

 ATTR_DEVICENAME The name of the agent device. In case of decoding existing
CA Single Sign-On token, this attribute represents the CA
API Gateway.

 ATTR_IDENTITYSPEC ID for the user identity ticket. This attribute is returned if
the Web server's user-tracking feature is enabled and the
Gateway receives the CA Single Sign-On token from another
agent

 ATTR_SESSIONID The CA Single Sign-On session identifier. The session
identifier is returned together with ATTR_SESSIONSPEC as
a result of authentication.

 ATTR_SESSIONSPEC The CA Single Sign-On session specification returned from
the login call.

 ATTR_LASTSESSIONTIME The time that the Policy Sever was last accessed within the
session.

 ATTR_STARTSESSIONTIME The time the session started after a successful login.

 ATTR_IDLESESSIONTIMEOUT Maximum idle time for a session. This attribute is currently
available as ATTR_225.

 ATTR_MAXSESSIONTIMEOUT Maximum time a session can be active.

 ATTR_STATUS_MESSAGE Status of the authentication/authorization failure.

 ATTR_AUTH_DIR_NAME The name specification of the directory where the user has
been authenticated.

 ATTR_AUTH_DIR_NAMESPACE The namespace specification of the directory where the user
has been authenticated.

 ATTR_AUTH_DIR_OID The object ID of the directory where the user has been
authenticated.

 ATTR_AUTH_DIR_SERVER The server specification of the directory where the user has
been authenticated.

 <WebAgent-HTTP-Header-Variable-Name> The value returned for a configured WebAgent-HTTP-
Header-Variable (defined under the "Rules" section in the
Policy Server).

 ATTR_ACO_* The ACO parameters that are added to the SMCONTEXT
attributes list after successful execution of the Check
Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-on assertion.

 ATTR_SESSION_COOKIE_STRING The name of the SMSESSION cookie string that is composed
of ACO details and made available to the Gateway policy.
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Authenticate with CA Single Sign-On R12 Assertion

The following context variables can be set when the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion is used.

Note:

 The "siteminder.ATTR.*" variables in the following table are valid variables that may or may not return data, depending on
the configuration of the CA Single Sign-On server. Please consult with your CA Single Sign-On administrator to verify which
attributes are available.

 Context Variable  Description 

 siteminder.smsession Returns the CA Single Sign-On Token for the authorization.
This variable is set after the assertion authenticates and
authorizes the credentials provided.

 siteminder.ATTR_USERDN Returns the distinguished name for the user, decoded from
the CA Single Sign-On Token.

 siteminder.ATTR_SESSIONSPEC Returns the session specification returned from the login call,
decoded from the CA Single Sign-On Token.

 siteminder.ATTR_SESSIONID Returns the session ID returned from the login call, decoded
from the CA Single Sign-On Token.

 siteminder.ATTR_USERNAME Returns the user's name, decoded from the CA Single Sign-
On Token.

 siteminder.ATTR_CLIENTIP Returns the IP address of the machine where the user initiated
a request for a protected resource, decoded from the CA
Single Sign-On Token.

 siteminder.ATTR_DEVICENAME Returns the name of the agent that is decoding the token,
decoded from the CA Single Sign-On Token.

 siteminder.ATTR_IDLESESSIONTIMEOUT Returns the maximum idle time for a session, decoded from
the CA Single Sign-On Token.

 siteminder.ATTR_MAXSESSIONTIMEOUT Returns the maximum time a sessions can be active, decoded
from the CA Single Sign-On Token.

 siteminder.ATTR_STARTSESSIONTIME Returns the time the session started after a successful login,
decoded from the CA Single Sign-On Token.

 siteminder.ATTR_LASTSESSIONTIME Returns the time that the Policy Server was last accessed
within the session, decoded from the CA Single Sign-On
Token.

 siteminder.response.attribute.
 headerVar.<variable_name> 

Returns the HTTP header attributes from the authorization
response, converted to context variables.

 siteminder.response.attribute.
headerVar.siteminder.SESS_DEF_REASON  

Returns the reason for an authentication or authorization
failure (if failure occurred).

 Certificate Attributes Context Variables
This section lists the variables that can be used to extract attributes from certificate variables.

This section lists the variables that can be used to extract attributes from certificate variables.

In the tables below, "${prefix}" represents any prefix that references a credential certificate context variable. For example:

  myCertificate.signatureAlgorithmName
  request.wss.signingcertificates.value.X.signatureAlgorithmName
  mySignature.token.attributes.signatureAlgorithmName

where "X" is the number for each count of certificates. (To retrieve the total number of signing certificates found in the target
message, use: "${<target>.wss.signingcertificates.count}".)
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In the example above, the prefix "myCertificate" is previously defined in the Set Context Variable assertion as:

Set myCertificate = ${request.wss.signingcertificates.value.1}

Note:

If a certificate contains EMAILADDRESS in the Subject DN and if EMAILADDRESS is used to sign the message using
Issuer Name/Serial Number signature key reference, the API Gateway cannot recognize this credential. In this case, use one
of the other signature key reference options (BST or SKI). For more information on the signature key reference, see Sign
Element assertion.

For each certificate variable (for example, request.wss.signingcertificates.value.1) the suffixes in the following table are
available:

Variable Description

${ <prefix> .base64} The BASE64 encoded certificate (without whitespace)

${ <prefix> .certificatePolicies} The certificate policies information. Each value is an entity
ID.

$ { <prefix> .countryOfCitizenship} An array of countries for which the certificate is reporting

$ { <prefix> .der} The DER encoded certificate

$ { <prefix> .extendedKeyUsageCriticality} Criticality of the extended key usage field (none, noncrit,
critical)

${ <prefix> .extendedKeyUsageValues} The key usage information. Each value is an entity ID.

$ { <prefix> .issuer} The Issuer DN (e.g., "CN=OASIS Interop Test CA,
O=OASIS")

$ { <prefix> .issuer.canonical} The Issuer DN in canonical format: for comparisons; limited
subset of entity ID names; strict sorting, whitespace, and case
rules

$ { <prefix> .issuer.rfc2253} The Issuer DN in RFC 2253 format: for correct but still
reasonably pretty output (only includes RFC 2253 entity ID
names)

$ { <prefix> .issuer.dn.${key}} An array of values for parts of the Issuer DN parts that have
the key ${key}

$ { <prefix> .issuerAltNameEmail} Email address (if any) for the Issuer Alternative Name
(rfc288) (e.g., "example@ca.oasis-open.org")

$ { <prefix> .issuerAltNameDNS} DNS Name address (if any) for the Issuer Alternative Name
(e.g., "ca.oasis-open.org")

$ { <prefix> .issuerAltNameOther} The OTHER type for the Issuer Alternative Name, as a
Base-64 encoded string.

${ <prefix> .issuerAltNameURI} Uniform Resource Identifier (if any) for the Issuer
Alternative Name (e.g., "http://ca.oasis-open.org/")

$ { <prefix> .keyUsage.crlSign} CRL Sign (true/false)

$ { <prefix> .keyUsage.dataEncipherment} Data Encipherment (true/false)

$ { <prefix> .keyUsage.decipherOnly} Decipher Only (true/false)

$ { <prefix> .keyUsage.digitalSignature} Digital Signature (true/false)

$ { <prefix> .keyUsage.encipherOnly} Encipher Only (true/false)

$ { <prefix> .keyUsage.keyAgreement} Key Agreement (true/false)

$ { <prefix> .keyUsage.keyCertSign} Key Certificate Sign (true/false)

$ { <prefix> .keyUsage.keyEncipherment} Key Encipherment (true/false)
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Variable Description

$ { <prefix> .keyUsage.nonRepudiation} Non Repudiation (true/false)

$ { <prefix> .keyUsageCriticality} Whether the extension is present; if so whether it is
critical.The following values are used:

• none = extension not present
• noncrit = extension is present but not critical
• critical = extension is present and critical

${ <prefix> .notAfter} The Certificate Not After Date (e.g.,
"2018-03-19T23:59:59.000Z")

${ <prefix> .notBefore} The Certificate Not Before Date (e.g.,
"2005-03-19T00:00:00.000Z")

${ <prefix> .pem} The PEM encoded certificate

${ <prefix> .serial} The Certificate Serial# (e.g.,
"68652640310044618358965661752471103641")

${ <prefix> .signatureAlgorithmName} The Name of the Signature Algorithm for the certificate (e.g.,
"SHA1withRSA")

${ <prefix> .signatureAlgorithmOID} The entity ID of the Signature Algorithm for the certificate
(e.g., "1.2.840.113549.1.1.5")

${ <prefix> .subject} The Subject DN (e.g., "CN=Alice, OU=OASIS Interop Test
Cert, O=OASIS")

${ <prefix> .subject.canonical} The Subject DN in canonical format: for comparisons;
limited subset of entity ID names; strict sorting, whitespace,
and case rules

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.${key}} An array of values for the subject DN parts that have the key
${key}

${ <prefix> .subject.rfc2253} The Subject DN in RFC 2253 format: for correct but still
reasonably pretty output (only includes RFC 2253 entity ID
names)

${ <prefix> .subjectAltNameEmail} EMail address (if any) for the Subject Alternative Name
(rfc288) (e.g., "example2@oasis-open.org")

${ <prefix> .subjectAltNameDNS} DNS Name address (if any) for the Subject Alternative Name
(e.g., "example2.oasis-open.org")

${ <prefix> .subjectAltNameOther} The OTHER type for the Subject Alternative Name, as a
Base-64 encoded string.

${ <prefix> .subjectAltNameURI} Uniform Resource Identifier (if any) for the Subject
Alternative Name (e.g., "http://example2.oasis-open.org/")

${ <prefix> .subjectKeyIdentifier} The BASE64 encoded value of the subject key identifier
(SKI) extension or the derived SKI if an extension is not
present

${ <prefix> .subjectPublicKey} The Base64-encoded SubjectPublicKeyInfo structure from
the certificate

${ <prefix> .subjectPublicKeyAlgorithm} The Name of the Algorithm used for the Subject's Public Key
(e.g., "RSA")

${ <prefix> .thumbprintSHA1} The BASE64 encoded value of the SHA-1 hash for the DER
encoded certificate

${ <prefix> .thumbprintSHA256} The BASE64 encoded value of the SHA-256 hash for the
DER encoded certificate

Attributes for Subject/Issuer DN
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To extract the attributes for the Subject DN or Issuer DN, the API Gateway parses and groups them based on the type and/or
position. Consider the following sample Subject DN:

             7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Position CN=fred, OU=support+EMAIL=support@acme.org, OU=IT, OU=Services, DC=acme, DC=org,
C=US        

The sample above will produce the following context variables, any of which can have multiple values:

Name Value(s)

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.c} US

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.cn} fred

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.email} support@acme.org

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.dc} acme, org

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.ou} support, IT, Services

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.1} C=US

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.2} DC=org

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.3} DC=acme

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.4} OU=Services

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.5} OU=IT

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.6} OU=support, EMAIL=support@acme.org

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.7} CN=fred

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.1.c} US

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.2.dc} org

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.3.dc} acme

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.4.ou} Services

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.5.ou} IT

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.6.email} support@acme.org

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.6.ou} support

${ <prefix> .subject.dn.7.cn} fred

Note:

(1) If the API Gateway cannot recognize an attribute entity ID, it will use the name "oid.1.2.3", where "1.2.3" is the dotted-
decimal entity ID of the attribute. If there is no string representation for an attribute value, the variable value will be set to the
"#" encoding as defined in RFC 2253. (2) If there is no string representation for an attribute value (for example, "DC"), then it
is simply encoded as an octothorpe character ('#' ASCII 35) followed by the hexadecimal representation of each of the bytes of
the BER encoding as defined in RFC2253. 

 Credential Certificates Context Variables
The following table lists the predefined context variables related to credential certificates.

The following table lists the predefined context variables related to credential certificates.

Variable Description

${request.ssl.clientCertificate} Returns the client side SSL certificate presented by the
requestor (this is an X509Certificate object).

${request.ssl.clientCertificate.base64} Returns the same certificate as above, but as a Base64-
encoded string with no white spaces.
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Variable Description

${request.ssl.clientCertificate.pem} Returns the same certificate as above, but as a PEM-encoded
string; this is formatted in Base64 with newlines, enclosed in
the following wrapper:

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

${request.ssl.clientCertificatesChain} Returns the certificate chain for inbound connection, captured
by the Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion (with client
authentication). Use the Validate Certificate Assertion to
validate the certificate.

${request.wss.signingcertificates
.value.1}

Returns the signing certificate of the WSS signature in the
original request message.

${request.wss.signingcertificates
.value.1.base64}

Returns the same certificate as above
(${request.wss.signingcertificates.value.1}, but as a Base64-
encoded string with no white spaces.

${request.wss.signingcertificates
.value.1.pem}

Returns the same certificate as above
(${request.wss.signingcertificates.value.1}, but as a PEM-
encoded string; this is formatted in Base64 with newlines,
enclosed in the following wrapper:

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

${<target>.wss.certificates.count} Returns the number of certificates found for X.509 tokens.

Warning:

WARNING: The presence of a certificate in a
message does not mean it should be trusted. It is
recommended that these values are not used for trust
decisions.

${<target>.wss.certificates.value.X}} Returns the value of each certificate found for X.509 tokens,
with one context variable created for each count. For a
complete list of the attributes available for each value, see
Certificate Attributes Variables.

For example, if request.wss.certificates.count = 1, the
following variable might be created:

request.wss.certificates.value.1.subject.dn =
CN=MyUser,OU=MyGroup,DC=MyCompany,DC=com

${<target>.wss.signingcertificates.count} Returns the number of certificates found for X.509 tokens
that have been used in valid signatures.

Warning:

WARNING: The presence of a certificate in a
message does not mean it should be trusted. It is
recommended that these values are not used for trust
decisions.

${<target>.wss.signingcertificates.value.X} Returns the value of each certificate found for X.509 tokens
that have been used in valid signatures. For a complete list
of the attributes available for each value, see Certificate
Attributes Context Variables.

Note that the certificates contain credential information only when a credential source assertion has been executed in a policy
(either Require SSL or TLS Transport Assertion or Require WS-Security Signature Credentials Assertion).
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 Date and Time Variables
This topic lists the predefined context variables that are related to date and time.

This topic lists the predefined context variables that are related to date and time.

Tip:

In addition to the two built-in variables, you can create your own date and time variables by using the Set Context Variable
Assertion (choose the data type "Date/Time").

Variables Descriptions

${gateway.time. <suffix> } Returns the current time on the Gateway; suffix is optional.

${request.time.<suffix>} Returns the time that the request was received; suffix is
optional.

There are several suffixes that can modify or reformat the time that is returned. These apply to both the built-in variables or to
custom date/time variables. The following table summarizes these suffixes.

Tip:

When a date/time variable is used without a suffix, the time value returned is in ISO 8601 format, in the UTC (Coordinated
Universal Time) time zone

Suffix Description

.local Returns the value in local time.

.utc Returns the value in UTC time. This is the same as using no
suffix at all.

.<SimpleDateFormat> Returns the value in a specified format. You can
append a format to the above suffixes (or on its own)
to create unstructured suffixes using symbols from
java.text.SimpleDateFormat. Examples:

${request.time.local.MM/dd/yyyy}
${gateway.time.MM/dd/yyyy

For more information about the SimpleDateFormat,
see https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/text/
SimpleDateFormat.html

.millis Access a timestamp in milliseconds for the variable. This
suffix must appear directly after the variable (for example,
${mydate.millis}). 

.seconds Access a second timestamp for the variable. This suffix
must appear directly after the variable (for example,
${gateway.time.seconds}). 

.<timezone>.<formatting> Returns the value in the specified time zone (case insensitive)
with optional custom formatting. Examples:

${myvar.BST} - value of myvar is in British Standard Time
formatted as an ISO 8601 string

${request.time.BST.hh:mm:ss} - request is in British Standard
Time with specified custom formatting

Time zone suffixes are all those supported by the
java.util.TimeZone.getAvailableIDs() utility.

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
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.<offset> Returns the value in the local time offset by the specified
<offset> value. Examples of valid values:

${gateway.time.+07:00}
${gateway.time.-0700}
${gateway.time.+05:30}
${gateway.time.-0530}
${gateway.time.+07}
${gateway.time.-07}

The following are examples of invalid <offset> values:

${gateway.time.+7:00}
${gateway.time.-530}
${gateway.time.+7}

.<StructuredFormat> Returns the value in any of the following structured formats:

• .iso8601 - yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSX
• .rfc1123 - E, dd MM yyyy hh:mm:ss Z
• .rfc850 - EEEE, dd-MM-yy hh:mm:ss Z
• .asctime - E MMM d hh:mm:ss yyyy

These suffixes can be used directly after the variable name or
after a timezone:

${myvar.BST.rfc1123} - BST date string formatted according
to rfc1123

${myvar.rfc1123} - Date string formatted according to GMT
(Zulu) time zone.

 Debug Trace Policy Context Variables
Debug Trace Policy Context Variables

Note:

The Debug Trace Policy context variables have meaning only when used in a debug trace policy, or within a policy fragment
that is included in a debug trace policy. If called from any other policy, these variables will be interpolated as blank (unless
the template.strictmode cluster property is enforced, in which case the calling assertion fails).

Variable Description

trace.service.oid The internal object identifier of the published service with the
policy currently being traced.

trace.service.name The name of the published service with the policy currently
being traced.

trace.policy.guid The GUID of the policy containing the assertion that just
executed.

trace.policy.name The name of the policy containing the assertion that just
executed.

trace.policy.version The policy version number that is active in the policy
containing the assertion that just executed.

trace.assertion.number This is a multivalued variable that contains the full path to the
traced assertion, with each position in the path as a separate
value. For example, for "3.2.17 Compare Expression", this
variable will contain the values "3", "2", "17".

trace.assertion.numberStr Similar to trace.assertion.number above, except the full path
is recorded as an assertion number; for example, "3.2.17".

trace.assertion.ordinal The ordinal of the assertion within its policy fragment.
Using the "Compare Expression" example under
trace.assertion.number above, this will be "17".
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Variable Description

trace.assertion.shortName The short name of the assertion; for example "Continue
Processing".

trace.assertion.xml The raw XML code for the assertion; useful for deeper
inspection.

Note:

Use this variable carefully, as it will further impact system
performance during debug tracing.

trace.status The assertion status code returned by the assertion that just
finished. A status of "0" means the assertion succeeded. Any
other status means the assertion failed.

trace.status.message The text from the assertion status code message; for example,
"Authentication Failed".

trace.request The original request message from the policy being traced.

trace.response The original response message from the policy being traced.

Note:

Take care not to modify the original request or response
within the trace policy to avoid affecting the behavior of the
policy being traced. Even strictly read-only operations like
XPath or schema validation may affect the exact behavior of
the original policy in subtle ways by changing how and when
the XML is parsed or the data is read.

trace.var.<variableName> Returns the contents of the ${variableName} context variable
from the policy being traced. The ${variableName} variable
can be any context variable that has been set in the policy up
to that point.

trace.final This variable is set to "true" for the final trace invocation,
after the last assertion has finished for this request.

trace.out This is a special utility variable that is empty initially. It is
normally used to accumulate trace information during debug
tracing.

trace.assertion.start.ms The start time of the assertion, measured down to the
millisecond.

trace.assertion.latency.ms The latency of the assertion, in milliseconds. This is the
amount of time that the assertion works on a message.

 Kerberos Ticket Authorization Context Variables
The following table describes Kerberos Ticket Authorization variables. 

The following table describes Kerberos Ticket Authorization variables. 

Variable Description

${kerberos.data.authorizations} Returns a list of authorization data stored in the
ticket. Can be accessed using index; for example:
${kerberos.data.authorizations.0.pac.logoninfo.user.name}.

Logon Information Attributes

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.logontime}Returns the user log on time since Jan 1, 1970, in
milliseconds.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.logofftime}Returns the time since Jan 1, 1970 at which the client’s log on
session should expire, in milliseconds.
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Variable Description

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.kickofftime}Returns the time since Jan 1, 1970 at which the server should
forcibly log off the client, in milliseconds. If the client should
not be forced off, this variable returns null.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.pwdlastchangetime}Returns the time since Jan 1, 1970 at which the client’s
password was last set, in milliseconds. If password was never
set, this variable returns null.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.pwdcanchangetime}Returns the time since Jan 1, 1970 at which the client’s
password is allowed to change, in milliseconds. If there is no
restriction on when the client may change its password, this
variable is set to the time of the logon.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.
pwdmustchangetime}

Returns the time since Jan 1, 1970 at which the client’s
password expires, in milliseconds. If the password does not
expire, this variable returns null

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.user.displayname}Returns the friendly name of the client if this has been
defined in the Active Directory. This name is used only for
display purpose and not security purposes.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.user.name}Returns the client’s Windows 2000 UserName in the
SamAccountName property, if this has been defined in the
Active Directory.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.logonscript}Returns the path to the client’s log on script, if this has been
defined in the Active Directory.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.profilepath}Returns the path to the client’s profile, if this has been
defined in the Active Directory.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.homedir}Returns the path to the client’s home directory, if this has
been defined in the Active Directory. This may be either a
local path name or a UNC path name.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.homedrive}If the client’s home directory is a UNC path name, this
variable returns the share on the remote file server that is
mapped to the local drive letter specified in this variable.
This variable returns a value only if it has been defined in the
Active Directory.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.logoncount}Returns the count of how many times the client is currently
logged on.

Note:

This statistic is not accurately maintained by Windows 2000
and may not be reliable.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.badpasswordcount}Returns the number of logon or password change attempts
with bad passwords, since the last successful attempt.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.userid}Returns the relative ID for the client.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.groupid}Returns the relative ID for this client’s primary group.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.groupcount}Returns the number of groups, within the client’s domain, of
which the client is a member.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.groupids}Returns an array of the relative IDs and attributes of the
groups in the client’s domain of which the client is a member.
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Variable Description

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.user.flags}Returns information about which fields in this structure
are valid. The two bits that may be set are indicated below.
Having these flags set indicates that the corresponding fields
in the KERB_VALIDATION_INFO structure are present and
valid.

define LOGON_EXTRA_SIDS 0x0020
define LOGON_RESOURCE_GROUPS 0x0200

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.servername}Returns the NETBIOS name of the KDC which performed
the AS ticket request.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.domain}Returns the NETBIOS name of the client’s domain.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.user.accountcontrol}Returns a bitfield of information about the client’s account.
The value may be any of the following:

USER_ACCOUNT_DISABLED (0x00000001)
USER_HOME_DIRECTORY_REQUIRED (0x00000002)
USER_PASSWORD_NOT_REQUIRED (0x00000004)
USER_TEMP_DUPLICATE_ACCOUNT (0x00000008)
USER_NORMAL_ACCOUNT (0x00000010)
USER_MNS_LOGON_ACCOUNT (0x00000020)
USER_INTERDOMAIN_TRUST_ACCOUNT
(0x00000040)
USER_WORKSTATION_TRUST_ACCOUNT
(0x00000080)
USER_SERVER_TRUST_ACCOUNT (0x00000100)
USER_DONT_EXPIRE_PASSWORD (0x00000200)
USER_ACCOUNT_AUTO_LOCKED (0x00000400)
USER_ENCRYPTED_TEXT_PASSWORD_ALLOWED
(0x00000800)
USER_SMARTCARD_REQUIRED (0x00001000)
USER_TRUSTED_FOR_DELEGATION (0x00002000)
USER_NOT_DELEGATED (0x00004000)
USER_USE_DES_KEY_ONLY (0x00008000)
USER_DONT_REQUIRE_PREAUTH (0x00010000)

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.extrasids}Returns list of SIDs for groups to which the user is
a member. This variable returns a value only if the
LOGON_EXTRA_SIDS flag has been set in the UserFlags
field in the Active Directory.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.logoninfo.resourcesids}Returns an array of the relative IDs and attributes of the
groups in the resource domain of which the resource is a
member.

Signature Attributes

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.kdc.signature.checksum}Returns an array of bytes containing the checksum data. The
value is Base64 encoded.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.kdc.signature.type}Returns the type of checksum used to create a signature. The
checksum will be a keyed checksum.

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.pac.server.signature.checksum}Returns an array of bytes containing the checksum data. The
value is Base64 encoded.

Relevant Attributes
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Variable Description

${kerberos.data.authorizations.<index>.relevant.<pac
authorizations>}

Returns the relevant portion containing the authorizations, in
a form of PAC authorization data that may include logoninfo
or signatures as well. For example:

{kerberos.data.authorizations.1.relevant.
authorizations.0.pac.logoninfo.user.name} 

- contains PAC logoninfo user name attribute

 Message Layer Context Variables
Message Layer Context Variables

The following table lists the predefined context variables related to the message layer.

Note:

The variables in the following table are valid only for SOAP web services. They do not apply to XML applications.

Variable Description

${<target>.buffer.status} Returns one of the following strings:

• uninitialized: Not yet initialized. This is the default
Response before a routing assertion is executed.

• unread: Initialized but the message body has not been
read yet. This is the default Request at the start of policy
processing.

• buffered: This is the first part of message that has been
read and stashed to the Stash Manager, and is available
for processing.

• gone: This is the first part of message that has been read,
consumed, and is no longer available.

${<target>.contentType} Content-Type the API Gateway is using for the specified
message; this may be a transport-specific default. Unlike the
Content-Type HTTP header, this value is guaranteed to be
present and non-empty for any message in the API Gateway.
This will always start with "multipart/" if the message has
attachments.

${<target>.mainpart} Returns the body of the main/root MIME part, including any
attachments; turns the message into a String.

${<target>.mainPart.contentType} Content-Type the API Gateway is using for the specified
message's first part; this may be a transport-specific default.
Unlike the Content-Type HTTP header, this value is
guaranteed to be present and non-empty for any message
in the API Gateway. This will typically be the same as
${foo.contentType} unless the message has attachments.

${<target>.mainpart.size} Returns the actual size of the first (XML) part of the message
in bytes, not including attachments.

${<target>.originalmainpart}
 

Body of the main/root MIME part before any modifications
made by the API Gateway through DOM (such as WSS
Processor decryption of encrypted elements). This is only
available if the audit.originalMainPart.enable  cluster
property is set to "true".

${<target>.parts.1} Returns the content of the main/root MIME part of the
message, if it is accessible as binary data.

${<target>.parts.1.body} Returns the content of the main/root MIME part of the
message, if it is accessible as text.
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Variable Description

${<target>.parts.1.contentType} Returns the full Content-Type of the main/root MIME part of
the message.

${<target> .parts.1.header.<name>} Returns the main/root MIME part of the header values (for
example, "header.content-id").

${<target>.parts.1.size} Returns the size of the main/root MIME part in bytes.

${<target>.parts.X} Returns the content of the Xth MIME part of the message, if
it is accessible as binary data.

X: Specifies the integer value between 1 and the total
number of parts available in the message. You can find the
total number of parts available in the message by using the
${<target>.parts.length} variable.

Tip:

You can use the ${<target>.parts} built-in variable as a
multivalued context variable. By using the Run Assertions
for Each Item Assertion, you can refer to sub variables of an
individual part as follows:

${<target>.parts.X.body} Returns the content of the Xth MIME part of the message, if
it is accessible as text.

${<target>.parts.X.contentType} Returns the full Content-Type of the Xth MIME part of the
message.

${<target>.parts.X.header.<name>} Returns the Xth MIME part of the header values (for
example, "header.content-id").

${<target>.parts.X.size} Returns the size of the Xth MIME part in bytes.

${<target>.size}
 

Actual size of the entire message, including all attachments.
Ignores Content-Length headers.

${request.listener.concurrency} For inbound HTTP and HTTPS requests, this returns the
number of request threads active within the thread pool that
is handling the current request, at the time the current request
was dispatched to a handler thread.

${request.soap.envelopeNs} Returns the namespace of the SOAP envelope in the request.
Possible values include:

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope
null ("")

${request.soap.version} Returns the SOAP version in the request. Possible values
include: 1.1, 1.2, or null ("").

${request.soap.namespace} Returns the value of the SOAP payload namespace URI.

${request.soap.operation} Returns the name of the SOAP operation.
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Variable Description

${response.cookie.overwriteDomain} Controls whether cookie domains will be overwritten. Value
is a Boolean.

• true = The API Gateway may overwrite the response
cookie domain with the API Gateway request domain.
This setting is the default.

• false = Keep the original cookie domain.

Note:

(1) Set this variable prior to routing. This variable has no
effect if there is no cookie in the context. (2) In some reverse
proxy scenarios, this variable may need to be set to 'false'. (3)
Do not set this variable within an encapsulated assertion, as
values do not carry over to the parent policy. 

${response.cookie.overwritePath} Controls whether the cookie paths are overwritten. Value is a
Boolean.

• true = API Gateway overwrites the response cookie with
the API Gateway service path. (default)

• false = Keep the original cookie path. If this path is null,
then the target service path will be used (see the following
example).

Example of null path: Consider the HTTP routing to http://
host/example/test.jsp. If "test.jsp" returns a null cookie path,
then if ${response.cookie.overwritePath} is set to "false", the
cookie path that will be returned from the API Gateway will
be "/example".

Note:

(1) It is recommended that this variable be set prior to
routing. This variable has no effect if there is no cookie in
the context. (2) In some reverse proxy scenarios, this variable
may need to be set to 'false'. (3) Do not set this variable
within an encapsulated assertion, as values do not carry over
to the parent policy. 

${response.soap.envelopeNs} Returns the namespace of the SOAP envelope in the
response. Possible values include:

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope
null ("")

${response.soap.version} Returns the SOAP version in the response. Possible values
include: 1.1, 1.2, or null ("").

 Message Routing Context Variables
The following table lists the predefined context variables related to message routing.

The following table lists the predefined context variables related to message routing.

Variable Description

${httpRouting.latency} Returns the amount of time it took, in milliseconds, to send
a request to its downstream endpoint and receive a response
back.

This variable is only available after a message has been
routed.
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Variable Description

${httpRouting.reasonCode} Returns one of the following reason codes when the HTTP
routing fails:

• -1 (Host Not Found): The Server referenced in the URL
(for example, nonexistentServer.l7tech.com) cannot be
reached. This code can be returned if either the host does
not exist or the host is simply down.

• -2 (Bad URL): The URL is incorrect. This could be
caused by an incorrect character such as "#".

• -3 (Connection timeout): An initial message was sent
to the URL but no response was received before the
connection timeout expired. The connection timeout value
is defined in the assertion properties.

• -4 (Read timeout): One of packets being received from
the URL took longer than the read timeout value to
be received. The read timeout value is defined in the
assertion properties.

• -5 (Undefined): An unknown type of error has occurred.

Tip:

When the HTTP routing succeeds, this variable
returns the HTTP status, which is often the same as
${response.http.status}.

${httpRouting.url} Returns the Protected Service URL from the last routing
assertion. This variable should be used after a routing
assertion.

When used without a suffix, the entire URL is returned.
When used with one of the following optional suffixes, only
that part of the URL is returned:

• .file
• .fragment
• .host
• .path
• .port
• .protocol
• .query

Examples:

${httpRouting.url} returns the entire Protected Service URL

${httpRouting.url.host} returns only the host name portion of
the URL

Tip:

The .file and .path suffixes usually return the same values.
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Variable Description

${rawtcp.reasonCode} Sets the numeric value of the reason codes which are set
regardless of the routing outcome. Below are the codes.

• 0 (Success Route): Successfully routed.
• -1 (Host Not Found): The server cannot be reached. This

code is returned if either the host does not exist or the host
is simply down.

• -2 (Connection refused): The server does not accept the
connection. An incorrect port number may have been
used.

• -3 (Socket timeout): No response was received before the
connection timeout expired.

• -4 (Data size limit exceeded): The message size has
exceeded the data size limit.

• -5 (Undefined): An unknown type of error has occurred.

Tip:

This variable returns a value only after the Route via Raw
TCP Assertion has run. The variable is not populated during
normal HTTP routing.

${request.authorized}  Returns "true" if one of the following conditions apply,
otherwise returns "false":

• ${request.completed} is true
• a routing assertion was attemped and failed
• a routing assertion completed with an error HTTP status

${request.completed} Returns "true" if the service policy succeeded and
routing completed successfully (or was absent from the
policy); otherwise, returns "false".

${request.elapsedTime} Returns the amount of time, in milliseconds, between
receiving the request and the time the assertion that uses the
variable is executed.

${request.routingTotalTime} Returns the current cumulative time spend inside routing
assertions since the request was received by the Gateway and
the time the assertion that uses the variable is executed.

${routingStatus} Returns the routing status:

• None (-1): The policy contains no routing assertion or the
routing assertion was never reached.

• Attempted (0): The routing service was reached, but the
message could not be routed successfully.

• Routed (1): The routing assertion was able to
successfully route the message.

 Multivalued Context Variables
Most of the predefined context variables are designed to hold only one value at a time. However, a few
assertions can create context variables that can contain multiple values. These variables are known as
multivalued context variables and they have some special handling characteristics when interpolated.

Most of the predefined context variables are designed to hold only one value at a time. However, a few assertions can create
context variables that can contain multiple values. These variables are known as multivalued context variables and they have
some special handling characteristics when interpolated.

Contents:

Concatenation Options during Interpolation
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When a multivalued context variable is interpolated during runtime, the default behavior is to concatenate all the values,
delimited by a comma and a space. For example, the multivalued context variable ${fruits} contains three values:

apple
pear
banana

When ${fruits} is used inside a field in the Policy Manager, it is expanded to this value at run time:

apple, pear, banana

You can change the delimiter character (which by default is a comma). To do this, add a pipe character ("|") and a new
delimiter string to the end of the context variable name, before the closing curly brace. For example, using ${fruits|!} returns:

apple!pear!banana

You can concatenate all values without a delimiter by omitting the delimiter string:

${fruits|} = applepearbanana

Tip:

To change the default delimiter, set the template.defaultMultiValueDelimiter Miscellaneous Cluster Properties .

Converting Multivalued Context Variables into XML

Using the concatenation delimiters, it is possible to convert a multivalued context variable into valid XML code. For example,
using ${fruits|</i><i>} returns:

apple</i><i>pear</i><i>banana

The example above is almost valid XML code, except that the code is missing the opening and closing tags. To create valid
XML code, enclose the context variable within these tags: <i>${fruits|</i><i>}</i>. This yields the following output:

<i>apple</i><i>pear</i><i>banana</i>

To make this a well-formed XML fragment, it needs an enclosing element for the whole list. To do this, add another layer
of open and close tags—these tags can be anything: <all><i>${fruits|</i><i>}</i></all>. The resulting well-formed
XML fragment can be used in the Set Context Variable Assertion (for variables of type 'Message') or in the Return Template
Response to Requestor Assertion.

Indexing Options During Interpolation

To extract a single value from a multivalued context variable, use the form: "${contextVariable[n]}", where [n] indicates the
zero-based position of the value being extracted. For example, ${fruits[0]} returns "apple", while ${fruits[1]} returns "pear".

If you specify a position that does not exist in the context variable, the Gateway returns an empty string and logs a warning.

Tip:

(1) The interpolation described here accepts fixed values only; you cannot specify a context variable. If you need to
perform a lookup using a context variable, use the Look Up Item by Index Position Assertion instead. (2) To cause the
policy to fail when a non-existent position is requested (rather than log a warning and return an empty string), set the
template.strictMode Miscellaneous Cluster Properties to true. This cluster property also determines what happens when
interpolation of a regular context variable fails (for example, if you attempt to interpolate a nonexistent variable).

Retrieving Number of Values in a Multivalued Variable

To retrieve the number of values that are stored in a multivalued context variable, add the ".length" suffix. For example, the
variable "${manyValueVariable}" contains 15 values. Using the syntax ${manyValueVariable.length} returns "15".

 

Note:

If you add the ".length" suffix to a non-multivalued context variable, no value is returned and the Gateway logs a warning
message.

 

Multivalued Variables and Selectors

Some context variables can accept a suffix that modifies or reformats the value that is returned. A common use of suffixes
are the Date and Time variables. For example, "${myDate.millis}" returns the millisecond timestamp for myDate. However,
if myDate is a multivalued variable, you cannot use a selector to return a specific value within the array. For example,
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"${myDate[2].millis}" does not return the millisecond timestamp of the third date in the array. The workaround is to create a
new variable to hold the value of the multivalued variable that you want to work with.   

 

 Service/Policy Context Variables
The following table lists the context variables related to services and policies.

The following table lists the context variables related to services and policies.

Variable Description

${assertion.latency.ms} Returns the assertion latency in milliseconds.

${assertion.latency.ns} Returns the assertion latency in nanoseconds.

${assertion.number} Returns the number of the current assertion. This is a
multivalued variable.

${assertion.numberstr} Returns the number of the current assertion as a string (for
example, "1.2.1.4". This is useful for locating an assertion
when viewing a service policy. For more information, see
Assertion Numbering.

${policy.guid} Returns the GUID of the current policy. When not used in a
policy fragment, this context variable behaves the same as
${service.policy.guid}.

${policy.name} Returns the name of the current policy.

${policy.version} Returns the active revision of the current policy. When not
used in a policy fragment, this context variable behaves the
same as ${service.policy.version}.

${service.defaultRoutingURL} This variable allows routing assertions to be updated when a
service endpoint changes following a change in UDDI.

• When the WSDL is under UDDI control,
this variables holds the value of the accessPoint from the
bindingTemplate from the UDDI registry. The variable is
updated when there is a change in the UDDI.

• When the API Gateway WSDL is not under UDDI
control, this variable holds the value of the default routing
URL from the WSDL.

The value of this variable is used in the routing assertion
when publishing a new SOAP service.

This context variable is read only.

${service.name} Returns the name of the protected service (the service
published on the API Gateway).

${service.oid} Returns the entity ID of the service policy. This entity ID
is also displayed on the [General] tab of the Published
Service Properties dialog. For more information, see Service
Properties.

${service.policy.guid} Returns the GUID of the service policy. This GUID is also
displayed on the [General] tab of the Published Service
Properties dialog. For more information, see Service
Properties.

${service.policy.version} Returns the active revision of the service policy.

${service.resolutionUri} Returns the current resolved service's resolution URI (for
example, "/custom/foo//bar/" ) if any. This is useful for
logging and analytics purposes as this information may not be
easily obtained from the actual $  {request.url} .
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Variable Description

${service.url} Note:

This context variable is deprecated and replaced by
${httpRouting.url}. You should adjust your service policies to
use the new variable instead.

 System Variables
The following context variables are relevant to  nodes.

The following context variables are relevant to API Gateway nodes.

Variable Description

${ssgnode.build.detail} Returns verbose details about the build (for example, CA API
Gateway Suite 7.2.0 build 1234, built 20111231225544 by
build at build.l7tech.com).

${ssgnode.build.label} Returns the build label (for example, 8.2m1a).

${ssgnode.build.number} Returns the build number (for example, 1234).

${ssgnode.build.version} Returns the build version (for example, 8.2.01).

${ssgnode.build.version.major} Returns the build major version (for example, version 8.2.0,
would return "8").

${ssgnode.build.version.minor} Returns the build minor version (for example, version 8.2.0,
would return "2").

${ssgnode.build.version.subminor} Returns the build subminor version (for example, version
8.2.0, would return "0").

${ssgnode.hostname} Returns the hostname of the node (for example,
me.l7tech.local).

${ssgnode.id} Returns the identifier of the node in the API Gateway cluster.

${ssgnode.ip} Returns the IP address of the node in the API Gateway
cluster.

${ssgnode.name} Returns the name of the node in the API Gateway cluster.

 Transport Layer Context Variables
The following table lists the predefined context variables related to the transport layer.

The following table lists the predefined context variables related to the transport layer.

Variable Description

${<target>.http.allheadervalues} Returns all HTTP headers and values in an array, in the
format "<name>:<value>".
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Variable Description

${<target>.http.cookies} Returns all cookies and their attributes.

In the following example, "Cookie1" and "Cookie2" are the
cookie names, while '123', '456' are the values:

Cookie1=123; Version=1; Domain=localhost; Path=/;
Comment=test; Max-Age=60; Secure, Cookie2=456;
Version=1; Domain=localhost; Path=/; Comment=test;
Max-Age=60; Secure

Additional information:

• For the ${request.http.cookies}, this returns the same
value as ${request.http.headervalues.cookies}.

• For ${response.http.cookies}, this returns the same value
as ${response.http.headervalues.set-cookies}.

• If the <target> is a Message variable, then:

• If the variable was saved by a response, then
${MsgVar.http.cookies} returns the same value as
${MsgVar.http.headerValues.set-cookie}.

• If the variable was not saved by a response, then
${MsgVar.http.cookies} returns the same value as
${MsgVar.http.headerValues.cookie}.

${<target>.http.cookienames} Returns all cookie names (repeated names are possible). For
example: Cookie1, Cookie2

${<target>.http.cookies.<name>} Returns all cookies with the given <name> and their
attributes. Useful for finding cookies with the same name.

In the following example, "repeatedName" represents a
cookie name that appears more than once and '234', '567'
represent the values for each instance of the repeated cookie
name:

repeatedName=234; Version=1; Domain=localhost; Path=/;
Comment=test; Max-Age=60; Secure, repeatedName=567;
Version=1; Domain=layer7; Path=/; Comment=test; Max-
Age=60; Secure

${<target>.http.cookievalues.<name>} Returns all values for cookies with the given name (repeated
names are possible).

Using the name "repeatedName" from the example in the row
above, this variable returns: 234, 567

${< target>.http.header.<name>} Retrieves the value of the HTTP header <name> (case
insensitive) for the message. For example:

${request.http.header.soapaction}

returns the value of the SOAPAction header for that request.
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Variable Description

${<target>.http.headerValues.<name>} Returns a list of all the values for the specified header
<name>, in the format:

[value1, value2, ... , valuen]

For requests, this variable may be useful while investigating
audit details, email issues, etc. For example, you are
communicating with a service on an IIS server that has
NTLM enabled. There are two WWW-Authenticate
headers, with the values NTLM and Negotiate.
Using the ${request.http.header.www-authenticate}
variable will return only the NTLM value. Using
${request.http.headerValues.www-authenticate} instead will
return the literal string [NTLM, Negotiate].

For responses, this variable is useful for documentation
purposes, to enumerate the contents of a header.

${<target>.jms.allpropertyvalues} Returns all JMS properties and values in an array, in the
format "<name>:<value>".

${<target>.tcp.localAddress}

${<target>.tcp.localIP}

Either of these variables returns the local (Gateway) side of
the TCP connection's IPv4 or IPv6 address in conventional
notation, or null if not applicable or unknown.

 This will be the TCP connection through which the message
arrived.

${<target>.tcp.localHost} Returns the local (Gateway) side of the TCP connection's
hostname, or else the IP address, or else null.

${<target>.tcp.remoteAddress}

${<target>.tcp.remoteIP}

Either of these variables returns the remote IPv4 or IPv6
address of the TCP connection through which the Message
arrived, in conventional (dotted or colon) notation, or null if
not known.

${<target>.tcp.remoteHost} By default, this returns the IP address of the client (same as
"*.tcp.remoteIP"). To return the hostname, enable reverse
lookup by doing the following:

1. Open the properties for the listen port whose clients
should be looked up in the DNS.

2. Select the [Advanced] tab in the properties.
3. Click [Add] and then enter this new property:

Property Name: enableLookups
Value: true

4. Click [OK] to close the dialogs.

${<target>.tcp.remotePort} Returns the TCP port number of the remote (non-Gateway)
side of the TCP connection through which the message
arrived, or null if not known or not applicable.
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Variable Description

${request.clientid} If the user has been authenticated:

Returns "AuthUser:" followed by the identity provider entity
ID, followed by a user identifier.

• For internal users, the user identifier is the user entity
ID. Example: internal user Alice has an entity ID =
a5f3g62h221, with identity provider ID = -2. What is
returned: AuthUser:-2:a5f3g62h221.

• For LDAP users, the user identifier is the same as the
context variable ${request.authenticateduser}. Example:
AuthUser:3:cn=John Smith, o=AcmeTech LLC, where
the identity provider ID = 3, and user identifier = cn=John
Smith, o=AcmeTech LLC.

If the user has not been authenticated:

Returns "ClientIp:${request.tcp.remoteAddress}", assuming
the client IP is known. Example: ClientIp:10.77.33.21.

If the client IP is unknown:

Returns "ProtocolID:" followed by the
protocol name, followed by a client endpoint
identifier from the request's transport protocol.
Example:ProtocolId:XMPP:johnsmith@acmetech.com.

If the client endpoint identifier is unknown:

Returns "Protocol:" followed by the name of the transport
protocol. Example: Protocol:JMS.

If the protocol is unknown:

Returns "ClientId:Unknown".

${request.command.parameter.length} Returns the length parameter to be used in PUT and
GET requests.

${request.command.parameter.offset} Returns the offset parameter to be used in PUT and GET
requests.

${request.command.parameter.newFile} Returns the new file name parameter to be used in MOVE
requests.

${request.command.parameter.newPath} Returns the new file path parameter to be used in MOVE
requests.

${request.command.type} Returns the values GET, PUT, LIST, STAT, MOVE,
DELETE, MKDIR, or RMDIR.

${request.compression .gzip.found} Returns a Boolean value:

• true = A message compressed with the gzip algorithm has
been received by the Gateway

• false = No gzip-compressed message has been received

${request.ftp.command} Returns the raw FTP command submitted; for example
"MDTM".

Note:

 In upload-only mode, this variable will always be set to
STOR.
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Variable Description

${request.ftp.argument} Returns any argument submitted with the FTP command; for
example, "*.log".

Note:

 This variable supersedes ${request.ftp.file}, which returns the
same value as ${request.ftp.argument}.

${request.ftp.file} Returns the same value as ${request.ftp.argument} above.

${request.ftp.path} Returns the current working directory for the FTP session.

${request.ftp.secure} Used to check if a secure transport is in use; returns a
Boolean value:

• true = FTPS used
• false = FTP used

${request.ftp.unique} Note:

This variable supersedes ${request.ftp.file}, which returns the
same value as ${request.ftp.argument}.

Returns a Boolean value:

• true = Client has used the 'STOU' command to upload a
unique file.

• false = Client has used any other command (for example,
LIST, SIZE, RETR. MDTM, etc.).

${request.http.method} Returns the HTTP verb for the request, if it arrived over
HTTP; for example, GET, POST or DELETE. If the
published service enables "Other" HTTP methods, then any
arbitrary string may be returned as the HTTP verb. In this
case, the method should be validated in policy before being
passed through to a protected service.

${request.http.parameter. <name>} Retrieves the value of an HTTP parameter with the name
"<name>" for the request. Request parameters are extra
information sent with the request. For HTTP servlets,
parameters are contained in the query string or posted form
data.

Note:

 If the parameter contains multiple values and you wish to
capture all the values, use the following context variable
instead. Otherwise, only the first value in the parameter will
be captured in this variable.

${request.http.parameters.<name>} Same as ${request.http.parameter.<name>}, except this
variable allows you to retrieve all values from an HTTP
parameter with multiple values. This creates a multivalued
context variable.

Tip:

To reference a single value within a multivalued context
variable, use the indexing feature. For example, "name[0]"
retrieves the first value, "name[1]" to retrieve the second
value, etc. For more information on using this feature, see
"Indexing Options during Interpolation" in Multivalued
Context Variables.
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Variable Description

${request.http.secure} Returns a Boolean value:

true = request came through an SSL port
false = request did not come through an SSL port

${request.http.uri} Returns the HTTP URI for the request; for example: /ssg/
soap

${request.jms.property. <name>} Retrieves the value of a JMS property (case sensitive) for the
request. For example:

${request.jms.property.SOAPJMS_soapAction}

returns the value of the SOAPAction property for that
request.

${request.ssh.file} Returns the name of the file being uploaded (for example,
'message.xml').

${request.ssh.path} Returns the upload directory for the file; this is '/' on initial
login.

${request.ssl.ciphersuite} Returns the name of the cipher suite in use for the TLS
connection over which this request arrived, if any. Valid only
for HTTPS connections.

Example: "TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA".

${request.ssl.keysize} Returns the SSL/TLS key size in bits, if available. May only
work with certain JSSE providers (SunJSSE or SSL-J). This
is an indication of the security strength of the cipher suite
(for example, it will show "128" for AES 128 and "256" for
AES 256). It does not provide any indication of the size of
the server (or client) private keys. Valid only for HTTPS
connections.

${request.ssl.protocol} Returns the level of the SSL/TLS negotiated in the policy.
Typical values would be:

TLSv1.2
TLSv1.1
TLSv1
SSLv3

${request.ssl.sessionid} Returns the SSL/TLS session identifier as a hex string,
if available. May only work with certain JSSE providers
(SunJSSE or SSL-J). Can be passed through to back-end
services in order to detect session hijacking attacks. Valid
only for HTTPS connections.

${request.tcp.localPort} Returns the TCP port number of the local (Gateway) side of
the TCP connection through which the Message arrived, or
null if not applicable or not known. For example, this could
be 8443, 8080 or any port configured on that server.

Note:

 This variable is not meaningful for FTP, since there is a
control and a data port.
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Variable Description

${request.tcp.listenPort} Returns the listen port number used by the API Gateway.This
differs from the ${request.tcp.localPort} variable in that
it returns the actual listen port on which the request was
received, not the port number in the HTTP header of the
received request.

Note:

 This variable is not meaningful for FTP.

${request.url} Returns the API Gateway URL where the message was
received. When used without a suffix, the entire URL is
returned. When used with one of the following optional
suffixes, only that part of the URL is returned:

.file

.fragment

.host

.path

.port

.protocol

.query

Examples:

${request.url} returns the entire Requesting Client URL

${request.url.host} returns only the host name portion of the
URL

${request.url.query} returns the query portion of the URL for
the HTTP request

Note:

 The .file and .path suffixes will usually return the same
values.

${request.url.query} Returns the query portion of the URL for the HTTP request;
for example:  ?blah=foo

This variable is the same as using ${request.url} with the
".query" suffix.

${response.ftp.replycode}
${<variable>.ftp.replycode

Returns the FTP reply code of the response received over the
control connection from the remote FTP server; for example:
"150".

Note:

 This variable is set to "0" if the Route via FTP(S) Assertion
did not receive a response or has not run yet.

${response.ftp.replytext}
${<variable>.ftp.replytext}

Returns the message portion of the response received over the
control connection from the remote FTP server; for example:
"/home/user".

Note:

 This variable returns null if no data was returned or if the
Route via FTP(S) Assertion did not receive a response or has
not run yet.
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Variable Description

${response.http.status} 
${<variable>.http.status} 

Returns the HTTP response status code of the message.

If the message has been the target of the Route via HTTP(S)
Assertion (that is, the HTTP response was fetched to this
message—not to be confused with using the message as
the source for the Route via HTTP(S) assertion), then the
http.status suffix variable will record the HTTP status of
the last Route via HTTP(S) assertion that targeted to this
message. Otherwise, the http.status suffix variable will be
"0" (zero).

${response.jms.property. <name>} Retrieves the value of JMS property (case sensitive) for the
response.

Example:

${response.jms.property.Blah} returns the value of the Blah
property for that response.

 

 

 XPath Context Variables
Using context variables, you can create XPath expressions that reference values that may not be known
at design time. For example, you wish to create an XPath into an element whose name comes from a
message and is not known in advance. 

Using context variables, you can create XPath expressions that reference values that may not be known at design time. For
example, you wish to create an XPath into an element whose name comes from a message and is not known in advance. 

You may use context variables in the XPath expressions of the following assertions:

Encrypt Element
Evaluate Request Element
Evaluate Response Element
Sign Element
Require XPath Credentials

Warning:

WARNING: Context variables in XPath expressions are not supported in the API Gateway - XML VPN Client. This
means that integrity or confidentiality assertions containing XPath expressions with context variables will work on the
API Gateway, but the assertions will fail on the API Gateway - XML VPN Client.

Types of XPath Expressions

There are two kinds of XPath expressions: static and dynamic.

• A static expression is compiled once, and then the compiled form is used many times.  A static expression may refer to
variables.  Any references to variable are added to the compiled form of the expression and their values are retrieved at
runtime, for each invocation.  Static expressions use variables with the syntax $variable embedded in the expression. These
variables can be used in place of a constant expression. For example, in the expression /foo[@bar="blah"], you can replace
"blah" with a variable like this: /foo[@bar=$variable]

• A dynamic expression is compiled from scratch every time the expression is evaluated. This means its contents can be
completely different each time it is invoked. To use a dynamic expression, the value typed into the XPath assertion dialog
must start with "${" and end with "}", and contain a single context variable name in between. At runtime this expression is
treated as a standard context variable, where the value is looked up, compiled as an XPath expression, and then evaluated
for every invocation.

Note:

(1) Fully dynamic XPath expressions are valid only in an XPath context. (2) Currently, only these two XPath assertions
support fully dynamic XPath expression: Evaluate Request XPath and Evaluate Response XPath.

Examples:
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Statically-compiled expression that includes compiled-in variable reference:

Response must match XPath "/foo[@bar=$variable]"

Dynamically-constructed expression:

Set variable $xpath = "/foo[@bar=43]"
Response must match XPath "${xpath}"

Dynamically-constructed expression that includes compiled-in variable reference:

Set variable $xpath = "/foo[@bar="${variable}"]"
Response must match XPath "${xpath}"

Dynamically-constructed expression of the XPath expression "/book/author[last()]":

Set variable ${xpathVar} as String "/book/author[last()]"
Evaluate Request XPath ${xpathVar}

Note: The Evaluate Response XPath assertion may also be used. The variable "${xpathVar}" is entered into the "XPath" field
in the assertion properties.

Note:

In general, context variables can be used wherever XPath function calls inside a predicate can be used. The exact rules
dictating where a context variable may appear in an XPath expression is given by the XPath 1.0 grammar. For more
information, see http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath/

Supported XPath Expressions

The following table lists the expressions that are supported.

Expression Context Variable Value Result of Evaluating Expression

$booleanContextVar boolean The Boolean value of
$booleanContextVar (true/false), similar
to evaluating expressions such as "1=1"
or "1=0".

${stringContextVar} string The string value of ${stringContextVar},
similar to evaluating an expression such
as "Foo" (including the quotes).

${nodeContextVar} DOM Node A nodeset containing the single node
contained in ${nodeContextVar}, similar
to matching it in the target document.
The node does not need to be from the
same document as the target message.

//*[local-name()=
${stringContextVar}]

string A nodeset containing all nodes
in the target message with the
local name equal to the value of
${stringContextVar}.

http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath/
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/s:Envelope/s:Body/*[local-name()=
$payloadLocalName and namespace-
uri()=$payloadUri]

string, string A nodeset containing the SOAP payload
element(s).

This assumes the context variables
${payloadLocalName} and
${payloadUri} are set to the expected
payload element local name and
namespace URI respectively, and the
target message contains the expected
payload element(s).

 Gateway Cluster Properties
The provides a wide range of cluster properties that can be used to configure all aspects of Gateway
operation. These properties are set using the Manage Cluster-Wide Properties task. Changes to a property
affect all nodes in a cluster.  

The API Gateway provides a wide range of cluster properties that can be used to configure all aspects of Gateway operation.
These properties are set using the Manage Cluster-Wide Properties task. Changes to a property affect all nodes in a cluster.  

Note:

Change cluster property values with care. Incorrect values may adversely affect Gateway performance. Note that some cluster
properties require a Gateway restart before the new values take effect.

Time Units

For cluster properties that involve time units, a shorthand abbreviation may be used for each unit; for example:

• 1h = one hour
• 10m = ten minutes
• 1.5d = 1 day 12 hours

Unit Description

ms milliseconds

s seconds

m minutes

h hours

d days

Note:

• Administrative Account Cluster Properties
• Audit Archiver Cluster Properties
• Audit Cluster Properties
• CA Single Sign-On Cluster Properties
• Cassandra Cluster Properties
• Certificate Validation Cluster Properties
• Credential Caching Cluster Properties
• Email Cluster Properties
• Enterprise Service Manager (ESM) Cluster Properties
• Fault Level Cluster Properties
• FTP Cluster Properties
• Global Cluster Properties
• Input/Output Cluster Properties
• JDBC Cluster Properties
• Kerberos Cluster Properties
• LDAP Cluster Properties
• Message Validation Cluster Properties
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• Miscellaneous Cluster Properties
• Rate Limit Cluster Properties
• SAML Cluster Properties
• Service Cluster Properties
• Traffic Logger Cluster Properties
• UDDI Cluster Properties
• WebSocket Cluster Properties
• WS-Security Cluster Properties
• XML Security Cluster Properties 

 Administrative Account Cluster Properties
The Administrative Account cluster properties control the settings for the administrative user accounts.
These properties correspond to the settings found under the task in the Policy Manager.

The Administrative Account cluster properties control the settings for the administrative user accounts. These properties
correspond to the settings found under the Manage Administrative User Account Policy task in the Policy Manager.

Property Description

logon.inactivityPeriod Days that an account can be inactive before it is disabled.

Range: 0-365 days (a value of '0' resets back to the default of
35 days)

Default: 35 (days)

Tip:

The inactivity timeout does not apply to the 'admin' user.

logon.lockoutTime Time a user must wait after reaching the
logon.maxAllowableAttempts before another login attempt
can be made.

Default: 1200 (seconds)

logon.maxAllowableAttempts Number of failed login attempts before the account is locked.
For the lockout period, see the logon.lockoutTime setting.

Default: 5 

logon.sessionExpiry Time that the administrative user can leave the API Gateway
session idle before disconnection.

Range: 1-1440 minutes

Default: 30 (minutes)

Note:  Browser Client Users Avoid setting
logon.sessionExpiry to a low value, as user activity might not
be detected correctly. For example, a session could expire
even when the browser client is actively editing a policy
editing (though not accessing the CA API Gateway). For this
reason, avoid setting logon.sessionExpiry to a low value if the
browser client is used.

logon.warningBanner The warning message that is displayed to the user after
logging in to the Policy Manager. The user must accept this
warning to continue or be disconnected.

Default: blank (no warning banner is displayed)

 Audit Archiver Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure the operation of the FTP Audit Archiver.

The following cluster properties configure the operation of the FTP Audit Archiver.
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Property Description

audit.archiver.ftp.fileprefix Prefix for the archived .ZIP files on the FTP server used to
easily locate audit archive files.
Default: SSGAuditArchive-

audit.archiver.ftp.maxfilesize Maximum size for uploaded files. The size should be large
enough to accommodate the largest audit record, and smaller
than the file size limit of the FTP server. When the maximum
is reached, a new archive file is created.
Default: 2000000000 (bytes)

audit.archiverBatchSize Number of audit records to process by one archiver job.
Range: 0-10000
Default: 1000

audit.archiverShutdownThreshold The Gateway either shuts down and/or stops auditing once
disk space usage exceeds this threshold (in percentage). How
the Gateway responds is set in the audit.managementStrategy
Audit Cluster Properties.
Default: 90 (percent)

audit.archiverStaleTimeout Time before an in-progress archive job is considered hung,
allowing other nodes to release the lock on the database.
Default: 120 (minutes)

audit.archiverStartThreshold Disk space used before archiving of audit records starts.
Default: 75 (percent)

audit.archiverStopThreshold Disk space used before archiving of audit records stops.
Default: 50 (percent)

audit.archiverTimerPeriod Time for scheduling the FTP Audit Archiver task. A value of
zero disables the audit archiver scheduler.
Default: 600 (seconds)

audit.archiverWarningThreshold Disk space used by the database before users are alerted that
threshold is exceeded.
Default: 50 (percent)

auditArchiver.db.defaultDiskThreshold Default disk space threshold for DB data file in megabytes.
Actual database configuration takes priority over this cluster
property. Audit Archiver uses this cluster property value only
if it cannot get the value from DB.

Warning:

This is applicable to Mysql DB (InnoDB file
size) that do not have max value like AWS
RDS. If you set a value lower than your actual
usage percentage (you can check this in your
logs), it will cross the threshold that is set in
audit.archiverShutdownThreshold where default
is 90 percent), which may cause Gateway to stop
archiving and also freeze the Gateway during
bootup.

Note:

• Audit Archiver Cluster Properties

 Audit Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure the various thresholds used for auditing. To learn more about
auditing, see the following topics:

The following cluster properties configure the various thresholds used for auditing. To learn more about auditing, see the
following topics:
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•  About Message Auditing 
•  View Gateway Audit Events ("Audit Events Panel")

 Property  Description 

 audit.adminThreshold Minimum level to save an administrative audit record to the
database. Value must be a valid severity level.
Default: INFO 

Tip:

 Setting this threshold to a level above INFO prevents most
administrative audits from being saved or sent to an audit
sink.

 audit.assertionStatus Assertion status level for saving a record. Use the highest
assertion status level when checking if a record should be
saved. When set to true, the highest level assertion status
from the policy raises the audit level to be the same level.
This can log INFO messages when the audit threshold is set
to "WARNING.Value is a Boolean."

Default: true 

 audit.auditDetailExcludeList Audit detail codes to exclude at runtime. Separate each code
with a space. The codes are not logged nor are visible in
the Gateway Audit Events window.

Note:

 This is a hidden property that is not selected from the drop-
down list. Manually enter in this property in the Key field.

 audit.batchExternal Send audit details immediately or batch them by configure
log sinks.

•  true = audits are recorded only when message processing
is complete; when batched, the severity filters for audits
are applied

•  false = audits are output immediately; filtering is not
applied for audit details

Default: true 

 audit.clientServicesThreshold Minimum level for a token or policy request to be saved to
the database. The WARNING level turns off auditing for all
client services, as token/policy requests have an audit level of
INFO. Value: must be a valid severity level.

Default: WARNING 

 audit.detailThreshold Minimum level for an audit detail message to be saved to the
database.
Value: must be a valid severity level.

Default: INFO 

 audit.detailThresholdRespected Controls if a record is saved. Value is a Boolean.

Default: true 

 audit.export.group_concat_ max_len Exports audits using the session value for the variable,
MySQL group_concat_max_len server.
Minimum value is 1024 bytes.

Default: 1048576 (bytes)
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 Property  Description 

 audit.external.name Name of the data source to use for external auduiti
persistence.

Default: <blank> 

 audit.hinting Controls if audit messages are displayed to provide hints for
audited information (such as save code for the request). Value
is a Boolean.

Default: false 

 audit.includeClusterPropertyValues Enable auditing of changes to cluster properties. Value is a
Boolean.

•  true = All changes to cluster properties are recorded in
audits and Gateway logs (see below for details).

•  false = No changes to cluster properties are recorded
(pre-v8.3 behavior).

Default: false 

 What is Logged 

When this property is enabled, all cluster properties added to
the Manage Cluster-Wide Properties dialog are recorded with
a log entry similar to:

 ClusterProperty #8164b8592610b74e1a75bd944a62e4a7
(test) created with value foobar 

This is true whether the default value for the property is used
or a new value is entered.

When a cluster property value is changed in the Manage
Cluster-Wide Properties dialog, a log entry similar to this is
recorded:

 ClusterProperty #8164b8592610b74e1a75bd944a62e4a3
(test) updated (changed value) from foobar to widget 

Tip:

 For more details on the next five "audit.log.*" properties, see "Customizing the Audit Format for Logging" in Gateway
Auditing Threshold and Format.

 audit.log.other.detailFormat Format for other (non-service) audit details.

Default: {0}: {1} 

 audit.log.other.format Format for other (non-service) audit logs.

Default: {1} 

 audit.log.service.detailFormat Format for details related to a service audit.

Default: {0}: {1} 

 audit.log.service.footerFormat Format for the final (summary) log message of a service
audit.

Default: {1} 

 audit.log.service.headerFormat Format for the first log message of a service audit.

Default: Processing request for service: {3} 
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 Property  Description 

 audit.lookup.cache.messageSizeLimit Maximum audit message size that is cached from the audit
lookup policy. A value of zero indicates unlimited size.

Default: 10485760 (bytes)

 audit.lookup.policy.guid GUID of the internal policy for audit lookup. A blank value
indicates no audit lookup policy (Output audit records using
audit sink policy check box in the Manage Audit Sink dialog
is not selected).

Note:

 This is a hidden property that is not selected from the drop-
down list. Manually enter in this property in the Key field.

 audit.managementStrategy Specify how the Gateway should respond when
the database exceeds the threshold defined in
the audit.archivershutdownthreshold cluster property.  The
value is case sensitive.

•  STOP: Gateway stops processing requests and
terminates audit logging. 

•  BYPASS: Gateway continues processing requests but
terminates audit logging. Internal Gateway logging
continues, with a SEVERE-level message that audit
logging has stopped.

Default: STOP 

 audit.messageSizeLimit Maximum message size for inclusion in an audit event.
Messages that exceed this size are not audited. Instead,
"Message not audited, message size exceeds limit." is logged.
A value of zero indicates unlimited size.

Default: 10485760 (bytes)

Tip:

 This property does not apply to audits sent to an
external audit sink.

 audit.messageThreshold  Minimum level for a message at the end of processing before
it is saved to the database. Value must be a valid severity
level.

Default: WARNING 

 auditmsg.override.XXXX 

   

Overrides the text of audit message 'XXXX' with text of
your choice. For details, see Audit Detail Codes. Changes
take effect within 30 seconds without restarting the CA API
Gateway.

 Example: 

Message 6701 default text is: "Bad destination email
address". Using auditmsg.override.6701, you change the
message to "Cannot resolve the destination email address."

Note:

 This is a hidden property that is not selected from the drop-
down list. Manually enter in this property in the Key field.

Tip:

 The code for an audit message is also displayed in the Event
Details section of the Gateway Audit Events window.
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 Property  Description 

 audit.originalMainPart.enable Saves the original document for requests and responses. This
enables the ".originalMainPart" suffix for context variables of
type Message.

Restart the Gateway for the changes to take effect.

Default: false 

Warning:

 WARNING: Enabling this cluster property reduces
performance of the CA API Gateway and may
increase memory used during message processing.
Consider reducing the maximum concurrency
to compensate, by using the Apply Rate Limit
Assertion.

 audit.purgeMinimumAge Determines which audits are removed when using the
"Delete Old Audit Events" option in the Gateway Audit
Events window. All non-severe audit older than this value are
deleted.

Default: 168 (hours)

Note:

 Audits at the SEVERE level are not removed, regardless of
age.

 audit.setDetailLevel.<level>  Overrides the audit level of a particular audit code to suit
your needs, where <level> is one of:

SEVERE
WARNING
INFO
CONFIG
FINE
FINER
FINEST

Enter a list of audit codes, separated by spaces, into the
appropriate <level> cluster property. The audit code is
overridden to that level for auditing purposes.

Tip:

 The original levels from Audit Detail Codes are still
shown when the audits are viewed in the Gateway Audit
Events window.

Note:

 This is a hidden property that is not selected from the drop-
down list. Manually enter in this property in the Key field.

For more information on using this cluster property, see
"Overriding the Audit Level" in View Gateway Audit Events.

 audit.signing Controls whether audit records are signed. The signed status
of an audit record is shown in the Gateway Audit Events
window. Value is a Boolean.

Default: false 

Note:

 The CA API Gateway does not support the signing of audit
records using an ECC key.
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 Property  Description 

 audit.sink.fallbackToInternal Controls whether auditing returns to the internal database if
the configured audit sink policy fails:

•  true = audit records are saved to the database
•  false = an error is logged and the audit record is lost

Default: true 

Tip:

 If the Audit Sink Properties is configured for both the
internal database and the audit sink, the audit record is always
be saved to the database, regardless of the outcome of the
audit sink policy.

 audit.sink.url Destination URL used by the audit sink policy if the route is
not customized.

Default: http://localhost:4680/ 

 log.buffer.messageSizeLimit Maximum size for unformatted log messages. The minimum
value is 128; any value lower than this is rounded up to 128.

Default: 4096 (characters)

 log.buffer.parameterSizeLimit Maximum size for unformatted log message parameter. The
minimum value is 128; any value lower than this is rounded
up to 128.

Default: 4096 (characters)

 log.console.threshold 

Available as of Version 9.4 CR1

Sets the logging threshold level for console logs using Java
logging levels. See Logs for the Container Gateway in
Docker for more information.

Default: INFO 

 log.filenameTemplate Template of the file name pattern for log file names.

Default: {1}_{2}_{3}.log 

Where:

 {1} = sink name
{2} = generation number to distinguish rotated logs
{3} = unique number to resolve conflicts

To change the format, omit or rearrange the placeholders. For
example:

{2}_{3}.log excludes the sink name
{1}_{2}_{3}_QA_Environment.log appends
"QA_Environment" to the log name

 log.levels Logger level for a specific node. Multiple levels can be
defined. For details, see Gateway Logging Levels and
Thresholds.

Default: com.l7tech.level = CONFIG 

Warning:

 WARNING: Do not change this cluster property
unless directed by CA Support.
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 Property  Description 

 log.stderrLevel Level for logging messages from standard error. Value is one
of: FINEST, FINER, FINE, INFO, WARNING, SEVERE.

Default: WARNING 

 log.stdoutLevel Level for logging messages from standard output. Value
is one of: FINEST, FINER, FINE, INFO, WARNING,
SEVERE.

Default: INFO 

 syslog.dateFormat 

Available as of Version 9.4 CR2

Syslog date-time format. Default value is MMM d
HH:mm:ss.SSS. Invalid Java SimpleDateFormat will be
ignored and the default will be used.

Note:

 This is a hidden property that is not selected from the drop-
down list. Manually enter in this property in the Key field.

 CA Single Sign-On Cluster Properties
The CA Single Sign-On cluster properties define the defaults used in the cache settings in the .

The CA Single Sign-On cluster properties define the defaults used in the cache settings in the CA Single Sign-On
Configuration Properties.

Property Description

siteminder.cache.authenticationCache.maxAge Maximum age of entries in the Authentication Cache.

Default: 3600000 (milliseconds).

siteminder.cache.authenticationCache.size Number of entries to cache in the Authentication Cache. A
value of 0 (zero) indicates no caching.

Default: 10

siteminder.cache.authorizationCache.maxAge Maximum age of entries in the Authorization Cache.

Default: 3600000 (milliseconds)

siteminder.cache.authorizationCache.size Number of entries to cache in the Authorization Cache. A
value of 0 (zero) indicates no caching.

Default: 10

siteminder.cache.resourceCache.maxAge Maximum age of entries in the Resource Cache.

Default: 300000 (milliseconds).

siteminder.cache.resourceCache.size Number of entries to cache in the Resource Cache. A value of
0 (zero) indicates no caching.

Default: 10

siteminder.cache.acoCache.maxAge Maximum age of entries in the ACO cache.

Default: 30000 (milliseconds).

siteminder.cache.acoCache.size Number of entries to cache in the ACO cache. A value of 0
(zero) indicates no caching.

Default: 10
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 Cassandra Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties set the default values for the "Additional Properties" in the Manage
Cassandra Connections task.

The following cluster properties set the default values for the "Additional Properties" in the Manage Cassandra Connections
task.

Tip:

Refer to "Time Units" under Cluster Properties for a list of the valid time units that you can use for time-related properties.

Property Description

cassandra.maxConnectionCacheAge The maximum age of cached Cassandra connections. Value is
a time unit. Enter '0' for no limit.

 Default: 0

cassandra.maxConnectionCacheIdleTime The maximum time a cached Cassandra connection can
remain idle before being purged. Value is a time unit. Enter
'0' for no limit.

Default: 30m

cassandra.maxConnectionCacheSize The maximum number of cached Cassandra connections.
Enter '0' for no caching.

Default: 20

Note:

Use this setting carefully, as an overly large cache can affect
performance.

cassandra.maxSimultaneousRequests
PerHostThreshold

The maximum number of simultaneous requests per
Cassandra host. The driver uses a single connection for each
LOCAL or REMOTE host.

Default: 8192 (hostDistance=LOCAL); 256
(hostDistance=REMOTE)

From version 9.4 CR1, the default value is 1024
(hostDistance=LOCAL); 256 (hostDistance=REMOTE)

cassandra.hostDistance Determines the distance to the specified Cassandra host.
Valid values: IGNORED, LOCAL, REMOTE

Default: LOCAL

cassandra.keepAlive Sets the java.net.SocketOptions.SO_KEEPALIVE option for
the Cassandra connection.

cassandra.fetchSize Sets the default fetch size for queries that do not explicitly
set a fetch size. The fetch size determines the number of
records retrieved in a single round trip to the Cassandra
server. To disable paging, set the fetch size to 2147483647.

Default: 5000

cassandra.maxRecords Sets the default maximum number of records the Perform
Cassandra Query assertion will return from querying the
Cassandra server.

Default: 10

cassandra.connectTimeoutMillis The connect timeout in milliseconds for the underlying Netty
channel.

Default: 5000 (milliseconds)
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Property Description

cassandra.readTimeoutMillis Defines the amount of time in milliseconds the driver waits
for a given Cassandra node to answer a query before timing
out.

Default: 12000 (milliseconds)

cassandra.reuseAddress Whether to allow the same port to be bound to multiple times.
Corresponds to java.net.SocketOptions.SO_REUSEADDR
for the Cassandra connection.

cassandra.receiveBufferSize A hint on the size of the buffer that is used to receive data.
Corresponds to java.net.SocketOptions.SO_RCVBUF for the
Cassandra connection. Minimum is 0.

cassandra.sendBufferSize A hint on the size of the buffer that is used to send data.
Corresponds to java.net.SocketOptions.SO_SNDBUF for the
Cassandra connection. Minimum is 0.

cassandra.soLinger When specified, disables the immediate return from
a call to close() on a TCP socket. Corresponds to
java.net.SocketOptions.SO_LINGER for the Cassandra
connection.

cassandra.tcpNoDelay Disables Nagle's algorithm on the underlying socket.
Corresponds to java.net.SocketOptions.TCPNODELAY.

cassandra.consistencyLevel

(Available as of Version 9.4 CR1)

Sets the default consistency level of the Perform Cassandra
Query assertion.

Default: ONE

 Certificate Validation Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure the settings used in the Manage Certificate Validations task
and for expiration checking.

The following cluster properties configure the settings used in the Manage Certificate Validations task and for expiration
checking.

Tip:

Refer to "Time Units" under Cluster Properties for a list of the valid time units that you can use for time-related properties.

Property Description

pkix.crl.cacheExpiryAge Expiration time for LDAP and HTTP caches used by
Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL) . Value is a time unit.

Default: 5m 

pkix.crl.defaultExpiryAge Expiration time for Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL) if the
CRL does not have one. The expiry age refreshes the list.
Value is a time unit.

Default: 1h

pkix.crl.maxExpiryAge Maximum expiration time for a Certificate Revocation List
(CRL). This value is used if the CRL's expiry age is greater
than what is defined by this cluster property. Value is a time
unit.

Default: 7d  

pkix.crl.maxSize Maximum size for a Certificate Revocation List (CRL). A
value of zero indicates unlimited size.

Default: 1048576
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Property Description

pkix.crl.minExpiryAge Minimum expiration time for a CRL. This value is used if the
CRL's expiration is less than what is defined by this cluster
property. Value is a time unit.

Default: 1h  

Note:

If the minimum expiration time is used, the API
Gateway may be using a stale CRL.

pkix.crl.invalidateCrlCacheOnNextUpdate Invalidates the Certificate Revocation List on next update
time that is embedded in the CRL. Value is a Boolean.

Default: false

pkix.csr.defaultExpiryAge Certificate expiration time on the CSR server. Used for
internal users without a configured expiry time, or for
certificates issued for LDAP users.

Default: 730 (days)

pkix.keyUsage Controls X.509 key usage. Values are:

• IGNORE: Accepts and uses certificates for purposes
other than for what they were designated to be used.

• ENFORCE: Uses certificates only for their stated
purposes, as described in the "Key usage" and "Ext.
key usage" sections in the [Details] tab of a certificate's
properties. For details, see "Certificate Expiration
Notification" in Manage Certificates. If a certificate does
not contain key usage or extended key usage information
marked as critical, the certificate is treated as if all
possible usages are enabled (the same as the 'IGNORE'
setting).

Default: ENFORCE

Note:

Requires a API Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

pkix.keyUsagePolicy Overrides the default key usage policy. A long XML string
defining a key usage enforcement policy. For details, see
"Recognized Action Names" in Key Usage Enforcement
Policy.

Default: <empty> (system default policy is used)

pkix.ocsp.defaultExpiryAge Cache time for Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)
responses. Specifies how long an OCSP response is retained
for an individual certificate validation attempt before
discarding it and retrieving a new one. Value is a time unit.

Default: 1m (used if the OCSP response does not include its
own expiry age)

pkix.ocsp.maxExpiryAge Maximum expiration for a cached OCSP response. Used
if the OCSP response's expiration is greater than what is
defined by this cluster property. Value is a time unit.

Default: 15m 
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Property Description

pkix.ocsp.minExpiryAge Minimum expiration for a cached OCSP response. Used if the
OCSP response's expiration is less than what is defined by
this cluster property. Value is a time unit.

Default: 1s 

pkix.ocsp.useNonce Controls whether to include a nonce in the OCSP requests to
protect against replay attacks. Value is a Boolean.

Default: true

Note:

Set this property to "false" if the OCSP checking server does
not support Nonce. To verify that Nonce is supported, look
for the "id-pkix-ocsp-nonce" field in the extensions section of
the OCSP request and response.

pkix.permittedCriticalExtensions Extensions for validating certificates. The value is a list of
entity IDs, separated by spaces.

Default: <empty>

pkix.validation.identityProvider Validation method for identity provider certificates. You can
also set this property using Manage Certificate Validation.

• validate = Validate that the certificate is valid and trusted.
• validatepath = Validate that the certificate path is valid to

a trust anchor.
• revocation = Validate the certificate path and perform a

revocation check using the revocation checking policies.

Default: validate

pkix.validation.other Validation method for all certificates except for
identity provider and routing. You can also set this
property using Manage Certificate Validation. See
pkix.validation.identityProvider for a description of each
setting.

Default: validate

pkix.validation.routing Validation method for certificates used by the server
for routing (i.e., HTTPS, FTPS). You can also set this
property using Manage Certificate Validation. See
pkix.validation.identityProvider for a description of each
setting.

Default: validate
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Property Description

services.
certificateDiscoveryEnabled

Discovers the API Gateway SSL certification without user
intervention. API Gateway - XML VPN Clients send requests
to this Gateway. Value is a Boolean.

• true = Automatic certificate discovery is enabled, without
user intervention required.

• false = Automatic certificate discovery is disabled. The
following must be done:

• XML VPN Client running as an application: When
the API Gateway - XML VPN Client attempts to trust
a server certificate for the first time, a confirmation
dialog is displayed, and you must explicitly accept or
reject the certificate.

• XML VPN Client running as a service: Manually
configure the server certificate for the XML VPN
Client using one of the following methods:

• If the server certificate is established, manually
trust it using the "discover" Gateway command.

• If the server certificate is not established, manually
import it using the "import" Gateway command.

Default: true

Tip:

See also the related admin.certificateDiscoveryEnabled
cluster property.

Note:

Enable the "Policy download service" so the port for server
certificate discovery works.

trustedCert.expiryCheckPeriod Time to wait between successive trusted certificate expiry
checks. Value is a time unit. For details, see "Certificate
Expiration Notification" under Manage Certificates.

Default: 12h

trustedCert.expiryFineAge Time before the Gateway logs a FINE audit event for a
trusted certificate. Value is a time unit.

Default: 30d 

trustedCert.expiryInfoAge Time before the Gateway logs an INFO audit event for a
trusted certificate. Value is a time unit.

Default: 7d 

trustedCert.expiryWarningAge Time before the Gateway logs a WARNING audit event for a
trusted certificate. Value is a time unit.

Default: 2d 

 Credential Caching Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure the caching of credentials in the .

The following cluster properties configure the caching of credentials in the API Gateway.

Tip:

Refer to "Time Units" under Cluster Properties for a list of the valid time units that you can use for time-related properties.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Property Description

authCache.failureCacheSize Number of failed authentications to cache in memory per API
Gateway node. When the cache fills up, the least recently
used failed authentication is discarded. This value should be
a fraction of authCache.successCacheSize, depending on how
frequently failed authentications are retried by users, scripts,
or attackers. For example, the default value of the failure
cache is 10% the size of the default success cache. If you
want it to be 15% the size, set this cluster property to '300'.
Enter zero to disable caching.

Default: 200

Note:

Requires a API Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

authCache.groupMembership
CacheSize

Group membership cache size. Group membership
information is cached only for identities that are successfully
authenticated. Use the following general rule to determine the
membership cache size:

(Groups + Failed_Tests) * Users

Where:

• Groups = Maximum number of groups that may be active
at once.

• Failed_Tests = Maximum number of failed group
membership tests a user may encounter in any policy path.

• Users = Number of users that may be active at once.

Default: 5000

authCache.maxFailureTime Maximum time users must wait to use their accounts after
these failed authentication actions:

• Account unlocked
• Account created
• Account password reset

Default: 30000ms

authCache.maxSuccessTime Maximum time users must wait to access their account if
a password is changed or account is locked.

Default: 60000ms

authCache.successCacheSize Number of successful authentications to cache in memory
per API Gateway node. When the cache fills up, the least
recently used authentication result is discarded. Set this to the
maximum number of user sessions that are actively using this
cluster (without load balancer node affinity) or just this node
(with node affinity).

Default: 2000
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Property Description

principalSessionCache.cacheSize Maximum number of concurrent users for caching group
membership information. Having this information in the
cache improves performance. If the number of concurrent
users exceed this cluster property value, there is a slight
performance penalty as the API Gateway updates the cache
with new group information, replacing group membership
information from the least recently used user.

Default: 1000

Tip:

For optimal performance, adjust this cache size to match the
expected number of concurrent users.

principalSessionCache.
maxPrincipalGroups

Maximum number of groups to cache for each user.

Example: A setting of '50,' downloads the first 50 groups of
the user. When a user performs an action in the Policy
Manager requiring a permission, the downloaded groups
are checked for the appropriate role assignments. If that
user belongs to 51 groups and the desired action requires a
permission from a role assignment from the 51st group, then
the user is denied permission to perform that action, plus any
other actions which depend on the permissions contained in
the 51st group.

Default: 1000

principalSessionCache.maxTime Controls how often to check users' group membership for
roles and permissions. The default 5 minutes is a reasonable
balance between security and performance. A value of 0 is
the most secure, which checks a user's group memberships
on every action by the user. However, this setting decreases
the responsiveness of the Policy Manager (the API Gateway
performance is unaffected).

Default: 300000ms

 Email Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties control various aspects of email behavior on the . For more information,
see the following topics:

The following cluster properties control various aspects of email behavior on the API Gateway. For more information, see the
following topics:

•  Managing Email Listeners 
•  Email Listener Properties 
• Send Email Alert Assertion

Tip:

Refer to "Time Units" under Cluster Properties for a list of the valid time units that you can use for time-related properties.

 Property  Description 

 email.listenerThreadLimit Number of processing threads that can be created to work off
all email endpoints. Value must be >= 5.

Default: 25 

 mail.inConnectTimeout Time to negotiate an inbound connection for retrieving
emails. Value is a time unit.

 Default: 30s 
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 Property  Description 

 mail.inTimeout Time to wait for a response from the mail server to retrieve
inbound email. Value is a time unit.

Default: 60s 

 mail.outConnectTimeout Time to negotiate an outbound connection for sending emails.
Value is a time unit.

Default: 30s 

 mail.outTimeout Time to wait for a response from the mail server to send
outbound email. Value is a time unit.

Default: 60s 

 email.attachments.maxSize Maximum size of an attachment for the Send Email Alert
Assertion, in bytes.

Default value: 2621440 

If an attachment exceeds this limit, the assertion fails. 

 email.useDefaultSsl Use the default SSL implementation for the Send Email Alert
Assertion. 

Default value: False 

 Enterprise Service Manager (ESM) Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties control how the  interacts with the  - Enterprise Service Manager.

The following cluster properties control how the API Gateway interacts with the API Gateway - Enterprise Service Manager.

Property Description

admin.esmInterfaceTag Name of the Interface Tag that identifies the IP address for
ESM administration requests.

admin.esmPort Port number used by the Enterprise Service Manager to
communicate with the API Gateway cluster. The port must be
defined as a listen port with the Enable Enterprise Manager
access option selected. For details, see Managing Listen
Ports.

Default: <value from the cluster.httpsPort cluster property>

admin.esmRequestSizeLimit Size limit for ESM administration and Node Control requests,
or 0 for unlimited (Integer). A value less than 0 is invalid (the
default value would be used instead).

Default: 10485760 (bytes)

node.processControllerExternalPort Port number used by the Enterprise Service Manager to
remotely manage cluster node process managers. For details,
see Configure the Gateway for Remote Access.

Default: <port specified when configuring the Gateway for
remote access>

For more information, see Configure the Gateway for Remote
Access.

 Fault Level Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure the fault level defaults on the . These properties work with
the .
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The following cluster properties configure the fault level defaults on the API Gateway. These properties work with the
Customize SOAP Fault Response Assertion.

Property Description

soapfault.level Detail level returned in a SOAP fault:

0 = Drop connection
1 = Template response
2 = Generic SOAP fault
3 = Medium details
4 = Full details

This level is overridden by the Customize SOAP Fault
Response assertion. If returning a template response, define
the template in the soapfault.template property.

Default: 2

soapfault.policyurl Controls whether the API Gateway includes the policy
download URL when returning SOAP faults. Value is a
Boolean.

Default: true

soapfault.privateKeyAlias Name or alias of the private key to use when signing
SOAP faults. This cluster property is only relevant when
soapfault.sign is set to "true". The private key alias is
overridden when the Customize SOAP Fault Response
assertion is present.

Default: <empty> (default SSL key is used)

Note:

If the private key cannot be found, then signing does
not occur.

soapfault.sign Controls whether SOAP faults is digitally signed. This
property is used unless overridden by a Customize SOAP
Fault Response assertion in the policy. Value is a Boolean.

• true = SOAP faults are digitally signed, using the key
alias specified in the soapfault.privateKeyAlias property

• false = SOAP faults are not signed

Default: false

soapfault.template The template for SOAP faults returned by the API Gateway.
The default template is:

<s:Envelope xmlns:s="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/">
     <s:Body>
       <s:Fault>
          <faultcode>s:Client</faultcode>
          <faultstring>Client Error</faultstring>
       </s:Fault>
     </s:Body>
</s:Envelope>

This setting is used only when soapfaultlevel = 1 (Template
response).
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Property Description

soapfault.template.contentType The template content type used for custom SOAP faults
(for example, application/json). This is only relevant when
soapfault.level is set to 1 (Template response). Default is
blank.

 FTP Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties define default FTP(S) listen port behavior.

The following cluster properties define default FTP(S) listen port behavior.

The values specified below are the defaults. These values can be overridden for individual listen ports by specifying advanced
properties in the [Advanced] tab of the Listen Port Properties.

Property Description

ftp.anonymousLoginsEnabled The default setting indicating whether anonymous logins are
permitted. Value is a Boolean.

Default: true

ftp.maxAnonymousLogins The default maximum number of concurrent anonymous
users. A value of "0" (zero) indicates no limit.

Default: 10

ftp.maxConcurrentLogins The default maximum number of current users permitted,
including anonymous users. A value of "0" (zero) indicates
no limit.

Default: 10

ftp.maxRequestProcessingThreads The default maximum number of threads the server may
create to process client requests.

Default: 10

ftp.sessionIdleTimeout The default period of time the API Gateway will wait before
closing a session due to network inactivity. Enter "0" (zero)
to never time out.

Default: 60 (seconds)

ftp.userMaxConcurrentLogins The default maximum number of concurrent logins per user.
A value of "0" (zero) indicates no limit.

Default: 10

ftp.userMaxConcurrentLoginsPerIp The default maximum number of concurrent logins per user,
per IP address. A value of "0" (zero) indicates no limit.

Default: 10

 Global Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties affect the entire gateway cluster.

The following cluster properties affect the entire CA API Gateway cluster.
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 Property  Description 

 cluster.AdminAppletPort Port used when the Policy Manager is launched in
the gateway - Enterprise Service Manager.

Default: 9443 

Note:

 The port specified must be defined as a listen port in the
Policy Manager, with "Browser-based administration"
enabled. For details, see Manage Listen Ports and Listen Port
Properties.

 cluster.hostname The fully qualified domain name of the external hostname for
the cluster.

Default: ${defaultClusterHost}  

 cluster.httpPort External HTTP port for the cluster. It is set dynamically
based on the configured HTTP listener.

Default: ${httpPort}  

 cluster.httpsPort External HTTPS port for the cluster. It is set dynamically
based on the configured HTTP listener.

Default: ${httpsPort} 

 Input/Output Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure input/output behavior on the gateway node or node cluster.

The following cluster properties configure input/output behavior on the CA API Gateway node or node cluster.

Tip:

Refer to "Time Units" under Cluster Properties for a list of the valid time units that you can use for time-related properties.

 Property  Description 

 concall.globalCoreConcurrency Number of assertions that can execute concurrently when
using the Run All Assertions Concurrently Assertion. The
value is the number of concurrent threads typically available
to the assertion.

Default: 32 

 concall.globalMaxConcurrency Maximum number of assertions that can execute concurrently
when using the Run All Assertions Concurrently Assertion.
This is a global limit across all such assertions.

Default: 64 

Tip:

The value of concall.globalMaxConcurrency should not
exceed twice that of concall.globalCoreConcurrency.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Property  Description 

 concall.globalMaxWorkQueue Maximum number of assertions that are waiting to execute
concurrently. Once this limit is reached the Gateway runs
assertion serially (that is, non-concurrently) until the queue
drops.

Note that the work queue does not begin to fill up unless
the concall.globalMaxConcurrency value is already reached.

Default: 64 

Tip:

The value of concall.globalMaxWorkQueue should not
exceed twice that of concall.globalMaxConcurrency.

 io.httpDefaultContentTypeCharset Defines the value of the Content-Type HTTP header charset.
Use this property when a response does not have a Content-
Type header charset.

 Default: none

 io.debugSsl Controls whether to log debug information for SSL and TLS
operations. Value is a Boolean. Restart the Gateway for
changes to take effect.

Default: false 

 io.EmailListenerMessageMaxBytes Maximum size of an email message, including all MIME
parts. Enter "0" (zero) for unlimited size.

This property affects only request messages. (Inbound from
the client to the Gateway, outbound from the Gateway to the
back-end system, and inbound from the back-end system
to the Gateway). It has no effect on the size of response
messages that are returned to the client using the Gateway.

Default: 2621440 (bytes)

 io.failoverServerRetryDelay Time before retrying a failed server when using a "Round-
Robin" or "Ordered Sticky with Failover" failover strategy.
This setting is used by assertions with a failover strategy;
examples include the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion and Scan
Using ICAP-Enabled Antivirus Assertion.

A value of zero indicates delays for these failover strategies:

• "Ordered Sticky with Failover": 15m 
• "Round Robin": 5m 

The maximum server retry delay is 2^63-1 milliseconds.

Default: 0 (milliseconds)

 io.httpAllowBackslash Determines whether the backslash ('\') character is permitted
URLs. Values is a Boolean.
Default: false 

 io.httpChallengeOrder Controls whether the legacy order is used in HTTP response
challenges. The valid values are:

• reverse: Use the legacy challenge order (NTLM,
Negotiate, Digest, Basic)

• windows: Use the Windows challenge order (Negotiate,
NTLM, Digest, Basic).

Default: windows 
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 Property  Description 

 io.httpConcurrencyWarning.repeatDelay Controls how frequently audit messages warning about
HTTP(S) thread pool concurrency exceeding a threshold
should repeat. Changes take effect immediately.

For more information, see "Advanced Properties" in Listen
Port Properties.

Default: 60 (seconds)

 io.httpConnectionIdleInterval Determines the interval between checks for outbound HTTP
connection timeout (timeunit)

Default: 5 (seconds)

This is a hidden property that is editable by typing in its name
in the Key field and then pressing [Tab]. (It cannot be located
using the drop-down list.)

 io.httpConnectionIdleTimeout Maximum time that an HTTP connection may remain idle
before it times out. Value is in seconds. Enter "0" (zero) to
have the connection never time out.

Default: 0 (seconds)

This is a hidden property that is editable by typing in its name
in the Key field and then pressing [Tab]. (It cannot be located
using the drop-down list.)

Tip:

 For improved performance, consider setting this property to
5 seconds. This preserves performance, while ensuring that
resources are not being consumed unnecessarily by leaving
connections open when no shutdown acknowledgment is
received.

 io.httpCoreConcurrency Number of concurrent active HTTP connections per
node. A negative number means to use a fraction
of io.httpMaxConcurrency. For example, "-5" would mean
1/5 of the maximum.

Default: 500 

Tip:

For a detailed discussion on how to best use this property
along with io.httpMaxConcurrency, see "Increasing
'io.httpCoreConcurrency' and 'io.httpMaxConcurrency'"
below.

 io.httpDefaultContentType Value of the "Content-Type" HTTP header to use if a
response does not have a "Content-Type" header.

If a value is configured for this cluster property and the
Gateway encounters a response without a "Content-Type"
header, audit message 4049 is generated.

The value can include parameters, such as "text/xml;
charset=utf-8". If the value is not valid, it is ignored and a
warning is logged.

Default: none 
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 Property  Description 

 io.httpDisableKeepAlive Disables the HTTP Keep-Alive connections for outbound
HTTP connections (other than routing assertions). Value is a
Boolean.

Default: false 

 io.httpEnableAutoChallenge Enables Auto Challenge when preemptive authenticate is
used.

Default: false 

This is a hidden property that is editable by typing in its name
in the Key field and then pressing [Tab]. (It cannot be located
via the drop-down list.)

 io.httpExpectContinue Uses an "Expect: 100-continue" header during HTTP routing
to improve efficiency when authenticating. Value is a
Boolean.

Default: false 

 io.httpMaxConcurrency Maximum number of concurrent HTTP and HTTPS
connections (per node) that can be active simultaneously
without causing delays. Changes to this setting take effect
within 30 seconds. This value is shared across all listen
ports that are not configured to use their own private
thread pool.

Default: 750 

Note:

Technical Note: The value of io.httpMaxConcurrency is
closely linked to the c3p0DataSource.maxPoolSize setting
within the node.properties file.

 Additional Information 

Increasing the concurrency limit permits more in-flight
requests to be handled simultaneously. This increases
throughput in situations where the performance bottleneck is
inbound requests waiting for a handler thread. For example,
this may occur when many threads are busy inside Route
via HTTP(S) Assertions waiting for a slowback end server.
The drawback of increasing concurrency is that it increases
the working set size of the Gateway: each in-flight request
requires some amount of memory to do its job.

The memory that is required by a Gateway under peak load
depends on a variety of factors:

• the mix of requests and their sizes
• the assertions being used (for example, if DOM parsing

of large XML requires substantially more memory than
simply passing through message bodies)

• the request size limits (such as the value of
the io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property).

Tip:

 For a details on how to best use this property, see "Increasing
io.httpCoreConcurrency and io.httpMaxConcurrency" below.
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 io.httpParamsMaxFormPostBytes Maximum number of bytes to buffer when processing an
HTTP form post (application/x-www-form-urlencoded).

Default: 5242880 

Note:

Technical
Note: The io.httpParamsMaxFormPostBytes cluster
property replaces the
former com.l7tech.message.httpParamsMaxFormPost system
property.However if the system property is set, it overrides
this cluster property.

 io.httpRequestAuthzHashAlg 

Available as of Version 9.4 CR2

Hashes the authorization header so that subsequent requests
from the same host, port, and with the same authorization
header can reuse the outbound connection.

Default: true 

 io.httpResponseStreamUnlimited Ignores message size limit when streaming HTTP responses.
Value is a Boolean.

Default: true 

 io.httpResponseStreaming Streams responses back to the client. Value is a Boolean.

•  true: The Gateway streams a response to a request that
arrived over HTTP. The response must be from a routing
assertion that supports streaming (such as HTTP or SSH
routing). There must be nothing in the service policy that
requires examination of the response by the Gateway.
When streaming is in effect, the response body is not
buffered by the Gateway before being returned to the
client. This can greatly reduce the overall latency,
especially for large responses. This setting is the default.
Observe the following issues when enabling streaming:

• Streamed responses are not accessible by the Audit
Sink policy

• The client should have its own provisions for
protecting itself if your service policy contains no
logic for checking the response.

•  false: The Gateway always buffers the entire response
before returning it to the client, regardless of whether the
policy requires an examination of the response.
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 io.httpRoutingAuthorizationStatePoolTimeout Specifies the period of time a connection identifier can
remain in the pool while idle, during the routing of requests
using HTTP(S). Value is a time unit.

Examples:

• The Gateway receives a message and routes it to a back-
end server using a set of username/password credentials.
If no more requests with the same username/password
come in within this timeout period, the identifier expires.

• After an identifier expires, if a new message then comes
in with the same credentials, the Gateway generates a new
identifier and opens a new connection.

• If a new message comes in before the timeout period, the
Gateway uses the same identifier for routing. This means
it reuses the connection that was previously opened.

Default: 1m 

 io.httpRoutingAuthorizationStatePoolSize Sets the maximum number of HTTP(S) connection identifiers
that can be stored by the Gateway. Once the maximum is
reached, the oldest identifiers are dropped when new ones are
created. If a request tries to use an old dropped identifier, the
Gateway opens a new connection.

Default: 10000 

 io.httpVersion Sets the HTTP version that is used by the routing assertions.
If set to "1.0", the cluster property io.httpExpectContinue is
ignored.

Default: 1.1 

Tip:

 The default value may be overridden during HTTP(S)
routing though the [Request HTTP Rules] tab in the  Route
via HTTP(S) Assertion.

 io.httpsHostAllowWildcard Determines whether wildcards are permitted when verifying
hostnames:

•  true = the wildcard character '*' is permitted when
verifying server hostnames against the certificate name

•  false = the wildcard character is not permitted; the server
hostname must be explicit

Default: false 

For details, see Wildcard Matching of Hostnames.
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 io.httpsHostVerify Enables verification of server names against certificates, for
certificates that are not trusted and which are unsigned by
another trusted certificate.

•  true = server name is verified against the name on the
certificate. A mismatch causes a validation failure.

•  false = server name is not verified against the name on
the certificate. A mismatch does not result in a validation
failure.

Default: true 

Tip:

 This setting works with the "Verify Hostnames for Outbound
SSL Connections" setting for a certificate. For details,
see Edit a Certificate,

 io.jmsConnectionCacheMaxAge Maximum age for a cached JMS connection. Enter "0" (zero)
for no time limit. Value is a time unit.

Default: 10m  

 io.jmsConnectionCacheMaxIdleTime Maximum time that an idle JMS connection is cached. Enter
"0" (zero) for no time limit. Value is a time unit.

Default: 5m 

 io.jmsConnectionCacheMaxSize Number of JMS connections to cache. Enter "0" (zero) to
disable caching for JMS connections, and for WebLogic
JMS destinations. The cache size is a soft limit that can be
exceeded under the following conditions:

• There are hundreds of concurrent requests using
JMS routing, each with a distinct connection. In
this case, there would be as many JMS connections
are there are requests, even if this exceeds
the io.jmsConnectionCacheMaxSize property.

• If template outbound destinations are used, it is possible
to create new queue connections dynamically (one per
request). In this case, the cache size may be exceeded
until eligible cached connections are removed.

Default: 100 

 io.jmsConnectionEvictionBatchSize The number of expired idle connections to be collected
during each run of the pool cleanup task (maximum 10000).

Default: 1 

 io.jmsConnectionIdleTime Maximum time that an idle JMS connection can
remain in the connection pool when the number of idle
connections exceeds the specified idle connection limit
(io.jmsSessionMaxIdle). Enter "0" (zero) for no limit. Value
is a time unit.

Default: 5m 

 io.jmsConnectionMaxWait Maximum time to wait while acquiring a JMS Connection.
Enter "0" (zero) for no limit.

Default: 5s 
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 io.jmsConnectionMinIdle The minimum number of reserved idle connections in the
connection pool (maximum 10000).

Default: 0 

 io.jmsConnectionPoolSize The maximum JMS Connection pool size (maximum 10000).

Default: 1 

Tip:

 For best results, use a connection pool size between 100 and
200.

 io.jmsConnectionTimeBetweenEviction The interval between pool cleanup thread runs. Value is a
time unit.

Default: 10s 

 io.jmsConsumerConnections Number of inbound JMS consumer connections that are
allowed for a JMS destination across the cluster. This value
can be overridden for individual JMS destinations through the
[Inbound Options] tab of the JMS Destination Properties.

Default: 1 

 io.jmsMessageMaxBytes 

   

Maximum size of a JMS message, including all MIME parts.
Enter "0" (zero) for unlimited size. This property affects only
request messages (inbound from the client to the Gateway,
outbound from the Gateway to the back-end system, and
inbound from the back-end system to the Gateway). It has no
effect on the size of response messages that are returned to
the client via the Gateway.

Default: 2621440 (bytes)

 io.jmsRoutingMaxRetries Maximum number of connection attempts for an outbound
JMS Queue.

Default: 5 

 io.jmsRoutingRetrySleep Time to sleep after a connection error for an outbound JMS
Queue.

Default: 1s 

 io.jmsSessionMaxIdle Maximum number of sessions that can sit idle in the session
pool (maximum 10000). Enter "-1" to indicate no limit.

Default: 8 

 io.jmsSessionMaxWait Maximum period of time to wait for an idle session when the
pool is exhausted. Enter "0" (zero) for no limit. Value is a
time unit. 

Default: 5000ms 

 io.jmsSessionPoolSize Maximum number of sessions that can be allocated by the
session pool (maximum 10000). Enter "-1" to indicate no
limit.

Default: 8 
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 io.mqConnectionCacheMaxAge Maximum age for a cached MQ native connection. Enter
"0" (zero) for no time limit. Value is a time unit.

Default: 10m 

 io.mqConnectionCacheMaxIdleTime Maximum time an idle MQ native connection is cached.
Enter "0" (zero) for no time limit. Value is a time unit.

Default: 5m 

 io.mqConnectionCacheSize Number of MQ native connections to cache. Enter "0" (zero)
to disable caching for MQ native connections. The cache size
is a "soft" limit that may be exceeded under the following
conditions:

• There are hundreds of concurrent requests using MQ
native routing, each with a distinct connection. In
this case, there would be as many MQ connections
are there are requests, even if this exceeds
the io.mqConnectionCacheMaxSize property.

• If template outbound queues are used, it is possible to
create new queue connections dynamically (one per
request). In this case, the cache size may be exceeded
until eligible cached connections are removed.

Default: 100 

 io.mqConversionCCSID Sets a requested CCSID to convert for the Gateway in a
MQGET from the IBM MQ server. This property requires
that the io.mqConvertMessageApplicationDataFormat cluster
property be set to true to enable MQGMO_CONVERT.

Value is a CCSID value (integer). The default value of
"0" is converted to 819 (ISO-8859-1) in the Gateway. CA
Technologies recommends the use of either 819 (ISO-8859-1)
or 1208 (UTF-8).

Tip:

 Setting this cluster property to 0 or 819 produces the same
results (ISO-8859-1 is used). To use UTF-8, set this property
to 1208. For a list of CCSIDs, see: https://www-01.ibm.com/
software/globalization/ccsid/ccsid_registered.html 

Default: 0 (ISO-8859-1 is used)

 io.mqConvertMessageApplicationDataFormat Convert the MQ Message application data to a format
specified by the queue manager. Value is a Boolean.

The conversion occurs when: 

• a MQ Native Queue Properties gets a message from a
queue, or

• the MQ Native routing assertion gets a message from a
queue, or

• the MQ Native routing assertion gets a reply message
after writing a message to a queue

Default: true 

https://www-01.ibm.com/software/globalization/ccsid/ccsid_registered.html
https://www-01.ibm.com/software/globalization/ccsid/ccsid_registered.html
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 io.mqForceReturnPropertiesInMQRFH2Header Force the properties in an MQ Message to be returned in the
MQRFH2 header when reading a message from a queue. This
occurs when: 

• a MQ listener gets a message from a queue, or
• the MQ Native routing assertion gets a message from a

queue, or
• the MQ Native routing assertions gets a reply message

after writing a message to a queue

Default: false 

Note:

When this cluster property is enabled, you must reference
the message properties using different context variables. For
example, to look up the value of the “myMessageProperty”
property in a request message:

• Use
this: ${request.mqnative.additionalheader.myMessageProperty} 

• Instead of
this: ${request.mqnative.property.myMessageProperty} 

 io.mqMessageMaxBytes Maximum size of an MQ Native message, including all
MIME parts. Enter "0" (zero) for unlimited size. This
property affects only request messages. It has no effect on the
size of response messages that are returned to the client via
the Gateway.

Default: 2621440 bytes 

Note:

All these are considered request messages:

• inbound from the client to the Gateway
• outbound from the Gateway to the back-end system
• inbound from the back-end system to the Gateway

 io.mqResponseTimeout Time the Route via MQ Native Assertion waits for a response
on the replyTo queue before timing out. This value can
be overridden in the "MQ response timeout" field in the
assertion properties.

Default: 10000 (milliseconds)

 io.mqRoutingMaxRetries Maximum number of connection attempts for an outbound
MQ Queue.

Default: 5 

 io.mqRoutingRetrySleep Time to sleep after a connection error for an outbound MQ
Queue.

Default: 1s 
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 io.mqRoutingSetAllContext Controls which MQ message descriptors can be set. Value is
a Boolean.

•  true = All MQ message descriptors can be set,
with the exception of the following:

•  false = When adding a new message descriptor, only
the MQ message descriptors visible in the “Name” drop-
down list can be set (see Customizing MQ Messages).
This setting is the default.

•  backoutCount 
•  messageSequenceNumber 
•  originalLength 

For a list of MQ message descriptors, see “Class
MQMessage” on the IBM WebSphere web site.

 io.outConnectTimeout  Maximum time to wait for a connection to be established for
routing. If exceeded, routing fails (or fails over). This timeout
can be overridden for a specific routing assertion through the
HTTP(S) Routing Properties.

Default: 30000 (milliseconds)

 io.outTimeout  Maximum time for response data to be read for the outbound
request. If exceeded, routing fails (or fails over). This timeout
can be overridden for a specific routing assertion through the
HTTP(S) Routing Properties.

Default: 60000 (milliseconds)

 io.rateLimit  Minimum rate for incoming requests.

Default: 1024 (bytes per second)

 io.rateTimeout  IO timeout period for incoming request rate checking.

Default: 60000 (milliseconds)

 io.signedPartMaxBytes Maximum size of attachments that are permitted for signature
processing. Enter "0" (zero) for unlimited size. This property
is enforced for any signed message part that is processed for
security.

Default: 5242880 (bytes)

 io.staleCheckCount  Number of stale checked connections per interval.

Default: 1 

 io.staleCheckHosts Maximum number of stale checked hosts.

Default: 10 

 io.timeout  IO timeout for incoming requests from the client before
timing out. This is the amount of time the Gateway will wait
for data from the client before timing out.

Default: 60000 (milliseconds)
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 io.xmlPartMaxBytes Maximum size of the XML part of a message (part 1). When
the maximum message size is reached, a SOAP fault '500' is
returned. Enter "0" (zero) for unlimited size.

• Enforced for any message (if not MIME), or the first part
of a MIME message if XML.

• Not enforced for responses or requests that are set within
the policy. For example, responses that are created
by these assertions do not trigger an error, even when
exceeding io.xmlPartMaxBytes:

•  Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion 
•  Copy Request Message to Response Assertion 

Note:

 Use the setting to constrain the use of Gateway resources.
Rather than enforcing an arbitrary size limit, use the Limit
Message Size Assertion. Do not use with small values.

Default: 2621440 (bytes)

Note:

1) If compression is in effect, this property applies to the
uncompressed message size. 2) The Route via Raw TCP
Assertion uses a different method of restricting message
size. 3) If io.xmlPartMaxBytes is not returning correct results,
try setting io.httpResponseStreamUnlimited to "false."

 jms.connectErrorSleep Time to wait after an inbound JMS connection error before
attempting a reconnection. Value is a time unit.

Default: 60s  

 jms.listenerThreadLimit Number of processing threads that can be created to work off
all JMS endpoints. Value must be >= 5.

Default: 25 

 jms.ResponseTimeout Time the Route via JMS assertion waits for a response
on the replyTo queue before timing out. This value can
be overridden in the "JMS response timeout" field in the
assertion properties.

Default: 10000 (milliseconds)

 mq.connectErrorSleep Time to wait after an inbound MQ Native connection error
before attempting to connect again. Value is a time unit.

Default: 60s 

Note:

Changes to this cluster property require a listener or Gateway
restart to take effect. To restart the listener, edit and save the
MQ Native configuration.

 mq.ConnectionPool.maxActive Maximum number of active connections per MQ Native
connection pool. Enter "0" (zero) to allow no active
connections. Any negative value indicates unlimited active
connections.

This property is used in the [Outbound Options] tab of
the MQ Native Queue Properties.

Default: 20 
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 mq.ConnectionPool.maxIdle Maximum number of idle connections that are allowed in
a MQNative connection pool. Enter "0" (zero) to allow no
idle connection. Any negative value indicates unlimited idle
connections.

This property is used in the [Outbound Options] tab of
the MQ Native Queue Properties.

Default: 20 

Tip:

 For best performance, set mq.ConnectionPool.maxIdle to the
same value as mq.ConnectionPool.maxActive.

 mq.ConnectionPool.maxWait Maximum amount of time to wait for an MQ Native
connection to become available. Value is in milliseconds.
Enter "0" (zero) or a negative value to wait indefinitely.

This property is used in the [Outbound Options] tab of
the MQ Native Queue Properties.

Default: -1 

 mq.listenerInboundFailureQueuePutMessageOptions Customize the PUT message options when the consumption
of an inbound message fails. See "Configuring the [Inbound
Options] Tab" in the MQ Native Queue Properties.

This cluster property has no default and it is consulted only if
no Failure queue Put Message option is specified. If it is not
set when consulted, the Gateway uses the defaults from the
MqNativeConstants class. 

 mq.listenerInboundGetMessageOptions Customize the inbound MQ Native listener's Get Message
options when consuming a message (Receiving Message).
See "Configuring the [MQ Connection Properties] Tab" in
the MQ Native Queue Properties.

This cluster property has no default and it is consulted only
if no Get option is specified. If it is not set when consulted,
the Gateway uses the defaults from the MqNativeConstants
class. 

 mq.listenerInboundOpenOptions Customize the Open options when accessing a queue object
for the inbound MQ Native listener (Receiving Message).
See "Configuring the [MQ Connection Properties] Tab" in
the MQ Native Queue Properties.

This cluster property has no default and it is consulted only
if no Open option is specified. If it is not set when consulted,
the Gateway uses the defaults from the MqNativeConstants
class. 

 mq.listenerOutboundReplyQueueGetMessageOptions Customize the GET reply message options for the outbound
MQ Native connector. See "Configuring the [Outbound
Options] Tab" in the MQ Native Queue Properties.

This cluster property has no default. It is consulted only if
no Get Reply Message option is specified. If it is not set
when consulted, the Gateway uses the defaults from the
MqNativeConstants class.
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 mq.listenerInboundReplyQueuePutMessageOptions Customize the PUT message options for the inbound MQ
Native listener. See "Configuring the [Inbound Options] Tab"
in the MQ Native Queue Properties.

This cluster property has no default. It is consulted only
if no Reply queue Put option is specified. If it is not set
when consulted, the Gateway uses the defaults from the
MqNativeConstants class.

 mq.listenerMaxConcurrentConnections Maximum number of concurrent connections that are allowed
for any inbound MQ Native queue.

Default: 1000 

Note:

(1) The limit that is specified here overrides any larger
value specified in the queue properties (in the Inbound
Options tab of the MQ Native Queue Properties. (2) Changes
require a listener or Gateway restart.

 mq.routingGetOpenOptions Customize the GET open options for the Route via MQ
Native Assertion (see "Configuring the [Target] Tab").

This cluster property has no default and it is consulted only
if no Open option is specified. If it is not set when consulted,
the Gateway uses the defaults from the MqNativeConstants
class.

 mq.routingGetMessageOptions Customize the GET message options for the Route via MQ
Native Assertion (see "Configuring the [Target] Tab").

This cluster property has no default and it is consulted
only if no GET message option is specified. If it is not set
when consulted, the Gateway uses the defaults from the
MqNativeConstants class.

 mq.routingPutMessageOptions Customize the PUT message options for the Route via MQ
Native Assertion (see "Configuring the [Target] Tab").

This cluster property has no default. It is consulted only
if no PUT message option is specified. If it is not set
when consulted, the Gateway uses the defaults from the
MqNativeConstants class.

 mq.routingPutOpenOptions Customize the PUT open options for the Route via MQ
Native Assertion (see "Configuring the [Target] Tab").

This cluster property has no default and it is consulted
only if no PUT open option is specified. If it is not set
when consulted, the Gateway uses the defaults from the
MqNativeConstants class.

 mq.listenerPollingInterval Time to wait when polling for messages on an empty queue.
Value is a time unit.

Default: 5s 

Note:

Changes to this cluster property require a listener or Gateway
restart to take effect. To restart the listener, edit and save the
MQ Native configuration.
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 mq.listenerThreadLimit Number of processing threads that can be created to work off
all MQ endpoints. Value must be >= 5.

Default: 25 

Note:

Changes require a Gateway restart.

 mq.preventAuditFloodPeriod Time to prevent audit message flooding by the MQ Native
listener. If the most recent listener audit message occurred
within this period, the next listener message is logged (no
audit record is created). Enter "0" (zero) for no audit flood
throttling. Value is a time unit.

Default: 0s 

Note:

 Changes to this property requires a restart of the MQ listener
or the Gateway. To restart the listener, edit and save the MQ
Native configuration.

 sftpPolling.connectErrorSleep Time to sleep after a connection error for an SFTP polling
listener. Value is a time unit.

Default: 10s 

 sftpPolling.downloadThreadWait Maximum wait time limit for file download thread to run (in
seconds).

Default: 3 (seconds)

 sftpPolling.ignoredFileExtensionList File extensions to ignore during SFTP polling.

Default: .filepart 

Note:

Changes to this property requires restarting SFTP polling
listeners.

 sftpPolling.listenerThreadLimit The global limit on the number of processing threads that can
be created to work off all SFTP polling listeners.Value must
be greater than or equal to 5.

Default: 25 

 sftpPolling.messageMaxBytes Maximum number of bytes permitted for an SFTP message.
Enter "0" (zero) for unlimited size.

Default: 5242880 (bytes)

 ssh.routingEnabledCiphers Ciphers to enable for SSH2 routing (comma separated). Valid
values:

aes128-ctr
aes192-ctr
aes256-ctr
aes128-cbc
aes192-cbc
aes256-cbc
blowfish-cbc
3des-cbc

Default: aes128-ctr, aes128-cbc, 3des-cbc, blowfish-cbc,
aes192-ctr, aes192-cbc, aes256-ctr, aes256-cbc 
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 ssh.routingEnabledKexAlgs Specifies the ordered CSV list of all the enabled KEX
algorithms that are used in SSH routing. Unrecognized KEX
algorithm is removed from the list for the KEX algorithms
negotiation.

 Valid values: 

ecdh-sha2-nistp256
ecdh-sha2-nistp384
ecdh-sha2-nistp521
diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha256
diffie-hellman-group14-sha1
diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha1
diffie-hellman-group1-sha1

Default: ecdh-sha2-nistp256, ecdh-sha2-nistp384, ecdh-
sha2-nistp521, diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha256,
diffie-hellman-group14-sha1 

 ssh.routingExplicitlyValidateDeleteFile Validation during file deletion for SSH routing. Value is a
Boolean.

•  true: Verifies that a file for deletion exists and is a file.
This setting is the default.

•  false: No verification that the file for deletion exists.

 ssh.routingExplicitlyValidateDeleteDir Validation during directory deletion for SSH routing. Value is
a Boolean.

•  true: The Gateway verifies that a directory to be deleted
actually exists and that is a directory. This setting is the
default.

•  false: No verification is performed on whether a directory
being deleted actually exists.

 ssh.routingInactiveTimeout 

 Note: Formerly ssh.routingInactiveInterval (deprecated)
prior to Version 9.4 CR1

Time to wait before the Gateway closes an SCP response
stream with no activity. Typically the response stream is
closed by the client after an SCP response. This cluster
property ensures that abandoned SCP responses do not fill up
the thread pool and block the Gateway. Value is a time unit.

Generally used to transfer/store files via SFTP. It's
recommended that users do not download and edit files at the
same time.

This is a hidden property that is editable by typing in its name
in the Key field and then pressing [Tab]. (It cannot be located
using the drop-down list.)

Default: 10s 

 ssh.session.authMaxRetryCount Maximum number of times authentication is attempted before
falsifying the assertion.

Default: 1 

 ssh.session.pool.maxActive Maximum number of sessions (per key) that can be allocated
by the pool (checked out to client threads) at one time. Set to
-1 for no limit to the number of sessions per key.

After the maximum number of sessions is reached, the
session pool is exhausted, and the assertion fails. The
maximum value is 1000.

Default: 10 
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 ssh.session.pool.
minEvictableIdleTimeMillis 

Minimum time an object can remain idle in the pool before it
is eligible for eviction.

Default: 600000 (milliseconds)

 ssh.session.pool.
timeBetweenEvictionRunsMillis 

Time to sleep between examining idle objects for eviction.
Set to 0 or -1 to have the session remain idle forever.

Default: 1800000 (milliseconds)

 ssh.sftpRoutingExplicitlyValidateMkdir Determines that a directory of the same name does not exist
before attempting to create it during SSH routing. Value is a
Boolean.

•  true: Verifies that a directory or file of the same name
does not exist. This setting is the default.

•  false: No verification that a directory of the same name
exists.

Increasing io.httpCoreConcurrency and io.httpMaxConcurrency

Core concurrency (set by io.httpCoreConcurrency) specifies how many initial HTTP listeners are created when the CA API
Gateway starts. You need enough HTTP listeners running at initialization time for good performance. However too many
listeners can impact performance adversely, as starting HTTP listeners require time and resources. The ideal is to set the core
concurrency based on the expected level of traffic for the system.

Maximum concurrency (set by io.httpMaxConcurrency) specifies the maximum number of HTTP listeners. The Gateway
does not allow more HTTP listeners to be created, which results in queued requests if there are insufficient HTTP listeners.
However, creating additional listeners require more CPU and RAM to manage and keep open. Tip: The maximum
concurrency must be greater than the core concurrency, but only by a small amount.

CA Technologies does not recommend increasing these concurrency properties to overly large values, as the drain in system
resources offsets any performance gains. Gateways that are equipped with more RAM and CPUs can keep more listeners open,
but resources are finite.

 How to find the correct values? 

Determining the correct values for your Gateway's concurrency requires a certain amount of trial and error. The factory
settings are designed to avoid inundating your production environment with too many concurrent requests. However for non-
production environments, you are free to experiment to see what works best. Increase the cluster properties by 50 percent, then
perform a load test, and then repeat. Performance should gradually increase, but you use more system resources as concurrency
increases. Monitor the Gateway's resources carefully (specifically RAM and CPU) during the load tests to determine the best
values for your environment.

 JDBC Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties are used in JDBC connections and JDBC queries. See related topics:

The following cluster properties are used in JDBC connections and JDBC queries. See related topics:

• JDBC Connection Properties
• Perform JDBC Query Assertion

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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jdbcConnection.driverClass.
defaultList

Lists upported database driver classes for JDBC connections.
Enter each driver class on a new line.

Default:

com.mysql.jdbc.Driver
com.l7tech.jdbc.mysql.MySQLDriver
com.l7tech.jdbc.db2.DB2Driver
com.l7tech.jdbc.oracle.OracleDriver
com.l7tech.jdbc.sqlserver.SQLServerDriver

Note:

Before modifying the default list of supported driver classes,
see Understanding the Driver Classes in JDBC Connection
Properties.

jdbcConnection.pooling.
maxPoolSize.defaultValue

Maximum number of connections maintained by a pool. Used
in the JDBC Connection Properties.

Default: 15 

jdbcConnection.pooling.
minPoolSize.defaultValue

Minimum number of connections maintained by a pool. Used
in the JDBC Connection Properties.

Default: 3

jdbcQuery.maxBlobSizeOut Maximum size for a BLOB output variable form a Procedure
or Function call. Enter zero for no maximum size.

Default: 10485760 (bytes = 10 MB)

jdbcQuery.maxClobSizeOut Maximum size for a CLOB output variable from a Procedure
or Function call. Enter zero for no maximum size.

Default: 10485760 (bytes = 10 MB)

jdbcQuery.maxRecords.
defaultValue

The default maximum number of records to return from
querying a JDBC connection. Used in the Perform JDBC
Query assertion.

Default: 10

jdbcQueryManager.
cacheCleanUpInterval

Enable cache clean up of cached exceptions. Enter zero to
disable cache cleanup.

Default: 60000 (milliseconds)

jdbcQueryManager.
cacheKeyNoUsageExpiration

Maximum expiration for a managed meta data cache key. The
default is 31 days. Set to zero for no expiration.

Default: 2678400 (seconds)

jdbcQueryManager.
cacheMetaData.enable

Controls the caching of procedure or function metadata. If
enabled, lazy caching happens as meta data is downloaded.
Connections referenced via a context variable always requires
lazy caching. Value is a Boolean.

Default: true

Tip:

This property does not affect existing cached data and does
not stop background tasks from checking cached data. This
allows caching to be turned on and off without causing all
existing cached data to be lost. For details, see "Caching
Metadata" in the Perform JDBC Query assertion
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jdbcQueryManager.
cacheMetaDataTask.enable

Controls the background task to cache procedure or function
meta data. Value is a Boolean.

Default: true

jdbcQueryManager.
cacheRefreshInterval

Refresh interval when background task updates meta data
cache. The default is 10 minutes. Set to zero for no refresh.

Default: 600000 (milliseconds)

jdbcQueryManager.
cacheStaleTimeout

Maximum cache age of meta data. Any cached meta data
older than this value is cleared from the cache. Set to zero for
no timeout.

Default: 1800 (seconds)

jdbcQueryManager.
cacheTaskStatementTimeout

Maximum statement query time allowed for queries from
the meta data cache background task. Set to zero to use the
Gateway-wide timeout.

Default: 120 (seconds)

Note:

This property is ignored if it is larger than
the API Gateway-wide timeout defined
byqueryManager.maxGatewayStatementTimeout.

jdbcQueryManager.
maxGatewayStatementTimeout

Maximum statement query time on the API Gateway. This is
a API Gateway-wide timeout. The minimum is 1 second.

Default: 300 (seconds)

jdbcQueryManager.
minCacheConcurrency

Number of threads used by the background cache meta data
task. Maximum value is 200, minimum value is 1.

Default: 10

Note:

When changing the value of this property, consider the
number of JDBC connections in use for procedures and
functions on the API Gateway. And how this background task
affects available connections for those JDBC connections.
For example, if all JDBC connections in use are for a single
database, then its pool size needs to accommodate the number
of connections this background metadata task creates.  

 Kerberos Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties are used during Kerberos authentication. 

The following cluster properties are used during Kerberos authentication. 

Property Description

kerberos.referral.limit Maximum number of referrals to discover the true realm of
the user.

Default: 5

Warning:

Increasing the maximum number of referrals may
affect performance.
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Property Description

kerberos.krb5Config.overwrite Controls whether the API Gateway overwrites an existing
krb5.conf configuration file. Value is a Boolean.

• true = Overwrites the krb5.conf file when updating the
Kerberos configuration.

• false = No overwrite of the krb5.conf file if the file exists.

Default: true

kerberos.cache.size Maximum number of referral tickets retained in the cache.
Value is an integer. A value of zero indicates no caching. A
value of "-1" indicates an unlimited cache.

Warning:

An unlimited cache is not recommended, as this can
impact API Gateway performance. Use with caution.

The maximum should be large enough to store entire chain of
referral tickets, because the entire chain of referral tickets is
stored in the ticket cache. For example: If you intend to store
1000 user credentials in the cache and each referral chain
consists of 5 tickets, then the cache size should be > 5000.

Note:

Tickets are automatically purged when they expire, regardless
of the cache size.

Default: 0
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Property Description

kerberos.cache.timeToLive Controls how long a Kerberos ticket is stored in the cache.
Value is an integer. This is a global setting for the cache
and each individual ticket can have its own time-to-live
value. The Gateway purges a ticket from the cache based
on the earlier of these two settings. Valid values are 0
to 2147483647 seconds. A value of zero indicates no
caching. 

Default: 0 (seconds)

Note:

If the kerberos.cache.timeToLive property is longer than the
time-to-live value for an individual ticket, then the Gateway
uses a one minute buffer. For example, a Kerberos ticket is
valid for 10 hours but the cluster property specifies 20 hours.
In this scenario, the Gateway removes the ticket from the
cache at 9 hours, 59 minutes and then requests a new ticket.

If the kerberos.cache.timeToLive property is shorter than
the time-to-live value for an individual ticket, then the ticket
is removed at the precise second specified in this cluster
property.

Note:

In addition to this cluster property, a ticket is also removed
from the cache under these conditions:

• Ticket has expired (its time-to-live setting is shorter than
the cluster property)

• Kerberos caching properties have been updated
• The Gateway is restarted
• When a single ticket from the referral chain is purged

from the cache, the entire chain is also removed.

Note:

The Gateway no longer permits a value of '-1' to indicate an
unlimited cache period.

• If '-1' is added using the REST Management API, the
Gateway logs a warning and uses the default value instead
("0").

• If '-1' is migrated in using the Gateway Migration Utility,
the Gateway logs a warning and uses the default value
instead ("0").

• If you upgrade from a Gateway version 9.3 and earlier
and this cluster property is set to '-1' , then the Gateway
converts this value to 2147483647 seconds after the
upgrade is complete .

krb5.kdc Sets the "kdc" value in the krb5.conf (Kerberos
configuration) file. The default value is determined by
parsing the user's domain in the kerberos.keytab file, then
performing a host/IP lookup to determine the KDC value.

krb5.realm Sets the "default_realm" value in the krb5.conf (Kerberos
configuration) file. The default value is determined by
parsing the user's domain in the kerberos.keytab file, then
performing a host/IP lookup to determine the realm.

 LDAP Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure the 's connection to a LDAP Identity Provider. 
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The following cluster properties configure the API Gateway's connection to a LDAP Identity Provider. 

Tip:

Refer to "Time Units" under Gateway Cluster Properties for a list of the valid time units that you can use for time-related
properties.

Property Description

ldap.certificate.cachetime Time to keep LDAP certificates in the LDAP certificate
cache.

Default: 600000 (milliseconds)

ldap.certificateIndex.interval Time between indexing or reindexing the LDAP certificates.

Default: 600000 (milliseconds)

ldap.connection.timeout Timeout for an LDAP connection. If the LDAP provider
cannot establish a connection within that period, it aborts the
connection attempt. A value less than or equal to zero means
to use the network protocol's (for example, TCPs) timeout
value.

Default: 5 (seconds)

ldap.group.searchMaxResults Maximum number of results to return in an LDAP group
membership search.

By default, this setting uses the value from the
ldap.searchMaxResults property. Enter a different value if
you do not want the two values to be the same.

Default: setting from ldap.searchMaxResults

ldap.read.timeout Read timeout for LDAP operations. If the LDAP provider
cannot get a LDAP response within that period, it aborts the
read attempt. A value less than or equal to zero means no read
timeout is specified which is equivalent to waiting for the
response infinitely until it is received.

Default: 30 (seconds)

ldap.reconnect.timeout The amount of time to wait before attempting to reconnect to
a LDAP server that failed during LDAP authentication. This
property lets you determine how long an LDAP server should
be blacklisted. This cluster property is used unless an explicit
override value is entered in the LDAP Identity Provider
Wizard or the Simple LDAP Identity Provider Wizard. A
value of '0' (zero) disables the blacklist, meaning the Gateway
attempts a reconnect immediately.

Default: 60000(milliseconds)

Note:

This cluster property replaces the now deprecated
"ldap.reconnect.timeout" setting in the
serverconfig_override.properties file. Do not use the
properties file to override the reconnect timeout; always use
this cluster property instead.

ldap.referral Controls how to handle LDAP referrals. Possible values are
follow or ignore. Set this property to ignore if LDAP referrals
are causing problems.

Default: follow

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Property Description

ldap.searchMaxResults Maximum number of results to return in an LDAP Identity
Provider search.

Default: 1000

ldap.simple.username.pattern Regular expression that all usernames must match before
they can be used to construct a DN using the Simple LDAP
Identity Provider.

Default: ^[\p{Alnum}\.\-\_]+$

 Message Validation Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure message validation behavior on the gateway node or node
cluster.

The following cluster properties configure message validation behavior on the CA API Gateway node or node cluster.

Property Description

json.evalJsonPathAcceptEmptyArray Preserves the backward compatibility in resulting empty
arrays. If this property value is set to false, the assertion is
falsified for empty arrays.

Default: true

json.evalJsonPathWithCompression This property controls the 'escaping' of forward slashes in
JSON objects. If a JSON object contains a forward slash in
the JSON object input, then the Gateway adds a backslash to
escape the forward slash in the JSON output.

By default, escaping is enabled. To prevent the escaping (that
is, remove the extra backslash), set this property to true.

Default: false

jwt.showAllAlgorithms See "Cluster Properties" in Encode JSON Web Token
Assertion for details.

messageCache.
diskThreshold

Message size threshold to be cached on disk. Used by the
Store to Cache assertion.

Default: 8096 (bytes)

messageCache.
resetGeneration

Clears the caches created by the Store to Cache assertion
without needing to restart the API Gateway.

To clear the caches, increment the value of this property.
All caches created under a different generation number are
cleared. For example, changing this property to "1" clears all
caches created when this property was set to "0". Changing it
to "2" will clear the caches created under "1", etc.

Default: 0

schema.allowDoctype Enables use of a document type definition (DTD) in XML
schemas.

Default: false

schema.
hardwareTargetNamespaces

XML schemas to load to hardware, identified by their target
namespace. Separate each schema with a space.

Default: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/ http://
www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope
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Property Description

schema.
remoteResourceRegex

Regular expression matching the URLs from which remote
XML schema dependencies may be downloaded.

Default: .* (period followed by an asterisk)

schema.
softwareFallback

Controls whether to use software XML parsing when
hardware parsing fails. Value is a Boolean.

• true = try software parsing if hardware parsing fails
• false = do not try software parsing; return failure if

hardware parsing fails

Default: true

Warning:

Disabling the fallback to software can increase
performance in situations where you expect
frequent XML failures. However, under certain
circumstances, the XML can fail even though it is
correct.

schemacache.
maxAge

Maximum age of cached XML schema documents that have
been downloaded from a URL.

Default: 30000 (milliseconds)

schemacache.
maxEntries

Maximum number of cached XML schema documents loaded
from URLs. Enter zero to disable caching.

Default: 100

schemacache.
maxSchemaSize

Maximum size of a schema document download. Enter zero
for an unlimited size.

Default: 10485760 (bytes)

schemacache.
maxStaleAge

Maximum age of expired cached XML schema documents
loaded from URLs. A setting of "-1" indicates no expiry.

Default: -1 (milliseconds)

schemacache.
recompileLatency

Minimum time between two consecutive rebuilds of the
hardware schema table (to prevent continuous rebuilding).

Default: 10000 (milliseconds)

schemacache.
recompileMaxAge

Maximum time to wait for additional schemas to stop arriving
for a schema hardware cache rebuild.

Default: 20000 (milliseconds)

schemacache.
recompileMinAge

Time to wait for additional schemas (after becoming
hardware eligible) before triggering a batch rebuild of the
hardware schema table. Schema status changes often occur in
clumps.

Default: 500 (milliseconds)

xsltcache.maxAge Maximum age of cached stylesheets loaded from URLs.
Enter zero to disable caching.

Default: 300000 (milliseconds)

Note:

Requires a API Gateway restart for changes to take effect.
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Property Description

xsltcache.maxEntries Maximum number of cached stylesheets loaded from URLs.

Default: 100

Note:

Requires a API Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

xsltcache.maxStaleAge Maximum expiration for cached stylesheets loaded from
URLs. A setting of "-1" indicates no expiry.

Default: -1 (milliseconds)

Note:

Requires a API Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

 Miscellaneous Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties control various aspects of  behavior.

The following cluster properties control various aspects of API Gateway behavior.

Tip:

Refer to "Time Units" under Cluster Properties for a list of the valid time units that you can use for time-related properties.

Property Description 

admin.
certificateDiscoveryEnabled 

Allows the Policy Manager to securely discover this
Gateway's SSL certificate without user intervention. Value is
a Boolean.

• true = Automatic certificate discovery is enabled, without
user intervention required.

• false = Automatic certificate discovery is disabled. When
the Policy Manager attempts to trust a server certificate
for the first time, a confirmation dialog is displayed and
you must explicitly accept or reject the certificate.

Default: true 

Tip:

 See also services.certificateDiscoveryEnabled.

 attachment.diskThreshold Threshold of attachments in a single request to keep in RAM.

Default: 1048576 bytes 

 builtinService.snmpQuery.enabled Controls the availability of the SNMP query service check
box in the Listen Port Properties [Basic Settings] tab.

• true = The check box displays among the other built-in
service check boxes.

• false = The check box is suppressed.

Default:true 

CA WSDM Gateway Observer 

 contentType.otherTextualTypes Textual Content-Types. By default, the Gateway recognizes
these Content-Types: text, xml, json and form encoded. Each
Content-Type should be on a separate line and may include a
charset—for example:

 application/custom; charset="UTF-8" 
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Property Description 

customerMapping.
addToGatewayAuditEvents 

Controls whether the Gateway saves the mapping information
with the audits:

• true = mapping information is saved in the Gateway
audit, enabling them to be viewed in the Gateway Audit
Events window.

•  false = mapping information is not saved in the Gateway
audit.

Default: true 

customerMapping.
addToServiceMetrics 

Determines whether the Gateway saves the mapping
information with the service metrics:

•  true = mapping information is saved with the service
metrics, allowing them to be used in the Dashboard.

•  false = mapping information is not saved with the service
metrics.

Default: true 

dataGrid.protocol 

(Removed in version 9.4)   

This cluster property is deprecated as of version
9.4. Reason: Only the default value of tcip is valid. No other
values are accepted. 

The protocol Hazelcast uses to discover cluster members.
Restart all nodes in the cluster for changes to take effect.

Default: tcpip 

Note:

(1) The Hazelcast cache is used for message replay protection
and is a key component of assertions such as the Protect
Against Message Replay Assertion (XML Security). (2) This
is a hidden cluster property that is edited by typing its name
in the Key field in Manage Cluster-Wide Properties. Modify
this only under the direction of CA Support.

dataGrid.tcpip.connectionTimeout 

(Removed in version 9.4)

This cluster property is deprecated as
of version 9.4. Reason: The connection
timeout is now controlled by the system
property  com.l7tech.external.assertions.hazelcastembeddedprovider.tcpip.connection.timeout. 

If you have modified this cluster property in a previous
release, be sure to set the above system property with your
custom value.  

Maximum time Hazelcast will try to connect to a well known
member before timing out. Value is a time unit.

Default: 5s 

Tip:

The "Notes" under dataGrid.protocol above also apply here.
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Property Description 

 datetime.autoFormats Values for built-in set of supported date formats. This
property determines the values that the Set Context Variable
assertion can parse by default when "<auto>" is selected
and what values the Compare Expression assertion can
automatically convert when "Date/Time" is selected as the
data type.

This is a hidden cluster property that is edited by typing in its
name in the Key field in Manage Cluster-Wide Properties. By
default, these formats are supported:

 Example: 1997-07-16T 19:20:30.45-1:00

• W3C ISO 8601 (http://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-datetime)
• HTTP-Date (RFC1123, RFC 850, asc time)
• RFC 1123  Example: Sun, 06 Nov 1994 08:49:37 GMT
• RFC 822 (and RFC1036) Example: Sun, 06 Nov 94

08:49:37 GMT
• RFC 850 Example: Friday, 19-Nov-82 16:14:55 EST
• asc time Example:. Fri Nov 12 13:02:02 2012

Observe these guidelines when configuring this property:

• The string must be formatted as <format><^pattern$>.
• The pattern must begin with the ^ character and end with

the $ character.
• White space is not required and is ignored if present.
• Any pairs with an invalid format or pattern are ignored

and an audit is generated.
• The Policy Manager does not validate the value for this

property.

The default value for the cluster property is as follows (line
breaks added here for readability and to minimize horizontal
scrolling when viewing this page):

yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSXXX ^
\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2}T\d{2}:\d{2}:
\d{2}\.\d{3}(?:Z|(?:\+|-)\d{2}:
\d{2})$yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSXXX
 ^\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2}T\d{2}:\d{2}:
\d{2}\.\d{2}(?:Z|(?:\+|-)\d{2}:
\d{2})$yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SXXX
 ^\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2}T\d{2}:\d{2}:
\d{2}\.\d{1}(?:Z|(?:\+|-)\d{2}:
\d{2})$yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ssXXX
 ^\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2}T\d{2}:\d{2}:
\d{2}(?:Z|(?:\+|-)\d{2}:
\d{2})$yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mmXXX ^
\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2}T\d{2}:\d{2}
(?:Z|(?:\+|-)\d{2}:\d{2})$yyyy-
MM-dd ^\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2}$yyyy-MM
 ^\d{4}-\d{2}$yyyy ^\d{4}$EEE,
 dd MMM yyyy HH:mm:ss z ^[a-
zA-Z]{3},\s\d{2}\s[a-zA-Z]{3}\s
\d{4}\s\d{2}:\d{2}:\d{2}\s(?:[a-
zA-Z]{3}|(?:\+|-)\d{4})$EEE, dd
 MMM yy HH:mm:ss Z ^[a-zA-Z]{3},
\s\d{2}\s[a-zA-Z]{3}\s\d{2}\s
\d{2}:\d{2}:\d{2}\s(?:[a-zA-
Z]{3}|(?:\+|-)\d{4})$EEE, dd-
MMM-yy HH:mm:ss z ^(?:Monday|
Tuesday|Wednesday|Thursday|Friday|
Saturday|Sunday),\s\d{2}-[a-zA-Z]
{3}-\d{2}\s\d{2}:\d{2}:\d{2}\s(?:
[a-zA-Z]{3}|(?:\+|-)\d{4})$EEE
 MMM dd HH:mm:ss yyyy ^[a-zA-Z]
{3}\s[a-zA-Z]{3}\s(\d{2}|\s\d)\s
\d{2}:\d{2}:\d{2}\s\d{4}$
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Property Description 

datetime.customFormats Customizes the values displayed in the "Format" drop-
down list in the Set Context Variable assertion. User can
modify datetime.customFormats by adding new formats or
by removing the existing formats. To add additional formats,
enter them here, separating each format with a semicolon.
Changing datetime.customFormats does not affect values in
datetime.autoFormats.

db.replicationDelayThreshold The threshold for auditing a warning due to slow or failed
replication. Enter "0" (zero) to disable audits. Value is a time
unit.

Default: 60s 

 db.replicationErrorAuditInterval Minimum interval between successive database replication
failure audits. This allows the number of audits to be
restricted, so auditing will occur only once per hour (or
whatever is configured) when replication is failing. Value is a
time unit.

Default: 60m 

 ekeycache.maxEntries Maximum number of cached ephemeral key thumbprints
(per-node).

Default: 1000 

 help.url Location of the online help system. By default, the
Policy Manager uses the online documentation on https://
techdocs.broadcom.com. Change this setting only if your
organization has installed an offline version of the document
due to internet restrictions (see Install Offline Help).

Default: blank (which indicates the factory default help
location is in use)

Note:

 (1) The new help file location will take effect the next time
you log in to the Policy Manager. (2) New value must point
to a web server that supports http or https.

 icap.channelIdleTimeout Maximum idle time for a connected channel in the connection
pool to an ICAP server. Any channels exceeding this timeout
value will be disconnected and removed from the pool. Value
is a time unit; the allowable range is between 1 second and 1
hour.

Default: 1m 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Property Description 

 keyStore.searchForAlias Determines how the Gateway searches for key aliases:

•  true = If an assertion refers to a private key in a non-
existent keystore, the Gateway checks all other keystores
for an identical private key alias. If one is found, it will be
used instead. In the Policy Manager, a warning validator
message is displayed for any affected assertions.

•  false =  If an assertion refers to a private key in a non-
existent keystore, an error is returned and the policy
containing this assertion will be inoperative. Other
keystores are not examined.

Default: true 

For more information about private keys, see Manage Private
Keys. For more information on how to select a private key to
use, see Selecting a Custom Private Key

keyStore.signWithSha1 Sets the default signature hash to use for the message digest
when signing certificates. Value is a Boolean.

• true = use SHA-1
• false = use SHA-384

Default: false 

 krb5.kdc Sets the "kdc" value in the krb5.conf (Kerberos
configuration) file. The default value is determined by
parsing the user's domain in the kerberos.keytab file, then
performing a host/IP lookup to determine the KDC value.

 krb5.realm Sets the "default_realm" value in the krb5.conf (Kerberos
configuration) file. The default value is determined by
parsing the user's domain in the kerberos.keytab file, then
performing a host/IP lookup to determine the realm.

 license.expiryWarningPeriod Time in the future to display impending expiration of the
Gateway license or SSL certificate. Value is a time unit.

Default: 30d 

metrics.fineInterval Time interval for Service Metrics fine resolution bins.

Default: 5000 milliseconds 

For more information about service metrics bins, see
Dashboard - Service Metrics.

Note:

 Restart the cluster if you change this value.
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Property Description 

 mtom.decodeSecuredMessages Controls whether secured MTOM-encoded message are
automatically decoded. Value is a Boolean.

•  true = MTOM-encoded messages containing a WS-
Security header that is processed by the Gateway is
automatically decoded to a regular SOAP message for
security processing.

•  false = MTOM-encoded messages is not automatically
decoded prior to WS-Security processing. An undecoded
secure MTOM message can cause WS-Security
processing to fail.

Default: true 

Note:

 This cluster property only acts on messages containing a
WS-Security destined for the Gateway. All other message are
unaffected by this property and MTOM decoding occurs only
when a Decode MTOM Message assertion is present in the
policy.

pingServlet.mode Determines how the Gateway responds to PING commands.
Values are:

• OFF: No response to any ping attempts.
• REQUIRE_CREDS: Responds only when request is

submitted using SSL on port 8443, with credentials in the
request.

• OPEN: Minimal response when request is submitted
without SSL (port 8080); full response when request is
submitted with SSL (port 8443).

• MONITOR: Returns a minimal status message to
the client, while denying access to any node system
information.

Default: REQUIRE_CREDS 

See Ping URI Test for a more detailed description of each
setting.

policyValidation.
maxConcurrency 

Maximum number of server-side policy validation jobs that
may be active simultaneously.

Requires a Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

Default: 15 

policyValidation.maxPaths Maximum number of possible paths through a policy before
the policy is considered to be too complex to attempt server-
side validation.

Default: 500000 

policyVersioning.maxRevisions Maximum number of policy revisions to retain. Only
revisions that are not active and which do not have a
comment count toward the maximum. If set to zero, only
the active version and commented versions are retained.
Revisions with comments are always retained, regardless of
the setting of this cluster property.

Default: 20 
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Property Description 

relayGatewayMetrics.enable Controls whether the Gateway publishes performance metrics
events for use by modular assertions created specifically for
this purpose. Currently, assertion metrics such as start/end
time and latency are available.

CA Technologies continue to enhance the metrics being
recorded and will provide a range of modular assertions
to meet various needs. Contact your CA Technologies
representative for more information.

Default: true 

Note:

 This cluster property takes effect only when an appropriate
modular assertion is present on the Gateway, otherwise this
cluster property is ignored.

request.compress.gzip.allow Determines whether GZIP compressed requests are accepted:

• true = compressed requests are accepted by the Gateway
• false = all compressed requests are rejected

Default: true 

response.compress.gzip.allow Determines whether GZIP compressed responses can be
returned to the client:

• true = compressed response can be returned to the client
• false = force a non-compressed response from the

Gateway to the client, regardless of the accept-encoding
requested response

Default: true 

restman.request.message.maxSize Configures the maximum request message size going to the
REST Management Service to support large migrations. The
io.xmlPartMaxBytes cluster property has no affect on the
REST Management Service. Default = 50MB. 

rbac.autoRole.managePolicy.
autoAssign 

Determines if a non-admin user should be added to the
auto-created Manage Policy role, when a new Policy is
successfully created.

• true = the non-admin user is assigned to the Manage
Policy role

• false = the non-admin user is not assigned to the Manage
Policy role

Default: true 

rbac.autoRole.manageProvider.
autoAssign 

Determines if a non-admin user should be added to the
auto-created Manage Provider role, when a new Policy is
successfully created.

• true = the non-admin user is assigned to the Manage
Provider role

• false = the non-admin user is not assigned to the Manage
Provider role

Default: true 
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Property Description 

rbac.autoRole.manageService.
autoAssign 

Determines if a non-admin user should be added to the auto-
created Manage Service role, when a new Published Service
is successfully created.

• true = the non-admin user is assigned to the Manage
Service role

• false = the non-admin user is not assigned to the Manage
Service role

Default: true 

rsasigcache.maxEntries Number of verified signatures to cache. The property sets
the size of the RSA signature cache, which keeps track of
recently-verified XML snippets. Only the SHA1 hash is
cached, not the entire XML snippet. Requires a Gateway
restart for changes to take effect.

Caching is disabled by default, which enhances overall
security with a slight performance penalty. When caching
is enabled, the RSA decrypt operation is skipped and the
signature is assumed verified if the exact same signed XML
is presented, verified with exactly the same public key and
signature value. The cached signature is not used if there are
changes to the XML, public key, or signature value.

Enable this property when:

• Your Gateway repeatedly validates the same signed XML
snippets (for example, SAML assertions) and maximum
throughput is important.

• Your organization's security policy permits cached
signatures.

• Caching code in the signature validation code path is
acceptable. 

A setting of zero disables the cache.

Default: 0  

 scheduledTask.maxThreads The maximum number of threads for the task scheduler. Must
be greater than or equal to 1.

Requires a Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

Default: 10 

 security.fips.enabled Enable FIPS-compliant cryptographic algorithms. Value is a
Boolean.

• true = Places the RSA software cryptographic provider
into FIPS mode, but security providers from the runtime
environment continue to be available. If a Gateway
feature is enabled that requires a non-FIPS algorithm
(for example, the Certificate Discovery Service or an
SSL cipher that uses RC4 or MD5), then the Gateway
tries to use the built-in security provider for that feature.

When the security.fips.enabled property is set to "true", non-
FIPS ciphers are not accepted. There is no assurance that the
built-in TLS implementation can correctly process all non-
FIPS algorithms.

• false = The built-in non-FIPS Sun provider is always
used; FIPS mode is never enabled.

Default: false 
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Property Description 

serverModuleFile.upload.enable Enable or disable the Manage Server Module Files task in the
Policy Manager.

Default: true 

serverModuleFile.upload.maxSize The maximum server module file size permitted to be
uploaded. The default is 20MB. A value of "0" (zero)
indicates unlimited size.

Default: 20971520 (bytes).

Note:

 (1) This value should be less than the DB packet
size limit. For example for MySQL, this is
the max_allowed_packet value within my.cnf or my.ini. (2)
Increasing the default value may cause database replication
issues in a clustered environment.

siteminder12.agent. configuration Configures the agent for the Authenticate with SiteMinder
R12 Protected Resource assertion. For more information,
see Install the SiteMinder R12 Protected Resource Assertion.

soap.actors 

soap.roles 

The SOAP actors or roles in the security header that are
processed by the Gateway. Each actor or role should be
separated with a space or placed on a separate line.

Default:

 secure_span
http://www.layer7tech.com/ws/policy 

• If the API Gateway - XML VPN Client is used, do not
remove the "secure_span" actor or role.

• Any new actor or role added to these properties are treated
in the same manner as the "secure_span" actor when
it comes to processing of security headers in routing
assertions (that is, if the "Remove Layer 7 actor and
mustUnderstand attributes from processed Security
header" option is chosen for WSS header handling in a
routing assertion property).

Unless otherwise configured in the policy, response messages
use the actor/role value from the request message (if the
request message uses one of the configured additional
values).

 soap.rejectMustUnderstand Controls how messages with unrecognized SOAP headers
addressed to the Gateway are handled:

• true =  Messages containing "mustUnderstand" SOAP
headers other than "Security" and "Timestamp" that are
addressed to the Gateway role are rejected immediately,
during security processing.

• false = Messages containing such SOAP headers are
passed through security processing and into policy
processing.

Default: true 

swagger.maxDownloadSize Maximum size (in bytes) of a Swagger specification
document download. A value of "0" (zero) indicates
unlimited size.

Default: 10485760 bytes (uses the value from the General
Context Variables context variable)
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Property Description 

template.
defaultMultivalueDelimiter 

Delimiter between values when a multi-valued context
variable is interpolated.

Default: , (comma space) 

template.partBodyMaxSize Maximum size of message part bodies to interpolate in
memory.

Default: 5242880 bytes 

 template.strictMode Determines what happens when a context variable cannot be
resolved for whatever reason. Value is a Boolean.

• true = Nonexistent variables in a template can cause
assertions or policy processing to fail.

•  false = Nonexistent variables in a template triggers a
warning audit event and an empty string is used instead;
this does not cause assertions or policy processing to fail.

Default: false 

wsdlDownload.maxSize Maximum size of a WSDL document download. A value zero
indicates unlimited size.

Default: 10485760 bytes (uses the value from
the ${documentDownload.maxSize} context variable)

wsdm.notification.enabled Enables notifications when subscribing to a WSDM resource.
Value is a Boolean.

Default: true 

wsdm.notification.interval Time between WSDM subscription notifications attempts.
This applies only to metrics notifications; status changes are
sent as they occur.

Default: 60000 milliseconds 

xslDownload.maxSize Maximum size in bytes of a XSL document download. A
value of "0" (zero) indicates unlimited size.

Default: 10485760 bytes (uses the value from
the ${documentDownload.maxSize} context variable)

xacml.pdp.maxDownloadSize Maximum size of a XACML policy document download. A
value of zero indicates unlimited size.

Default: 10485760 bytes (uses the value from
the ${documentDownload.maxSize} context variable)

xacml.pdp.policyCache.
maxAge 

Time to cache a XACML policy in memory. When the
Evaluate XACML Policy assertion is processed within the
policy, the policy is re-downloaded if the cached policy is
older than the value of this cluster property.

Requires a Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

Default: 300000 milliseconds 

xacml.pdp.policyCache.
maxEntries 

Maximum number of cached XACML policies loaded from
URLs across all Evaluate XACML Policy assertions on a
single Gateway node. Enter zero to disable caching.

Requires a Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

Default: 100 
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Property Description 

xacml.pdp.policyCache.
maxStaleAge 

Maximum expiration of cached policies loaded from URLs.
A setting of "-1" indicates no expiry.

Requires a Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

Default: -1 

xslt.engine.force20 Determines when the XSLT 2.0 engine (currently Saxon) is
used to process XSLT/XPath stylesheets. Value is a Boolean.

• true – Forces the use of the XSLT 2.0 engine to process
v1.0 stylesheets in software.

• false – Uses the XSLT 2.0 engine only for v2.0 XSLT/
XPath operations. This setting is the default.

Requires a Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

 Rate Limit Cluster Properties
These properties configure the limits in the .   

These properties configure the limits in the Apply Rate Limit Assertion.   

Property Description

ratelimit.cleanerPeriod Time for removing rate limit counters that have not been
used recently. The node counters are created in the Apply
Rate Limit assertion. Purging unused node counters frees
up memory on the API Gateway. Allow up to a minute for
changes to apply.

Default: 13613 (milliseconds)

Warning:

This setting must be greater than the 'Blackout'
setting in the Apply Rate Limit Assertion, if used.
Otherwise, the cleaner will run before the blackout
period completes, which resets the rate limiters and
causes the Apply Rate Limit Assertion to behave
unexpectedly.

ratelimit.clusterPollInterval Time between checks of the cluster status table, to see how
many cluster nodes are up.

Default: 43000 (milliseconds)

ratelimit.clusterStatusInterval Maximum time since the last posting for a node to be
considered "up."  A cluster node posts its status periodically
to indicate that it is operational.

Default: 8000 (milliseconds)

ratelimit.maxNapTime Maximum time a request (subject to traffic shaping) waits
before checking its status.

Default: 4703 (milliseconds)

ratelimit.maxQueuedThreads Maximum number of threads permitted to be queued in
a node. Used to delay requests for the Apply Rate Limit
assertion.

Default: 70
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Property Description

ratelimit.maxTotalSleepTime Maximum time a request subject to traffic shaping waits
before failing.

Default: 18371 (milliseconds)

 SAML Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure the 's SAML authentication. 

The following cluster properties configure the API Gateway's SAML authentication. 

Property Description

samlAssertion.
NotAfterOffsetMinutes

Time to offset the "not on or after" validity of the SAML
statements created by the token service. Must be a positive
integer.

Default: 5 (minutes)

samlAssertion.
NotBeforeOffsetMinutes

Time to offset the "not before" validity of the SAML
statements created by the token service. Must be a positive
integer.

Default: 2 (minutes)

samlAssertion.validate.
notBeforeOffsetMin

Time to subtract from the "not before" restriction of a SAML
token during validation. This can be used to relax the validity
window for clock skew.

Default: 0 (minutes)

samlAssertion.validate.
notOnOrAfterOffsetMin

Time to add to the "not on or after" restriction of a SAML
token during validation. This can be used to relax the validity
window for clock skew.

Default: 0 (minutes)

saml.generation.includeDNSAddress Controls whether the subject locality for SAML
authentication statements include a DNS address. Value is a
Boolean.

• true = the DNSAddress attribute is set in the
SubjectLocality element; for example:

<saml:SubjectLocality DNSAddress="sample.l7tech.com"
IPAddress="10.7.99.123"/>)

• false = no DNSAddress attribute is set in the
SubjectLocality element; for example:

 <saml:SubjectLocality IPAddress="10.7.99.123"/>)

Default: false

 Service Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure services on the . 

The following cluster properties configure services on the API Gateway. 
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Property Description

service.anonFederatedPolicies Controls policies with federated identity assertions. Value is a
Boolean.

• true = Treats a policy as if it contains no identity
assertions to check whether a policy allows anonymous
access. In an identity bridging environment, this allows
a API Gateway - XML VPN Client from another trust
domain to download the policy for a federated service.

• false = Maintains the federated identity assertions as is.

Default: true

service.disabledDownloads Controls which requestors can download WSDL and policy
documents for disabled services. The values are:

• none = forbid all requestors
• all = allow all requestors
• passthrough = permit requestors defined by the cluster

property service.passthroughdownloads (described next)

Default: none

serviceMetrics.enabled Controls whether the Gateway collects service metrics in the
Gateway database. View these metrics in the Service Metrics
window of the Gateway Dashboard.

• true = Metrics are collected. The Gateway adds the log
entry: INFO: Enabling service metrics collection.

• false = Metrics are not collected. The Gateway adds the
log entry: INFO: Disabling service metrics collection. A
setting of "false" also makes new data unavailable for the
Collect WSDM Metrics Assertion (if present) and stops
further notifications for metrics from being sent.

Default: true

Note:

The serviceMetrics.enabled cluster property does not affect
the collection of metrics data being sent to an external
location. Once the Gateway is configured for external
metrics, these metrics are collected even if the cluster
property is disabled. 

serviceMetricsEventListener.maxPoolSize The maximum number of worker threads for the service
metrics event listener. Minimum is 1.

Default: 25
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Property Description

service.passthroughdownloads Remote IPs of requestors allowed to download WSDL and
policy documents without credentials. Separate each entry
with a space. You may optionally add a netmask to the IP
address. Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported.

Default: 127.0.0.1

The default value allows only pass-through from the
localhost. The full IP address of a client must match one of
the items in the list before a download is permitted.

Sample values:

• 127.0.0.1 192.168.1 allows pass-through from localhost
and from any remote address beginning with 192.168.1

• 127.0.0.1 10.5.4.41 192.168.1 allows pass-through from
localhost, from 10.5.4.41, and from any remote address
beginning with 192.168.1

• 10.7.32.0/24 allows pass-through from remote addresses
10.7.32.0 with a 24-bit network mask (which translates to
a permitted address range of 10.7.32.0 to 10.7.32.254)

For details, see Manage Interfaces.

service.validateWssTimestamps Controls whether the built-in services (token service,
policy service) on the API Gateway validate WS-Security
timestamps. Value is a Boolean.

Default: true

service.wsdlDependenciesEnabled Controls whether download of WSDL dependencies (WSDL/
Schema) is permitted.

• true =  Available WSDL dependencies can be
downloaded.

• false = Only the primary WSDL document for a service is
served by the API Gateway.

Default: false

Note:

Set this cluster property to "true" to permit a WSDL with
dependencies to be published to UDDI.

service.wsdlQueryEnabled Controls whether the download of WSDL using the "?wsdl"
URL suffix is permitted. When enabled, the WSDL document
can be downloaded using the resolution path of the service.
Value is a Boolean.

Default: true

For details, see Downloading WSDL Documents.

 Traffic Logger Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure how traffic is logged on the  node or node cluster.

The following cluster properties configure how traffic is logged on the API Gateway node or node cluster.
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Property Description

trafficlogger.detail A string that contains context variables to express
information relating to the request (what actually gets
logged).

Default: ${request.time}, ${request.soap.namespace},
${request.soap.operationname}, ${response.http.status}

trafficlogger.recordreq Controls whether the request is recorded. Value is a Boolean.

• true = the actual contents of the request, as received by
the API Gateway, is appended to the end of each record

• false = the request is not recorded

Default: false

trafficlogger.recordres Controls whether the response is recorded. Value is a
Boolean.

• true = the actual contents of the response, as returned by
the API Gateway, is appended to the end of each record

• false = the response is not recorded

Default: false

trafficlogger.selective Controls how the traffic logger chooses to log an entry. Value
is a Boolean.

• true = traffic is logged only when the
${trafficlogger.select} context variable is defined in a
policy and its value is "true"

• false = traffic is logged if the traffic logger is enabled

Default: false

Note:

If the traffic logger is disabled, logging does not occur,
regardless of the setting for trafficlogger.selective. For
information on enabling/disabling a logger, see Log Sink
Properties.

 UDDI Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure how the  works with UDDI registries.

The following cluster properties configure how the API Gateway works with UDDI registries.

Property Description

uddi.auto_republish Automatically republish to UDDI as needed (for example,
when the cluster hostname or port number changes).

Default: true

uddi.batch Number of records to retrieve at a time. This value is
effective only if less than or equal to the uddi.limit value.

Default: 100

uddi.centrasite.activesoa.target Target to reference for CentraSite ActiveSOA UDDI metrics.
The value should match the value that is configured in the
CentraSite web interface.
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Property Description

uddi.centrasite.activesoa.virtual
.service.tmodelkey

The ModelKey to add to virtual published business services
in CentraSite ActiveSOA. The value of this key is added as a
keyedReference to each published business service, when the
original business service and the published business services
are contained in the same CentraSite ActiveSOA registry.

Default: uddi:9de0173b-5117-11de-8cf9-da0192ff3739

uddi.connectTimeout IO timeout for a UDDI connection. The value must be greater
than zero.

Default: 30000 (milliseconds)

uddi.limit Maximum number of records to retrieve for any UDDI
inquiry.

Default: 100

uddi.policyUrlTemplate Template to use for building the WS-Policy Attachment
URL.

Default: http://{0}:{1}/ssg/policy/disco?
serviceoid={3}&fulldoc={4}&inline={5}

uddi.systinet.gif.management.system Key value for keyed reference to tModel with key
uddi:systinet.com:management:system. There is no default
value for this property. This property must be manually
entered to be used.

Sample value: API Gateway

uddi.timeout IO timeout for the UDDI response. The value must be greater
than '0' (zero).

Default: 60000 (milliseconds)

uddi.wsdlpublish.maxretries Maximum retry attempts when publishing API Gateway
WSDL information to UDDI.

Default: 3

For details, see Publish to UDDI Settings.

 WebSocket Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties configure WebSocket behavior on the Gateway node or node cluster. For
more information, see .

The following cluster properties configure WebSocket behavior on the Gateway node or node cluster. For more information,
see Manage WebSocket Connections.

Property Description

websocket.accept.queue.size The maximum requests that can be buffered. Requires a
Gateway restart.

Default: 100

websocket.client.buffer.size The outbound client buffer size. Requires a Gateway restart. 

Default: 4096 (bytes)

websocket.inbound.connection.idle The idle time for all inbound connections. Requires a
Gateway restart. 

Default: 60000 (milliseconds)
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Property Description

websocket.max.binary.msg.size The maximum text binary size. Requires a Gateway restart. 

Default: 1048576 (bytes)

websocket.max.inbound.connections The maximum number of connections for a single connection
definition. The connection definition can set a lower value if
desired. Requires a Gateway restart. 

Default: 4096

websocket.max.inbound.threads The maximum number of threads available for inbound
connections. Requires a Gateway restart. 

Default: 25

websocket.max.outbound.threads The maximum number of threads available for outbound
connections. Requires a Gateway restart. 

Default: 25

websocket.max.text.msg.size The maximum text message size. Requires a Gateway restart. 

Default: 1048576 (bytes)

websocket.min.inbound.threads The minimum number of threads available for inbound
connections. Requires a Gateway restart. 

Default: 10

websocket.min.outbound.threads The minimum number of threads available for outbound
connections. Requires a Gateway restart. 

Default: 10

websocket.outbound.client.connection.timeout The amount of time an outbound connection will wait before
timeout occurs. Requires a Gateway restart. 

Default: 20 (seconds)

websocket.outbound.connection.idle The idle time for all outbound client connections. Requires a
Gateway restart. 

Default: 60000 (milliseconds)

websocket.outbound.only.connection.reconnect.interval The retry interval for reconnecting outbound-only
connections to the WebSocket server. Requires a Gateway
restart.

Default: 300000 (milliseconds). 

websocket.inbound.copy.upgrade.request.subprotocol.headerThis property copies the upgrade request header "Sec-
Websocket-Protocol" values to the response header of the
same name. Set this property to false if you need to modify
this header within a connection policy. Requires a Gateway
restart.

Default: true

 WS-Security Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties control various aspects of WS-Security behavior on the .

The following cluster properties control various aspects of WS-Security behavior on the API Gateway.

Tip:
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Refer to "Time Units" under Gateway Cluster Propertiesfor a list of the valid time units that you can use for time-related
properties.

Property Description

outbound.secureConversation.
defaultSessionDuration

The system default for the token lifetime. Value is a time
unit. Valid range is 1 minute to 24 hours.

Default: 2h

This property is used in the following assertions:

• Build RST SOAP Request Assertion
• Establish Outbound Secure Conversation Assertion

outbound.secureConversation.
maxSessions

Maximum number of outbound secure conversation sessions
that can be created. Enter a range between 1 and 1000000.

Default: 10000

outbound.secureConversation.
sessionPreExpiryAge

Pre-expiry age for outbound secure conversation sessions.
This is used to "move up" the supplied expiry time and can
help prevent the use of an expired session. For example, if the
maximum expiry period is 20 minutes and the value of this
cluster property is 5 minutes, the Gateway uses 15 minutes
(20-5) as the final expiry period

Value is a time unit. Maximum is 2 hours.

Default: 1m 

This property is used in the Establish Outbound Secure
Conversation Assertion.

security.wss.timestamp.
createdFutureGrace

Time in the future that WSS timestamp dates are permitted to
accommodate clock skew.

Default: 60000 (milliseconds)

security.wss.timestamp.
expiresPastGrace

Time in the past that WSS timestamp dates are permitted to
accommodate clock skew.

Default: 60000 (milliseconds)

wss.decorator.digsig.canonicalization The default digital signature in the canonicalization method
that is used by the Configure WS-Security Decoration
Assertion and the Sign Element Assertion.

Use one of the following values:

• http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xml-c14n-20010315
• http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xml-

c14n-20010315#WithComments
• http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#
• http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-

c14n#WithComments

Default: http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#http://
www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n

wss.decorator.digsig.inclusiveNamespacesPrefix Namespace prefixes to be included in the
InclusiveNamespaces parameter (space-separated list).

Example (with four prefixes): sig soap prefix security

Default: <none>

http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n
http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n
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Property Description

wss.decorator.digsig.messagedigest Digital signature message digest algorithm that used by the
following assertions:

• (Non-SOAP) Sign XML Element Assertion
• Add Security Token Assertion
• Add Timestamp Assertion (when timestamp is signed)
• Sign Element Assertion

Valid algorithms are: SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384,
SHA-512.

Default: SHA-1

Note:

Requires a Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

wss.decorator.mustUnderstand Controls the “mustUnderstand” setting in a Security header.
Value is a Boolean.

• true = Generate Security headers with “mustUnderstand”
asserted.

• false = Generates Security headers without
“mustUnderstand” asserted.

Default: true

Note:

This setting only affects Security headers generated
by the Gateway itself. When the Gateway adds to an
existing Security header, that header retains its existing
“mustUnderstand” setting. The Gateway must be restarted for
changes to this property to take effect.

wss.decorator.soap.
soapActorNamespaced

Controls whether the SOAP 1.1 actor attribute created by
the WSS decorator is in the SOAP namespace. Value is a
Boolean.

• true = Actor attribute is in the SOAP namespace;
example: <wsse:Security soapenv:actor="secure_span">

• false = Actor attribute is not in the SOAP namespace;
example: <wsse:Security actor="secure_span">

Default: true

wss.decorator.omitNanos Controls whether dates created by WS-Security timestamps
should omit nanoseconds. Value is a Boolean.

Default: false

wss.decorator.
wsTrustRequestTypeIndex

Sets the WS-Trust request type:

• 0 = 2005/02 version of WS-Trust
• 1 = IBM TFIM (Tivoli Federated Identity Manager)

compatible

Default: 0

Note:

Requires a Gateway restart for changes to take effect.

wss.processor.allowMultiple
TimestampSignatures

Controls whether security headers should be permitted to
contain multiple Signatures covering the timestamp. Value is
a Boolean.

Default: false
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Property Description

wss.processor.allowUnknown
BinarySecurityTokens

Controls response to Binary Security Tokens of an unknown
type. Value is a Boolean.

• true = Unknown tokens are permitted
• false = Unknown tokens will cause security processing to

fail

Default: false

wss.processor.strictSignature
ConfirmationValidation

Controls how signature confirmation validation is performed.
Value is a Boolean.

• true = Signature confirmation validation is strictly
enforced. All WSS 1.1 signature confirmation checks are
performed. All checks are also performed on responses
that are detected as using WSS 1.1.

• false = Signature confirmation validation is more lenient.
The following conditions are permitted and will not cause
validation to fail:

• • no SignatureConfirmation element in a WSS 1.1
response

• SignatureConfirmation element with no Value
attribute is not the only SignatureConfirmation
element

• signature confirmation values that are not found in the
request

• unencrypted signature confirmations corresponding to
encrypted signatures in the request

Default: true

wss.secureConversation.
clusterSessions

Controls whether WS-SecureConversation sessions should be
shared between cluster nodes. Value is a Boolean.

Default: false

Note:

WS-SecureConversation session persistence may not be
required when using a load balancer with node affinity.

wss.secureConversation.
defaultSessionDuration

Default duration of WS-SecureConversation sessions.
Minimum is one minute; the maximum is one day. Value is
a time unit. If the value is outside of the minimum/maximum
range or is otherwise invalid, then the default value is used.

Default: 2h

wss.secureConversation.
maxSessions

Maximum number of WS-SecureConversation sessions.

Default: 10000

 XML Security Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties are used to configure XML security on the .

The following cluster properties are used to configure XML security on the API Gateway.

Tip:

Refer to "Time Units" under Cluster Properties for a list of the valid time units that you can use for time-related properties.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Property Description

security.xml.dsig.idAttributeNames Attribute names that are recognized as ID attributes for
locating Signature Reference URI targets during WS-Security
processing. The special prefix 'local:' matches the namespace
URI against the owning element rather than the attribute. All
other prefixes are ignored.

Default:

{http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-
wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd}Id

{http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/07/utility}Id

{http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2003/06/utility}Id

{urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:assertion}local:
AssertionID

{urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion}local:ID

Id

id

ID

Note:

This property is for WSS processing and affects all WSS
processing across the cluster after a API Gateway restart.

security.xml.dsig.
permittedDigestAlgorithms

Message digest algorithm names that are respected when
verifying XML digital signatures. DigestMethod and
SignatureMethod references that require algorithms not on
this list are not respected. Separate each entry with a comma.

Default: MD5,SHA,SHA-1,SHA-256,SHA-384,SHA-512

When using this cluster property, observe the following:

• If the API Gateway - XML VPN Client is involved in
any message sending, ensure that SHA is enabled in the
cluster property.

• If the API Gateway - XML VPN Client will be decorating
messages for the API Gateway -, SHA-1 must be enabled;
otherwise, all WS-Security decorated messages fails.

Note:

Requires a API Gateway restart for changes to take effect.
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Property Description

security.xml.dsig.
permittedTransformAlgorithms

Transform algorithm URIs that are permitted when verifying
XML digital signatures. Transforms that require algorithms
not on this list fail. Separate each URI with a comma.

The following signature transforms are accepted by default
when this cluster property is not populated:  

"http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-
soap-message-security-1.0#STR-Transform," +

"http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/XX/oasis-2004XX-
wss-swa-profile-1.0#Attachment-Complete-Transform," +

"http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/XX/oasis-2004XX-
wss-swa-profile-1.0#Attachment-Content-Only-
Transform," +

"http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-
signature," +

"http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#," +

"http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-
c14n#WithComments"

security.xml.xenc.
blacklist.capacity

Number of entries permitted in the decryption key blacklist.

Default: 50000

security.xml.xenc.
blacklist.enabled

Controls whether symmetric keys are blacklisted. Value is a
Boolean.

• true = Symmetric keys that fail to successfully
decrypt XML (in the number of times specified by the
security.xml.xenc.blacklist.maxFailures property) are
blacklisted on this node for a period of time (set in the
security.xml.xenc.blacklist.maxAge property). This makes
it more difficult to use the API Gateway as a decryption
oracle. This setting is the default.

• false = Symmetric keys are never blacklisted, even upon
failure to decrypt XML.

security.xml.xenc.
blacklist.failWhenFull

Controls the response if the blacklist reach capacity. Value is
a Boolean.

• true = All XML decryption attempts fails immediately
once the blacklist has reached its capacity (as set in the
security.xml.xenc.blacklist.capacity property).

• false = XML decryption continues even if the blacklist is
full. This setting is the default.

security.xml.xenc.
blacklist.maxAge

Minimum time a blacklisted key must remain on the blacklist.
Value is a time unit.

Default: 7d

Note:

The blacklist is cleared when a node is restarted. Blacklisted
keys are released, regardless of whether the blacklist period
has been observed.

security.xml.xenc.
blacklist.maxFailures

Maximum number of XML decryption attempts that can fail
before a key is blacklisted on a node.

Default: 5
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Property Description

security.xml.xenc.
decryptionAlwaysSucceeds

Controls whether XML decryption should appear to
succeed after the API Gateway has obtained the symmetric
key and attempted to decrypt the CipherValue. Value is a
Boolean.

• true = Decryption is always successful. XML that
cannot be decrypted is replaced with a dummy element
named L7xenc:DecryptionFault in the namespace http://
layer7tech.com/ns/xenc/decryptionfault. This makes it
more difficult to use the API Gateway as a decryption
oracle. This setting is the default.

• false = The API Gateway returns its normal response for
decryption success and failure. The dummy element is not
used.

security.xml.xenc.
encryptEmptyElements

Controls whether the Encrypt Element assertion should
encrypt the content of empty elements. Value is a Boolean.

• true = The content of empty elements are encrypted when
the assertion is run. This setting is the default.

• false = The empty elements are left unencrypted.

 JavaScript Cluster Properties
The following cluster properties are used in JavaScript Assertion. See related topic:

The following cluster properties are used in JavaScript Assertion. See related topic:

• Execute JavaScript Assertion

Property Description

js.executionTimeout The execution timeout in milliseconds for the assertion.

Default: 1500

Note: The value 0 means no limit.

js.ecmaVersion The ECMAScript version. Possible values are es5 or es6.

Default: es5

 Gateway System Properties
This topic lists the properties that can be used in the system.properties file. These properties are used to
override the default behavior of the gateway.

This topic lists the properties that can be used in the system.properties file. These properties are used to override the default
behavior of the CA API Gateway.

Warning:

 WARNING! Configuring system properties should only be attempted by advanced users or as directed by CA
Technical Support. Improper use may degrade performance of your Gateway or even render it inoperable. The list in
this appendix represents only a fraction of the available system properties.

To modify a Gateway system property: 

1. Locate and open the following file in a text editor:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/system.properties

http://trace.assertion.latency.ms/
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2. Add a line in the format:

[system property name] = [value]

3. Save and exit the file, then stop and restart the Gateway.

Note:  In the following list, <SSG> is the home directory for the Gateway: /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway.

System Properties

com.l7tech.common.http.prov.apache.CommonsHttpClient.maxConnectionsPerHost 

The maximum number of concurrent outbound HTTP connections permitted from the Gateway to a given remote host.
Default: 1500 

com.l7tech.common.http.prov.apache.CommonsHttpClient.maxTotalConnections 

The total number of concurrent outbound HTTP connections permitted from the Gateway, regardless of the number of remote
hosts. Default: 3000 

com.l7tech.common.http.prov.apache.CommonsHttpClient.staleCheckCount 

Number of stale checked connections per interval. Default: 1 

com.l7tech.common.http.prov.apache.CommonsHttpClient.useExpectContinue 

Use the "Expect: 100-continue" header during HTTP routing. Default: false 

com.l7tech.common.http.prov.apache.CommonsHttpClient.noKeepAlive 

Permits use of persistent connections. Default: false 

com.l7tech.common.http.strictCookieExpiryFormat

How to respond if date format of cookie is not recognized:

• true  - An exception is thrown, event is logged, and cookie is not sent. (Default)
• false  - No exception thrown, cookie returns to client with a max age of "0"

 com.l7tech.common.mime.allowLaxEmptyMultipart
How empty multipart messages are treated.

• true  - Incoming empty multipart messages is treated as an empty single part message, while retaining a multipart Content
Type.

• false  - No change to how empty multipart messages are treated. (Default)

com.l7tech.external.assertions.hazelcastembeddedprovider.network.port 

The inbound port on which the Gateway Hazelcast instance listens. Default: 8777 

com.l7tech.external.assertions.hazelcastembeddedprovider.tcpip.connection.timeout 

The length of time for members to accept client connection requests, before timeout occurs. Default: 5 (seconds)

com.l7tech.external.assertions.rawtcp.defaultRequestSizeLimit 

The maximum number of bytes in a raw TCP routing request (to the back-end service). Default: 1048576 

com.l7tech.external.assertions.rawtcp.defaultResponseSizeLimit 

The maximum number of bytes in a raw TCP routing response (returned to the Gateway). The default setting of "-1" indicates
that the limit should be retrieved from the cluster property io.xmlPartMaxBytes. Default: -1 

 com.l7tech.external.assertions.samlpassertion.validateSSOProfile 

Whether the Build SAML Protocol Response Assertion should validate profile rules.

•  true  - Rules are validated; if a rule is broken, assertion fails and warning audit is logged. (Default)
•  false - Rules are not validated

 com.l7tech.external.assertions.ssh.server.enableMacMd5 

Removes the HMAC-MD5 algorithm from the MAC algorithm list.

• true  - Does not remove the HMAC-MD5 algorithm from the MAC algorithm list.
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• false  - Removes the HMAC-MD5 algorithm from the MAC algorithm list. (Default)

com.l7tech.external.assertions.ssh.server.enableMacNone 

Removes the "none" MAC algorithm from the MAC algorithm list

• true  - Does not remove the "none" MAC algorithm from the MAC algorithm list. The MAC algorithm is not used.
• false - Removes the "none" MAC algorithm from the MAC algorithm list. (Default)

com.l7tech.gateway.config.backuprestore.nouniqueimagename 

Make the backup image name unique.

• true  - Prefix the image name with a timestamp yyyyMMddHHmmss
• false  - Do not add a timestamp to the image name (Default)

com.l7tech.hacounter.batchLimit 

Number of individual writers to batch together before writing to the database. Lower values cause more individual writes to the
database, based on how many entries are in the queue to be written.  Default: 4096 

com.l7tech.hacounter.coreThreads 

Core number of threads to have writing to the database. Default: 16 

bcom.l7tech.hacounter.counterQueueSize 

Counter queue size. This can be reflective of the number of requests per unit time that you expect to see. For example, with
the write flush at 1, this means the Gateway can handle at most 4096 x 1 sec = 4096 requests/sec. Larger values allow more
requests through, but at the expense of more system resource usage. This setting is closely tied to the flush time for writes
(com.l7tech.hacounter.flushTimeWriteDatabase). Default: 4096 

com.l7tech.hacounter.flushTimeWriteDatabase 

Time limit until a flush of the writes to the database from the write queue. Change only if you require more or less frequent
flushes. This may affect the frequency of database writes and the allowed access may exceed the permitted throughput in some
instances. Default: 500 (milliseconds)

com.l7tech.hacounter.keepAliveSec 

Length of time to keep alive the write to the database maximum. Default: 10 (seconds)

com.l7tech.hacounter.maxThreads 

Maximum number of threads to have writing to the database. Default: 128 

com.l7tech.hacounter.supervisorQueueSize 

Supervisor queue size. The default means there can be 4096 counters, each having a counter queue size
(com.l7tech.hacounter.counterQueueSize). Larger values consume more RAM.  Default: 4096 

com.l7tech.hacounter.timeClearReadCache 

Time limit before clearing the counter cache, which causes another read of the counter from the database. Changing the value
may affect the throughput. Default: 60000 (milliseconds)

com.l7tech.http.maxParameterLength 

Maximum length of a single field within an HTTP form post body (content type application/x-www-form-urlencoded).
Default: 1000000 

com.l7tech.kmp.properties 

Location of kmp.properties file, either absolute or else relative to the directory where omp.dat would normally be found. The
default value assumes this file is located in the same directory as the omp.dat file. Default: kmp.properties 

com.l7tech.message.httpParamsMaxFormPost 

Maximum number of bytes to buffer when processing an HTTP form post (application/x-www-form-urlencoded).
Default: 5242880 

Note:

This system property has been superseded by the cluster property  io.httpParamsMaxFormPostBytes. However if both are
used, the system property takes precedence.

com.l7tech.ncipher.preference 
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This property automatically applied when Gateway use of nCipher is enabled via the Gateway main menu, if using a FIPS
level 3 security world. Manually adding this system property should not be necessary unless upgrading an existing Gateway.
Default: highest 

com.l7tech.security.secureconversation.defaultDerivedKeyLengthInBytescom.l7tech.security.secureconversation.defaultSecretLengthInBytes 

Add these properties to change the derived key length for the default WS-SecureConversation. Default: 32 

Note:

The following property must also be set in the XML VPN Client:
com.l7tech.security.secureconversation.defaultDerivedKeyLengthInBytes=16 

com.l7tech.policy.assertion.HttpPassthroughRuleSet.headersToSkip 

This property defines which headers should not be passed through in the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion (Headers tab). If this
property is not defined explicitly, the Gateway excludes all default headers.

Default: keep-alive, connection, server, content-type, date, content-length, transfer-encoding, content-encoding, host

To force one of the excluded headers to be passed through, update the default list by removing the desired header.

com.l7tech.server.attachmentDirectory 

Directory for caching large SOAP attachments. Default:  <SSG>/node/default/var/attachments/

com.l7tech.server.audit.messageThreshold 

Minimum level required of a Message Audit record for it to be saved to the database. Default: WARNING 

 com.l7tech.server.audit.adminThreshold 

Minimum Level required of an Admin Audit record for it to be saved to the database. Default: INFO 

com.l7tech.server.audit.detailThreshold 

Minimum Level required of an audit detail message for it to be saved to the database. Default: INFO 

com.l7tech.server.audit.hinting 

Enable audit messages to provide hints for audited information (such as request XML). Default: true 

com.l7tech.server.audit.assertionStatus 

Use the highest assertion status level when checking if a record should be saved. Default: true 

com.l7tech.server.audit.detailThresholdRespected 

Use the audit detail level when checking if a record should be saved. Default: true 

com.l7tech.server.audit.purgeMinimumAge 

Minimum age of audit records that can be purged. Default: 168 (hours)

com.l7tech.server.audit.log.format 

Available as of Version 9.4 CR1. Affects Container Gateway form factor only. Enrich logs to provide the same level of
information or details as audits and to correlate between a single action. Enter 'json' as a value to enable rich logs and JSON
formatting. 

If log enrichment is enabled, this supercedes the following audit cluster properties:

com.l7tech.server.audit.log.service.headerFormat
com.l7tech.server.audit.log.service.footerFormat
com.l7tech.server.audit.log.service.detailFormat

  com.l7tech.server.audit.admin.saveToInternal  

Available as of Version 9.4 CR1. Save Admin Audit Records to the database. Default: true  

 com.l7tech.server.audit.message.saveToInternal 

Available as of Version 9.4 CR1. Save Message Audit Records to the database. Default: true  

 com.l7tech.server.audit.system.saveToInternal 

Available as of Version 9.4 CR1. Save System Audit Records to the database. Default: true 

 com.l7tech.server.cassandra.consistencyLevel 

Available as of Version 9.4 CR1. Sets the default consistency level of the Perform Cassandra Query assertion.  Default: ONE 
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 com.l7tech.server.clusterStaleNodeCleanupTimeoutSeconds 

Period of time before the Gateway removes inactive nodes. Default: 7776000 (seconds = 3 months)

Note:

In environments that use the Container Gateway, the list of inactive nodes may grow very quickly in the database. If this
occurs, set this system property to a lower value (for example, '3600' for one hour) for more frequent cleanups. For Container
Gateways, you set system properties using the EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS environment variable.

 com.l7tech.server.configDirectory 

Directory for Gateway configuration files. Default: <SSG>/node/default/etc/conf 

 com.l7tech.server.documentDownload.maxSize 

Maximum default size (in bytes) of a document download. A value of "0" (zero) indicates unlimited size. Default: 10485760

 com.l7tech.server.extension.sharedClusterInfoProvider 

Sets the cluster information service used by the Gateway. Value is one of (case sensitive):

•  ssgdb to use the MySQL-backed implementation (MysqlClusterInfoService)
•  externalhazelcast to use the external Hazelcast implementation

Default: 'ssgdb'. 

Note:

If this system property is defined in the Container Gateway through the EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS environment variable, that
value overrides whatever is defined in the system.properties file.

Warning:

Switching between providers will not migrate existing data to the newly configured provider.

 com.l7tech.server.extension.sharedCounterProvider 

Sets the cluster information service used by the Gateway. Value is one of (case sensitive):

•  ssgdb to use the MySQL-backed implementation
•  externalhazelcast to use the external Hazelcast implementation

Default: 'ssgdb'. 

Note:

If this system property is defined in the Container Gateway through the EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS environment variable, that
value overrides whatever is defined in the system.properties file.

Warning:

Switching between providers will not migrate existing data to the newly configured provider.

 com.l7tech.server.extension.sharedKeyValueStoreProvider 

Name of the shared state provider that is used to retrieve the key value store. Value is one of (case sensitive):

•  embeddedhazelcast  to use the Hazelcast service key value store that is embedded inside the Gateway implementation.
•  externalhazelcast to use the external Hazelcast key value store implementation

Default: 'embeddedhazelcast' 

Note:

If this system property is defined in the Container Gateway through the EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS environment variable, that
value overrides whatever is defined in the system.properties file.

Warning:

Switching between providers will not migrate existing data to the newly configured provider.

 com.l7tech.server.home 

Home directory for Gateway files. Default: <SSG> 

 com.l7tech.server.hostname 

Gateway hostname. Default: <OS hostname>
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 com.l7tech.server.httpPort 

HTTP port used by Gateway. Must update server.xml as well. Default: 8080 

 com.l7tech.server.httpsPort 

HTTPS port used by Gateway. Must update server.xml as well. Default: 8443 

 com.l7tech.server.jdbcDriver 

Override default JDBC Driver class setting (as defined in serverconfig.properties, "jdbcConnection.driverClass.whiteList").
Requires Gateway restart to take effect.

 com.l7tech.server.keystore.enablehsm 

Indicates whether an internal Hardware Security Module is present. Default: false 

 com.l7tech.server.ldapTemplatesPath 

Path to LDAP templates

 com.l7tech.server.log.console.threshold  

Available as of Version 9.4 CR1. Sets the logging threshold level for console logs using Java logging levels. See Logs for the
Container Gateway in Docker for more information. Default: INFO 

 com.l7tech.server.maxLdapSearchResultSize 

Number of max results in an identity provider search result operation. Default: 50 

 com.l7tech.server.metrics.fineBinInterval 

Time period for fine Service Metrics bins. Default: 5000 (milliseconds)

 com.l7tech.server.multicastAddress 

Multicast address for server cluster. Default: randomly created

 com.l7tech.server.outConnectTimeout 

I/O timeout for outbound connection. Default: 30000 (milliseconds)

 com.l7tech.server.outTimeout 

I/O timeout for outbound response. Default: 60000 (milliseconds)

 com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerHttpRoutingAssertion.statePool.enable 

Set to "true" to ensure the Keep-alive option is respected in outbound HTTPS routing when the key is used to avoid SSL
traffic.
Requires a Gateway restart after changing this property. Default: true  

Tip:

 For best effect, also set these other system properties when
setting com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerHttpRoutingAssertion.statePool.enable to 'true':

com.l7tech.common.http.prov.apache.CommonsHttpClient.maxConnectionsPerHost=1500
com.l7tech.common.http.prov.apache.CommonsHttpClient.maxTotalConnections=3000

Note:

 If the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion is configured to "Use HTTP Credentials from Request" (in the
Authentication tab) and HTTP Credentials are NOT set to NTLM, then that assertion takes priority over
the com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerHttpRoutingAssertion.statePool.enable system property.

 com.l7tech.server.rateLimit 

Minimum permissible rate for incoming requests (bytes per second). Default: 1024 

 com.l7tech.server.rateTimeout 

I/O timeout for incoming request rate checking. Default: 60000 (milliseconds)

 com.l7tech.server.response.header.server 

The server name that you want to appear in the response header. For security reasons, the Gateway does not return the name of
the actual web server by default. 

To override this system property per listen port:
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1. Access the Listen Port Properties.
2. Select the Advanced tab.
3. Add the advanced property "server= <value>", where "<value>" is the server name to be returned.  For more information,

see "Advance Properties" under "Configuring the [Advanced] Tab" in Listen Port Properties. 

Tip:

 If neither the com.l7tech.server.response.header.server system property nor the "server" advanced listen port property are
present, then the Gateway returns this message:

"server: CA-API-Gateway/<majorVersion>",

where "<majorVersion>" is "9.0" for all version 9.x Gateways, etc. Do not confuse "9.0" with the actual Gateway version 9.0.
For more information, refer to this article: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Request_for_Comments 

 com.l7tech.server.serverID 

Numeric server identifier. Default: IP address of Gateway

 com.l7tech.server.stepdebug.inactiveSessionCleanIntervalMillis 

Time period between the cleanup of Policy Manager debugger sessions that have been inactive
for com.l7tech.server.stepdebug.inactiveSessionTimeoutMillis period of time.  Default: 86460000 (milliseconds; 24 hrs + 1m)

 com.l7tech.server.stepdebug.inactiveSessionTimeoutMillis 

Period of time for a Policy Manager debugger session to be inactive before it will be cleaned up at
the com.l7tech.server.stepdebug.inactiveSessionCleanIntervalMillis interval. Default: 86400000 (milliseconds; 24 hrs)

 com.l7tech.server.timeout 

I/O timeout for incoming requests. Default: 60000 (milliseconds)

 com.l7tech.server.transport.jms.detectJmsTypes 

Auto detect JMS provider type, if using ActiveMQ or WebLogic. Contact CA Technical Support if connecting to more than
one JMS provider.

•  true -  Auto detect the JMS type (either queue or topic). If unable to detect the type, generic JMS connection type is used.
(Default)

•  false  - Do not auto detect the JMS type; always use generic JMS connection type.

 com.l7tech.server.transport.jms.topicMasterOnly 

Specifies if the master node processes the message and executes the policy.

•  true - (Default) Only master node processes the message and executes the policy.
•  false - Disables using only the master node to execute the policy.

 com.l7tech.server.uddi.auto_republish 

Republish to UDDI as needed (e.g., when the cluster hostname or port number changes). Default: true 

 com.l7tech.util.allowDuplicateIdAttrsOnElem 

Allow messages with an element that has duplicate ID attributes. Default: true 

Tip:

 For greater security, set this property to "false" to reject any message with an element that has more than one attribute
recognized as an ID attribute.

 policyValidation.maxPaths 

The maximum number of possible paths through a policy before the policy is considered to be too complex to attempt server-
side validation. Default: 500000 

 com.l7tech.external.assertions.ssh.enabledKexAlgs 

(Available as of version 9.4 CR3) Specifies the ordered CSV list of enabled KEX algorithms. Default list does not include the
weak algorithm, diffie-hellman-group1-sha1.

 tomcat.util.http.parser.HttpParser.requestTargetAllow = {}|<> 

Prevents the response processing from failing if the request URL contains "unwise" characters that violate RFC 2396. Only
enable the characters you need. Note that you need to escape the backward slash.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Request_for_Comments
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 Gateway Services
This topic lists all the services on the gateway, with their "as shipped" status.

This topic lists all the services on the CA API Gateway, with their "as shipped" status.

Note:

Do not enable any disabled service unless you are an advanced technical user or you are directed by CA Support. Do not
disable any enabled services unless it is appropriate to do so.

Service Default

Status

Reason for being enabled? Disable?

auditd on Responsible for writing audit
records to the disk

No

blk-availability off   

cgconfig off   

cgred off   

cloud-config off   

cloud-final off   

cloud-init off   

cloud-init-local off   

crond on Command scheduling system No. Raid status is monitored
by a cron task.

foundation-services on Gateway Operating system
configuration utility

No

ip6tables on System firewall for IPv6 Yes, if not using IPv6.

ipmi on Hardware management
system

No. Disabling this service
prevents the ILOM or
other similar devices from
being used to monitor the
system. The ESM (Enterprise
Service Manager) also
uses IPMI for some of its
monitors.

ipmievd off   

iptables on System firewall No. This is the Gateway
firewall.

jytter off   

lvm2-monitor off   

mdmonitor off   

mysql on Gateway configuration
database

No

nc_drivers on Thales nShield Hardware
Security Module drivers
service

Only if Thales HSM is not
being used.

nc_hardserver on Thales nShield Hardware
Security Module hardserver

Only if Thales HSM is not
being used.

nc_ncsnmpd on Thales nShield Hardware
Security Module snmpd
service

Only if Thales HSM is not
being used.
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nc_raserv on Thales nShield Hardware
Security Module raserv
service

Only if Thales HSM is not
being used.

netconsole off   

netfs off   

network on Operating system networking
service

No

nscd off   

nslcd on Local LDAP name service
service

No

ntpd on Operating system time
synchronization utility

No

ntpdate off   

postfix on Mail transfer agent  

rdisc off   

restorecond off   

rsyslog on System utility providing
support for message logging

No. Turning this service off
disables command line
auditing and prevents system
activity from being logged to
syslog (or external log sinks).

saslauthd off   

snmpd on Simple Network Management
Protocol daemon

No

snmptrapd off   

ssem off Enterprise Service Manager
service

 

ssg on Gateway process No

ssg-dbstatus on Gateway process to control
restarts in replicated
environments

No

ssgsysconfig on Gateway configuration utility No. (The configuration utility
is also known as the Gateway
main menu.)

sshd on Remote management service
(SSH)

Yes, if you intend to block
SSH access.

tcp_tune on Network stack level tuning No

udev-post off   

 Download WSDL and Policy Documents
This section describes the ways to download a WSDL document or a policy document. The HTTP URIs
described here can resolve a service WSDL, even if the initial service is deleted and a new service based
on the same back-end service is added.

This section describes the ways to download a WSDL document or a policy document. The HTTP URIs described here can
resolve a service WSDL, even if the initial service is deleted and a new service based on the same back-end service is added.

Configuring Gateway Pass-through

You can configure the CA API Gateway to enable specific IP addresses and/or subnets to retrieve WS-Policy and/or WSDL
documents without authentication. Requests originating from these exempted addresses pass through unchallenged, while
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requests from other addresses must provide credentials belonging to users authorized to consume the published service. If a
service is accessible anonymously, you can download the corresponding WSDL and Policy documents without any credentials.

To configure a passthrough, modify the cluster property service.passthroughdownloads. By default, passthroughs are permitted
only by the localhost.

Next steps:

• Downloading WSDL documents
• Downloading Policy documents

 Downloading WSDL Documents
There are several ways to retrieve a WSDL document. The simplest method is to use this URI:

There are several ways to retrieve a WSDL document. The simplest method is to use this URI:

http://<Gateway_machine>:8080/ssg/wsdl

Where "<Gateway_machine>" is the Gateway host name (for example, "gateway.mycompany.com"). This displays a list of all
WSDL documents that correspond to anonymous services published on the API Gateway.

To see a list of WSDL documents on a protected service, use this URI:

https://<Gateway_machine>:8443/ssg/wsdl?anon=false

Or:

https://<Gateway_machine>:8443/ssg/wsil?anon=false

Enter the login credentials for the API Gateway when prompted.

Note:  (1) WSDL documents for secure services are only provided over SSL. (2) By default, you cannot download WSDL
and policy documents from a disabled service. You can override this behavior using the service.disabledDownloads cluster
property.

Returning WSDLs for a Specific Service

To return WSDL documents for a specific service, append the service entity ID to the URI:

http://<Gateway_machine>:8080/ssg/wsdl?serviceoid=1234567

If the service does not allow anonymous access, use this URI:

https://<Gateway_machine>:8443/ssg/wsdl?serviceoid=1234567
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Using the service entity ID is the most reliable mechanism for retrieving a specific WSDL for a service, as more than one
service can have the same URI, SOAPAction, or namespace. If you do not know the service entity ID, you can still use one of
the following methods to attempt to retrieve the WSDL.

Note:  If you attempt a download from a machine that does not qualify for a pass-through, the WSDL download may fail. For
more information, see "Configuring Gateway Passthrough"  under Download WSDL and Policy Documents.

WS Policy Attachments

When an Enforce WS-Security Policy Compliance Assertion is present in the policy when the WSDL document is
downloaded, the WS-Security Policy translation of the services policy is appended to the WSDL document. If the original
WSDL contains a WS-SP policy, it is removed.

Retrieve WSDL by Resolution URI

You can retrieve a WSDL by specifying the resolution URI in the URI:

http://<Gateway_machine>:8080/ssg/wsdl?uri=/xml/foo

You can also retrieve the WSDL by appending "?wsdl" to the services resolution path. Such requests are translated into
requests for the WSDL proxy; for example:

http://<Gateway_machine>/myservice?wsdl

This would be translated into the equivalent request:

http://<Gateway_machine>/ssg/wsdl?uri=/myservice

When the WSDL does not permit anonymous access, use "?wsdl&anon=false" to force an authentication challenge.

Note:  (1) The "?wsdl" suffix works only when If there is a single web service published at any given path. (2) Downloading
the WSDL using the "?wsdl" suffix may be disabled using the service.wsdlQueryEnabled cluster property.

The API Gateway responds as follows:

Scenario Result

One service resolves at specified URI WSDL for that service is returned

No service resolves at specified URI "404 Error - File Not Found" is returned

Multiple services resolve at specified URI2 Ambiguous; error is returned

Case Sensitivity in URI

By default, the services are matched in a case sensitive manner. If case sensitivity for service resolution is disabled, then
services are matched accordingly.

For example, consider the following URIs for requesting a WSDL:
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http://localhost:8080/ssg/wsdl?uri=/
warehouse
http://localhost:8080/warehouse?wsdl

In the preceding examples, the value "warehouse" is compared case sensitively or case insensitively, depending on the
resolution settings.

For information on case sensitivity during service resolution, see Manage Service Resolution.

Retrieve WSDL by Namespace

You can retrieve a WSDL by specifying the namespace in the URI:

http://<Gateway_machine>:8080/ssg/wsdl?ns=http://acme.com/ns/ws/foo

This namespace, sometimes called the SOAP payload namespace URI, corresponds to a namespace used by the child elements
under the Body element of the SOAP envelope.

The API Gateway responds as follows:

Scenario Result

Only one service uses the namespace WSDL for that service is returned

No service use the namespace "404 Error - File Not Found" is returned

Multiple services use the namespace Ambiguous; error is returned

Retrieve WSDL by SOAPAction

You can retrieve a WSDL by specifying the SOAPAction in the URI:

http://<Gateway_machine>:8080/ssg/wsdl?soapaction=http://acme.com/ws/
action/foo

The API Gateway responds as follows:

Scenario Result

Only one service uses the SOAPAction WSDL for that service is returned

No service use the SOAPAction "404 Error - File Not Found" is returned

Multiple services use the SOAPAction Ambiguous; error is returned

Retrieve WSDL Using a Combination

You can further refine the WSDL to retrieve by using a combination of the previous proxies. For example:

http://<Gateway_machine>:8080/ssg/wsdl?ns=namespace1&uri=/xml/foo

The WSDL for that service is returned if found, otherwise an error is returned.

Note:
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If a serviceoid is specified, that takes precedence over any other parameter.

 Downloading Policy Documents
To download a policy document from the gateway, use this URI form from a browser:

To download a policy document from the CA API Gateway, use this URI form from a browser:

http://<Gateway_machine>:8080/ssg/policy/disco?
serviceoid=1234567&fulldoc=yes

Where <Gateway_machine> is the API Gateway host name (for example, "ssg.acme.com") and "1234567" is the unique ID of
the published service.

Note:  Attempting to download from a machine not configured for pass-through may trigger an authentication challenge. For
more information, see "Configuring Gateway Pass-through" in Download WSDL and Policy Documents.

 Network Deployment Guide
This topic describes the various scenarios possible for deploying the gateway within a network. For
increased organizational security, CA Technologies recommends separating service networks from
management networks.

This topic describes the various scenarios possible for deploying the CA API Gateway within a network. For increased
organizational security, CA Technologies recommends separating service networks from management networks.

The following scenarios are described:

• Single domain network: All network communication is handled within the internal management LAN ("eth0").
• Two domain network: Two networks are used:

• Wide Area Network representing the public LAN ("eth1")
• two internal service LANs ("eth2" and "eth3").

• Three and four domain network: Three or more networks are used:

• Wide Area Network for the public LAN ("eth1")
• internal management LAN for the private side ("eth0")
• one or two internal service LANs ("eth2" and "eth3")

Single Domain Network

Use the single network configuration in scenarios where there is no need to separate management from message and back end
traffic. For example, the Gateway is used for proof of concept, development, and testing setups, or in an ESB deployment. In
this configuration, all networking occurs within the internal management LAN (eth0).

The single network configuration is simple and straightforward, but is not a common production deployment.

The following diagram illustrates the components within a single network configuration.
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Figure 52: Network deploymentsingle domain network

Two Domain Network

The two domain network is used in more complex layouts, where the service consumers are separate from the services that are
protected by the Gateway cluster. In this layout, the services and resources are connected to the internal service LANs (eth2,
eth3), while the "public side" is connected to the WAN (eth1).

This layout assumes that no workstations on the public side are allowed to access management functions. You can use a load
balancer on the public side to provide load sharing and high availability.

The following diagram illustrates the components within a two domain network configuration.
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Figure 53: Network deploymenttwo domain network

Three and Four Domain Network

In high security environments, management workstations are separated from services networks. In this multi-network setting,
the "public side" is expected to have a load balancer and be on the WAN (eth1). The management network is on the internal
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management LAN (eth0). The service networks are on the internal service LANs (eth2, eth3). This means there is no direct
access from management nodes to the service systems, except through the Gateway cluster.

The following diagram illustrates how to separate web services from corporate resources using all four network interfaces.

Figure 54: Network deployment three and four domain network
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 Migrate to CentOS Virtual Appliance
This topic describes how to recreate your environment from a current v8.x or higher RHEL-based
gateway Virtual Appliance to a CentOS-based Virtual Appliance.

This topic describes how to recreate your environment from a current v8.x or higher RHEL-based CA API Gateway Virtual
Appliance to a CentOS-based Virtual Appliance.

Contents:

  

Note:

 (1) The migration progress is intended for Gateway administrators or other advanced technical users familiar with the
Gateway system files. (2) The commands described in this topic must be executed from a privileged shell. (3) The source and
target Gateways must be the same version, including CR releases. For example, if the source Gateway is running CR2, the
target Gateway cannot be on CR1.

Steps to Perform on the Source Gateway

1. Ensure that the source Gateway is running version 9.1 at a minimum.
2. Create and edit the following file:

1.1 Create this file:
 /home/ssgconfig/CentOS_migration_fileList.txt 

2.1 Copy and paste the following list of files to CentOS_migration_fileList.txt at a minimum. If you have customized
the stock Gateway image in any way, append any custom files as necessary. (Contact your system administrator if
unsure.)

/etc/hosts/etc/iproute2/rt_tables/etc/ldap.conf/etc/localtime/
etc/motd/etc/nsswitch.conf/etc/ntp.conf/etc/ntp/keys/etc/ntp/
step-tickers/etc/openldap/ldap.conf/etc/pam.d/login/etc/pam.d/
sshd/etc/pam.d/system-auth-ac/etc/pam_radius.conf/etc/rc.local/
etc/resolv.conf/etc/rsyslog.conf/etc/skel_ssg/.bash_logout/etc/
skel_ssg/.bash_profile/etc/skel_ssg/.bashrc/etc/snmp/snmpd.conf/
etc/ssh/ssh_allowed_users/etc/ssh/sshd_config/etc/sudoers/etc/
sysconfig/authconfig/etc/sysconfig/clock/etc/sysconfig/i18n/etc/
sysconfig/iptables/etc/sysconfig/keyboard/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/
config/backup/cfg/backup_manifest/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/
default/etc/conf/node.properties/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/
default/etc/conf/omp.dat/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/
conf/ssglog.properties/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/
conf/system.properties/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/
conf/trusted_signers

3. If the target Gateway has the same network settings as the source Gateway, also append these files to the list:

/etc/sysconfig/network/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0/etc/
sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth1/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/
ifcfg-eth2/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth3/etc/sysconfig/
network-scripts/route-eth0/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/route-
eth1/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/route-eth2/etc/sysconfig/network-
scripts/route-eth3/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/rule-eth0/etc/
sysconfig/network-scripts/rule-eth1/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/
rule-eth2/etc/sysconfig/static-routes
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This ensures that the network settings, routing rules, etc., are migrated.
4. Stop the Gateway and Enterprise Service Manager (if present):

1.1 Open a privileged shell.
2.1 Run the command:

# service ssg stop# service esm stop  (if Enterprise Service
 Manager present)

5. Run this command to create a tarball file and change its ownership:

# tar --acls -czvf /home/ssgconfig/migration_files.tar.gz -T /home/
ssgconfig/CentOS_migration_fileList.txt# chown ssgconfig.ssgconfig /
home/ssgconfig/migration_files.tar.gz

where CentOS_migration_fileList.txt is the text file created in step 2 that lists the files being migrated.

Tip:

 You can normally ignore any "missing files" messages; not all files are present in every installation of the Gateway. The
tarball is still created and the missing files are ignored. However, if any file that you manually added in step 2 is identified
as missing, verify that the full path is provided.

6. Perform a custom backup on the source Gateway as follows:

1.1 Make note of the current permissions for the following files:

# /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf# /etc/pam_radius.conf# /etc/sudoers

2.1 Change the permissions of the files:

# chmod a+r /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf# chmod 604 /etc/pam_radius.conf#
 chmod 444 /etc/sudoers

3.1 Run the following commands:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/ssgbackup.sh -image /tmp/
gateway.zip -maindb -audits -ca -ext -ma# mv /tmp/*gateway.zip /
home/ssgconfig# chown ssgconfig.ssgconfig /home/ssgconfig/
*gateway.zip

These commands do the following:

1. 1.1 Backs up the Gateway.
2. 1.1 Moves the backup to the /home/ssgconfig directory.
3. 1.1 Changes the ownership of the backup file.

For more information on backups, see "Performing a Custom Backup" in Back Up Gateways. 

Note:

 Do not include either the "-os" or "-config" options in the custom backup. The OS and Gateway configuration files
are migrated in the tarball file.
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4.1 Restore the permissions of the files, as noted in step (a):

# /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf
# /etc/pam_radius.conf
# /etc/sudoers

7. Use scp or sftp to copy <date_timestamp>_gateway.zip and migration_files.tar.gz from the /home/ssgconfig directory to an
intermediate system (for example, a workstation). These files are copied to the target Gateway later.

8. Shut down the source Gateway virtual machine.

Steps to Perform on the Target Gateway

1. Ensure that the target Gateway is running the same version as the source Gateway.
2. Start up a new virtual appliance using the CentOS .ova file. For information on how to do this, refer to the CA API Gateway

Virtual Appliance Getting Started, under "CA API Management Technical Documentation" in Release Notes.
3. Set up networking on the target Gateway.

• If the target Gateway shares the same network configuration as the source, then configure the eth0 interface to
allow scp and sftp access for copying the files. Additional steps will be configured when the tarball is extracted. Tip: If
you added the network configuration files to CentOS_migration_fileList.txt as described in step 3 under "Steps to
Perform on the Source Gateway", then the target Gateway shares the same configuration.

1.1 From the Gateway main menu, select option 1 (Configure system settings).
2.1 Select option 1 (Configure Networking and System Time Settings).
3.1 Complete the prompts in the configurator for eth0 only. Other interfaces are configured when the tarball is

extracted. For more information, see Option 1 - Configure Networking and System Time Settings.
• If the target Gateway has a different network configuration, then complete the entire configuration with the new

settings:

1.1 From the Gateway main menu, select option 1 (Configure system settings).
2.1 Select option 1 (Configure Networking and System Time Settings).
3.1 Complete the prompts in the configurator. For more information, see Option 1 - Configure Networking and

System Time Settings.
4. Use scp or sftp to copy the <date_timestamp>_gateway.zip and migration_files.tar.gz to the /home/ssgconfig folder on the

target Gateway
5. Access the privileged shell and run the following command as the root user to extract the .tar.gz migration file:

# tar --acls -xvf /home/ssgconfig/migration_files.tar.gz -C /

If the network configuration of the target Gateway is the same as the source Gateway, run the following commands to
update the configuration to recognize the new hardware:

# IFS=''# for MAC in `ifconfig -a | grep '^eth' | sed 's/
 *Link.*HWaddr//'` ; do sed -i "s/HWADDR=.*/HWADDR=${MAC#* }/" /etc/
sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-${MAC%% *} ; done

Reboot the Gateway appliance to implement the new settings:

# reboot
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6. Access the privileged shell and restore the Gateway on the target:

# mv /home/ssgconfig/<date_timestamp>_gateway.zip /tmp# chown
 layer7.layer7 /tmp/<date_timestamp>_gateway.zip# service ssg
 stop# /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/ssgrestore.sh -image /
tmp/<date_timestamp>_gateway.zip -dbu root -dbp <password>

For more information about restoring, see Restore Gateways 
7. If the source Gateway used either IP or FQDN to access the database, configure the target Gateway to use the correct IP or

FQDN:

1.1 Access the Gateway main menu and then select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu).
2.1 Select option 3 (Configure the CA API Gateway) and then option 1 (Reconfigure the database connection).
3.1 Complete the prompts in the configurator. For more information, see Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance).

8. Reboot the Gateway:

1.1 Access the Gateway main menu.
2.1 Select option R (Reboot the CA API Gateway appliance (apply the new configuration)).

9. Verify that the migrated Gateway is working as expected. If you have any customizations (for example, backup systems,
monitoring), reapply them now.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

What about databases other than the local Gateway database? Other databases (such as the OAuth Toolkit db) are not
included in the migration described here. Migrate these
separately.

What happened to my MySQL grants? Manually reapply the MySQL grants on the target Gateway
using these commands:

mysql> SHOW GRANTS FOR
 'root';mysql> GRANT ALL
 PRIVILEGES ON . TO 'root'@'%'
 IDENTIFIED BY '<password>' WITH
 GRANT OPTION;

The first command displays the existing grants for the root
users.

The second command grants the privileges. Modify as
necessary to suit your needs. Note that "<password>" is the
password for the user.

I'm having problems with my restored Gateway. Visit the Troubleshoot: Problems and Solutions section for
help. If you require further assistance, contact CA Support.

I'm having problems with my JMS Destinations after
migration.

This is caused by file permissions. Add the read permission
for the JMS client libraries installed and then restart the
Gateway.

I have issues with my Enterprise Service Manager after
migration.

Reconfigure the Enterprise Service Manager on the target
Gateway. For more information, see "Configure the
Enterprise Service Manager" in the Enterprise Service
Manager online documentation.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Troubleshoot the Gateway
This chapter contains topics that can help you troubleshoot issues with your .

This chapter contains topics that can help you troubleshoot issues with your API Gateway.

Note:

In addition to this troubleshooting chapter, CA Support maintains a large database of articles that you can use to help
troubleshoot many common issues. You can search for your problem at: https://support.ca.com/us.html

This chapter is divided into the following sections:

• Troubleshoot: Problems and Solutions: Common Gateway issues and how to fix them.
• Assertion Status Codes: All assertions return a status code. This topic lists all the status codes to help you troubleshoot.
• HTTP Routing Response Codes: Describes the response codes that are returned when HTTP routing fails.
• Audit Detail Codes: Lists all the audit codes and messages that are visible in the Gateway Audit Events window.
• CA Single Sign-On Errors: Troubleshooting tips when using the Gateway with the CA Single Sign-On product.
• Troubleshooting Mode in Policy Manager: Describes how to use the special "troubleshooting" mode of the Policy

Manager.
• Troubleshooting Password Issues: Comprehensive guide on how and when passwords are locked and how to unlock them.

Also, password strength rules.
• Wildcard Matching of Hostnames: Describes how wildcards are used in matching hostnames.
• Optimize Gateway for Large File Uploads: Best practices tips on how you can tweak the Gateway to better handle large file

uploads. Intended for advanced technical users only.
• Data Collection Tool: Describes how to use the built-in Data Collection Tool to collect relevant information for CA

Support.

 Troubleshoot: Problems and Solutions
This topic provides troubleshooting assistance for common issues.

This topic provides troubleshooting assistance for common API Gateway issues.

Contents:

Problem: Gateway does not reboot

I logged in to the Gateway as an LDAP user and imported a new authentication configuration file. I used the "R" option to
reboot and nothing happened.

Solution: By changing authentication schemes, you lose the ability to reboot the machine. Do one of the following actions:

• Log in as the ssgconfig user and select, R (Reboot the Gateway appliance)
• In vSphere Client, select Restart Guest.

Warning:

WARNING: Do not use the Reset option on the vSphere Client, as this can cause data loss.

Problem: Gateway is not running properly after a restore

I restored a API Gateway using the ssgrestore.sh command. Now I can't connect to it using the Policy Manager. Closer
inspection reveals that the gateway.jar file is not running and information is not being recorded to the Gateway log files.
(SSG-9735)

Solution: Perform the following steps:

1. Open a privileged shell and navigate to this directory:
cd /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/

2. Run the following command:

# chmod g+r * 

3. Restart the API Gateway. You should now be able to connect normally.

Problem: Gateway does not start after a custom installation

https://support.ca.com/us.html
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After I complete a custom installation, the Gateway will not start and I get the following error:

Error: Unable to start the server: Error starting server: Error 
creating bean with name 'liquibaseManager' defined in class path 
resource: Constructor threw exception; nested exception is 
java.lang.RuntimeException: Could not find liquibase folder: 
/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/etc/db?

Solution: Open /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/system.properties:

1. Add the system property, com.l7tech.server.dbScriptsDirectory to point to the database scripts directory.
2. Restart the Gateway.

The default scripts directory is: ${ssgBase}${fs}Gateway${fs}config${fs}etc${fs}db, or /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/etc/
db.

Problem: Deleting OAuth policy creates dependency errors

When I deleted an OAuth policy, it resulted in many "dependency" errors that needed to be acknowledged one at a time. How
can I avoid this?

Solution: This is a result of the Policy Manager's validation checks: it is warning you that you are removing a policy
fragment that is currently serving as a backing policy for an encapsulated assertion. To avoid having to acknowledge each
dependency error, first delete all the encapsulated assertions related to the OAuth Toolkit. You can do this by using the
Manage Encapsulated Assertion task. Advanced users can also avoid these errors by deleting the OAuth folder using the
RESTMan Service. (SSM-5068)

Problem: Slow shutdown and startup of Software Appliance (VMware)

When I apply multiple Monthly and Release Platform Patches, the shutdown and startup time of software appliance (VMware)
is very slow.

Solution: Ensure that you update the VMware tools.

Problem: JDBC connection failures

My JDBC connection to the database is failing because the server thinks it is under a DDOS attack due to a sudden surge of
connections.

Solution: Use the recommended configuration below, especially if you use the CA API Management OAuth Toolkit or the CA
Mobile API Gateway.

• Ensure that the following JDBC Cluster Properties are set to the same value:

jdbcConnection.pooling.maxPoolSize.defaultValue

jdbcConnection.pooling.minPoolSize.defaultValue
• Set the following Additional Properties for the JDBC connection:

• Property Name: maxIdleTime
Property Value: 0
To set a C3P0 pooling property: selected

• Property Name: maxConnectionAge
Property Value: 0
To set a C3P0 pooling property: selected

• Property Name: idleConnectionTestPeriod
Property Value: 600
To set a C3P0 pooling property: selected

• Property Name: EnableCancelTimeout
Property Value: true
To set a C3P0 pooling property: selected

• If an Oracle DB is in use, also set this Additional Property:

• Property Name: preferredTestQuery
Property Value: select 1 from dual (enter the entire value)
To set a C3P0 pooling property: selected

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Problem: "Gateway Inactivity timeout reached" displays immediately upon Policy Manager log in

The Gateway claims you have reached the inactivity timeout even though you just logged in with the Policy Manager.

Solution: This issue can occur when session persistence is not configured on your Load Balancer. Either configure session
persistence or connect to a specific Gateway node using an IP address, instead of using the cluster hostname.

Problem: Inbound SSL handshake issue #1: Client requires trusted CA Listing

The client requires a Known Trusted CA listing before the client application will send the client certificate to the Gateway.

Solutions: 

• When TLS 1.1 or 1.2 is enabled on the listen port:

• The Gateway populates the accepted issuers list in the handshake based on the Trusted Certificates stored in Manage
Certificates. The Trusted Certificate must have the "Signing Client Certificates" option selected in its properties. 

• When only TLS 1.0 is enabled on the listen port:

• The Gateway can include an accepted issuers list in the handshake if you add acceptedIssuers=true to the listen port's
advanced properties (see "Advanced Properties" in Listen Port Properties). As with TLS 1.1/1.2, the accepted issuers
list is based on the Trusted Certificates, with the "Signing Client Certificates" option, stored in Manage Certificates.

• For a solution that encompasses all listen ports, set the io.httpsAcceptedClientCa cluster property to a PEM-formatted
certificate for the Certificate Authorities, separated by commas.

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

   <certificate contents>

-----END CERTIFICATE-----,
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

   <certificate contents>

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

Restart the Gateway for this setting to take effect.

Note:

The io.httpsAcceptedClientCa cluster property is hidden and must be manually typed into Manage Cluster-Wide Properties.

Problem: Inbound SSL handshake issue #2: Connection failure over SSL

The client will not connect to the Gateway over SSL.

Possible causes and solutions:

• Does the client support the cipher suites set on the listen port? Verify the client support and adjust the listen port as
necessary. Cipher suites are defined in the SSL/TLS Settings tab in the Listen Port Properties.

• Has the CA certificate been added to Manage Certificates and assigned correct usage? If not, client certificate validation
will fail.

• Is the client attempting to connect to the Gateway using SSLv3? The Gateway no longer supports this
protocol due to its insecurity. If you must enable this protocol for interoperability with legacy systems, add
overrideProtocols=SSLv2Hello,SSLv3,TLSv1 to the listen port's advanced properties (see "Advanced Properties" in
Listen Port Properties). 

Problem: Gateway performance issues when using HSM FIPS Level 3

You notice an impact on the cryptographic performance of the Gateway when your Hardware Security Module (HSM) is
configured for FIPS Level 3.

Solution:

If you are experiencing performance issues when using FIPS Level 3:
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1. Locate and open the following file in a text editor:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/system.properties

2. Add the following Gateway system properties:

com.l7tech.ncipher.position=0
com.l7tech.security.xml.processor.enableIndependentSignAndVerifyCiphers=true

3. Save and exit the file.
4. Restart the Gateway.

Note:

• Troubleshoot Migrations

 Assertion Status Codes
Assertion Status Codes

Code Severity Message Explanation

-1 INFO Undefined  

0 FINE No Error Assertion finished
successfully

400 INFO Bad Request Message is not valid
syntactically or semantically

401 INFO Authentication Required Credentials required but
missing

402 WARNING Authentication Failed Credentials present but
erroneous

402 INFO Unauthorized Credentials present but
erroneous

403 INFO Service Disabled  

404 INFO Service Not Found Unable to resolve a service
for request

500 INFO Internal Server Error  

501 INFO Access Denied by Protected
Service

 

502 INFO Bad Response from Protected
Service

 

503 INFO Service Temporarily
Unavailable

Request temporarily
cannot proceed, but may be
successful if retried in the
near future. Possible causes:
the Gateway is overloaded
or out of resources, or rate
quota has been reached for
this web service, client, user,
or SOAPAction
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Code Severity Message Explanation

600 INFO Assertion Falsified Message may be valid, but
does not satisfy a logical
predicate

601 INFO Error in Assertion Processing Assertion unable to
determine whether message
is acceptable; no implications
on validity of message

1000 INFO Not yet implemented! Assertion not yet
implemented

1001 INFO Not applicable in this context  

1002 INFO Invalid XPath Pattern  

1003 INFO Unresolvable Namespace
Prefix

 

 HTTP Routing Response Codes
When HTTP routing fails, the gateway includes one of the following reason codes in the logged message:

When HTTP routing fails, the CA API Gateway includes one of the following reason codes in the logged message:

Code Meaning Description

-1 Host Not Found The Server referenced in the URL
cannot be reached. This code can be
returned if either the host does not exist
or the host is simply down.

-2 Bad URL The URL is incorrect. This could be
caused by an invalid character in the
URL, such as "#".

-3 Connection timeout An initial message was sent to the URL
but no response was received before
the connection timeout expired. The
connection timeout value is defined in
the assertion properties.

-4 Read timeout One of packets being received from
the URL took longer than the read
timeout value to be received. The read
timeout value is defined in the assertion
properties.

-5 Undefined An unknown type of error has occurred
(for example, an invalid response).

Tip:

(1) You can also access this reason code by using the ${httpRouting.reasonCode} context variable. (2) When the HTTP routing
succeeds, this variable returns the HTTP status, which is often the same as ${response.http.status}.

 

 

 

 Audit Detail Codes
This topic describes all the audit codes used by the gateway when reporting audit events. These messages
are organized into the following high level groupings:

This topic describes all the audit codes used by the CA API Gateway when reporting audit events. These messages are
organized into the following high level groupings:
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Type of audit message Code range

Messages (for example, generic messages such as
Exceptions)

0001 - 0099

Common messages 0100 - 0999

Boot messages 1000 - 1999

System messages 2000 - 2999

Message Processing messages 3000 - 3499

Service messages 3500 - 3999

Assertion messages 4000 - 99999

Enterprise Service Manager messages 100000 - 109999

Note:

• Viewing audit details: View Gateway Audit Events
• Adding audit to a policy: Audit Messages in Policy Assertion
• Overriding audit severity: "Override the Audit Level" in View Gateway Audit Events

Tip:

(1) In the list of message codes, "{0}", "{1}", etc., are placeholders for messages that may vary depending on the context of the
audit. (2) Messages may convert non-identifiable characters into a string literal of their Unicode value. For example, if "null" is
being expressed in a message, it will be displayed as "\u0000", which is the Unicode representation for null.

CODE    SEVERITY    MESSAGE
=========================================================================
  -1    FINEST      {0}
  -2    FINER       {0}
  -3    FINE        {0}
  -4    INFO        {0}
  -5    WARNING     {0}
  -6    FINE        No such variable: {0}
  -7    FINE        Variable exists but has no value: {0} 
  -8    WARNING     Required variable not found: {0}
  -9    FINE        Variable '{0}' should be of type '{1}'
 -10    WARNING     No such variable: {0}
   1    WARNING     Exception caught! 
   2    WARNING     {0}. Exception caught!
   3    WARNING     Exception caught!
   4    WARNING     Invalid Encapsulated Assertion Config: {0}
                    Exception caught! Unable to read variable: {0}
                    Exception caught! Unable to set variable: {0}
   5    INFO        Exception caught!
   6    INFO        {0}. Exception caught!
           
 100    INFO        Couldn''t get style for BindingOperation {0}; assuming
                    \"document\"
 101    INFO        Part {0} has both an element and a type
 102    INFO        Unsupported style ''{0}'' for {1}
 103    INFO        Unable to find payload element QNames for 
                    BindingOperation {0}
 104    INFO        Part {0} not found
 150    WARNING     Array subscript ({0}) in {1} out of range ({2} values); 
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                    returning no values         
 151    WARNING     Variable ''{0}'' is a {1}, which is not known to have a 
                    useful toString()         
 152    WARNING     Unsupported variable: {0}
           
 503    WARNING     No useable connections, please ensure server entries
                    are correct and valid.
              
1000    INFO        Deleting leftover attachment cache file: {0}
1001    INFO        Initializing hardware XML acceleration
1003    INFO        Hardware XML acceleration disabled       
1004    WARNING     Unable to retrieve local IP address - 127.0.0.1 will be 
                    used in audit records         
1005    INFO        Initializing cryptography subsystem
1006    INFO        Using asymmetric cryptography provider: {0}
1007    INFO        Using symmetric cryptography provider: {0}
1008    WARNING     Could not initialize server component ''{0}''
1009    WARNING     Ignoring upgrade task: {0}
1010    WARNING     Upgrade task failed, but will attempt to boot anyway: {0}
1011    WARNING     Upgrade task failed; unable to proceed: {0}
1012    WARNING     Upgrade task warning: {0} 
1013    WARNING     Unable to retrieve local IP address; audit records will use {0}
1015    INFO        Full Details of Audit Search Criteria: {0}
                    (where: {0} presents the full details of Audit Search Criteria)
              
2000    WARNING     Database error
2001    WARNING     {0}. Database error
2005    INFO        FIPS mode enabled
2006    INFO        FIPS mode disabled 
2010    WARNING     Database error reading license file.  Will keep current license 
                    and retry.
2011    WARNING     Database error reading license file.  Current license was too 
                    stale to keep. Will keep trying.       
2012    WARNING     No valid license is installed.  Some product features may be 
                    disabled.        
2013    INFO        Valid license found
2014    WARNING     License file is not valid
2015    INFO        License updated
2016    WARNING     Service ''{0}'' WSDL error ''{1}''
2017    WARNING     A remote network connection timed out
2020    INFO        Not starting FTP server (no listeners enabled)
2021    INFO        Starting FTP server with listeners {0}
2022    INFO        Stopping FTP server
2023    WARNING     FTP server error {0}        
2030    WARNING     Unable to locate Trusted Cert Entry for issuer with DN  
                    {0} of certificate with DN {1}    
2031    FINE        Certificate validated and verified
2032    FINE        Certificate {0} is not revoked
2033    WARNING     Certificate {0} is revoked
2034    WARNING     Unable to build path for Certificate {0}: {1}
2035    WARNING     Invalid setting for validation level {0}: {1}
2036    WARNING     Certificate {0} has expired
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2037    WARNING     Certificate {0} is not yet valid
2040    WARNING     Certificate {1} contained multiple {0} URLs
2041    WARNING     Certificate {1} contained no {0} URL
2042    FINE        Using static {0} URL: {1}
2043    WARNING     Invalid {0} URL: {1}
2044    WARNING     Couldn''t get {0} response from URL {1}: {2}
2045    WARNING     {0} URL(s) could not be parsed from certificate {1}
2046    WARNING     No {0} URLs from Certificate {1} matched regex
2047    FINE        {0} URL {1} from Certificate {2} matches regex
2048    WARNING     Unable to locate {0} issuer certificate {1}
2049    INFO        No {0} cache for {1}; refreshing
2050    FINE        Using {0} cache for {1}
2051    INFO        {0} cache for {1} refresh due at {2}; refreshing
2052    FINE        {0} cache for {1} refresh due at {2}; using cache
2053    FINE        Using issuer ''{1}'' as {0} signer.
2054    FINE        Using issuer authorized certificate ''{1}'' as {0} signer
2055    FINE        Using trusted certificate ''{1}'' as {0} signer
2070    FINE        CRL scope does not cover certificate ''{0}'', CRL URL is ''{1}''
2071    WARNING     CRL at {0} is invalid: {1}
2085    WARNING     Error during OCSP check for responder ''{0}'':{1}
2086    WARNING     OCSP responder ''{0}'' signing certificate ''{1}'' is revoked
2087    WARNING     Bad status in OCSP check for responder ''{0}'':{1}
2088    WARNING     Circular OCSP check for responder ''{0}'');
2090    INFO        Activating version {0} of policy {1}
2100    INFO        User {0} is disabled
2101    INFO        User {0} is locked
2102    INFO        User {0} has expired 
2103    INFO        User [0] has exceeded max. number of failed logon 
                    attempts. User has attempted {1} out of {2} allowable failure 
                    attempts.
2150    WARNING     Unable to find trusted certificates to check for 
                    upcoming expirations; skipping this check
2151    WARNING     Unable to parse trusted certificate #{0} ({1}) in order 
                    to check for expiration; skipping
2152    FINE        Trusted certificate #{0} ({1}) will expire in {2}
2153    INFO        Trusted certificate #{0} ({1}) will expire in {2}
2154    WARNING     Trusted certificate #{0} ({1}) will expire in {2}
2155    WARNING     Trusted certificate #{0} ({1}) expired {2} ago
2156    WARNING     New expiry period value {0} is not a valid time unit; using {1} 
                    instead
       
2205    WARNING     Audit Archiver error: Receiver not enabled 
2207    WARNING     Audit Archive current database size {0}% has reached 
                    and/or exceeded the soft limit of {1}
2270    WARNING     Error processing subscription notification {0}
2271    WARNING     Subscription key not recognized for notification {0}
2272    WARNING     Error polling subscription {0}
2273    WARNING     Error adding/renewing subscription {0}
2274    WARNING     Error removing subscription {0}
2275    WARNING     Error publishing metrics {0}
2276    WARNING     Error publishing metrics for service {0} {1}
2277    WARNING     Error removing metrics {0}
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2278    WARNING     Unexpected error while publishing {0}
2279    WARNING     Error rolling back publishing endpoint {0} {1}
2280    WARNING     Could not delete binding templates from Service with 
                    serviceKey ''{0}''. {1}
2281    WARNING     Error removing endpoint {0}
2282    WARNING     Error publishing service {0}.
2283    WARNING     Error rolling back publishing service {0}
2284    WARNING     Error publishing endpoint {0}
2285    WARNING     Could not delete proxied BusinessService {0}
2286    WARNING     Error publishing ws-policy attachment {0}
2287    WARNING     Error processing UDDI notification: {0}
2288    WARNING     UDDI Notification has caused Published Service to be  
                    disabled. Published Service ID {0}
2289    WARNING     UDDI Notification that monitored BusinessService has 
                    been deleted. Deleting Gateway records for serviceKey {0}
2290    WARNING     Error deleting record of proxied business service which 
                    has been deleted from UDDI Registry #({0}) with 
                    serviceKey {1}
2291    INFO        Service WSDL updated from UDDI {0}
2292    WARNING     Error updating service WSDL from UDDI {0}
2293    WARNING     Error finding endpoint for business service {0},  
                    wsdl:port {1}, wsdl:binding {2} {3} for UDDI registry {4}
2294    INFO        Updated endpoint from UDDI {0} for business service  
                    {1}, wsdl:port {2} for UDDI registry {3}
2295    WARNING     Error firing monitoring update events for UDDI Registry 
                    with id#({0})
2296    WARNING     Original Business Service in UDDI can no longer be  
                    monitored. serviceKey: {0} UDDI Registry with id#({1})
2297    WARNING     Service is configured to publish a GIF ''{0}'' endpoint 
                    which is no longer available on the Gateway. UDDI is 
                    now out of date. To fix either add / enable the 
                    listener or republish the GIF endpoint.
2298    INFO        Updated context variable service.defaultRoutingURL for 
                    published service #({0}) with updated endpoint 
                    from UDDI ''{1}'' for business service ''{2}'', 
                    wsdl:port ''{3}'' for UDDI registry ''{4}''
2299    INFO        Original Business Service ''{0}'' in UDDI Registry ''
                    {1}'' is no longer eligible to be monitored. Published 
                    Service #({2}) can no longer be under UDDI Control

     
2320    WARNING     Reusing previously-cached copy of remote {0}: URL {1}: 
                    {2} (Where {0} is the type (e.g., "XSL-T", "JSON 
                    Schema", "XACML Policy"), {1} is the URL and {2} is the detail)
2380    WARNING     Error accessing host/database {0}: {1}
                    (Where {0} is the hostname (or IP)/database name, {1}
                    is the error detail)
2381    WARNING     Replication failing for host/database {0}: {1}
                    (Where {0} is the hostname (or IP)/database name, {1}
                    is the error detail)
2382    WARNING     Replication recovered for host/database {0}
                    (Where {0} is the hostname (or IP)/database name)
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2400    INFO        Starting {0} listener: {1}
                    (Where {0} is the scheme (e.g., SSH), {1} is a description of the 
                    connector)
2401    INFO        Stopping {0} listener:{1}
                    (Where {0} is the scheme (e.g., SSH), {1} is a description of the 
                     connector)
2402    WARNING     {0} listener error: {1}
                    (Where {0} is the relevant scheme(s) (e.g., SSH) and 
                    {1} is a description of the error)
2403    WARNING     Listener concurrency too high: {0} {1}
                    (Where {0} is the current concurrency and {1} is the connector?
                    identifier)
                   
2520    WARNING     Error in {0} scheduled task policy execution {1}

3000    WARNING     Request XML is not well formed
3001    FINE        Message is not SOAP
3002    FINE        Message is not SOAP and will not produce any WSS results
3003    WARNING     Error in WSS processing of request
3004    WARNING     Error getting XML document from request
3005    INFO        Service not found
3006    INFO        Service disabled
3007    FINE        Resolved service {0} #{1}
3008    FINE        ST Policy version passed is invalid: {0} instead of {1}|{2}
3009    FINE        Wrong format for policy version
3010    FINE        Requestor did not provide policy ID
3011    WARNING     Cannot get policy
3012    FINE        ST Run the server policy
3013    WARNING     Cannot get statistics for published service
3014    FINE        Request was completed with status {0} ({1})
3015    WARNING     Policy status was NONE but routing was attempted anyway!
3016    WARNING     Request routing failed with status {0} ({1})
3017    INFO        Policy evaluation for service {0} resulted in status {1} ({2}) 
3018    WARNING     EventManager threw exception when logging message 
                    processing result
3019    FINE        ST WSS processing of request complete
3020    WARNING     Message processor not enabled by license: {0}
3021    INFO        HTTP method {0} not allowed for service {1}
3022    INFO        Invalid request: [{0}]  
3023    INFO        Service does not accept multipart data
3024    INFO        HTTP method {0} not allowed
3025    INFO        Error in WSS signature processing: {0}
3026    INFO        Message did not contain any WSS level security
3031    WARNING     Certificate key usage or extended key usage disallowed 
                    by key usage enforcement policy for activity:{0}
3034    WARNING     Error in WSS processing of response: {0}
3043    FINEST      Processing message-received server policies
3044    WARNING     Error processing message-received policy: {0}
3045    FINEST      Processing message-completed server policies
3046    WARNING     Error processing message-completed policy: {0}
3047    WARNING     Error while decrypting encrypted XML              
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3100    FINE        Using cached failure @\"{0}\"
3101    FINE        Found a non-wildcard match for \"{0}\"
3102    FINE        No match possible with URI \"{0}\"
3103    FINE        One wildcard matched with URI \"{0}\"
3104    FINE        Multiple wildcard matches; using \"{0}\"
3105    FINE        Returning real URI: \"{0}\"
3106    FINE        Returning URI from header: \"{0}\"
3107    FINE        Invalid L7-Original-URL value: \"{0}\"
3110    FINEST      The header \"{0}\" is not present
3111    FINEST      Matched against the header \"{0}\" URL: \"{1}\"
3112    FINEST      Not Matched against the header \"{0}\" URL: \"{1}\"
3113    FINEST      Matched against the Request URI: \"{0}\"
3114    FINEST      Not Matched against the request URI: \"{0}\"
3120    FINE        SOAPAction not present
3121    FINE        Request is not SOAP or was not received via HTTP; no 
                    SOAPAction expected
3130    FINE        Service is not SOAP
3131    FINE        Service is SOAP but has no WSDL
3132    FINE        WSDL has no bindings
3133    FINE        Couldn''t get style for BindingOperation {0}; assuming "document"
3138    INFO        Unable to find any payload element QNames for service {0} (#{1})
3139    INFO        Unable to parse WSDL for {0} service (#{1})
3140    FINE        Found payload QName \"{0}\"
            
3200    INFO        Recompiling all published services due to module unload
3201    INFO        License changed/module loaded -- resetting {0} affected services
3202    WARNING     Unable to re-enable service after license changed/
                    module loaded: {0}: {1}
3203    FINEST      Resolution failed; no Published Services
3204    FINEST      Service resolved early by {0}
3205    FINE        {0} eliminated all possible services
3206    FINE        Resolvers find no match for request
3207    FINEST      Resolved request for \"{0}\" service (#{1})
3208    INFO        Resolution failed; multiple services match the current request
3209    WARNING     "{0}\" service (#{1}) will be disabled; it has an unsupported 
                    policy format
3210    WARNING     "{0}\" service (#{1}) cannot be read properly and will be 
                    discarded from the service cache
3211    INFO        Non-SOAP request resolved to SOAP service
3212    INFO        Resolved \"{0}\" service (#{1}) but request does not match any 
                    operation in the service''s WSDL
3213    INFO        Renable service after license or policy changed/module loaded: 
                    {0}: {1}   
3250    INFO        Recompiling all policies due to module unload
3251    INFO        License changed/module loaded -- resetting {0} affected policies
3252    WARNING     Error accessing policy (#{1})
3253    INFO        (Re)building policy cache
3254    INFO        Policy \"{0}\" (#{1}) is invalid: {2}
3255    WARNING     Policy \"{0}\" (#{1}) contains an unlicensed assertion: {2}
3300    INFO        Element was signed, but tokens were gathered as credentials and 
                    the signing token did not match any of them 
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3301    INFO        Element was signed, but by a different signature
3302    INFO        Element was signed, but no token was gathered as a credential
               
3500    WARNING     Admin applet authentication policy failed: assertion status: {0}
3501    INFO        Admin applet authentication policy error: {0}
3502    WARNING     Admin applet authorization failed: user not in any admin role: {0}
3503    WARNING     Admin applet authorization error: could not check admin roles: {0}
3504    FINE        Admin applet request to download custom assertion class: {0}
3505    WARNING     Admin applet request rejected: request did not arrive over SSL
3506    FINE        Admin applet request authorized for user {0}
3507    FINE        Admin applet request authorized for user {0} (using session?
                    cookie)
3508    FINE        Admin applet request: replying with authentication challenge
3509    FINE        Admin applet authentication filter passed
3510    INFO        Admin applet session created for user {0}
3511    FINE        Admin applet request to download assertion module class: {0} from 
                    module: {1}
3512    WARNING     Admin applet requests not permitted on this port
3513    INFO        Admin applet session for user {0} has remote address {1}
            
3600    INFO        Backup for node {0} downloaded by {1} to {2}
3601    WARNING     Backup request blocked: request did not arrive over SSL
3602    WARNING     Backup request blocked: invalid credentials
3603    WARNING     Backup request blocked: no client cert provided
3604    WARNING     Backup request blocked: feature not licensed
3605    WARNING     Backup request blocked: request did not arrive over a connector 
                    configured for backup
3606    WARNING     Backup request blocked: no authenticated user found in credentials
3607    WARNING     Backup request blocked: user does not have Administrator role: {0}
3608    WARNING     Backup request permission checked failed
3609    WARNING     Backup for node {0} failed: cannot create backup image
3610    WARNING     Backup for node {0} failed: cannot read backup image
3611    WARNING     Backup for node {0} failed: file size too big: {1} bytes
3612    WARNING     Backup request routing failed: cannot get cluster nodes?
                    information
3613    WARNING     Backup request routing failed: no such node: {0}
3614    WARNING     Backup request routing failed
3616    WARNING     Backup request routing failed: {0}
                    (where: {0} is the reason it failed)

              
4000    WARNING     Could not initialize SSL Context
4001    INFO        Processing HTTP(S) Routing assertion
4002    WARNING     SOAP message expected but not found; requested option not 
                    supported by non-SOAP messages
4003    WARNING     Option not supported by non-SOAP messages; check policy for errors     
4004    FINE        Promoting actor {0}
4005    INFO        Routing assertion requested promotion of security header with  
                    actor {0}, but no such header found in message
4006    WARNING     Error reading response
4007    WARNING     Could not resolve client IP address
4008    FINE        TAI credential chaining requested, but request was not?
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                    authenticated
4009    FINE        TAI credential chaining requested; will chain username {0}
4010    WARNING     TAI credential chaining requested, but requesting user does not  
                    have a unique identifier: ID is {0}
4011    FINE        TAI credential chaining requested, but there is no user; will  
                    chain pc.login {0}
4012    WARNING     TAI credential chaining requested, and request was authenticated, 
                    but had no user or pc.login
4013    FINE        Adding outgoing cookie: name = {0}
4014    FINE        Using login ''{0}''
4015    FINE        Request routed successfully
4016    WARNING     Protected service ({0}) responded with status {1}
4017    FINE        Adding outgoing cookie: name = {0}, version = {1}
4018    FINE        Updating cookie: name = {0}
4021    WARNING     Invalid original request URI -- using default
4023    WARNING     Unable to route to the service after multiple failed attempts
4024    WARNING     SAML Sender-Vouches forwarding requested, but request was not 
                    authenticated
4025    INFO        Protected service ({0}) responded with status {1}; retrying.
4026    WARNING     Invalid routing failover strategy name: {0}; using default?
                    strategy
4027    WARNING     Routing failed to host = {0}, retrying to host = {1}
4028    WARNING     Routing failed, unable to resolve IP for host = {0}
4029    WARNING     Routing failed, connection error: {0}
4030    INFO        Passthrough selected; adding request credentials to routed request
4031    FINE        Passthrough selected but no credentials in Gateway request to  
                    pass along
4032    INFO        Passthrough selected; adding challenge to Gateway response
4033    FINE        Passthrough selected but no challenge in routed response
4034    WARNING     Downstream service returned status ({0}) but is missing a content 
                    type header.
4035    WARNING     Downstream service returned status ({0}) with non-XML payload.
4036    WARNING     Ignoring invalid cookie header ''{0}''
4037    INFO        Protected service requires authentication
4038    INFO        Downstream service returned status ({0}). This is considered a 
                    failure case.
4039    INFO        Downstream service returned an empty response but still included  
                    a content-type of ({0}).
4041    WARNING     Remote network connection timed out.
4042    WARNING     Problem routing to {0}. Error msg: {1}
4049    INFO        Downstream service response did not include a content type  
                    header, using default.
4050    WARNING     Invalid HTTP configuration ''{0}''                                                      
     
4100    INFO        Authentication required 
4114    INFO        Found client certificate for {0}
4115    FINE        Ignoring empty cookie with the name: {0} 
4150    INFO        Service resolution has already been performed for this request 
4151    INFO        Request has already been assigned to a service
4152    INFO        No service matched the specified parameters
4153    INFO        More than one service matched the specified parameters
4154    WARNING     Service resolution failed: {0}
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4155    INFO        Resolved to service ID: {0} ?
4156    WARNING     No prefix specified

4200    WARNING     Request is authenticated but request has no login credentials!
4201    WARNING     No credentials found!
4202    FINEST      Request already authenticated 
4203    WARNING     Cannot call checkRequest() when no valid identity provider ID has 
                    been set!        
4204    WARNING     Could not find identity provider!
4205    WARNING     Identity assertion refers to a non-existent identity provider
4206    FINE        Authentication success {0}
4207    INFO        Invalid client certificate for {0}
4208    INFO        Authentication failed for {0}
4209    WARNING     Assertion not configured properly: both login and UID are?
                    null      
4210    FINE        Authentication failed because ID of provider did not match ({0} 
                    instead of {1}).
4211    FINE        Authentication failed because the user ID did not match
4212    FINE        Authentication failed because the login did not match
4213    WARNING     Assertions refer to a nonexistent group; policy may be corrupted
4214    FINE        User not member of group
4215    FINE        Reusing cached group membership failure
4216    WARNING     {0} message is authenticated but has no login credentials!
4217    FINE        Credentials failed for {0} due to '{1}'

4300    FINE        Intended for another recipient; nothing to validate
4301    INFO        Request not SOAP; cannot verify WS-Security contents
4302    INFO        Request did not contain any WSS level security    
4304    WARNING     Assertion configuration error: {0}
4305    WARNING     {0} message not soap; {1}
                    (where: 0 is the message target and 1 are more details)
4306    WARNING     {0} message has no part {1}

4307    WARNING     {0} message has not initialized
4330    WARNING     Invalid target message, variable {0}: {1}
4331    WARNING     {0} message not XML. {1} 

4400    INFO        Request not SOAP; cannot validate attachments
4401    INFO        The request does not contain attachment or is not a multipart?
                    message
4402    FINEST      Operation not found in the request; XPath expression is: {0}         
4403    INFO        Same operation appears more than once in the request; XPath 
                    expression is: {0}     
4404    INFO        XPath pattern {0} found non-element node ''{1}''
4405    INFO        XPath pattern {0}/{1} found non-element node ''{2}''
4406    FINEST      The operation {0} is found in the request
4407    FINE        MIME part not found in the request; Xpath expression is:?
                    {0}/{1})  
4408    FINE        Same MIME part appears more than once in the request; Xpath 
                    expression is: {0}/{1}
4409    FINEST      Parameter {0} is found in the request
4410    INFO        The reference (href) of the {0} is found in the request
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4411    FINEST      The href of the parameter {0} is found in the request, value={1}
4412    INFO        Invalid Content-ID URL {0}
4413    INFO        The content type of the attachment {0} must be one of the types:?
                    {1}
4414    INFO        The content type of the attachment {0} must be: {1}
4415    INFO        The parameter [{0}] has {1} attachments; the total length exceeds 
                    the limit: {2} K bytes
4416    INFO        The length of the attachment {0} exceeds the limit: {1} K bytes
4417    INFO        The required attachment {0} is not found in the request
4418    INFO        Unexpected attachment {0} found in the request
4419    INFO        The operation specified in the request is invalid
4420    WARNING     Error parsing request, detail is ''{0}''.
4421    INFO        Passing extra attachment {0}.
4422    INFO        Maximum length of extra attachments exceeds the limit {0} K bytes.
4423    INFO        Dropping extra attachment {0}.
4424    WARNING     Missing required signature for part '{0]', for attachment with 
                    Content-ID URL '[1]'

                 
4500    INFO        Request was not received via TCP; cannot validate remote IP?
                    address
4501    INFO        The remote address {0} is null or not in expected format
4502    FINE        ST Requestor address {0} is accepted
4503    INFO        Requestor address {0} is not allowed
4504    WARNING     Could not resolve a remote IP address from the context variable?
                    {0}.
4505    WARNING     Invalid IP range configured 

4600    INFO        Request not SOAP; unable to check for WS-SecureConversation token
4601    INFO        This request did not contain any WSS level security
4602    FINE        Ignoring SecurityContextToken with no proof-of-possession      
4603    WARNING     Request referred to a SecureConversation token unrecognized on  
                    this server; possible expired session - returning AUTH_FAILED.     
4604    FINE        Secure Conversation session recognized for user {0}
4605    INFO        This request did not seem to refer to a Secure Conversation token
4606    WARNING     Response not SOAP; unable to attach WS-SecureConversation token

4700    WARNING     Request not XML; cannot evaluate XPath expression
4701    WARNING     Response not XML; cannot evaluate XPath expression
4702    WARNING     Assertion has failed because the XPath pattern is null or empty.
4703    INFO        Assertion has failed because the XPath pattern did not match?
                    request
4704    INFO        Assertion has failed because the XPath pattern did not match 
                    response   
4705    FINE        XPath pattern returned true
4706    INFO        XPath pattern returned false
4707    FINE        XPath pattern found a text node
4708    FINE        XPath pattern found an element
4709    FINE        XPath pattern found some other node
4710    FINE        XPath pattern matched request; assertion succeeds
4711    FINE        XPath pattern matched response; assertion succeeds 
4712    FINE        XPath pattern found {0} results; .result variable will contain 
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                    first value
4713    FINE        XPath result #{0}: \
4714    WARNING     Cannot evaluate XPath expression: XPath pattern is invalid?
                    ''{0}''.
4715    INFO        XPath pattern didn''t match request; assertion therefore fails; 
                    XPath is ''{0}''.
4716    INFO        XPath pattern didn''t match response; assertion therefore fails; 
                    XPath is ''{0}''.
4717    FINE        Multiple result elements expected, using non-accelerated XPath.
4719    WARNING     {0} not XML; cannot evaluate XPath expression
4720    WARNING     Cannot resolve namespace prefix {0}
4750    INFO        Hardware acceleration not available; falling back to software 
                    XPath processing
4751    INFO        Hardware acceleration not available for this XPath expression; 
                    falling back to software XPath processing
4752    FINE        Message has no hardware acceleration context; falling back to 
                    software XPath processing
            
4800    FINE        This is intended for another recipient; there is nothing to?
                    validate
4801    INFO        Request not SOAP; unable to check for WS-Security signature
4802    INFO        Request did not contain any WSS level security
4803    INFO        No tokens were processed from this request; returning?
                    AUTH_REQUIRED
4804    WARNING     Request presented more than one valid signature from more than 
                    one client certificate
4805    FINE        Certificate loaded as principal credential for CN:{0}
4806    INFO        This assertion did not find a proven X509 certificate to use as 
                    credentials - returning AUTH_REQUIRED
4807    INFO        {0} not SOAP; unable to check for WS-Security signature
4808    INFO        {0} did not contain any WSS level security
4809    INFO        No tokens were processed from {0}; returning {1}
4810    WARNING     {0} presented more than one valid signature.
4811    WARNING     {0} presented more than one valid signature for {1}.
4812    INFO        No proven {0} X.509 certificate to use as credentials - returning 
                    {1}
4870    FINEST      Sophos AV detected a virus name ( {0} ), type ( {1} ), location 
                    ( {2} ), disinfectable ( {3} )
4871    FINER       Sophos AV detected a virus name ( {0} ), type ( {1} ), location 
                    ( {2} ), disinfectable ( {3} )
4872    FINE        Sophos AV detected a virus name ( {0} ), type ( {1} ), location 
                    ( {2} ), disinfectable ( {3} )
4873    INFO        Sophos AV detected a virus name ( {0} ), type ( {1} ), location 
                    ( {2} ), disinfectable ( {3} )
4874    WARNING     Sophos AV detected a virus name ( {0} ), type ( {1} ), location 
                    ( {2} ), disinfectable ( {3} )
                 
4900    INFO        Request not SOAP; cannot check for replayed signed WS-Security 
                    message
4901    INFO        This request did not contain any WSS level security
4902    INFO        Assertion has failed because no timestamp present in request
4903    INFO        Assertion has failed because no signed timestamp present in?
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                    request
4904    INFO        Timestamp in request has no Created element
4905    INFO        Timestamp in request has no Expires element; assuming expiry 
                    {0}ms after creation
4906    FINE        Clock skew: message creation time is in the future: {0}; 
                    continuing anyway
4907    FINER       Timestamp was signed with an X.509 certificate
4908    FINER       Timestamp was signed with a SAML holder-of-key assertion
4909    FINER       Timestamp was signed with a WS-SecureConversation derived key
4910    FINEST      Message ID {0} has not been seen before unique; assertion does 
                    not fail
4911    FINER       Timestamp was signed with an EncryptedKey
4912    WARNING     Message ID {0} is a replay
4913    WARNING     Request timestamp contained stale Expires date
4914    WARNING     Request timestamp contained Created older than the maximum 
                    message age hard cap
4915    WARNING     Unable to generate replay-protection ID; a SKI cannot be derived 
                    from signing cert ''{0}''
4916    WARNING     Unable to generate replay-protection ID for timestamp -- it was 
                    signed, but with the unsupported token type {0}
4917    WARNING     Found multiple eligible sender identity tokens; unable to proceed
4918    WARNING     Found multiple signed wsa:MessageID values; unable to proceed
4919    FINE        Found signed wsa:MessageID {0}
4920    FINE        No signed wsa:MessageID was present in the request; using 
                    Timestamp instead
4922    FINER       Timestamp in {0} was signed with a Kerberos token
4923    FINE        {0} replay protection using scope {1} and identifier {2}
4924    WARNING     Error processing variables for {0} {1}; unable to proceed
4925    WARNING     {0} replay message identifier is empty; unable to proceed

              
5000    FINE        Service:{0}, custom assertion: {1}, principal:{2}
5001    WARNING     Invalid custom assertion descriptor detected for {0}; policy 
                    element is misconfigured and will cause the policy to fail
5100    INFO        Request not HTTP; unable to extract HTTP credentials
5200    FINE        This is intended for another recipient; nothing to validate
5201    INFO        Request not SOAP; cannot check for WS-Security UsernameToken
5202    INFO        Request did not include WSS Basic credentials
5203    INFO        Cannot find credentials
5204    INFO        Request did not include an encrypted UsernameToken
5205    WARNING     Response not SOAP; unable to use WS-Security?
                    EncryptedUsernameToken
5206    INFO        {0} message is not SOAP; cannot check for WS-Security?
                    UsernameToken
5207    INFO        {0} message did not include WSS Basic credentials
5208    INFO        {0} message did not include an encrypted UsernameToken
5300    FINE        SSL required and present
5301    INFO        SSL required but not present
5302    INFO        SSL forbidden but present
5303    FINE        SSL forbidden and not present
5304    FINE        SSL optional and present
5305    FINE        SSL optional and not present
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5400    INFO        Request not SOAP; unable to check for WS-Security encrypted?
                    elements
5401    INFO        Request did not contain any WSS level security
5402    WARNING     Request included more than one X509 security token whose key 
                    ownership was proven
5403    WARNING     Unable to encrypt response; request did not include X509 token or 
                    SecureConversation
5404    WARNING     Response not SOAP; unable to encrypt response elements
5405    FINE        No matching elements to encrypt in response; returning success
5406    FINEST      Designated {0} response elements for encryption
5407    WARNING     {0} message not SOAP; unable to encrypt message elements
5408    INFO        No matching elements to encrypt in {0} message: Assertion 
                    therefore fails
5409    FINEST      Schema validation success
5410    INFO        Request did not include a token suitable for response encryption.

     
5500    INFO        Request not SOAP; cannot sign response.
5501    WARNING     Response not SOAP; cannot apply WS-Security signature
5502    FINE        No matching elements to sign in response; returning success
5503    FINE        Designated {0} response elements for signing
5504    WARNING     {0} message not SOAP; cannot apply WS-Security signature
5505    INFO        No matching elements to sign in {0} message: Assertion therefore 
                    fails
5506    FINE        Designated {1} {0} message elements for signing
5550    FINE        Response not SOAP; cannot return SignatureConfirmation
5551    WARNING     Request has multiple signers; failing
            
5604    WARNING     Assertion failure: {0}
5605    FINEST      Schema validation success
5606    FINE        Nothing to validate because the body is empty
5607    INFO        Schema cannot be hardware accelerated
5608    INFO        Hardware-accelerated schema validation failed; falling back to 
                    software
5609    INFO        Message was valid but payload was in an unexpected namespace
5610    WARNING     Cannot validate schema because the global schema named {0} cannot 
                    be retrieved
5611    INFO        {0} is not well-formed XML; cannot validate
5612    FINEST      Validating {0}
5613    WARNING     Cannot validate schema because schema information cannot be 
                    retrieved: {0}
            
5700    FINEST      Nothing to check
5701    INFO        Failed because day of week outside allowed range
5702    INFO        Failed because time of day outside allowed range
5703    FINEST      Request is within time range.
            
5800    WARNING     Unknown assertion invoked; details: {0}

5900    INFO        Message not XML; cannot perform XSL transformation
5901    FINEST      Transforming request
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5902    INFO        Response not XML; cannot perform XSL transformation
5903    FINEST      Transforming response
5904    WARNING     Assertion does not specify whether transformation applies to 
                    request or response; returning failure
5905    WARNING     Assertion refers to nonexistent MIME part {0}
5906    WARNING     Document contained multiple <xml-stylesheet> processing 
                    instructions; not currently supported
5907    WARNING     Could not retrieve linked XSL stylesheet at {0}: {1}
5908    WARNING     Unable to parse external XSL at {0}: {1}
5909    WARNING     Unable to parse XSL: {0}
5910    WARNING     No <xml-stylesheet> processing instruction was found in the?
                    message
5911    WARNING     Stylesheet URL {0} did not match any configured regular expression
5912    WARNING     Could not retrieve linked XSL stylesheet at {0}: {1}; continuing 
                    using previous version
5913    INFO        XSL-T Warning ''{0}''
5914    INFO        XSL-T Error ''{0}''
5915    INFO        No <xml-stylesheet> processing instruction was found in the  
                    message; assertion succeeds
5916    FINEST      Transforming message '{0}'

              
6000    INFO        Failed to establish JMS connection on try #{0}; will retry after 
                    {1}ms
6001    FINE        Inbound request queue is not temporary; using selector to filter 
                    responses to our message
6002    WARNING     Topics not supported!
6003    FINER       Routing request to protected service
6004    FINEST      Getting response from protected service
6005    WARNING     Did not receive a routing reply within the timeout of {0} ms; 
                    empty response being returned
6006    FINER       Received routing reply
6007    WARNING     Received JMS reply with unsupported message type {0}
6008    INFO        No response expected from protected service
6009    FINER       Deleting temporary queue
6010    FINER       Returning NO_REPLY (null) for {0}
6011    FINER       Returning AUTOMATIC {0} for {1}
6012    FINER       Returning REPLY_TO_OTHER {0} for {1}
6013    WARNING     Unknown JmsReplyType {0}
6014    WARNING     Request and reply endpoints must belong to the same connection
6015    FINER       Creating request as TextMessage
6016    FINER       Creating request as BytesMessage
6017    FINE        As routed request endpoint specified NO_REPLY, JMSReplyTo and 
                    JMSCorrelationID will not be set
6018    FINE        Setting JMSReplyTo and JMSCorrelationID
6019    WARNING     JMS Routing Assertion contains a reference to nonexistent 
                    JmsEndpoint #{0}
6020    WARNING     JMS Routing Assertion cannot access SAML signing information
6021    WARNING     Failed to establish JMS connection on try #{0}.  Will retry after 
                    {1}ms.
6022    WARNING     Tried {0} times to establish JMS connection and failed.
6024    WARNING     Request message too large
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6025    WARNING     Error processing JMS outbound template ''{0}''.
6026    WARNING     JMS Destination/Session type mismatch
6027    WARNING     Sent message had no message ID. Unable to correlate 
6028    WARNING     Invalid JMS configuration ''{0}'' 
6030    WARNING     Cannot set JMS Property X to value Y on IBM MQ JMS Provider 
6031    WARNING     JMS message format error while constructing JMS message to route 
6036    WARNING     Cannot set JMS Property '{0}' to value '{1}'. {2}
                    (Example: Cannot set JMS Property 'JMSXGroupSeq' to value ''. For input string: "")

6054    WARNING     No user name found for passing through to FTP server
6055    WARNING     No FTP command specified
6056    WARNING     FTP command ''{0}'' is not supported 
6057    INFO        FTP routing succeeded; transient negative completion reply code 
                    returned for command ''{0}'': {1} 
6058    INFO        FTP routing succeeded; permanent negative completion reply code
                    returned for command ''{0}'': {1}  
6059    WARNING     FTP routing failed; transient negative completion reply code 
                    returned for command ''{0}'': {1} 
6060    WARNING     FTP routing failed; permanent negative completion reply code 
                    returned for command ''{0}'': {1}   
6061    WARNING     FTP routing failed; no reply returned for command ''{0}'': {1} 
6062    WARNING     FTP routing failed; invalid or unsupported reply code returned 
                    for command ''{0}'': {1} 
6063    FINE        FTP routing succeeded 
6064    WARNING     FTP routing error: {0}
6065    WARNING     FTP routing failed; connection error: {0}
6066    WARNING     Unable to find stored gateway account password: {0}
   

                 
6100    FINE        ST Request not SOAP; cannot validate SAML statement
6101    INFO        No tokens were processed from this request; returning?
                    AUTH_REQUIRED
6102    WARNING     Request contained more than one SAML assertion
6103    INFO        Assertion did not find an acceptable SAML assertion to use as 
                    credentials
6104    WARNING     SAML assertion validation errors: {0}
6105    FINE        {0} message not SOAP; cannot validate SAML statement
6106    INFO        No tokens were processed from {0} message: Returning AUTH_REQUIRED
6107    WARNING     {0} message contained more than one SAML assertion
6108    WARNING     SAML token is expired when constrained to maximum allowed lifetime
6109    INFO        SAML token name identifier contained an invalid DN value for
                    X509SubjectName format displayed
            
6200    INFO        The current request did not contain credentials of any supported 
                    type
6201    WARNING     WS-Trust response did not contain a security token of a supported 
                    type
6202    WARNING     WS-Trust response had non-200 status
6203    INFO        Cannot replace security token in a non-XML message
6204    WARNING     Unable to replace security token
6205    INFO        Original security token was not XML; cannot remove from request
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6206    WARNING     Multiple exchangeable Security Tokens found in request
6207    WARNING     HTTP failure talking to WS-Trust server
6208    WARNING     Unsupported WS-Trust namespace: {0}
            
6300    WARNING     Assertion has failed because regex pattern ''{0}'' compile error:
                    {1}
6301    WARNING     Regular expression cannot be evaluated; content is too large 
                    (>=  + 1024 * 512 +  bytes)
6302    WARNING     A replace was requested, but no replacement string was specified 
                    (null).
6303    WARNING     Cannot search or replace in nonexistent part #{0}
6304    INFO        Character encoding not specified; will use default {0}
6305    FINE        Using overridden character encoding {0}
6306    INFO        Failing because expression was not matched {0}
6307    INFO        Failing because expression was matched {0}
6308    WARNING     Failing because replacement expression was not valid {0} 

6400    WARNING     HTTP GET for login form resulted in non-200 status
6401    WARNING     HTTP GET for login form resulted in non-HTML response
6402    WARNING     Could not read login form HTML
6403    WARNING     Unable to parse login form HTML
6404    WARNING     Unable to find login and/or password field(s) in login form HTML
6405    WARNING     Login form contained multiple username or password fields
6406    WARNING     Multiple login forms found
6407    WARNING     No matching login form found
6408    WARNING     Login form method was not POST
6409    WARNING     Login form is not valid
6410    WARNING     Invalid redirect after FORM login
6420    WARNING     Request does not contain any credentials
6421    WARNING     Request credentials do not include a password
            
6500    WARNING     HTTP GET for login resulted in non-302 status
6501    WARNING     Redirect from login contained no query string
6502    WARNING     Redirect from query string could not be parsed
6503    WARNING     Could not find SAML artifact in redirect query string
6504    WARNING     Could not login
6582    WARNING     A required Form field is missing in the request. (name={0})
6589    INFO        A required Form field is empty. (name={0})

6600    WARNING     Request not valid XML
6601    INFO        Login XPath evaluation failed 
6602    INFO        Login XPath evaluation failed to find any result
6603    WARNING     Login XPath evaluation found multiple results
6604    WARNING     Login XPath evaluation found content of an unsupported type
6605    WARNING     Cannot remove login element; parent is not an Element
6611    WARNING     Password XPath evaluation failed
6612    WARNING     Password XPath evaluation failed to find any result
6613    WARNING     Login XPath evaluation found multiple results
6614    WARNING     Password XPath evaluation found content of an unsupported type
6615    WARNING     Cannot remove password element; parent is not an Element
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6700    INFO        Email message sent
6701    WARNING     Bad destination email address(es)
6702    WARNING     Bad source email address
6703    WARNING     The OID ending with zero is reserved for the message field; using 
                    .1 for the trap OID instead 
6704    WARNING     Authentication failure, message not sent
6705    WARNING     SSL connection failure, message not sent
6706    WARNING     Connection failure, message not sent
6707    WARNING     Bad smtp port set, message not sent
6708    WARNING     Bad smtp host set or not set at all, message not sent 
6709    WARNING     Bad smtp user name set or not set at all, message not sent 
6710    WARNING     Bad smtp password set or not set at all, message not sent 
6711    WARNING     Invalid OID (value={0}). Using .1 for the trap OID instead 
6712    WARNING     Bad smtp host set or not set at all (value={0}) 
6713    WARNING     Invalid Email attachment; {0}

6800    WARNING     Request does not appear to be an HTTP form submission ({0})
6801    WARNING     Request was not received via HTTP
6802    WARNING     Field {0} had multiple values; skipping
6803    WARNING     Field {0} could not be found
6804    WARNING     No MIME parts were found
6805    WARNING     Unable to write new MIME message
6806    WARNING     Field {0} is too large (>=  + 512 * 1024 +  bytes)
6850    INFO        Request is not HTTP
6851    INFO        HTTP POST does not contain HTML Form data. (content type= {0}
6852    INFO        HTTP request method not allowed: {0} 
6853    INFO        A required Form field is missing in the request. (name={0})
6854    FINE        Unspecified Form field encountered but allowed through. (name={0})
6855    INFO        Form field value has wrong data type. (name={0}, value={1}, 
                    data type allowed={2})
6856    INFO        Form field occurrences < min allowed. (name={0}, occurs={1}, 
                    min occurs allowed={2})
6857    INFO        Form field occurrences > max allowed. (name={0}, occurs={1}, 
                    max occurs allowed={2})
6858    INFO        Form field is found in location not allowed. (name={0}, 
                    location not allowed={1})
            
6900    WARNING     Quota exceeded on counter {0}. Assertion limit is {1} current 
                    counter value is {2}
6901    INFO        Quota already exceeded on counter {0}
6902    WARNING     Invalid Quota Counter ID: {0} 
6903    WARNING     Configured max quota value {0} is too large. The max value 
                    allowed is {1}
                    (where: {0} is the value found at runtime and 
                    {1} is the maximum allowed value)
6950    INFO        Rate limit exceeded on rate limiter {0}
6951    INFO        Unable to further delay request for rate limiter {0}, because 
                    maximum delay has been reached
6952    INFO        Unable to delay request for rate limiter {0}, because queued 
                    thread limit has been reached
6953    INFO        Concurrency exceeded on rate limiter {0}.
6954    INFO        Rate limit of {0} exceeds maximum rate limit of {1}. Setting 
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                    maximum limit to {2}

              
7001    WARNING     Message has no part #{0}
7002    WARNING     Part #{0} is too large (>=  + 512 * 1024 +  bytes)
7025    FINE        Pattern not matched: {0}
7026    INFO        No patterns were matched 
7027    INFO        Pattern matched: {0} 
7050    INFO        Request cannot be echoed because it is not XML (Content-Type {0})
7051    INFO        Requests cannot be echoed because it has no Content-Type

7100    INFO        Comparison matched
7101    INFO        Comparison did not match: {0}
7102    WARNING     Unsupported operator: {0}
7103    WARNING     At least one comparison value was null
7104    FINE        Converting {0}! value into {1}
7105    INFO        Value of type {0} cannot be converted to {1}
7106    INFO        {0} Value for binary predicate ''{1}'' is not Comparable; using 
                    value.toString() instead
7107    INFO        Right value of null is not supported by comparison ''{0}''
                    (where '0' is the name of the comparison operator) 
7150    FINE        Target message is not HTTP 
7151    FINE        No response body to check because request has not been routed yet.
7152    WARNING     Cannot parse Request message body as XML 
7153    WARNING     {3} detected in {0} parameter \"{1}\": {2}
7154    WARNING     {2} detected in {0}: {1}
7155    WARNING     Message is not HTTP, cannot parse content type ''{0}'' 
7156    FINE        Scanning request URL query string
7163    WARNING     Unable to protect against code injection attacks - the request 
                    has already been routed 
7164    FINE        Scanning {0} message body as application/json
7165    FINE        Scanning request URL path
7166    WARNING     {3} detected in {0} path \"{1}\": {2}
            
7200    WARNING     Unrecognized protection name: {0}. Assertion will always fail.
7201    WARNING     Request was flagged by SQL attack protection assertion
7203    WARNING     Unable to protect against SQL attacks - the request has already 
                    been routed
7204    WARNING     {0} was flagged by Protect Against SQL Attacks Assertion
7205    FINE        No response body to check because request has not been routed yet.

7210    FINE        Target message is not HTTP
7211    FINE        Scanning request URL query string
7212    FINE        Scanning {0} message body as text.
7213    WARNING     Cannot parse {0} as {1}
7214    WARNING     {3} detected in {0} parameter "{1}":{2}
7215    WARNING     {2} detected in {0}:{1}
7216    FINE        Scanning request URL path
7217    WARNING     {3} detected in {0} path \"{1}\": {2}
7220    WARNING     Request body size exceeds configured limit
7221    WARNING     Request first part size exceeds configured limit
7222    WARNING     {0} body size exceeds configured limit
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7223    WARNING     {0} first part size exceeds configured limit
7224    WARNING     {0} content type is syntactically invalid: {1}
7225    WARNING     {0} message has already been buffered 

7230    WARNING     Unable to protect against document structure threats -- the 
                    request has already been routed
7231    WARNING     Request includes an oversized text node or attribute value
7232    WARNING     Request XML nesting depth exceeds the policy limit
7233    WARNING     Request message SOAP Body has too many children
7234    WARNING     Request message does not have a valid SOAP Envelope
7235    WARNING     Request message is not well-formed XML  
7238    WARNING     {0} includes an oversized text node or attribute value
7239    WARNING     {0} XML nesting depth exceeds the policy limit
7240    WARNING     {0} message SOAP Body has too many children
7241    WARNING     {0} message does not have a valid SOAP Envelope
7242    WARNING     {0} is not XML.
7243    FINE        No response body to check because request has not been routed yet.
7244    WARNING     Message variable {0} does not contain well-formed XML
7245    INFO        Message variable {0} does not contain XML
7248    WARNING     Message variable {0} does not contain XML 
                    (where: {0} is the variable name, which may or may not have a?
                    value)
            
7300    INFO        The current request did not contain credentials of any supported 
                    type
7301    WARNING     WS-Federation response did not contain a security token of a 
                    supported type
7302    WARNING     WS-Federation response had non-200 status
7303    INFO        Cannot replace security token in non-XML message
7304    WARNING     Unable to replace security token
7305    INFO        Original security token was not XML; cannot remove from request
7306    WARNING     Multiple security tokens found in request
7307    WARNING     HTTP failure while communicating with WS-Federation server
7308    WARNING     Unknown encoding from WS-Federation server
7309    WARNING     Cannot parse HTML from WS-Federation server
7310    WARNING     Invalid IP/STS URL in policy configuration
7311    WARNING     Authentication with service failed
7312    WARNING     Not authorized to access this service
            
7401    INFO        Request not SOAP; unable to check for WS-Security Binary Security 
                    Token
7402    INFO        Request did not contain any WSS level security
7403    INFO        No tokens were processed from this request; returning?
                    AUTH_REQUIRED
7404    INFO        This assertion did not find a Kerberos Binary Security Token to 
                    use as credentials. Returning AUTH_REQUIRED.
7405    FINE        Kerberos ticket processed, principal is:{0}
7406    FINE        Kerberos session processed, principal is:{0}
7407    WARNING     Either the Kerberos server configuration is invalid or the KDC is 
                    unreachable
7408    WARNING     Could not process Kerberos ticket (not for this service?)
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7500    WARNING     No identity mapping for provider #{0} found in attribute #{1}
7501    WARNING     No security token mapping for provider #{0} found in attribute?
                    #{1}
7502    WARNING     No suitable value could be found in any security token
7503    WARNING     No matching identities could be found
7504    WARNING     No value could be found from any matching identity
            
7600    INFO        Request not SOAP; unable to check for WS-I Basic Security Profile 
                    compliance
7601    INFO        Response not SOAP; unable to check for WS-I Basic Security 
                    Profile compliance
7602    WARNING     WS-I BSP rule broken in request ({0}): {1}
7603    WARNING     WS-I BSP rule broken in response ({0}): {1}
7604    INFO        Failing non WS-I BSP compliant request
7605    INFO        Failing non WS-I BSP compliant response
7606    WARNING     Server WS-I BSP rules are incorrect
            
7700    INFO        Request not SOAP; unable to check for WS-I SAML Token Profile 
                    compliance
7701    INFO        Response not SOAP; unable to check for WS-I SAML Token Profile 
                    compliance
7702    WARNING     WS-I SAML Token Profile rule broken in request ({0}): {1}
7703    WARNING     WS-I SAML Token Profile rule broken in response ({0}): {1}
7704    INFO        Failing non WS-I SAML Token Profile compliant request
7705    INFO        Failing non WS-I SAML Token Profile compliant response
7706    WARNING     Server WS-I SAML Token Profile rules are incorrect.
            
7800    INFO        The assertion is not applicable because the request is either not 
                    XML or not SOAP
7801    INFO        No Timestamp found in the request
7802    WARNING     Timestamp found in the request, but was not signed
7803    WARNING     Timestamp found in the request, but Created time was too far in 
                    the future
7804    WARNING     Timestamp found in the request, but expired too long ago
7805    WARNING     Timestamp found in the request, but has no Expires time
7806    WARNING     Timestamp found in the request and is not expired, but lifetime 
                    exceeds configured maximum
7807    WARNING     Timestamp found in the request, but has no Created time
7809    WARNING     Timestamp found in the request, but is expired when constrained 
                    to maximum allowed lifetime
            
7900    WARNING     Unsupported security token type: {0}
7901    WARNING     No credentials were available from the request
7902    WARNING     Credentials were available, but no username could be found
7903    WARNING     Password inclusion was requested, but no password could be found
7904    WARNING     Specified context variable exists but does not contain a 
                    WS-SecureConversation session
7905    WARNING     SAML assertion variable did not contain a valid SAML assertion:?
                    {0}
7906    INFO        Unable to identify the encryption recipient because we are 
                    decorating a response to a request with multiple eligible tokens. 
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                    Encryption recipient must be specified explicitly.
7907    WARNING     The SAML assertion uses a secret key for subject confirmation, but
                    the Gateway does not already possess this key, and is unable to 
                    unwrap it from the EncryptedKey
7908    WARNING     The SAML assertion uses a secret key for subject confirmation, but
                    but the Gateway does not already possess this key, and is unable 
                    to unwrap it from the EncryptedKey: {0}
                    (where: {0} is the encrypted key)

             
8000    INFO        Assertion ''{0}''; {1}
8001    WARNING     Assertion ''{0}''; {1}

8100    INFO        Could not match WSDL operation ({0} instead of {1})
8101    INFO        Cannot identify any WSDL operation from request

8200    WARNING     Could not process Kerberos token (Negotiate) error is ''{0}''

8300    INFO        Request not FTP; unable to extract FTP credentials
8301    FINE        Not authenticated
8302    FINE        Found credentials for user {0}
            
8400    FINE        Issued SAML Authentication statement
8401    FINE        Issued SAML Attribute statement
8402    FINE        Issued SAML Authorization Decision statement
8403    FINE        Adding attribute {0} = {1}
8404    WARNING     NameIdentifier configured as "From Authenticated User", but no 
                    user has been authenticated
8405    WARNING     Message is not XML
8406    WARNING     Message is not SOAP
8407    WARNING     Message appeared to be SOAP but is not valid
8408    WARNING     WS-Security decoration failed
8409    WARNING     Specified NameIdentifier chosen, but no value specified; using 
                    default
8410    FINE        One or more configured Attributes are missing: {0}
8411    WARNING     Ignoring invalid filter Attribute / AttributeDesignator value: {0}
8412    FINE        Attribute filter contained one or more unknown Attribute / 
                    AttributeDesignator elements: {0}
8413    WARNING     Attribute filter values contained duplicate Attribute / 
                    AttributeDesignator elements: {0}
8414    FINE        No Attributes were available after SAML Attribute filter was?
                    applied
8415    FINE        Attribute filter AttributeValue excluded some Attributes: {0}
8416    FINE        Attribute filter filtered some Attributes: {0}
8417    WARNING     Error parsing the {0} for expected SOAP Message: {1}
                    (where {0] is 'request' or 'response' and {1] are the details
                    of the error)
8418    WARNING     Message appeared to be SOAP but is not valid: {0}
8419    FINE        Resolved value for Attribute ''{0}'' was filtered as its value
                    ''{1}'' was not included in the corresponding filter Attribute''s
                    AttributeValue
8420    WARNING     Problem processing Attribute Statement: {0}
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8421    FINE        Filter expression ''{0}'' yielded no values

8450    INFO        No user from the expected identity provider has yet been 
                    authenticated
8451    INFO        Multiple users from the expected identity provider have been 
                    authenticated; choosing the first
            
8500    WARNING     Included policy was updated, and is now invalid: {0}
8501    WARNING     Included policy #{0} ({1}) could not be located
8502    WARNING     Included policy failure: {0}
8550    WARNING     Required WS-Addressing headers not present
8551    WARNING     Required signed WS-Addressing headers not present
8552    FINE        WS-Addressing headers present
8553    FINE        No WS-Addressing headers found
8554    FINE        No signed WS-Addressing headers found
8555    FINE        Found WS-Addressing headers for namespace {0}
8556    FINE        Found signed WS-Addressing headers for namespace {0}

8600    FINE        Sending response early
8601    WARNING     Unable to send early response for non HTTP messages
8602    WARNING     Invalid response status:?{0} 

8604    INFO        Found {0} results for field {1}. Only the first value will be used
8650    WARNING     Unable to decorate message: Message not SOAP
8651    WARNING     Unable to decorate message: Parse failure: {0}
8652    WARNING     Unable to decorate message: No credentials have been collected
8653    WARNING     Unable to decorate message: Invalid Document Format: {0}
8654    WARNING     Unable to decorate message: {0}

                 
8700    WARNING     {0} variable has not been set; unable to proceed
8701    WARNING     {0} parse failure: {1}
8702    WARNING     {0} is not SOAP
8703    WARNING     {0} did not contain a signed SAML assertion
8704    WARNING     {0} did not contain a signed wsu:Timestamp
8705    WARNING     {0} did not contain a signed wsa:MessageID
8706    WARNING     {0} SOAP Body was not signed
8707    WARNING     {0} contained the expected elements, but they were covered by 
                    different Signatures
8780    INFO        Request is not HTTP; could not get domain ID injection header
8781    INFO        Requestor did not attempt to include domain ID information
8782    WARNING     Invalid format for {0}: {1}
8783    WARNING     Requestor attempted to gather domain ID information but 
                    encountered an error
8784    INFO        Requestor explicitly declines to provide domain ID information
8785    WARNING     Requestor provided incomplete domain ID information
8786    WARNING     Requestor did not include required identifier: {0}
            
8800    WARNING     Message is not XML.
8801    WARNING     Unable to insert element because no existing element was found 
8802    WARNING     Unable to insert element because more than one existing element 
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                    was found
8803    WARNING     Unable to insert element because the new element was not a well-
                    formed XML fragment 
8850    WARNING     Message is not SOAP.
8851    WARNING     Unable to decorate {0}: {1}
8852    WARNING     Could not find trusted certificate {0}
8853    WARNING     Error when finding trusted certificate {0}: {1}8900
8854    INFO        Error checking certificate expiry for {0}

8900    WARNING     Error generating request: {0}
8901    INFO        A value for {0} was not found. Cannot add <Attribute> element 
                    to the {1} element
8902    INFO        Assertion failed: a value for {0} was not found
8903    WARNING     XML attribute name {0} with value {1} are not valid for an XML 
                    attribute
8905    INFO        Incorrect xpath result type {0} found for field {1}. Cannot add 
                    <Attribute> element to the {2} element
8906    INFO        Xpath base expression {0} found no results
8907    INFO        Invalid value for issue instant: {0} IssueInstant, if supplied, 
                    must be a valid datetime with a format "yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss[Z]"
8908    INFO        Not all values from {0} were used as {1} also part of iteration 
                    and had less values 
8909    INFO        Only {0} values from all referenced context variables will be 
                    used. The largest referenced variable has {1} values. 
8910    INFO        Namespace prefix {0} with incorrect namespace URI may cause XPath 
                    base pattern to match no results
8911    INFO        Unsupported type of mixed content found for AttributeValue: {0}
8912    WARNING     Cannot import XML element into XACML request document: {0}
8930    WARNING     Error processing XACML request: {0}
8931    WARNING     XACML request is not SOAP encapsulated
8932    WARNING     XACML request namespace is not recognized: {0}
8960    WARNING     Error encoding MTOM message: {0}
8961    INFO        Not encoding MTOM message, no elements found to encode.
8962    WARNING     Invalid XPath expression for MTOM encoding {0}
8963    WARNING     XPath expression did not match.
8964    WARNING     Error decoding MTOM message: {0}
8965    WARNING     Error validating MTOM message: {0}

              
9002    INFO        Message context mapping overridden {0}
9003    WARNING     Message context mapping dropped {0}
9004    WARNING     Message context mapping value truncated {0}
9050    WARNING     Error processing management request {0}

9100    WARNING     JDBC Connection Pooling cannot start due to: {0}
9101    WARNING     Cannot configure a pool associated with a JDBC connection {0} due 
                    to: {1}
9102    WARNING     Cannot delete a pool associated with a JDBC connection {0} due 
                    to: {1}
9103    WARNING     The Gateway would not configure a disabled JDBC connection {0}
9104    WARNING     "Perform JDBC Query" assertion failed due to: {0}
9105    WARNING     "Perform JDBC Query" assertion failed due to no query results 
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                    via a connection {0}
?
9105    INFO        "Perform JDBC Query" assertion failed due to no query results
                    via a connection {0}                       
                    (The INFO version of code is returned when the "Perform JDBC Query
                    Assertion" is configured to "Fail if no results returned by?
                    query")
9130    INFO        JSON Schema validation failure: {0}
9131    INFO        {0} is not well-formed JSON
9132    FINEST      Validating {0} against JSON schema
9133    FINEST      JSON Schema validation success
9134    WARNING     Cannot validate JSON schema because JSON schema information 
                    cannotbe retrieved: {0}  (This is caused when resource is 
                    unavailable or JSON data is invalid.)
9160    WARNING     Error encoding or decoding: {0}
9161    WARNING     Strict processing failed
9162    WARNING     Variable of type [0] could not be created from decoded data: [1]
9163    WARNING     Variable of type {0} cannot be accessed as {1} for encoding or 
                    decoding
9164    WARNING     Error accessing variable of type {0}: {1}
                    (This is caused when the source cannot be processed (e.g., text 
                    required and Message is not a text content type)
9190    WARNING     Cannot {0} SAML Protocol Response: {1}

9230    WARNING     SAML 2.0 Web SSO profile rule violation: {0}
9231    WARNING     Cannot access AuthnRequest for binding '{0}': '{1}'
9232    WARNING     Cannot Invalid AuthnRequest: '{0}'
                    Invalid AuthnRequest: <attribute> is required
9233    WARNING     Cannot Signature validation failure: '{0}'
9234    WARNING     SAML 1.1 Web SSO profile rule violation: {0}
9260    WARNING     Target message has no associated SOAPAction. Cannot automatically 
                    add the Action element.
9261    WARNING     Action is a required WS-Addressing messaging property. No value 
                    found at runtime.
9262    WARNING     Action extension element not found in the WSDL.
9263    INFO        Invalid URI value {0} for WS-Addressing {1} property.
                    (where: 0 is the invalid value, 1 is the property which had this 
                    invalid value)
9264    WARNING     Invalid URI value {0} for required WS-Addressing {1} property.
                    (where: 0 is the invalid value, 1 is the property which had this 
                    invalid value)
9265    WARNING     Invalid namespace: {0}. {1}.
                    (where 0 is the invalid namespace, 1 is the reason it is invalid)
9290    WARNING     Invalid RST SOAP Request: {0}
9291    WARNING     Invalid Security Token: {0}
9292    WARNING     Expired Secure Conversation Session: {0}
9293    WARNING     Authentication Failure: {0}
9294    WARNING     Authorization Failure: {0}
9295    WARNING     Unable to issue token: {0}
 

9330    WARNING     Error building RST: {0}
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9331    WARNING     Unable to create RST message variable {0}
9350    WARNING     {0} is not SOAP
9351    WARNING     {0} parse failure: {1}
9352    WARNING     Invalid response: {0}
9353    WARNING     Error processing encrypted key: {0}
9354    WARNING     Expected token of type {0}, but found: {1}
9380    WARNING     Session Lookup Failure: {0} 
9381    WARNING     Outbound Secure Conversation Establishment Failure: {0} 

9400    WARNING     The request was not an HTTP request, failing assertion.
9401    WARNING     Multiple cookie values were detected, failing assertion.
9402    WARNING     The expected cookie value was not found, failing assertion.
9403    WARNING     Looking for a {0} parameter, but the request was not a {0} 
                    request, failing assertion.
                    (where: 0 is the request type (GET, POST, or GET and POST))
9404    WARNING     The expected parameter was not found, failing assertion.
9405    WARNING     The parameter had more than one value, failing assertion.
9406    WARNING     The parameter did not match the cookie value, failing assertion.
9407    WARNING     The HTTP-Referer header was not provided but it is required, 
                    failing assertion.
9408    WARNING     The HTTP-Referer header was provided multiple times, failing 
                    assertion.
9409    WARNING     The HTTP-Referer header value ''{0}'' was not valid, failing 
                    assertion.
                    (where: {0} is the invalid HTTP Referer value)

9420    WARNING     Failed to perform transformation
9430    INFO        Request not SSH; unable to extract SSH credentials
9431    FINE        Not authenticated
9432    FINE        Found credentials for user <user_login>
9433    WARNING     No user name found for passing through to SSH server
9434    WARNING     SSH routing error: {0}  
9435    FINE        SSH routing: Finished sending file: {0} in Session: {1} 
                    SSH routing: Finished retrieviing file: {0} in Session: {1} 
9445    WARNING     Invalid timeout value from timeout ({0}). Timeout value must be a 
                    valid integer with range 1 to 3600 inclusive. 
9446    WARNING     Invalid port specified, port must be between 1 and 63353: {0}.
9447    WARNING     Invalid ICAP URI: {0}
9448    WARNING     Unable to connect to the specified server: {0}
9449    WARNING     I/O error occurred while scanning message {0}
9450    WARNING     Error reading MIME content from {0} : {1}
9451    WARNING     Error occurred while scanning content {0} : {1}
9452    WARNING     Service not available {0}
9453    WARNING     No valid ICAP server entries found
9454    WARNING     Virus detected in {0} ({1})
9455    WARNING     ICAP Status: ({0}: {1})
9456    WARNING     {0}
9457    WARNING     No ICAP response received
9458    WARNING     Unsupported encoding: {0}

9500    INFO        Invalid AttributeQuery: {0}
9501    INFO        AttributeQuery request is not SOAP encapsulated
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9502    INFO        Unsupported value found for {0} in AttributeQuery. Found {1} 
                    expected one of {2}
9503    INFO        Unexpected results after decrypting encrypted name identifier: {0}
9504    FINE        EncryptedID element found but not decrypted. Context variables 
                    related to Subject will have no values
9550    FINE        Looking up certificate for name {0}
9551    WARNING     Certificate not found for name {0}
9552    WARNING     Multiple certificates found for name {0}
9553    WARNING     Error looking up certificate {0}

9554    FINE        Looking up certificate for {0}{1} 

9555    WARNING     Certificate not found for {0}{1}  

9556    WARNING     Multiple certificates found for {0}{1}  

9557    WARNING     Error looking up certificate for {0}{1} 

9580    WARNING     Invalid URI value found for {0}: {1}
9581    WARNING     Failed to build SAML Protocol Request: {0} 

9610    FINER       Routing request to protected service
9611    WARNING     Did not receive a routing reply within the timeout period of 
                    {0} ms; empty response being returned
9612    FINER       Received routing reply
9613    INFO        No response expected from protected service
9614    FINE        Outbound request endpoint {0} specifies NO_REPLY
9615    FINE        Outbound request endpoint {0} specifies REPLY_TO_OTHER, 
                    setting replyToQueueName to {1} 
9616    WARNING     Failed to establish MQ connection on try #{0}. Will 
                    retry after {1}ms 
9617    WARNING     Tried {0} times to establish MQ connection and failed
9618    FINE        Outbound request endpoint {0} specifies AUTOMATIC, 
                    using temporary queue 
9619    WARNING     Request message too large
9620    WARNING     Response message too large
9621    WARNING     Invalid MQ configuration {0}
9622    WARNING     Error processing MQ outbound template {0}
9623    FINER       Ignoring invalid response timeout: {0}
9624    FINER       Using response timeout {0}ms
9625    WARNING     Ignoring invalid response size limit: {0}
9626    FINER       Using response size limit {0} (bytes)
9630    WARNING     Routing completed with warning status. Reason code: {0}' 
9635    WARNING     '{0}' is not set
9636    WARNING     Unsupported Algorithm: '{0}'
9637    WARNING     Invalid key: '{0}'
9638    WARNING     Error generating hash signature

9645    WARNING     Source is not a valid JSON

9646    WARNING     Invalid JSON Path expression'{0}' 
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9647    WARNING     Invalid Evaluator:{0}

9648    WARNING     Error occurred evaluating JSON Path: {0}

9649    WARNING     Could not find any matching results; assertion 
                    therefore fails; Expression is {0}
9655 INFO     Context variable {0} is not found.
9656 WARNING     Source variable is not set. 
9657 WARNING     Target output variable is not set.
9658 WARNING ?   Invalid variable syntax: {0}
9659  WARNING     {0} is not a supported data type.
9660 WARNING     Target data type is {0} but found {1}.

9670 WARNING     Found duplicate oauth parameter: x

9671  WARNING     Invalid request url: invalidurl 

9672 WARNING     Http method is empty

9673 INFO        OAuth parameters found: [(oauth_consumer_key, asdf),
                    (oauth_callback, foobar)]

9674 WARNING     Required oauth parameter is missing or empty: x
?
9721 WARNING     Service route failed, feedback: {0}
9722 WARNING     Strategy {0} returned no route.
9723 WARNING ?   {0} variable not found in policy enforcement context
9724  WARNING     {0} variable is not the right type.
9725 WARNING     Create Routing Strategy Assertion has no routes!
9670 WARNING     Found duplicate oauth parameter: x

9671 WARNING     Invalid request url: invalidurl 
9672 WARNING     Http method is empty
9673 INFO        OAuth parameters found: [(oauth_consumer_key, asdf),
                    (oauth_callback, foobar)]
9674 WARNING     Required oauth parameter is missing or empty: x

9701 WARNING     Protocol Transition option does not support kerberos 
                    credentials 
                    (where the delegation method is "Protocol Transition")
9701 WARNING     Constrained Proxy option does not support non-kerberos 
                    credentials
                    (where the delegation method is "Constrained Proxy")
9702 WARNING     Unable to obtain Kerberos Service Ticket: {0}
9703 WARNING     Unable to find stored gateway account password: {0}
9704 WARNING     Unable to obtain kerberos service ticket for service 
                    principal: {0}
9705 WARNING     Unable to find login credentials
9706 FINE        Added Kerberos Credentials to Authentication Context. 
                    Service Principal
9707 WARNING     Unable to handle Realm: {0}
9708 WARNING     Error message returned from KDC: {0} 
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9721 WARNING     Service route failed, feedback: {0}
9722 WARNING     Strategy {0} returned no route 
9723 WARNING     {0} variable not found in policy enforcement context
9724 WARNING     {0} variable is not the right type! 

9725 WARNING     Create Routing Strategy Assertion has no routes!
9800 WARNING     Resolved maximum acceptable cache age value is invalid 
                    ''{0}''. Value must be in seconds between ''{1}'' and 
                    ''{2}'' inclusive 
9801 FINE        Retrieved from cache: ''{0}''
9802 FINE        Cache miss with key: ''{0}''
9900 WARNING     Invalid configuration value: {0} 
9920 WARNING     OTK Installation Problem: {0}  
9921 INFO        Component {0} conflicts for {1}: {2}
                     where: {0} is the name of the OTK component e.g. 
                     'OAuth 2.0', {1} is either Services, Policies or JDBC
                     Connections and {2} is the name of the conflict 
     
10000 WARNING     No certificate found for variable:foo
10001 WARNING     Certificate?CN=foo validation(valType)failed with status:status
10002 WARNING     Certificate CN=foo validation(valType)failed: message
10020 WARNING     The custom logger name uses non-existing context variables: 
                    {0}. The custom logger name now falls back to the default package 
                    name, {1}
                    (where: {0} is the invalid context variable name(s) and {1} is 
                    "com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerAuditDetailAssertion")
10021 WARNING     The custom logger name contains invalid package name derived 
                    from context variable(s): {0}. The custom logger name now falls back 
                    to the default package name, {1}.
                     (where: {0} is the context variable name(s) and {1} is 
                    "com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerAuditDetailAssertion")
10100 WARNING    "{0} assertion: SiteMinder Policy Server Error: {1}"
10101 FINE       SiteMinder {0} assertion: {1}
10102 WARNING    SiteMinder {0} assertion: {1}
10200 WARNING    Radius Server Error: {0}
10201 INFO       No credentials found!
10202 FINE       Authentication Against Radius Server failed for credentials: {0}

10350 FINE       Added header/property with name {0} and value {1}
10351 FINE       Removed header/property with name {0}
10352 FINE       Removed header/property with name {0} and value {1}
10353 WARNING    Header/property name is empty

10400 WARNING    Cookie max age is invalid: {0}
10401 WARNING    Cookie name is null or empty
10402 FINE       No cookies matched
10403 WARNING    A cookie with name {0}, domain {1} and path {2} already exists
10404 FINE       Added cookie with name {0} and value {1}
10405 FINE       Removed cookie with name {0} and value {1}
10406 WARNING    Cookie version is invalid: {0}
10407 WARNING    Cookie {0} is null or empty
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                    (where: {0} is the attribute name; occurs when a context variable
                     resolves to empty at runtime)
10450   WARNING   Text to search is empty
                    (NOTE: Audit 10450 will cause the Replace Tag Content Assertion 
                     to fail at run time, as the context variables were resolved 
                     to empty.)
10451   WARNING   Tags to search is empty
                     (NOTE: Audit 10451 will cause the Replace Tag Content Assertion 
                      to fail at run time, as the context variables were resolved 
                      to empty.)
10452   WARNING   Ignoring empty tag
10453   FINE      Tag not found: {0} 
10454   FINE      No replacements performed
   
10500   INFO      {0} is not JSON
10501   WARNING   {0} is not well-formed JSON
10502   WARNING   Container depth constraint violated at line {0}
10503   WARNING   Object entry count constraint violated at line {0}
10504   WARNING   Array entry count constraint violated at line {0}
10505   WARNING   Entry name length constraint violated at line {0}
10506   WARNING   String value length constraint violated at line {0}
   
10600   WARNING   The specified Service Metadata Document is invalid: {0} 
10601   WARNING   Could not parse OData resource path: {0}
10602   WARNING   {0} payload could not be parsed: {1}
10603   WARNING   Request for Service Metadata Document attempted
10604   WARNING   Request for raw value attempted: {0}
10605   WARNING   OData request attempted using forbidden operation '{0}'
10606   WARNING   Unable to parse {0} expression: {1}
10607   WARNING   {0} is not an HTTP request; cannot automatically determine HTTP?
                  method 
10608   WARNING   Invalid OData HTTP method: '{0}' 
10609   WARNING   HTTP method is null or empty?
10700   WARNING   Invalid Service ID: {0} 
10701   WARNING   Could not find service with ID: {0}
10702   WARNING   Service is not SOAP
10703   WARNING   Could not parse WSDL XML: {0}
10704   WARNING   No protocol specified
10705   WARNING   Invalid port: {0}
10706   WARNING   No port specified
10707   WARNING   Invalid endpoint URL: {0}
10708   WARNING   Failed to create proxy URL for reference: {0} 
10709   WARNING   No host name specified?
10710   WARNING   No Service Document ID specified
10711   WARNING   Dependency reference proxying must be enabled in order to retrieve
                  Service Documents
10712   WARNING   Invalid Service Document ID: {0}
10713   WARNING   Could not find Service Document with ID: {0}
10714   WARNING   Could not parse Service Document XML: {0}
10715   WARNING   Service ID is empty 
10716   WARNING   Service Document ID is empty 
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10800   WARNING   Policy processing caught an exception: {0}

10900 WARNING   Connection to Cassandra cluster associated with connection {0} not available due to
 {1}
10901 FINE   Cassandra Connection Manager: {0} 
10902 INFO   The Gateway would not connect via disabled Cassandra connection {0}
10903 WARNING   Perform Cassandra Query\ assertion failed due to: {0}
10904 WARNING   Perform Cassandra Query\ assertion failed due to no query results via a connection
 {0}
10905 WARNING   Unable to remove Cassandra connection due to: {0}
11300 WARNING   MQTT assertion error with property: {0}. Message: {1}
11310 WARNING   MQTT connection error: {0}
11311 FINE   MQTT Connection Manager Action: {0}. Connection Key: {1}
11312 FINEST   MQTT Connection Manager Details: Number of connections: {0}
11320 WARNING   MQTT publish error: {0}
11321 FINE   MQTT publish info: {0}
11330 WARNING   MQTT subscribe error: {0}
11331 FINE   MQTT subscribe info: {0}
11340 INFO   Request not MQTT or credentials missing; unable to extract MQTT credentials.
11341 FINE   Found credentials for user {0}.
11342 FINE   Not authenticated.
   
11400 WARNING   {0} Invalid Swagger Document
11401 WARNING   Request path does not match any defined template: {0}
11402 WARNING   No operation defined for method {1} on {0}
11403 WARNING   Invalid scheme for method {0} on {1}: {2}
11404 WARNING   Invalid Swagger Document - operation security requirements with securityDefinition
 section
11405 WARNING   Invalid security definition {0} for method {1} on {2}
11406 WARNING   Required security credentials are missing or invalid for method {0} on {1}
11407 WARNING   Swagger security definition missing for requirement {0}

11500 WARNING   {0} Circuit tripped; open until {1}
11501   INFO      This {0} Circuit is forced open based on its Event Tracker ID: {1}
11502   WARNING   Value for {0} Circuit {1} is invalid: {2}
11503   INFO      {0} Circuit open until {1}

 CA Single Sign-On Errors
This topic provides troubleshooting assistance when using the gateway with CA Single Sign-On.

This topic provides troubleshooting assistance when using the CA API Gateway with CA Single Sign-On.

CA Single Sign-On Authentication and Authorization Errors

The following table lists the failure values that can be returned during CA Single Sign-On authentication or authorization. The
failure reason value is stored in the ${<prefix>.smcontext.attributes.SESS_DEF_REASON} context variable.

Note:

The CA Single Sign-On Policy Server must be configured to support SM session failure reason codes, otherwise failure reason
"0" will always be returned. Not all failures result in a specific code being returned. For example, errors such as incorrect user
credentials will result in code "0" being returned.

Value Reason Value Reason

0 None 26 NoRedirectConfigured
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Value Reason Value Reason

1 PwMustChange 27 ErrorMessageIsRedirect

2 InvalidSession 28 Next_Tokencode

3 RevokedSession 29 New_PIN_Select

4 ExpiredSession 30 New_PIN_Sys_Tokencode

5 AuthLevelTooLow 31 New_User_PIN_Tokencode

6 UnknownUser 32 New_PIN_Accepted

7 UserDisabled 33 Guest

8 InvalidSessionId 34 PWSelfChange

9 InvalidSessionIp 35 ServerException

10 CertificateRevoked 36 UnknownScheme

11 CRLOutOfDate 37 UnsupportedScheme

12 CertRevokedKeyCompromised 38 Misconfigured

13 CertRevokedAffiliationChange 39 BufferOverflow

14 CertOnHold 40 SetPersistentSessionFailed

15 TokenCardChallenge 41 UserLogout

16 ImpersonatedUserNotInDir 42 IdleSession

17 Anonymous 43 PolicyServerEnforcedTimeout

18 PwWillExpire 44 PolicyServerEnforcedIdle

19 PwExpired 45 ImpersonationNotAllowed

20 ImmedPWChangeRequired 46 ImpersonationNotAllowedUser

21 PWChangeFailed 47 FederationNoLoginID

22 BadPWChange 48 FederationUserNotInDir

23 PWChangeAccepted 49 FederationInvalidMessage

24 ExcessiveFailedLoginAttempts 50 FederationUnacceptedMessage

25 AccountInactivity   

CA Single Sign-On Assertions Errors

This section describes some of the error conditions you may encounter while using the CA Single Sign-On assertions.

Check Protected Resource Errors

When the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion is configured to use a resource that is not protected
by CA Single Sign-On, the assertion will fail and the following audit message is logged:

WARNING 10102 CA Single Sign-On Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On assertion: The resource
<resource> is not protected!

Unsupported Actions

An unsupported or invalid action entered in the Check Protected Resource Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion will not
trigger a failure of this assertion. Instead, the Authorize via CA Single Sign-On Assertion will be declared falsified, with the
error message "SM Sessions null is not authorized!" (see Assertion Status Codes). The following audit message is also logged:

WARNING 10102 CA Single Sign-On Authorize via CA Single Sign-On assertion: SM Sessions null is not authorized!

Authentication Failure

When the Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On Assertion fails, the following audit message is logged:

WARNING 10102 CA Single Sign-On Authenticate Against CA Single Sign-On assertion: CA Single Sign-On Authenticate
Against CA Single Sign-On assertion: Unable to authenticate user using SSO Token:<token sent>
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Authentication/Authorization Errors

When there is a CA Single Sign-On authentication or authorization failure, consult the following context variables to help you
troubleshoot:

• ${<prefix>.smcontext.attributes.SESS_DEF_REASON} returns the reason code from the CA Single Sign-On Policy
Server

• ${<prefix>.smcontext.attributes.ATTR_STATUS_MESSAGE} returns error of authentication or authorization

For more information about the above context variables, see CA Single Sign-On Context Variables.

For more information about the failure reason codes, see "failure_reasons" above.

 Troubleshooting Mode in Policy Manager
The Microsoft Windows desktop client version of the Policy Manager contains two modes:

The Microsoft Windows desktop client version of the Policy Manager contains two modes:

• A normal graphical mode for day-to-day use, and
• A Troubleshooting Mode used by Network Administrators to gather additional information about system errors.

Note:

The Linux version of the Policy Manager does not include a separate Troubleshooting Mode. However, log information is
available when the "Manager.sh" file is run.

The Policy Manager user interface automatically opens when you initiate Troubleshooting Mode. You must log into the API
Gateway to troubleshoot in order to populate the command window. If the Policy Manager was already open, then another
instance of the program will launch when you initiate Troubleshooting Mode. The new instance is tied to the command
window and will automatically close when the MS-DOS window is closed.

To access the Troubleshooting Mode:

1. Click [Start] > All Programs > Policy Manager > Policy Manager in Troubleshooting Mode.
2. A command window appears, the Policy Manager GUI launches, and the Login dialog appears.

• Enter your User Name and Password.
• Select the target API Gateway from the API Gateway URL drop-down list and click [OK]. A pop-up status message

appears and then automatically disappears when the  API Gateway  connection is established.
3. The command window may become minimized after logging in. If so, select it to restore it.
4. The command window is populated with Gateway-specific diagnostic information. If you require troubleshooting

assistance, copy and paste the information into an email and send it to CA Technologies.
5. Click the [X] in the top right corner to close the command window. The instance of the Policy Manager GUI that was

launched by the Troubleshooting Mode will automatically close when you close the command window.

Troubleshooting with the Browser Client

To view troubleshooting information in the browser client version of the Policy Manager, you need to display the Java console:

• For Windows browsers, right-click the Java icon in the system tray and select Open <version> Console.
• For non-Windows browsers, navigate to $JAVA_HOME/jre/bin and then run javacpl.

 Troubleshooting Password Issues
This topic describes how to unlock, reset, or change the passwords for an account on your gateway. It also
describes the password rules enforced for the ssgconfig and root accounts.

This topic describes how to unlock, reset, or change the passwords for an account on your CA API Gateway. It also describes
the password rules enforced for the ssgconfig and root accounts.

This topic applies only to Appliance Gateways.

To maintain the security of your API Gateway appliance, stringent password rules are enforced for the ssgconfig and root user
accounts.

Note:

The stringent rules apply only to the ssgconfig and root user accounts. Other passwords used by the Gateway are not affected
and will not be locked out after unsuccessful attempts.
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Password Rules

You are required to change the password for the ssgconfig and root accounts upon first use and every 60 days thereafter. The
new password must adhere to the following rules:

• Minimum 9 characters in length
• Contains at least two upper and two lowercase characters
• Contains at least two digits
• Contains at least two special characters

The new password must not be a repeat of any of the five most recent passwords and at least 24 hours must have elapsed since
the last password change.

Gateway Automatic Locking

The Gateway automatically locks the ssgconfig or root account after five unsuccessful login attempts. To
restore ssgconfig access, see "unlock_ssgconfig" below. A locked root account is unlocked automatically after 20 minutes.
This is the easiest way to restore root access. If you need to restore root access immediately, refer to this article from the CA
Support site: Managing the Gateway appliance privileged (root) account .

Unlocking the Root Account Immediately on UEFI Servers

Servers that use UEFI (Oracle X7-2 or later) instead of BIOS have a different process from what is described under
"Unlocking the Account" in the Managing the Gateway appliance privileged (root) account article.

Use these steps instead:

1. Connect to the server using ILOM. Choose serial redirection, not 'video' redirection.
2. Restart the Gateway appliance and press any key when prompted to enter the menu.
3. Press 'a' to modify the kernel command. You should see something similar to this:

<S.UTF-8 rhgb quiet console=tty0 console=ttyS0,9600n8

4. Remove 'rhgb quiet' and add ' 1' to the end of the line. Using the example above, the modified line should look like this:
<S.UTF-8 console=tty0 console=ttyS0,9600n8 1

5. Press Enter to save. You should see the root user login prompt.
6. Log in using the root password that was locked.
7. Once logged in, reset the root user tally counter with this command:

pam_tally2 --user root --reset

Unlocking the SSGCONFIG Account

Re-enabling the ssgconfig account requires physical access to the Gateway appliance and knowledge of the root password.

To unlock the ssgconfig account:

1. At the console, log in as the root user.
2. Type the following command at the command prompt:

# pam_tally2 --user ssgconfig --reset

You may now log in using the ssgconfig account. Note that lockout will again occur after five unsuccessful attempts.

Changing the SSGCONFIG Password

Changing the ssgconfig password requires physical access to the Gateway appliance and knowledge of the root password. You
cannot change the password for an ssgconfig account that is currently locked.

To change the ssgconfig password:

1. At the console, log in as the root user.

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/managing-the-gateway-appliance-privileged-root-account/kb000042867
https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/managing-the-gateway-appliance-privileged-root-account/kb000042867
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2. Type the following command at the command prompt:

# passwd ssgconfig

Follow the prompts on the screen to change the password. The new password must conform to the “Password Rules” listed
above.

Resetting the Administrative Password

This section describes how to reset the administrative password for the initial Policy Manager administrator account.

Note:

This only works for the administrative user that was created initially when the Gateway was configured. It is not intended to
be used as a general-purpose password manipulation application (you can use the Gateway REST API for this—see REST
Management API).

To reset the administrative password:

1. Access the Gateway main menu for your form factor: appliance or software.
2. Access the password reset option as follows:

• For Appliance Gateways, select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu) and then option 8 (Reset
Admin password).

• For Software Gateways, selection option 6 (Reset Admin password).
3. Enter the administrative user name.
4. Enter the new administrative user password. The password is reset.

 Wildcard Matching of Hostnames
The  supports wildcard matching of hostnames with HTTPS as defined in RFC 2818 (HTTP Over TLS).
Wildcards can be of the form:

The API Gateway supports wildcard matching of hostnames with HTTPS as defined in RFC 2818 (HTTP Over TLS).
Wildcards can be of the form:

*.domain.com
*.sub.domain.com
*.sub2.sub1.domain.com

Where the '*' character matches a domain component or part of the domain component, but not a subdomain.

Note:

Wildcard matching is disabled by default on the Gateway. To enable it, set the io.httpsHostAllowWildcard  cluster property to
"true".

Examples:

*.domain.com matches host.domain.com because * can represent host

h*.domain.com matches host.domain.com because * can represent ost

*t.domain.com matches host.domain.com because * can represent hos

host.*.domain.com matches host.sub.domain.com because * can represent sub

*.domain.com does not match host.sub.domain.com because * cannot represent host.sub

For LDAPS, POP3S, IMAPS, and SMTPS, the wildcard can only match the hostname, not any other component of the name,
so for LDAPS:

host.*.domain.com does not match host.sub.domain.com because * cannot represent sub

 Optimize Gateway for Large File Uploads
The default configuration settings in the gateway are optimized for handling real-time request-response
messages in the range of 1 KB to 50 KB. To handle larger message sizes for requests and responses, there
are a number of areas to tune in the Gateway and its underlying infrastructure for optimal performance.
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The default configuration settings in the CA API Gateway are optimized for handling real-time request-response messages in
the range of 1 KB to 50 KB. To handle larger message sizes for requests and responses, there are a number of areas to tune in
the Gateway and its underlying infrastructure for optimal performance.

Note:

The system tweaks described in this topic should be attempted only by the system administrator or advanced users of the CA
API Gateway. Incorrect adjustments may adversely affect your Gateway or even render it inoperable.

Infrastructure

Apply the following infrastructure modifications to handle large files more efficiently:

Allocated Memory (Appliance Gateway only)

Configure the CA API Gateway to use more RAM. By default, the Gateway use half the physical memory. To use a larger
amount, edit this file:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/etc/profile.d/appliancedefs.sh

Locate the following section and comment out the "let java_ram" line. Create a new version of this line, replacing
""$system_ram*$multiplier" with the actual memory amount to use (in kilobytes). Tip: Commenting out the original line
rather than changing it allows you to revert to the original settings more easily.

system_ram=`grep MemTotal /proc/meminfo | awk '{print $2}'`
# Maximum amount of RAM to use
multiplier="1/2"
let java_ram="$system_ram*$multiplier"

Restart the CA API Gateway for the changes to take effect.

JVM Heap Size

Increase the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) heap size in order to increase the amount of memory available for storing messages
in memory. 

To set the heap size on Software Gateways, edit the file node.properties and change the following setting:

node.java.heap= <value>

where "<value>" is the memory, in megabytes. For example, “node.java.heap=4096” sets the heap size to 4GB.

Note: Keep the JVM heap size to less than half of your computer's RAM, unless you have very specific reasons to do
otherwise.

Cluster Properties

Update the following cluster properties:

• attachment.diskThresholdIf your machine has a large amount of RAM, set this property to a higher value to keep more
messages in memory rather than have them streamed to disk. The maximum possible value is 2000000000.

• io.signedPartMaxBytes, io.xmlPartMaxBytes
Set these properties to zero to disable size restrictions. 

• request.compress.gzip.allow
Set this to allow compressed requests.

• template.partBodyMaxSize
Set this cluster property to 1100000000 (bytes).

Policy

Observe the following in your policies:

• Streaming is possible on response messages (i.e., downloads), provided that there are no assertions that interrogate the
message payload between the back end routing assertion and the conclusion of the policy. Examples of interrogating
assertions include: threat scanning, schema validation, or transformation.

• Ensure that size limits are removed or set to very high values in all listen port and routing assertions.
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 Data Collection Tool
The Data Collection Tool extracts information from your system to help CA Support troubleshoot an
issue. It collects logs, configurations, and system metrics such as disk usage, thread dumps, and heap
dumps. It also captures the current state of the machine and the network.

The Data Collection Tool extracts information from your system to help CA Support troubleshoot an issue. It collects logs,
configurations, and system metrics such as disk usage, thread dumps, and heap dumps. It also captures the current state of the
machine and the network.

The Data Collection Tool supports all form factors of the CA API Gateway except:

• Software Gateways running Solaris
• Gateways running in Docker

Contents:

Observe the following precautions before using the Data Collection Tool:

• Run this tool as directed by CA Support. Its output may not be meaningful for other purposes.
• This tool can only collect data from the same machine the tool is run. The tool cannot collect data from remote systems.
• Ensure that you have sufficient free disk space (at least 1GB), as the amount of data that is collected can be large. Also,

a separate archive is created each time that this tool is run, multiplying the disk space requirements. You should remove
unneeded output files by deleting them from the /home/ssgconfig directory (or the user-specified directory if the default is
not used).

• This tool requires root privileges to execute. CA Technologies recommends accessing this tool from the privileged shell. 
• Output from the Data Collection Tool may vary depending on the operating system, state, or configuration of the CA API

Gateway at the time of execution.

Note:

Upgrading from Version 9.2: If you used this tool in version 9.2, any old archives you may have preserved remain in
the "/opt/SecureSpan/Collector" directory. Versions after v9.2 store the tool in "/opt/DCT" and the archive files in "/home/
ssgconfig" (unless specified otherwise using the "-f" option). All Data Collection Tool system files are removed from "/opt/
SecureSpan/Collector" during the upgrade. Old archive files and any other files are not removed.

Prerequisite:

• Gateway is currently running. To verify, option 7 (Manage CA API Gateway status) in the Gateway Configuration Menu
(Appliance) should show "RUNNING". 
The Data Collection Tool can still be used on a non-running Gateway, but some output files may be affected.

To run the Data Collection Tool:

1. Access the privileged shell.
2. Run the following script with the appropriate options. Your CA Support representative will tell you which options to use. If

not specified, just use the "-a" option to include all modules.

# /opt/DCT/
collect.sh <options>

Where <options> is one or more of (space separated, case sensitive):

Option Description

-a Collect data for all modules.
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-m <module> Collect data from a single module, where "<module>" is
one of:

• devices
• filesystems
• gateway
• java
• kernel
• monitor
• mysql
• network
• os
• vmware

For details about what information is included in each
module, see "Information Collected by Module" below.

You can output from only one module at a time (unless the
"-a" option is used). The output is categorized by module
within the ZIP file.

-D Include a Heap Dump. Note: Use with caution, as heap
dumps can affect performance significantly.

-f <outputDirectory> Place collected data into this directory. If an output
directory is not specified, the output is placed in /home/
ssgconfig.

-h Display help text for the script.

-s Include data from these directories:

• /etc/sudoers
• /etc/passwd
• /etc/group

Note:

The "-s" option lets you control whether sensitive data
like username or passwords are included in the data
collection. However, there may be other information that
your organization deems sensitive. If so, please notify
your Support representative and they will assist you in
removing the information manually before it is sent to CA
Technologies.

Examples:

• Collect data from all modules (excludes heap dump or sensitive information from "-a" option):
./collect.sh -a

• Collect data from the 'gateway' module:
./collect.sh -m gateway

• Collect a heap dump only:
./collect.sh -D

• Collect data from all modules, including a heap dump and sensitive data, and output the files to /tmp:
./collect.sh -a -D -s -f /tmp

3. Send the output .ZIP file from <outputDirectory> to your CA Support representative. This file name has the format: ssg-
dct-<version>_<year>-<month>-<day>_T<hour><minute><second>_<time zone name>-<time zone num>.zip

Tip:

The output archive contains a README.txt file that contains information such as the version of the Data Collection Tool
and the command options used to generate the output.

Information Collected by Module
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The following table lists the information that is collected for each module:

Module Information

devices • cp /proc/meminfo
• lspci -tv
• cp /proc/cpuinfo
• ls -Rl /dev
• dmidecode -t 1

filesystems • free -m
• df
• /proc/mdstat
• mdadm --detail --scan
• mount
• lsblk
• pvdisplay
• vgdisplay
• lvdisplay
• /etc/mdadm.conf
• mdadm --detail --scan
• mdadm --query --detail /dev/md*
• mdadm --examine /dev/sd*

gateway • rpm -qa | grep -e ssg -e ssem
• rpm -q --verify ssg ssg-appliance ssem ssg-platform ssg-

nshieldpci
• ls -halt /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/

assertions/
• ls -halt /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/lib/
• ls -l /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/

omp.dat
• cp /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/

node.properties
• cp /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/

system.properties
• cp /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/

ssglog.properties
• cp /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/etc/profile.d/

appliancedefs.sh
• cp /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/etc/profile.d/

ssgruntimedefs.sh
• cp /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/config/ssgsysconfig.log
• cp /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/var/logs/*.log
• cp /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/logs/patches.log /opt/

SecureSpan/Controller/var/logs/*.log
• cp /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/patches/*.status
• ls -halt /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/var/patches//*.L7P
• su -c /opt/SecureSpan/JDK/bin/jstack -l <gateway pid> -

s /bin/sh gateway (4 samples at 15s intervals)
• /var/logs/ssg_gc.log.*

java • /opt/SecureSpan/JDK/bin/java -version
• ls /opt/SecureSpan/JDK/jre/lib/ext
• cat /opt/SecureSpan/JDK/jre/lib/security/java.security
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kernel • cat /proc/version
• lsmod
• cat /etc/sysctl.conf
• cat /proc/cmdline

monitor • ps axjf
• vmstat 1 30
• timeout 30s netstat -i 1
• ps auxwww | grep gateway

mysql • service mysql status
• mysql ssg -e select * from ssg_version
• mysql ssg -e show tables
• mysql ssg -e show slave status
• mysql ssg -e show master status
• cat /etc/my.cnf
• /var/lib/mysql/*-slow.log
• /var/log/mysqld.log

Note:

The Data Collection Tool assumes that the default database
name "ssg" was used when the Gateway was configured.
If another database name was used instead, then certain
information from the 'mysql' module is not collected.

network • ifconfig -a
• netstat -nr
• iptables -nL
• iptables -v -nL
• ss -o state established \( sport = :8080 or sport = :8443 or

sport = :9443 \) \ dst 0.0.0.0/0 | egrep -v Recv-Q | wc -l
• ss -o state established \( sport = :8080 or sport = :8443 or

sport = :9443 \) \ dst 0.0.0.0/0 | grep -v ^0 | egrep -v Recv-
Q | wc -l

• ss -o state established \( dport = :http or dport = :https \) \
dst 0.0.0.0/0 | egrep -v Recv-Q | wc -l

os • uname -a
• /etc/redhat-release
• chkconfig --list
• rpm -qa
• /var/log/messages*
• who -r
• dmesg
• cat /etc/ntp.conf
• ntpq -p
• cat /etc/security/limits.conf
• cat /etc/security/limits.d/99-ssg-appliance.conf
• whoami
• su -c ulimit -S -a -s /bin/sh gateway
• su -c ulimit -H -a -s /bin/sh gateway
• /var/log/bash_commands.log
• top -b -n 1
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vmware • vmware-checkvm
• vmware-checkvm -hp
• vmware-toolbox-cmd stat balloon
• vmware-toolbox-cmd stat memlimit
• vmware-toolbox-cmd stat memres
• vmware-toolbox-cmd stat cpures
• vmware-toolbox-cmd stat cpulimit
• vmware-toolbox-cmd timesync status

Frequently Asked Questions

Question Answer

I only need information from a couple of modules. Can I
specify multiple modules in the options?

No. You can specify either a single module or use the "-a"
option to include all modules. Run the tool multiple times to
gather information for several modules.

How can I learn more about the information collected by each
module?

The list provided in this topic is intended for CA Support
staff and advanced technical users. Most end users will not
need to know about the details. No sensitive information will
be collected unless you include the "-s" option.

What if I have sensitive information not listed in the "-s"
option?

If your organization does not want to reveal other potentially
sensitive information, please work with your Support
representative to remove this information manually before the
archive is sent to CA Technologies.

How do I submit the information to Support? Your Support representative will tell you the best way to send
the information.

Our audits are sent to an external syslog. Will these be
included?

No. The Data Collection Tool can only gather information
from the host on which the tool is run.

My Gateway is not operational. Can I still run this tool? Yes, you can still run the Data Collection Tool even if your
Gateway is not operational. The information it gathers may
differ slightly compared to an operational Gateway.

The tool will not run because of insufficient disk space. Remove unneeded output files by deleting them from the /
home/ssgconfig directory (or the user-specified directory if
the default is not used) and then try again.

Can I rename the output file from the tool? Yes, you may rename the file to include your organization
name and remove unneeded information (such as time zone,
etc.) Just be sure to notify your Support representative. The
name should make it evident that this is output from the Data
Collection Tool.

 Replace a Failed Gateway Database Node
This topic describes how to replace a failed database node in a gateway cluster. There are various node
replacement scenarios based on your current environment configuration. The configuration applies to
both Hardware and Virtual Appliance Gateways. Where there are differences between the two form
factors, the instructions show "(Hardware only)" or "(Hardware and Virtual)".

This topic describes how to replace a failed database node in a CA API Gateway cluster. There are various node replacement
scenarios based on your current environment configuration. The configuration applies to both Hardware and Virtual Appliance
Gateways. Where there are differences between the two form factors, the instructions show "(Hardware only)" or "(Hardware
and Virtual)".

This topic is intended for system administrators or other advanced technical users.

Prerequisites:

• You have a recent backup image from which to restore a Gateway.
• You have the license file for your Gateway.

Tip:
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Unless your Gateway is standalone (that is, a "cluster of one"), there is no down time involved in the replacement.

Contents:

Step 1: Prepare the Appliance

1. (Hardware only) Inspect the replacement Gateway appliance to ensure that there is no damage during transport.
2. (Hardware only) Rack-mount the appliance. Connect the power and network cables.
3. (Hardware and Virtual) Ensure that the replacement appliance is running the same Software/Platform version. To check,

run this command from a privileged shell:

# rpm -qa | grep ssg

Note:

For more information on starting up a new Virtual Appliance, download the CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance Getting
Started from "CA API Management Technical Documentation" in Release Notes.

Keep the privileged shell open for the next step.

Step 2: Stop Replication

Note:

Skip this step if you have a stand-alone Gateway, as there is no replication involved.

Run the following commands from the privileged shell to stop replication.

1. On the Database Node, stop the MySQL slave process with this command:

# mysql –e 'stop slave'

2. On the Database Node, adjust the firewall with this command:

# iptables –I OUTPUT –p tcp –-dport 3306 –j REJECT

3. On the failed Database Node only, run this command:

# iptables –I INPUT –i eth0 –p tcp –m tcp –s <IP_of_Database_Node>
 –-dport 3306 –j REJECT

Step 3: Configure the Network

1. Connect to the Gateway appliance either through a KVM switch, Serial Console (Hardware Appliance) or vSphere Console
(Virtual Appliance).

2. Log in as the ssgconfig user. You are prompted to change your password. Note: The new password must conform to
"Password Rules" in Troubleshooting Password Issues.

3. In the Gateway main menu, select option 1 (Configure System Settings) and then option 1 (Configure networking and
system time settings).

4. Complete the prompts onscreen to configure the General Network Settings, Name Servers, and Time Zone. For more
information, see Option 1 - Configure Networking and System Time Settings.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Step 4: Stand-alone Gateways: Create a New Database

If you have a stand-alone Gateway, create a new database as follows:

1. Return to the Gateway main menu.
2. Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu) and then option 2 (Create a new CA API Gateway

database). Complete the prompts onscreen. For more information, see Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance).
3. Proceed to Step 5.

If your Gateway cluster includes a primary and secondary database node, proceed to the appropriate step:

• If replacing a primary database node, see Step 6.
• If replacing a secondary database node, see Step 7.

Step 5: Replacing the Database on a Stand-alone Gateway

1. Open a privileged shell.
2. Copy the backup image file to this directory:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/config/backup/images/

3. Restore the image with this command:

# ssgrestore.sh -image -dbu –dbp

For more information about the ssgrestore command, see Restore Gateways.

Step 6: Replacing a Primary Database Node

1. Open a privileged shell.
2. On the new  Primary Database Node, run this command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/add_slave_user.sh

Notes:

• Enter the hostname or IP of the Secondary Database Node.
• When prompted “Is this the Primary (1) or Secondary (2) database node?”, enter 1.

3. On the new  Primary Database Node, run this command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/create_slave.sh

Note:

• When prompted to clone the database, enter yes.
• When warned about dropping the database, enter y.

 
4. On the new  Primary Database Node, run this command:

# iptables –D INPUT –i eth0 –p tcp –m tcp –s <IP_of_Database_Node>
 –-dport 3306 –j REJECT
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5. On the  Secondary Database Node, run these commands:

# iptables –D OUTPUT –p tcp –-dport 3306 –j REJECT
# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/create_slave.sh

When prompted to clone the database, enter no.
6. Verify that replication has started by running the following command on each node:

# mysql;show slave status\G;

In the list that is displayed, look for the following lines:

Slave_IO_Running: Yes
Slave_SQL_Running: Yes

Step 7: Replacing a Secondary Database Node

1. Open a privileged shell.
2. On the new  Secondary Database Node, run this command:

#/opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/add_slave_user.sh

Notes:

• Enter the hostname or IP of the Primary Database Node.
• When prompted “Is this the Primary (1) or Secondary (2) database node?”, enter 2.

3. On the new  Secondary Database Node, run this command:

# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/create_slave.sh

Notes:

• When prompted to clone the database, enter yes.
• When warned about dropping the database, enter y.

4. On the new  Secondary Database Node, run this command:

# iptables –D INPUT –i eth0 –p tcp –m tcp –s <IP_of_Database_Node>
 –-dport 3306 –j REJECT

5. On the  Primary Database Node, run these commands:

# iptables –D OUTPUT –p tcp –-dport 3306 –j REJECT
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# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/create_slave.sh

When prompted to clone the database, enter no.

 
6. Verify that replication has started by running the following command on each node:

# mysql;show slave status\G;

In the list that is displayed, look for the following lines:

Slave_IO_Running: Yes
Slave_SQL_Running: Yes

Step 8: Post Configuration

1. Start the Policy Manager and install the license. For more information, see "Install a License File" in Manage Gateway
Licenses.

2. Verify that the Gateway has started correctly by pinging the replacement node. For more information, see Ping URI Test.

 

 PCI DSS Implementation Guide
This guide describes how to implement the gateway in a way that is compliant with version 2.0 of the
Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council’s Data Security Standards (PCI DSS).

This guide describes how to implement the CA API Gateway in a way that is compliant with version 2.0 of the Payment Card
Industry Security Standards Council’s Data Security Standards (PCI DSS).

Merchants and network operators are responsible for implementing their own Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards
(PCI DSS) compliant environment. This guide helps you install, configure, and maintain your CA API Gateway to best ensure
it is PCI DSS compliant. 

PCI DSS Compliance and Validation

In 2006, American Express, Discover Financial Services, JCB, MasterCard Worldwide, and Visa International formed the
Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council. The main purpose of the council is to produce and maintain the Data
Security Standard (DSS). This is a set of rules and requirements that when followed will help prevent fraud, hacking, and other
threats to private cardholder data.

You can review the complete specification at: https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/

The PCI Security Standards Council is not a compliance organization. They do not require compliance, but individual payment
networks may. Visa is one such example. They require compliance with the PCI DSS and you must complete validation based
on the annual transaction volume processed.

A qualified security assessor is the only one who can validate your PCI compliance. For a current list of assessors, visit:
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/assessors_and_solutions/qualified_security_assessors

SPIGuard Inc. performed the compliance examination for CA Technologies. 

 

 Set Up and Configure the Gateway for PCI DSS
This section provides additional recommendations on setting up and configuring your gateway to meet
the PCI DSS guidelines. You will learn how to:

This section provides additional recommendations on setting up and configuring your CA API Gateway to meet the PCI DSS
guidelines. You will learn how to:

• Configure the operating system of the CA API Gateway. How to disable services and daemons. The meaning of the
different usernames.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/assessors_and_solutions/qualified_security_assessors
http://www.spiguard.com/
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• Configure a Hardware Security Module (HSM). An HSM is recommended to ensure PCI DSS compliance.
• Configure the network. Guidelines on how to set up your network for PCI DSS compliance.
• Additional configuration. Other assorted configurations to help ensure PCI DSS compliance.

Note:

The PCI DSS recommendations provided here assume that you already have a properly configured and operational Gateway.
If you have purchased a brand new Gateway, follow the instructions under Install, Configure, Upgrade for your Gateway form
factor.

 

 

Note:

• Operating System Configuration
• Hardware Security Module Configuration
• Network Configuration
• Other Configuration for PCI DSS

 Operating System Configuration
The gateway appliance is built using RedHat Enterprise Linux as a base operating system. CA
Technologies has customized this OS by omitting certain services and installing but disabling other
services. The Gateway is also further locked down using the DISA Security Technical Implementation
Guide (STIG), which is designed for application server products running J2EE applications. You can
obtain a copy of this guide at: http://iase.disa.mil/stigs/Documents/UNISYS-STIG-V7R2.doc

The CA API Gateway appliance is built using RedHat Enterprise Linux as a base operating system. CA Technologies has
customized this OS by omitting certain services and installing but disabling other services. The Gateway is also further locked
down using the DISA Security Technical Implementation Guide (STIG), which is designed for application server products
running J2EE applications. You can obtain a copy of this guide at: http://iase.disa.mil/stigs/Documents/UNISYS-STIG-
V7R2.doc

The Gateway operating system environment is configurable. You may modify it for PCI DSS compliance or for your particular
security needs.

Contents:

Services and Daemons

Gateway Services lists the services that are installed on a CA API Gateway appliance. Some services can be disabled without
impacting the functionality of the Gateway.

To disable a service:

1. Log in to the Gateway via console or SSH .
2. Open a privileged shell.
3. Run the following commands:

# service <service_name> stop
# chkconfig <service name> off

Where "<service_name>" is the name of the service from Gateway Services.
4. Exit the privileged shell.
5. Exit the Gateway main menu.

The service is now off and will not start upon reboot.

Default Usernames and Username Management

The Gateway operating system comes with default user accounts created with default passwords. To comply with PCI DSS
requirements, change all Gateway default passwords immediately. Be sure you have a system for internal management of
passwords. Guard these passwords carefully.

http://iase.disa.mil/stigs/Documents/UNISYS-STIG-V7R2.doc
http://iase.disa.mil/stigs/Documents/UNISYS-STIG-V7R2.doc
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Operating System root User

The root user account is the default full system administration identity for the purposes of administering the Gateway
appliance. It has complete administrative control over the operating system and the services that run on it. This identity should
only be used on first start of the Gateway, or when a situation requires access to the operating system. The root user account
should not be used for regular troubleshooting issues or general access. The password should be known only to a very limited
group of users and should not be given to people outside that group.

The Gateway requires that your reset the root password upon first login as root. The password must meet these requirements to
satisfy PCI DSS requirements:

• two uppercase characters
• two lowercase characters
• two numeric characters
• two special characters
• minimum nine characters

ssgconfig User

The ssgconfig user is the default user for administering the Gateway appliance. Logging into the Gateway as ssgconfig lets you
configure the Gateway and its database, start and stop the Gateway, and provision other users to the configuration group. This
credential should only be known to users that need to configure the Gateway application.

Like the root user, ssgconfig requires a password change upon first login as ssgconfig. The ssgconfig password requirements is
the same as the root user.

MySQL root User

The Gateway uses a MySQL database to store configuration information pertinent to the Gateway. The database may also
contain audit information and other potentially sensitive information that demands restricted access. The 'ssg' service is the
only process on the Gateway appliance that has regular permissions to read/write to the MySQL database. However, users can
get prompt access to the database via the command prompt after enabling a root session on the appliance.

The MySQL database has a root user (different from the OS-level root), that ships with the default password 7layer. Unlike
other passwords, the Gateway does not prompt you to change this password upon first use. To maintain PCI DSS
compliance, change this password manually.

To change the MySQL root password:

1. Log in to the Gateway console as the root user.
2. Stop the Gateway process:

# service ssg stop

3. Change the password:

# mysqladmin -u root -p'oldpassword' password newpass

4. Restart the mysqld process:

# service mysqld restart

5. Start the Gateway process:
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# service ssg start

You are prompted for the root username and password the next time you access the MySQL command prompt. Be sure to
guard the password carefully.

 

 

Note:

• Troubleshooting Password Issues
• Set Up and Configure the Gateway for PCI DSS

 Hardware Security Module Configuration
This topic provides guidance on configuring your Hardware Security Module for PCI DSS compliance.

This topic provides guidance on configuring your Hardware Security Module for PCI DSS compliance.

The CA API Gateway appliance comes optionally equipped with a Thales nShield Solo hardware security module (HSM). The
HSM protects the Gateway’s private key and other key material in a secured hardware device, rather than in the database or
file. CA Technologies strongly recommends using an HSM in a PCI DSS environment.

Contents:

Creating Keys in HSM

The HSM is normally initialized using the Gateway main menu. Once initialized, two keystores are created:

• Key for encrypting master passphrase. This key’s sole purpose is to encrypt the master passphrase, which is stored in
encrypted form on the Gateway file system. The master passphrase is responsible for decrypting the database password and
the cluster passphrase (both in node.properties) and should not be used for any other purpose. Once created, this keystore
does not appear in the Gateway main menu or in the Manage Keystore task. It is destroyed when the HSM is disabled. 

• Gateway SSL key. This key is the main private key used by the Gateway for accepting SSL connections. It can also serve
as a private key for mutual authentication on the back end.

In all cases, the key material is encrypted and can only be accessed using an HSM programmed into the same security world.

Programming Gateway HSM into an Existing (Non-Gateway) Security World

The Gateway can use an existing nShield security world, including any keys that were created using the
“KeyStore.nCipher.sworld” keystore type, for the Gateway to use as the default keystore. You must manually program the
security world on the nShield HSM and populate it with their key data. When configuring the Gateway, select the appropriate
security world to use as the Gateway keystore.

 

 

Note:

• Configure Thales Hardware Security Modules
• Set Up and Configure the Gateway for PCI DSS

 

 

 Network Configuration
It is important to properly design the server network when using the gateway in a PCI DSS environment.
The Gateway is highly configurable and allows you to enable and disable many different settings, startup
parameters, and services on the appliance. Observe the following guidelines to maintain PCI DSS
compliance with configuring the Gateway.

It is important to properly design the server network when using the CA API Gateway in a PCI DSS environment. The
Gateway is highly configurable and allows you to enable and disable many different settings, startup parameters, and services
on the appliance. Observe the following guidelines to maintain PCI DSS compliance with configuring the Gateway.

Contents:
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Network Interface Configuration

The Gateway appliance comes with a built-in firewall and is designed to have network interfaces independent of each other,
allowing for easy network segmentation. Ideally, the Gateway will straddle a network boundary, but it can also be deployed
entirely within the DMZ. For security reasons the Gateway should not be deployed fully outside the DMZ.

The Gateway appliance is designed to use specific network interfaces for specific functions, to provide optimal security for the
appliance itself.

eth0

The eth0 network interface is designed to be the primary “secure zone” interface. It is meant to be exposed to internal
resources only and will allow connections on the following ports by default:

8080 – standard HTTP port
8443 – standard HTTPS port
9443 –HTTPS port without client certificate support
3306 – JDBC communication port
3307 – JDBC redirect port
2124 – Gateway inter-node communication port
8777 Hazelcast communication port
22 – default SSH port

This network interface should never be exposed to the public internet. It should be protected by the firewall to be accessible
only from internal sources. Port 8080 can be closed if you want to restrict access to secure access only. Port 22 can be closed if
you do not want to allow SSH access to the Gateway appliance. If the Gateway is not in a clustered environment, the JGroups
ports can also be disabled. All other ports must remain open for the Gateway to operate correctly.

eth1

The eth1 interface is designed to be the primary public-facing Ethernet connection. It is meant to receive incoming requests for
the Gateway to process from either internal or external sources. As such, it is protected by the firewall, and only the following
ports are open by default:

8080 – standard HTTP port
8443 – standard HTTPS port
9443 – HTTPS port without client certificate support

To maintain PCI DSS compliance, do not open other ports on eth1 unless you need the Gateway to receive additional request
traffic (FTP, SMTP). Further, the standard HTTPS port should be limited to message traffic only.

Additional network configuration (Hardware Appliance Gateways only)

The CA API Gateway is equipped with four network interfaces. These can be enabled for various specific requirements,
used as additional inbound traffic interfaces, or bonded with existing NIC’s for greater bandwidth. Contact CA Support for
assistance with configuring additional network interfaces.

All the ports that the Gateway appliance uses are configurable within the application, in terms of numbering, usage, and
resourcing. As PCI DSS limits access to the box over secure connections only, consider disabling port 8080 on eth1 and only
allow SSL connections into the Gateway.

Note:

• Network Deployment Guide
• Set Up and Configure the Gateway for PCI DSS

 Other Configuration for PCI DSS
This topic describes additional configuration recommendations for ensuring PCI DSS compliance with
the gateway.

This topic describes additional configuration recommendations for ensuring PCI DSS compliance with the CA API Gateway.

Contents:

Gateway Remote Access

To configure the Gateway or modify the operating system parameters, access the appliance using the command line. You
can access the Gateway using SSH (on the private Ethernet connection) or directly on the console. Observe the following
guidelines for each method of access:
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SSH Access on Private Network – Internal Access Only

By default, the Gateway is configured to allow SSH access through the private network interface (eth0), using a single-
factor authentication of username/password. To allow SSH, PCI DSS compliance is best achieved if eth0 is only accessible
internally. You can do this by blocking external connections to eth0 on the Gateway at the company perimeter firewall.

SSH Access on Private Network – External Access

External access to eth0 is discouraged for security reasons. The Gateway should always have port 22 blocked from external
access. If you must grant external SSH access to the Gateway, then use a secondary jump server between the external user and
the Gateway. This provides two-factor authentication to the Gateway and ensures PCI DSS compliance. Configure the firewall
to allow access to the jump server. A user logs in to the jump server and then connects to the Gateway using SSH.

Direct Console Access

Direct console access means a user logs in to the Gateway using a keyboard that is physically connected to the Gateway
appliance. 

You can configure the Gateway for direct console access only by simply disabling SSH on all Ethernet ports. To do this,
disable the SSH port (22) on all network interfaces using the Gateway firewall. Alternatively, you can remove all users from
the SSH “allowed users” list.

Ensure NTP Configured to Use Local Time Source

The Gateway uses the Network Time Protocol (NTP) to keep accurate time with other servers in its network. PCI DSS requires
that time synchronization is obtained from a single external source to a single internal source and that all internal resources get
their time from that internal source.

When configuring the Gateway, be sure to select an internal server to use as the time source for NTP.

Account Management During Configuration

When configuring the Gateway using the configuration wizard, you are asked to create special purpose users.
Each of these users require passwords to be set, but the configuration wizard does not enforce PCI DSS password strength
standards. Ensure that you create suitably strong password for these users. The password requirements are described under
"Default Usernames and Username Management" in Operating System Configuration.

Policy Manager Admin User

The administrative user account for the Policy Manager is set up during the initial configuration of the Gateway. At that time,
the Gateway does not check password for complexity, only minimum length. Ideally, you chose a secure password during
the configuration. If not, change the password upon logging in to the Policy Manager for the first time. For a description of a
secure password, see "Password Rules" in Troubleshooting Password Issues.

If you need to reset the administrative password, see "Resetting the Administrative Password" in Troubleshooting Password
Issues.

Database Access Accounts

For database connectivity, the Gateway requires a credential for general read/write access to its database. The user ID and
password are created during configuration. Ensure that the password is of sufficient strength.

Gateway Logging Levels 

The logging level should always be INFO or higher. See Gateway Logging Levels and Thresholds for more information
regarding logging levels.

Note:

• Connect Using Serial Management Port
• Option 1 - Configure Networking and System Time Settings
• Gateway Configuration Menu (Appliance)
• Troubleshooting Password Issues

 Access Control and Gateway Management
Once you install and configure the gateway, use the Policy Manager to publish services, build policies,
administer internal users and external LDAP repositories, and perform other administrative tasks.

Once you install and configure the CA API Gateway, use the Policy Manager to publish services, build policies, administer
internal users and external LDAP repositories, and perform other administrative tasks.
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This section provides guidance on how to administer the Gateway and control access to maintain PCI DSS compliance.

You will learn how to:

• Set PCI DSS defaults and alerts 
• Control access using the Policy Manager
• Configure the keystore for the Gateway
• Manage passwords
• Configure inbound and outbound security
• Use internal users for Gateway administration
• Set up the Audit system for a PCI DSS environment
• Set up role-based guidelines
• Work with system timeouts

 Setting PCI DSS Defaults and Alerts
The gateway adheres to almost all PCI DSS standards with its default settings. You only need to set the
security.pcidss.enabled cluster property to enable additional security checks that help you achieve PCI
DSS compliance.

The CA API Gateway adheres to almost all PCI DSS standards with its default settings. You only need to set the
security.pcidss.enabled cluster property to enable additional security checks that help you achieve PCI DSS compliance.

To set the PCI DSS cluster property:

1. Run the Manage Cluster-Wide Properties task.
2. Click Add and then locate security.pcidss.enabled in the Key field.
3. Change the Value to true.
4. Click OK. The cluster property takes effect after about 15 seconds.

Once this cluster property is enabled, the Gateway logs additional warnings and audits for the following conditions:

• Password policy for the Gateway does not meet PCI DSS minimum standards.
• Administrative user account policy for the Gateway does not meet minimum standards.
• If the Gateway is using the audit sink policy and it fails, and the fallback to local database option is disabled, an audit is

logged in the local database indicating that the audit failed. This ensures that audits are never lost without alerting the user.

 

Note:

• Access Control and Gateway Management

 PCI DSS Access Using the Policy Manager
The gateway - Policy Manager is designed to connect to the Gateway via secure (HTTPS) connection,
over the default port configured for SSL traffic during configuration. It supports either username/
password or x509 certificate-based authentication. However, it does not support two-factor authentication
nor does it support authentication via a jump server. Therefore, limit connections to the Gateway via the
Policy Manager (either desktop or browser client) to internal network access only. Attempts to administer
the Gateway over the public network interface should be blocked at the perimeter firewall.

The CA API Gateway - Policy Manager is designed to connect to the Gateway via secure (HTTPS) connection, over the
default port configured for SSL traffic during configuration. It supports either username/password or x509 certificate-based
authentication. However, it does not support two-factor authentication nor does it support authentication via a jump server.
Therefore, limit connections to the Gateway via the Policy Manager (either desktop or browser client) to internal network
access only. Attempts to administer the Gateway over the public network interface should be blocked at the perimeter firewall.

The private network interface is configured to allow administrative connections over SSL on port 8443.

Disabling Administration for Public-facing Ethernet

The Gateway comes with two pre-configured SSL-enabled ports on eth1: 8443 and 9443. Both are initially enabled for
message traffic and administration. However, public-facing network interfaces should not be used for administration purposes
and you should disable both for administration. Depending on message traffic needs, you can disable one entirely and only
have a single SSL-protected inbound port. To do this:
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1. Run the Manage Listen Ports task.
2. Select one of the ports and then click Properties.
3. On the right side of the properties dialog, in the Enabled Features section, clear the check boxes for Policy Manager access

and Browser-based administration.
4. Repeat for the other port.
5. If you wish to delete the port entirely, select it and then click Delete.

To create a port for administration that is not available on the public-facing Ethernet, first create a new SSL-based port and
then bind it to the internal Ethernet. For more information, see Manage Listen Ports.

 

Note:

• Access Control and Gateway Management
• Overview of the Policy Manager

 

 

 Keystore Configuration for the Gateway
The gateway appliance comes with support for both software keystores and hardware security module
(HSM) key management. In a PCI DSS configuration, it is strongly recommended that you use an HSM
for key management. An HSM provides more secure key storage and prevents a single person from
accessing the keystore.

The CA API Gateway appliance comes with support for both software keystores and hardware security module (HSM) key
management. In a PCI DSS configuration, it is strongly recommended that you use an HSM for key management. An HSM
provides more secure key storage and prevents a single person from accessing the keystore.

Once the HSM is configured and used as the keystore, the following is recommended:

• Create a private key to secure audit records. The sole purpose of the keystore is to protect audited messages and details,
should cardholder data be included as part of an audit record.

• You can create separate private keys for Audit Signing and Audit Viewing. To do this, use the "Mark as Special
Purpose" option in the Private Key Properties. 

• For more information on how to use private keys for audit signing and audit viewing, see 'Separate key for Protecting
Audit Records' in Audit System Guidelines.

• If a new security world and keystore were created during the Gateway configuration, then it is necessary to create or import
a CA key onto the HSM. The CA key is used for creating client certificates for users to authenticate against. The CA key
takes effect after a Gateway restart.

Note:

• Access Control and Gateway Management
• Manage Keystore
• Hardware Security Module Configuration
• Create a Private Key
• Private Key Properties

 Password Management for Resources
You should configure secure (stored) passwords ahead of time for resources that are configured through
the Policy Manager and which use credentials. Examples of such resources include: endpoints, JDBC
connections, email listeners, LDAP providers.

You should configure secure (stored) passwords ahead of time for resources that are configured through the Policy Manager
and which use credentials. Examples of such resources include: endpoints, JDBC connections, email listeners, LDAP
providers.

Secure (stored) passwords are configured using the Manage Stored Passwords task. This task ensures that passwords are not
written in plaintext to the configuration database, but instead are referenced securely when configuring policies and entities.

 

Note:
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• Access Control and Gateway Management

 Configure Inbound and Outbound Security
PCI DSS compliance requires that all inbound and outbound connections from a network device use
strong encryption. The gateway automatically encrypts all administration functions and can encrypt
inbound and outbound message traffic. Observe the following to ensure that your transport level
encryption is strong enough to satisfy PCI DSS standards.

PCI DSS compliance requires that all inbound and outbound connections from a network device use strong encryption.
The CA API Gateway automatically encrypts all administration functions and can encrypt inbound and outbound message
traffic. Observe the following to ensure that your transport level encryption is strong enough to satisfy PCI DSS standards.

Contents:

  

SSL Requirements for Message Traffic and Administration

In a PCI DSS-compliant system, never allow any SSL versions or early TLS versions (such as TL 1.0) for message-level
communication or administration.

New ports configured for HTTPS communication are automatically configured to accept incoming connections using TLS
1.0, TLS 1.1, and TLS 1.2. The Gateway does not accept SSLv2 incoming connections by default, except in the case of an
SSLv2Hello.

The Policy Manager can override accepted protocols that were selected using the UI (to restrict the transport layer security to
certain versions) or force the Gateway to not accept “SSLv2Hello”.

To perform this action:

1. Go to Tasks > Transports and select Manage Listen Ports 
2. Select the port to configure and then click Properties.

The Listen Port Properties dialog appears.
3. Select the Advanced tab and then click Add to add a new property.

For example:

To allow only TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2, enter the following:

• • • Property name: overrideProtocols 
• Value: TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2 (the values are separated by comma)

To disable SSLv2Hello only, enter this property:

• • • Property name: noSSLv2Hello 
• Value: true 

SSL Configuration for Outbound Connections

You can configure secure connections from the Gateway to back-end services on a per-policy or per-endpoint basis.
There is currently no way to globally enforce SSL connectivity outbound from the Gateway.

Configuring an endpoint

The Manage HTTP Options task lets you set up specific HTTP and HTTPS rules for a common endpoint. You can describe
protocols, specific keys, and a list of acceptable ciphers for a given endpoint.

1. Go to Tasks > Transports and select the the Manage HTTP Options task.
2. Click Add and then complete the HTTP Options fields.

Note that if an HTTP endpoint requires credentials, you are directed to define a secure password using the Manage Stored
Passwords task.

Once an endpoint is defined, the Gateway uses these rules for all requests sent to the endpoint, regardless of which policy
sends to the endpoint.

Configuring in a policy

The Gateway provides similar functionality on a policy-by-policy basis. The same SSL controls that you set in Manage HTTP
Options appear in the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion, under the Connection tab. Configuring the connection settings here
ensures that any requests that are sent to the particular policy are routed to the back end using the SSL options set within the
policy. In particular, the TLS Version should be TLS 1.1 or higher.
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Note that you can also use stored passwords in the Proxy tab of the Route via HTTP(S) Assertion. Simply define it in Manage
Stored Passwords and then reference it using the ${secpass.<storedpasswordname>.plaintext} context variable.

Note:

•  Access Control and Gateway Management 

 Internal Users for Gateway Administration
The gateway has an Internal Identity Provider (IIP) that stores users for internal management of the
Gateway. Using this IIP gives you better control over the user account. For example, you can expire or
disable users and enforce PCI DSS-compliant password strength for those users. This amount of control
may be not be available using external identity providers such as LDAP.

The CA API Gateway has an Internal Identity Provider (IIP) that stores users for internal management of the Gateway. Using
this IIP gives you better control over the user account. For example, you can expire or disable users and enforce PCI DSS-
compliant password strength for those users. This amount of control may be not be available using external identity providers
such as LDAP.

In a PCI DSS environment, IIP users should be used only for managing the Gateway and should not also be used for
authenticating message level traffic.

Each user login should meet PCI DSS password requirements. 

Contents:

  

Setting the Internal User Password Policy

To set the internal user password policy to comply with PCI DSS, do the following:

1. Enable the security.pcidss.enabled cluster property. This was set in Setting PCI DSS Defaults and Alerts. If it has not been
set, perform this action immediately.

2. Enable PCI DSS password compliance check by clicking Reset to PCI-DSS Minimum in the Internal Identity Provider
Password Policy dialog.

Note that while these two settings work together, they are not dependent on each other:

• You can enable the cluster property without enabling the password compliance check. If you set then passwords that fail to
meet the PCI DSS minimums, an audit is logged (though the password is still accepted).

• You can enable the password compliance check without setting the cluster property. This prevents you from setting an
overly weak password (cannot exit the dialog). But you do not receive the other benefits provided by the cluster property.

Administrative User Account Policy

Administrative users (that is, those with the 'Administrator' role) are subject to additional rules around account expiry and
account inactivity, due to the nature of the Administrator role:

• While administrative users can have their account expire, the Administrator role requires at least one user account that
never expires. This is to prevent all administrative users from being locked out of the Gateway and unable to administer.
It is strongly recommended that all administrative users be created with no account expiry.
Tip: The Gateway ensures that at least one administrative user account does not expire. Note that this is different than the
password expiration.

• Administrative users are exempt from account inactivity. Even if the password policy dictates the inactivity time (number
of days of non-use before the account is disabled), the administrative account never expires. Remember to manually disable
administrative accounts when they are no longer needed.

Note:

•  Access Control and Gateway Management 

 Audit System Guidelines
The gateway comes with an auditing system that provides an audit trail for system, administrative, and
optionally message level traffic. This topic provides guidelines to maintain PCI DSS compliance.

The CA API Gateway comes with an auditing system that provides an audit trail for system, administrative, and optionally
message level traffic. This topic provides guidelines to maintain PCI DSS compliance.

Contents:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Administrative Audit System Settings

The Gateway should log all system and administrative events. It should never be in a situation where audits are not logged
or fail to log for any situation. To do this, set the audit.adminThreshold cluster property to INFO. This is the level for most
administrative audits.

If this cluster property is set higher than INFO, many administrative audits are not audited, resulting in an incomplete audit
record.

Storing Message Audits in the Gateway Database

If you are using the Gateway database to store audit records, it is strongly recommended that the Audit Message Filter (AMF)
and Audit View Policy (AV) are used to protect and limit the viewing of sensitive data.

Exposed as internal services, the AMF allows a copy of the message to be processed for the purposes of auditing the message
in a PCI DSS compliant fashion. The AMF policy should be constructed in such a way that sensitive authentication data that
cannot be stored is removed from incoming messages, and cardholder data that can be stored is encrypted for storage. This
seamlessly audits messages in a PCI DSS compliant manner as part of the request processing.

The AV Policy is another internal service with a policy that works with the AMF policy. It allows messages that were
encrypted or altered with the AMF to be rendered correctly for the purposes of viewing them.

For more information, see Internal Use Policies.

Separate Key for Protecting Audit Records

The Audit Message Filer (AMF) policy lets you optionally protect request or response messages that are included as part of an
audit record. Create a separate key for this purpose. The AMF uses the public key to encrypt audit record details, while the AV
Policy uses the private key to decrypt the same messages when viewing them. Using a separate key specifically designed for
this purpose ensures that encrypted data cannot be accidentally decrypted easily.

If you have not done so already, create a new private key and designate it to be the “Audit Signer Key” for use in the AV
Policy to decrypt audits. To do this, use the "Mark as Special Purpose" option in the private key's properties. 

When configuring the AMF policy, any assertions that encrypt XML elements should be configured to use the public
certificate of the Audit Viewer key to encrypt. When the AV Policy is used to view encrypted audits, they are decrypted
automatically. The Audit Viewer key is created in the same manner as the Audit Signer key.

For more information, see these topics:

Create a Private Key Private Key Properties
View Gateway Audit Events

Using Off-box Audits

The Gateway comes with a special audit sink policy that directs audit messages to an external database, message queue, or
other location. It is created automatically when you enable the audit sink. You must configure the audit sink policy before it
can be used. Observe the following guidelines:

• Keep the number of assertions to a minimum. Message manipulation and transformation not related to auditing should be
done within the main service policy, to avoid bogging down the audit sink policy.

• Ensure that the off-box audit location is reachable.
• Use an SSL-protected endpoint. Audits sent to an external location must use secure communication to ensure with PCI DSS

compliance.
• Use encryption assertions to encrypt sensitive parts of the message.

In the event that the off-box audit policy fails, the Gateway has a fallback setting that saves the audits to the internal database.
This is controlled by the audit.sync.fallbackToInternal cluster property, which is set to true by default. Do not change this
property.

For more information, see Working with the Audit Sink Policy.

 Role-Based Access (RBAC) Guidelines
The gateway uses a role-based access (RBAC) system for assigning roles to individual users. Many
roles are predefined on the Gateway, while other roles are created on an as-needed basis to manage new
entities.

The CA API Gateway uses a role-based access (RBAC) system for assigning roles to individual users. Many roles are
predefined on the Gateway, while other roles are created on an as-needed basis to manage new entities.
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PCI DSS has specific rules around compartmentalizing access to cardholder data, or systems that have cardholder data going
through them. This topic provides guidelines on roles to help you remain compliant.

Contents:

Administrator Role

The Administrator role allows a user to administer all aspects of the Gateway, using the Policy Manager. One exception: The
Administrator role cannot invoke the Audit Viewer Policy. However, Administrators can assign someone to the Invoke Audit
Viewer role (this is the only role that has this ability). For more information, see "Audit Viewer (AV) Policy" in Internal Use
Policies.

Due to the power of the administrator role, it is recommended that administrators do not also give themselves the Invoke Audit
Viewer role, but rather assign this role to someone else.

Keep the number of administrative users to a minimum, as dictated by your business needs.

Invoke Audit Viewer Role

The Invoke Audit Viewer Role lets a user view audit records protected by an Audit Message Filter (AMF) policy. This role is
not granted to any user by default and only an Administrator can grant this role to other users.

In a PCI DSS compliant deployment, the Gateway should use the AMF policy to protect cardholder data in audit records. If
users are using the AMF policy to protect cardholder data in audit records, the Invoke Audit Viewer roles allows users to view
protected audit data. Grant this role only to individuals who have a business need to view this data.

View Audit Role

The View Audit role allows users to view audits, but does not allow the AV Policy to be applied to protected audit records.
Audits containing no protected data are shown in clear text, while any protected audit records are displayed in their protected
format.

 

 

Note:

• Access Control and Gateway Management
• Manage Roles
• Predefined Roles and Permissions
• View Gateway Audit Events

 Login Expiry for PCI DSS
The gateway - Policy Manager has two timeout features that can affect PCI DSS compliance.

The CA API Gateway - Policy Manager has two timeout features that can affect PCI DSS compliance.

Contents:

Gateway Session Expiry

The Gateway Session Expiry is controlled through Manage Administrative User Account Policy and defaults to 30 minutes.
After 30 minutes of inactivity, the Policy Manager disconnects from the Gateway. At this point, the logged-in user must re-
authenticate their credentials to continue using the Policy Manager.

If the Gateway is configured to be PCI DSS compliant, the Administrative User Account dialog warns you if this value is
greater than 15 minutes, indicating that it is beyond the PCI DSS minimum value. To remain in compliance, set the session
expiry to 15 minutes or shorter.

Policy Manager Inactivity Timeout

The Policy Manager Inactivity Timeout is set in the Preferences in the Policy Manager, and defaults to 30 minutes. For
security purposes, the Policy Manager automatically disconnects the user after this many minutes of inactivity.

For PCI DSS compliance, the Policy Manager Inactivity Timeout value should be set to no longer than 15 minutes.

Note:

The Policy Manager timeout can be set for each individual user, regardless of role. The Gateway timeout can only be set by the
administrator and applies to all logged-in users.
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The Gateway session expiry takes precedence. This may result in the user being disconnected unexpectedly from the Policy
Manager if the Gateway session expiry is shorter than the inactivity timeout.

Note:

• Access Control and Gateway Management
• Manage Administrative User Account Policy
• Preferences

 Policy Construction and Assertion Usage
The gateway policy assertions is used to build security policies to protect back-end resources. You use
policy logic to make decisions based on message content, authentication success or failure, and other
parameters, and then route messages accordingly.

The CA API Gateway policy assertions is used to build security policies to protect back-end resources. You use policy logic
to make decisions based on message content, authentication success or failure, and other parameters, and then route messages
accordingly.

This section provides guidelines on constructing policies that will handle cardholder data. You will learn how to:

• Secure inbound and outbound traffic
• Remove sensitive data from a message before auditing
• Use context variables in a policy
• Use passwords in policy assertions
• Build secure policies

 

Note:

• Secure Inbound/Outbound Traffic
• Remove Sensitive Data for Auditing
• Use of Context Variables in Policy
• Use of Passwords in Assertions
• Build Secure Policies

 

 

 Secure Inbound/Outbound Traffic
For PCI DSS compliance, it is critical that all inbound and outbound traffic through the gateway that
contains cardholder data is secured. Policies that accept incoming HTTP requests from outside the
Gateway should contain the . This forces the Gateway to only accept requests via SSL. This assertion has
an optional requirement for a client certificate, which can be used to provide mutual authentication.

For PCI DSS compliance, it is critical that all inbound and outbound traffic through the CA API Gateway that contains
cardholder data is secured. Policies that accept incoming HTTP requests from outside the Gateway should contain the Require
SSL or TLS Transport Assertion. This forces the Gateway to only accept requests via SSL. This assertion has an optional
requirement for a client certificate, which can be used to provide mutual authentication.

If the Gateway is accepting requests over a queue (via JMS), then the queue provider should be configured to use SSL.

All policies that send data out from the Gateway to another endpoint should use secure transport protocols. This includes
routing assertions (HTTPS, FTPS, JMS over SSL) or off-box audits (sent over HTTPS only).

Some assertions allow policies to obtain resources from external sources. Examples of these assertions include: Validate
XML Schema Assertion, Apply XSL Transformation Assertion, or Create XACML Request Assertion. If these assertions are
configured retrieve resources from an external source and continually monitor that source for updates, then the URL that is
monitored must be an HTTPS endpoint.

 

 

Note:

• Policy Construction and Assertion Usage

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• Manage Log/Audit Sinks

 

 

 Remove Sensitive Data for Auditing
When auditing is enabled in a policy, the request or response message is saved as part of the audit trail.
For policies that include auditing, you must ensure that sensitive cardholder data is removed before
messages are added to the audit record. PCI DSS specifies what parts of cardholder data must be removed
from a message and what parts must be obfuscated. The gateway provides assertions that lets you alter
the content of a message. There is also an internal policy that specifically does this for the purposes of
auditing.

When auditing is enabled in a policy, the request or response message is saved as part of the audit trail. For policies that
include auditing, you must ensure that sensitive cardholder data is removed before messages are added to the audit record. PCI
DSS specifies what parts of cardholder data must be removed from a message and what parts must be obfuscated. The CA API
Gateway provides assertions that lets you alter the content of a message. There is also an internal policy that specifically does
this for the purposes of auditing.

Contents:

Audit Message Filter Internal Policy

The Audit Message Filter (AMF) internal policy is designed to filter request and response messages, if they are to be included
in the audit trail for a particular transaction. The AMF policy can use any of the Gateway assertions to modify the message as
required by your organization. The modified version of the message is then be stored in the Gateway database.

To ensure that messages being audited contain no cardholder data, be sure to include the AMF Policy as part of the auditing
logic in policies that handle sensitive data. For more information about the AMF policy, see Internal Use Policies.

Constructing an AMF Internal Policy

The AMF internal use policy can include all assertions that are available to regular service policies. These assertions work
together to remove sensitive cardholder data from messages before they are audited.

If an incoming message contains cardholder data, the following modifications must be made to the message before storage:

• Remove magnetic strip, card validation code, and PIN data from the message
• Encrypt the Primary Account Number (PAN) using strong encryption
• Optionally encrypt the cardholder name, service code, and expiration date. Provided that the PAN is encrypted, it is not

mandatory that this data be encrypted.

The following are some of the assertions that are useful in modifying the message:

Apply XSL Transformation Assertion

If the incoming message is XML, use the Apply XSL Transformation Assertion to either strip cardholder data from the
message entirely or replace the contents with other data. This assertion is intended for advanced users familiar with the XSL
language and the structure of the XML message being modified.

Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion

The Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion can be used on both XML and non-XML messages to replace data based on
regular expression patterns. Use this assertion to replace the CCN with obfuscating characters or remove it entirely from the
message. This assertion requires knowledge of regular expressions.

XML Encryption

The XML encryption assertions allow the data to be preserved, but protected while persisted to disk by encrypting the contents.
For a list of these assertions, see t he "XML Security" section in Product Summary.

Add or Remove XML Element(s)

The Add or Remove XML Element(s) Assertion lets you remove elements from messages based on assignment of elements to
variables. Use this assertion to remove cardholder data from standard XML messages.

Sample AMF Policy

The following is a sample AMF policy that makes auditing requests PCI DSS compliant.
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In this policy, the request message sent to the Audit Message Filter policy has any sensitive authentication data removed using
regular expression pattern matching. The rest of the message is then converted to base64 and XML, and then encrypted to
protect the rest of the cardholder data.

 

 

Note:

• Policy Construction and Assertion Usage

 Use of Context Variables in Policy
The gateway both sets and allows the setting of several context variables within a service policy. Many
context variables are built in to the Gateway, while others are defined within assertions. Assertions can
use these variables to make policy decisions or capture values from messages or fragments of messages.

The CA API Gateway both sets and allows the setting of several context variables within a service policy. Many context
variables are built in to the Gateway, while others are defined within assertions. Assertions can use these variables to make
policy decisions or capture values from messages or fragments of messages.

In particular, use the following context variables with caution:

 <request> .mainpart
<request> .parts.body
<request> .originalmainpart
audit.var. <origvar> (where “origvar” is one of the message variables)
audit.request
audit.response 

While you can use these variables to make policy decisions, do not use them in any assertions that persist data to disk or
send data from the Gateway in an unintended manner. In particular, avoid using any of the above message variables in these
assertions:

•  Send Email Assertion: This assertion sends information from the Gateway in an email. Using message variables in this
assertion may cause the cardholder data to be sent to an outside location.

•  Return Template Response to Requestor Assertion: This assertion sends back whatever is in the message section to the
requestor, as a response. As with the email assertion, this could cause cardholder data to be sent to an outside location.

•  Add Audit Detail Assertion. This assertion creates a record with customized information as part of the audit trail for a
message. However unlike regular audits, this assertion is not be subject to the AMF policy to remove sensitive data. If you
use message variables in the Add Audit Detail Assertion, ensure that they are not included as part of the detail message.

•  Send SNMP Trap Assertion: This assertion instructs the Gateway to broadcast an SNMP trap to a predefined network
address. The text field accepts context variables, which could contain cardholder data.

Other assertions can capture parts of a message and then save those parts as variables (to be used later). When using the
following assertions, be careful how they manipulate and store data:

•  Evaluate Request XPath Assertion 
•  Evaluate Response XPath Assertion 
•  Apply XSL Transformation Assertion 
•  Evaluate Regular Expression Assertion 

These four assertions can extract information from a message (either element values or entire XML fragments) and save them
into other fragments.
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Warning:

 IMPORTANT: To maintain PCI DSS compliance, do not use the four message variables listed above to access parts
of any message that may contain unencrypted cardholder data.

Note:

•  Policy Construction and Assertion Usage 
•  Context Variables 
•  Audit Context Variables 
•  Audit Sink Context Variables 

 Use of Passwords in Assertions
Many assertions in the gateway let you include credentials to access protected resources (FTP routing,
send email assertion, etc). If credentials are stored in the assertions in plaintext, then they are also saved
to the Gateway database in plaintext as part of the policy XML. Thus, the password is readily visible to
anyone examining the policy XML.

Many assertions in the CA API Gateway let you include credentials to access protected resources (FTP routing, send email
assertion, etc). If credentials are stored in the assertions in plaintext, then they are also saved to the Gateway database in
plaintext as part of the policy XML. Thus, the password is readily visible to anyone examining the policy XML.

To be in PCI-DSS compliance, never store passwords in clear text in a configuration file or database. To avoid plaintext
passwords in the database, always use Manage Stored Passwords to store passwords in an encrypted format. You then
reference the password as a context variable in policy assertions as required.

Note:

• Policy Construction and Assertion Usage

 Build Secure Policies
The Policy Manager lets you create service policies to protect against threats and limit the information
that is passed back to users. Observe the following best practices to help you build policies that remain
PCI DSS compliant.

The Policy Manager lets you create service policies to protect against threats and limit the information that is passed back to
users. Observe the following best practices to help you build policies that remain PCI DSS compliant.

Contents:

Avoid Anonymous Policies

To ensure that only authorized people can consume a Gateway service and discover the Gateway endpoint, each service should
require some form of credential authentication. If this is not done, then anonymous users can consume services and discover
the endpoint. Tip: Endpoint discovery is done using the WSIL (Web Services Inspection Language) viewer.

When a SOAP service is first published, it contains only a routing assertion and no requirement for user authentication. Left
unchanged, this means that it can be consumed by any user sending a request to the Gateway.

When publishing SOAP-based services, you should immediately protect the service by requiring credentials to consume it. If a
credential mechanism has not yet been decided upon, the disable the service until it is ready to be published.

Threat Protection

The CA API Gateway has built-in protection against many threats and it also has assertions that provide additional threat
protection to be added as needed. When constructing your policies, consider adding the following threat protection assertions
to comply with PCI DSS:

Protect Against Cross-Site Request Forgery

The Protect Against Cross-Site Request Forgery Assertion helps protect against cross-site request forgery.

Protect Against Code Injection

The Protect Against Code Injection Assertion helps protect against many different injection attacks, including code, LDAP,
and XPATH injections.

Protect Against Message Replay
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The Protect Against Message Replay Assertion helps protect against a replay attack, whereby the same message is sent twice.
This protection is cluster-wide, so malicious users cannot attempt to send the same copy of a message to two different nodes
within the same cluster.

Protect Against SQL Attack

The Protect Against SQL Attack Assertion helps to protect against various SQL injection attack profiles. Policies can protect
against attack parameters for specific database products, or can globally protect against them all.

Customized Error or SOAP fault Response

The CA API Gateway has a built-in error handling process that returns faults when policies are violated or resources otherwise
cannot be reached. If you want to limit or customize the information returned in error situations, add the Customize?Error?
Response?Assertion or Customize SOAP Fault Response Assertion to a service policy. These assertions let you customize the
responses that are returned in an error. You can include as much or as little detail as necessary. You can even drop the error
response entirely.

Avoid HTTP Digest

HTTP Digest was available in older versions of the Gateway. This feature was deprecated in v6.0, but if you still have some
old policies that use the "Require HTTP Digest Credentials" assertion, they are not PCI DSS compliant. HTTP Digest uses the
MD5 algorithm for password verification, but this algorithm is not strong enough to be PCI DSS compliant.

 

 

Note:

• Policy Construction and Assertion Usage
• Disabling a Service
• Threat Protection Assertions

 Maintain the CA API Gateway
To keep your gateway up to date, be sure to apply update patches as soon as it is feasible. All patches are
digitally signed by CA Technologies to ensure validity.

To keep your CA API Gateway up to date, be sure to apply update patches as soon as it is feasible. All patches are digitally
signed by CA Technologies to ensure validity.

• Monthly Platform Patches: These contain updates to the OS and corrections to security vulnerabilities. CA Technologies
issues these patches once a month unless an urgent correction is discovered. You can download these patches from the CA
Support site, or by using the link contained in the email sent to all Gateway customers.

• Gateway Updates: You receive notification of Gateway updates or service packs as per your organization's Service Level
Agreement. These updates contain new features and bug fixes to the Gateway.

 

 

Note:

• Upgrade the Gateway
• Understand Gateway Patches
• Patch an Appliance Gateway
• Patch a Software Gateway

 Monitor the CA API Gateway
This chapter describes some of the ways that you can monitor your gateway and its services. It is essential
that you monitor the hardware and services available on your network, to ensure high availability of
hardware and services.

This chapter describes some of the ways that you can monitor your CA API Gateway and its services. It is essential that you
monitor the hardware and services available on your network, to ensure high availability of hardware and services.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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You should monitor your Gateway appliances or virtual machines regularly, verifying whether your Gateway is processing
messages at a rate that meets internal service agreements. You must also ensure that each service is available to accept
messages.

Contents:

Prerequisites

Ensure that the Gateway is configured correctly. For information, see Install, Configure, Upgrade.

Monitoring Tools and Methods

Various tools and methods are available to monitor the CA API Gateway to satisfy the needs of the various parties within
an organization. You can gather information about published services and policies from the Gateway simply by using the
command line and an SSH connection to the appliance.

For example:

• Business analysts can view Gateway load trends by creating reports.
• Operations personnel can use Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) connectivity to the Gateway.
• Administrators can view current load and status of services in real time using the Gateway Dashboard.
• You can migrate policies and service configurations between Gateways using the Gateway Migration Utility.

It is common for different enterprise divisions to have varying levels of responsibilities in machine monitoring. Each team
in an organization may be responsible for a different aspect of the Gateway and each monitor the data that interests them
using different tools. For example, administrators can configure and manage the Gateway, but may not have access to the
hardware itself. Conversely, the Operations team have access to the physical Gateway hardware, but are cannot remotely
access the Gateway's file system.

You can monitor the Gateway using the following tools and methods:

• The Gateway Dashboard
• The Gateway's remote shell console using SSH
• SNMP, the Oracle Integrated Lights Out Manager (ILOM) 
• By way of logging and auditing

There are different tools available that integrate with these access methods to monitor the performance of the Gateway.

Monitor Using the Policy Manager

The Policy Manager can monitor many aspects of the Gateway. Its most important tool is the Gateway Dashboard,
which shows real-time statistics of message data. The Dashboard graph provides a quick insight into a particular services
performance. This graph shows how many requests a service has processed in the last hour, day, or to an adjustable time
period. The Dashboard also contains log files from Gateway nodes and audit logs related to published services. This allows
administrators to see if the Gateway is processing the messages smoothly.

For more information about how to monitor using the Policy Manager, see Basic Monitoring of the Gateway. 

Monitor Using Remote Shell and Command Line Tools

You can monitor Gateway performance using Linux command line tools through the privileged shell. You can for example:

• View how much processing power the Gateway is consuming
• Whether ports are available on the Gateway
• Whether sockets are being consumed and released at a normal rate, by using command line tools such as vmstat,

ps, and net-stat.
• View logs to diagnose problems that arise during the runtime of a Gateway.

For more information about how to monitor using the command line, see Advanced Monitoring of the Gateway.

Monitor Using SNMP

Operations personnel can monitor services published on the Gateway by enabling SNMP tooling. With SNMP, you can
monitor Gateway hardware appliance features such as CPU usage, temperatures, and fan functionality. The Gateway uses the
Berkeley net-SNMP MIB features for hardware monitoring. These are just some of the information that you can retrieve using
SNMP:

• the number of policy violations in a published service
• the number of requests in a policy in the last hour
• the number of failed routes in a policy are just some of the data available about services using SNMP
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For more information about how to use SNMP with the Gateway, see Monitor the Gateway Using SNMP.

Monitor Using ILOM

Administrators who monitor Gateway hardware appliances hosted on an Oracle server, can use the Oracle Integrated Lights
Out Manager (ILOM). The ILOM is an Oracle proprietary hardware management feature. ILOM is hosted on its own Ethernet
port and runs on power separate from the rest of the server. It runs on its own CPU and is separated from the rest of the
hardware appliance. Administrators can view hardware information, monitor hardware events, and configure hardware based
notifications using the Web-based user interface that ILOM provides. For example, an administrator can configure alert emails
that are sent when a server loses power, or if a CPU cooling fan stops working. 

ILOM is separate from the hardware server. You can still access the ILOM management console and diagnose hardware
problems even if the hardware hosting the Gateway stops working.

To learn more about the Oracle Integrated Lights Out Managers, see http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/
servermgmt/tech/integrated-lights-out-manager/index.html

Monitor by Logging and Auditing

You can monitor service health using the Gateway logging and auditing. Error messages and specific audit messages are output
to log files on the Gateway. You can diagnose problems that arise with the Gateway and with services hosted on the Gateway
by accessing the log files. 

Messages that are audited in Gateway policy are added to the audit log. You can view this audit log in the Policy Manager.

For more information about how to monitor by logging and auditing, see Enterprise Logging and Auditing of Gateway.

 

Note:

• Basic Monitoring of the Gateway
• Advanced Monitoring of the Gateway
• Monitor the Gateway Using SNMP
• Monitor the Gateway Using the Tactical Agent
• Enterprise Logging and Auditing of Gateway
• Policy Performance Optimization

 

 Basic Monitoring of the Gateway
Every gateway includes basic monitoring capabilities. The Policy Manager also provides may tools to
gather basic information, such as details about a published service, the policy that is tied to the service,
and basic performance statistics and auditing information. These are some of the tools available in the
Policy Manager:

Every CA API Gateway includes basic monitoring capabilities. The Policy Manager also provides may tools to gather basic
information, such as details about a published service, the policy that is tied to the service, and basic performance statistics and
auditing information. These are some of the tools available in the Policy Manager:

• The services that are published on the Gateway
• The service OIDs that identify each individual service
• The service endpoints and endpoint conflict resolution
• Policy versions
• Service metrics
• Gateway and cluster status

Contents:

Gather Basic Information about a Gateway Service

To view basic information about a published service in the Policy Manager, right-click the published service and then choose
an option:

• Service Properties: Reveals underlying information that is related to the service. If a particular service is experiencing
problems, try this first to see which URLs are resolvable in order to test the service. Pay particular attention to these tabs:

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/servermgmt/tech/integrated-lights-out-manager/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/servermgmt/tech/integrated-lights-out-manager/index.html
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• General: Shows basic information about a service: Service OID number, whether the service is enabled, and whether
WS-Security processing is enabled.

• HTTP/FTP: Shows the service endpoint, as well as HTTP request methods that are accepted for processing by this
service. You can gather and monitor basic information of services available on the Gateway using the HTTP/FTP tab. 

For more information, see Published Service Properties. 
• Active Policy Assertions: Displays the active policy that is processing the requests sent to the service. Use this option in

the next step of your troubleshooting. 
• Revision History: Shows the automatically versioned edited copies of the service policy. For more information, see Policy

Revisions.

Service Metrics

The Gateway Dashboard provides a wealth of information about service metrics. In the Policy Manager, select View >
Dashboard (in the browser client: Monitor > Dashboard). You can monitor services that are hosted on the Gateway,
including the rate at which messages are being processed.You can view information about all services, or you can drill down to
a specific service or Gateway node. 
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At the right of the Dashboard are the service metric statistics. Clicking a time in the message rate graph shows the numbers
for that particular moment, which correlates to the information listed in the Selection tab. These metrics are helpful to analyze
requests that are being processed, and if there are any policies that are experiencing policy violations. Routing failures appear
in red in the message rate graph.
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The selection metrics are also helpful in identifying large front or back-end response times. A large back-end response time
indicates that the Gateway is waiting on back-end services to process incoming requests. A large front-end response time
indicates that the Gateway itself is taking a long time to process requests, which in turn could be caused by large back-end
response times.

For performance testing and performance tuning, you can help improve service performance by paying close attention to back-
end response times. Gateways with large front-end response times may appear to be performing poorly, but the actual cause
may be the delays in back-end services and systems that the Gateway relies on to process messages. Caching data (such as
credentials and authentication or authorization) in a policy is preferable to improve performance and remove back-end latency.
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The Cluster Status tab on the Dashboard shows which cluster nodes are available and operational while monitoring a
Gateway cluster. This tab provides a quick overview of the health of the cluster nodes and it is helpful for analyzing problems
that may have cluster-related symptoms. You can pinpoint services experiencing routing failures, policy violations, or view the
number of successful requests that have passed through a published service.

For more information about this tab, see "Dashboard - Cluster Status" in Gateway Dashboard.

Gateway Audit Events

Audit events are important pieces of information while monitoring the CA API Gateway. To view the events, in the Policy
Manager, select View > Gateway Audit Events (browser client: Monitor > Gateway Audit Events). The Gateway Audit
Events window opens with some default information and search options. If auditing is enabled for the Gateway, you can view
audit records using the Gateway Audit Events window. Within the audit event viewer, you can select a particular audit record
to view further details.

You can view the messages that are being processed correctly at a glance in the Audit records. To view diagnostic information,
use the Details and Associated Logs tabs. 

For more information about the Gateway Audit Events window, see View Gateway Audit Events .

 

 

Note:

• Advanced Monitoring of the Gateway
• Monitor the Gateway Using SNMP
• Monitor the Gateway Using the Tactical Agent
• Enterprise Logging and Auditing of Gateway

 Advanced Monitoring of the Gateway
This topic describes how to monitor and administer the gateway using a remote shell and command line
tools. 

This topic describes how to monitor and administer the CA API Gateway using a remote shell and command line tools. 

It is often useful to use the command line to monitor the CA API Gateway. You can do the following with command-line
access:

• Monitor and check the health status of the Gateway.
• Gather information about published services.
• View the running and available services.
• View the CPU load.
• Access other information related to Gateway health.

Command line tools such as vmstat and ps can collect and displays summary information about operating system memory,
processes, interrupts, paging, and block I/O.

Contents:

Using the Linux Command Line

Through the Gateway command line, you can view basic information about the system and check the Java processes.

To access the command line:

1. Connect to the Gateway as the ssgconfig user using an SSH client. For example:

• Linux: ssh ssgconfig@<SSG_host>
Example: $ ssh ssgconfig@dev1.acmecorp.com

• Windows: Use PuTTY or a similar utility. Log in either as ssgconfig or as root, followed by

su - ssgconfig

The Gateway main menu is displayed once you are logged in as ssgconfig .
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2. Select option 3 (Use a privileged shell (root)). 

Viewing the Current Load with "vmstat"

You can display the following basic system information using the vmstat tool:

• Amount of free memory
• Load on the CPU
• A list of resources that are occupying the CPU time

This can help you diagnose problems or check your Gateway's health periodically.

To use the vmstat tool:

1. Ensure the privileged shell is open.
2. Enter the following command:

# vmstat

The following is an example of output from the vmstat command. It shows a Gateway processing 650 requests per
second:

In this example, The "us” column rises to over 50, which indicates that the Gateway is using approximately 50 percent of
the CPU to run non-kernel code. This value indicates the workload on the Gateway to process the incoming messages. As
an administrator, you can see that the Gateway is processing messages and that the amount of CPU time is approximately
50 percent.

Tip:

You can show vmstat information every 2 seconds using the following command:

# vmstat 2

Example output of the vmstat command showing vmstat information every 2 seconds:
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This example shows a CPU that is idle 98 percent to 100 percent of the time, which indicates that the Gateway is also idle and
not processing messages. When the Gateway is processing messages, the increased CPU cycles are reflected in the “us” (user
time) column.

You can correlate the CPU usage to the number of published services that are processing messages, using other monitoring
tooling such as the Gateway Dashboard. This can help you understand how much CPU is being consumed for a certain amount
of traffic. Logging this information over time helps provide data that you can analyze to decide when you need to scale your
Gateway environment.

When you receive notification that the Gateway is not functioning properly, the vmstat tool is invaluable to help you
investigate the issue. 

The vmstat tool can help you troubleshoot if you receive notification that the Gateway is not functioning properly. The vmstat
data lets you determine whether the Gateway is processing messges, how much memory is available, if user CPU time is
excessive, and how much paging is occurring.

Check Java Processes with "ps"

Use the ps command to check the Java processes that are driving the Gateway message processing engine. This helps you
ensure that the Java processes are running correctly, which is a good indication that the Gateway is available and running
properly. 

The ps command integrates with the Gateway's SNMP functionality to check the Java processes. When checking Java using
SNMP with the ps command, you can configure SNMP to send alerts in the event that Java processes disappear. This indicates
a fatal problem with the Gateway that must be investigated immediately.

To check Java processes on the Gateway:

1. Ensure the privileged shell is open.
2. Enter the following command:

# ps afux | grep java

The following example shows three Java processes running:
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Ensure that the -jar Controller.jar Java process is listed. This is the Gateway's process controller and is crucial to the
execution of the CA API Gateway.

 

Note:

• Basic Monitoring of the Gateway
• Monitor the Gateway Using SNMP
• Monitor the Gateway Using the Tactical Agent
• Enterprise Logging and Auditing of Gateway

 Monitor the Gateway Using SNMP
You can monitor the gateway using the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). Examples of
things you can do:

You can monitor the CA API Gateway using the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). Examples of things you can
do:

• Generate reports about a server or service
• Send out automatic alerts to appropriate contacts
• Determine system availability at a glance, through easily understood “green light, red light” status
• Determine whether the services are correctly processing requests at a rate consistent with service level agreements

Note:

SNMP functionality is not enabled by default on the Gateway. For information about configuring the SNMP agent on the
Gateway, see Gateway as SNMP Agent.

Contents:

About SNMP MIBs

The CA API Gateway ships with several MIBs (Management Information Base):

• Standard system MIB for Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5
• UCD Extended MIB (net-snmp)
• CA MIB

Standard System MIB

Using the Standard System MIB, you can monitor information about the Gateway, including the System Contact, System
Location, and the Uptime.
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UCD Extended MIB

When you use SNMP to monitor the Gateway health and availability, you can use the UCD Extended MIB to check running
processes, disk space, and load average.

When checking for running processes, verify the following:

• Java is running: The Gateway processes are Java-based. If Java is running, the Gateway should be running. If the Java
process is not found when querying the Gateway with SNMP, this indicates that the Gateway is not processing messages as
expected.

• Minimum 10GB of free hard disk space: If there is less than 10 GB of available space, the SNMP tooling should alert the
administrator to free up disk space.

• Load average for the 1 minute, 5 minute, and 15 minute averages are not exceeded: If any of the load averages are
exceeded, evaluate the Gateway environment and re-examine the scaling of the Gateway support.

CA MIB

The CA Technologies MIB provides SNMP tooling with access to service metric data for the Gateway. You can gather
information such as:

• The number of requests that are processed for a particular service
• Failed routes for a service in the past hour
• The average back-end response time for a particular service
• The number of policy violations a service has had in the last 24 hours.

For a complete list of information available in the CA MIB, see Monitor the Gateway Using the Tactical Agent.

SNMP Events to Monitor

Each organization has different requirements on what events to monitor for the Gateway. It is important to know your internal
service level agreements and set up monitoring to meet those requirements.

In general, you can divide the monitoring requirements for a Gateway into the following categories: appliance
monitoring (hardware events) and service monitoring. Ensure that the Java processes and mysqld daemon are running.

• The Java processes means the Gateway should process messages
• The mysqld process means the database should be available to the Gateway

You can ensure that the Gateways are not being overwhelmed at the hardware level by monitoring hardware events. This
includes monitoring of fan failures, CPU temperatures, and system load. If the load average on the Gateway is very large, the
operations staff can expand the infrastructure to disperse the load across more instances of the Gateway.

CA Technologies recommends monitoring services to ensure that they do not trigger policy violations that exceed the limits in
your SLA (service level availability).

Back-end response times can help you pinpoint problems with the service infrastructure. For services that use back-end
components to perform authentication and/or authorization (examples: Tivoli Access Manager or Oracle Access Manager),
large back-end response times could indicate a bottleneck leading to poor performance. Large back-end response times can
inflate the total request processing time for the Gateway. If you detect large back-end response times, try caching the Gateway
policies.

By comparing the service monitoring metrics, you can configure your SNMP tooling to keep the Gateway performing within
the thresholds outlined in your SLA.

Note:

• Basic Monitoring of the Gateway
• Advanced Monitoring of the Gateway
• Monitor the Gateway Using the Tactical Agent
• Enterprise Logging and Auditing of Gateway
• Gateway as SNMP Agent

 Monitor the Gateway Using the Tactical Agent
This topic describes how to monitor the gateway services using the Tactical implementation of the SNMP
Agent from CA Technologies. 

This topic describes how to monitor the CA API Gateway services using the Tactical implementation of the SNMP Agent from
CA Technologies. 
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Contents:

Introduction

The SNMP functionality built into the Gateway gives you a powerful tool for monitoring the health of your Gateway. This is
further enhanced by the Tactical Agent developed by the Tactical Department at CA Technologies. This Agent works around
the known issue (see below) found in the standard SNMP tools. It also provides more metrics data.

Note:

When using the standard SNMP tooling to monitor the Gateway services, the SNMP OIDs that identify a particular service
change after the Gateway restarts. This requires you to update the SNMP tooling configuration. The Tactical implementation
works around this limitation. 

The Basic Solution

The Tactical implementation changes the way the SNMP OIDs are identified. The SNMP OID is now tightly coupled to the
API Gateway's published service ID. A service on the Gateway has an ID such as “655360”. For that service, the SNMP
monitoring OID is now “1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1.1.655360”.

Using the Tactical SNMP Agent, the SNMP ID for a particular service statistic includes the Gateway service ID. The SNMP
OID for each service does not change when you restart the Gateway.

The Extended Solution

In addition to resolving the issue of changing SNMP OIDs, the Tactical implementation of the SNMP agent exposes more
metric data per service.

The original Gateway MIB file exposed the following statistics for the Gateway services.

• Service OID
• Service Name
• Number of requests the service has received
• Number of requests that have been authorized for that service
• Number of requests that have been completed for that service

The Tactical implementation exposes statistics about each service, including metric statistics that are normally available only
through the Gateway Dashboard.

These are the new metric data available using SNMP:

Metric Type

service OID INTEGER,

serviceName DisplayString,

requests Counter32,

authRequests Counter32,

completedRequests Counter32,

failedRoutesLast24Hrs INTEGER,

failedRoutesLastHour INTEGER,

failedRoutesFineBin INTEGER,

averageBackEndResponseTime24hours INTEGER,

averageBackEndResponseTimeLastHour INTEGER,

averageBackEndResponseTimeFine INTEGER,

averageFrontEndResponseTimeLast24hours INTEGER,

averageFrontEndResponseTimeLastHour INTEGER,

averageFrontEndResponseTimeFine INTEGER,

policyViolationsLast24Hours INTEGER,

policyViolationsLastHour INTEGER,

policyViolationsFine INTEGER
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The new metric information helps the Operations team set up alerts based on service processing. For example, a particular
service is being monitored using SNMP and is expected to be processing messages frequently. You can establish a threshold
on the policy violations and failed routes statistics so that administrators are notified if a service is failing to route incoming
requests or if the policy is incurring excessive violations.

Data such as the average front and back end response times can also be monitored and stored. You can use this to generate
reports and charts to analyze service trends.

Deploy the Tactical SNMP Agent

The Tactical agent solution involves the following:

• The API Gateway SNMP daemon
• The Tactical SNMP Agent Assertion
• A modified shell script to handle data for the SNMP daemon
• A API Gateway REST service to act as an SNMP agent

The Tactical implementation package includes the following files:

• SnmpAgentAssertion.aar

• passTacticalServiceUsage.sh

• snmpService.xml

• l7_tactical_mib.mib

To use the Tactical implementation:

1. Deploy the assertion for the SNMP agent.
2. Modify the SNMP daemon setting.
3. Deploy the new SNMP Gateway policy that will act as the SNMP agent.
4. Test the Tactical SNMP Agent.

Prerequisites:

Ensure that you have:

• Configured and operational SNMP daemon
• Configured test clients that can retrieve data from the Gateway using SNMP commands

Deploying the Assertion

1. Open a privileged shell on the Gateway.
2. Stop the Gateway service with this command:

# service ssg stop

3. Copy the SnmpAgentAssertion.aar file to the following directory:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/assertions

4. Modify the ownership of the assertion file:

# chown layer7:layer7 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/assertions/SnmpAgentAssertion.aar

5. Modify the permissions for the assertion .aar file with these commands:

# chmod a+r /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/assertions/SnmpAgentAssertion.aar
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# chmod a-wx /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/assertions/SnmpAgentAssertion.aar

Modifying the SNMP Daemon Settings

1. Open the /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf file in a text editor (must be logged in as the root user).
2. Locate the line containing the "pass" command:

pass .1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7 /bin/sh /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/passServiceUsage.sh

3. Comment out that command by typing a “#” character at the beginning of the line.
4. Copy that line and paste it beneath the original line.
5. Remove the “#” character and change the line to the following:

pass .1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7 /bin/sh /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/passTacticalServiceUsage.sh

6. Save the file and exit the editor.
7. Copy the passTacticalServiceUsage.sh file to this directory:

/opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin

8. Change the passTacticalServiceUsage.sh file to be executable by all users with this command:

# chmod a+x /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/passTacticalServiceUsage.sh

9. Restart the SNMP daemon:

# service snmpd restart

10. Restart the Gateway:

# service ssg restart

Adding the Service to the Gateway

The Tactical SNMP agent solution uses a Gateway service to act as the SNMP agent for the SNMP daemon. Next step: log in
to the Policy Manager and publish a new service to act as the SNMP Agent.

To add the service to the Gateway:

1. Start the Policy Managerthe Policy Manager to the Gateway.
2. Click Publish REST, Web API, or Other Service on the Home page.
3. Complete the wizard as follows:

•  Service Name: snmpService
• Target URL: leave empty
• Gateway URL: snmp/management/*

4. Click [Finish].
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5. Click Import Policy from the policy toolbar .
6. Import the snmpService.xml policy file included in the Tactical SNMP package.
7. Click Save and Activate in the policy toolbar.

Testing the Tactical SNMP Agent

You can test the Tactical SNMP agent by issuing a call to the SNMP daemon with a command similar to:

# snmpwalk -m <path to the Tactical SNMP MIB file> -v 2c
 rat.l7tech.com -c l7 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1

For example:

# snmpwalk -m /home/myhome/l7_tactical_mib.mib -v 2c rat.l7tech.com -c
 l7 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.1

 

 

Note:

• Basic Monitoring of the Gateway
• Advanced Monitoring of the Gateway
• Monitor the Gateway Using SNMP
• Enterprise Logging and Auditing of Gateway

 Enterprise Logging and Auditing of Gateway

Note:

The information in this topic applies to all forms factors of the CA API Gateway, not just the Gateway - Enterprise edition.

This topic describes how to perform enterprise logging and auditing with the CA API Gateway. Many organizations using the
Gateway have specific requirements for logging and auditing to satisfy established service level agreements. The Gateway can
provide this information at runtime about the transactions performed.

When logging data from the Gateway, consider factors such as performance and file size. For example, the Gateway performs
well while gathering data about transactions, but your disk space is consumed quickly because you configured very detailed
logging. The low disk space then leads to decreased performance.

CA Technologies recommends logging to a disk source off the Gateway itself. Use a queuing mechanism to process the
transactional data, then manipulate the data to suit the needs of your enterprise reporting and data trending tools. This
minimizes the logging overhead on the Gateway and minimizes the disk usage of the Gateway appliance’s hard drives.

Contents:

Components of an Enterprise Logging/Auditing System

Enterprise logging with the CA API Gateway includes the following components:

• the Gateway cluster
• a queue management system
• a database
• a data processing component
• an enterprise reporting toolset

At a high level, this is how the components interact:
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The Gateway logs messages in policy using the audit sink policy. The audit sink policy gathers all your audited information to
send to another location.

The Route via JMS Assertion or Route via MQ Native Assertion within the audit sink policy routes your logging messages
to a queue. This method is efficient because no information is persisted on the Gateway for the log message and no extra
processing is required by the Gateway to handle the message.

The queuing system is responsible for gathering the logging messages being pushed to the queue from the Gateway. The
queuing system can move the messages from the queue to a database, feed the information to a processing application, or write
the messages to a file. Using a reliable queue messaging infrastructure ensures that you will not lose the important information
that you want to log.

Note:

The Gateway places all transactional information into a transactional table on the database. This information can then be
read by a stored procedure and placed into an OLAP star schema. The OLAP cube can be referenced in any of the following
manner:

• data processing applications
• enterprise logging and trending tools, which manipulate the OLAP data to generate reports and other graphical data

Moving the transactional data to a database away from the Gateway follows best practices for data warehousing scenarios,
where ease of cleanup and scalability is important.

Gather Audit Data from the Gateway

The audit sink policy gathers transactional data for enterprise reporting of the Gateway's transaction information.

To enable the audit sink:

1. In the Policy Manager, select Tasks >  Manage Log/Audit Sinks and then click Manage Audit Sink.
2. Configure the Audit Sink Properties:

• Save audit records to Gateway database: This outputs audit records to the Gateway's database. Depending on the
needs of your enterprise, you may disable this option. Many organizations prefer to disable this setting and have the
audit logs appear only in the syslog log file. The tooling for managing the syslog logs also helps manage the file size of
the syslog and rollovers and backups.

• Output audit records via audit sink policy: This option enables the audit sink policy and is the best practice for
enterprise logging on the Gateway. The first time that you select this option, a new "[Internal Audit Sink Policy]" is
added to the Services and Policies list in the Policy Manager. This audit sink policy is run at the end, after all the other
policies created to handle the Gateway requests have completed. For example, you have a Gateway service that protects
a back-end Web service. The service policy runs each time a request is routed. When the service policy has finished
executing, the audit sink policy is then invoked, executing the assertions within the audit sink policy. This usually
involves routing the audit information elsewhere to be stored.

For more information about using the audit sink policy, see Working with the Audit Sink Policy.

Manipulate/Store the Audit Data

You can manipulate and store the data as required by your enterprise by gathering audit information from the Gateway using
the audit sink policy. Depending on your infrastructure, you might have enterprise audit and logging tooling that access and
use data in a specific format. After you gather the Gateway processing information and add it the queue, you can gather it off
the queue and manipulate it as necessary.

You can take the data from the queue and put it into a transaction table in a database. You can then massage and spread the
data into an OLAP cube by processing this database table using stored procedures, for example.

Once the Gateway transactions are processed from a transaction table into the OLAP cube, reporting tooling can use the OLAP
structures to display information such as:

• charts and reports
• trending information about how many requests have been processed by the Gateway
• users who sent those requests
• how many times the requests were processed or denied, and for which users.

Sample Audit Sink Policy

Once the audit sink policy has been enabled, you can edit it the same way that you would edit any other policy that is related
to security processing in the Policy Manager. You have full access to all the same policy assertions you have when composing
other Gateway policies.
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The following is a sample audit sink policy:

The audit sink policy can access any context variable that was set during the execution of your Gateway's service policy, plus
special Audit Sink Context Variables.

After your service policy has finished processing the incoming request, the Gateway runs the audit sink policy, which can
access the context variables set in the main service policy. In the example policy shown above, information such as the routing
latency and elapsed times were set in context variables during security policy execution. The Gateway then references and
writes the information to the database in the Perform JDBC Query Assertion, along with other information such as the user ID
that was used to access the service.

Having the Gateway write information to a database is ideal when setting up an audit sink policy in a development
environment. You can use a development database to capture the testing information and perform queries. Once the audit sink
policy is migrated to a production environment, the information can be assembled into an XML message or custom message
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type. The Perform JDBC Query Assertion can be replaced by a Route via JMS Assertion or Route via MQ Native Assertion to
drop the information to a queue for processing.

Dropping messages into a queue in production is recommended, as it helps minimize outbound overhead from the Gateway by
using a "fire and forget" method of passing on the audit information.

Note:

• Working with the Audit Sink Policy
• Manage Log/Audit Sinks
• Working with Log Sinks and Debug Logs

 Virtual Appliance Deployment Best Practices
Virtualized environments, by using VMware vSphere Hypervisor, have become a popular way of
deploying enterprise servers and services. You can now use a single piece of server hardware to host
several virtualized servers, thus allowing each of the virtual images to share the common hardware
resources of the host server. Virtualization allows enterprises to increase the value of their server
hardware, by effectively lowering the TCO for any individual server or application.

Virtualized environments, by using VMware vSphere Hypervisor, have become a popular way of deploying enterprise servers
and services. You can now use a single piece of server hardware to host several virtualized servers, thus allowing each of the
virtual images to share the common hardware resources of the host server. Virtualization allows enterprises to increase the
value of their server hardware, by effectively lowering the TCO for any individual server or application.

The virtual appliance form factor of CA API Gateway was initially targeted as a development and test platform. It was
easy to deploy and you can have a working Gateway running quickly. However, it is now feasible to run these virtualized
environments in production environments, thanks to increasingly powerful and scalable hypervisor products (VMware ESX,
ESXi, vSphere), coupled with enterprise-friendly resource monitoring and failover features.

This section describes best practices and preferred configurations for implementing the CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance in
a production environment.

 

Note:

• Virtual Appliance Configuration
• Hypervisor Configuration
• Virtual Appliance Resource Assignments
• Summary: Virtual Appliance Best Practices

 

 

 

 Virtual Appliance Configuration
The gateway virtual appliance shares nearly identical functionality with the hardware Gateway appliance.
However, not all performance tweaks for the hardware appliance ensure high performance in a virtual
environment. Certain resources are managed differently.

The CA API Gateway virtual appliance shares nearly identical functionality with the hardware Gateway appliance. However,
not all performance tweaks for the hardware appliance ensure high performance in a virtual environment. Certain resources are
managed differently.

For optimal performance, make the following changes. They are suitable for both preproduction, performance testing, and
production environments.

• Use the on-premise NTP source.
• Increase the size of the virtual disk.
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Note:

• Hypervisor Configuration
• Virtual Appliance Resource Assignments
• Summary: Virtual Appliance Best Practices

 Use On-Premise NTP Source
By default, the gateway Virtual Appliance synchronizes its local time with the hypervisor host. For
performance-related testing and production environments, using NTP with an on-premise time server is
preferable.

By default, the CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance synchronizes its local time with the hypervisor host. For performance-
related testing and production environments, using NTP with an on-premise time server is preferable.

To change the NTP source in the Virtual Appliance:

1. Log in to the image as the root user.
2. Run the following command to disable the sync to host functionality in the image:

# vmware-toolbox-cmd timesync disable

3. Configure your NTP time server on the CA API Gateway. For more information, see Option 1 - Configure Networking and
System Time Settings.

4. Restart the Virtual Appliance. The Gateway synchronizes with the NTP time servers after rebooting.

Note:

For any NTP configuration, CA Technologies strongly recommends synchronizing the Virtual Appliance with an on-premise
time source, and not a pooled net source. The Gateway time should align closely to other internal resources and should be the
same as other servers that send/receive from it. Ideally, you have a single internal server acting as a time source, with all other
resources (including the Virtual Appliance) synchronizing with it.

Tip:

For more information, see this KB article from VMware: https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?
language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1006427

This KB article suggests using the kernel parameter “divider=10”. This is intended to help to reduce the timekeeping interrupts
by 10X and thus minimize the CPU resources that are dedicated to timekeeping. However, this setting is not recommended for
the Virtual Appliance, due to the time sensitivity of many of the operations supported by the CA API Gateway.

 Increase Size of Virtual Disk
The gateway Virtual Appliance is shipped with 50GB default hard drive space. This should be sufficient
for most deployments, but you may want to increase this if you:

The CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance is shipped with 50GB default hard drive space. This should be sufficient for most
deployments, but you may want to increase this if you:

• Use the local Gateway database to store audit records.
• Send high concurrency large messages. By default, the Gateway spools messages over a particular threshold (10 MB by

default) to disk. If users are sending many messages of that size or larger, the disk may fill up during processing.
• Configure the Gateway to use larger and more log files.
• Configure a clustered environment that creates additional log files and synchronizes logs within MySQL.

If any of these apply to you, increase the disk space available to your Virtual Appliance.

How to Increase Disk Space for the Virtual Appliance

This section describes how to use Logical Volume Management to modify the amount of storage available to the Virtual
Appliance. The procedure is intended for system administrators or advanced technical users. (Reference: Support document
ID: TEC0000001372)

Tip:

https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1006427
https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1006427
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Take a snapshot of the virtual machine before attempting to change the disk space. See this page from the VMware
documentation for details. It is also a good idea to make a backup of your CA API Gateway. See Back Up Gateways for
details.

Environment

The CA API Gateway comes with a structured disk partitioning scheme, using a collection of logical volumes within a volume
group on a physical volume. You can print and inspect the current logical volume deployment using lvscan. The following is
an example output:

ACTIVE            '/dev/vg00/lv_swap' [2.00 GiB] inherit
ACTIVE            '/dev/vg00/lv_root' [8.00 GiB] inherit
...
ACTIVE            '/dev/vg00/lv_reserved' [2.00 GiB] inherit
ACTIVE            '/dev/vg00/lv_db' [20.97 GiB] inherit

Make a note of the logical volume name ("lv_db" in the example) and its current size ("20.97").

Instructions

1. Create and install a new virtual disk onto the Virtual Appliance. See this page from the VMware documentation for
details. You may need to consult the vendor of the applicable virtualization platform for more specific instructions.

2. Restart the Gateway appliance and access a command prompt.
3. Run this command to display the existing list of partitions:

# fdisk -l

You should see output similar to the following. Note: The following output is an example with an existing partitioned
disk (/dev/sda) and a new unpartitioned disk (/dev/sdb). Some data has been removed for brevity and other data may be
different based on your deployment.

Disk /dev/sda: 53.7 GB, 53687091200 bytes...Disk identifier:
 0x00085c3a
   Device Boot      Start         End      Blocks   Id 
 System/dev/sda1   *           1         131     1048576 
  83  LinuxPartition 1 does not end on cylinder boundary./
dev/sda2             131        6528    51379200   8e  Linux
 LVM
Disk /dev/sdb: 42.9 GB, 42949672960 bytes...Disk identifier:
 0x00046a21
   Device Boot      Start         End      Blocks   Id  System

4. Start the disk partitioning tool and target the newly installed disk:

# fdisk /dev/sdb

https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-51/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.vm_admin.doc%2FGUID-878C36BA-6922-4269-8803-7FC419B947B7.html
https://www.vmware.com/support/ws5/doc/ws_disk_add_virtual.html
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This command opens up a new command shell. Select the appropriate option by choosing the appropriate alphanumeric
option and then pressing Enter.

5. Select option N to add a new partition.
6. Select option P to set the new partition as the primary.
7. Enter 1 to set the partition number.
8. Press Enter to accept the default starting cylinder.
9. Press Enter to accept the default ending cylinder.
10. Select option T to change the partition type.
11. Specify 8e to change the type to "Linux LVM".
12. Select option W to write the changes to disk.
13. Initialize the new disk partition:

# pvcreate /dev/sdb1

14. Add a physical volume to an existing volume group:

# vgextend vg00 /dev/sdb1

15. Expand the size of the database tablespace partition:

# lvextend -r -l +100%FREE /dev/mapper/vg00-lv_db /dev/sdb1

To distribute the free space among different drives, specify the size for one specific drive. For example, to add only 40GB
to root (out of the 100GB space added to the server), use this command:

# lvextend -L +40G -r /dev/mapper/vg00-lv_root

Verify

Running lvscan again should show an increased storage allocation for the lv_db logical volume. For example, compare this
against the sample shown under "Environment":

ACTIVE            '/dev/vg00/lv_swap' [2.00 GiB] inheritACTIVE     
       '/dev/vg00/lv_root' [8.00 GiB] inherit..ACTIVE            '/
dev/vg00/lv_reserved' [2.00 GiB] inheritACTIVE            '/dev/vg00/
lv_db' [36.94 GiB] inherit

Note:

• Use On-Premise NTP Source

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disk_partitioning#Primary_partition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cylinder-head-sector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partition_type
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 Hypervisor Configuration
VMware hypervisors (ESX, ESXi, vSphere) are designed to host several images all sharing limited
physical resources. This requires intense resource management to balance the needs of images with
the availability of physical resources. Many of those resource management options can impact the
performance of the Virtual Appliance. CA Technologies has different recommendations for performance
test environments and production environments.

VMware hypervisors (ESX, ESXi, vSphere) are designed to host several images all sharing limited physical resources. This
requires intense resource management to balance the needs of images with the availability of physical resources. Many of
those resource management options can impact the performance of the Virtual Appliance. CA Technologies has different
recommendations for performance test environments and production environments.

This section examines the following hypervisor configuration options:

• Distributed Resource Schedule (DRS)
• High Availability (HA)

 Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS)
VMware Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) is a feature in VMware vSphere. You use it if your
organization runs a logical cluster of hypervisor hosts (not applicable for single-node ESX instances).
DRS improves overall cluster performance by balancing the use of overall physical resources across the
cluster. Using vMotion, DRS intelligently moves images from node to node, to achieve consistent and
even performance across the entire cluster. If a particular image is consuming excessive resources on one
node, DRS might move that image to another node to spread the load. Conversely, if a node is under-
utilized, DRS might move images from other nodes onto the under-utilized node.

VMware Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) is a feature in VMware vSphere. You use it if your organization runs a logical
cluster of hypervisor hosts (not applicable for single-node ESX instances). DRS improves overall cluster performance by
balancing the use of overall physical resources across the cluster. Using vMotion, DRS intelligently moves images from node
to node, to achieve consistent and even performance across the entire cluster. If a particular image is consuming excessive
resources on one node, DRS might move that image to another node to spread the load. Conversely, if a node is under-utilized,
DRS might move images from other nodes onto the under-utilized node.

As the Virtual Appliance requires a consistent allocation of memory, DRS has a significant impact on the performance of the
Gateway.

DRS in Load/Test Environments

Disable DRS in test environments or when the Gateway is being subjected to high levels of load during performance testing. If
DRS is enabled, it might move the Virtual Appliance image around, resulting in poor and/or inconsistent test results.

DRS in Production Environments

DRS in production environments is common for enterprises that deploy hypervisor clusters, since it is an integral part of
properly maintaining a cluster of ESX servers. Be aware that using DRS can cause inconsistent performance of the Virtual
Appliance.

DRS Affinity Rules

One way to mitigate inconsistent performance that is caused by DRS is to use DRS affinity rules. You can create affinity pools
and then assign images to these pools. There are two affinity rules:

• Node affinity: Particular images should always reside on a particular host and should never be moved by DRS.
• Node anti-affinity: Particular images should never reside on the same host.

Node Affinity

Setting a particular image to have node affinity ensures that the node always stays on a particular hypervisor host. DRS
will continue to move other images from the host, and move off-box images to the Gateway’s host.

This is beneficial to the Virtual Appliance, as it ensures that the image is never moved from a particular host, even if it is
consuming a significant amount of resources. In this model, the Virtual Appliance continues to have access to the required
resources (while other images are moved around it). It should also help maintain a reasonable performance level, since the
image is not moved around.
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Consider using node affinity if consistent performance of the Virtual Appliance is important in a production environment. If
node affinity is used, ensure that the Virtual Appliance is configured with a reasonable resource allocation. Otherwise, your
Virtual Appliance might consume all the resources of a single host and interfere with normal DRS functionality.

If node affinity is not employed, there could be temporary performance implications as DRS moves the Gateway image
between hosts.

Node Anti-Affinity

Anti-affinity can be applied to more than one image. When applied, it dictates that a particular image should never be moved to
a particular host, or that two or more images must never reside on the same host.

Anti-affinity rules provide several advantages for the Gateway, both in terms of performance and clustering. The Gateway is
a high-performance application that can consume a great deal of CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. If you deploy more
than one Virtual Appliance in an environment, anti-affinity rules can ensure that each of the nodes never reside on the same
host. This ensures that each of the Gateway nodes has adequate access to resources to perform well.

As best practice, always enable anti-affinity rules when there is a multiple Virtual Appliance deployment in the same logical
hypervisor cluster. This prevents a single hypervisor node from being overloaded with too many Virtual Appliances.

For Gateway logical clusters, use anti-affinity rules to prevent the database nodes of the Gateway cluster from residing on
the same ESX host. This ensures that at least one database node is intact if an ESX node goes down, guaranteeing that the
Gateway cluster remains operational.

 

 

Note:

•  High Availability (HA)

 High Availability (HA)
VMware vSphere 4.x and above offers HA functionality. Coupled with vMotion, this ensures that if an
ESX host is down, all images from that host are seamlessly moved to other nodes in the cluster and then
restarted.

VMware vSphere 4.x and above offers HA functionality. Coupled with vMotion, this ensures that if an ESX host is down, all
images from that host are seamlessly moved to other nodes in the cluster and then restarted.

HA in Load/Test Environments

As with the Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS), you should not use HA in load test or performance test environments.
Enabling HA can cause significant performance impact if an ESX node goes down. In addition, HA imposes sizing restrictions
on individual images. This could limit how you configure the Virtual Appliance for testing.

HA in Production Environments

Similar to DRS, HA is integral to maintaining a viable ESX cluster. CA Technologies recommends using HA in production
environments, with the understanding that it could impact consistent performance of the Virtual Appliance. If an ESX node
goes down, the performance of the other nodes in the cluster are also affected, because images are moved from the downed
node to the surviving nodes. Either way, the Virtual Appliance is impacted:

• If it is on the downed node, performance drops as the Virtual Appliance is moved to a surviving node.
• If it is on a surviving node, performance is affected as other images are moved onto its node and resources

are redistributed by the hypervisor.

Using HA dictates how much resource reservation can occur on any particular ESX host. The hypervisor does not allow
memory to be reserved if the total reserved memory goes over the HA threshold required for the ESX node. If memory
reservation is being used for the Virtual Appliance, this could dictate how many appliances can exist on a particular ESX node.
This could also force the distribution of Virtual Appliances, trigger anti-affinity rules, or decrease the memory reservation for
Virtual Appliances.

 

 

Note:

•  Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS)
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 Virtual Appliance Resource Assignments
The gateway appliance requires a significant amount of CPU, memory, and network bandwidth
to perform at a high and predictable level. Virtual environments allow for many different image
configurations, with each virtual image configured according to requirements and expectations. The same
applies to the virtual Gateway appliance: size and configure it based on your needs and the expected
performance. 

The CA API Gateway appliance requires a significant amount of CPU, memory, and network bandwidth to perform at a high
and predictable level. Virtual environments allow for many different image configurations, with each virtual image configured
according to requirements and expectations. The same applies to the virtual Gateway appliance: size and configure it based on
your needs and the expected performance. 

This section provides guidelines for allocating resources to the Virtual Appliance to achieve maximum performance for your
particular environment. It examines:

• High?level considerations for sizing
• Memory considerations
• Processor considerations

 High Level Considerations for Sizing Virtual Appliances
Keep the following in mind as you determine how to best size the Virtual Appliance for your
environment.

Keep the following in mind as you determine how to best size the Virtual Appliance for your environment.

• Size of message traffic: Larger messages require more memory. Typically, 4GB of memory is sufficient for reasonable
message traffic up to 1 MB messages. If you expect your messages to be larger, 8GB will allow you to handle up to 100MB
messages.

• May be advantageous to set up different Gateway nodes for different message sizes, and size the images differently.
• Expected load: Consistent very high load requires both CPUs and memory, regardless of message size . You may want to

consider reserving resources for the Gateway.
• Policy makeup: Using CPU-heavy assertions require CPU resources. It might be advantageous to reserve a CPU for the

Gateway. Assertions that are CPU-heavy typically deal with XSLT, message encryption and signature validation, schema
validations.

• Abnormal message behavior: Variables such as burst request traffic or high back-end latencies may require other
considerations, especially when sizing memory for the Virtual Appliance.

Tip:

Adding more resources does not always produce greater performance. For example, allocating too many CPU resources or too
much memory to images may actually cause a decrease in overall performance. VMware is designed to reclaim resources that
it considers idle and this reclaiming/reallocating cycle impacts performance.

 

 

Note:

•  Memory in a Virtual Environment
• Processors in a Virtual Environment

 Memory in a Virtual Environment
Similar to CPU resources, the performance of the gateway depends heavily on memory that is allocated
to the Virtual Appliance. Memory configuration directly impacts both data throughput and message size
capabilities. It is important to allocate memory correctly to achieve reasonable performance.

Similar to CPU resources, the performance of the CA API Gateway depends heavily on memory that is allocated to the Virtual
Appliance. Memory configuration directly impacts both data throughput and message size capabilities. It is important to
allocate memory correctly to achieve reasonable performance.

Memory Allocation

The following factors directly affect memory usage on the CA API Gateway:
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• Service policy composition: Assertions that create copies of messages within memory consume more memory. Examples
are assertions that deal with: XSLT transformation, schema validation, creation of variables.

• Available processing threads: You can increase the number of threads available to the Gateway for message processing.
This allows the Gateway to handle more message traffic under load. If you do this, memory usage increases as all messages
are stored in memory while being processed.

• Message size: Larger messages increase memory demand.

When configured with 2/3 of available memory for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), the ideal memory configuration for
the Virtual Appliance is 8 GB. With 8 GB of memory, the Virtual Appliance using default values should be able to handle
message sizes up to 100 MB at minimum, processing at gigabit or faster speeds. This should be adequate for most traffic
situations.

For smaller messages (1 MB and under), you can get nearly identical performance with 4 GB of memory. This is beneficial
if you have limited memory on the host or if you do not want to allocate too much resource to any one image. (Note that
performance suffers if a significant number of large messages traverse a 4 GB image.)

Memory Reservation

CA Technologies strongly encourages using memory reservation and high share allocation for Virtual Appliances, both in
performance and production environments. The reason lies in how the Virtual Appliance uses memory and how memory is
allocated to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The Gateway process uses memory as required. Unused memory is not returned
to the OS, instead the Gateway keeps it for its own processes. Any memory management that is performed by the hypervisor
can interfere with the Gateway’s own memory management. This affects performance negatively.

If memory is not reserved, the Virtual Appliance may exhibit inconsistent (but not necessarily poor) performance. The
following potential issues may also arise:

• The Virtual Appliance is designed to use up to 2/3 of the available memory heavily (with the JVM), but the remaining
1/3 lightly. When over-commitment occurs, the hypervisor reclaims and re allocates memory from the Virtual Appliance
to other images as needed. The final part of the memory re-allocation steps involves swapping to disk, which impacts
performance significantly.

• If the hypervisor host is hosting images with memory allocations greater than the physical memory available, memory
reallocation occurs more often.

Performance is the most consistent when the Virtual Appliance has access to 100 percent of the memory that is allocated to it.
The next best option is reserving memory that is allocated to the JVM. For example, if 8GB of memory is given to the image,
the ideal situation is to reserve the full 8 GB of memory for the image. If that cannot be done, then attempt to reserve 6 GB of
the memory. The JVM is giving 5.5GB of the available memory and the 6 GB reservation covers at least that amount.

 

 

Note:

•  High?Level Considerations
• Processors in a Virtual Environment

 Processors in a Virtual Environment
The gateway Virtual Appliance can make heavy use of the CPU resources that are allocated to it. The
intensity varies depending on the type of service policies being published on the Gateway. This topic
explores some general guidelines on CPU resourcing.

The CA API Gateway Virtual Appliance can make heavy use of the CPU resources that are allocated to it. The intensity varies
depending on the type of service policies being published on the Gateway. This topic explores some general guidelines on
CPU resourcing.

Virtual Appliance and CPU Usage

Observe the following deployment recommendations while deploying Virtual Appliances and allocating CPU resources. They
are valid for both testing and production environments.

• Distribute Virtual Appliances within your ESX infrastructure such that no more than two are running on the same multi-
purpose host. This helps minimize the risk of overusing a single ESX host for processing. It also helps minimize the impact
of the Distributed Resource Schedule (DRS) attempting to balance load throughout an ESX cluster.

• If you cannot avoid placing more than two Virtual Appliances running on a given host, ensure that the total number of
allocated CPUs (reserved or not) does not exceed the total number of physical cores on that host. Otherwise, performance
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degrades for all images and high %RDY* values occur as ESX attempt to balance over-committed resources. This scenario
results in inconsistent performance for all images running on the affected ESX host.
(*%RDY = The percentage of time that images wait for the hypervisor to allocate processing resources.)

Virtual Processor Allocation
When allocating processors for use in a hypervisor, be aware of the physical resources available on the
ESX host. Modern servers typically come with one or more sockets, with chips that have four or six cores
each. This allows many images to run, each utilizing multiple processors. Most hypervisors also include
hyper-threaded “processors” in their available processor count. However, hyper-threaded cores are not
physical cores, and they do not perform as well as physical cores. For Virtual Appliance sizing, only
consider physical cores when sizing the image.

The Virtual Appliance performs optimally when the allocated vCPUs equal the number of cores in a single socket on the
host. For example, if using 4-core sockets, you should allocate 4 vCPUs. Performance scales linearly up to that vCPU count
(for example, four vCPUs have roughly twice the performance as two vCPUs, given the same policy and message size).
Performance should increase beyond the number of physical cores on a socket, albeit in a non-linear fashion. However,
performance begins to suffer once you approach the total number of available cores on the hypervisor. The best balance is to
allocate up to the total number of cores on a socket.

Virtual Processor Reservation

Reserving processors for the Virtual Appliance helps with performance consistency, but the performance gains are relatively
minor. It is up to you to decide whether to reserve CPUs for the Virtual Appliance, based on your hypervisor configuration.
Consider these factors:

• Number of images hosted on a single hypervisor client: If the number of vCPU’s allocated to hosted images is
significantly higher than the number of total physical cores available, you should consider reserving vCPU’s for the Virtual
Appliance. Doing so helps produce predictable performance in a production environment. If there is contention for CPU
resources, the host attempts to reduce cycles from all images running on the host. Without processor reservation, this
results in high %RDY values in the ESX host and performance drops for the Virtual Appliance.

• Requirement for consistent and predictable performance: If you require your Virtual Appliance to provide consistent
and predictable performance (due to high or critical performance requirements), then you should reserve CPUs in
production environments.

The factors above may imply that you should always reserve vCPU’s for the Virtual Appliance. But adequate performance is
possible without reservations; just be aware that performance may vary in this environment.

For performance testing environments, images should be configured for maximum throughput and consistency. This means
sizing the environment so that combined image vCPU allocations do not exceed the number of physical cores, or reserving
CPUs for the Virtual Appliance.

 

 

Note:

• High?Level Considerations
• Memory in a Virtual Environment

 Summary: Virtual Appliance Best Practices
Properly configuring and sizing the Virtual Appliance is important for optimal, consistent performance.
CA Technologies recommends that you:

Properly configuring and sizing the Virtual Appliance is important for optimal, consistent performance. CA
Technologies recommends that you:

• Configure the Virtual Appliance based on the recommendations in this section.
• Avoid using the Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) for the Virtual Appliance—either globally, or through affinity and

anti-affinity rules.
• Allocate 4 vCPUs and 8 GB of memory to the Virtual Appliance, and reserve both CPU and memory resources. This

achieves consistently high performance from the Virtual Image.

Observe these recommendations in performance and testing environments. This guarantees consistent performance and ensures
that you are testing the Virtual Appliance rather than the limitations of the virtual environment.
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Many tactics used in virtual environments are undesirable for the Virtual Appliance, especially in a production environment.
Such features include DRS, HA (High Availability), and limiting dedicated resources to specific images. Using any of these
can result in unpredictable performance for the Virtual Appliance.

 

Note:

• Virtual Appliance Deployment Best Practices

 

 

 

 HTTP Load Balancer Best Practices
This topic provides an overview of load balancing and scaling in gateway environments. API Gateways
differ slightly from Web servers in their behavior.

This topic provides an overview of load balancing and scaling in CA API Gateway environments. API Gateways differ slightly
from Web servers in their behavior.

Most environments use load balancers as standard practice. These load balancers reside between the clients and the gateway,
and between the gateway and the back-end servers. The following diagram shows a standard environment used during
performance tests and in production. Note the firewalls at the front and back, with load balancers front and back.

The environment shown above presents unique challenges due to the number of network components.

Tip:

HTTP is a stateless protocol in theory. In practice, managing the state and the low level management detail can have a
significant effect on performance of your API Gateway.

Desired Outcomes of Load Balancing

These are the most important outcomes of load balancing:
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• Failover, High Availability: The most basic and reasonable outcome: load balancers prevent requests from being sent to
non-operable servers. How effective this is depends on failure detection.

• Balancing Load: Despite the obvious name, this is actually the least understood and many side effects are counter
intuitive. For example, shifting the load to different nodes may actually increase the CPU load on the servers due to SSL
session negotiation overhead. Similarly, round-robin can sometimes cause additional load on all systems from lack of
HTTP keep-alive or from SSL session overhead.

• Reducing Overload of Individual Nodes: This is a very important effect of good load balancing, but not a necessary
outcome. For example, strict round-robin balancing could result in requests being sent to an overloaded system.
Similarly, when a given group of client systems is proxied via NAT, then IP address-based affinity will not balance the
load as well. This configuration is common in large corporations. Even some communication service providers proxy entire
global regions behind such proxies. Another scenario to consider is in-front cache engines that affect in-bound IPs and SSL
session uniqueness.

 

Read next:  Issues in HTTP Load Balancing

 

 

 Issues in HTTP Load Balancing
This topic describes some of the issues that you may encounter when configuring HTTP load balancing
for your gateway.

This topic describes some of the issues that you may encounter when configuring HTTP load balancing for your CA API
Gateway.

Contents:

How HTTP Keep-Alive Works

All web browsers and nearly all client software produced in the last 20 years support the HTTP 1.1 RFC. It reduces latency and
reduces OS overhead by avoiding the three-way TCP handshake for subsequent requests.

The Gateway disables inbound keep-alive requests on new connections if more than 75% of a connection pool is in use
processing messages. This may impact some performance tests, though it does not affect most connections. Setting the cluster
properties io.httpCoreConcurrency and io.httpMaxConcurrency to at least double the expected test concurrency should help
avoid performance issues. Note: You should be aware of the system capacity, latency, and message sizes being processed
before setting these cluster properties.

By default, current Gateway versions use a relatively higher core concurrency of 750, which reflects a greater number of
outstanding requests. With performance tests above 600 concurrent requests, this may imply setting a larger core concurrency
because of the 75% rule around keep-alive.

These two indicators help you determine the keep-alive state:

• The HTTP Connection header indicates the current state of a connection. The connection is closed if an idle connection is
indicated by a TCP FIN packet.
In the standard connection flow, the server side is responsible initially to allow or disallow keep-alive. It can also disable
keep-alive unilaterally.

• The Content-Length field must contain a value for keep-alive to work. If a message is of unknown length, then the server
disables the keep-alive. 

Load balancers sometimes change keep-alive behavior by using timeouts that are different from the client or server.

Note:

HTTP 1.1 keep-alive may conflict with older load balancer designs. Reason: The FIN packet used to close idle connections can
be dropped inadvertently. When using older load balancers, pay close attention to the keep-alive session lifetime when setting
the load balancer session affinity lifetime.

Most load balancers can use keep-alive on the back-end, regardless of what happens on the client-facing front end. This offers
efficiency gains because of the ability to pool connections on the back-end rather than constantly establishing new ones. This is
especially useful in cases where the load balancer is terminating SSL.

Example: The OneConnect feature of F5 load balancers. The F5, A10, and other load balancers can handle different keep-alive
timeouts between the front end and back end. This is done by forcing connection resets on the front end when the back-end
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session expires, or when the back-end pool member is detected down (for example, reset-fwd/reset-rev option on A10 load
balancers).

Failure Case Around Keep-Alive and Timeouts

One consequence of having an incorrectly set timeout is a CLOSE_WAIT state with one byte remaining that never clears.

When the load balancer drops the session because of lifetime expiry, then the packets from client to server and server to client
are no longer forwarded. As a result, the final TCP connection shutdown does not complete.

In this state, part of the TCP state management never completes because the final packet associated with TCP connection
shutdown is not received. This causes the TCP to stack wait forever.

In the Gateway routing assertions, this can prevent the connection close from completing, which prevents the thread from
returning to the connection pool. This eventually fills up the connection pool with dead back-end connections.

SSL Sessions
Web Servers

In web server load balancing, SSL pass-through is used rarely. Many configurations terminate SSL at the load balancer and use
non-SSL on the back-end, because mutually authenticated SSL is uncommon.

API Gateways

SSL is often terminated at the Gateway for many reasons. For example, this is how some of the features work for mutually
authenticated SSL. Consider the Gateway as behaving more like a standard web server case with some specific differences.

SSL Session Renegotiation Performance Issues

The following simplified diagram shows three scenarios:

• A bad case of using layer 4 (SSL pass-through) without session affinity; this causes intense CPU and entropy
• An SSL session being reused using load balancer session affinity
• A subsequent request from a client to a server that does not have the local SSL session data. This is a common case

for round-robin strategies or for least-connections type balancing algorithms. This causes excessive Gateway CPU
consumption
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Mutually Authenticated SSL

Many organizations use mutually authenticated SSL and terminating the SSL at the load balancer presents some challenges.
Client certificates are a crucial part of the Mobile API Gateway MSSO SDK.

It is useful for a load balancer to act as an SSL-to-SSL reverse proxy. In this configuration, the SSL connection terminates
at the load balancer (which carries the production SSL certificate) rather than simply passing it to the back-end server. This
allows a persistent SSL connection to remain on the back-end, regardless of what happens on the front end. It also allows for
more intelligent inspection, parsing, and routing of traffic by the load balancer. Finally, it allows for control of all aspects of
SSL security by presenting a unified set of encryption methods, cipher ordering, and overall client compatibility. This way, the
Gateway avoids needing to perform these configurations and audits on every back-end server.

SSL termination at the Gateway adds little CPU usage if the load balancer is SSL-session aware. Based on benchmark testing
of Gateway virtual appliances, 1 Kbyte of messages results in 25K TPS (transactions per second) with non-SSL and 18K TPS
with SSL using SSL session reuse.

Mobile API Gateway MSSO SDK Uses Mutual Authenticated SSL

The CA API Gateway depends on automated mutually authenticate SSL provisioning. This is a challenge for the Mobile API
Gateway (MAG). SSL certificates are provisioned and signed for every phone.

This means that the load balancer needs constant updates of allowed certificates for mutual Auth. In terms of the MAG +
Mobile SSO SDK use cases, SSL termination at the load balancer is unlikely to work.

CPU Usage

SSL sessions are expensive to create. Modern CPUs with full strength algorithms and server private keys may require 50ms or
more of CPU usage to create the session. Adding the back-and-forth packets and network latency, this could result in a session
setup time of 100ms or more.

To achieve hundreds of requests per second without huge CPU usage, the SSL specification allows the SSL hello to include a
session ID from a previously created session. If both ends have that session, they can both skip the expensive session creation.

By design, SSL sessions are renegotiated every 30 minutes, so this is not a decrease in security.

Round-robin with no affinity can often disable SSL session reuse. Some load balancers have explicit "SSL Session Affinity"
mode. Use this mode if available.

Failure Detection

Many environments require failure detection/high availability, so detecting failed nodes is crucial. Most commercial load
balancers use an active failure detection mechanism such as polling individual nodes. There is also a less common mode of
passive failure detection by reading HTTP response codes, specifically looking for HTTP 500 errors and reacting accordingly.

 

Read next: Strategies for HTTP Load Balancing

 Concurrency Considerations in HTTP Load Balancing
Be aware of potential failure cases when you plan for load balancing. It is possible that the entire inbound
concurrency limit on a Gateway is consumed by requests.

Be aware of potential failure cases when you plan for load balancing. It is possible that the entire inbound concurrency limit on
a Gateway is consumed by requests.

When there are a large number of requests executing concurrently, it is possible to overrun the limit of back-end connections.
When this happens, additional requests are queued within the Gateway, occupying threads. Eventually, the inbound connection
limit is reached and the load balancer health check fails to obtain a new connection. This causes the load balancer to assume
that the Gateway itself is failing. The normal remedy is to remove the Gateway node from the pool. This puts additional
concurrency on the other Gateway nodes, using up their inbound connection pools more quickly, causing the same event to
each node in sequence. This is called a cascaded failure.

To avoid this situation, consider your concurrency requirements and ensure that there are larger values further inside the
network.

Consider the following diagram:

• The limit at the back-end load balancer (6) might be set to 1200 concurrent, to handle all eventualities.
• The connections per host (4) is expected to be about 1100.
• The Gateway inbound (3) may vary, but in general will not exceed 1000.
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This ensures that there is no case where the previous link in the system is unable to obtain a connection to the next link.

1. Client Software
2. External Firewall
3. Load balancer
4. Gateway Cluster
5. Firewall between DMZ in High Security Zone
6. Back-End Load Balancer
7. Back-End Systems

Every point has possible bottlenecks, where the concurrency load is larger than what is allowed by the tools in the pipeline:

• Firewalls sometimes (not often) limit concurrency.
• Load Balancers can sometimes limit per-node concurrency (consult the documentation for your Load Balancer for details)
• The Gateways may limit HTTP Listener Inbound concurrency (through the io.httpCoreConcurrency and

io.httpMaxConcurrency cluster properties)
• The Gateways may limit Outbound HTTP Routing concurrency using these Gateway System Properties:

• Single target maximum back end:
com.l7tech.common.http.prov.apache.CommonsHttpClient.maxConnectionsPerHost

• All targets maximum back-end concurrency:
com.l7tech.common.http.prov.apache.CommonsHttpClient.maxTotalConnections

 

Note:

• Configuring the Load Balancer
• Input/Output Cluster Properties 

 Strategies for HTTP Load Balancing
This topic describes strategies to consider when configuring HTTP load balancing for your gateway.

This topic describes strategies to consider when configuring HTTP load balancing for your CA API Gateway.

Choosing a strategy often includes several sub-components: balancing, affinity, failure detection. 
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Contents:

Load Balancing Strategy for New Connections

A Load Balancing strategy is also known as the "Balancing Algorithm". These are the most common strategies. 

Round-Robin

This is the simplest strategy, easiest to visualize, easiest to implement. This method rotates incoming requests across the
different Gateway nodes, regardless of the load. This strategy is less desirable especially for SSL, as it causes a large increase
in the number of SSL negotiations. It also can prevent HTTP 'keepalive' from working, depending on the particular Load
Balancer implementation. Lastly, this strategy does not consider the account server load.

Least Connections

This method selects the service with the least number of active connections to ensure that the load of active requests is
balanced on the services and nodes. This is a common strategy that is simple to implement and understand, and it works well
in most instances. It is a good alternative to round-robin, as the number of connections can be a reasonable proxy for load if the
server in question is doing the same function.

Least Load

This method selects the node with the least amount of load. However, it is uncommon for a Load Balancer to do a real system
load query using SNMP query or something similar. Reason: Doing so is more resource intensive compared to other passive
methods.

Modern Load Balancers use several mechanisms to select the optimal back-end pool member, including:

• application response time
• pre-configured and dynamic pool member ratios
• number of active sessions (which is different from number of connections)
• predictive methods that analyze performance over time and anticipate growing pool member load.

Application response times are commonly used, but they have a serious downside. HTTP 500 responses and other errors from
broken application servers have typically fast response times AND the errors always close the keep-alive. This means that a
server that is down causes a load balancing pool to favor it unnaturally. Reason: Both the connection count is below and the
average response time is be short.

Choosing an Affinity Strategy

Affinity is how the Load Balancer chooses a server for a connection from a client that has previously sent a connection.
Different affinity strategies can affect performance. 

SSL Session Affinity

SSL Session Affinity is the most flexible affinity strategy and is preferred for SSL sessions. This strategy inspects the section
of the SSL initial packet that encodes the SSL session identifier. If jjit is empty, then this represents a net new connection. 

Almost all public and private API traffic is protected by SSL.

Note:

(For HA Proxy) http://blog.haproxy.com/2011/07/04/maintain-affinity-based-on-ssl-session-id/

(For F5) https://support.f5.com/csp/knowledge-center/software

IP Affinity

IP Affinity is the default setting in most standard Load Balancer configurations. This setting is sufficient if you have a use case
that is strictly Business to Consumer.

This strategy is less effective with smaller counts of client systems. This is because the "averages" do not produce good load
balancing if the number of client systems is within an order of magnitude as the number of server systems being balanced.

IP Affinity is also ineffective when proxy servers are used. These proxies effectively consolidate many clients behind a single
IP address.

HTTP Session Cookie Affinity

HTTPS sessions are less applicable in the API world, as relatively few modern API implementations use cookie-based
sessions. OAuth or JWT credentials are the emerging trends, and they are not session based, but make messages idempotent.

http://blog.haproxy.com/2011/07/04/maintain-affinity-based-on-ssl-session-id/
https://support.f5.com/csp/knowledge-center/software
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A session cookie must terminate SSL on the Load Balancer (or be non-SSL) to inspect the HTTP headers to look at the session
cookies.

Most APIs are SSL protected.

No Affinity

Not using affinity is not recommended for most heavy usage situations. Even for light-usage applications where balancing is
not the main focus, affinity helps with High Availability.

Failure Detection

The standard method of detecting failures is to send a request to a service. The CA API Gateway has an HTTP service that is
designed specifically to work with Load Balancer active detection modes. This has performance implications and should not be
used if the design involves multiple virtual end points (Called VIPs in F5) connecting to the same pool of servers.

For more information, see "Load Balancer Health Check" in Configuring the Load Balancer.

Note:

Some systems use ICMP ping. This does not detect many failure cases and is not recommended.

Real World Guidance

CA Technologies provides the following guidance based on experience with real-world deployments. 

Choose the Affinity and Load Balancing strategy appropriate to the use case

Consider the following issues:

• Some Load Balancers allow you to configure the load balancing algorithm and affinity separately. This capability is
crucial. Some popular older devices did not, which causes serious issues. For example, Cisco® CSM and CSS are examples
of models that do not have separate configuration.

• Keep in mind this distinction: 

• "Load Balancing Algorithm (Strategy)" is about choosing the back-end server to send a request from a client with
which the Load Balancer has never connected before

• "Affinity" is where to send a request from a client from which the Load Balancer has already seen traffic.
• Affinity makes a significant difference for SSL. The ability to reuse SSL sessions increases performance dramatically.

Tests are performed on VMware-based Virtual Appliances show a throughput increase of more than 15x (from 1.7K TPS to
28K TPS ). 

• Performance tests differ from production scaling. For instance, customers often want perfect load distribution, but have
a limited number of clients. As a result, performance test staff may turn off affinity to achieve better load distribution.
The untintended side effect is that this may increase the CPU load on the Gateways due to the overhead of SSL session
negotiation.

Set both Load Balancer timeouts and Routing Assertion connection and read timeouts appropriate to
system behavior at a business level

The CA API Gateway is factory set with the following defaults:

• 30 second connection timeout
• 3 retries
• 60 second read timeout

This may impact user experience in high-performance environments, as users may resend requests before the 60 seconds
timeout, which increases the server load.

You should decide which is preferable at your business: respond quickly with an error to a client API request, or respond more
slowly with fewer errors. This may also encourage you to check your entire signal chain for performance.

Many Load Balancers have timeouts for how long a connection is active (meaning how long it waits for the back-end to
respond). If that time is shorter than the Gateway read timeout, then you encounter the CLOSE_WAIT issue. To prevent this
from happening, configure the Load Balancer to send a TCP RST if the connection closes before the read completes. 

SSL Termination

If you terminate SSL on the Load Balancer, some use cases may not function as expected. Sometimes you can rewrite policy to
make this work and sometimes you cannot.
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A common specific case: Mutual Auth SSL to mobile devices using the MAG MSSO SDK is more difficult to do with Load
Balancer-based SSL termination because of the complicated certificate provisioning. There are some ways around this, but
they have large implications in terms of policy authoring support.

Conclusion

CA Technologies recommends using SSL session affinity with an HTTP Load Balancer. It provides the most benefits, with the
least number of drawbacks. 

Note:

•  Configuring the Load Balancer

 Hazelcast Storage Best Practices
This topic describes the Hazelcast server-side configurations that work best with the . You must make
these changes manually, as the Gateway is unable to do so since it is behaving only as a client.

This topic describes the Hazelcast server-side configurations that work best with the API Gateway. You must make these
changes manually, as the Gateway is unable to do so since it is behaving only as a client.

Tip:

Instructions on configuring the Gateway to use Hazelcast is described in Connect to an External Hazelcast Datastore. That
topic also describes which Hazelcast client configurations are supported by the Gateway (not all configurations are supported).

Contents:

Configuration for Hazelcast Map Data Structure

The Gateway uses the key value store implemented by the External Hazelcast Storage. Use these configuration options for the
Hazelcast map data structure.

Enable Backup Reads

When the Gateway connects to an External Hazelcast Cluster, each request should have a multiple copies over the Hazelcast
cluster nodes to avoid data loss. You can configure this one of two ways:

• backup-count: This setting backs up map entries to other Hazelcast nodes in the cluster. The default value is 1, which
means it backs up to one other node. Setting this to 2 backs up a map entry to two other Hazelcast nodes. The maximum
backup count is 6. The backup occurs synchronously, so the backup has priority and will block other operations.

Tip:

You can disable backups by setting backup-count to 0 (zero). This is not recommended, but it may be necessary if
performance is more important than backups. You must disable backup-count if you choose to enable async-backup-count.

• async-backup-count: This is the same thing as backup-count, except that backups occur asynchronously and do not block
other operations. The default value is 0, which means asynchronous backups are disabled by default. Set this to another
value depending on the number of nodes that you wish to back up to. Be sure to set backup-count=0 if you enable async-
backup-count.

The "default" map settings use these settings:

• backup-count=1
• async-backup-count=0

These defaults are used whether or not a <map name="default"> section is explicitly stated in hazelcast-client.xml.

To set your own mapping, add a <map name="newMapName"> section to hazelcast-client.xml as shown below:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<hazelcast xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
           xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.hazelcast.com/schema/config
                               http://www.hazelcast.com/schema/config/hazelcast-config-3.10.xsd"
           xmlns="http://www.hazelcast.com/schema/config">
    <map name="myMapName">
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        <backup-count>0</backup-count>
        <async-backup-count>2</async-backup-count>
    </map>
</hazelcast>

In the example above synchronous backup is disabled, while asynchronous backup is set to back up to two Hazelcast nodes.

Map Eviction

The Gateway controls the life cycle of all key value pair and data entries. Do not configure expiration of data entries in
Hazelcast. Do not configure these settings in hazelcast-client.xml:

• time-to-live-seconds
• eviction-policy
• max-size

Note:

• Connect to an External Hazelcast Datastore
• External Hazelcast documentation: https://docs.hazelcast.org/docs/latest/manual/html-single/

 Gateway Hardening
This topic provides a high-level description of the hardening procedures that have been applied to the
gateway.

This topic provides a high-level description of the hardening procedures that have been applied to the CA API Gateway.

Contents:

General Principle Around Hardening

The host OS/Platforms for the CA API Gateway are delivered with moderate levels of OS hardening. This provides a secure
default deployment platform configuration. The CA Technologies approach to OS hardening for the Gateway uses the
following general security principles:

Economy of Mechanism

• Keep the system as simple and small as possible
• Remove unused components, services, open ports, etc.

Least Privilege

• Programs and users of the system should operate using a minimum of privileges necessary to complete the job
• Account access and resource restriction

Designed for Updating

• Support a regular patching cycle
• Monthly Platform Patches can be applied easily through a configuration menu; see the patching requirements in "Patching

Requirements for Different Form Factors" below.

Psychological Acceptability

• Find a balance between security vs usability
• Provide moderate level of hardening; customers can apply additional hardening as necessary

Hardening Process

The hardening process typically includes, but is not limited to, the following areas:

• Partition limiting
• Limited file system mount options
• File ownership initial verification
• Restricted file permission settings
• Minimal number of OS packages

https://docs.hazelcast.org/docs/latest/manual/html-single/
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• Package signature validation
• Boot menu lock down
• Kernel module configuration and minimization
• Firewall configuration (iptable rules)
• OS audit events that are integrated with syslog
• Minimal user and service accounts
• Increased user password complexity, and stronger hash for password storage
• Minimal running services
• Restricted resource controls
• Security scanning (with various applicable tools)

Note:

The Docker container form factor receives generally the same hardening steps. However, some of the above hardening
procedures do not apply to Gateways running on Docker. For example, Docker images do not contain kernel modules and
Docker images are deployed with preconfigured settings (thus no boot/configuration menu).

Image Scanning for Security Vulnerability

All Gateway images (regardless of form factor) go through a thorough Secure Software Development Cycle (see the
CA Technologies best practices here). These images are also checked with Static, Dynamic, and Manual Application
Security Testing, plus other vulnerability scanning tools before release. CA Technologies uses third-party tools to identify
vulnerabilities in the host OS/platform and to examine the Docker image composition and component.

Host Platform/OS Patching Security Requirements

The Gateway receives monthly platform patches or new base images that contain updated OS level packages for delivering
platform-level security patches. For most of the form factors, you can apply the monthly patch from the CA API Management
Solutions and Patches page. For the Docker container form factor, configure your preferred Docker deployment platform (for
example, OpenShift) to auto deploy the monthly updates.

If your Gateway is installed as an RPM package, it is your responsibility to maintain the host OS/platform.

Patching Requirements for Different Form Factors

The following table summarizes the security patching requirements for the Gateway on various host OS and platform form
factors.

Form Factor Security Patching Requirement

Virtual Appliance, OVA image, RHEL-based Apply the Gateway monthly platform patch.

Virtual Appliance, OVA image, CentOS based Apply the Gateway monthly platform patch.

Virtual Appliance, AWS AMI image, RHEL based Apply the Gateway monthly platform patch.

Virtual Appliance, AWS AMI image, CentOS based Apply the Gateway monthly platform patch.

Virtual Appliance, Docker container image, CentOS based Set up your container application platform to auto deploy the
latest container image from the Gateway Docker hub.

Software, RPM package You manage your own host OS/Platform patching process.

Hardware Appliance, Oracle X5/X6/X7 server, RHEL based Apply the Gateway monthly platform patch.

Note:

• CA Secure Software Development Life Cycle (SSDLC)
• CA API Management Solutions and Patches

 Gateway Disaster Recovery System
Disaster Recovery (DR) is a critical component of a highly available environment. A typical  cluster is
configured in a single data center. Should disaster strike the data center (for example, earthquake, flood,
or human-caused catastrophes), there must be a process to bring the Gateways back online as quickly as
possible.

https://communities.ca.com/community/product-vulnerability-response/ca-technologies-secure-software-development-lifecycle-ssdlc
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html
https://communities.ca.com/community/product-vulnerability-response/ca-technologies-secure-software-development-lifecycle-ssdlc
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-api-management-solutions-and-patches.html
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Disaster Recovery (DR) is a critical component of a highly available environment. A typical API Gateway cluster is configured
in a single data center. Should disaster strike the data center (for example, earthquake, flood, or human-caused catastrophes),
there must be a process to bring the Gateways back online as quickly as possible.

There are several possible solutions to a DR configuration, for example: 

• Keep a spare non-running Gateway with recent backups that are manually restored. 
• A fully functional Gateway remotely located, ready to take over from the primary Gateway cluster at a moment's notice.

This chapter outlines the second option: how to configure a DR system with single node in a remote location. You will
learn how to create a database node that replicates the database from the secondary node of the cluster (known as "chain
replication"). The DR node is disabled, to prevent writing to the database and causing collisions. Activating the DR node is a
manual process that requires several steps. 

Contents:

Assumptions

Before invoking a Disaster Recovery system, ensure that: 

• The DR system is in a “warm ready” state with a most-recent-possible copy of the configuration. If your DR system can
tolerate a stale configuration, then using a non-replicated database may be a better option.

• An operating API Gateway cluster is configured, with two database nodes
• All systems are mapped in the /etc/hosts files, if they are not configured in the DNS
• All ancillary systems also have a redundant configuration in the DR environment for the Gateway to access. These systems

must have the same mappings as the live cluster, including application servers, LDAP, JMS, JDBC, SNMP, SMTP, etc.

Advantages

Configuring a Disaster Recovery node as described here has the advantage of being fully up to date and ready to go live with
minimal effort. Impact on the production cluster nodes is limited to replication reading from the secondary database node.

Note:

Consider the issue of load capacity when using a single DR node. If normal traffic is greater than what a single node can
handle, you have two options:

• Some form of traffic shaping is required in the DR networking infrastructure
• The DR system needs to be configured as a cluster itself.

A DR cluster needs to be limited to a single database node for initial takeover, with both processing nodes in a disabled state
until activated. If there is a chance that the DR cluster will run for an extended period, it is possible to configure the DR cluster
with a replicated database. If a DR cluster is required, contact your CA Technologies representative for assistance.

Disaster Recovery Alternatives

If you do not create a formal disaster recovery plan, the alternatives are more ad hoc and less effective. One option is to
retrieve a backup image periodically from the primary node using wget and then running it through ssgrestore.sh on an
automated basis. This has the major disadvantage of the data being out of date by several hours or more potentially. Retrieving
a full backup image also has a larger performance impact on the primary database node. You also need to address the
implications of OS-level settings (such as IP addresses, etc.).

 

Read next: Configure a Disaster Recovery Syste

 Configure a Disaster Recovery System
This topic describes how to configure your  nodes for Disaster Recovery.

This topic describes how to configure your API Gateway nodes for Disaster Recovery.

Note:

Configuring a Disaster Recovery System requires advanced knowledge and is intended for system administrators or other
technical users.

Note:

In this topic, the two nodes in the cluster are referred to as Gateway1 and Gateway2, where Gateway1 is the database node
hosting the primary database. The DR node being configured is referred to as Gateway-DR.

Contents:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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What Scripts Do I Need?

Use the following scripts to configure disaster recovery:

• add_slave_user.sh
• create_DR_slave.sh
• monitor_replication.sh

Preparing the Secondary DB node on Gateway2

Required Script: add_slave_user.sh

1. Access the privileged shell on Gateway2.
2. Run /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/add_slave_user.sh to add a new Access Control List (ACL) to the

MySQL database for the DR system to replicate. 
3. Complete the prompts displayed on the screen

For more information, see Configuring Cluster Database Replication.

# /opt/SecureSpan/Appliance/bin/add_slave_user.sh -v

Gathering information for SLAVE userEnter hostname or IP for the
 SLAVE: Gateway-
DR.l7tech.com
Enter replication user:
 [repluser] repluser
Enter replication password:
 [replpass] replpass
Enter MySQL root user:
 [root] root
Enter MySQL root password: [] rootpass

Checking configuration of running MySQL...MySQL appears to be
 properly configured with server_id=2Do you want to continue?
 [Y] Y
Granting slave permissions to repluser@Gateway-DR.l7tech.comDone.

Configuring the DR Node Replication

Required Script: create_DR_slave.sh

1. Access the privileged shell on the Gateway-DR.
2. Edit /etc/my.cnf and add a line to set server-id=3:

# Uncommment log-bin and log-slave-update if a clustered# db
 server#log-bin=/var/lib/mysql/ssgbin-log#log-slave-update#
 uncomment the next item on 1st db master server#server-id=1#
 uncomment the next item on 2nd db master servers#server-id=2# This
 is a DR node 

server-
id=3
relay-log = /var/lib/mysql/ssgrelay-binrelay-log-index = /var/
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lib/mysql/ssgrelay-bin.indexrelay-log-info-file = /var/lib/mysql/
ssgrelay-bin.info

3. Restart the mysqld service:

# service mysqld
 restart
Stopping MySQL: [ OK ]Starting MySQL: [ OK ]

4. Use scp to copy the create_DR_slave.sh script to the home directory of the ssgconfig user. 
5. Run the following comments to set the ownership and permissions for the script file, and then move it to /usr/local/

bin:  

# chown root:root ~ssgconfig/
create_DR_slave.sh
# chmod 700 ~ssgconfig/
create_DR_slave.sh
# mv ~ssgconfig/create_DR_slave.sh /usr/local/bin

6. Run the create_DR_slave.sh script to configure the slave database:

# /usr/local/bin/create_DR_slave.sh -
v
Enter hostname or IP for the secondary DB node in the
 cluster: Gateway2.mycompany.com
Enter replication user:
 [repluser] repluser
Enter replication password:
 [replpass] replpass
Enter monitor user: [monitor] monitor Enter monitor password:
 [monitorpass] monitorpass
Enter MySQL root user:
 [root] root
Enter MySQL root password:
 [] 7layer
Do you want to clone a database from Gateway2.l7tech.com (yes or
 no)?
 [yes] yes
Enter name of database to clone:
 [ssg] ssg
--> MASTER = Gateway2.l7tech.com--> DBUSER = repluser--> DBPWD
 = replpass--> ROOT = root--> ROOT_PWD = 7layer--> CLONE_DB =
 yes--> DB = ssg--> Stopping slave--> File = ssgbin-log.000002--
> Position = 62095412--> Changing MASTER settings--> Creating
 database: ssg--> Copying database from Gateway2.l7tech.com-->
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 Starting slave--> Confirming slave startup--> Slave_IO_Running
 = Yes--> Slave_SQL_Running = YesSlave successfully created--
> Getting password for user gateway --> Granting access for
 'gateway'@'localhost' --> Granting access for 'gateway'@'%' -->
 Granting access for 'gateway'@'localhost.localdomain' --> Granting
 monitor rights for monitor@localhost 

Does the clone command time out? If so, see Troubleshooting. 

7. Exit the privileged shell to the Gateway main menu.
Select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu) and then option 3 (Configure the CA API Gateway).

8. Configure the DR Gateway to use the localhost database but remain in a disabled state:
9.

---------------------------------------------------------------------- Configure
 CA API
 Gateway ---------------------------------------------------------------------- At
 any time type "quit" to quit.

----------------------- Set Up the CA API Gateway
 Database ----------------------- At any time type "quit" to
 quit. Press "<" to go to the previous step.
This step lets you create or set up a connection to the SSG
 database.
Enter the database hostname.
Database Host [localhost]: localhost

Enter the database port.
Database Port [3306]: 3306

Enter the database name.
Database Name [ssg]: ssg

Enter the database user.
Database Username [gateway]: gateway

Enter the database password.
Database
 Password: db_password
Confirm Database Password: db_password

-------------------------------- Set Up the CA API Gateway Failover
 Database -------------------------------- At any time type "quit"
 to quit. Press "<" to go to the previous step.
This step lets you create or set up a connection to the SSG
 failover database.
This step is optional, enter "Yes" to continue or "No" to skip.
Configure Database Failover Connection? [No]: No

---------------------- Set Up the CA API Gateway
 Cluster ---------------------- At any time type "quit" to
 quit. Press "<" to go to the previous step.
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This step lets you set up the SSG cluster.
Enter the cluster passphrase (6-128 characters).
Cluster
 Passphrase: cluster_passphrase
Confirm Cluster Passphrase: cluster_passphrase

------------------- Set Up the SSG Node ------------------- At any
 time type "quit" to quit. Press "<" to go to the previous step.
This step lets you set up the SSG node.
Enable or disable the node.
Enabled
 [Yes]: No
--------------------- Configuration
 Summary --------------------- Press < to go to the previous step,
 type "quit" to quit.
The following configuration will be applied:
Database Connection Database Host = localhost Database Port =
 3306 Database Name = ssg Database Username = gateway
Node Configuration Enabled = No
Press [Enter] to continue. Please wait while the configuration
 is applied ... --------------------- Configuration
 Results ---------------------
The configuration was successfully applied.
Press [Enter] to continue

Monitoring the Replication State

Required Script: monitor_replication.sh

1. Use scp to copy the monitor_replication.sh script to the home directory of the ssgconfig user. 
2. Open a privileged shell on Gateway-DR.
3. Run the following commands to change the ownership and permissions of the monitor_replication.sh script to the home

directory of the ssgconfig user: 

# chown root:root ~ssgconfig/
monitor_replication.sh
# chmod 700 ~ssgconfig/
monitor_replication.sh
# mv ~ssgconfig/monitor_replication.sh /usr/local/bin

4. Open /usr/local/bin/monitor_replication.sh for editing and set the configurable settings, including:

Setting Notes

MONUSER Must be same as value in create_DR_slave.sh

MONPWD Must be same as value in create_DR_slave.sh

NOTIFY Use default unless you have a specific setting in mind

NOTIFY_SMTP Configure exim as per notes in script

# NOTIFY_TO Required

# NOTIFY_CC Optional
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# NOTIFY_BCC Optional

# MTA_FLAG See notes for value; use default unless you have a specific
setting in mind

NOTIFY_SNMP If you use SNMP for notification, ensure that net-snmp-
utils is installed. For more information, see the notes within
the script.

# SNMP_HOST Required

# COMMUNITY Required

# OID_ERROR Use default unless you have a specific setting in mind

VERBOSE Set to 'yes' for testing and 'no' for production

5. Test the monitor_replication.sh script file:

# monitor_replication.sh
Master_Host = Gateway2.l7tech.com Slave_IO_Running =
 Yes Slave_SQL_Running = Yes Master_Log_File = ssgbin-log.000005
Slave is functioning properly.
# mysqladmin stop-
slave
Slave
 stopped # monitor_replication.sh
Master_Host = Gateway2.l7tech.com Slave_IO_Running =
 No Slave_SQL_Running = No Master_Log_File = ssgbin-log.000005
WARNING: Slave is not functioning properly --- This
 *should* have been sent by SMTP or SNMP --- Sending
 notification by SNMP trap # mysqladmin start-
slave
Slave
 started # monitor_replication.sh
Master_Host = Gateway2.l7tech.com Slave_IO_Running =
 Yes Slave_SQL_Running = Yes Master_Log_File = ssgbin-log.000005
Slave is functioning properly.

6. In a production environment, edit /usr/local/bin/monitor_replication.sh and set VERBOSE='no'. 
7. Add /usr/local/bin/monitor_replication.sh to crontab. For more information, see the notes within the

script for more information.

# crontab -
e
# Monitor DR database replication0 * * * * /usr/local/bin/
monitor_replication.sh

Troubleshooting
Resolving Clone Timeouts
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If the database is very large, the clone command may time out. If this happens, access a privileged shell on Gateway2 and
manually dump the database with:

# mysqldump --master-data=1 -r ssgdump.sql ssg

Then copy ssgdump.sql to the Gateway-DR and load it:

# mysqladmin stop-slave# mysqladmin create ssg# mysql ssg <
 ssgdump.sql# mysqladmin start-slave# mysql -e "SHOW SLAVE STATUS\G" |
 grep Running Slave_IO_Running: Yes Slave_SQL_Running: Yes

Next step: Activating the Failover Node

 Activating the Failover Node
Activating the failover node on a involves these three steps at a high level:

Activating the failover node on a API Gateway involves these three steps at a high level:

1. Log in to the Disaster Recovery (DR) node.
2. Stop replication.
3. Activate the node.

Once the node is activated, you can route traffic to it.

Note:

In this topic, the two nodes in the cluster are referred to as Gateway1 and Gateway2, where Gateway1 is the database node
hosting the primary database. The DR node being configured is referred to as Gateway-DR.

Note:

It is very important that the slave on the DR node is disabled. This is a precaution, should the database on Gateway2
inadvertently come back up.

To activate the failover node:

1. Access the privileged shell on Gateway-DR.
2. Stop the database from slaving the secondary node:

# mysqladmin stop-slave Slave stopped # mysql -e "SHOW SLAVE STATUS
\G" | grep Running Slave_IO_Running: No Slave_SQL_Running: No

3. (Optional) Disable replication monitoring in crontab:

# crontab -
e
# Monitor DR database
 replication
#0 * * * * /usr/local/bin/monitor_replication.sh
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4. Exit the privileged shell and return to the Gateway main menu.
5. Select the following options: 2 ( Display CA API Gateway Configuration menu), 3 (Configure the CA API Gateway), 4

(Node Configuration). 
6. Enter yes to enable the node.
7. Select S (Save and exit). You are presented with a summary of the configuration that will be applied:

--------------------- Configuration
 Summary --------------------- Press < to go to the previous step,
 type "quit" to quit.
The following configuration will be applied:
  Database Connection     Database Host = localhost     Database
 Port = 3306     Database Name = ssg     Database Username =
 gateway
  Node Configuration     Enabled = Yes
Press [Enter] to continue.

8. Review the summary carefully and then press Enter to apply the configuration. This may take a moment to complete.
9. Upon completion, press Enter to return to the Gateway Configuration menu. 
10. Select option 7 (Manage CA API Gateway status) to check state of the Gateway startup. If it is not running, exit back to

the menu and wait, then select option 7 again. When you see Node Status = RUNNING, proceed to the next step.
11. Exit the Gateway main menu and confirm that the Policy Manager can connect to the DR node directly.
12. Configure the network routing infrastructure to route messages to the DR system.

Next step: Restoring the Cluster After Disaster Recovery

 Restoring the Cluster After Disaster Recovery
This topic describes how to restore the cluster after you have recovered the primary site.

This topic describes how to restore the API Gateway cluster after you have recovered the primary site.

The restoration process assumes that you have a recent backup of the cluster, made prior to the disaster

To restore the cluster:

1. Restore the cluster to its last known good state, including database replication between the database nodes. For more
information, see:

• Restore Gateways
• Configuring Cluster Database Replication

2. Schedule a maintenance window for fail-back to the cluster. Wait until the maintenance window before continuing.
3. Access the privileged shell on each cluster node and then stop the Gateway service and confirm the listening ports:

[root@Gateway1 ~]# service ssg stop

Shutting down Gateway Services: [ OK ]
[root@Gateway1 ~]# netstat -tnl

Active Internet connections (only servers)
Proto Recv-Q Send-Q Local Address Foreign Address State
tcp 0 0 0.0.0.0:3306 0.0.0.0:* LISTEN
tcp 0 0 0.0.0.0:22 0.0.0.0:* LISTEN
[root@Gateway1 ~]#
.
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.

.
[root@Gateway2 ~]# service ssg stop

Shutting down Gateway Services: [ OK ]
[root@Gateway2 ~]# netstat -tnl

Active Internet connections (only servers)
Proto Recv-Q Send-Q Local Address Foreign Address State
tcp 0 0 0.0.0.0:3306 0.0.0.0:* LISTEN
tcp 0 0 0.0.0.0:22 0.0.0.0:* LISTEN
[root@Gateway2 ~]#

4. Confirm that database replication is functioning on each node:

[root@Gateway1 ~]# mysql -e "SHOW SLAVE STATUS\G" | grep Running

Slave_IO_Running: Yes
Slave_SQL_Running: Yes
[root@Gateway1 ~]#
.
.
[root@Gateway2 ~]# mysql -e "SHOW SLAVE STATUS\G" | grep Running

Slave_IO_Running: Yes
Slave_SQL_Running: Yes
[root@Gateway2 ~]#
 

You should see "Yes" for each of the slaves. If not, examine your replication configuration and adjust as necessary.

Tip:

The mysql command used in the code example above is a shortcut that displays only the status of the slaves. For a more
comprehensive replication status, see Check Replication Status.

5. Open a privileged shell on the DR (Disaster Recovery) node.
6. Dump the database and then copy it to primary DB node (Gateway1):

[root@Gateway-DR ~]# mysqldump -r Gateway-DR.sql
 ssg
[root@Gateway-DR ~]# scp Gateway-DR.sql
 ssgconfig@Gateway1.mycompany.com:The authenticity of host
 'Gateway1.l7tech.com (10.7.50.201)' can't be established.RSA key
 fingerprint is 7a:43:f1:ed:a3:23:e1:70:ea:dc:3b:f7:c0:b8:c7:b2.Are
 you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yesWarning:
 Permanently added 'Gateway1.l7tech.com,10.7.50.201' (RSA) to the
 list of known hosts.ssgconfig@Gateway1.l7tech.com's password: 
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<password>
Gateway-DR.sql 100% 1052KB 1.0MB/s 00:00[root@Gateway-DR ~]#

7. On Gateway1, load the Gateway-DR.sql database dump into the Gateway database:

[root@Gateway1 ~]# mysql ssg < ~ssgconfig/Gateway-DR.sql

8. Start the Gateway service on both cluster nodes:

[root@Gateway1 ~]# service ssg start

Starting Gateway Services: [ OK ]
[root@Gateway1 ~]#
.
.
[root@Gateway2 ~]# service ssg start

Starting Gateway Services: [ OK ]
[root@Gateway2 ~]#

9. Confirm that replication monitoring is working on both nodes. Also confirm that the Policy Manager can connect. When
this is verified, you can redirect traffic back to the cluster.

10. Stop the Gateway on the DR node. To do this, use option 7 (Manage CA API Gateway status) in the Gateway
Configuration menu.

11. Reconfigure the DR node to replicate from Gateway2. For more information, see Configuring Cluster Database
Replication.

 

Read next: Script Files Used in Disaster Recovery

 Script Files Used in Disaster Recovery
***** THE SCRIPT FILES LISTED HERE ARE REALLY OLD–CREATED IN 2010. THEY STILL
MENTION GATEWAY VERSIONS 5 AND EARLIER. THESE WILL DEFINITELY NEED TO BE
REVISED BEFORE GOING PUBLIC! *****

***** THE SCRIPT FILES LISTED HERE ARE REALLY OLD–CREATED IN 2010. THEY STILL MENTION
GATEWAY VERSIONS 5 AND EARLIER. THESE WILL DEFINITELY NEED TO BE REVISED BEFORE GOING
PUBLIC! *****

This topic lists the contents of the create_DR_slave.sh and monitor_replication.sh script files used in the Gateway Disaster
Recovery System. 

Contents:

create_DR_slave.sh

#!/bin/sh 
# 
# Script to automatically configure a Disaster Recovery slave system 
# 
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# Call with -v for verbose output 
# 
# Note: You *MUST* configure MASTER, DBUSER, DBPWD and DB below 
# 
# Note: You *MUST* configure SELECT, LOCK TABLES and RELOAD privilege on the master: 
# 
# GRANT SELECT, LOCK TABLES, RELOAD ON *.* TO 'DBUSER'@'SLAVE' IDENTIFIED BY
 'DBPWD'; 
# 
# Where: 
#   SLAVE is the IP address or host name of the slave system where this script is installed 
#   DBUSER is the database user configured below 
#   DBPWD is the database password configured below 
# 

################################################# Start configurable settings 

# Set the defaults up 
DBUSER="repluser" 
DBPWD="replpass" 
MONUSER="monitor" 
MONPWD="monitorpass" 
ROOT="root" 
ROOT_PWD="7layer" 

CLONE_DB="yes" 
DB="ssg" 

################################################# End configurable settings 

clean_up() { 
        rm -f /tmp/mb_*.$$ 
        exit $1 
} 

verbose() { 
        if test $VERBOSE == yes  ; then 
                echo "--> $1" 
        fi 
} 

mysql_fail() { 
        cat <<-EOM 

                ==> $1 

                Message: `cat /tmp/mb_error.$$` 

                Refer to http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/4.1/en/error-messages-client.html 
                for more information. 

        EOM 
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        clean_up 1 
} 

evaluate_result() { 
        eval `echo "$1" | \ 
                sed 's/^  *//' | \ 
                sed 's/: \(.*\)/="\1"/' | \ 
                grep -v '=""$' | \ 
                grep '='` 
} 

set_grants() { 
        echo "--> Granting access for $1" 
        CMD="GRANT USAGE ON *.* TO $1 IDENTIFIED BY PASSWORD '$PASSWORD'" 
        RESULT=`$SLAVE_MYSQL -e "$CMD" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$` 

        if test $? -ne 0; then 
                mysql_fail "Error granting USAGE for $1" 
        fi 

        CMD="GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON ssg.* TO $1" 
        RESULT=`$SLAVE_MYSQL -e "$CMD" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$` 

        if test $? -ne 0; then 
                mysql_fail "Error granting PRIVILEGES for $1" 
        fi 
} 

# Check if -v set 
if test "$1" == "-v" ; then 
        VERBOSE="yes" 
else 
        VERBOSE="no" 
        echo "--> For verbose output run with -v" 
        echo "" 
fi 

################ 
# Get the settings 

echo -n "Enter hostname or IP for the secondary DB node in the cluster: " 
read -e MASTER 

if test -z $MASTER ; then 
        echo "You must enter a value for the secondary DB node in the cluster" 
        clean_up 1 
fi 

echo -n "Enter replication user: [$DBUSER] " 
read -e 
if test $REPLY ; then DBUSER=$REPLY ; fi 
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echo -n "Enter replication password: [$DBPWD] " 
read -e 
if test $REPLY ; then DBPWD=$REPLY ; fi 

echo -n "Enter monitor user: [$MONUSER] " 
read -e 
if test $REPLY ; then MONUSER=$REPLY ; fi 

echo -n "Enter monitor password: [$MONPWD] " 
read -e 
if test $REPLY ; then MONPWD=$REPLY ; fi 

echo -n "Enter MySQL root user: [$ROOT] " 
read -e 
if test $REPLY ; then ROOT=$REPLY ; fi 

echo -n "Enter MySQL root password: [$ROOT_PWD] " 
read -e 
if test $REPLY ; then ROOT_PWD=$REPLY ; fi 

echo -n "Do you want to clone a database from $MASTER (yes or no)? [yes] " 
read -e 
if test $REPLY ; then CLONE_DB=$REPLY ; fi 

if test "$CLONE_DB" != "yes" -a "$CLONE_DB" != "no" ; then 
        echo "Must answer 'yes' or 'no' (type whole word)" 
        clean_up 1 
fi 

if test "$CLONE_DB" == "yes" ; then 
        echo -n "Enter name of database to clone: [$DB] " 
        read -e 
        if test $REPLY ; then DB=$REPLY ; fi 
fi 

verbose "MASTER = $MASTER" 
verbose "DBUSER = $DBUSER" 
verbose "DBPWD = $DBPWD" 
verbose "MONUSER = $MONUSER" 
verbose "MONPWD = $MONPWD" 
verbose "ROOT = $ROOT" 
verbose "ROOT_PWD = $ROOT_PWD" 
verbose "CLONE_DB = $CLONE_DB" 
verbose "DB = $DB" 

# Massage the user and password args for mysql on slave. 
if test $ROOT_PWD ; then ROOT_PWD="-p$ROOT_PWD" ; fi 
if test $ROOT ; then ROOT="-u$ROOT" ; fi 

# Set commands for slave and master mysql calls 
SLAVE_MYSQL="/usr/bin/mysql $ROOT $ROOT_PWD" 
MASTER_MYSQL="/usr/bin/mysql -h$MASTER -u$DBUSER -p$DBPWD" 
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# Initialize values 
File="" 
Position=0 
Slave_IO_Running="No" 
Slave_SQL_Running="No" 

################ 
# Set the master configuration 

# Stop the slave 
verbose "Stopping slave" 
CMD="STOP SLAVE\G" 
RESULT=`$SLAVE_MYSQL -e "$CMD\G" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$` 

if test $? -ne 0; then 
        mysql_fail "Error stopping slave" 
fi 

# Query the MASTER STATUS from the master database 
CMD="SHOW MASTER STATUS\G" 
RESULT=`$MASTER_MYSQL -e "$CMD" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$` 

if test $? -ne 0 ; then 
        mysql_fail "Error getting master status" 
fi 

# Get the useful information from SHOW MASTER STATUS\G and convert to variables 
evaluate_result "$RESULT" 

verbose "File = $File" 
verbose "Position = $Position" 

# Change the MASTER settings in slave 
verbose "Changing MASTER settings" 
CMD="CHANGE MASTER TO MASTER_HOST='$MASTER', 
        MASTER_USER='$DBUSER', 
        MASTER_PASSWORD='$DBPWD', 
        MASTER_PORT=3307, 
        MASTER_CONNECT_RETRY=100, 
        MASTER_LOG_FILE='$File', 
        MASTER_LOG_POS=$Position;" 

RESULT=`$SLAVE_MYSQL -e "$CMD" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$` 

if test $? -ne 0; then 
        mysql_fail "Error changing master settings" 
fi 

################ 
# Clone the database if requested 
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if test "$CLONE_DB" == "yes" ; then 

        ################ 
        # Check if the database already exists and drop if so 
        CMD="SHOW DATABASES" 
        RESULT=`$SLAVE_MYSQL -e "$CMD" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$ | grep "^${DB}$"` 

        if test $RESULT ; then 
                # Database exists, so drop it 
                # This is a drastic procedure. Confirm before doing anything... 
                echo "" 
                echo "W A R N I N G" 
                echo "  About to drop the $DB database on localhost" 
                echo "  and copy from $MASTER" 
                echo "" 
                echo -n "Are you sure you want to do this? [N] " 
                read -e 

                if test -z $REPLY ; then 
                        REPLY="N" 
                fi 

                if test $REPLY != "y" -a $REPLY != "Y" -a $REPLY != "yes" ; then 
                        clean_up 0 
                fi 

                ################ 
                # Drop the database 

                verbose "Dropping database" 
                CMD="DROP DATABASE $DB" 
                RESULT=`$SLAVE_MYSQL -e "$CMD" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$` 

                if test $? -ne 0 ; then 
                        mysql_fail "Error dropping database" 
                fi 
        fi 

        ################ 
        # Create the database 

        verbose "Creating database: $DB" 
        CMD="CREATE DATABASE $DB" 
        RESULT=`$SLAVE_MYSQL -e "$CMD" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$` 

        if test $? -ne 0 ; then 
                mysql_fail "Error creating database" 
        fi 

        ################ 
        # pipe in the database 
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        verbose "Copying database from $MASTER" 
        mysqldump -h $MASTER -u $DBUSER -p$DBPWD --master-data=1 $DB | $SLAVE_MYSQL
 $DB 
fi 

################ 
# Start the slave 

verbose "Starting slave" 
CMD="START SLAVE\G" 
RESULT=`$SLAVE_MYSQL -e "$CMD\G" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$` 

if test $? -ne 0; then 
        mysql_fail "Error starting slave" 
fi 

# Give the slave a chance to start 
sleep 1 

################ 
# Confirm the slave settings on slave 
verbose "Confirming slave startup" 
CMD="SHOW SLAVE STATUS\G" 
RESULT=`$SLAVE_MYSQL -e "$CMD\G" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$` 

if test $? -ne 0; then 
        mysql_fail "Error querying slave status" 
fi 

evaluate_result "$RESULT" 

verbose "Slave_IO_Running = $Slave_IO_Running" 
verbose "Slave_SQL_Running = $Slave_SQL_Running" 

if test $Slave_IO_Running == "Yes" -a $Slave_SQL_Running == "Yes" ; then 
        echo "Slave successfully created" 
else        cat <<-EOM 

                ==> Error: Slave not started 

                Confirm your settings in $0 

                Result of SLAVE STATUS: 

                $RESULT 

        EOM 
 
        clean_up 1 
fi 
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# Assume password is the same for all gateway users 
verbose "Getting password for user gateway" 
CMD="SELECT Password FROM mysql.user WHERE User='gateway' AND Host='%'" 
PASSWORD=`$MASTER_MYSQL -e "$CMD" | tail -1` 

set_grants "'gateway'@'localhost'" 
set_grants "'gateway'@'%'" 
set_grants "'gateway'@'localhost.localdomain'" 

echo "--> Granting monitor rights for $MONUSER@localhost" 
CMD="GRANT REPLICATION CLIENT ON *.* TO $MONUSER@localhost IDENTIFIED BY
 '$MONPWD'" 
RESULT=`$SLAVE_MYSQL -e "$CMD" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$` 

if test $? -ne 0; then 
        mysql_fail "Error granting REPLICATION CLIENT for $MONUSER@localhost" 
fi

monitor_replication.sh

#!/bin/bash 
# 
# Script to monitor replication on a DR node 
# Periodically run this on the DR node from crontab. 
# 
# Note: You *MUST* configure NOTIFY_TO below 
# 
# Note: You *MUST* configure REPLICATION CLIENT privilege: 
# 
# GRANT REPLICATION CLIENT ON *.* TO 'MONUSER'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY
 'MONPWD'; 
# 
# That should have been done by create_DR_slave.sh. Make sure MONUSER and MONPWD 
# are the same that were set when create_DR_slave.sh was run. 
# 
# Note: An MTA daemon should not be running on a CA API Gateway. To enable 
# sending of notification by SMTP you must configure a smart relay host in the 
# MTA configuration. Appliances running on RHEL 5 have exim installed. 
# 
# The following sections outline steps to take for each version. 
# 
# Using SNMP Trap for Alerts 
# ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
# 
# To send SNMP trap alerts the net-snmp-utils rpm package must be installed. 
# This is not a default in the Gateway appliances. Use scp to 
# copy the rpm file to the ssgconfig user's home directory then run: 
#   # rpm -Uvh ~ssgconfig/net-snmp-utils-<version info>.rpm 
# 
# There are two possible traps that may be sent: ERROR and INFO. The OID for 
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# ERROR is 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.3.50 and indicates that action should be taken. 
# The OID for INFO is 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.3.51. No action needs to be taken 
# for INFO. Layer 7 has reserved the 1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.3.* MIB space. To 
# set the OID to something other than .50 or .51 change the values of 
# OID_ERROR and OID_INFO below. 
# 
# Configuring Exim 
# ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
# 
# To configure exim to use a smarthost edit /etc/exim/exim.conf and find the 
# line with "begin routers". Add the following lines immediately after "begin 
# routers" line. Change "mailhost.example.com" to your smarthost: 
# 
# # Configure a smart host to route everything but local domain 
# smarthost: 
# driver = manualroute 
# domains = !+local_domains 
# transport = remote_smtp 
# route_data = mailhost.example.com 
# 
# Make sure the MTA_FLAGS below is set to "-t" 
# 
# Configuring Sendmail 
# ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
# 
# Configure the smarthost in sendmail by setting the DS configuration in the 
# /etc/mail.sendmail.cf file and set the MTA_FLAG value below to "-Am -t" 
# 
# Configuring crontab 
# ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
# 
# Run the command 'crontab -e' as root and add the following line (note: it 
# opens the file in vi). See the crontab man page for details: 
# 
# to check every hour on the hour: 
#    0 * * * * /usr/local/bin/monitor_replication.sh 
# 
# to check every day at 04:15 
#    15 4 * * * /usr/local/bin/monitor_replication.sh 
# 
# Jay MacDonald - v1 - 20100303 - modified manage_binlogs.sh 

################################################# Configurable settings 

# SLAVE is either IP address or host name 
MONUSER="monitor" 
MONPWD="monitorpass" 

# NOTIFY sends email on error conditions only. If you want notifications on 
# all runs set NOTIFY_PURGE as well 
NOTIFY="yes" 
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# Set the notification methods 
NOTIFY_SMTP="yes" 
NOTIFY_SNMP="no" 

if test "$NOTIFY_SMTP" == "yes" ; then 
        # Configure email alert settings. Must set NOTIFY_TO. 
        # NOTIFY_CC and NOTIFY_BCC are optional. 
        NOTIFY_TO="SET ME" 
        NOTIFY_CC="" 
        NOTIFY_BCC="" 

        # For exim set MTA_FLAG to "-t". For sendmail set it to "-Am -t" 
        MTA_FLAG="-t" 

        if test "$NOTIFY_TO" == "SET ME" ; then 
                echo "Error: NOTIFY_TO is not configured" 
                exit 1 
        fi 
fi 

if test "$NOTIFY_SNMP" == "yes" ; then 
        # Configure SNMP Trap alert settings. 
        # Must set SNMP_HOST and COMMUNITY 
        SNMP_HOST="SET ME" 
        COMMUNITY="SET ME" 

        # Change these if you want to use different values 
        OID_ERROR="54" 
        OID_INFO="55" 

        UPTIME=`/bin/cat /proc/uptime | /bin/cut -f 1 -d '.'` 

        if test "$SNMP_HOST" == "SET ME" ; then 
                echo "Error: SNMP_HOST is not configured" 
                exit 1 
        fi 

        if test "$COMMUNITY" == "SET ME" ; then 
                echo "Error: COMMUNITY is not configured" 
                exit 1 
        fi 

        if test ! -x /usr/bin/snmptrap ; then 
                echo "Error: Can't find /usr/bin/snmptrap. Make sure the net-snmp-utils rpm" 
                echo "has been installed." 
                exit 1 
        fi 
fi 

# Set VERBOSE to yes when debugging. Under normal operations it should 
# probably be set to "no" 
VERBOSE="yes" 
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########################################################################### 
################################################# End configurable settings 
########################################################################### 

notify () { 
        if test "$NOTIFY" != "yes" ; then 
                return 1; 
        fi 

        if test "$NOTIFY_SMTP" == "yes" ; then 
                echo "From: ${USER}@${HOSTNAME}" > /tmp/mb_notify.$$ 
                echo "To: $NOTIFY_TO" >> /tmp/mb_notify.$$ 
                if test -n $NOTIFY_CC ; then 
                        echo "Cc: $NOTIFY_CC" >> /tmp/mb_notify.$$ 
                fi 
                if test -n $NOTIFY_BCC ; then 
                        echo "Bcc: $NOTIFY_BCC" >> /tmp/mb_notify.$$ 
                fi 
                echo "Subject: $SUBJECT" >> /tmp/mb_notify.$$ 
                echo "" >> /tmp/mb_notify.$$ 
                cat /tmp/mb_message.$$ >> /tmp/mb_notify.$$ 

                if test "$VERBOSE" == "yes"  ; then 
                        echo "Sending notification by email" 
                fi 

                cat /tmp/mb_notify.$$ | /usr/sbin/sendmail $MTA_FLAG 
        fi 

        if test "$NOTIFY_SNMP" == "yes" ; then 
                if test "$VERBOSE" == "yes"  ; then 
                        echo "Sending notification by SNMP trap" 
                fi 

                if test -z $1 ; then 
                        OID=$OID_ERROR 
                else 
                        OID=$1 
                fi 

                # Send the trap. Note: this is a v2c style message. 
                /usr/bin/snmptrap -v 2c -c $COMMUNITY $SNMP_HOST $UPTIME \ 
                1.3.6.1.4.1.17304.7.3.${OID} \ 
                SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.17304.7.3.0 s "${SUBJECT}" 
        fi 
} 

# Get the timestamp 
DATE=`date` 

# Query the SLAVE STATUS from the slave database 
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RESULT=`mysql -u$MONUSER -p$MONPWD -e "SHOW SLAVE STATUS\G" 2>/tmp/mb_error.$$` 

# Check to make sure we got the connection, notify and fail if not 
if test $? -ne 0; then 
        cat > /tmp/mb_message.$$ <<-EOM 

                ==> Error querying database 

                Timestamp: $DATE 
                Message: `cat /tmp/mb_error.$$` 

                Refer to http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/4.1/en/error-messages-client.html 
                for more information. 

        EOM 
        if test $VERBOSE == yes ; then 
                cat /tmp/mb_message.$$ 
        fi 

        SUBJECT="WARNING: Error querying replication status" 
        notify $OID_ERROR 

        rm -f /tmp/mb_*.$$ 
        exit 1 
fi 

# Get the useful information from SHOW SLAVE STATUS\G and convert to variables 
eval `echo "$RESULT" | \ 
        sed 's/^  *//' | \ 
        sed 's/: \(.*\)/="\1"/' | \ 
        grep -v '=""$' | \ 
        grep '='` 

if test "$VERBOSE" == "yes"  ; then 
        echo "Master_Host = $Master_Host" 
        echo "Slave_IO_Running = $Slave_IO_Running" 
        echo "Slave_SQL_Running = $Slave_SQL_Running" 
        echo "Master_Log_File = $Master_Log_File" 
        echo "" 
fi 

# Check the status of the slave and send notification if in failed state 
if test "$Slave_IO_Running" == "Yes" -a "$Slave_SQL_Running" == "Yes" ; then 
        if test "$VERBOSE" == "yes"  ; then 
                echo "Slave is functioning properly." 
                echo "" 
        fi 
        rm -f /tmp/mb_*.$$ 
        exit 0 
else 
        if test "$VERBOSE" == "yes" ; then 
                echo "WARNING: Slave is not functioning properly" 
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                if test "$NOTIFY" == "yes" ; then 
                        echo " --- This *should* have been sent by SMTP or SNMP ---" 
                else 
                        echo " --- No one was notified! ---" 
                fi 
        fi 

        # Create message and send 

        SUBJECT="WARNING: DR slave on $HOSTNAME is not functioning properly" 

        cat > /tmp/mb_message.$$ <<-EOM 
                WARNING: The database slave at $HOSTNAME is not functioning properly 
                Timestamp: $DATE 

                Here are the results of SHOW SLAVE STATUS\G: 

                $RESULT 
        EOM 

        notify $OID_ERROR 
        rm -f /tmp/mb_*.$$ 
        exit 1 
fi 

 

 

11 Other Gateway Form Factors

The gateway is available in a variety of form factors. This section provides specific information on how
to use the Gateway in the following form factors:

The CA API Gateway is available in a variety of form factors. This section provides specific information on how to use the
Gateway in the following form factors:

• Amazon Machine Image (AMI)
• Container Gateway
• Microsoft Azure Cloud

Tip:

The main form factors of the Gateway (Software and Appliance/Virtual Appliance) are covered in the body of this
documentation set.

 

 

Note:

• Using the Gateway AMI Appliance
• Using the Container Gateway
• Run CA API Gateway in Microsoft Azure Cloud 
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 Using the Gateway AMI Appliance
This section describes how to run the gateway appliance within the public cloud offering from Amazon
and its EC2 service, or from AWS GovCloud.

This section describes how to run the CA API Gateway appliance within the public cloud offering from Amazon and its EC2
service, or from AWS GovCloud.

The CA API Gateway Amazon Machine Image (AMI) contains the software configuration that is required to create one or
more virtual Gateway server instances. The Amazon Web Services (AWS) infrastructure allows Gateway server instances to
be deployed quickly for testing or production purposes. Mobile applications that are written against the SDK interact with the
AWS through the Gateway API proxy.

This section is intended for system administrators or other technical users familiar with AWS. To learn more about AWS, view
the tutorials at: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/gettingstarted/latest/awsgsg-intro/gsg-aws-tutorials.html

Note:

A Gateway AMI Appliance is treated as a standard Hardware Appliance. You upgrade it using the procedure described
in Upgrade an Appliance Gateway. You do not deploy a new image. 

To obtain the AMI for the Gateway:

1. Log into EC2 or from AWS GovCloud
2. Click Launch Instance.
3. Select Coummunity AMIs from the left navigation panel.
4. Search for “gateway-9” to see the Gateway version 9 images. The file names have the following format:

gateway- <version> - <build>  -ami-rhel-x86_64
gateway- <version> - <build> -ami-centos-x86_64

5. Click Select.
6. Choose an Instance Type.

Tip:

The search results do not include "CA" in the file name, so be sure to only select files that have the name format shown here.

Prerequisites:

• A program that can connect using the SSH protocol. For Windows, a popular and free utility is PuTTY. Similar programs
exist for Windows and Linux.

• An Amazon AWS account. You can create an account at https://aws.amazon.com/ec2. 
• An IAM user with administrator rights. http://docs.aws.amazon.com/workspaces/latest/adminguide/create_iam_user.html
• An SSH/certificate key pair. 

This key pair may be converted into a private key format usable by your SSH tool. This is described later in this topic.
• A recent version of Internet Explorer or Firefox to run the Policy Manager browser client.

Follow these steps:

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/gettingstarted/latest/awsgsg-intro/gsg-aws-tutorials.html
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/workspaces/latest/adminguide/create_iam_user.html
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Figure 55: AMI workflow

Workflow:

1. Create a Security Group
2. Create the New RDS Parameter
3. Launch a DB Instance
4. Select and Launch the AMI Instance
5. Generate a Key Pair
6. Configure the Gateway for AWS AMI

Related information:

• How to Use a Static IP Address with AMI
• How to Connect to the AMI with PuTTY
• How to Use cloud-init with the Gateway AMI

 Create Security Group (AMI)
A security group is necessary to allow communication between the CA API Gateway and Amazon Web
Services.  

A security group is necessary to allow communication between the CA API Gateway and Amazon Web Services.  

To create a new security group:

1. Log into your AWS Management Console at https://aws.amazon.com/console. 
2. Under Compute, click EC2.
3. Under the Network and Security section, click Security Groups. 
4. Click Create Security group and then complete the following:

• Security group name: Enter SSG
• Description: Enter a brief description of the group.
• VPC: Accept the default value.

5. Click Add Rule for Inbound and create these firewall group settings:

Type Protocol Port Range Source

Custom TCP Rule TCP 9443 Custom or Anywhere

Custom TCP Rule TCP 8080 Custom or Anywhere

Custom TCP Rule TCP 8182* Custom or Anywhere

Custom TCP Rule TCP 8443 Custom or Anywhere

Custom TCP Rule TCP 8777 Custom or Anywhere

https://aws.amazon.com/console
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SSH TCP 22 Custom or Anywhere

Gateway Internode

Communication/Control

TCP 2124 Custom or Anywhere

"Custom" for the Source lets you restrict the access to only known IP addresses. If you do not wish to restrict, select
"Anywhere".
* Note that defining port 8182 is optional and is required only if the Enterprise Service Manager is installed. 

6. Click Create when done.
7. Repeat steps 4 to 7 to create a new security group named SSG DB

1.1 In step 6, add this additional Inbound firewall rule:

Type Protocol Port Range Source

MYSQL/Aurora TCP 3306 <see note below>

For the Source, select Custom IP and then enter the Group ID from the "SSG" Security Group created above (for
example: sg-705d461c (SSG)).

Next step: Create a New RDS Parameter Group

 Create New RDS Parameter Group (AMI)
After creating a security group, the next step is to create a new RDS parameter group during the setup of
the Gateway AMI appliance.

After creating a security group, the next step is to create a new RDS parameter group during the setup of the Gateway AMI
appliance.

To create a RDS Parameter Group:

1. Log into your AWS Management Console at https://aws.amazon.com/console.
2. Click Services in the upper left, locate the Database section, then click RDS This takes you to the Relational Database

Service dashboard.
3. Click the menu icon shown below circled in red.

4. Click Parameters Groups from the list.

https://aws.amazon.com/console
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5. Click Create Parameter Group and then complete the following:

• Parameter Group Family: Select the DB instance to be created (for example, "mysql5.5").
• Group Name: Enter a name for the group. Note that spaces, underscores, and some special characters are not

permitted.
• Group Description: Enter a brief description for the group. This is required.

6. Select your newly created group in the list and then click Edit Parameters.
7. Search for the parameter: “log_bin_trust_function_creators” and change the value from <engine-default> to 1.
8. Search for the parameter: “max_allowed_packet” and increase the value. A setting of 16777216 (16MB) should be

sufficient to ensure that the OAuth Toolkit installs successfully.
9. Click Save Changes.

Next step: Launch a DB Instance

 Launch a DB Instance (AMI)
After creating a RDS parameter group, the next step is to launch a MySQL database instance during the
setup of the Gateway AMI appliance.
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After creating a RDS parameter group, the next step is to launch a MySQL database instance during the setup of the Gateway
AMI appliance.

To launch a MySQL DB Instance:

1. Log into your AWS Management Console at https://aws.amazon.com/console.
2. In the top right corner of the console, select the region in which you want to create the DB instance.
3. From the Database section, click RDS. This takes you to the Relational Database Service dashboard. 
4. Click Get Started Now to start the workflow.
5. In "Step 1: Select Engine", choose MySQL and click Select for MySQL Community Edition.
6. In "Step 2: Production", indicate whether the database is for a production environment.

Production environments use Multi-AZ deployment (includes standby database for failover) and Provisioned IOPS
Storage.

7. In "Step 3: Specify DB Details", configure the fields as appropriate. See AWS documentation for field details.
8. Configure "Step 4: Configure Advanced Settings" as follows:

• VPC Security Group: Enter SSG DB (created under Create the Security Group).
• DB Parameter Group: Enter the DB Parameter Group Name, as created under Create the RDS Parameter Group.

9. Click Launch DB Instance to create your DB instance.
10. On the final page of the wizard, click Close.

On the Amazon RDS console, the new DB instance appears in the list of DB instances. The DB instance will have a status
of creating until the DB instance is created and ready for use. When the state changes to available, you can connect to the
DB instance. Depending on the DB instance class and store allocated, it could take several minutes for the new instance to be
available.

Next step: Select and Launch the AMI Instance

 Select and Launch the AMI Instance
With the security group configured, you can launch the AMI instance.

With the security group configured, you can launch the AMI instance.

1. Log into your AWS Management Console at https://aws.amazon.com/console or the AWS GovCloud Console at https://
signin.amazonaws-us-gov.com

2. Indicate where you want to launch your instance by selecting the region in the navigation bar. Tip: Try selecting different
regions if you do not see your Gateway instance.

3. Under Compute, click EC2. 
4. Under Images, click AMIs.
5. Search the Community AMIs for "gateway-9" to find your AMI.  
6. Locate the product instance and version to launch. The product name is in a format similar to:

gateway- <version> - <build>-  ami-rhel-x86_64
Where <version> is the version number of your CA API Gateway and <build> is a 4-digit build number.

7. Click Review and Launch to start the configuration steps.

Configure the AMI Instance

You can customize the AMI instance by selecting different configuration and storage options. 

1 Choose Instance Type Filter by Current Generation.

Suggested value: m3.large

2 Configure Instance Accept default settings to set up one
instance using a default virtual private
cloud.

Leave the shutdown behavior at Stop
unless you want the instance to be
deleted after shutdown.  

3 Add Storage Accept default memory set by the
instance type.

https://aws.amazon.com/console
https://aws.amazon.com/console
https://signin.amazonaws-us-gov.com
https://signin.amazonaws-us-gov.com
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4 Tag Instance Optional. Create a new key pair to
identify your instance. Each tag consists
of a key and an optional value.

See docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/
latest/UserGuide/Using_Tags.html

5 Configure Security Group Select the SSG security group you
previously created, or create it now.
All fields are required, including
Description.

See Create the Security Group earlier in
this topic.

To continue, click Review and Launch. Allow a moment for the instance to start up. The Status column switches from
"pending" to "running" when boot-up is complete.

Next step: Generate a Key Pair

 Generate a Key Pair (AMI)
After reviewing the settings, click Launch to assign a key pair to your instance and complete the launch
process. The key pair allows you to access the instance securely. 

After reviewing the settings, click Launch to assign a key pair to your instance and complete the launch process. The key pair
allows you to access the instance securely. 

Perform one of the following:

• Select c hoose an existing key pair, select the key pair name, then check the acknowledgement check box to confirm
access to the private key file.

• Select Create a new key pair, click Download Key Pair to download the *.pem file. As the note says, store the file in a
secure and accessible location. 

Click Launch Instances.  If the storage configuration settings do not meet the requirements of the AMI file, the launch fails.
 A volume of size greater than 50GB is expected. 

Boot time is usually less than two minutes, but can be as long as five minutes or more. This is an EC2 limitation and does not
affect the performance of the system when running. The Status column switches from pending to running when boot-up is
complete.

Next step: Configure the Gateway for AWS AMI

 Configure the Gateway for AWS AMI
Once the Amazon Web Service (AWS) AMI instance is correctly set up, start the gateway and configure
it as follows:

Once the Amazon Web Service (AWS) AMI instance is correctly set up, start the CA API Gateway and configure it as follows:

1. Connect to the Gateway via SSH as user ssgconfig. If using PuTTY, acknowledge any security alerts about the key not
being cached. 

2. The Gateway main menu appears once you are successfully logged in.

Note:

Option 3 (“Use a privileged shell”) in the main menu does not apply to the AMI version of the CA API Gateway image. If
you need to access a privileged (that is, root) shell, connect to the CA API Gateway as the root user using PuTTY or use the
Linux SSH command: ssh -i ./key root@hostname

3. Perform this step only if you use static IP addresses. If you use dynamic addresses (default setting), skip to step 4.
Select option 1 and then option 1 again on the next menu to configure the network. Complete the prompts on the screen.
For more information, see Option 1 - Configure Networking and System Time Settings.

4. From the main menu, select option 2 and then option 2 again to create a new Gateway database. This multi-step procedure
involves setting up the following:

Tip:

For a detailed description of the database options, see Configure the Gateway Application.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/Using_Tags.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/Using_Tags.html
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• Set Up the SSG Database
> Create a MySQL database.
> For the hostname, enter the RDS hostname (as specified in step 7 in Launch a DB Instance (AMI))
> Use default port 3306.
> Use default database name ssg. 
> Use default database username gateway. 
> Enter a password for the database user. Retype to confirm.
> Enter the administrative username for the RDS (as specified in step 7 in Launch a DB Instance (AMI))
> Enter the administrative password for the RDS (as specified in step 7 in Launch a DB Instance (AMI))

• Set Up the SSG Failover Database
>  Press Enter to skip setting up a SSG Failover Database.

• Set Up the SSM Administrator
This sets up the account for the Policy Manager administrator ("super user"). Enter a name and password. 

• Set Up the SSG Cluster
This steps sets up the Gateway AMI cluster. Note: This single AMI appliance is considered to be a cluster of one.
 > Enter the Gateway cluster fully qualified domain name (FQDN), for example:  clusterhostname.mycompany.com .
This identifies the Gateway and is used to generate the SSL certificate.
> Enter a password and retype to confirm. 

• Set Up the SSG Node
Press Enter to enable the node. This activates the AMI appliance when configuration is complete 

You may now connect to the Gateway using the Policy Manager. For more information, see "Start the Browser Client"
under Start the Policy Manager.

Tip:

• When connecting to the Gateway using the Policy Manager, use the public IP address provided by Amazon Web Services.
• Enter the Policy Manager administrator credentials from Set up the SSM Administrator step above.
• You are prompted for a license file the first time that you connect to the Gateway. Install the license supplied by CA

Technologies. For more information, see Manage Gateway Licenses.

 How to Use a Static IP Address (AMI)
By default, your AWS instance is provided with a public IP address. You can allocate a static IP address,
which allows you to keep the same IP address when the machine fails or requires a reboot. The static IP
address is called an Elastic IP address. If you associate an Elastic IP address with your instance, your
current public IP address is released.

By default, your AWS instance is provided with a public IP address. You can allocate a static IP address, which allows you to
keep the same IP address when the machine fails or requires a reboot. The static IP address is called an Elastic IP address. If
you associate an Elastic IP address with your instance, your current public IP address is released.

To allocate a static IP address:

1. Log into your AWS Management Console at https://aws.amazon.com/console. 
2. Under Compute, click EC2.
3. Under the Network and Security section, click  Elastic IPs.
4. Click Allocate New Address.

• Confirm that you are allocating a new address and then click Close.
5. Select the newly created Elastic IP address.

1.1 Under Actions, select Associate Address. 
2.1 Click Associate to confirm that you are releasing your current public IP address.

6. Select the instance you launched and then click Associate.

 How to Connect to the AMI with PuTTY
To connect to the AMI Gateway with PuTTY you must:

To connect to the AMI Gateway with PuTTY you must:

• Convert the PEM private key to the PPK format
• Create a login profile

http://clusterhostname.mycompany.com
https://aws.amazon.com/console
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Convert the Private Key to the PPK Format

The private key created by Amazon uses the industry standard PEM format. To connect to Gateway appliance using PuTTY
or any other program that uses a different private key format, you need to convert the key pair into that application’s native
format. Consult the documentation for your SSH program if you are unsure of its support for private key formats.

The following steps describe how to convert the key file using PuTTY. For other programs, please consult the user
documentation accompanying the program.

1. Download and run puttygen.exeThis opens the PuTTY Key Generator.
2. From the PuTTY Key Generator menu, select Conversions > Import Key. Select the key pair PEM file created previously.
3. Click Save private key in the PuTTY Key Generator dialog. 

A warning about saving the key without a passphrase appears. Creating a passphrase is optional. 

• To save the key without a passphrase, click Yes. 
When logging into the CA API Gateway AMI, no prompt to enter a passphrase appears.

• To create a passphrase, click No.Complete the Key passphrase and Confirm passphrase fields, then click Save
private key again. 
When logging into the CA API Gateway AMI, you must enter this passphrase.

4. Enter a file name for the new private key. You can use the same name as before.
Verify that the type is set to PuTTY Private Key Files (*.ppk) and click Save.

5. Close the PuTTY Key Generator dialog.

Create a Login Profile

In PuTTY, create a new login profile with the Public DNS for your instance. You will use this profile to log into the CA API
Gateway each time. 

To create a Login Profile in PuTTY:

1. Launch PuTTY.
2. Return to the Amazon EC2 Console Dashboard and click Instances under Instances in the Navigation pane.
3. In the bottom pane, locate the Public DNS of your instance and copy it.
4. Switch back to PuTTY and paste the DNS into both the Host Name and Saved Sessions fields.
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5. In the Category tree at the left, access:
Connection >   SSH >   Auth This opens the Options controlling SSH authentication page.

6. In the Authentication parameters section, click Browse and locate the PPK private key file. 
7. In the Category tree at the left, click Session.
8. Click on your EC2 instance under Saved Sessions and then click Save.

You have now associated the private key with this Saved Session and can use it to log into the CA API Gateway.

Connect to the Instance

Select the session you created and click Open.

 How to Use cloud-init with the Gateway AMI
You can use cloud-init to automatically perform certain operations when starting a new Gateway instance.
To do this, pass user data to the instance using either of the following methods:

You can use cloud-init to automatically perform certain operations when starting a new Gateway instance. To do this, pass user
data to the instance using either of the following methods:

• Use the "--user-data" parameter for the AWS CLI
• Set it in the Advanced options when creating the instance through the AWS EC2 web interface.

The Gateway includes version 0.7.4-2 of cloud-init.

Example

A simple example of user data is a bash script. Suppose there is a Custom Assertion stored on an EBS volume that should be
copied into each Gateway instance during start up. When the instance is created, the volume maps to /dev/sdc. The script for
user data might look like:

#!/bin/bash
mount /dev/sdc /mnt
cp /mnt/MyCustomAssertion.jar /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/lib/
chown layer7:layer7 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/lib/MyCustomAssertion.jar
chmod 444 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/lib/MyCustomAssertion.jar

The same script implemented using cloud-init modules could look like this:

#cloud-config
mounts:
  - [ sdc, /mnt ]
runcmd:
  - cp /mnt/MyCustomAssertion.jar /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/lib/
  - chown layer7:layer7 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/lib/MyCustomAssertion.jar
  - chmod 444 /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/modules/lib/MyCustomAssertion.jar

Note:

The upper limit for user-data payload is 16KB. For complex operations with artifact dependencies, consider treating the user-
data as a mechanism to bootstrap downloading a script (with its dependencies from an S3 bucket) instead of placing the entire
script in user-data.

To see which modules are available:

1. Start up a Gateway instance. 
2. Connect to the Gateway via SSH as the root user.
3. Examine the file: /etc/cloud/cloud.cfg

For more information on how the modules function, see http://cloudinit.readthedocs.org/

http://cloudinit.readthedocs.org/
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 Using the Container Gateway
The Container Gateway form factor allows the gateway to be deployed in a PaaS environment as an
industry-standard container.

The Container Gateway form factor allows the CA API Gateway to be deployed in a PaaS environment as an industry-standard
container.

Tip:

The Container Gateway replaces the "Gateway Docker Appliance" that was available prior to version 9.3.

This chapter describes how to run the CA API Gateway in a Docker-native or an OpenShift Origin environment using these
tools:

• Docker

• Engine (Docker CLI)
• Machine
• Compose

• OpenShift

• CLI

The Container Gateway configuration is intended for system administrators or experienced developers.

Before you use the Container Gateway, make sure you have the following prerequisites:

• A license XML file for your CA API Gateway
• A computer with at least 8GB of RAM
• A high-speed Internet connection (initial download is about 1GB in size)
• Access to the Docker image. The Container Gateway docker image can be obtained from caapim/gateway.

If you obtained the Gateway Docker image from a local Registry server (not the Docker Hub), contact your Registry server
administrator for credentials.

If you are a PLA customer, you must configure the telemetry-related environment variables to satisfy the PLA agreement - to
learn more, see Product Licensing and Telemetry. 

Note:

• Learn about Docker (external)
• Learn about OpenShift (external)
• Container Gateway Platform Support

 Introduction to the Container Gateway
 The Container Gateway is an improved Docker image that is available version 9.3 and later of
the gateway. It provides the following key benefits:

 The Container Gateway is an improved Docker image that is available version 9.3 and later of the CA API Gateway. It
provides the following key benefits:

• Smaller footprint (~600 MB).
• Can be deployed and managed as Docker containers, using industry-standard tools, as well as the platform's health-check,

metrics, and logging framework.
• Provides an easier maintained Gateway life-cycle.
• Easier upgrade/update process.

This section introduces you to the Container Gateway and provides key information, such as its architectural, configuration.
and feature differences with the Appliance Gateway.

 

Note:

• Using the Container Gateway
• Customize the Container Gateway
• Differences Between the Container Gateway and Appliance Gateway
• Guidelines for Configuring Resources for the Container Gateway

https://hub.docker.com/r/caapim/gateway/
https://www.docker.com/
https://www.openshift.org/
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• Container Gateway Platform Support

 Differences Between the Container Gateway and Appliance Gateway
The Container Gateway is similar to the traditional Appliance Gateway, with the following notable
differences:

The Container Gateway is similar to the traditional Appliance Gateway, with the following notable differences:

  

Operational Differences

Container Gateway Appliance Gateway

Compatibility • Docker Engine
• RedHat OpenShift Origin

Note:

For more information on compatibility,
see Container Gateway Platform
Support.

• Hardware
• VMware ESXi
• Amazon AWS
• Microsoft Azure

Distribution • The Policy Manager is available on
the CA Support site. For access to
the site or to obtain a license, contact
your CA sales representative. 

• Hardware Appliance Gateway
is shipped to customer's place of
business. Virtual Appliance Gateway
is downloaded from the CA Support
site that requires an account to
access

Deployment • Shorter (about a minute) since the
container PaaS is already running

• Does not include a MySQL server
• Deploys directly onto a Docker

host that could be held either inside
Docker Engine or OpenShift

• Longer (2+ minutes) since an
operating system needs to be booted
first before the Gateway starts

• Includes a MySQL server
• Deploys directly onto a cloud

computing and platform
virtualization software and services
such as VMware, ESXi, and Hyper-
V server

Configuration • Through the environment variables,
a derived custom image, and/or the
Policy Manager

• Through the CA API Gateway's
Main menu (Gateway Main Menu
(Appliance)) and/or the Policy
Manager

Management • Supports management tooling
compatible with Docker Engine and
RedHat OpenShift

• More limited integration with virtual
machine management systems

Updates • Release Builds
• Monthly Certified Builds
• Locally updated images by users

• Gateway Patches
• Monthly Platform Patches
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Health Check • Performs health checks through
scripts. The script response
determines the container's health.
It is highly recommended that you
design a health check script that
is customized for your Container
Gateway.

• Depending on the environment
the Container Gateway is running
on, see Perform Health Checks in
Docker and Perform Health Checks
in OpenShift.

• Performs a health check and
report the Gateway's health by
using the Enterprise Service
Manager or System Health Tests. 

Logging • All Gateway logs go to stdout.
• Use the platform to manage captured

logs
• Send enriched logs to third party

tools such as the ELK stack
• Stock bash command logging. 
• See Working with Logs in

Docker and Working with Logs in
OpenShift.

• Saved in various files
• View logs on another node from the

Policy Manager
• Customized bash command logging

with tracing features
• See View Logs for the

Gateway and View Gateway Audit
Events.

Monitoring • Greater flexibility for integration
with app and system monitoring
solutions.

• Service metrics is set to disabled by
default when operating the Container
Gateway in embedded database
mode.

• Self-contained solution; integration
requires more customization or
design choices.

Diagnostics • Tools can be installed using yum,
which is installed in the Container
Gateway. For more information
on yum, see the Yum documentation.

• Data Collection Tool 
• A limited set of pre-installed tools

Security • Smaller attack surface with few
installed packages and no services
other than the Gateway.

• Larger attack surface due to the
larger package set and inherent
additional services.

CA Single Sign-On • Installed, but not enabled by default
(see Environment Variables for the
Container Gateway).

• Installed and enabled by default

Firewall rules • Firewall rules managed by the
container platform. 

• Configuration of Firewall rules

Networking • Full ports management. This
includes ports used by Listen
Ports. The Container Gateway
must be created with the required
ports exposed. This can be done
by customizing the Container
Gateway.

• Support for multiple network
interfaces. This is a limitation
on Docker. Use routing
and firewall capabilities provided by
the container platform instead.

 XML VPN Client • Not supported • Connectivity to the CA API
Gateway - XML VPN Client

Protect Against Message Replay
Assertion 

• Single node support • Cluster-wide protection

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_enterprise_linux/6/html/deployment_guide/ch-yum
https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/#expose
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Enterprise Service Manager (ESM) • Container resource management
should be done using platform tools

• Management using the Enterprise
Service Manager (ESM) including
any administrative task items
associated with ESM (Manage ESM
User Mappings)

Hardware Security Module (HSM) • Not supported Supports these HSMs:

• Thales nShield Solo and nShield
Connect 

• SafeNet Luna SA 

Cluster management • Stale gateways are visible from the
Policy Manager Dashboard until a
scheduled job refreshes the cluster
state.

• Nodes are not added and removed
from a cluster constantly

• Stale gateways are less visible

Backup/Restore • Back up by creating derived
images and saving your
configuration files (for
example, the Docker Compose file)

• Restore by launching the derived
image

• External database is outside of the
Container Gateway and maintenance
is the responsibility of the customer.

• Back Up Gateways 
• Restore Gateways 

Custom Assertions • Scan Using ICAP-Enabled Antivirus
Assertion 

• Authenticate using Tivoli Access
Manager 

• Access Resource Protected by
Oracle Access Manager 

• Scan Using Symantec Antivirus 
• Access Resource Protected by JSAM

Assertion 

Architecture Differences

While the Container Gateway operates largely similar to the Appliance Gateway, differences exists at the architecture level due
to the different deployment architectures.

• When running a container, each container gets its own private file system that differs from the one on the host.
• Each container gets exactly one network interface that uses Network Address Translation (NAT) through the physical

interfaces.
• There is no MySQL server running in the Container Gateway. Instead, you need to run their own server (such as handling

replication setup, backup/restore, and monitoring).
• The Container Gateway cannot access the hardware layer of the machine. This prevents the use of Hardware Security

Modules (HSM).

The differences in architecture result in a change in what you build and/or configure. In the diagram below, the changed areas
are highlighted in gray.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Figure 56: Architecture Differences

Note:

•  Guidelines for Configuring Resources for the Container Gateway 
•  Container Gateway Platform Support 

 Guidelines for Configuring Resources for the Container Gateway
It is important to set appropriate resource limits for your containers to avoid over-committing your
container infrastructure and to ensure consistent performance of the gateway. Since container resource
limits are not visible to the Container Gateway, you need startup arguments to reduce the amount of
resources the Container Gateway uses.

It is important to set appropriate resource limits for your containers to avoid over-committing your container infrastructure
and to ensure consistent performance of the CA API Gateway. Since container resource limits are not visible to the Container
Gateway, you need startup arguments to reduce the amount of resources the Container Gateway uses.

Contents:

Best Practice Recommendations
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CA Technologies recommends the following guidelines for configuring the Container Gateway and container resources: 

CPU

• Allocate a specific number of CPUs to the container. Do not leave the CPU allocation settings unset.
• For consistent performance, consider assigning the container’s CPUs to specific physical cores.

Memory

• The memory allocated to the container should be 50% greater than the Gateway heap size, or 1GB greater than the heap
size, whichever is larger.

• Increasing message processing thread pool and connection pool sizes may require allocation of additional memory.
• Carefully validate container memory allocation in pre-production environments.
• Disable memory swapping.

IOPS

• Ensure containers are provisioned with sufficient IOPS (Input/Output Operations per Second).
• Carefully validate container IOPS allocation in pre-production environments.

JVM Configuration

• The XX:ParallelGCThreads flag should be set to a value no greater than the number of CPUs allocated to the
container.

Example of Resources and JVM Environment Variables Configuration: Docker Compose v2.2

The following Docker Compose file example includes settings that implement the CPU, memory, and JVM configuration
guidelines for a Container Gateway with a 4GB heap and 4 CPUs.

version: '2'
services:
  api-gateway:
    image: mydocker.registry.com/gateway-image:latest
    cpus: 4
    cpuset: 0-3
    mem_limit: 6g
    memswap_limit: 6g
    mem_swappiness: 0
    environment:
      SSG_JVM_HEAP: "4g"
      EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS: "-XX:ParallelGCThreads=4"

Docker Deployment

To apply these resourcing guidelines to deployment with Docker, see the following external Docker documentation:

• Limit a Container's Resources
• Compose File Version 2 Reference
• Docker Run Reference

OpenShift Deployment

To apply these resourcing guidelines to deployment in OpenShift, see the following external OpenShift Origin documentation:

• Allocating Node Resources
• Overcommitting
• Quotas and Limit Ranges

 

Note:

• Differences Between the Container Gateway and Appliance Gateway

https://docs.docker.com/engine/admin/resource_constraints/
https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/compose-file-v2/#cpu-and-other-resources
https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/run/#runtime-constraints-on-resources
https://docs.openshift.org/latest/admin_guide/allocating_node_resources.html
https://docs.openshift.org/latest/admin_guide/overcommit.html
https://docs.openshift.org/latest/dev_guide/compute_resources.html
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 Getting Started with the Container Gateway
The Container Gateway docker image can be obtained from caapim/gateway.

The Container Gateway docker image can be obtained from caapim/gateway.

Refer to the Supported Tags in the Docker Hub page to obtain the latest version of the Container Gateway. 

Follow the section appropriate for your environment to run the Container Gateway:

• Run the Container Gateway on Docker Engine
• Run the Container Gateway on OpenShift

If you're looking to run a 'database-less' or 'migration-less' ephemeral Container Gateway, see Container Gateway in a CI/CD
Pipeline.

Tip:

Certain Gateway functionality uses the local time zone set on the server, for example, system logs or date/time context
variables with the .local suffix (${gateway.time.local}). By default, the Container Gateway is set to the UTC
time zone, but you can change it to the local time zone or to another time zone in your network.. For more information and an
example using the Dockerfile, see Customize the Container Gateway.

Note:

• Environment Variables for the Container Gateway
• Virtual Appliance Gateway Specifications
• Upgrade a Container Gateway
• Gateway Developer Plugin

 Container Gateway in a CI/CD Pipeline
The content on this page describes a migration-less life cycle of API Gateway policies and services in
the form of a Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipeline. CA-Broadcom has
developed open source tools such as the Gateway Developer Plugin to help support this workflow so that
policy and service creators can continuously develop, push changes and automate the build, deployment
and testing processes for their Gateway solutions across multiple environments at scale. 

The content on this page describes a migration-less life cycle of API Gateway policies and services in the form of a Continuous
Integration and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipeline. CA-Broadcom has developed open source tools such as the Gateway
Developer Plugin to help support this workflow so that policy and service creators can continuously develop, push changes and
automate the build, deployment and testing processes for their Gateway solutions across multiple environments at scale. 

The CI/CD pipeline itself is scaleable; you may implement the pipeline in full as described on this page OR you may adopt
certain components of it and still gain efficiency benefits. 

 Note: While the Container Gateway is optimized for a CI/CD pipeline workflow, they are not mutually exclusive. Certain
aspects of the CI/CD workflow can apply to an Appliance Gateway. 

    

The Pipeline at a Glance

The CI/CD pipeline used in software development can be applied to the development and configuration of Gateway policies
and services. As your organization's information security and integration requirements evolve, your policy development
workflow will likely need to evolve as well. There are five major components of the CI/CD.

https://hub.docker.com/r/caapim/gateway/
https://plugins.gradle.org/plugin/com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-developer-plugin
https://plugins.gradle.org/plugin/com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-developer-plugin
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Figure 57: pipeline

Together, these systems provide a standardized workflow that makes rolling back and automation more feasible in the
Gateway service and policy development life cycle, and optimize the DevOps experience for your team. And by treating policy
as code, the scaling and maintenance of multiple environments becomes much more manageable. 

Local Development

As a policy or service developer, to begin building your Container Gateway for a CI/CD Pipeline, the following are required:

• An installation of Docker on your local machine 
• A valid license for the API Gateway
• Policy Manager to create policies and services

On your local machine you'll write and implement Gateway policies and services, build Gateway solutions in the form
of bundles, and test them locally on your machine. To help you build those bundles for a CI/CD pipeline, it's strongly
recommended that you use CA-Broadcom's Gateway Developer Plugin alongside with the Gradle Build tool. 

Version Control System

As the entry point and foundation of any CI/CD pipeline, it's recommended that you work with a Version Control System
(VCS) together with your local machine(s) so that you can push and pull Gateway artifacts like code. The Container Gateway
image, including all of its relevant policies, services, and dependencies, can be stored in the VCS - allowing you to effectively
track changes to those Gateway artifacts with timestamps, and rollback changes as required and as many times needed. 

GitHub and SVN are examples of a VCS that can be readily used for your CI/CD implementation. 

Build System

After the policies and its artifacts are developed, a build system (i.e., Gradle Build) is used to put them into a deployment
package (bundle) to be readily deployed to a Container Gateway. The Gateway Developer Plugin is a Gradle plugin that works
in conjunction with Gradle Build to create the builds. 

Artifact Repository

Deployment packages (i.e., bundles)  are stored in the artifact repository (e.g., Nexus). A deployment system (e.g., Jenkins)
can be configured to monitor the artifact repository and automatically pull this bundle when available or when changes have
been detected and deploy the bundle into a Gateway. 

Deployment System

A deployment system (e.g., Jenkins) executes the deployment of the package to one or more Container Gateways. Tests are
then run against a newly deployed environment. 

From Migrating Policy to Treating Policy As Code

Even with the Gateway Migration Utility tool at a policy developer's disposal, the migration effort can be considerable in
its planning, coordination, and maintenance of mapping instructions. This is especially true if you are moving large volumes
of policies and services from a source Gateway to multiple target Gateways. Unexpected changes to either the source or
target Gateway can throw a completed migration or migration plan off course. With the Gateway Developer Plugin, which
propagates the CI/CD workflow, the Gateway migration process is no longer required as policies are treated as code. 

What Does Policy As Code Look Like?

Just like any standard software development project, you'll be able to tap into the full collaborative and change management
capabilities of a VCS, the first and most fundamental system in a CI/CD pipeline. Check out the sample GitHub project here to

https://www.docker.com/
https://plugins.gradle.org/plugin/com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-developer-plugin
https://gradle.org/
https://plugins.gradle.org/plugin/com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-developer-plugin
https://github.com/ca-api-gateway-examples/gateway-developer-example
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get an idea of how a Gateway project appears in a GitHub repository. And like any standard software development project
on GitHub, how you set up your repository is up to you and your team's requirements. For example, you may want to
create multiple repositories, each  assigned to an individual team member to create different Gateway artifacts to be merged
later in an upstream repository to build your Gateway solution. 

Figure 58: lifecycle

While CA-Broadcom recommends GitHub for its ubiquity and flexibility, you can tailor the Gateway for any VCS that suits
your organization's requirements. Together with the Gateway Developer Plugin and some basic Gradle commands, you can
generate all the required Gateway artifacts (policies, services, files, dependencies, etc.) for your solution from your local
machine and then push or pull updates to and from the project repository in GitHub as needed. 

By treating your policy as code, a MySQL database is no required to store the aforementioned Gateway artifacts. This means
you can do away with the performance bottlenecks that MySQL can impose on large-scale implementations of the Gateway or
sorting out database credentials for multiple environments with different configurations.

Learn more about the Gateway Developer Plugin here. 

Managing Different Gateway Environments: Configure Once, Deploy Anywhere

Policy developers will find that writing policy for multiple Gateway environments that suit each of their unique set of
requirements and constraints is far more challenging than writing policy for a single Gateway environment. The CA API
Gateway provides you several options to manage different Gateway environments:

• Environment Variables
• build.gradle Configuration Parameters

Environmental Variables

To help make this possible, the Gateway offers environment variables that you can use when specifying items such as
JDBC connections, private keys, and trusted certificates - those variables then reference an environment map for the correct
values. Environmental variables can be readily changed between Gateway deployments for multiple environments without

https://plugins.gradle.org/plugin/com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-developer-plugin
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needing to re-evaluate how a service or policy should be configured separately for each environment. More importantly,
environmental variables are programming language and Operating System agnostic. 

In a CI/CD workflow, configurations are embedded directly into the GitHub project or Container Image, along with all
relevant policies, services, dependencies and other artifacts associated with one particular Container Gateway environment.
The

src/main/gateway/config

folder in the GitHub project holds all the necessary configuration artifacts for a specific environment.  

  

Within the config folder, numerous configuration types can be stored and version controlled within policy (typically in YAML
(.yml) or Java properties (.properties) file format), including but not limited to Services (services.yml), Stored Passwords
(stored-passwords.properties), or Cassandra Connections. More notable for the CI/CD pipeline is the Environment Properties
configuration file (env.properties) - this is the file that contains the values for the environments defined in each of the
applicable configuration files for the policy. Environmental variables can be applied to any of the configuration types within
the config folder and can be defined with one or more of the following:

• Cluster Properties
• Context Variables
• Service Properties

A deployment package does not contain any environment values - configurations that use environmental variables shall
reference the env.properties file for those values. To learn how to configure environment properties and to see examples of
how environmental variables can be defined and applied, refer to the GitHub wiki page here. 

Build Gradle Configuration

Another approach for the environment is to provide using gradle configuration specified into

build.gradle

file. This method is intended to be used for generating 'offline' environment bundles that can be distributed and deployed to
other Gateway form factors. To learn more, refer to the GitHub wiki entry here. 

Note:

•  Gateway Developer Plugin 
•  Gateway Developer Plugin (Gradle Site) 

https://github.com/ca-api-gateway/gateway-developer-plugin/wiki/Entities:-Environment-Properties
https://github.com/ca-api-gateway/gateway-developer-plugin/wiki/Applying-Environment#providing-environment-using-gradle-configuration
https://plugins.gradle.org/plugin/com.ca.apim.gateway.gateway-developer-plugin
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 Connect the Container Gateway to an Existing MySQL Database
This topic describes how to connect a Container Gateway to a configured gateway MySQL database. This
procedure works for Gateway v9.0 and higher. If you're looking to deploy a 'database-less' or 'migration-
less' ephemeral Gateway, please see Container Gateway in a CI/CD Pipeline.

This topic describes how to connect a Container Gateway to a configured CA API Gateway MySQL database. This procedure
works for Gateway v9.0 and higher. If you're looking to deploy a 'database-less' or 'migration-less' ephemeral Gateway, please
see Container Gateway in a CI/CD Pipeline.

Tip:

 Back up your database before making any changes.

To configure the connectivity, simply ensure that the SSG_CLUSTER_HOST and SSG_CLUSTER_PASSWORD values match
those set in the configured MySQL database. 

After connecting to the existing Gateway database, the Container Gateway automatically upgrades the database if the database
version is lower than the version of the Container Gateway.  

Tip:

• Ensure the SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL environment variable is set.
• If you encounter problems connecting to a remote MySQL database, check that

the SSG_DATABASE_USER and SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD have the right privileges to access/modify the MySQL
database.

• Do not attempt to connect to a MySQL database on a Gateway earlier than version 9.0.00, as the automated upgrade will
not work.

Note:

•  Environment Variables for the Container Gateway 
•  Container Gateway in a CI/CD Pipeline 

 Enriched Logging in JSON Format
2

    

Note:

The feature described on this page is available for CA API Gateway Version 9.4 CR1 and later versions of the Gateway. The
Container Gateway form factor must be used.

Overview

As a Container CA API Gateway user, you have the option of adopting a 'database-less' audit system to capture your auditing
or logging data. By not having to rely on the Gateway's existing configuration database to capture this data (i.e., an external
MySQL database), several performance issues can be avoided:

• The exhaustion of the database connection pool
• The filling up of the configuration database
• Gateways failing due to configuration database becoming full

The same issues may occur for users who run Container Gateway in ephemeral mode, in which the typical setup for capturing
logs involves an Internal Memory Database. 

This database-less system also generates a rich log format, which can be easily translated into the popular JSON format, which
can then be readily ingested and transformed by other third party tools for searching and data visualization. This allows the
Container Gateway to be compatible with open source tools such as the ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana) stack. This
means that an organization using the ELK stack may opt to use Kibana to view and search logs instead of the Policy Manager. 

When logs are enriched, they offer the same level of detail as a standard audit message and can improve the usability of these
logs. These details, in the form of metadata, may include a combination of any of the following:

https://www.elastic.co/elk-stack
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• Event Type
• Node
• time
• Severity
• Request ID
• Message
• Admin user name
• User name

• Admin User ID
• User ID
• Identity Provider ID
• Admin IP, Client IP, Node IP
• Entity Name, ID Type
• Service
• Operation
• Request Length

• Response Length
• Response Status
• Response Time
• Authentication Method
• Request Message
• Response Message
• Action
• Component
• Audit Record ID

As these details are added by the Gateway to the log messages in real-time, tools such as the ELK stack can use this
information (via JSON parsing) to create richer dashboards and reports.

This 'database-less' approach goes hand-in-hand with the CI/CD workflow for the policy development life cycle, which
emphasizes treating policy as code. 

Disabling the Saving of Audits to a Configuration Database

As the first step in adopting the database-less audit system, modify the default values of 'true' to 'false' for the following system
properties:

 com.l7tech.server.audit.message.saveToInternal com.l7tech.server.audit.admin.saveToInternal com.l7tech.server.audit.system.saveToInternal 

Doing so ensures that message audit records, admin audit records, or system audit records will NOT be saved to a
configuration database (i.e., a mySQL database)

Enabling Rich Logs in System Properties

To enable rich logs for JSON formatting, you'll need to configure the system property, com.l7tech.server.audit.log.format by
entering the value of 'json' for it. 

When rich logs are enabled, this supercedes any audit formatting that may have been made for the following audit cluster
properties:

 com.l7tech.server.audit.log.service.headerFormat
com.l7tech.server.audit.log.service.footerFormat
com.l7tech.server.audit.log.service.detailFormat 

Enabling JSON Formatter

Incoming log messages may be in plain text or already be in JSON format. If in plain text, the message will be formatted and
written into the log.message field. if the message is already in JSON format, it will be resolved into a JSON object to preserve
the existing JSON format.

To enable the JSON formatter, locate the ssglog.properties file and ensure the com.l7tech.util.JsonLogFormatter property is
configured. This file is typically found in opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf.

See following configuration example.

handlers = com.l7tech.server.log.GatewayRootLoggingHandler,
 com.l7tech.server.log.ConsoleMessageSink
$L7ConsoleHandlercom.l7tech.server.log.GatewayRootLoggingHandler.formatter
 =
 com.l7tech.util.JsonLogFormatterjava.util.logging.SimpleFormatter.format=com.l7tech.server.log.ConsoleMessageSink
$L7ConsoleHandler.formatter =
 com.l7tech.util.JsonLogFormattercom.l7tech.server.log.ConsoleMessageSink
$L7ConsoleHandler.level = CONFIG

How Enriched Logs Are Collected for Third-Party Consumption

Because the enriched logs are not collected by the Gateway configuration database, the Container Gateway will instead
write the logs to stdout via a console appender. In turn and if required by your logging requirements, the logs can then be
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collected by a third-party data collector such as Filebeat (likely in its own container) and then transforms and ships the logs to
the rest of the ELK stack for indexing, storage, and visualization.

To learn more about the ELK stack and how you may implement it, visit their site here.

Figure 59: elk_sample

Comparing Audits, Logs, and Enriched Logs

This section compares a fully-detailed audit message, its log message equivalent, and finally, an enriched log in JSON format.

Audit Message

An audit message is comprised of an audit record that may contain many audit details. These details can be correlated with the
JSON-formatted enriched log by the log.id field.

Node : Gateway1Time : 20180808 11:48:52.813Severity : WARNINGRequest
 Id : 000001651adb7a2e-6Message : Message processed successfullyAudit
 Record ID: 05005403eae0b155666b5163c0abde3dEvent Type : Message
 SummaryClient IP : 127.0.0.1Service : test [/test]Operation :
 nullRqst Length : 0Resp Length : 0Resp Status : 0Resp Time : 0msUser
 ID : <No ID>User Name : null

Log Message

At a glance, you'll notice that the standard log message is missing the following metadata when compared with the Audit
Message: Client IP, Node ID, Request ID, Request Length, User Name, User ID, Response Time, Response Status, and
Response Length - detailed information that could be offer deeper insight into a system event or transaction. 

2018-08-12T23:48:21.267-0700 WARNING 118
 com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerAuditDetailAssertion:
 -5: LOG!2018-08-12T23:48:21.367-0700 INFO 118
 com.l7tech.server.message: Processing request for service:
 ok1 [/ok1]2018-08-12T23:48:21.367-0700 WARNING 118
 com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerAuditDetailAssertion:
 -5: AUDIT!2018-08-12T23:48:21.367-0700 WARNING 118
 com.l7tech.server.message: Message processed successfully

Enriched Log Message in JSON Format

An enriched log contains the same details as an audit message would in JSON format, wrapped by the "package", "level", and
"time"  items as it would appear in a standard log message. 

The log.request-id ("request-id") field is used to correlate with a series of related messages for a particular Gateway transaction
or event, and like the other metadata listed can be used as a report filter in Kibana.

https://www.elastic.co/
http://log.id
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The log.id ("id") used to correlate with a single audit event. 

{  "package":
 "com.l7tech.server.policy.assertion.ServerAuditDetailAssertion",
  "level": "WARNING",  "log": {    "authenticated": "false",
    "client-ip": "127.0.0.1",    "detail-id": "-5",    "http-
status": "200",    "id": "ae7196ff-f2c2-4f0e-b802-f89c57d4cb18",
    "latency": "0",    "message": "AUDIT AUDIT AUDIT",    "name":
 "test [/test]",    "node-id": "48b5a4bc60fd4db191ddd5258eab0a35",
    "request-id": "000001671e6fc406-1",    "service": "test [/
test]",    "status": "No Error",    "type": "message"  },  "time":
 "2018-11-16T13:34:35.569-0800"}

Note:

•  Container Gateway in a CI/CD Pipeline 
•  Gateway System Properties 
•  Audit Cluster Properties 
•  About Message Auditing 
•  ELK Stack  

 Run the Container Gateway on Docker Engine
This section describes how to deploy and run the Container Gateway on Docker Engine:

This section describes how to deploy and run the Container Gateway on Docker Engine:

Prerequisites:

• Working knowledge of the Docker ecosystem.
• Docker is correctly installed and configured on your computer.
• An active Docker Hub account. If you don't have one, sign up for an account.
• A valid CA API Gateway license file.

Note:

• Run the Container Gateway on OpenShift
• Connect to an External Hazelcast Datastore

 Sample Docker Compose Deployment File
This topic contains a sample docker-compose.yml file to help you get started. This file is very basic and
is not intended for production use. You will need to customize it according to your organization's internal
testing environment. 

This topic contains a sample docker-compose.yml file to help you get started. This file is very basic and is not intended
for production use. You will need to customize it according to your organization's internal testing environment. 

For use in a production environment, see Sample OpenShift Deployment Files instead. OpenShift is the recommended PaaS for
production deployments.

Tip:

Many lines in the sample file have been commented-out intentionally, to demonstrate the minimum configuration required by
the Container Gateway. This minimal mode is suitable only for advanced users who have a derived image containing all the
entities required by the Container Gateway. This mode uses the embedded database, with no Policy Manager access. For use in
other scenarios (for example, dev/test), you need Policy Manager access and a standard RDBMS (MySQL). To enable these,
uncomment the relevant sections to deploy to a less restrictive environment.

Example docker-compose.yml

Copy and paste the code below to create your own docker-compose.yml file, if you do not have one already. 

https://www.elastic.co/elk-stack
https://www.docker.com/get-docker
https://hub.docker.com/
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Tip:

Always copy and paste as plain text, to avoid possible reformatting issues. It is recommended that you validate the content in
your file before deploying (for example, using a validation site such as yamllint.com).

version: '2.2'
services:
  api-gateway:
    image: caapim/gateway
#    cpus: 4
#    mem_limit: 6g
#    memswap_limit: 6g
#    mem_swappiness: 0
    ports:
      - "8080"
      - "8443"
      - "9443"
    # volumes:
#      - /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/services/restman
    environment:
      ACCEPT_LICENSE: "false"
#      SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME: "adminUser"
#      SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD: "somepassword"
#      SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL: "jdbc:mysql://mysql-server:3306/ssg"
#      SSG_DATABASE_USER: "ssgdbuser"
#      SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD: "dbpassword"
#      SSG_CLUSTER_HOST: "mycompany.host.com"
#      SSG_CLUSTER_PASSWORD: "clusterpassword"
#      SSG_JVM_HEAP: "4g"
#      EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS: "-XX:ParallelGCThreads=4 -
Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.autoTrustSslKey=trustAnchor,TrustedFor.SSL,TrustedFor.SAML_ISSUER"
#
#  mysql-server:
#    image: mysql:5.7
#    mem_limit: 512m
#    environment:
#      - MYSQL_RANDOM_ROOT_PASSWORD=true
#      - MYSQL_USER=ssgdbuser
#      - MYSQL_PASSWORD=dbpassword
#      - MYSQL_DATABASE=ssg
#    command:
#      - "--character-set-server=utf8"
#      - "--innodb_log_buffer_size=32M"
#      - "--innodb_log_file_size=80M"
#      - "--max_allowed_packet=8M"

Note:

http://www.yamllint.com/
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By setting the 

ACCEPT_LICENSE

 environment variable to “true”, you are indicating you have a valid and existing commercial license for CA API Gateway and
you have reviewed and accepted the terms of the CA End User License Agreement (EULA), which governs your use of CA
API Gateway.

Note:

• The mysql-server section of the docker-compose.yml file is governed by the official MySQL image on Docker
Hub.. For more information, see MySQL on Docker Hub.

• Make sure the MYSQL_USER/PASSWORD matches the SSG_DATABASE_USER/PASSWORD.
• When the SSG_DATABASE_USER is "root", you can remove and replace the MYSQL_USER/PASSWORD/

DATABASE/RANDOM_ROOT_PASSWORD with MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD that matches the
SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD.

• Use -Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.env.license.enable=true if you want to use the SSG_LICENSE env var to
pass the gzip+base64 license string. However, the suggested way is to mount the license as a secret. For more information
on how to do this, see secrets in the Docker Compose file.

• The -
Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.autoTrustSslKey=trustAnchor,TrustedFor.SSL,TrustedFor.SAML_ISSUER
is for auto-trusting the public certificate of the  SSG_SSL_KEY . 

• Update the

docker-compose.yml

file by adding

-Dcom.l7tech.server.transport.jms.topicMasterOnly=false

to the

EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS

parameter to all the gateway service definitions to disable using only the master node to execute the policy. Save the
changes and restart the containers.

Note:

• Compose File Reference in the Docker documentation
• Configure Environment Variables for Docker
• Environment Variables for the Container Gateway

 Docker Native Deployment Diagram
The Container Gateway cluster running on the Docker host is composed of multiple Docker containers
that synchronize exposed API definitions with a database. The load balancer distributes the workloads
across the Container Gateway cluster. This topic illustrates how you can deploy the Container Gateway in
your environment.

The Container Gateway cluster running on the Docker host is composed of multiple Docker containers that synchronize
exposed API definitions with a database. The load balancer distributes the workloads across the Container Gateway cluster.
This topic illustrates how you can deploy the Container Gateway in your environment.

https://hub.docker.com/r/_/mysql/
https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/#secrets
https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/
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The diagram below shows the users of the Container Gateway, for example API users or API developers, making HTTP/
HTTPS requests. The incoming requests typically first hit a load balancer, which in turn directs traffic to a Docker Host
running a cluster of Container Gateways. The Container Gateways running in the same cluster connects to the same database
and can route traffic to any number of services.

Figure 60: Deployment Diagram

 

Note:

The load balancer and the database can optionally run on the same Docker host as the Container Gateways.

 

 

Note:

• OpenShift Deployment Diagram

 Configure Environment Variables for Docker
This topic describes the specific environment variables that a Docker-native deployment may use. You
configure the Gateway for Docker by setting these environment variables in the docker-compose.yml file.
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This topic describes the specific environment variables that a Docker-native deployment may use. You configure the Gateway
for Docker by setting these environment variables in the docker-compose.yml file.

Note:

The mysql-server section of the docker-compose.yml file is determined by your MySQL installation. To learn more
about this, visit this page in the Docker documentation: https://hub.docker.com/r/mysql/mysql-server/

Contents:

Using Non-Root MySQL User

When SSG_DATABASE_USER is not root, the following mysql-server environment variables must be provided, where:

• MYSQL_RANDOM_ROOT_PASSWORD is set to "yes" as you are not using the root user.
• The MYSQL_USER/MYSQL_PASSWORD must match

the SSG_DATABASE_USER/SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD environment variables.
• The MYSQL_DATABASE must match the SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL's usage.

MYSQL_RANDOM_ROOT_PASSWORD, MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD,
 or MYSQL_ALLOW_EMPTY_PASSWORD (specify 1, refer
 to MySQL document on which is appropriate for
 you)
MYSQL_USERMYSQL_PASSWORDMYSQL_DATABASE

Using Root MySQL User

When SSG_DATABASE_USER is root, the following mysql-server environment variables must be provided, where:

• The MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD must match the SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD.
• The SSG_DATABASE_USER must be "root".
• There is no need to provide MYSQL_RANDOM_ROOT_PASSWORD, MYSQL_USER, MYSQL_PASSWORD,

and MYSQL_DATABASE.

MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD

MySQL Commands

In the sample docker-compose.yml file, the following are some of the commands for the mysql-service that can be tuned.

command: - "--character-set-server=utf8" - "--
innodb_log_buffer_size=32M" - "--innodb_log_file_size=80M" - "--
max_allowed_packet=8M"

Note:

• Environment Variables for the Container Gateway
• Configure Environment Variables in OpenShift

 Start the Container Gateway in Docker
This topic describes how to deploy the Container Gateway image in a Docker environment using docker-
compose.

This topic describes how to deploy the Container Gateway image in a Docker environment using docker-compose.

https://hub.docker.com/r/mysql/mysql-server/
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Contents:

Deploy the Container Gateway in Docker

1. Log in to your Docker account. 

Note:

When logging in, use your Docker ID, not your Docker Hub e-mail address.
2. Configure your docker-compose.yml file to match your environment and deployment needs.

1.1 Ensure the SSG LICENSE is configured (volume mount the license file or use the SSG_LICENSE environment
variable).

2.1 Accept the End User License Agreement.
3. Run the docker-compose up command to pull the Container Gateway image, create a container, and run it.After

Container Gateway is started, you can either verify the health of the container or log in to the Policy Manager. For more
information, see Perform Health Checks in Docker and Connect the Policy Manager in Docker.

Update your Container Gateway

1. Update the docker-compose.yml file.
2. Re-run the docker-compose up command. This command redeploys only the updated services.

Note:

• Start the Container Gateway in OpenShift
• Environment Variables for the Container Gateway
• Sample Docker Compose Deployment File
• External Docker documentation for "docker-compose up"

 Scale the Container Gateway in Docker
You can scale the number of Container Gateway instances in a Docker Appliance, based on your business
needs. For example, you can scale up to handle additional traffic, and then scale back down after the spike
in traffic has subsided. The ability to scale is limited only by the amount of resources available in your
Docker environment. 

You can scale the number of Container Gateway instances in a Docker Appliance, based on your business needs. For example,
you can scale up to handle additional traffic, and then scale back down after the spike in traffic has subsided. The ability to
scale is limited only by the amount of resources available in your Docker environment. 

Note:

For production deployments using OpenShift, see Scale the Container Gateway in OpenShift.

Contents:

Create New Container Gateway Instances

To create a new instance of the Container Gateway, use the docker-compose command:

$ docker-compose --file docker-compose.yml up -d --
scale <SERVICE>=<NUMBER> 

Where:

• <SERVICE> is the name of the Container Gateway service in the docker-compose.yml file.
• <NUMBER> is the number of Container Gateway instances to scale to.

If the database does not exist, it is created. If the database exists, any new Container Gateway nodes use the existing database;
the database is not overwritten. For example, see the Sample Docker Compose Deployment File, where the database is
specified as ssg from the SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL environment variable.

https://docs.docker.com/compose/reference/up/
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Obtain Port Mappings

Note:

To scale the Container Gateway, port mappings in docker-compose.yml must be set to dynamic.

Example of Dynamic Port Mapping

Ports:
- "8080"
- "8443"
- "9443"

Example of Static Port Mapping

Ports:
- "8080:8080"
- "8443:8443"
- "9443:9443"

To see which Docker host ports are mapped to the ports on the Container Gateway, run the docker ps command in a new
Docker Terminal.

$ docker ps

The docker ps command returns something similar to the following:

0.0.0.0:33139->8080/tcp, 0.0.0.0:33138->8443/tcp, 0.0.0.0:33137->9443/
tcp

You can interpret the output as follows:

• Port 8080 on the Container Gateway has been mapped to port 33139 on the Docker Host.
• Port 8443 on the Container Gateway has been mapped to port 33138 on the Docker Host.
• Port 9443 on the Container Gateway has been mapped to port 33137 on the Docker Host.
• The Container Gateway ports are only accessible inside the Docker Host. Only the ports exposed on the Docker Host are

accessible externally.

Consume a Service on the New Container Gateway

When the scaling operation is complete, test the secondary container by consuming a service running on it. The following is an
example using the curl command:

$ curl --user <USERNAME>:<PASSWORD> --request GET
 'https://<HOST_NAME>:<PORT>/Service'

Where:

• <USERNAME> and <PASSWORD> are your Gateway user credentials.
• <HOST_NAME> is either the localhost (if running Docker natively) or the IP address of your Docker host (if running via

Docker Toolbox).
• <PORT> is the Docker host port that maps to port 8443 on the newly added Container Gateway.
• Service is the path of a service running on the deployed Container Gateway.

Tip:
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For development and testing environments, you can also run the Container Gateway on the Docker Engine. For more
information, see Run the Container Gateway on Docker Engine.

Note:

• Scale the Container Gateway in OpenShift

 Logs for the Container Gateway in Docker
This topic provides sample commands that you can use to view and aggregate logs from your Container
Gateway. The logs may contain Container Gateway-specific error messages, event messages, and
warnings.

This topic provides sample commands that you can use to view and aggregate logs from your Container Gateway. The logs
may contain Container Gateway-specific error messages, event messages, and warnings.

Contents:

Viewing Logs

The Container Gateway can log to any external logging system supported by Docker. Use the docker-compose
logs command to view logs.

The following command prints the logs for all services that are defined in the docker-compose.yml file:

$ docker-compose logs  --follow

The following command prints logs for the service named "gateway" defined in the docker-compose.yml file:

$ docker-compose --file docker-compose.yml logs --follow gateway

Aggregating Logs

Container Gateway logs can be aggregated and sent to any external logging system supported by Docker. The following
example aggregates and sends the Container Gateway logs to the syslog server "syslog.domain.com" on port 514.

services:
  api-gateway:
    image: caapim/gateway:latest
    logging:
      driver: syslog
      options:
        syslog-address: "tcp://syslog.domain.com:514"

Setting Console Logging Thresholds (Available as of Version 9.4 CR 1)

A logging threshold determines the minimum log level that must be met for an event log to be propagated to the log sink. For
example, if the container Gateway has been configured with a logging threshold of 'CONFIG', any logs  classified as 'FINEST',
'FINER', or 'FINE' will not be propagated to the log sink or considered as an event. Only those logs with logging levels that
meet or exceed the threshold (e.g., 'WARNING') will be propagated to the log sink. 

You can set the logging thresholds for the container Gateway in one of two places: 1) In the System Properties file OR  2) As a
Cluster-Wide Properties setting.
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As of Version 9.4 CR 1, the log.console.threshold property now replaces the audit.detailThreshold
property for configuring console logging. 

Note:

A restart is only necessary if you are configuring the threshold as a system property setting.

To define the logging threshold in the System Properties file:

1. Locate and open the system.properties file in an editor.
2. Add the following line:

com.l7tech.server.log.console.threshold=<level>

Where <level> is based on Java logging levels. 
3. Save the file. The threshold change takes effect after the Gateway is restarted.

To define the logging thresholds in the Cluster-Wide Properties:

1. Locate the Manage Cluster-Wide Properties.  
2. Add a new cluster property with the key log.console.threshold.
3. Enter the desired threshold value. The values are based on Java logging levels. The default value is 'INFO'. 
4. Save your changes. The threshold change takes effect immediately. 

Cluster-Wide Properties can be configured in either the Policy Manager or with the Restman Bundle.  

Note:

• Gateway Logging Levels and Thresholds
• Docker documentation for "docker-compose logs"
• Docker documentation for supported logging drivers

 Connect the Policy Manager in Docker
This topic describes how to connect the Policy Manager to the Container Gateway in a Docker
deployment.

This topic describes how to connect the Policy Manager to the Container Gateway in a Docker deployment.

The Policy Manager is used to perform administrative tasks, such as creating or modifying services, or managing
configurations. It is enabled when the environment variables SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME and SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD are
defined.

Note:

 Policy Manager connectivity may be disabled if your Container Gateway was deployed using the embedded database. To re-
enable it, supply values for the SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME and SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD environment variables.

To connect the Policy Manager to a Container Gateway:

1. Launch the Policy Manager application. For more information, see Start the Policy Manager.
2. Enter your login details:

• User Name: Enter the administrative user name, as defined by the SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME environment variable.
• Password: Enter the administrative password, as defined by the SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD environment variable.
• Gateway: Enter the Docker Host IP address and HTTPS port, in the

format: <DOCKER_HOST_IP> : <CONTAINER_HTTPS_PORT>, where:

•  <DOCKER_HOST_IP> is the IP address for the Docker Host hosting your Container Gateway(s). If Docker
is running locally, use localhost. If Docker Machine is used, obtain the Docker Host IP address by running
the docker-machine ls command. For example, the following output shows the Docker Host IP address as
192.168.99.103:

NAME      ACTIVE   DRIVER       STATE     URL                         SWARM   DOCKER       
 ERRORS

https://docs.docker.com/compose/reference/logs/
https://docs.docker.com/engine/admin/logging/overview/#supported-logging-drivers
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default   *        virtualbox   Running   tcp://192.168.99.103:2376           v17.10.0-ce

•  <CONTAINER_HTTPS_PORT> is the exposed HTTPS port for one of your Container Gateways. Obtain the
Container Gateway port mappings by running the docker ps command. In the sample output below, port 33138
is used to connect the Policy Manager:

0.0.0.0:33139->8080/tcp, 0.0.0.0:33138->8443/tcp, 0.0.0.0:33137->9443/tcp

 Test Container Gateway Endpoints in Docker
When the gateway is up and running, you can smoke test the container by consuming service(s) on the
Container Gateway. The following is an example using the curl command:

When the CA API Gateway is up and running, you can smoke test the container by consuming service(s) on the Container
Gateway. The following is an example using the curl command:

# curl --user <USERNAME>:<PASSWORD> --request GET
 'https://<HOST_NAME>:<PORT>/Service'

Where:

• <USERNAME> and <PASSWORD> are your Gateway user credentials
• <HOST_NAME> is either the localhost (if running Docker natively) or the IP address of your Docker host (if running via

Docker Toolbox)
• <PORT> is the Docker host port that maps to port 8443 on the Container Gateway. You can use docker ps to find the

mapped ports.
• Service is the path of a service running on the deployed Container Gateway

 

Note:

• Test Container Gateway Endpoints in OpenShift

 Perform Health Checks in Docker
You can customize Gateway's default health check behavior. For example, you want to publish a
service on the Gateway that is important to your business. To ensure that the service is ready to accept
traffic after Gateway start up, you want to create a bootstrap service that checks the status of the Gateway
service. For more information on how to create your own health check, see Customize Default Health
Check Behavior.

Use the Docker HEALTHCHECK instruction to test that the container for the Container Gateway it is working. The
HEALTHCHECK instruction can detect issues such as a web server stuck in an infinite loop and unable to handle new
connections, even though the server process is still running.

When the Container Gateway is starting up, the status shows "starting". Whenever a health check passes, the status displays
"healthy". After consecutive failures in retries or if the Gateway server process cannot start, the health check status becomes
"unhealthy".

Contents:

View the Health Check Status

Use the docker ps command to see a list of the currently available running containers and their associated health check
statuses. The following is an example command:
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$ docker ps --format "table {{.Names}}\t{{.Status}}"

The output displays the container names in the "Names" column and each container's health check status in the "Status"
column. This example shows a healthy Gateway server process.

NAMES                       STATUS
docker_api-gateway_1        Up 29 minutes (healthy)

 

Customize Default Health Check Behavior

You can customize Gateway's default health check behavior. For example, you want to publish a service on the Gateway that
is important to your business. To ensure that the service is ready to accept traffic after Gateway start up, you want to create a
bootstrap service that checks the status of the Gateway service. For more information on how to create your own health check,
see Customize Default Health Check Behavior.

To extract more information about the health and status of containers, use the

docker inspect

command.

 

 

Note:

• External Docker documentation for HEALTHCHECK command
• External Docker documentation for "docker inspect"

 Stop the Container Gateway in Docker
To stop and remove the Container Gateway in a Docker deployment, use the following command:

To stop and remove the Container Gateway in a Docker deployment, use the following command:

$ docker-compose down

This command removes all the resources defined in the docker-compose.yml file.

 

 

Note:

• Docker documentation for "docker-compose down"
• Start the Container Gateway in Docker
• Stop the Container Gateway in OpenShift

 Run the Container Gateway on OpenShift
RedHat OpenShift is the recommended deployment method for running the Container Gateway in a
production environment. The following topics guide you through the deployment:

https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/#healthcheck
https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/inspect/
https://docs.docker.com/compose/reference/down/
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RedHat OpenShift is the recommended deployment method for running the Container Gateway in a production environment.
The following topics guide you through the deployment:

Prerequisites:

• Knowledge of OpenShift, including how to set up and configure the OpenShift environment.
• An account on an OpenShift deployment.
• The OpenShift Origin CLI (Command Line Interface) is installed. For more information, go to https://docs.openshift.org/

latest/cli_reference/get_started_cli.html. 

Tip:

For development and testing environments, you can also run the Container Gateway on the Docker Engine. For more
information, see Run the Container Gateway on Docker Engine.

Note:

• External OpenShift documentation
• Run the Container Gateway on Docker Engine

 Sample OpenShift Deployment Files
This topic provides Openshift deployment sample files that can be used for internal testing. CA
Technologies highly recommends that you build your own configuration files and use these files as a
starting point only.

This topic provides Openshift deployment sample files that can be used for internal testing. CA Technologies highly
recommends that you build your own configuration files and use these files as a starting point only.

When you copy and paste from the sample file code block, beware of possible reformatting that may result in differences
between the pasted content and the content from the sample file. Make sure you validate the content in your file before
deploying (for example, using a validation site such as yamllint.com).

Warning:

IMPORTANT:  .Container Gateway Platform Support v9.3  environment for deploying the Container Gateway in a
production environment.

The MySQL configuration in the sample deployment files are only suitable for testing. In production deployments, a
highly available and performant MySQL cluster should be used instead. For more information on how to use a MySQL
cluster, see Amazon's documentation on RDS or MySQL's documentation for InnoDB Clusters.

The below configuration templates are just an example.

Items in this special bracket are default configuration values that are highly recommended to replace. <<this is a
sample value>>.

To replace properly, remove the special brackets. For example:

Before replace:

echo "LICENSE=\"$(gzip -c <<~/workspace/gateway/LICENSE.xml>> | base64 --wrap=0)\"" >
 LICENSE.gz.base64

After replace:

echo "LICENSE=\"$(gzip -c /home/userB/openshift/gateway/LICENSE_ABC.xml | base64 --
wrap=0)\"" > LICENSE.gz.base64

Contents:

https://docs.openshift.org/latest/cli_reference/get_started_cli.html
https://docs.openshift.org/latest/cli_reference/get_started_cli.html
https://docs.openshift.com/index.html
http://www.yamllint.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/rds/
https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.7/en/mysql-innodb-cluster-userguide.html
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deploy.sh 

#!/bin/bash

fail () {
 echo $1
 exit 1
}

# Variables for internal testing when you need to re-deploy several times
UNIQUE_PROJECT_NAME="<<project-uniquename>>"
DISPLAY_NAME="<<Unique display name>>"
ROUTE_IDENTIFIER="<<unique.prefix>>"

oc whoami || fail "need to be logged into an OpenShift server"

echo "--Creating the project"
oc new-project "$UNIQUE_PROJECT_NAME" --display-name "$DISPLAY_NAME" || fail "couldn't
 create project"

echo "--Creating the MySQL database"
oc process openshift//mysql-ephemeral --param MYSQL_VERSION=5.7 --param
 MYSQL_USER=ssgdbuser --param MYSQL_PASSWORD=dbpassword --param
 MYSQL_DATABASE=ssg --param DATABASE_SERVICE_NAME=mysql-server --labels
 db=container_gateway_db | oc create -f -

echo "--Waiting for the database to be ready"
while ( ! oc get pods | grep '^mysql-' | grep -v deploy | grep Running | awk '{ print $2 }' | grep -F '1/1' &> /
dev/null ); do
    echo "waiting for database to be ready..."
 sleep 10
done

echo "--Setting the license and SSL key"
# The strings for LICENSE and SSLKEY should not contain any new lines, for Windows/Linux, use
 'base64 --wrap=0' instead of 'base64'
echo "LICENSE=\"$(gzip -c <<~/workspace/gateway/LICENSE.xml>> | base64 --wrap=0)\"" >
 LICENSE.gz.base64
echo "SSLKEY=\"$(cat <<~/workspace/gateway/SSLKEY.p12>> | base64)\"" > SSLKEY.base64

echo "--Creating the secrets"
oc process -f container-gateway-secrets.yml --param-file=LICENSE.gz.base64 --param-
file=SSLKEY.base64 | oc create -f -

#secret for the docker registry
oc secrets new-dockercfg <<my_docker_registry_resource_name>> --docker-
server=<<my_docker_registry_hostname.com>> --docker-username=<<myusername>> --docker-
password=<<mypassword>> --docker-email=<<nobody@ca.com>>

#link secret to service account
oc secrets link serviceaccount/default secret/<<my_docker_registry_resource_name>> --for=pull
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echo "--Creating the deployment"
oc process -f container-gateway.yml --param-file=container-gateway.env --
param=CONTAINER_GATEWAY_PUBLIC_HOST=
$ROUTE_IDENTIFIER.<<openshift.generic.com>> | oc create -f - 

container-gateway.env

DOCKER_REGISTRY=<<my.docker.registry.com>>
DOCKER_IMAGE_NAME=<<images/gateway-image>>
DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG=<<latest>>
DOCKER_REGISTRY_INSECURE=false

ACCEPT_LICENSE=<<false>>
SSG_JVM_HEAP=4096m

SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL=jdbc:mysql://mysql-server:3306/ssg
SSG_CLUSTER_HOST=<<host.sample.com>>
EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS="-XX:ParallelGCThreads=4 -Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.env.license.enable=true"

Note:

By setting the ACCEPT_LICENSE environment variable to "true", you are expressing that you have a valid and existing
commercial license for CA API Gateway and that you have reviewed and accepted the terms of the CA End User License
Agreement (EULA), which shall govern your use of the CA API Gateway.

container-gateway-secrets.yml

# Create the secrets resource in OpenShift, edit the values to suit your needs, then run something like:
#echo "LICENSE=\"$(gzip -c ~/workspace/gateway/LICENSE.xml | base64)\"" > LICENSE.gz.base64
#echo "SSLKEY=\"$(cat ~/workspace/gateway/SSLKEY.p12 | base64)\"" > SSLKEY.base64
#oc process -f container-gateway-secrets.yml --param-file=LICENSE.gz.base64 --param-
file=SSLKEY.base64 | oc create -f -

apiVersion: v1
kind: Template
metadata:
  name: container-gateway-secrets
  labels:
    name: container-gateway-secrets
  annotations:
    description: Template for Secrets for the Container Gateway
objects:
  - apiVersion: v1
    kind: Secret
    metadata:
      name: containergateway
    stringData:
      ssg.adminusername: <<adminUser>>
      ssg.adminpassword: <<somepassword>>
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      ssg.dbuser: ssgdbuser
      ssg.dbpass: dbpassword
      ssg.clusterhostpass: <<clusterpassword>>
      ssg.sslkey: ${SSLKEY}
      ssg.sslkeypass: <<keypassword>>
      ssg.license: ${LICENSE}
parameters:
  - name: SSLKEY
    required: false
  - name: LICENSE
    required: false

container-gateway.yml

# this file can be processed by running something like: 
# oc process -f openshift/container-gateway.yml --param-file=openshift/container-gateway.env | oc create
 -f -

apiVersion: v1
kind: Template
metadata:
  name: container-gateway-template
  labels:
    name: containergateway
  annotations:
    description: Template for the Container Gateway
objects:
  - apiVersion: v1
    kind: ImageStream
    metadata:
      annotations:
        description: Container Gateway image stream
        openshift.io/image.insecureRepository: "${DOCKER_REGISTRY_INSECURE}"
      labels:
        name: containergateway
      name: container-gateway-is
    spec:
      tags:
      - annotations:
        from:
          kind: DockerImage
          name: "${DOCKER_REGISTRY}/${DOCKER_IMAGE_NAME}:${DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG}"
        name: "${DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG}"
        importPolicy:
          scheduled: true
          insecure: ${{DOCKER_REGISTRY_INSECURE}}
  - apiVersion: v1
    kind: Service
    metadata:
      labels:
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        name: containergateway
        service: container-gateway-svc
      name: container-gateway-svc
      annotations:
        description: "The Container Gateway service"
    spec:
      ports:
        - port: 8080
          targetPort: 8080
          protocol: TCP
          name: container-gateway-http-port
        - port: 8443
          targetPort: 8443
          protocol: TCP
          name: container-gateway-https-port
        - port: 9443
          targetPort: 9443
          protocol: TCP
          name: container-gateway-pm-port
      selector:
        name: containergateway
      type: ClusterIP
  - apiVersion: v1
    kind: Route
    metadata:
      labels:
        name: containergateway
        router: default
      name: container-gateway-pm-route
      annotations:
        description: "The route to expose the Container Gateway's Policy Manager port"
    spec:
      host: pm.${CONTAINER_GATEWAY_PUBLIC_HOST}
      to:
        kind: Service
        name: container-gateway-svc
      port:
        targetPort: container-gateway-pm-port
      tls:
        termination: passthrough
  - apiVersion: v1
    kind: Route
    metadata:
      labels:
        name: containergateway
        router: default
      name: container-gateway-http-route
      annotations:
        description: "The route to expose the Container Gateway's HTTP port"
    spec:
      host: http.${CONTAINER_GATEWAY_PUBLIC_HOST}
      to:
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        kind: Service
        name: container-gateway-svc
      port:
        targetPort: container-gateway-http-port
  - apiVersion: v1
    kind: Route
    metadata:
      labels:
        name: containergateway
        router: default
      name: container-gateway-https-route
      annotations:
        description: "The route to expose the Container Gateway's HTTPS port"
    spec:
      host: https.${CONTAINER_GATEWAY_PUBLIC_HOST}
      to:
        kind: Service
        name: container-gateway-svc
      port:
        targetPort: container-gateway-https-port
      tls:
        termination: passthrough
  - apiVersion: autoscaling/v1
    kind: HorizontalPodAutoscaler
    metadata:
      name: container-gateway-hpa
      labels:
        name: containergateway
    spec:
      scaleTargetRef:
        kind: DeploymentConfig
        name: container-gateway-dc
        apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
      minReplicas: 1
      maxReplicas: 10
      targetCPUUtilizationPercentage: 75
  - apiVersion: v1
    kind: DeploymentConfig
    metadata:
      name: container-gateway-dc
      labels:
        name: containergateway
      annotations:
        description: "The Container Gateway deployment configuration"
    spec:
      strategy:
        type: Rolling
        rollingParams:
          timeoutSeconds: 1200
      triggers:
        - type: ConfigChange
        - type: ImageChange
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          imageChangeParams:
            automatic: true
            containerNames:
              - gateway-container
            from:
              kind: ImageStreamTag
              name: "container-gateway-is:${DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG}"
      replicas: 1
      selector:
        name: containergateway
        deploymentconfig: container-gateway-dc
      template:
        metadata:
          labels:
            name: containergateway
            deploymentconfig: container-gateway-dc
        spec:
          containers:
            - name: gateway-container
              image: "${DOCKER_IMAGE_NAME}:${DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG}"
              imagePullPolicy: Always
              resources:
                requests:
                  cpu: 4000m
                  memory: 6Gi
                limits:
                  cpu: 4000m
                  memory: 6Gi
              terminationMessagePath: /dev/termination-log
              ports:
                - containerPort: 8080
                - containerPort: 8443
                - containerPort: 9443
              env:
                - name: ACCEPT_LICENSE
                  value: ${ACCEPT_LICENSE}
                - name: SSG_JVM_HEAP
                  value: ${SSG_JVM_HEAP}
                - name: SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME
                  valueFrom:
                    secretKeyRef:
                      name: containergateway
                      key: ssg.adminusername
                - name: SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD
                  valueFrom:
                    secretKeyRef:
                      name: containergateway
                      key: ssg.adminpassword
                - name: SSG_LICENSE
                  valueFrom:
                    secretKeyRef:
                      name: containergateway
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                      key: ssg.license
                - name: SSG_SSL_KEY
                  valueFrom:
                    secretKeyRef:
                      name: containergateway
                      key: ssg.sslkey
                - name: SSG_SSL_KEY_PASS
                  valueFrom:
                    secretKeyRef:
                      name: containergateway
                      key: ssg.sslkeypass
                - name: SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL
                  value: ${SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL}
                - name: SSG_DATABASE_USER
                  valueFrom:
                    secretKeyRef:
                      name: containergateway
                      key: ssg.dbuser
                - name: SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD
                  valueFrom:
                    secretKeyRef:
                      name: containergateway
                      key: ssg.dbpass
                - name: SSG_CLUSTER_HOST
                  value: ${SSG_CLUSTER_HOST}
                - name: SSG_CLUSTER_PASSWORD
                  valueFrom:
                    secretKeyRef:
                      name: containergateway
                      key: ssg.clusterhostpass
                - name: EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS
                  value: ${EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS}
              readinessProbe:
                 exec:
                   command: [sh, /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh]
                 initialDelaySeconds: 120
                 timeoutSeconds: 5
                 periodSeconds: 5
                 successThreshold: 1
              livenessProbe:
                 exec:
                   command: [sh, /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh]
                 initialDelaySeconds: 120
                 timeoutSeconds: 5
                 periodSeconds: 5
                 successThreshold: 1
          dnsPolicy: ClusterFirst
          restartPolicy: Always
          securityContext: {}
          terminationGracePeriodSeconds: 60
        test: false
      status: {}
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parameters:
  - name: CONTAINER_GATEWAY_PUBLIC_HOST
    description: Openshift public hostname
    required: true
  - name: DOCKER_REGISTRY
    description: The FQDN of the Docker registry to pull the Docker image from
    required: true
  - name: DOCKER_REGISTRY_INSECURE
    description: Whether the Docker Registry we're pulling from uses self signed certs
    required: true
  - name: DOCKER_IMAGE_NAME
    description: The name of the Docker image to pull (i.e. the part between the registry and the tag when
 running docker pull)
    required: true
  - name: DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG
    description: The tag of the Docker image to deploy
    required: true
  - name: ACCEPT_LICENSE
    description: Accept License
    required: true
  - name: SSG_LICENSE
    description: Gateway license ( cat license.xml | gzip | base64 )
    required: false
  - name: SSG_JVM_HEAP
    description: The argument to use for the -Xms and -Xmx JVM heap size options
    required: false
  - name: SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME
    description: The admin username
    required: false
  - name: SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD
    description: The admin password
    required: false
  - name: SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL
    description: The external database JDBC url
    required: false
  - name: SSG_DATABASE_USER
    description: User to connect to the external db.
    required: false
  - name: SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD
    description: Password to connect to the external db
    required: false
  - name: SSG_CLUSTER_HOST
    description: The cluster hostname
    required: false
  - name: SSG_CLUSTER_PASSWORD
    description: The cluster password
    required: false
  - name: EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS
    description: Extra system properties or other arguments to add to the JVM command line
    required: false
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Tips

Tip:

In the container-gateway.yml configuration file, if you are pulling Gateway image directly from hub.docker.com, without
going through another docker registry, you need to make the following modifications to the files.

container-gateway.yml file:

    spec:
      tags:
      - annotations:
        from:
          kind: DockerImage
          #name: "${DOCKER_REGISTRY}/${DOCKER_IMAGE_NAME}:
${DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG}"  <== original
          name: "${DOCKER_IMAGE_NAME}:${DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG}"                      <== removed
 "${DOCKER_REGISTRY}/"
        name: "${DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG}"
        importPolicy:
          scheduled: true
          insecure: ${{DOCKER_REGISTRY_INSECURE}}

and 

  - name: DOCKER_REGISTRY
    description: The FQDN of the Docker registry to pull the Docker image from
    #required: true       <== original
    required: false       <== changed to

and

container-gateway.env file:
DOCKER_REGISTRY='' <== can either leave as empty or remove the env variable completely

If your policy manager connection keeps on getting disconnected, you can modify the load balance algorithm

container-gateway.yml file:

  - apiVersion: v1
    kind: Route
    metadata:
      labels:
        name: containergateway
        router: default
      name: container-gateway-pm-route
      annotations:
        description: "The route to expose the Container Gateway's Policy Manager port"
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        haproxy.router.openshift.io/balance: source <== added "reference: https://docs.openshift.com/
container-platform/3.4/architecture/core_concepts/routes.html#route-specific-annotations"

 OpenShift Deployment Diagram
There are multiple ways of deploying Container Gateway in an OpenShift environment. The diagram
in this topic is a simplified example of how external requests flow through Container Gateway pods
deployed on OpenShift. This simple diagram is just one representation of where the Container Gateway
would fit in OpenShift and how requests flow through the system.

There are multiple ways of deploying Container Gateway in an OpenShift environment. The diagram in this topic is a
simplified example of how external requests flow through Container Gateway pods deployed on OpenShift. This simple
diagram is just one representation of where the Container Gateway would fit in OpenShift and how requests flow through the
system.

The following steps outline the flow of requests through the system:

1. Users of your Container Gateway, for example API users or API developers, make incoming requests. 
2. The incoming requests are routed to individual service endpoints provided by the Container Gateway(s). The routing is

handled by mechanisms provided by OpenShift, shown as the HAProxy Template Router (as an example) in the diagram
below.

3. The Container Gateways are deployed in Pods running in OpenShift.  
4. The Container Gateway routes traffic or queries any number of back-end systems/services according to policy logic.

While steps 1 to 4 are in progress, the Container Gateway Pod cluster synchronizes persistent data with a database (also
running in a Pod). 
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Figure 61: Container Gateway Deployment on OpenShift

 

Note:

• External documentation for OpenShift Container Platform
• External documentation for OpenShift Origins

 Configure Environment Variables in OpenShift
This topic describes the specific environment variables that a Container Gateway uses in an OpenShift
deployment.

This topic describes the specific environment variables that a Container Gateway uses in an OpenShift deployment.

Warning:

 IMPORTANT: Although symbols can be used in
the ssg.adminusername and ssg.adminpassword variables, certain symbols such as @ ! # , % cannot be
used as the first character of the input and a colon (:) cannot be used as the last character of the input. This is due to a
mixture of the oc process command and script interpretation. CA Technologies recommends that all string begin with
an alphanumeric character and ends with either an alphanumeric character or a symbol that is not a colon.

Contents:

https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.4/architecture/core_concepts/index.html
https://docs.openshift.org/3.6/architecture/index.html
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Image Pull

The  container-gateway.env  sample file is an example of where OpenShift should pull an image from.

Variable Required? Default Description

DOCKER_REGISTRY Yes - Docker registry's hostname

DOCKER_REGISTRY=docker.registry.mycompany.com

DOCKER_IMAGE_NAME Yes - Container image name

DOCKER_IMAGE_NAME=docker/
images/gateway

DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG Yes - Container image's tag

DOCKER_IMAGE_TAG=latest

DOCKER_REGISTRY_INSECUREYes - An image stream can be
configured to import tag
and image metadata from
insecure image registries,
such as those signed with
a self-signed certificate or
using plain HTTP instead of
HTTPS.

Set this value to false.

DOCKER_REGISTRY_INSECURE=false

Secrets

Refer to the official OpenShift documentation on how to properly configure and manage your secrets in OpenShift.
The  container-gateway-secrets.yml  sample file is an example of how to use the OpenShift secrets management, but there are
more advanced usages available in their documentation.

For more information, see the sample OpenShift deployment files.

Image-Pull Secret Resource

A pod's service account determines which secrets the pod is allowed to use. One use of these secrets is to provide
credentials used when pulling images for the pod's containers. The oc commands in the example below, taken from the
sample deploy.sh script, show how to create a new .dockercfg file for the secured registry, then configuring the secrets
to be used for image pulling.

#create secret resource for the docker registryoc secrets new-
dockercfg my_docker_registry_resource_name --docker-
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server=my_docker_registry_hostname.com --docker-username=myusername --
docker-password=mypassword --docker-email=nobody@ca.com

 #link secret resource to the service accountoc secrets link
 serviceaccount/defaultsecret/my_docker_registry_resource_name
 --for=pull

Environment Variable Secret Resource

The container-gateway-secrets.yml holds the template for the secret resource containing the environment
variables. By updating the paths to the SSG_LICENSE.xml and (optionally) the SSLKEY.p12 files, they are passed
properly to the template and used to create the secrets resource. Any password, hostname, or data that you do not want to have
shown as plain-text (inside OpenShift) can be put into this secrets.yml file.

echo "--Setting the license and SSL key"# The strings forLICENSE
 and SSLKEY should not contain any newlines, forwindows you can
 use |base64 --wrap=0echo "LICENSE=\"$(gzip -c ~/workspace/gateway/
LICENSE.xml | base64)\""> LICENSE.gz.base64echo "SSLKEY=\"$(cat ~/
workspace/gateway/SSLKEY.p12 | base64)\""> SSLKEY.base64 

 echo "--Creating the secrets"oc process -f container-gateway-
secrets.yml --param-file=LICENSE.gz.base64 --param-file=SSLKEY.base64
 | oc create -f -

The secrets data needs to match the Container Gateway's configuration yml file. For example,
the ssg.adminusername value stated in this template file should match the value inside the env configuration
in container-gateway.yml.

- name: SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME
  valueFrom:
    secretKeyRef:
      name: containergateway
      key: ssg.adminusername

Note:

•  Environment Variables for the Container Gateway 
•  Configure Environment Variables for Docker 
•  External documentation for OpenShift secrets 

 Start the Container Gateway in OpenShift
This topic explains how to deploy the Container Gateway and other components, such as a MySQL
database, into an OpenShift environment. For your convenience, a sample script is provided that runs
many of the commands needed to deploy the containers into OpenShift. 

This topic explains how to deploy the Container Gateway and other components, such as a MySQL database, into an
OpenShift environment. For your convenience, a sample script is provided that runs many of the commands needed to deploy
the containers into OpenShift. 

Warning:

IMPORTANT: The MySQL pod deployment should be used for internal testing only. Do not use it in a production
environment.

Contents:

https://docs.openshift.com/online/dev_guide/secrets.html
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Step 1: Configure the Deployment Files

Download each of the deployment files below and configure them for your environment:

• deploy.sh

• container-gateway.env

• container-gateway-secrets.yml

• container-gateway.yml

To obtain these files, see Sample OpenShift Deployment Files.

Note:

(1) Review the sample commands in deploy.sh carefully, as there are placeholder values that will
not work if they are not changed. In particular, pay attention to the license path and the values for
DOCKER_REGISTRY, CONTAINER_GATEWAY_PUBLIC_HOST, and ACCEPT_LICENSE. (2) You can view the logs to see
the success of the commands in deploy.sh.

Step 2: Deploy the Container Gateway

To deploy the Container Gateway using the OpenShift CLI tool (oc):

1. Log in to your OpenShift environment: 

$ oc login <OPENSHIFT_ENVIRONMENT_URL>

2. Run the deploy.sh script to create the Container Gateway deployment.
3. Log in to the OpenShift console to verify that the pod(s) were created correctly. If your pod has been deployed

successfully:

• The pods are shown with the status "Running".
• The container logs do not show errors.

 

Note:

• Documentation for MySQL on OpenShift
• Configure Environment Variables in OpenShift
• Environment Variables for the Container Gateway
• Logs for the Container Gateway in OpenShift
• Stop the Container Gateway in OpenShift

 Update Strategies for Container Gateways in OpenShift
It is important to consider your update strategy when deploying a new version of the Container Gateway
across your entire environment. OpenShift provides a variety of update strategies, including:

It is important to consider your update strategy when deploying a new version of the Container Gateway across your entire
environment. OpenShift provides a variety of update strategies, including:

• Rolling strategy and canary deployments
• Recreate strategy
• Custom strategy
• Blue-Green deployment using routes
• A/B deployment and canary deployments using routes
• One service, multiple deployment configurations

The following is an example of a rolling update configuration: 

https://docs.openshift.org/latest/using_images/db_images/mysql.html
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apiVersion: v1kind: DeploymentConfigmetadata:    name: container-
gateway-dcspec:    replicas: 3    template:        metadata:     
       labels:                name: containergateway        spec:
            strategy:                type: Rolling               
 rollingParams:                    updatePeriodSeconds: 1             
       intervalSeconds: 1                    timeoutSeconds: 120      
              maxSurge: "20%"                    maxUnavailable: "10%"
                    pre: {}                    post: {}               
 containers:                - name: container-gateway                 
 image: docker-registry/containergateway:latest                  env: 
                     [...]

 

 

Note:

• External documentation for OpenShift Deployment Strategies

 Scale the Container Gateway in OpenShift
This topic describes how to scale the Container Gateway in an OpenShift deployment: Scaling allows the
Container Gateway to ramp up or down depending on your business needs. 

This topic describes how to scale the Container Gateway in an OpenShift deployment: Scaling allows the Container Gateway
to ramp up or down depending on your business needs. 

Contents:

Scale Automatically

For convenience, you can let OpenShift do the scaling, based on metrics collected from the pods belonging to the deployment
configuration. The configuration is enabled by the HorizontalPodAutoscaler element in your OpenShift YML file.

To enable automatic scaling:

1. Edit the sample Sample OpenShift Deployment Files file.
2. Add the OpenShift element HorizontalPodAutoscaler to the file.

apiVersion: autoscaling/v1 
kind: HorizontalPodAutoscaler 
metadata: 
  name: container-gateway-hpa
  labels:
    name: containergateway 
spec: 
  scaleTargetRef: 
    kind: DeploymentConfig 
    name: container-gateway-dc 
    apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
  minReplicas: 1
  maxReplicas: 10 

https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.3/dev_guide/deployments/deployment_strategies.html
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  targetCPUUtilizationPercentage: 75

 

3. Push the new configuration using the oc command: 

$ oc apply --filename container-gateway.yml

Scale Manually

While automatic scaling is convenient, manual scaling gives you more control. For example, you scale the Container Gateway
ahead of time in anticipation of heavy traffic.

You can scale manually using either of these methods:

• Modify the OpenShift YML file. This method makes the changes more persistent.
• Use the OpenShift oc command. This method offers greater flexibility.

To scale manually using the OpenShift YML file:

1. Edit the sample  container-gateway.yml  file.
2. Set the replicas key in the DeploymentConfig block to the number of Container Gateway pods to deploy: 

apiVersion: v1 
kind: DeploymentConfig 
metadata:
  name: container-gateway-dc
  ...
spec:
  ... 
  replicas: 3

 

3. Push the new configuration using the oc command: 

$ oc apply --filename container-gateway.yml

 

To scale manually using the OpenShift command:
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• The following OpenShift oc command changes the scaling without needing to push out a new deployment configuration.

$ oc scale dc container-gateway-dc --replicas=3

Where container-gateway-dc is the name of the Deployment Configuration defined in your OpenShift deployment
YML file. For an example, see  container-gateway.yml .

Note:

You can also scale the Container Gateway using the OpenShift console, by clicking the arrows next to the blue circle on the
Overview page. This method works only when auto scaling configuration is removed (auto scaling is enabled by default in the
sample OpenShift deployment files).

 

 

Note:

• External documentation for OpenShift Pod Auto-Scaling
• Scale the Container Gateway in Docker

 Logs for the Container Gateway in OpenShift
This topic describes how to use the oc logs command to view the stdout logs of a running POD.

This topic describes how to use the oc logs command to view the stdout logs of a running POD.

Contents:

Viewing Logs

To display logs, use the following

oc logs

command, where container-gateway-dc is the name of the Deployment Configuration defined in your OpenShift
deployment YML file.

$ oc logs --follow dc/container-gateway-dc

The following is an example of the output:

$ oc logs --follow dc/container-gateway-dc
Using MySQL database
SSG_DATABASE_WAIT_TIMEOUT set to 300 seconds.
SSG_JVM_HEAP will be 4096m
SSG_CLUSTER_HOST will be localhost
Waiting for one of the databases to come up...
Liquibase 'status' Successful
Liquibase Update Successful
Starting gateway in foreground
Dec 06, 2017 12:07:07 AM com.l7tech.util.JdkLoggerConfigurator configure
CONFIG: Logging initialized from '/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/conf/ssglog.properties',
 with defaults from 'jar:file:/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/Gateway.jar!/com/l7tech/server/resources/
logging.properties'

https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/latest/dev_guide/pod_autoscaling.html
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Dec 06, 2017 12:07:08 AM com.l7tech.server.boot.GatewayBoot start
INFO: Starting CA API Gateway 9.3.00 build 7794, built 20171129122140 by teamcity at apim-
teamcityagent16
Dec 06, 2017 12:07:08 AM com.l7tech.server.boot.GatewayBoot e
INFO: Database type: mysql
Dec 06, 2017 12:07:08 AM com.l7tech.server.boot.GatewayBoot e
INFO: Starting gateway in TRADITIONAL mode
Dec 06, 2017 12:07:08 AM com.l7tech.server.boot.GatewayBoot e
INFO: Enabled component: [com/l7tech/server/resources/uddiRuntimeContext.xml, com/l7tech/server/
resources/uddiAdminContext.xml]
Dec 06, 2017 12:07:10 AM com.l7tech.server.SystemProperties setSystemProperties
...

Aggregating Logs

As an OpenShift cluster administrator, you can deploy the EFK (Elasticsearch + Fluentd + Kibana) stack to aggregate logs for
a range of OpenShift Container Platform services.  

 

Note:

• Sample OpenShift Deployment Files
• Logs for the Container Gateway in Docker
• External documentation for Aggregating Container Logs in OpenShift

 

 Connect the Policy Manager in OpenShift
This topic describes how to connect the Policy Manager to the Container Gateway in an OpenShift
deployment. The Policy Manager is used to perform administrative tasks, such as creating or modifying
services, or managing configurations.

This topic describes how to connect the Policy Manager to the Container Gateway in an OpenShift deployment. The Policy
Manager is used to perform administrative tasks, such as creating or modifying services, or managing configurations.

Note:

 Policy Manager connectivity may be disabled if your Container Gateway was deployed using the embedded database. To re-
enable it, supply values for the SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME and SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD environment variables.

 To connect the Policy Manager to a Container Gateway in OpenShift: 

1. Launch the Policy Manager application. For more information, see Start the Policy Manager.  
2. Enter your login details:

•  User Name: Enter the administrative user name, as defined by the SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME environment variable.
•  Password: Enter the administrative password, as defined by the SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD environment variable. Both

the password and user name are from your container-gateway-secrets.yml file.
•  Gateway: Enter the FQDN and port of the Policy Manager route for the pod, separated by a colon.

Tip:

 You can find the FQDN and port of the route by viewing Applications > Routes in the OpenShift console. By
default, OpenShift router plug-ins bind to host ports 80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS), but this may differ in your
particular OpenShift environment. As a result, the default port should be 443. For more information, see the OpenShift
documentation 

Note:

•  External documentation for OpenShift 
•  Connect the Policy Manager in Docker 

https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.6/install_config/aggregate_logging.html
https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.3/architecture/core_concepts/routes.html
https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.3/architecture/core_concepts/routes.html
https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.3/architecture/core_concepts/routes.html
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 Test Container Gateway Endpoints in OpenShift
When the Container Gateway pod is up and running, you can test connectivity to the container by
consuming service(s) on the Gateway.

When the Container Gateway pod is up and running, you can test connectivity to the container by consuming service(s) on the
Gateway.

The following is an example using the curl command:

# curl --user <USERNAME>:<PASSWORD> --request GET
 'http(s)://<ROUTE_HOSTNAME>:<PORT>/Service'

Where:

• <USERNAME> and <PASSWORD> are your Gateway user credentials
• <ROUTE_HOSTNAME> is the hostname associated with the route for the HTTP(S) target port of your Container Gateway

running on OpenShift
• <PORT> is the externally exposed HTTP(S) port for your Container Gateway running on OpenShift

• By default, OpenShift router plug-ins bind to host ports 80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS), but this may be different on your
particular OpenShift environment. For more information, see the OpenShift Router documentation located here: https://
docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.4/architecture/core_concepts/routes.html#routers

• Service is the path of a service running on the deployed Container Gateway

 

 

Note:

• Test Container Gateway Endpoints in Docker

 Perform Health Checks in OpenShift
In software systems, containers can become unhealthy due to issues such as temporary connectivity
loss, configuration errors, or problems with external dependencies. OpenShift applications provide the
readinessProbe and livenessProbe options that enable you to detect and handle unhealthy containers.

In software systems, containers can become unhealthy due to issues such as temporary connectivity loss, configuration errors,
or problems with external dependencies. OpenShift applications provide the readinessProbe and livenessProbe options that
enable you to detect and handle unhealthy containers.

The OpenShift deployment YML file contains the configurations for performing health checks on each container.

Contents:

  

The following code sample shows an example of the OpenShift deployment YML file, where:

•  gateway-dc is the name of the Deployment Configuration in the OpenShift deployment YML file.
•  readinessProbe determines whether a container is ready to service requests. If the readiness probe fails a container,

the endpoints controller ensures the container has its IP address removed from the endpoints of all services. A readiness
probe can signal to the endpoints controller that even though a container is running, it should not receive any traffic from a
proxy.

•  livenessProbe determines whether a container is running properly. If the liveness probe fails, the container is killed
and is subject to its restart policy.

•  /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh is the Container Gateway's health check script running
inside the container.

apiVersion: v1
kind: DeploymentConfig
metadata:

https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.4/architecture/core_concepts/routes.html#routers
https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.4/architecture/core_concepts/routes.html#routers
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  name: gateway-dc
spec:
containers:
- name: gateway
  image: apim-gateway/gateway:latest
  env:
    [...]

  ports:
    [...]
?
  readinessProbe:
     exec:
       command: [sh, /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh]
     initialDelaySeconds: 120
     timeoutSeconds: 5
     periodSeconds: 5
     successThreshold: 1
  livenessProbe:
     exec:
       command: [sh, /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh]
     initialDelaySeconds: 120
     timeoutSeconds: 5
     periodSeconds: 5
     successThreshold: 1

 To change the default behavior of a health check in OpenShift, you can customize the parameters in
the livenessProbe and readinessProbe sections in the YML file.  

View the Health Check Status of the OpenShift Pod

Use the oc get pod command to view the health of the OpenShift pod. The following is an example of how the command
is used:

$ oc get pod gateway-dc-1-deploy 

The output displays in the Status column. A healthy pod indicates a "Running" status, as shown in the following example. If
the container is unhealthy and fails the health check, OpenShift tries to redeploy the pod.

NAME                  READY     STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
gateway-dc-1-deploy   0/1       Running   0          35m

Customize Default Health Check Behavior

The Container Gateway's default health check behavior evaluates whether there is a problem starting the Gateway server
process. To customize the default health check behavior in a derived image, see Customizing Default Health Check Behavior. 

Note:

•  External documentation for OpenShift Application Health 
•  Perform Health Checks in Docker 

https://docs.openshift.com/enterprise/3.0/dev_guide/application_health.html
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 Stop the Container Gateway in OpenShift
This topic describes some generic methods to stop a running pod inside an OpenShift environment. The
sample commands and methods shown here are not specific to the Container Gateway. They are generic
to deployed pods inside an OpenShift environment.

This topic describes some generic methods to stop a running pod inside an OpenShift environment. The sample commands
and methods shown here are not specific to the Container Gateway. They are generic to deployed pods inside an OpenShift
environment.

Contents:

Stopping with oc cli

The following are some sample oc cli operations to stop a running pod:

• oc delete (deleting a specific object inside the OpenShift environment) - A sample command to remove a specific pod

oc delete pod <pod
 name>
For example:

oc delete pod container-gateway-55-gki30d 

• oc scale (scale to 0)

oc scale --replicas=0 dc container-gateway-dc

Note:

If you stop a running pod by scaling to zero, auto-scale is suppressed, even if it was enabled. No new pods are created. Use
the scale command with caution when auto-scaling is configured.

Stopping with OpenShift Console

1. Remove a running pod by clicking delete from the Actions drop-down on the details page of the pod. Note that the
deployment configuration will auto-deploy a new pod when you delete it. Refer to the next point on how to work around
this.

2. Modify the deployment configuration (Applications > Deployments > container-gateway-dc). You can choose to pause the
deployment. After pausing the deployment, you can safely remove running pod(s) without the deployment auto-deploying
new instances.

3. Scale the container-gateway-svc to 0.

1.1 You need to remove auto-scaling to enable manual scaling. Do this by looking in the container-gateway-dc
resource and then clicking Remove in the Auto-scaling section.

2.1 In the Overview tab, click the down-arrow next to the pod circle to scale it to 0. This effectively removes all running
pods.

 

 

Note:

• External documentation for OpenShift oc CLI operations
• Start the Container Gateway in OpenShift

 Run the Container Gateway on Kubernetes
This section describes how to deploy and run the Container Gateway in a Kubernetes environment:

https://docs.openshift.org/latest/cli_reference/basic_cli_operations.html
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This section describes how to deploy and run the Container Gateway in a Kubernetes environment:

• Sample Kubernetes Deployment Files
• Kubernetes Deployment Program
• Configure Environment Variables in Kubernetes
• Start the Container Gateway in Kubernetes
• Update Strategies for Container Gateways in Kubernetes
• Scale the Container Gateway in Kubernetes
• Logs for the Container Gateway in Kubernetes
• Connect the Policy Manager in Kubernetes
• Perform Health Checks in Kubernetes
• Upgrade the Docker Container Gateway on Kubernetes
• Enable Ingress Service in Kubernetes
• Stop the Container Gateway in Kubernetes

Prerequisites:

• Knowledge of Kubernetes, including how to set up and configure the Kubernetes environment. Refer to the Kubernetes
documentation for more details.

• While deploying the Container Gateway on Kubernetes locally using Minikube, make sure you have given at least 4GB
of memory for the Minikube Virtual Machine. For more information on running Kubernetes locally using Minikube,
see https://github.com/kubernetes/minikube. For more information on running Kubernetes on other platforms, see https://
kubernetes.io/docs/setup/pick-right-solution.

• Kubectl installed to operate the Container Gateway on Kubernetes. For more information, see https://kubernetes.io/docs/
tasks/tools/install-kubectl.

• Your Kubernetes credentials set in the ~/.kube/config file.
• Have an Ingress controller enabled if the Container Gateway will be externally reachable. For more information, see https://

kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/services-networking/ingress.
• If needed, customize your Container Gateway Docker image. For more information, see "Create a Derived Image"

in Customize the Container Gateway.

Note:

• External Kubernetes documentation
• Customize the Container Gateway

 

 

 Sample Kubernetes Deployment Files
This topic provides sample Kubernetes YAML deployment files. You can modify the sample files as
appropriate to create your own deployment files. CA Technologies recommends that you build your own
configuration files and use these files as a starting point only.

This topic provides sample Kubernetes YAML deployment files. You can modify the sample files as appropriate to create
your own deployment files. CA Technologies recommends that you build your own configuration files and use these files as a
starting point only.

When you copy and paste from the sample file code block, beware of possible reformatting that may result in differences
between the pasted content and the content from the sample file. Make sure you validate the content in your file before
deploying.

Contents:

container-gateway.yml

---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:

https://github.com/kubernetes/minikube
https://kubernetes.io/docs/setup/pick-right-solution/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/setup/pick-right-solution/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/tools/install-kubectl/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/tools/install-kubectl/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/services-networking/ingress/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/services-networking/ingress/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/home/?path=browse/
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  labels:
    name: gw
    service: gw-svc
  name: gw-svc
  annotations:
    description: "The Gateway service"
spec:
  selector:
    app: gw
  type: ClusterIP
  ports:
    - protocol: TCP
      port: 8080
      targetPort: 8080
      name: gw-http-port
    - protocol: TCP
      port: 8443
      targetPort: 8443
      name: gw-https-port
    - protocol: TCP
      port: 9443
      targetPort: 9443
      name: gw-pm-port
---
apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: gw-dc
  labels:
    app: gw
spec:
  replicas: 1
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: gw
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: gw  
        image: caapim/gateway
        imagePullPolicy: Always  
        ports:
          - containerPort: 8080
          - containerPort: 8443
          - containerPort: 9443         
        env:
          - name: ACCEPT_LICENSE
            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: license
                key: accept.license
          - name: EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS
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            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: env
                key: extra-java-args.env
          - name: SSG_LICENSE
            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: license
                key: ssg.license 
          - name: SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME
            valueFrom:
              secretKeyRef:
                name: gw-secret
                key: ssg.adminusername
          - name: SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD
            valueFrom:
              secretKeyRef:
                name: gw-secret
                key: ssg.adminpassword
          - name: SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL
            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: env
                key: ssg-database-jdbc-url.env
          - name: SSG_DATABASE_USER
            valueFrom:
              secretKeyRef:
                name: gw-db-secret
                key: ssg.databaseuser
          - name: SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD
            valueFrom:
              secretKeyRef:
                name: gw-db-secret
                key: ssg.databasepass
          - name: SSG_CLUSTER_HOST
            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: env
                key: ssg-cluster-host.env
          - name: SSG_CLUSTER_PASSWORD
            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: env
                key: ssg-cluster-password.env
          - name: SSG_JVM_HEAP
            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: env
                key: ssg-jvm-heap.env
        livenessProbe:
          exec:
            command:
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            - /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh
          initialDelaySeconds: 120
          periodSeconds: 5
          timeoutSeconds: 5
          successThreshold: 1
        readinessProbe:
          exec:
            command:
            - /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh
          initialDelaySeconds: 120
          periodSeconds: 5
          timeoutSeconds: 5
          successThreshold: 1

container-gateway-mysql.yml

---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: mysql-server
spec:
  selector:
    app: mysql
  type: ClusterIP
  ports:
    - protocol: TCP
      port: 3306
      targetPort: 3306

---
apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: mysql
  labels:
    app: mysql
spec:
  replicas: 1
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: mysql
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: mysql
        image: mysql:5.7
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        imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
        args:
          - --character-set-server=utf8
          - --innodb_log_buffer_size=32M
          - --innodb_log_file_size=80M
          - --max_allowed_packet=8M 
        env:
        - name: MYSQL_USER
          valueFrom:
            secretKeyRef:
              name: mysql-secret
              key: mysql.user
        - name: MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD
          valueFrom:
            secretKeyRef:
              name: mysql-secret
              key: mysql.password
        - name: MYSQL_DATABASE
          valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: databaseconfig
                key: mysql.database
        resources:
          limits:
            memory: 512Mi
        ports:
        - containerPort: 3306

container-gateway-config.yml

---
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: license
  annotations:
    description: Configuration Map for license
data:
  accept.license: "true"
  ssg.license: <your license>
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: env
  annotations:
    descriptions: Configuration Map for environment variables for
 Container Gateway
data:
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  extra-java-args.env: "-Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.env.license.enable=true
 -
Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.autoTrustSslKey=trustAnchor,TrustedFor.SSL,TrustedFor.SAML_ISSUER"
  ssg-database-jdbc-url.env: "jdbc:mysql://mysql-server:3306/ssg"
  ssg-cluster-host.env: "localhost"
  ssg-cluster-password.env: "7layer"
  ssg-jvm-heap.env: "4g"
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
  name: gw-secret
  labels:
    name: gw-secret
  annotations:
    description: Template for Secrets for the Gateway
data:
  ssg.adminusername: YWRtaW4=
  ssg.adminpassword: cGFzc3dvcmQ=
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
  name: gw-db-secret
  labels:
    name: gw-db-secret
  annotations:
    description: Template for Database Secrets for the Gateway
data:
  ssg.databaseuser: cm9vdA==
  ssg.databasepass: N2xheWVy
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: databaseconfig
  annotations:
    description: Configuration Map for "db" type deployment
data:
  mysql.database: "ssg"
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
  name: mysql-secret
  labels:
    name: mysql-secret
  annotations:
    description: Template for Database Secrets for the Gateway
data:
  mysql.user: cm9vdA==
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  mysql.password: N2xheWVy

 Kubernetes Deployment Program
There are multiple ways of deploying Container Gateway in an Kubernetes environment. The diagram
in this topic is a simplified example of how external requests flow through Container Gateway pods
deployed on Kubernetes. This simple diagram is just one representation of where the Container Gateway
would fit in Kubernetes and how requests flow through the system, using Ingress as the single entry point
to connect to the Container Gateway.

There are multiple ways of deploying Container Gateway in an Kubernetes environment. The diagram in this topic is a
simplified example of how external requests flow through Container Gateway pods deployed on Kubernetes. This simple
diagram is just one representation of where the Container Gateway would fit in Kubernetes and how requests flow through the
system, using Ingress as the single entry point to connect to the Container Gateway.

The following steps outline the flow of requests through the system:

1. Users of your Container Gateway, for example API users or API developers, make incoming requests. 
2. The incoming requests are routed to individual service endpoints provided by the Container Gateway(s). The routing is

handled by mechanisms provided by Kubernetes, shown as the Ingress (as an example) in the diagram below.
3. The Container Gateways are deployed in Pods running in Kubernetes.  
4. The Container Gateway routes traffic or queries any number of back-end systems/services according to policy logic.

While steps 1 to 4 are in progress, the Container Gateway Pod cluster synchronizes persistent data with a database (also
running in a Pod).

Note:

• External Kubernetes documentation

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/overview/what-is-kubernetes/
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 Configure Environment Variables in Kubernetes
This topic describes the following specific environment variables that the Container Gateway uses in a
Kubernetes environment:

This topic describes the following specific environment variables that the Container Gateway uses in a Kubernetes
environment:

Container Gateway-Related Environment Variables

Container Gateway-related environment variables are described under the env section in Kubernetes Deployment object in
the container-gateway.yml file.

---
apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: gw-dc
  labels:
    app: gw
spec:
  replicas: 1
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: gw
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: gw 
        image: caapim/gateway
        imagePullPolicy: Always 
        ports:
          - containerPort: 8080
          - containerPort: 8443
          - containerPort: 9443 
        env:
          - name: ACCEPT_LICENSE 
            valueFrom: 
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: license
                key: accept.license
          - name: EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS
            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: env
                key: extra-java-args.env
          - name: SSG_LICENSE
            valueFrom: 
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: license
                key: ssg.license 
          - name: SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME
            valueFrom: 
              secretKeyRef:
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                name: gw-secret
                key: ssg.adminusername
          - name: SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD 
            valueFrom: 
              secretKeyRef:
                name: gw-secret
                key: ssg.adminpassword
          - name: SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL
            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: env
                key: ssg-database-jdbc-url.env
          - name: SSG_DATABASE_USER
            valueFrom: 
              secretKeyRef:
                name: gw-db-secret
                key: ssg.databaseuser
          - name: SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD
            valueFrom: 
              secretKeyRef:
                name: gw-db-secret
                key: ssg.databasepass
          - name: SSG_CLUSTER_HOST
            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: env
                key: ssg-cluster-host.env
          - name: SSG_CLUSTER_PASSWORD
            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: env
                key: ssg-cluster-password.env
          - name: SSG_JVM_HEAP
            valueFrom:
              configMapKeyRef:
                name: env
                key: ssg-jvm-heap.env
        livenessProbe:
          exec:
            command:
            - /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh
          initialDelaySeconds: 120
          periodSeconds: 5
          timeoutSeconds: 5
          successThreshold: 1
        readinessProbe:
          exec:
            command:
            - /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh
          initialDelaySeconds: 120
          periodSeconds: 5
          timeoutSeconds: 5
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          successThreshold: 1

"Secret" Environment Variable

The secret environment variable is defined in the container-gateway-config.yml file. In this file, Container
Gateway-related environment variables, such as the username, password, license, and database secrets, are defined. The
username and password are base64 encoded.

Note:

To use your license in this environment variable, convert the license file into a gzipped base64 encoded line as follows, then
add it to the ssg.license field.

$(cat /../ssg_license.xml | gzip | base64 --wrap=0)

---
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: license
  annotations:
    description: Configuration Map for license
data:
  accept.license: "true"
  ssg.license: "paste your base64 encoded license string here"
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: env
  annotations:
    descriptions: Configuration Map for environment variables for Container Gateway
data:
  extra-java-args.env: "-Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.env.license.enable=true -
Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.autoTrustSslKey=trustAnchor,TrustedFor.SSL,TrustedFor.SAML_ISSUER"
  ssg-database-jdbc-url.env: "jdbc:mysql://mysql-server:3306/ssg"
  ssg-cluster-host.env: "localhost"
  ssg-cluster-password.env: "7layer"
  ssg-jvm-heap.env: "4g" 
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
  name: gw-secret
  labels:
    name: gw-secret
  annotations:
    description: Template for Secrets for the Gateway
data:
  ssg.adminusername: YWRtaW4=
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  ssg.adminpassword: cGFzc3dvcmQ=
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
  name: gw-db-secret
  labels:
    name: gw-db-secret
  annotations:
    description: Template for Database Secrets for the Gateway
data:
  ssg.databaseuser: cm9vdA==
  ssg.databasepass: N2xheWVy
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: databaseconfig
  annotations:
    description: Configuration Map for "db" type deployment
data:
  mysql.database: "ssg"
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
  name: mysql-secret
  labels:
    name: mysql-secret
  annotations:
    description: Template for Database Secrets for the Gateway
data:
  mysql.user: cm9vdA==
  mysql.password: N2xheWVy

 Start the Container Gateway in Kubernetes
You can deploy Kubernetes in any environment, based on your existing installation. The following
procedure describes how to deploy the Container Gateway, using MiniKube as the sample Kubernetes
environment. 

You can deploy Kubernetes in any environment, based on your existing installation. The following procedure describes how to
deploy the Container Gateway, using MiniKube as the sample Kubernetes environment. 

To deploy the Container Gateway into a Kubernetes environment:

1. Install Minikube. Minikube is a tool that makes it easy to run Kubernetes locally. Minikube runs a single-node Kubernetes
cluster inside a VM on your laptop for users looking to try out Kubernetes or develop with it day-to-day. While starting
Minikube, make sure you have at least 4GB of memory for Minikube VM. Use the below command to give Minikube 4GB
of memory or 4096MB.

minikube start --memory 4096

2. Download each of the deployment files below and configure them for your environment:

https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/tools/install-minikube/
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• #unique_1302
• #unique_1303
• #unique_1304

3. Deploy the Container Gateway using the Kubernetes CLI tool kubectl.

kubectl apply -f container-gateway-config.yml -f container-gateway-mysql.yml -f container-
gateway.yml

4. Use the following command to verify whether the pod was created successfully. 

kubectl get pods

If your pod deployed successfully, the following command shows the status as "Running".

NAME      READY STATUS  RESTARTS AGE
gw-dc-76bd8669cd-fwqj7  1/1  Running  0   3d
mysql-f9f45c8cb-n6g5h  1/1  Running  0   3d

 Update Strategies for Container Gateways in Kubernetes
It is important to consider your update strategy when deploying a new version of the Container Gateway
across your entire environment.Kubernetes provides a variety of update strategies, including:

It is important to consider your update strategy when deploying a new version of the Container Gateway across your entire
environment.Kubernetes provides a variety of update strategies, including:

• Recreate strategy
• Ramped deployment
• Blue-Green deployment
• Canary deployments
• A/B testing

The following is an example of a ramped update strategy, as shown in the container-gateway.yml file.

---
apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: gw-dc
  labels:
    app: gw
spec:
  replicas: 3
  strategy:
    type: RollingUpdate
    rollingUpdate:
      maxSurge: 1
      maxUnavailable: 0
  template:
    metadata:
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      labels:
       app: gw
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: gw 
        image: caapim/gateway
        imagePullPolicy: Always 
        ports:
          - containerPort: 8080
          - containerPort: 8443
          - containerPort: 9443
env:
[...]

 Scale the Container Gateway in Kubernetes
This topic describes how to scale the Container Gateway in an Kubernetes deployment.

This topic describes how to scale the Container Gateway in an Kubernetes deployment.

Scale Automatically

For convenience, you can let Kubernetes do the scaling, based on metrics collected from the pods belonging to the deployment
configuration.

To enable automatic scaling:

1. Edit the sample container-gateway.yml file.
2. Add the Kubernetes object HorizontalPodAutoscaler to the file.

---
apiVersion: autoscaling/v1
kind: HorizontalPodAutoscaler
metadata:
  name: gw-hpa
spec:
  scaleTargetRef:
    kind: Deployment
    name: gw-dc
  minReplicas: 1
  maxReplicas: 2
  targetCPUUtilizationPercentage: 75

3. Push the new configuration using kubectl command.

kubectl apply -f container-gateway.yml

Scale Manually

While automatic scaling is convenient, manual scaling gives you more control. For example, you scale the Container Gateway
ahead of time in anticipation of heavy traffic.

To scale manually:

1. Edit the sample gateway.yml file. 
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2. In the Deployment block, set the number of replicas you want under the replica key.

---
apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: gw-dc
  labels:
    app: gw
spec:
  replicas: 3

3. Push the new configuration using the kubectl command.

kubectl apply -f container-gateway.yml

 Logs for the Container Gateway in Kubernetes
This topic describes how to view the logs for the Container Gateway in the Kubernetes environment.

This topic describes how to view the logs for the Container Gateway in the Kubernetes environment.

To view logs:

1. Use the following command to get the Container Gateway pod name.

kubectl get pods

The following is an example of the output.

NAME     READY STATUS  RESTARTS AGE
gw-dc-76bd8669cd-fwqj7 1/1  Running  0   3d
mysql-f9f45c8cb-n6g5h 1/1  Running  0   3d

2. Use the following command to view the Container Gateway logs.

kubectl logs gw-dc-76bd8669cd-fwqj7

 Connect the Policy Manager in Kubernetes
This topic describes how to connect the Policy Manager to the Container Gateway in a Kubernetes
enviornment.

This topic describes how to connect the Policy Manager to the Container Gateway in a Kubernetes enviornment.

To connect the Policy Manager to a Container Gateway in Kubernetes:
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1. To use the Container Gateway outside the Kubernetes environment, expose deployment using the following command,
where gw-dc is the deployment name in the sample container-gateway.yml file. 

kubectl expose deployment gw-dc --type=NodePort

2. To see the expose service, use the following command.

kubectl get svc

The following is a sample output.

NAME   TYPE  CLUSTER-IP   EXTERNAL-IP  PORT(S)           AGE
gw-dc   NodePort 10.108.188.237  <none>   8080:30794/TCP,8443:32717/TCP,9443:32122/TCP 3s
gw-svc   ClusterIP 10.99.80.58   <none>   8080/TCP,8443/TCP,9443/TCP      3d
kubernetes  ClusterIP 10.96.0.1   <none>   443/TCP           3d
mysql-server ClusterIP 10.100.165.161  <none>   3306/TCP          3d

3. To get the Minikube IP, use the following command.

minikube ip

The following is a sample output.

There is a newer version of minikube available (v0.27.0). Download it here:
https://github.com/kubernetes/minikube/releases/tag/v0.27.0
?
To disable this notification, run the following:
minikube config set WantUpdateNotification false
192.168.99.1000

4. Launch the Policy Manager application.
5. Enter your login credentials:

• • User Name: Enter the administrative user name, as defined by the SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME environment variable.
• Password: Enter the administrative password, as defined by the SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD environment variable. Both

the password and user name are from your container-gateway-config.yml file.
• Gateway: Enter the Minikube IP and port of the Policy Manager route for the pod, separated by a colon. Note it is the

port that is mapped with 8443; in this case, it is 192.168.99.100:32717.

 Perform Health Checks in Kubernetes
In software systems, containers can become unhealthy due to issues such as temporary connectivity
loss, configuration errors, or problems with external dependencies. Kubernetes applications provide
the readinessProbe and livenessProbe options that enable you to detect and handle unhealthy
containers.The following code sample shows an example of the Kubernetes deployment YML file, where:

In software systems, containers can become unhealthy due to issues such as temporary connectivity loss, configuration errors,
or problems with external dependencies. Kubernetes applications provide the readinessProbe and livenessProbe options that
enable you to detect and handle unhealthy containers.
The following code sample shows an example of the Kubernetes deployment YML file, where:
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• gw-dc is the name of the Kubernetes Deployment Object in the container-gateway.yml file.
• readinessProbe determines whether a container is ready to service requests. If the readiness probe fails a container,

the endpoints controller ensures the container has its IP address removed from the endpoints of all services. A readiness
probe can signal to the endpoints controller that even though a container is running, it should not receive any traffic from a
proxy.

• livenessProbe determines whether a container is running properly. If the liveness probe fails, the container is killed
and is subject to its restart policy.

• /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh is the Container Gateway's health check script running
inside the container.

---
apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: gw-dc
  labels:
    app: gw
spec:
  replicas: 1
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: gw
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: gw 
        image: caapim/gateway
        imagePullPolicy: Always 
        ports:
          [...] 
        env:
          [...] 
        livenessProbe:
          exec:
            command:
            - /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh
          initialDelaySeconds: 120
          periodSeconds: 5
          timeoutSeconds: 5
          successThreshold: 1
        readinessProbe:
          exec:
            command:
            - /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh
          initialDelaySeconds: 120
          periodSeconds: 5
          timeoutSeconds: 5
          successThreshold: 1
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Use the following kubectl command to view the health status of the Kubernetes pod.

kubectl get pods

The following is an example of the output. The output displays in the Status column. A healthy pod indicates a "Running"
status. If the container is unhealthy and fails the health check, Kubernetes tries to redeploy the pod. Where as, gateway pod
name starts with gw-dc as we have given in the Kubernetes Deployment Object in the gateway.yml file.

NAME     READY STATUS  RESTARTS AGE
gw-dc-76bd8669cd-fwqj7 1/1  Running  0   3d
mysql-f9f45c8cb-n6g5h 1/1  Running  0   3d

 

 Upgrade the Docker Container Gateway on Kubernetes
This topic explains how to upgrade the Docker Container Gateway image in the Kubernetes deployment.
Currently, the container-gateway.yml file shown below uses the latest caapim/gateway image.

This topic explains how to upgrade the Docker Container Gateway image in the Kubernetes deployment. Currently, the
container-gateway.yml file shown below uses the latest caapim/gateway image.

---
apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: gw-dc
  labels:
    app: gw
spec:
  replicas: 1
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: gw
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: gw 
        image: caapim/gateway
        imagePullPolicy: Always 
        ports:
          [...] 
        env:
          [...] 

To upgrade to a specific version:
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1. In the container-gateway.yml file, change the image name in the Kubernetes deployment object, located in
containers under the spec section. The following example shows the container-gateway.yml file where the
image name has been changed to caapim/gateway:

9.3.00

.

---
apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: gw-dc
  labels:
    app: gw
spec:
  replicas: 1
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: gw
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: gw 
        image: caapim/gateway:9.3.00
        imagePullPolicy: Always 
        ports:
          [...] 
        env:
          [...] 

2. Push the new configuration using the kubectl command below.

kubectl apply -f container-gateway.yml

 Enable Ingress Service in Kubernetes
This topic explains how to enable Ingress service in Kubernetes. An Ingress is a collection of rules that
allow inbound connections to reach the cluster services.

This topic explains how to enable Ingress service in Kubernetes. An Ingress is a collection of rules that allow inbound
connections to reach the cluster services.

To enable Ingress:

1. Use the following command to enable Ingress in Kubernetes Minikube.

minikube addons enable ingress
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2. Expose the Container Gateway https traffic to Ingress. In the container-gateway.yml file, add the Kubernetes
Ingress object as shown below.

---
apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
kind: Ingress
metadata:
  annotations:
ingress.kubernetes.io/ssl-redirect: "false"
ingress.kubernetes.io/ssl-passthrough: "true"
nginx.ingress.kubernetes.io/secure-backends: "true"
    description: "The route to expose the Gateway's HTTPS port"
  name: gw-pm-route
spec:
  tls:
  - hosts: 
    - gateway.mycompany.com
 rules:
 - host: gateway.mycompany.com
   http:
     paths:
     - path: /
       backend:
         serviceName: gw-svc
         servicePort: 8443

3. Use the following kubectl command to push the new configuration.

kubectl apply -f container-gateway.yml

4. Get the Minikube IP using the following command. 

minikube ip

The following is an example of the output.

There is a newer version of minikube available (v0.27.0). Download it here:
https://github.com/kubernetes/minikube/releases/tag/v0.27.0
?
To disable this notification, run the following:
minikube config set WantUpdatenotification false
192.168.99.100
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5. Add the following line in your system's /etc/hosts file, where  gateway.mycompany.com  is the host name you gave
for the Kubernetes Ingress object in the container-gateway.yml file.

192.168.99.100  gateway.mycompany.com

6. When Ingress service is enabled, connect to the Policy Manager application. To connect to the Policy Manager, launch the
application.

7. Enter your login credentials:

• • User Name: Enter the administrative user name, as defined by the SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME environment variable.
• Password: Enter the administrative password, as defined by the SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD environment variable. Both

the password and user name are from your container-gateway-config.yml file. 
• Gateway: Enter  gateway.mycompany.com:443

 Stop the Container Gateway in Kubernetes
This topic describes how to stop a specific pod running in Kubernetes. Note that there is no command to
stop the pod running in Kubernetes. The only way to stop the pod running in Kubernetes is to delete it
using the kubectl delete command.

This topic describes how to stop a specific pod running in Kubernetes. Note that there is no command to stop the pod running
in Kubernetes. The only way to stop the pod running in Kubernetes is to delete it using the kubectl delete command.

To stop the Container Gateway pod running in Kubernetes:

1. Get Container Gateway pod name using the following command.

kubectl get pods

The following is an example of the output.

NAME     READY STATUS  RESTARTS AGE
gw-dc-76bd8669cd-fwqj7 1/1  Running  0   3d
mysql-f9f45c8cb-n6g5h 1/1  Running  0   3d

The output provides you with the Container Gateway pod name that starts with gw-dc, which is the deployment name in
the container-gateway.yml file.

2. Use the following command to delete the Container Gateway pod.

kubectl delete pod gw-dc-76bd8669cd-fwqj7

Note:

You will also need to delete your API Gateway deployment. If it is not deleted, Kubernetes will promptly stand up another
pod. To remove your API Gateway deployment, enter the kubectl get deployments and then the kubectl delete
deployment commands, for example:

kubectl delete deployment gw-dc

 Run the Container Gateway on AWS
This section describes how to deploy and run the Container Gateway in an AWS environment:

http://gateway.mycompany.com/
http://gateway.mycompany.com
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This section describes how to deploy and run the Container Gateway in an AWS environment:

• Sample AWS Deployment Files
• AWS Deployment Program
• Configure the Container Gateway in AWS ECS
• Start the Container Gateway in AWS ECS
• Update the Container Gateway in AWS ECS
• Scale the Container Gateway in AWS ECS
• Logs for the Container Gateway in AWS ECS
• Connect the Policy Manager in AWS ECS
• Perform Health Checks in AWS ECS
• Stop the Container Gateway in AWS ECS

Prerequisite:

• A computer capable of issuing AWS CLI and ECS CLI commands.  

Note:

• External documentation on AWS CLI installation and configuration
• External documentation on ECS CLI installation and configuration

 Sample AWS Deployment Files
This topic provides AWS deployment sample files that can be used for internal testing. CA Technologies
highly recommends that you build your own configuration files and use these files as a starting point
only.

This topic provides AWS deployment sample files that can be used for internal testing. CA Technologies highly recommends
that you build your own configuration files and use these files as a starting point only.

When you copy and paste from the sample file code block, beware of possible reformatting that may result in differences
between the pasted content and the content from the sample file. Make sure you validate the content in your file before
deploying (for example, using a validation site such as yamllint.com).

Contents:

infrastructure.yml

Description:
    This template deploys a VPC, with a pair of public and private subnets spread
    across two Availabilty Zones. It deploys an Internet Gateway, with a default
    route on the public subnets. It deploys a pair of NAT Gateway (in one AZ),
    and default routes for them in the private subnets.
    It then deploys a highly available ECS cluster using an AutoScaling Group, with
    ECS hosts distributed across multiple Availability Zones.
Parameters:

    EnvironmentName:
        Description: An environment name that will be prefixed to resource names
        Type: String
        Default: Gateway

    VpcCIDR:
        Description: Please enter the IP range (CIDR notation) for this VPC
        Type: String
        Default: 10.0.0.0/16

    PublicSubnetCIDR:
        Description: Please enter the IP range (CIDR notation) for the public subnet 1

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/installing.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonECS/latest/developerguide/ECS_CLI_installation.html
http://www.yamllint.com/
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        Type: String
        Default: 10.0.0.0/24

    PrivateSubnetCIDR:
        Description: Please enter the IP range (CIDR notation) for the private subnet 1
        Type: String
        Default: 10.0.1.0/24

    
    CertificateArn1:
        Type: String
        Default: arn:aws:acm:ap-northeast-2:192443709020:certificate/d9281a4e-cfd6-46cd-
ab1d-40299eb4a6ae

    LoadBalancerScheme:
        Description: 'Indicates whether the load balancer in front of the ECS service is internet-facing or
 internal.'
        Type: String
        Default: 'internet-facing'
        AllowedValues:
        - 'internet-facing'
        - internal

    LoadBalancerCertificateArn:
        Description: 'Optional Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the certificate to associate with the load
 balancer.'
        Type: String
        Default: arn:aws:acm:ap-northeast-2:192443709020:certificate/d9281a4e-cfd6-46cd-
ab1d-40299eb4a6ae

Conditions:
    HasLoadBalancerCertificateArn: !Not [!Equals [!Ref LoadBalancerCertificateArn, '']] 

Resources:
    VPC:
        Type: AWS::EC2::VPC
        Properties:
            CidrBlock: !Ref VpcCIDR
            EnableDnsHostnames: true
            Tags:
                - Key: Name
                  Value: !Ref EnvironmentName

    InternetGateway:
        Type: AWS::EC2::InternetGateway
        Properties:
            Tags:
                - Key: Name
                  Value: !Ref EnvironmentName

    InternetGatewayAttachment:
        Type: AWS::EC2::VPCGatewayAttachment
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        Properties:
            InternetGatewayId: !Ref InternetGateway
            VpcId: !Ref VPC

    PublicSubnet:
        Type: AWS::EC2::Subnet
        Properties:
            VpcId: !Ref VPC
            AvailabilityZone: ap-northeast-2a
            CidrBlock: !Ref PublicSubnetCIDR
            MapPublicIpOnLaunch: true
            Tags:
                - Key: Name
                  Value: !Sub ${EnvironmentName} Public Subnet (AZ1)

    PrivateSubnet:
        Type: AWS::EC2::Subnet
        Properties:
            VpcId: !Ref VPC
            AvailabilityZone: ap-northeast-2c
            CidrBlock: !Ref PrivateSubnetCIDR
            MapPublicIpOnLaunch: false
            Tags:
                - Key: Name
                  Value: !Sub ${EnvironmentName} Private Subnet (AZ1)

    NatGateway1EIP:
        Type: AWS::EC2::EIP
        DependsOn: InternetGatewayAttachment
        Properties:
            Domain: vpc

    NatGateway:
        Type: AWS::EC2::NatGateway
        Properties:
            AllocationId: !GetAtt NatGateway1EIP.AllocationId
            SubnetId: !Ref PublicSubnet

    PublicRouteTable:
        Type: AWS::EC2::RouteTable
        Properties:
            VpcId: !Ref VPC
            Tags:
                - Key: Name
                  Value: !Sub ${EnvironmentName} Public Routes

    DefaultPublicRoute:
        Type: AWS::EC2::Route
        DependsOn: InternetGatewayAttachment
        Properties:
            RouteTableId: !Ref PublicRouteTable
            DestinationCidrBlock: 0.0.0.0/0
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            GatewayId: !Ref InternetGateway

    PublicSubnetRouteTableAssociation:
        Type: AWS::EC2::SubnetRouteTableAssociation
        Properties:
            RouteTableId: !Ref PublicRouteTable
            SubnetId: !Ref PublicSubnet

    PrivateRouteTable:
        Type: AWS::EC2::RouteTable
        Properties:
            VpcId: !Ref VPC
            Tags:
                - Key: Name
                  Value: !Sub ${EnvironmentName} Private Routes (AZ1)

    DefaultPrivateRoute:
        Type: AWS::EC2::Route
        Properties:
            RouteTableId: !Ref PrivateRouteTable
            DestinationCidrBlock: 0.0.0.0/0
            NatGatewayId: !Ref NatGateway

    PrivateSubnetRouteTableAssociation:
        Type: AWS::EC2::SubnetRouteTableAssociation
        Properties:
            RouteTableId: !Ref PrivateRouteTable
            SubnetId: !Ref PrivateSubnet

    # This security group defines who/where is allowed to access the Gateway directly.
    # By default ,this just allow access from the load balancer.  If you want to SSH
    # into the hosts, or expose non-load balanced services you can open their ports here.
    GatewaySecurityGroup:
        Type: AWS::EC2::SecurityGroup
        Properties:
            VpcId: !Ref VPC
            GroupDescription: Access to the ECS hosts and the tasks/containers that run on them
            SecurityGroupIngress:
                # Only allow inbound access to ECS from the ELB
                - SourceSecurityGroupId: !Ref LoadBalancerSecurityGroup
                  IpProtocol: -1
            Tags:
                - Key: Name
                  Value: !Sub ${EnvironmentName}-Gateway-Hosts

    # This security group defines who/where is allowed to access the Application Load Balancer.
    # By default, we've opened this up to the public internet (0.0.0.0/0) but can you restrict
    # it further if you want.
    LoadBalancerSecurityGroup:
        Type: AWS::EC2::SecurityGroup
        Properties:
            VpcId: !Ref VPC
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            GroupDescription: Access to the load balancer that sits in front of Gateway
            SecurityGroupIngress:
                # Allow access from anywhere to our Gateway services
                - IpProtocol: tcp
                  FromPort: '8443'
                  ToPort: '8443'
                  CidrIp: 0.0.0.0/0
                  
            Tags:
                - Key: Name
                  Value: !Sub ${EnvironmentName}-LoadBalancers
    LoadBalancer:
        Type: AWS::ElasticLoadBalancingV2::LoadBalancer
        Properties:
            Name: !Ref EnvironmentName
            Subnets:
              - !Ref PublicSubnet
              - !Ref PrivateSubnet
            SecurityGroups:
                - !Ref LoadBalancerSecurityGroup
            Tags:
                - Key: Name
                  Value: !Ref EnvironmentName

    HttpsListener:
        Type: 'AWS::ElasticLoadBalancingV2::Listener'
        Condition: HasLoadBalancerCertificateArn
        Properties:
            Certificates:
            - CertificateArn: !Ref LoadBalancerCertificateArn
            DefaultActions:
            - TargetGroupArn: !Ref DefaultTargetGroup
              Type: forward
            LoadBalancerArn: !Ref LoadBalancer
            Port: 8443
            Protocol: HTTPS

    # Define a default target group here, as this is a mandatory Parameters
    # when creating an Application Load Balancer Listener. This is not used, instead
    # a target group is created per-service in each service template (../services/*)
    DefaultTargetGroup:
        Type: AWS::ElasticLoadBalancingV2::TargetGroup
        Properties:
            Name: !Sub ${EnvironmentName}-default
            VpcId: !Ref VPC
            Port: 8443
            TargetType: instance
            Protocol: HTTPS
            HealthCheckIntervalSeconds: 30
            HealthCheckPort: traffic-port
            HealthCheckTimeoutSeconds: 5
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            HealthyThresholdCount: 5

docker-compose.yml

version: '2'
services:
  gateway:
    image: caapim/gateway
    mem_limit: 4160m
    ports:
      - 8080:8080
      - 8443:8443
      - 9443:9443
    #AWS Cloud Watch logs
    logging:
      driver: awslogs
      options:
        awslogs-group: CA-gateway
        awslogs-region: ap-northeast-2
        awslogs-stream-prefix: gateway

    environment:
      ACCEPT_LICENSE: "true"
      EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS: "-Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.env.license.enable=true"
      SSG_LICENSE: <your license>
      SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME: "admin"
      SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD: "password"
      SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL: "jdbc:mysql://<Private DNS of mysql>:3306/ssg"
      SSG_DATABASE_USER: "root"
      SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD: "7layer"
      SSG_JVM_HEAP: "4g"
      SSG_CLUSTER_HOST: "gateway.ca.com"
      SSG_CLUSTER_PASSWORD: "7layer"

docker-compose-mysql.yml

version: '2'
services:
  mysql:
    image: mysql:5.7
    container_name: "mysql"
    hostname: "mysql"
    mem_limit : 1024m
    ports:
      - 3306:3306
    logging:
      driver: awslogs
      options:
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        awslogs-group: CA-gateway-mysql
        awslogs-region: ap-northeast-2
        awslogs-stream-prefix: mysql
    environment:
      - MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD=7layer
    command:
      - "--character-set-server=utf8"
      - "--innodb_log_buffer_size=32M"
      - "--innodb_log_file_size=80M"
      - "--max_allowed_packet=8M"

 AWS Deployment Program
There are multiple ways of deploying the Container Gateway in an AWS environment. The diagram
in this topic shows the strategy that is followed here for deploying Container Gateway in an AWS
environment. In this deployment, VPC is created with one public and one private subnet. The private
subnet consists of Gateway and MySQL. The public subnet consists of the NAT Gateway and
Application Load Balancer. For more information on each component, see https://docs.aws.amazon.com/
AmazonVPC/latest/UserGuide/VPC_Networking.html.

There are multiple ways of deploying the Container Gateway in an AWS environment. The diagram in this topic shows the
strategy that is followed here for deploying Container Gateway in an AWS environment. In this deployment, VPC is created
with one public and one private subnet. The private subnet consists of Gateway and MySQL. The public subnet consists of the
NAT Gateway and Application Load Balancer. For more information on each component, see https://docs.aws.amazon.com/
AmazonVPC/latest/UserGuide/VPC_Networking.html.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonVPC/latest/UserGuide/VPC_Networking.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonVPC/latest/UserGuide/VPC_Networking.html
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 Configure the Container Gateway in AWS ECS
This topic describes these steps to configure the Container Gateway in AWS ECS.

This topic describes these steps to configure the Container Gateway in AWS ECS.

1. Connect to your AWS account using the AWS CLI.

aws configure

The following is an example of the command code.

aws configure 
     AWS Access Key ID [None]: AKIAIOSFODNN7EXAMPLE 
     AWS Secret Access Key [None]: wJalrXUtnFEMI/K7MDENG/
bPxRfiCYEXAMPLEKEY 
     Default region name [None]: ap-northeast-2 
     Default output format [None]: text

 

Note:

To obtain the complete AWS command output used in this document, in the 

Default output format

 field, choose 

text

 instead of 

json

, because sometimes the output does not support the json format. For more information, see https://docs.aws.amazon.com/
cli/latest/userguide/cli-chap-getting-started.html#cli-quick-configuration.

2. Create a VPC with one Public Subnet, one Private Subnet, one Internet Gateway, one NAT Gateway, Security Group for
Gateway, Security Group for Load Balancer, and an Application Load Balancer.

aws cloudformation deploy --template-file infrastructure.yaml --
stack-name <name of stack>

Note:

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-chap-getting-started.html#cli-quick-configuration
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-chap-getting-started.html#cli-quick-configuration
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All resources, such as VPC and Subnets, are named after the stack name. This template creates three nested stacks (VPC,
Security Group, ALB).

Refer to #unique_1316 in the resource section for the pair of public (ap-northeast-2a) and private (ap-northeast-2c) subnet
zones spread across two availabilty zones in AWS  (Asia Pacific (Seoul)region).

 
3. To get the details of AWS Resources, such as the VPC ID or Subnet ID, use the following commands.

aws cloudformation describe-stack-resources --stack-name <name of
 stack> --output table \ 
--query 'StackResources[*].[PhysicalResourceId,LogicalResourceId]'

The following is an example of an output.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
 DescribeStackResources
 |+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+-------------------------------------+| gatew-Defau-1DL3TZL6PAJ9K
 | DefaultPrivateRoute || gatew-Defau-DQQD4OYU7D37 |
 DefaultPublicRoute || arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:ap-
northeast-2:192443709020:targetgroup/Gateway-default/
f7bdf8e34f765152 | DefaultTargetGroup || sg-d6763fbc |
 GatewaySecurityGroup || arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:ap-
northeast-2:192443709020:listener/app/Gateway/
ac3fe0895499a46e/27774939e5d68108 | HttpsListener ||
 igw-1179b979 | InternetGateway || gatew-Inter-VCPR0P3HWQFZ |
 InternetGatewayAttachment || arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:ap-
northeast-2:192443709020:loadbalancer/app/Gateway/ac3fe0895499a46e
 | LoadBalancer || sg-4989c023 | LoadBalancerSecurityGroup
 || nat-030761986a564448e | NatGateway || 52.78.10.36 |
 NatGateway1EIP || rtb-71805d1a | PrivateRouteTable ||
 subnet-1f087e53 | PrivateSubnet || rtbassoc-43ffe228
 | PrivateSubnetRouteTableAssociation || rtb-be805dd5 |
 PublicRouteTable || subnet-20b5b648 | PublicSubnet || rtbassoc-
ecffe287 | PublicSubnetRouteTableAssociation || vpc-45e4f02d | VPC
 |+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+-------------------------------------+

4. Save the output. You will need the AWS resource IDs that appear in the STACK to complete CLI commands.
5. Create an ECS Cluster. If you do not have an AWS key-pair, create one using the following command.

aws ec2 create-key-pair --key-name <name of key> --query
 'KeyMaterial' --output text > <name of file>.pem
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The following is an example of the output.

aws ec2 create-key-pair --key-name MyKeyPair --query 'KeyMaterial'
 --output text > MyKeyPair.pem

For more information, see https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-ec2-keypairs.html
6. Create an ECS cluster, using the following command.

ecs-cli up --keypair <Keypair Name> --capability-iam --size <no.of
 ECS instances> \ 
        --instance-type <instanceType> --security-group
 <GatewaySecurityGroup> \ 
        --subnets <PrivateSubnet> --vpc <VPC> \ 
        --image-id <ECS image> --cluster <Cluster Name> --region
 <name of AWS Region>

7. Replace the following values using the AWS Resource IDs listed in STACK.

<instanceType>  with c4.2xlarge 
    <Gateway Security Group> with GatewaySecurityGroup Id 
    <List of Private Subnets> with PrivateSubnet 
    <VPC> with VPC Id 
    <ECS image> with ECS optimized AMI(https://docs.aws.amazon.com/
AmazonECS/latest/developerguide/ecs-optimized_AMI.html)

The following is an example of the output.

ecs-cli up --keypair MyKeyPair --capability-iam --size 1 \
 --instance-type c4.2xlarge --security-group sg-d6763fbc \ --
subnets ecs-cli subnet-20b5b648 --vpc vpc-45e4f02d \ --image-id
 ami-7c69c112 --cluster gateway-ecs --region ap-northeast-2

Note:

The Container Gateway with MySQL deployment requires a minimum c4.2xlarge. You may also require IAM permissions
to create resources. For more information, see https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonECS/latest/developerguide/
IAM_policies.html.

 Start the Container Gateway in AWS ECS
This topic explains how to deploy the Container Gateway and other components, such as a MySQL
database, into an AWS ECS environment. To deploy, you need to:

This topic explains how to deploy the Container Gateway and other components, such as a MySQL database, into an AWS
ECS environment. To deploy, you need to:

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-ec2-keypairs.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonECS/latest/developerguide/IAM_policies.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonECS/latest/developerguide/IAM_policies.html
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Step 1: Start MySQL as an ECS Service

Find the docker-compose-mysql file using the following command, where

--create-log-groups

will create the AWS log group if it does not exist.

ecs-cli compose --file docker-compose-mysql.yml --project-name mysql
 service \ 
up --cluster  <name of cluster> --region <name of AWS Region>  --
create-log-groups

Step 2: Start the Container Gateway as an ECS Service

1. Connect the Container Gateway to MySQL by getting the

PrivateDNS

 of MySQL as required for the 

docker-compose.yml

 file, as shown in the following command code.

aws ec2 describe-instances --instance-ids $(\aws ecs
 describe-container-instance--cluster mycluster --region
 ap-northeast-2 --container-instances $(\aws ecs list-
container-instances \--cluster mycluster --region ap-
northeast-2 \--query "containerInstanceArns[-1]" \) --query
 "containerInstances[0].ec2InstanceId" | tr -d '"'\) --query
 "Reservations[0].Instances[0].PrivateDnsName"

2. In the

#unique_1317 
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file, replace the SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL  value with the

PrivateDNS

of MySQL.
3. Start the Container Gateway as an ECS service using the following command.

ecs-cli compose --file docker-compose.yml --project-name gateway
 service \up --cluster  <name of cluster> --region <name of AWS
 Region>  --create-log-groups

Note:

Create and import the self-signed SSL certificate to use https to connect to the load balancer. For more information, see https://
docs.aws.amazon.com/acm/latest/userguide/import-reimport.html.

Step 3: Attach the Application Load Balancer to Gateway

1. Find the Instance Id in which Gateway is deployed using the following command. Replace the subnet-id with the
subnet id in which you create a cluster.

aws ec2 describe-instances --filters "Name=subnet-id,Values=<Subnet-
id>" --query 'Reservations[*].Instances[*].[InstanceId]'

2. Register the Gateway instance as a target of the Load Balancer using the following command. Replace the id with the
Instance id you obtained in step 1.

aws elbv2 register-targets \--target-group-arn
 arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:ap-
northeast-2:192443709020:targetgroup/Gateway-default/
bb9d7539e74cc5e1 --targets Id=<id>

Replace target-group-arn with the default target group obtained using the following command.

aws cloudformation describe-stack-resources --stack-name
 gateway \--output table --query 'StackResources[*].
[PhysicalResourceId,LogicalResourceId]'

 Update the Container Gateway in AWS ECS
To update the Container Gateway in AWS ECS, write the new configuration in the docker-
compose.yml file and infrastructure file. Then re-run the ecs-cli compose up command. The ecs-cli
compose command redeploys only the updated services.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/acm/latest/userguide/import-reimport.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/acm/latest/userguide/import-reimport.html
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To update the Container Gateway in AWS ECS, write the new configuration in the docker-compose.yml file and
infrastructure file. Then re-run the ecs-cli compose up command. The

ecs-cli compose

command redeploys only the updated services.

 Scale the Container Gateway in AWS ECS
This topic describes how to use the following commands to scale the Container Gateway in AWS ECS:

This topic describes how to use the following commands to scale the Container Gateway in AWS ECS:

• ecs-cli scale

• ecs-cli compose

The ecs-cli scale command enables you to scale ECS instances when there is initially only one ECS instance, as shown
in the following example. 

ecs-cli scale --capability-iam --size NUMBER --cluster <name of
 cluster> --region <name of AWS region>

The ecs-cli compose command enables you to scale Container Gateway services to any number based on your instances.
The following examples show how to scale up and down the service:

• Example of scaling up Container Gateway service to 3.

ecs-cli --project-name gateway --file docker-compose.yml service
  scale 3 --cluster <name of cluster> --region <name of AWS region>

• Example of scaling down Container Gateway service to 2.

ecs-cli --project-name gateway --file docker-compose.yml service
  scale 2 --cluster <name of cluster> --region <name of AWS region>

After scaling the Container Gateway service, attach a scaled instance to the Application Load Balancer using the procedure in
Configure the Container Gateway in AWS ECS. Before you use the Load Balancer target command, ensure the sticky session
is enabled in your load balancer by using the below command to enable the stickiness policy.

Note: Replace target group arn with the target group obtained when the AWS describe stack resources
command is run.

aws elbv2 modify-target-group-attributes \--
target-group-arn arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:ap-
northeast-2:192443709020:targetgroup/Gateway-default/443a7d76ba26f672
 \--attributes Key=stickiness.enabled,Value=true
 Key=stickiness.lb_cookie.duration_seconds,Value=60
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After scaling, access the Container Gateway to find the Load Balancer dns using the following command.

aws elbv2 describe-load-balancers --load-balancer-arns <Load balancer
 Arn>

The following command code is an example.

aws elbv2 describe-load-balancers \--load-balancer-arns
 arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:ap-
northeast-2:192443709020:loadbalancer/app/Gateway/ac3fe0895499a46e

 Logs for the Container Gateway in AWS ECS
This topic describes how to use the ecs-cli logs command to view the logs for the Container Gateway in
the AWS ECS environment.

This topic describes how to use the ecs-cli logs command to view the logs for the Container Gateway in the AWS ECS
environment.

To check the logs for ECS:

1. List the ECS tasks using the following command. 

ecs-cli ps --cluster <name of cluster> --region <name of AWS region>

2. Check the logs for ECS using the following command. 

ecs-cli logs --task-id <task_id> --cluster <name of cluster>

 Connect the Policy Manager in AWS ECS
This topic describes how to connect the Policy Manager to the Container Gateway in an AWS ECS
deployment. The Policy Manager is used to perform administrative tasks, such as creating or modifying
services, or managing configurations.

This topic describes how to connect the Policy Manager to the Container Gateway in an AWS ECS deployment. The Policy
Manager is used to perform administrative tasks, such as creating or modifying services, or managing configurations.

 

 Note: Policy Manager connectivity may be disabled if your Container Gateway was deployed using the embedded database.
To re-enable it, supply values for the SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME and SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD environment variables.

 To connect the Policy Manager to a Container Gateway in AWS ECS: 

1. Launch the Policy Manager application. For more information, see Start the Policy Manager.  
2. Enter your login details:

•  User Name: Enter the administrative user name, as defined by the SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME environment variable.
•  Password: Enter the administrative password, as defined by the SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD environment variable. Both

the password and user name are from your docker-compose.yml file.
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•  Gateway: Enter the Load Balancer dns name and port that is mapped to 8443. In this case, it
is: Gateway-170357100.ap-northeast-2.elb.amazonaws.com:8443.

 Perform Health Checks in AWS ECS
In software systems, containers can become unhealthy due to issues such as temporary connectivity loss,
configuration errors, or problems with external dependencies. AWS provides the following command so
you can perform a health check for registered targets/ECS services.

In software systems, containers can become unhealthy due to issues such as temporary connectivity loss, configuration errors,
or problems with external dependencies. AWS provides the following command so you can perform a health check for
registered targets/ECS services.

aws elbv2 describe-target-health --target-group-arn
 <DefaultTargetGroup>

The following code sample shows an example of a heath check.

aws elbv2 describe-target-health \--target-group-arn
 arn:aws:elasticloadbalancing:ap-northeast-2:192443709020:targetgroup/
Gateway-default/f7bdf8e34f765152

 Stop the Container Gateway in AWS ECS
To stop the Container Gateway running in AWS ECS, follow the procedure in this topic, which includes
steps to:

To stop the Container Gateway running in AWS ECS, follow the procedure in this topic, which includes steps to:

• Delete the Container Gateway service.
• Delete the cluster and the associated resources.
• Delete the cloud formation stack.

To stop the Container Gateway in AWS ECS:

1. Delete the Container Gateway service using the following command.

ecs-cli compose --project-name gateway --file docker-compose.yml service rm --cluster <name of
 cluster> --region <name of AWS region>

2. Delete the cluster and its associated resources using the following command. The cluster name is the name given when it
was created using the ecs-cli up command.

ecs-cli down --force --cluster <cluster-name> --region <name of AWS
 region>

3. Delete the cloud formation stack using the following command. The stack name is the name given when it was created
using the AWS cloud formation deploy command.
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aws cloudformation delete-stack --stack-name <name of stack> --
region <name of AWS region>

 Load the Container Gateway License
There are several ways to load the gateway license onto the Container Gateway running on Docker
Engine. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. Choose the method that is the most
expedient for your needs.

There are several ways to load the CA API Gateway license onto the Container Gateway running on Docker Engine. Each
method has its own advantages and disadvantages. Choose the method that is the most expedient for your needs.

Note:

If you subscribe to the CA API Gateway under a Portfolio License Agreement (PLA), you are required to configure telemetry
settings. To learn how, see Product Licensing and Telemetry.

Note:

If you are using OpenShift, refer to Run the Container Gateway on OpenShift. The sample deployment files in that section
illustrate how to use secrets management to handle the license file.

Note:

CA Technologies does not recommend embedding the license files in a derived image. This method is less secure and prone to
accidental license misuse.

Contents:

Method 1: Environment Variable

This method installs the license through the SSG_LICENSE environment variable.

• Advantage: You can store the license.xml file externally, as docker-compose.yml does not reveal the location of the license
file.

• Disadvantage: The license file needs to be stored and managed by a separate system. This method uses the Gzip/Base64
command, which can produce different output depending on the environment (Unix/Linux/Windows).

To install the license through an environment variable:

1. Run this command through the Docker CLI (command line interface):

export SSG_LICENSE_ENV=$(cat /../ssg_license.xml | gzip | base64 --
wrap=0)

Note:

The path to ssg_license.xml must be a local path to the license file on the system in which Docker is running.
2. Open docker-compose.yml in a text editor and add this to the "environment" section:

environment:
    SSG_LICENSE: "$SSG_LICENSE_ENV"
    EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS: "-
Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.env.license.enable=true"

Method 2: Volume Map

This method uses the volume-mapping capability in docker-compose.yml.
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• Advantage: This method does not require using the Gzip/Base64 command (and its potential for differences–see "Method
2: Environment Variable"). 

• Disadvantage: The ssg_license.xml file must be on the dockerHostVM and not necessarily the environment in which the
Docker CLI is called. The volume map method does not work if your Docker CLI is connected to a remote Docker host
VM

To volume map a license:

• Open docker-compose.yml in a text editor and add this to the "volumes" section:

volumes:
    - ./SSG_LICENSE.xml:/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/
license/license.xml

Note:

• Product Licensing and Telemetry
• Run the Container Gateway on OpenShift 

 Environment Variables for the Container Gateway
This topic lists the environment variables that are specific to the Container Gateway application. To
obtain a better understanding of how these environment variables are used, refer to the following
documentation for the Docker Engine and OpenShift. CA Technologies recommends that you first review
the sample files in the following documentation links before looking up the detailed descriptions.

This topic lists the environment variables that are specific to the Container Gateway application. To obtain a better
understanding of how these environment variables are used, refer to the following documentation for the Docker Engine and
OpenShift. CA Technologies recommends that you first review the sample files in the following documentation links before
looking up the detailed descriptions.

Docker Engine:

•  Configure Environment Variables for Docker 
•  Sample Docker Compose Deployment File 

OpenShift:

•  Configure Environment Variables in OpenShift 
•  Sample OpenShift Deployment Files 

Available Gateway Environment Variables

http://xml/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/
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Variable Required? Default Description

ACCEPT_LICENSE

Yes - Set the ACCEPT_LICENSE
environment variable
to true to confirm that you
have a valid commercial
license for CA API Gateway.
You also confirm that you
have reviewed and accepted
the terms of the CA End
User License Agreement
(EULA) that governs your
use of the CA API Gateway.

This value is case-sensitive.

SSG_JVM_HEAP

No 2G The JVM heap size to use.

This value should be
a number, followed
by m, M, k, K, g, or G (not
case-sensitive). For example:
"4G" or "4g" (4 gigabytes),
"3M" or "3m" (3 megabytes).

Tip:

 This value must be set to
a value that is less than
the mem_limit value set in
the api-gateway section
of the  docker-
compose.yml  file.
The mem_limit value
should be 1GB more or 50%
more than the

SSG_JVM_HEAP

value, whichever is higher.

Note:

 For memory configuration
guidelines, see Guidelines for
Configuring Resources for
the Container Gateway.
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 SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME 

 SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD 

No random These define the log in
credentials for the Policy
Manager. 

For improved security, the
username and password
(a 12-character minimum
is recommended) may
contain alphanumeric ASCII
characters and any of the
following symbols: ! @ . = -
_ ^ + ; : # , % 

Warning:

 You should embed
sensitive data such
as passwords in
plain-text within a
configuration file
only for convenience
in development or
test environments.
Many container
PaaS environments
provide mechanisms
for properly
managing
sensitive data.
For an example,
see "Secrets"
in Configure
Environment
Variables in
OpenShift.

Tip:

 To disable Policy Manager
connectivity, leave
the SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME and SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD variables
empty. Disabling Policy
Manager access is ideal
if you want to enforce the
redeployment of the container
when making changes in
a production environment.
You will also do this if you
have a derived image that is
bootstrapped.
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  SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL No - The URL of the JDBC
connection that is used
to connect to the MySQL
database. If this URL is
not defined, the Container
Gateway defaults to
using the embedded
database instead.

1. If a valid URL is
provided, the Container
Gateway uses this JDBC
connection to connect to
the MySQL database(s)
(MySQL mode).

2. If a URL is not provided
(empty or not declared),
the Container Gateway
defaults to the embedded
database (Derby mode).

Tip:

• If you want to
use the Policy
Manager, make sure
the SSG_ADMIN_USERNAME and SSG_ADMIN_PASSWORD are
defined.

• The JDBC URL can
be used to configure
the secondary database
connection, for example:

jdbc:mysql://
mysql-server-
primary:3306,mysql-
server-
secondary:3306/ssg

SSG_DATABASE_USER

Yes, if SSG_DATABASE_

JDBC_URL is provided

- The user who is connecting
to the MySQL server(s). The
password may contain
alphanumeric ASCII
characters and any of the
following symbols: ! @ . = -
_ ^ + ; : # , % 

Note:

• If you are using the CA
Technologies sample
deployment files:

1. This user must match any

MYSQL_USER

username defined in the
environment section for
the MySQL service. This
environment section is
identified by these names:

• "mysql-server" in
the Sample Docker
Compose Deployment
File  

• "creating the MySQL
database" section
in the deploy.sh file
(see Sample OpenShift
Deployment Files).

2. If you specify a user name
other than

root

, you must also define a

MYSQL_DATABASE

entry. This is necessary
for the database user
to have the correct
permissions.

• If you have deployed your
own MySQL instance,
then set this environment
variable to match the
credentials for the account
created on your MySQL
instance.

SSG_DATABASE_PASSWORD

Yes, if SSG_DATABASE_
JDBC_URL is provided

- Password that is used to
connect to the MySQL
server(s). The password may
contain alphanumeric ASCII
characters and any of the
following symbols: ! @ . = -
_ ^ + ; : # , % 

Note:

 

• If you are using the
sample deployment files,
then this environment
variable must match:

• any

MYSQL_PASSWORD

defined in the
environment section
for the MySQL
service. This
environment section
is identified by these
names:

• "mysql-server"
in the Sample
Docker Compose
Deployment File  

• "creating the
MySQL database"
section in
the deploy.sh file
(see Sample
OpenShift
Deployment Files).

• If you have deployed your
own MySQL instance,
then set this environment
variable to match the
credentials for the account
created on your MySQL
instance.

SSG_DATABASE_WAIT_TIMEOUT

No 300 seconds (5 minutes) The time to wait (in seconds)
for the database to become
available. This value is used
by the Container Gateway
when

SSG_DATABASE_JDBC_URL

is provided.

SSG_CLUSTER_HOST

Yes, if SSG_DATABASE_
JDBC_URL is provided

 ${hostname} The cluster hostname of the
Container Gateway.

Valid values are the
quoted fully qualified
domain name (FQDN) of
the service endpoint; for
example: mygateway.mycompany.com 

SSG_CLUSTER_PASSWORD

Yes, if SSG_DATABASE_
JDBC_URL is provided

 random The cluster password.

For improved security, the
username and password
(a 12-character minimum
is recommended) may
contain alphanumeric ASCII
characters and any of the
following symbols:  ! @ . = -
_ ^ + ; : # , 

EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS

No - This variable defines any
extra JVM properties to add
to the Java command line
here, or Gateway System
Properties to set. Separate
multiple entries with a space.
Enclose the string within
quotes.

Example (line breaks added
for readability):

EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS:
 "-
XX:ParallelGCThreads=4-
Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.env.license.enable=true-
Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.autoTrustSslKey=trustAnchor,TrustedFor.SSL,TrustedFor.SAML_ISSUER"

Note:

• Use -
Dcom.l7tech.server.siteminder.enabled=true to
enable CA Single Sign-
On (Siteminder). By
default, this functionality
is disabled.

• Use -
Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.env.license.enable=true to
enable loading the SSG
license gzip, base64 string
as a environment variable.
By default it is disabled.

• Use -
Dcom.l7tech.service.metrics.enabled=false to
disable the service metrics
when using a MySQL
database. By default it
is enabled. The embedded
database does not use
this toggle as it is always
disabled.

Note:

 Properties defined in
EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS
override the same properties
defined in the Gateway
System Properties.
However, values from
EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS
do not modify
the system.properties file.
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  SSG_SSL_KEY No Warning:

 IMPORTANT: Use
the SSG_SSL_KEY environment
variable in a
development or test
environment only. It
is not recommended
for production use,
since it exposes the
SSL key license
in plain text in
your configuration
file. The preferred
method is to mount
the license file(s) as
secret volumes.

The default Gateway SSL
key as a base64 encoded
string. For more information,
see Manage Private Keys.

Tip:

 Copy the string from
the output of this Linux
command

cat /path/to/key.p12 |
 base64

(add

–wrap=0

to the

base64

command if you are running
Windows OS).

SSG_SSL_KEY_PASS

No The default Gateway SSL key
password. Can be left empty
if the

p12

key is not password
protected.

SSG_LICENSE

No/Disabled by default Warning:

 IMPORTANT: Use
the SSG_LICENSE environment
variable in a
development or test
environment only. It
is not recommended
for production use,
since it exposes the
(encoded) license
in plain text in
your configuration
file. The preferred
method is to mount
the license file(s) as
secret volumes.

The CA API Gateway license
as a Gzipped, Base64-
encoded string (with no space
characters or line breaks).
A valid license is required
to operate the Container
Gateway.

Use this SSG_LICENSE env
var to install a single
Gateway license. To install
multiple licenses, use the
preferred method of mounting
the license file(s) as secret
volumes.

Note:

 Providing the license
through this environment
variable is disabled by
default. To enable, add the
following to the docker-
compose.yml file
in Sample Docker Compose
Deployment File:

EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS:
 "-
Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.env.license.enable=true"

Alternatively, add this line
to the gateway.env file
in Sample Openshift
Deployment Files:

EXTRA_JAVA_ARGS="-
Dcom.l7tech.bootstrap.env.license.enable=true"
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Deprecated Environment Variables

These variables were used in the previous versions of the container Gateway and are no longer in use.

Variable

SSG_CLUSTER_COMMAND

 SSG_DATABASE_TYPE
SSG_DATABASE_HOST
SSG_DATABASE_PORT
SSG_DATABASE_NAME 

 SSG_DATABASE_ADMIN_USER
SSG_DATABASE_ADMIN_PASS 

SSG_INTERNAL_SERVICES

Note:

•  Configure Environment Variables for Docker 
•  Configure Environment Variables in OpenShift 

 Customize the Container Gateway
You can customize your Container Gateway by creating a derived image with the customizations. These
customizations are included whenever you start a new container from that image.

You can customize your Container Gateway by creating a derived image with the customizations. These customizations are
included whenever you start a new container from that image.

The following sections provide a few useful ways to customize new containers:

    

Tip:

 For best practices, start with the USER root command, followed by commands that you intend to run. At the end
of the Dockerfile, you can switch back to the entrypoint user using the USER ${ENTRYPOINT_UID} command.
The ENTRYPOINT_UID is referenced from the original image.

Customize the Container Time Zone

Some Container Gateway features use the local time zone set on the server; for example, system logs or date/time context
variables with the .local suffix (${gateway.time.local}). By default, the Container Gateway uses the UTC time zone. You can
change it to the local time zone or to another time zone in your network.

To change the time zone, create a symbolic link to the time zone you want, from /usr/share/zoneinfo/
<your_timezone> to /etc/localtime. The following example shows how to change the time zone to Vancouver PST:

FROM image:latest
USER root
RUN ln -sf /usr/share/zoneinfo/America/Vancouver /etc/localtime
USER ${ENTRYPOINT_UID}

Set the Locale
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To set the locale inside a Docker container, use the following example as a reference. By default, locale is set as "POSIX". To
find out the locale setting, run the locale command inside the container.

FROM image:latest
USER root
RUN localedef -c -i en_US -f UTF-8 en_US.UTF-8 --quiet
ENV LANG="en_US.UTF-8"
ENV LANGUAGE="en_US:en"  
USER ${ENTRYPOINT_UID}

Set User Permissions

For security reasons, the container must not run as the root user. After performing commands that requires root access, switch
back to the ENTRYPOINT_UID user. To do this, modify the permission and ownership of files or folders. This can be done
using commands such as chmod or chown.

The following example shows how to change file permissions in the Dockerfile:

FROM image:latest
USER root
COPY "misc_files" "/opt/docker/rc.d/folders/"
RUN chmod -R 750 '/opt/docker/rc.d/folders/'
USER ${ENTRYPOINT_UID}

Run Pre-Boot Scripts

There are numerous ways to customize the Container Gateway image, as described in this topic. If you require customization
beyond what is described here, you can create your own pre-boot posix-compatible script. One common use for pre-boot
scripts is to modify bundle files to replace some run-time values that may not be known during the design-time.

You can use these pre-boot scripts to customize the image at run-time. For more information, see Run Custom Shell Scripts at
Gateway Startup.

Auto-Provision Internal Services

You can auto-provision internal services to the Container Gateway, similar to the traditional Appliance Gateway. To do this:

• Update your Dockerfile using either of the following commands:

#The below command will expose the /restman internal service.RUN
 touch /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/
services/restman#The below command will expose the /wsman internal
 service. RUN touch /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/
bootstrap/services/wsman

Auto-Provision Gateway Entities

You can auto-provision migration bundles to the Container Gateway, similar to a traditional Appliance Gateway. Run the
commands below to embed your migration bundles. When the Container Gateway starts, the entities are available for use. The
entities may include, but not limited to services, configuration, and trusted certificates.
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1. Copy the bundle files to this directory within the Gateway Docker image:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/bundle

2. Place the files by updating your Dockerfile using the following command, where "<FILENAME>" is the name of your
bundle file:

COPY <FILENAME> /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/
bundle/

Copy Gateway License Files

The CA API Gateway can load Gateway license files from within this directory:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/license/

• Copy the license file from your local directory to the image:

COPY "CA_SSG_License1.xml" "/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/
etc/bootstrap/license/"

Install Library Files

The CA API Gateway supports the loading of external libraries, for example: the Install the JDBC Interface and Install the
JMS Interface. To add those library files to the Container Gateway, do the following:

1. Copy the library files to this directory within the Gateway Docker image:

/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext/

2. To place the files, update your Dockerfile using the following command:

COPY custom.jar /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext/

Customize Default Health Check Behavior

The default health check behavior of the Container Gateway evaluates whether there is a problem starting the Container
Gateway server process. You can customize this default health check behavior based on your business requirements. For
example, you want to publish a service on the Container Gateway that is important to your business. You want to ensure that
the service is ready to accept traffic after the Container Gateway starts up. To do this, create a bootstrap health check service
that checks the status of the Container Gateway service.

To customize the default health check behavior of the Container Gateway:

1. Create the service endpoint /healthcheck.  This service should return response code 200 when the Container Gateway
is ready to accept traffic.

2. Install the service endpoint using the steps in "auto_provision".
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3. Create a health_check.sh script file that checks the response code of the service endpoint. For example:

response=$(curl -s -o /dev/null -w "%{http_code}" http://gatewayurl:port/healthcheck)
if [ "$response" -eq "200" ]; then
   exit 0
fi
exit 1

4. In Dockerfile, copy the health_check.sh script from your local directory to derived images, and then change the
permission of the health_check.sh script. For example:

COPY path_to_healthcheck/health_check.sh /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/
RUN chmod 750 /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh

5. Include HEALTHCHECK instructions in your Dockerfile and call the health_check.sh script:

HEALTHCHECK --interval=5s --timeout=5s --retries=1 --start-period=120s CMD /opt/docker/rc.d/
diagnostic/health_check.sh || exit 1

Note:

 If the container is behind a load balancer, then the load balancer should have access to the /healthcheck endpoint.

Create a Derived Image

The following sample Dockerfile uses the features that are described in this topic to create a derived image that you can use
with your customization.   

FROM CA_GATEWAY_IMAGE:latest
?
#use root user to run commands past this point of the dockerfile
USER root

# Copy license files
COPY "CA_SSG_License1.xml" "/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/license/"
COPY "CA_SSG_License2.xml" "/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/license/"
# Or COPY the whole folder containing license(s)
# COPY "licenses_folder" "/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/license/"
#set the time zone to America/Vancouver
RUN ln -sf /usr/share/zoneinfo/America/Vancouver /etc/localtime
#set locale
RUN localedef -c -i en_US -f UTF-8 en_US.UTF-8 --quiet
ENV LANG="en_US.UTF-8"
ENV LANGUAGE="en_US:en" 
#permission change
COPY "misc_files" "/opt/docker/rc.d/folders/"
RUN chmod -R 750 '/opt/docker/rc.d/folders/'
?
#create restman internal service
RUN touch /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/service/restman

https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/#healthcheck
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?
#copy bundle files to bootstrap folder
COPY migrationbundle1.req.bundle /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/bundle/
COPY migrationbundle2.bundle /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/bundle/
?
#copy extension libraries to the Gateway
COPY custom.jar /opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/runtime/lib/ext/
?
#override container gateway's default health check behavior
COPY path_to_healthcheck/health_check.sh /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/
RUN chmod 750 /opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostic/health_check.sh
HEALTHCHECK --interval=5s --timeout=5s --retries=1 --start-period=120s CMD /opt/docker/rc.d/
diagnostic/health_check.sh || exit 1

#switch user back to the entrypoint user so the container does not run as root
USER ${ENTRYPOINT_UID}
?

Enable External Hazelcast Storage

The Openshift environment has very strict rules for external document mounting. When deploying container Gateway on
an Openshift environment with external Hazelcast storage, the container image needs to be repackaged with the hazelcast-
client.xml.

The following example shows how to mount hazelcast-client.xml (hazelcast-client file needs to be prepared locally) to the
defined location to enable external Hazelcast storage:

FROM image:latest
USER root
COPY "hazelcast-client.xml" "/opt/SecureSpan/Gateway/node/default/etc/bootstrap/assertions/
ExternalHazelcastSharedStateProviderAssertion/" 

When the container Gateway is repackaged, push it to the cloud repository accessible by Openshift.

The following example docker command shows how your customized container Gateway can be pushed to a cloud repository:

docker tag <customized gateway image name> <registry-host>/<image-path>
docker push <registry-host>/<image-path>

Note:  for hazelcast-client.xml sample file and more hazelcast-client configuration options please refer to Connect to an
External Hazelcast Datastore 

Note:

•  External documentation for Docker HEALTHCHECK 
•  External documentation for Dockerfile 

 Run Custom Shell Scripts at Gateway Startup
When running the Container Gateway appliance, you can add custom shell scripts that execute as part
of the Gateway start-up. This allows you to customize the image at run-time. (For example, you wish to
generate another bundle using a different set of environment variables to create a JDBC connection to an
Outh Toolkit database prior to installing the OTK.)

https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/#healthcheck
https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/
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When running the Container Gateway appliance, you can add custom shell scripts that execute as part of the Gateway start-up.
This allows you to customize the image at run-time. (For example, you wish to generate another bundle using a different set of
environment variables to create a JDBC connection to an Outh Toolkit database prior to installing the OTK.)

All scripts must complete successfully before the Container Gateway starts up.

Note:

The shell scripts run as a non-root user belonging to the root group. As a result, these scripts cannot perform actions that
require root access.

Before you run custom scripts, you must make sure:

• The scripts have the .sh suffix.
• The scripts are POSIX-compatible.

This section describes how to:

Place the Scripts

To run custom scripts:

1. Place the script file(s) into this directory within the Container Gateway image:

/opt/docker/rc.d/

These files are run at Gateway startup. If you want to add scripts to perform health checks, place these scripts into this
directory:

/opt/docker/rc.d/diagnostics/health_check

The Gateway executes each health check script in alphabetical order. The Gateway ceases health checks at the first failure.
2. Update your Dockerfile to something similar to the following:

FROM original_image_name
USER root
COPY <folder_containing_scripts> "/opt/docker/rc.d/"
RUN chmod -R 750 "/opt/docker/rc.d/"

#Switch back to the ENTRYPOINT userID so the container does not run
 with the root user 
USER ${ENTRYPOINT_UID}

This retrieves the scripts from the specified source folder, copies it into the required folder, and then changes the
permissions accordingly.

The shell scripts execute with the /bin/sh command. If any script exits with a non-zero value (which indicates the script
did not execute correctly), the Gateway container startup terminates.

Control the Order of Execution
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If more than one script is present, they are executed in ascending alphabetical order. The easiest way to control the order is to
add a prefix to the script names:

001_first_script.sh

999_last_script.sh

050_middle_script.sh

 Container Gateway End User License Agreement (EULA)
Container Gateway End User License Agreement (EULA)

Note:

To accept the EULA, set the ACCEPT_LICENSE environment variable to true. The Container Gateway will not function if
this variable is not set to "true".

Note:

 To view a localized version of this End User License Agreement, click here to download it.

CA End User License Agreement (the "Agreement") for the CA software product
that is being installed as well as the associated documentation and any SDK, as
defined below, included within the product ("the Product").

Carefully read the following terms and conditions regarding your use of the
Product before installing and using the Product. Throughout this Agreement,
you will be referred to as "You" or "Licensee."

By installing or using the Product, or by selecting the "I accept the terms of
the License Agreement" radio button below, and then clicking on the "Next"
button, you are

(I) Representing that you are not a minor, and have full legal capacity and
have the authority to bind yourself and your employer, as applicable, to the
terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative of
your employer, as applicable, to be bound by this Agreement.

By selecting the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio
button below, and then clicking on the "Cancel" button, the installation
process will cease.

1. CA, Inc. (or the CA entity respectively identified after Section 15 below
for the country / countries in which the Product is being supplied), (“CA”)
provides Licensee with one (1) copy of the Product, for use in accordance with
such (a) quantity and (b) CA published criteria for measuring the usage of the
Product (such as, but not limited to, MIPS, CPUs, tiers, servers, or users),
designated as the authorized use limitation ("Authorized Use Limitation") on
any Order Form (defined below) or CD sleeve included within the Product box.
CA licenses the Product to Licensee on a limited, non-exclusive,
non-transferable basis only for internal business use during the Term and other
terms and conditions of (a) any CA Order Form or Registration Form which has
been signed or otherwise contracted between Licensee and a CA affiliate; or (b)
a License Program Certificate which is provided by CA to Licensee, as
applicable, referencing and incorporating the terms of this Agreement (each
hereafter referred to as the "Order Form").

2. If the Product is an alpha or beta version of the program, hereinafter
referred to as the "beta program" or "beta version" and not generally available
to date, CA does not guarantee that the generally available release will be
identical to the beta program or that the generally available release will not
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require reinstallation. Licensee agrees that if it registers for support or if
otherwise required by CA, Licensee shall provide CA with specific information
concerning Licensee’s experiences with the operation of the Product. Licensee
agrees and acknowledges that the beta version of the Product (a) is to be used
only for testing purposes and not to perform any production activities unless
CA shall have otherwise approved in writing and (b) has not been tested or
debugged and is experimental and that the documentation may be in draft form
and will, in many cases, be incomplete. Licensee agrees that CA makes no
representations regarding the completeness, accuracy or Licensee’s use or
operation of the beta version of the Product. BETA PRODUCTS ARE PROVIDED ON AN
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR
REPRESENTATIONS OF TITLE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. If Licensee is also a tester of
the beta version of the Product (as defined by the beta testing or pre-release
testing agreement (“Beta Testing Agreement”) that was agreed to by Licensee
during the registration process before obtaining the beta version of the
Product), Licensee agrees that the terms of this Agreement are in addition to,
and do not supersede, the terms of the Beta Testing Agreement.

3. If the Product is being licensed on a trial or evaluation basis, Licensee
agrees to use the Product solely for evaluation purposes, in accordance with
the usage restrictions set forth in Section 1, for a thirty-day evaluation
period unless a different period is otherwise noted (the "Trial Period"). At
the end of the Trial Period, Licensee’s right to use the Product automatically
expires and Licensee agrees to de-install the Product and return to CA all
copies or partial copies of the Product or certify to CA in writing that all
copies or partial copies of the Product have been deleted from Licensee’s
computer libraries and/or storage devices and destroyed. If Licensee desires
to continue its use of the Product beyond the Trial Period, Licensee may
contact CA or a CA affiliate to acquire a license to the Product for the
applicable fee. LICENSEE’S USE OF THE PRODUCT DURING THE TRIAL PERIOD IS ON AN
"AS IS" BASIS WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, AND CA DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AS WELL AS ANY EXPRESS WARRANTIES PROVIDED ELSEWHERE IN
THIS AGREEMENT.

4. If the Product includes a Software Development Kit ("SDK"), the terms and
conditions of this paragraph apply solely for the use of the SDK. The SDK may
include software, APIs and associated documentation. The SDK is provided
solely for Licensee's internal use to develop software that enables the
integration of third party software or hardware with the Product, or to develop
software that functions with the Product, such as an agent. Licensee’s use of
the SDK is restricted solely to enhance Licensee’s internal use of the
Product. No distribution rights of any kind are granted to Licensee regarding
the Product. In addition to the limitations on use set forth in Section 8,
below, Licensee may not reproduce, disclose, market, or distribute the SDK or
the documentation or any applications containing any executable versions of the
SDK to third parties, on the internet, or use such executables in excess of the
applicable Authorized Use Limitation. If there is a conflict between the terms
of this section and the terms of any other section in this Agreement, the terms
of this section will prevail solely with respect to the use of the SDK.

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, AND NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING
CONTAINED HEREIN TO THE CONTRARY, THE SDK IS PROVIDED AND LICENSED "AS IS"
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND.

5. Payment of the fees specified on the Order Form or as agreed between
Licensee and an authorized reseller of CA or any of the CA affiliates, shall
entitle Licensee to use the Product for the term specified on the Order Form
(the "Term"), which use may include the right to receive maintenance services
therefore for the period set forth on the Order Form. All fees payable
hereunder shall be payable as stated in the Order Form, or if not stated, shall
be payable net thirty (30) days from the CA invoice date. Licensee will
install each new release of the Product delivered to Licensee. After the
initial Term, continued usage and/or maintenance of the Product as provided
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herein shall be subject to the payment by Licensee of the fees described on the
Order Form. If You are acquiring licenses of the Product from an authorized CA
reseller, the terms of this Agreement governing payments, pricing and discounts
shall not apply as such terms are between You and your chosen CA reseller. Any
terms that may appear on a Licensee purchase order (including without
limitation pre-printed terms), or as part of Licensee’s order with an
authorized CA reseller, that conflict or vary from the terms and conditions of
this Agreement shall not apply to the Product and shall be deemed null and
void. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with respect to any Product that relies
on continuous content updates, such as signature files and security updates,
Licensee shall be entitled to such content updates for a period of one (1) year
from the effective date of the license.

6. If maintenance is provided by CA or a CA affiliate, it shall be renewed
annually as specified in the Order form. All fees are net of applicable
taxes. Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or taxes imposed or levied
by any government or governmental agency including, without limitation,
federal, state and local, sales, use, value added and personal property taxes,
(other than franchise and income taxes for which CA is responsible) upon a
presentation of invoices by CA or a CA affiliate, as applicable. Any claimed
exemption from such tariffs, duties or taxes must be supported by proper
documentary evidence delivered to CA. Any invoice which is unpaid by Licensee
when due shall be subject to an interest charge equal to the lower of 1.5% per
month or the highest applicable legal rate.

7. Licensee may install and deploy the Product in the territory specified in
the Order Form up to the Authorized Use Limitation. Licensee may permit its
Authorized End Users access to the Product for Licensee’s and its Affiliates’
internal business wherever located, provided that Licensee hereby expressly
agrees that a breach by an Authorized End User shall be considered to be a
breach by and the responsibility of Licensee. Licensee may relocate the
Product to a new Licensee location within the territory specified in the Order
Form upon prior written notice. For purposes hereof, “Authorized End Users”
means Licensee, its Affiliates and their employees and independent contractors
(but excluding any outsourcer, facilities management providers, managed service
provider, or application service provider) that are bound by terms and
conditions no less restrictive than those contained herein and are acting on
behalf of Licensee and not a third party; “Affiliate” with respect to Licensee
means any legal entity in which the Licensee directly or indirectly Controls;
and “Control” means ownership or control of greater than 50% of an entity’s
shares or control of the board of such entity by force of law or contract, or
the equivalent. If Licensee desires to use the Product beyond such
restrictions, it shall notify CA or the CA affiliate the Licensee has procured
the Product from, and Licensee will be invoiced for and shall pay the
applicable fees for such expanded use.

8. The Product, including any source or object code that may be provided to
Licensee hereunder, as well as documentation, appearance, structure and
organization, is the proprietary property of CA and/or its licensors, if any,
and may be protected by copyright, patent, trademark, trade secret and/or other
laws. Title to the Product, or any copy, modification, translation, partial
copy, compilation, derivative work or merged portion of any applicable SDK,
shall at all times remain with CA and/or its licensors. Licensee agrees that
CA may use any feedback provided by Licensee related to the Product for any CA
business purpose, without requiring consent including reproduction and
preparation of derivative works based upon such feedback, as well as
distribution of such derivative works. Usage rights respecting the Product may
not be exchanged for any other CA product. The Product is licensed as a single
product. Its component parts may not be separated for use. Licensee and its
Authorized End Users will keep the Product and the terms of this license
strictly confidential and use its best efforts to prevent and protect the
Product from unauthorized disclosure or use. Licensee may not (i) disclose,
de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product except to
the extent the foregoing restriction is expressly prohibited under applicable
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law; (ii) create any derivative works based on the Product; (iii) use the
Product to provide facilities management, outsourcing, service bureau, hosted
services, cloud services, on demand services or like activity whereby Licensee,
without a CA license authorizing such purpose, operates or uses the Product for
the benefit of a third party; or (iv) permit the use of the Product by any
third party, except as authorized by CA in writing. Licensee shall not release
the results of any benchmark testing of the Product to any third party without
the prior written consent of CA. Licensee will not transfer, assign, rent,
lease, use, copy or modify the Product, in whole or in part, or permit others
to do any of the foregoing with regard to the Product without CA’s prior
written consent, except to the extent the foregoing restriction is expressly
prohibited under applicable law. Licensee will not remove any proprietary
markings of CA or its licensors. Licensee may make a reasonable number of
copies of the Product for disaster recovery “cold standby”, backup and archival
purposes; provided that use of such copies is limited to testing Licensee’s
disaster recovery procedures and effectiveness and as is necessary during any
reasonable period subsequent to the occurrence of an actual disaster during
which Licensee cannot operate the Product. If this license terminates for any
reason, Licensee shall certify to CA in writing that all copies and partial
copies of the Product have been deleted from all computers and storage devices
and are returned to CA or destroyed and are no longer in use. Licensee
acknowledges that the Product is subject to control under European and U.S.
law, including the Export Administration Regulations (15 CFR 730-774) and
agrees to comply with all applicable import and export laws and regulations.
Licensee agrees that the Product will not be exported, reexported or
transferred in violation of U.S. law or used for any purpose connected with
chemical, biological or nuclear weapons or missile applications, nor be
transferred or resold, if Licensee has knowledge or reason to know that the
Product is intended or likely to be used for such purpose. The Product and any
accompanying documentation have been developed entirely at private expense and
are "commercial item(s)" and "commercial computer software" as those terms are
defined in Federal Acquisition Regulation Subpart 2.101 “Definitions.” The
Product is exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA),
5 U.S.C. §552(b) under one or more exemptions to that Act (or a similar U.S.
state statute, as applicable). Any Product previously delivered to You may not
be delivered again. Any Product not previously delivered to Licensee will be
delivered to Licensee or its chosen reseller following receipt by CA of an
acceptable order. The Product shall be delivered either by electronic delivery
(“ESD”) or, if CA or a CA affiliate respectively requires delivery in tangible
media, CPT, as defined in INCOTERMS 2010, from CA’s or such CA affiliate’s
shipping point. CA or the CA affiliate from which Licensee is procuring the
Product agrees to be responsible for all customs duties and clearances and
title to any CA hardware if included will pass upon point of delivery to
carrier at CA’s or such CA affiliate’s shipping location. In the event of
electronic delivery, no tangible personal property will be delivered. Such
electronic delivery may not automatically provide for an exemption from
applicable sales or use tax. Any operating system identified as "Generic" or
"GA" denotes such operating systems for which the Product is made generally
available by CA in accordance with CA current published specifications..
Acceptance is waived and deemed to have occurred at the earliest of point of
physical shipment or delivery of keys/access codes for electronic delivery. CA
Inc. is the manufacturer of the Product.CA reserves the right, on notice to
You, to conduct an audit remotely or onsite of Licensee and/or Your Affiliates
facilities to verify compliance by Licensee and its Authorized End Users with
the terms of this Agreement. CA agrees that such audit shall be conducted
during regular business hours at Your offices and CA shall endeavor to conduct
such audit so as not to interfere unreasonably with Your activities and/or use
an independent third party to conduct the audit subject to terms of
non-disclosure if required. This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted
in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, without regard to its
choice of law provisions, and any action arising under or relating to the
Agreement shall lie within the exclusive jurisdiction of the State and Federal
Courts located in Suffolk County, New York.
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9. CA warrants that it can enter into this Agreement and that it will indemnify
Licensee, or, at its option, settle any third party claim that CA is not so
authorized or that Licensee’s use of the Product as authorized hereby infringes
any United States patent or copyright within the jurisdictions where Licensee
is authorized to use the Product at the time of delivery. CA also warrants
that its distributed Product will operate materially in accordance with its
published specifications set forth within the documentation for a period of
ninety (90) days after delivery of the Product to Licensee, provided that CA’s
only responsibility will be to use reasonable efforts, consistent with industry
standards, to cure any defect. If, within a reasonable time after receiving
Licensee’s written notice of breach of either of the above warranties, CA is
unable to cause the Product to operate (a) without infringing a third party’s
intellectual property rights, or (b) materially in accordance with CA’s written
specifications, then CA may terminate the license and provide or arrange for a
pro-rata refund to Licensee or its authorized CA reseller of the license fees
and or the support and maintenance fees paid. In the event of such
termination, the pro-rata refund shall be calculated on (i) the number of
months left remaining on the Term of the applicable Order Form or (ii) if the
Product is licensed under a perpetual license, using (only for purposes of a
refund calculation) an amortization schedule of three (3) years. The
warranties set forth in this Section do not apply to beta, trial, evaluation or
demonstration versions of the Product, or to Software Development Kits. CA
shall have no liability to indemnify or to remedy a warranty claim: (i) in the
event the allegation of infringement or warranty claim is a result of a
modification of the Product except a modification by CA, (ii) if the Product is
not being used in accordance with CA’s specifications, related documentation
and guidelines, (iii) if the alleged infringement or warranty claim would be
avoided or otherwise eliminated by the use of a CA published update or patch,
(iv) if the alleged infringement or warranty claim is a result of use of the
Product in combination with any third party product, or (v) if the applicable
fees due for the Product have not been paid or Licensee is otherwise in breach
of this Agreement. The indemnifications contained herein shall not apply and CA
shall have no liability in relation to any Product produced by CA at the
specific direction of Licensee. THE FOREGOING PROVISIONS STATE THE ENTIRE
LIABILITY AND OBLIGATIONS OF CA REGARDING CLAIMS OF INFRINGEMENT, AND THE
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AVAILABLE TO LICENSEE WITH RESPECT TO ANY ACTUAL OR ALLEGED
INFRINGEMENT OR MISAPPROPRIATION OF ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OR OTHER
PROPRIETARY RIGHTS.

10. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE, TO THE FULL EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW:

(I) NO OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE MADE BY CA;
(II) IN NO EVENT WILL CA BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER PARTY FOR ANY CLAIM
FOR LOSS, INCLUDING TIME, MONEY, GOODWILL, AND CONSEQUENTIAL OR INDIRECT
DAMAGES, WHICH MAY ARISE FROM THE USE, OPERATION OR MODIFICATION OF THE
PRODUCT, EVEN IF CA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN
THE EVENT THAT THE ABOVE LIABILITY LIMITATION IS FOUND TO BE INVALID UNDER
APPLICABLE LAW, THEN CA’S LIABILITY FOR SUCH CLAIM SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE
AMOUNT OF THE LICENSE FEE ACTUALLY PAID FOR THE PRODUCT BY LICENSEE. NO THIRD
PARTY, INCLUDING AGENTS, DISTRIBUTORS, OR AUTHORIZED CA RESELLERS IS AUTHORIZED
TO MODIFY ANY OF THE ABOVE WARRANTIES OR MAKE ANY ADDITIONAL WARRANTIES ON
BEHALF OF CA. CA DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE PRODUCT WILL MEET LICENSEE’S
REQUIREMENTS OR THAT USE OF THE PRODUCT WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE.

11. Licensee may assign this Agreement only if Licensee complies with CA’s
then prevailing policies respecting assignment of licenses, which includes a
requirement that the scope of use of the Product not be expanded beyond the
business of Licensee and the business of Licensee’s majority-owned subsidiaries.

12. If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes
insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership proceedings are initiated by or
against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance
hereunder and/or to terminate this Agreement immediately and, in addition to
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all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to become due hereunder, if any,
will immediately be due and payable to CA or the CA affiliate the Licensee was
procuring the Product from.

13. If Licensee fails to pay the applicable maintenance fee, then Licensee may
reinstate maintenance thereafter by paying to CA or the respective CA affiliate
a fee equal to 150% of CA’s then prevailing maintenance fee for each year for
which the maintenance fee has not been paid.

14. If a court holds that any provision of this Agreement to be illegal,
invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall remain in full force
and effect. No waiver of any breach of this Agreement shall be a waiver of any
other breach, and no waiver shall be effective unless made in writing and
signed by an authorized representative of the waiving party. Any questions
concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA, Inc., One CA Plaza,
Islandia, NY 11749, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

15. In the event Licensee acquires a license for the Product outside of the
United States, the following Sections will apply to the use of the Product:

Notwithstanding the terms of the last sentence of Section 8, the laws of the
country in which Licensee acquires a license for the Product shall govern this
Agreement, except as otherwise provided below:

Europe, Middle East and Africa

1. In EMEA the CA entity that is the licensor is CA Europe Sàrl (“CA Europe”).
CA Europe Sàrl is the licensor for Products which have been made available to
Licensee by way of license from CA Europe Sàrl through a local CA subsidiary in
EMEA or through an authorized CA reseller. The CA support and maintenance, if
any, is being provided by a local CA subsidiary or by an authorized CA reseller.
2. EMEA means Europe, Middle East and Africa.

3. Section 9, third sentence and fifth sentence shall only apply to third party
rights infringement. Section 9, second sentence is deleted and replaced with:
“CA Europe also warrants that the Product will operate materially in accordance
with the applicable specifications set forth within the documentation of the
Product subject always to Licensee’s compliance with the terms of this
Agreement. If CA Europe has breached this warranty Licensee’s remedy is for CA
Europe, in consultation with Licensee, to either (i) use reasonable efforts
consistent with industry standards to cure the defect, or (ii) replace the
Product with one that materially complies with the documentation. If the defect
cannot be cured within a reasonable period of time or if the rectification of
the defect or replacement has finally failed, Licensee shall have (i) in case
of a subscription license the right to reasonably reduce the fees agreed and/or
terminate immediately for cause, if the legal or statutory requirements are
met; (ii) in case of a perpetual license, at its option, the right (1) to
rescind or reduce the fees agreed in the applicable transaction document and
(2) claim damages or to claim reimbursement of futile expenditures. The right
to claim damages or futile expenditures shall be subject to the limitations of
liability set forth below in section 10. In case of a perpetual license the
warranty claims stated herein shall become time-barred within ninety (90) days
after delivery of the Product. Warranty remedies are conditioned upon (i) any
error or defect complained of is reasonably reproducible by CA Europe, (ii) the
Product is not modified and is being used in accordance with the documentation,
and (iii) the breach is not attributable in whole or in part to any non-CA
product(s) or service(s). The above warranties are the sole warranties provided
by CA Europe. No other warranties, including that the Product is error free,
whether express or implied, including, without limitation, the implied
warranties of satisfactory quality, non-infringement, or suitability and/or the
warranty of fitness for a particular purpose are made by CA Europe or its
suppliers. If Licensee claims under this warranty section, Licensee is not
entitled or eligible to seek the same warranty remedies from any other CA
affiliate.”

4. Section 10 is deleted and replaced with:
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“10.1 CA Europe’s liability shall, regardless of the reason for the
liability, be unlimited in cases of death or bodily injury or injury of health
and damages caused by gross negligence or willful default of CA Europe or the
grossly negligent or willful default of CA Europe’s legal representatives or
persons whom CA Europe occupies with the performance of its contractual
obligations and in cases of liability under the Product Liability Act
(“Produktehaftpflichtgesetz”).
10.2 In case of slight negligence CA Europe shall, regardless of the reason
for the liability, only be liable, if CA Europe violates an obligation, which
is essential for the execution of the Agreement and in the fulfillment of which
the other party regularly trusts. In this case, CA Europe’s liability to
Licensee will be limited to damages which have been foreseeable and which can
typically arise in connection with this Agreement.
10.3 Further to the above CA Europe’s liability to the Licensee for
indirect, special and consequential damages (including, without limitation,
loss of profits, loss of business, loss of opportunity or loss of goodwill)
shall be limited to damages which have been foreseeable and which can typically
arise in connection with this Agreement.
10.4 It is the parties’ understanding that the foreseeable damages that can
typically arise in connection with the licenses granted in this Agreement in
the meaning of sections 10.2 and 10.3 above shall be limited to a maximum of
the fees paid or owed for the then current initial or renewal Term for which
the Licensee has procured the Product.
10.5 The liability for loss of data shall be limited to the typical recovery
efforts in the case of regular and adequate data back-up.
10.6 The remedies provided in this Agreement are the exclusive remedies of
the parties.”

5. The following sections are added to this Agreement:

“Force Majeure. Except for payment obligations and obligations pertaining to
non-disclosure, notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement,
neither Party will be liable for any action taken, or any failure to take any
action required to be taken, in the event and to the extent that the taking of
such action or such failure arises out of causes beyond a party’s control,
including, without limitation, war, civil commotion, act of God, strike or
other stoppage (whether partial or total) of labor, any law, decree, regulation
or order of any government or governmental body (including any court or
tribunal).”

“Licensee Data. If Licensee transfers any personal data to CA Europe as a
requirement pursuant to any Product, then Licensee represents that (i) it is
duly authorized to provide personal data to CA Europe and it does so lawfully
in compliance with relevant legislation, (ii) CA Europe and any entity within
the CA group of companies (each a "CA entity") or its subcontractors can
process such data for the purposes of performing its obligations and (iii) CA
Europe may disclose such data to any CA entity and its subcontractors for this
purpose and may transfer such data to countries outside of the country of
origin. CA, Inc. is Safe Harbour certified and the CA entities have committed
to comply with relevant data protection/privacy legislation.”

6. The laws of Switzerland (excluding its conflict of laws provisions) shall
govern the construction and enforceability of this Agreement. The parties agree
that any action arising under or relating to this Agreement shall lie within
the exclusive jurisdiction of the Swiss courts located in Zürich. The United
Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods will not
apply to this Agreement.

7. Any questions concerning this Agreement for EMEA should be referred to CA
Europe Sàrl located at Building A, Lake Geneva Centre, Route de la Longeraie 9,
1110 Morges, Switzerland, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Argentina
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Argentina S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
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This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Argentina. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales de
la Cuidad de Buenos Aires.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA de Argentina
S.A, Avenida Alicia Moreau de Justo, 400, 2 piso, 1107, Buenos Aires – At.:
Finance Department.

Australia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Pacific) Pty. Ltd (ABN 20 001 146
345).

The following is added to each of the end of Sections 2, 3 and 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain
rights under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 and other state and
territory legislation which may not be excluded but may be limited. To the
full extent permitted by law CA excludes all terms not expressly set out in the
express terms of this Agreement, and limits any terms imposed by the
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 and other state and territory legislation to
the full extent permitted by the applicable legislation.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of the State or Territory in which the transaction is performed govern
this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Where CA is in breach of a condition or warranty implied by the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 or other state and territory legislation, CA's liability is
limited, in the case of goods, to the repair or replacement of the goods, or
payment for the repair or replacement of the goods, and in the case of
services, the supplying of the services again or payment for the re-supply of
the services, as CA may elect. Where that condition or warranty relates to a
right to sell, quiet possession or clear title, in respect of goods or if the
goods supplied by CA are of a kind ordinarily acquired for personal, domestic
or household use or consumption, then none of the limitations in this Section
apply.

Brazil
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Programas de Computador,
Participações e Serviços Ltda.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Brazil. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a court of the São
Paulo City Hall.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Programas de
Computador, Participações e Serviços Ltda., Avenida das Nações Unidas, 12901 –
6 andar – Torre Norte – São Paulo – SP, 04578-000, At.: Worldwide Law
Department.

Canada
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Canada Company.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws in the Province of Ontario shall govern this Agreement.

Chile
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA de Chile, S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Chile. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales
Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Santiago.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA de Chile, S.A,
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Avenida Providencia 1760, piso 15 – Edificio Palladio, oficina 1501 - 6640709
Providencia - Santiago – At.: Finance Department.

China
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (China) Co., Ltd.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are inclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of the People’s Republic of China, without regard to its choice of law
provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a competent court
located in Beijing.

Colombia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Software de Colombia S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Colombia. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales
Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Bogotá.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Software de
Colombia S.A, Edificio Grupo Santander Central Hispano Torre 2 - Oficina 401
Carrera 7 - Nº 99-53 - Bogotá D.C. - Colombia – At.: Finance Department.

Hong Kong
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Hong Kong) Limited which is also
its principal place of business at Suites 2301 2306, 23rd Floor, Dah Sing
Financial Centre, 108 Gloucester Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Hong Kong. The courts of Hong Kong will have sole and exclusive
jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added at the end of Section 10: The aforementioned liability
limitation and the aforementioned maximum liability amount will not affect or
prejudice the statutory rights of the licensee under the sale of goods
ordinance, the supply of services (implied terms) ordinance or the control of
exemption sections ordinance, nor will they limit or exclude any liability for
death or personal injury solely caused by CA's negligence.

India
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (India) Technologies Private
Limited.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement and the terms hereof shall be governed and construed in
accordance with the laws of India and the courts of Mumbai shall have sole and
exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this
Agreement. In the event the Product is delivered electronically, the said
Product shall be made available by CA for downloading from a server situated in
a country other than India.

Indonesia (refer to Singapore)

Japan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Japan, Ltd.

The third sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or taxes imposed or levied by any
government or governmental agency other than the taxes for which CA is
responsible upon a presentation of invoices by CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of the country of Japan, without regard to its choice of law provisions. Any
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dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Tokyo District Court located
in Tokyo Japan.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Japan, Ltd.,
2-7-9, Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 102-0093, Japan, Attention: Worldwide
Law Department.

Korea
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Korea Inc., Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Republic of Korea, without regard to its choice of law provisions.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Korea Inc.,
Ltd, City Air Tower (18th Fl.), 159-9, Samsung-Dong, Kangnam-Ku, Seoul 135-973
Korea, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Malaysia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Malaysia. The courts of Malaysia will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction
with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no other warranties, Licensee may have
certain rights under the Consumer Protection Act 1999 and the warranties are
only limited to the extent permitted by the applicable legislation.

Mexico
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Software de MÉxico S.A. de C.V.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of MÉxico. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales de la
Cuidad de MÉxico.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Software de
MÉxico S.A. de C.V, Av. Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra 193, Suite 502, Col.
Granada, Mexico City, MX 11500 – At.: Finance Department.

New Zealand
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Pacific (NZ) Ltd.

Notwithstanding the final sentence of Section 6, the applicable interest charge
on invoices unpaid by Licensee is 1.5% per month.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of New Zealand. The courts of New Zealand will have sole and exclusive
jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain
rights under the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 or other legislation which cannot
be excluded or limited. The Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 will not apply in
respect of any goods or services which CA supplies, if Licensee acquires the
goods and services for the purposes of a business as defined in that Act.
Where the Product is not acquired for the purposes of a business as defined in
the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993, the limitations in this Section are subject
to the limitations in that Act.

The following is added to Section 12:
CA’s rights under this Section shall also apply if any resolution is passed or
proceedings are commenced for the liquidation or winding up of Licensee.
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Peru
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA de Peru S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Peru. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales
Ordinarios de La Cuidad de Lima.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA de Peru S.A,
Avenida Paseo de La Republica, 3211, Piso 11, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru – At.:
Finance Department.

Philippines
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Philippine Computer Associates
International, Inc.

The first eight sentences of Section 8 are deleted and replaced with:
Title to the Product and all modifications thereto shall remain with CA. The
Product is a trade secret and the proprietary property of CA or its licensors.
Licensee agrees that CA may use any feedback provided by Licensee related to
the Product for any CA business purpose, without requiring consent including
reproduction and preparation of derivative works based upon such feedback, as
well as distribution of such derivative works. Usage rights respecting the
Product may not be exchanged for any other CA product. Licensee and its
employees will keep the Product and the terms of this Agreement strictly
confidential. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Licensee will
not disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the
Product.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of the Philippines. The courts of Makati City will have sole and exclusive
jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Section 12 is deleted and replaced with:
If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes
insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership proceedings are initiated by or
against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance
hereunder and/or to terminate this Agreement immediately upon notice and, in
addition to all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to become due hereunder
will immediately be due and payable to CA.

Singapore
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Singapore. The courts of Singapore will have sole and exclusive
jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to the end if Section 9:
To the full extent permitted by applicable law, CA disclaims all implied
conditions or warranties of satisfactory quality or fitness for purpose.

Taiwan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Taiwan) Limited whose registered
office is situated at 17F/B, No. 167, Tun Hwa North Road, Taipei City 105,
Taiwan.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are exclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Taiwan, without regard to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute
hereunder shall be determined by Taipei District Court.

Thailand
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The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Sales (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Thailand. The courts of Thailand will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction
with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Venezuela
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates (CAI) de
Venezuela, CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Venezuela. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales
Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Caracas.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer
Associates (CAI) de Venezuela, CA, Avenue Francisco de Miranda, Centro Lido,
Torre B, pisso 5, officina B-51, El Rosal, Caracas 1060, Venezuela – At.:
Finance Department.

16. If the Product contains third party software, and the licensor requires
the incorporation of specific license terms and conditions for such software
into this Agreement, those specific terms and conditions, which are hereby
incorporated by this reference, are located below this Agreement.

 Run CA API Gateway in Microsoft Azure Cloud
This section describes the procedures and the best practices for running the CA API Gateway image in
Microsoft Azure Cloud. This article is intended for system administrators or an equivalent technical user.

This section describes the procedures and the best practices for running the CA API Gateway image in Microsoft Azure Cloud.
This article is intended for system administrators or an equivalent technical user.

Contents:

Prerequisites
General

• Ensure that you have access to Azure Portal Account (https://portal.azure.com).
• Ensure that the latest version of Microsoft Azure Power Shell Command Line Interface is installed in your system.
• The CA API Gateway requires a DS2 or better VM. These are targeted for Premium Storage. The disk controller for the

VM must support at least 5000 IOPS.
• Download the Gateway image from here:https://layer7images.blob.core.windows.net/vmdepot-images/

gateway-9.3.00-7814-azure-centos-x8664.vhd https://layer7images.blob.core.windows.net/vmdepot-images/
gateway-9.4.00-8872-azure-centos-x8664.vhd https://layer7images.blob.core.windows.net/vmdepot-images/
gateway-9.2.00-6904-azure-centos-x8664.vhd

Azure Tools

The following tool is used to deploy Gateway image as Azure:

• Azure PowerShell Command Line Interface
• Install the required add on modules related to Azure Resource Manager in PowerShell.

Deploy Gateway Image in Azure

To deploy CA API Gateway image in Microsoft Azure Resource Manager, follow these steps:

1. Create Resource Group
2. Create Premium Storage Account
3. Publish Gateway Image to Azure Portal
4. Create Network (Subnet, NIC and Virtual Network)
5. Create Virtual Machine
6. Deploy Gateway Image to Virtual Machine

https://portal.azure.com
https://layer7images.blob.core.windows.net/vmdepot-images/gateway-9.3.00-7814-azure-centos-x8664.vhd
https://layer7images.blob.core.windows.net/vmdepot-images/gateway-9.3.00-7814-azure-centos-x8664.vhd
https://layer7images.blob.core.windows.net/vmdepot-images/gateway-9.4.00-8872-azure-centos-x8664.vhd
https://layer7images.blob.core.windows.net/vmdepot-images/gateway-9.4.00-8872-azure-centos-x8664.vhd
https://layer7images.blob.core.windows.net/vmdepot-images/gateway-9.2.00-6904-azure-centos-x8664.vhd
https://layer7images.blob.core.windows.net/vmdepot-images/gateway-9.2.00-6904-azure-centos-x8664.vhd
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Note: Execute the commands in PowerShell CLI.

Before you begin, you must connect to your Azure account using one of several methods. The most common is the 'interactive
method' with the following command in PowerShell:

Connect-AzAccount

When run, this command will present a token string. To sign in, copy this string and paste it into https://microsoft.com/
devicelogin in a browser. Your PowerShell session is then authenticated to connect to Azure.

For other connection options (e.g., password-based or certificate-based authentication) for Azure PowerShell, please refer to
official Microsoft documentation. 

Create Resource Group

A resource group is a container that holds related resources for an Azure solution. The resource group can include all the
resources for the solution, or only those resources that you want to manage as a group.

Use the following command to create a resource group:

$rgName=”Resource_grp_name”;
$location=”Location”;
New-AzureRmResourceGroup -Name $rgName -Location $location;

Create Premium Storage Account

To start using Premium Storage, you must create a Premium Storage account. You can create a Premium Storage account by
specifying the type as “Premium_LRS” , where LRS is the Locally-redundant storage (LRS) replication.

Use the following command to create a premium storage account:

$storageName = "storage_name";
$storageType = "Premium_LRS";
$storageacc = New-AzureRmStorageAccount -ResourceGroupName $rgName –
Name $storageName -Type $storageType -Location $location;

Publish Gateway Image to Azure Portal

To publish the Gateway Image to Azure portal, create a BLOB URL and set the location of Gateway Hyper V Cent-OS Image.
Use the following commands:

• Set Location Path:

$VHD_SRC_LOC = ”<image location path>”

For example, $VHD_SRC_LOC = “C:\Users\Avn01\Desktop\images\ gateway-<version>-hyperv-centos-x86_64.vhd”

https://microsoft.com/devicelogin
https://microsoft.com/devicelogin
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/authenticate-azureps?view=azps-1.8.0
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• Create BOLB URL:

$BLOB_URL = “<storageAccount>/<blobContainer>/<targetVHDName>”;

Where,

• storage account: specifies the storage account name that you have created.
• Blobcontainer: specifies the blob container, that is, blob.core.windows.net
• targetVHDName: specifies the location path of the VHD.

For example, $BLOB_URL=”https://layer7images.blob.core.windows.net/vmdepot-images/gateway-<version>-azure-
centos-x8664.vhd”;

• Publish Gateway VDH to Azure portal:

Add-AzureRmVhd -ResourceGroupName $rgName -Destination $BLOB_URL -
LocalFilePath $VHD_SRC_LOC;

Create Network (Subnet, NIC and Virtual Network)

An Azure virtual network (VNet) is a representation of your own network in the cloud. You can divide VNet into multiple
subnets. Subnet is a range of IP address in the VNet. A NIC is used to connect a VM to a subnet, a public IP address, or a load
balancer.

To create Subnet, NIC and VNet, use the following commands:

$nicname = "name_nic";
$subnetName = "name_subnet";
$vnetName = "name_vnet";
$vnetAddressPrefix = "<hostipaddress>/16";
$vnetSubnetAddressPrefix = "<hostipaddress>/24";

To configure Subnet and Virtual Network, use the following commands:

$pip = New-AzureRmPublicIpAddress -Name $nicname -ResourceGroupName
 $rgName -Location $location -AllocationMethod Dynamic;
$subnetconfig = New-AzureRmVirtualNetworkSubnetConfig -Name
 $subnetName -AddressPrefix $vnetSubnetAddressPrefix;
$vnet = New-AzureRmVirtualNetwork -Name $vnetName -ResourceGroupName
 $rgName -Location $location -AddressPrefix $vnetAddressPrefix -Subnet
 $subnetconfig;
$nic = New-AzureRmNetworkInterface -Name $nicname -ResourceGroupName
 $rgName -Location $location -SubnetId $vnet.Subnets[0].Id -
PublicIpAddressId $pip.Id;

Create Azure Virtual Machine
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The Azure virtual machine (VM) lets you create and use VM in the cloud. Create VM where you want to place Gateway Blob
as OS Disk. Azure provides multiple standard sizes for VM. For more information about multiple standard sizes, see Cloud
Service Sizes Specifications. 

Note: CA recommends using Standard_DS2 as size for the VM.

To create VM, use the following commands:

$vmName = "VMname_vm";
$computerName = "computername_img";
$vmSize = "Standard_DS2";
$osDiskName = $vmName + "osDisk";

Deploy CA API Gateway Image to the Virtual Machine

After you have created the VM, deploy Gateway image in the VM. To deploy the Gateway image in the VM, use the following
command:

$vm = New-AzureRmVMConfig -VMName $vmName -VMSize $vmSize;
$vm = Add-AzureRmVMNetworkInterface -VM $vm -Id $nic.Id;
$vm = Set-AzureRmVMOSDisk -VM $vm -Name $osDiskName -VhdUri $BLOB_URL
 -CreateOption attach –Linux;
New-AzureRmVM -ResourceGroupName $rgName -Location $location -VM $vm -
Verbose –Debug;

Configure Gateway in Azure Virtual Machine

After you have successfully created the VM, connect the VM using its IP address. 

Tip:

You can use any SSH client for connecting to the Virtual Machine. A popular client is PuTTY for Windows.

Note:

There is a known issue where account lockout occurs when you try to connect to the Gateway via SSH. If this happens to you,
refer to the article "Account Lock Outs When Running Gateway in Azure Cloud" in Known Issues.

Follow these steps:

1. Open SSH client, and provide the VM IP address to connect.
2. Enter the following username and password.

• User name:ssgconfig
• Password: 7layer

Note:

• For Forgotten Password: If you have forgotten your Azure VM password, then follow the steps mentioned in Azure
Utilitiesfor Wa-agent.

• For Password Expired: If your password has expired, reset the password by executing the following command:

chage -M 99999 <USER>

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/cloud-services-sizes-specs
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/cloud-services-sizes-specs
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/cloud-services-sizes-specs
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You can also verify the changes by executing chage  -l <USER> command. The root users can only reset the
password.

The Gateway Gateway Main Menu (Appliance) appears.
3. Select option 1 (Configure system settings) from the Gateway main.
4. To configure the network details, select option 1 (Configure networking and system time settings).
5. To configure the network interface, select option 1 (eth0).
6. To enable interface on boot, enter y.
7. To configure IPv4 networking, enter y.
8. Enter the following networking details:

• Protocol: DHCP.
• DHCP Host-Name: <host name of the DHCP server>

9. To configure IPv6 networking, enter n.
10. To enter any other network interface, enter n.
11. To change the current default IPv4 gateway and interface, enter n.
12. Enter fully qualified hostname of the DHCP server.
13. To apply the configuration changes, enter y.
14. Create a database using either of the following methods:

• Create the database using the Gateway.
From the Gateway main menu, select option 2 (Display CA API Gateway configuration menu) and then
option 2 (Create a new CA API Gateway database). For more information, seeGateway Configuration Menu
(Appliance).

• Create an instance of MySQL in Azure. If you require assistance, refer to the "Azure Database for MySQL
Documentation" from Microsoft.

15. Reboot the Gateway using option R (Reboot the SSG appliance) on the Gateway main menu.
The Gateway is configured in Azure VM.

Connect Policy Manager to the Azure Gateway

Connect the Policy Manager to Azure Gateway. 

Follow these steps:

1. Provide the credentials that you have configured in the database Azure VM IP address.
2. Connect to Azure Gateway. For more information about connecting the Policy Manager, see Start the Policy Manager.

The Policy Manager is now connected to the Azure Gateway.

 Azure Utilities
This section describes the utilities used for Azure VM.

This section describes the utilities used for Azure VM.

Wa-agent

Use the wa-agent to reset the root password on Gateway.

To reset the password, use the following command:

$vm = Get-AzureVM -ServiceName 'MyServiceName' -Name 'MyVMName'
#Enter your current user name and new password
$UserName = "MyCurrentUserName"
$Password = "MyNewPassWord"
[hashtable]$Param=@{};
$Param['username'] = $UserName;
$Param['password'] = $Password;
$Param['expiration'] = '2016-01-01';
$PrivateConfig = ConvertTo-Json $Param;

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/
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#Begin execution
$ExtensionName = 'VMAccessForLinux'
$Publisher = 'Microsoft.OSTCExtensions'
$Version = '1.*'
Set-AzureVMExtension -ExtensionName $ExtensionName -VM $vm -Publisher
 $Publisher -Version $Version -PrivateConfiguration $PrivateConfig |
 Update-AzureVM

For more information, see Using VMAccess Extension to Reset Login Credentials, Add New User and Add SSH Key for
Linux VM.

Azure Storage Explorer

Storage Explorer allows you to view and interact with your Azure Storage resources. The following are few benefits of using
storage explorer:

• You can view blob properties.
• Upload large files to the storage account of CA API Gateway.
• Upload, download, delete, and copy blobs and folders.
• Drag and drop files to upload.
• Rename blobs.
• You can generate the log files.
• You can perform schedule backups.

For more information about Azure storage explorer, see Getting started with Storage Explorer.

Monitoring Azure Virtual Machine

You can monitor Azure VM through the Azure web portal or you can access the data directly through the Azure diagnostics
extension. You can monitor certain basic VM-level metrics to ensure that your servers and services are healthy. The following
four are the most relevant metric types:

• CPU usage
• Disk I/O
• Memory utilization
• Network traffic

Monitoring will also involve triggering alarms when certain conditions are met, and providing diagnostic data to help in
troubleshooting and root cause analysis.

Follow these steps:

1. Login to Azure Portal.
2. Install the VM Agent upon VM creation.

Note: This step is applicable only when the VM Agent is not installed during VM creation.
3. Select the VM.
4. Under Monitoring section, select Diagnostics settings, and change the Status to ON.

The diagnostics is enabled.
5. Enable Monitoring
6. To configure metrics, select the required diagnostics metrics.

The portal provides rich charts with any of the metrics collected from the VM.
7. You can also set the Alert rules on CPU usage, Disk I/O and Memory utilization.
8. You can also export the metrics by using the Power BI reports in the portal.

Note: You can use Microsoft OMS backup and recovery tools to monitor VM.

For more information about monitoring the VM, see Microsoft Azure Virtual Machine Monitoring with Azure Diagnostics
Extension.

 Best Practices and Recommendations to Configure Gateway in Azure
The following are the recommendations you can follow while configuring the Gateway in Azure.

The following are the recommendations you can follow while configuring the Gateway in Azure.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/using-vmaccess-extension-to-reset-login-credentials-for-linux-vm
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/using-vmaccess-extension-to-reset-login-credentials-for-linux-vm
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/documentation/articles/vs-azure-tools-storage-manage-with-storage-explorer
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/windows-azure-virtual-machine-monitoring-with-wad-extension
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/windows-azure-virtual-machine-monitoring-with-wad-extension
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Networking

• Set up Gateway in a virtual network within ARM environment.
• Use single load balancer into the network (internal load balancer).
• Use single load balancer outside of network (external load balancer).
• If you use load balancer for SSL termination, then load the Gateway certificates into the load balancer

For more details on considerations for load balancer, see Azure Load Balancer overview.

Database

• CA Technologies do not specifically recommend ClearDB solutions.
• You can use the database that ships with the CA API Gateway.
• You can also create an instance of MySQL in Azure, and connect to the created MySQL. The size limit is 10 GB and up to

50 connections.

Connect Gateway with External Database

By default, CA API Gateway comes with MySQL database server. To connect to MySQL external database server, follow
these steps:

1. Open the Azure portal and go to Marketplace.
2. Click + (New) icon and search for MySQL.
3. Select the MySQL database server type that you want to connect and click Create.

Note: Do not select the publisher type with ClearDB MySQL Database servers.
4. Configure the Azure virtual machine.

MySQL is a pre-configured virtual machine, define what type of VM you need.

1.1 Basics: Configure basic settings of the virtual machine.

• Name for the virtual machine.
• User name for the default admin/root account.
• Authentication type and a password or SSH public key.

Note: We recommended that you use SSH Public Key for Linux.
• Subscription to deploy the virtual machine.
• Name of the Resource Group.
• Location for the virtual machine.

2.1 Size: Select size of the virtual machine.
The size of your virtual machine depends on how the MySQL server is queried, timespan to run queries, and the
database size.

3.1 Settings: Configure optional features.
4.1 Review the summary and click OK.
5.1 Click Purchase.

The virtual machine takes few seconds to deploy and you are ready to use MySQL server.
5. To view the IP address of the Azure virtual machine go to All resources,  your virtual machine  and select Overview.
6. To view the password of the MySQL database server go to SUPPORT + TROULESHOOTING select Boot diagnostics.

Search for the default password that is provided by the application. For example, the password for Bitnami is located under
Setting Bitnami application password.

7. Verify that the MySQL database server is available for root user on the Azure virtual machine. Open the Azure virtual
machine in a terminal application such as PuTTY and run the following command:

mysql -u root –p

The virtual machine prompts for password. Use the password that is provided in the Azure virtual machine.
Note: After connecting to the database, you can change the password.

8. Connect CA API Gateway application with the database server that is configured on Azure virtual machine.
9. Open the Gateway appliance and configure the database as specified in Gateway Configuration Menu.

Note:

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/load-balancer-overview
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The default Read timeout for connecting to an external database is 10 minutes. To alter the timeout period, add the following
entry to the file /opt/SecureSpan/Controller/etc/host.properties:

host.node.api.timeout.millis= <timeout>

Where the "<timeout>" value is in milliseconds. Run service ssg restart in a privileged shell for the new value to
take effect.

Note:

For more information on creating an instance of MySQL, refer to the article "How to deploy and use MySQL from the Azure
Marketplace".

For more information on creating a MySQL database using Azure, refer to the article "Create an Azure Database for MySQL
server by using the Azure portal".

Disaster Recovery

You must create a machine storage account for disaster recovery.

• You can create BLOB storage with a container in azure storage.
• You can back up the VHD through portal, and store it.
• In the event of disaster, use the backed up disk to create new system.
• You can create another image using existing marketplace.
• You can attach backup disk to the new VM.
• You can use Microsoft OMS backup and recovery tools for backup and recovery process.

For more information about disaster recovery, refer to the article "What is Site Recovery" from Microsoft.

12 Documentation Legal Notice

This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred to
as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by CA at any time.
This Documentation is proprietary information of CA and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or
duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of CA.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with
that software, provided that all CA copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable
license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility
to certify in writing to CA that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to CA or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
WILL CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED
IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is CA.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/cdndevs/2016/03/22/how-to-deploy-and-use-mysql-from-the-azure-marketplace
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/cdndevs/2016/03/22/how-to-deploy-and-use-mysql-from-the-azure-marketplace
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/quickstart-create-mysql-server-database-using-azure-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/mysql/quickstart-create-mysql-server-database-using-azure-portal
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/site-recovery-overview
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